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w It Can Be Told ! IF THE WINDSORS HAD COME TO HOLLYWOOD

By Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.

ON

WISHING

THE WORLD

LISTS

AROUND...

\_jemey

Carlo or Mandalay, in Shanghai

or Salzburg^. . on wishing lists the world
around the loveliest women write . . . fragrance Gemey!
For fragrance Gemqy, young and fresh
and spirited, is beloved of 75 lands. And
today in America Richard Hudnj/r presents
this perfume in tiny handbag/vials, in impressive dressing table flacons. . . presents
it, too, as a single thread of fragrance
spun through a galaxy of glamour-gifts.
See these Christmas treasures in fragrance Gemey a/your nearest perfume
counter. . . begu/fing trifles in lipsticks and
rouge pots, slpek compacts, personal enchantments,/uxurious charm-chests.
Choose/from them that gift-that-matters
... an intimate gift, a gift with continental
flair . ./in that favorite of five continents
. . . fragrance Gemeyl

RICHARD
New/York

• Paris • London

HUDNUT
• Toronto • Buenos Aires
Capetown

ON HER WISJtfNG LIST . . . four essen•form in that single thread
Ture... fragrance Gemey. $5.

GALA GIFTS . . . handbag harmony of Cigarette Case,
Double Vanity and Lipstick,
$10. Swank Cigarette and
Triple Vanity Case, only $5.50.

GLAMOUR

CARGO

for her

as ship . . . eight
personal luxurTeT> in Hie
fragrance Gemey.
$10.

der,

Rouge,

Lips

fragrance Gemey.

$2.85.

• Shanghai

EXPOSURE?
GARGLE

LISTERINE

When a person coughs or sneezes on
you, the air carries bacteria and deposits them in your nose and throat.
Prompt action withV,Listerine, which
kills germs, may avert au oncoming
cold.
-

DRAFTS?
GARGLE

LISTERINE

Like wet feet, drafts are dangerous
because they chill the body unequally, weakening its resistance to
germs. Avoid all drafts, and when you
have been in one, gargle Listerine.

Listerine kills germs associated
with colds and sore throat
Tests During 7 Years' Research
Show
Cold Prevention Results That Amaze
Even Medical

Men

No remedy or treatment that we know of
can show the brilliant clinical record in
fighting colds that Listerine advances.
Listerine offers you the possibility of getting off with light colds this year, or no
colds at all. It is the new therapy that
succeeds.
Tests made
showed this:

during 7 years of research

That those who gargled Listerine Antiseptic twice a day had fewer colds, milder
colds, and colds of shorter duration than nonusers. More important still— colds of Listerine users reached the dreaded danger
zone of the chest less frequently than colds
of non-users.
Why such results, that impress even
medical men? Why is Listerine preferred
to drastic purgatives that may weaken

CHILLED?
GARGLE

LISTERINE

Late-season football games are usually followed by severe colds, health
reports show. After attending one,
it's a good idea to gargle Listerine
when you reach home.

strike. Among them are the dangerous influenza and streptococcus germs. These
"secondary invaders" are the germs that
complicate a cold and produce inflammation. They must be held under control.
Five minutes after gargling with Listerine Antiseptic, tests showed a germ reduction averaging 94.6%. Fifteen minutes
after, 96.7%. Even one hour after, nearly
80% on the average. This amazing germ
reduction gives Nature a helping hand,
and materially reduces the risk of cold.
That is a matter of laboratory record.
Use Listerine night and morning, and at
the first symptom of a cold, increase the
gargle to once every two hours. This pleasant precaution may spare you a long and
expensive period of suffering.
Lambert

Pharmacal

Co., St. Louis, Mo.

BEFORE GARGLING AND
AFTER

the system, vaccines that sometimes upset the patient, and those inhalants which
may irritate the nasal passages?
Here is why: Listerine treats colds for
what

they really are — acute local infections. And the quickest way to combat
local infections, as any doctor will tell you,
is to kill the germs involved in them. That
is exactly what the Listerine gargle does.
The secret of Listerine's success, we believe, must be that it reaches the virus
(germ) which many authorities say causes
colds. At the same time it kills by millions
the threatening "secondary invaders" —
germs that usually inhabit even normal
mouths, waiting until resistance is low to

for COLDS

c

The average reduction was 96.
7%
the relative number of
disease
septic,
and
15 onminutes after The
average
reducti
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and SORE THROAT

if

"SiAilTY^ATH SWEEPS AWAY TOBACCO-STAINED DEPOSITS"
IT POURS

ON THE TEETH A YJONDERFULIY

FRAGRANT, CLEANSING, MILKY WHITE
SOLUTION THAT SIMPLY SWEEPS AWAY
THOSE
TINY DEPOSITS
STAINED BY

>

TOBACCO
SMOKE.
ALL THE GIRLS
AT THE
BRIDGE
CLUB
ARE TALKING
ABOUT
IT .

WHY DON'T YOU TRY A TUBE?
Don't take our word or the word of
famous New York beauties about Listerine Tooth Paste. Try it yourself.
See how quickly it attacks tobaccostained deposits on teeth. How its
fragrant, milky-white solution bathes
the teeth and gums and leaves them
fresh, clean and healthy. How its high-

lustre polishing agents restore natural
brilliance and beauty to your teeth.
Don't forget its economy either. More
than a quarter of a pound of first-rate
dentifrice in the 40e tube. The 25*
size is proportionately economical.
Get a tube from your druggist today.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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Ziegfeld created it on the stage —
his greatest triumph! Now — on the
screen — M-G-M tops even "The Great
Ziegfeld" itself with a new happiness hit! . . . Thrilling music! Gorgeous
<*>
girls! Laughs galore! Tender romance
'Ufa':— of a Princess and a West Point
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cadet — with the grandest cast of
stars ever in one spectacular picture!

COLE PORTER

*^NS

SONGS
"It's All Over But the Shouting"
"Spring Love Is in the Air"
"Rosalie"

■

"In the Still of the Night"
"Who Knows"
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"Why Should I Care"
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REVIEWS
•

INDICATES

PICTURE

WAS ONE

OF

THE

BEST

OF THE MONTH

WHEN

REVIEWED

ADVENTUROUS BLONDE-Warners
A breezy edition of the Torchy Blane series with forthright
Glenda Farrell as a newspaper gal out to get her man in the person
of Barton MacLane, a busy, bustling police lieutenant. Anne
Nagel and Bill Hopper join the chase. If you like adventurous
comic strips. {Nov.)
ALL OVER TOWN-Republic
Olsen and Johnson fans will love this bit of bright hysteria
wrapped around
"angels"mystery
who back
a Broadway
find
themselves
with two
a murder
on their
hands. show,
Franklin
Pangborn is a panic as a swish designer.
(.Nov.)
ir ANGEL
Paramount
The languid Miss Dietrich in a velvety mixture of romance and
European politics surrounded by Lubitsch's direction, sparkling
dialogue, perfect photography and a splendid supporting cast.
Herbert Marshall is the preoccupied husband, Melvyn Douglas
rounds out the triangle.
Better not miss it. (Nov.)
ANNAPOLIS SALUTE
RKO Radio
Here is a worthwhile, simply presented story of rival middies at
the Naval Academy. James Ellison and Van Heflin are in love with
Marsha Hunt whose father objects to her marrying. When
scandal rears its ugly head, the rivals become friends. The background isrefreshingly authentic, as the scenes were actually taken
at Annapolis. (Nov.)
* ARTISTS AND MODELS- Paramount
A conglomeration of skits and songs engagingly held together by
Jack
Benny
as the
screwball
of an Gail
Artists'
Ball the
who Yacht
gives
you the
chance
to see
and hearpromoter
Ida Lupino,
Patrick,
Club Boys, Connie Bosvvell, Andre Kostelanetz, Ben Blue and a
bevy of artists and models.
Definitely dizzy. (Oct.)
ATLANTIC FLIGHT-Monogram
Outside of the fact that this allows Young America a good look at
Captain Dick Merrill, famed crack pilot, this dull story has little to
offer. Paula Stone is giddily inept as the heiress-aviatrix who uses
Dick's
save job.
the life
of Weldon Heyburn. Captain Merrill
himself ability
does a toswell
(Dec.)
* AWFUL TRUTH, THE-Columbia
The happy combination of Irene Dunne and Cary Grant, plus a
delightfully gay and romantic story, make this one of the best
pictures this year. Married, very much in love, but stubborn, they
find divorce rearing its ugly head, but finally solve their domestic
relations in a merry, mad and very modern way. Irene and Grant
are delicious, Ralph Bellamy and the supporting cast equally
splendid. A command performance.
(Dec.)
BACK IN CIRCULATION
Warners
A better than usual newspaper yarn dealing with the part
journalists play in railroading innocent persons to death. Joan
Blondell
is remarkably
good Lindsay
as the lady
of the
press, Pat victim
O'Brienof
is
her editor
and Margaret
is the
unfortunate
their go-getting zeal for sensationalism.
(Nov.)
BAD GUY

Consult This Movie
Save

SHADOW
THIS

BIG CITY-M-G-M
Rough and ready drama of the taxi war in New York, combined
with
immigrant
girl's problems
a new world,
tangles
Spencer
Tracyan and
Luise Rainer
in many in romantic
though
exaggerated
situations.
Tracy and
is a there
bit ponderous,
Luise a bit
but it's a
clever
production
is a fine supporting
cast.coy, (Nov.)
BIG SHOT, THE-RKO-Radio
Hilarious situations enliven this story of a veterinarian, Guy
Kibbee, who inherits his gangster uncle's swag, backs an anti-vice
crusade, discovers he's the gang's big shot. Cora Witherspoon
gives
fine performance
as Guy's socially ambitious wife, and
Kibbee a scores.
(Oct.)
*

BREAKFAST FOR TWO-RKO-Radio
Barbara Stanwyck, leaving her tears behind her, emerges as a
smartly dressed, gay and dominant Texan who works wonders with
playboy
Marshall's
life, home
and Meek
Wall isStreet
business.
Eric
BloreHerbert
plays assistant
to Cupid,
Donald
a justice
of the
peace,(Dec.)
and Glenda Farrell is a gold-digging show girl. You'll like
it.
BRIDE FOR HENRY, A-Monogram
A lively comedy with a novel triangle idea, this has Anne Nagel
marrying Warren Hull to spite Henry Mollison who forgot to show
up at the altar. Then Mollison joins Anne and Warren on their
honeymoon.
It's light and frothy.
(Dec.)
BRIDE WORE RED, THE-M-G-M
In a Viennese version of the Cinderella tale, Joan Crawford impersonates a cabaret girl chosen by an impish count to pose as a
lady at a fashionable hotel. Here she comes upon a passionate postman, Franchot Tone, and a dizzy playboy, Robert Young. Miss
Crawford is both gracious and compelling, but the weary plot
defeats all. (Dec.)
MELODY

Time, Money

PICTURES

M-G-M

"Bad who
Guy"getsequals
picture.
Bruce Cabot
fellow
into bad
scrape
after scrape,
finally plays
comesthe tounholy
grief.
Edward Norris is the good boy who reaps his reward in the love of
Virginia Grey.
Don't give it another thought.
(Nov.)

BROADWAY

Your

OF 1938-M-G-M

Stuffed with much of Hollywood's best talent, this follow-up o
"Broadway Melody of 1936" again teams Bob Taylor and Eleanor
Powell.
a producer
seems lostasin usual
the melee
song
and danceBob's
acts,role
butas Eleanor
is lithesome
and of
George
Murphy shines brightly as do Judy Garland, Sophie Tucker and
others. (Nov.)
CONFESSION-Warners
Even Kay Francis found it difficult to sustain the somber burden
of this moody melodrama based on a Madame X theme. Basil
Rathbone is the dog responsible for Miss Francis' downfall. Ian
Hunter struggles along as the unsympathetic husband; Jane Bryan
is the daughter.
(Ocl.)
DANGEROUSLY YOURS-20th Century-Fox
Among the current rash of jewel-thief pix this had better be
ignored.
A huge diamond is stolen, and Cesar Romero, the most

Shopping
and

Guide

and

Disposition

REVIEWED

IN

STAGE
ISSUE
Page

ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN-20th Century-Fox
BARRIER, THE— Paramount
BORROWING TROUBLE-20th Century-Fox
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE-Paramount
CHARLIE CHAN AT MONTE CARLO— 20th
Century-Fox
CONQUEST— M-G-M
DANGER-LOVE AT WORK-20th Century-Fox
DOCTOR SYN-GB
45 FATHERS-20th Century-Fox .
GIRL WITH IDEAS, A-Universa!
HEIDI— 20th Century-Fox
HURRICANEJHE— SamGoldwyn-United Artists
LADY FIGHTS BACK, THE— Universal
LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN-M-G-M
LIVING ON LOVE-RKO-Radio
LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO— 20th Century-Fox
MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938— Universal
MURDER
IN
GREENWICH \ VILLAGE —
Columbia
NAVY BLUE & GOLD— M-G-M
OVER THE GOAL-Warners
PORTIA ON TRIAL-Republic
SECOND HONEYMOON— 20th Century-Fox
SHE LOVED A FlREMAN-Warners
THRILL OF A LIFETIME— Parmount
. .
WITHOUT WARNING-Warners

48

90
4?
47
48
(6
4S
47
46

Casanova

*6

to

46

McCarthy

chisels in on Edgar Ber-

gen's love scene with Andrea Leeds, but
who can blame Andrea for two-timing when
the fascinating Charlie's in the offing! Bobby Clark, of stage fame, and Ella Logan add
the

hilarity

of

"The

Goldwyn

benefiting
from isthenice.will (Oct.)
of an eccentric.
foil. The score

Follies"

Mary Carlisle is Bing's

4t
90
90
90

• DOUBLE WEDDING-M-G-M
The famous Myrna Loy-Bill Powell combination in a stew of
romance and boisterous comedy. Bill plays a roustabout adventurer living in a trailer. When lie liulits out for Hollywood with
Florence Rice and John Beal in tow, the staid Miss Loy upsets the
applecart.
Better go, but don't expect perfection.
(Dec.)
•k EBB TIDE— Paramount

obvious suspect, finds romance with Phyllis Brooks. Jane Darwel
moves ponderously throughout, and Alan Dinehart is a heavy
heavy.
(Dec.)
DOUBLE

OR NOTHING

Paramount

Disappointing
Crosby's device
former of
smash
this people
vague
musical
is basedafter
on Bing
the familiar
four hits,
funny

Robert inLouis
Stevenson's
human
derelicts
the South
Seas is powerful
filmed in adventure
Technicolorstory
with ofmasterly
direction and a notably fine cast including Britain's Oscar Homolka
(he
played Frances
Paul Kruger
in "Rhodes,
The Diamond
Ray
Milland,
Farmer,
Barry Fitzgerald
and Master"),
Lloyd Nolan.
miss
(Dec.) and acting are outstanding. You can't afford to
Story,this.
production
(Continued on page. 88)
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KAY THOMPSON

Featuring TED LEWIS AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CAB CALLOWAY AND HIS COTTON CLUB ORCHESTRA
KAY THOMPSON and Her Radio Choir
HENRY ARMETTA • LUIS ALBERNI
SMILEY BURNETTE • LOUIS PRIMA
AND . . . Introducing That Singing

TED LEWIS

• JOE DiMAGGIO
• MAX TERHUNE
AND HIS BAND
Cowboy Star

GENE AUTRY
Directed by CHARLES

JOE

DiMAGGIO

HENRY

ARMETTA

F. RIESNER

• Original screen play by HARRY

SAUBER • Adapted from the musical revue "Manhattan Merry-GoRound" by FRANK HUMMERT • Associate Producer HARRY SAUBER

\
HIT TUNES . . .
"Round Up Time In Reno"
"Have You Ever Been In Heaven?'
"Mama, I Wanna Make Rhythm"
"I Owe You"
"All Over Nothing At All"
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BOYER
in

THE

SEASON'S

MOST

EXCITING

SCREEN

EVENT

The show that gave Paris a new sensation, thrilled London, and captured New York . . . now in
the full glory of the screen's mighty magic . . . with a great cast of supporting stars including

BASIL RATHBOM
ANITA LOUISE
MORRIS

CARNOVSKY

• VICTOR

KILIAN

• An ANATOLE

LITVAK

Production

Screen play by Casey Robinson • Adapted from the play by Jacques Deval • English
Version by Robert E. Sherwood • Music by Max Steiner • A Warner Bros. Picture

It's on the way to your favorite theatre now — the grandest
love and laughter picture of this or any other year! . . . A
glorious Christmas treat for a hundred million movie-goers.

TO THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD!

TURE

CHOOSE

Each year Hollywood watches for PHOTOPLAY'S
Gold Medal Award.

Once again our readers

are invited to select the winner.

Vote now!

SINCE 1920 the motion-picture studios
have competed with each other for the
honor of winning Photoplay's annual Gold Medal for the best picture produced during the year. Since 1920 our thousands of readers have consistently held a
record for unerring taste and sound judgment in voting this award to a picture outstanding for its fine production, direction,
acting and photography. Once again we ask
you to select the winner! Looking back over
the winners of previous years, we know you
will not fail us.
This has been a year of glorious achievement in the motion-picture industry. An
amazing number of pictures has been produced that are so generally excellent it will
be harder than ever to decide which one was
the best. Adventure, romance, mystery,
musicals, sea sagas, westerns, grand opera,
costume pictures, childhood classics — the list
is endless. For your benefit, we list here
outstanding pictures of 1937. Space does not
permit us to record every fine picture, so if
your favorite is not here, vote anyway.
The Photoplay Gold Medal is the only
award of its kind in which the public absolutely has the whole say. No board of judges
sits in to decide the vote. You and you only,
are both the jury and the judge. Your vote,
this year, encourages the producer to make
even better pictures next year.
The medal, a facsimile of which appears
above, is solid gold, designed and executed
by Tiffany & Co. Acting as your representative, we will bestow this distinguished award
on the studio which produced the picture
which wins the most votes. We wish to emphasize that any picture released in 1937
may be voted upon. Don't miss this chance
of deciding on such an important matter.
We should like you to vote as early as possible. Fill out the ballot (right), or just
write your choice on a slip of paper and send
it in to the Gold Medal Editor, Photoplay,
122What
East 42nd
New Picture
York, New
was Street,
the Best
of York.'
1937?
Don't delay!
Vote now!

1937
PREVIOUS
GOLD
MEDAL
WINNERS
1920
"HUMORESQUE"
1921
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
1922
"ROBIN1923HOOD"
'THE COVERED WAGON'
1924

OUTSTANDING
PICTURES
OF
1937
Adventures of Marco Polo, The
AH
Baba
Goes
to
Town
Angel
Awful Truth, The
Barrier, The
Black Legion
Call It a Day
Camille
Captains CouraConguest
Damsel, in Distress,
geous
A
Day atEnd
the Races, A
Dead
Easy Living
Ebb Tide
Firefly, The

Head Over Heels in
Love
Heidi
High,
Wide and
Handsome

"THE BIG PARADE"
1926

History
Night Is Made
Hurricane, The

"7TH HEAVEN"
1928
"FOUR1929SONS"
"DISRAELI"
1930

"ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN1931 FRONT"

at

I Met Him in Paris
Kid Galahad
King and the Chorus
Girl, The
mor
Knight
Last

Without
Gangster,

Love Is News
morrow
Make
Way
for ToMarked Woman
Maytime
Merry -Go -Round
1938

of

Night Must Fall
Nothing Sacred
One In A Million
100 Men and a Girl
Parnell
Perfect Specimen,
The
Plough
Stars, and
The the
Prince and the PauPrisoner
The

Fire Over England
Good Earth, The

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
1925

"BEAU GESTE"
1927

OF

ArThe

Last of Mrs. Cheyney, The
LifeThe of Emile Zola,

of Zenda
per, The
Quality Street
Road Back, The
Second Honeymoon
Stella Dallas
Stage Door
Star is Born, A
Souls at Sea
Shall We

Dance

Swing
High,
Stand-in
Low

Swing

They Won't Forget
Topper
Three
Smart Girls
Victoria the Great
Vogues of 1938
Wake Up And Live
Wee Willie Winkie
Nurse
Wife, Doctor And
Woman

Lost Horizon

Chases

Man

"CIMARRON"
1932
"SMILIN' 1933
THROUGH"
"LITTLE WOMEN"
1934
"THE BARRETTS OF
1935
WIMPOLE STREET"
"NAUGHTY 1936
MARIETTA"
"SAN FRANCISCO"

PHOTOPLAY

MEDAL

OF

HONOR

BALLOT

GOLD MEDAL EDITOR,
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
CHANIN BUILDING,
NEW YORK CITY

122 EAST 42nd STREET,

In my opinion the picture named below is the
best motion picture production released in 1937
NAME OF PICTURE
NAME

ADDRESS

LONG
SHOTS
comparison forgot my glamour — if any. . . .
I went down to Paramount to get smart
little Edith Head to design a dress for me and
got the ribbing of my life from Edith, Travis
Banton, Mary McQuire, who is the fitter, and
that elegant Miss Colbert who strolled in
just as they were measuring me. . . the
trouble was they all had different ideas as to
how that — I was taught in kindergarten to
call it my form — might be camouflaged. . . .
I managed to arrive at Fox the day that
Miss Temple put up her curls and gx-abbed
the very first shots of the world-shaking
event for Photoplay. . . .
I called
one day . at
Charlie
McCarthy.
. . Goldwyn's and met
I went to previews night after night and
the Eddie Cantor dinner and the huge Borzage party and talked with writers by day
and stars by night. . . .
Ah yes, it was in its way a typical Hollywood month ... or would have
been if I had kept away from those
photographers. . . .

BY RUTH WATERBURY

The day Miss Waterbury presented the
Rhett portrait to Clark Gable, and also
the
day new
she photographer,
posed solo for the
M-G-M's
famous
noted
European, Lazlo Willinger, she learned
two vital truths of Hollywood success

DEAR Readers, this has been quite a
month on your editor, for I not only
have had to put out a magazine but I
also have had my picture taken . . . both
plain and with Clark Gable . . . and between those two points I assure you lies a
lot of traffic. . . .
This month began just like an average Hollywood month which, of course, is totally
unlike a month anywhere else on earth . . .
I wasn't a bit startled when a perfectly
strange man called me at home at midnight
one night and said that he had an exclusive
interview with Garbo about her not marrying Stokowski and could he bring the story
into the office at ten the next morning? . . .
and I was even less surprised when he got
there at three rather than at ten. . . .
I didn't even blink when, after Walt Disney
had sent me up those enchanting pictures of
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
(see

page 18) , he called to say that he had to have
them back again for an hour or so for retakes. . . .
I was moved as deeply and sincerely as I
have ever been at any work of art when I
saw "Conquest," that exquisite production
starring Garbo and Charles Boyer with
Boyer giving what for my money is the
finest character performance I have ever
seen on the screen . . . yet somehow not
overshadowing that greatest artist of them
all, the divine Greta. . . .
I had the extreme pleasure of lunching
with Herbert Yates, the new head of Republic Pictures, and finding him the type of
intelligent hardheaded businessman that this
industry sorely needs. . . .
I GOT stood up on a date with Tyrone Power
on account of he had a date that same day
with Janet Gaynor and quite naturally by

IT was those bright boys at Metro
who started it all . . . they have on
that lot a new photographer from
Europe named Lazlo Willinger, and
by way of proving that he could
photograph anything, I suppose,
they suggested that he photograph
me . . . and thoroughly complimented Iwas at the result. . . .
Then they began getting subtle on
me . . . they said they thought it
would be a good idea if I had a full
make-up put on by Jack Dawn,
head of their make-up department
. . . well, little did I realize what
truths I was to learn about myself. . . .
A more charming, competent gentleman than Mr. Dawn I'd never expect to find, and I hope I never meet
a more honest one. . . .
First of all he didn't think much of the
way my hair was done ... a grand girl
named Olga came along to do something
about that ... I'd heard about Olga ... I
knew she was Garbo's hairdresser so while
she worked on my head I worked on Olga
trying to get Garbo information from her
. . . well, she got further than I did . . .
for at least she accomplished what she set out
to do while all the Garbo stuff I gleaned
from her could have been printed very comfortably on the head of a pin. . . .
Finally, though, my curls were set and Mr.
Dawn took over ... he was very swell
about it, but ah how truthful ... he said my
eyebrows weren't so good . . . that my
mouth was crooked . . . that the less said
about my nose the better . . . outside of that
I could pass . . . the miracle was that when
he got through I did look fairly human . . .
(Continued on page 87)
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Whenever you murmur about Hollywood salaries, do remember
the dream the stars stand for — the dream of all the lonely

•'■

women in a world that sometimes doesn't portion its happiness quite evenly. Remember, too, that in the darkness of a
little theater, in exchange for a few silver coins, they can
watch come true a romance that has eluded too many of them,
find for a few hours happiness too many of them have missed

NOW

st lovers are
s greate
world'
the to
NOWnot that
a, now that their
Americ
coming
trip is probably "indefinitely postponed," the truth about the doubts and fears
that assailed Hollywood over the promised
visit of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor
can be told.
It was a certainty, a few months ago, that
the world's most glamorous couple were
planning to visit the world's most glamorous
city this month.
During this proposed California trip they
had expected to visit William Randolph
Hearst at San Simeon. This had been "in
the cards" since some weeks before that
12

fateful day when Edward made his never-tobe-forgotten radio address of abdication for
"The Woman I Love."
And so, similarly, when they were to be on
the coast they had expected to stay with
Marion Davies, since she had been a friend
of Wally's for some time. Arrangements for
this part of their Hollywood trip had been
going on under cover for months. Edward
wanted to have several long chats with
Charlie Chaplin, to meet Walt Disney whom
he admires, and to be permitted "on set"
while Shirley Temple was making a picture.
Wally's film "ideal" (if she could be said

CAN

to be interested in anyone save her ex-King)
is Gene Raymond. Can you guess why — or
can't you see the strong resemblance? Then,
she thinks Bill Powell is just about the
"smoothest thing on rubber heels." Like all
women all the world over she wanted to
dance with Fred Astaire; and hear Bing
Crosby croon.
The names of many prominent filmland
hostesses had been presented to the Windsors weeks in advance in hopes of learning
exactly by whom they chose to be entertained. And a little bird told me that they
had okayed the Irving Berlins, the Lewis
Milestones, the Darryl Zanucks, the Mervyn

BE

TOLD

F
THE WINDSORS
HAD COME TO
HOLLYWOOD
— the fever of fear and doubt that was ramp-

ant there could never have been revealed.

But here the truth comes to the surface —

would the Windsors

BY

CORNELIUS

have been snubbed ?

VANDERBILT,

ILLUSTRATED

BY

JR

VINCENTINI

And so, even though the party that night
was much less of a success than they had
morning.
anticipated,
things were much worse next

On the surface, Hollywoodians
were all prepared to meet and
greet and fete this famous pair,
but our author tells you why
they are not shedding tears of
regret but heaving sighs of relief that, for the present, a
touchy situation has been avoided

LeRoys, the Johnny Considines, the Cedric
Gibbons, the Doug Fairbanks, the Franchot
Tones, the John Barrymores, the Walter
Wangers, and the Louis B. Mayers, in addition to the star already mentioned above.
As delighted as these people were to have
been "accepted" by the ex-King of England,
they were, nevertheless, in a tough spot. For
Hollywood is no longer a suburb of Los Angeles where they make motion pictures, but
it is an international enterprise depending
upon the good will of all nations for its prosperity. Only recently Hollywood discovered
this in the case of Vittorio Mussolini.
The story runs that Hal Roach, a producer

Full-page advertisements began appearing
in several movieland papers denouncing the
Italian dictator's son in no uncertain terms,
and reprinting excerpts from his recently
published book which dealt with his own
part in the Ethiopian catastrophe.

to happen very rapidly. "R-A-M" was
formed. This meant "Roach-and-Mussolini."
And the boy came over.

One of these advertisements read: "Excerpts from 'Voli Sulle Ambe' (Wings Over
Ambe) by Vittorio Mussolini. Pub. in Florence, Italy, 1936: 'We received the order to
repeat the bombardment. It was most diverting ... It may be I had expected too much.
I had anticipated terrific explosions such as
in the American films whereas here the huts
of the Ethiopians, made as they are of clay
and brushwood, do not offer the bomber any
satisfaction . . . war certainly educates. I
recommend it to everybody . . . War for us
has been a sport, the most beautiful and com-

KOACH sent out invitations for a great
dinner party in his honor. He thought he
had put over a fine piece of social and political business until he was rudely awakened
by the number of regrets he received. It
seemed that more than half of Hollywood —
the important
half — couldn't attend the dinner that evening.

Following
this quote was this terse complete ofall sports.' "
ment: "Hollywood is on record throughout
the country as having welcomed Signor Vittorio Mussolini with open arms. We feel that
Hollywood does not deserve this reputation.
We can best show the world what Hollywood really feels about Vittorio Mussolini
13
(Continued on page 72)

of comedies, met the son of II Duce in Rome
and asked him if he would be interested in
seeing how films were made. Things began

TYRONE
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POWER
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WON

THE

LONELY

HEART

OF

JANET GAYNOR
A little boy grew up to make a dream
come true and bring happiness to a
star

BY

BARBARA

he

had

worshipped

from

afar

HAYES

ten years ago a thin, dark-eyed
OVER
but already good-looking boy of
twelve walked on fast-growing lanky
legs into a Cincinnati movie palace to see a
picture called "Seventh Heaven." People
were saying that a new star had been born
in this film; that it was a masterpiece of
modern photography; that the performances
of Charlie Farrell, and of Janet Gaynor especially, were fine and emotional and very
moving.
But the boy didn't care about the word-ofmouth campaign that was making "Seventh
Heaven" such a success. He rode over and
parked his bicycle outside the theater and
went in because he'd made some extra money
running errands for a drugstore, and because it was Saturday afternoon, when he
always went to the movies.
He chose a seat in the second row — the
first was full of other children — opened a
package of Jujubes, and settled himself comfortably on his spine. Five minutes later he
was tingling all over with first love.
The young preadolescent's name was Tyrone Power, and his new affinity was the projected shadow of Janet Gaynor; and today
these two have all Hollywood whispering
curiously — because not only is he still in
love with her, she is in love with him, breathlessly, completely . . .
To have held onto a seemingly hopeless
devotion for ten long years, through the endless change from boy to youth to man; to
forget, at periodic intervals, those figures
labeled vaguely in his mind as blonde and
brunette and Mabel and Nickie and Sonja
and a goodly number of other names; but
always to remember at last the nebulous
adoration of a distant and unattainable love
— this is the amazing thing, the fact that is
so incongruous with Tyrone and his generation. Usually a movie fan is unfaithful in
relation to his favorite star's success or failure. Usually he shifts his worship from one
to another as his attitudes change.
But when Hollywood's newest young contract actor was given a minor role in "Ladies
in Love," and on the set of that picture met
Janet Gaynor, its star, for the first time, he
could say nothing. Tyrone was not a fellow
actor being introduced to one of the other

When Tyrone first met Janet that meeting meant far more to
him than just one fellow actor being introduced to another

employees at Twentieth Century-Fox, he
was the boy who during ten years — as an
errand boy and a soda jerker and an Orpheum usher and a road-show stock player
— had seen every Gaynor picture four times,
and had tacked her photograph over his
dresser to look at when he combed his hair.
He was a fan meeting a star, and so was
speechless.
Janet said, "How do you do"; was momentarily appreciative of his eyes; waited for
some sort of answer. When he merely stared
at her, dumbly, she thought with disappointment: "Oh." And turned away, dismissing
him from her mind.
bHE was still so unattainable to him that he
didn't even consider telephoning her to ask
for a date. His adoration of her was a detached thing; it had no physical importance;

it was a disembodied emotion, ideal because
it demanded nothing. When he was away
from her he still thought of her as the Janet
Gaynor of the screen, a shadow, a kind of
dream
— and she was in his mind only occasionally.
So it was that he could sincerely beau
Sonja Henie about town, as he had beaued
so
many other girls about so many other
towns.
Nevertheless, the day after he met Janet
he went to a florist and had three dozen red
roses sent — anonymously — to the Gaynor
dressing room. The next day he wrote a
check and established a standing order for
the flowers to be delivered, wherever she
was, three times a week and from different
florists so she could not check up on the
person who was sending those roses that
(Continued on page 88)
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I WON'T MARRY

STOKOWSKI
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V

SAYS

GARBO

Because the author had once been on her studio crew,
it was to him alone that Garbo revealed the facts

A story from the man who scooped

every newspaper reporter in the coun-

try— by

talking

to

Garbo

herself

a divorce, it went. Garbo
everywhere with Stokowski,
is madly in love with him.
will spill plenty . . . Watch
Buzz . . . Buzz . . .

has been seen
they said, and
Mrs. Stokowski
. . . Wait . . .

Garbo will not marry Stokowski!
IBknow
ut— — I talked with her!
I NO," she told me, "no, I will not marry

BY

JIM

SIMMONS

THE great, the glamorous Garbo. Around
this Swedish "Madonna of the Screen"
there has been wrapped a chimerical veil
of mystery and silence until she has become
an almost legendary figure.
Many times she has been rumored about to
wed.
Currently, up to fevered pitch, has come
the cry that the beautiful Norsewoman will
at last plunge into matrimony — with whitehaired Leopold Stokowski, he of the expressive hands in "100 Men and a Girl," the
world-famous leader of the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra.
Hollywood has buzzed, news has zinged
along wires to the nation and the world, gossip columnists have speculated in print, radio
chatterers have flung their opinions over the
air waves.
Mrs. Evelyn Stokowski is in Nevada to get
16

Mr.It Stokowski."
was one of the rare interviews ever
obtained by anyone from the glamorous star
herself. The only one in which she openly
discussed current romance rumors concerning herself.
This unprecedented happening took place
outside George Cukor's mansion in the hills
above Hollywood, after a mad and merry
automobile chase with me in hot pursuit of
the phantom star's black limousine.
It had come about after I had, by careful
sleuthing, spotted the current home of Garbo,
waited patiently for her appearance, and
been rewarded when I saw her start off in
her car bound for somewhere.
I followed. I was determined to talk to at
least one of the principals in this reported
romance. I am a reporter. I wanted to know.
Closely I followed the speeding car as it
swung onto Sunset Boulevard, down through
Bel-Air and Beverly Hills. As I strained
to keep always in sight that black car ahead,
there ran through my mind the names of
those other men with whom Garbo's name
has been linked in romance in the twelve

years in which she has become the screen's
greatest actress and its epitome of glamour.
Maurice Stiller — the man who brought
a gawky, awkward Swedish girl to New York
and then Hollywood where she was to fulfill
a destiny. Stiller, a great director who saw
the potentialities in this attenuated, mysticeyed beauty. A man with whom she was
genuinely in love.
John Gilbert — the silent films' great lover
with whom she played in passionate love
scenes before grinding cameras and with
whom she was wildly infatuated.
Rouben Mamoulian — gossips had him married to the "Swedish Sphinx" when they
traveled to Arizona on their now famous trip.
Her director in "Queen Christina." Distinctly "arty." Hailed a genius on one side,
with disagreement on the other. But a man
who held Garbo's romantic interest vividly
for a time.
George Brent — she met Brent, virile, goodlooking, strictly a man's man, known in Hollywood as a perennial bachelor (until his recent stormy marital adventure with Constance Worth) when he became her leading
man in "The Painted Veil," was intrigued by
him, became a frequent visitor to his Toluca
Lake home for tennis and tete-a-tete dinners. (Brent once told me that he considered Garbo the most fascinating woman he
had ever known — or known of.)
George
Cukor — also her director.
He
guided her in "Camille."
More than anyone
else, Cukor
was responsible for bringing
(Continued on page 86)
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About Hollywood

describes the saltiest crew that ever

sailed the seas — the West Coast fleet

BY ERROL FLYNN

The author in nautical action —
one of those few real yachtsmen in Hollywood
who don't
sit talking
about yachting,
but
practice

it— in dungarees

rs hors
others like cars and othe
stilles;
go
ple. it's onal
peomps
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I'm one of the men who gets a bit weak in
the knees at either the sight of a slim-hulled
yacht or a ditto mermaid.

I haven't seen any of the latter since I
went on the water wagon.
I have seen one of the former, however —
the Cheerio II — and I promptly bought her
A new life began and it was then that I
learned of a new side of Hollywood — the
side where driftwood is substituted for dance
floors, where kelp beds take the place of
feather beds and blondes. That sounds swell.
I wish it were true.
Perhaps you'll think me naive, but I had
assumed that these chaps who are forever
playing parts before the mast knew something about sailing. For the most part they
are very convincing in their pictures as they
stride the poop deck and bawl their orders
at chantey-singing seamen. Then when I
heard that some of these same men owned

their own boats in private life and occasionally could be heard discussing the relative
merits of certain types of sail, I began to feel
a certain brotherly emotion surging in the
bosom.
It didn't surge there very long before it
became the surge of nausea and, with it,
came the realization that the best seaman
in the bunch and the man who should be
Commodore of the Hollywood fleet was Popeye, the Sailorman.
At a party you can always spot a pair of
. these boat owners by the wary look in their
eyes as they talk shop. Like a couple of
fencers they feint around with tentatively
salty language, obviously quoting from some
nautical magazine and praying to high
heaven that their vis-a-vis hasn't read the
same one.
UON'T get the idea that there aren't a few
— a very few — real yachtsmen in Hollywood.
There are, but they are hard to find because
they don't talk yachting, they practice it—
which means you'll only find them beating
up the channel, running down the coast or,
clad in dirty dungarees, over the side with a
bucket of white lead. But where you won't
find them is in the Trocadero Bar getting a
good coat of Mazda Tan, or giving an indecent exposure of their minds every time
they open their mouths when the talk
(Continued on page 82)
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AND THE

SEVEN

DWARFS

g>ea*on'£ (greeting*, pfjotoplap!
Come

join us in our holiday.

It's one of joy and great delight
For now at last we've finished "SNOW WHITE.'

GRUMPY

is a cagey lad

His feelings in a shell,
He always looks as if he's mad
At heart he's simply swell.

We've

worried and hurried and scurried around

Preparing our Princess for color and sound;
SNEEZY
We've

is a funny bloke,

He snuffles, coughs and wheezes,

grunted and groaned and lived by our wits

And written new music to see that it fits.

But when a fella tells a joke
Invariably he sneezes.

Three years we have labored, worked without end,
Thousands of drawings our artists have penned';
D 0 P E Y ' S quite a looney guy
But, alas and alack, since we can't tell you more
We

give you these pages of fairy-tale lore.

So mischievous and sly,
But when you see him strut his stuff
You'll laugh until you cry.

BASHFUL
And

is afraid of girls

yet he loves Snow White,

But when she turns to smile at him
He nearly dies of fright.

SLEEPY

is a lazy cuss

A good-for-nothing dreamer
Who

saves himself a lot of fuss

By being quite a schemer.

S our self-appointed boss
As vain as he is snooty,
To us he's just a total loss
But he thinks he's a cutey.
The dwarfs came home from a busy day

Ik

And found a guest was there,
Upon the bed, asleep she lay,
Snow White — their Princess fair.

Among

our merry little band

Is this balooney chappie,
Who

laughs all day and acts so gay
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'HEN I went East this last time,"

George Raft told me, "I was anxious to see Mom. I'd been a good
boy. I'd worked hard. I wanted to tell her
about my picture. And I had a big surprise
The surprise George referred to was the
picture
for her."he had just made, "Souls at Sea." It
had been previewed. Frances Dee, who appears in it, had told me:
"It's George's picture."
George had liked working with Henry
Hathaway, the director, with Gary Cooper,
costarred. It appeared that George, after six
From his maternal ancestry George
inherited his liquid brown eyes and
swarthy skin; from
his father's
— an
all-consuming
ambition
that carried
him to stardom. But beneath an
unemotional surface lies a nature
few know as well as Virginia

Pine

years as a Hollywood "bad boy," was getting
into harness with the idea of staying there.
The studio was talking of "the new and different Raft." As a man, much less trouble.
As an actor, a Raft with the oil out of his
hair,
playing
of the 1840's who
gave his
life fora aseaman
girl.
George caught the Louis-Braddock fight at

//

THE LIFE STORY OF A MYSTERY

MAN

In exploding those Hollywood myths concerning George Raft this author gives you a vivid
picture of a boy who wanted

stream in his nature runs
deep, doesn't show through
the brittle, steely surface of
his personality. But he rejoiced that they would be
together for the first time
since he'd run away from
home when he was fourteen.
/\ FEW nights later, at six
o'clock, George telephoned
his mother, a daily custom,
to find out how she felt.
"I'm grand, Georgie," she
replied. "Ready for that
A call came through to
George
ten o'clock.
"Mrs. atRanft
has had a

Chicago, went on to a New York which, to
him, is a nostalgic mixture of lights, night
clubs,
"we boys," dames, boyhood memories
and home.
Mom

greeted him joyously in her Washington Heights apartment. Mom loved
George, the lamb who strayed, with a fierce,
protective passion. Once upon a time when
George was to be rubbed out by mobsters in
"Scarface," Eva Glockner Ranft, which is
her full name, rose from her seat in the theater and screamed:

"Don't let 'em get you, Georgie!"
George told her about his work.
"And, Mom," he added, "here's the big
news. That first trip West was a bust because ofyour asthma — but this one won't be.
The doctors say I can take you to the Coast
in six months. You've got to be high up, like
you are here on the Heights. So I've bought
a lot in a canyon above Beverly Hills. I'm
building a ten-room house for you and me."
An architect was already working on the
plans and the place would be ready by the
time she could make the trip West. George
was very matter-of-fact about the whole
thing.
That's his way.
The sentimental

stroke,"formedahim. physician intrip."
Eva Ranft was in a coma
when George reached her.
She remained unconscious
for twenty-six hours while
George, fighting with everything and every brain
money could command,
fought that undefeated anHe lost. tagonist, death.
From that moment until
he entered the church he
was the cold automaton of the screen — hard,
unemotional. Smoothly, methodically, efficiently, he handled every detail of the funeral, all other affairs.
Mack Gray, his constant companion,
walked on one side and a friend on the other.
Then George heard the organ. He stopped
in his tracks. The music had hit him just as
in other years ring opponents had clipped
him on the chin.
"That dirge told me," George said today,
"that my mother was gone. Ever since I've
been a kid I've heard it. It brought back a
lot of things that hurt inside."
It wove a pattern of sorrow. His father,
Conrad Ranft, had died seven years before.
Katherine, his sister, had gone two years
previous. Before that, nine brothers had
marched onward in silent procession to the
music. But what was more poignant —
"For the first time," George explained, "I
realized I was alone."
Today he is the survivor of his family. He
returned from New York, a sorrowing man,
to a home that will be empty of his mother's
presence.
"It's always been that way," he says.

the spotlight

"First I've gotten what I wanted — and then
something's been snatched away from me."
CjEORGE has filled two ambitions. Two
fine lines of accomplishment are drawn
through his amazing career — a life which has
taken him from a railroad apartment in
Forty-first Street, between Ninth and Tenth
Avenues, in New York City, to a penthouse
atop one of Hollywood's most exclusive
apartment houses. A life which has taken
him from a bed of empty potato sacks in the
basement of a neighborhood grocery store to
the finest beds that money can buy. A life
which has taken him from a two-dollar-aweek job as delivery boy to a salary of thousands of dollars every week. A life which
has taken him through two loves to the adulation of millions of women.
The two fine lines?
"When I was a kid," George explains, "I
decided to be somebody. I wanted the spotlight. Iwanted everybody to know me, and
fatesGeorgie!'
have nodded
to that choice
to The
say, 'Hi,
'
through four separate careers.
"When I was a kid," George repeats, "I
wanted to succeed by myself. I wanted to
be The
alone,
go it bowed
alone." to that request, too.
fatesto have
For George is alone. Living today are two
people who really know George Raft. One is
Mack Gray. The other is Virginia Pine
Lehmann. To the rest of the world, George
is a name and a picture character. A slickhaired, patent-leather guy who flipped a
nickel through the ten reels of "Scarface."
A fellow who wears high-waisted clothes,
who gets his way with men by pushing them
around, and who gets his way with women
by looking
them
around.at them as if he's going to push
That isn't George Raft.
Nor is there a clear picture of George in
the legends which have been kicked around
wherever English is spoken.
The real George is an unsettled fellow
who doesn't quite know what to do with
himself. Who has what he wants and isn't
quite sure whether or not he wants it. A
guy who, under that highly polished patina
of sophistication is a rank sentimentalist with
a sensitive nature, easily hurt, who therefore takes offense easily. A person who
gropes around looking for something he can't
find now that he's found the unsatisfying
things he started to look for.
All these characteristics reveal themselves
in a few short minutes.
"That house I'm going to build," he says.
(Continued on page 83)
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Genius and her Girl Friend; Famous Female and
her Foil; Star and Stooge — label them what
you will — but these are the women

with whom

the stars and starlets take down their back hair

A GIRLS BEST FRIEND
I

BY

GRETTA

PALMER

can take his
ine most
THE
Building or the
Statecities
Empir
the seer
time:sightTower of London isn't going to budge.
The sight-seer in Hollywood has to keep moving to a constant chorus of, "They're here,"
"They've gone," "They passed that way."
Chasing the picture stars takes him, at a
fast clip, to the studios, the Brown Derby, the
race track, the night plane for New York.
When the sight-seer catches up with the
star, autograph book in hand, he usually sees
two figures emerge from the sleek limousine
into the flashlights. An actress and her boy
friend? Not at all.
The twosome is far more frequently one
the press photographers will label Genius
and her Girl Friend. Or Famous Female and
her Foil. Or Star and Stooge. . . .
The glamorous ladies of Hollywood have
close women friends, contrary to the general
belief that any girl with sex appeal must
spend her life being a Man's Woman. Oldfashioned dramatists knew better; their favorite stage direction was "Enter Confidante." At this point in the play a mildly
unattractive girl entered from the left and
gave the heroine a chance to relax. Confi* dantes abound in Hollywood today.

IS

Someone has said that famous women don't
need husbands — they need wives. In many
cases the Hollywood stars' best friends run
their households, save them from interruptions, coo and cluck them into a cheerful
mood when things have gone wrong, in the
best approved wifely manner. In other cases
the girl friend is around less constantly, but
she serves her purpose as a repository of
secrets and a builder-up of self-esteem.
MOVING-PICTURE stars have their carpet-slipper moods. They know moments
when they are tired of being too darned
glamorous on the lot and in the drawing
room. They want to loll around in an old
flannel dressing gown with cold cream on
their faces. The men they know would be
scandalized if they could see them then; the
women friends curl up with their knitting
and let them talk.
Consider, for instance, the cult of the hairdresser as confidante among the glamorous
girls out West. No woman is a heroine to
the person who sees her with her head stuck
in a soapy bowl, or with the Topsy-like contrivance of the permanent wave attached.
But Joan Blondell's best friend is her hairdresser, Ruth Pursley, who attended her
when she married Dick Powell.
Marlene Dietrich's closest intimate is Nellie Manley, another curl-and-cuticle girl in

Reading clockwise: Phyllis Fraser and
Ginger Rogers; Katharine Hepburn
jnd Laura Harding; Alice Faye and
Helene Holmes; Loretta Young and
Mrs. John Wayne; Paula Stone,
Phyllis Fraser, Anne Shirley, Jacqueine Wells and Lana Turner; Jane
Draper and Grace Moore; Norma
Shearer and Merle Oberon; Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Cooper, Dolores Del Rio
and Cedric Gibbons. All famous
friendships:

HER OPPOSIT
Hollywood. When Dietrich went to England
to make "Knight Without Armor," British
Gaumont paid Nellie's expenses, so that she
might accompany Marlene. But when the
picture was finished, Dietrich, at her own
expense, took Nellie to Paris, bought her an
entirely new wardrobe and finished off the
whole thing by taking Nellie on a grand
tour of the Continent.
Last Christmas, Marlene presented Nellie
with a new Ford car. When Nellie saw the
car she climbed in, stepped on the starter and
burst into tears. With tears streaming down
her cheeks, she rode around and around the
block with Marlene standing on the corner
watching the strange sight. Finally Nellie
stopped the car and tried to thank Marlene
who was so bewildered, she, too, began crying.
Marlene has twice tried to break the rule
which says that two important women stars
cannot be close friends without damaging
their careers. When she first came to America she was a vast admirer of the work of
Joan Crawford and was seen everywhere
with her. But when a movie magazine compared their work, von Sternberg, Miss Dietrich's director, interfered.
"They are using you to build up Joan,"
he said. "I won't have it! You must see no
more of her." And that was the end of a
(Continued on page 76)

the

story tells the tale

WHO SAID

BY

IDA

ZEITLIN

SEVERAL months ago in this very magazine there was published an article
which stated that Grace Moore was desperately worried and haunted by the fear
that she would become voiceless. Having
listened to her radio broadcast the week before reading the article and having heard the
golden notes of hers that came pouring out as
honey-smooth and pure and true as I have
ever heard, this sounded cockeyed to me, and
in the weeks that have passed the whole
story has seemed more absurd. So, recently,
I went to Grace Moore herself to ask her how
such stories could ever come about. After all,
as I had listened in on subsequent Saturdays
her singing had not only a supreme pitch
of technical perfection, but it was rich with
feeling, warm with intimacy, so that when
she finished with her gracious "My love to
you all" you felt you had been listening not
to an artist alone but to a friend who had
sung to you.
It has since been proven beyond any
shadow of a doubt that the original story was
based on a rumor which was completely
without any basis in fact — one of those
stories that are borne by nothing out of nowhere, take wings to themselves, and gain,
for a while, artificial lives of their own. I
thought it needed squelching. Anyone with
ears to hear could, of course, do the squelching for himself. But since it had taken form
in words, I felt that it ought to be killed in
the same way, and that Miss Moore was the
person who could best supply me with the
means.
She had just finished recording the songs
for her new Columbia picture, "I'll Take Romance"— songs which will prove to picture
fans what the air waves have already proven
to radio fans — that they are in no danger of
losing the joy of her singing, that her voice
is riper, fuller, more dramatic than it has
ever been.

"How do these stories start?" she cried,
her blue eyes clouded. "I can't understand
it. First thing I knew, letters came pouring
in to me and my managers, wanting to know
if there was any truth in it. I'd have liked
to sit down and answer them all myself.
But you can't answer a flood. I'd have liked
24

An upbringing in the Tennessee
hills and a memorable trip to
Europe played a part in moulding Grace Moore's voice and
life. Right, the star with Stuart
Erwin

in

"I'll

Take

Romance"

to climb up to the top of the world and
shout, 'no.' But I didn't know where to look
for the top of the world," she laughed
through her distress. "That's the trouble
with rumors. You can't fight them. They're
so insidious. All I could do was sing which,
after all, was the best answer, I suppose."
I HE baseless rumor seemed to have started
when Miss Moore, after making her last picture, canceled a number of concert engagements in order to recover fully from an attack Qf the flu contracted while she was in
the midst of production.
She flung her hands out in a little gesture
of helplessness. "But singers cancel engagements right and left when they have good
cause. They don't wait till they've lost their
voices — what fools they'd be! — they do it to
protect their voices.
"I had the flu, just the plain, simple little
influenza germ, like anybody else, that can
make you so miserable you don't want to

talk, let alone sing. But I was making a picture and, flu or no flu, I had to go on making
it. I finished it with a temperature of 103.
Of course, I was hoarse. Of course, I was
worn out. Of course, I had to cancel my concert engagements. Assume a lost voice with
every broken date, and there wouldn't be
anyYes,
voices
in the did
world."
GraceleftMoore
lose her voice once.
She'd told the story herself as a warning to
young singers. "I not only couldn't sing.
For six months I wasn't allowed to open my
a whisper. onThat's
mouth for so much as(Continued
85)
page per-
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Don Ameche: actor, singer, radio star, who rides as
he lives — hard, earnestly and with grit. His role
•n "In Old Chicago" is proof of his craftsmanship

ON

THIS

AND

THE

FOLLOWING

PAGES

PHOTOPLAY

On the set she breaks all traditions of the theater by whistling
constantly and admitting that she likes visitors. Off the set she
shows up the glamour queens by being just Ginger Rogers, a
little girl with freckles and an astounding appetite. In her free

TENNIS--AND

STUFF

moments, since she's not a tea hound, she performs dexterously
on the tennis court; on occasion, since she's a businesswoman, she
can stamp down just as dexterously, if not quite so gracefully,
on

the

studio's

argumentative

carpet — with

proper

results
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"The good old days" — it's a well-known phrase. Our
files of those same old days yielded some sights
that will put an end, for all time, to the boasting
females of that famous

generation.

Top

row:

a

velvet bathing suit with ruffles of taffeta "for beach
purposes only"; a natty tennis costume that's a far
cry from the shorts our movie queens wear today;
high pointed shoes worn with a "simple little evening gown."

"Our

Mary" in a "useful" frock of

navy serge which Madame

Lanvin has made

"orna-

mental" as well; a flapper's ball dress — the coy lace
petticoat and those "Baby Louis" heels give it the
necessary umph; plain but rich, Norma Talmadge's
satin bathing suit with tasseled knickers. Second row:
beauty unadorned — Mabel Normand
tious afternoon frock.

in an unpreten-

Half socks were daring, es-

pecially with a "one-piece" bathing suit; "Viola Dana
plays a fast game" — in this tennis costume?

Black

and white checked motif for action in a pool; "a
beach dress" (!)— just purple brocaded velvet with
batik cape.
Fur for richness, spats for warmth and
cut-out
shoes
for vanity — that's Anita!
Bottom:
the hose on Bebe Daniels floored us; a new idea was
Lois'

looped ribbon "taking the place of summer

fur"; "a novelty," this black and white "slip-on" dress
so perfect for golf.
Haver.
Off
in

Why

men went wrong — Phyllis

Billie's all set for a California
blizzard.
a cloud
of dust — chic motorist
Mae

r
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Pearl White

Mary Pickford

Viola Dana

Constance Talmadge

Lila Lee

Norma Talmadge

Anita

Stewart

Claire Windsor

Gloria Swanson

Eleanor Boardman

Top, left to right: Claire Windsor — streamline, 1923
version. Gloria, in stripes, sits on that new Continental fad— "the seat cane"; just a satin sport dress
for Eleanor — the shoe buckles give it that "dressy"
touch. The instigator of the "frantic scramble" for
those dazzling Russian boots — Pola Negri; the Brent
allure of a bandeau, a fan and a curve; Garbo, ex-
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"spit curl" trimming. The "Letty Lynton" dress, the
perfect example of what made Joan Crawford the
ideal of all Charleston dancing daughters in America

AjLliL

Erwl

ponent ofthe "strictly tailored" mode — with bulges;
the dramatic splendor of a little number for the rain,
complete with high boots, patent-leather bag, doghandled umbrella. A coy glimpse of the lingerie
era — Alice White; chic (and shapeless) is this dress
with a pleated ruffle dangling demurely above
dimpled knees. Second row: the s. a. of flapper
Clara Bow — two-piece hand-blocked allure with

a^ ■

Greta Garbo

Alice White
Carmel

Myers

Alice White

Right: that slim long-waisted effect was Lil's, but nobody has ever taken her place as the "best. dressed
woman on the screen" because . . . even then she
wore styles (note her beach costume) as modern as
today's. Bottom: Marlene shocked old ladies (they
didn't know she was concealing hips) when she appeared inman's attire— overcoat, tuxedo, hat, scarf,
shoes — complete; the back-to-nature movement —
the boyish type, freckles and all — dashing Katharine
proves personality a victor over make-up; Norma
sports the one-eyed coiffure and lets the curves take
care of themselves. Now flip back the page to the
tennis and bathing-suit costumes of 1914 and compare them with the 1937 girls, Virginia and Jean,
whose sport togs are not for show purposes only.
We blush for them, they blush for usl Sloe-eyed
glamour with a wallop — Carole Lombard; and so
evolves our 1937 charm — Kay's gilded flower does it

Lilyan Tashman

Lilyan Tashman

araK
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Irene Dunne

Jon

Hal

Countess di Frasso

"Tovarich" star and director — Claudette Colbert and Anatole Litvak
Loretta Young, Louella Parsons and Irene Dunne snapped on the stairs

Fay Wray
Cary Grant

Bridgers — Kay
Bride Miriam

Francis and

the

hostess'

best friend, Connie

Bennett

Hopkins goes hilarious over Ivan Lebedeff's best story

4**"*

LEADING
HOLLYWOOD HOSTESS

RETURNS

Romantic bliss (upper
right): Cary Grant
and Phyllis Brooks,
Loretta Young and
Joe Mankiewicz. Domestic happiness
(right): Harmon Nef
son and wife Bette
Davis with Michael
Brooke looking
on

Drama

in her bare feet, stringy hair

via the sprinkling can method — these
our exponent of allure goes for in
She'll show
typical
her
legs Lombard
(and nice fashion.
ones, too) and don
an
beef ice
a bitbag
and with
scowl aplomb.
if necessary,She'l
for
dignity is dropped when Bill Wellman directs Carole and Freddie
March in "Nothing Sacred," the
Selznick cinema in which glamour, with much gusto, goes pf-f-f-t

YOUNG
J!. I L Y G R 0 U P
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Powell and their
son William, in the first picture taken together since
fame and the family
Sa.revA/!°ame sVnonymous- He's Wil'ie to his mother but his father calls him
Bill. Wherever he lives, he makes arrangements for
his parents to be near
h.m. When he had a mansion in Beverly Hills they lived
in a little house on the
grounds.
Now he's in a smaller place— but the family still
lives near by

MOTHER
Frances Dee, normal
American coed, who through hard work, luck and a young talent became a star. An actress marked for perfection, she
lives life fully as the wife of Joel McCrea, the mother of

two sons. Hers is a foolproof formula: round-eyed ingenuity, firm-chinned zeal, a wedding
ring she wears
always
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Resplendent with crown jewels, imperial dignity and regal honor; rife
with expert gaiety, adroit wit and
sophisticated charm is this edition
of a famous Continental comedy
about an impoverished royal Russian couple reduced to domestic
service. Claudette Colbert, as
Duchess Tatiana, handles milk bottles and tiara with impartial efficiency; Charles Boyer, Prince Mikail, is courteous to bearded innkeeper Montagu Love, competent
in teaching his young bourgeois
master, Maurice Murphy, the genteel art of fencing. Anatole Litvak,
directing Colbert in the mastery of
the broom and Commissar Rathbone in the approved manner of
the Russian scowl, is making this a
cinema worthy of its legitimate
and
popular
Broadway
ancestor

*tl

THE

NEW

Back in 1917 Mary Pickford played "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" with golden curls hanging down her back.
The modern Rebecca captures her world-famous flyaway
curls with two ribbons, — thereby graduating with honors
from the little girl class to the beatific one of young ladyhood. The new coiffure was set by her favorite and only
hairdresser — Mrs. Temple. With it all, Shirley's still a
pony rider, collector of autogra phs, wit of the set (page 4 1)

What

you don't know,

pathetically saying, "What's
the matter?
Your
tight?" on the set wear paper
She shoes
insiststooeveryone
clips to designate they are Shirley Temple
"G-Men." This was inspired by G-Man
Hoover's visit to her set.

won't hurt

you— on the other hand, life can't be
dull if what

you do know

is news
THIS IS ENDED:

FROM

THE EDDY

FRONT

NELSON EDDY has made a determined effort to throw off the shadow of bad publicity
that attended him on his concert tours. Instead of complaining of pursuing women,
Eddy himself is doing a first-class job of pursuing. In fact, Eddy's various reported
romances are all a concentrated effort on the
singer's part to do a complete rightaboutface and be a jolly good fellow if it kills him.
For the first time in his life he's making the
night club rounds and entertaining the
amazed audiences with impromptu singing
that goes on and on into the cold dawn.
His clowning on the "Rosalie" set provoked director Van Dyke to remark he
wished Eddy would go climb back into his
shell. Even the M-G-M commissary has provided alocale for "the new Eddy" monkeyshines. At a birthday celebration in the dining room, Nelson, with cake frosting from

ear to ear, proceeded to astonish diners with
more of his out-in-the-open clowning. His
rushing from one pretty girl to another was
recently climaxed when he became official
guide and escort to Hedy LaMarr, former
"Ecstasy" girl.

OF SHIRLEY

TEMPLE

OHIRLEY appears minus her famous curls
for the first time in her career. For "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" she ties her hair
back in two little bunches, one over each ear.
The Raymond Scott quintette, the most
sensational band in town, has written words
and music for Shirley's songs in this picture. They are hot. They are fast. And
how Rebecca gets around them is one for
Zanuck to worry over, not us.
When director Allan Dwan accidentally
burped on the set, Shirley regarded him sym-

THIS BEGUN

Vv E'VE been wondering in a mild sort of
way if the romantic split between Merle
Oberon and David Niven would make any
difference in the friendship of David and
friend.
Norma

Shearer, who

is Merlie's closest

It hasn't. Since David's return from England, he has been Norma's escort at parties,
dancing with her constantly and escorting
her home.
We're glad, and we bet Merlie is too, that
at least the three of them can be friends.
Which reminds us of something David said
about Merle, recently. He was telling of
seeing her in London and he said, "For the
first time, my heart didn't stop at the sight
That's how he knew the romance was over.
It's how they both knew.
For further proof that the status quo of
of her."
the Shearer-Niven friendship has been maintained, turn back to page 33 and look at the
picture of David and Norma.
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Unique

H

party-givers — these Jack

Oakies. Last year it was a "Gone
with the Wind" party — this season
an advertising jamboree. "Prez
Oakie" plugs his radio program
and Venita makes a charming Scot

&

/
PERSONALITY

NOTE

JOAN

DAVIS, funny girl out at 20th Century-Fox, isthe most popular woman on a
lot full of such beauties as Alice Faye, June
Lang, Loretta Young and Leah Ray. She
never eats lunch with less than six handsome
men, including directors and writers, and
even has a waiting list three days ahead. On
the set she is constantly surrounded by handsome swains.
So we tapped one of them on the shoulder

Ruthanna

Butler represented the

glitter of Hollywood's famous Troc
but could be persuaded to make a
Cook's Tour of Denmark if the Jean
Hersholts would act as her guides

-

L "
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the
other day and asked why. Here's his
answer:
"Because, since Joan has no beauty to fuss
over, primp over, worry over, her mind is
free from herself at all times. What we are
saying is more important to Joan than how
she arches her brows or twinkles her eyelashes when she replies.
"Because she sheds movies like a duck
sheds water, and because she's interested in
every topic that interests a man."
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Groans went up when Jean Parker
displayed the lingerie ads of years
gone-by. Illustrating the slogan of
a famous tire company
were
Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable
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••• . • •
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LUCRE TROUBLE

BACHELOR

Freddie Bartholomews new salary
arrangement with M-G-M ($2000 a week,
poor little boy) which his Aunt Cissy got for
him by taking the matter to court, has caused
the parents or guardians of other child stars
to ask for more money. Young Mr. Tommy
Kelly, playing Tom Sawyer for Selznick,
wants a raise at the conclusion of his first
picture; and even Baby LeRoy is upping his
price to $100 a day.

I HE fact that Ronald Colman is at last free
— we understand — to marry again puts his
apparent romance with Benita Hume into
the important news category. For longer
than anyone knew, they have known and
adored each other, but always he has managed to keep her name out of print in connection with his own. Now he bothers no

STRATEGIC

THE
TEN
MONTH.

RETREAT

I NOW

our fine friend, Walter Winchell, explains that he is quitting pictures forever and
returning to his lost love, Broadway. He
found movie work too strenuous, even after
he'd temporarily given up both radio broadcast and column. In the middle of summer,
when we talked with him, he assured us
New York was dead and that he would like
to live the rest of his life in Hollywood; but
it takes a staunch New Yorker to ignore the
call when fall comes, and the new shows
open, and everybody comes back to what
Manhattanites elegantly call "town." Perhaps, when the first heat wave of 1938 comes
around, W.W. will change his mind again.
ANOTHER

TO WED, MAYBE

longer about secrecy, appears with her, admits his fondness for her. Watch closely.
MOST
. .

IMPORTANT

STARS

THIS

Shirley Temple: Discovered what a pun
was, pointed at a rooster strutting about the
set of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," said,
"There's a real aroostercrat." Her brother,
Jack, got a third assistant-directorship on the
20th Century-Fox lot, which makes the third
Temple on that studio's pay roll. Shirley is
making plans for a world tour, if the wars
are over by next summer.
Clark Gable: Has been going about occasionally with other gals besides Carole Lombard, according to reports; has lost weight
and looks more magnificent than ever; is
living on the Rex Ingram ranch in San Fernando Valley.

JONES

ALLAN JONES, soaring at last to Metro
stardom, remarked to us the other day that
no one could possibly know what that baby —
to come early this month — means to him, and
to Irene Hervey. Both have been married
before and both have children of their own.
Irene's seven-year-old daughter, Gail, lives
with them; Allan's son goes to a Long Island
school. But the new Jones heir is something
both can share, a consolidating tie between
them.
All in all, the title of Allan's new film,
"Everybody Sing," is by no means a misnomer as far as the private life of the Jones'
family is concerned.
PHOTOGRAPHS

BY HYMAN

FINK

Fred Astaire: Will go to London at last — to
visit his titled sister there. He has hesitated
a long while over this decision.
Ginger Rogers: Has been doing her own
splashing around in the freezing waters of
Big Bear Lake instead of asking a double to
do it. Remarks, "I can take it but it's a little hard of them to call the picture, 'Having
Wonderful Time.' " There is a rumor that
if husband Lew Ayres wants a divorce, she
will give him one.
Robert Taylor: Has been living in a country
place outside of London. Tossed a cigarette
butt away, a group of women fans made a
dash for it, and the British papers said
naughty things about him. Has been sending messages to Barbara Stanwyck by returning friends, who couldn't deliver them
because she is strictly in hiding. Very unhappy in England. He will be home by
Christmas.
Joan Crawford: Bought theater tickets for
all the New York stage hits before she left
with Mr. Tone for the East. She redecorated
her Brentwood house, discovered that she
would keep her weight down by running a
mile every morning. Franchot turned down
the lead in "Jezebel" to go with her to New
York.
Claudette Colbert: Bought a new ermine
coat and started "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."
Jeanette MacDonald: Denies that Gene
Raymond has been signed by Metro to star

The latest twosome — Cesar Romero
and Sonja Henie (top) dining at the
Troc. Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper
Trocadering for the first time
since
Maria
Veronica's
debut

with her in pictures; denies that they will
work together for at least two years because
both have commitments; allowed him to
teach her all the riding tricks she must know
for "Girl of the Golden West."
Gary Cooper: Has discovered, to his dismay, that he is one of the first he-man film
stars to set a clothes style for women. His
Twelfth Century Chinese gowns in "Marco
Polo" are scheduled as a new vogue. He has
taken his wife, Sandra, to night clubs to celebrate his new little daughter's well-being,
and has forsaken his usual silent demeanor
for voluble camaraderie with all and sundry.
Jane Withers: Is still annoyed because
"Heidi," originally bought for her, was given
to Shirley Temple; is reported to want a
raise in salary; has been refused by her
mother the privilege of going to the movies
for quite a time, as a disciplinary measure.
Reason for the latter: while the electricity
was cut off in her house she turned the heat
on; the electrically controlled pilot light was
out, of course, so the house filled with gas
and almost asphyxiated the entire family.
MARRIAGE

Anita Stewart, glamour girl of the
silent days, arrived with her husband, George Converse, hiding
behind a penguin suit. Recognize the cigarette they represent?

NOTE

INTERESTING

things about the marriage of

Betty Grable to Jackie Coogan, once "The
Kid," are:
43
(Continued on page 70)
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Do

you know

why

Goldwyn

is

spending $2,000,000 to make his
"Follies" in color? Vera Zorina,
ballet
dancer,
is one
reason

Columnist Louella Parsons, hitherto read Af
but not seen, is jittery in her "Hollywood
Hotel" role of Columnist Louella Parsons

Mrs. Mauch was very nervous one
day on the set of "Penrod and
His Twin Brother." When the
scene ended she confessed why

N W

"Publicity!" you say when you hear amazing reports. This reporter shows you how
to distinguish

BY IAMES

studio fiction from fact

REID

you know what studios do to make
sure that their new foreign finds will
have what the censors delicately refer
to as glamour? Or what Cary Grant said
when he found himself in the same scene
with a leopard, as well as Katharine Hepburn? Or whether the headlines about WalDO

lace Beery's shooting himself on a movie set
were just a publicity stunt? Or whether
Mae West gives away, between scenes, the
same brand of lusty wit she sells to the
camera? Or why it has taken Walt Disney
three years to make one feature-length cartoon?
Follow us, and we'll all find out together.
M-G-M looks like a good place to start.
M-G-M, among other things, boasts the biggest movie set since "Ben Hur," many long
Hollywood years ago. It was built for "Rosalie," costarring Eleanor Powell and Nelson
Eddy. It is a great circular plaza in the
mythical kingdom of Romanza of which
Eleanor is Princess.
Here, after Director W. S. Van Dyke puts
900 extras in their places and Albertina
Rasch drapes her dancing girls languorously
on some steps in front of the camera, we see
a festival in full swing.
Tonight, the stars aren't shining. This is
Ilona Massey's night. Ilona is M-G-M's newest reason for superlatives. Young, blonde,
curvacious, Hungarian, with an operatic
voice, she even has Van Dyke going on
record as a prophet. In his clipped, brusque
way, he says, "Watch her. In two years,
she'll top Garbo and Dietrich."
We watch her start at the top of the flight
of steps and walk down, singing a gypsy song
of spring and love. In the foreground, she
passes among the undraped, luscious Rasch

girls. And she compares. In fact, she stands
out. They are in white; she is in black. And
the skirt of her gown is diaphanous. We see
why Van Dyke mentions her in the same
breath with Dietrich.
Singing, looking exotic and walking gracefully down a flight of steps all at the same
time is no easy assignment, even for a Massey. "One-Take" Van Dyke takes this scene
three times. Then, when he calls "Cut," he
calls for Madame Rasch. We see her advance to Ilona. For the "still" picture of the
scene, she instructs Ilona how to poise her
legs — for glamour's sake.
/AFTER one glimpse we decide it is more
discreet to go to see "Bad Man of Brimstone," starring Wallace Beery and Virginia
Bruce and unveiling another new find, Dennis O'Keefe. Tall and self-contained, he may
make you think of Gary Cooper.
He did us.
"Bad Man of Brimstone" is the first of a
series of glorified Westerns which will play
first-run theaters. The crux of the plot of
this one is that Wally, a two-gun hellion from
'way back, is the boy's father, and wants to
help him, but never wants the boy to know.
We find Wally, lying on a cot, behind a
large screen outside his portable dressing
room. A nurse is changing the dressing on
his wound. Wally, with a grim grin, shows
us the wound. It is no publicity stunt. It is
an ugly hole, bone-deep, four inches above
his left kneecap. His gun caught in the
holster, discharged, fired a blank cartridge
into his leg. He says now, "It's bad enough
when somebody else shoots you. But when
you shoot yourself, that's a hell of a note."
His trouser leg is zippered along the inner
seam, as is his cowhide boot, to simplify his
getting into costume. Painful as it is for him
to move around, he is bursting with pride at
being back at work after nine days in the
hospital. His M. D. said it would be a month.

We watch him in a scene with Lewis Stone
in which he opens a door, enters a room,
sprawls in a chair, then rises. He stumbles,
entering the door, on tha first try. Director
Ruben misses a heartbeat. But on the second
try, Wally delivers. And it's lucky the story
is laid in hot country. His perspiration from
the pain he is experiencing can pass for the
hot-country kind.
On a near-by set, we see Allan Jones starting his first starring picture, "Everybody
Sing." He plays the part of a young immigrant who comes to America to sing and can't
get work except as a cook — in the home of a
zany family headed by Reginald Owen and
Billie Burke, who have Lynne Carver and
Judy Garland for daughters, and Fanny
Brice for a maid. Fanny, long a fixture of
the Ziegfeld Follies, is back in films.
The setting is a large- kitchen. Allan, sitting moodily at a table, asks Fanny, "Why
don't you ever think of love?" Her eyes narrow. She demands, "What am I— iron? Who
don't think of love? Morning, noon and
night. Especially" — she rolls her eyes eloquently— "night." She launches into a rhapsodic description of one Boris, and what he
had taught her about Life and Love. "And"
— again that sidelong look — "did I loin!" She
adds, wistfully, "Boris had everything. Including a wifeOwen,
and twoonechildren."
Reginald
comic amused by
another (a rare tribute!), is practically rolling off his chair as we tiptoe out, on our way
to 20th Century-Fox and the set of "Love
and Hisses," costarring Simone Simon and
those all-in-fun feudists, Walter Winchell
and Ben Bernie.
rERHAPS word has seeped over the interstudio grapevine that the skeptical Press is
on its way here. Anyway, the first sound we
hear as we step on the set is singing. Feminine singing, of Class A caliber. We round a
piece of scenery and see — not a loudspeaker,
not a singing double, but Simone herself, entertaining the company between scenes.
This classifies as news. Simone, the spitfire who couldn't get along with anybody, is
now getting along with everybody. Part of
the credit goes to Director Sidney Lanfield.
Part of it goes to Producer Gene Markey.
(There's a romance, at least at this writing.)
The rest of it apparently goes to whoever remembered that in Paris she used to sing.
We watch her do a scene with Dick Baldwin, handsome young newcomer. The script
calls for her to slap him — hard. The first two
"takes" don't satisfy Lanfield. The ex-spitfire is pulling her punch. Lanfield begs her
to "let go." She looks doubtfully at Dick.
He's willing. She "lets go." And nearly
knocks him down. What we wonder is: can
fifty million Frenchwomen be that strong?
Practically next door, Shirley Temple is
making a picture entitled "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." In case you wonder how Shirley could be playing Rebecca at her age, she
isn't. A new story has been wrapped around
the old title. A story about a young orphan
contestonthen
who wins a radio singing
(Continued
pagecan't
74)

The closed Hepburn set was
opened to Photoplay. The whoio
visit was a revelation — as was that
speech
Cary with
Grant'sa when
he
had
to of work
leopard
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• SECOND

You aren't asked to worry your head over the
story. Tyrone is a playboy who comes to Miami
and there meets Loretta Young his ex-wife. She
has remarried and the new husband, Lyle Talbot,
seems suddenly dopes against Tyrone's flashing personality. Loretta and Tyrone find they're still in
love and then comes chaos. Stu Erwin and newcomer Marjorie Weaver form a hilarious secondary
team. Watch Weaver's star rise, by the way. She
has great ability and a most engaging manner.

*

HEX BEACH'S dramatic story of men who came
^ to Alaska during gold rush days to escape sins
they had committed in The States — and of romances
which flourished in this crude but beautiful wilderness— retains considerable interest in this, its latest
production.
Jean Parker is the supposed half-breed who marries James Ellison, an army lieutenant; she is really
the white daughter of gambler Otto Kruger. Leo
Carrillo gives the outstanding performance as
Poleon, trapper and self-appointed guardian of Miss
Parker. Robert Barrat has unusual dramatic opportunities in exceptionally long close-ups and wins
applause by his finely tempered handling of difficult scenes. Kruger seems a bit miscast but is a
likeable rogue.

NAVY BLUE AND GOLD— M-G-M

r VEN Metro officials were reportedly astonished
*— when this football picture, intended as a minor
production, turned out to be a hit. Credit is due
primarily to the fine performances of the three boys
around whom the story is centered: Jimmy Stewart,
Robert Young and Tom Brown.
Brown's background is one of wealth and society;
Young is an unambitious but excellent fullback who
has bought his way from university to university
by his gridiron ability; Stewart is a former Navy
fireman. Brought together as roommates at Annapolis, they adjust gradually to life and to each
other. Bob gets himself into trouble and learns
that the group is more important than the individual. Assisting with fine performances are Lionel
Barrymore, Billie Burke, and Florence Rice.

THE

BEST

PICTURES

AM Baba Goes to Town
The Barrier
Conquest
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• THE BARRIER— Paramount

HONEYMOON— 20th Century-Fox

THE name Tyrone Power and the term "swell" pic' ture are fast becoming synonymous. This delightful film is another case in point. It's charming
and amusing, utterly romantic and well dressed.
The performances are good. The direction is excellent.
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You'll like the scenery.

* PORTIA ON TRIAL— Republic

* THE HURRICANE— Goldwyn-United Artists

CHAKESPEARE'S heroine could not have been
^ more graciously persuasive nor imbued with a
fiercer zeal for justice than Frieda Inescort in this
engrossing courtroom story based on a mother love
angle — but not too maudlin about it. Our modern
Portia is a criminal lawyer who specializes in defending downtrodden women. Jo/ui Condon, millionaire newspaper owner, is her bitter enemy, but
she shows unusual sympathy for his grandson recently returned from England. He is in reality
her own son. When her ex-husband, Earle Condon,
is murdered by his English mistress (Heather

WITH a wind-machine for a star and half the
Pacific for a set, Samuel Goldwyn and Director
John Ford have concocted a stunning and thrilling
spectacle of adventure and love in the South Seas.
Throughout the story one mood prevails: that of approaching disaster; and when it comes, in the form
of a hurricane, the screen records an awe-inspiring
fury of sound and sight.
This is essentially the story of a great and enduring love between two mentally uninvolved natives,
played by Jon Hall and Dorothy Lamour. Hall, who
works as first mate on one of the boats that cruise
from Haiti, marries his Island princess and then is
unjustly imprisoned for six months because of a cafe
brawl. The harsh treatment he receives and his
longing to be with his wife lead him to attempt
escape again and again; each try piles additional
years to his sentence. When finally, in a hair-raising sequence, he does manage to get loose, he is
hunted ruthlessly until at last the hurricane comes,
wiping away his world but also the petty need for
his punishment.
Hall is staunchly handsome but fortunately not
beautiful. In this, his debut, he shows definite ability and screen poise as well as most of his excellent
anatomy. He handles his rigorous role with believable ease. Raymond Massey as a vicious French
governor, Mary Astor as his wife, C. Aubrey Smith
as a priest and Thomas Mitchell as a rum-soaked
doctor all are well cast. Miss Lamour is exotic.

Angel) Portia's bizarre but convincing defense of
the girl by revealing her own past humiliations at
Condon'^ hands is the climax of the drama. Walter
Abel and Ruth Donnelly are outstanding.
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Boyer in "Conquest"

Leo Carrillo in "The Barrier"
Robert Barrat in "The Barrier"

Robert Montgomery in "Live, Love and Learn"
Rosalind Russell in "Live, Love and Learn"
Robert Benchley in "Live, Love and Learn"

Shirley Temple in "Heidi"
Jean Hersholt in "Heidi"
Jon

Hall

* MERRY-GO-ROUND

Jimmy Savo in "Merry-Go-Round
Mischa Auer in "Merry-Go-Round
Billy House in "Merry-Go-Round

of 1938"
of 1938"
of 1938"
of 1938"

Jimmy Stewart in "Navy Blue and Gold"
Robert Young in "Navy

Blue and Gold"

Tom Brown in "Navy Blue and Gold"
Tyrone Power in "Second

*

*

LIVE, LOVE AND

LEARN— M-G-M

in "Hurricane"

Bert Lahr in "Merry-Go-Round

Marjorie Weaver

OF 1938— Universal

Honeymoon"

in "Second Honeymoon"

CONQUEST— M-G-M

IT COST $3,000,000, and it's worth it. "Conquest,"
'in which the magnificent Garbo and the brilliant
Charles Boyer star together for the first time, is
history and pageantry and romance crowded into
two hours of great entertainment.
Boyer, as Napoleon, creates the most vivid portrait of a famous man since Muni's "Zola," and in
many scenes out-glitters every other member of
the cast. This is the story of Bonaparte's genuine
and lasting love for a Polish countess named Marie
Walewska, a great patriot. She is married to an
old but charming nobleman. When Napoleon offers
the freedom of Poland in return for her favors,
she agrees, and from the affair grows an undying
devotion which lasts for ten years. Madame
Walewska waits for him while he is away at war,
remains faithful when he marries a Hapsburg empress, bears his son, and offers him her love even
after Waterloo, when he is too tired and too beaten
to want it.
Boyer at last has been given a role worthy of his
tremendous talent; Miss Garbo molds the subtle
and fascinating character of Walewska into a million moods; Reginald Owen's Talleyrand is his best
performance. Other superlative portrayals are contributed by Henry Stephenson, Maria Ouspenskaya
and Dame May Whitty. Production and direction
are of the finest quality; the story is told without
sentimentality, as a straightforward document of a
tremendous era, crowded with great personalities.

HUT six comedians of different types in one picture,
and the result is usually a mess. In this case, the
show is a good one. It's composed of much unoriginal hokum, a few good tunes, a nice clean romance
between singers Joy Hodges and John King, and a
variety of mad horseplay.
You can ignore the bit of story about a group of
vaudeville troupers who take over the task of bringing up an orphan. It's enough that Bert Lahr does
his familiar "Woodman" number with fervor; that
Jimmy Savo proves again his mastership of pantomime; that Beefy Billy House is at his best. In addition, there's Mischa Auer (again), Alice Brady
and Louise Fazenda. "Six of One, Half a Dozen of
the Other" and "More Power to You" are good
songs. If you like hysterical hilarity, see it.

TEAMED once more, this time in a smart and wise' cracking comedy, Robert Montgomery and Rosalind Russell complement each other nicely in a
story which idealizes art for art's sake and scoffs
at filthy lucre. Bob plays the poor young artist
who marries Rosalind, an heiress. Together they
seek success and eventually Bob earns it on the
merit of his work; but fame and scheming Helen
Vinson induce him to paint flattering portraits for
exorbitant fees, live beyond his means. It is faithful and boozy Robert Benchley, as the ever-present
friend, who rights
There is much
romance is tender
Montgomery and

things after "Roz" leaves Bob.
slapstick, but on the whole the
and moving, the performances of
Miss Russell are superior, and

Benchley 's interpretation of a rum-pot is excellent.

* HEIDI— 20th Century-Fox

* ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN— 20th Century-Fox

a FAVORITE with most children is the tender
f\ story of Heidi, a little orphan who brings sunshine into the cloudy lives of others. There could
not have been a better choice for the role than

TDDIE CANTOR returns after a long absence
*— from the screen to make one of the most con-

Shirley Temple; no longer a baby, poised and assured as an actress, but still retaining her famous
warmth and charm, the greatest little star of them
all has made this her best picture to date. Twentieth Century has spared nothing in production or
in the supporting cast, so that there is almost no
fault to find with any portion of the film.
Shirley, in this, is brought by a vicious aunt to
live with her grandfather, a dour and embittered
old recluse played by Jean Hersholt. He has forsaken the world and God alike because of a disappointment his son caused him; but by her forthright
manner and innocent sweetness Shirley induces him
to soften his attitudes. Then the aunt reappears,
snatches the child away to be the companion of a
little crippled girl in Frankfort. Shirley wants to
help the unfortunate girl but primarily she longs
for her beloved grandfather. Meanwhile he has
come searching for her — and this becomes a chase,
fraught with excitement and suspense.
Marcia Mae Jones does excellent and convincing
work as the rich cripple, Mary Nash is magnificent
as the horrid governess, and Arthur Treacher does
his butler routine. There are two numbers for
Shirley, ingeniously included: "In Our
Wooden Shoes," and a charming minuet.

Little

troversial pictures of the year. In "Ali Baba Goes
to Town" the satire on Mr. Roosevelt's New Deal is
so sharp, so pointed, as to alienate those Democrats
who do not possess a sense of humor. Aside from
its political implications, this is a rollicking and very
funny
ideas. piece, well staged and crammed with original
Cantor plays, with his usual vitality, a tramp who
discovers a location company filming an Oriental
picture in a desert camp. He wrangles a job as an
extra but falls asleep during a take and dreams he
is really in ancient Bagdad. This old town is in
dreadful shape: the people are hungry, and Roland
Young, the Sultan, is sorry but doesn't know what
to do about it. Eddie suggests that where he comes
from there is a system of government called the
New Deal, which might work here. Thenceforth the
picture becomes a frantic and magnificently impossible hash, in which Cantor introduces a Soak-theRich program, nuisance taxes, and even holds a
presidential election. Meanwhile Louise Hovick, the
Sultana, is plotting with a prince to grab the throne,
which leads to a fantastic climax.
You'll like Tony Martin, June Lang and Virginia
Field in minor roles; Raymond Scott's band; the
songs, "I've Got my Heart Set on You," "Swing is
Here to Sway," and "Laugh Your Way Through
Life."
Cantor is the whole amusing show.

4 MM

DOCTOR

SYN— GB

[R. GEORGE ARLISS' latest 18th Century adventures allow the distinguished proponent of diplomacy the unusual role of a pirate-parson, who
heads the smuggling activities of a seacoast village.
When the revenue men interrupt his peaceful if
lawless pursuits, murders, chases and captures enliven the proceedings. The light romance is carried
by Margaret Lockwood and John Loder.

M1

45 FATHERS— 20th Century-Fox
IANE WITHERS goes slapstick in this rowdy com^ edy of an orphan who finds herself adopted by
an entire New York club. When Jane goes with
Richard Carle, a club member, to the home of his
nephew, Thomas Beck, she succeeds in getting herself and all concerned in and out of trouble in grand
style. The Hartmans, a new comedy team, are a
standout.
Louise Henry contributes effectively.

LOOK

LIVING ON LOVE— RKO-Rad'a
enjoy this smart little story of a working
y OU'LL
boy, James Dunn, and a working girl, Whitney

OUR
little Japanese detective, Mr. Moto, finds
himself entangled in a mess of silly hokum that
proves to be too much even for Moto. Into the
Siamese jungle, where Moto is posing as an archeologist, come Rochelle Hudson, a spy, and Robert
Kent and Chick Chandler, newsreel cameramen. Immediately high treason, murder and intrigue break
loose with Mr. Moto having to look out for everyone

Bourne, who for the sake of economy share the
same basement bedroom without ever seeing one
another. Dunn occupies the room in the day time
and Whitney at night. Daily the two leave behind
them carefully planned gags that lead to an amusing
feud.

Eventually they do meet.

THE LADY FIGHTS

OUT, MR. MOTO— 20th Century-Fox

It's fun.

BACK— Universal

SHE LOVED

THE natural scenic beauty in this far surpasses the
story of a girl, Irene Hervey, who attempts to fight
when her favorite fishing haunt is threatened with
the invasion of industry. Kent Taylor is the young
engineer who builds a dam despite Miss Hervey's
protests but saves the situation when he finds a way
to save the salmon. Kent and Miss Hervey are superior to the material. The photography is excellent.

A FIREMAN— Warner;

THERE are a lot of thrills in this fast story of a
' smart-aleck fireman, Dick Foran, who meets his
match in fire-chief Robert Armstrong. Ann Sheridan, who plays Armstrong's sister, deserves a share
of the credit for bringing Foran to his senses. The
fire scene in which Foran saves Armstrong's life is
spectacular and breath-taking. You'll like this
glimpse of a fire company.
(Continued on page 90)

PHOTOPLAY

4TH4BY
DANGER,

LOVE AT WORK— 20th Century-Fox

GWENN

"Happiness to all" is Miriam Hopkins' toast to greet
the New

COMETIMES the new type of mad comedy so
^ popular this year goes overboard and has no
value at all. In this outlandish story Jack Haley is
a lawyer who tries to get a deed signed by the members of a screwball family. There are a few good
laughs, Mary Boland is good, Ann Sothern and Edward Everett Horton are worthy of mention; but
there is little or no excuse for most of the action.
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Her shimmering ensemble of gold

brocaded lame worn in "Women Have a Way" has
a Grecian gown partially concealed beneath a snugly
fitted jacket that is styled with front skirt fulness and a softly draped bodice held in place at
the

low

decolletage

with

a

narrow

halter

band

Irene Dunne chooses this threepiece ensemble to wear at the
Santa Anita race track. The slim
skirt and topcoat are of henna
woolen and the tailored jacket is
a tweedy mixture of beige and
henna. Irene complements this
suit with a tailored blouse of ivory
crepe, brown suede gloves, bag
and low-heeled walking shoes, and
a henna
toque with a gay quill

The tube silhouette has won enthusiastic approval in Hollywood and
Irene wears it with grace and
charm. Cross fox fashions the collar
and coat banding of her olivegreen suit which buttons up the
front with self-covered buttons.
Brown accessories and a matching
felt beret complement this suit,
perfect for dressier wear. Irene
is now filming "The Joy of Loving"

The tailored suit assures double duty
smartness — wear it now under your heavy
coat, later to greet the spring. Lola Lane,
appearing in "Hollywood Hotel," selects
a single-breasted model of men's wear in
deep olive green and uses the same fabric
for her brimmed hat. The jacket has a
straight back, patch pockets and a tab
fastening on the collar so that it may be
buttoned high at the neck. -Lola's blouse
is of ivory crepe with fagoted front panel

Wendy Barrie chooses a single-breasted
suit in grey tweed with a shadow stripe of
white and complements it with a double
collar, hand-tucked blouse, monogrammed
grey chiffon kerchief, and a grey suede
"beanie" (despite the rumor in favor of
high-crowned hats, Hollywood stars continue to wear "beanies." Hyman Fink
snapped these inserts of Fay Wray wearing one with a dressmaker suit). Wendy
is now appearing in "A Girl with

Short sleeves and a rippling skirt make
Simone Simon's fur and fabric coat (left)
as new as tomorrow. The softly gathered
sleeves, front bodice and panels, the deep
circular back yoke of Safari brown Alaska
sealskin arouse keen style interest, and
luxuriously contrast the body of the coat
which is of beige homespun. The wide silk
cord belt closes with a massive unique
gilded buckle. Royer designed the coat
for Simone to wear in "Love and Hisses"

Ideas"

Double pockets and surplice
blouse give
Gail Patrick's
casual street frock of brown
and

beige

check

an

note of style interest.
clips fasten
matching

the
buckle

added
Gilded

blouse

and

a

finishes

the

narrow brown suede belt.

Her

shovel-brim hat is of brown felt
and the same fabric is used for
the bag she carries.
Gail's
frock was created by Chas.
Levy,

from

Beverly

Hills

Omar

Kiam

designed

trim

ensemble

for

this
Andrea

Leeds to wear in "The Goldwyn
Follies."
The
frock of
olive-green
crepe is strikingly
girdled

with

bright

vermilion

while the soft neckline bow is of
the

dress

hue.

The

single-

breasted coat with one-button
closing and

exaggerated

revers is of beige woolen to
match the off-the-face hat
Andrea

wears

so

we

PHOTOPLAY'S

FASHION

CLUE

STYLES
With its sunburst tucked skirt tapering to a smooth band across the
hips, Jean Muir's Cynara crepe
dress (left), in black or navy, will
make its mark at any winter gathering. Irish crochet type collar and
cuffs, narrow patent-leather belt
and
self
buttons
are
classic

A trail-blazing print in festive
colors on black, brown, navy or
white background is this rough
crepe dress (above). Its belt of
varied colored narrow ribbons
makes a merry note in midwinter
styles. The short shirred sleeves are
smartly in the mode of the moment

PHOTOPLAY
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THIS TAG
PHOTOPLAY

IDENTIFIES AN

ORIGINAL

HOLLYWOOD

FASHION

LOOK FOR IT
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.

In a revolt against printed monotony, Jean wears a bright chrysanthemum print (opposite page, left).
High draped neckline, short sleeves,
a self girdle with long fringes accenting pink or white flowers on
the brown
background
are gay

The "Backgammon

Dress" (oppo-

site page, right). Darts of skirt and
blouse, and wood trim of the belt
suggest the game. Stroock Ankara
wool in natural, rose mist, lime,
salmon, ash blue, pine-moss green,
Panama
coral, Azores
(turquoise)

PHOTOPLAY PRESENTS A PRE-VUE
OF HOLLYWOOD

WHERE

TO

HAT FASHIONS

BUY

THEM

A felt pillbox held in place by

A cushion-brim felt with multicolored plaid stitching, trimmed
by a feather and a grosgrain
band. Middle: a bumper brim
and a feather in a felt crown,
with grosgrain binding and band

a wide grosgrain bandeau
that ties in a bow in back.
The four matching felt gardenias across the front give a
smart line to the hat's brim

The smart advance PHOTOPLAY

These three hats, modeled

Hollywood

Mary Brian, come in black,
brown, royal blue, porto red,
trotteur green, Mayfair grey,

Fashions shown

on

these two pages are available
to you at any of the department
stores and shops listed on Page 81

by

Sunvalley gold, zinnia rust,
and the
new
gridiron
red

To the thrill of winter sports Jean Parker adds the zest
of novel play clothes. A yoke and waistline inserts
of white flannel contrast the jumper of her two-piece
ski suit of black whipcord (above) and a white flannel
visor cap and brushed angora mittens give practical
and smart accessory interest. For variety Jean tops
her ski trousers with a black brushed wool sweater
(left above) that features a white front and zipper
closing. A green yarn cap and mittens woven with a
green and red motif add a note of color. (Left) For
skating Jean chooses a circular skirt of lime-green
flannel topped by a waist-length suede jacket of
darker

green.

Jean

is appearing

in

"The

Barrier"

BY

GWENN

WALTERS

I'Mgoing to start right off with my best
wishes for the happiest New Year you've
ever had, and also for a very fashionable
one!
The New Year is so chuck full of new
promise, new plans and resolutions that one
just can't rush out to greet it without dressing up for the occasion, but, if you've given
your wardrobe as little thought as I have
during the holiday rush, I'm sure you're
scrambling now to pep it up with a last minute freshening.
New accessories add zest to tired costumes
— a chic hat with a flower
on it and, of course, a veil
(for that feminine and alluring note is one that must
surely not be omitted) , plus
striking costume jewelry,
novel gloves, bags and
shoes.
I chanced on Dolores Del
Rio the other day shopping
for a hat to add gaiety to a
black woolen ensemble. She
finally decided on a black
felt toque piled high with
pink carnations (that new
dusty shade) , and she also
selected a pair of matching
pink gloves to duplicate the
color theme in her costume.
At the same time, Carole
Lombard was ensembling
a toque of violets with
matching veil and violet
gloves to wear with a brown
dressmaker suit.
Lunching at the Brown
Derby last week I was fascinated by Joan Crawford's
massive multi-strand necklace and bracelet of coral
beads as a contrast to an
all-black outfit — a marvelous background for this
fashionable trend of trims.
On your shopping tours
for your wardrobe accessory pick-ups you'll probably run across some of
the new print frocks and if you follow Hollywood's dictates you'll not resist a purchase.
Ginger Rogers has one of silk jersey (that
luscious fabric is steadily increasing in importance because it drapes and moulds to the
body so beautifully) . The background of
Ginger's frock is brown, against which colorful little Chinese dolls prance and dance.
These spirited frocks make cheery contrast
as they peek from beneath heavy winter
coats.
b PEAKING of brand-new clothes, Travis
Banton's forecast of coming trends will
surely interest you.
In his opinion, 1938 fashions will be the
most feminine since the gay 90's. Frocks
will continue to be short, but coats will fall
slightly below their hemlines. Sheer fabrics
will gain greater importance and lingerie
touches will be worked into the body of
frocks as well as in feminine trims. The fullskirted, diaphanous picture gown will be a

favorite for evening, and the tubular silhouette will be seen in sports clothes as well
as in those for daytime. Green, navy, beige
and gray will be leaders on the spring color
card. Only a tracery of the glitter of winter
fashion will be seen, and then only on rare
occasion.
Banton has created some stunning clothes
for Claudette Colbert to wear in "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" and I must tell you
about a few of them.
A beltless street frock of sheer green
woolen, devoid of contrast trim, has a simple

grand right now, if you're lucky enough to
be able to afford a midwinter vacation at a
sunshine resort) . One, for tea dancing, is of
white organza printed with black dots the
size of a quarter in clusters to resemble
bunches of grapes. It has a full skirt shirred
to a snugly fitted bodice which has short
sleeves edged with self-fabric ruffles to match
the trim of the round, high neckline.
The other, an evening gown, is styled of
black tulle and its simplicity is both challenging and alluring. Over a low-cut black crepe
slip Banton places a snug bodice with round,
high neckline which joins a very full shirred
skirt that sparkles with silver paillettes the
size of a dollar, and, as an added note of romance, he adds enormous tulle shoulder
bows that reach head.
to the Both
top of
of Claudette's
the gowns
have four-inch self-fabric
crush girdles.
Mention of glamorous
evening gowns reminds me
that I have a little story to
tell you about the origin of
the gown Shirley Ross is
wearing on this page.
Director Mitchell Leisen
of the "Big Broadcast of
1938" is a firm believer that
"women should dress to
please men" (not a bad
idea) , so he took time out
to
Shirley's
a design
manner
that gown
wouldin
please all mankind. The
front of the blouse, softly
draped, is held by the flat
choker collar of gold. You
see, Director Leisen feels
that the less revealing a
gown, the more alluring,
which gives us all something to thinkbeen
about,selecting
as I'm
sure we've
theory.
our gowns on the reverse

A

softly draped

cowl outlines the

back of Shirley Ross" white chiffon
evening gown which is contrasted by
choker collar and belt of gold mesh

magnificence. The slim skirt, fifteen inches
from the floor, with three-inch side slits, extends high up under the bust where it attaches to the blouse (with slight shirrings
under the bust) which is neatly tailored with
long, tight sleeves and a U-decolletage outlined by a two-inch, draped band of the dress
fabric. Claudette fell so in love with this
frock she had Banton make a duplicate in
black for her personal wardrobe, to wear
under her leopard coat.
Banton uses this same tubular silhouette
in a suit of Kasha. The finger-tip length
coat, over a pencil-slim skirt, is banded at
the hemline with beige fox which narrows
slightly as it continues up the right front
panel to meet a matching fur panel continuation of the collar at the waistline. The left
side of the fur collar swings surprisingly
away from the neckline to attach to the
sleeve at the front midarm.
Claudette has two charming frocks which
will be heavenly for spring dancing
(and

Somehow
Director Leisen's remark
that women
should dress to please men
made me stop and think.
That theory might work
wonders
in keeping
our
beaux
or husbands
(and
heaven knows, as they are
hard enough to get and keep, we ought to
try and please their whims) . So why not
make a list of all the things you've heard
men ridicule — crazy hats, skirts that are unbecomingly short, open shoes, sensationally extreme silhouettes, red, red nails and
lips — and omit these trends this coming
NOW, last but not least, I will tell you
about
year! a grand dressmaker suit Constance
Bennett will wear in her new picture,
"Merrily We Live."
The skirt, narrow with side slits, and waistlength jacket that zips up the front to a collarless neckline are of black sheer woolen.
The blouse, which attaches to the skirt, is of
matching woolen in dusty pink. It has short
sleeves tied with two-tone pink tabs (one
matching the blouse color and one a deep
rose) . This dual tone motif is repeated in
the crush collar that extends over the jacket.
The frock is belted in dusty pink suede.
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C"S FACE THE FACTS— Girls, this is big
news month for you and me. And I'm
not going to color the facts. Facts and
faces have already been colored in the new
Technicolor films. Have you seen "Gold Is
Where You Find It" or "Nothing Sacred"? If
you've seen them both, you have two perfect
examples of what the right make-up means
to the stars and the color cameras of Hollywood. You've seen how the blonde beauty
of Carole Lombard is enhanced by correct
make-up in "Nothing Sacred" and you've
seen the right make-up for a vivacious brunette on the piquant face of Olivia de Havilland.
The color camera is a truthful and honest
mirror of natural-toned beauty. It can
either make or break a face, and, incidentally, aheart, for careers depend on natural
make-up. No longer can defective skins
and bad features be hidden behind a thick
yellow paste. Today the screen star must
be right out in the open. What a chance that
is for us to study the art of looking natural
yet beautiful!
For Technicolor make-up is nothing more
or less than the everyday street make-up we
all use — the same fine cosmetics that you and
I apply every day. And what a lesson in
rouge, its uses and abuses! Certainly you'd
laugh if either Olivia or Carole appeared in
Technicolor with great round circles of brilliant color on her cheeks. Notice how their
rouge is scarcely perceptible, blended in
such a way that it gives a faint, colorful glow
to the skin, rather than a red, exaggerated
smear.
Carole's rouge and lipstick are harmonized
in color. Her rouge is carefully blended
across her cheekbones, with no sharp lines
to show where it ends and begins. Try
smoothing your rouge on your skin with
your fingers, as she does, to distribute the
color evenly and have it fade away softly.
If you're a true brunette, you can learn
about the correct colors to use by observing
how Olivia's vivid coloring is accented by
the bright rouge and lipstick she wears.
I went over to see Andrea Leeds on the
set of "The Goldwyn Follies." Andrea has
the charming combination of dark-brown
eyes and light-brown hair. Her powder ex60

Andrea Leeds (top) finds that color
films are a school of beauty, for
naturalness of make-up is requisite
From a girl of average good looks
Gloria Dickson (above) became the
dramatic beauty you see on the left.
An expert took her in hand and
taught her the rules of make-up.
P. S.

It's rumored

she'll marry him

-4»

actly matches the medium brunette coloring
of her skin, and her light orange-red lipstick
and rouge accent the clearness of her complexion and the brightness of her eyes. Andrea is very careful to blend her rouge far
way from her nose and all the way back to
her ears, in order to fill out the angular hollows in her face.
Zorina, the famous dancer, is also in this
picture. She is a brunette, too, but her
coloring is lighter than Andrea's, so her
make-up has a different color tone. When
you see "The Goldwyn Follies," besides the
leads, you'll see twenty-four girls in the ballet numbers. There are thirteen variations
of coloring among these girls, so seek out one
whose coloring most closely approximates
your own, and then see the color of make-up
that you should be using. Let Technicolor
films be your own school of beauty.

SECRET OF SUCCESS— One thing you
will notice in the make-up used by the stars,
and it is the secret of a successful make-up.
It's so important that it really should be written out and pasted on your mirror, right next
to the snapshot of your current boy friend.
That is, that make-up should be keyed to a
basic color tone. The color values should
harmonize and match each other. In other
words, if you are using an orange-toned lipstick, your rouge should also be orange-toned
and your powder should contain warm, yellowish tints.
Another thing you must be sure to observe is that the stars have different makeups for different color gowns, so that the
whole ensemble is a perfect blending of color
and not a clash between, say, an orange dress
and a bluish-red make-up.
It's really
worth
(Continued
on page
72)

PAY

BOY

OF THE WESTERN

Unrecognized by Hollywood

WORLD

stars, unknown

to the city slickers — yet rival producers read
Gene

Autry's box-office score and weep

Vv HAT Gene Autry means to you depends
on where you live, for one thing. And on
how old you are. And whether or not you
consider yourself "sophisticated." If you
hang out at Waxahachie, Texas, Tupelo, Mississippi, or Moberly, Missouri, chances are,
man or woman, you're familiar with every
tenor yodel and bass guitar twang in his
bag of tricks. You probably sigh to his easy
Texas drawl and flutter v/hen he unlimbers
that wide white smile. On the other hand,
if you dwell in Manhattan's towers or Philadelphia's flats, and hit only the first-run
houses, then all this may merely hand you
a querulous and puzzled frown.
But even that's not so important. You can
take Gene Autry or leave him. But you
can't skip lightly over what he is and what
he's done. He's much too important a gent
in Hollywood at this moment.
In fact, Gene Autry is right now the musical messiah of a great Hollywood revival —
the resurrection of Westerns. Westerns
were about laid out in the black pine box
three years ago, when he came along.
They're running all over the place today and
multiplying like fruit flies. Wherever you
look new cowboy stars are popping up like
mushrooms after a rain. And it's all on
account of Autry.
I HREE years ago (and a few months, maybe) Gene Autry was just a blue-eyed, towheaded six-foot gandy Texan, yodeling out
a living for himself and his wife on local
radio stations and an occasional vaudeville
turn.

This shy, ingratiating Texan becomes

the messiah of a great revival

BY KIRTLEY BASKETTE
women adore him than Clark
MORE
Gable.
They write him more love
letters
than
they
write
Robert
Taylor.
More kids worship him than Shirley Temple. His screen voice thrills thousands more
than Bing Crosby's husky notes, his grin
cracks more masculine crusts than Jimmy
Cagney's fists ever cracked, his daring deeds
are more admired than Errol Flynn's.
Darryl Zanuck has just laid a cool half
million on the line for his contract, and had

Five years ago he was an unknown voice
on a phonograph record, but a voice that
was outselling the popular recorded booboos of Bing Crosby three to one.
Eight years ago he was sitting in tank town
railroad depots in Oklahoma, Missouri and
Texas tapping out telegraph messages and
passing the empty hours making up cowboy
songs.
Eighteen years ago, he dangled his cactusscratched legs from the cattle loading platform of the Tioga, Texas station, waiting to

it laughed back in his lap. Zanuck wanted
his magic draw to persuade people to sit
through Shirley Temple and Eddie Cantor
and Tyrone Power and Alice Faye — so they
could see him in the second feature:
He's the most amazing young man in
Hollywood — yet not a tenth of Hollywood
has ever seen him. More than half of the
beglamoured stars of the upper movie crust
have never even heard of him — until quite
lately. Maybe you haven't, either — or maybe
he's the most notable man in your life.

help herd his dad's steers aboard the slow
train. And while he waited he milled around
with the older cowpokes and picked up the
fret changes of the "gitter" and the lonely
tunes of the range.
That might seem a dull dish of history to
pass you at this point, but it planted the
today.
bonanza
that started the Western gold rush
Because one night in Claremore, Oklahoma— you've heard of that place — a hometown boy with a maverick shock of grayish
(Continued on page 84)
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S K AT I N G
PART

sports pages: "Sonja Henie Turns Pro, Visits
America." Applause in ink. She could see
the indisputable words at breakfast in the
morning, and then this would be a reality;
she would feel secure again.
But tonight the tense excitement of the
other passengers, glad with home-coming,
depressed and frightened her a little. That
glowing pile there across the harbor, that
immensity, was stranger this time than it had
ever been — she approached it as a supplicant,
saying, "Will you buy my wares? I am a
good skater; will you pay money to watch
me:
Four years ago, at the Olympics in
America, she had been a guest, an amateur
sportswoman, seeking nothing but fame and
a medal or two. There was an abundant difference now. She thought, I could have
stopped. I gave up love — I refused the way
of living a woman should know — for this.
America holds no brief for skating; I may
work to empty galleries — For a moment
she held to the rail, weak with panic.
I HEN a familiar, brilliant flare blinded her,
and she turned smiling to face the cameras.
A tender had brought them: photographers,
reporters to crowd about her and grin and
ask flattering questions and to remind her
once again that she was Sonja Henie, unbeaten, beautiful, the friend of kings.
"Good evening, gentlemen," she said to the
reporters as though she were really composed.
happened to Sonja in Hollywood made her decide, once and
for all, what she wanted from life

"'

****'

H R 0 U G H

THREE

THE beautiful blonde girl came out onto
the deck and stood, wrapped in furs,
watching the bright-studded fingers of
New York's towers move slowly closer
through the evening. The ship was late.
Tomorrow there would be pictures in the
papers, and captions, and more copy on the

What

,

Youth and laughter and love — those were
Tyrone Power gave to Sonja Henie.
reason

why a romance

BY

the things

But there was one

such as theirs could never last

HOWARD

In the morning she woke quickly, rang for
orange juice and the early papers. Sipping
intermittently from her glass, she flung back
the pages impatiently, until she found what
she wanted; then she read with absorption
the interviews she had given the night before.
While she was still engrossed there was a
knock at the door and her mother came in.
Without looking up Sonja said, "You see?
It's a friendly country. They're glad I'm here
— they'll come to my exhibitions." She tossed
theSelma
papersHenie
over. made
"I must
get busy."
no move
to take them,
but sat quietly on the bed and looked with a
kind of detached curiosity at her daughter.
"This is your first day in New York," she
said finally. "Don't you want to do any of
the things a normal young girl would do?
Don't you want to go shopping, and take a
cab around the city, or just — rest?"

SHARPE
"I'm not tired," Sonja said absently, rustling through the Times. "I've plenty of
clothes — look at the tiny little paragraphs I
She frowned, reading.
got in this one!"
Selma touched her hand. "You will do as
you like, anyway. But sometimes you worry
me. Whom will you see first?"
"The manager of Madison Square Garden." Sonja finished the orange juice. "It's
the largest arena in New York and I expect a
Mrs. Henie stood up with an air of decibig audience."
sion. "Well, your father is going with you!
You're altogether too self-sufficient for such
"I don't need anyone to help me!"
"It will look better," said Selma; and there
was
finality in her voice.
a child."
An hour later Sonja stood, outraged and
angry, in a luxurious office listening to the

LIFE

Sonja and Selma, snapped off set during one of

Mrs.

Henie's

daily

visits

reasonable sum, perhaps — but fifty percent
of The
the gross
receipts!"
committee
chuckled again.
"You saw me here in 1932, when I won the
world's championship in the Garden!" blazed
Sonja.
"You heard the applause!"
"That was a competition — a different

"Then I will rent the Garden from you.
and stage my own show."
The spokesman shifted uneasily. "That
thing."
would
you too much, Miss Henie," he
told hercost
seriously.
"I can afford it!"
"I'm afraid you couldn't. . ." And this
time his tone held an unmistakable significance.
She turned, raging but still poised, at the
door. "I will ask more money when you
come to me," she said imperiously, and went
out, followed by the silent Wilhelm.
DACK at the hotel she faced her parents.
"It's ridiculous," she told them. "I have no
time for such nonsense. I must put on exhibitions and be famous in this country, so
Hollywood will be interested. I tell you, I
will be in moving pictures before the year is

The

friendship between Sonja and Don
Ameche is a real and
lasting one — quite
different from the
headline romance
which she shared
with

young

Tyrone

derisive chuckles of the Garden committee.
Wilhelm Henie stood a pace behind her,
silent; he was a little miserable about the
whole situation. Back in peaceful Oslo his
chair by the fireplace sat empty while he
• traveled in the shadow of this energetic girl
— and sometimes he grew tired. He'd been
right about coming to America, too. These
men were most discouraging. Well, Sonja
would have to convince them herself. It was
her problem.
She was forthrightly trying to solve it.
''But my name is famous," she was saying.
"I'm the world's greatest skater. You know
it. And the people are interested."
"My dear young lady," said the committee's spokesman, "people are only mildly interested. America isn't skating-conscious.
If you were a famous dancer, a notable
singer —
Besides, you want too much.
A

once neither
Selma nor Wilhelm felt
out.For Watch
me!"
strong enough to argue.
Less than a week later a Madison Square
Garden talent scout called his employers
long distance from Hershey, Pennsylvania.
He had just seen the Garden's newest attraction, was even now waiting to interview her
and offer a contract. Who? Sonja Henie,
who danced on skates — beautiful, intelligent, exciting, glamorous, a showwoman of
the first order. . . What? Absurd: the
rink in Hershey had turned hundreds away,
the crowd had gone mad. It was still going
mad. Well, they could listen then. One
minute while he got the booth door open —
there. Hear that? Hear that thunder of
hoarse shouting and that explosive applause?
And it was fifteen minutes since she had
taken her final bow.
Sonja sat in her Hershey hotel suite the
next day and grinned wickedly at the Garden committee, who (Continued
had come to onher.
page"You
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FUNNIEST SCENE OF THE MONTH
— in the laugh fest of the year.
"The Awful Truth" dawns on jealous
husband Cary Grant when he finds
Alexander D'Arcy, owner of a
strange derby hat, hiding in the
logical place — behind the door

AN

^>
r hotoplay awards the following prizes
for the best letters received each month: $25
first prize, $10 second, $5 third, and $1 for
every other letter published. Photoplay
reserves the right to use the letters submitted in whole or in part. Contributions
will not be returned. Contributors are
warned that if letters are copied or adapted
from previously published material, which
constitutes plagiarism, they will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Letters
submitted to this magazine should not be
submitted to any other publication. Address: Boos &• Bouquets, Photoplay, 122
East 42nd St., New York City.

great deal to thousands of hungry questioning men and women to whom Stokowski has
given the noblest answer of all.
Edith S. Heilman,
Camp Hill, Pa.

FIRST PRIZE— $25.00

SECOND

THE WINNER!

AN OPEN LETTER TO GILBERT SELDES

of the most poignant scenes ever
to be etched in my memory is the
scene from the current "100 Men
and a Girl" where a hundred starving
musicians crowd into the palatial home of
Stokowski to play. These men were playing for their lives, as it were; playing for the
things they so desperately needed, food,
money, jobs. Yet it seemed to me as I
watched their eager eyes following every
motion of Stokowski's eloquent hands, that
under the master's spell poverty and hunger
were forgotten and the inspiration of immortal music filled their souls.
Only through the medium of these printed
words is it possible to convey my personal
gratitude to Leopold Stokowski for his magnificent pioneering spirit in bringing great
music closer to us even than radio has done.
The privilege of watching his incomparable
directing, of being so close to his fine orchestra, and of being brought into such intimate
contact with beautiful music surely means a
ONE

PRIZE— $10.00

Please — before Hollywood

executives

place those "two or three notes" on their
desk pads and permit themselves to be governed by them — please allow a voice from
the wilderness to make itself heard.
We're agreed, Mr. Seldes, on the high entertainment value of such movies as "The
Thin Man." I also liked "After the Thin
Man." I should welcome an "After 'After
the Thin Man' " and an "After 'After After
the Thin Man,' " and an— well, you get the
idea. I'm not, you see, opposed to Asta's
taking the upper berth or to the bootees
Myrna Loy knitted, or was it crocheted?
But I am opposed to such restriction as
you seem to wish to place on the Hollywood
output, making sex dominant and throwing
overboard what you term its enemies — wit,
whimsey, musical comedy, mystery stories
and glamour. Hollywood, I think, understands sex, but it also understands what boxto tell. There's a varied
office figures ofhave
assortment
human
beings, Mr. Seldes.

seeking entertainment by way of the movies.
There are those who cheer, and those who
boo the gangster, the G-man, and the hero
of history, the Western buckaroo, rescue
bound, galloping out of the sagebrush. But
all are interested in something different from
their own everyday experiences. It was
Shakespeare, on whom you called in support
of your contention, who praised Cleopatra's
"infinite variety." That variety constitutes
Hollywood's chief charm.
LUCILE
M. WlDNER,
Ellsworth, Kansas.
Mr. Gilbert Seldes' article "Hollywood
Does Not Understand Sex" appeared in the
October issue of Photoplay. According to
the well-known critic, love and passion have
disappeared on the screen to be replaced by
stuffy, censored material of the historical or
musical type. He claimed, however, that the
Powell-Loy combination brought Sex back
in a gayer, giddier guise. Most of our correspondents agree thoroughly with the above
letter — thereby disagreeing with Mr. Seldes.
What about you?
THIRD PRIZE— $5.00
DON'T PUSH TAYLOR

AROUND

I have just finished reading Edward
Doherty's article entitled "Give Robert
Taylor a Break!" in your November Photoplay, and at last I welcome a man who has
the nerve to stick up for a grand fellow, and
not push him down just because the wind
happens to be blowing that way at the
present
I, for
has not
doll by

time.
one, agree with him. Robert Taylor
only been pushed around like a rag
the public, but also by Hollywood

producers and directors. I don't know
whether they don't (Continued
know a fine onactor
pagewhen
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MOST

INTERESTING
NEWCOMER
OF THE MONTH

— in the scene that brought her
fame. It isn't often that a girl goes
under the table and comes up victorious. But Maria Shelton did. A
bit player, she stepped into a role
in "Stand-In"; went on a cinematic
binge with Leslie Howard; emerged
a

girl

you'll

be

talking

about

Ooh, la, la— George
Rector gives the epicure's gesture of approval at the perfect
Hollywood
dinner

THAT

PERFECT

-DINNER

WINES

SERVED

Sherry — soup

Fd% V§<i ^

White wine — fish
Burgundy — squab
Champagne — dessert
Liqueur — coffee

CAFE LAMAZE— Hors d'oeuvres
ic Oysters, Shrimp LaOlymp
maze, Avocado, Lobster, Blue
Point Oysters, Chicken Livers,
served with sauce.
I bottle
cocktail sauce:
for catsup
Recipe
1 bottle chili sauce
2 dill pickles (chopped)
3 ounces pimentos
l/2! green
pepper
(chopped)
leaf celery
(chopped)
2 teaspoons horseradish
2 teaspoons Escoffier sauce
& Perrins'
Lea1 sauce
teaspoons A2 teaspoons
Mix these together.

Dressing:
for
Recipe

Thousand

Island

mixTake a cup of the above aise
ture and add I cup mayonn
and 3 ounces mustard and
chopped eggs.

***

****

I
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The host and Eddii
Bra nd st a tt e r o
Sa r d i ' s with t hi
Mousse Africain*

The
honor
guest;
restaurateur
Al
Levy; beaming host Eddie Sutherland

AL LEVY'S TAVERN — Squab stuffed with
wild rice, by Novello Novelli.
Bone chicken first. Mix onions and
sliced mushrooms with rice and wet
with chicken consomme. Boil 15 minutes. Add piece of butter, chopped
parsley, and Parmesan cheese. Stuff
chicken and wrap with one inch piece
of oiled paper. Put a mixture of
onions, carrots, celery (all chopped)
and spices in pan and place chicken
on top. Bake in oven at 350 for 20
minutes. Remove from oven and wet
with sherry wine. Take out chicken
and make sauce with what is left in
pan. Remove oiled paper and serve
with large mushrooms.

fancywork. Garnish with rounds of
green ripe olives, pimento rickrack,
turnip roses, quarter pickles and water
cress.

SARDI'S— Mousse Africaine, by chef Frank
Balzano.
Recipe:
6
6
2
6
6

yolks of eggs
tablespoons sugar
drops vanilla extract
tablespoons dry white wine
tablespoons sherry

Add 3 or 4 spoons ground chocolate,
beat well together. Cook in double
boiler, beating until stiff. Take off immediately and put in bowl of cracked
ice and beat till cold. When cold add

BROWN DERBY— Salad Bowl
Use only the hearts of: imported Belgian endive, water cress, lettuce, romaine, chicory, Denver Pascal celery;
quartered peeled ripe tomatoes on
top. Garnish with fresh lobster meat
cutlets and sliced hard-boiled eggs.
Sprinkle with chives.
Mignonette Dressing — for service of
12 portions:
I pint olive oil
pint salad oil
I tablespoon ground white pepper
1 cup tarragon vinegar
2 tablespoons salt
I bunch chopped chives

/2

I tablespoon Lea & Perrins' sauce
I tablespoon mustard
/2 cup dry white wine
Shake well.

VENDOME— Cream Cheese Mold with Bar
le due Jelly, chef Felix Ganio.
Mold Cheese. When paste-like make
deep hole in center and fill with Bar
le due jelly. Use piping hot bag for

whipping cream, one third as much as
total custard, and mix together. Dish
out in saucer champagne glasses and
just before serving make hole in center
and fill with cognac.

VICTOR HUGO— Five-layer cake, by their
pastry chef, Marco Vecchi.
Recipe for sponge cake:
16 eggs (whole)
4
I
I
6

egg yolks
pound granulated sugar
pound pastry flour
ounces butter, melted

Mix sugar and eggs in double boiler
until warm. Beat well after cold and
add flour. Mix again and add butter.
Bake in oven at 350° from 25 to 30
minutes.
Fillings for cake, starting from bottom: first layer, chocolate, crushed
with roasted almonds; second layer,
apricot jam; third layer, butter cream
and chocolate with hazel nuts; fourth
layer, strawberry jam. For the top, a
thick spreading of butter cream, then
almond paste and finally a thin coating of white icing.
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Carol Stone and father Fred with
the five-layer Victor Hugo

cake

HOLLYWOOD'S

JUNIOR

LEGION

This month is full of both solemnness
and fun for the Junior Movie Colony,
They present the first Medallion of
Honor and start to fix their new yard
THIS has been a glad and sad period for
the Junior Legion. Glad because we
went out to the Twentieth Century-Fox
Studios last week and pinned the Junior
Legion Cross of Honor on Shirley Temple;
and most unsatisfactory because we moved
and there was a little work to be done,
namely, cleaning up the back yard.
You see, there got to be so many Legionnaires that the other back yard where I lived
was too small. So the children all looked
around and finally found a white house with
a back yard that was quite nice, although it
was badly in need of gardening. "Get this
one!" "This one is fine!" "Please, Marianne,
and we'll rake it and plant flowers and put
up the croquet set and Ping-pong table," I
heard on all sides.
Bobby and Billy Mauch promised to bring
hoes and Virginia Weidler her spade and
shovel. Tommy Kelly enthusiastically offered to whitewash the stones for the flower
beds. Jane Withers and Bonita Granville
and Ann Gillis agreed to mow the grass. I
sprained my back a little, so I couldn't do
anything except oversee the work and pass
around lemonade.
Girls and boys, I wish you could take a
look at the back yard now. Except for a
little whitewash splashed here and there you
wouldn't know it had been touched. The
grass is cut a little shorter, and Virginia
Weidler and Sybil Jason started the flower
beds. That is, they dug up a little dirt here
and there and then said they had a backache!
This has been going on for days. If I try to
hurry them a little, they look at me resentfully, as though they'd like to say. "But
you're not doing anything!" They've always
come to tea promptly at four. They're coming earlier now — they'd rather be in the
kitchen making cambric tea and eating graham crackers and French babas than in the
yard working!
One afternoon, Jane Withers decided that
she wanted to put up the croquet wickets, so
she and some other Legionnaires worked
two hours at hard labor searching one of the
garages until they found the set. Somehow
that didn't seem like work. It shouldn't have
— they'd really spent most of the time walking along the picket fence between our house
and the one next door.
Some of you have written asking me
whether the children are real actors or just
products of a director. I can truthfully say
that the Junior Legionnaires are more than
actors. They're real artists — especially when
it comes to getting out of work.

Marianne, the editor of
this page, gets ready for
the New Year by moving
nto a white house with a
back yard that is large
enough to hold the evergrowing Junior Legion

It's no wonder that Shirley
Temple has a proud and
glad smile, for she is the
first child ever to be given
the Legion's Honor Cross

the godchildren of a famous Hawaiian princess. I'd like to have them for a Christmas
present, and I could almost have answered
truthfully, "I don't know," when Juanita
Quigley whispered, "Marianne, are they
real?" I have never seen such exquisite
children.

Virginia Weidler helped present the
Cross, and also spaded the back yard

I didn't blame them for not wanting to
work yesterday. Edith Fellows came" to tea
and brought Kulei and Nalani De Clercq,
two little Hawaiian girls. Kulei acted in
"Hurricane," and also danced in "Waikiki
Wedding." They are our newest Legionnaires
and you'll hear lots more about them later.
They did hula dances and sang and played
ukuleles. Virginia Weidler knew the children, too. They go to her school. They are

JOMETIMES, especially if several boys
come to tea, we go out and have it in one side
of the garage. We've fitted the garage up as
a playhouse and even built ourselves an imitation fireplace. Somebody at the studio
gave Tommy Kelly a discarded gas stove,
so we are quite comfortable. Most of the
time we sit around and talk over events of
the day, but we have games in there, too.
When we were moving, Virginia Weidler
found an old chess table and set and we have
a game occasionally, although Billy Burrud
says anyone who really cares for chess must
have been born with a growth on the brain.
But that is the way our boys talk. They'd
rather play checkers or monopoly.
Yesterday, Juanita Quigley brought two
little painted turtles and four goldfish for the
the Junior
pond,
fish ten
around but
to cleaning
out Legion
the fishhasn't
pond gotyet,
so the gold fish and turtles are still in a bor(Continued on page 78)

Wayne

grins at jealous razzing

ROUNDUP
BY SARA

HAMILTON

You must be curious about them —

the young starlets you see newly rising on the screen. Here are some of

the

Ex-model, Lucille Ba

things they think/ c/o and say

Andrea came to movies because she was scared

l"om knows how to squelch bosses

Edward — handsome

but unhappy

Henry Daniell — a dark horse

Jon — one of him every season

DF YOUTH
roundup time in Hollywood. All
IT'S
the promising young starlets are being
rounded into the corrals for grooming, inspection and some high-stepping maneuvers.
Never has any group of young thoroughbreds looked so promising. And what an
assortment! There are the eager, anxious
ones, champing at the bit, waiting for that

Was once a forest ranger and rode for

never had a case to equal Jane and her three

miles and days all alone. He's a native Californian and bakes a swell pie. Is a wow on
the cocoanut custard kind. Doesn't care for
clothes but pays around sixty dollars when
he buys a new suit. He jiggles his feet and
hands all the time but claims he isn't nervous. Just active. Has a younger brother,

younger brothers. The brothers aren't impressed with Jane as an actress. One of them
still doesn't believe it. Jane doesn't herself.
Makes extravagant gestures such as sucking
lollipops and sitting on floors, thinking by

single word "go"; there are the moody, stubborn ones who have suffered hurts and
bruises, longing to show what they can really

Dick, whom he's definitely against. And vice
versa. Clarence Buddington Kelland is his
favorite author. Loves to ride in a roller

do; there are' the ultramodern young fivegaiters, looking amusedly and accusingly at
the blunders of the bosses. Waiting. Waiting their chance.

coaster, and thinks "Night And Day" about
the best song ever written. Likes his music
sweet, but not hot. Lives with his mother,
father, and brother and never hung up his
clothes in his life. His mother has to watch

Yes, they're quite an assortment. Today's
promises and tomorrow's winners.
From our grandstand seat, let's take stock.
Let's really get acquainted with these stars
of tomorrow. Where did they come from?
How did they get here? Do their stories reveal any new short cuts on the road to movie
fame? What do they think, what do they
stand for and what have they to offer —
these young Americans who have chosen the
career of motion pictures as their lifework?
We've watched them — you and I— as they
flickered briefly in their quiet corners on the
movie
a few ofscreens;
them. now let's get to know at least
WAYNE

MORRIS

It's the smile that does the trick. Wayne
Morris is just another overgrown lad with
blue eyes and blond hair — until he smiles.
From then on he's Kid Galahad, the boy who
romped home with his first big picture under
his arm. Because his dad stood by him, we
have young Morris on the screen. When
Wayne yearned to join the Pasadena Playhouse school, Dad put up the money and encouraged him to stick. Wayne stuck until a
movie mogul bore him off to Hollywood.

him like a hawk or he'll wear a polo shirt on
all occasions. He flusters easily and usually
stuffs fans' autograph books in his pocket.
He's that flustered when they ask him.
Pesters directors to death. Wants to know
all the whys and wherefores. Doesn't want
to be an actor but a director. Thinks a fellow ought to be allowed to pick up a pork
chop by the bone and eat it. Wayne always
picks up his chops regardless.
Took a bit of jealous razzing from older
actors on the "Submarine D — 1" set. And
took it with the famous Morris grin. Doesn't
care a lot for girls and is terribly amused at
all the publicity given his so-called romances.
Wayne claims he has no romances. Just colds
in his head.
His next is "Brother Rat."
JANE

BRYAN

Bringing Warner Brothers out in the lead
by a good length is the most promising of
the younger actresses, freckle-faced Jane
Bryan. Real name O'Brien and looks it. Is
a native daughter of California — which
makes her feel like something in a bottle in a
Harvard laboratory. Daddy is a lawyer who

these antics that she's hiding the quiet steady
flame that burns within.
"I'm really potty!" or "I never think; people get in trouble when they think," Jane
says, struggling to hide the keen intelligence,
the sensitiveness, the inward dreams. She
fools no one. It all comes out on the screen,
as it did in "Marked Woman"

and "Confes-

Actresses like Kay Francis and Bette
Davis keep storming front offices to exclaim
over little Jane Bryan. It leaves her weak
with wonder and appreciation, because she
never wanted to be in movies in the first
place.
sion."Yearns like fury for the stage. Wants
to be another Helen Hayes. Feels with her
plain face she doesn't fit in movies. Was
brought in from Jean Muir's Little Theater.
Never saw a New York stage. Is another
typical example of the intelligent young
family.
women of today's movies. Lives with her
The working crew in every picture adores
Jane. She hides every hurt with a grin. A
wide, honest grin.
Is a big softie for music, sad movies, beautiful landscapes. Cries over them. "Winnie,
the Pooh" is her bible. She's just nineteen.
Claims boys are all right in their place.
Has more natural talent to offer than most
major actresses. And is just a bit bewildered
about it. Intelligence rates at least ninetyfive percent (five percent off for the lollipop
gag because it doesn't fool anyone) .
Chances for success . . . well, we'd give
her a good ninety-eight percent.
(Continued on page 79 )

Cal York's (Continued
Gossip
of Hollywood
from page 43)
1. Jackie is the first child star of yesterday who has grabbed a wife for him-

self.

2. He's
got so much money he doesn't
have
to work.
3. What will this do to Betty's career? We understand Jackie didn't
want to marry her until she has promised to give up acting.
4. The courtship lasted three years,
during which they fought and made up
again too often to record.
5. What about Mamma?

And a Song at Twilight
vjRACE MOORE is building a new
home. The first two items on the construction plans, much to the amazement
of the builders, called for a tennis court
and swimming pool to be completed immediately.
When these things were out of the
way, the . workers turned their efforts
toward erecting a house; whereupon
Grace cleared up a puzzling point by
announcing that she'd planned her construction work so the men, during the
rest of the working hours, could enjoy
the facilities of both the tennis court and
the pool. We're all for easing labor at
every turn, of course, but it does appear
to us that batting a tennis ball about
during rest period will leave the carpenters little energy for sawing. Perhaps if she just came out and sang for
them . . .

A French toast to two Continental
stars — Fernand Gravet and Danielle
Darrieux — on their arrival out West

Mr. Butterfield, Where Angels Fear

w.

ITH George Brent's alleged treatment of Constance Worth still a matter

of front-page news in Australia — where
a bill to ban officially all movies containing Brent in the cast is up for consideration— fair Constance Worth is still
attracting the glances of admiring Hollywood men. Walton Butterfield, a film
writer at Warners, seems to have the
inside track, at present. Their attentive
friendship, many claim, might easily
lead to the altar, if and when the Brent
divorce decree sets Constance free.

The Price of Prestige
JlNCE

Garbo will have at least five

months' wait before starting another
picture, it is rumored at her studio that
she may choose to spend the time in her
native Sweden. We suspect that her
delay in sailing, or announcement of
any home-going plans, has been over
the signing of her new contract with
Metro.
We don't believe for a minute that she
will refuse to sign another three-picture
deal.
her well
latestover
film,three
"Conquest,"
cost theStill,
studio
million
dollars, most of which must be returned
from foreign exhibitor fees (since it's an
admitted studio fact that Garbo pictures
lose money in America). Wherefore it
can be readily understood that a Garbo
contract is not one to be drawn in the
heat of the day.
Incidentally, when it comes to box
office, she is not above worrying whether
her famous feet are of clay. Attending
her first sneak preview since she entered
the movies, Garbo traveled clear to Pomona to get an audience reaction to
"Conquest." About halfway through
the picture a dozen or more boys, seated
close to her, jumped up from their seats
and raced loudly from the theater.
With the echo of their high laughter
ringing in her ears, Garbo sought out
the theater manager. What was wrong?
she demanded. Didn't children like her
pictures?
Did they say anything
as
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Paying homage to the beloved veteran of comedy were Jean
Hersholt, and those newlyweds:
Margo and Francis
Lederer

they left? Despite Garbo's great concern, the manager couldn't stifle his
hearty laugh. "Oh, don't worry about
them kids," he said. "They go to a
boarding school here in town. If they
aren't in by 10: 30 at night, they can't
come again tomorrow."
Garbo continues to astonish the natives this month who, we must confess,
astonish easily as far as the taciturn
Swede is concerned.
First it was Allan Jones who experienced a sense of relief and then astonishment at Garbo's hands. As long as
Garbo's back yard met Allan's back
yard, the actor could not allow his favorite riding horse to roam about the
garden. Garbo complained of the whinnying. Reluctantly, Jones stabled his
horse elsewhere. Imagine his relief when
Garbo moved away and Jones could
once more pasture his own horse. But
it was Greta's last play in
game. To Jones' surprise he
she has moved on the same
only two doors away. So the
to go back to the stable.
Rosalind
Russell
received

that little
discovered
street and
horse had
the

next

shock when, glancing over at a small
inexpensive roadster next her car at a
signal light, whom should she see at the
wheel but Garbo herself. Which was
Hollywood's first intimation Greta had
finally parted with her ancient vintage
limousine and gone in for driving her
own small roadster.

THE

New Feuds:

Chinese extras on the Charlie
Chan set and the Japanese extras on the
Mr. Moto set.
Fred Astaire and Eleanor Powell.
Fred claims he originated the drum
dance. Eleanor claims she did. Both
dance their own version of it in their
new pictures.

W,

Newcomer Department
ITH foreign film companies going
to pot with a kind of relentless monotony all the time, a lot of pretty good
talent has been loosed to Hollywood's
greedy clutches. This month marks the
peak of importations.
Over at Paramount they're bragging
about Isa Miranda and Franciska Gaal

(pronounced like the country that was
divided into three parts). M-G-M has
become slightly hysterical over a Miss
Rose Stradner of Vienna. Universal is
even more so over Danielle Darrieux,
a cross between Joan Crawford and a
French pastry. Annabella, a French girl
who has made many English pictures is
preparing a film in America now and
English Jessie Matthews is on her way.
There are a good many fine American
names on the new contract lists, too.
We got full of energy -the other day and
made the rounds of the studios, interviewing like mad and finding out what
to expect from the batch.
Dick Baldwin, who shot to stardom in
"Love Begins in College," and who is
now costarring with Simone Simon in
"Love and Hisses," is a typical American
boy. Dick's mother, Mrs. Susan Baldwin, has worked as a secretary for the
St. Louis Union Electric Light and
Power Company for the past twenty-six
years, and her first consideration has
fare.
always been to look after her son's welIt looks, now, as if Dick were going to
show his mother just how much he appreciates her years of toil. We have the
information that the rising young actor
is living on a budget of $40 a week in
a tiny apartment in Hollywood where
he prepares his own meals — and the remainder of his sizeable weekly check is
going into a trust fund, from which he
will build his mother a home in Hollywood.
The first request fifteen-year-old
Frankie Thomas, given the title role in
Universal's series of "Tim Tyler" pictures, made when he stepped on the lot
was that he be permitted to go to school
in the same classroom as Deanna Durbin. The studio thought it might interfere with his concentration, but he
finally got his wish.
Radio listeners who remember the
smooth-voiced Jack Arnold of the Myrt
and Marge series may be interested in
knowing that he's now in the movies.

is only paint and hardwood. He himself
has a personal difference with the caustic dummy. In close-ups he must give
out with gag after gag, while Charlie—
freshly painted — merely stares woodenly, unlaughing. Result: Phil blows
up in his lines repeatedly.

'OR a sequence in the "The Goldwyn
Follies," it was necessary to have fifty
cats to play in a scene with the Ritz
brothers. The fifty cats were produced
and, after the scene was shot, the owner
called for his pets.

the Quints' physician, Dr. Dafoe, promised to visit Hollywood and then had
to postpone his plans. We heard the
doctor on a radio program the other
day, incidentally, and noticed he observed many self-imposed restrictions
so far as any intimate information about
his five charges was concerned. . . .
Wendy Barrie drives in her stocking
feet. . . Glenda Farrell at last has received permission to go to New York

Only there were fifty-one cats and
no one could account for the extra one.
No one on the lot had ever seen it before. So the Ritz brothers tossed a coin.

and
a play.
. . Nat
motherdomade
her first
visit Pendleton's
to his set,
watched him in a scene depicting a
wrestling match, and was so concerned

Harry won. He
Greatest Folly."

for him ("But they're so rough!" she
complained) that she went quickly
home again. . . .
For your information, Stan Laurel is
forming a separate producing unit at
Hal Roach's studio, and when his twoyear contract is up he'll give up acting
entirely. . . And for your disillusionment: Tarzan Weissmuller had more
fireworks with Loopee because she
wanted him to go to Mexico with her
and he refused. She's a rabid bull fight
fan, you see, and would need an escort.
But Tarzan is so tenderhearted he almost faints when he sees an animal

Goldwyn Multiplication

calls it "Goldwyn's

This Is Fame

v3ENE AUTRY, the cowboy star who
stands ace high at all small-town box
offices, is beginning to be more than a
little hurt that Hollywood itself fails to
recognize him as he walks about the
street. His studio finally persuaded
Autry to go out more and get known,
and made arrangements to take the star
to the fights that very night. As Autry
stepped out of his car, a group of small
boys suddenly recognized him and
gathered about for autographs.
Time went on and at last his companion urged Autry to hurry as the
fights had started. "You just go on to
the fights," Autry smiled, "and I'll meet
you here right after. You know I'm
getting a bigger kick out of this than

H,

I ever
a fight."
So hewould
stayedoutandof signed.

The Grandest Girl

Above, newly-engaged Virginia Bruce and J. Walter
Ruben. And there with Vic Orsatti is llona Massey,
M-G-M's

new star whom

His real name is Vinton Haworth. He's
actually Ginger Rogers' uncle. He's under contract to RKO, but he didn't get
very far until these things happened:
he had his name legally changed from
Vinton Haworth to Jack Arnold; he let
it be known he was the uncle of lovely
Ginger; he shaved off his mustache.
Now he's going to town in one picture
after another.
Daniel Boone Savage, the Kentucky
mountaineer wrestler whom Warner
Brothers discovered and brought to
Hollywood for a role in "Gold Is Where
You Find It," thinks movies and moviemakers are the bunk. They get a
strange guy to come to their town and
then want to interrupt his normal routine of living.
Savage brought his three hound-dogs
and his two roosters to Hollywood with
him for company. The studio promptly
prohibited him from bringing them to
the studio, so during the day he has to
keep them shut up in his apartment.
The hound-dogs have made such a fuss
about it, and so have the neighbors, that
Savage has had to move every week to
new quarters. There's one point, however, on which Savage stubbornly refuses to budge. He will not enter the
studio commissary for lunch. He brings
his corn bread and bacon, sits under a
prop tree in the studio's prop park and
pines for the friendly yapping of his
three hounds.
Four-year-old Beverly Wills, daughter of actress Joan Davis, got a "meanie"
role in Shirley Temple's new picture.

Van Dyke so raves about
She arrived home from school, next day,
with a black eye. "A playground accident," she carefully explained.

Noo, Noo, Noo —
IF Mr. Edgar Bergen and his little splinter, Charlie McCarthy, make as great a
hit with the American public in their
first picture as they have with this department's Hollywood correspondents,
the team will be the most sensational
cinema discovery of the year. We find
in our mail eight different items recounting Charlie's bright sayings; and
we never lift the telephone but what an
excited voice imparts the news that the
dummy has fallen off Bergen's lap, to
the hysteria of the crowd.
Herewith a few selections from the
lot, and a solemn warning to our assistants that if they don't stop hanging
around the radio station listening to B.
and McC.,— well.
Dorothy Lamour gave a supper to the
cast of a radio hour and served Charlie
a plate of sawdust.
Claudette Colbert came over to visit,
the dummy's pants started to slip, and
Bergen leaned over to tack them on
again. Whispered Charlie, "Please! Not
before Miss Colbert!"
Phil Baker's four-year-old daughter
visited
what for
shethecalls
"stuglo"
and
saw Charlie
firstthe
time.
At home
again, she faced her daddy indignantly.
"Why didn't you tell me about that nice
little
asked. boy down at the stuglo?" she
Phil, discovering his daughter was enchanted, was afraid to tell her Charlie

and movie
advising
on his glamorous
first
at Universal.
Now thewife's
studio must engage an interpreter to get
any value out of the man. . . Jean
Hersholt is a little disappointed, because

lELEN TROY, or perhaps you know
her as Saymore Saymore, the girl with
the fast chatter, is not superstitious.
Playing the part of a maid, Saymore
was sent over to the M-G-M wardrobe
department for a costume. "We have a
costume Jean Harlow wore in 'Riff
Raff' " they told her, "but several of the
girls have refused to wear it. Afraid
of bad luck, I guess."
"I'll wear it," Helen said. "Nothing
but good can ever come from anything
associated with Jean. She was the
grandest
girl Ireturned
ever knew."
And Helen
to the set wearing Jean's old costume that superstition
has caused several others to turn down.
That afternoon Helen was summoned
to the casting office and told she had
just been selected for her biggest role
to date. A part in "Thoroughbreds Don't
"Only I did cry a little," Helen said.
"It was just as if Jean herself had done
one more good deed in this world."

w,

Chitchat
Cry."
ALLY BEERY will vacation in England after one more picture. His leg
is still in bad shape from that gunshot
wound. . . Gloria Dickson and Perc
Westmore, of Warners' make-up department, are probably married by now.
They had to wait for her divorce to
wind itself up. . . .
"Rex," a mongrel dog cast in "Penrod
and His Twin Brother," has earned hi^
owner, Henry East, more than $10,000
in the past four years. He bought the
creature for three dollars. . . Ronald
Reagan, who has made five pictures in
the last four months at Warners, was
told the other day that unless his studio
could loan him out at once he'd have
to take a salary "layoff". . . .
Danielle Darrieux's writer husband,
Henri Decoin, was assigned to writing

hurt. . . Glenn
Tarzan, attends
twice a month
attentive Y. W.

Morris, Sol Lesser's new
local Rotary luncheons
and lectures before the
C. A. group. . .

Add Good Deeds
IF you would believe the various press
agentries in Hollywood there is not a
single star who doesn't spend half his
time and most of his fortune going about
spreading cheer and light among the
town's unfortunates. The following anecdotes, however, have been authenticated:
Kay Francis, preparing to give a party
on the set with all the cast and crew
of her latest picture as guests, heard
that her stand-in's little son was in the
hospital with acute appendicitis. Miss
Francis canceled the party, drove the
stand-in to the hospital, stood by during
the operation, and offered financial assistance.
Adolphe Menjou discovered that his
valet, Eumincio Blanco, was unhappy.
Blanco had received a badly censored
letter from his mother in Spain announcing that his brother had been cast
into an Insurgent jail. The mother was
ill and penniless. Menjou offered money,
was gratefully but firmly refused; so
he got the valet a job in his picture
as a kind of extraordinary-extra — that
is, Blanco plays half a dozen different
bits (unnoticeable, of course) in the
film, and receives a check for each.

Sentimental Interlude

K NOWING

Ginger Rogers and Lew
Ayres as we do, we would hesitate to
say that they will ever be reconciled
in their ill-fated love match. But we
do know that Lew has no intention of
living out his life as any kind of lone
wolf. He is building a grand new home
up in Laurel Canyon, off Hollywood
Boulevard. It's more than just a new
house to Lew; it's really a dream come
true, in many ways. Eight years ago,
Lew used to climb up on the very mountaintop where he is now building his
home. He would sit up there for hours,
making promises to himself, and wishing that some day he could afford to
buy that mountaintop and build a home
there. This is that house, on that hill.
And you can be sure that before too
many years Lew is going to have a girl
71
to share his dream.

If the Windsors Had Come

to Hollywood

(Continued jrom page 13)
by helping to bind the wounds of innocent victims of Signor Mussolini's favorite sport. The Motion Picture Artists
Committee calls on the decent people of
Hollywood who emphatically dissent
from the welcome accorded Signor Mussolini to redeem the name of our community by sending — a carlaod oj medical supplies to Spain.
But all this was as nothing compared
to the situation that would have greeted
the Windsors had they arrived in Hollywood on schedule.
The antagonism to young Mussolini
was based on Hollywood's distaste for
his father's manner of butting in on
world affairs outside of Italy, and young
Mussolini's enjoyment of war.
There was much more involved in the
Windsor's case. First of all, it was no
secret in Hollywood that the Windsors
had Nazi leanings. It will be remembered that prior to Edward's abdication
it was reliably reported from England
that Mme. Simpson was receiving Germany's famed troublemaking Ambassador, Herr von Ribbentrop, at her
Mayfair home where the King was also
a frequent visitor.
Then, after the abdication, Edward
went to Austria to live in the castle of
a Hitler sympathizer. And preceding their world-touted marriage at
the Chateau de Cande on June 3, the
world's greatest lovers moved to Castle
Wasserleonberg in the Carpathian
mountains, where they entertained
many Fascist friends.
A couple of weeks prior to making
their proposed American tour the
Windsors were entertained in Germany
by Hitler and many high Nazi officials.
And last but not least they were to have
sailed on a German liner!
How could Hollywood be expected to
stomach this when practically all of its
big producers are opposed to Nazi
theories as are certainly a great proportion of its directors, actors and writers?
Let's not forget also that there are a

lot of people in Hollywood who are still
loyal British subjects. What would
Ronald Colman, or Herbert Marshall, or
Leslie Howard, or Basil Rathbone, or
Wendy Barrie have done, for instance,
if they had been obliged to curtsey to
Wally, or to kiss her hand?
What might have happened to guest
lists which must perforce have been
submitted to the Windsors by each hostess who entertained them, if the names
of certain important people in filmland,
whom they (the Windsors) didn't choose
to meet, were stricken off?
What would have been the fate of
uninvited guests who might have turned
up after dinner or tried to crash the
gates, so to speak, at any large formal
affair? And if the Duke or Duchess
refused to shake their hands, would this
have gone down as film-history's most
embarrassing moment?
Where would eager hostesses who did
entertain them seat them, and how
would those hostesses arrange their
tables, anyway? Even the U.S. State
Department, whose Protocol Officer is
authority on the proper seating of royalty at dinner tables, remained silent
— aghast, evidently, at the enormity of
the work that lay ahead. For any hostess who might have honored the exKing who is "persona non grata" in
England, would have flouted her distaste and disapproval of his brother,
the King. And that hostess, herself,
would have become persona non grata
in the British Empire
from then on.
Then, too, Hollywood is particularly
labor-conscious these days. She is in
the throes of her own little labor war,
which she is taking quite as seriously
as is any one of the larger cities
throughout the land. Important members of the film colony attend regularly
meetings of the SAG (Screen Actors
Guild), the SDG (Screen Directors
Guild), and the SWG (Screen Writers
Guild) .
The injection of Charles Bedeaux into
the

Windsors'

tour

was

immediately

frowned upon in movieland. Long before the American Federation of Labor
went on record as being opposed to his
acting as the Windsors' guide, people
in the colony's innermost circles were
discussing the Bedeaux system, which
was anathema to them. Even the most
openminded just couldn't understand
the Duke's strategy in employing the
services of a man so notoriously unsympathetic tothe very essential things
which the Windsors claimed they were
coming to America to study.
Sadly enough, perhaps, Edward was
popular in America, when he visited us
twice before, for some of the qualities
which ultimately cost him his throne.
He was unassuming, good-natured and
boyishly fond of having a good time.
Together as man and wife, Wally and
Edward both enjoy many of the same
qualities today, and yet there are people
who believe these attributes do not belong hand-in-hand with hard work.
Thus they would have probably been
criticized abundantly for the pseudofun they might have had on their
American tour.

W,

HILE the prime reason for the
Windsors' proposed Hollywood sojourn
had actually been, they said, to try to
find ways and means of bringing to the
people to the British Empire peace
on earth. Whether this could have been
accomplished through a movie campaign
of education depicting the horrors of
modern war tactics is problematical.
However, in any case it is quite certain
they would have been gravely misunderstood at the very beginning of their
tragic, unfulfilled mission.
Of course, it was not impossible
that Edward and his American-born
Duchess might actually have consented
to the making of a film, in which both
of them might have appeared. For a
long time rumor had it in Hollywood
that such was going to be the case.
Figures in excess of the million-dollar
mark were mentioned time and again.

The extraordinary success of "The
Prisoner of Zenda" certainly points to
the manner in which people take to the
mythical kingdom idea.
What might those same people have
done if the most sensational regal
couple in history today should have
appeared together in a film? Surely
that would have been the McCoy.
But, regardless of whether the Windsors actually would have appeared in a
picture or not, they would probably
have brought with them that exceedingly interesting film of their courtship
from its inception until today, which
their close friend and admirer, Herman
L. Rogers had taken.
To date, because of his devotion and
friendship for the subjects, Mr. Rogers
has repeatedly turned down all offers
made him for this eight-reel thriller
that could be made the tops of all newsreel productions of the year.
At any rate, with so many handicaps
staring them straight in the face,
weren't the Windsors taking an awful
chance to think of coming to screenland
at all? They, themselves, felt they
weren't. Why? Because, as far back as
last May when I saw them in France,
they believed that their popularity in
America would enable them to circumvent all of these "trite reasons" — (those
are Edward's words, not mine) when I
suggested, as I did at that time, that
there were these obstacles to be met.
And, finally, in the Duke's recent
statement that he and his Americanborn Duchess hope to come to America
"anyway" later on "when public opinion
will have changed," you have the full
measure of a man who, because of his
royal upbringing, still cannot grasp public opinion as it exists.
From one day to the next, one doesn't
know. Perhaps by the time this reaches
you, the royal couple will have descended on Hollywood. But at least for
the moment, cinema town has settled
back, glad of the respite afforded them,
temporary though it may be.

Photoplay's(Continued
Own
Beauty Shop
jrom page 60)
your while to match your make-up
your clothes.

to

MORE MAKE-UP TIPS— While I was
wandering around being very Technicolor-conscious, which I hope you're
going to be, too, I picked up a few more
tips for you on how to apply your cosmetics.
First of all (and all the make-up men
I know agree on this one), don't put on
your foundation until at least ten minutes after getting out of the tub. You
see, the warm water (unless, of course,
you're one of those virile souls who
takes cold showers) opens your pores,
and they won't get back to normal before that time. So wait at least that
long, or your powder will cake.
Perc Westmore follows that up by
saying that after you have put on a thin
coating of a good powder base (of
course, you use one) you should rub
your face with ice wrapped in a chamois
cloth. And then apply your make-up
after the skin is completely dry. This
helps keep your powder base on longer
and makes the powder and rouge go on
smoother.
Here's a little trick I picked up from
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a group of the stock girls and dancers in
"Ali Baba Goes To Town." After removing their cleansing cream at night,
they rub their faces and hands with a
mentholated cream which they leave on
all night. That's the secret of their
smooth, clear skins.
If you have a faint tendency to break
out (and who hasn't?) just when that
attractive man has finally come through
and asked you for a date, this treatment
will clear up the disturbance in no time,
and save you from having to turn your
right profile to him just because the left
cheek has a blemish on it.
I watched Jack Dawn make up one of
the girls over at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
where he heads the make-up department, and noticed that he didn't put any
mascara on her lashes. So, of course,
I had to ask him why. He said that
when a girl has straight lashes or lashes
that go downward instead of curling upward, she should never use mascara because it weights the lashes down and
they hide the eyes. You can, however,
use a cream mascara very sparingly.
The best way to make mascara go on
smoothly and have your lashes appear
thicker is to apply a light coating of

vaseline or oil to your lashes and then
powder them lightly. Be sure, however,
that the oil is all dusted with powder.
Then apply your mascara with an almost dry brush, and only put it on the
upper lashes, as this makes your eyes
look larger. If your brush is too wet or
you use too much water on it, your eyes
will look too obviously made up.
CHRISTMAS KITS— In between
dashing around to get you these beauty
tips, I've been popping in and out of
department stores trying to get a little
last minute Christmas shopping done,
and I found two new things on the market which not only make splendid gifts
but are wonderful for you to use all
year round.
One is a new vanity and lipstick ensemble which was created by a famous
Hollywood make-up authority. The
compact is of burnished gold, has rouge
in it and a perfect powder sifter for
loose powder. The lipstick is super-indelible. These sets come in color harmony shades for blondes, brunettes,
redheads and brownettes.
The other is a make-up kit, with
make-up that matches the eyes.

SHORT, SHORT SUCCESS STORY—
Gloria Dickson came to Hollywood as a
pretty, fairly attractive young actress.
She was signed by Warner Brothers and
met up with Perc Westmore. Perc
arched her brows, widened the space
between them, gave her a heavier eyebrow line with a light-brown pencil.
He decided a darker powder and bluegray eye shadow would bring out the
color of her eyes, and he created an individual lipstick for her to blend with
her skin. He said she was a dramatic
type, so he brushed all the waves out of
her hair and left just a little curl at the
ends.
Gloria looks simply gorgeous; she
and Perc are stepping out together, and
as for her career — well, you'll
erly amazed when you read
Which just goes to show what
make-up will do for you. Let
lesson to you and me.
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// you Irish persona] advice on your
beauty problems, write directly to
Carolyn Van Wyck. Photoplay Miukitine, 7151
Boulevard,
Holly-a
wood, Cal.Sunset
Be certain
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STAMPED
self-addressed
envelope.
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how to protect
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"All you girls who want to be popular — here's
something you ought to remember: The man
was never born who could resist the charm of
perfect daintiness. The least fault against it
just ruins illusions — and spoils romance.

HAVE you ever thought before
of what this lovely screen star
says? The charm that's most appealing of all — perfect daintiness from
head to toe — is a charm within the
reach of any girl.
A regular Lux Toilet Soap beauty
bath will leave you refreshed — skin
sweer— pores freed of hidden traces of
stale perspiration by ACTIVE lather.
Your skin will have a delicate fragrance that makes people want to be
near you. Try this simple, inexpensive way to make sure of daintiness.
Famous screen stars use it. You're
sure to find it works for you.

9 out of 10 lovely screen stars use this gentle
soap with ACTIVE lather. You can keep
your skin soft and smooth the easy
Hollywood way.
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We ask Jack Oakie his personal opinion of opera stars who wear feathers

Going on to Warners, we see another
newcomer in action: Columnist Louella

and tights on the screen. "More power
to 'em!" says Jack. "I say: let those
who can wear 'em, wear 'em. Opera
will be popular yet!"
From RKO-Radio, we hie ourselves
to the Walt Disney studio, for a behindthe-scenes glimpse of "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" — which Disney
started three years and $1,200,000 ago.
The reason for the cost and the delay
is simple. Here is not just one moving
picture; here are fifty thousand moving
pictures joined into a cohesive whole.
Every little fraction of a movement calls
for a separate, distinct drawing. And
Disney and his staff made two complete
sets of rough drafts of every movement
before the final sketches.

Parsons who is playing Columnist Louella Parsons in "Hollywood Hotel." And
very jittery about it, too.
The setting is the mirror -studded
apartment of a temperamental movie
star (Lola Lane), who is putting on her
best act for an interviewer (Louella).
Everything is mad confusion in the
scene. This calls for perfect timing.
First, Lola blows her lines. Then another and another. Director Busby
Berkeley has to shoot and reshoot the
scene. And, the funniest thing about
its filming is: the jittery Miss Parsons
lines.
is the only one who doesn't blow her

Then Disney complicated his monumental task by seeking a way to give

Eleanor Holm, swimming star, becomes

the queen of the

Jungle in 20th Century-Fox's "Tarzan's Revenge," while
Glenn Morris takes over the popular Weissmuller role

We

Cover the Studios
(Continued jrom page 45)

be located by Randolph Scott and Jack
Haley, because she has gone to her
aunt's
farm, where Bill Robinson is a
hired hand.
We see the audition room of the
broadcasting station. A million — well,
a hundred — youngsters are on the set.
On the sidelines are their mothers, idle
spectators. Extras play the youngsters'
mothers in the scene.
Also on the sidelines is Shirley, herself. She doesn't have to work today,
but she's here anyway, to watch the fun.
She seldom gets the chance to see other
children act.
The scene has Haley clapping his hand
over the mouth of a painful child prodigy, and not only getting bitten, but getting a clout on the head with the mother's handbag, in which, it seems, there
is a horseshoe — "for luck." (Director
Allan Dwan orders a sound effect of a
hammer hitting a cocoanut.) Haley,
rubbing his head, walks toward the
glass entrance doors, outside of which
stands a mob of mothers and children.
As he opens the doors — and his mouth —
a tiny tot, held in her mother's arms,
plops her lollypop into his mouth.
Notice this tiny tot. She is Joan Davis'
four-year-old, Beverly, getting her first
screen laugh — with Mama Joan among
the onlookers.

O,'N

the set of "Charlie Chan at Monte
Carlo" we make two discoveries. (1)
Swedish Warner Oland wears no makeup to look Chinese. (2) When he is
playing Chan, he talks like Chan even
between "takes."
We watch a scene in which he doesn't
have to utter a word. But the electricians are so long rearranging the
lights after they have once been arranged that Oland says: "If Charlie
Chan melt like pat of butter in frying
pan, resultant grease spot will be on
electrician's soul."
Jotting down this Chan-ism, we head
for RKO-Radio, where we go on a location trip to see "Bringing Up Baby,"
costarring Katharine Hepburn and Cary
Grant. Baby is a leopard which is most
tractable when somebody sings "I Can't
Give You Anything But Love, Baby."
Cary has put on heavy horn-rimmed
specs, a set of absent-minded gestures
and a stoop-shouldered stance to play
a young fossil collector. Into his placid

life comes a completely dizzy deb (Hepburn, as we live and breathe!), with a
live leopard in tow. Grant's frustrated
efforts to get them out of his life make
for mad hilarity.
On a San Fernando Valley ranch, before which a street front has been
thrown up overnight, we watch one of
those efforts. And this, we'll have you
know, is a major triumph, getting within even telescopic distance of a Hepburn set. This once, for Photoplay, the
bars are down.
Grant is walking down a street. Hepburn is driving alongside in a station
wagon. She has been trying to talk him
into taking Baby. He has got out to
walk and tell her, at a distance, "Never."
She retorts that he may not know it, but
he has Baby. The leopard, which he
thought was in the station wagon, is
padding along behind him (with Olga
Celeste, famous woman animal-trainer,
alongside, just out of camera range) .
The scene over, Cary, mopping his
damp brow and uncringing his back,
says, "If they had to pick a theme song
for this picture, why couldn't they pick
something like 'Hold That Tiger'?"

T0

see. Ginger Rogers upholding her
"Stage Door" laurels in "Having Wonderful Time," with Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., as her costar, we go on another location trip— to Big Bear Lake in the
San Bernardino Mountains.
The script calls for her to swim across
the lake — with a pair of men's shorts
and a scarf for her two-piece swimming
gear. We see her arrive on the opposite shore, comically bedraggled.
Already shivering, she has to go out
into the lake just far enough for the
camera to catch her coming out of the
water. It's far enough for her to change
from flesh pink to pale blue and to be
thankful this picture isn't in Technicolor. And to quip, between chatters,
when the scene is over, "I hope there's
no cold in these here chills!"
We saw Lily Pons in eight ounces of
feathers last month. We drop in on the
set of "Hitting a New High" in the hope
of seeing her in tights, as did that San
Francisco opera conductor, who afterward said heatedly that the movies were
trying to make opera look like a circus.
But today's scene calls for her to wear
a full-length evening gown.

"depth" to the drawings. Don't grumble
about having to wait three years for
"Snow White." You may soon be huzzahing a man who takes his time.
Which thought sends us in pursuit of
Mae West, at Paramount, where she is
just
starting
Day's
a Holiday,"
in which,
once "Every
more, she
is one
of those
robust turn-of-the-century gals. Schiaparelli, no less, has furnished her wardrobe. Mae herself furnished the story.
We see her in a rococo Fifth Avenue
living room of 1900. With her are
Charles Winninger, Walter Catlett and
Charles Butterworth. They are discussing Edmund Lowe, whom they want as
a candidate for mayor. He has vanished.
If he doesn't appear pretty soon, Mae
says she'll run for mayor herself. They
mention the rough crowds she'd have to
face. One of them asks, "Do you think
you can handle all those men?" Which
gives Mae a chance to quip, "You ought
to But,
read inmyrehearsal,
mail sometime."
she quips, instead,
"You ought to peek through my keyhole
sometime." The censor on the set
reaches for his smelling salts. The line
won't be in the picture.
'N the next sound stage, Bing Crosby
is also starting a new comedy (watch
the ads for the final title), with Beatrice
Lillie, Andy Devine and Mary Carlisle
for company. It marks the re-entry into
films of Beatrice (Lady Peel) Lillie, who
has prostrated stage audiences for years.

O.

The comedy centers around Bing's
substituting for a policeman-friend of
his named O'Roon at the home of a
dizzy millionairess (Bee), who is dizziest around policemen. We see one of
their first scenes together, during the
course of which she introduces him to
her butler as her "Greek friend, Macaroon" and indulges in other absentminded patter. The sidelines are rimmed
with grins, but Bee never cracks a smile.

T

HOUGH "The Adventures of Robin
Hood" is on location 500 miles away,
waiting for her, Olivia de Havilland still
is at work in "Gold Is Where You Find
It," opposite George Brent. We see a
scene involving a horde of people, Olivia
included, at a society reception of the
gold-rush days.
Michael Curtiz is directing. He is
famous for his amusing twists to his
English, as when he once asked for "an
empty horse," meaning a riderless one.
Now, after a "take," he says, "No, not
good. I want it a little more tense."
Somebody (Olivia?) innocently inquires, "Past or present tense?" There
is a burst of laughter. Curtiz doesn't
understand why. In bewilderment, he
On the set of "Penrod and His Twin
Brother," starring Billy and Bobby
grins.
Mauch, we see a believe-it-or-not.
When we arrive, only one boy is in
sight. We ask our guide which one it
is. "Billy," he

isn't

Over on
the sidelines stands Mrs.
working
today."
Mauch, her face a study in mild worry.
We wonder why. As the scene ends,
she goes over to Director McGann. He
makes known what she tells him:
Billy is sick in bed today with a cold,
so Bobby has taken his place — with no
one the wiser until now. McGann grins
sheepishly. Everyone else, except
Bobby, grins amazedly. Bobby blushes
at his mother's giving him away.
And last but not least, at Samuel
Goldwyn Studios, Samuel Goldwyn presents "The Goldwyn Follies" — a Samuel
Goldwyn production. (We paraphrase
the picture
credits
for "Dead
End.")in
This
is the first
$2,000,000
musical
Technicolor. Members of the Press
treated to glimpses of the first rushes
vow that it has everything — everything
from boisterous comedy to grand opera,
and includes a dozen stars.
We catch one of the scenes between
big musical numbers — one of those
scenes that is the test of any comedy
with music.
It is between Adolphe Menjou, playing a harassed Hollywood producer (a

She is the world's lone "dead-pan"
comedienne.
Visitors have been barred until now
from the set of the Carole LombardFred MacMurray-John Barrymore comedy about a female Baron Munchausen
(again, see the ads for the final title).
But now they are making the trailer.
The set is open.

bit, just a bit, of a Goldwyn) , and Andrea Leeds, playing his country-girl
protogee. The setting is the small
kitchen of her small apartment.
Andrea's hair catches the highlights
as hair seldom does. The reason: it is

Paramount, trying a new idea in trailers, is showing alleged behind-thescenes shots of pictures in production.
Director Wesley Ruggles has to go be-

sprinkled with gold dust. "Taking a tip
from Dietrich?" we ask. "No — Merle
Oberon," our guide says. "Merle started
it. Even uses gold dust as a face pow-

fore the camera himself, to say,
disappear, Carole. I need you
scene with Mac." And Ruggles
his one line.
Carole was hoping for this.

In the scene, Adolphe is trying to
der sometimes."
persuade Andrea to go out with a certain gigolo. She refuses. Adolphe argues that the man is famous. Andrea
retorts, "Well, to me love is more im-

"Don't
for a
muffs
From

behind' a piece of scenery, where it has
been carefully planted, she trundles a
large blackboard on which his line is
scribbled, and places it where he can

Adolphe
looks
at her a moment in
portant than
fame."
mute wonder. Then, to himself, he

see it but the camera can't. A director
gets some of his own prompting medicine.

ejaculates,
"It's amazing!"
Thus, Hollywood
satirizing Hollywood.
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says. "Bobby

A New Cream brings tollmen
ike 'Active "Skin-Mtamin
Puts into skin the
substance that helps to
make it beautiful

"GIVES
COLOR.
SKIN

BETTER
NOW
MY
IS CLEARER"

A. NEW KIND of cream has been developed!
A cream that puts into women's skin the
substance that especially helps to make it
Deautiful — the active "skin-vitamin."
For years, leading doctors have known how
this "skin-vitamin" heals skin faster when
applied to wounds or burns. How it heals skin
infections. And also how skin may grow
rough and subject to infections when there is
lot enough of this "skin-vitamin" in the diet.
Tests prove benefits in
beauty creams . . .
rhen we tested it in Pond's Creams. The results
■vere favorable! In animal tests, skin that had been
ough and dry because of "skin-vitamin" deficiency
n the diet became smooth and supple again — in
mly 3 weeks!
Women who had long used Pond's Cold Cream
:ried the new Pond's Cream with "skin-vitamin" —
md found it "better than ever." They said that it
fives skin a bright, clear look; that it keeps skin
so much smoother.

N.
MORGAN

BAILEY,

BELMONT

Recent tests show that exposure dries the "skin -vitamin" out of skin.
Mrs. Bailey motors, shoots, rides horseback. "I am so glad to use the
new Pond's Cold Cream with the 'skin -vitamin'' in it. It keeps my
skin filter and softer, in sj>ite of all my sports," she says.
(.center) With a friend, leaving the Plaza after luncheon,
(.left) Mrs. Bailey skeet shooting at her home in Tuxedo Park.

Same jars, same labels, same price
w the new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Cold Cream
is on sale everywhere — in the same jars, with the
same labels, at the same price. Use it as before — but
see how much healthier and freer of faults it makes
your skin look!
This new cream brings to your skin the vitamin
that especially aids in keeping skin beautiful. Not

m
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the "sunshine" vitamin. Not the orange-juice vitamin. But the active "skin-vitamin."
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TEST
9

IT

IN

TREATMENTS

Conn. Rush special tube of Pond's
Clinton,enough
Pond's, Dept. 15-CN,
for 9 treatments, with samples
Cold Cream,
"skin-vitamin"
of 2 other Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and 5 different shades of
Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10* to cover postage and packing.

City.

Name—
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TH*

Street-

_State_
Copyright. 193T. Pond's Extract Company
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A Girl's Best (Continued
Friend
Is Her Opposite
from page 23)
friendship that offered sincerity and
sympathy to both Marlene and Joan.
In those days Ruth Chatterton, a newcomer to the screen, was also close to
Marlene Dietrich. They had hoped — in
charming ignorance of Hollywood politics— that they might remain personal
friends, even if they were rivals on the
screen. But when Marlene went to Europe, she was dogged everywhere with
stories Ruth was said to have spread
about her — unkind stories which had
their origin in the minds of the tattlers
themselves. Both stars tried to ignore
them, but they have been seen together
little since that time.
It is an odd thing, but the public mind
objects to the sight of two charming
screen rivals getting along. Whenever
such a friendship develops, troublemakers try to destroy it. The public
is the actress' boss — and the public has
evidently chosen to believe that two
beautiful women can meet only on the
basis of wishing to claw each other's
eyes. No matter how amiable the stars
may feel towards each other, the public
steps in with malicious stories to make
the green-eyed myth come true.
This public prejudice is partially to
blame for the fact that close friendships
between ranking women stars are few.
The American public will permit an
actress the loyalty of a secretary, of a
hairdresser, of a woman who would
break the camera if she ever took a
screen test. But they have called it unnatural that two strikingly handsome
gals should get along.
The kind of female friendship of
which the public approves is Katharine

coaches the star on her lines; she sits
in on story conferences and picks guests
for the Hepburn parties. And when her
friend leaves Hollywood for a time, she
is the one who sees to closing the house,
turning off the refrigerator and checking that the fire-insurance policy hasn't
lapsed.
THER stars
friends who play
overseeing their
do many of the

o.

have close women
an important part in
careers — women who
things that wives are

expected to do 'for successful men. Ida
Lupino's "Bee" is famous in Hollywood
— she's a husky, throaty lady who will
stand no nonsense from anyone, and
certainly not from her employer, whom
she adores. Bee listens to all of Miss
Lupino's secrets while she curls her
hair, types her letters and orders her to
eat up her carrots. Bee slouches around
the house in comfortable pajamas and
addresses the actress with a disrespectful and affectionate,
"Hey!" the
Everyone
who
knows

movies

knows about Carole Lombard's "Field-

Myrna Loy's best friend is her standin, Shirley Hughes, an old chum who
was with her at her recent marriage.
Shirley is the sister-in-law Myrna almost got. Her brother Bob brought
Shirley around and introduced her to
Myrna as his best girl friend. Myrna
and Shirley liked each other instantly
and even after the romance was over,
Shirley and Myrna remained fast
friends, Shirley taking the job as Myrna's stand-in. When Myrna and Arthur
Hornblow decided to get married, they
took Shirley along to Ensenada to be
bridesmaid. At the last minute they
remembered there were no flowers for
the bride and Shirley refused to allow
Myrna to be married without flowers.
Coaxing Myrna to hold the attention of
the attendant, Shirley went to work and
picked all the lovely blooms around the
garden walk, and made them into a
beautiful
bride'sfearing
bouquet,they
whilewould
Myrna's
knees shook,
be
snatched
into
a
Mexican
jail
any
minute.
Alice

Faye's

best

friend,

Helene

snatched at it "like a hungry trout rising to a fly," as Miss Harding tells the
story now.
Miss Harding is the daughter of J.
Horace Harding, chairman of the board
of the American Railway Express Company and the senior partner in the
banking firm of Charles D. Barney and
Company. She has a New York debut
in her past and a Rumson, New Jersey
house in her present — a retreat to which
Katharine Hepburn often repairs in a
carpet-slipper mood.
Miss Harding is more than a best
friend — she is guide, philosopher, impresario and accountant for the erratic,
wayward star. She is the one who
passes on photographs for publicity.
She is the one who stage-manages Miss
Hepburn's new contracts — for more and
more and more salary each time. She
helps design the Hepburn costumes and
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pointment at the hairdresser, the "cat
talk" after the party played no part in
her life. She had a name for being exclusive and upstage. But she was distant only because she was shy.
Margaret Lindsay appeared on the lot
in a picture starring Janet Gaynor. She
was a girl who had her own reasons for
holding herself aloof from gossip commentators and photographers and
friends who might come too close. For
Margaret Lindsay, at that time, was
posing as an English-born actress and
was sedulously hiding the fact that she
had come from Iowa. It was at the
height of the American craze for British
stars: Miss Lindsay was doing her very
best to impersonate an English girl,
since English girls were what the
movies wished.
When

Janet Gaynor

first sensed the

fact that the little "British" girl was
charming, she found great difficulty in
breaking down her reserve. A volume
of Rupert Brooke's poems helped — they
both loved his poetry. A ridiculous box
from a florist's, with a single pansy under layers of tissue paper, made Miss
Lindsay laugh and thank the star who
had
sent it to her. They became fast
friends.
Janet Gaynor's friendship has helped
Margaret Lindsay's career immeasurably. Janet has guided and directed the
pseudo-British actress at every turn.
She gave up a vacation to be with her
friend during an attack of flu. And the
bread-on-waters has returned. For
Janet Gaynor's high-pitched voice has
been lowered almost an octave by as-

Hepburn's and Laura Harding's. Laura
was, it is true, an actress in her own
right, but her mild triumphs were
achieved on the boards of Broadway,
which Hollywood considers a mere preliminary to an actress' serious business
of getting along on the screen. Laura
Harding understudied Lynn Fontanne
in "Elizabeth the Queen-' and acted in
"Thunder in the Air." Then she met
Katharine Hepburn and lapsed happily
into the role of Queen-maker for the
other girl.
It was Laura Harding who prevailed
on Miss Hepburn to leave Broadway
for awhile and see what Hollywood
could do for her. She groomed the
young actress for the West Coast and
convinced her that it would be wise
for them both to refuse all invitations
to parties in the West, being very cool
and aloof and superior about it. This
proved an unnecessary bit of strategy,
as the two were in Hollywood for six
weeks before anyone asked them out:
when they got their first invitation, they

until a couple of years ago. She lived
quietly with her mother, and the
luncheon table tete-a-tete, the joint ap-

sociation
Lindsay's
contralto tones
— withanMargaret
effect which
has made
the sound director rejoice. Margaret
Lindsay's friendship has brought Janet
Gaynor out of her shell and removed
the barrier of fear across which she
used to face the world.

The Childrens' Hour at the Walter Abels' is a musical
one. Every night before Michael and Jonathan go
to bed, Mother
plays while Father and sons do-re-mi
sie" — the secretary, guide, philosopher
and friend whom Carole acquired when
they were both working for Mack Sennett. Since then Carole has concentrated on her career — and Fieldsie on
the table. Today she weighs in at a
neat 160 pounds.
Madeleine Fields holds a tight rein
over Miss Lombard's pocketbook. The
actress has very little sales resistance;
if she had no balance wheel she might
clutter up her life with dozens of assorted limousines, Renaissance tables
made in New Jersey, phoney fox scarves
and Masterpieces of History in Ten
Heavy Volumes. But not with Fieldsie
on the job!
Fieldsie is a very competent young
woman on all counts. She used to be a
"stunt girl" when she was acting herself— you know, the intrepid stand-in
who took the bumps and bruises and
pratt-falls which the actresses preferred
to
dodge.Powell
She's and
stillCarole
stuntingLombard
— when
William
were divorced, she retained her friendship with both wife and husband, and
that is always a major triumph of tact
and treatment. Mr. Powell's trust in
her is so great that it was she who took
charge of him and his menage when
Jean Harlow's death shocked him into
helplessness.

Holmes, fills the same role in her life:
she, too, arranged the bridal bouquet
when Miss Faye recently became Mrs.
Tony Martin. She did more that that
for Alice, for during that hectic romance
between Alice and Tony, Helene acted
as the intermediary, carrying messages
back and forth and patching up their
many

THE

quarrels.

stand-in-star relationship is often
cordial: successful women, contrary to
the general opinion, are generous in
giving other girls a hoist up the ladder.
Alice Faye profited enormously from
the advice of Ethel Merman, who gave
her pointers on how to sing when Miss
Faye was understudying her in the
"George White's Scandals." Miss Faye's
weakness at that time was a tendency
to lean to the coy and the cute; Ethel
Merman sold her the idea that sophistication would carry her farther than the
baby-blue sweetness of those days.
If friendships between stars of equal
rating are rare — as the public demands
— there are many such cases in which
one woman who has arrived gives an
apprentice a kindly boost. Have you
ever heard about Janet Gaynor and
Margaret Lindsay?
Janet Gaynor was a girl who knew
few of the joys of feminine friendship

I RIENDSHIPS among women may be
very fine things, although we have no
legendary Patroclus and Achilles, David
and Jonathan as a precedent. Regard,
for instance, the case of Ruth Chatterton and Mary Astor, when the going
was heavy for the latter star.
During the court fight — during which
George S. Kaufman is said to have
started a letter to another girl, "Dear
Ruth
Chatterton
stoodof staunchly
Amy and
Gentlemen
the Jury" by
—
Mary Astor in her trouble. She admitted the indiscretion Miss Astor had
shown in keeping a diary, but said,
"She shouldn't be pilloried for that." It
was with Miss Chatterton's help and
encouragement that Mary Astor performed her part
so wellis needed
in "Dodsworth."
Sometimes
a crisis
to bring
two Hollywood women together and
make them forget the mutual distrust
with which they have been told they
should greet '11 women who have not
buck teeth and walleyes. Sometimes
little things make them friends.
When Merle Oberon was a lonely, unwanted little girl in Hollywood, with no
contract and no contacts, she went to a
party and fell flat on her face on the
ballroom floor. Her heel had caught in
her hem and to the guests — connoisseurs
of comedy, no doubt — it seemed very
funny, indeed. Norma Shearer caught
the look of misery in the girl's eyes and
rushed to her side. A very pleasant
friendship began then and there. And
when the two actresses found themselves living in next-door propinquity,
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Take the advice of le Pere Noel, the
Santa Claus of France, if* you would
win most fervent feminine thanks for your
■«/*

gifts . • . Give beauty, as every lady loves
it best . . . with a French accent . . . Give
Evening in Paris Christmas Sets. By getting them for every lady on your list, you
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can do all the feminine part of your Christmas shopping right at one counter, saving
hours of time and much wear and tear on
you . . . Thirty-one sets, $1.10 to $25.00

Evening in Paris Perfume,Toilet Water, Face Powder,
Talcum Powder, Single Loose Powder Vanity and
Lipstick in impressive, satin-lined chest. $ 1 0.OO

At your favorite drug or department store

**

Evening in Paris Perfume, Face Powder, Talcum
Powder, Single Loose Powder Vanity and Lipstick
in tasselled, blue and silver finished box. S5.00
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Evening in Paris Perfume and Face Powder are
things every woman wants. This set has a stunning
box with a silvery frieze across the top. . S2.2."»

Evening in Paris Perfume in a handsome bottle
with its own atomizer, Eau de Cologne, Talcum
Powder and Single Loose Powder Vanity. Jjj» l.OO

Evening in Paris Perfume in the popular, goodlooking, leak-proof purse flacon, in a set with Face
Powder, Talcum Powder and Rouge. . . $2.95
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Evening in Paris
Perfume beautifully
boxed.
. N2.00

Evening in Paris Vanities.
Several smart new designs.

From $ 1.25 to $3.50

De luxe package of Evening in Paris Perfume,
luxurious box. $ 1 0.OO

Evening in Paris Perfume boxed in glittering silver. . $!'• lO
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Evening in Paris Perfume in a handsome, new,
special-size bottle with its own efficient, durable
atomizer
$1.75

JOIS
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their friendship ripened into the overthe - garden - wall, come-over-and-borrow-an-egg variety.
iRIENDS are not often social equals
in Hollywood, where position is based
on performance rather than on the
background into which one was born.
A Sylvia Sidney from a poor Bronx
home will outrank a Laura Harding
from the Social Register out there. It
is unusual to find such friendships as
that which prevails between Constance
Bennett and the Countess Dorothy di
Frasso (who sailed for Europe last summer with Miss Bennett and who entertained her at her palazzo in Rome) , and
that between Joan Crawford and Barbara Stanwyck. The latter were friends
way back in the days when Joan was
married to young Doug, and Barbara
was married to Frank Fay. At that time,
Barbara lived in Malibu, and the girls
used to drive back and forth to see each
other.
Barbara then moved across the street
from Joan, and, amusingly enough, they
saw very little of each other at that
time. This, Joan says, was due to the
fact that both of them were going
through a lot of trouble — she with Doug,
and Barbara with Frank.
Just after Barbara's separation from
Frank, she got in touch with Joan about
buying some tickets for a benefit. Joan
immediately asked her why she hadn't
seen her, and the friendship was resumed. Barbara is now definitely
Crawford's most intimate stellar friend.
Tone, Taylor, and. the two girls make
a frequent combination at the night
spots.
It is even rarer to find a moving-picture star on friendly terms with the
wife of a member of the screen colony.
Many charming women who have ac-

companied their husbands to Hollywood
gnash their teeth over a social atmosphere in which the lowest "dress chorus" girl outranks a charming and discriminating hostess who has no traffic
with the films.
But Loretta Young has as her closest
intimate one of these Untouchables of

marriage and retirement from a career.
Grace Moore swung on to giddier and
greater heights. But their friendship
has been strong through the years, and
it even survived a difficult phase when
they were both engaged in setting their
caps for a romantic Italian beau.

the colony — Josephine Wayne, the beautiful young wife of John Wayne. Before
her marriage this attractive woman was
Josephine Saenz, daughter of the Dominican Consul at Los Angeles and a
popular member of the diplomatic set.
Sometimes these friendships between
Hollywood celebrities go back to the
days when they were cooking over gas
burners in old, down-at-the-heel rooming houses and spending their days in

J PS and downs, failures and breaks

offices where signs always read
Casting Today." Grace Moore and
Draper became fast friends in days
those: at one time Miss Moore was

"No
Jane
like
un-

derstudy toJulia Sanderson in "HitchyKoo" and Jane Draper had a minor — a
very minor— role in the play. They
were girls from conservative backgrounds, both aware of a whole battery
of disapproving relatives sniffing at the
"vulgarity" of stage careers.
Miss Moore's chance to play the lead,
because of the star's illness, gave her a
start towards an existence in which
butlers and polo-playing friends are
taken for granted. She was so thrilled
over the prospect of singing the lead
that she had Jane Draper telephone her
friends to be sure to attend the matinee
and watch her debut-dust. Later, although she was still living on an understudy's small salary, she and Jane gave
a gay and gala party in a rented hotel
ballroom.
Jane Draper found the picaresque,
uncertain existence of the stage less
congenial
to her temperament
than

U.

worthy of "Stage Door" and its gallant
heroines have marked the friendship of
Isabel Jewell and Gertrude Michael.
These two met in the early, hungry days
of their careers when they lived in adjoining
apartmentsonin thirty
New cents
York'sa
Greenwich
Village
day. They hunted out cheap restaurants and made one order of spaghetti
do for two. They wangled matinee
tickets and hid under the seats, so as to
see the evening performance free. Then
Miss Michael was given a heaven-sent
chance to work in Hollywood, and she
caught the train — with seven dollars in
the world! As the car pulled from the
station she heard Isabel's cheerful farewell: "I'll be there in two weeks!"
Through a remarkable bit of luck, she
was.
In Hollywood the two girls had many
vicissitudes. At a moment when one
was in demand and being feted grandly
the other was usually close to starvation. A few months, and the situation
would be reversed. More than once,
each of them was on the verge of giving up. In such crises, their friendship
was an invaluable prop.
Some of the women stars have strong
family feeling and have made a place
in Hollywood for their relatives. Ginger
Rogers brought her cousin, Phyllis
Fraser, to Hollywood a few years ago
and put her through an arduous course
of dance training before she would let
her try for her first screen test. Her

advice and help are making things far
easier for her protege, Marie Osborne.
Ginger Rogers' mother wrote scenarios
for the screen. Mrs. Rogers more than
once wrote pictures around the "Baby
Marie" who is now her daughter's chief
aide and confidante.
There are women in Hollywood's most
spectacular circles who hunt in packs
■ — girls who shop together and bridge
together and have hen parties, like so
many suburban housewives. Dolores
Del Rio, Fay Wray, Virginia Bruce and
Mrs. Gary Cooper are such a team. So
are Anne Shirley, Paula Stone, Jacqueline Wells, Phyllis Fraser and Lana
Turner.
IOLLYWOOD, after all, is a small
town and a woman friend in Hollywood,
like anywhere else, is a very handy
thing to have around the house. She will
spring to your defense into those bitter
drawing-room encounters, of which the
most doting man is usually unaware.
She will contradict the nasty rumors
that get tangled up with your name.
She'll tell you — if she's really fond of
you — that you look like hell in emerald
green and that the lamb of a young man
in the offing is really after you for your
money. She will also lie for you like
a Spartan, if the need occurs, and will
understand when your fit of hysterics
calls for a handkerchief dipped in eau
de cologne — and when it needs a pitcher
of cold water thrown in the face!

H,

Hollywood stars do not deny themselves many of the good things of the
earth. Those among them who have
balance and good sense have discovered
that a sympathetic and reasonably loyal
woman friend is a shade more important
to their well-being than an ermine evening wrap. And that, in Hollywood, is
saying a great deal.

ollywoods Junior Legion
(Continued from page 67)
rowed glass tank. (Marilyn Knowlden
said she and Ann Gillis would do the
cleaning tomorrow.)
Juanita looked sweet yesterday. She
had on a navy-blue dress with big white
buttons down the side and white collar
and cuffs, and a little white pique hat.
She had just come from the studio. We
went outside and looked at the fish
pond. Then we sat talking in the garage until Betty Jean Harney and David
Holt came along. Then we went in the
kitchen and had tea. David puts three
lumps of sugar in a little toy cup of
tea and actually drinks the mixture!
We had quite a party. Betty Jean
makes the grandest cinnamon toast. It
was cool and we didn't want to carry
in wood for the fireplace, so we stayed
in the kitchen and moved the table
out of the breakfast room. After tea,
we read the letters that you've all been
so kind to write to us, until almost six
o'clock. The children all collect stamps
so every time we opened a letter from
a foreign country there is a slight argument over who should have the stamp
that comes on it. But David and Betty
Jean are reasonable, so it was settled
peaceably on each occasion.
I think David likes Betty Jean's beautiful blonde curls. She is eleven now,
and getting prettier every day. David,
being a real boy, showed his admiration by speaking of Betty Jean as a
"dizzy blonde" every time he mentioned
her.

W. E

all went out to the Fox Studios
to present Shirley Temple with the
Junior
Legion
Cross of Honor.
The
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medal has four famous citations, one
of them from the President of the United
States.
It was a solemn occasion. Shirley, in
her little checked brown coat and beret,
stood there very, very seriously. We
couldn't get her to smile until we asked
her to pose with the medal. If you'd
like the picture for your collection, be
sure to read the little paragraph at the
end of this story.
Shirley is the first child ever to receive the Junior Legion Cross. It is
given once a year, for valiant achievement, to a child under seventeen years
of age. We all agreed that Shirley
should be the first to have it. Who do
you think should have it next time?
It is really called the Andrew S. Rowan
Cross of Honor and was named in honor
of Major Rowan, who carried the
famous "Message to Garcia" during the
Spanish-American war, thereby becoming a living symbol of Honor and Courage and Obedience.
The Junior Legion has been dreamyeyed and noble-looking ever since.
Marilyn Knowlden and Ann Gillis
watered the garden without being told,
and Bonita Granville and Ann got out
the lawn mower and literally drenched
it with sewing-machine oil.
Bonita, in spite of the fact that she
plays meanie roles on the screen, is the
most amiable of all the Legionnaires.
She has a sweet, quiet disposition and
never quarrels over anything. She likes
to pour the tea formally and use the
"different" teacups.
The "different" teacups are a collection that we've made.
Every once in

awhile, somebody used to give us an
odd teacup and saucer. We have sixteen now, all entirely different. The
boys made us a cabinet with glass doors
to keep them in. On special occasions,
each child is allowed to choose his or
her own teacup. Sometimes we close
our eyes and choose. Bonita always
takes a pale pink one with handpainted forget-me-nots around the
edge, and Bobby Breen chooses one
with a pirate on the side because he
says it always brings him good fortune
when we read the tea leaves.

V IRGINIA

WEIDLER, Jane Isbell and
I searched the garage again this morning to look for the Ping-pong balls.
Virginia and Jane, dressed in play suits,
got lots of scratches on their legs and
arms from climbing over boxes and
crates. I forgot we were going to Columbia Studios in the afternoon, to
watch Edith Fellows in some scenes for
her new starring picture, and put iodine
all over the bumps. Jane and Virginia
were sights. The iodine wouldn't come
off because I couldn't rub hard enough
on account of the scratches. They
yelled, "Ouch!" before I even touched
them. Virginia said, "Really Marianne,
this is almost enough to make a person
Honestly, they
temperamental
!" looked like something
you'd pay to see in a circus. When we
got to the studio, Edith laughed so hard
she could scarcely go on with her scenes.
She was playing the part of a very
spoiled child, which she isn't really.
She's quiet and likes best to sew and
play with dolls. She has a remarkable

singing voice. Edith, who lives with
her grandmother, a charming lady, goes
to school on the Columbia lot.
Once I asked her what she'd like for
Christmas. "Books and dolls," she anpromptly.
"Dolls Ibecause
love
them andswered
books
because
want to Ilearn
nice words. Grandmother says if I cultivate a taste for the best books she'll
never have to worry about my educaI thought of that a long time, little
readers, and then I thought of something else. If some writer could be
given the right words to write, then the
pen would be mightier than the sword,
and we'd never hear talk of war and
hatred
among nations. Let's all think
about
tion."that and hope that some day a
writer will be inspired with the right
words to write. I wish it might be I.
Next month we're going to tell you
about a new contest. Little Billy Lee
thoughtJunior
of it allalbums
by himself.
We'll have
more
for prizes.
We
hope those of you who won prizes in
the last contest liked the albums and
we're sorry there isn't space to print
your names.
Don't forget, if you'd like a free snapshot of Shirley Temple with the Junior
Legion Cross of Honor, just write me
a letter enclosing a self-addressed
STAMPED envelope and I will mail it
to you. The address is Marianne, c/o
PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 7751 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
P. S. If the Junior Legion ever gets
the back
about
it. yard cleaned up I'll tell you

Roundup of Youth
(Continued from page 69)
JON
And

HALL
now

Sam

Goldywn

plays his

trump card. (Wouldn't you know Goldwyn would do it?) For all those
cheers, those sighs, those cries by the
fair maidens of the land are for young
Jon Hall. The man who took the starch
out of Taylor and the sex out of Gable.
A brown-eyed giant, just six feet two,
and weighing 195 pounds.
He was born in San Francisco, but his
boyhood was spent on the South Sea
Islands. Went to Switzerland and England to school but came back to America to look for a job.
"You should be in movies," was the
only answer he ever got. So he went
into movies. Goldwyn spotted him and
"Hurricane" got him. He has two moles
on his chin. No one ever looks at his
chin. His hair curls around his ears.
No one looks at his ears, either. He
has brains as well as brawn. But no
one ever thinks of his brains. Sings like
a wild man. Goes into "The Goldwyn
Follies" next. Destined to be that new
discovery of 1938LUCILLE BALL
That blonde lovely on the back of the
magazine, flaunting a cigarette — was
Lucille Ball. Too, too blase for words.
The girl who modeled Carnegie's latest
creation in New York for the pleasure
of Madame — was Lucille Ball. Too
sophisticated for any use whatsoever.
The girl who wears a pair of old slacks
and rides hell-bent for heaven on a
worn-out bicycle around a Hollywood
movie lot — is Lucille Ball. As she really is. A tomboy with a showgirl
chassis. In costume pictures, directors
have to watch her like a hawk. She
will wear slacks under hoop skirts and
act on the trapeze between scenes.
All her life she's dreamed of being
twenty-five. Not twenty-one or thirtytwo but twenty-five. So things would
happen. Lucille is just twenty-five, and
things have happened, including "Stage
Door," Ginger Rogers' friendship, and
director Al Hall for a beau.
Sam Goldwyn brought Lucille to Hollywood as one of New York's famous
models to carry Connie Bennett's train
in "The Affairs of Cellini." Lucille also
carried two black-and-blue marks
where she fell off the camera crane.
She won't keep off things. Never has.
Born in Butte, Montana, her family
moved to New York where Lucille went
to school. Lucille moved the family to
Hollywood.when movies "yoo-hooed" in
her direction.
Studied diction under Ginger Rogers'
mother, Lela, and gained a role in a
Little Theater play. Was immediately
cast in New York production of "Stage
Door"; then RKO decided they needed
Lucille for the movie version. Her first
real break came in "That Girl From
Paris" where Lucille made a hit falling
in unladylike sprawls during a comedy
dance. She wondered what Hattie
would think of her un-Carnegie-like
behavior.
But didn't care much.
Remains a staunch friend of Katharine Hepburn's despite the storms and
strife that beset a friendship with Katie.
Honest with herself and others, Lucille
can detect a phony two miles away.
And thinks nothing of wiping egg off
a producer's chin. Right in the commissary. Before people.
Her next movie is "Having Wonderful
Time." Lucille always has a wonderful
time — even when she sold hot dogs to
nut herself through school.

Chances to make good as a screen
comedian — a good eighty percent. We
take off twenty percent for the trapeze
swinging.
JOAN

FONTAINE

Born in Japan, she never wears a
kimona. But adores soft cashmere
sweaters in baby blue. Wears sweaters
and a one-sided smile nearly all the
time. Came to California when just a
baby and lived there ever since. Except one year when she went back to
school to Japan. Was ill all through
childhood — which has driven her completely within herself. She took an intelligence test at Stanford University
when she was three years old — was
given a grade of 160 (genius rating!).
Joan has a heart-shaped face, much
smaller than it appears on the screen.
Her hair is blonde and straight. Without a wisp of a curl in sight. Doesn't
want to be known as the sister of a certain beautiful star.
Loves attic bedrooms with sloped
ceilings and always reads when she
walks. And vice versa. Sometimes
pausing under a tree for a page or two.
Has an enormous appetite and light
freckles under her left eye. Eyes are
hazel-brown.
So are freckles.
Ambition burns and eats like a living
coal within. Arose every morning at
four during the making of "A Damsel
in Distress" to practice dancing so Fred
Astaire wouldn't need to dance with a
double.
He didn't.
Started out in life to be an artist.
School plays started her off as an actress. A part in "Call It A Day" on a
Hollywood stage gained the attention of
Jesse Lasky who placed her in pictures.
Evincing unusual ability in a bit role in
"Quality Street" she was cast opposite
John Beal in "The Man Who Found
Himself." "You Can't Beat Love," was
her next; "Music for Madame" her
latest. She's so afraid girls won't like
her in "A Damsel in Distress" because
she turns down Mr. Astaire. She suffers when she thinks of it. Has a terrific inferiority complex and a way of
drawing her brows together that's captivating. Loves to cook fancy dishes
but wouldn't give a dime a dozen for
boys.
The play's the thing with Joan.
After each picture drives up to
her little home town of Saratoga,
California, just to keep her world wellbalanced.

Watch For It in
Photoplay
One of the most amazing pieces
of fiction ever presented —

by
IF I HAD WRITTEN
THE WILLIAM
DESMOND TAYLOR
MURDER
CASE

ERLE
STANLEY
GARDNER
one of the foremost writers
of murder-fiction mysteries

EDWARD

NORRIS

Now for M-G-M's gentle-eyed bucking broncho — young Eddie Norris.
From Culver Military Academy,
where he learned to ride standing up,
Eddie went to Philadelphia and became a reporter, where he learned to
eat — standing up. While he was prying
behind stage wings for news, the show
bug hit him and the Little Theater got
him. So did Hollywood, eventually.
But not before he washed dishes in
restaurants and chauffeured plump
women with double chins and Chowchow puppies.
His brown eyes seldom smile, his face
is darkly quiet, but Vesuvius itself has
nothing on him for inward seething.
His big chance came in Mervyn LeRoy's
"They Won't Forget." He was featured
also in "Between Two Women."
He's married to Ann Sheridan, owns
an old Mexican adobe ranch house out
in the Valley, made his own swimming
pool, even to mixing the cement. Eddie
doesn't have to work. Eddie's papa left
him money. Wants to be the steadygoing, Jack Holt type of actor. His
chances to outlast Taylor — ten to one
is our guess.
GLORIA

DICKSON

Warner's prize winner in the roundup is that throaty-voiced Gloria Dickson who made her initial screen appearance in "They Won't Forget."
Hollywood hasn't been able to forget
since.
From an understanding father who
died when Gloria was ten she inherited
ideas; and the courage and background
for progress. It cost two pins to see
Gloria perform "Dot the Miner's Daughter" or "One Glass of Wine" in the back
yard of her Idaho home. It will cost
us much more when Gloria really gets
going. She had to be yanked out of
the cast of "Submarine D-l" because
her startling dramatic performance
made some of the others look like
ingenues.
Came to movies through Little
Theater work in Los Angeles. Moved
to Long Beach with her mother after
her father's death. Then she studied
with dramatic coaches. In trying to
forget she once gave recitations with
gestures and music (heaven help us!)
over the radio. Feels acting is but a
symbolism of life and that an actress
should never become a thing apart
from that bit of life she plays.
Knits sweaters, paints rather well,
loves to carve wood, and models in
clay. It's well to use one's hands as
well as one's mind, Gloria claims.
Seems much taller on the screen than
she really is. Has natural blonde hair;
blue eyes; is twenty years old; isn't
pretty; calm always, even when acting.
Especially when acting, as a matter of
fact. Chances for success — a good A

TOM

Chief
long the finest and
fastest daily train to

California
For years the favorite transcontinental train of Hollywood's movie
producers and stars, and alone in
its field as the hours-fastest and
only extra-fare daily train between
Chicago and Los Angeles, the
Chief is being dressed anew this
winter from end to end • With
delivery of car after car of their
new light-weight equipment,
sheathed in gleaming stainless
steel, the six regular trains of the
daily Chief are gradually acquiring the matchless beauty and comfort of the famous Super Chief.
THE

SUPER

CHIEF

This superb extra-fare train, Diesel drawn
and streamlined in stainless steel, strictly
first-class and but 39J4

hours between

Chicago and los Angeles, attained instant and continuing popularity among
discriminating California travelers — for
its roominess and beauty of appointment, its speed and smooth-riding comfort.

• Again this winter, four times
each week, the Chief will carry
a through Phoenix Pullman
from Chicago, and there will be
splendid service to and from San
Bernardino, for Palm Springs, via
both the Super Chief and Chief.

CALIFORNIA

LIMITED

A perennial favorite for 40 years, the
solid-Pullman California Limited, without
extra fare, is another fine Santa Fe daily
train between

Chicago

WINTER

and

California.

TOURS

This winter, via Santa Fe . . . more allexpense California tours of exceptional
value and interest, all including diversified
side-trips by motor, and strictly first-class
accommodations at hotels and en route.
Our

representatives will gladly handle

the details of any California or Southwestern trip you may plan for this winter.

BECK

plus.
That soft-voiced, brown-eyed young
man out at Twentieth Century-Fox is
Tom Beck. Tom pranced into Hollywood with a degree from Johns Hopkins University (as an engineer, not a
doctor) , a contract with Fox and little
else but a swell signet
ring and He
a don'tshove-me-around
attitude.
was
immediately shoved around. No one
met him on his arrival in Los Angeles
or knew who he was at the studio —
or cared. On top of that it kept raining
all the time.
For a year and a half
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producers forced him to play extras,
usually with a cold in his head. He
emerged from this obscurity by way of
Charlie Chan pictures.
Tom is a gentle-spoken product of the
Little Theater back East who thinks a

native England, and has practically
none in England. Never gives a tuppence which side wins any game. Is
married to an Englishwoman. Never
goes anywhere. Just to bed around
nine. Quietly tells people on sets how

Hollywood actor should be a combination businessman and actor, with leanings to the artistic side. Even knocked
one producer for a loop by turning down

the scenes should be played. They're
played Henry's way. Latest picture is
"Madame X." When and if Hollywood

a part with the words, "No thanks, I
look
hell isin quick;
a costume."
His like
mind
his intelligence

'</

1937-1938 £%

Revlon Nail Polish offers 2 new

shades,

1938 style."Suez" — harmonizes with browns,
greens, blues and deep reds. Also "Sierra"
— an all purpose shade for wear with any
costume color.
Both in perfect taste. Exclusive with Revlon.
You will like them. Men admire them.
And for Christmas gifts — 1938 style —
manicure sets by Revlon. From $1.75 to
$6.00. Available wherever Revlon Nail
Polish is sold.
125 West 45th
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Street,

New

York City
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as the Hollywood stars or you can't catch
the admiration of others — forget it!

l);ii*l in;
I have already written a book called No
More j\libis. It shows you how to make
yourself over physically. Now you have
another job ahead of you. You can take
off fifteen pounds of fat with comparative
ease. Can you get rid of fifteen pounds of
oversensitiveness, or a bump of self-consciousness? Can you build up charm as
you'd build up a thin body? Sure you can,
if you'll but read what Mama has to tell
you.

That Magic Touch
My new book Pull Yourself Together,
Baby! contains hundreds of simple ways to
develop glamour — that magic touch which
makes an ugly person charming ... a pretty
woman fascinating ... a beautiful girl
simply irresistible. Glamour is a combination of brains, character, charm, physical
attractiveness, manner and manners. It's
the answer to the question, "How can I be
popular?" It gets jobs, it wins friends, it
draws beaux like a magnet, it keeps husbands in love with you.

You Can Develop Glamour
And, darling, make no mistake about glamour . . . you can acquire it . . . you can develop it. But for heaven's sake don't think
you can radiate personality by acting giddy,
or by acquiring any foolish frills or mannerisms. And if you are laboring under the
false notion that you must be as beautiful
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If you are one of those gals who in a blundering, self-conscious manner shrivel up
into knots when in the company of strangers, Mama's got plenty of tips for you.
Your trouble is that you never give yourself a chance to express your true personality. Yes, for
it's there,
baby — personality
you've got if
all you
the
makings
a magnetic
will only use them. If you wish to acquire
self-assurance, poise and charm, get my
new book — read it from cover to cover
and you'll have all the secrets I've gleaned
from studying the most dynamic personalities of the stage and screen.

Madame

Sylvia

The price of Pull Yourself Together, Baby!
is only $1.00 postpaid. At all booksellers or
mail coupon below TODAY.
PC
If you
haven't Sylvia,
read NogetMore
Alibis
. O. by
Madame
a copy
of
this national best-seller at once. This book
contains all the beauty treatments which
have made Sylvia a power in Hollywood.
Price .$1.00 postpaid.
Macfadden Book Company,
Dipt. P-l, 205 East 42nd St.,
New York, N. Y.
Send me, postage prepaid, Madame
Sylvia's new book, Pull Yourself Togellier, Baby! I enclose $1.00.
Name.
Address.
City
State
□ Check here if you are also enclosing
$1.00 for a copy of No More Alibis by
Sylvia of Hollywood.

rates a good ninety-five percent (five
percent off for being an actor) ; his
chances a fair seventy-five percent.
He feels he has this to offer — intelligence, with both an intuitive and
practical knowledge of good acting.
One of the best-read lads in town, his
brown eyes glow at the mention of
books. Lives with his sister at Hermosa
Beach, wears white suits beautifully,
does the night clubs seldom, girly-girls
around a bit and drinks but little. But
when he does his sister astounds him
by snorting "You drunkard."
His latest picture, "Heidi," with —
guess who — Shirley Temple.
HENRY

DANIELL

A dark horse, but what a honey, is
M-G-M's Henry Daniell. Henry is a
poker-faced misanthrope. Like all
"against-most-everything" people, he's
delightful. His face is like a winter day.
Late in January. His smile a quick,
stingy peep of sun. Gone before it
really warms. He's funny without trying to be.
Hollywood and interviewers upset
him. Claims interviewers always brand
him as the man who loathes marmalade,
when he doesn't loathe it at all. Or,
darn it all, when he doesn't even give
marmalade so much as a thought.
Henry.
Which should give you some idea of
He's against Hollywood in part. And
its climate. Declares he gets even too
lazy here to resent black widow spiders,
movie producers, or anything, for that
matter. Can't understand why Hollywood insists upon his playing heavies.
On New York and London stages he's
known as the smoothest farceur of his
kind. His kind is scarce. Even Garbo
screamed at one of his M-G-M comedy
tests. And immediately chose him as
the sour-puss count in "Camille."
In a way, Daniell is a mystery man.
Even his own studio knows that. He's
a writer of note, but writes under another name. And no one knows what
it is. Knows his Bible like nobody's
business, which is also mysteriously
confusing to M-G-M.
Has fewer friends here

than

in his

discovers Henry's brittle sophisticated
sense of humor we predict a Henry
Daniell landslide.
ANDREA

LEEDS

To Sam Goldwyn's smart round-up
entry, Miss Andrea Leeds, belongs the
most luscious pair of brown eyes in
Hollywood. But she's more famous as
the girl who, after her first picture,
"Come and Get It," refused a certain
role in Goldwyn's next. Was Goldwyn
mad! And Andrea determined! And
did she get slapped down! However,
she's back in the Goldwyn studio after
a grand part in RKO's "Stage Door,"
and maybe, mind you, Gary Cooper's
new
screen sweetie will be brown-eyed
Andrea.
Andrea Leeds is still another argument that screen starlets are well-bred,
intelligent, talented young women, who
are seeking, not cheap glamour and
easy money, but a career.
Her life has been like a movie. Kidnap threats by remnants of Pancho
Villa's wandering bandits drove her to
Hollywood. This is how it happened:
Her father was a mining engineer in
old Mexico. They lived ninety-five
miles from the nearest town. Her girlhood was spent riding over Mexican
plains, running from bandits who, despite movie versions of the type, smelled
badly and had no more romantic appeal
than a piece of garlic. Then came the
kidnap threats that sent her to California, where she graduated from U. C.
L. A. A talent scout spotted her in a
college play and Howard Hawks signed
her. Sam Goldwyn bought her contract
from Hawks.
Andrea is an only child and lives with
her family, who have moved to California. Is one of the smartest dressed
girls in Hollywood. Wears a black cross
about her neck. Writes poetry, loves
poetic prose, swims, rides, plays slot
machines and feels she's overpaid.
Is more beautiful off screen than on.
Has three dogs and a cat that live
peaceable together. Loves to try out
fancy recipes and is really a whiz of a
spaghetti cooker. She has courage and
feels she can handle any part the studio
gives her. Wants to marry in five years.
Her parents' beautiful marriage has
given her hope. Star material if ever
we spotted it.
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Hollywood's (Continued
Not-So-Ancienf
Mariners
from page 17)
turns to the subject of yachting.
It's really quite a sight to see one of
the newly-rich subway cowboys, or
even just a cowboy for that matter, putting off in the club tender for his boat.
His boat, mind you! He's the Master.
He comes down to the float nattily attired in studio photographers, peaked
cap, whites and pea jacket, with the
smell of salt still in his hair from his
morning sitz bath.
All he knows, or wants to know, about
a boat is how many she'll sleep. To him
a boat is like a floating crap game — a
party in a new place every night. I
rather imagine it is identified to the
latent male with the sea only when a
charming lady or two happens to be
along to admire his masculine stoicism
when the boat ships a sea.
Perhaps I'm a little touchy
subject of overdressed dry-land
with more money than courage,
had to make my living from

on the
seamen
but I've
the sea

and, believe me, she's no lightweight
mistress to work for. That was before
I began to learn about pleasure yachting, Hollywood version.
That was in the days of the Sirocco,
not the Cheerio 11. The Cheerio 11 is the
loveliest yawl you'll ever come across —
fast, graceful, and tender. She has quite
a bit of freeboard, but when she starts
running, close-reefed, with rails under
—well, she's marvelous! I've wanted to
own a boat like that ever since the days
when I used to sail small cargo ships
of my own in the Southern Seas. I did
have some grand serviceable, commercial boats — the Maski, for instance, God
bless her! — but they were all of a different breed. Steady, good-natured, almost maternal. I left the Maski draped
shamelessly over a coral bar off the New
Guinea coast. Beaten, bedraggled, hopelessly stove-in. she waggled her masts
at me in farewell, for all the world like
a drunken old harridan ordering another "Gin-and-It."

B UT

Hollywood sailing is another game

entirely — a game, not a vocation. It's a
lot of fun, too, and a lot of laughs if you
can keep your sense of humor up.
Nearly all the Hollywood fleet have
Oley Olsens on board to do their sailing
for them . . . and nearly all the Oley
Olsens are quaint old gentlemen who
have a nodding acquaintance with the
sea and a line of salty dialect that would
make a Maine fisherman think he was in
a foreign country. I think most of them
come from Central Casting, but for some
arcane reason, these gentlemen all say
they have been skippers of ocean liners
and have just mislaid their papers.
In their gnarled old hands is placed
the fate of the fleet's newest mariner.
But the responsibility doesn't weigh
heavily on them. They know that the
new owner will never want to go much
farther than Catalina, anyway. And,
too, they have found out that they can
ride the devil out of Hollywood people
and make them like it, on the theory
that the more the owner is put in his
place, the greater will be his respect for
his Oley.
There is a grand legend told around
the harbor about Mike Boylan and his
Oley. Mike had just taken delivery on
his boat and planned to leave San Pedro
at noon for a week end's fishing off Catalina. They got under weigh shortly
after five. This particular Oley Olsen
seemed to have great difficulty in starting the auxiliary — so much so that Mike
finally did it for him. Then, clear of
the breakwater, they had a worse time

82

upping sail. By the time the mainsail
was up and the jib made fast, it was
quite dark. But that didn't bother Oley.
He'd raise the Island by dead reckoning,
no fear. Four hours, maybe six; depended on currents and winds.
Somewhere around two in the morning Boylan began to have his doubts.
There wasn't a light anywhere. He
questioned Oley rather harshly. Oley
was hurt. After all, didn't Mr. Boylan
have faith in him? One thing led to
another and relations became strained.
Just then they raised some lights off to
starboard and Oley began to crow.
There was Avalon, right on the nose!

gustedly went below for the tools.
At that moment the girl jumped nimbly aboard the Cheerio, whipped out an
autograph book and, before I had time
to realize what had happened, had my
autograph and was over the side again.
Laughing boisterously at their little
joke, they cast off, kicked the motor into
a roar and were gone as the skipper
perspired up from the forepeak with the
wrench. Our comments as we hoisted
the mainsail again and got laboriously
under weigh do not belong in the hallowed pages of Photoplay.

TYPICAL week-end map of the
Southern California coast line would
drive my old pals in the islands mad
with the sight of beautiful women, luxurious craft and bad seamanship. But,

TARTHER south we raised Catalina
and through the binoculars spotted a
pair of boats that made the Honolulu
race last year. Tom Reed, the M-G-M
writer-producer, master of the Paisano,
and director John Ford, aboard his
hundred and ten foot ketch, the Araner, were racing around Catalina Island— which is a good day's sail for any
man. At the isthmus we found Jimmy
Cagney entertaining a gang on the
Martha. Jimmy admits he's no seaman,
never raises a sail on the Martha and
gets deathly ill in the slightest swell.
But, paradoxically, he loves the Martha
and spends his spare time aboard.

good or bad, it's fun, so what difference
does it make? Dotting the coves and
bays from Santa Cruz Island on the
north to the Todos Santos group off Ensenada, Mexico, you will see enough
actors floating in brine and Scotch to
stock a dozen studios.
And that's not

However, he hasn't fallen to the level
of producer Harry Cohn of Columbia,
The Gem of the Breakwater. Cohn owns
a luxurious cruiser that he keeps permanently moored in the yacht basin
with complete telephone connections to
the shore.
Never takes it out, but will

Mike was humbled. He begged Oley's
pardon. They had a drink and turned
in as soon as they'd dropped anchor.
When Mike got up there was no Oley
in sight. He'd disappeared. When
turned shorewards, he understood
They were snugly under the lee
San Pedro breakwater — after
hours' cruise in a circle!

Mike
why.
of the
seven
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The Land of Tamales and Tequilla
by ERROL
FLYNN
Our Young Man About Hollywood
Go adventurous with the Powells, Grace
Moore and a host of other picture
stars in their trek across the border in search of new and picturesque vacation

In FEBRUARY
all you'll find.
I was coming down the Santa Barbara channel not long ago, minding my
own business and at peace with the
world, when I heard the approaching
roar of a high-powered speedboat. She
quickly overhauled us and cut by to
port much closer than she need be. I
cussed out the girl and two men aboard
her fluently as her deep wake set the
Cheerio to rolling heavily and I heard
the rattle of crockery from below.
In a few minutes the motor of the
speedboat ahead began to sputter and
pop, then die out entirely. Half a mile
ahead she lay wallowing in the trough
with signs of considerable confusion. As
the Cheerio loafed along in the light
following breeze, the skipper came aft.
Did I want to put over? The people on
the powerboat seemed to be in difficulties, were signaling for assistance. Personal y, felt
I
that it served them right,
but the first law of the sea is never to
pass a boat in distress.
Grumbling to myself, I put her over.
We dropped the mainsail and came
alongside with just the jib for steerageway. One look at the passengers convinced me that any three people as
serene as they were, powerless in a running sea, must be either insane of incredibly stupid. One chap hailed us,
wanted the loan of a monkey wrench.
The Skipper heaved him a line and dis-

PHOTOPLAY
tell you that yachting is his favorite
recreation and pastime.
You'll hear loads of legend and folklore about this basinful of Hollywood
seaman. You'll hear about Preston Foster trying to bag a whale with a rifle
off Catalina and how the annoyed mammal then set about the serious business
of turning the Zoa III into the Zoa IV
and the race Foster had to make harbor; you'll hear about the time Dick
Aden took Gary Cooper and Jack Oakie
for a fishing trip on the Joby R. and
Oakie arrived dressed in what might be
Esquire's idea of a Patagonian Rear Admiral's Coronation uniform and how the
two enraged, dungareed players dumped
him overside and towed him around the
harbor; you'll hear how Jack Moss,
Gary's three-hundred-pound manager
fell in after a yellowtail and, despite his
indignant denials, had to be hauled back
aboard with the power winch.
You'll hear how Chaplin's skipper
spends half his time in search of quiet
coves in which to drop anchor for days
at a time while Paulette and the owner
are resting with their pals; and you'll
hear how Barrymore's Infanta got lost
in a fog and followed the riding lights of
a tugboat halfway to San Francisco one
night under the impression that the
light was the beacon at the Isthmus;
you'll hear of the game of tag played in
the harbor between a drunken Japanese

fisherman, Ronald Colman's Dragou;
and Spence Tracy's ketch, the Carrie B.
when the fisherman, full of saki and the
joy of a newborn son, tried to ram first
the Dragoon and then the Carrie B. and
so on- — just as a gag for over an hour
while the players had to indulge in fast
maneuverings to save their vessels. Yes.
you'll hear loads of legends around the
Santa Monica Yacht Basin — and lots
more that couldn't be printed, besides
IARTHER south, toward the marlin
waters of the Islas Coronados, is still
another anchorage in the lee of the
aristocratic old Hotel del Coronado, but
there is an anchorage of seamen not
Hollywoodians. Matter of fact, the Hollywood crowd is none too welcome
down there unless they've come for
sport fishing instead of the usual weekend bingelittle
on the
It's
a lovely
spot bounding
and I, formain.
one, get
quite a lift out of threading my way
through the armada of Navy ships
moored in the roadstead.
It was an early dawn like that when
I was putting out for the Coronadas recently with Dolores Del Rio and her
husband, Cedric Gibbons, and Lili.
Dolores and Damita weren't being
fashion plates that dawn; they were in
ducks and had decided to go barefooted
as long as Cedric and I did. I must admit they looked a bit odd with the red
nail polish on their seamanly bare feet,
but we were really having fun and
looking forward to dinner in a cove I
knew on Santa Magdalena Island.
On the way down, in addition to
plenty of yellowtail, we caught a hundred and ninety-eight pounder, using
live flying fish for bait. While the
skipper started dishing up the dinner
of yellowtail, we took a quick dip in
the cove, got into the speedboat and
ran across the Bay to buy some Mexican
wine from the San Tomas vineyards.

T

HAT was very nearly the last time
the skipper saw any of us. We started
up the main street in our swimming
trunks and were immediately surrounded by a wildly gesticulating crowd
of khaki-clad soldados who seemed to
be very angry about something and
were moving us off in the general direction of the bastille. Neither Cedric
nor I was quite sure what to do about
it as we didn't feel like tying into the
whole Mexican army at that point, especially with our wives in the party.
Of course, in the stress and strain we
had both forgotten that Dolores, as well
as being a beautiful girl, happens to
have been the reigning beauty of Mexico. She waited calmly while we men
tried to assert ourselves and find out
the meaning of this outrage. Then she
quietly spoke a word or two to the sergeant who instantly became all smiles,
bows and fluent cordiality and started
leading us in the opposite direction
On the way down the street she whispered to me that we had been under arrest for appearing on the public streets
of a Sunday insufficiently clad, but that
she had saved the day by telling him
that our clothes had blown overboard
while we were swimming and that we
had come to town to re-outfit.
Fifteen minutes later we were hurrying out of town feeling extremely conspicuous in four ill-assorted bathrobes
that looked and smelled faintly like
secondhand horse blankets. We also had
the wine and the best wishes of the
policeman — whose brother, strangely
enough, ran the town clothing store!

//

Hi, Georgie

//

(Continued from page 21)
"I don't know whether or not to go
through with it. What do I want with
Mom
now a that
house,
a He
thinks
minute.

isn't here?"

"I guess I'd like to travel — go places.
Maybe I don't want to be tied down."
He paces restlessly.
"Why the devil don't they give me a
picture?" he asks. "Why don't they lay
me off? I don't like dough I don't
earn."
He reaches over to the desk in his
dressing room, picks up a photograph
of his mother in an attractive metal
frame about five inches by six inches in
size. The face is tinted in lifelike colors.
"Why aren't there more guys like the
one who did this?" he demands.
The story reveals the sentimental side
of the man whom millions know only
as a hard-boiled man of the world. On
his return from New York he found
the picture on his desk. Joe Kaplan,
wardrobe man,
death. He had
ture, had had
had put it on
see.

had read of his mother's
found a very small picit enlarged and framed,
the desk for George to

George might have found a five-figure
salary check waiting there. But the
picture means much more to him.

G1EORGE

RAFT is the second of eleven children born to Conrad and Eva
Glockner Ranft. On his maternal side
he takes no great pride in his family,
has had the disadvantage of unfamiliarity. His maternal grandfather and
grandmother are vague figures. The
family was Italian.
On his paternal side, George has more
data, more words of praise. Fascinated
is he by tales of grandfather Christopher Ranft, seeker after gold in California's days of '49, the man who
brought the first merry-go-round from
Germany to America, owner of apartment houses and of concessions in
amusement parks.
Christopher Ranft had three sons,
Conrad, Fred and Charles.
"I was born to hard work," George
says today. "My grandfather set an
example for his sons by working from
eight o'clock in the morning to one
o'clock the next," he recalls. "I remember that he owned a ferris wheel, merry-go-round, swings and a cafe at an
amusement park at Fort George.
"My father was superintendent of the
John Wanamaker warehouse, working
from eight in the morning until six
or later at night. He came home for
a quick supper, went to the park and
worked until one the next morning.
"My father was German and stubborn, passing that streak on to me.
When he quit Wanamaker's, after twenty-seven years, he went the way I like
to see a man go. When the higher-ups
told him he'd have to fire oldsters who'd
started with him, who'd given their
lives to the store, he replied:
" 'You fire 'em. I'll walk out before
I will.'
"He walked. He was faithful to the
men who had been faithful to him."
When George was eight years old and
had not as yet seen the inside of a
school, his family moved to an apartment house at 501 West 166th Street
which grandfather Ranft owned and
which housed the various Ranft households. George got two dollars for afterschool deliveries, first went to St. Catherine's, at 152nd Street and Amsterdam
Avenue, later to Public School 169 at
168th Street and Audubon Avenue. He
fitted into this picture until he was

fourteen, when he left home for two
unusual reasons. The first reveals his
inherent thoughtfulness.
"There were ten kids, all to die later,"
George says. "They were taken so fast
by illness, accidents — one was killed by
an automobile and another by a freight
train — that I never really got to know
them. Mom worked like the devil. The
kids demanded every minute of her
life, took most of the dough my father
made. I figured Dad and Mom had
enough to worry them without me, the
oldest except for my sister, Katherine.
SoThe
I shoved
second off."
reason was that George,
although he liked to learn, didn't like
the kids at the public school. He proved
an apt pupil and was jumped from
4-a to 6-b.
"There were too many wise guys,"
George says. "They rode me because
I was small, because I'd skipped a year.
Called me a sissy. One fellow cracked
once too many. He was bigger than I,
but I let him have it with both hands
right in the classroom. He went backward, his head slapped a desk, and he
passed out. I stuck around to see that
the damage

wasn't serious, and then

went home, told his mother he
litHeout."
was leaving both school and home. Mom
told George she loved him and that she
didn't want him to go.
"I just said that I thought if I left
the groceries would go farther," he
says.

M IY

first idea was to be a fight
champion. However, I decided that that
and everything else would have to wait
while I saw the world. I had a friend,
Frank Muro, a little older than I was,
who'd been around, and who told me
about .going places."
Frank's exciting tales of boxcar adventures thrilled George.
"We hopped a freight in the yards
and wound up in Cleveland," he says.
"We did any kind of work in a lot of
towns, coming and going. This -made
me decide that the next time I traveled I'd go first class. I didn't like
the dirt. Mom and her house were
neat and clean, and she always made
me shine my shoes, comb my hair, wear
a clean shirt and tie."
Back in New York again, George got
a full-time job delivering groceries,
which paid him ten dollars a week. A
hall bedroom took quite a slice of this.
"The groceryman figured deliveries
were only part of my job," George relates. "At five o'clock in the morning
he took me with him to Harlem to buy
stock. Back at the store about seven, we
went into the basement and slept on potato sacks until time to open. Seven was
quitting time except Saturdays, when
we worked through till eleven."
George, self-imposed exile, didn't forget his family. In the course of his
deliveries he went by the apartment,
left a sack of potatoes, bunches of carrots, other vegetables. Sometimes he
stayed for lunch or for dinner and always his mother pleaded:
"Georgie, come back with us."
"No, Mom.
I'll make it on my own."
The reunion was postponed again
and again down through the years. Until one night he waited for a doctor
who walked from a room and said:
"Your mother is dead."
At fifteen George found the dance
halls beckoning. The music got into his
blood, put his feet in motion, even
after the eleven o'clock Saturday night

closing. Sleek, pomaded, dapper, you
could find him at the Central Casino,
the Manhattan Casino, other places, letting rhythm soak into his tired muscles,
watching, dancing, watching. Music today gives George a kick, a lift. He has
never taken a drink in his life — but
swing band tunes intoxicate him.
"I got the idea that if I could be a
good dancer, I could get people knowing me," he recalls. "I figured it would
make me somebody."
He was a "natural." The years moved
on, and George attracted attention with
his footwork. The spotlight rested on
him now and then. Daytimes, George
held a lot of jobs, nonsatisfying, all a
means to an 'end, all hard work. Electrician's helper. Delivery boy. Clerk.
Then, with a pal, Johnny Sinque, he
carried lumber off the Harlem barges
into the yards.
He and Johnny and the others
clowned, boxed. George was good, and
one ambition became two. George felt
ready to try the ring.
"I'm going to get me some fights,"
he told Johnny.
IE started his professional career at
eighteen. Down through the years has
come a conjured picture of George
fighting main events at Madison Square
Garden. George fought twenty-two
bouts in two years. He battled only
at the small neighborhood clubs, the
New Polo, the Olympic, the Morningside and the Fairmont.
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THE

SYRUP

THAT

CLINGS TO
COUGH ZONE
Mother! When your child has a cough (due
to a cold), remember this: a cough medicine
must do its work where the cough is lodged
...right in the throat. Smith Brothers Cough
Syrup is a thick, heavy syrup. It clings to the
cough zone. There it does three things: (1)
soothes, (2) throws a protective film over
the irritated area, (3) helps to loosen
phlegm. The big 6 02. bottle costs only 6O4.

"At first I got five dollars," George
admits. "Fighting was a spare time
proposition. My top was seventy-five
dollars. I won my first four starts and
thought I was going places. Then I got
slapped around a few times and I
changed my mind. I hung up my gloves
after my seventh knockout. I did this
because I couldn't see the pay-off. And
I wanted to be tops or nothing. Today
I'm glad I quit before I got slap-happy.
I look around me at some of the stumblebums who have stuck it out, and I see
I was smart to quit when I did."
Realizing that he would be no Bob
Fitzsimmons, no Benny Leonard, no
Mickey Walker, he looked for another
path to glory. He had played sand lot
baseball. He had visions of being another
Ty Cobb. With him, to think is to act.
He talked himself into a try out with
the Springfield, Massachusetts team of
the Eastern League.
"I soon saw that I couldn't get on the
regular roster because I wasn't good
enough. There's a story that I played
for two seasons. That's bunk. I was
smart again. I pulled out before I'd
wasted too much time."
George drifted to one job and then to
another. Ten dollars a week grew to
fifteen, to twenty, to twenty-five, and
the last figure was amplified by his ring
earnings. He went out with, danced
with a lot of girls. But, he says, he
didn't fall in love with any.
He was, in fact, deeply discontented.
He couldn't figure he was getting anywhere at all. He felt alone in the world.
The fear of failure haunted him. So he
did a typical thing — gave up fighting,
started looking for a new career.
Today in Hollywood, George Raft is a
wraithlike figure who is never seen in
night clubs, whose name has never been
linked to any woman's in Hollywood —
but one. Hollywood does not know the
reason for the mystery that surrounds
him. It is for Edward Churchill to tell
that secret in February Photoplay.
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Absolute Security
GUARANTEED

New Snappie
Fasteners
can'tsliporpullloose. Offer
the utmost in comfort, con- ,
venience
and confidence.
No bulge or twist. Invisible,
Secure. All sizes.
25c AT LEADING STORES

Ask for Betty K Belt with
Snappie Fasteners. If unable to obname.tain Give
size. 25c
Belt and
sent dealer's
to you
locally send
prepaid. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
PARAMOUNT CO.
1418 Pendleton Ave.,

HOLLYWOOD

St. Louis, Mo.

PREVIEW

Stay at the hotel of famous stage and
screen stars. ..where good food. ..and
sensible prices meet.
Home of:Cafe
Restaurant
de la Paisde; la Paix;
Around the World Bar;
SINGLE from 3.50. ..DOUBLE
Rumpelmayer's
SUITES from 8.00

from 5.00

MORITI
ST.On-the-Park
50 Central Park So., New York
Personal direction: S. Gregory Taylor

Payboy of the Western World
(Continued from page 61)
hair and an ear-yanking grin came in
to file his daily piece for the papers.
Will Rogers liked to kick around with
the folks in Claremore whenever Hollywood and the busy world let him run
away. Gene Autry tapped out the dispatch, accepted a stick of gum and got
acquainted. The next night he played a
few of his tunes and talked, learned
about the show world and the big towns
and Hollywood and stuff. Gene wasn't
much good at railroading from then on.
When

he'd saved up fifty bucks he ordered a pass to New York. When he
got there he quit his telegraphing job.
For keeps.
The screen was wide open and hungry for a Gene Autry when he finally
drifted from small-time radio to Hollywood. Only nobody knew it.
He came to Hollywood in a low, lean
Western year. He didn't come to buck
the cowboy star racket. He came to
Hollywood because the boss of Republic
studios, then Mascot, had once peddled
Gene's records and knew the sure-fire
pull of his voice. With misgivings — because he showed his screen greenness
at once — they cast him in a serial called
"The Phantom Empire." Nobody noticed him — in Hollywood. He was no
Barrymore. From an acting standpoint
he was as stiff and awkward as a muddy
boot.
But in the hay belt, and in the cheap
admission city picture shows, where serials bloom, something different went
on. Gene Autry was like manna to a
starving section of forgotten — Hollywood forgotten — movie fans. He had
what they liked — and they said so, out
loud. The studio starred him in a Western feature.

sticks, you can thank him.
But why? How? What did Gene
have?
What has he got now?
Well, I'll tell you— if you must know.
The boy's got sex appeal. He's the first
cowboy star that ever had it in a sizable dose. Ninety per cent of his terrific flood of mail comes from the sweet
pretty things. Old women want to
mother him. Young ones want to marry him. Girls want him to be their
sweetheart. You should read his mail.
Or maybe you shouldn't. Some of it's
pretty warm.
And the paradox is this: he's about
as much of a ladies' man as Hitler. He's
shy, he blushes, he tightens up inside a
mile of a skirt. His director has to coax
him into a final fade-out peck with his
leading lady. He's safely married and
thoroughly domesticated. He goes to
bed early. Doesn't smoke, doesn't
drink. Even on the screen he's about as
sinister as a bottle of milk, and just as
fresh and clean. That's one reason Gene
got off to a head start.
If you remember, about four years
back a hot wind of sex and sophistication swept over Hollywood — and the
chill gust of a resentful public answered
it. There was the clean-up campaign,
the Will Hays "clamp downs," the Purity League. There were also a lot of
people who were neither sophisticated,
nor clever, nor smart, nor risque, and
didn't want to be. They were country
people. In them Gene plainly struck
a responsive chord.
But he could sing, too, and play. And
so, for the first time in the long, roughand-tumble record of Western pictures,
Gene brought something entertaining
for women as well as men. And women,

Since then they can't shoot Gene Autry's pictures fast enough. Today he
carries along the whole Republic studio.
Autry Westerns sell the entire program.
Today Gene's the most popular Hollywood star in the world. Two to one
over Taylor, three to one over Gable.
Believe it or not.
JUST recently Hollywood succumbed
to this realization with a high fever.
For the resulting delirium — have a
look:
Fifty to seventy-five Westerns are on
studio programs for this year. Seven
separate studios have lined up anywhere from six to twenty-six roughriding reelers aimed at the nabes and
the sticks. Why? Well, I'll tell you
later.
There is only one retirement on record. Dick Foran, a Princeton boy, who
never smelled branded beef in his life,
has discarded his phoney chapparajos.
It wasn't because his pictures flopped,
nor because Dick flopped, nor because
he married a Los Angeles society girl
and went high hat. It was just because
Warner's needed him for bigger stuff.
They're hunting another cowboy now.
George O'Brien is getting back in the
saddle at RKO, and Colonel Tim McCoy is creaking leather once more.
Buck Jones merely moved from Universal to Columbia. Ken Maynard forsakes his circus for Hollywood this winter, old Hooter Gibson is looking around
for the right deal and even Tom Mix
is talking comeback. Bill Boyd, at
Paramount, is so solidly set in the Hopalong Cassidy series that nothing, not
even Cecil B. De Mille, could shake him
loose.

A

ND you can blame all this on Gene
Autry.
Or, as I said, if you live in the
84
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That's what Gene Autry means to the
millions in the South and the West and
the small towns in every section of this
country, Canada, South America, England and the Orient. But what about
Hollywood?
To Hollywood, producing Hollywood,
Gene and his quiet staggering success
is both a lesson and a promise. The lesson is never again to forget the downto-earth people upon whom the movies
have always depended. The promise is
the unlimited rewards to come from
pictures prepared to please them.
OENE AUTRY'S pictures cost around
$50,000, which is very small potatoes as
moving-picture budgets go. They gross
between $200,000 and $250,000 as regularly as clockwork. But most strictly
stick screen fare is cheaper than that.
Feature-length movies, costing as low
as $12,000, go out to get what they can
where they can. Exhibitors play them
because they're desperate for something
to give the kids on Friday and Saturday, because the small-town family
trade must have plain movies for plain
people at a plain price. But they hurt
in the long run.
Straight Westerns and their stars will
probably never return to the glorious
days when Tom Mix drew $17,500 a
week at Fox. They have to be dressed
up expensively into pictures like "The
Plainsman" to stand that. Gene Autry
gets $7500 a picture, but only a few
months ago he drew $250 a week.
Smaller, independent studios make
Westerns because most big majors with

MINUTE

The Last Gangster — M-G-M

EDWARD G. ROBINSON returns to
the gangster roles that made him a
star in this dramatic and often pathetic film. It's splendid cinema, a
trifle heavy for squeamish audiences
but magnificently, brutally effective.
As a big shot, Robinson returns
from Europe with his foreign bride
to find rivals muscling in. He kills
three of them but fails to beat the
law. In prison he spends ten years,
bitter in the knowledge that his wife
has married another man, and that
his son does not know him. Back in
civilian life he also finds that former
pals want only his buried fortune.
They torture him to get it, finally
kidnap his son.
Rose Stradner of Vienna, in her
first picture, proves exceptional.
Jimmy Stewart has a thankless part
and little opportunity. Douglas
Scott and Lionel Stander have outstanding acting roles. This will move
you deeply if you are capable of objective pity.

Best performances:
Edward

as everyone knows, rule the world.
kids.
Women
and the autocrats they serve —

G. Robinson

Rose Stradner

REVIEWS
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True Confession— Paramount

T HE

current fashion for berserk
comedy under the masterly direction
of Wesley Ruggles here reaches its
height. Taken seriously, the piece
would be an excellent psychological
study of a congenital liar. However,
it is played broadly, and hence is
enormously amusing but rather antisocial. Because, after all, murder
isn't really laughable.
Carole Lombard, married to struggling young lawyer Fred MacMurray, simply can't tell the truth. She
goes hunting for a job; her prospective employer makes passes; and she
dashes out, leaving hat and purse behind. When she returns to get them
she finds the man murdered, and she
can't resist confessing to the crime
in order that her husband may attain fame defending her. Fred, believing inher, does get her free. She
becomes a writer until at last she
confesses the real truth to her husband. John Barrymore plays a drunk
convincingly and Una Merkel is nice

a weighty overhead can't afford to. At
least, that was the general
idea, until
Darryl Zanuck made his bid for Gene.
But more eyes are wide open now and
Mr. Zanuck does not loom any more
demented than a fox. A Gene Autry
can sell many stars far more famous
than himself in more territories than
you ever imagined. He can swell the
returns from their pictures and build
their names, too, in that now very reorphans' home
— the once spectable
lowly sticks. of the movies

'N the social side, however, I am
afraid Gene Autry will never slice
much ice or press the tempo of Hollywood up or down a beat. For his twenty-eight years and Gallic ancestry, he is
about as lively and spectacular as an
oyster. He and his quiet, Missouri-bred
wife, married long before fame snatched
him by the shirttail, live in a modest
house in the San Fernando Valley, and
he's just bought a few more acres over
near Burbank for his horses. The Autrys never go out stepping; in fact, Gene
doesn't own even an ordinary business
suit or a pair of lace oxfords. He had
one pair some time ago but he says he
lost them and his wife has to believe
him.

O.

They wanted Gene to show up as a
guest star when Rudy Vallee opened at
the Cocoanut Grove the other night but
someone said "tuxedo," and Gene fled.
He's never had one on in his life. He
travels around in a subdued show cowboy garb, nothing to compare with the
resplendent sartorial sunbursts of Tom
Mix in his salad days. His idea of a
good time is to load his white-stockinged
mount, "Champ," in a speciallyblack
built trailer and go out on the
road for personal appearances. Folks
like him and he likes folks. Incidentally,
he breaks house records wherever he
goes, and he pads his picture income
past the $100,000 a year bracket thereby.
Radio is after him this fall, and he has
just turned down $5000 a week for a
circus jaunt. But up until this year he
didn't even keep a record of his checks.
n E talks with a sparing drawl, but his
quiet Dutch-blue eyes show that still
water runs deep. He's always amiable
and nice to get along with, but he
knows what he has and what to do
about it. People don't impress him.
His wife lured him to the Troc, cowboy
rig and all, just once — a few days ago.
Walter Winchell spotted him, and Gene
will always remember Winchell's crack,
"You've got a swell press agent — whoever he is," — because he doesn't even
have a press agent!
Gene left before twelve o'clock that
night. But latest reports have it that
he's coming back for more. He's been
seen a lot recently at the night spots,
in full regalia, and — annoyed that more
of the celebrities don't recognize him!
See what Cal York says about this on

Best performances:

There's a striking something about
him that recalls Will Rogers, another
page 71.
cowboy who did all right in Hollywood.
It couldn't have come from the casual
contact back in Claremore; it's just that
Gene and Will were the same breed of
man underneath. Gene Autry has what
Will Rogers had — the common touch.

Carole Lombard

And like Will, he can't forget his home
town.

as Carole's friend.

Fred MacMurray

The proudest moment of his life took
place a short time ago. That was when
Tioga talked about changing its name
to Autry Springs, Texas!

(Continued from page 24)
fectly
got to of
do poor
with
this? true.
That But
waswhat's
the itresult
teaching. I took my lessons where I
could get them, and for what I could afford to pay, which was two dollars.
They had me screaming Aida and all the
great dramatic roles at the age of sixteen. The vocal cords aren't leather,
you know, at any time, and at sixteen
they're pretty fragile. Later they
toughen up and can stand more strain.
So can the pocketbook," she smiled.
Her fan mail— both film and radiobulges with letters which say in effect:
"Your singing helps us. It's not the
beauty of the voice alone — not even
chiefly that, perhaps — but something in
it which gives us courage, and helps us
over the rough spots. You seem so
happy when you sing. It's as if you
were saying to us: life is good, take it
and use it well."
"Those letters," said Miss Moore,
"mean more to me than anything else
my voice has brought me. Maybe that
sounds priggish. But I'm not afraid of
telling the truth, no matter how it
sounds. And that happens to be the
truth. I regard my voice impersonally,
as a gift from God, as a religion almost.
At one time I wanted to be a missionary.
Well, I didn't get to China. I got to
Hollywood instead. But I use my voice
in the spirit of the missionary, to my
fellow beings.
"This business of perfect technique
means little to me. Understand, I try to
be as good an artist as I can. You're
not worth your salt unless you do. But
it's — well, take writing. A writer has to
know how to put his words together, so
they're smooth and effortless and easy
to read. Yet that's not nearly so important as the thoughts and feelings he
wants to convey. It's the same with
singing, not a question of two cords that
you manipulate at will, but of something that flows from an inward source."
IF you should ask Miss Moore to what
influences she attributes that quality in
her voice — emotional, spiritual, or a
combination of both — in which listeners
find their greatest joy, she would tell
you: faith and love. For Grace Moore
is not one of your modern repressionists,
fearful of the sound of great words, reluctant to acknowledge the existence of
hearts and souls in an age that has seen
them go out of fashion. As she pours
her being into song, so she pours it into
the creed she holds — joyously, confidently, and without reservations.
The mountain folk of Eastern Tennessee, where she was born, are steeped in
the religion of the Bible. As a child, she
took the Holy Rollers for granted, and
watched, awe-stricken, as the whiterobed negroes, shouting their prayers
and songs, were dipped in the river for
baptism. Often she went to the church
of the colored people, drawn by their
mournfully beautiful voices and her instinctive recognition that the music they
made was good. The minister would
lead the congregation in prayer, the
worshippers would join him, their
voices low at first, then rising and swelling till at last the prayer was a song, an
exultant hymn of praise and thanksgiving.
So, in the child's imagination, prayer
and song became one. When you sang,
you were praising God. The singer of
today has never learned to dissociate
those two ideas. She is still praising
God when she sings.
"That's why I devoted myself to religious music at first, out of the deep
gratitude I felt for my voice.
Without

splashing my feeling into people's faces,
I remain a religious person. And I don't
mean a milk-and-watery half-believer
in some vague power that maybe is and

how.
those laws,
are things
that ofdon't
go by Again,
rules and
as none
the
deepest things does. We stood looking
at each other and, swift and certain as

maybe isn't. I'm an old-fashioned, Hardshell Baptist. I believe in the God
of my fathers. I believe in practically
everything, including Jonah and the
whale.

lightning, I knew in my heart: there's
the man I'm going to marry. At the
same time he was saying to himself:
there's the girl who will be my wife.
"You see, I was ready for him. I'd
imagined I was in love before. I'd gone
through these great emotional upheav-

"Prayer is still one of the greatest
things in my life. Prayer is heard,
prayer is answered. I know it. All the
skeptics in the world could stand on
platforms and prove by scientific laws
and the rule of thumb that there is no
God, and if there were, He couldn't be
bothered listening to our prayers. It's
got nothing to do with laws and rules.
I'd laugh in their faces, and go right on
knowing what I know.
"And here's another thing I believe —
that my voice was given me as a kind
of balance wheel. I think every one of
us is endowed with special gifts to compensate our human weaknesses. Only
we have to recognize those gifts, and
know how to use them.
"If I hadn't been a singer, I'd have
been a very unhappy person. I'm one
that likes to kick over the traces, give
way to some crazy, heedless impulse I'd
regret all the rest of my life. There
have been times, disturbed periods in
my life, when I've been on the verge of
taking some step that would have been
fatal. My mind would be made up, and
then — there was a concert date to keep,
or a difficult role at the Met to prepare
for, or a picture to make. 'I'll do it
when this is over,' I'd tell myself. But
when it was over, I no longer wanted
to do it.
"Without my voice, I'd have had a —
well, call it a zigzaggy life. 'Ah, yes,'
people may say, 'and a lot more fun to
kick your bonnet over the windmill and
run free.' It wouldn't have been fun.
Ask those who've tried it.
"Be a vagabond for six months, and
you'll see how you beg to get back into
harness. Nothing's any fun in this
world that hasn't got balance. All play
and no work is as bad as the other way
round. All freedom and no duty makes
a life that's not worth living. You've
got to have purpose; you've got to be
going somewhere; you can't just drift.
My voice has kept me on the track when
I might have been derailed. Do you
wonder that my thanks come pouring
out in every song?"
TAITH

on the one hand, and on the

other, love. You've read so many stories in which the young singer has been
told: "Find love. Until you do, you
will not find your best voice." Like a
storybook heroine in so "many other
ways, Miss Moore's romance was like
the storybook's, too.
Six years ago she embarked for Europe. Her singing teacher saw her off.
His eyes were troubled. As the visitors'
gong sounded, he took her hand and
said, "This is the turning point of your
career. If you can learn to let yourself
go, you have twenty brilliant years
ahead of you. If not, your career will
be short and, alas, not brilliant. Something must happen to you, my dear."
She patted his hand. "Don't worry.
Because if it must happen, it will happen. I'm a fatalist, you know."
Three days later it happened. She
rose at this point in her story, her eyes
glowing, her voice vibrant with the joy
of a remembered miracle.
"I saw Mr. Parera, and I knew in two
minutes, there was the man I'd been
waiting for all my life. Don't ask me

als, only to and
findcrumbled
they didn't
have right
any
foundation
to dust
under my hand. But they had their
purpose, too. Having known the false,
I could recognize the true thing when
it came along. As I look back on it now,
all of what went before seems to have
been a preparation for my present way
of life. I'd been unhappy, so I knew
how to appreciate happiness. I'd been
disappointed, I'd seen what I thought
was gold turn to clay, so imagine for
yourself what it was like to find a love
that grew sweeter and deeper with each
day you lived together."
I EXT time her teacher saw her, he

N:

smiled and said: "I worry no more.
The future is yours."
I asked her: "How about those other
times when you thought you were in
love? After all, you honestly thought
so. Didn't that make any difference in
And suddenly the prima donna was all
gamin.
Her nose crinkled, her lips
your voice?"
curled, her hand flapped in a boy's gesture of same
disgust.
she said. asIt
was the
kind "Nah!"
of transformation
when
"Minnie, the Moocher"
in her she
last sang
picture.
"You see, those stirred only the surface. And because I'd never known
anything better, I thought that was all
of love. But my voice was wiser than I.
My voice refused to be touched by what
didn't reach the heart. It would have
made things easier if I could have consulted my voice," she smiled ruefully.
"Something like Alice, you know. 'Is
this love, Voice?'
'No, Grace, not yet.'
"But when it did come, we both knew
it, my voice and I. And for the first
time I began to understand the heroines
I was singing. Instead of doing what I
was told to do from the outside, I drew
my knowledge from within. All of life
had a more intense meaning. I could
understand Manons joie de vivre because of the happiness bubbling in myself. Icould understand Butterfly's despair because, having found love, it was
like a sword in the heart even to imagine losing it. They weren't operatic
figures to me any longer. They were
living women who had loved men as I
loved my husband. Of course, it was
bound to show in the voice."
It is since her marriage to the distinguished-looking Spaniard with the
gentle eyes that she has won her greatest triumphs both here and abroad —
queen of song in Hollywood, radio's No.
1 lark, command performances for royalty, honors heaped upon her wherever
she goes. Experts say that her voice
has not yet reached its fullest maturity,
that the next ten years will see her lyric
soprano flowering to a richer beauty.
But if anyone tells you that Grace
Moore is losing her voice, don't be upset.
See her next picture, listen to her next
radio series, and judge for yourself between the baseless rumor and the evidence of your own ears. As a child, she
found faith. As a woman, she found
love. Blending the fruit of these gifts
with
is hers.the gift of her voice, the future
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Wont
Garbo out of her shell of aloofness. He
brought to the surface a latent, bubbling
personality. He
Norse beauty.

was

a "pal" to the

Oi'DDLY enough, it was just outside
the secluded Cukor estate (which he
had made available to Garbo for exercise during his sojourn in New York)
where the limousine now stopped.
A face peered from the rear window.
It was Garbo.
I sprang from my machine, approached her car. While I knew it before (I had worked at the studio and
on one of her pictures) this fresh sight
of her once again affirmed my belief
that Garbo was no legendary figure,
but a real person — a warmhearted, amiable, breath-taking woman, a mystery
woman to the world, perhaps, but to her
coterie of friends, a keen-witted woman
with a fine sense of living.

Marry Stokowski,"
Says Greta Garbo
(Continued from page 16)

I wasted no more time.
"Hello, Miss Garbo," I said, carefully
assuming a nonchalance I was far from
feeling.
"Do you remember me?"
She gave me a long quizzical look.
Her silken tawny hair was in charming
disarray. It framed, with a honeyed
halo, her pale angular face, completely
free from cosmetics. She was dressed
very informally — beautifully tailored
gray slacks, a simple blue blouse, lowheeled sport shoes. In her hand, just
doffed, was a large floppy straw hat.
"Yes," she answered me slowly. "I do
remember you."
I went on hurriedly. "I'm with the
Los Angeles Examiner," and began a
series of questions which she cut short
with: "How did you find me?
follow
me from my house?"
I nodded.

Did you

Over her famous features spread a
warm

glowing smile.

"How

sad," she

said. "How sad!" The smile still played
about her lips.
Then she made the famous remark
that I have quoted before. "No, no — I
will not marry Mr. Stokowski."
Her eyes sparkled as she said it. You
could see that she was no little irked
by the reports that she would marry
him. I believed her. She is wholly sincere in all she says. She is at all times
direct. She would not tell a deliberate
falsehood.
"These rumors are absurd," she went
on. "I won't deny that Mr. Stokowski
and I are very good friends. But as for
marriage to him — no. That is out of the

Then she turned to go. The open gate
was closing on her and still I had not
found out what I had come to find out
— why Greta Garbo would not marry
Leopold Stokowski.
She must have read my mind, for "the
world's most elusive woman" spoke once
more and in so doing she, herself, provided what is perhaps the most potent
reason for our believing that she will
not wed the musical genius — and her
answer is the key that will unlock a
Pandora's box of secrets of her romances heretofore buttressed from the
world by the wall of mystery which
surrounds her:
"Every time a new picture of mine is
about to open, they all say that I am

SO

Garbo spoke, shattering all tradiquestion."
for, for herself
the first
sheworld
had"
spoken tions,
about
and time,
for the
to know — Garbo about whom so little is
actually known.

going to marry someone," she said.
There was a tinge of amusement in the
low, throaty, enchanting voice as she
concluded, with definite emphasis, "That
ought to be clear."

Skating Through Life
(Continued from page 63)
will have to pay me more money, gentlemen," she told them.
The spokesman laughed suddenly.
"You are a remarkable young woman,"
he said. "Name your figure."

HilER

four exhibitions in Madison
Square Garden brought her a small fortune and the acclaim of New York, but
not immediately what she wanted most:
an offer from Hollywood. Oh, a man
from Paramount looked her up and offered her a test, but when she went to
take it they didn't ask her to skate.
Instead she was made to enter a room,
pick up a book, sit down, read a little,
look sorrowful. Such pap was foreign
to her nature, to the enormous vitality
that burned in her. The studio representative remarked that on celluloid
her nose was too small, her face too
round, and Of-course-you-appreciate
and We-are-so-sorry and Maybe-later.
However, there was to be a skating sequence in the picture and if she wanted
to be photographed in action, at a distance, for a reasonable sum.
"No," she told him, "I want to begin
as a star, in my own picture," — and
showed him out. Within the week she
knew she had been right: Paramount's
casting director wired her to come to
Hollywood. He would meet her and
they would discuss terms.
She telegraphed the time of her arrival but when she stepped off the plane
at Burbank there was nobody — nobody,
for the first time in her life — to meet
her.
She waited three days and then phoned
the studio, asking for the casting director.
"He's out of town, Miss Henie," a
weary voice told her. "Perhaps he did
have an appointment with you, but he
was called away suddenly. Yes. Yes, I
know.
I'm sorry, but — "
Sonja replaced the receiver slowly,
slowy put on her hat, walked with slow
steps out into the bright Hollywood
streets, thinking: I've been too confident. This is a hard city, this movie
place. They are self-sufficient here, they
don't care for anything or anyone. I
had better go back to New York and begin a tour of exhibitions.
As she stood on a street corner, waiting for a signal to change, she was suddenly aware that two girls were talking
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excitedly near

her.

She

listened,

apathetically. "Who's that in the Duesenberg?" the girl with the bandanna
was asking, pointing at a sleek car that
stood at the intersection.
"Somebody awfully important," her
companion said, "in that little buggy."
Sonja, without special interest, peered
into the tonneau and saw a man she
had met in New York, a man she knew
to be penniless, sitting elegantly dressed
in the deep cushions. What a bluff, she
thought vaguely. He must have rented
that car, or borrowed it. Then her mind
did a quick somersault; it may be bluff,
remarked a small portion of her brain,
but it's also showmanship.
While the signal changed twice, while
people pushed indignantly past her and
stared, Sonja stood motionless, looking
at the spot where the Duesenberg had
been. Then she turned and almost ran
back to her hotel.

T HEN

began the frantic weeks, the long
full days of ceaseless activity and planning. She rented a huge mansion,
painted it white, and stocked it with
servants. She bought a spectacular, super-streamlined white car and rode
through the streets of Hollywood; she
had the best shops do her hair and
face, so that at every moment of the day
she looked exquisite; she wore the most
expensive and daring Paris clothes.
She rented the only skating rink in
Southern California for an exhibition.

DO

YOU

The advance sale of tickets was unsatisfactory, because few on the West
Coast knew or cared who she was — so
she gave a private showing for the press
and thus filled the Los Angeles papers
with her name and picture. On the
night, now famous, of her show the
streets for blocks near the rink were
filled with the medium -priced cars of
the paying audience and the limousines
of the movie great, to whom she had
sent complimentary tickets. In special
boxes sat the seven most powerful men
of the picture industry, for whom this
exhibition was being staged — for whose
benefit she had established herself as
the White Woman of Hollywood.
After that night two things happened
in quick succession. The first was her
interview with Darryl Zanuck, presiding genius of Twentieth Century-Fox;
"I will make a picture with you as the
star," he offered, "and pay you $15,000
— more if it's a hit."
"Every other studio in town is after
me," she said. "I can make that much
money in one night, skating."
"Fifty thousand."
"I've decided on my price," said Sonja,
looking as bored as possible. "I want
$300,000
picture—
I'm worth
it." Then
There awas
an electric
silence.
Zanuck relaxed again and leaned across
his desk. "Now look," he said softly, "I
know how good you are and how much
you're worth to me. You're worth this
much: a million dollars for five pictures

KNOW

— the name of the prominent woman actress who
makes chow mein "on the side"?
— that Shirley — the minx — can drive as shrewd a
deal as anyone — and on her own?

PIN

MONEY

few months later, when "One In A Million" was previewed. Now Sonja Henie
knew that the greatest world audience
it is possible to reach was applauding
her at last.
I HE events that followed so swiftly
in a swift year after that may be told
in a series of captions and Winchellisms
and headlines: ". . . and the HeniePower combine looks like eventual
amalgamation. . . ." " 'Thin Ice,' in
which she costarred with Tyrone Power, completed, Miss Henie will leave on
a skating tour of the United States . . ."
"Detroit Hotel Strike Causes Power and
Henie To Walk Seventeen Flights of
Stairs For Breakfast . . ." "Sonja and
Tyrone at the Derby — at Prima 's— at the
Hawaiian Paradise. . ."
And finally, "Sonja Henie's Father
She said to Tyrone the night her
father left her, "Something fine is gone.
And something else, too — you may
not understand what I mean, but this
thing between us was — too soon. I
wasn't ready, after all."
Dead."
She looked vaguely past him. "I'll be
going back to Norway when this picture is finished, to take father's ashes
home. While I'm gone you needn't feel
any lack of freedom. You understand:
youShemust
do as you
expected,
all like
the then."
way across
America, and on the Atlantic, to find
tears for Tyrone; and instead she found
them only for Wilhelm. The minor tide
of one feeling was lost in the flood of

— what big Hollywood star bottles lemon juice as
a business?

DIAMOND

a year, for two years. You'll begin at
"Yes," she told him simply.
$75,000 and work up."
The other important thing came a

by Gilbert Seldes

gives away the business dealings of the stars
and explains the reason for them. You'll
be amazed and amused at what he tells —

In February PHOTOPLAY

another, greater emotion. She felt herself without consolation of any kind.
Until, as the boat moved slowly towards the wharf at Oslo, there came to
her above the diminishing beat of the
motors a familiar sound, a reverberant
murmur which to her was the recognizable compensation for all things.
She looked towards the dock and saw
the black sea of massed people, waiting
there for Sonja Henie. She touched her
hair, fixed a smile on her face, and stood
ready at the rail.
As the boat stood suddenly still, and
the gangplank crashed down, the rising
crescendo of applause engulfed her
completely, drowning out thought.

Close Ups and Long Shots
(Continued from page 9)
So much so that I bumped into Billie
Burke on the lot and she said she never
would have known me . . . "Why, I
thought you were one of those pretty little stock girls on the lot," she said . . .
leaving me to make of that what I
would . . o
I HEN Mr. Willinger took up where
they left off ... he worked nobly but
squinted at me in tired discouragement
... we ended by taking laughing shots
. , . because I figured that I probably
couldn't even cry in a darling way. . . .
You saw the results on page 9 and
much as I dislike the thought
there's a lesson in it . . . for all kidding
aside — it does show what almost any
girl must learn to face out here . . .
there is nowhere where people can criticize you so objectively and sincerely as
in Hollywood and for the girls who
really mean to stay in pictures, if they
can take it and can act on that criticism,
they have learned the initial step toward
greatness. . . .
But if I had thought that I had suffered before Mr. Willinger's camera it
was a nothing to being photographed

with Mr. Gable . . . though suffering
with Mr. Gable is not actually the worst
of all human agony. . . .
Clark had asked for that Vincentini
portrait of himself as Rhett Butler that
we ran in our October issue and though
I was more than delighted to have him
have it I had to see that Photoplay
got something out of it too ... so I
asked that we get a shot of him receiving the drawing and they decided to
count me in. . . .
Now as it so happens I hadn't seen
Clark for six months . . . and as terrible as I knew the Gable uumph to be I
had nonetheless forgotten just how immediately itacted upon you . . . that is
I had overlooked it until they got the
camera focused and Clark by the way
of deviling me turned on that look that
he sometimes gives to his heroines in a
love scene ... it didn't mean a thing
to him . . . that was all too apparent
from the way his eyes were twinkling
... it was just trying to see what that
look could do . . . but after being just
a hard-working editor all month long
... to glance up and see that mocking
look lavished upon you, even though

you knew it was all by way of laughing
at you . . . well, the next time one of
Clark's leading ladies tells me that in
her scenes with Mr. G. she is merely
thinking
about
her her.
income
know
what
to call
. . . tax . . . I'll
For there is another truth there . . .
personality is the main motive anywhere in the world . . . and here was
the most possessed, charming and sane
man in the motion-picture star firmament having his own joke and being so
grand about it that even though you
knew you were being mercilessly teased
you were grateful for it. . . .
Before I got away from there I got
him to promise to give us a very special
story that you will be seeing in an
early Photoplay . . . the real story of
himself as it has never been told before
. . . Clark says he will tell it just to you
readers and he is a gentleman who
keeps his word ... so watch for it. . . .
Perhaps between the lines of all this
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Boos and Bouquets
(Continued from page 64)
they see one, or whether they're trying
to make a screen weakling out of him,
but I do think they are ruining an upand-coming career, and killing the respect of the public for their judgment in
selecting the right players for the right
roles.
If some of these narrow-minded players who say Bob is a sissy, or that he
can't act were given ten times the
chance Taylor has been given, what
would they do with it? If they are so
wonderful that they can criticize the
efforts of another, why aren't they in
Hollywood with their names flashing all
over the country. Or is it just because
they haven't yet been discovered?
Remember "Crime Doesn't Pay" and
"Magnificent Obsession" and "His Brother's Wife" and "Camille?" All wonderful
portrayals, and no one can challenge
that! But what about "Private Number"
and "The Gorgeous Hussy" and "Personal Property?" Were the producers
giving Taylor a break? He has showed
the public what he could do, and it is
the producer's fault that he doesn't get
the acting roles that will show his talent.
Frances E. Clute,
Detroit, Mich.

$1.00 PRIZE
GABLE IS AS GABLE DOES
Being in the business world of Hollywood and meeting the stars every day,
I can give you this impression of Clark
Gable, not as fiction, but as a true fact
from everyday life.
He called at our place of business one
morning dressed in sport clothes. Very
businesslike, this Gable. He wandered
about the store missing nothing, with
our employees giving him little attention.
(He prefers that.) A little girl seated
in a toy automobile glanced about, and
suddenly seeing Mr. Gable, called her
father's attention to him. She wanted
his autograph.
The father spoke to Mr. Gable, and,
smiling graciously, Clark walked over
to the car and gave the requested sig-

nature. In the course of the conversation I heard him call the little girl
"sweetheart" and other endearing
names. The little girl was so happy she
could hardly keep still.
If you and I were at the peak of our
popularity as is Mr. Gable, would we
be so unaffected? Would we take time
out to give one little girl a big thrill,
even though we thought no one was observing? wonder?
I
When you see Mr.
Gable again on the screen, remember
this little life drama, and know him
better for the man he surely is.
Miss E. Joy Fisher,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
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The famous entertainer and his brother-in-law stopped here for an hour to
have their car repaired. They were en
route to Hollywood from New York.
Mr. Benny visited with the proprietors
of the garage, who thought him a great
person as well as a great personality,
and then he walked the entire length
of the business district without being
recognized. In a local drugstore he
went immediately to a newsstand,
glanced over the array of periodicals,
obviously intent on finding one certain

DON'T "BABY" LUISE

magazine. Yes, you've guessed it. It was
the October Photoplay. And so it happened that Jack Benny personally purchased the first copy of the glamorous
new Photoplay sold in Garner.
Cholm G. Houghton,
Garner, Iowa.

I'm sorry for poor little wild-haired
Luise Rainer, forever having babies on

$1.00 PRIZE

$1.00 PRIZE

the screen. I suppose it wasn't enough
to torture her all through "The Good
Earth," so she has to suffer in "Big
City," too. Goodness, she's going to be
a regular film "lady who lived in a
shoe — she had so many children, she
didn't know what to do."
She's so tiny and pretty, and her
black eyes are big and she has lovely
cheekbones. We'd like to see her in a
modern comedy — not China or Vienna,
no anguished partings, no more wringing of hands and flicking away of tears,
and being rushed off to the maternity
ward in a "nambulance." Please give
screen motherhood to someone else, and
let us have Luise light and gay.
Mary Barger,
Brockton, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE
THANK

YOU. MR. BENNY!

Jack Benny made a personal appearance in Garner, Iowa, on September 10,
but only a dozen of the 1,600 inhabitants
were aware of his presence. The other
1,588 residents have been trying ever
since to bear their disappointment at
not seeing him.
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the Beauty of the Screen Stars
You have always wanted to be beautiful . . attractive
. . . glamorous. Now you can be! For the very same
methods which the famous stars of the screen and stage
use to acquire and maintain their beauty are now revealed by Sylvia of Hollywood in her new book. No
More Alibis.
This hook gives you the very same information for
which the screen stars of Hollywood have paid fabulous
sums. Yet the price for this marvelous book is only
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Why, oh, why, can't you grant us
one good look at La Dietrich? All stills
of her are as misty as a London fog.
We can't see her for the haze. I have
been watching faithfully for years for
just one good look, but I am continually tantalized with the so-called mystery glaze in which the lady is wrapped
like a Christmas doll in cellophane. The
lady seems to be lovely enough for a
clearer view, but I am beginning to
wonder — is she,Robbie
or isn't
she?Spiney,
Rhea
Chicago, 111.
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"Marlene's beauty is highly distinctive. There is no other jace approximating hers on the screen. I think a sculptor would probably tell you her beauty
is about as close to perfection as human
beings ever come. Next time you see
her on the screen, watch her hands.

bitsch (director of "Angel," Miss Dietrich's latest picture) which appeared in
a recent New York paper.
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How Tyrone Power Won

the Lonely Heart of Janet Gaynor
(Continued from page 15)

filled her studio dressing room and,
after the picture was finished, the
entrance hall of her house for three
months, to little Miss Gaynor's bewilderment. "But I haven't the faintest
idea who's sending them," she told the
publicity department honestly, when
they asked.
"Some fan, I guess," she added; and
she was right.
During the next two weeks she was
too busy to think much about red
roses, anyway. She was through at
20th Century-Fox and went under contract to David Selznick to make "A
Star is Born" in Technicolor, and she
knew that it was her last chance — her
only chance — to retrieve her failing
film fortunes, her weakening box-office
value. Here was a magnificent story,
made to order for her: she must make
of it her rebirth to stardom.
She worked like fury — and when the
picture was previewed she knew the
greatest personal triumph of her life.
Janet Gaynor once again was one of
the most important actresses in Hollywood.
This circumstance was, in all probability, one of the minor contributing
factors to what happened then. This,
and the realization between Sonja
Henie and Tyrone that their friendship
had run its course.

Oi

'N the morning after the opening of
the new Gaynor picture Tyrone came
out of the studio cafe and met a friend
— a studio worker who also was an
intimate of Janet's. "Darling," he said,
"did you see 'A Star is Born' last night?
My God, don't miss it— she's marvelous.
I've never seen such beauty, such —
such — "
"In other words you like it," the
friend said, smiling. "I'm going tonight."
Tyrone was staring into the distance.
"You know," he said finally, "I wonder
if she ever found out who sent her all
those roses?"
The friend began to laugh. "Why —
you did, didn't you? Good heavens. I
never imagined — "
"How did you know?"
"You just gave yourself away. How
did you know about the flowers, in the
first place, if you didn't send them yourself?"
He smiled sourly. "All right. She's
so wonderful — d'you suppose something

would explode if I phoned her sometime? I'd like to very much. I mean,
do you think she'd mind?"
"I'll ask her at dinner tonight," the
friend assured him. "That's the best
way to find out — " and went away
before Tyrone could protest.
Janet's friend gave Tyrone both the
town house and beach cottage numbers.
He called Janet the next night, and that
was the beginning. He asked her to
lunch at the Beverly Hills Brown
Derby, and since she didn't have an
engagement for the next day she accepted; that cracked the shell of reticence, so that over the Spaghetti Derby
he talked volubly, brilliantly.
She looked at him closely then, saw
that in addition to his eyes, the dimly
remembered nicety of his mouth and
the good hairline were actual, too. His
mind, young, but sharpened by precocious experience, was quick with
inherent intelligence. He had enthusiams about things; he had vitality.
And his eyes worshipped her. . .
It was after he had paid the check
and they were preparing to leave that
she was suddenly aware of a miracle;
a hurt, old and long-present, was gone
— replaced by a happier thing. She
knew then that she must see Tyrone
again. They settled it by having dinner
together that night.

A.^S

I tap at this typewriter Janet
Gaynor is in New York and Tyrone is
with her. She had intended to be gone
only a little while but even that was
too long for young Mr. Power. He
might have been able to wait until she
returned if the mail hadn't begun to
bring him little gifts from her — if messenger boys hadn't left wires from her
under his door day and night — if the
telephone hadn't rung so often to say,
"One moment, please. New York is
She fell in love with him because she
calling."
couldn't help herself, but also because
she needed him — and this love — more
terribly than she had ever needed anything before in her life. In order to
understand that, you must know Janet
Gaynor and the story of those ten years
during which Tyrone Power grew to
manhood, during which she lived out
her twenties and began the third decade
of her life.
It's a story of many loves, of heartbreak and of great happiness, and it

begins with a man named Herb Moulton. He was with a Los Angeles newspaper and she was a young actress; her
friends will tell you that he adored her
too much at the time, and so was unhappy when she discovered — very suddenly— a young and very remarkable
fellow named Charles Farrell, with
whom she was to make a picture.
Here was real, magnificent love for
Janet. Although, at the time, Hollywood considered their romance a publicity gesture, the thing they held for
each other was compounded of a
stronger faith and a stronger emotion
than any that had gone before for either
of them.
It was the first tragedy for Janet
Gaynor when they quarreled finally, irrevocably; she married Lydell Peck, an
Oakland attorney, almost immediately,
and of course the inevitable happened.
After her divorce from him there was a
long blank period — without significance
in her memory — during which she felt
no emotion about anything, or anyone.
It was broken by one Dr. Veblen, a
New York dentist, for a time; and then,
later, she saw a little of Gene Raymond
and of Al Scott. Al she had known
for years, all during the time he had
been Colleen Moore's husband, so that
didn't count. Gene might have meant
more to her but he met Jeanette MacDonald. . .
A little bewildered, Janet faced a
turning point in her life. Her career
was at stalemate; and the thing she had
always feared had happened to her at
last: she had decided to fall in love
with a man, but he had slipped suddenly away before she had had a chance
to tell him so.
Janet's rally was a brave one. She
went into "Small Town Girl" determined to make it a good picture, and
her success was double, because she
found Robert Taylor, too. They went
everywhere together: to previews, to
happy.
night clubs, to dances. And Janet was
She could not believe it, actually,
when he discovered Barbara Stanwyck.

o,

'N .THAT day when Janet first
talked with Tyrone over a table at the
Derby, her heart beat freely again —
A few months before she had seen
the rebirth of her own professional
star. Today she saw, at least potentially, the rebirth of herself as a woman.

Consider these two: this young man
in his early twenties, this woman. If
you are inclined to cynicism, to laughter at his young impulsiveness, remember that although he is twenty-three in
years he is a shrewd and mature man
mentally. The length of his life does
not matter, so long as he has lived much
of it; and Tyrone has wasted no single
day or night, ever.
He is in the top flight of a generation
of boys who prefer their women to be
older, because precociously they have
known too many unevolved young girls
too well. This is a generation which
was born to a new era; which was blase
about liquor by the time Repeal made
it legal; which grew old early because
it was forced to by things like War and
the Jazz Age and Depression. At nineteen, his girls were twenty-two and
twenty-three; by the time he was a
stock player in New York and Chicago,
he fell most in love with women who,
relatively, were as experienced as he.
The things he and Janet do together,
their conversation, their mutual interests, entirely aside from the more personal fact of their adoration for each
other, are on the same mental plane.
She likes to dance and he doesn't, very
well; so they dance occasionally. He
goes to all the rehearsals of her radio
broadcasts and criticizes her work detachedly. They go to previews, they
drive, they see the shows that come to
Southern California.
But, primarily, they like to dine
quietly at her house and then spend the
evening reading plays together — Ibsen
and Shakespeare and Shaw and silly
impromptu things like "She Stoops to
Conquer" and the ebullient "Private
Lives." With characters divided between them, they act and read the
various parts with great solemnity;
their favorites are romantic comedies,
written for the great universal audience.
There are those in Hollywood who
are directing pitying glances at this
young man who dares lose his heart to
a woman who has held so many young
hearts in her hand.
His friends will tell you that in New
York he asked her to marry him, but
that cannot be confirmed as yet.
I think Janet will consider for a long
time before she marries again. At present she is busy proving something to
herself. If her interest in Tyrone survives the outcome — then, perhaps. . .

Brief Reviews
(Continued from page 4)
EXCLUSIVE

Paramount

Yellow journalism comes in for a lambasting in
this newspaper yarn. Fred MacMurray and Charles
Ruggles are reporters for the clean sheet. Frances
Farmer and Lloyd Nolan come to plenty of grief
representing the muckrakers. Its lusty, gusty fare
(Oct.)
EXPENSIVE

HUSBANDS-Warners

Beverly Roberts plays a movie star on the skids
in this tiresome pseudo-expose of the Hollywood
publicity racket. Patric Knowles is the rundown
nobleman whom she first marries, later deserts for
her rejuvenated career. You'll see "Expensive
H usbands" at the expense of a good evening.
{Dec.)
* 52ND STREET-Wanger-United

Artists

This musical saga of America's Montmartre is
good entertainment. Scattered throughout the
story of an old New York family's rise and fall when
their street becomes overrun with speak-easies, are
specialty numbers galore. The fine cast includes
Ian Hunter, ZaSu Pitts, Leo Carrillo, Maria Shelton
and Kenny Baker.
(Dec.)
FIGHT FOR YOUR

LADY-RKO-Radio

Add the rowdy comedy of Jack Oakie to the delightful singing of John Boles and you have enter-

88

tainment plus. Oakie is a fight promoter who
guides his charge from a broken romance into a
duel, then on to a fresh love. Margot Grahame and
are thefarce.
objects(Dec.)
of Mr. Boles' affections.
AIdagayLupino
and lively
+

FIREFLY, THE
M-G-M
Jeanette MacDonald's newest venture into
musical comedy without Nelson Eddy is a wellphotographed, spectacular piece with a Napoleonic
Spanish background involving spy activities. Allan
Jones is Miss MacDonald's love this time, and they
both contribute some blue-ribbon singing.
(Oct.)
FIRST LADY-Warners
Replete with the gay situations and dialogue
that characterized the stage play, this satire on
Washington intrigue should amuse you. Kay
Francis, multigowned as usual, does a brilliant
job as the ambitious wife of politician Preston
Foster, and over
Verree
honors as Kay's
adversary
the Teasdale
teacups. takes
(Nov.)
FIT FOR A KING-RKO-Radio
Herewith Joe E. Brown in a "you chase me and
I'll chaseJoeyou"
the usual
Brownof
antics.
is a comedy
reporter with
sent all
to cover
the story
a Kansas-born princess (Helen Mack) who is about
to be assassinated. Poor Joe is scooped at every
turn.
Brown fans will adore every reel. (Dec.)

FLIGHT FROM GLORY
RKO-Radio
This thrilling story of planes and fliers has all the
symptoms of a hit picture. It concerns a brutal
setup at a small airport in the Andes. Headman
Onslow Stevens sends men to their death in ruined
planes. Chester Morris and Whitney Bourne
finally find the answer to liberty and love. (Oct.)
GANGWAY-GB
Matthews'
best picture
date,
thisDefinitely
gay crookJessie
musical
has delicious
song andto lyrics
and Jessie's dancing tied together in a giddy story
of a young
English girl's
with ofgangs,
gunmen and Scotland
Yard mix-ups
men. One
the latter
helps her straighten out her love life. (Oct.)
• GREAT GARRICK, THE-Warners
Set against the colorful background of the
Eighteenth Century, this centers around the personality of England's greatest actor, David
Garrick,volvesplayed
Aherne.
The Comedie
plot inthe effortsby ofBrian
the actors
of the
Franeaise to make a fool of David by hiring an inn,
manning it with their troupe. Olivia de Havilland,
as Garrick's lady love, is completely devastating.
(Dec.)
HIDEAWAY
RKO-Radio
The situations
and shiftless
gags than yokel
enlivenwhose
Fred farm
Stone'sis
predicament
as the

used as a hide-out by a gang of crooks provide some
good
Emma hisDunn
energetic
wife; comedy.
Marjorie Lord
prettyis Stone's
daughter.
Your
whole family should enjoy it. (Oct.)
HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME
Paramount
As a combination of epic, musical and thundering
melodrama, this experiment sometimes curdles, but
Irene Dunne, in fine voice, is alone worth the
admission. She is presented as a carnival girl who
marries farmer Randolph Scott. They finally discover oil for the lamps of Erie under the cabbages
Top-notch.
(Oct.)
HOT

WATER-20th

Century-Fox

Here comes the Jones family again — and in
trouble as usual. Pa Jones (Jed Prouty) is a candidate for mayor, but almost loses the election when
blackguards frame his son in a messy scandal.
Spring
Howell, Shirley Deane
and the Byington,
usual JonesKenneth
cast. (Oct.)
IT'S ALL YOURS

Columbia

This consists mostly of charm by Francis
Lederer, beauty by Madeleine Carroll, and nonsense by Mischa Auer. There is much to-do about
an inheritance, and True Love comes out of a
triangle romance.
At times it's pretty funny. (Oct.)

IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER-Warners
This allows Bette Davis and Leslie Howard to
drop their previous sufferings and romp through one
of the gayest and smartest of the new comedies.
Playing stage players in love with each other but
temperamentally allergic, they are ably supported
by Olivia de Havilland, Patric Knowles, and particularly Eric Blore, whose brand of humor grows
increasingly contagious.
(Oct.)

LANCER SPY— 20th Century-Fox
If you like espionage thrillers, you won't go wrong
here. George Sanders (remember him as the hands-tin- villain in "Lloyds of London"?) all but wins
the World War by impersonating a captured
Prussian officer in Berlin. Dolores Del Rio betrays
her Fatherland for hopeless love. Exceptionally
line cast. (Dec.)

LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE-20th Century* Fox
Spouting energy and madness from every pore,
the Ritz Brothers literally bludgeon you into
laughter in this AU-American football musical built
around a washed-up coach. Fred Stone, and a rich
Indian who saves Stone's reputation for "dear old
Lombardy." Joan Davis does a Martha Raye;
Gloria Stuart pairs with newcomer Dick Baldwin
for romance.
(Dec.)

LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE-RKO-Radio
Joe Penner's
whimsey.
Raymond's
blond
hair and juvenile
a half-dozen
famousGene
comedians
are
high-lighted in thisv rather good musical. Harriet
Milliard, a socialite in search of a career, is Raymond's cookie, and you'll laugh at Billy Gilbert,
Helen Broderick and Parkyakarkus.
(Nov.)

LONDON

menace of Eduardo Ciannelli, nor do you care.
The cast is good, but the story unbelievable and
forced.
(Oct.)

1850's. When his ship is wrecked. Gary Cooper
decides who shall survive, is put on trial fur In life
later because of his decision. Cooper, George Raft,
Frances Dee and the entire cast are superlative.

■k 100 MEN AND A GIRL-Universal

{Oct.)

Here is practically a perfect picture, combining
as it does an ingenuously new and fresh story built
around unemployed
musicians,
Deanna
Durbin'sof
entrancing
singing, and
the superb
rendition
some of the world's loveliest classical music by
the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Leopold
Stokowski.
this if you don't see
another
picture
this year.See(Nov.)

ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN-20th Century-Fox
Bill performance
Robinson's dancing
Washington's
warm
lift thisandmildFredi
melodrama
from
utter mediocrity. The complications revolve
around a white child and a colored woman who
claims parentage. There are shootings, prison
breaks and kidnapings. Claire Trevor is the newspaper wench who fixes everything.
(Oct.)

+ PERFECT SPECIMEN, THE-Warners
Erro! Flynn takes this high-voltage comedy in
his stride, portraying the heir to S30,000,000 who
has been shut away from the world, educated by
his tyrant grandmother (May Robson) to be "the
perfect
of his teaches
class. Joan
Blondellto lures
him out specimen"
of his cocoon,
him really
live.
Dick Foran, Edward E. Horton, Allen Jenkins and
Beverly Roberts all contribute. Fast, furious and
funny.
(Dec.)

• STAGE DOOR-RKO-Radio
The hullabaloo of a theatrical boardinghouse is
the background of this great story of young
actresses who battle Broadway for minor fame and
a scant living. Ginger Rogers gives an excellent
account of herself in a dramatic role, Katharine
Hepburn does fine work, Andrea Leeds almost
steals the show, and Adolphe Menjou a- the
philandering producer is highly amusing. Director
LaCava
deserves
orchids for a brilliant picture.
Don't miss
it. (Nov.)

• STAND-IN— Wanger-United Artists
C. B. Kelland's swell story of a narrow-minded
banker (Leslie Howard) who invades Hollywood to
save a studio from financial ruin. Joan Blondell is
extra special as the former baby star who teaches
Howard that all figures do not have mathematical
connotations, and Maria Shelton as the glamour
gal he compromises does grand work. Warning:
don't believe
wood. {Dec.) all this picture tells you about Holly-

We

believe that

BEECH-NUT
COUGH

DROPS

BLACK

OR

will soothe tired
membranes, relieve

Samuel Goldwyn (who produced the silent version) again brings to the screen this poignant story
of mother love. Barbara Stanwyck is splendidly
sincere as the flamboyant mill girl who sets her cap
for a gentleman (John Boles), catches him, and in
her love for her daughter (Anne Shirley), reaches
the heights of self-sacrifice and devotion. Cast,
production and direction are superb.
{Oct.)

• THAT CERTAIN WOMAN-Warners

"throat \ tickle"
caused by colds and
taste as pleasant
Q\j as any candy.

A remake
of Gloria Bette
Swanson's
Trespasser,"
this
now promotes
Davis"The
as the
gangster
widow who falls in love with shilly-shallying Henry
Fonda. Their stolen love yields nothing but sacrifice and misery for everybody. The cast is splendid. Take two hankies with you.
(Oct.)

1938 GOVERNMENT JOBS
Start $1260 to $2100 year

LOVE IS ON THE AIR-Warners
• THIN ICE

A new star, Ronald Reagan, makes his bow in
this tale of radio. As Uncle Andy of the kiddies'
gangster's
into isa attractive,
himself
he finds
hour, June
war.
Travis,
as hisplunged
girl friend,
Ronald himself is excellent, and the cast is okay
too. (Nov.)

As a new production in the current cycle of
Spanish war pictures, this one was fired at and
missed. It is built around the antique story of a
Scotland Yard man chasing a beautiful woman
thief through shot and shell. Don Ameche,
Loretta Young and Borrah Minnevitch try very
hard.
(Oct.)

THIS WAY PLEASE-Paramount
A nicely scored and mildly entertaining musical,
this permits Betty Grable, a theater usherette, to
fall in love with crooner Buddy Rogers, usurp his
place as stage attraction number one. Mary
Livingstone smart -cracks, Ned Sparks dead-pans,
and Fibber McGee and Molly (of radio) add their
bit of fun. {Dec.)

• MADAME X-M-G-M
No matter how many times you have seen this
famous tear-jerker you will weep again at this new
version. Gladys George is simply brilliant as the
misunderstood wife who becomes a dissolute
slattern. John Beal as her son and Warren William
as her coldly moral husband are both exceptional.
(Dec.)

RKO-Radio

One of the weaker Bobby Breen vehicles, this
takes the singing boy to a Maine camp where his
silvery voice inspires virtuoso Basil Rathbone to
finish an opera. Marion Claire is Bobby's mother.
You'll find the music easy to hum.
(Nov.)

MAN WHO CRIED WOLF, THE

Universal

Loaded with the iron weight of faulty story
construction, this "who dunnit" tale sinks to the
bottom and stays there. Lewis Stone is the professional murder confessor who involves his son,
Tom Brown, in his evil ways. Morbid and uninspired. (.Nov.)

MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR-Warners
Tuneful and colorful, this introduces Kenny
Baker, of ether fame, portraying a strawberry
festival
"discovered,"
hits the
big
time, fallssongbird
in love. who
The isgirl
is Jane Wyman.
Baker
promises to be a pleasant addition to the screen.
(Oct.)

MUSIC FOR MADAME-RKO-Radio
Nino Martini's famous voice counteracts the
weakness of this wandering story about a singer
accused of stealing a pearl necklace. Alan Mowbray's
satirical take-off
a noted issymphonic
ductor isamusing;
Joan ofFontaine
pretty and conthe
Hollywood
the
music. Bowl
(Dec.)scenes are impressive. You'll like

MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH

M-G-M

Don't see this unless you're in a tolerant mood.
It's a minor newspaper hodgepodge in which
Maureen O'Sullivan inherits "The Globe," falls
in love with editor Walter Pidgeon. Edna May
Oliver provides the only vitality. (Nov.)

NON-STOP NEW YORK-GB
There's one thing this picture has plenty of — and
that's suspense.
Lee is tothea murder.
English
chorine
wanted in Blonde
America Anna
as witness
She manages by a clever ruse to outwit gangsters
who seek to detain her, hops a transatlantic plane,
makes life miserable for John Loder, Scotland Yard
bloodhound. Desmond Tester is perfect as the inquisitive child prodigy.
(Dec.)

ON SUCH A NIGHT-Paramount
Someone
Mississippi
mystery
is
Morley and

was bound to make a picture of the
flood, and this irritating murder
it.
can't imagine
GrantYou Richards
will do what
againstKaren
the

20th Century-Fox

A happy combination of romance and music,
spectacle and comedy, starring Sonja Henie, the
dazzling little Queen of the leeways, and handsome,
gangling Tyrone Power. There are four magnifsequences
you'll appreciate
the
humor icent
of skating
Arthur
Treacher,andRaymond
Walburn and
Joan Davis. Simply elegant.
(Nov.)

LOVE UNDER FIRE— 20th Century-Fox

MAKE A WISH

MENTHOL

• STELLA DALLAS-United Artists

BY NIGHT-M-G-M

Here is the usual mystery with the usual formula,
the first ingredient of which is the reporter sleuth.
Though the murderer masks his identity behind an
umbrella, of all things, George Murphy finally
solves the crime with the help of his girl Watson,
Rita Johnson.
(Oct.)

Amission
cough drop's
(£2
is a very
simple one.
% ■£.ffa

VARSITY SHOW-Warners

Youth's ideal — Benny Goodman
— swings it plenty hot with
his drummer Gene Krupa in
Warners'

"Hollywood

* PRISONER
OF
United Artists

Hotel"

ZENDA,

THE-Selmick-

This adventure
second screening
Anthony
Hope's
veteran
story willof thrill
you with
its
colorful drama, its beautiful settings, the realistic
acting of Ronald Colman as King and commoner,
and the gracious beauty of Madeleine Carroll as
Princess Flavia. Raymond Massey is; outstanding
as
the King's
Fairbanks,
Jr. Machiavellian
is a deep-dyedbrother*
villain.andGo Doug
and
renew your youth.
(Nov.)

SHE ASKED FOR IT-Paramount
Although as cinema, this is good hash, there is an
invigorating silly angle to the murder mystery
theme. William Gargan is the writer of blood
thrillers who gets himself involved in the real
McCoy. Orien Heyward is pretty as his wife,
but by no means another Duse. (Nov.)

SHEIK STEPS OUT, THE-Republic
Ramon Novarro's screen comeback finds him in
the garb of an Arab making his famous brand of
love to a corkscrew heiress, played by Lola Lane.
Novarro's charm is as effective as ever. See it for
the several nice songs you will hear and for a laugh
or two. (Oct.)

SOMETHING

TO SING ABOUT

Grand National

James
latest Hollywood.
picture presents
him Daw,
as a
New
YorkCagney's
hoofer gone
Evelyn
a charming new singer, is his bride; Mona Barrie
the actress-temptress, Gene Lockhart the mulish
producer.
Well recommended.
(Nov.)

SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST

Paramount

There is almost nothing good that can be said for
this jumbled, confused, dull, utterly uninteresting
picture. Gertrude Michael is the beautiful reformed jewel thief accused of stealing the Rajah's
diamond.
You simply don't care whether she did
or not.
(Nov.)

• SOULS AT SEA-Paramount
An intensely interesting epic of men against the
sea based on an incident in maritime history in the

Here is a rollicking three cheers for dear old
Rutgers musical with Fred Waring and his band,
Dick Powell, Walter Catlett, Ted Healy and others
leaping the goal post for a touchdown. Dick is the
successful alumnus who does his bit for Alma Mater
by putting the pretty coeds on Broadway. Priscilla
and Rosemary Lane go to_town.
(Oct.)

VICTORIA THE GREAT

RKO-Radio

. Another epic of English history, the story of one
of its greatest queens, has been made into a beautiful and moving chronicle of a woman and an
empire. Anna Neagle and Anton Walbrook are
excellent in the title roles. Honest, dignified and
entertaining.
(Oct.)

VOGUES OF 1938

Wanger-United Artists

Never has Technicolor proved itself so screenworthy as in this pageant of beauty, fashions and
music basted together with the thread of a plot
involving Warner Baxter, a dressmaker, Helen
Vinson, his wife, and Joan Bennett, a decorative
deb. A major screen achievement.
(Oct.)

• WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE
Fox

20th Century-

With a simplicity and lack of melodramatics that
make an outstandingly convincing portrait of
hospital life, Director Walter Lang has created a
superb picture. Warner Baxter is the surgeon,
Virginia Bruce his assistant, Loretta Young his
wife. All of them do splendidly. You'll love it.
{Nov.)

WINE, WOMEN

AND HORSES-Warners

Barton MacLane takes care of the horses by
gambling at the race track. Peggy Bates and Ann
Sheridan are the women. The wine, if any, is warm
and of poor vintage. You can do better reading a
racing sheet.
(Oct.)

WOMEN

MEN MARRY, THE

M-G-M

A provocative story theme — an expose of the
religious
cult this
racket hurried
— and George
nice
work make
pictureMurphy's
entertaining.
George's
philandering
wife, Claire
Dodd, plays
hob with his
life, and Josephine
Hutchinson
plays
hearts with him at the finale. (Nov.)

• YOU CAN'T HAVE
Century-Fox

EVERYTHING -20th

You can have everything in the way of entertainment here. This gay, slyly suggestive, amusing
comedy has Don Ameche and Alice Faye for
love content, Louise Hovick (nee Gypsy Rose Lee)
for sex, the Ritz Brothers for fun, and a sure-fire
plot about an ambitious young thing trying to crack
Broadway to hold them all together. What more
do you want?
It's a pushover.
(Oct.)

MEN— WOMEN. Common cducntion usually
sufficient. Write immediately for free 32-pige
book, with list of many positions and full
particulars telling how to set them.
RUSH.

FRANKLIN
Dept. L171

INSTITUTE
Rochester,

N. Y.

£"!„!= THEATRE
I Two year complete practical course . . . based on ]
nineteen years' experience of internationally fa- 1
mous Pasadena Playhouse. . .trains you for career
on stage, screen or radio. We constantly produce
on three stages with openings attended by talent I
scouts from nearby Hollywood. Many big names
in pictures today acknowledge their_ success to
Pasadena Playhouse training. These include . . .
Robert Young, Douglass Montgomery, Onslow
Stevens, Victor Jory, Gloria Stuart, Anne Shirley
and others. If you wish to prepare sincerely for a
career in the theatre or pictures, write for pictorial
catalog. Address General Manager.
Gilmor Brown Director Chas.Prickett Gen. Mgr.

PASADENA

PLAYHOUSE

32 S. EL MOLINO

• PASADENA

AVENUE

• CALIFORNIA

Beauty Secrets Revealed
Sylvia of Hollywood has put all her
beauty secrets between the covers of a
book. In No More Alibis you will
find all of the treatments and methods
which have made her a power in Hollywood. You will find out how to reduce
fat from the hips, abdomen, breasts,
arms, legs and ankles. You will learn
how to acquire a firm lovely face, beautiful hands and feet and myriads of
other Hollywood beauty secrets. Only
$1.00 postpaid.
Macfadden
Dept. PI
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Book Co., Inc.

E. 42nd

Sf.

New

York, N. Y

Look! ITS NEW
V

TRADE

I

T

A Lifetime CALENDAR
that writes . . . •»
Instantly opened or closed with press
of thumb — and presto — it writes . . .
AN EXCELLENT
THE HOLIDAY

GIFT FOR
SEASON

• Set it the first of each month and
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Stage

(Continued from page 48)
BULLDOG

DRUMMOND'S
Paramount

REVENGE—

JOHN HOWARD, as Bulldog Drum^ mond, Scotland Yard detective who
always gets his man, this time finds himself in a mysterious chase with international crooks who have stolen a box
of high explosives. A thick fog deepens
the eerie chase but detective John Barrymore's light banter succeeds in lifting most of the gloom. Louise Campbell again plays the sweetheart of
Drummond, and Reginald Denny is his
friend.
A GIRL WITH

IDEAS— Universal

CUCH things as this couldn't happen
^ in any newspaper office under the
sun, but the antics of Walter Pidgeon,
Wendy Barrie and Kent Taylor, newspaper trio, provide many laughs; so who
cares? Wendy wins the ' paper away
from Pidgeon by way of libel suit and
the friendly rivalry between the two
provides a framework on which is
draped
a lot of first-rate nonsense.

George Barbier as Wendy's father is
really riotous.
CHARLIE

CHAN AT MONTE
20th Century-Fox

marries Shirley Deane, oldest Jones
girl. This is a little like sugar-candy
hearts with mottoes on them.

CARLO—

THE smoothness of Warner Oland's
' work as Charlie Chan, the laughable
blunders of his son, Keye Luke, and the
tiptop comedy of Harold Huber contribute toward making this one of the
very best Chan stories. This time Chan
is called into service by Sydney Black mer and Edward Raquello, rival financiers, whose feuding results in theft and
murder. Virginia Field and Kay Linaker are the fair maids in the mystery.

WITHOUT

WARNING-Warners

THIS thrilling, chilling murder mystery
is laid on an island army post. When
Eddie Craven attempts to smuggle his
wife, Marie Wilson, onto the island, he
discovers the body of a murdered man.
Boris Karloff is promptly suspected but
it falls to Marie Wilson, in her best
dumb-Dora manner, to solve the crime.
THE

GOAL-Warners

ONCE more the Jones family descends
upon us with all their homey trials
and tribulations. This time Jed Prouty
and Spring Byington, pa and ma Jones,
take in a wayward boy who is promptly
suspected of robbing the Jones' drugstore. Amid all the chase and hullabaloo that follows, Russell Gleason finally

things up a bit, and Hopper's sterling
performance brightens the overworked
idea.

TROUBLE— 20th Century-Fox

IN

GREENWICH
Columbia.

VILLAGE—

WITH a quipminationonin his
his heart,
lips and Richard
deterArlen, artist photographer, leaps into a
murder mystery in order to shield Fay
Wray, beautiful suspect.
Naturally the two quarrel and fuss
throughout most of the story, only to
fall headlong in love before it's over.
The Murder? Oh yes, it's solved in a
unique manner by a very cooperative
gangster.

OVER

I I ERE
is an antiquated
yarn built
' ' around a college hero, William Hopper, who agrees to give up football to
please his sweetheart, June Travis.
When the team finally faces a crisis,
Hopper is called upon to decide between June and his alma mater. Johnnie
Davis, with his scat dnging, livens

BORROWING

MURDER

THRILL

OF A LIFETIME— Paramount.

BASED on the pathetically thin story
of a pair of hoofers trying to marry
off the dumb Dora of their act, this
musical hotchpot begins nowhere and
ends in exactly the same spot. The
Yacht Club boys clown in song, Judy
Canova and Ben Blue offer several
frantic dance numbers, Betty Grable
and Leif Erikson fall in love, Eleanor
Whitney and Johnny Downs hoof, and
Dorothy Lamour sings a torch song.

Casts of Current Pictures
"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"— 20th Century-Fox.— Screen play by Harry Tugend and
Jack Yellen. Based on a story by Gene Towne,
Graham Baker and Gene Fowler. Music and lyrics
by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel. Directed by
David Butler. The Cast: Alt Baha, Eddie Cantor;
Yusuf, Tony Martin; Sultan, Roland Young;
Princess Miriam, June Lang; Sultana, Louise
Hovick; Ishak, John Carradine; Dinah, Virginia
Field; Boland, Alan Dinehart; Prince Musah,
Douglas Dumbrille; Raymond Scott Quintet, Themselves; Omar the Rug Maker, Maurice Cass; Tramps,
Warren Hymer and Stanley Fields; Captain, Paul
Hurst; Radio Announcer, Sam Hayes; Selim.
Douglas Wood; Assistant Director, Sidney Fields;
Doctor, Charles Lane; Specially Act, the Pearl Twins.
"BARRIER, THE"— Paramount.— From the
story by Rex Beach. Screen play by Bernard
Schubert. Harrison Jacobs and Mordaunt Shairp.
Directed by Leslie Selander. The Cast: Poleon
Dorel, Leo Carrillo; Necia, Jean Parker; Lieut.
Burrell, James Ellison; John Gale, Robert Barrat;
Stark, Otto Kruger; No Creek Lee, Andy Clyde;
Runnion, Addison Richards; Alluna, Sara Haden;
Sergeant Thomas, J. M. Kerrigan; Molly, Sally
Martin; Johnny, Fernando Alvarado; Sergeant
Tobin, Alan Davis.
" BORROWING TROUBLE"— 20rH CenturyFox. —Original story and screen play by Robert
Chapin and Karen De Wolf. Based on the characters created by Katharine Kavanaugh. Directed
by Frank R. Strayer. The Cast: John Jones, Jed
Prouty; Bonnie Jones, Shirley Deane; Mrs. John
Jones, Spring Byington; Herbert Thompson, Russell
Gleason; Jack Jones, Kenneth Howeil; Roger Jones,
George Ernest; Lucy Jones, June Carlson; Granny
Jones, Florence Roberts; Bobby Jones, Billy Mahan;
Tommy McGuire, Marvin Stephens; Uncle George,
Andrew Tombes; Judge Wallers, Howard HickmanChief Kelly, Cy Kendall; Charlie, Joseph Downing;
Lester McGuire, George Walcott; Joe, Dick Wessel;
Sergeant Callahan, Wade Boteler.
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE"—
Paramount. — Screen play by Edward T. Lowe
based on the story by H. C. (Sapper) McNiele.
Directed by Louis King. The Cast: Colonel
Nielson, John Barrymore; Phyllis Clavering, Louise
Campbell;
Capl. Hugh
"Bulldog"
John
Howard; Tenny,
E. E.
Clive; Drummond,
Algy Longworth,
Reginald Denny; Draven Nogais, Frank Puglia;
Given Longworth, Nydia Westman; Hardcaslle,
Robert Gleckler; Mr. Smith, Lucien Littlefield;
Xielson's
Secretary,
John Bennie
Sutton;Bartlett.
Samio Kanda.
Miti Morita;
Cabin Boy,
"CHARLIE CHAN AT MONTE CARLO"—
20th Century-Fox. — Original story by Robert
Fllis and Helen Logan. Screen play by Charles
Belden and Jerry Cady. Based on the character
created by Earl Derr Biggers. Directed by Eugene
Forde. The Cast: Charlie Chan, Warner Oland; Lee
Chan, Keye Luke; Evelyn Grey, Virginia Field;
Victor Karnoff, Sidney Blackmer; Jules Jouberl,
Harold Huber; Joan Karnoff, Kay Linaker; Gordon
Chase, Robert Kent; Paul Savarin, Edward
Raquello; Al Rogers, George Lynn; Taxi Driver,
Louis Mercier; Pepile, George Davis; Ludwig, John
Bleifer; Renault, Georges Renevent.
"CONQUEST"— M-G-M.— Based on a book
by Waclaw Gasiorowski and a dramatization by
Helen Jerome. Screen play by Samuel Hoffenstein,
Salka Viertel and S. N. Behrman. Directed by
Clarence Brown. The Cast: Marie Walewska, Greta
Garbo; Napoleon, Charles Boyer; Talleyrand,
Owen; Henry
CaptainStephenson;
D'Ornano, Paul
Alan Lachinski,
Marshall;
(Reginald
ounl Waleivski,
Leif Erickson; Laetitia Bonaparte, Dame May
whitty, Prime Ponialowski. C. Henry Gordon;

Countess Pelagia, Maria Oupenskaya; Stephan,
Claude Gillingwate: ; Marshal Duroc, George
Houston; Senator Malachowski, George Zucco;
Ruslan, Noble Johnson; Constant, George Givot;
Alexandre, Scotty Beckett; Senator Wybitcki, Henry
Kolker; Cossack Captain, Ivan Lebedeff; Anna,
Bodil Rosing; Countess Potdcki, Oscar Apfel; Princess Mirska, Betty Blythe; Grenadier, George Davis;
Persian Ambassador, Dr. Ferid; Persian Interpreter,
Pasha Khan; Turkish A mbassador, Carlos De Valdez;
Slaps, Roland Varno; Captain Laroux, Robert
Warwick; Prince Mellernich, Ien Wulf; Maria
Louisa, Jean Fenwick; Bianca, Rosina Galli;
Lejeune, Ralf Harolde; Dying Soldier, Vladimir
Sokoloff.
,
"DANGER— LOVE AT WORK"— 20th Century-Fox.— Screen play by James Edward Grant
and Ben Markson. Based on a story by James
Edward Grant. Directed by Otto L. Preminger.
The Cast: Toni Pemberlon, Ann Sothern; Henry
MacMorrovi, Jack Haley; Mrs. Alice Pemberlon,
Mary Boland; Howard Rogers, Edward Everett
Horton; Herbert Pemberlon, John Carradine; Uncle
Alan, Walter Catlett; Junior Pemberlon, Bennie
Bartlett; Uncle Goliath, Maurice Cass; Allan
Duncan, Alan Dinehart; Albert Pemberlon, Etienne
Girardot; Wilbur, E. E. Clive; Aunt Patty, Margaret McWade; Aunt Pitty, Margaret Seddon;
Chemist, Elisha Cook, Jr.; Pemberlon s Maid, Hilda
Vaughn; tendant,
Henry's
Butler, Hick,
Charles
Coleman;
AtGeorge Chandler;
Spencer
Charters;
Chauffeur, Hal K. Dawson; Thug, Stanley Fields;
Police Officer, Paul Hurst; Salesman, Claude
Allister; Parsons, Jonathan Hale; Gilroy, Charles
Lane.
"DOCTOR SYN"—GB.— Based on the novel
by Russell Thorndyke. Directed by Roy Neill.
The Cast: Dr. Syn, George Arliss; Imogene, Margaret Lockwood; Denis, John Loder; Captain
Collyer, Roy Emerton; Jerry Jerk, Graham Moffatt;
Rash, Frederick Burtwell; Mipps, George Merritt;
Squire Cobtree, Athole Stewart; Dr. Pepper, Wilson
Coleman; Bosun, Wally Patch; Mulatto, Meinhart
Maur.
"45 FATHERS"— 20th Century-Fox.— Screen
play by Frances Hyland and Albert Ray. Based on
a story by Mary Bickel. Directed by James
Tinling. The Cast: Judith Frazier, Jane Withers;
Roger Farragul, Thomas Beck; Elizabeth Carter
Louise Henry; Joe McCoy and Flo McCoy, The
Hartmans; Bunny Carothers, Richard Carle; Mrs.
Carter, Nella Walker; Judge, Andrew Tombes;
Vincent, Leon Ames; Professor Ziska, Sammy
Cohen; Professor Bellini, George Givot; Sarah,
Ruth Warren; Beulah, Hattie McDaniel; Hastings,
Romaine Callendar.
"GIRL
WITH Rankin,
IDEAS,screen
A"— play
Universal.—
Story
by William
by Bruce
Manning and Robert T. Shannon. Directed by S.
Sylvan Simon. The Cast: Mary Morion, Wendy
Barrie; "Mickey" McGuire, Walter Pidgeon; Frank
Barnes, Kent Taylor; Isabelle Foster, Dorothea
Kent; John F. Morton, George Barbier; Pete Dailey,
TeJ Osborn; William Duncan, Henry Hunter;
Rodding Carter. Samuel S. Hinds; Toni, George
Humbert; Al, Horace MacMahon; Eddie, Ed
Gargan; H anion, Norman Willis.
"HEIDI" — 20th Century-Fox. — From the
story by Johanna Spyri. Screen play by Walter
Ferris and Julien Josephson. Directed by Allan
Dwan. The Cist: Heidi, Shirley Temple; Adolph
Kramer. Jean Hersholt; Andrews, Arthur Treacher;
Blind Anna, Helen Westley; Elsa, Pauline Moore;
Pastor Schultz, Thomas Beck; Fraulein Roltenmeier,
Mary Nash; Sesemann, Sidney Blackmer; Dele,
Mady Christians; Police Captain, Sig Rumann;
Klara Sesemann, Marcia Mae Jones; Peter, Delmar

Watson;
Inn
Keeper,
Egon
Brecher;
Baker.
Christian Rub; Organ Grinder, George Humbert.
"HURRICANE, THE" — Sam GoldwynUnited Artists. — From the novel by Charles
Nordhoff and James Norman Hall. Screen play by
Dudley Nichols. Directed by John Ford. The
Cast: Marama, Dorothy Lamour; Terangi, Jon
Hall; Mme. De Laage, Mary Astor; Father Paul,
C. Aubrey Smith; Dr. Kersaini, Thomas Mitchell;
DeLagge, Raymond Massey; Warden, John Carradine; Captain Nagle, Jerome Cowan; Chief
Mehevi, Al Kikume; Tita, Kuulei DeCIercq; Mako,
Layne Tom, Jr.; Ilitia, Mamo Clark; Aral, Movita
Castenada; Reri, Reri; Tavi, Francis Kaai; Mala,
Pauline Steele; Mama Rua, Flora Hayes; Marunga,
Mary Shaw; Judge, Spencer Charters; Captain of
Courtney.
the
Guards, Roger Drake; Girl on Ship, Inez
"LADY FIGHTS BACK, THE"— Universal.
—by Based
the novel Screenplay
" Heather ofbytheBrown
High Holmes
Hand "
Arthuron Stringer.
and R. T. Shannon. Directed by Milton Carruth.
The Cast: Owen Merrill, Kent Taylor; Heather
McIIale, Irene Hervey; Doug McKenzie, William
Ludigan; McTavish, Willie Best; Steve Crowder,
Chick Chandler; Janssen, Joe Sawyer; Maloney,
Paul Hurst; Commissioner Allen, Ernest Cossart;
Sir Daniel Andrews, Gerald Oliver Smith.
"LIVE,
ANDBrackett,
LEARN"—
Screen
play LOVE
by Charles
Cyril M-G-M.—
Hume and
Richard Maibaum. Original story by Marion
Parsonnet. Suggested by a story of Helen Grace
Carlisle. Directed by George Fitzmaurice. The
Cast: Bob Graham, Robert Montgomery; Julie
Stoddard, Rosalind Russell; Oscar, Robert Benchley;
Lily Chalmers, Helen Vinson; Jerry Crump,
Mickey Rooney; Mr. Bawltiiude, Monty Woolley;
Mr. Palmiston, E. E. Clive; Pedro Filipe, Charles
Judels; Mrs. Crump, Maude Eburne; Justice of IhPeace, Harlan Briggs; Post. June Clayworth
Fraum, Al Shean.
"LIVING ON LOVE"— RKO- Radio.— Based
on a novel by John Wells. Screen play by Franklin
Coen. Directed by Lew Landers. The Cast: Mary
Wilson, Whitney Bourne; Gary Martin, Jami-3
Dunn; Edith Crumwell, Joan Woodbury; Eli West,
Solly Ward; Pete, Tom Kennedy; Oglethorpe,
Franklin Pangborn; Ghonoff Brothers, Terrell and
Faucett; Lizbeth, Etta McDaniels; Madame
LaV alley, Evelyn Carrington; Jessup, Chester
Clute; Truck Driver, Harry Bowen; Alex, Otto
Hoffman.
"LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO"— 20th CenturyFox. — Screen play by Lou Breslow and John
Patrick. Original story by Willis Cooper and
Norman Foster. Based on the character " Mr.
Moto" created by J. P. Marquand. Directed by
Norman Foster. The Cast: Mr. Moto, Peter Lorre;
1 ictoria Mason, Rochelle Hudson; Marty Weston,
Robert Kent; Rajah Ali, J. Edward Bromberg;
( hick Davis, Chick Chandler; Bokor, George
Regas; Zimmerman, Fredrik Vogeding.
" MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938"— Universal.
— Original story and screen play by Monte Brice,
Henry Myers and A. Dorian Otvos. Music by
Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson. Directed
by Irving Cummings. The Cast: Bert, Bert Lahr;
Jimmy, Jimmy Savo; Billy, Billy House; Aunt
Horlense, Alice Brady; Mischa, Mischa Auer;
i, Joy Hodges; Mrs, Updike, Louise Fazenda;
Tony, John King; Clarice, Barbara Read; Hector,
Howard Cantonwine.
"NAVY
BLUE
Screen
play by
GeorgeAND
Bruce.GOLD"—
From theM-G-M.—
book by
George Bruce. Directed by Sam Wood.
The Cast:
. PRINTING

90

CO.

Roger Ash, Robert Young; "Truck" Cross, James
Stewart;
CaptainGates,
"Skinny"
Dawes,
more; Patricia
Florence
Rice;Lionel
Mrs. BarryGates,
Billie Burke; Richard Gates, Jr., Tom Brown;
Rii hard Gales, Sr., Samuel L. Hinds; Tommy
Milton, Paul Kelly; Graves, Barnett Parker;
Weeks, Frank Albertson; Lieut. Milburn, Minor
Watson; Academy Superintendent, Robert Middlemass; Kelly, Phillip Terry; Commander Carter,
Charles Waldron; Coach of Southern Institute, Pat
Flaherty; Lieut, of Marines, Stanley Morner;
Heckler, Matt McHugh.
"OVER THE GOAL"— Warners.— Screenplay
by William Jacobs and Anthony Coldeway.
Original story by William Jacobs. Directed by
Noel Smith. The Cast: Lucille Martin, June
Travis; Tiny Waldron, Johnnie Davis; Benton,
Gordon Oliver; Duke Davis, Willard Parker; Abner,
Raymond Hatton; Dr. Marshall, Douglas Wood;
Hannah, Hattie McDaniels; Peters, Eddie Chandler; Pinky, Jack Chapin; King, John Craven; Ken
Thomas, William Hopper; Bee, Mabel Todd; Jim
Shelly, William Harrigan; Dr. Martin, Eric Stanley;
Stanley Short, Herbert Rawlinson; William, Eddie
Anderson; Clay, Fred McKaye; Teddy, George
Offerman, Jr.; Larkin, Robert Hoover.
"PORTIA ON TRIAL"— Rei ublic— Original
story by Faith Baldwin. Screen play by Samuel
Ornitz, adaptation and additional dialogue by E.
E. Paramore, Jr. Directed by George Nicholls, Jr.
The Cast: Dan Foster, Walter Abel; Portia Herriman, ton;
Frieda
Inescort;
EarleHeather
Condon, Angel;
Neil HamilElizabeth
Manners,
Jane
Wilkins, Ruth Donnelly; Evelyn, Barbara Pepper;
John Condon, Clarence Kolb; Richard Condon,
Anthony Marsh; Judge, Paul Stanton; Efe, George,
Cooper; Hank, John Kelly; Governor, Hobart
Bosworth; Father Casicz, Ian Maclaren; Barker,
Chick Chandler; Inspector, Bob Murphy; Mrs.
Gannow, Ines Palange; Joe Gannow, Leo Gorcey;
Dr. Thorndike, Huntly Gordon; Mrs. Manners,
Marion Ballou; Jack Madden, Hooper Atchley;
First Committeeman, Nat Carr; Switchboard Operator, Lucie Kaye.
"SECOND HONEYMOON"— 20th CenturyFox. — Screen
playthebyRedKathryn
Scola and story
Darrell
Ware.
Based on
Book Magazine
by
Philip Wylie. Directed by Walter Lang. The
Cast: Raoul McLiesh, Tyrone Power; Vicky,
Loretta Young; Leo MacTavish, Stuart Erwin;
Marcia, Claire Trevor; Joy, Marjorie Weaver; Bob
Benton, Lyle Talbot; Herbie, J. Edward Bromberg;
Dennis Huggins, Paul Hurst; Paula, Jayne Regan;
Andy, Hal K. Dawson; Elsie, Mary Treen.
"SHE LOVED A FIREMAN "—Warners.—
Original screen play by Carlton Sand and Morton
Grant. Directed by Johnny Farrow. The Cast:
Red Tyler, Dick Foran; Margie Shannon, Ann
Sheridan; Smokey Shannon, Robert Armstrong;
Skillet, Eddie Acuff; Belly, Veda Ann Borg; Mrs.
Michaels, May Beatty; Callahan, Eddie Chandler;
Patton, Lane Chandler; Lieu:. Grimes, Ted Oliver;
Duggan, Pat Flaherty.
"WITHOUT WARNING" —Warners.—
Screen play by Crane Wilbur. From the play by
Ralph Spencer Zink. Directed by John Farrow.
The Cast: Jevries, Boris Karloff; Sally, Marie
Wilson; Edaie Pratt, Eddie Craven; Corporal
Sanger, Eddie Acuff; Lieut. Matthews, Regis
Toomey; Colonel Hackell, Henry Kolker; Colonel
Ro ers, Cy Kendall; Dr. Brooks, Charles Trowbridge; Private of the Guard, Frank Faylen; Private
Berris, William Haade; Reilly, Harland Tucker;
Aline Dolman, Phyllis Barry; Private lnnes, John
Ridgely;
Sergeant Lawlor;
Peterson, Private
Jack Mower;
Abbott, Anderson
Murphy,Private
John
Harron.
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HOSIERY
What

a difference this label makes . . . the label of

VITA- BLOOM.

And — when she discovers this differ-

ence for herself — the unusual beauty . . . the unusual
wearing qualities of this amazing new hosiery . . . she'll
remember you and your gift a long, long time. Remember
to look for this label . . . you II find it only on Phoenix
Hosiery . . . because only Phoenix has VlTA-BLOOM.
Copyright 1937, Phoenix Hosiery Co.

MATCH"

The Answer to Giving "Something New"

HER

PERSONALITY

... in Phoenix Personality Colors! If she's trie vivacious type, give her "Pert" — a light true brown; if
sne's piquant. "Snap" — a Jeep, ricn golden beige:

VITA-BLOOM is entirely new in hosiery — patented and exclusive with Phoenix. Thousands of women are going to have their

ana if sbe's prim, "Candid" — a smart taupe with
a lovely rose undercast. These are only three of a

Srst "VlTA-BLOOM Christmas". . . and they'll remember it
iraterully as the Christmas that gave them a new conception of
tosiery beauty and wear.

wide range of Phoenix colors . . . every one new,
exciting and different ... to personalize your gift.

This patented process exclusive with Phoenix
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PHOENIX

Copyright 1957, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
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THE"¥dMANCTOF CLAUDETTE COLBERT'S SECOND HONEYMOON
By FAITH BALDWIN
Hollywood's Cose Against Monogamy

TVolfitfinfo

Jriow healthful
Double &UMint Gum makes you
To be lovely,
charming, attractive
to both men and women
you must look well and
dress well. Now Double
Mint helps you to do
both. Helps make you
doubly lovely.

iscriminating

Look well • d
women who choose

becoming

clothes, naturally chew Double Mint
Gum . . . Every moment you enjoy
this delicious gum you beautify your
lips, mouth and teeth. Beauty specialists recommend this satisfying
non-fattening confection. It gently
exercises and firms your facial mus-

cles in Nature's way... Millions of women chew Double Mint Gum
daily as a smart, modern beauty aid as well as for the pleasure derived from its refreshing, double-lasting mint-flavor. Double Mint
Gum gives you an instant beauty pickup wherever you are or whatever you are doing. It brings you immediate benefits whether it be
as an aid to digestion, to whiten the teeth or sweeten the breath.
Be lovely the Double Mint way. Buy several packages today.
UreSS Well • Style, what you wear is also important.
Double Mint Gum has not overlooked this and therefore went to
one of the greatest designers in the world, Elizabeth Hawes, New
York, and asked her to create for you the smart, becoming dress
that you see on this page. It is easy to make. Double Mint has
even had Simplicity Patterns put it into a pattern for you. It's the
sort of dress that brings invitations along with the admiration of
your friends. So that you may see how attractive it looks on,
it is modeled for you by Hollywood's lovely star, Joan Bennett.
^- Thus you see how Double Mint Gum makes you doubly lovely. It gives
you added charm, sweet breath, beautiful lips, mouth and teeth. It keeps
your facial muscles in condition and enhances the loveliness of your face
and smile. Enjoy it daily.

L-/0ZZ4Z'
/5e*PH£<6Cbeautiful Hollywood star
* now appearing in "I Met My Love Again," a Walter W anger
production — modeling Double Mint dress . . .
designed by CsC^-ZZs&-&&L

/V^ ICO&S- New York

al any Simplicity Dealer

THERE are millions who tread the lonely path;
who have never known, and perhaps never will
know, the sweetness of love; the tonic of good companions; the warmth of true friendship. You see
them in little tearooms, hungering for a dinner
partner; sunk in movie chairs drinking in the romance which they cannot share; alone in friendless
bedrooms, groping for gaiety through a kindly radio.
All have stood at some time, perhaps, on the threshold

of happiness only to find the door suddenly closed.
Is it worth the risk?
Of all the faults that damn you with others, halitosis
(bad breath) ranks first. It is unforgivable because it
is inexcusable. Curiously enough, no one is exempt;
everybody offends at some time or other, usually due
to the fermentation of tiny food particles in the mouth.
All you need do to stop this, is to rinse the mouth

with Listerine Antiseptic. Among mouth deodorants,
it is outstanding because of its quick germicidal
action. No imitation can offer its freshening effect . . .
its pleasant taste ... its complete safety. To fastidious people who want other people to like them,
Listerine is indispensable. Never guess about your
breath; use Listerine Antiseptic morning and night,
and between times before meeting others.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

the MOVIES ?

3 WEEKS

LATER - AT THE STUDIO
THE JOB'S YOURS
MISS PATTY.. $50 A
WEEK. I CAN'T BELIEVE
YOU'RE THE SAME GIRL.
YOUR TEETH ARE
SIMPLY PERFECT

'M SO THANKFUL,
HESS. IT MAY LEAD
TO THE MOVIES. AND
ALL THE CREDIT IS
TO MISS

ENTA

L ( SAM
LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE \9 POWDER
t
time he cleans your teeth.
t next
your dentis
WAT
his powder
he makes
howCH
Note
into a paste to keep the fine particles from flying off his rapidly
revolving brush.
Similarly, for your convenience
we "cream" the safest dental
powders into a paste, which is
easy to put on the brush.
You get the cleansing power
of powder . . . in modern form . . .
when you get Listerine Tooth
Paste. It keeps your teeth spar-

J\

kling and lustrous. Cleans and
ness.
polishes them to gleaming whiteThe famous formula of this
tooth paste contains no soap,
pumice, grit, or harmful abrasives.
Get the economical double-size
tube of Listerine Tooth Paste at
any drug counter. You will be
pleased because it works so fast.
And you will like that brisk, clean,
glad-to-be-alive taste which starts
the day right for millions of users
every niorniug.

Through (lie doors of (hat workshop ceaselessly flowed
girls, girls, girls. ..each wiln a dream and a hope beyond
reaching. Here is one shopgirl who lives a drama so unexpected, so amazing, so rich in deluxe living, that it will
fascinate, enthrall and excite you. And Jessie might have
heen you, or you, or you I

others . • •
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Discouraged, ready to return to New

A

York, Marjorie Weaver was cast in "Second Honeymoon" with Tyrone Power and
Loretta Young. Voila! She becomes —

Frances Dee's reputation. But what she
gives to her role in "Wells Fargo" is a
superb characterization that we call —
the surprise performance of the month

Photoplay's

discovery

of the

month

good

consistent actress — that was

jf
other t

FIRST PRIZE $25.00
THE WINNER!

r-HE PRISONER OF ZENDA" captures
perfection, thereby squelching all my
i \
previous prejudices against costume
films. The freshness of the dialogue gave me
the exhilarating feeling that every member
of the cast, from housewife to hero, was
thoroughly enjoying the part he or she
played. The choice of settings was picturesque and atmospheric and the photography
was so dramatically handled that it intrigued
me into seeing the film a second time.
How about Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.? No
unpleasant dull menace he, but a delightful
villain, unpredictable and unforgettable.
Ronald Colman remained the infallible, by
giving his character the usual dash and grace
of the Colman touch. And the dueling
scene! An amazing piece of business. Sharp
steel, keen grace and keener wits — no ordinary sword-clanging this. But rather a symbolic sequence that interpreted all the glamour of court intrigue and royal romance.
Mrs. Clarence Hopper,
Gardenville, N. Y.

SECOND
PUBLIC'S

PRIZE $10.00
PRIDE

AND

CRITIC'S

JOY

Which is my favorite movie star?
Well, I'll let you guess. Her step is demure, her eyes amused and a. little mocking. If she spoke, a husky charming voice
would probably say "Pull-ease!"
"I want to look like her," sighs Miss
America.
"And I want to marry her," echoes Mr.
America.
Her nose is pert, her smile is quizzical, her
hair is red. She is delightful, delicious and
delectable.
"For public's pride and critic's joy," says
Ogden Nash, "Is any film where boy meets
Ladies and Gentlemen, I give you — Myrna
Loy!
Irene M. Wilke,
Lakewood, Ohio.
Loy."
Miss Loy's most recent advice to American
wives — whose perfect screen example she is
— was "Keep your chin up and your hair
waved. A wife must not allow herself to
doubt her own powers of attraction."

THIRD

PRIZE $5.00

THE JURY IS FOR

ACQUITTAL

Katharine Hepburn has been accused of
being a tempestuous show-off, incapable of
turning out really fine acting.
Ginger Rogers has been accused of being
just a song-and-dance girl, dependent upon
Fred Astaire for much of her success.
In "Stage Door," the Misses Hepburn and
Rogers set out to prove the absurdity of these
charges, and, boy, how they do it! Hepburn
incapable of fine
acting?
Door"
performance
dashes
to earthHerthat"Stage
silly rumor.
Her work has taken on a fine humanness, a
richness and poignancy that reach a climax
in her speech to the audience on opening
night.
And Ginger! The lesser half of the
Astaire-Rogers team, forsooth! Ginger does
a spot of dancing, to be sure, but it is her
capable acting, not her dancing, about which
one thinks after seeing "Stage Door." Ginger is a real solo star, dependent upon no
(Continued on page 86)

C. Aubrey Smith, who portrays the
role of Father Paul, the priest who
aided the sweethearts to escape.

MaryAstor, at her brilliant dramatic
best, as the compassionate wife of
the Governor of Manukura Island.

Raymond Massey, as the relentless
Governor, who pursued Terang
and M arama to their secret refuge

Samuel Goldwyn has endowed "THE HURRICANE" with a magnificent cast including
Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall, Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas Mitchell, Raymond
Massey, John Carradine, Jerome Cowan ..and Mamo Clark, the Hawaiian beauty who
played Clark Gable's sweetheart in "Mutiny on the Bounty". ..Movita Castaneda, the
beautiful young Mexican, who played Franchot Tone's sweetheart in the same picture ..
and Reri, the Tahitian who starred in "Tabu" . Directed byjohn Ford ,who won the Academy
Award for "The Informer". Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. Released thru United Artists

In "THE HURRICANE", Charles Nordhoff
and James Hall, authors of "Mutiny on the
unty", have created a vivid, stirring tale of
e and adventure in the South Seas— and from
it, Samuel Goldwyn— after expending an almost
unbelievable fortune and two years of effort—
has^produced a motion picture that takes high
rank with the screen's most brilliant offerings.
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ADVENTUROUS BLONDE-Warners
A breezy edition of the Torchy Blane series with forthright
Glenda Farrell as a newspaper gal out to get her man in the person
of Barton MacLane, a busy, bustling police lieutenant. Anne
Nagel and Bill Hopper join the chase. If you like adventurous
comic strips. (Nov.)
ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN-20th Century-Fox
A pointed satire on the present Administration, this is a rollicking well-staged, and very funny piece if you have a sense of humor.
Falling asleep, Eddie Cantor dreams of ancient Bagdad, which is in
dreadful shape. He suggests to Sultan Roland Young a few New
Dealish measures which might be taken. Thereupon the film becomes a frantic and magnificently impossible hash. You'll like
Tony
(Jan.) Martin, Raymond Scott's band, June Lang and all the songs

BEST

and Disposition

OF

THE

REVIEWED

SHADOW

MONTH

BACK IN CIRCULATION -Warners
A better than usual newspaper yarn dealing with the part
journalists play in railroading innocent persons to death. Joan
Blondell
is remarkably
good Lindsay
as the lady
of the
press, Pat victim
O'Brienof
is her editor
and Margaret
is the
unfortunate
their go-getting zeal for sensationalism.
(Nov.)

ISSUE

•

ALL OVER TOWN
Republic
Olsen and Johnson fans will love this bit of bright hysteria
wrapped
"angels"mystery
who back
Broadway
fin!
themselvesaround
with two
a murder
on atheir
hands. show,
Franklin
Pangborn is a panic as a swish designer.
(Nov.)
• ANGEL— Paramount
The languid Miss Dietrich in a velvety mixture of romance and
European perfect
politics photography
surrounded by
direction,
sparkling
dialogue,
andLubitsch's
a splendid
supporting
cast
Herbert Marshall is the preoccupied husband, Melvyn Dougla=
rounds out the triangle.
Better not miss it. (Nov.)
ANNAPOLIS

SALUTE

RKO-Radio

Here is a worthwhile, simply presented story of rival middies a'.
the Naval Academy. James Ellison and Van Heflin are in love with
Marsha Hunt whose father objects to her marrying. When
scandal rears its ugly head, the rivals become friends. The background isrefreshingly authentic, as the scenes were actually taken
at Annapolis. (Nov.)
ATLANTIC FLIGHT-Monogram
Outside of the fact that this allows Young America a good look at
Captain Dick Merrill, famed crack pilot, this dull story has little to
offer. Paula Stone is giddily inept as the heiress-aviatrix who uses
Dick's
save job.
the life
of VVeldon Heyburn. Captain Merrill
himself ability
does a toswell
(Dec.)
• AWFUL TRUTH, THE-Columbia
The happy combination of Irene Dunne and Cary Grant, plus a
delightfully gay and romantic story, make this one of the best
pictures this year. Married, very much in love, but stubborn, they
find divorce rearing its ugly head, but finally solve their domestic
relations in a merry, mad and very modern way. Irene and Grant
are delicious, Ralph Bellamy and the supporting cast equally
splendid. A command performance.
(Dec.)
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FARGO— Paramount
ONLY

YOUNG

• BARRIER, THE-Paramount
Rex Beach's story of men who went to Alaska during the gold
rush to escape sins committed in the States, and of the romances
which flourished in the wilderness, retains considerable interest in
this latest screening. Jean Parker is the supposed half-breed who
marries army lieutenant James Ellison. Leo Carrillo steals the show
as Polleon, the trapper.
(Jan.)
BIGRough
CITY-M-G-M
and ready drama of the taxi war in New York, combined
with an immigrant girl's problems in a new world, tangles Spencer
Tracy and Luise Rainer jn many romantic though exaggerated
situations.
Tracy and
is a there
bit ponderous,
Luise a bit
but it's a
clever production
is a fine supporting
cast.coy, (Nov.)
BORROWING

TROUBLE— 20th Century-Fox

The familiar Jones family's homely tribulations this time involve
the adoption of a wayward boy who is promptly suspected of robbing the Jones drugstore. This is like sugar-candy hearts with
mottoes on them.
(Jan.)
■k BREAKFAST FOR TWO-RKO-Radio
Barbara Stanwyck, leaving her tears behind her, emerges as a
smartly dressed, gay and dominant Texan who works wonders with
playboy
Marshall's
life, home
and Meek
Wall isStreet
business.
Eric
BloreHerbert
plays assistant
to Cupid,
Donald
a justice
of the
it. (Dec.)
peace, and Glenda Farrell is a gold-digging show girl. You'll like

54

YOU, MR. MOTO-20th

THOROUGHBREDS DON'T
TOVARICH— Warners
WELLS

55

96

OCTUPUS— Warners

WHITE

54
96

MURPHY— Warners

BAD GUY
M-G-M
"Bad Guy" equals bad picture. Bruce Cabot plays the unholy
fellow who gets into scrape after scrape, finally comes to grief.
Edward Norris is the good boy who reaps his reward in the love of
Virginia Grey.
Don't give it another thought.
(Nov.)

55
56

OUT FOR LOVE— GB

MANHATTAN

REVIEWED
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STAGE

THIS

WHEN

ONCE— M-G-M

.

56
55

BRIDE FOR HENRY, A-Monogram
A lively comedy with a novel triangle idea, this has Anne Nagel
marrying Warren Hull to spite Henry Mollison who forgot to show
up at the altar. Then Mollison joins Anne and Warren on their
honeymoon.
It's light and frothy.
(Dec.)

54
.96

BRIDE WORE RED, THE-M-G-M
In a Viennese version of the Cinderella tale, Joan Crawford impersonates acabaret girl chosen by an impish count to pose as a
(Continued on page 94)

9ttbv& 1,000 ARTISTS
THREE YEARS firHudv itf
•

The most anticipated picture in 20 years will be the show sensation of
1938 — and for years to come!.. The most amazing advance in screen
entertainment since the advent of sound !. . You'll gasp, marvel, cheer
at its wonders as you thrill to an experience youVe never lived through
before!.. Without a human actor, it's more human than all the dramas
that ever came out of Hollywood! . . Power to make you laugh, cry, throb
with excitement! . . Music to fill your soul — 8 big songs, several as good as
"The Big Bad Wolf"!. .Romance, adventure, mystery, pathos, tragedy,
laughter and beauty such as you must actually see and feel to believe! . .
Truly the miracle in motion pictures — the new wonder of the world !
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CASTLE

and a girl stood lookNGdown man
YOUing
on a small, secluded valley
The valley was white with wild lilac
Tall spears of yucca cut through the lilac
bushes, shaking their delicate bells clear of
the thick underbrush. In the distance the
tree-covered hills folded one inside the other
like a misty pack of cards.
A

"It seems more beautiful every year, our
little valley," said the girl.
"I must have painted half a dozen springs
here already," mused her brother, "but every
year when the lilacs bloom I want to paint it
again."
The young man set up his easel and started
to sketch. The girl wandered off down a
little dirt track, dreaming dreams.
b OME years later a famous film star and her
brand-new husband went looking for a site
on which to build their home. After a while
they came to this same Hidden Valley, newly
opened for building. It was midsummer and
the hills had lost some of their greenness, the
lilac had faded, and on the yuccas there
were only black seed husks. Nevertheless,
the valley was beautiful.
"This is the place for us," said Arthur
Hornblow, decisively.
"Why, I've been here before," discovered
Mrs. Hornblow. (She is known to a few million people as Myrna Loy.)

or ^r-rotnbL
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So then and there the Hornblows started
to plan their home.
It took time to build the house. For one
thing, it had foundations, which also matched
up to the life that was to be lived in it. And
while the house grew up, the garden grew
round it. The tangle of brambles which had
wandered over the little stream was cut
down. Lime trees that were planted gave
their name to the house. A vegetable garden
was started with a corner for herbs.
"We'll have tarragon," said Mrs. Hornblow.
"It's so good in salads. And rosemary and
thyme and sage and bay for stews."
Some time, many years before, a Spanish
farmer must have lived in the valley. It must
have been he who planted the eucalyptus
trees. There were old grapevines, too, and
fruit trees, which had survived years of neglect. The Hornblows planted many other trees ;
olives to blend in with the hillside, willows to
weep over the stream, peppers to dance in
the sunshine; and a row of poplars to hide
from view another house which had made a
mushroom growth at the end of their garden.
They built, too, a swimming pool, curved
and irregular like a small natural lake. "I
hate those tiled swimming pools," Myrna told
the architect.
"They look like a bathtub."
They also had an outdoor grill, so that they
could broil thick steaks over mahogany charcoal, the way it should be done.
I HE architect went over the house with
them once more. The Hornblows' bedroom
was not. a large room: there was just space

cfLti

in it for a bed and maybe an armchair.
Though, at one side of it, there were wellfitted dressing rooms for each of them.
"There isn't a room in the house which you
can architect
deck out with
taffeta and cushions," said
the
regretfully.
"But then I'm not a taffeta cushion sort of
a girl," said Myrna.
Meanwhile, during the house-building
process, they lived an informal sort of life
down at the beach. Because, at the studio,
Myrna is entirely surrounded by hired help
and because Mr. Hornblow, being a Big
Producer for Paramount, is also subject tr»
a certain clutter around his office, they had
a lot of fun down at the beach being just by
themselves. It didn't happen always, not
even very often; say every other Sunday afternoon.
I NOW

Arthur Hornblow knows good food.

But he didn't know much about the practical side of cooking until he started to dabble around with a cookbook of all nations.
Delving through its 800 odd pages (you
should see the page marked Eastern Asia:
very odd indeed) he discovered a neat trick
with kidneys.
One evening Myrna heard loud protests
from the kitchen — and there was Arthur
burning his fingers. He'd made a good start,
removing the fat and skin from six lamb kidneys and had cut them up into thin slices.
He'd melted butter in a frying pan and put
in the slices of kidneys, a bay leaf and salt
and pepper. It was then that the fun began

He'd tried tasting with a metal spoon, left
the spoon in the pan, burned his fingers removing it. He'd tried shaking the pan over
the flame, too, which the book said was necessary, burned himself again, on the handle.
After that Myrna hovered around protectively like a trained nurse at an operation,
handing out tools, doing the more unspectacular jobs, and giving every evidence of
counting the implements afterwards to see if
any had been left inside the kidneys.
When Mr. Hornblow had got himself a pan
holder, shaken the kidneys for eight or ten
minutes over a hot flame, sprinkled them
with flour and stirred it in well, he added
most of a bottle of white wine (you know
how extravagant male cooks can be) , put
the whole lot back on the fire and stirred
long enough to make the dish very hot.
EVENTUALLY the house was finished.
The red bricks outside were painted white.
Bamboo furniture was put out on the terrace and covered with emerald-green canvas
cushions.
The idea of the dining room is provincial
farmhouse: French, mostly. That's why the
shelves are filled with old hand-painted pottery, the buttercup yellow rug and drapes
hand-woven, and the armchairs (there are
eight of them and they never need more)
covered with a small-patterned, quilted
chintz made from material used in the aprons
of Breton peasant women. Each chair has a
different pattern.
French Provincial or not, one of the first
dinners the Hornblows gave in their dining
room was Russian: that is to say, two important courses were Russian, the borsch
soup and the lamb shasslik.
The salad which followed the meat* was
American, except for its French dressing and
its Swiss cheese accompaniment.
The dessert, crepes Suzette, was French,
too.
Still, the dinner was Russian in essence —
partly in honor of two of the guests who had
just returned from the Soviet Union. This
was convenient of them because at the time
the Hornblows had not only a Russian butler
but also a Russian cook.
The cook was named Serge, pronounced as
if he were a gentleman named Gay who had
been knighted. He kept bobbing in in his
white coat to find out what the guests
thought of his cooking and the Siberian rail-

way. He'd worked on both, whereas they'd
merely been passengers on one.
The shasslik was made from small rounds
of lamb cut from the thick part of the loin.
These had been marinated overnight in half
and half red wine and salt water, in which
there soaked a generous bunch of fresh garden herbs. Then he had stuck the meat on
a skewer, with alternating slices of onion,
and broiled it. The real way to make shasslik is on a revolving spit, said Serge, which
no modern kitchen has.
But finally, perhaps to prove that the dining room really was French, it was the crepes
Suzette which made the party. To be any
good, crepes Suzette must be made in the
dining room after the servants have gone
back into the kitchen and shut themselves in,
said Arthur Hornblow. They need a certain
mood, and this mood is apt to be disturbed
if the cook is still hovering around protectively, or is apt to burst in any minute. Nor
is it any use to order the cook to make them.
At best they will turn out to be ordinary
pancakes, and at the worst you may have to
dispose of them secretly, burying them in
the garden or feeding them to the dog.
/ARTHUR made the crepes Suzette with
all the right kind of flourish. Myrna, the
good wife that she is, didn't even tell of the
hard work she had put in in the kitchen, before dinner, collecting the ingredients.
There is, though, not much hardship attached to working in the Hornblow kitchen,
which has bright Dutch-blue linoleum on the
floor and an electric stove dyed to match.
Arthur began, as you should, with the
sauce. He ground three lumps of sugar
against an orange, one against a lemon,
strenuously. It was strenuous, too, after a
long day at the studio. He cracked them up
and put them in a small pan and added a
chunk of butter, a small measure of Cointreau, another small one of curacao. The
sugar had to melt slowly into the liquid so
that it wouldn't burn or stick to the pan.
Myrna made the batter. She put 2 cups
of flour, 2 tablespoonfuls of sugar and a
pinch of salt into a deep bowl, dropped 5 eggs
in, one at a time, mixing them into the flour
carefully and smoothly with a wooden spoon.
Melting 3 tablespoonfuls of butter and adding it gradually to 1 cup of milk, she beat
this well into the flour mixture.
This batter was especially made before

The master of the white brick home in Hidden

dinner so that it could stand at least an hour.
She added to her collection a bottle of
cognac, a couple of small pans well wiped
with butter, a portable electric stove and a
metal dish to go on it. All had been made
ready to appear in public at the end of the
dinner, when everyone was feeling mellow.
At this point, with just the right amount
of formality, Arthur warmed the first buttered pan on a low heat, poured in a little
of the batter so that it barely covered the
bottom of the pan, tipping the pan from side
to side so that there was a thin and even
layer all over the pan, and then cooked the
batter very slowly. When it grew dry and a
little bubbly on the topside, the underneath
was then a golden brown and ready for turning— ^accomplished gingerly with a pallette
knife, or by tossing with a brave flick of the
wrist. When the other side was also golden
brown, the crepe was stacked on a warm
plate, the second buttered pan used in the
same way. Meanwhile, Myrna was buttering the first pan over again.
By the time there was a goodish stack of
pancakes it was necessary to heat the metal
dish and pour the sauce into it. Then Arthur
twisted the crepe around in the sauce, moved
each one to the side, and so on until all the
crepes were in the dish. He then sifted
sugar on them and poured a little cognac
over the lot. He waited until it was heated
and then set fire. The best taste, he said,
was obtained by letting the cognac burn itself out.
After that, coffee and conversation.
"It is a pity," regretted Arthur Hornblow,
"that we can't have cafe diable. But it
doesn't go with crepes Suzette. Come again
another night and I'll make you some."
"There is a man who likes to play with
fire," teased his wife. "Except, of course,
when he burns his fingers!"
N.B. There are probably more ways of cooking borsch than any other dish. Serge, the
Hornblows' cook, has two ways: a party
borsch which is very special, and one just for
every day. If yon would like to know how
to prepare either or both of them, or if you
woidd like Myrna hoys recipe for bouillabaisse, hot lobster, or cafe diable, write to
Molly Castle, in care of PHOTOPLAY magazine, 7751 Sunset Boidevard, Hollywood,
Cal., stating your request and accompanying
it with a self -addressed stamped envelope.

Valley likes to play with fire, and dinner guests profit by his habit

Screen play by Jerry Wald, Maurice Leo and Richard Macauley

• Original Story by Jerry Wald
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CLOSE

BY RUTH WATERBURY

OPS

LONG

back behind the scenes in Hollywood there has long been a most
important man whose name you
have probably never heard . . . Eddie Mannix
... a modest, hard-working Irishman of very
great ability. . . .
When a few weeks ago his wife was instantly killed in an automobile accident Hollywood insiders began murmuring all over
again about the curse that seems to have fallen on M - G - M in the sixteen months

AND

SHOTS

WELL

that
death.have
. . . passed since Irving Thalberg's
For it was Mannix who in the last few
months had been whispered as the man who
could most help Metro . . . and now this
crushing blow falls which must inevitably
keep him saddened and retarded for many
months to come. . . .
What has been happening to Metro lately
is symptomatic of what has been going on in
the entire movie business . . . yet people believe that had Thalberg lived all the turmoil
... all the output of expensive bad pictures
. . . might have been avoided ... at least
by Leo the Lion. . . .

\
mt/r

I HE truth is that pictures today are costing
too much . . . that you and I . . . the public. . . have been educated to get too much
for our money . . . that there is too much
overhead expense anyhow and not enough
amusement. . . .
A year ago theater attendance was so good
. . . we went so gladly to see almost anything . . . that box-office figures were fantastic . . . producers began pouring gold
into productions . . . the million-dollar picture ceased to be anything remarkable and
was surpassed by the two-million-dollar affair . . . and that in turn — as witness "Conquest"— was overlooked for the three-million-dollar product . . . and along about this
time we, the public, stopped liking everything we saw . . . we became in fact as
choosey as all get out . . . very good pictures are still making money but big expensive bad pictures are being left to die. . . .
And the reason that one big flop after the
other has been put out to us is that inside the
movie firms politics have been going on . . .
the creators who should have had their minds
on their work have been preoccupied with
the need for saving their jobs. . . .
Metro . . . Paramount . . . Universal . . .
RKO-Radio . . . Columbia ... all have been
involved in the most violent internal quarrels
. . . the United Artists faction has been
busy trying to find out if Selznick would go
with Metro and Goldwyn with Korda . . .
Harry Cohn has been battling with his greatest director, Frank Capra ... the actors
have a guild ... the directors have a guild
. . . the writers have a guild . . . and what
those guilds have wanted to do generally has
been quite different from what the producers have wanted done. . . .
An agreeable guy like Gable who up to
date has always played in whatever was
given him got badly frightened by "Parnell"
(and certainly no one could blame him) and
now refuses to act until he gets just the role
he believes is suited to him. . . .
Bill Powell is holding up signing until he
is sure of the type of picture he will get . . .

*

/

s

*

Miss Waterbury

says — knowing the

brickbats she's letting herself in for
— that she believes she has an answer to avoiding some of the distracting elements producers
face

Fred Astaire wanted to try it without Ginger
Rogers and did, and the box-office results on
"Damsel in Distress" are not too forte . . .
the whole of these distracting elements adding up to impossible confusion. . . .
v_/F
dumb
much
other

course I believe
way that I know
of this could be
words I am now
gantly known as sticking

in my own simple
a means by which
avoided ... or in
doing what is elemy neck out. . . .

A few weeks ago Sam Goldwyn was nice
enough to run off some four reels of his
forthcoming "Goldwyn Follies" for me, and I
will flatly go on record here as saying that it
is far and away the best musical-comedy material have
I
ever seen. . . .
It has beauty and charm and originality
and marvelous comedy . . . the ballet, photographed in the most dramatic use of color yet
to reach the screen, is the most thrilling sight
since the first time you beheld Sonja Henie
in action . . . Charlie McCarthy will captivate you completely ... it all has that final
essence of chic and showmanship that Goldwyn always manages . . . but . . . and there
13
is a big catch in all this, too big a one, I feel
. . . the "Follies" cost more than two million
dollars to produce. . . .

I do not for a moment doubt that the "Goldwyn Follies" will bring back three times that
amount ... it will forever more make it difficult for any other musical film to surpass
its box-office receipts . . . but just the same
that is too much to invest in a single picture
. . . that is literally giving us too much for
our money when you consider that in a good
many theaters those selfsame two-milliondollar "Follies" will play on a double bill
with some other producer's million-dollar
production. . . .
/\ND

another little item I'll never understand is why Hollywood overlooks its Westerns the way it does . . . with "B" pictures
(those "and also" productions you find on
your theater programs) costing today between $250,000 and $400,000 . . . and after
all "B's" are only imitation "A's" and like
all imitations pretty weak . . . the best
Westerns which are a distinctive form of entertainment are still costing at most $75,000
each . . . and a majority of these cost even
less . . . their box-office value has been
proven since the very first year of picture
making. . . .
That saucy little Republic is backing its
whole success on the money that Gene Autry is earning for them in musical Westerns
. . . and on that success climbing very
steadily up in the world . . . whenever
Westerns have had the benefit of the writing and production brains that are lavished
on the sex dramas ... as witnessed "The
Covered Wagon" and "Cimarron" and more
recently, "The Plainsman" . . . they have
made the most outstanding success . . . the
figures are right there on the books for the
entire industry to read and yet for some
goofy reason the producers continue to overlook them . . . while the money that must
have gone into a production such as "Blossoms on Broadway" ... is staggering to
contemplate. . . .
It isn't so much that I disapprove of our
getting all we can for our cash at the box
office . . . that always has been the way of
commerce . . . but there is such a thing as
so much icing on the cake that you get sick
of the entire dish. . . .
I HE motion-picture producers have the example of the Broadway stage by which they
could profit if they only would . . . the great
musical-comedy producers, the Ziegfelds and
the Dillinghams did just this same trick . . .
they put forth shows so opulent that even
with the greatest public response they
couldn't afford to keep them running . . .
with the result that they put themselves out
of business and killed musical revues in the
legitimate theater. . . .
So here is my argument . . . please give
us simpler and better pictures . . . people
like caviar for parties but for daily fare they
stick much more to beefsteak and potatoes
for dinner and ham sandwiches for lunch
. . . not fancy but just plain enjoyable. . . .
Hollywood with its unbelievable money
. . . with its pursuit of glamour ... its preoccupation with sex . . . rather naturally
forgets how simple in our tastes the rest of us
are . . . for some reason hard to understand
it will overlook the success of the Jones
Family and Charlie Chan and the Jane
Withers pictures and never figure out why
they are so popular . . . and concentrate to
its own loss on a very expensive star like

Pictures like "The Jones Family" prove one of Miss Waterbury's arguments

Dietrich in fabulously costly productions that
have no following at all. . . .
IF I sound a bit gloomy on this I really do
not mean to . . . the experimental group is
coming up and getting constantly stronger.
. . . Frances Marion, the writer, has gone to
Metro as a producer and is intent upon getting American history on the screen in terms
of entertainment . . . her first production
will be a picturization of Kenneth Roberts'
fine story, "Northwest Passage" . . . Frank
Lloyd this month has turned out a very great
re-enactment of our history in "Wells Fargo"
. . . Disney has launched his elaborate experiment "Snow White" for the first fulllength cartoon feature. . . .
David Selznick, the mighty, has been
signed by Metro ... I doubt that any amount
of politics or pressure will ever keep him
from being original ... so, too, has Mervyn
Le Roy ... I don't mean to indicate that
Metro is grabbing all the production brains,
though with the addition of these two stalwarts they have a good start at it . . .
Mervyn did some vGry fine things at Warners
. . . daring things like "They Won't Forget"
... he is a man of quick, worldly talent, of
charm and keen intelligence, and it will be
interesting to watch him . . . Warners who
have always possessed the best ability to get
out inexpensive compelling pictures (take a
picture like "Slim," for example, which I enjoyed as much as any I've seen all season
though it has almost no money in it at all)
are now giving more attention to their special productions, encouraged possibly by the
success of their great "Zola" ... to be able
to compete with the colossal efforts of Paramount and Metro ... all these things are
working to make pictures better. . . .
Still and all, the chaos of the motion-picture
business today is a fact . . . my favorite

crack of the season was published in my
friend Irving Hoffman's column in "The
Hollywood Reporter" and credited to Jack
White, the entertainer whom Walter Wanger
hired for "52nd Street." Said Mr. White,
"So much of my stuff is on the cutting-room
floor that the only fan mail I expect to get
will probably be from the mice" . . . take
that and the story of the smart critic who
asked how anybody expected Jon Hall (he
pronounces it John) to give a good perown name. formance .ifhe. . wasn't even able to spell his
Behind such cracks there is a lot of truth
. . . about the extravagance and the overshooting and the miscalculation. . . .
And also behind it all is the influence of
Hollywood on the world ... I know that the
garment trade in New York is now seriously
watching Hollywood's effect on sports clothes
. . . that hundreds of little girls all over the
world now want long hair since Miss Temple
has
put backon her
curls furnishings
. . . that Hollywood's
insistence
modern
in settings
for
its drama
is making
the "second"
set go
of
furniture
purchased
by housewives
today
toward modern lines, particularly in bedroom suites. . . .
To my mind the answer to the whole thing
is for the producers to get back to simplicity
. . . for their own sakes and ours ... to
give us, straightforwardly and without elaborateness, the dramatic stories of love and
faith and home . . . those eternal problems
in which we are forever interested. . . .
I O do that, of course, they will have to
understand themselves . . . and us, too . . .
and that was where Irving Thalberg's greatness came in ... he loved people and understood them . . . and that great gift he
translated to the screen in terms of our happiness . . . and his success. . . .
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'Every Day's a Holiday" all right when you can see
the one and only Mae West herself in a roaring
comedy-romance-with-music set in the hale and
hearty days of New

York's Gay

90's — a gala and

\f ^fest*^

dbV

glittering picture featuring the antics of five of the
greatest screen comics of our time... a picture with the
dash of Mae's Schiaparelli gowns — it'llc»ehave your
boy-friend in hysterics and you in a gale of giggles.
Dire
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FEDERAL

Silver Foxes. Brilliantly silvered on a pure black background

. . . deep, yet wonderfully light and pliable . . . most nattering of furs.
A bright idea for daytime, too — nothing is smarter over wool frocks and
suits. Look for the FEDERAL

name, sealed to an ear and stamped on

the leather side of the pelt; it is your assurance of lasting loveliness.
FEDERAL
Silver Foxes are sold in fine stores from coast to coast.
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Why must love and marriage be different
in Hollywood?

Only

a brilliant novelist

could write this daring and candid analysis
X

BY FAITH BALDWIN
IThas become a fixed idea with the vast
motion-picture audiences all over the
world that Hollywood marriages are like
Hollywood sets — elaborate and short-lived;
changed as often as a star's mind. When
a Hollywood star marries for the first time,
there is always a great to-do about it. "The
first time? Not really!!" It seems almost
as if the poor bride or bridegroom had
broken some strange code in confessing
that since reaching Hollywood he or she
decided to enter into the bonds of matrimony for the first time.
It is true that many of the screen stars
have been married more than once, and it
will continue to be true, I suppose, as long
as there are screen stars.
It is equally true that the ladies and
gentlemen of our social register and of what
Cholly Knickerbocker has named Cafe
Society are equally apt to change husbands
and wives with the climate and modes, but
they are more or less scattered about the
globe — New York, London, Paris, the
Riviera, Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore
— while the stars are concentrated under
the fierce white arc light of publicity in a
little place called Hollywood, which hasn't
a post office, I understand, and is merely a
state of mind — and part of Los Angeles.
It would be, I think, interesting to inquire why the stars
marry so often, and there are, I believe, any number of reasons. In these very reasons you will find Hollywood's case
against monogamy — a case built up by the peculiar problems of Hollywood people.
Take some of the girls, for instance — the majority of them
come to Hollywood very young; some have had stage experience, most of them have not. Some have won beauty contests, or been models, or danced or sung in night clubs.
Some have had practically no professional experience. Extremely youthful, lovely and talented, they are flung into
this little exciting artificial world . . . and, when one considers the superficiality of Hollywood life, one wonders how
they keep their heads at all.
(Continued on page 88)
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Fantasy: Dick Powell and
Rosemary Lane. Reality:
with wife Joan
Blondell

Clark Gable, the great lover
/.
of the screen;
Allan Jones
and Joan Crawford — all
three examples of why
Hollywood has a definite
case
against
monogamy

I GET IN
AND OUT OF
THE MOVIES
.%%uu_». fAtt

Famous film paragrapher finds that a column a
day and two on Sunday is a rest cure compared
with the life of a glamour girl in the movies

V
A FTER six weeks, four days, seven hours
/ \ and sixteen minutes (overtime) of
/
\ being a glamour girl in the movies, it
is really anticlimactic to find myself back at
my typewriter, a woiking goil again, as
though nothing had happened. Now all I
have to do is write a column a day, a Sunday article or two, and be on the "Hollywood
Hotel" radio hour — practically a rest cure.
Maybe I am self-conscious or plain embarrassed but I have a feeling when I meet my
friends, these days, that they are looking at
me with a quizzical eye. You really can't
blame Carole Lombard for greeting me with,
"Hello, Garbo"; or Claudette Colbert for
looking at me with amusement and saying,
"How's the star today?" My own husband,
if I take a fraction of a second longer to powder my nose, says, "Oh, you look all right.
You're not facing the camera now."
I brought it all on myself, of course. After
some twenty odd years of praising or panning or being just plain indifferent to other
people's screen performances, I would turn
actress at my time of life.
Maybe it's retribution or an avenging fate
that put me before the all-seeing eye of the
camera, gowned by Orry Kelly, coiffed by
Joan St. Oger and made up with a new face
by Perc Westmore.
But I claim all this expert attention does
something to a movie columnist who usually
works in old pajamas, has to be dug out
from behind a typewriter and six telephones, and gets a wave in her hair when
and if it's possible.

IT took me a long time to be convinced a
girl's place was in a studio and not behind
her typewriter. But Jack Warner and Hal
Wallis pictured the life of a movie star so
glowingly, with a dressing room and real
"jools" to wear in the picture, to say nothing
of a slight case of salary, I couldn't turn it
down. Besides, the idea of anyone else's
trying to play me stirred waves of compassion in my breast and I felt since Warner
Brothers were making a motion picture of
"Hollywood Hotel," the radio program which
I have hostessed for over three years, it was
better for me (bad as I probably would be
as an actress) to play myself along with Raymond Paige, Frances Langford, Jerry
Cooper, Ken Niles and our original master
of ceremonies, Dick Powell, the star of the
picture.
So, on September 20th, in the year of our
Lord 1937, accompanied by a secretary who
was scornful of the whole idea, a bottle of
aspirin and some homemade broth, I timidly reported for duty on the firing line.
"You
go to Perc Westmore's
first for

make-up," said Bob Fellowes, the good-looking company manager on "Hollywood Hotel." And believe me, of that make-up department too much cannot be said. Why, it's
the very key to every actress' and would-be
actress' fate. There, by a few simple twists
of the wrist, the plainest face is converted
into a raving beauty and before you know it
youWord
find yourself
somethinglike
youwildfire
just "ain't."
passed around
that
Perc was doing Parsons and one by one the
clan gathered to wish me well — or maybe to
satisfy a morbid curiosity. Kay Francis, one
of my dearest friends, looked so-o-o beautiful in her glamour make-up that it made me
wish I hadn't come. But when Basil Rathbone breezed in with a Buster Brown bob
for "Robin Hood," I began to feel maybe
there was some hope.
Bette Davis drifted by, a vision in her
"Jezebel" hoop skirts, while Olivia De Havilland came in for Perc's final okay on her
Maid Marian make-up.
But hectic as all these greetings and interruptions were, and self-conscious as the

I HURRIED out on the set to report to
Busby Berkeley, the director, realizing that
although I had left home at the crack of
dawn, I was late on the set. The lights were
already set up and the company was assembled. Dick Powell, Lola and Rosemary
Lane, Alan Mowbray, Hugh Herbert, Glenda
Farrell and Ted Healy were all there, ready
to start. With all these "column names" rallied around, I forgot for a moment I was an
actress and started digging for news.

seemed little and thin and far away. I began to wonder if I was really talking — or if
Edgar Bergen had sneaked onto the set and
was doing a Charlie McCarthy for me.
As usual, they were not shooting the script
in sequence. One of the first scenes I made
was with Lola Lane in which we tear into a
little number portraying a newspaper scribe
(that's me) and a temperamental movie
star (Lola) . My introduction in the picture
came later — with none other than my old
friend, Ted Healy, as a partner. I was supposed to meet Ted in an elevator and because they probably didn't want to give the
cameramen, George Barnes and Charles
Rosher, too much of a shock, the scene was
shot with my back to the camera.

Seeing Dick reminded me I'd heard that
day that Joan Blondell was "expecting," so I
put the question right up to the prospective
father — who promptly denied it and added,
"Now look here, Louella, you're here as an
actress. So put away the notebook."

I ED was supposed to slap me on the back
and I was to register surprise. For some
reason, Ted, whom I have known for many
a year, suddenly went coy on me and gave
me a gentle tap.
"Hit harder," I begged. "I can't be surprised or annoyed with such a ladylike slap."
Ted took me at my word and in the next
take almost knocked the fillings out of my
teeth. After it was over, he gave me a worReal "jools" to wear in the picture and
a slight case of salary were the bribes
that got Lolly into the movies. But
after that first scene with Lola Lane
(left) it was her dressing-room office
and typewriter
that offered
solace

victim in the barber chair was becoming,
Perc paid no attention and went right on
with his facial landscaping.
He stepped back, put his head on one side,
and looked at me in the critical manner with
which an entomologist regards a squirming
new bug.
"Hmm. The chin could be taken up," he
said as if talking to himself. "The nose can
be toned down, the cheeks high-lighted to
look thinner — but the eyes aren't bad and
the hair is okay."
Well, it was a relief that the eyes and hair
passed the master's scrutiny. Taking up the
face meant putting tiny plasters of fishskin
at each temple and pulling up the face by
means of invisible rubber strings which were
tied on top of my head. A very "uplifting"
experience.
Then came the transformation. What Perc
does is amazing — especially to a woman who
is no longer in her giddy youth. Defects disappear as if by magic and a new face looks
out upon you. You hope fervently that the
camera will see as much difference as you do.

Thinking
don't have
reactions to
too numb.
heart about

back on the experience now, I
a very clear recollection of my
the first scenes we made — I was
There's a terror that grips your
this motion-picture work that is

beyond description; "mike fright," stage
fright" and every other kind of fright are as
nothing compared to it.
Firstly, there is that awful silence that descends on the entire stage like a fog when
"Camera."that every eye in the place
callconscious
they
I was
was on me. When I finally heard my voice, it

ried look and said,

"There goes my last notice in Parsons'
Believe it or not, that little scene took all
morning to shoot and by lunch time I was
column."
ready to drop in my tracks. Talk about
movie stars earning their salaries. I think
they are underpaid.
was
word "Lunch"
the welcome
When I looked
called
around for an easy chair and
I
carpet slippers to rest my weary bones.
felt a little hurt that there was no chair with
(Continued on page 93)

THE

ROMANCE

of CLAUDETTE

COLBERT'!

BY HOWARD SHARPE

Exclusive

to Photoplay — the story

of two people who are gambling

their careers for this first vaca

tion together away from Hollywood

distant but piercing shriek you
THAT
hear as you begin reading this is Claudette Colbert, diving headfirst into a
snowbank at the foot of the Swiss Alps.
She should be there by now, if Jack Pressman's car didn't get stuck in a ditch somewhere in the Italian countryside miles from
any village; or if the colored patch of a small
inn's garden didn't intrigue them too much
one afternoon, so that they delayed in the
sun; or if they didn't decide quite suddenly
one evening to pause at Venice, and ride a
gondola among the palazzos. I don't know.
They may even be sitting in the sands outside of Cairo, making faces at the Sphinx.
This is both the Pressmans' second honeymoon, and behind it lies as romantic and
20

gallant a story as ever came out of madcap
Hollywood.
You remember — the many times you've
lifted hazy eyes slowly from a travel folder,
transported, on the instant, to a bazaar in
Hindustan or to the Casino at Monte Carlo;
you could hear the click of the roulette ball,
smell the unwashed natives, see the glitter
of silks and filigrees for sale. You've
thought: if I had a lot of money — if Junior
were a little older — if John could get away
from that office for a while — now, we'd go,
we'd go now. Now, while we're still young,
before it's too late.
Claudette Colbert, motion-picture star,
also dreamed that dream, even as you and I.
Ever since she married Jack Pressman a

little more than two years ago and came
back from a five-day honeymoon to Yosemite — which was not enough — she's said,
"Someday the Pressmans are going to take
time out from the routine of living and see
timetogether."
has come and
theThat
world
'*the Pressmans are
.*"
setting forth now *together,
now while they
are young, and glamorously in love.
They haven't any doubts about their love;
nevertheless, this trip involves a risk — and
they are quite aware of it— to each of their
careers. It is dangerous for a doctor to leave
his practice. It is just as dangerous for a
star to leave her public. But the Pressmans
are risking that — because their real honeymoon is so important to them.

SECOND

HONEYMOON
Claudette had more than the impetus of
travelogue publicity and her own imagination to make her want to travel; seven years
ago, with Norman Foster who then was her
husband, she explored the earth in a tramp
steamer. Outside edges, and the more obvious points, and the most apparent humps
she touched and noticed — enough to make
her say, "I'll come again, and next time I'll
skip these places, hesitate in these, live for
awhile in these." But "next time" was never
to come for her and Norman. It has come
for her with another man — and a greater
love.

While the public shouts its praise
of Claudette's performance

with

Charles Boyer in Warners' "Tovarich," the little star, herself,
jaunts around the world — with
fingers crossed.

There's a reason

k_LAUDETTE was having her nails done in
bright coral for a scene when I talked with
her last, about the trip, and she was outrageously happy. In another three weeks
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" would be finished
and then she could pack her fourteen trunks
and fling them and her husband and his
Packard coupe and herself aboard a train
and be off, at last.
This she would do, knowing full well that
after "Bluebeard" had been released and
had had its run, she would be away from the
screen for a period of almost eight months.
"But it's worth it," she said, waggling her

glittering fingers to dry the polish. "I've
worked as long as I can remember. I've had
a good time doing it, but there has always
been the feeling that after all — my life was
before me; that someday I'd take time out
and have freedom of movement, do all the
things I'd always wanted to.
"Most people think the same thing, and
keep on thinking it, and then when they're
a hundred and ten they creak off on a trip
somewhere, watching for draughts, all bundled up in shawls, luggage packed with
rheumatism cures, and quite unable to dash
around to cabarets or to go skiing or tramp
through a jungle, of course.
"Well, I'm young now. So's Jack. In another ten years we'll forget how to be mad
and impromptu about things. Careers or no
careers, we'll go now while we can enjoy it."
Thus when Claudette steps finally aboard
that streamliner, gives one last shrug for
Hollywood and its affairs, and reaches for
her Baedeker, Claudette will have begun not
only a three months' vacation but a new era
for herself and for Jack (and she will be
doing all of that just about as you read these
lines) . Behind her stretch seven years, during which a life begun on one tangent was
forced, by circumstances, to shift to another;
during which she lost one great love and
pulled a shaky career out of the hot Hollywood fire and found a finer love and a
greater happiness.
This, then, is a kind of triumphant celebration, alaughing salute to that other time
when she left California with the world before her. She remembers it well.
"The Big Pond," her first starring picture,
was still showing in the theaters of a nation
that did not yet know what 1930 would
bring. America, as a public, was just beginning to clamor for this new actress named
Claudette Colbert and her studio, appreciative, had promised them Colbert until further notice.
France liked her, too; so much so that during the six weeks between the time she decided to go with Norman around the world
and the date of departure they shot two pictures— one for the United States, made by
day, and one in French for foreign markets,
naade by night.
Her chauffeur poured her, still in makeup, on the steamer just as it was weighing
anchor; and when she regained consciousness the wallowing old freight-tramp was far
out to sea.
(until in Cairo
Then, for three months,
(Continued on page 92)

The
bugs

back-to-the-soil
and
hit star Ann
Dvorak

gain-a-fortune
simultaneously

Shirley Temple,
the minx,
can
drive as shrewd a deal as anyone

MONEY
Night and day they worked — all two hundred
and

fifty of Photoplay's spies — gathering

data for this amusing article on high finances

BY GILBERT

SELBES

SHORT time ago the script on which
A
Shirley Temple was working called
v for a pony. In Hollywood you can
get a pony at least as easily as a rhinoceros,
but the director was in a hurry — and there
was a pony on the set. Miss Temple's own
pony. And she let him use her pony — at ten
cents a day.
That's a pleasing thing to know and gives
you a warm feeling about the little girl.
Older — but not necessarily better — actors
and actresses earn larger sums in other ways,
sometimes without showing as much business sense as Miss Temple did. They earn
their pin money — diamond pin money — in a
thousand enterprises. There is hardly a business, from canned goods to the prize ring,
in which some player is not represented.
22

In fact, when you see how much money
they make when they are not working, you
sometimes wonder why moving-picture stars
trouble to act at all. This is not an invitation to any nasty remark that most of them
can't act. You, and I, and the gentlemen in
the Income Tax Bureau know that Shirley
Temple earns about fifteen times as much
money on by-products as she gets from
Twentieth Century-Fox and that Bob Burns
made an additional eighty-five thousand dollars last year, not because of playing the
bazooka, but by putting his name on it and
letting other people sell it.
Yet, without the movies, little Miss Temple might have put her name on the manna
from heaven, or on the original waters of the
Fountain of Youth for a face lotion, and she
would not have received a cent in return.
And this goes for all the others.
To put it another way, the stars have to
stick to the movies in order to have by-prod-

ucts, even if the by-products make the movie
salaries look trivial — that is, look trivial to
them, not to us.
Any time a star wants to kick about his
or her movie salary and dares to mention the
profitable by-products, the producer has an
excellent argument with which to reply: it
is that nobody has ever yet given a movie
contract to a prominent endorser of breakfast foods and cosmetics — it all works the
other way. And the boys and girls who want
to make pin money out of radio or personal
appearances or newspaper columns or endorsements have to stick very close to the
studios
and,
the box office.what's more, be top figures at
When they are at the top, the movie stars
move in the only un-vicious circle in history.
Like this: the more they get in the movies,
the more they get on the air; and the more
they get on the air, the more they get in the
movies. (Until the bubble bursts and someone else grabs off top place.)
Right now a radio contract is being held
up because a star insists that she wants to
lose money, in order to keep up her prestige.
Let us call her Miss ABC — so she can't sue
us if she doesn't get her contract. Miss ABC
earns five thousand dollars a week at her
studio. Another actress, Miss XYZ, a rival
for certain parts they both play very well,
gets thirty-five hundred dollars. Now Miss
XYZ has been on the air at three thousand
dollars a shot. (Not a week, just for one performance.)

Those Wupperman boys (better known to you
as cinemactors Frank and Ralph Morgan)
take up another sideline that pays and pays

Virginia-born Randy Scott
shares a mutual interest with
all gentlemen of the South

When socialite Veron ca Balfe married Gary Cooper, she found her husband
was more than
just an actor

Miss ABC, therefore, insists on four thousand for her appearance. Her business manager points out that at four thousand dollars
a show, she will move into a higher income
tax bracket and her net gain will be about
fifteen hundred; whereas, if she takes three
thousand dollars, her net gain will be over
two thousand dollars per broadcast.
But Miss ABC is obstinate. She gets more

Out

of retirement into the

limelight came Clara Bow
and her husband Rex- Be
from their quiet Nevada
ranch. For what? For money.
They greet the Bow pere at
the new cafe where Clara
is doing
a Texas
Guinan

at the studios than Miss XYZ, so she'll get
more on the air — even if she loses by it.
I HERE is another group of players who
seems really determined to lose as much of
their own money as possible. You look
through the list and you find that Stuart
Erwin owns a vineyard; Louise Fazenda has
a walnut grove and an apricot ranch. (These
movie people seem to have a passionate
yearning for the soil.) Edmund Lowe owns
a hothouse and it is said that he has crossed
a pepper and a tomato, so you can guess
what the name of the new vegetable is going
to be.
It can't be with any great expectation of
immediate profits that these highly speculative gardening enterprises are undertaken.
Even a moving-picture player must know
that the farmer always is in trouble. The
spectacle of Ann Dvorak appealing for help
to the AAA (or one of its successors) because her crop of orchids was a failure is
funny rather than pathetic.
Half a dozen men, including Gary Cooper,
(Continued on page 84)

Bill

Fields

and

Eddie

Cantor

have one great talent in common

You're wrong if you think the
Bob Burns' bazooka merely makes
music — it does much, much more
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SECOND

CHANCE

AT

LOVE

Virginia's new happiness came suddenly —
as suddenly as it had come the first time. It
came romantically — even more romantically
than it did the first time — and it was spun of
silver moonbeams and star dust from a Utah
mountain sky, of two alone on a remote picture location, of loneliness — and loveliness.
But it came more maturely, more securely,
more even and firm and sound this time.
I HE last time I talked to Virginia Bruce
was a day or two after she had left Jack
Gilbert. It was in the long drawing room
of the Toluca Lake home Jack had built for
Virginia's folks. Outside, their daughter
Susan Ann, a tanned little mite, played in
the sun.
Virginia Bruce was twenty-two then.
Twenty-two. An age when most girls are
having themselves a whirl, dancing adoring
men at the end of their heartstrings.
That was all over for Virginia. In fact,
most of it had never happened to her. But
other things had. At twenty-two she had
known fame, the exhilaration of a career,
and a love so fiercely possessive that it swept
all that aside.
She had known a tempestuous marriage
that bewildered her, and motherhood. She
had known the tragedy of watching the man
she loved crack up under the weight of his
own defeated spirit. She had known also the
empty confusion of separation.

Happy?

Of course.

If you'll forgive Virginia for analyzing Jack Ruben, she'll tell you why

romance between Virginia Bruce and

twilight of a perfect holiday. The wheel
trucks, rattling over switches, beat a dismal
tattoo; whistles sighed distantly and crossing
bells swelled and faded.

the man who could make her forget

The man broke the silence. "I don't want
it to end like this," he said. "I want to marry
you, to live with you, to grow old with you,

A kiss on a "dare"

started it— this

to "Yes,
die with
" sheyou.
said. Will you, Virginia?"

BY KIRTLEY BASKETTE
THE train crept reluctantly into the Los
Angeles railroad yards, while two of its
passengers, in empty silence, stared out
of the window. One was a gold-haired
woman, a beautiful woman with soft blue
eyes and a wistful something about her
mouth. The other was a trim, intelligentlooking man with tan cheeks and an athletic
build.
Both were weighted by their return to
reality, after the vaguely sad, apprehensive
24

The woman was Virginia Bruce. The man,
J. Walter Ruben, scholar, writer, motionpicture director, athlete, and all-around good
fellow.
They were married, of course, before this
story reached you — a regular wedding with
all the trimmings, with a honeymoon in
Europe thrown in (weather and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer permitting) . Plans will have
been completed for the new house to be set
on a high bluff overlooking Sunset Boulevard as it winds to the sea — and they'll live
happily ever after, of course. For that is the
happiness that has come again to Virginia
Bruce — the happiness that Hollywood can
give — and Hollywood can take away.

And so, at twenty-two, she said, "I won't
get married again — certainly not for five
years, anyway." She said it and believed it,
for she couldn't imagine anyone else's ever
making her forget Jack Gilbert.
VIRGINIA BRUCE never has regretted her
marriage with Gilbert, tragic as it was. Indeed, she has been profoundly grateful for it.
It brought her depth and understanding and
character — and her daughter. In fact, meeting John Gilbert at a Hollywood party one
night not long after she had divorced him,
she made an unusual and self-sacrificial gesture. She took Gilbert aside and told him
what he had meant to her. She told him
how much happiness their baby had brought
to her and thanked him for the wonderful
way he had acted about the child. She told
him, too, of the soft spot she would always
carry in her heart for him. And she has
ever since been profoundly thankful that she
did what she did that night. For two weeks
later John Gilbert died.
There was never anyone else in Virginia's
heart, never anyone who really meant anything to her so long as Jack lived, although
their romance was as dead as oak leaves in
December.
There was a second reason why Virginia
Bruce shut out a possible marriage from her
(Continued on page 74)

THE REFORMATION OF JANE
J-lie {UtooLem
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take* a tutu

BAILEY

EVERY Sunday a little girl in pious black
vestments and a holy white collar clambers into the choir stall of a Hollywood
ch.
chur
Raising her bright eyes heavenward
in angelic countenance she carols of eternal
glories. There is no doubt about it— she
makes a very sweet and saintly picture,
though there is sometimes a minor bulge in
her robe. That can be laid to a hidden slingshot or a treasured item from her collection
of bowie knives.
Jane Ruth Withers wants very badly to be
good. Jane Ruth is eleven now; coincidentally she is also eleventh in the hearts of
her movie-going countrymen. The responsibility of this standing and the consciousness
of approaching maturity have troubled her in
no small measure lately. "Brat" is a horrid
word to be applied to a budding young lady,
even though its piquant stamp has done all
right for Jane, to the tune of making her the
idol of many millions of people who delight in
juvenile wickedness.
Three years ago, when the Atlanta terror
swept out of the South to spread consternation among the ranks of the Mama's Darlings
cluttering up the casting offices, her tastes
were frankly — er — outre, I suppose is the
word for it. "I want a machine gun," declared Jane Ruth, and she didn't mean maybe.

rat the bettet

WITHERS
with

uukcA

tcMttU

commandant

thinks he runs the post, but

doubtless, again, the gang of tykes say what's
what. At any rate, Jane was officially bidden
to spend a day looking things over as an honored guest of the squadron.
It was a very nice party. They gave her a
commission as an honorary sergeant major,
and she rode with all the kids on the fire
wagon, to the disgust of the- Fire Sergeant.
Then someone had a very cute idea. Why
not put Jane in the radio control booth and
let her direct maneuvers of the planes when
they went aloft?
Why not indeed? Jane herself glowed,
because it was a wonderful chance to pay
back her pals, the aviators. She had had so
much fun; now she would let them have fun
— fun measured, of course, by her own
standards. Her heart expanded in altruistic
warmth.
"Do something desperate and daring!"
commanded Jane.
Now it so happens that acrobatic maneuvers are what Uncle Sam's war birds consider "desperate and daring." It also hap(Continued on page 81)
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At that time, I risked life and limb to find
out something about the deadly little devil
who had dared sneak scenes from Shirley
Temple in "Bright Eyes." What I found,
from Jane's own artless self, included this
list of preferences: blood vows, Chinamen
with knives, pirates, cops, slot machines,
gambling ships, horse races, murder pictures and marbles for keeps. She was rough
and tough and hard to bluff.
Today, I must reluctantly report, Jane
simply and genuinely overflows with the milk
of human kindness.
Only most of the time it turns to hot water
and Jane finds herself in it — up to her neck.
On the screen, of course, Gentle Jane can
relax and let nature take its course. Fans
like her a little — er — boisterous. It's her
private life that's bothering her.
Like what happened one day not so
long ago on a purely social excursion to
March Field, the big army air base near Los
Angeles. Among the forty or fifty odd
juvenile Post population (officers' offspring)
Jane is something of a heroine. Doubtless the

The Army, the Church, and Willie,
the Withers' cook, each can testify to the fact that, today, Jane's
a small devil with wings — or an
angel with horns; — not just "Brat"
25
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BY

BY ERROL FLYNN

pools, crystal goblets and orchid-bedizened
premieres. They wanted a rest, far from
photographers flashing light bulbs, far away
from police escorts. They wanted to be just
We met at lunch in the studio commissary
people.
and
they asked me if I knew how they could
manage it. I'd just come back from Ensenada so, of course, that was my answer.
"Now, wait," said Dick Powell. "Are you
sure it's safe? I mean bandits — Pancho Villa

Our Young Man

takes you,

About Hollywood

for new

adventures, to

this picturesque haven of the stars
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fact that Ensenada is fast becoming the most popular resort of the
West Coast, especially among that
crazy gang of rather pleasant idiots known
as the "picture people," is the truth.
Of course, you will always have your lads
and lassies going to Arrowhead in the mountains and Palm Springs in the desert, there
to be photographed and be made much of,
but we are speaking now of the so-called
hideaway groups.
Mexico is thoroughly delightful and the
people more so. Naturally, that doesn't
mean the border towns. They are no more
Mexican than they are typical small towns
of the United States. It is not until you
penetrate nearly a hundred miles below the
border that you find the real, the genuine
people of Mexico.
Not long ago Dick Powell and Joan Blondell were a-wearying
of onyx swimming

safe? Don't be silly! You run a
and"Mexico
all that."
bigger chance of being held up in any city
in the United States than you do down there.
The Mexicans are quite sensitive about it
nowadays — so sensitive that one of the few
crimes calling for capital punishment is any
form of banditry — and they mean it!"
"How about kidnaping?"
"Hasn't been a real case in a dozen years —
which is more than you can say for California!" answered.
I
"Go on — you'll love it.
They'll turn the town upside down — and
when Mexicans really start paying homage
to the honored guest, it's something to see.
If you're not careful, they'll start having an
annual Ricardo Powell Day!"
00 the Powells took the stars off their dressing-room doors and packed them in with the
toothbrushes and cold cream and started for
a week in Old May'-hico. They were both
new to the country — and its tongue, and so
when they saw the big sign by the Aduano

AMALES

AND

TEQUILA

Station just outside of Ensenada that read
both "Alto" and "Stop," they stopped— in
both languages. That proved they were
greenhorns.
The soldado on duty leapt to his feet, stood
at attention, saluted and rattled on brightly
in his mother tongue.

duct the Sefior y Sehora!"
Well, this was sure pretty swell, thought
the Powells; turning the town out was right!
Not many places where foreign picture stars
were treated with such naive courtesy. Quite
humanly, the Powells began to develop a
hidden affection for Mexico and its quaint

"Bienvenida gran Sehor y Sehora!" This
remark was followed by a garrulous and
colorful flow of incomprehensible — to the
Powells — Spanish.
"Well!" commented Mr. Powell to Mrs.
Powell at the conclusion of it.
The soldado showed all his teeth, bowed
graciously and jumped on the running board,
a display of activity reserved for matters of
international importance only. Barking important commands to pedestrians and sleeping dogs, he piloted the startled Powells
down La Avenida Ruiz as though it were a
tortuous channel and thence over the bridge
to the famous La Playa.
The hotel was in a state. People were darting about in barely suppressed excitement.
Red, white and green bunting festooned

people.
THROUGHOUT the dinner that night they
were even more impressed by the feeling
that at any moment the curtain was to be
raised on some climactic act, amateurish perhaps, but sincere. After a couple of champagnes, Dick and Joan were at the point of
giving the simple little town a new library.
After dinner they went out on the balcony
to gaze at the glorious moonlit bay and the
Todos Santos Islands that had inspired
Robert Louis Stevenson to write "Treasure
Almost as if their appearance were a cue,
aIsland."
loud (and exceptionally military) town
band struck up a march and, with torches
and
flags, started down
the road that

Lili poses with "Robin Hood" Errol on location but in
their across-the-border hideaway pictures are taboo

every available cornice; flowers were banked
in profusion throughout the lobby; a stringed
orchestra was tuning up in the patio.
The Powells were touched.
At the desk of the hotel, they were welcomed by a gentleman of beaming countenance and a warm handshake.

"Bienvenida a La Playa Ensenada! This
is indeed an auspicious occasion! Your
rooms are ready.
Guerrerro!
Jose!
Con-

stretches between the little town and the
hotel grounds.
Joan was ready to cry, she was so moved.
A little group of soldados down on the
wharf started firing a salute on the town
cannon — slowly, sweating enthusiastically
and making a great noise. Twenty-one guns!
"Gosh. . . !" goshed Dick. "Twenty-one
guns! The tops! You know, they shouldn't
have done that. That's — that's for royalty!"

Just then the torchlight procession took a
sharp turn off the road and marched bravely
out along the pier to where the soldados were
proudly puffing from their labors. They drew
up to attention, facing the bay, where, barely
discernible as it approached on the dark
water, a small tender was putting in from a
battle cruiser, screened from view by the
Vociferous in the impressive stillness after
the
music and gunfire came the massed voices
point.
of the 200 inhabitants and 2000 dogs of Ensenada giving vent to three hearty cheers
for the Governor of Baja California who had
just arrived for an official visit!
It is reliably stated that Mr. and Mrs.
Powell repaired quickly to the bar, there to
meditate and take stock.
I HE presiding genius of Ensenada is Arturo
Barreda. Officially, he runs the hotel; actually, he is known far and wide as El Rev
toda Ensenada. Son of a Sonora haciendado,
heir to a two-hundred-thousand-acre rancho,
he is a man to be reckoned with. In him is
a strange combination of the blood of the
Conquistadores and modern Mexico. On
duty he has the natural suavity of a Continental diplomat; off duty he is a caballero
on the loose. The well-banked fires in his
eyes break into flame and Ensenada sits back
in watchful admiration to see what Arturo
will do next ... he usually does it.
One of Arturo's best friends is Jimmy Dunn
— and Dunn has the same love of Mexico
that you will find in anyone who has lived
there and known the people intimately. Together they have bought three hundred acres
just south of Ensenada upon which they plan
to build a ranch. They will grow horses and
cattle (from Arturo's Sonora estate) , beans
(indigenous) and dudes (imported) . They
will also lease certain choice lots to a few
Hollywoodians who like the country for
something other than a place in which to get
cockeyed, so that they, too, may build.
One of the first of these lots went to Grace
Moore and her husband Valentin Parera.
Between pictures it has been the wont of the
songstress to hie herself and husband down
to the Ensenada Bay in a trailer and pitch
camp among the tactos and frijoles. She and
your humble correspondent, along with several others, would long since be property
owners in Baja California were it not for the
fact that Mexico has passed laws forbidding
the owning of property by foreigners. And
for very good reason, when you consider the
land and mineral grabbing" propensities of
certain of our wealthier men.
Vv HEN the screen's "favorite wife" decided
tc find out for herself what all this marriage
business was really like and stepped into the
bonds of holy wedlock, she did it in Ensenada. In case you have ever married
My ma Loy in the dark of a theater, you
probably felt a certain jealousy toward Pro(Continued on page 93)
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TYRONE

POWER

JOAN

SKIN: elastic, or medium
NAILS: very broad.
This shows that Tyrone is frank, honest, and the
possessor of good health and a great amount of youthful
vitality
FINGERS: short. Tyrone is an impulsive, quick-witted, impatient person,
who dislikes details unless he is especially interested
KNUCKLES: knotty. These knuckles cause Tyrone to look before he leaps,

CRAWFORD

SKIN: elastic
NAILS:
long and narrow. Indicates honesty and frankness combined with
tact. Will give honest opinion even though uncomplimentary
FINGERS', short. Joan is mentally alert, acts quickly, a good organizer,
not a good follower unless teacher knows more than she does
KNUCKLES: knotty. Serve as brake and make Joan stop and think before

think before he speaks, analyze others' actions carefully

she speaks.

It's fun to learn about yourself, learn about your friends!
Here is the first in a series of articles which explains away
those mysterious markings on your hand, by the authority —

MATILDA

U. TROTTER

you like to be able to read
D own
WOUL
your
hands and the hands of
your friends? Well, with the aid
of the hands of some of your favorite moving-picture stars, I am going to show you how
you can do it.
Begin with the backs of the hands. You

can tell all about a person's character from
the backs of his hands. Be sure you have a
good light; then place the hands, palms
down, on a flat surface. Now note the following things: color and texture of skin;
flexibility — how the hands and fingers fall;
length of fingers and if finger joints are
smooth or knotty; fingertips — spatulate,
conic, square or pointed; nails — shape and
size — and color.
To illustrate what I mean, look at the pic28

ture on this page of the backs of Joan Crawford's hands. Then study the deductions I
have made regarding them.
SKIN: — elastic. This shows originality, activity and versatility.
Miss Crawford's hands do not bend easily.
This shows that she has force and determination, can not be easily swayed or led, prefers people to adapt themselves to her rather
than adapting herself to others.
NAILS: — long and rather narrow. This indicates honesty and frankness, combined with
tact. In other words, if you ask Joan Crawford's opinion she will give you an honest
opinion, but will try not to hurt your feelings
tary.
even though the opinion is not complimenFINGERS:— fall apart with the two middle fingers together. The middle fingers hugging

She's safe in trusting her intuition

together tell of a person who is always aware
that the future must be faced. This person is
never caught without a good alibi, either.
The other fingers, spaced apart, show generosity, versatility, an open mind, a modern
viewpoint and an interest in and the ability
to do many things well.
Miss Crawford's fingers are short. She is
impatient, impulsive, dislikes details, thinks
and acts quickly and wants her associates to
do the same. She is quick-witted, mentally
alert. She is a good organizer, a good leader
but not a good follower unless she is positive
that her teacher knows more than she does.
Then she will listen, in order to study and
absorb all that the other person has to imHer little finger is crooked. This shows
shrewdness and the ability to judge people.
part.
KNUCKLES: — knotty. These knuckles serve as
a brake and make Joan Crawford stop and
think before she speaks and acts. Short fingers need knotty knuckles. These knuckles
also cause her to analyze and consider the
deeds and actions of others.
Because Miss Crawford's fingertips are
conic and her knuckles are knotty, she is
safe in trusting both her intuition and her
powers of analysis. They will not fail her,
even in a crisis or catastrophe.

JANE WITHERS
SKIN:

elastic.

This shows great originality

NAILS', perfect example of short wide fingernails. These nails make Jane a quizzical,
argumentative and extremely clever child
FINGERS: medium length. Jane's well balanced
and compatible if you will listen to her
arguments and give in if her idea is right
FINGERTIPS', perfect example of spatulate tips,
showing originality, activity and sacrificial
ove of all animals as pets

ANITA LOUISE
SKIN: fine-textured and white
NAILS: wide. This indicates that, although
Anita is a very honest and frank person,
she never goes to extremes
FINGERS', long, close together — the fingers of a
conventional, reserved and extremely cautious person who dislikes showiness
KNUCKLES: knotty. Increase her caution and
cause her to analyze everything with extreme care before coming to a decision

imm>
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COLOR: white
FLEXIBILITY: extremely flexible.
Alice is easygoing and adaptable, prone to sacrifice her
own desires to those of others
FINGERS: medium
length with
conic tips. Indicate Miss Faye
is well-balanced, though a
lover of pleasure and romance
KNUCKLES: smooth. This characteristic of knuckles shows
Alice to be a person endowed
with intuition and inspiration

i
I HE color of your skin tells about your temperament and your general health.' Pink
skin indicates good health, vitality,W and a
well-balanced temperament.
Red magnifies all the other characteristics
and lines of a hand. It suggests a lusty nature, one apt to go to extremes in all things,
a person violent both in love and in anger.

This person should learn to control himself
early in life or nature will force him to pay
for his excesses in later years.
White skin (that is, dead-white skin) implies alack of vitality and, as a result, lack
of ardor, generosity and sympathy. But,
just as red accentuates, white tones down all
the other hand characteristics and lines.

The person with yellow skin is often
moody, depressed and cranky. If he has a
sense of humor it is apt to be an acid one.
He likes to be alone and often his outlook on
life is so morbid that people elect to leave
him alone.
When you are studying the color of hands,
(Continued on page 82)

ZE NAME

EEZ

OKS

the set they call her Leelee, as in
French. Or they call her Spooks.

A teasing Hollywood gave her the

Spooks is a creation of Jack Oakie's.
"She comes and goes like a spook," he said
of the little opera singer who popped in and
out of the lives of the four musicians in "That
Girl from Paris."
With Lily Pons standing plain before him,
Oakie would get down on his knees and peer

name, but Lily Pons, by a clever trick,

ON

under sofas for her. She'd laugh at his antics, but the people on the
set weren't quite sure how
she was taking
it, or
whether the laugh was just
politeness.
Till one day, having removed her make-up at the
dressing table, she covered
her face with a soothing
layer of rice powder. Then
she looked at herself in the
mirror. "Booh! Such a
Spooks!" she said; and
thereafter, w h e n a more
formal mode of address
was used, "Ze name eez
Spooks," she'd say. The
name has stuck.
Except for her voice,
there's nothing of the diva
about
Lily Pons.
She
doesn't dramatize
herself.
Her own
unaff ectedness
dispels the awe in which opera singers
are traditionally held.
That sense of
"Sh! Sh! Here comes the prima donna"
is conspicuous by its absence. She scorns
the solitary grandeur of her dressing
room. "Eet eez lonely zere. 'Ere I 'ave
fun." So you'll find her out in the open,
sitting with the gang, learning American slang from them, delighting in
their foolery.
In them she stirs something
warmer than awe — something of the
protective tenderness stirred by a
child.
This is partly because she's
tiny. More essentially, it's because
she has certain qualities we associate with children — she's natural,
she's openhearted and she loves to
laugh.
One constant source of hilarity
is her way with the English language. She works hard at mastering it, but, if it provides a
little gayety on the side, so
much the better.
She knows
that her fellow workers mean
well by her. In fact, they're a
corps of self-appointed tutors.
Therefore, if they laugh, it
must be because there's
something to laugh at. And
Lily joins wholeheartedly
in the sport.
She's rehearsing a scene
for "Hitting a New High,"
30

walked off chuckling with the game

BY IDA

ZEITLIN

and
she says, "Don't
"Ever,"
a prop
ee-vaire
speak
to me man,
again."a
grip and her official teacher
correct her in chorus.
"Don't e-vaire speak to

me again," she repeats, and
looks from one to the other
for"Bon,"
approval.
says the prop man,
for, while they teach her
English, she teaches them
all the finer points of French.
In this scene she is called upon to pummel
and slap John Howard, her fiance. "You're
choking me," he cries.
"Choking eez too much good for you," she
retorts, and knows from the answering shout
that her tongue has tripped. Hands still on
John's throat, she lifts her head. "Too much
bad for me," she chuckles.
HER jester-in-chief is Jack Oakie. Things
are fast reaching a point where he has only
to put in an appearance to make Lily giggle.
Half the time she has only the vaguest notion
of what he's talking about. But her faith in
him is such that she laughs, regardless.
"Excuse me, Jack," she apologizes, "but I
sink
will Ibewillfunny."
"Sheyousinks
be funny," declaims Jack
bitterly, hissing his sibilants. "Ze great awze movie clown." He
star a laughs
pay-rah into
breaks
stream atof pig Gallic, gesticulating meanwhile with the violence of a comedy
Frenchman. Then he jumps to a box, finger
tips on his heart.
"Ridi, Pagliaccio," he bellows, pulling out
all the tremolo stops, sobbing into his
handkerchief, pausing to wring it dry and

Lily smashed
the prima donna
bugaboo in Hollywood,
by posing
with zeal for "leg art," and, when
the pictures weren't used, by putting a startling query to her chiefs

Slacks are Lily's daytime outfit, a fitting one for a diva
who dares to admit she likes
popcorn

and

practical

jokes

Right: Lily with Andre Kostelanetz, her constant escort.
Her only comment: "So much I
tell you — some day I marry."

Far right: on the set of "Hitting aNew High." Jack Oakie
is jester-in-chief; Lily, his main
and
most
appreciative
foil

wink at his audience, who by this time has
collapsed in the final stages of mirth.
"Jack," she chokes, wiping the tears away,
"you are — you are scream."
"My public." beams Jack, and kisses her
hand with a flourish.
From the first, she recognized in the American spirit something to which she felt herself
akin. A fundamental simplicity in her responded to the informal in us. She revels,
she glories in what we, who were born to
this freedom, take for granted.

Nor has custom staled it for her. Her secretary, Margherita Tirindelli, known as Tiri,
for short, is still likely to find her in gales of
merriment over the morning papers.
"See, Tiri," she gasps, and points to some
such headline as "Citizen Takes a Rap at
Senator." "In Europe we say 'Ze Sen-ah-tor'
and we bow four times. 'Ere zey rap on
'eem." She turns impishly solemn for a
moment. "I tell you what 'appens tomorrow, Tiri. Tomorrow 'e geeves zem back ze
rap, your Sen-ah-tor."

Tiri tells, too, of a letter Miss Pons once
received from a young man. He enclosed a
snapshot of himself in aviator's uniform; he
told her what college he'd gone to, what clubs
he belonged to, what work he did, how long
he'd been married. He ended by expressing
his admiration for her and inviting her to
lunch.
An invitation to lunch with a strange
young man made Lily's day.
But through
her amusement ran understanding, too. An
(Continued on page 76)

HOLLYWOOD
HUNTERAND

BY
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Hollywood and collect some much coveted
ice cream. The Hunters had settled down, in
no uncertain fashion.
IN EARLY all the two and a half years since
they have been in Hollywood, Ian and his
wife have made their home by the sea. When
they first arrived they lived in an apartment;
then one adventurous afternoon they discovered the ocean. Now Ian has the sea in his
blood. To him, there is nothing that can beat
a boat, some sails, and a fishing line. So this
vision of the sea was a joy beyond all telling.
There, stretched in front of their eyes, was
a long, jagged line of houses, assorted as to
size, decorating a curved sandy beach, with
the Pacific breakers booming ceaselessly in
the background.
"That's a nice little settlement!" said Ian
to Cash. "Let's see what we can do about

White tie and tails, a trailing evening gown identified the Ian
Hunters of London — but life changed when these casual, happy
people discovered the Pacific; because Ian has the sea in his
blood

and

Casha

remembered

THE night before Ian Hunter and his wife
left England on the Big Adventure that
took them to Hollywood for the first
time, we sat in Scott's, at the top of the Haymarket in London, eating oysters and drinking champagne. Four of us occupied the
square table; Ian, Casha, who is Mrs. Hunter,
an English actor who has known Ian for
many years, and myself.
The trunks were locked. The household
goods were stored. The tickets for the Paris
were on a desk at the furnished apartment in
Berkeley Square that was the Hunters' final
home before they left London. It was midDecember, 1934; and with flags flying Ian and
Casha Hunter were starting off on yet another of the adventures they face with so
much gay bravado. That last evening "at
home" was quite an occasion, with more than
a suggestion of tears behind its smiles, for the
Hunters were leaving their two small sons
behind, until it seemed wise for them to
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gay days off England's

coast

travel 6,000 miles to far-off Hollywood.
White tie and tails, for Ian; one of the originally distinctive frocks she loves, for Casha.
Oysters and champagne. Orchestra seats for
a show — it was John Gielgud, in "Hamlet,"
if I remember correctly — and finally supper
at the famous Savoy Grill, where it seemed
that every second person who entered
stopped to say "Bon Voyage" to the Hunters.
Then a few hours' sleep, a scurry for the boat
train, a sheaf of telegrams — and off to Hollywood.
The next time I saw Ian and Cash — nobody
ever calls her Casha — was in Hollywood, in
a cottage at the edge of the sea at Santa
Monica. No white tie or tails or trailing evening frock, that time. Just a swimming suit
for Ian; slacks, a jumper, and sandals for
Cash. And upstairs two small boys chattering and clattering, while their would-be stern
parent shouted to "the blokes" to hurry up
and get dressed, if they wanted to drive to

getting
one of little
those settlement"
houses."
The "nice
was Malibu
Beach, no less! Malibu, playtime-home of the
stars, where even the smallest house costs a
large chunk of bank roll. But Ian did not
know this when he interviewed Art Jones,
who more or less runs and manages the place.
Having remarked airily that he had an idea
he would like to get hold of a house along the
beach, Ian was almost stunned at the price
that was mentioned. In the end, however, he
took a house; and then began one of the happiest stretches of his life in California. Accompanied byhis wife and "the blokes," he
spent the days that were not occupied at the
studio fishing, swimming, sailing. Today, the
Hunters live in a lovely, highly modern house
that once belonged to Anna Sten, with a
swimming pool, a garden banked with flowers, and a view of the ocean from every
window.
I HE Hunter household consists of Ian,
Casha, their eldest son, ten-year-old Jolyon
(always called Jo) , and their youngest son,
seven-year-old Robin (always called Wamps,
or something that sounds rather like the way
I have written that word) . The two boys are
attending the Hollywood Military Academy,
and think a suit of dungaree is the grandest
kind of costume ever invented.
The rest of the household is important, too,
(Continued on page 78)
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When a movie actor turns his back to
a camera, that's news. When Gable
does, it's tragic. The compensation?
Our close-up of a true-blue sportsman
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With her usual verve and vitality little Miss T. tackles
the higher complications of the culinary arts. She gets
flour in her eyes, but that doesn't floor her
Pekingese Ching-Ching, her all-time friend, to
solute approval. Determination, self-reliance,
give her, in the kitchen as before the camera —

for there's
blink in abpersistence
perfection

A new dance combine is formed — torch-singing Alice Faye and the versatile George
Murphy are out to make history. When
spectacular dance sequences

the

of "You're a

Sweetheart" were filmed, Photoplay's
own cameraman grabbed these actual performance shots of the dancers, while five
studio cameras

followed the breath-taking

routine which took the couple from a stage,
up a flight of silver stairs, around the gallery
and back onto the stage, over audience and
orchestra, via a giant swing. Along with their
dancing, Alice and George
while Ken
Devine

and

do romancing

Murray and his stooge, Andy
Charles

Winninger

humorize

KNOW
HOLLYWOOD

CROSSROADS. Where stars are made, debts are paid
and actors are a dime a dozen. The Times Square of
Cinematown — Vine Street crosses Hollywood Boulevard.
Left: Ken starts his camera cruise by a shot of Alice
Faye, his co-actor in Universale "You're a Sweetheart"

LANDMARK. The original Brown Derby on Wilshire Boulevard dozes
placidly in the afternoon sun. Started by Herb Somborn (exhusband of Gloria Swanson), it was an outgrowth of his desire for
bigger and better strawberry shortcake and hamburgers. It gained
rapid popularity, is now the scene of many big off-record deals

CUPBEARERS OF THE STARS. Starched efficiency,
pride in profession — those are the signs of the Brown
Derby waitress. Here is a mother training her tiny
daughter in the art of serving Miss Temple ten years
hence.
And this could happen only in Hollywood

!Y TOUR. The Goodyear blimp with its sight-see| cargo circles the spire of the famous Church
: the Blessed Sacrament on Sunset. Night and
Rose
:iy, over Santa Monica's beaches, Pasadena's
on
goes
fw'l, Hollywood high spots, this sky tour

IICTLY BUSINESS. Inside

this monu-

i ital Sphinx goes the wondering tourist,
I s therein a thriving real-estate office,
I m emerges the proud possessor of a
I Itop home" or a dozen orange groves

HOLLYWOOD PISA. Many an unsuspecting tourist
gapes at the brave man atop this wavering pile of
old tires. A competent come-on for this particular
business, his job holds no terrors for him: he is the
dummy the movie hero used to throw over the cliff

TEXAS IN TOWN. In the midst of the bustle of busy
LaBrea Boulevard is this working oil well. Traffic
darts deftly right and left around it, the tourist
stands amazed, the native gives it not a glance —
for of such modern miracles is this Hollywood made

MODERN CONVENIENCE. In the Farmer's
Market, where many of the stars do their
own domestic shopping, is this novel
wheeled wicker receptacle for a tagging
Junior
who
rebels at staying
home

COMEBACK TRAIL From a Nevada ranch, Clara Bow,
with husband Rex Bell, comes back to Hollywood to
hang her restaurant shingle among Vine Street bright
lights. There she mingles with those friends she used
to know, meets as guests the stars of new-found fame

"DIME AND" DEMOCRACY. Rich star, poor star, beggarman,
extra, the five-thousand-a-week headliner, the fifteen-a-week
prop boy — all snatch their "between-shots" lunches at these
drive-in
stands
that sprinkle the byways
of Hollywood

GAY DECEIVERS. These professionals in the art of Actionizing
deal out glamour wholesale — they can show you where Garbo
bathes every morning at sunset, the glade where Mickey
Mouse met Minnie, and the spot where Ken hides his salary

PERSSON
SE
UNAL

SERVICE

TRIP!
IN YOUR
<
to the

SANDS OF TIME. The fabulous forecourt of Grauman's Chinese Theater,
the locale of previews, where, in cement, is the engraved roster of the
great. A tiny tourist compares her handprints with those of Janet
Gaynor, dreaming who knows what dreams — just as Janet herself, as
the Vicki Lester of "A Star is Born," came to stand in awe at Grauman's

DESERT SPOILS. The mecca of the businessman is in Hollywood. Even as the gold rush era brought the hopeful from
near and far, so today do prospectors come West — and
sometimes, as this businessman above, find gold. Discoverer
of a desert
gold mine, this man
is soliciting a partner

•t

vith a dash of spice, is this twentyr-old star whose penchant for overextraordinary hours of sleep is a
"Discovered" by the great Reinmself, she justifies his faith by her
o laugh at herself, to wrinkle her
all absurdities, to act with simplicity

Demure Miss Bruce went from Hollywood to Broadway to become America's Most Beautiful Chorus Girl. When
she returned, her publicity man advised
she throw out her Ziegfeld modesty to
pose alluringly as above (upper right)

Dolores Del Rio's wily press agent knew
a perfect back when he saw one —
thought the world would, too. Result
was the lovely star didn't take her sun
baths just for health's sake. But today
she suns in private, wears slacks in public

at
V

tie donated to a
11 Miss Lombard
Carole
of the
5. But — her heyas later when sex
;<l out.
Then
she
»d herself with
and gowns to win
£ as a comedienne

THENNOW
AND

They dolled up Myrna Loy as a slinky
siren, hit
but . .at. Came
that she
wasn't
smash
a brave
new such
worlda
and Mrs. Thin Man. Whereupon, as the
"Perfect Wife" (left), she's the ideal
of every
girl with a wedding
ring

In sport shoes and the very latest
thing in beads, P.O.P.A. (per orders
press agent) Ann Sothern (upper
right), made her debut. Today she
shuns such scanty garb, and smothers
herself from
head
to feet in furs

c-x-

A resort hotel?
No, just the little nest that provides
shelter for the Fredric Marches and their two children

HOME
A Holmby Hillbilly — this showplace houses
Constance Bennett and her young son, Peter

IS WHERE

THE

The house that radio built belongs to incorrigible Andy (Charles Correll) of "Amos

V Andy"

High on a hilltop overlooking Beverly Hills is
the magnificent establishment of Sam Goldwyn

Breathing space is what Claudette Colbert
wanted when she planned her charming home
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Nestled in a heavily wooded section of BelAir is Warner Baxter's English country home
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eanor Powell and Nelson Eddy
costar, for the first time, in this
musical comedy

(a love story

of a West Point cadet and the
princess of a mythical kingdom)
made famous on the Broadway
stage by the late Marilyn Miller
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All the allure of "behind the scenes" Hollywood is glimpsed on the
sixty-acre set where the dancing spectacle of "Rosalie" is being shot.
Extras, workmen, make-up artists, dancers and stars comingle as the
camera travels from group to group for, perhaps, a look-in at Eleanor
and Nelson in a star-to-star checkup; to a make-up man dabbing at
Nona Massey before she faces the camera; on to Albertina Rasch
patiently coaching a few of the 500 dancers in the picture; or to Ray
Bolger and Eleanor rehearsing a snappy tap routine; then again it
catches Eleanor in confab with make-up aides Peggy MacDonald and
George

Lane.

In

other

words — it's

9

o'clock,

Hollywood

time

— but she's not Scarlett. She's
"Jezebel," screen heroine of the
stage play Warners bought long
before "Gone with the Wind"
appeared. While her contemporary Scarlett still languishes on
paper, belle Bette Davis slyly
— -1-- ^J?**
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THE

HOLLYWOOD

TEA

PARTY

With only two hands and fewer jokes Jack Benny is faced
with a problem at the Betty Furness-Johnny Green wedding

GOSSIP
epical tales about

those Pacific

-oasf cliff dwellers whose

i-jinks make

amusing

OF

HOLLYWOOD

Of course, it may be just^ a little baggy
here and there, some of the stitches may
have dropped out of their own accord, but
Nick Grinde won't part with that sweater for
anything. You see, it was Marie's first encounter with a pair of knitting needles.

for delightful reading
HELLO

BUT NOT GOOD-BY

wNE

ARTHOLOMEW

ARMS

FOR COURT

.JUT of all the heartbreaking court battles
ecently endured by Freddie Bartholomew,
omes this one amusing thing. Freddie now
otes around a monstrous brief case, larger
md fatter than any lawyer's, and literally
rammed with legal-looking documents.
Freddie believes in preparedness.

evening a telephone call from Providence, R. I. was put through to Shirley
Temple's home. Before the little girl on the
Rhode Island end could say more than
"Hello, Shirley," the R. I. line was cut off.
Shirley put down her telephone and observed, "I'll bet that little girl's mama came
home sooner than she expected."

hurried mental check-up; she was wearing
only six in her picture. The next morning
she told the director about it. He wasn't interested. She told the cast about it. They
gave her more encouragement. So she
braved the front-office executives with a
"shame on you for letting Deanna's studio
get ahead of you" attitude. And now Edith
Fellows will have ten changes of costume in
her next picture.

TEMPER
ARN ABOUT

THE "B.F."

HEY say it's only the most unfortunate of
tars who believe their own publicity. We're
lot so sure. Take that gift sweater Warner
Brothers publicity department said Marie
Vilson was knitting for her boy friend, Nick
irinde. When Marie heard about the
Ireamed-up yarn Warners had concocted as
mblicity, she really bought yarn and did
nake a ducky little number for the b.f.

OR TEMPERAMENT

IRANKLY, we've always missed those colorful old days when Gloria Swanson and
Lilyan Tashman used to stage their fashion
wars. Seems like the present crop of Hollywood stars is afraid to step right out into the
open and challenge all comers to a dress battle. That's why we are so proud of little
Edith Fellows, Columbia's child star.
When she read in the papers that Deanna
Durbin was to have seven changes of costume in "Mad About Music," she made a

LONG-SUFFERING

HELEN

FEMALE

BRODERICK

has suffered two dis-

ap ointments inone month and feels thai's
plenty for one woman.
First, the little green things all over
Helen's trees turned out not to be little green
oranges, as she had supposed, but avocados.
There seemed to have been a slip-up somewhere in the planting.
Second disappointment came when Helen
could not get away from work to witness her
son's debut on the New York stage in "Of
Then,
Mice
and right
Men."in the most dramatic scene of
her new picture, Victor Moore accidentally
pulled off the lovely wig Helen was wearing.
But Helen doesn't count that as a major
disappointment. She'd honestly be extremely
disappointed if Victor didn't make a mistake
somewhere.
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This goes on eternally — but watch
which girls get together — here are Sally
Eilers, Myrna Loy and Loretta Young
and see how differently they dress

REALLY !

/Vl-G-M isn't happy, it seems, without a
serious romance amongst its obliging" workers. For instance, just as J. Walter Ruben
and Virginia Bruce up and marry, along
come James Stewart and Rosalind Russell
to provide the thrills and publicity blurbs.
Only it isn't all publicity, please remember.
Jimmie really seems smitten with the lovely
Miss Russell.
PARTY

IN THE DARK

l,F you want to stay in the swim of social
things in Hollywood, you must forever keep
thinking
up new party.
and bizarre ways of throwing an ordinary
Claire Dodd fancied up a honey to celebrate the completion of her latest picture,
"Romance in the Dark." Her invited guests
were ushered into a totally dark house.
What's more, they had to fumble around until the whole party was pi'esent. But when
Claire turned on the lights — ooh! On the
floor lay a broken porcelain vase she valued
at $1,500.
There are always big broadcasts going out of Hollywood but our
favorite of the month was this of Miss Crawford with Spencer
Tracy very close by and Producer
Joe Mankiewicz
looking on
COME

7. COME

"21"

LlJCKY Jean Muir! Let out by Warners
after several years on that lot, Jeanie came
East to try her luck on the Broadway stage.
Being a frugal soul, she took a modest
walk-up apartment on East Forty-eighth
Street and resigned herself to the task of job
hunting in what she knew was the poorest
theatrical season in years.
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Then came the unexpected break. A
chance meeting with J. B. Priestley, noted
British dramatist, one evening in the famous
"21" Club resulted in an offer to star on the
London stage in his latest play. Two days
later a jubilant Jean was on her way across
the ocean to what promises to be her greatest
success. Once there, she was bombarded
with offers from Hollywood at which she politely, but firmly, turned up her nose.

MY HEART

BE STILL DEPARTMENT

LANA TURNER has forgotten her fervent
young love for Wayne Morris and all because
of Tim Holt, handsome young son of Jack
Holt.
However, Nan Grey hasn't forgotten
Wayne and seems slightly bewildered at the
young man's sudden switch to Eleanor
Powell.
Janet Gaynor still holds the affections of
Tyrone Power right in the palm of her little
white hand.
And Tyrone loves it.
Joe Mankiewicz is still the current head

feud between Leatrice and Judy seems to
be more serious than that old feud between
Hepburn and Rogers.
TRIVIA
OHIRLEY TEMPLE is being particularly
proud and pleased this month, because her
own special police force has been recognized
at last. There are about five hundred people
enrolled as members, now; Shirley gave
them all badges and whenever she catches
anyone without his button she fines him —
then gives the money to a milk fund. George
Reyer of New Orleans, President of International Chiefs of Police, sent her a notice
making her a member and official mascot of
his organization. . . .
Clark Gable has kept in constant touch
with the police department of Los Angeles,
by the way, ever since his pet pearl-handled
revolver was stolen (Continued
by a prowler.
on pageHe'd
72)
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That was this month — sometimes
it's bike races, sometimes circuses.
But Norma Shearer (here with
David Niven and the Johnny Mack
Browns) makes this the thing to do
1 ^
The perfect excuse for a party —
Back row: Natalie Draper, Diana
Lewis, Lucie Kaye. Front row: Paula
Stone, Dixie Dunbar, Carol Stone.

•".*&
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Anne Shirley, bride-elect Betty
Grable, Sue Carol, the hostess,
Mrs. Grant Garrett, Sally Haines

man in the life of Loretta Young. And need
we tell you about June Lang and A. C.
Blumenthal, New York millionaire — or have
you heard?
LOVE

BEGINS

CHARLES

>

AT 14

PECK

(the poor little rich boy

in "Dead End") is now working at Metro in
"Benefits Forgot." The first little girl he
met on the lot was Leatrice Joy Gilbert who
took him for her own, refusing to introduce
him to anyone — particularly Judy Garland.
Judy, however, sized Charles up and then,
when he was alone for a minute, went over
and introduced herself. She invited him
over to her set to see her work and now the

Wayne Morris ("Kid Galahad"
himself) proved as worthy a judge
of the Golden Gloves matches as
of the numerous girls he romances

ft
THE

FIGHTS

*
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Her first costume

picture — Bette Davis is a perfect "Jezebel" with the aid of Henry Fonda, a new coiffure and a Southern accent

It's a marvelous place — this Hollywood — where
a billy goat turns into a problem child, and a big
star stages a sitdown without creating a strike

BY JAMES REID
OUS place, this Hollywood.
MARVEL
We open the door of a sound stage
at Warners — and, presto, we step
from a Twentieth Century street into a great
hallway in a Twelfth Century castle. Nottingham Castle, to be exact. Part and parcel
of "The Adventures of Robin Hood."
It has been fifteen years since Robin Hood
last adventured on the screen. That was during the reign of Douglas Fairbanks, the First.
People still remember Doug as Robin, remember him so well that, for fifteen years,
no producer has dared to risk competition
with the memory. Now Warners are daring.
They have sound to help them, Technicolor,
and — Errol Flynn.
Warners' specialist in derring-do isn't
working
today.
But
his costar — Olivia
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(Maid Marian) De Havilland — is. She is
playing a scene with Basil Rathbone and
Claude Rains, as fine a pair of conspirators
as any heroine could hope to foil.
Olivia tells us, "I've always wanted to slink
along a spooky hallway in a billowing dress
— here's my chance."
The three men are in the foreground, in
front of a great fireplace. Blazing logs give
a flickering, eerie light to the vast barren
room. Through one window, far to the right,
streams a beam of blue light (moonlight, to
you) . The rear wall is about forty feet
away. Down this wall, at a steep angle, goes
a long, narrow flight of stone steps without a
guardrail.
Olivia, at the top of these steps, hears the
conspirators plotting; tries to steal down, un-

observed, to warn Robin Hood; is trapped.
This descent is an acid test of Olivia's nerves
and poise.
On the first "take," she is about halfway
to the bottom — and realistically clinging to
the wall, we might add — when she gives Director William Keighley a bad moment. She
suddenly sits down. He thinks the constant
looking-down has dizzied her. In a flash, he
is beside her.
He learns what really happened: she had
stepped on her long skirt and had been
pulled off balance. He beams with relief
that her nerves are intact. But he says, with
mock sorrow, "And I had visions of carrying
you to safety! Why is it directors can never
WE heroes?"
go on down the studio street, pull open
be
another door, and are in a New Orleans mansion of a century ago.
This is the set of
"Jezebel," in which
Bette Davis is behaving in amanner.
Scarlett
O'Hara

As man to man: director
Ernst Lubitsch shows
Gary

Cooper

how

to

buy a necktie in "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife"

OVER THE STUDIOS
"Tush, tush!" says Bette to the rumors.
"The only similarity is that the girl I portray, like Scarlett, is a hundred years ahead
of her time. 'Jezebel' was a play on Broadway two and a half years before 'Gone with
the Wind' ever appeared."
Bette's costar, in a name-studded cast, is
Henry Fonda. The director is William Wyler,
second husband of Henry's first wife, Margaret Sullavan. And everything on the set is
harmonious.
That's Hollywood.
For the first time in pictures, Bette is in
costume — and very devastating, too, with her
coiffure of brief curls and her Southern accent. It seems Bette, too, has long had an
urge to glide across a room in a billowing
dress. So here is her chance, also in a hallway.
She is alone in the scene. She steals into
the hallway; takes off her cloak, folding it
over her arms; pauses; turns on that Southern belle charm; then glides, chin up, toward the next room. Without looking down,
Bette must pause at a certain mark on the
floor. She will be out of focus if she doesn't
hit it. Even an expert like Bette needs three
tries to do the trick.
We go on to a third Warner sound-stage
door, and are in a cafe in Montmartre; time,
the present. We are on the set of "Food for
Scandal," costarring Fernand Gravet and
Carole Lombard, directed by Mervyn LeRoy.
This is Carole's last comedy before she
does a drama "for a change."
It is a spicy tale about an American movie
star on a trip abroad who meets a young,
handsome, but penniless French nobleman

whose principal assets are suavity and a talent for cooking. He insists on becoming first
her chef, then her suitor.
They meet, in the script, in this cafe.
Carole is dining alone, incognito, in a brunette wig. Two college boys walk up to her
table, beg her pardon, then ask her to settle
a bet. Isn't she Miss
, the American
movie star? She fingers a tress of her wig
and asks, with a heavy and phony French accent, "But isn't she blonde?"
The two boys have the same problem as
Bette Davis. Without looking down, they
have to hit certain marks on the floor. Time
after time, in quick succession, they do the
scene over.
As they begin, Carole has just lighted a
cigarette. As they finish, she crushes the
stub in an ash tray.
("ROM there, we head for Universal, to see
Deanna Durbin and Herbert Marshall in
"Mad About Music." We step on the set and
are in a Swiss girls' school. We see the Alps,
on a backdrop, through the windows.
Deanna plays the offspring of a Hollywood
glamour queen, whose public mustn't think
she's old enough to have a fourteen-year-old
child. Hidden away in this Swiss school,
lonely, Deanna invents a tale of a loving
father who is coming to see her. By amusing ruses, she persuades Marshall, who is
visiting the town, to play the role of her
father.
This time, Deanna is singing no operatic
arias. She sings "Ave Maria" and four modern numbers. For the first time in a picture,
she knows the pangs of puppy love. Jackie

"Little Miss Roughneck" (Edith Fellows), paradoxically, sings grand opera

Moran is the boy (and, as far as he is concerned, it's a real romance) . For the first
time, too, Deanna is not being directed by
Henry Koster. Her director is Norman Taurog — famous both for musicals. and for pi
tures starring children. This is the first combination ofthe two that he has directed. He
likes it. "Deanna," he says, "is what I like
a child to be: natural, unaffected, happy."
We ask him the secret of his handling of
children. "I talk their language; I don't expect them to talk mine. I remember what
unconscious mimics children are. I never act
out a scene for them. I go over their lines
with them, tell them what I'd like them to
do, then say, 'Now do it your own way.' I
also try to surprise them into emotions.
Deanna is talking with Marshall. Sudthis!"
Watch denly,
she is to be conscious of a door opening, one of her teachers entering. She is to
turn, startled. Taurog rehearses her until he
knows she has her turn timed perfectly. He
doesn't tell her to look startled, as we expect.
Instead, he calls for a "take." The scene goes
along to the point where Deanna is to turn
her head. Suddenly, Taurog bellows, "Look!"
try.
Everybody on the set is startled — including
Deanna. Taurog has what he wants, in one
/\T Columbia, which we visit next, we see
a clever fourteen-year-old -in action — Edith
Fellows in "Little Miss Roughneck." It is
her first starring picture, and in it Producer
Harry Cohn is revealing a carefully guarded
secret: Edith has an operatic voice.
She plays, as usual, a youngster with a
flair for getting into scrapes. This time she is
a child wonder intent on getting into the
movies.
But today she is all sweetness and light.
In a glamorous silk floor-length gown, she
is singing "Cara Nome" from "Rigoletto,"
against a background of trees in bloom.
Edith, in this scene, has long hair. Her
grandmother-guardian assures us that it is
Edith's own: "I cut it when she was little
and saved it, and they've made it into a wig."
Next we get in on a Christmas Eve party
on the set of "No Time to Marry," from Paul
Gallico's story, "The Night Before Christmas," in which Richard Arlen, Mary Astor
and Lionel Stander, among others, are having themselves a time.
There's always something new in Hollywood. Here, for example, we come upon a
problem goat — Elmer, by name. Elmer, acquired by some inebriate member of the
party, is supposed to eat the ornaments on
the tree, the gifts, and part of a sofa. The
script says so. But Elmer is reneging.
We see how a prop department can fool
even a discerning billy goat. The gifts are
unwrapped, the boxes are loaded with empty
ice-cream cones, then rewrapped. The ornaments are dipped in a tasty syrup. Essence
of garlic is rubbed on the sofa. Elmer is allowed a sniff of all the aromas, then turned
loose on the set. Elmer acts as if he has been
(Continued on page 91)
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• A DAMSEL

IN DISTRESS— RKO-Radio

TRED ASTAIRE'S dancing once again proves him a
' better man than any of his tapping fellows. On
his slender shoulders he carries almost the entire
burden of entertainment, aided somewhat by George
Burns and Gracie Allen.
P. G. Wodehouse's funny yarn about a titled English heiress who falls in love with a famous dancer
does not make superior screen material; too much
of the dialogue and action is shoved off on minor
characters who are badly cast. Joan Fontaine, as
the girl, is rather restrained. Burns and Allen join
in Fred's various numbers and together make amusing substitution for Ginger Rogers. You will be
delighted with Astaire's rhythmic gymnastics, and
his swing drum finale is the best he has ever done.
George Gershwin's last score enlivens the piece.

*

HITTING A NEW

HIGH— RKO-Radio

W/ITHOUT the voice and enchanting personality
w of Lily Pons, this would be only a minor comedy
starring Edward Everett Horton and Jack Oakie.
Lovelier than ever, Lily lifts the none too brilliant
story to a high level. As a cabaret singer with operatic ambitions, she hoaxes eccentric art patron
Horton into thinking she is a bird girl from Africa;
while he readies her for a great singing debut she
warbles songs in a night club because she loves
bandleader John Howard. This setup allows Miss
Pons to wear bizarre feather costumes, most flattering, and to get into eventual trouble.
It may seem a little incongruous to see Diva Pons
in tights, singing popular tunes, but her delightful
operatic sequences, including the mad scene from
"Lucia," are in keeping with her reputation.

THE

BEST

Goldwyn

• SUBMARINE

MOTION

PICTURE

D-1— Warners

little, but the experiences of a new submarine's crew
on their maiden voyage and the subsequent war
maneuvers make spectacular entertainment. Particularly for the masculine audience.
George Brent as the submarine commander turns
in his best performance in months. Ditto for Pat
O'Brien who seems born to his role. Wayne (Kid
Galahad) Morris is back with a part that will do
much to make him an independent star. Frank
McHugh and a new player. Dennie Moore, furnish
the comedy relief and the entire Pacific fleet makes
notable contributions.
Definitely a hit.

•

MANHATTAN

MERRY-GO-ROUND— Republic

W/HEN a gangster buys a recording company and
vv is torn between his own passion for jazz and
his mother's demand that he record operas, much
that is funny, exciting and entertaining should happen. It certainly does in this. With fine acting
performances by Leo Carrillo, Gene Autry, Ann
Dvorak, Tamara Geva. Phil Regan, Henry Armetta.
Luis Alberni and contributions by such musical hot
shots as Ted Lewis, Cab Calloway, Jack Jenny and
Kay Thompson, the whole film goes to town in
rollicking rhythm.
Phil Regan's romantic songs pack a punch and
Miss Geva makes a most impressive bid for movie
fame. Gene Autry is a two-fisted songaroo. Carrillo, ideally cast, has a field day in his role. For
sheer entertainment and enjoyment, A-No. 1.
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' ' the submarine service plus an elaborate production make this a stirring cinema and easily one of the
finest navy pictures on record. The story means
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WELLS

FARGO— Paramount

of the

•

\AGNIFICENTLY staged and produced against a
panoramic background of American history, this
is the highly romantic and human story of a young
couple fighting for happiness against the dangers
of a growing nation. Marriage here is glorified dramatically, but with humor; and no two stars in
Hollywood could have done a better job of it than
have Joel McCrea and his wife, Frances Dee. Their
superlative performances, plus the masterly direction of Frank Lloyd, the photography and production, make this one of those pictures which gives
Hollywood its deserved claim to artistic greatness.
The story is an episodic, rather long — but fascinating— account of the establishment of communication facilities in the early West. McCrea, an express messenger between New York and the then
frontier town of St. Louis, meets and loves the exquisite, cultured Frances; when he is sent further
into the wilderness she goes with him as his wife.
Then begins the eternal fight between Joel's integrity in his work which keeps him constantly traveling and his desire to make a home for his wife.
Poignant scenes arise from this conflict in loyalties.
Frances is steadfast while he weathers the gold rush
and stops a run on the San Francisco banks; then
a misunderstanding separates them.
Finale here is a triumph of married love and of
the American spirit as personified in these two
splendid characters. Bob Burns and Porter Hall are
outstanding, but every cast member is superior.

M'

BEST

PERFORMANCES

OF THE

MONTH

Claudette Colbert in "Tovarich"
Charles Boyer in "Tovarich"

Carole Lombard

in "Nothing Sacred"

Fred Astaire in "Damsel in Distress"
Lily Pons in "Hitting a New

High"

Frances Dee in "Wells Fargo"
Joel McCrea

in "Wells Fargo"

• SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS— Disney-RKO-Radio
I I ERE. truly, is something absolutely new in the
' ' amusement world. That Walt Disney is a
genius in fantasy and drawing needs no restatement here, but in "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" he has attempted his most ambitious
achievement and succeeds as marvelously as he has
in the past with Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck
and all the Silly Symphonies.
This is the first time that he has turned his great
gift to the depiction of human characters. He gives
us here Snow White, The Prince and the Queen
Witch. ' He is still greatest when he deals with
animals and dwarfs, yet never once does the happy
make-believe mood of this seven-reel production
fail to beguile you.

Disney has been working on this film for three
years. Mechanically it has many innovations. There
is in it the first use of the multiplane camera, which
gives the picture a third-dimensional quality unknown to films before. The color reproduction
couldn't be lovelier and the symphonic score is truly
distinguished. That story is very brief, the usual
fairy-tale setup of beauty under a spell, the
enamored prince and the wicked villainess.
Disney has brought forth spectacular scenes like
that of Snow White's frightful trip through the
woods when she is pursued by weird growing
images, and other Dhenomenal transformations.
Go see "Snow White and the Seven Divarfs." Enchanting isthe word for it.

IWM

* TOVARICH— Warners
DRILLIANTLY devised from the famous play, and
^ with many additions from the inventive Hollywood mind, this combines the suavest sort of dramatic story with comedy in the new padded-cell
school.
Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer, appreciative
of each other's talents and superbly matched, create
together the characters of basically simple design,
despite the direction of Anatole Litvak who often is
inclined to the rococo.
With a leisurely beginning but without a perceptible flaw, there is unrolled an incident in the
lives of two happily married White Russians of
royal birth, who now after the Revolution live
in the poverty of a Paris garret. Boyer, the husband, is custodian of some forty billion francs entrusted to him by the Tsar, but idealistically saves
the fortune. He and Claudette, to be able to eat, hire
out as butler and maid to a wild family. Then ensues a merry and highly amusing interlude when
the employer, a loony banker, his gabby wife and
two youthful offspring all fall variously in love with
the two new domestics. In the end both drama and
buffoonery are climaxed at a dinner party at which
Boyer and Miss Colbert are recognized by guests,
and a Soviet Commissar makes a desperate plea
for the imperial millions.
Melville Cooper impresses solidly and Isabel
Jeans does fine work. Basil Rathbone is morbid,
with polish, as the Commissar.
You must see it.

*

"NOTHING

SACRED"— Selznick-United Artists

A IDED by color, an extremely smart Ben Hecht
** script and the competent direction of William
Wellman, Carole Lombard and Fredric March have
turned in a wild comedy drama that for this reviewer tops "My Man Godfrey."
It may seem unbelievable to say that a plot featuring Carole and Fred punching each other on the
chin has a delicate theme, but it really has. Seriously dramatized, the plot might be grim indeed:
but, satirized, it is packed with irrepressible laughter, novelty and strange tenderness.
Unable to diagnose accurately Carole's temporary
ailment, Doctor Charles Winninger tells the press
she has incurable radium poisoning. Fredric March,
a reporter temporarily in the "doghouse," promises
his editor to develop the situation into the season's
biggest sob story. Playing the benefactor, he brings
Carole and the doctor to New York for a round of
gay parties to tempt tears, public sympathy and increased circulation. Then he finds himself in love
with the girl. When she plans a fake disappearance
to end it all she merely pours rich oil on the comedy.
Miss Lombard is at her most scintillating and her
darkened hair becomes her. March has not been so
delightfully cast since "The Royal Family." Winninger and Walter Connolly contribute much to the
picture's importance and the wrestling match, the
Frank Fay tableaux honoring heroines of history
and the Sultan's dinner are brilliant nonsense.
It's among the ranking laugh-films of all time.

* THE GOLDWYN

■

MHPMMI

FOLLIES— Goldwyn-U. A.

|OW comes "The Goldwyn Follies" to set a new
high in cinematic, satirical extravaganza. Long
known as the dream of sponsor Samuel Goldwyn.
it now reaches you as a show within a show — a
distinguished tapestry of beauty, color and comedy.
Exquisite settings, gay situations share footage and
appeal with the talents of an exceptional cast.
The(Andrea
story has
to do with
original
"no"
girl
Leeds),
and aHollywood's
producer whom
nobody
"noes" (Adolphe Menjou). Andi'ea Leeds has the
picture's biggest role. She plays the youngster who
dares to criticize Menjou's production, is overheard
by him, and is suddenly vaulted to the position of
his chief friend and mentor. Through her pertinent
observations, she enables Menjou to produce a successful show. Romance reaches its peak when Andrea falls in love — not with Menjou, but with a hotdogMenjou,
salesman.
as the producer, is polished and perfect.
Miss Leeds takes another big step towards certain
stardom. Goldwyn's showmanship has further glorified his "Follies" by bringing to you, from the
Metropolitan,
Helen inJepson.
Balanchine's
American
ballet,
so beautiful
Technicolor,
dances the
famed
Water Nymph Ballet sequence with Vera Zorina as
premiere danseuse. Phil Baker races the Ritz
Brothers for comedy honors to the tune of Charlie
McCarthy's deadly sallies, the songs of radio's Ella
Logan and Kenny Baker, and the poignant Gershwin
music.
A production you will never forget.
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THOROUGHBREDS

DON'T CRY— M-G-M

THREE youngsters with distinctly different view' points meet in a jockeys' boardinghouse and later
find their experiences at the race track do much
to fit them for the years ahead. Mickey Rooney
walks away with a picture planned to introduce
Ronald Sinclair as a new star. Judy Garland and
Sophie Tucker look after the feminine interest and
the music. The racing sequences are grand.

STORM

IN A TEACUP— Korda-United Artists

/^^\NE of those gems that pop up with no advance
^ — ballyhoo to prove that the English have a definite flair for comedy, particularly that involving
what they call "the lower classes." This is an extremely funny, at times hilarious, piece about the
deflation in ego of a pompous Scotch politician
brought about by a newspaper man who falls in love
with the Scot's daughter.

The cast is perfection.

BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY—
Schulberg-Paramount

BIG TOWN

A HAPPY little tale of an overzealous press agent,
' * Alan Dinehart, who makes a great radio star
of Claire Trevor, a small-town song plugger. The
things that happen to Claire on her rise to stardom,
instigated by Dinehart, furnish most of the laughs.
Donald Woods, as Claire's beau, turns in a grand
performance as do Miss Trevor and Dinehart. A

THERE will be no bouquets for "Blossoms." The
' plot was nipped in the bud. Overelaboration
makes one forget the theme; furthermore, a bunch
of capable actors runs helter-skelter. Edward
Arnold is a likeable rogue who keeps within the
law only to find the heiress he was promoting is a
phony, too. Bill Frawley wins laughs; Shirley Ross
sings well; Weber and Fields are well presented.

HIGH

FLYERS—

GIRL— 20th Century-Fox

cozily snug little picture that you'll like

RKO-Radio

SH! THE OCTOPUS— Warners
the mysterious "Octopus" head of a spy
W 'ITH
combine as the object of search, screwball de-

W/ HEELER and Woolsey's farewell as a movie
" team is one of their gayest pictures in a blue
moon. The boys are aided in the nonsense by Lupe
Velez who sings several peppy songs and mimics
well-known movie stars. The boys themselves set
off in a seaplane to capture jewel thieves and their
mad antics in the air furnish most of the laughs.
You'll find it's fun for the whole family.

tectives Allen Jenkins and Hugh Herbert escort you
through rapid and chill adventure in this. Most of
the action takes place in a deserted lighthouse full
of cobwebs and bodies and electric monsters, but
the persistent comedy saves you from heart failure
if you frighten easily.
(Continued
on page 96)
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OUT FOR LOVE— GB

TULLIO CARMINATI has not been seen enough
' lately by his many admirers, who will, therefore,
welcome him as the hero of this complicated tale
concerning the rise of a street singer (Anna Neagle).

BY

GWENN

WALTERS

Green woolen styles Janet Gaynor's dressmaker suit
created for her personal wardrobe

by Omar

Kiam.

High revers and neck scarf of henna top a single-

Through Tullio's sacrificial efforts, and despite the
skullduggery of Robert Douglas, Anna becomes a

breasted jacket and flared skirt with front godets.

famous dancer. Miss Neagle's song-and-dance, "Jingle of the Jungle," is a knockout.

Janet's
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henna

felt hat

is a

Robert

Galer

model
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Across the page: Smart new lines
distinguish this suit of dusty-pink
woolen designed for Ann Sothern
by Edward Stevenson for "She's
Got Everything." The wrist-length,
boxy jacket with full draped sleeves
and flap pockets closes to an untrimmed neckline with black disc
buttons. Beneath, Ann wears a
black cashmere sweater to match
the shadow thread that is woven
into the suit fabric which also
boasts a cream stripe. The skirt,
straight in back, has a double
kick pleat finishing the front

Ginger Rogers wears this contrast
suit, also designed by Edward
Stevenson, in "Having Wonderful
Time." The beige crepe handtucked peplum blouse with wing
' collar and tab breast pockets is
worn over a brown woolen skirt,
and the two colors are repeated in
the plaid of the three-quarter
length collarless coat. The slightly
upturned brim on Ginger's
brown felt hat has a smart quill

RAIN
AND

SHINE
e Stradner's waterproof coat
noss-green burberry (left), for
weather. Leather-belted with
p inset pockets and flowing
ves, its interest centers in a
ca which crosses under the chin
asten on either shoulder. When
worn as a head covering, the
ca falls into a soft cowl collar.
appears in "The Last Gangwith Edward
G. Robinson

Claire Trevor's diagonal grey and
white tweed coat designed by Herschel for her to wear in "Big Town
Girl" is a stunning model to copy
for early spring. It will top your
town or casual frocks with equal
chic. Black antelope fashions the
back collar which is attached to
high, stitched revers. Note the
triangular buttons and the piping around the large patch pockets
Photograph by Frank Powolny
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The smart advance PHOTOPLAY
Hollywood Fashions shown on
these two pages are available
to you at any of the department
stores and shops listed on Page 98

STYLES

To highlight a brown street frock, Frances
Drake chooses this new high profile hat of
canary-yellow felt with a wide-crown band
and
side trimming
of brown
grosgrain

rT

KrW<

...

UaOOs

Harriet Hilliard, RKO star of "Broadway After
Midnight," puts gayety into her winter wardrobe
with a floral pattern on black crepe (opposite
page, far left). The design grows from a slender
skirt to the left shoulder of a simple high-necked
blouse. The tie sash repeats the predominant colorings, emerald green and wood violet

In another

multicolor print (opposite page,

center) Harriet's straight skirt and softly draped
blouse, which is held by a tie of the dress fabric,
assures
a silhouette
neat as a paper of pins

Embroidered

collar and cuffs of white pique

lend a crisp note to Harriet's black alpaca frock
(opposite page, right). The dress is styled witfi
a shirtmaker blouse and twelve-gore skirt and
trimmed with self-covered buttons and a fabmaterial
same
of the
buckle
ric belt with

A wide red suede belt and matching zippers that
release soft gathers on the blouse add a colorful note to Harriet's light-weight woolen frock
checked in two shades of grey beige (directly
above). Stitched sunburst tucks give interesting detail to the front and back of the skirt. And
— all

these

dresses

are

priced

under

$25.00

As alternate color interest for her
brown frock, Frances wears an offthe-face hat of coral felt with a
band of brown grosgrain ribbon
that finishes in back with double
tab ends. Vertical stitching adds
interest to the novel high crown

PHOTOPLAY

PRESENTS

A

PRE-VUE
OF HOLLYWOOD

HAT

FASHIONS
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TOWN
AND

COUNTRY
Ultimate chic for formal days and
informal evenings appearsinSimone
Simon's suit of black broadcloth
designed by Royer for her
in "Love and Hisses." A
diamond flower ornaments
of the black velvet collar

to wear
flexible
one side
which is

a distinguishing note of the squareshouldered, short jacket. The dainty
blouse of white crepe is smocked
with black French knots. A double silver fox scarf is perfect
complement

for Simone's costume

Photograph hy Hurreli

Annabella

(right), appearincM

William
Powell
in "The
Bailie
and the Butler," poses for he fi
fashion
picture,
exclusively f

Photoplay, wearing a silk coruro
suit in bright burgundy froil It
own wardrobe. The jacket felun
large flap pockets (they drop el
the hemline of the jacket), lirrh|
buttons and welt seams.
Th 'sk
has a front kick pleat stitchd
the hipline. A scarf of heavy/hi
silk hides a grey cashmere sveat

Photograph by Frank >U'«
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What

and topped it with one of Hollywood's
famous
"beanies"
of black antelope

Mary's two -piece

sport frock (far

right), gayly skirted in stripes of red,

black, pink a nd grey, was donned for
a "Before D awn" breakfast and golf
engagement . The black flannel gaucho
shirt has a s lit pocket banded in red
and grey,
Mary purchased these
frocks from Josephy of Beverly Hills

when

social en-

gagements crowd closely into
business hours! Paramount photographed these fashions of Mary
Carlisle exclusively for Photoplay to show you how the stars
dress at work — for they, too,
have

Cocktails at six and then a dinner date!
Not a minute to run home and dress. So
Mary selected this frock of black silk
alpaca with draped blouse and underskirt of the same fabric in steel grey,

to wear

"career

girl"

problems

A frock of blue-green woolen (left), and
absinthe-yellow tweed coat and a twin
hat and scarf set of rust suede (above
left) assured Mary the perfect grooming for an important luncheon engagement during the shooting of "Doctor
Rhythm." The frock laces up the front
to a tailored collar with self-fabric cording. Matching bows trim the sleeves.
The insert shows how the novel scarf
reflects the treatment of her chic hat

so much to accent slacks, shorts and the play
dresses that are so popular.
For the coming season, his shoes will be in
two and three color combinations and will
feature a new leather made particularly for
him, called "duckskin." His little shoes have
cutouts here and there; some are toeless, to
allow red toenails to peek through; and all
have diminutive heels or practically none
at all. One of his most important shoes has
a padded sole that leads into a half -inch heel.
Joyce has had two interesting and novel
motifs printed for his shoes this coming season. One, the market print, is scattered with
tiny vegetables. The other, the cock and bull,
has the cock adorning the vamp of one shoe,
the bull the other. You'll see these play
shoes in every major city in the country.
MENTION of play togs reminds me to tell
you of the wardrobe designed by Herschel
for Dolores Del Rio to wear in "Shanghai
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WALTERS

months I've been so busy
past few
the you
FOR
the news about Hollywood
telling
gowns, hats and accessories that I've
overlooked the very important item of shoes.
To gather news of coming shoe trends that
the stars will follow, I went straight to the
salon of Aprile — Hollywood's famous shoemaker who designs and creates footwear for
such famous stars as Marlene Dietrich, Kay
Francis, Carole Lombard, Grace Moore,
Jeanette MacDonald and Constance Bennett.
Aprile, a native of Italy, learned his trade
under the illustrious Yantorny who never
accepted a shoe order under $5000. Aprile is
now the shoe dictator of Hollywood.
"A beautifully shod foot should go unnoticed," was the first comment he made to me.
What then, I questioned, of the shoes people are wearing today — those that climb the
instep, boast multiple perforations and cutouts, expose heel and toe.

"They are ugly, grotesque and heavy looking, and find no place in the shoe wardrobe
of the well-dressed woman," was Aprile's
immediate reply.
Aprile feels that the cutout toe (and
merely a very small cutout, at that) belongs
only to the dressy cocktail or evening shoe
(or to the "play clothes" shoe which he does
not make) . As for shoes that climb the in-

step— he makes them only for a special foot,
and considers them fitting only, when theyy\Acomplement a heavy tweed -suit.
This means that the well-dressed stars of
Hollywood are to wear simple shoes this
coming season. Navy, grey, beige and black,
styled in leathers (Aprile does not favor fabric shoes except for evening slippers) , will
be color favorites.
l OR resort and early summer dress wear,
the all-white shoe is a Hollywood favorite.
For sport costumes, Aprile introduces two
color combinations. He trims his all-white
shoes with a contrast leather, such as lizard
or calf on antelope. He never makes a sport
pump, as he feels a sport costume calls for a
strictly tailored shoe.
According to Aprile, there are only four
types of costumes and each one of the four
needs its own shoe — street; spectator sport;
late afternoon; and evening. The first group
calls for a tailored shoe; the second, for a
strictly sport oxford or a shoe with an instep
strap; the third, for a pump or dressy oxford;
and the last, for any shoe that becomes the
foot and is in keeping with the influence of
the gown.
Aprile will feature kidskin in the coming
season, and will continue to use antelope for
dressy shoes.
I; ALSO

visited Joyce of Hollywood, a renowned manufacturer of play shoes. He
makes those gay and colorful shoes that do

One costume is a suit of white serge with
Deadline."
matching topcoat. The short jacket is outlined with a padded roll which also serves as
top edging for two breast pockets. Beneath
the jacket is a white-silk jersey surplice
blouse that crosses high on the neck. The
full-length topcoat draws its styling from
Chinese influence. It closes to the left side
at the waistline, with a scroll motif fashioned
of a padded roll that extends upward to outline the opening of the coat blouse. This coat
has a large patch pocket on the left hip.
A second ensemble is of silk jersey. The
frock of white has a square neckline shirred
two inches deep across the front, thereafter
releasing the fullness into the blouse. This
fullness is caught in again at the waistline by
an inset belt of the dress fabric, and released
again below the belt to flow into the skirt
front. Atop this frock is a redingote of paisley printed jersey in shades of black, green
and white, styled with princesse lines and
belted with green suede. A flat choker necklace of silver fills in the square neckline of
the frock, and a matching bracelet jingles on
Dolores' arm. Josephy of Hollywood designed this fascinating Oriental jewelry.
June Lang appears with Dolores Del Rio
in "Shanghai Deadline," and Herschel has
also created some attractive clothes for her.
One frock of powder-blue wool with a
wrist-length jacket boasts a bias back,
straight front and bell sleeves styled in
shades of blue Rodier tweed with a brown
stripe.
GwENN WAKELING designed two smart
town frocks for Annabella to wear in "The
Baroness
the Butler."suit of pink beige.
One is and
a dressmaker
The slim skirt has a matching jacket that is
edged with moss upholstery fringe which
also fashions a military chest motif. A scarf
of white crepe, monogrammed in brown
yarn, crowds the neckline.
A tailored frock is of interest because of
its touch of color and its leather trim. Fashioned of sheer brown wool highlighted by a
shadow thread of beige, the frock opens to a
deep V-neckline which is filled with a yellow
chiffon scarf matching a large pocket kerchief. The skirt has a double inverted bias
front pleat. A brown pigskin belt with a
triple tassel closing matches tiny cuffs on the
five-eighth length sleeves which also have
hidden underlay cuffs of sheer beige woolen.
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Hollywood branded him a bad boy
— but few know or have tried to find
out what lies behind the unemotional
surface of George Raft's personality

BY

EDWARD

CHURCHILL

The story thus far:

Raft refuses role in "Temple Drake" . . . Raft
fells producer in fight over line . . . Raft walks
out on "You and Me" . . . such have been the
headlines that have marked this actor's career
and labeled him "hard to handle." But it's
not just love of battle that makes George fight

68

rst
a Gerof y-fi
son Fort
City, on
York bor
street, New
RAF
r T,
and an n Italian mother,
GEORGEman fathe
always wanted to be well enough known to
ers-by with "Hi, Georgie!"
byy pass
be
from home at fourteen, after
ningtedawa
Rungree
knocking out a schoolroom bully who
taunted him because he was smart enough
to skip a year, he "bummed" for a while, got

He toured the country, playing leading
theaters, thrilled to see his name in lights.
As his fame grew his salary mounted, and
soon he was given the vaudevillian's chance
of chances, booking at the Palace Theater on
Broadway. He was billed over Ben Bernie,
Paul Whiteman, Ted Lewis and other stars.
For seventeen weeks, as his name became a
bright-light byword, he appeared in four
places a day, netted himself nearly fifteen
hundred dollars a week.
Jack Oakie turns up
at the circus with the
three who know
George

best. Mack

Gray, ex-fight manager; Virginia Pine,
the only woman in
Hollywood with whom
George's name has
ever been linked; and
her daughter Joan,
whom
Raft
idolizes

F A MYSTERY

MAN

aytime jobs as grocery boy, electrician's
elper, clerk, longshoreman. But these jobs
/ere only a means to an end, for he wanted
ame. In order to get it he fought twentywo times in the professional ring, quitting
fter his seventh knockout, tried professional
iaseball for one spring, saw that he wasn't
tted for this kind of stardom, began to deelop his dancing.
ow continue the story:

) ANCING? George couldn't get enough of
t. Gradually, by a trial and error method
f his own, he conceived interpretations,
memorizing odd steps which came to him.
"I never had a lesson," he says. "I've
earned everything I know by watching and
:stening. By book and school standards I'm
ot educated.
I seldom crack a book."
By this time changes were taking place in
|tie family. Grandfather Christopher, retir|ig, left his business to his three sons. He
eturned to the fatherland with his wife,
bey died there within a month of each
'ther. The brothers moved the carnival
Iquipment to Hastings-on-Hudson, started
Little Coney Island," operated it with some

success. Later they moved to Clason Point,
sold out.
"I never monkeyed around the parks
much," George says, "because I didn't like
that kind of life."
George Raft, dancer, began winning trophies with and without partners at the
Audubon Ballroom, Corrigan Hall, the Clarendon, the Dance Caprice in Brooklyn.
"I started to click at the Audubon," he
says. "I did solo numbers. Eccentric routines. I was about twenty-one when I
started winning. A couple of years later I
was picking up extra money with stage engagements.
"They had a colored band at Audubon. I
entered contests staged by Willie Hardy, the
manager, on Tuesday and Thursday nights.
One night a man named Taps, who was in
the music business, saw me. He offered to
get me regular engagements at theaters, and
I told him to go ahead.
"Pretty soon I was getting as high as a
hundred dollars a week making the theaters,
dance halls and clubs. I had what I wanted
at last, and I gave up everything else and
concentrated on dancing."

"I worked at the Rivoli Theater, at another
theater in 'The City Chap,' a play, at the El
Fey Club run by the late Larry Fay, and at
the Parody Club," George says. "People began yelling 'Hi, Georgie' at me when they
passed me on Broadway, and I was where I
wanted
go."it all by himself, just as he'd
He'd to
done
promised. In a locality a few blocks from
the apartment where he'd been born in very
modest circumstances, a few miles from the
school and the basement bed he'd deserted
at fourteen, he was a public figure — a celebrity with a vague background hidden by the
lights of a wide, wild street.
IN 1923, when still climbing toward his goal,
he met Grace Mulrooney, daughter of a probation officer at Welfare Island. After a
friendship of several months they drove to
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., where he had an engagement to dance, and were married.
Two years later, without the establishment
of a home intervening, they separated because of differences in outlook as to friends
and social activities.
It was in 1926 that George reached the
peak of his popularity as a dancer. He
toured England, received the highest salary
ever paid to a dancer up to that time. He got
a tremendous kick out of this reception.
"I think," he told me, with the echo of that
applause in his ears, "that I began to feel I
was too good. That I could go on forever,
making
more and
more money."
He returned
to Broadway
to find that the
soles of his popularity were wearing thin.
The pay-off boys had forgotten his ability,
his acclaim. He was offered, and offended
by, a smaller salary than he had received in
England. He admits that he couldn't take
it. He staged a one-man strike.
George was on strike for two years, while
Broadway already began to feel the approach of the financial debacle. For nothing
can change George Raft if he feels he's right.
That includes dynamite and the United
States Supreme Court. He investigated the
running of sundry race horses at Saratoga,
Aquaduct and Miami. He studied the interiors of railroad trains on several different
lines. Travel made him an authority on climatic conditions. He was always expecting
someone to come up and say:
"Hi, Georgie! You'd better come back and
He for
wasn't
me." annoyed by such propositions.
hoof
The boys who had extended the glad hand
along Broadway began looking straight
ahead or in the other direction as George
marched by. "Hi, Georgie!"
ing echo.
"I took stock of myself,"
said, 'Georgie, you're just
ever were. But something's
they think you're slipping,

became a mocksays George. "I
as good as you
gone wrong. If
it's time to find

(Continued
on page 90)
r
yourself another career.'
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Glamour belongs to Hollywood, but

it can belong to you — if you want
to be the woman

other women

envy

GLAMOUR GIRLS— I think that one
thing we all have in common is the
desire to be glamorous, to be one of
those lucky girls who carry an aura of
glamour with them everywhere they go.
Glamour is such an elusive quality that we
don't know just what it is, but we can definitely recognize it when we see it. With the
true zeal of the scientist, I started tracking
it down; and with the aid of Ann Sothern
and Olivia De Havilland I discovered that
there are two ways of acquiring it. Ann did
it by developing a new artificial personality,
and Olivia by simply remaining herself.
And they're letting me give you the benefit
of all their experiences.

Ann realized with a cool detachment that
she was a very pretty girl. She had a cute
little baby face with no particular distinction to it, a lot of charm, but definitely no
glamour. Obviously, something had to be
done. Look at the study in glamour that is
Ann now, and you can see that she did
plenty.
First, she lightened her hair. Then she
saw that that wasn't the answer. Glamour
isn't just a matter of hair or eyes or color
of rouge. It's a combination of your own
basic personality and the dramatization of
your features. She also saw that it wasn't
something she could do overnight, because
it isn't all done by make-up, but rather from
the inside out.

For a frankly artificial personality and
glamour, the first thing to be done is to develop your good points and kill the bad ones.
Nervous habits, for example, are sure to destroy your glamour.
The insidious part
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If you're Olivia De Havilland's type,
you'll be smart enough to know why you
shouldn't
try
to
change
yourself

If you're the Ann Sothern type, you'll
take your lipstick and eyebrow pencil
in hand,
and
make
yourself
over
The right flick of the polish brush—
and Connie Bennett has smart long nails

/
■

about such habits is that you don't realize
you have them. Twisting a strand of your
hair, playing with beads or rings, patting
the back of your head— all such gestures are
made unconsciously. You'd better ask a
member of your family (they're always so
brutally frank) and have him tell you of
little mannerisms or habits of yours that annoy him. Then get rid of them. Watch your
voice and manner of speaking, and don't talk
too much — chattering destroys glamour. Improve your posture, and the way you walk.
Ann says that your new personality
should be part and parcel of you. You
should develop it to fit your type and to
improve yourself. If you're a large girl, for
example, it's absurd to develop a kittenish
personality and think you're getting glamour
that way.
"Don't copy anyone else," says

Ann, "but develop your own personality."
You can be frankly artificial on the outside. You can paint over the outlines of
your mouth, you can arch your brows in an
exaggerated manner; but the important thing
to remember is to let the artificiality stay on
the outside. Don't let it get into your soul.
Underneath all her sophistication and
glamour Ann is as sincere and honest as a
child — a quality that makes for charm.

IN developing your new artificial personality,
dramatize one feature. It can either be your
best point or what you consider your worst.
Katharine Hepburn's cheekbones are not
beautiful, but by accenting them she has
made them fascinating. Merle Oberon lived
up to her unusual eyes before she changed
(Continued on page 80)
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ich year Hollywood watches for PHOTOPLAY'S
ild Medal Award. Once again our readers
e invited to select the winner.

Vote now!

T'S voting time again — time for you, the
movie-goers of the nation, to decide which
was the most outstanding picture proaced in 1937 — time to speak up and tell the
orld which picture merits the most distinhshed award in the motion-picture indusy — Photoplay's Gold Medal.
All the studios produced a number of picires which, in the light of history, will be
?garded as epics.
The year ushered in a
aze of color, too, which must be reckoned
ith, and comedies are getting faster and
mnier by the minute.
Naturally, the first
ling that often comes to your mind when
bu must decide what picture you like best
the fine performance of the star. But you
ust also consider the expertness of direcon, the beauty and effectiveness of the pho>graphy, the settings, the realism of the
ory, the work of the supporting cast.
To jog your memory we list here outstandig pictures of 1937.
Space does not permit
s to list every fine picture, and we wish to
nphasize that any picture released during
937 may be voted upon.
We have always pointed with pride to the
ictures which have won Photoplay's Gold
ledal in previous years. Not only was each
[-inner the outstanding picture of the parcular year in which it was chosen, but all
le winners still rank in the first line of
niracles of motion pictures." We have great
lith in the judgment of our readers.
There are no rules, no restrictions in this
lection. All you need to do to vote for your
ivorite picture is to fill out the ballot below
c write your choice on a slip of paper and
>snd it to the Gold Medal Editor, Photoplay,
\12 East 42nd Street, New York, New York.
jThis shining medal symbolizes the highest
:onor that can be given a studio.
Your
loice this year helps producers decide what
j/pe of pictures to make next year. To know
hat the "public wants" is important
to
/ery producer, as naturally he wants to
ease you. So — if you had a favorite picture
iring 1937 (and who didn't) — vote for it!
"ail your vote today!

1937
PREVIOUS
GOLD
MEDAL
WINNERS
1920
"HUMORESQUE"
1921
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
1922
"ROBIN HOOD"
1923
"THE COVERED WAGON'
1924
"ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
1925
"THE BIG PARADE"
1926
"BEAU 1927
GESTE"
"7TH HEAVEN"
1928
"FOUR SONS"
1929
"DISRAELI"
1930
"ALL QUIET ON THE
1931
WESTERN FRONT"
"CIMARRON"
1932

OF

OUTSTANDING
PICTURES
OF
1937
Adventures
of Marco Polo, The
Ali Baba
Goes
to
way
Town
Angel
Awful Truth, The
Barrier, The
Black Legion
Blossoms on BroadCall It a Day
Camille
Captains

Make
Way
for Tomorrow
Marked Woman
May time
Merry -Go -Round of
1938
Night Must Fall
Nothing Sacred
One In A Million
100 Men and a Girl
Parnell
Perfect Specimen

Coura-

Conquest
Damsel in Distress
Daygeous
at the Races, A
Dead End
Easy Living
Ebb Tide
Firefly, The
Fire Over England
Good Earth, The
Head Over Heels in
Love
Heidi

History Is Made at
Night
Hurricane, The
I Met Him in Paris
I'll Take Romance
It's Love I'm After
Kid Galahad
King and the Chorus
Girl, The
Knight Without
Lastmor Gangster,
of Mrs.

ArThe
Chey-

Lifeney,
of Emile
Zola
The

PHOTOPLAY

Plough and the
Stars, The
Prince and the PauPrisoner of Zenda
per,Street
The
QualityBack,
Road
The
Rosalie
Second Honeymoon
Stella Dallas
Stage Door
Star is Born, A
Souls at Sea
Shall We Dance

High, Wide and
Handsome

Last

Lost Horizon
Love Is News

Low High,
Swing
Stand-in

Swing

They Won't Forget
Topper
Tovarich
Three
Smart
Girls
Victoria the Great
Vogues of 1938
Wake Up And Live
Wee Willie Winkie
Wife, Doctor And
Nurse
Woman Chases
Man

MEDAL

OF

HONOR

BALLOT

"SMILIN' 1933
THROUGH"
"LITTLE WOMEN"
1934
"THE BARRETTS OF
1935
WIMPOLE STREET"
"NAUGHTY
"SAN

MARIETTA"
1936

GOLD MEDAL EDITOR,
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
CHANIN BUILDING, 122 EAST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK CITY

In my opinion the picture named below is the
best motion picture production released in 1937
NAME OF PICTURE

FRANCISCO"
NAME
ADDRESS

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood
(Continued jrom page 51)
never fired the thing but felt it brought
him good luck on his hunting trips.
Now, whenever a batch of weapons is
brought in to the local sergeant's desk,
Clark goes down and looks it over. It's
a slim hope but he still thinks he may
find his missing gun among the captured arsenals. . . .
The Basil Rathbones tell us that in
building their new house they let the
servants plan their own. quarters. The
cook said her only requirement was a
kitchen with only one door, which
would open outward. . . .
RKO's Joan Woodbury, ill with the
flu, came back after three days, raging
fever and all, because she didn't want
to delay production. But the weight she
had lost forced the company to hold
shooting another day while all her
clothes were refitted; this tired her so
she had a relapse. . . .
Margo and husband Francis Lederer
say they'll have an "important announcement" soon. It will be that they
are planning to do a legitimate stage
play together. . . .
That Wayne Morris-Priscilla Lane romance is one of those "don't-let-'emkid-you" things, sponsored by his
studio. He's still too intrigued by
Eleanor Powell, although she won't wear
the ring he gave her on the correct finger. . . .
Anna May Wong took a complete set
of 16mm movies of Shanghai just a
week before hostilities started there.
Her idea was a purely sentimental one,
but now the reels of film have historical
significance and are worth a good deal
of money. A big studio is offering to
release them as a news-travelogue. . . .
And as an example of the way rumor
builds on a Hollywood lot: we were on
the south side of a studio property last
week and heard that a tall and very
handsome Kentucky Colonel was visiting Sally Eilers. When we got to her
sound stage on the north side, we discovered the visitor was her four-yearold son, Harry Joe Brown, Jr., youngest
Kentucky Colonel in the world. . . .

Fickle Fan
L-ESAR ROMERO tells this one on
himself. At a recent preview an autograph fan hastily shoved book and pencil into Romero's obliging hand. Just
as the pencil was poised for signing
someone yelled, "Oh look, Clark Gable!"
Like a shot the book and pencil were
snatched from Cesar's hands and there
he stood— and no one in sight.

s

Charity and Chickens

IG RUMANN, who has played many
a villain, role on the screen, is really
just a softie at heart. Take that recent
case of his Jap gardener.
When the man came to Rumann with
the complaint that he was getting too
old to do heavy gardening work and
would have to give it up, the actor drew
him into friendly conversation. He discovered that the Jap's ambition was to
live on a chicken farm. So Rumann
next purchased a twenty-acre chicken
farm on the outskirts of San Diego,
packed the Jap gardener, his wife and
nine daughters, into two cars and, much
to their surprise, drove them to their
new home.
Because Rumann is making it possible
for the man to repay him out of his
earnings, Mori, the Jap, has named the
chicken ranch "Rumann and Mori, Inc."
But that's just a way the old man has
of showing his gratitude.

Time out for a wedding!
Work on "College Swing" was
halted as Betty Grable and Jackie Coogan
said "I do."
wearing a five-carat emerald engagement ring from Danny Winkler, her
agent . . . Don Ameche selected the
University of Iowa's beauty queens for
their year book . . . Hedy LaMarr
(Metro's new rave) sold that new Ford
she bought and has taken to an expen*
sive town . car
chauffeur.
. . equipped with colored

tell you Leo Carrillo really woii
like to take those Governor rumoij
riously. . . .

\ARY ASTOR in her new Santa
Monica home . . . Jon Hall will go native again in his next picture, and do
native dances . . . Milton Berle, the
comedian, will soon open a production
agency for radio in Hollywood . . . Mae
West passed out $5000 worth of gifts to

That 20th Century - Fox dramatic
school is turning 'em into real actresses:
(1) Marjorie Weaver (2) Jayne Regan,
lead in "Thank You, Mr. Moto" (3)
Lynn Bari, second lead in "The Baroness and the Butler." All within a
month, too. . . .
Lee Tracy is glad about that New

magazine for dog lovers . . . It's]
money in Hollywood that Charlie C
lin, when he sells his rights in
will never appear on the screen a

cast and crew on completion of "Every
Day's a Holiday" . . . Jean Rogers
is

York play he's doing, "The Gag Stays
In" . . . Sonja Henie has taken up roller
skating . . . Don Wilson, radio announcer, has signed another picture
contract with Universal . . . Jane Withers spends her spare time in the Hollywood dime stores . . . The romance between John King and Frances Robinson
goes on ablaze. . . .
Bruce Cabot's jaunt into the desert
had his studio frantic. They needed him
for retakes but couldn't locate him . . .
If you heard that yarn about Lili Damita and Errol Flynn feuding at Chico
location, with Lili leaving in a huff, you
can forget it. Lili left to oversee a

Short Shots

M,

Caesarian operation on her husband's
African Lion dog, "Stella," during which
seven puppies were born. . . .
Jimmie Stewart had a close call at
March Field air show, when he took
off in the path of three of the Army's
best stunt flyers at maneuvers . . .
Nancy Brill was a courtesy guest at
that studio dramatic school which she
ran down in the papers. . . .
Freddie Bartholomew edited an issue
of the Hollywood Children's Hospital
paper for them . . . Bing Crosby promoted that charity football game staged
between his Alma Mater, Gonzaga, and
Loyola in Los Angeles, December 5th
. . . Phil Baker is settling permanently
in Hollywood. He has leased the house
vacated by Walter Winchell. . . .

/

At the marriage of Betty Furness to orchestra leader
Johnny Green, Allan Jones isn't losing his chance to
kiss the bride.
Chic Betty designed her bridal dress
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Ilona Massey, Metro's new Hungarian
singer, found an old conservatory of
music pal of her Vienna days singing
in a chorus at her studio. His name is
Ed

Constantine . . . Don't

let

anyone

Few friends
of Jeanette
H
wood
knew MacDonald's
she was the nj
of a Greensboro, N. C, football
. . . Claire Trevor gets a chance atl
dom in her next picture . . . Mrs.
Oakie is serious about publishing

G

-LARK GABLE:
Good old C
Big Fine Doin's
who for many years contritely pi
every role shoved his way, at
has his back up over a script whicr.
caused his studio a major head:
"Test Pilot," announced as his next
ture many months ago, is still being
nounced for "immediate" produc
with Myrna Loy and Spencer Trac
the supporting cast. Meanwhile, C
demands more rewrites to polish
his role for "Test Pilot" and remair
his valley ranch enjoying life.
Robert Taylor: Bob will be bad

Hollywood at Barbara Stanwyck's
by the that
time Bob
you will
read want
this. toIt'ssettle
Barbcd>
hunch
to a retired
"gentleman's(by exI
ence"
on his sort
newlyof completed
bara in Bob's absence) ranch home,
unless Babs is all wrong, Hollyw
won't be seeing much of this Ta;
idol in the after-dark night spots.
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogf
Fred Astaire popped up with an un
pected talent this month when he
cretly left Hollywood with his wife
a week's hunting trip to Mexico. Fi
there he flew directly to New Y
where he has been visiting and see
the sights. Fred will be starting w
on his new costarring picture with G

ger Rogers immediately after the f
of the year. Ginger Rogers, keeping
of the public eye in Hollywood,
been winding
up "Having
Wondei
Time"
and visiting
the homes
of
friends.
(Continued on page

This New Cream with
"jSkin-litamin

Brings more direct aid to Skin Beauty
Smooths lines out
^larvelously — makes
texture seem finer

I KIND OF CREAM
vomen's skin!

is bringing new

ien who use it say its regular use
g a livelier look to skin; that it is
texture seem finer; that it keeps skin
fully soft and smooth!
the cream that these women are talk>ut is Pond's new Cold Cream with
>ortant "skin-vitamin"!

^/z7iwirtf^t?c^M^ei>e/t,<fi
famous for her beauty here and abroad: "Pond's
new 'skin-vitamin' Cold Cream is a great advance —
a really scientific beauty care. I'll never be afraid
of sports or travel drying my skin, with this new
cream to put the 'skin-vitatnin' back into it."
Cleft) Mrs. Roosevelt with her hunter, Nutmeg.
(.right) On her way to an embassy dinner in Washington.

Essential to skin health
ecent years, doctors have learned that one
tamins has a special relation to skin health,

with "skin-vitamin" in it. In 4 weeks they reported
pores looking finer, skin smoother, richer looking.

ere is not enough of this "skin-vitamin" in
the skin may suffer, become undernourugh, dry, old looking!

Same jars, same labels, same price

> tested this "skin-vitamin" in Pond's
for over 3 years. In animal tests, skin beigh, old looking when the diet was lacking
vitamin." But when Pond's "skin-vitamin"
;am was applied daily, it became smooth,
jain — in 3 weeks!
women used the new Pond's Cold Cream

Now every jar of Pond's Cold Cream you buy contains this new cream with "skin-vitamin" in it. Y on
will find it in the same jars, with the same labels, at
the same price. Use it the usual way. In a few weeks,
see if there is not a smoother appearing texture, a
new brighter look.
This new cream brings to your skin the vitamin
that especially aids in keeping skin beautiful — the
active "skin-vitamin."

9

TEST
IT IN
TREATMENTS

*SS**'

Pond's, Dept. 15-CO, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of Pond's
"skin-vitamin" Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with samples
of 2 other Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and 5 different shades of
Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10c to cover postage and packing.
Name.
City_
Street_

_State_
Copyright. 1938, Pond '3 Extract Company
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Ze Name

Eez Spooks

(Continued jrom page 31)

American might have ignored the letter, or answered it with a forbidding
note of regret. Lily liked its frankness,
its obvious sincerity. She decided that,
odd as his gesture might seem to her,
it was typically American. And if only
to explore the American personality, she
would investigate further.
Tiri phoned the young man, pronounced him O.K., and, at Lily's behest,
invited him and his wife to tea. Now
they are "very nice friends."
In a dozen ways her happy adjustment to a less ceremonious world makes
itself apparent. For daytime wear at
home she has adopted the Californian
custom of slacks, because "nevaire I
feel so comfortable." When, somewhat
fearfully, the suggestion was made that
she do a hot dance in her first picture,
she replied firmly: "I like." She posed
for what is technically known as leg art
and, when for some reason the pictures
weren't used, demanded to know what
was wrong with the Pons legs.
L XPONENT of a sophisticated art, she
remains a creature of nstinct. In her
reactions, she suggests the child of a
primitive race, eager, spontaneous, untouched by the complexities of modern
life. The glow of a sunset or a visit to
the circus — where, regardless of a million-dollar voice, she consumes with
gusto peanuts, popcorn and pink lemonade— brings her home sparkling with
excitement and filled at the same time
with a deep content.
She loves the vivid, life-giving colors.
"Dress Lily in yellow and she's happy,"
they say at the studio. In the wardrobe
room, she once caught sight of a crimson
cape, hanging on a rack of antiques.
Nothing would do her but to use that
cape to protect her from the drafts of
the set. Ordinarily, she forgets the
necessity for such precautions, so that
someone's forever
"Here's your wrap,
this era she needed
or no draft, wherever
cape went with her.

A

COCKATOO

figured in one of her

pictures. "He's got a mean disposition
and a mean set of claws," his owner announced, "so keep away from him."
Lily happened not to be present when
the announcement was made, and, by
the time she arrived, the cockatoo had
been forgotten in the press of other matters. Being called for her first scene,
she appeared with the mean-tempered
bird perched on her shoulder.
Eyes widened, jaws dropped. "Watch
your step, Lily," they murmured, while
the cockatoo's owner approached her
warily.
"What eez eet?" she cried, impatient
of so much mystery.
"It's the bird. Miss Pons," his tiptoeing owner explained. "He's liable to
"Pooh!"
hurt
you." said Lily, and marched past
him to her place on the set.
She and the cockatoo became such
friends that John Cromwell, directing
the picture, bought and presented him
to her. The cockatoo lives outside the
window of her bedroom in Connecticut.
And his owner was right. He's an ugly
character, screeching and snapping at
all who come near him. Only to Lily
does he show his softer side.
A charming story is told of a concert
she once gave in Buenos Aires. In the
middle of a song, a titter ran through
the audience. Unruffled, continuing to
sing, Lily glanced about for the cause
of the disturbance, and found that a cat
had ensconced himself on the piano.
She picked him up, settled him in the
crook of her arm, stroked his fur and
finished her song, which to the cat must
have sounded like a lullaby, for by the
time it was over he was fast asleep.
It's safe to say that no audience ever
found a song and its setting more enchanting. But, in the wings, those who
didn't know Miss Pons waited for the

thunderbolts. They heard instead a peal
of laughter, as she lifted the intruder
high, looked into his blinking eyes and

is too much.

spoke to him in French. "Congratulations, monsieur. You have courage. Me,
I should not have dared without a re-

in When
ze garden.
'Go down
'unt,' in
I tell
'eem."
she settles
Connecticu
as she ultimately plans to do, she wan
to make her home a refuge for animal
Her dreams all center round this hom

Her present four-footed retinue consists of two cats and two dogs, whom
hearsal."
she
was unwilling to leave with the
caretaker in Connecticut. Three of them
she acquired by gift and purchase. The
fourth had the wit to adopt her.
She was returning from one of her
beloved walks through the woods near
her Connecticut home, when out of a
dilapidated barn ran a white-pawed
black kitten and fell into step beside
her. She picked him up and carried
him back to the barn, where for all she
knew his owner might come hunting for
him. A few minutes later she looked
down to find the black tail waving calmly at her feet again. Three times she
carried him back, three times he pursued her. At last she gave it up. He
escorted her to her doorstep and planked
himself down outside. She knew that a
saucer of milk would finish what fate
had begun. "What can I do?" she
shrugged. '"E 'as made up 'ees mind
to be White Socks Pons."

of hers. She'd like to make three moi
pictures.
She'd like to give five morj)
years to her career. Then, without ani
lingering farewells, she wants to qui'i
retiring in "Lucia," as she made he,
professional
debutshe's
in "Lucia."
The fact that
built in Americ
is evidence of what America means t
her. Her house has given her the sens
of stability and permanency that she'
always longed for. " 'Ere I 'ang my 'at,(
she said when it was finished. Sta;
spends her spare time at auction sales;
frequently overbidding herself in he*
eagerness, and laughing instead o<
growling
when she finds she's been he
own competitor.
The house is French Colonial, set ir
ten wooded acres, and supplemented bj
a guest house, because she loves visitors. She also admits that she wants
four children, if possible "and no nurses
I take care of zem myself."
HICH brings up the matter of t
husband. Lily refuses to talk about her
personal relationship with Andre Kostelanetz. Her marriage, she contends
firmly, is her own business. Then, soft-

child. "Last night I wake up. I 'ear
scr-r-ratch, scr-r-ratch on ze window.

ening, she lifts her lashes. "So much
I tell you," she murmurs. "Some day

Wt

I say: 'Come in, Meena.' 'E jumps on ze
bed. I talk wis 'eem, I play wis 'eem, I
comfort 'eem. First 'e purr, zen 'e push
me. I say: 'What do you want, Meena?
Do you know what you want?' I put him
sroo ze window, and I go to sleep. I 'ear
scr-r-ratch, scr-r-ratch. I take 'eem in,
I comfort 'eem again. 'E push me. Zis

Wi

Whom she will marry is no secret,
despite the refusal of either to discuss
I marry."
the
subject. Kostelanetz is conducting
the
musicthem
for together
"Hitting when
a New business
High." '
To see
brings him to the set tells the whole
story. Her dressing room is bright with
the roses he sends her every day. "They
talk in French," grinned one observer,
"which for all practical purposes puts
them on a desert isle. But I do remember what cheri means, and I do notice
that every sentence begins and winds up
with cheri, not to mention a few dropped

She's frankly superstitious. Thirteen
is her number, and though she doesn't
mind having fun poked at the attachment, she clings to it. She was born
on April 13, and clapped her hands in
glee on discovering that John Howard,
her current leading man, was born on
the same day. She likes to start all important new ventures on the 13th. Her
chair on the set is adorned with her
name and a small 13, and every year
the state of Connecticut issues a special
license plate, L P-13. She wears a
bracelet, the gift of Kostelanetz, hung
with thirteen charms.
This same elemental strain is evident
in her feeling for animals, more evident
in their feeling for her. Many of us
are animal lovers. Few have the gift to
win the friendship of animals, effortlessly, as Lily does.
They Ye making a picture at RKO

in Kostelanetz's
along the line."
frequent trips to New
York are marked by an unbreakable
rite. At seven exactly, each is at the
telephone. One evening he calls her,
the next evening she calls him.
He had come to bid her good-by one
day on his way to the airport to catch
a plane for New York. The company
had moved in the course of the afternoon from one set to another, so Lily
and Kostelanetz went to her dressing
room on the deserted set to make their
farewells niece,
in peace.
Vivienne,
sixyear-old
watched
them Lily's
go off and,
in an idle moment, followed, shot the
bolt of the dressing-room door and returned to her mother.
It was a good twenty minutes later
when someone caught the sound of faroff shouting and pounding, and traced
it to its source. With just enough time
to make his plane, traffic permitting,
Kostelanetz grabbed his hat and ran.
Vivi, now that her sin had caught up
with her, showed a tendency to tears.

called "Bringing Up Baby."
"Baby" is a leopard and plays one of
the leads. Assertedly tame, he is yet
unsuccessful in dispelling a certain
prejudice against him and, when not
actively on duty before the cameras,
he's kept in a cage.
Lily went to call on him. "Be careful," they warned her. "You never can
tell what a leopard may do."
Lily opened the cage door and said,
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But mad.

rHITE SOCKS— known for obscure
reasons as Meena — holds a special place
in her heart. She tells stories about
him, as one tells them of a favorite

trailing her with,.
Lily." But during
no monitor. Draft
Lily went, the red

"Nice cat." The leopard bounced straight
into her lap and lay there, doing whatever a leopard does when he wants to
purr.

I get mad.

put
'eem under
downstairs,
I open ze ze arm,
door, I I take
srow 'ee;'
hi)

Aunt Lily "comforted" her. "When I
was six," she declared, "I would have
done
"But
if same."
he misses the plane," her sister the
fretted.

Kay Francis gazes soulfully up at he-man Pat O'Brien who, in Warners
"Women Are Like That," at last gets his long denied wish to go romantic

"Well, then, he'll come back — "
Vivi caught at her chance to make
amends. "To see Spooks," she guessed,
smiling up through her tears.

lave yo

uan u £l^r

rT,HE beneficial action of milk
of magnesia on the skin has
long been known to many skin
specialists. They have used it in
facial packs for years.
w, after years of laboratory experiment and tests,
Phillips Company, original makers of the famous
k of magnesia, has perfected a way to hold this
!uty-giving ingredient on the skin long enough to
truly helpful — in these new-type face creams!
ILLIPS' MILK OF MAGNESIA

TEXTURE

Here's help you've never known before — in two remarkable NEW-TYPE face creams! You know how
milk of magnesia helps an internal condition of excess gastric acidity. Just so these milk of magnesia
creams act on the external excess fatty acid accumulations on the skin, helping to overcome unsightly
faults and beautify your skin.

lost its fresh, firm tone and developed such ugly
blemishes as enlarged pores, blackheads, oily shine,
scaly roughness, try the beautifying power of Phillips'
Texture Cream. You'll be amazed at the way this newtype cream goes right to work on your skin!
A perfect foundation cream. You've never seen a cream
that takes and holds make-up as Phillips' Texture
Cream does! Preserves that fresh-powdered look for
hours. This is because the milk of magnesia prepares
the skin, smoothing away roughness and freeing it from
shine so that powder and rouge go on evenly and adhere more closely.

PHILLIPS' MILK

OF

MAGNESIA

CLEANSING

CREAM

Until you use this new-type cleansing cream, you'll
never know what pure delight a cleansing cream can
be! It has a remarkable ability to cleanse because the
milk of magnesia not only loosens and picks up the
surface dirt and make-up, but penetrates the pores and
neutralizes the excess fatty acid accumulations. Leaves
your skin soft, smooth and really clean!
Of course you'll want to try these unique creams —
the first really new contribution to face creams in years!
Through
them skin.
put beauty-giving milk of magnesia to
work
on your
/^5jfZ

CREAM

N-e it is — a really effective way to get all the beauty | ng action of milk of magnesia for your skin! Just as
:;k of magnesia, taken internally, relieves excess
dity of the stomach, so, in this cream, it acts on the
vrnal excess fatty acid accumulations on the skin
i helps to overcome unsightly imperfections. If your
[ i seems "acid," if it looks old and "thick," if it has

PHILLIPS \*£±* CMAMS
TEXTURE

CREAM— CLEANS/NG

CREAM

2 SIZES

•I

I'M IOO% FOR
THIS FLAVOR.'

Hollywood, Hunter — and the High Seas

tr

(Continued from page 32)
and consists of four members.

First,

the Alley Cat, christened Coca-Cola;
second, the well-bred Siamese, Tahquitz, known as Quitzy, and proud
mamma of several kittens; third, an
adorable Welsh Terrier, Callan Fach,
which is Welsh for Little Sweetheart,
but the name to which that dog responds isanything that sounds like Cal;
fourth, a youthful Dalmatian, Suzy, who
is Kennel Dog to the establishment.
And a very clever, alert kennel dog,
too.

"It's brisk — it's tangy!
Refreshing as a hasty
shower! And good? You
never tasted anything
smoother, more luscious !
Beeman's flavor has
something mighty
special about it,
ifyouaskme!"

Since his boyhood in South Africa Ian
has managed to crowd quite a lot of
adventures into his life. He has a deep,
Scottish sense of humor which hands
him many chuckles, especially when
things go wrong. Although he has become so popular on the screen— and on
the stage — as a romantic actor, to me
he is a grand comedian, and handles
light comedy scenes better than anyone since our celebrated Charles Hawtrey. Film audiences who have laughed
at
performances
in "Call
It athis.
Day-'
willhisprobably
agree with
me on

B

ORN in Kenilworth, near Cape Town,
on June 13, 1900, Ian Hunter was the
baby of a family of seven brothers and
sisters. Five, counting Ian, are alive
today. His two elder brothers, Kenneth and Colin, are in Hollywood with
him now.
One of the oddest adventures in Ian

"But naturally!
Cast your eye over
that Beeman's package. See that triple wrap
— that airtight foil? Perfect protection for Beeman's delicious freshness
and flavor. No wonder
Beeman's always tastes
superbly fresh and
luscious!"

Hunter's life is the strange fact that he
had to be introduced to his own eldest
brother, Kenneth, when they were both
an leave during the War. Kenneth left
South Africa when Ian was still a child,
and the two tall brothers never met
until somebody said, casually, to a uniformed Ian— indicating another uniformed man who smiled at him — "Oh,
by the way, this is your brother Kenneth." The brothers looked at each
other, realizing that they would have
passed shoulder to shoulder in the street
without having any idea of their relationship.
"Hullo!" said Ian.
"Hullo!" said Kenneth. And they
shook hands, solemnly.
One by one, the Hunter family left
South Africa, until Ian was left alone
in Kenilworth, at a house on Kalk Bay,
which he says was so like Santa Monica
that he had quite a shock when he first
beheld the Californian ocean town. He
spent most of his time sailing in Kalk
Bay with the Malay fishermen who
became his friends; school at St. Andrew's, in Grahamstown, filled the rest
of his existence. Then, at Christmas,
1914, he followed the rest of the family
to England, traveling all by himself
through what he describes as a "terrificswing.
voyage," arriving to find the War
in full
He went to school at Aldenham, and
stayed there until 1917, when he decided
to tell a lie about his age, and so managed to join King Edward's Horse. All
his life Ian has been keen on riding;
and, as he was as tall at seventeen as he
is today, he did not find it difficult to
get into the army.
The beginning of the year 1919 found
three of the Hunter brothers in London, living in the same boardinghouse
in Notting Hill Gate, and busy hunting
for jobs on the stage. Kenneth and
Colin had done some acting already; to
Ian it was something quite new, but he
did not see why he should not have a
shot at it, since the others found it a
way of earning a living. But he said to
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himself: — "I must be careful. We can't
have three Hunters all on the stage at
once. That would be an awful mess.

anyway. At that pace he started I
climb the hill. He kept the car at
maximum speed, hoped he would get |

I shall have to change my name!"
So when his first professional engagement came along it was as Ian MacDonald that the future screen star burst
on the public. Hidden away among his
treasures, he has some programs that
mention Ian MacDonald as one of the

the top, found he couldn't, changed ge
abruptly — and the engine seized! Th
had to sit and wait until the engi
cooled down — which took a long, wea
time — and then the only thing to do w
to turn right around and beat it back
the theater, where they were all thr
long overdue.
They arrived to find a frantic sta
manager telling understudies to g:
made up; and were greeted with ;

gentlemen of the "also-ran" variety,
whose names appear at the end of the
list of characters in a play. Only when
Colin Hunter had started on a trip
round the world and Kenneth had gone
to New York to appear on Broadway,
did Ian feel he would be wise to use his
own name in the theater. From that
time on, he became Ian Hunter.

AiVLTHOUGH

one of Ian's most charming characteristics is a vague casualness
that simply refuses to let anything become a worry, he has managed to get
a great deal of amusement out of his
up-and-down stage and screen career.
It has not been plain sailing, by any
means, but Ian has wandered along
cheerily, feeling at his best when things
have been at their worst. He's like
that. And Cash, mercifully, has the
same happy temperament.
He did a good deal of work on tour,
in England, and finally landed in London through the astuteness of Basil
Dean, the stage producer who gave
playgoers "A Bill of Divorcement," "Autumn Crocus," "The Constant Nymph,"
and "Call It a Day," in which Ian gives
such a grand performance on the screen.
He had just finished making the film
version of the latter when I was last in
Hollywood,
he said
me, for
"I Basil
wish
I could have and
played
that topart
Dean on the stage. It's a gorgeous character. If you get a chance, ask him to
have a look at me in it, when it gets
to London, and remind him of the days
when he gave me my first London job
in 'Loyalties,' in which he handed me
no less than three different speaking
parts, to say nothing of the roles of two
silent policemen."
HEN Ian was in "Loyalties," and
some other plays that followed it at the
same theater, he began to collect a little money, which he decided to spend
on things he really liked. One of his
first purchases was a car.
English actors, at the time Ian first
went on the stage, did not indulge in
cars unless they had reached really high
positions; in short, a car was a luxury in
"The Profession." So, bursting with
pride, he drove the vehicle to the stage
door, before a matinee, and presented
"My Car" to the rest of the company.
It sat outside all through the performance; and then, as the day was nice and
summery, Mr. Hunter felt it was a sin
not to give some of his pals in the show
a run, just to prove how well the new
possession worked. So into the car
climbed Ian, Edmond Breon, and Ronald Squire.
"We've got oceans of time, chaps, so

Wi

said Ian,
why
not gaily.
go up to Hampstead

Heath?"

To Hampstead Heath they went, Ian
driving his car with a beaming grin on
his face, and a pretence of "This-isnothing-new-to-??ie" in his manner.
To get to Hampstead Heath from the
theater section of London, you have to
drive up a decidedly steep hill. Ian
had his car going at twenty miles an
hour.

It wouldn't do more than twenty,

agitated chorus of "Where

have yii

"Oh, just trying out my new call
three Ian,
been?"
said
waving a careless hand. "Doil
worry,
be with
on inhim
time."
When we'll
I drove
in Hollywocl
in his swift, silent dark-blue monster I
a car, we talked about those old days I
London. I asked Ian if he remembenl
a certain wet and greasy night whe|
during the drive home, he put on h
brakes suddenly, and skidded rig]
around an "island," which is a thing v
have in England in the middle of ti
road for pedestrians to cling to wh«
they want to prevent motorists fro
committing manslaughter.
Ian shook his head at my questio
He had forgotten the skidding episod
"What happened? Did I smash in
something?" he wanted to know.
"You didn't," I told him. "You ju
shouted — 'Oh, I like that!', drove bac
to the other side, and did the skid a
Ian went to Hollywood in 19c
over HEN
again!"
he was making his third visit to Amer
ica. After his first voyage to New Yor
in 1925, for a stage play, he hurrie
back home and married Casha Pringli!
With Casha and their two-year-old soi
Jolyon, Ian returned to New York i
1928; that was the time he played i

Wi

one of the first talkies, called "Synco
pation." At that time, the screen ha>
not discovered Ian's real charm; so h
appeared
as was
a terribly
and says he
lousy. heavy "heavy,t'
Hollywood took a good view of Mi.
Hunter's work in that film, however!
offers came along, but Ian wanted to g<
home. So off he went; and his next adventure was — buying a boat. He hac
been longing for a boat ever since h<
had left South Africa. At last he sav
the one he wanted; twenty-three fee,
long, with a motor and a wee cabin i
just large enough for Casha and himself to go sailing and fishing whenevei
the
mood
the name
When I
considers

them. "Etain"
ofcaught
that memorable
boat. was
asked Ian to tell me what he
the best time he ever spent

in his life, he did not hesitate. "That's
easy! It was the time when I had no
work, no money, and a snowstorm of
bills. Cash and I took the boat, and
went roaring up and down the South
Coast of England, darting into queer
little harbors, living on eggs and bacon
and the fish we caught, enjoying every
minute of every day. Bills? Let 'em
wait, was our motto. Work? Let it
come and find me. Gosh, I can see Cash
armed with the frying pan, waiting for
me to haul a mackerel straight out of
the sea — yank — and slap it into the pan
to make a breakfast for a king. Best
times like that take a whale of a lot of
Which believe
seems tome."
sum up Ian Hunter,
beating,
along.
the man who has spent his life sailing

LIGHT-PROOF FACE POWDER!
"J' mam-up i/iwtioiteme/it w uea/16

THIS is what happens when your make-up reflects
every ray of light.

SEE the difference with light-proof powder that
modifies the light rays.

.uxor Powder is Light-Proof. If you use it, your face won't shine.
We will send you a box FREE to prove it.
At parties, do you instinctively avoid certain lights
at you can just feel are playing havoc with your
>mplexion? All that trouble with fickle make-up
ill be overcome when you finish with powder whose
irticles do not glisten in every strong light.
Many women think they have a shiny skin, when
e shine is due entirely to their powder!
' With a finishing touch of light-proof powder,
pur complexion will not constantly be light-struck.
any light. Day or night. Nor will you have all that
orry over shine when you use this kind of powder.
Seeing is believing
ou have doubtless bought a good many boxes of
>wder on claims and promises, only to find that
'iu wasted the money. You don't run this risk with
lxor. We will give you a box to try. Or you can buy

a box anywhere without waiting, and have your

your shade. A large box is 55c at drug and department
stores; 10c sizes at the five-and-ten stores.
Or if you prefer to try it out before you buy it, then

money back if it doesn't pass every test you can give it.
Test it in all lights, day and night— under all conditions. See for yourself how much it improves your
appearance— in any light. See the lovely softness and
absence of shine when you use light-proof powder.
See how such powder subdues
those highlights of cheekbones |
and chin, and nose.
How

to get light-proof

clip and mail the coupon below. . . . Don't postpone
your test of this amazing improvement in face powder; sooner or later you will be using nothing else.

Ph-'2"S8
of the new Luxor
box o
icag
a complimentary
Please
Ch
Ltd., me
R, send
LUXO
light-proof face powder free and prepaid.
□

Luxor light-proof
powderface powder
is being distributed rapidly and
most stores have received a reasonable supply. Just ask for
Luxor light-proof powder, in

Flesh

□

Rachel

□

Rose Rachel

□

Rachel No. 2

. State .
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GESTURE
As easy to

put

on

as

your

glove — as

necessary for a smart ensemble as your
gown-these
new
La Cross
costume
colors for finger-nails are being worn
everywhere
women.

For

by

the

one

country's

thing,

smartest

there's

a new
shade to give added glamour to every
dress you own. For another- La Cross
polishes are the finest, longest lasting
between manicures

so easy to change

her fingernails carry out her natui
ness, for she uses natural colo
lacquer.
There we have two girls utterly c
ferent in type, two separate person;
ties, two types of beauty; but both h.
glamour — one a frankly artifi.
glamour, the other natural. Dec
which type you want to be, and if 3
need any advice in obtaining your o
glamour, I'll be glad to help you.

her type from the exotic beauty and
glamour she affected to a more natural
one. When you think of Garbo, you remember her eyes; Dietrich dramatized
her eyebrows; Crawford accented her
mouth.

If you've been wearing just a touch
of lipstick in a dark, dull color becau
se
you think your mouth is too large or
ugly, try painting it a bright vivid
deliberately dramatize it and see if red;
you
don't look much more striking and unusual that way. A pretty face with no
vivid feature seldom stands out or is interesting. Dramatize a mobile feature
like your eyes or your mouth,
rather than your hair.
Ann dramatized her round face by
arching her brows high, for the
straight-across brow shortened her face.
She bowed her mouth full in the center
and
dropped
lip. the line of the middle of
her lower

HELPING HANDS— Good groomi
of course, is an integral part of glamo
and hands are such a vital point
grooming that I've been keeping
eagle eye on everyone's hands a
fingernails, and I've found that e
tremely long fingernails are sm.
again. Constance Bennett accents 1 1
hands and the length of her nails
painting the nails a deep color a
carrying the polish out from her cuti.
to the very tip. She doesn't even lea
the half-moon white. Mrs.
Dan
Zanuck applies her polish the sai
way. It gives your hands a beautifu
finished effect. If this is too extrei
for you, just carry the polish out r
quite to the tip. This, too, makes yo
nails look longer and more oval.
Irene Dunne keeps her hands s(
and smooth by rubbing a softening hai
lotion into her hands every night befo
going to bed. She also told me that si
never gardens or plays golf or driv
without gloves, and whenever her han
are in water she protects them wi
rubber gloves.
Ann Sheridan keeps her nails smooi
by buffing them before applying liqu
polish.
A famous
make-up
salon
Hollywood features a nail cement, i
that if you break your nail or tear
across, you can very easily cement
together again and not have the appeal
ance of your hands marred by a broke
nail.

To guard her very fair skin, she uses
you enjoy doing it. (La Cross new polish
a rich protective cream that can be dibase,
Stazon,
ensures
professional
luted to any desired consistency with a
smoothness and lasting luster. La
Cross special skin tonic. It safeguards her
skin against sunburn and freckles and
new Glycerated Polish Remover will not
is the ideal foundation for her outdoor
activities. For evening wear it gives a
dry your nails; helps keep cuticle soft
velvety finish to her arms and neck.
when used frequently.)
Clothes have a lot to do with developing your new personality. Ann says
shown
here, is the
that if you've worn girlish clothes and
V'NE™RD
Ask your manicurist to
red to dramatize simple naive dresses all your life, and
new P'ge°n's-bi°°d then suddenly walk into a party of all
apply a new La Cross
your friends with a long tight-fitting
costumesblack
And
costume polish.
take
home
several
sophisticated black dress, you're only
REDDY
going to be laughed at. You can't
I'
shocking cense to change your type
too suddenly. It must
wear with black or
elii's
Sch'apar
''i
be a gradual, subtle change, not only
(50 cents each bottle),
purple frocks.
in your clothes but in your make-up,
in your mannerisms and in you, yourREDWOOD
self, in order that the change be really
Pa Im Bea ch a pproved. Plays a part of yourself. Ann worked faithwicked flatterer to
fully to develop her personality and
high -shade tweeds
sophistication; she's no longer just a
and to your furs.
pretty, attractive little girl, but a woman
of glamour.
And you can do it, too.
TRY
THESE

\

Marvelous La Cross
non-sticky Hand
Lotion, Hand
Cream, Nail Groom,
Glycerated Cuticle
Remover, Cuticle
Oil (each 50c)
and world -famed
Manicure Implements. At all finer
shops. La Cross,
Newark, New Jersey.

Jane Wyman used to be a secretar
before she started her acting caree
and she gave me a grand tip to pa.<
on to those of you who spend your tim
tapping typewriters. She said that he
main beauty problem was how to kee
her nails from breaking and the polis
from chipping off, so she used an extr
coat of colorless polish over her regula
polish and carried it out to the ends c
her
tips. nails and around and under th'

LIVIA DE HAVILLAND'S glamour
is a result of her natural loveliness and
charm. She typifies girlish beauty and
unsophistication, which has a glamour
all its own. She is completely unartificial.

O.

Olivia says for her type that freshness is such an important element of
beauty and glamour that she never lets
anyone see her when she is tired and
exhausted. There's no glamour in
circles under the eyes or a mouth
drooping from fatigue. She restores
her energy by quick alternated hot and
cold showers followed by a cologne
spray. She uses nothing but lipstick
and eyebrow pencil for daytime makeup, and her lipstick follows the exact
lines of her mouth.

Olivia's beauty treatments consist of
simple daily care. She leaves her eyebrows in their natural lines and says
that a tiny eyebrow brush gives her a
better brow line than if she used
tweezers. She brushes her lashes also,
to help promote their growth.
Even

NEXT
JT as it

A coating of liquid paraffin over th
nails before putting on your polish i
also excellent to keep them from break
ing or splitting.
Jane also said that warm cuticle or
or a cuticle cream massaged into the
base of the nails made them less brittlt
and less liable to break. So now there':
no reason for secretaries to spoil a perv
fectly good manicure whenever thej
have a heavy day's work.
// you wish personal advice on your
beauty problems
, write directly to
Carolyn Van Wyck, Photoplay maaazme. 77.11 Sunset Boulevard. HollySTAMPED self-addressed envelope
^°/'»vii,''- Be certain to enclose a

MONTH:
THAT FOURTH 1IAIIIS YMORE
MARRIAGE—
a mistake?

II err those headline tiffs and reconciliations, those ArielCal
ihan messages,
those partings and reunions done for publicity
?

creihe noii POLISH
BE
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SMART

TO

YOUR

FINGER-TIPS!

THE

FACTS

ARE

NOW

TOLD-

by John
Barrymore
liarrie,
Ins fourth
wife. himself, in his candid and honest discussion of Elaine

The Reformation of Jane Withers
(Continued from page 25)
^ns that such treasured dives, rolls,
.p-flops and hedgehops are strictly
boo without
special orders.
Jane's
[Uecial orders sent pursuit planes zoomg happily in death-defying aerial conrtions and — no doubt about it— there
as fun for one and all.
But, unfortunately, at that very moent a plane winged over the horizon
aring a major general, divisional
)mmander of the Pacific Coast air
irce, more or less the Big Boss of
tings, and quite unaccustomed to any
olishness. When he saw his command
itting up the sky his feelings were a
;t mixed, to put it mildly. With a fallig heart Jane saw her pals peremptoly plopped into the doghouse — and all
;cause she had wanted to do them a
pod turn!
'S like that, it seems, whenever Jane
uth has enlargement of the heart,
aybe the sudden switch from screen
ampishness to a helping-hand home
:e is too violent a change, like drinkg ice water in the noon sun. At any
ite, consider the case of the minister's
He was a wistful little guy, and he
as hanging around the front of the
Others' house when Jane first saw him.
ride-eyed kids sucking thumbs and
acing toes in the dust are no unusual
ght outside the Withers' gate. But this
le had an unusually forlorn and longig look on his sad face, so Jane had
im come into the house.
It turned out he was as green as paint
l the culture that really counts — such
i knowledge of the latest exploits of
ick Tracy and the gory solution of the
laming Firebrand Murder Mystery. In
ct, the kid practically hadn't lived at
1. Jane was touched. She loaded him
p with paper-backed novels from her
vn personal library — Red Barry, Tim
yler, Annie Rooney and a few choice
mg-war shockers, and then, with a
arm feeling of a good deed well done,
tnt him home.
iVery soon — in fact, right away — the
In-lorn kid was back, his face longer
kan ever. Back with the books. His
tther, he explained tearfully, was a
San of the cloth; he didn't approve of
uch — er lurid fiction — so here they
tere, and thanks just the same. A
reat tear welled and spilled on his
ickey.
i It was a challenge, nothing less, to
9ne. Could she stand by and see the
[tore abundant life stunted by parental
granny? Well, hardly! So now the kid
| fast getting caught up on the Devil og Series, thanks to a sort of underiround railway for hot literature, flour[ihing with the co-operation of various
hauffeurs, maids, cooks and sundry acomplices.
> Being a little devil with wings — or
ttle angel with horns, if you prefer —
; a strain which is putting Jane on a
ar with the chameleon on the plaid
lanket.
HE Withers recently moved into their
|ew home out on Sunset Boulevard
■drting Bel-Air.
The new house was
lane's idea.
She happened
one day by a new

theirs. One of the strongest attractions,
Jane announced at the time, was the location. Itoverlooks the campus of the
University of California at Los Angeles.
Said Jane, "Fine! I can watch football
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Usually, everything else being equal
practice."
and
equable, the Withers, pere and
mere, follow Jane's lead. Not particularly because she's the only child and
they're inclined to spoil her, but because the older she grows, the more
horse sense she seems to develop. They
count her in on all financial consultalems. tions and discussions of family prob-
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Jane had been promised a swimming
pool when the new house became a
reality. But with the multiplying zoo
and an eye to the day when additional
house space would be needed, the purchase of another adjoining lot seemed
more important. It was put up to Jane.
"Let's buy the lot," she said. "Swimming pool next year."
When the planting of the new ground
came up for a decision, Mr. Withers had
a happy thought. Why not nlant the
land in a vegetable garden? Oddly
enough, this ordinarily intriguing suggestion left Jane cold. She held out for
flowers — and stubbornly. Her parents
were puzzled and asked her why.
"It's right off from the kitchen," Jane
explained, "and Willie has to look out
at it all day. She sees vegetables all
the time in the sink."
The lot was planted in flowers. "Willie" is the Withers' cook, a Southern
darkey, black as the inside of Mammoth
Cave. Consideration for Willie's esthetic
sensibilities is only a small side of

CASHMERE BOUQUET
. LOVELJER WAY
SOAP... IT'S THE
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Jane's expanding heart. When Willie
left on a visit to Atlanta last year, Jane
saved up for a new outfit as a goingaway present, and just the other day
when Willie was booked for a raise,
Jane asked her mother if she could be
the bearer of the glad tidings.
"Yes," said Mrs. Withers; but a moment later regretted saying it. For, listening in as Jane broke the news, she
was horrified to hear her declare,

" — and pretty soon, Willie, you'll get
another one, bigger too!"

SO

far, Jane's overflowing heart hasn't
touched the rosy shores of Romance.
She's taller and a few baby teeth have
succumbed to the doorknob and string,
but boys are still just pals. To date,
her bouts with the opposite sex have
included a few riding lessons with
Jackie Searl and one picture where
she had to kiss Jackie (she blushed like
a parboiled beet). The only indication
that any romantic zephyrs stirred
within her was a "scenario" which Jane
came out with not long ago. It consisted
of a succession of terrifying situations,
in all of which Jackie manfully rescued
her at the very last moment from extremely dreadful fates.
In delicate situations so far, Jane
Ruth's intentions have been sterling, but
the results, frankly, not so hot.
Just the other day, a photographer
snapped her with Miss Lola Figland,
whose strenuous lot is to teach Jane her

YOUR

MARVELOUS FOR
COMPLEXION,
TOO!

This pure, creamy-white soap has
such a gentle, caressing lather.
Yet it removes every trace of
dirt and cosmetics — leaves your

[model" home, hooked to the side of a
ill out on Sunset. It was a small, ramling Mexican ranchhouse type place
nd it clicked at once with Jane.
So
,iuch so, that she sat down and wrote

three R's in-between scenes. When the
shots were printed, they showed Jane
fullface, as usual, but poor Miss Figland
drew a disappointing study of the back
of her neck.
Jane felt very bad about it all. The
situation, she felt, called for tact.

> the real estate company, "I liked your
ouse very much.
It is colossal!"
Naturally, a salesman called and be-

"Never mind," she soothed, "every- TO
body will know you anyway because,
see, that hairpin sticks out just like it

' >re the Withers knew it, the house was

always does!"
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In the Palm of Your Hand
(Continued from page 29)

take into consideration a person's race,
and also the type of work he does.
Above all, be sure you are seeing the
natural red or yellow and not a bad
case of sunburn or a hangover.
Skin texture is more difficult to decide upon than color.
Fine skin is soft and delicately
woven. It is white in color, and when
found on any hand, no matter what
other characteristics may be displayed
there, it will have a softening influence.If your skin is very fine you may be
too refined for your own happiness.
Coarse skin looks rough and is rough
to the touch. It may be any color but
if red or yellow the bad characteristics
of these two colors are increased. Whatever the color, coarse skin warns you
that the person you are reading is a
good deal more physical than mental.
Do not, however, confuse elastic skin
with coarse skin.

THE

first thing you should do when you catch cold is —
I alkalize with Alka-Seltzer. Since it is a recognized
fact that most colds are accompanied by an over-acid
condition which may be retarding nature in her battle
against the complaint, Alka-Seltzer is especially helpful
because it acts to restore your normal alkaline balance.
And because Alka-Seltzer contains an analgesic
(sodium acetyl salicylate) it gives prompt relief from the
stuffed-up-grippy feeling of a cold. Thus Alka-Seltzer
gives relief in TWO ways— relief from the distress
and discomfort of a cold and relief from the excess
acid condition.

At the first sign of a cold, just drop one or two AlkaSeltzer tablets into a glass of water. When
they bubble up and dissolve, drink the ^
crystal clear, pleasant-tasting solution. It s
beneficial action starts immediately. Continue using Alka-Seltzer according to the
directions in the package.

In elastic, or medium skin, the skin
is soft to the touch but the weave is
wide. Tyrone Power's hands are a good
example of the elastic skin, which
shows, by the way, originality, intelligence and courage.
Other noteworthy characteristics of
the Power hands are:
NAI LS I— very broad. This shows frankness, honesty, good health and vitality.

FINGERS:— short. This indicates that
Tyrone is impulsive, quick-witted, impatient, and dislikes details.
FINGERTIPS:— first finger and tip of
little finger conic, giving Tyrone the
benefit of the conic qualities such as
love of beauty, quick perception, the
ability to feel and play romantic parts
and an appreciation of the arts.
The two middle fingers of Tyrone's
hands are rather square. This makes
Tyrone exacting in many ways, thorough in his characterizations. When he
is too old to play the roles of romantic
young men he still will be popular as a
character actor.
KNUCKLES:— knotty. These knuckles
cause Tyrone to look before he leaps,
think at least once before he speaks and
to think over the thoughts and actions
of others before he judges them.
I might add one further comment
while we are still on the elastic skin.
Though this type of skin indicates refinement, italso indicates that its possessor can adapt himself to conditions.

T,HE

flexibility of your hands shows
how adaptable you are. If your hands
and fingers bend backward easily, you
can adapt yourself to conditions and

lso sold by the glass at all Drug Store Soda Fountains
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If your hands are stiff, refusing to
people.
bend backward, and the fingers are hard
to open, you are cautious in every move
you make. You distrust everything new.
You will not adapt yourself to others.
However, you of the stiff hands can
keep your own secrets as well as the secrets of others. You are hard workers
and whatever money you make will
come to you through work and thrift.
The medium-flexible hand is the best
type to have. This hand opens easily
and the fingers bend backward when
pressed. It shows a person well-balanced in all things. You are neither
stingy nor too generous. You weigh all
matters, giving each your careful attention and, having weighed them, you
reach a wise and fair decision.
Now, I want you to note carefully
how your hands fall on the table. This

is very important.
Let them drop be
fore you in a natural position.
If there are wide spaces between a
your fingers, you are generous to
fault — unconventional, modern in yov
viewpoint, Bohemian in your prefer
ences for people and places, very muc
of a "good fellow." You cannot han
onto your money. You are inclined t
live entirely in the present, forgettin
that tomorrow must be faced. You ar
independent in actions and in though:
Narrow spaces between all the finger
show you to be well balanced in you
point of view, careful of your reputa
tion, reasonably generous but seldor
foolhardy in your expenditures. Yoi
the
way.
prefer
to follow rather than to blaz.
When your little finger and first fingers are widely separated, with the second and third fingers lying clos<
together, you dare say and do what yov
please. If occasionally you happen tc
be indiscreet in your actions, you always manage to have an excellent alibi
If all your fingers are held tightlj
together, you are probably formal
stingy, narrow-minded and hard to gel
along with. You hate new ways oi
doing things, you dislike any rearrangements of your daily routine and whatever money you have will come through
scrimping and saving.
If your thumb is set low on your hand
and there is a wide space between it
and your first finger, you are generous,
but also independent in every way.
Another thumb characteristic to check
up on and remember is whether your
thumb bends inward toward your palm.
Alice Faye's hands show a thumb of
this type, which indicates repression.
Other noteworthy characteristics of
the Faye hands are:
CO LOR -.-white.

FLEXIBILITY: — this makes Miss Faye
easygoing and adaptable. She is apt to
sacrifice her own wishes and desires.

CONSISTENCY:— soft. Alice is very feminine. She loves comfort and luxury. J
She hates a fight and is miserable if her
surroundings are inharmonious.
FINGERS:— medium length. This indicates that Alice is well balanced,
neither too impulsive nor too fussy
about details. She loves pleasure and
romance. Conic tips tell you this.
If you will look carefully at the top
of each of Alice's fingers you will discover small pads or cushions. This tells
you that Miss Faye is very sensitive,
and considerate of the feelings of others.

KNUCKLES:— smooth. Smooth knuckles
show intuition and inspiration.
I HE next point to consider in the study
of the physical attributes of the hand
is finger length. This is important.
First, note carefully whether the fingers on the hand you are studying
are in proportion to its size. Deciding
upon the varying degrees of finger
length will come to you through practice, so merely note if, in proportion to
a person's general size, the fingers look
exceptionally long, unusually short, or
just about right.
Short fingers mean that you are impulsive, quick-witted and hasty in your
actions and in your judgments. You
loathe details, except when you are vitally interested. You enjoy a big job
which can be put through in a hurry.
Because you are always in a hurry,

ou are inclined to be careless about
our appearance, nor do you always
ake time to be tactful or considerate.
You make good newspaper reporters
.nd short story writers, because you
isualize a thing as a whole. If you are
[n artist your work will be lacking in
letails. You are after the effect, not
Perfection of technique.
Short fingers with smooth knuckles
bake you brilliant in the extreme, and
h this particular instance it is better
^r your fingers to lie close together, and
br your hands not to be too flexible.
Vithout these restraining influences,
>ou will be the victim of your impulses,
Ind your natural brilliance and generosity will be without a guide.
1 Long fingers belong to persons who
hove and act and think slowly. A longfingered person loves details, and often
dakes a fuss over small things, overooking something of importance.
: You of the long fingers are cautious,
asily offended and suspicious and you
,ather like to dwell on your slights.
You have a good memory, are careful
i your dress and appearance and you
ave an amazing amount of patience,
hough you are not always tolerant in
our viewpoint. You are far more tactil and courteous than your short-finered acquaintances.
| You make good novelists, excelling in
escriptive passages. You make wonerful secretaries and trustworthy
lerks, for you neglect nothing. In
lusic, painting, acting or directing your
jchnique is perfect.
Fingers of medium length show you to
e well balanced in every way and easy
o get along with. A careful study of
he rest of your hands will tell you to
/hat degree you possess these qualities.
DELIEVE it or not, the joints of your
lingers give away a lot of secrets about
pu. Knotty joints (do not confuse
hese with rheumatic joints) stand for
[nalysis. If both the knuckle and sectnd joint are knotty you are orderly in
lind and person. You are intelligent,
ionest, systematic and skeptical.
If the knuckles (or first joint only)
re knotty, you are orderly in your
lental processes, but inclined to be
areless in your personal appearance.
E the second joint is well developed,
ou are systematic and neat in everyling and if with this development you
ave square fingertips you are probbly a fuss-budget, if not a positive
rank about system and order.
You knotty-fingered people make
,ood lawyers, investigators, philoso'hers, scientists, historians and characbr actors or actresses.
Smooth fingers do not bulge at the
■ nuckles or at the second joint. Smooth
ngers denote intuition, impulse and
aspiration. If you have such fingers
pu think and act quickly. You love
eauty and harmony in all things. You
lake good actors, musicians, advertising men and women, radio announcers
nd entertainers and salesmen.
Thick fingers belong to the person
/ho loves physical things. He who has
hick fingers likes to eat and drink and
as difficulty resisting a pretty face. He
; inclined to be slow, easygoing.
Thin fingers belong to the mind rather
jian to the body. If you have these
jou are probably nervous, alert and a
■•ifle nosey. If there are spaces between
ou fingers where your fingers join your
and you are a born investigator.

Li

NOW for an analysis of your fingerps. Your fingertips influence all your
ther characteristics markedly.
There are four types of tips— spatuite, square, conic, and pointed. The
Verage hand has a variety of tips, so
on't expect to find all of any one kind
f tip3 on your hands.

The spatulate tip is the broadest. It
is shaped like a druggist's spatula and
it denotes energy, love of action, real
ism, originality, practicality and a love
of animals and the outdoors. Spatulate
tips belong to explorers, adventurers,
writers of action stories, soldiers, sailors, athletes — and also to a little movie
£tar named Jane Withers.
Jane is the perfect example of the
hand with the spatulate tips. These
tips add to Jane's originality, love of
action and her fondness for animals.
She would sacrifice anything for one or
all of her various pets. But coupled
with these spatulate tips are well-balanced fingers of medium length, wide
spaces between the fingers themselves
denoting generosity and independence,
and the perfect example of short wide
nails, which tell as plainly as day to the
initiated that Jane is quizzical, argumentative and extremely clever.
The next type of fingertip to watch
for is the square tip. At first, you may
find it difficult to differentiate between
a square and a spatulate tip, so remember that, while spatulate tips are very
broad, they are also slightly oval at the
ends. Square tips are usually straight
across. To get this fixed in your mind
think of a box edge.
If you have square tips, method and
order are your gods. You are exact in
everything you do and you expect
others to be just as exact. You are
always on time and woe betide the person who keeps you waiting.
You square-fingered people make
good organizers, practical businessmen,
bookkeepers, historians, mathematicians,
architects, exact scientists, and composers of marches and other rhythmic
music. Square tips are helpful to short,
smooth fingers but with long, knotty
fingers square tips produce a crank of
the first water.
Conic tips are pointed but not pointed
in the extreme. If you have conic tips
you are impressionable, intuitive and
artistic. You dislike exactitude in anything; you love harmony and are miserable if your surroundings are unpleasant. You prefer beauty to usefulness. You are sympathetic, emotional
and an excellent lover, though not always afaithful one. You excel in painting, music, writing of romance, acting
and decorating but in order to be outstanding in any of these arts, you need
other characteristics to strengthen and
push the brilliance of your conic fingers.
You must have a good-sized thumb, set
low or medium on your hand, a not too
flexible hand and medium-length fingers, with your second and third fingers
lying close together.
Pointed tips belong to the dreamer
rather than to the doer. You are an
idealist, and you live in a world of your
own. If you are allowed to exist in this
world, you will be happy; but you are
too sensitive and introspective.
Pointed fingers belong to the poet and
to the nun. Pointed fingers write beautiful or weird poetry, fantastic stories
and plays and religious works. But
these fingers are never practical. Frequently their owner is so contented in
his dream world that he cannot force
himself to put his dreams on paper.
Anita Louise's fingers have the
pointed tips such as I have just described. However, no one point can be
judged alone in determining hand characteristics and their relation to their
owner. Below is a complete reading of
the backs of Anita's hands.
SKIN: — very fine of texture and white
in color. This shows refinement and
conservatism — a dislike of crudeness,
exhibitionism, all forms of coarseness.
NAI LS :— wide. Anita is fundamentally
frank and honest.

Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Basil Rathbone,

and the

remainder of the distinguished cast who appear in the forthcoming
Warner Bros, production "Tovarich" are typical of the group
of artists who prefer this glamorous refreshing make-up created
for them by Miss Arden.
The great stars of Hollywood

have found their answer to the

relentless cameras, the hot lights, the demand
loveliness at any hour of the day or night . . .

for glamour and

They have discovered the new

SCREEN

and STAGE

A complete line of preparations are
available for professional — and
taking a hint from the stars — for
private use too. They are priced at
a dollar ($1 .00) each, and sold by
exclusive Elizabeth Arden retail distributors everywhere.

MAKE-UP

The booklet "Professional Information" P-3, containing procedure of
make-up application for effective
use, may be obtained by writing
Screen and Stage Laboratories,
5533 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.
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FINGERS".— held close together. This
shows Miss Louise to be conventional
and reserved. She can hang on to her
money, hates to make a show of herself
or to be with anyone who is making
himself conspicuous. Her fingers curl
inwards toward the palms which indicates that she allows very few persons
really to know her or to get close to her.
FINGERTIPS: — pointed. Anita Louise is
idealistic, rather spiritual, intuitive, romantic, alover of beauty and perfection
in all things. Any man in real life
who makes love to her must appeal to
the romantic side of her nature.
FINGERS: — long. This makes her thorough and particular about details.
KNUCKLES: — knotty. This increases her
caution and causes her to analyze
everything with extreme care.
INGERNAILS will assist you in discovering health defects and will point
out many characteristics.
Broad nails, wide at both tip and base,
indicate that you are honest, robust,
frank sometimes to the point of brutality, and if they are a clear red or pink
in color, you have excellent health and
a tremendous amount of vitality.
Narrow nails, wide at the tip and
narrow at the base, show that you are
more tactful than the blunt, broadnailed person, a bit more subtle and,
though you appear to have a great deal
of vitality, you go on your nervous
energy, and it is soon exhausted.
Short nails are critical nails. If only
fairly short you are more quizzical than
critical. If very short with no moons,
you are scrappy, argumentative and
often critical to an unpleasant degree.
If you have yellow skin, knotty joints
and very short nails, heaven protect
your mate, providing you are fortunate enough to have one. You are
clever, and amusing, too, but how often
is it at the expense of someone else?

T

HE healthiest nails are a clear pink
without spots or ridges.
White spots on your nails indicate
severe nervous strain. If the spots start
at the lower part of the nail, the strain

Diamond

has been going on for six months ;
least. If the spots start near the cente
the strain began about three montr
ago. If the spots continue all the wa
to the tip of the nail you must guar
your health from further strain.
Ridges
or flutings warn
you of
breakdown of some sort and when the!
cause
your
nails to become
cloud;
thick-white, or yellow, you had bette
consult a physician about your healtl
Blue nails, especially at the base, in
dicate some form of obstruction in cir
culation and may even signify a hea:
condition. However, let me warn yo
never, never to take it upon yourse
to tell someone that he has a heart con
dition. You wouldn't want him to dro
dead at your feet, would you?
Curved nails curve over the end c'
your finger and they warn you of
tendency
to throat or bronchial
ail;
ments.
You
should
be very carefi
about
taking
cold.
Never
neglect
cold, for the result might be serious.
Bulbous nails curve down over th
end of your fingertips, and the finger
tips themselves are shaped like bulb
Such nails indicate a decided weaknes
of the lungs or chest. This warnin
should never be ignored and if you hav
nails of this type you should be unde
the care of a reliable physician.
I HAT

completes our study of the back

of your hands. In going back over th'
points, please remember that in orde
to give an accurate reading of hands
every indication mentioned must b
given careful consideration, becausi
each characteristic — such as color, skii
texture, flexibility, nails, length anc;
type of fingers, fingertips, etc., has it
especial effect on all the other traits
If you will give this your careful attention you will surprise everyone, including yourself, with the acumen o^
your character analysis.

Miss Trotter's next article, in Marcl
the
palms of your
she dieo'
PHOTOPLAY,
willhands.
be theAs study
this month, each point will be illustrated by pictures. Study these pictures under the microscope, heart
to read your own hands accurately.

Pin Money

(Continued from page 23)
Joel McCrea, Randolph Scott and Joe
E. Brown, raise horses. Heaven knows
money.
that everyone who raises horses loses
The reason for all this outside activity
seems to be that losing money is one of
the few things you can do and make the
government pay for it. It is a little matter of the income tax, where a thumping
deficit in one operation reduces your
super-tax. You have the fun of experimenting on a ranch or in a hat shop and
most of the fifty thousand dollars you

A few simple touches of Maybelline Mascara

instantly transform

pale, scanty, unattractive lashes into naturaUappearing, long, dark,
luxuriant fringe. Harmless, tear=proof, non=smarting. Form graceful,
expressive eyebrows with the smooth=marking Maybelline Eyebrow
Pencil. Shade lids softly with Maybelline Eye Shadow. For beautiful
line.

eyes, demand the world's largest selling Eye Beauty Aids — Maybellii
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lose is the government's loss, not yours.
The men and women who represent
grace and glamour and adventure on
the screen — I like to think of them as
manufacturers, shopkeepers, farmers,
restaurant-keepers, and garage men. I
know they don't often work at these
jobs, but it's pleasant to think that, after
a hard day at the studio where they
have earned about five hundred dollars
an hour by actually facing the camera,
they go home to find their hamburger
stand or fruit farm or furniture store
has turned in a profit of eight dollars
and asixteen
cents and they'll have to
hire
new cashier.
What's more, the movie stars who
make chow mein (that is Mae West) ; or

bottle lemon juice (that is Mr. Cagney
who lost only five thousand dollars on il
the first year) ; or manage prize tighten
(that is Al Jolson and the prize fighter
is Henry Armstrong) — all of these are
getting some knowledge of the giveand-take of normal human interests, the
sort of thing that you and I run through
every day. It is bound to be a good
counterbalance against the fantastic
things they do on the screen and the
slightly more extravagant things they
do as part of the life of Hollywood.

T HESE

outside wage earners are really
divided into several classifications. The.
boys and girls who merely triple their
movie salaries by radio work are having
a lucky break and they know perfectly

well that it can't last; that in spite
of our positively wicked government
(which has only given them liberty and
the fairly successful pursuit of happiness) they ought to make a lot of money
and save a lot for a rainy day. To me,
the radio and the movie salaries are in
the same bracket; some people get more
for one than for the other, but it is substantially the same sort of income.
Naturally, there are radio stars to
whom the movies are "velvet."
Burns

i Allen picked up only $92,000 in 1935
•,o the pictures; if they were annoyed,
i- ;l0,000-a-week
radio' salary must
nap consoled them.
iked Allen wouldn't get $416,000 a
i in the movies — but he can count on
: Ei the air. And so on. But straight
t;.e-and-screen stars, like Bill Fields
i Eddie' Cantor, run way ahead of
ft r movie income in their radio work.
i antor pays for his company and extalent, but that still leaves him a fair
# of $15,000 a week; and Fields got a
i ract at five thousand dollars a week,
Jit didn't seem to hold him.
, ick Oakie gets forty-five hundred
Jars for a radio show — a little more
J\ for showing up at the movie
Vlios. Jeanette MacDonald asks for,
,: gets, five thousand dollars.
ist by way of contrast: Garbo
csn't earn a nickel on the air.
, 11 of these financial giants have
_iness managers. They can't act for
i cameras, go on the air, run a shop or
, |inch — and still have time to watch
i ticker. So they get a man who kicks
pnoters downstairs, straight-arms
.'[-discovered relatives, and runs the
uness generally — at a fee.
I is hard, however, for these business
jctors to decide on this one thing.
his quick earning all to the good?
' l't the dear American audience turn
t e if it gets Miss Wonderful in nine
<ures and on fifty- two broadcasts a
*■? Would it be better to spread it
i' Or — then the doubts begin. Mayii you spread it out, you'll not have
i1 chance next year. And so it goes —
^cious circle.

kjOST of the movie players seem to
i[e decided to get it while they can.
Jl there has been no lack of opporlity. In the good old days of testiiiiial advertisements one little star
inged to spend two days being
tographed with a variety of objects,
n clothes and cosmetics, to jewels
1 motor cars — all of which she would
iorse — and her agent called all the
Tit manufacturers and offered her enjsement to the highest bidder,
hose days have gone, but there is
1 pay dirt in the game. The better
1 is putting your name on a commert product — or your face, if you are
'key Mouse.
ddie Bergen is in for a tidy sum —
ess his agent missed a cue — from the
I of Charlie McCarthy dolls this year.
I you have to be pretty special. For
ance, there are no Joan Crawford's
jsses
— ifmight
a woman
the
iss, she
take a didn't
dislike like
to Joan
jwford. It's safer to endorse what
lieone else is already selling,
adio, endorsements, testimonials — ■
pe are the sources of big money. But
'"human interest," the things stars do
la smaller scale are more rewarding.
[y does one raise orchids and another
■ince a pearling ship? Why does one
lent a new motorcar brake in his
Ire time and another grow walnuts?
y do some go in for real estate and
iers for raising cattle? Difference of
iperament, maybe. But it is remark5 that after their work in the makeieve movie world, they go in for
lething substantial, something you
put your hands on and say "here it
or "this is mine." A few have
ight stock in movie companies; genlly, they go into "serious business."
md if they bother to look about
m, movie stars find ample reason for
ing a business on the side. There are
ens and even hundreds of players
3 were once in the big money and
a now are lucky if they get fifty dol» a week instead of seven and a half
lars a day two or three times a
nth.
'he brothers Frank and Ralph Mor-

gan are really the Wuppermans who
were born to the family making Angostura Bitters in this country. Naturally, they have not given that up, but
they also are proprietors of a furniture
store in Palm Springs. Furniture is
solid and is not made of breakaways or
balsa wood. Mr. Reginald Denny's enterprise is not quite so substantial in
its products — but to have the largest
factory in the world producing model
airplanes (with two million dollars in
advance orders for next year) is something that you really can count on.

THE

passion for the land I have already mentioned. Mr. Cecil De Mille
was a sort of pioneer in the movie business of California and perhaps it was
automatic that he should own one of the
largest fruit ranches in that state; but
he backs it up with one of the largest
cotton plantations in Arkansas. Mr.
Robert Taylor may have heard that
fame and beauty are both fleeting, so he
breeds horses and, in addition, is a realestate operator.
It is reported that in one single deal
in real estate last year he made more
money than his entire year's salary in
pictures.
Also on the substantial side is Jean
Hersholt, who used to be a director in
two banks and has invested in industrial establishments here and abroad.
Charles Bickford has a whole string
of gas stations, but apparently there is a
touch of romance in him because he has
also invested in a pearling ship.
I don't consider horses a really safe
investment, but Al Jolson apparently
does because he runs a stable and, if
you look hard, you will find him at the
better tracks.
Bing Crosby owns the Del Mar track
which took most of a year's picture salary at the beginning, but is expected to
pay off in time.
There are a dozen owners of buildings
from apartment houses to markets.
The movie people run hamburger
stands and raise bees and manufacture
perfumes and neckties and medicines
and breed trout. Mr. Noah Beery is the
trout specialist and he has the business
pretty well in hand. You may fish in
his stream and pay him thirty-five cents
for every fish you catch — but he also
runs a restaurant near by to which your
fish must go if you want it cooked.

A

QUICK glance (by an expert
glancer) revealed no less than ninety
stars who have "outside activities" and
more than half of these were in business

enterprises. It's hard to believe that all
of them are "working" at some other
business as a form of insurance. Many
of them have been wise and put by
enough to live on the rest of their lives.
They aren't scared, but they know, as
well as we do, that their place at the top
is not permanent. (A Hollywood lawyer is trying to get their income tax reduced by an allowance for exhaustion
of popularity, as the government allows
for the exhaustion of an oil well.)
They also know that the time will
come when they will want something
interesting to do — when they are
through with pictures. Many would
rather leave the pictures altogether than
take the long hard road down to small
parts and bits and extra work. So they
have provided an interest in life against
the future.
For myself, I still think that Miss
Temple's ten cents is the best money in
the world. It was earned by straight
business methods (the little girl is a
rugged individualist) and she probably
would be a great executive if she
weren't so busy being an actress. The
other money on the side is velvet — her
dime for the pony is earned — and, I
hope, well spent.
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Yes, really a new kind of cream!
Only 4 years ago, it was hardly
thought of! Doctors had just learned
that a certain vitamin applied direct
to the shin actually healed the skin
quicker in burns and wounds, and
in such cases prevented infections.

finer, my

mous cream helps your skin more
directly. Its use now nourishes the
skin. Women who use it say it
makes their skin look clearer; pores
seem finer;
more
surely.it keeps skin faults away
Same jars, same labels,
same price

Then, Pond's started research on
what this vitamin might do for the
skin when put in Pond's Creams.
Today — you can have its benefits
for your skin — in Pond's new "skinvitamin" Vanishing Cream!
Helps nutrition of skin
You've always known that Pond's
Vanishing Cream would smooth off
flaky skin for powder and soften
overnight.
But now! — by bringing the "skinvitamin" right to your skin, this fa-

skin clearer and hrighter."

Just
get a Vanishing
jar of Pond's
new It"skinvitarnin"
Cream.
is in
the same jars, with the same labels,
at the same price.
Use it regularly night and day for
3 or , 4 weeks. Then consult your
mirror! You'll say this really is c
new kind of cream!
The vitamin it contains is not the
"sunshine" vitamin. Not the orangejuice vitamin. It is not "irradiated."
But the actual "skin-vitamin." Use
it and see how it helps your skin.
SEND

FOR

THE

NEW

CREAM!

TEST IT IN 9 TREATMENTS
Pond's, Dept. 15- VO, Clinton, Conn. Rush special
tube of Pond's new "skin-vitamin" Vanishing
Cream, enough f»>r u treatments, with samples <»f 2
other Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and ."> different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10*! to
cover
Name_ postage and packing.
City
Street.

*°VM/

_State_
right, 1937, Pond's Extract Company
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Boos and Bouquets

;J0W DID WE HvER GET ALONGWITHOUT \W&ffl%

(Continued from page 4)
male costar for her fame.
A couple of crisp salutes to these two
grand girls for making monkeys of their
accusers!
T. Swan,
San Francisco, Calif.

Seems Like Everyone has a
Kleenex True Confession

$1.00 PRIZE

9/9 A/. Michigan Ave., Chicago

I<'Terror:

WHEN I HAD A COLD, WITH MY
NOSE SO SORE AND RED. "SINCE
KLEENEX -HAPPY DAYS ARE
HERE

AGAIN
! T., New
(From
a letter
Mrs. W.
York,
N. by
Y.)

DIP l"'
WHEW I HEARD GUESTS
WHISPER THAT MY TOWELS WERE
STAINED WITH MAKE-UP! NEW KLEENEX
LIPSTICK TISSUES MOW END ALL THAT !
(From a letter by Mis. H. E. B., Pasadena, Cal.)

/nibler
ue FiBRANDS
a TissOTHER
B£
..BECAUSE
0
U THAT
[HAVENT
TO PEACHY KLEENEX

A big bouquet to you for the introduction ofthe new, enlarged and greatly
improved Photoplay. But I would suggest to you that you add one more department, "For Men Only." Your October issue seems perfect in all respects
but one — there is nothing substantial in
it that can be of material help to your
MALE readers. There are various departments that include make-up, beauty
hints, body building, latest Hollywood
fashions, etc., all for ladies.
Hence, I, on behalf of all your male
readers in India and elsewhere, would
suggest a new department. There you
should give us pictorial articles from
male fashion authorities advising us
what the well-dressed man should wear,
details for correct clothes for sports,
formal and informal affairs. Studio
trainers could give full descriptions of
the exercises that keep the top-notch
stars like Gable in the pink of condition, and other articles dealing with
the proper care of the hair, skin, etc.
If we get some of these useful hints
regularly I say without fear of contradiction that the sale of Photoplay
will increase fifty percent. I should like
this letter published in order that I
may know the views of thousands of
other male readers.
Ratoo Mistry,
Bombay, India.
We, too, are anxious to know what
our male readers think of this idea. Will
you write and tell us?

PULL-OUT BOX THAT MAKES IT
EASY TO GET ONLY
ONE DOUBLE-TISSUE
AT A TIME ! NO
MORE FUMBLE
AND JUMBLE
FOR ME !

$1.00 PRIZE
A CRACK

**
..WHEN
WOMAN
fMYtLITTLE
/
CAUGHT ME CUTTING TOWELS
AS T DRIED MY RAZOR.PLENTY
THANKS. KLEENEX, OLD PAL /

{From a letter by
Mrs. W. P. S., Chicago, 111.)

(From a letter by Mr. E. L. M., Dayton, Ohio)

• Do as millions are doing— adopt the habit
of using Kleenex Disposable Tissues in every
room of your home, at the office and in your
car. Once you start, you'll wonder how you ever
got along without Kleenex, the disposable
tissues that come in handy in a dozen ways
each day.
When sniffles start . . .
During colds, it's good policy to put aside
handkerchiefs and use Kleenex instead. See
how it soothes your nose and saves money
as it reduces handkerchief washing. What's
more, Kleenex tends to hold germs, thus
checks the spread of colds through the family.
You use each tissue just once— then destroy,
germs and all. You'll cheer that you don't
have to wash dozens of handkerchiefs whenever there's a cold in your family.
Dozens of other uses

wipe

hands,

windshield and

greasy

places.

Don't be a tissue tumbler!
To end tissue waste and mess, be sure to buy
Kleenex in the Serv-a-Tissue box. You pull
a double tissue easily, quickly, with only one
hand and another pops up ready for use.
Only Kleenex has this patented feature. 200
sheets in the Serv-a-Tissue box now 2 for
25c at drug counters everywhere.

BUY KLEENEX
in we

SemaTissueBox
it Saves as it Serves— one double tissue at a time

DISPOSABLE
("Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Patent Office)

AT CRAWFORD

What have they done to our once
lovely Joan Crawford?
After seeing "The Bride Wore Red"
I was wondering! She looked so callous
(in her last few pictures it has been the
same) I could hardly believe it was
Joan Crawford. The hair style may
have been the reason, for it was anything but nice, since it was continually hanging
her hair
eyes.that
Please
let Joan
wear inher
way don't
any
more — it is too horrid. She looked so
very unreal. Not the glamorous Joan.
No! But just a picture someone had
painted to make fun of her too-large
eyes and too-much make-up.
Please, for her public's and her own
sake, have Joan take off some of that
hideous make-up, fix her hair in soft
feminine curls and be just the same
Joan Crawford we have always loved.
Shirley M. Temping,
Seattle, Wash.

$1.00 PRIZE
WE ARE WITH YOU
How

I would

enjoy seeing Greta

her in costume pictures? I'm sure a
great many people will agree with me
when I say that she was more popular
in those days than now.

TISSUES

Quebec, Canada.

$1.00 PRIZE

FOUR-ALARM

FIRE!

I'm tossing away the torches I've bef
carrying for those great lovers, Tayl
and Gable, that daring adventurer, E
rol Flynn, and that prince of leadii
men, Ray Milland. I'm lighting candl
to their memory, and joyfully lightii
a flaming torch for a boy singer.
His is a personality and charm as n
freshing as a cool movie on a hot Tex;
afternoon. His is the voice of Die
Powell, Jack Haley and Nelson Edd
rolled into one glorious tenor. His ai
the mannish good looks.
. Have
about —
Takes
Kenny

you guessed whom I'm rantin
the delightful hero of "Mr. Dod
the Air" and "52nd Street"Baker.

He is the timid lovable boy we'v
listened to, chuckled and laughed wit!
who's been a notable addition to Jac
Benny's radio laugh riot. One has to b
good to make a place for himself i
that array of talent and Kenny ha'
carved a niche that no one else can fil
I hope they don't try to make a sophis
ticated
out of him; he isn't one
He's
justlover
— Kenny.
Janice Aubrey,
Gainesville, Texas.
Kenneth L. Baker has a lilting lyrii
tenor voice, exceptionally curly hair, m
ingratiating grin, is six feet tall, was bon
in Monrovia, California on Sept. 30, 1912
He attended Polytechnic High School it
hong Beach, Calif., began his singing career in the church choir at the Santo
Anita Scientists Church. His first important engagement was as a solo singei
at the Los Angeles Biltmore; he won the
Eddie Duchin Open Radio Championship in 1935, was singing at the Cocoanut Grove when Mervyn LeRoy, impressed with his charm, signed him for
pictures, groomed him for the stardom
he won in "Mr. Dodd Takes the Air:
Baker is very retiring in private life,
idolizes tenor John Charles Thomas,
married his childhood sweetheart in
1933.

$1.00 PRIZE
AN EIGHT- YEAR-OLD'S IDEA OF
SHIRLEY
A great big bouquet of orchids to
Photoplay and to Miss Dixie Willson
for the lovely story on "The Sweetheart
of the World" — my own special favorite,
Shirley Temple. I never miss a single
word written about my idol, and of all
the things I have ever read I do think
Miss Willson's article was one of the
loveliest.
You see, Mr. Editor, I am a little girl

Garbo in another "Anna Christie" role.
Why, oh why do they persistently cast

Use Kleenex, too, to remove face creams
and cosmetics; to dust and polish; as a kitchen help; for baby; and for countless other
uses. In the car, Kleenex comes in handy to

KLEENEX

vote for a happy Garbo in "pla
clothes." Are you with E.me,
or "agi
Dieroff,
me?

FOR MEN ONLY!

HAVE YOU? WE'LL PAY*5l° IN CASH
FOR EVERY ONE PUBLISHED !
MAIL YOURS TO KLEENEX,

what not. In fact, there is too mu
costume and not enough Garbo. A
where is the famous Garbo bob?
And another thing. Why is it that
all her pictures she either dies in t
end or gets the worst of it, anyhow?

First it was "Queen Christina," then
"Anna Karenina" followed by "Camille"
and now we have "Conquest," another
picture with our Garbo all dressed up
in mousseline de soie, lace, velvet and

just about Shirley's age, but of all the
many gifts the fairies have bestowed on
this
I have
none sweetly
— that's
why adorable
I love her child,
so. She
can sing
— and I can't even talk. She dances and
I have never walked, but when I watch
her I forget about me. I am a new person;
I am the person Shirley is playing — do
you wonder I adore her? May I thank
Photoplay and Miss Willson again for
an extra ray of sunshine for a shut in.
Josephine O'Brien,
Flint, Mich.
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51.00 PRIZE

forgotten after a few successful years. |
But the real proof came when he was I

LYNN'S FLAIR FOR FRIENDSHIP

filming "Double Wedding." Knowing
how
the tragedy
Jean Harlow's
deathto
had affected
Mr. ofPowell,
I expected
notice some difference in his acting, but,
although I made a special effort to detect a difference, I was unable to do so.

At last! A prayer answered! We
|;ople who live hundreds of miles from
ollywood have had our chance at comin close contact with the movie
jlony. We have crowded every spare
oment into visits to Bidwell Park for
glimpse of Errol Flynn's new picture
The Adventures of Robin Hood" in the
aking. We have truly enjoyed the injnsity of the scenes, the courtesies of
fe directors and cameramen, and, most
all, the congeniality of Errol Flynn
imself. By his naturalness, sincerity
,id good fellowship he has added many
[iends to his already countless thouf.nds. Many thanks from Northern
alifornia to Warners for bringing us a
t of Hollywood. We hope that others,
10, will have the good fortune to wit;ss their favorite stars on location.
Ruth Carter,
Marysville, Calif.

LOO PRIZE
VINKLE, LITTLE STAR— OR ELSE!
lit is thrilling to watch a falling star—
om the sky. Yesterday I witnessed
e first signs of a cinema star's slip and
was pitiful. The subtitle of Bing
rosby's new picture "Double or Nothought to be "Upward or Downard," for Bing cannot continue on the
ime level much longer. He is eviBntly resting on his er, mmm, shall we
iy laurels?
On the screen he really looks the famman that he is in reality, and that's
tting his personal life interfere with
Is career! He has a decidedly stodgy
bpearance, the twinkle has left one eye
he still has it in the other one) and
here, or where, is that mischievous
[lance that made him look as if he
teant something Will Hays didn't allow
am to say? As for the straw hat and
bw tie our singing hero wore, well, if
jing has the say in selecting his own
ardrobe, he had better speak up.
I hear that that hilariously funny
led Englishwoman, Beatrice Lillie,
ill be in Bing's next picture. Miss
'illie will set the pace! "Double your
(Torts, — or Nothing," Bing!
Ann Golvin,
Los Angeles, Calif.

1.00 PRIZE
GREAT ACTOR

SCORES AGAIN!

Hats off to a truly great actor — Wilam Powell. It is remarkable in itself
->at Mr. Powell becomes more popular
s the years roll by, instead of being

His fine hilarious "acting" never varied
throughout the picture.
Bouquets to a man who could make
the nation laugh while he was experiencing a great sorrow.
Mrs. C. E. Jones,
Los Angeles, Calif.

/

After finishing "Double Wedding," Mr.
Powell left for Europe for a three
months' vacation. On his return he went
to 20th Century-Fox on a loan, to star
in a picture with Annabella, their pretty
new French star. The title of the picture was "Jean," but the name was
changed to "The Baroness and the

ff^j

Butler."PRIZE
$1.00
YOU'VE

GOT SOMETHING

THERE!

The door opened. A rather tall young
woman with lovely reddish hair and
silver fox furs down to her knees entered hesitantly. I looked up. She
wasn't beautiful — but there was something in her face that made me wish —
I don't know what.
"May I see Mr. F — ?" Her voice was
nice.

nine
€ n e

A short time later I was in Mr. F — 's
office busy with daily duties (I'm a secretary) . Mr. F — was talking.
"Can you dance? They want someone
versatile." The young woman said
"Why of course," and, turning away
from us both with a little embarrassed
smile, she very slowly raised her leg
'way up over her head and held it there
a few seconds. It was the most graceful
motion — and executed with the utmost
ease and charm. The young woman
smiled at our applause, pleased as a kid.
A few days later she got a contract
with one of the major studios. They
kept her around as atmosphere, gave
her a couple of small bits, and then

NORFORMS

didn't take up her option. She was
very unhappy. Then another studio
signed her. She kept getting better and
better roles and I kept getting smugger
and smugger. I had seen her potentialities the very first time I saw her.
Now she is to be starred in her own

Norforms are easy-to-use antiseptic suppositories that melt at internal body temperature and spread a protective, soothing film over delicate internal membranes
—an antiseptic film that remains in effective contact for hours. They are deodorizing as well as antiseptic and soothing.

picture.
She's grand, don't you think? Who?
Why the girl you laugh, and laugh and
laugh at — Joan Davis!
Florence Holmes.
Los Angeles, Calif.

HARK! HARK! THE CRITICS BARK! THE
MARCHES ARE COMING TO TOWN
The Marches being those two grand Hollywood
personalities, Freddie and Florence, who are at
long last appearing opposite each other on the
New York stage.

FIVE

REASONS

WOMEN

WHY

ACTION

EXPLAINED

NORFORMS

PREFER

Every day, more and more women are adopting Norforms for Feminine Hygiene, because:
1. Norforms are so easy to use. They require no awkward apparatus for application. They come in a small, convenient
package of one dozen.
2. They contain Para by dree in— a powerful and positive antiseptic developed by Norwich, makers of Unguentine. No
danger of an overdose or "burn" with Norforms.
3. They leave no embarrassing antiseptic odor about room or
person. In fact, they are deodorizing, and many women use
them for this purpose alone.
4. They remain in effective, antiseptic contact for hours.
5. Norforms can be used as often as necessary. They are soothing and beneficial as well as antiseptic.

Here's a spoonful of wisdom from one of the sanest young men in the business.

MILLIONS

Here's also the reason for his success both as a
husband and an actor.

Send for the new Norforms booklet, "Feminine Hygiene Made Easy." Or,
in a package, combuy a box of Norforms at your druggist's today. 12
plete with leaflet of instructions. The Norwich Pharmacal Company,
Norwich, New York, makers of Vngaentine.

Read "MARCH TO THE STAGE"
In March PHOTOPLAY

USED

EVERY

YEAR
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PHYSICIANS
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© N. P. C. 1939

How to win against

SKIN TROUBLE
IF YOU

HAVE

ANY

OF THESE

COMPLAINTS, DON'T DELAY,
BUT START NOW TO FIGHT
THEM WITH A PENETRATING
FACE CREAM
OILY

BLACKHEADS?
YES.

MO.

corners of your nose and chin, and don't
show their faces until they have deep
roots. Even one blackhead may prove
your present cleansing method fails in
these corners. To see how quickly blackheads yield to a penetrating cream,
send the coupon below to Lady Esther,
today.

DRY

TINY

NO.

YES

NO.

Can you see faint lines at the corners of
your eyes or mouth? If your skin is
dry, then these little lines begin to take
deep roots. Before you know it they
have become deep wrinkles. The coupon
below brings you my directions for
smoothing out these little lines before
they grow into wrinkles.

DINGY

PORES?

COLOR?
NO.

YES.

NO

Your pores should be invisible to the
naked eye. When they begin to show up
like little holes in a pincushion, it is
proof that they are clogged with waxy
waste matter. When your skin is
cleansed with a penetrating cream, you
will rejoice to see the texture of your
skin become finer, soft and smooth.

Have

LINES?

YES.

Move the muscles of your face. Does
the skin seem tight? Can you see any
little scales on the surface of your skin?
These are symptoms of DRY skin. A
dry skin is brittle; it creases into lines
quickly. If your skin is dry now, then
let me show you how quickly you can
help it.

COARSE

NO.

Does your skin always seem a little
greasy? Does it look moist? If this is
your trouble, then be careful not to
apply heavy, greasy, sticky mixtures.
Send the coupon below to Lady Esther
and find how quickly an oily skin responds to a penetrating cream.

SKIN?

YES.

SKIN?

YES_

These hateful little specks hide in the

you

Rudy Vallee abandons his baton for a camera and snaps pretty Columbia star, Joan Perry, on the veranda of the Palm Springs Racquet Club

If your general health is good, then
your skin should have a clear, healthy
color. Very often the dingy, foggy tone
is caused by clogged pores. If you want
to see an amazing difference— a clearer,
lighter, fresher looking skin, then let
me send you, FREE, a tube of my penetrating cream.

a Lucky Penny?

I"

Here's how a penny postcard will bring you luck. It will
bring you FREE and postpaid a generous tube of Lady
Esther Four Purpose Face Cream, and all ten shades of
Lady Esther Face Powder.
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther, 7118 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.
Dear Madam: I would like your directions for (check)
Blackheads
Coarse Pores

Dry Skin
Tiny Lines

Oily Skin
Poor Color

Please send me a tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face Cream, and ten shades
of Lady Esther Face Powder, FREE and postpaid.
Name-

.Address-

City —

.State
{If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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Hollywood's Case Against Monogamy
(Continued from page 17)
Many of them do not keep their
hearts. They fall in love with other
ambitious youngsters, naturally and
sweetly and inevitably, and they marry.
And life goes on, work goes on, and the
girl grows older and so does the boy.
And perhaps one is more successful
than the other, and the other can't take
it. Or perhaps they were simply too
young for marriage, too dazzled and too
much in love with love to know what
it was all about. So they part; and
eventually are divorced.

A,

NOTHER

type of marriage which

takes place in an early stage of development is the marriage of ambition.
Many girls in Hollywood have married,
shortly after their first contract, in order
to get ahead faster. They marry men
with money, or influence, or good jobs;
they marry established players, directors, producers. And this type of
marriage also goes on the rocks.

"~1

Then there's loneliness. And don't
think you can't be lonely in Hollywood.
Or there's the boy or girl back home
with whom the aspirant star was in love
before he or she came West, and old
love and old loyalty not yet outgrown,
but soon to be, perhaps. Oh, there are
all sorts of reasons for these young,
early marriages — love, ambition, loneliness, propinquity, loyalty, and sometimes fear — fear of failing, fear of being alone, fear of missing happiness.
In a land, almost legendary, where
love-making is bread and butter, it is
natural that the dividing line between
fantasy and reality sometimes grows
very faint. You keep on acting and you
keep on making love even after the
cameras have stopped grinding.
The climate in Hollywood is stimulating, the talk in Hollywood — almost entirely of pictures and picture people —
is stimulating. Everything is fast-moving, and exciting and hurried — and artificial. You don't talk about hundreds
of dollars, you talk about millions of
dollars. You don't say that Mr. So and
So is rather in love with Miss Whoosit
— you say that Mr. So and So is madly,
passionately in love with Miss Whoosit,
that it is The Great Love of His Life.
And after a while, he believes it.
The studios help along the illusion, in

various ways. For instance, when the
have a promising couple of young fea
tured players under contract, they ai
delighted, for publicity purposes, t
suggest, hint and foster a romance be
tween the two. Sometimes this artifi
cially engendered, make-believe ro
mance turns into something real .
at least for the time being.
Another way in which the studio
play Cupid is through the clauses in
serted in some of the younger stars
contracts, which forbid them to marr;
for a certain number of years. It's th
old story of Adam and Eve and th
apple. Tell a youngster that he or sh<
can't marry and it's the one thing ii
the world he or she wants to do!
IT has often been asked, cynically, wh;
do the stars bother to marry so often
Why not a love affair and be done witl
it? Why all these elaborate elopement
— advance notices given to the papers
Why take on even the semblance of thi
solemnity of vows before God and mai
— or at least a judge or someone at La
Vegas?
The answer is simple enough. W<
all want domesticity,. a home, children
a place apart from the white lights
And certainly when one of our manj
marrying stars marries for the third oi
fourth time, it is still with the idea thai
he or she is an average human being
and domesticity and slippers by the fireside is the real thing.
The trouble is that most stars aren't
average human beings. For that reason
the role becomes difficult to play after a
while.
Yet, in a great many cases, the second
or even third marriage of some of the
stars has turned out — as far as we know.j
and as far as they have gone — to be
happy and to give every promise of
endurance. This definitely goes against
our average belief in monogamy — and it
is the interesting contribution to human
behavior that Hollywood offers the
world to consider. This is, possibly, because, having experienced failure, these
exotic people have at last found
cess, in perfectly complementing
other. In other words, they
achieved a marriage of maturity

suceach
have
that

happens to be the right one after sev-

eral marriages of fumbling immaturity.
Now and then, we find the case of a
star — usually a woman — who grows up
in phases. She may marry several
times, she usually does, and each time
she marries the man who complements
that phase . . . she runs possibly the
whole gamut which I mentioned earlier.
She marries first for young love, secondly, for ambition; and then, perhaps,
for intellectual companionship; and
after that for something else again.
A great many average women have
wished, in their secret hearts, that they,
too, could change husbands with their
moods or with the development of their
own personalities, but the average woman can't manage several marriages during her lifetime.
Certainly there is no reason for us to
condemn or to praise the all-changepartners method.
What the everyday boy or girl or man
or woman must realize is that just as
imported cars, twenty-carat diamonds,
swimming pools, race horses and trunks
of clothes are not to be his or her lot,
neither are many marriages.
The average home is not run on a

overthrowing of monogamy in favor of
many marriages creates stimulus and
development.
I have watched a few of these women
stars, past forty, who seem to be, in their
reaction to several marriages, still
young girls. In each new love they
seem to find the eternal promise of their
girlhood.
There is another thing to be said for
them, too. By refusing to hold to marriages that make them unhappy, by not
turning a hypocritical face to the world
and murmuring that all is well with
their love when the opposite is true, the
stars do get a kind of realistic honesty.
I do not believe this makes them
happy. I feel that the lonely shoals we
often see them landing on at the middle
years of their rather hectic lives may
come from this very attitude; yet the
sheer honesty of it is, and should be,
somehow admirable.

From the Hollywood star's viewpoint, then, they thus avoid monotony.
For many of them, the women particularly, itdoes seem to mean that the

remain the
ever quite
by which
friends for

a big thing — it isn't always brutality or
drunkenness or adultery or dis-honesty
— it's more than likely something quite
trivial— the way a man whistles through
his teeth, the way a woman lies about
the cost of her hats. It may be too
much mother-in-law, or too much
money or plain incompatibility or anything at all. But such moments of Iwish-I-were-free come very often in all
marriages. Only the routine of daily
life forbids rushing out to a lawyer.
The children, lack of money, what people will say — those points must be considered.
But the Hollywood stars, when they
feel this mood coming over them, are in
a position to rush to lawyers. In the
first place, they don't have to think
about what the neighbors will say, and

II
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GO ON

GREAT many men and women —
almost all of us in fact — have all
the less paying potentialities of the
stars. That is to say, most people have
temperament in some form or another.

they don't have to think about money
and they don't, as a rule, consider the
children, if any.

point when he or she says "I can't stand
it another minute!'' The thing which
precipitates this feeling is not always

MIDOL

A

The average Mr. and Mrs. can't express
it, that's all . . . not, that is, on the
screen or stage, in words or with paint
or music. They get just as fed up, of
course they do. and they have moments
in which freedom from all bonds appears the mcst desirable thing in the
world.
But public opinion is not so lenient
with Mr. and Mrs. as with Star and
Starlet. Nor is money usually so plentiful. And besides, there's the office to
go to in the morning — and so the mood
passes, is forgotten and married life goes
smoothly on until the next time.
People who live through these minor
crises together have achieved a real
marriage. There are lots of them —
growing up together, growing close,
growing into a companionship of give
and take, of tolerance and honor.
Stars rarely have to learn, or do
learn tolerance, or the joy of give and
take. After all, they are, essentially, the
darlings of the gods. They were born
with more than most of us have — more
beauty, more energy, more charm, more
temperament.
But because of these very reasons
they are denied the simpler joys of the
rest of us. So thus they learn how to

Hollywood basis. You can't be excused
by temperament or talk of genius or of
being above the average man-made
law.
Every man or woman reaches a

5^
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world's great lovers, without
attaining the simple peace
they could become married
life.

DO

you feel miserable certain days of every month?

Do you still give in to

such suffering, letting those around you sense what's wrong?
Doctors have discovered that severe or prolonged periodic functional pain is
not natural to most

women.

And

thousands

of women

now

know

it isn't

necessary. So — don't live in dated dread of pain, or let the calendar regulate
your activities. Unless you have some organic disorder requiring a physician's
or surgeon's attention, Midol in all probability can help you.
Most women who try Midol find it permits them to go through the days of
menstruation physically and mentally carefree. Midol is offered for this sole
purpose. It acts quickly. In all but unusual instances it brings definite relief.
Many women declare they have no pain at all — or even discomfort — since they
learned to rely on the help of Midol.

At his Biltmore Bowl broadcast, Joe Penner presented Hyman

Fink, Photoplay's crack cameraman, with a badge and a title to end all titles — "Honorary Cameraman of the California
Forestry
Medical
Reserve
Corps!"

Get Midol, and "be yourself'. Instead of favoring
yourself, saving yourself, let Midol take care of
the pain. Two tablets should see you through
your worst day. Drugstores have Midol on the
counter. Handy purse-size tin, 50<r — and well
worth it when periodic suffering must be relieved.
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(Continued jrom page 69)
Then, one day, George smiled.
"I was smiling," George relates, "at
the thought that my grandfather had
found gold out in California. I figured
that there was still gold in California,
but that the best place to make a strike
was in Hollywood."
George's smile exploded into a laugh
and he bought a one-way ticket to the
Pacific coast. Now, he thought, if California will just say — "Hi, Georgie!"
But he found himself just another guy
around town, even if he did frequent
the better places, even if he did lay out
much of the remainder of his savings
for a lease on a home on the correct
side of the tracks in Beverly Hills. He
was not even a guy about town when he
moved into a modest hotel; became
someone to dodge when he was forced
to lodge in a third-rate dive, run up a
bill, and wonder if he were going to
have to sleep on potato sacks again.

THEN

the fates stepped in.
One day in 1930 George scraped up
enough money to have lunch in the
Brown Derby in Hollywood. Bob Perry,
a friend of Broadway days, met him
there.
"I want you to meet a guy," Bob said.
"He'll use you in a picture."
"Does he know I can't act?" asked
George.
"I told him

you were better than

The man was Rowland Brown, director. His quick, appraising eye saw the
Arliss."
pictorial value of Raft's hard, white face
and flashing eyes. He put George in

Every girl knows that bright lips tempt. But
some girls forget that rough lips repel.
So choose your lipstick for two reasons...
its sWeet, warm color... and its protection
from Lipstick Parching.
Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick is enriched with
"Theobroma," a special softening ingredient
that protects the soft, thin skin of your lips
. . . encourages a moist, lustrous look. In 5
thrilling shades, Coty "Sub-Deb" is just 50(^.
"Air-Spun" Rouge is new! Blended by air
...its texture is so mellow-smooth, it seems
related to your own skin! 50^.

George walked out just before the illfated "You and Me" was to go before
the cameras last year. He'd just been
given a new contract at more money,
most of his demands had been met, and
the studio thought he should be very
happy.
Here's his explanation:
"A name is an asset, whether it's
Cooper or Taylor or Temple or MacMurray or Raft. I was signed because
my name meant something. What happened? Iwas given an inexperienced
girl for leading woman and presented
with a director who was making his first
start. Was that sensible?
"I don't know everything. Far from
it. I'm still in a fog after six years. I
need bright people around me, experienced people, if I'm to make good pictures, and live up to a name that has
value. Rather than perhaps make a bad

picture,
out."
SimilarI walked
circumstances
prompted him
to take a breath of fresh air several
years ago when he was presented with
the lead in "The Story of Temple
"The

character

was

too heavy,"

George
says. he
"Hebelieved
wasn't sincerely
me."
In "Bolero"
that
Drake."
his lines made mock of his religion. He
tried to point this out to a producer.

"I blew up," says George. "I had to.
I was on the defensive. And I won my

"Imagine that guy!" explodes George.
"I hire him as a trainer — and I've been
training him ever since. Now he wants

"bad boy." George isn't bad. As originally chronicled, he's sensitive. That
hard surface has a high polish, but it's
thin. The slightest scratch goes through,
stings the man beneath. Nearly every
clash he has had with the studio can be
traced to this characteristic.
"I don't want to fight," George says,
"but a fellow has to stick up for his
He adds, and you find this hard to believe until you know the inside story of
rights."
his encounters, "Most of the fights I've
had have been for the good of the
The
usual
studio."
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studio in mind he protests. He's charged
with seeking his own ends. This hurts
his feelings. The real fight begins, with
he's wrong.
George never giving in until he's shown

in "Scarface."
Paramount tested him, signed him.
That was six years ago.
Mack Gray came to town, managing a
fighter, went to Georgie to say hello.
"What's in managing fighters?" George
asked him.
"Nothing," admitted Mack.
"Then work for me."
Today, Mack and George are still pals.
Mack, ex-trainer, ex-fight manager, has
appeared in ten pictures, will work in
some more.

Since "Scarface," George has weaved
his turbulent way through a score of
productions. He has been branded a

Eight precious drops of"Theohroma"po into every "SubDeb". Thai's how Co'y ^u.ir.is nuainst lipstick parching.

thing. An innate logic tells him it isn't
the thing to do. With the good of the

The producer didn't think so. What
was worse, he wouldn't listen to the
feelings. arguments. That hurt George's
Raftian

"Georgie and I have been together too
long for me to up and leave him," protests Mack. "I still look after him."
Whereupon George laughs.

not

studio tells George he must do some-

"Quick Millions." Gangsters were
needed badly, so George worked next in
"Hush Money," and this was followed
by his big break and sensational smash

to Mack,
be a big
shot." with giving Hollywood
credited
a laugh when he took driving lessons
and proved his resultant skill by cracking up George's car, denies the charge
of wanting to go big time.

MB-mumm

Hi, Georgie

//

procedure

is

this:

the

George has little ego about his work.
He's willing to listen to suggestions because he's gotten where he has by listening. But he
he finds
shootsanyone
at the not
bull's-eye.
The minute
playing
fair he crosses him off the list.
point."
"Tell me what's good for me, show me
he
whysays.
it's good for me, and I'm grateful,"

T ODAY,

more than ever before, George
is a sort of Hollywood ghost. For instance, he seems to appear from nowhere to attend Hollywood boxing
matches, or Los Angeles baseball games.
Debonair. Silent. White of face. Sleek
of hair. Then, after the show is over he
vanishes. When he leaves, or where he
goes, is mystery.
Few people ever have invaded his
penthouse atop an exclusive apartment
hotel in Hollywood. Virginia Pine. Bert
and Sally Wheeler. Harry Akst, the
composer. The ubiquitous Mack Gray.
Perhaps one or two others. Business
callers are directed to his dressing room.
He has gratified that ambition to go
it alone, be alone. Perhaps, right now
in this period following the death of his
mother, he is too much alone, for the
armor which surrounds his instinctive
friendliness has been hardened by the
years. The glazed front is mistaken for
the man behind it.
George met Virginia Pine, who has a
daughter, now five and a half years old,
at a cocktail party given by Edith Wilkerson several years ago. He fell in love
with her. Years and complications have
not dimmed the romance on his part.
And George's heart has opened to
little Joan.

Hisbut
lastpractical
present organ.
to her George
was a minia-'
ture
is sun|
she'll be a musician. Clothes, toys anc
other gifts he has showered abundantly
on this child. The affection between the
two is as great as that between Wallj
Beery and the famous Carol Ann Beery
his adopted daughter.
"George is silly about the kid. Nut;
about her," says Mack. "What does he
do when he's home? I walk into the
house and what do I see? Georgie
down on his hands and knees playing
hide-and-seek. Can you imagine Georgie sitting on the floor playing Old Maid
andWhen
Casino?
that's
something!"
GeorgeBoy,
works,
Joan
comes onto
the sets. Joan goes to lunch and to dinner with George and Virginia.
She represents to George something
the fates have withheld.
"There's nothing I've got," he says,-

it, "that that kid can't have."
and means
■work
again.
That's
George's sentimental side at]
He's finding release for emotions
which have been checked for an entire
lifetime. One of the penalties for this
fellow who has gone from Grade 6-B to
international acclaim is that he has not
filled the dream of having children of
his own.
OEORGE

is charity personified. When

a picturewith
is finished,
men who've
worked
him findtherewards.
Too,
there are men in Hollywood who once
had things they haven't now. But they
have George's help because, somewhere
in the dim and distant past, they've
helped him.
And his charity takes more than
monetary form.
Mae West has made millions in Hollywood. All was quiet on Broadway for
her when George read the script of
"Night After Night."
He insisted:
"Get Mae West for that part. She's
theHow
onlysheonedidwho
can do it."
it, proving
his judgment,
paying tribute to his faith, is legend.
George demanded Olympe Bradna for
"Souls At Sea" because he felt she, too,
should have a chance. He argued with
Henry Hathaway, the director, got her,
and she fulfilled his hopes.
Once he employed Margo as a dancing
partner. He begged Paramount to sign
her, got no action.
The company paid her five times the
figure she'd asked, much later, to work
in George
"Rhumba."
is inherently a gentleman. He
has a consideration of others, and their
rights, which lifts him into that class.
For instance, when he protests he isn't
working, he adds:
"Fifty other guys aren't working,
either. Give me a job and give them a
As he sketches the plans for his home
he points out:
"Here's the room for a child, if there
chance."
is one. It'll
The kidstay
won't
disturbed
if be
the quiet.
older people
up be
at
Hollywood today hasn't scratched the
surface of its mystery man. His comings
and goings are still wraithlike. Few
know, or have tried to find out, what
face.
lies behind that set, unemotional surnight."
Sentiment?
A sensitive nature? A
dislike of being alone?
Hollywood smiles its disbelief.
Yet, deep in his heart, the man who
walks by himself wants to be hailed —
"Hi, Georgie!"

We

Cover the Studios
(Continued jrom page 53)

a 18-day diet. They finally have to
\f him off the set before he starts
irhing the camera. The scene is a
rlete success.
]|umbia is also making "PenitentiVwith Walter Connolly, Jean Parker
Ij'ohn Howard — a 1938 version of one
1 first prison-play hits, "The CrimEode." We step inside a prison.
'1-ee hundred men, all dressed in
ret uniforms, stand in the prison
c yammering. Connolly, as the
rjsn, comes out on some steps, then
vjy walks down through the mob of
s ious men. As he walks along, they
1 monotonously, threatening, "Yah!
hiYah! Yah!" Time and again, the
ijhas to be made. The men have to
t'ate a sense of yammer.
1 Paramount, where we stop next,
Itep into a Parisian
department .
n It is the set of "Bluebeard's
Ih Wife," costarring Claudette Coltlmd Gary Cooper.
ry is standing at a haberdashery
i;er. (He will meet Claudette here,
ij) A sissified salesman is trying to
;j'st him in neckties, shirts, socks,
a-have-you.
Gary listens, pained;
i/ suggests he'd like a pair of palj. "Cut," says Lubitsch, who has
unconsciously mimicking the exons of both players.
it door, on the set of "The Big
least of 1938," we find ourselves on
eck of a modernistic ocean liner
ined by W. C. Fields
(back in
again) . Most of the musical-comalent of Paramount is aboard, inig Martha Raye, who is really suf* for her art today.
her posterior section is attached a
e board, with roller-skate wheels
four corners.
Six sailors pick her
f arms and legs, swing her in the
ae-two-three, then send her rolling
5 the deck.
They roll her too far
rst time, not far enough the second
Martha looks pained as they line
)r a third try.
We tell her so.
ays, "I jeel pained."
go out to Hal Roach Studios to see
icture with which he hopes to top
}er." Its title is "Merrily We Live."
i Constance Bennett is starred, this
ijwith Brian Aherne.
Also present
Uan Mowbray, Billie Burke and
a Granville.
ide a huge sound stage we see the
dor of a big Colonial mansion. At
ar right is the mansion's garage,
Colonial in design.
1?re are living quarters here, pine{ed. And it is here that Connie has
Warily housed Brian. She likes
•jthough the rest of the family, filing the butler (Mowbray), thinks
acrazy. We see Mowbray approach
ine's door, carrying a newly pressed
He knocks, starts to enter, then
5S, shocked, on the threshold,
ne stands before a mirror shaving

— at the same time shouting theatrically
and flourishing his razor.
The audience, who will not see
Aherne, has to read Mowbray's
by looking at his back.

mind

\T 20th Century-Fox, on the set of
"Sally, Irene and Mary," there is news.
Her name is Marjorie Weaver. After her

A:

performance in "Second Honeymoon,"
Marjorie Weaver looks like one of the
next stars. She plays Mary, the role that
made Joan Crawford famous in the first
version. Alice Faye is Sally. Joan Davis
is Irene.
The real story behind Marjorie Weaver
is the story of her stand-in, Judi Parks.
The two girls roomed together in college. It was Judi who sent Marjorie's
picture to the beauty contest that led, in
time, to the movies' finding her. Judi
talked Marjorie into accepting the offer
of a screen test, then accepting a screen
offer, then staying in Hollywood when
her first option wasn't picked up. "If
she had my ambition for her, plus her
looks and her talent, where would Garbo
be?" asks Judi.
We ask Fred Allen in what ways the
new version of this backstage musical

Secret— "I've found out that one secret of successful entertaining is to provide
plenty of good light. It makes everyone feel more relaxed, brings out the
beauty offurnishings,andcreates

a pleasant atmosphere throughout the home."

comedy differs from the old. "This,"
says that demon ad-libber, drily, "is the
streamlined version. They've changed
everything but the title, and they're
thinking of leaving the comma out of
This ad-libbing is contagious. When
the cameraman signifies he is ready, by
that."
dinging twice on his bell, Director William Seiter pipes up, "Don't ring two
bells. Ring four. This is a four-bell
picture."
^T the far end of the M-G-M lot,
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy
are christening a gigantic new sound
stage with "Girl of the Golden West,"
from the operetta of the same name
(new music added). Director Robert Z.
Leonard is putting the pair through
their paces.
The locale is the gold-rush country in
1848. Today's setting is the barroom over
which Jeanette holds sway. Its architecture is rough and ready. Robust
signs decorate the wall.
The air in the room is blue with
smoke. A special kind of smoke, we
discover. It comes out of a hose, not
from pipes, cigarettes or cigars. It is
medicated smoke.
Singers cry for it.
Jeanette, very beautiful in rough
Western garb, is behind the bar, serving
customers. Beside her is the barkeep —
Billy Bevan, old-time comedy star. In
front of the bar stand two tall grizzled
men. One is Francis Ford, onetime

A-

UOSt — "It isn't expensive. The cost
for an entire evening is less than
the cost of a package of cigarettes."

It S Wise for every housewife to keep a supply of
G-E Mazda Lamps handy — especially the larger
sizes so important to Better Light for Better Sight.

Be Slire to look for the G-E monogram when you buy lamps and
you will get lamps that Stay
Brighter Longer. Thanks to new
improvements, General Electric
Mazda lamps give more light for

"serial king." The other is Walter
James, onetime big name on Broadway.
The scene is finished without any trouble, and we back out, dash to our trusty
typewriter to get the news off to you.
More next month!

your money than ever before — yet
they cost no more to buy or burn.
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'I met them as I drove along a country road . . . the farmer,
his wife and the boy ... the boy was drunk ... he babbled
... I stopped and offered assistance . . . Said the father
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sternly, 'He is in no fit shape to get into anyone's car'; said
the mother, 'He's only a little sick'; said the boy — "

There you have excerpts from a fascinating story presenting new
ight on the value of the motion picture — by the renowned novelist,
SHERWOOD ANDERSON.
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The Romance of Claudette Colbert's
Second Honeymoon
(Continued from, page 21)

T&rTpw

she picked up a movie magazine that
had not a single picture of her, or any
mention of her name, in it) she was in
a kind of unthinking, jellylike statecontent to browse endlessly in places
like Shanghai and Bali. But for the last
part of the tour she worried like mad;
in Vienna and Budapest and Prague and
Naples she fretted until, when finally
she arrived in Boston, she was convinced that both the theater-going public and her own studio were through
with her as an actress.
She was almost right on both scores.
America, without being at all vicious,
had simply forgotten her. As for her
employers, they had been thoroughly
way.
annoyed at her for taking the trip any-

D URING

the next seven years Claudette's life changed completely.
By work and clever showmanship she
not only saved her career but made herself one of the greatest stars in Hollywood.
Her marriage with Norman folded
for personal reasons. She discovered
Jack Pressman, married him, built an
enormous house to live in (you can see
the picture of this house on page 44),
and was content again.

125 Wesf 45th Street, New York

tzzsumion /<^//t/-NAlL
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But now, after so many years of slaving to make both her professional and
private life successful, she wants — and
deserves — a reward: this trip is the
present she is giving herself as a symbol that she has finished a good job,
and done it well.
There is another reason. Jack has
never been to Europe, has never had a
vacation in all his fifteen years of doctoring; and Claudette, for the first time
since she married him, has taken things
into her own hands.
It is she who has talked him into this
trip. And it will be her own great personal pleasure to show him the Continent she knows so well.

At the Copley-Plaza you are aware of the linking of two generations. Here you will find the perfection of detail that you associate with the finest contemporary hotels. But you will also
sense the traditions of a quarter of a century, the atmosphere
of dignity and graciousness. And you will understand why to
people all over the world the Copley-Plaza has long been a
symbol of Boston at its best.
Spacious rooms, charmingly furnished, for as little as $4.00
Illustrated folder on request
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At St. Moritz they'll store the car,
cause of the snow, and push on,
whatever conveyance is available, to
Anton in Austria.
A man named Hans Schneider ke
the world's most famous ski school in
Anton,
study. and Claudette and Jack have
ready enrolled there for three week;
"We both know a little about sk1
but we've got to learn how to fall c
rectly," she explained to me. "Ja
quite how
convinced
he'll
neverbybeplun§
abk
learn
to stop
except
into the snow — his idea of skiing i;
get at the top of a hill, slide down,
fall at the bottom. That's about w
differently.
I do, too — except that both of us tun
"I land on my face and he goes ba
wards.
"Then, after the three weeks are
we'll go back to St. Moritz and si
off, because we'll be so wonderful
Back through Italy by motor ag
and thence to Cairo: "Or bust,"
Claudette. "Jack's still a little unc
tain about the idea of going to Eg
but I'm holding out. I want to go

T HERE
then—"is

something a little iron:
the Nile."
and
amusing — in the picture of Ceci
De Mille's CZeopatra in a dahabeah
the ancient Nile; a Cleopatra, clot!
by Banton, visiting the ruins of a terr
where once the lovely queen dissol
her pearls in vinegar.
There, along that trail where once

will be away three months. The
itinerary, as they planned it before they
left Hollywood and as Claudette explained itto me, goes completely backward from that other trip made seven

years ago.
The change is based on no sentimental
motive.
She and Norman were interested in
Bali, as a Pacific Paradise, then; it was
a younger, less sophisticated reason for
a journey.

civilized Marseilles, where their car '
await them.
Next, they will motor through Fra
to Paris. (As long as she lived abr
Claudette still does not know what
French countryside looks like exc
from train windows.) They might go

She and Jack, this time, will go directly to New York, spend a day there
— but not to shop: shopping is taboo

plane, because Jack wants to, but
will use her last breath protesting.
to fly.
Man, feels Claudette, is not yet re;

during the entire three months — and
then take a fast steamer for Genoa.

VISIT to the Copley-Plaza, in beautiful Copley Square, is
always an event. For there are few hotels that can offer
the charm of age with the luxury of modern appointments.

valley, they'll follow it; if a village p
sesses some special charm for th
they will give it a day — or a weektheir personal attention. Time, dui
that period, will have ceased to
valuable.

daughter of the Ptolemy's messeng
rode their horses to a lather, a mot
cycle speeds bringing radiograms
Cleopatra Colbert, world-famous mc
star of 1938. ... Ah well!
When the Pressmans become bo
with crocodiles, they will return

T HEY

A

and loses itself in a fascinating li

This stage of the trip is known territory, to be covered as quickly, and with
as much diverting luxury, as possible;
so it will be the Super Chief and the
S.S. Rex, then, as far as Italy.
At Genoa, into the car and out to oblivion— for, in Europe, when you come
rolling through a town and stop for
petrol the last thing the natives believe
is that you are a famous actress. Stars
travel by plane, encumbered by maids
and secretaries and publicity agents;
seldom by husbands.
It will be a glorious interlude, that
drive to St. Moritz. There will be no
hurry, no necessity for anything except
to see all there is to see and taste every
kind of food available and sample all
the wines. If a rutted side road
branches suddenly from their highway

They will have two weeks in Pa
Claudette's old home. She will
Jack's guide there, showing him
house where she was born and
parks she played in and the parts
the city she treasures; then off to L
don for seven days, and sail from th
for New York.
If she's lucky, another Colbert i
ture will be started in June. To her
— with her fingers crossed —
ing, "They'll wait for me.
public— they'll wait."
They
questionably.
And where Claudette has
the whole situation is that

she is s
Nice, gl
will, ij
the rub1
even ar

she and Jack have returned she'll ! '
be on her second honeymoon, still having a magnificent time, still be1
love and loved and outrageously havf
— all the rest of her life.

(Continued from page 19)

Parsons" painted across the back like
larion Davies', Norma Shearer's and
beginning
,ther big shots' chairs. I was
b wonder if I could get away with a
fttle temperament when my secretary
(aid, "Come over here and see what you
ate."
i It was a portable dressing room with
huge bouquet of flowers, a typewriter,
nd a telephone— the only telephone ever
>ut in a stage dressing room on the
Varner lot.
"Compliments of Hal Wallis," read the
ard. "We hope this will make your
job easier."
lewspaper
Bless him and the Warner executives
or thinking of this temporary office!
n the days that followed this little
Iressing room was to be a life saver beause my daily column was usually
written between scenes on the set.
That isn't the half of it either. Jack
Varner, before his departure for Euope, had arranged for me, to have a
uite of rooms — a kitchen with a frigidire, a sitting room, bath and dressing
oom. My maid, Sadie, who has been
vith me eleven years, was so impressed
vith all this grandeur that she started
Iressing the part of a movie star's maid.
>adie had always been a little jealous
if her friends who work for the glamour
;irls; but Sadie's field day came when
'>86,000 worth of jewels were ordered for
ne to wear in the Orchid Room scenes
—along with a couple of detectives to
?uard them. The news was flashed by
(elephone all over Beverly Hills and by
light the Lombard maid was all upset.
It seemed Carole has only worn $85,999
Lvorth of real jewels to date.
|T may have been a field day for Sadie
o see me bejeweled and befurred with

a real chinchilla wrap, but it was no
holiday for me. I was followed by the
most persistent Irish detective I ever
met in my life. There are moments
when a lady has to be alone, even if
she's not a Garbo, but even these
weren't sacred!
My most embarrassing moment, however, didn't come from the policeman's
concentrated attentions, but from my
face-lift that broke and went boom right
in the middle of a take.
We were filming a scene supposedly
taking place in front of a theater where
a premiere was in progress. I had to say
a few words over the microphone. I had
just smirked in acknowledgment of the
applause, and even signed a few autographs, when pop went the strings on
my head. My face fell a foot. The
roars of laughter that followed made
even Busby Berkeley forget that his
million-dollar picture was eighteen days
behind schedule.
Buz, when I whispered my troubles to
him, insisted my face, lifted or not lifted,
looked just the same to him. He urged
me to go on with the scene but Perc
Westmore had made me glamour-conscious and I wasn't going to face the
camera with a string dangling from my
hair. So we took time out to fix the
face.
That evening at dinner I told my sad
story to Clark Gable. His laughter
could have been heard all over Hollywood.
"Don't think," said Clark between
gasps, "that you have a monopoly on
those accidents. When I first came to
Hollywood an inspired director decided
my ears were too prominent to make me
a popular hero so he ordered them tied
back with adhesive tape.

"All went well until I had to go into
a passionate love scene. Z-zzzzt went the
plaster and my right ear sprang loose.
You can imagine how romantic I was
with one ear glued to my head and
theWeother
swayingat in
the and
breeze."
all howled
Clark
may I add
here that he is one of the few actors
who would have told that story on himself. Maybe that's why he continues
at the top of the Hollywood heap.

N

O story on "Hollywood Hotel" could
be complete without describing the
Orchid Room sequence, the most beautiful set I have ever seen. All my playmates from the "Hollywood Hotel"
broadcast figure in this colorful finale.
For almost the first time since the picture started I felt at home when Ken
Niles, our announcer, said:
"And now Louella Parsons and her
My introduction came from a table
literally
covered with orchids and lillies
guest stars."
of the valley — only in the real Orchid
Room we don't have orchids! My big
moment in the picture was naturally
in this scene and I hope the millions of
listeners-in each week on the "Hollywood Hotel" program will find this
scene exactly as they have always imagined it to be.
Now that it's all over I wouldn't have
given up my experience in picturemaking for anything under the sun.
From it I learned how difficult it is to
be an actress and why it is that so
many are called but so few are chosen.
I was really grateful for this chance to
be on the other side of the camera in
my

one and only motion-picture ap-

pearance.

There would be a flow of liquid
Spanish and a pause. The interpreter
would glance over the Alcalde's shoulIder, gauge the place by the Alcalde's
thumb and comment briskly, "Do you
Itake this guy to be your husband?"
More lingual beauty followed the response. "Do you want to marry this
lady, huh?"
And then the Alcalde really got in the
groove. He gave it the works and the
Ibridal party was quite affected — only to
come back to earth as the bored interpreter hurried away to his work, calling
from the door,

"He says it's all right

But that's not the end of it. No, indeed! Meanwhile Arturo had snapped
across the street to the carniceria for a
sack of rice — and the owner refused to
be paid when he learned that it was for
a wedding, not eating. Not only that,
he, himself, seized a sack and followed
Arturo back across the street, tossing
the grain about like a flower girl on a
binge.
That, of course, called for drinks at
the old El Rancho Grande bar. But
were the newlyweds permitted to buy?
I should say not! In Mexico? Don't be
silly! Practically every town official
stood for at least one round, and Javier,
the proprietor, became so touched by it
all that he wanted to give the Hornblows the bar as a wedding present.
I OW, lest you think that I, myself, am
on a tequila binge as I write this, let me
point out that Mexico is not the Islander's idea of heaven — all free drinks,
food and affection. Not at all! At least,
not quite not at all. It depends upon
the individual.
Many superior Nordics barge into
Mexico as if on a slumming expedition
and take no pains to conceal the fact
that they believe the proper spelling of

N,

the word "Mexican" is g-r-e-a-s-e-r
and should be prefaced by such adjectives as "lousy," "dirty," or "filthy."
They can hardly contain themselves
when they arrive south of the line. They
disdainfully and angrily stride about the
streets like strange curs looking for a

• When people could not write, they used
to "make a cross"— and often kissed it as a
sign of good faith. Hence the XXX's came
to represent kisses.*
Today, Campana's label on a bottle of
Italian Balm is a "mark of good faith" with
you. Close inspection has safeguarded your
confidence in Italian Balm from the moment
the "raw materials" enter the Campana
ratories until the bottled product has
shipped to a store in your community.
Many physicians, dentists, nurses and
professional people will tell you that

(Continued from page 27)
lucer Arthur Hornblow when it was
mnounced that they had up and done it.
You would have been even more
jealous had you been in Ensenada when
t happened. They had a whale of a
:ime. No one recognized them, but all
pi Ensenada knew that here was a
,young couple about to be married.
[That's all a Mexican needs to declare a
national holiday. They immediately
gave their undivided attention to the job
jin hand, with all the critical friendliness
of intimates.
The Hornblows were married by the
Alcalde in an office that can be likened
jonly to the bottom of an elevator shaft,
jso high is the ceiling, so constricted the
[floor space. In sonorous Spanish the
Alcalde intoned the lovely ceremony,
[pausing appropriately for the wholly superfluous official interpreter's interjections.

SIGNIFYS
DO XXX'

fight, and they can usually get it— on the
same basis that an intoxicated Mexican
would get it in Portland, Maine, if he
adopted the same attitude.
The people that really get the typical
reception Mexico has to offer friends are
the people who come down to Mexico
because they like it . . . and, strangely
enough, large sections of the Hollywood
crowd fall into that category. Reserves
drop. They are in a foreign and friendly
land where no one is an undercover man
for columnists. They are taken at their
face value.
If they go on a gentle binge, no one
will call from the studio the next day
reminding them of the youth of America and clause four in the contract, concerning moral turpitude.
A certain very well-known leading
man, who will remain nameless due to
the aforementioned clause, went on
what is colloquially known as "uno rondo." And, believe me, it must have been
a rondo grande! They say that all Ensenada lined the streets in cheering
thousands when he finally agreed to return to the hotel. After the last bar
had reluctantly closed due to exhaustion and the serious depletion of its
wares, the actor was overwhelmed with
gratitude for his buenos amigos.
He must do something for them!
In the dawn's early light he spied the
slightly
soiled Now,
statuenoofone
"El knows
Liberator"
in the plaza.
who
"El Liberator" is, other than that he
came from Mexico City with a bill for

labobeen
other
with

Campana's equipment for making a skin
protector— plus scientific analysis and control
of manufacture— there's no doubt that Italian
Balm is a superior skin preparation. For more
than a generation, this famous skin preparation has been "first choice" among your outdoor-loving neighbors in Canada. And in the
United States, too, it has
no equal in popularity.
Women who use it have a
chap- free skin regardless
of weather or housework.
Why not try it— FREE?
Get a Vanity Bottle — use
Italian Balm for several
days. Compare results.
(♦Authority: "Nuggets of Knowledge**— Geo. W. Stimpson, Pub.,
Ribbon Books.)

Blue

Italian Balm

,®
Famous

for Skin Protection and Economy
232 Lincolnway,
CAMPANA
SALES

CO.

Batavia, Illinois
Gentlemen : I have never tried
Italian Balm. Please send mc VANITY Bottle FREE and postpaid.

Ci ty
Sta te
In Canada, Campana, Ltd., P-232 Caledonia Road, Toronto
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20,000 pesos; but he does cut a lovely
figure. He'd be lovelier, however, if an
old family of crows hadn't been using
him as a pied-a-terre these many years.
This thought occurred to the swashbuckling actor, and he instantly and imperiously demanded large quantities of
soap and water.
Eager to comply with the slightest
wish of a guest, the townspeople added
a painter's spatula to the order and proceeded to stand about the plaza in open
admiration of such industry, as the man
whose profile has chiseled a million
feminine hearts chiseled the accumulated dirt from the face of "El Liber-

I>© YOUR EYES
HAVE
it?
• Express your personality by
your eyes — reveal their size and
brilliance with a frame of sweeping lashes! Kurlash in a few
seconds curls them, without heat
or cosmetics — adds to their apparent length, gives depth and glamour to the eyes. Only $1 at all
good stores.
Send your name, address
and coloring to Jane Heath,
Dept. #1, and receive free a
complete personal color chart
and booklet on eye make-up.
THE
KURLASH
Rochester, New

COMPANY
York, U. S. A.

m
(SCALY

SKIN

TROUBLE)

D€RmOIL

haw- j;orit>, the red putrhc

Prove
it your
how long you
or what
yo
have
tried,
Beautiful book i Psoriasis
noil
ith

true photographic
proof of results also
FREE.

SEND

FOR

GENEROUS

'TRIAL SIZE

gradually disappeared and ^
they enjoyed the thrill
clear skin again. Dermoil is backed
by a positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded without question.
Generous trial bottle .sent FREE to those who send in their
Druggist's name and address. Make our famous "One Spot
Test" yourself. Write today for your test bottle. Results
may surprise you.
Don't delay.
Sold by Walgreen Drug

Lake Laboratories, Box 6, Northwestern Station.
Dept. P-9, Detroit, Mich.

lady at a fashionable hotel. Here she comes
passionate postman, Francliot Tone, and
playboy, Robert Young. Miss Crawford
gracious and compelling, but the weary plot
all. (Dec.)

upon a
a dizzy
is both
defeats

MELODY OF 1938-M-G-M

BULLDOG
mount

DRUMMOND'S

REVENGE-Para-

John Howard, Scotland Yard detective who
always gets his man, here finds himself tangled with
international crooks who steal a box of high explosives— of all things. John Barrymore's banter
lifts the gloom.
Louise Campbell is again Howard's
sweetheart.
(Jan.)

CHARLIE CHAN AT MONTE CARLO-20th Century-Fox

The smoothness of Warner Oland as Charlie, the
laughable blunders of son Keye Luke, and the tiptop comedy of Harold Huber contribute to make
this
tale Virginia
of high finance
and murder
a "best"are( 'han
story.
Field and
Kay Linaker
the
maids of mystery.
(Jan.)

* CONQUEST-M-G-M

History, pageantry and romance brought to unparalleled heights of beauty by the peerless acting
of Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer in one of the
loveliest of love stories — that of Napoleon and
Marie Walewska, the patriotic Polish countess who
bore him a son. The production, photography and
direction are of the finest, the huge cast including
Dame May Whitty, Henry Stephenson, Reginald
Owen and Maria Ouspenskaya is exceptionally
brilliant. It cost $3,000,000 and it's worth it. (Jan.)

AT WORK-20th

Century-Fox

In this outlandish story, the mad, modern type of
comedy so popular at the moment comes a cropper.
Jack Haley is a lawyer who tries to get a deed signed
by a screwball family. Mary Boland is good,
Edward Everett Horton and Ann Sothern worthy
of
mention. There is little excuse for the action.
(Jan.)

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause of your grouchy, gloomy feelings. It takes
those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to
get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly
refuse anything else. 25c at all drug stores.
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took off
a tattered
amid
the like
frenzied
acclaim wizard
of the of
mi '<]
I
tude. The ship was badly off bala e.
despite the fact that Brent could id
nothing wrong with the controls or
faces. Considerably worried, they 1
on and Brent trimmed her dowr v
compensate for the invisible obsta<<
He was soon rather appalled to find 8
ship acting in an even more err j
manner. As far as he could see, e
ship was clear of festoons, but e\v
timecenter
he'd again.
trim her down she'd w p
off
It was a nervy trip back to Burbf;
When they set her down at Un
Airport they found out the cause,
outraged mechanic came yelling acq
the field after them, demanding 1 (
they take care of their own so-ancj
livestock.
This was an airport, nc
ranch, said he! It seems that a Mexit
in the transports of matrimonial g.
had presented the Brents with their 1 1
keeping.
wedding
stowed
v'l
away in present,
the tail which
of thewasship
for seIt was a very much alive nim
pounds of extremely indignant ] .
thrashing about in the rear assemi
of the fuselage!

(Continued from page 6)

DANGER-LOVE

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...

Brent knew"Huzzahs!"
when he was licked.
prehending
He shrugged, got in the ship, gave it
the gun.
With crepe paper shredding

all over the field in the slip stream le

Brief Reviews

Stuffed with much of Hollywood's best talent,
this follow-up of "Broadway Melody of 1936" again
teams Bob Taylor and Eleanor Powell. Bob's role
as a producer seems lost in the melee of song and
dance acts, but Eleanor is lithesome as usual and
George Murphy shines brightly as do Judy Garland,
Sophie Tucker and others. (Nov.)

'PSORIASIS

Don't, mistake eczoma
for the stubborn, ugly,
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non staining Dermoil.
Thousands do. Grateful
users, often after years of
suffering, report the cald

B

UT all visits to Mexico don't end that
way, though most of them have their
unusual twists. George Brent and Constance Worth flew down there for their

BROADWAY

Copyright 10 3S, Kurlash Co., Inc.

FROM

To the simple Mexicans, such a person is veritably el hombre y medio — a
man
ator."and a half. He is vastly respected
for his prowess as an imbiber of spirits.
Let it be clearly understood, however,
that to gain the heart of our southern
neighbors you do not have to be able
to absorb two quarts of tequila on a
quiet evening at home . . . but you do
have to be sociable.

ill-fated nuptials. They landed in the
big field just out of town, and sundry
natives gleefully ran over to welcome
them and inspect the ship.
When they learned that it was a
marriage party, they went mad with
joy — as usual. While the party was
filling out the sundry blanks pertaining
to holy wedlock, the word spread and
all roads led to the airport.
The Brents returned to the ship for
the northward flight to find it completely unairworthy due to festooning from
wing tip to wing tip and prop to tail
with the old, familiar red, white and
green crepe paper.
Surrounding the bedecked craft was
a crowd of admiring and happily smiling Mexicans of all ages who hailed the
bride and groom with delight and rice.
Brent was in something of a dilemma.
He couldn't strip the paper off the
ship without hurting their feelings. His
Spanish wasn't up to an explanation.
He couldn't wait until dark, not having
night-flying instruments. Every abortive attempt at suggesting the fun was
over was met with loud and noncom-

DANGEROUSLY

YOURS-20th Century-Fox

* EBB TIDE— Paramount
Robert Louis Stevenson's powerful adventure
story of human derelicts in the South Seas is filmed
in Technicolor with masterly direction and a
notably fine cast including Britain's Oscar Homolka
(he played Paul Kruger in "Rhodes, The Diamond
Master"), Ray Milland, Frances Farmer, Barrv
Fitzg raid and Lloyd Nolan. Story, production
miss acting
this. (Dec.)
and
are outstanding. You can't afford to

EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS-Warners
Beverly Roberts plays a movie star on the skids
in this tiresome pseudo-expose of the Hollywood
publicity racket. Patric Knowles is the rundown
nobleman whom she first marries, later deserts for
her rejuvenated career. You'll see "Expensive
H usbands" at the expense of a good evening.
(Dec.)

* 52ND STREET-Wanger-United Artists
This musical saga of America's Montmartre is
good entertainment. Scattered throughout the
story
of an old
New York
family's
and fall when
their street
becomes
overrun
with rise
speak-easies,
are
specialty numbers galore. The fine cast includes
Ian Hunter, ZaSu Pitts. Leo Carrillo, Maria Shelton
and Kenny Baker.
(Dec.)

FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY-RKO-Radio
Add the rowdy comedy of Jack Oakie to the delightful singing of John Boles and you have entertainment plus. Oakie is a fight promoter who
guides his charge from a broken romance into a
duel, then on to a fresh love. Margot Grahame and
Ida Lupino are the objects of Mr. Boles' affections.
A gay and lively farce. (Dec.)

FIRST LADY-Warners
Replete with the gay situations and dialogue
that characterized the stage play, this satire on
Washington intrigue should amuse you. Kay
Francis, multigowned as usual, does a brilliant
job as the ambitious wife of politician Preston
Foster, and over
Verree
honors as Kay's
adversary
the Teasdale
teacups. takes
(Nov.)

FIT FOR A KING-RKO-Radio
Herewith Joe E. Brown in a "you chase me and
I'll chase you" comedy with all the usual Brown
antics. Joe is a reporter sent to cover the story of
a Kansas-born princess (Helen Mack) who is about
to be assassinated. Poor Joe is scooped at every
turn.
Brown fans will adore every reel. (Dec.)

GIRL WITH IDEAS, A-Universal

Wendy Barrie wins a newspaper away from
Walter Pidgeon by way of a libel suit and the help
of
Kent news
Taylor.
Suchbutantics
can't provide
happen many
in a
well-run
office,
the trio

Among the current rash of jewel-thief pix this had
better be ignored. A huge diamond is stolen, and
Cesar Romero, the most obvious suspect, finds
romance with Phyllis Brooks. Jane Darwell moves
ponderously throughout, and Alan Dinehart is a
heavy heavy.
(Dec.)

laughs,
so who(Jan.)
cares? George Barbier as Wendy's
pa is a riot.

• DOUBLE WEDDING-M-G-M

• GREAT GARRICK, THE-Warners

The famous Myrna Loy-Bill Powell combin ition
in a stew of romance and boisterous comedy. Bill
plays a roustabout adventurer living in a trailer.
When he lights out for Hollywood with Florence
Rice and John Beal in tow, the staid Miss Loy
upsets the applecart.
Better go, but don't expect
perfection.
(Dec.)

DR. SYN-GB
George Arliss here plays the usual role of a parson
by day, a pirate by night. When the revenue
officers interrupt his peaceful smuggling, murder
enlivens the proceedings. Margaret Lockwood and
John Loder(Jan.)
bill and coo. The supporting c.i-t is
splendid.

Set against the colorful background of the
Eighteenth Century, this centers around the personality of England's greatest actor, David
Garrick, played by Brian Aherne. The plot involves the efforts of the actors of the Comedie
Francaise to make a fool of David by hiring an inn,
manning k with their troupe. Olivia De Havilland.
as Garrick's lady love, is completely devastating.
(Dec.)

still retains
her warmth
and
sweetness; J
Hersholt. Mady Christians, Mary Nash and Ma
Mae Jones are excellent support. The best Ten:
picture to date.
(Jan.)

* HURRICANE,
THE -Sam
Artists

Goldwyn-Uni

With a wind machine for a star and the Pac
for a set, Director John Ford has concocted a st ;
ning picture of adventure and love among
natives of the South Seas. Newcomer Jon Bl
shows ability as well as most of his excell
anatomy; Dorothy Lamour is beautiful as
Island princess; the star-studded cast inclu
Raymond Massey, Mary Astor and C. Aub
Smith. miss
The it. hurricane
is awe-inspiring. \
mustn't
(Jan.)

LADY FIGHTS BACK, THE-Universal
The natrrral scenic beauty here far surpasses 1
story of a girl (Irene Hervey) who fights when I
favorite fishing haunt is threatened by the ind
trial engineering of Kent Taylor. The dam is hu
the salmon are saved, the lovers are happy. So
fun, eh? (Jan.)

LANCER SPY-20th Century-Fox
If youGeorge
like espionage
thrillers, youhimwon't
go wroi
here.
Sanders (remember
as the
bar;
some villain in "Lloyds of London"?) all but ...
the World War by impersonating a captur
Prussian officer in Berlin. Dolores Del Rio betra'
her cast.
Fatherland
fine
(Dec.) for hopeless love. Exceptional

• LAST GANGSTER, THE-M-G-M
G. Robinson
returns
once magnificent
more to t'
roleEdward
that made
him famous
in this
effective but somewhat brutal picture. Returnii
from Europe with his bride, he discovers rivn
muscling in, kills them, goes to prison, is finah,
forced to disgorge his hoarded gold to save his i
and
son. Rose the
Stradner,
the new Viennese
actre:'
(Jan.)
is
exceptional;
cast, including
Jimmy Stewar
Douglas Scott and Lionel Stander, extremely abl

• LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE-20th Centur
Fox
Spouting energy and madness from every por.
the Ritz Brothers literally bludgeon you im
laughter in this All-American football musical bui
around a washed-up coach, Fred Stone, and a rit
Indian who saves Stone's reputation for "dear ol
Lombardy." Joan Davis does a Martha Ray
Gloria
Stuart pairs
for
romance.
(Dec.) with newcomer Dick Baldwi

LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE-RKO-Radio
Joe Penner's
whimsey.
Raymondar
blond
hair and juvenile
a half-dozen
famousGene
comedians
high-lighted in thisL rather good musical. Harrk
Milliard, a socialite in search of a career, is Ras
mond's Broderick
cookie, and
laugh at Billy
Helen
and you'll
Parkyakarkus.
(Nov.) Gilber

* LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN-M-G-M

A smart and wisecracking comedy which idealize
art for art's sake and scoffs at filthy lucre, this ha
Bob Montgomery marrying heiress Rosalin.
Russell. Fame and a scheming Helen Vinso
almost ruin his marriage, but Bob Benchley, hi
faithful but boozy friend, finally rights matters. A!
the performances are superior.
(Jan.)

LIVING ON LOVE
* HEIDI— 20!h Century-Fox
A favorite of old and young is this tender little
story of an orphan who brings a new hope into the
life of a bitter recluse, and health and happiness to
a crippled child. Shirley Temple, more grown-up,

You'll enjoy this smart little story of a workin,
boy, James Dunn, and a working girl, Whitne:
Bourne, who share the same basement room with
out ever seeing one another. When tney eventuall:
meet, the fireworks begin.
It's fun. (Jan.)

DOK OUT, MR. MOTO— 20th Century-Fox
jOur litte Japanese detective, Peter Lorre, has to
!>k out for everyone including himself in this
jkum tale of high treason, murder and the mishaps
tnewsreel men in Siam. Rochelle Hudson, Robert
:;nt and Chick Chandler are around.
(Jan.)

I)VE IS ON THE AIR-Warners
iA new star, Ronald Reagan, makes his bow in
is tale of radio.
As Uncle Andy of the kiddies'
into a gangster's
himsel
, as fhisplunge
he, finds
girl dfriend, is attractive,
Travis
r. June
Iur
maid himself is excellent, and the cast is okay
.. (Nov.)

X-M-G-M

, MADAME

No matter how many times you have seen this
nous tear-jerker you will weep again at this new
rsion. Gladys George is simply brilliant as the
sunderstood wife who becomes a dissolute
ttern. John Heal as her son and Warren William
her coldly moral husband are both exceptional.

H

PAKE A WISH

RKO-Radio

One of the weaker Bobby Breen vehicles, this
ices the singing boy to a Maine camp where his
very voice inspires virtuoso Basil Rathbone to
fish an opera. Marion Claire is Bobby's mother.
tu'Il find the music easy to hum.
{Nov.)

IAN WHO

CRIED WOLF, THE-Universal

JLoaded with the iron weight of faulty story
instruction, this "who dunnit" tale sinks to the
lltom and stays there. Lewis Stone is the protional murder confessor who involves his son,
jm Brown, in his evil ways.
jpired.
(Nov.)

MERRY-GO-ROUND

Morbid

and un-

OF 1938— Universal

Composed of much unoriginal hokum, a few good
les, a nice clean romance and a variety of mad
seplay. this emerges as good entertainment. The
ry concerns a group of vaudeville troupers who
e on the task of bringing up an orphan. Bert
Sir, Jimmy Savo, Mischa Auer, Louise Fazenda,
ce Brady, Billy House, John King, and Joy
dges outdo themselves to make you laugh. (Jan).

'JRDER IN GREENWICH

VILLAGE-Columbia

a quip on his lips and determination in his
i.Vith
irt, Dick Arlen, artist photographer, leaps into a
rder mystery to shield Fay Wray. They fight,
(Jan.)
Stupid.
ke up, and solve everything.

JSIC FOR MADAME-RKO-Radio
Slino Martini's famous voice counteracts the
.lkness of this wandering story about a singer
u<ed of stealing a pearl necklace. Alan Mowcy's satirical take-off of a noted symphonic condor is amusing; Joan Fontaine is pretty and the
llywood Bowl scenes are impressive.
■ music.
(Dec.)

You'll like

t DEAR MISS ALDRICH-MG-M
Don't see this unless you're in a tolerant mood.
^ a minor newspaper hodgepodge in which
tureen O'Sullivan inherits "The Globe," falls
llove with editor Walter Pidgeon. Edna May
ver provides the only vitality.
(Nov.)

NAVY

BLUE AND

NEW

YORK-GB

"here's one thing this picture has plenty of — and
t's
Lee is tothea murder.
English
rinesuspense.
wanted in Blonde
America Anna
as witness
■ manages by a clever ruse to outwit gangsters
3 seek to detain her, hops a transatlantic plane,
ikes life miserable for John Loder, Scotland Yard
odhound. Desmond Tester is perfect as the insitive child prodigy.
(Dec.)

100 MEN

AND A GIRL

ER THE GOAL-Warners
fere i< an antique yarn built around a college
o, \\ illiam Hopper, who is called upon to decide
ween June Travis and his alma mater. He mans to have his cake and eat it too. Johnnie Davis'
|t singing livens things up generally.
(Jan.)

SPECIMEN,

THE-Warners

Drrol Flynn takes this high-voltage comedy in
stride, portraying the heir to 830,000,000 who
been shut away from the world, educated by
tyrant grandmother (May Robson) to be "the
feet specimen" of his class. Joan Blondell lures
1 out of his cocoon, teaches him really to live.
k Foran, Edward E. Horton, Allen Jenkins and
rerly Roberts all contribute. Fast, furious and
ny.
(Dec.)

t PORTIA

ZENDA,

THE-Selznick-

second
screening
Anthony
W 'his
:ran adventure
story willof thrill
you

Hope's
with
its

Century-Fox

$HE ASKED FQR IT
Paramount
Although as cinema, this is good hash, there is an
invigorating silly angle to the murder mystery
theme. William Gargan is the writer of blood
thrillers who gets himself involved in the real
McCoy. Orien Heyward is pretty as his wife,
but by no means another Duse.
(Nov.)

SHE LOVED

A FIREMAN-Warners

There are a lot of thrills in this inside story of a
modern fire company. Smart-aleck Dick Foran
saves the life of Robert Armstrong, is brought off
his
high horse
Armstrong's sister,
Interesting
andby educational.
(Jan.) Ann Sheridan.

SOMETHING

TO SING ABOUT

Grand National

James
latest Hollywood.
picture presents
him Daw,
as a
New
YorkCagney's
hoofer gone
Evelyn
a charming new singer, is his bride; Mona Barrie
the actress-temptress, Gene Lockhart the mulish
producer.
Well recommended.
(Nov.)

SOPHIE

LANG GOES WEST

Paramount

There is almost nothing good that can be said for
this jumbled, confused, dull, utterly uninteresting
picture. Gertrude Michael is the beautiful reformed jewel thief accused of stealing the Rajah's
diamond. You simply don't care whether she did
or not.
(Nov.)

* STAGE

DOOR

RKO-Radio

The hullabaloo of a theatrical boardinghouse is
the background of this great story of young
actresses who battle Broadway for minor fame and
a scant living. Ginger Rogers gives an excellent
account of herself in a dramatic role; Katharine
Hepburn does fine work, Andrea Leeds almost
steals the show, and Adolphe Menjou as the
philandering producer is highly amusing. Director
LaCava deserves orchids for a brilliant picture.
Don't miss it.
(Nov.)

* STAND-IN-Wanger-United

Artists

C. B. Kelland's swell story of a narrow-minded
banker (Leslie Howard) who invades Hollywood to
save a studio from financial ruin. Joan Blondell is
extra special as the former baby star who teaches
Howard that all figures do not have mathematical
connotations, and Maria Shelton as the glamour
gal he compromises does grand work. Warning:
don't believe
wood. (Dec.) all this picture tells you about Holly-

20th Century-Fox

A happy combination of romance and music,
spectacle and comedy, starring Sonja Henie, the
dazzling little Queen of the leeways, and handsome,
gangling Tyrone Power. There arc four magnifsequences
andRaymond
you'll appreciate
the
humor icent
of skating
Arthur
Treacher,
Walburn and
Joan Davis.

Simply elegant.

THIS WAY

PLEASE-Paramount

OF A LIFETIME-Paramount

A pathetically thin story of a pair of hoofers
trying to marry off the dumb-dora of their act, this
hotchpotch begins nowhere and ends there. The
Yacht Club Boys, Eleanore Whitney, Johnny
Downs and Ben Blue are all scrambled together in
this.
(Jan.)

• TRUE

CONFESSION-Paramount

Enormously amusing because of the way it is
played, but rather antisocial in theme, this depicts
the misadventures of a congenital liar, Carole
Lombard, who confesses to a murder she did not
commit in order to give her struggling young lawyer
husband (Fred MacMurray) some publicity. John
Barrymore and Una Merkel are grand in secondary
roles.
(Jan.)

* WIFE, DOCTOR
Fox

AND NURSE-20th

WARNING-Warners

This chilling murder mystery is laid in an island
army post. Boris Karloff is suspected, ot course,
but it tails to Marie Wilson in her best dumb-cluck
manner to solve the crime.
(Jan.)

MEN

MARRY, THE

OLYMPIC I4IW.3GSLN.YC:

EXERCISE

AND

LIKE IT!

Ruddy cheeks . . . sparkling eyes . . . muscles hard and
firm ... a new zest for life . . . all yours if you follow the
simple, easy instructions of Bernarr Macfadden in his new
book. Exercise And Like It. It makes exercising a game
with a prize no money can buy — dynamic health! Order
your copy tolay. At your booksellers or direct from the
publishers, S*l postpaid.
Macfadden Book Co., Inc., Dept. P. 2., 205 Easl 42nd Street, New York. N. Y.

THOUSANDS BEING SOLD WEEKLY! Call on Business
Concerns; Auto, Truck and Bus Owners; Schools,
Public Buildings, Factories, Farms. All season
seller.
Excellent year round profit opportunity.

Nationally Advertised Products
We help you close sales with Direct Mail Adver-

What a mighty
job a little ^j^
nickel can do
when a cold has you
by the Ml throat.
Cure it? No. But

Century-

With a simplicity and lack of melodramatics that
make an outstandingly convincing portrait of
hospital life, Director Walter Lang has created a
superb picture. Warner Baxter is the surgeon,
Virginia Bruce his assistant, Loretta Young his
wife.
(Nov.) All of them do splendidly. You'll love it.

WOMEN

For Name of Nearest Shop, Please Write to

High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as yoor time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resident school work— prepares for entrance tu t-'illefre. Standard H.S.
texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects already
completed.
Single subjects if desired. Free Bulletin on request.

"-.American School. Dpt. H243, Drexel at 58th, Chicago

(Nov.)

A nicely scored and mildly entertaining musical,
this permits Betty Grable, a theater usherette, to
fall in love with crooner Buddy Rogers, usurp his
place as stage attraction number one. Mary
Livingstone smart-cracks, Ned Sparks dead-pans,
and Fibber McGee and Molly (of radio) add their
bit of fun. (Dec.)

WITHOUT

ON TRIAL-Republic

.n engrossing modern courtroom story based on
lother-love angle,. but not too maudlin about it.
1 (i.i Inescort is splendid as the criminal lawyer
i i successfully defends the killer of her ex-husIjid, wins back her own son by her brilliance and
& rage. Walter Abel and Ruth Donnelly are outaiding support.
Worthwhile.
(Jan.)

■ PRISONER
OF
United Artists

HONEYMOON-20ih

Charming, amusing, utterly romantic, this again
teams Tyrone (what a man!) Power and Loretta
Young in a modern story of what the moon will do
over Miami to an ex-husband meeting his ex-wife
who has ^ince remarried. Stu Erwin and Mariorie
Weaver form a hilarious secondary team. Watch
Weaver's star rise!
(Jan.)

THRILL

Universal

rlere is practically a perfect picture, combining
it does an ingenuously new and fresh story built
und unemployed musicians, Deanna Durbin's
rancing singing, and the superb rendition of
,ie of the world's loveliest classical music by
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra conducted
i Leopold Stokowski. See this if you don't see
>ther picture this year. (Nov.)

PERFECT

SECOND

* THIN ICE

GOLD-M-G-M

'redit for this fine football picture backgrounded
Annapolis is due primarily to the fine performes of Robert Young, Jimmy Stewart and Tom
>wn. Coming from very different environments,
boys finally adjust themselves to life and to
: h other. Billie Burke, Florence Rice and Lionel
irrymore each contribute splendidly.
(Jan.)

"N-STOP

colorful drama, its beautiful settings, the realistic
acting of Ronald Colman as King and commoner,
and the gracious beauty of Madeleine Carroll as
Princess Flavia. Raymond Massey is^ outstanding
as the King's Machiavellian brother, and Doug
Fairbanks, Jr. is a deep-dyed villain. Go and
renew your youth.
(Nov.)

M-G-M

A provocative story theme — an expose of the
religious cult racket — and George Murphy's nice
work make this hurried picture entertaining.
George's philandering wife, Claire Dodd, plays
hob with his life, and Josephine Hutchinson plays
hearts with him at the finale.
(Nov.)

BEECH-NUT
COUGH
BLACK

DROPS

OR

MENTHOL

can give blessed
relief from "throat \
tickle" that comes
from a cold.

*NCING
FOR JO
Y

tising. 360,000 sold to U.

S. Government^

Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories, also
Good Housekeeping Institute. Used by 10,000
large Corporations. Write today with details of
age, past experience, etc., for inside information.
The Fyr-Fyter Co., Dept. 3-2G,
Dayton, O.

— since
Corns went

Root and All
TOW you can remove ugly, painI ful corns without dangerous
home paring — without risking unknown methods. New, better, doubleaction Blue-Jay ends pain instantly by
removing pressure, then in 3 short
days the corn lifts out root and all
(exceptionally stubborn cases may
require a second application). So
don't risk infection or let corns come
back. Remove them root and all the quick, safe,
scientific Blue-Jay way. Blue-Jay is easy to use. 2 5c
for 6. Same price in Canada. Get Blue-Jay now,
FREE OFFER: We will be glad to send one Blue-Jay
absolutely free to anyone who has a corn, to prove
that it ends pain instantly, removes the corn completely. Just send your name and address to Bauer
& Black, Division of The Kendall Co., Dept. J-45,
2 500 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111. Act
quickly before this trial offer expires.

BLUE-JAY CORN PLASTERS
* A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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"Our

The Shadow Stage

Cal York's Gossip
from Hollywood
(Continued from page 72)
ROBIN

HOOD-OUT

OF ROLE

IT'S no use pretending, we simply can't
grow used to this movie business. For

Lack of sleep frequently etches needless lines into beautiful faces. Needless, because sleeplessness is often
caused by constipation, as are also
loss of appetite, mental dullness,
nervousness, the aggravation of skin
blemishes.
Keep regular. Don't let more than
a day go by without proper elimination. Use Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. This famous laxative has been
the choice of millions of people during a generation. It does not shock
the intestinal system. It stimulates the
liver's secretion of bile, without the discomfort ofdrastic or irritating drugs.
Get Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets at
your druggist, 15?!, 30(f, 60(5.

KILL THE HAIRROOT
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Remove at the
permanently,
privately
home,hair following
simplesafely,
directions
with proper care.
The Mahler Method i>umlively
prevents
the
hair
from
t-rowintf
attain.
The delightful relief will bring happiness,
freedom
of mind
and greater
suecess.
Backed hv 35 years of successful use
all over
the world.
Also
used
I>v professionals.
Send
6c in stamps
TODAY
for IIlustrated
Booklet.
"How
to Remove
Superfluous
Hair
Forever."
D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. S7B, Providence, R. I.

Lovelier Blonde Hair
NEW CINEMA CREAM METHOD
Everywhere blondes are more popular! You.
too, can have beautiful — lustrous — fluffy
blondehairthatwins admiration INSTANTLY!
Now in 5 to 15 minutes — at home — you can
lighten your hair to any flattering shade you
desire with one application of LECHLER'S
"569" INSTANT HAIR L1GHTENER. the New
Cinema Cream Method. Bnghtens hair

immediately! Looks natural! LECHLER'S.
applied as an antiseptic white cream — easy to use — lightens only hair
where applied. Not a liquid bleach! Does not run to hair ends and so
cannot streak! And LECHLER'S does not affect your permanent wave.
SENT POSTPAID IN PLAIN SEALED WRAPPER FOR $1

With each Order:

• Special Application Brush

FREE

• 36. page booklet: "The New

darkener — "Cinema
(regularly $1) FREEl

Lightening Hair''
• Hollywood's famous eyelash grower and
Long-Lash" in enameled case with mirror

LECHLER
■Hi 560 Broadway

Art of

LABORATORIES
Dept. WE-1, New York, N.Y.MMI

A DIFFERENCE
'«nrsf

instance, on that gay colorful "Robin
Hood" set, with romance in full bloom
and ladies and gentlemen in velvet and
tights, guess what the cast was doing?
Errol Flynn, who plays Robin Hood,
had just finished his twenty-third telephone call from the set that day. All
twenty-three were about lion dog puppies and cows and alfalfa for his new
ranch.
Lovely Olivia De Havilland was sparring lightly with Director William
Keighley and making all sorts of comical snouts and side remarks. And Olivia
in a burgundy velvet train looking so
luscious.
A knight of the forest was off in one
corner drinking hot water and baking
soda for a hangover and Claude Rains,
who plays Prince John, was sitting
quietly by in startling silk tights, reading a book entitled, "The Care and
Feeding of Babies."
I SPY

D

(Continued from page 56)
See IRIS ADRIAN in the
HAL

ROACH

FADEOUT

FOR LUISE?

Wi HAT

has happened to Luise Rainer
is the question of the month. A year
ago, Luise was the most promising star
on the M-G-M lot. After three months
of idleness, her studio now admits they
have nothing ahead for the little Viennese. At a recent radio broadcast, Luise
appeared briefly to announce, in short,
that she wouldn't appear at all. At least,
not in the scenes promised the public.
Her attitude was one of mild indifference.
After her sensational work in "The
Great Ziegfeld" and "The Good Earth,"
the public expected much and are now
puzzled at her strange fadeout. While
other foreign stars such as Ilona Massey and Hedy LaMarr are being
groomed for stardom, little Rainer remains idle.
GARBO

QUICK

DON-R-CflP
<y-

Relati

ons"

Form-Fitting

Wave

FITS

Protector

BETTER

- is made better
• lasts longer
- is more comfortable

The Patented
Don-a-Cap has been
imitated, but never
equalled. For complete satisfaction,
insist
on
the original.
At stores and beauty
shops everywhere. If not
obtainable, write . . .
k special model at Ten-Cent

Stores onl,

Dona Manufacturing
DON. A- BAN

50c|

SAN

DIEGO,

Co

CALIFORNIA

WOMEN
WHO CAN SEW
Write me today for amazing opportunity

to earn extra money without canvassing.
HARFORD, Dept. B-178. Cincinnati, Ohio

OUG FAIRBANKS, JR., has taken
candid camera shots of Ginger Rogers,
Lee Bowman and other members of the
cast of "Having Wonderful Time" from
the first day's shooting to the last. And
now, with the aid of dubbed- in sound,
Doug is said to have the best comedy
picture in town.
For instance, as Ginger rises from the
cold waters of Lake Arrowhead, unaware of Doug's camera shooting, the
sound track has accompanied Ginger's
shivering with the rattle of many bones.
Doug is being coaxed to show his
masterpiece at many private parties and
Ginger threatens to annihilate him if
he does.

PRODUCTION

FAMOUS

HOTEL

Known

all over the world for its Continental manner . . . delicious food,
diplomatic service, democratic prices.
Home
,

of: RESTAURANT de la PAIX;
CAFE de la PAIX;
Around the World Bar;

RUMPELMAYER'S
SINGLE from
3.50... DOUBLE from 5.00
SUITES from 8.00

ST.MOFUTZ
On-the-Park

50 Central Park So., New York
Personal Direction:

S. Gregory Taylor

MARRIAGE HYGIENE
S/VPSI EX
The ing
twomodern
greatmarried
problems
confrontwomen
need
not trouble you. There is a more
positive, easy. sate, convenient
way i if enjoying man led happiness.
For Intimate Personal Cleanliness
to aid nature
in checking
inflammation, use SANEX
HYGIENIC

FREE
Travel Size SAN EX
Send 10c to cover
postage and packing
toSANEXCo..
Dept.
A-12. Minneapolis,
Minn.

DOUCHE POWDER. Mild, gentle,
tive. deodorizing,
iVi oz. box yet
50c. most effecFor More Easy Marriage Hygiene
wives use dependable SANEX
CONES.
less. Dainty,
Convenient. stainless,
Harmless. odorBox
of 12 individually wrapped SANEX
CONES only $1.
You can obtain SANEX DOUCHE
POWDER and SANEX CONES from
eonti
rirnir and
rleDartment
stores.

MONEY— RKO-Radio

rOR those who like homespun movies
' woven with sincere and familiar
threads this story will be entertaining.
Its sponsors never intended it to be anything but a simple, wholesome movie
and as such it is acceptable. Fred Stone
and Berton Churchill battle for acting
honors, the former defending smalltown rights against the intrigue of ?
high pressure, big city promoter. Dorothy Moore makes a favorable screer
debut. A number of clever youngster;
are in support.

THANK

YOU, MR. MOTO— 20 Century-Fox

THIS complicated mixup of villains ant
' heroes set in a Chinese locale fail ti
daunt the imperturbable Mr. Moto, Ori
ental detective. Aided by Thomas Beck
Mr. Moto tracks down stolen Chines
scrolls and finishes off Sidney Blackmei
Jayne Regan is a personable newcomei
Pauline Frederick is splendid as a Chi
nese princess.
YOU'RE

ONLY

YOUNG

ONCE— M-G-M

THERE is something in these home
' little dramas dealing with simple, hu
man emotions. A family consisting c
father Lewis Stone, mother Fay Holdei
son Mickey Rooney and daughte
Cecilia Parker set off for a Catalin
vacation. When Mickey and Cecili
each become involved in exciting ro
mances, it's father Stone who comes 1
the rescue. Laughs and tears aboum
Mickey, as usual, gives a very fine per
formance.

BEG, BORROW

OR STEAL— M-G-M

A MERRY little mix-up with Fran
' * Morgan as a lovable scamp wr
lives by his wits. Inviting his daughte
Florence Rice, to come from Americ
and be married in his chateau, Morga:
who owns no chateau, is in a mess ur
til Frenchman John Beal loans him h
place. Of course Beal and Florence fa
in love aiding the plot, and your enjoj
ment thereby. George Givot, Herms
Bing, Erik Rhodes aid in the fun.
BOY OF THE

STREETS— Monogram

A LL thanks to Monogram for keepir
** popular Jackie Cooper on tl
screen! Parents will approve this mor
lesson — and children will love the eJ
citing action provided almost entire
by youngsters. Newcomer Mauree
O'Connor sings pleasingly, and Gt
Usher and Marjorie Main turn in fii
performances as Jackie's parents. Rol
ert Emmet O'Connor and Paul Whi
are outstanding as the sympathetic c<
and the heroic colored boy.

IS RIGHT

A

0"
E-UP "TBSflSBSruin
EYE dullMAK
IN
TIRED,
eyes . . . veined and red

eye make-up. Now, a great new advance in
eye lotions clears up dull, veined look due to
fatigue, exposure, etc. In seconds eyes look
thrillingly brighter, whiter, and therefore larger !
Use Eye-Gene before eye make-up . . . for sparkling new eye beauty! Two drops soothe and refresh tired, irritated eyes wonderfully ! No other
eye lotion like Eye-Gene! Purse size at any 5
and 10c store. Economy size at all drugstores.

EYE-GENE

1 Good Housekeeping I

YOUNG lady who had been shopping for weeks on end for a European
trip, walked in to a cocktail party and
sank down in exhaustion.
"You know, I've just found out that
Garbo is right and the rest of us are
wrong," she said. "Dead tired after another shopping tour, I chanced on the
lonely Swede in Evans sport shop, buying her clothes for her return to
Sweden. And guess what she bought?
One sweater, two pair of slacks and a
reefer. And she was all ready for
Sweden."
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SERGEANT

USE

MERCOLIZED

WAX

This simple, all-in-one cleansing, softening,
lubricating cream sloughs off the discolored,
blemished surface skin in tiny, invisible particles. Your underskin is then revealed clear,
smooth and beautiful. Bring out the hidden
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.
Try Saxolite Astringent
A DELIGHTFULLY
refreshing
astringent
lotion.
Tingling, antiseptic, helpful.
Dissolve Saxolite
in one-half pint witch hazel. Use this lotion daliy.

Choose Phelactine Depilatory

For removing superfluous hair Quickly. Easy to use.
At drug and department stores everywhere.

MURPHY— Warners

THE
attachment between Rona
I Reagan of the U. S. Army and r
horse, Sergeant Murphy, is the theme
this mildly stirring tale of army lii
When Sergeant Murphy sustains a 1
injury and is condemned to be sold
auction, Reagan buys the horse for 1
own and with careful training, teach
him to become a steeple chaser. Ma
Maguire, daughter of Colonel Done
Crisp, provides love interest.

€ARN

Casts of Current
Pictures

GOOD

Learn at Home in Spare Time

"BEG, BORROW
OR STEAL"— M-G-M.—
reenplay by Leonard Lee, Hany Ruskin and
'arion
Parsonnet.
Suggested
a story
by
lilliam C. White. Directed by by
William
Thiele.

Right in your own home, in your
spare time, you can easily learn
Costume Designing; ami not only enjoy the thrill of originatim; your own
clothes, but also prepare for a splendid position in this lucrative field.
Many attractive openings with manufacturers and smart style shops.
Thrilling surroundings; fascinating
work, excellent salaries. Or you may
have your own style shop and be the
fashion authority of your community.

lie Cast: Ingraham Steward, Frank Morgan;
i«e Steward, Florence Rice; Bill Cherau, John
pal; Mrs. Agatha Steward, Janet Beecher; Von
.ersdorff, Herman Bing; Lefevre, Erik Rhodes;
\manov, George Givot; Lord Braemer, E. C.
ive; Horace Miller, Tom Rutherford; Mrs.
iller, Cora WItherspoon; Clifton Summit t, Regild Denny; Sascha, Vladimir Sokoloff; Mr. Miller,
rlan Briggs.

Be a College Trained Fashion Expert

I" BIG TOWN GIRL"— 20th Century-Fox —
reenplay by Lou Breslow and John Patrick,
iibert Ellis and Helen Logan. Based on original
bries by Darrell Ware and Frances Whiting
•id. Directed by Alfred Werker. The Cast:
iy Loring, Claire Trevor; Mark Tracy, Donald
loods; Larry Edwards, Alan Dinehart; James
ead, Alan Baxter; Marty, Murray Alper; Isaiah
ickenback, Spencer Charters; Mr. Huff, Maurice
iss; Gas Station Attendant, Irving Bacon; Red
/ans, George Chandler.

This 50-year-old college, located
in the new style center of America,
will quickly teach you Professional
Costume Designing in your spare
time at home. No previous experience necessary. Practical, personalized training, easy to learn. Low
cost, small monthly payments. Complete outfit of professional designer's equipment furnished without extra cost; also monthly fashion forecasts. Free placement service.

'BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY"— Paramount.
Screenplay by Theodore Reeves. Directed
Richard Wallace. The Cast: Ira Collins,
iward Arnold; Sally Shea, Shirley Ross; Neil
aham, John Trent; Sheriff Jeff Holloway, Rufe
avis; Weber and Fields, Themselves; Francis X.
'jsh, William Frawley; P. J. Quinterfield, Sr.,
ank Craven; "Death Valley Cora" Kenne, Kitty
elly; P. J. Quinterfield, Jr., John Arthur; Mr.
ussic, Edward Brophy; Dr. Joseph C. Gillgallon,
larles Halton; "Eddie" and "Jimmie," The
idio Rogues; Chester, Frederick Clarke.

"DAMSEL IN DISTRESS, A"— RKO-Radio.
From the story by P. G. Wodehouse. Screenplay
■ P. G. Wodehouse, Ernest Pagano and S. K.
luren. Music by George and Ira Gershwin,
irected by George Stevens. The Cast: Jerry,
ed Astaire; George, George Burns; Grade, Gracie
len; Lady Alyce, Joan Fontaine; Keggs, Reginald
urdiner; Lady Caroline, Constance Collier;
ggie, Ray Noble; Lord Marshmorelon, Montagu
jve; Albert, Harry Watson; Madrigal Singer, Jan
uggan; Waiter Captain, Leonard Mudie; Woman
Cottage, May Beatty; Midwestern Father, Fred
lelsey; Midwestern Mother, Cleo Ridgely; Midhstern Children, Buster Slavin, Bobbie Smith;
frkins, Violet Seton; Maids, Mary Gordon,
Larie Marks, Cynthia Westlake; Chauffeur, Bill
[Brien; Chef, Herrick Herrick; Footman, John
food; Attendant, Frank Benson; Barker, Charles
^nnett.
j-GOLDWYN
FOLLIES"— Sam
Goldwynnited Artists. — Story by Ben Hecht. Music by
|eorge and Ira Gershwin. Filmed in Technicolor,
irected by George Marshall. The cast includes — ■
irina, Adolphe Menjou. The Three Ritz Brothers,
enny Baker, Andrea Leeds, Helen Jepson, Phil
iker, Ella Logan, Bobby Clark, Jerome Cowan,
:d The American Ballet, The Gorgeous Goldwyn
iris, and Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.
["HIGH FLYERS"— RKO-Radio.— Screenplay
r Benny Rubin, Bert Granet and Byron IMorgan.
used on a play by Victor Mapes. Directed by
dward Cline. The Cast: Jerry, Bert Wheeler;
\ierre, Robert Woolsey; Juanita, Lupe Velez;
flene, Marjorie Lord; Mrs. Arlington, Margaret
.umont; Dave, Jack Carson; Mr. Arlington, Paul
jarvey; Mr. Fontaine, Charles Judels; Mr. Panzer,
acien Prival; Mr. Hartley, Herbert Evans; Stone,
'erbert Clifton; Chief of Police, George Irving;
\osun's
dney. Mate, Bud Geary; Ship's Officer, Bruce
"HITTING A NEW HIGH"— RKO-Radio.—
:reenplay by Gertrude Purcell and John Twist.
Lory by Robert Harari and Maxwell Shane,
irected by Raoul Walsh. The Cast: Suzette,
ily Pons; Corny, Jack Oakie; Cosmo, Eric Blore;
lynn, Edward
Everett
Horton;
Jimmy,
John
loward; Mazzini, Eduardo Ciannelli; Mario, Luis
jlberni; Haig, Vinton Haworth; Jevons, Leonard
|arey.
1 "LOOK OUT FOR LOVE"— GB— Story by
Say Lewis.
Scenario by Florence Tranter and
lonckton
Hoffe.
Directed by Herbert Wilcox.
he Cast. Jacqueline, Anna Neagle; Marius
>ndreani, Tullio Carminati; Nigel Taplo-w, Robert
Jouglas; Father Donnelly, Horace Hodges; Friends
j Marius, Grizelda Harvey, Miki Hood; Maid,
f'avina Craig; Maid, Joan Kemp-Welch; Organbinder's
son, Leonard
Snelling;
rthur Chesney;
Snodgrass,
Henry Marius'
Wolston.butler,
; "MANHATTAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND"— Rejblic. — Original screenplay by Harry Sauber.
dapted from the musical revue of the same name
Iv Frank Hummert. Directed by Charles F.
iesner. The Cast: Jerry Hart, Phil Regan; Gor»»», Leo
Carrillo;
Ann
Rogers,
Ann
Dvorak;
.harlizzini, Tamara Geva; Danny the Duck, James
leason; Ted Lewis and his orchestra, Themselves;
ab Calloway and his Cotton Club Orchestra, Them•Ives; Kay Thompson and Her Ensemble, ThemSpadoni,
Joe DiMaggio;
■lves; Joe DiMaggio,
, enry Armetta;
Marlinelti,
Luis Alberni;
Max
\erhune.
Max
Terhune;
Frog, Smiley
Burnette;
'puis Prima and His Band, Themselves; J. Henry
home, Selmer Jackson; Jonathan, Moroni Olsen;
fi Murray, Eddie Kane; Momma Gordoni, Nellie
, . Nichols; Michael Angelo, Gennaro Curci; Speed,
im Finn; Blackie, Al Herman; Baldy, Robert E.
erry; Eddie, Jack Adair; Jack Jenny and His
\rchestra. Themselves; The Lalhrops,
Themselves;
: osalean and Seville, Themselves; Dorothy, Thelma
f 'under; and Gene Autry as Gene Autry.

1 "NOTHING SACRED" — Selznick-United
, rtists. — Screenplay by Ben Hecht.
Directed by

William A. Wellman. The Cast: Hazel Flagg,
Carole Lombard; Wally Cook, Fredric March;
Dr. Downer, Charles Winninger; Stone, Walter
Connolly; Dr. Eggelhoffer, Sig Rumann; Master of
Ceremonies, Frank Fay; Orchestra, Raymond Scott
and his Quintet; Max, Maxie Rosenbloom; Dr.
Kerchinwisser, Alex Schoenberg; Dr. Vunch,
Monte Wooley; Dr. Marachuffsky, Alex Novinsky;
Mrs. Bullock, Aileen Pringle; Drug Store Lady,
Margaret Hamilton; Ernest Walker, Troy Brown;
Mrs. Walker, Hattie McDaniels; Mae, Dick Rich;
Dr. Dmvner's nurse, Katherine Shelton; Office Boy,
A. W. Sweatt; Baggage. Man, Olin Howland;
"Helen of Troy," Betty Douglas; Katherine of
Russia, Eleanor Troy; "Pocahontas," Monica
Bannister; "Kalinka," Jinx Falkenberg; "Salome,"
Marg.mt Lyman; "Godiva" Shirley Chambers;
Swede Fireman, John Qualen; Dowager, Hedda
Hopper; Mr. Watson, Clarence Wilson.
"QUICK MONEY"— RKO-Radio.— Based on
an original story by Arthur T. Horman. Screenplay by Arthur T. Horman, Franklin Coen and
Bert Granet. Directed by Edward Killy. The
Cast: Jonas Tompkins, Fred Stone; Mrs. Tompkins, Dorothy Vaughan; Bluford Smythe, Berton
Churchill; Ambrose Ames, Paul Guilfoyle; Bill,
Gordon Jones; Alice, Dorothy Moore; Freddie,
Sherwood Bailey; Barnsdall, Harlan Briggs; Walker,
Dick Elliott; Clark, Frank M. Thomas; Woodford,
Jack Carson; Peter Potter, Fuzzy Knight; Mrs.
Otis, Kathryn Sheldon; Sheriff, James Farley;
Clerk, Billy Franey; Bank Clerk, Rene Stone;
Barber, Frank Rasmussen; School Principal, Henry
Hall; Jim, Frank Hammond.

/-END -FOR f R-E-fc BOOK

SH! THE OCTOPUS"— Warners.— Original
screenplay by George Bricker. Adapted from a
Dept. 168B,Los Angeles, Cat. ; play by Ralph Spencer and a play by Ralph Murphy
Send me FREE your new hook, "A Career in Costume \ and Donald Gallaher. Directed by William McDesigning," and full particulars of your home-study ! Gann. The Cast: Kelly, Hugh Herbert; Dempsey,
course. My age is
Allen Jenkins; \'esla Yernoff, Marcia Ralston;
Miss — Mrs
» Paul Morgan, John Eldredge; Captain Hook,
Street
. George Rosener; Mr. Cobb, Brandon Tyman; .4
stranger, Eric Stanley; Polly Crane, Margaret
City
State
; Irving; Nanny, Elspeth Dudgeon.
WOODBURY

"BOY OF THE STREETS"— Monogram.—
iginal story by Roland Brown. Screenplay by
lson Brown and Scott Darling. Directed by
illiam Nigh. The Cast: Chuck, Jackie Cooper;
lira, Maureen O'Connor; Julie, Kathleen Burke;
mrke, Robert Emmett O'Connor; Mary Brennan,
arjorie Main; Blackie, Hatty Fain; Tim Farley,
?orge Cleveland; Doctor, Gordon Elliott; Fog
irn Brennan, Guy Usher; Spike, Paul White;
>ny, Don Latorre.

MON€Y

COLLEGE,

«&>6 PIANO
'tr popular! Earn extra money
Hollywood's
filmpopular
stars,
GUARANTEES famous
to teachteacher
you toofplay
music by ear or MONEY BACK. Quick & easv
15 LESSON mapic course. No notes! No
scalesl Complete,
$ 1 -Valuablel"
transposingchartonlyinch
FREE
you act at once! Mail your !
(or C.O.D. request) TODAY tc
HOLLYWOOD SCHOOL of MODERN PIANOl
School of the Film Stars— 19th Successful Year
Dept- 193A, 6842 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood. Calif-

Learn Profitable Profession
in OO days at Home
balanes of Men and Women in the fascinating pro
fession of Swedi.-h Massage run as high as $4lJ to
$70 per week but many prefer to open their own of\
fices. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, sanifa .- tanums and private patients come to those who
- g!/ ^^^^^k
^P^^Qual,fy
throughrich our
training.
Reducing
alone offers
rewards
for specialists,
-Kv^"
ll
Write for Anatomy « -harts, sample les-
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THEeheetsand
College

booklet—
They'reFREE.
ol Swedish
Massage
1601 Warren Blvd.. Dept. 267. Chicsso
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IMS. WALTER'S

Quick Reducing Gum
Rubber Garments
Obtain trim, slender ankles at once.
Relieves
swelling:,
varicose
vei
and thev fit like a glove.
Bust Reducers
$2.50
14 inch Special Ankle
Reducers
S3. 00 pi
14 Inchankle
Stockings
Send
and calf. . ,$6.75
measure]p
Uplift Brassiere
$3.25
Girdle
(laced Reducers
up back i. $4.
Abdominal
for 50
men and women . $3.50
Send Measures.
Pay by
check
money
order — nc
cash. or
Write
for literature
Dr. Jeanne P. H
389 Fifth Ave. Walter
N. Y.

gre THEATRE
Two year complete practical course . . . based on I
nineteen years' experience of internationally fa- 1
mous Pasadena Playhouse. . .trains you for career 1
on stage, screen or radio. We constantly produce
on three stages with openings attended by talent
scouts from nearby Hollywood. Many big names
in pictures today acknowledge their success to
Pasadena Playhouse training. These include . . .
Robert Young, Douglass Montgomery, Onslow
Stevens, Victor Jory, Gloria Stuart, Anne Shirley
and others. If you wish to prepare sincerely for a
career in the theatre or pictures, write for pictorial
catalog. Address General Manager.
Gilmor Brown Director Chas.Vrickett Gen. Mgr.

PASADENA
PLAYHOUSE
AVENUE . PASADENA . CALIFORNIA

32 S. EL MOLINO

lovelu BLONDE HAIR
f/tWegC_gygf£

NOW the alluring beauty of blonde
stage and screen stars can be yours
INSTANTLY I Have radiant hair that
is natural — soft— fluffy! You can acquire
anyflattering
blonde shade
by the
new CREAM
WAY you
In S desire'
to 15
minutes— easily, Bafeh — at home with
LECHLER'S INSTANTANEOUS
HAIR LIGHTENER. It is a guaranteed antiseptic wliite cream that
lightens hair only where applied. Unlike
liquid preparations, LECHLER'S HAIR
LIGHTENER does not run to hair
ends and cannot streak. Does not affect
permanents. Enthusiastically used and
praised for over 20 years by beautiful
fascinating blondes everywhere.

j$pr; •>

CDCr
with- each order, 3C-page booklet
r IXtLlL
"The New Art of Lightening Hair "
Send SI for outfit complete with Special Application Brush to —
LECHLER LABORATORIES
560 Broadway
(Dept. W. K.)
New York, N. Y.
Or order C. 0. D. — send no money, pay postman $1 plus small
postage charge.
Mailed in plain sealed wrapper.

"STORM IN A TEACUP"— Korda-United
Artists.— From the play by Bruno Frank. AngloScotch version by James Bridie. Directed by
Victor Saville and Ian Dalrymple. The Cast:
Victoria, Vivien Leigh; Frank Burdon, Rex Harrison; Provost, Cecil Parker; Mrs. Hegarty, Sara Allgood; Lisbet Skirving, Ursula Jeans; Horace
Skirving, Gus McNaughton; McKellar, Edgar
Bruce; Lord Skerryvore, Robert Hale; Baillie Callender, Quinton MacPherson; Fiscal, Arthur
Wontner; Sheriff, Eliot Makeham; Menzies, George
Pughe; Police Sergeant. Arthur Seaton; Police
Constable, Cecil Mannering; Watkins, Ivor Barnard; Councillor, Cyril Smith; Cassidy, W. G. Fay;
Palsy, Scruffy.
"SUBMARINE D-l"— Warners.— Screenplay
by
FrankFrom
Wead,
Warren
Duff Wead.
and' Lawrence
Kimble.
a story
by Frank
Directed
by Lloyd Bacon. The Cast: "Butch" Rogers, Pat
O'Brien;/,/. Commander Matthews, George Brent;
"Sock" McGillis, Wayne Morris; "Lucky," Frank
McHugh; Ann Sawyer, Doris Weston; Paul,
Ronald Reagan;
Henry
Arabella,
Dennie Admiral
Moore; Thomas,
Dolly, Veda
AnnO'Neill;
Borg;

TAKE

THE

SYRUP

THAT

CLINGS TO
COUGH ZONE
If there is anything that common sense dictates, it's this: a cough medicine should do
its work where the cough is lodged... tight
in the throat. That's why Smith Brothers
Cough Syrup is a thick, heavy syrup. It
clings to the cough zone. There it does three
things: (1) soothes sore membranes, (2)
throws a protective film over the irritated
area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm. 60$,

Tom Callam, Regis Toomey; Mike, Broderick
Crawford; Lt. Junior Grade, John Ridgely; Lt.
Senior Grade, Owen King; Listener, Wally Maher;
Lt. Mason, Jerry Fletcher.
"THANK YOU, MR. MOTO"— 20th CenturyFox. — Screenplay by Willis Cooper and Norman
Foster. Based on a story by John P. Marquand.
Directed by Norman Foster. The Cast: Mr.
Moto: Peter Lorre; Tom Nelson, Thomas Beck;
Madame Chung, Pauline Frederick; Eleanor
Joyce, Jayne Regan; Herr Koerger, Sidney Blackmer; Colonel Tchernov, Sig Rumann; Periera,
John Carradine; Schneider, William Von Bricken;
Madame Tchernov, Nedda Harrigan; Prince
Chung, Philip Ann; Ivan, John Bleifer.
"THOROUGHBREDS
DON'T CRY"— M-GM. — Screenplay by Lawrence Hazard. Original
story by Eleanore Griffin, and J. Walter Ruben.
Directed by Alfred E. Green. The Cast: Cricket
West, Judy Garland; Timmie Donovan, Mickey
Rooney; Mother Ralph, Sophie Tucker; Sir Peter
Calverlon, C. Aubrey Smith; Roger Calver/on,
Ronald Sinclair; Wilkins, Forrester Harvey;
"Click" Donovan, Charles H. Brown; "Dink" Reid,
Frankie Darro; "Doc." Godfrey, Henry Kolker.
"TOVARICH" — Warners. — Screenplay by
Casey Robinson. Adapted from the play by
Jacques Deval. English version by Robert E.
Sherwood. Directed by Anatole Litvak. The
Cast: Taliana, Claudette Colbert; Mikail, Charles
Boyer; Gorotchenko, Basil Rathbone; Charles Duponl, Melville Cooper; Helene Duponl, Anita
Louise; Fernande Duponl, Isabel Jeans; Chauffourier-Dubieff, Morris Carnovsky; Count Brekenski, Gregory Gaye; Mme. Courlois, Reine Riano;
Lady Karlegann, Heather Thatcher; Louise, May
Boley; Alfonso, Curt Bois; Grocer, Cliff Soubier;
First Urchin, Tommy Bupp; Third Urchin, Jerry
Tucker; Servant, Torben Meyer; Georges Duponl,
Maurice Murphy; M. Courlois, Montagu Love;
Martelleau, Fritz Feld; Gendarme, Victor Kilian;
Mme. Chauffourier-Dubieff, Doris Lloyd; Mrs. Van
Memert, Grace Hayle; Trombone Player, Christian
Rub; Second Urchin, Delmar Watson; Hairdresser,
Alphonse Martel; Mr. Van Hemert, Ferdinand
Munier.
"WELLS FARGO"— Paramount.— Screenplay
by Paul Scliofield, Gerald Geraghty and Frederick
Jackson. Based on a story by Stuart N. Lake.
Directed by Frank Lloyd. The Cast: Ramsey
MacKay, Joel McCrea;VHan£ York, Bob Burns;
Justine, Frances Dee; Dal Slade, Lloyd Nolan;
James Oliver, Porter Hall; Mr. Pryor, Ralph MorHenry Wells,
Talbot Carter,
John gan;
Mack
Brown; Henry
Lucy O'Neill;
Dorset! Trimhall,
Jane
Dewey; Mrs. Pryor, Mary Nash; Trimball, Robert
Cummings.
"YOU'RE ONLY YOUNG ONCE"— M-G-M.
— Screenplay by Kay Van Riper. Based upon the
characters created by Aurania Rouverol. Directed
by George B. Seitz. The Cast: Judge Hardy,
Lewis Stone; Marian Hardy, Cecilia Parker;
Andrew Hardy, Mickey Rooney; Mrs. Hardy, Fay
Holden; Frank Redmond, Frank Craven; Polly
Benedict, Ann Rutherford; "Jerry" Lane, Eleanor
Lynn; Billy Rand, Ted Pearson; Aunt Milly,
Sara Haden; Captain Swenson, Charles Judels;
Hoyl
Wells, Selmer
Jackson.

SMITH BROS.
COUGH

SYRUP

HAIR KILLED FOREVER
KILLED PERMANENTLY
From face or body without harm
to skin. Our eleclr .ilvsis device is
prunianteed to kill hair forever by
following
directionsis or
mont-y
refunded. easv
Electrolysis
endorsed
hv physicians.
Your electric
current not used.
- prepaid
or C. Only
O. D.$1.95
plus complete
postage.
ELD ELECTROLYSIS CO., 10-B, 267S B'

SHAMED BY
PIMPLES AT 17?
Keep your blood free of pimplemaking adolescent poisons
Don't let your face be blotched with ugly
hickiesl Stop being shunned and laughed at!
Learn the cause of your trouble and start
correcting it now!
Between the ages of 13 and 25, vital glands are
developing, helping you gain full manhood or
womanhood. These gland changes upset the system. Poisons are thrown into your biood . . . and
bubble out of your skin in hated pimples.
Resolve to rid your skin of these adolescent
pimples. Thousands have succeeded by eating
Fleisehmann's Yeast, three cakes a day. Each cake
is made up of millions of tiny, active, living yeast
plants that fight pimple-making poisons at their
source in the intestines and help heal your skin,
making it smooth and attractive. Many get amazmann's in
Yeast30today!
ing results
days or less. Start eating FleisehCopyright, 1937, Standard Brands Incorporated

PHOTOPLAY'S

RETAIL

STORE

DIRECTOR
KENTUCKY

THIS TAG IDENTIFIES
AN ORIGINAL PHOTOPLAY HOLLYWOOD
FASHION. LOOK FOR IF

PHOTOPLAY
'.

FASHION

.

PHOTOPLAY fashions on pages 62 and 63 of the Fashion
Section in this issue are available to readers at these stores.

Brinckerhoff,

Inc

Lou
LOUISIANA

New
Palais
Royal
D. H. Holmes
Abdaila's

Whenever you go shopping consult this list of reliable stores, offering faithful copies of PHOTOPLAY HOLLYWOOD
FASHIONS and NATIONALLY KNOWN MERCHANDISE, such as advertised in this issue of PHOTOPLAY. If thh
list does not include a store in your city, write MODERN MERCHANDISING BUREAU, 67 West 44th St., New York
City.
Send the name of your leading department store or dress shop.
When you shop please mention PHOTOPLAY.
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NewOl
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Bros
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MARYLAND

Burger Phillips Co.
Reiss
Bros
A. Nachman

Birmingham
Mobile
Montgomery
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Powell Co

Salisbury
MASSACHUSETTS

ARIZONA
The
Vogue
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Rubin

Phoenix
Tucson
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ARKANSAS

Boston Store
Nossek's
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Touraine
Sheehan
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Imperial
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Gordon
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Shoo
C. Mack
Shops
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Fort Smith
Little Rock
CALIFORNIA
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Brock Co
Rubaloff's
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Hollywood
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Boston
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North
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Denver

The Style Shop
Arthur's
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Newman's
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St. Paul
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Bristol
Meriden
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Waterbury
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Marks-Rothenberg
Adele's House of Fashion
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Beach
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A. Livingston &. Sons
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Ducker's
New York Store
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Stix Baer &. Fuller
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Monroe
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NEW

LONG

Bangor
Lewiston

Charleston
Columbia
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Mullins
Spartanburg

SOUTH

Auburn
Binghamton
Elmira
Glens Fal s
Hudson
Ithaca
Jamestown
Lockport
Ogdensburg
Penn Yan
Port Chester
Poughkeepsie
Rochester
Schenectady
Utica
Watertown

ISLAND
Huntington

NORTH
B. Sellers
& Sons
Eflrd's Dept. Store
C. Heber
Forbes
Lizzie
Gooch
. .
C. J. Ellisberg
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Mount
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Delman's
A. M. Jensen Co

Jollifte's Store
Yarid's
Spec.
Nobby's

Seattle
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San
Francisco
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COLORADO

The
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Suit Co

Colorado
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Fashion
Millinery
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& Co
C. 0. Miller Co
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Washington
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Dur!
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Cambridge
Cincinnati
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Volk Bros
The Smart
Georgianna
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Miami
Pensacola

Davison
Maysons
Leopold

Atlanta
Macon
Savannah

Paxon
Adler
ILLINOIS

Dress We.'l Shop
Carson
Pirie Scott & Co
Block
&. Kuhl
Co
Joseph Spiess Co
Kellogg,
Drake Co
Block &. Kuhl
Co
Clarke & Co
Halbach
Schroeder
The
New
Worthams
Peoples Store
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Chicago
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Elgin
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Rockford
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The
Fair
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Bon
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Friedman
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Pope
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Bon
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Port
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Hollywood Shop
The Floradora Shop
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Brothers
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IF YOU

WANT

TO BE

n a
■5a

CHECK

YOUR

MINUS

QUALITIES

w
You want to be populai. You want to be liked
. . . loved— you want to be attractive to men,

m

V
*^

don't you? Well you can be— you can acquire
glamour, charm, personality. You can be the
Girl in a Million. Not by sitting back and
wishing for popularity to come your way —
but by turning your minus qualities into plus
qualities. Yes, you can be a lovely, radiant, bewitching person if you but check your undesirable traits and magnify your good ones.

mm

*\'V4

Bear in mind that people aren't born with
dynamic personalities— but they acquire them
. . . they develop them. And so can you if you
know how to go about it.

*J

In Madame Sylvia's new book, Pull Yourself
Together, Baby! the famous adviser to the
Hollywood stars describes hundreds of ways
to develop charm, glamour, personality. In
this great book Madame Sylvia takes you
aside and points out those undesirable traits
which might be holding you back. She tells
you how to handle every obstacle that might
be in your way. She reveals all the secrets she
has gleaned from studying the loveliest personalities ofthe stage and screen.

^

w

Pull Yourself Together, Baby! is packed solid
with tricks and stunts which will make you
stand out from the crowd. It contains new information on how to develop a graceful, supple figure through diet and exercise. Tips on
make-up, clothes and simple ways to acquire
self-assurance and poise.
Here is a book that you will want to read and
re-read. A book that you will want to live
with, day after day, year after year. It's a
book that you will treasure as one of your
greatest possessions.

The cost of this helpful, inspiring, profusely
illustrated book is but one dollar. Get a copy
of Pull Yourself Together, Baby! and put
yourself in the Girl in a Million class. If this
wonder-book is not obtainable at your department or book store, use the convenient
coupon at the right.

PS

If you haven't read No More Alibis by
Madame Sylvia, get a copy of this national best-seller at once. This book contains all the beauty treatments which
have made Sylvia a power in Hollywood.
Price $1.00 postpaid.

Macfadden

Book Company, Inc.

Dept. P-2

205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Send me the Sylvia of Hollywood books checked below. I
enclose $
□ Pull Yourself Together, Baby! $1.00 postage prepaid.
□ No More Alibis. $1.00 postage prepaid.
Name
Address
City

State

1/mnMteiot!"
Even after "turning on a laugh" 100 times a day,
Myrna Loy-MGM star— finds Luckies easy on her throat...
A word about your throat —
"Laughing before the sound camera
is hard on the throat," says Myrna
Loy. "After scenes of this sort, it's
clear that Luckies are the cigarette
for anyone who wants a light smoke
that's easy on the throat!" Here's
the reason in a nut-shell: the process
"It's Toasted" takes out certain irritants that are found in all tobacco!
*STAR

OF MGM

***

$*

A word about tobacco — Aren't
men who spend their lives buying
and selling tobacco the best judges
of tobacco quality? Then remember
. . . sworn records reveal that among
independent tobacco experts Lucky
Strike has twice as many exclusive
smokers as all other brands combined. With men who know to-

PICTURE

bacco best — it's Luckies — 2 to 1.
"MAN-PROOF"

• WITH MEN WHO
KNOW TOBACCO BEST

Luckies -A Light Smoke
Easy on your throat— "It's Toasted"
Cwvnptit 1937, The American Tobacco J

<***£- FORBIDDEN GREAT LOVES OF HOLLYWOOD

By Adela Rogers St. Johns

Shoes featured — NANETTE

{black gabardine)

ARUNDEL

{cubana tan calf)

SUSETTE

Vitality shoes give color to the spring costume
lines — high-front emphasis

I

and coordinated

(marine blue calf)

PHYLLIS

picture. Foretelling the trend toward moulded

contrast, these shoes gain added interest in their

adroit handling of fabrics and leathers — clothing your foot in
colorful charm
VITALITY

and imparting the grace of perfect posture.
SHOE

CO.

• Division of International Shoe Co.

(natural shantung with spice brown calf S

• ST. LOUIS
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OWE IT WAS

If there was hope for Harriet, there must he hope for you
look into Harriet"; life a moment. She came
citv and a fair position from a small up-state
No beauty, she was nevertheless intelligent,
>i vivacity, and above the run-of-the-mill in
ti\ eness. \^ hat happened to her?
■3 jrirls at the office were cordial enough at
Later, their attitude changed. Thev seldom
b I her to lunch, so she usually lunched alone.
'Just a bunch

of cats/' THOUGHT

HARRIET

:sually lound her interesting, yet seldom invited her
I her evenings were spent at home by the radio
he movies — alone.
wish some
here

man

were

beside

me,"

SHE

SAID

•

- t •

Finally, it began to get her. She wanted friends . . . attention
. . . later, a husband and children. Yet she was haunted by
a vision of herself as an old maid, friendless and lonely.

"MAY
"Am

I going to be one of these?'
SHE ASKED HERSELF

Then one day her bored eyes came
across an advertisement dealing with halitosis (bad breath)
and the success of Listerine in arresting it. She could not get
^
_1
the advertisement out of her mind; it haunted her.
"Maybe

that's my

trouble,"

SHE

SAID

Fortunately, she had hit upon the exact truth — which no one
else had dared to tell her. Now she sensed a reason for the
coolness with which others treated her. She made up her mind
to begin using Listerine Antiseptic.
"I'll see what

happens,"

SHE

I CALL

YOU

UP?"

In less than a year, the empty bttle engagement book her

**p^)*"r~

other* of her own age enjoying themselves, she was
s to understand why her own life was so empty, so flat.

the world with new assurance . . . made new friends. And
men looked at her with new interest and began to ask :

MUSED

%Z

Well, things did happen. She began to go out more .

. faced

to bulge with "dates. ' Life
her began
hadbe given
father to
began
the romantic,
exciting thing she had hoped it
would be. Each dav was a new adventure.
A HINT

FOR

YOU

. . AND

YOU

. . AND

YOU

I

Don't assume that you never have halitosis
(bad breath i. Everyone offends at some time
or other. The delightful way to make the
breath sweeter and purer is to rinse the mouth with
Listerine Antiseptic especially before business and social
engagements. Listerine quickly halts food fermentation, a
major cause of odors, then overcomes the odors themselves.
Nothing but Listerine can give your mouth that priceless feeling of freshness. Ask for Listerine and see that you get it

Lambert Phakmacal Company. St. Louis. Mo.

Two-fisted American
college student goes
to Oxford! Oh, boy,
here's a drama that
packs a wallop every
minute of the way!

A YANK

AT OXFORD
wi* LIONEL

BARRYMORE

Maureen O'Sullivan
Edmund

Gwenn

» Griffith Jones

Directed by JACK

CONWAY
A

• Vivien Leigh

• From an Original Story by John Monk Saunders

• Produced by MICHAEL

METROGOLDWYN-MAYER
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"Tall, dark and handsome" — that's how Mae likes her men.

FIRST PRIZE $25.00

SECOND

But in "Every Day's a Holiday" La West

PRIZE $10.00

THE WINNER!

IAM a Wyoming cowpuncher who peruses
every page of Photoplay each month with
a palpitating pulse!
When I seen the December number on a
magazine rack in a drugstore I took one good
look at the cover and would have let out a
terrific whoop only I was afraid of frightening a couple of shy looking women who were
drinking chocolate ice cream sodas. I have
done plenty of daydreaming while riding the
range but none of my imagernary young
ladies ever looked so gosh darn superfluously pretty as Loretta Young does look on
that there December cover.
When I got back to the ranch I had to tear
the cover off to perfect Miss Loretta from
the greasy fingers of my bunkhouse pals.
Then I carved out a frame and salvaged
enough glass from a broken window and
then framed her. Now one wall of the bunkhouse looks mighty pretty with Lovely Loretta a gracing its middle. I would bet a bottle of whiskey that if Miss Loretta's picture
could just talk for a spell she would blush
and say:
"I wish you cowboys would not stare at
me so much because it embarrasses me."
I am much more than pleased on account
of Photoplay's getting wider and longer because now it will not take so long to paper
the big bunkhouse with Photoplay's pretty
picture covers.
Yours truly,
"Tex" Brunton,
Casper, Wyoming.

A CASHIER'S

COMMENT

Through the medium of a tiny keyboard I
have my fingers on the very pulse of the
amusement world. I'm cashier in a movie
theater, have been for six years, so I know
the public's taste pretty well. I'm one of the
persons they tell their likes and dislikes to;
consequently, I'm one of the first to know
just how well a picture is received, who the
coming stars are, and, saddest of all, who the
falling ones are.
In the past month I've picked up a few interesting things. According to the movie
George Murphy is practically as good as
public:
Fred Astaire. Judy Garland is as enticing
as any Glamour Girl and twice as lovable.
Her fan letter to Clark Gable in "Broadway
Melody" really got the raves.
Sonja Henie is better than ever in "Thin
Paul Muni in "The Life of Emile Zola" is
declared the finest actor on the screen; incidental y, inthat picture I could really feel
theIce."
audience liking it. That's the first time
I ever actually felt the audience reaction.
Ronald Colman is sincerely liked by
everyone. "The Prisoner of Zenda" made
a hit with men as well as women, which
only goes to prove men are romantic creatures, too. Madeleine Carroll, so the men
tell me, is a honey.
George Raft is coming into his own at last
for his splendid work in "Souls at Sea."
Robert Taylor is liked, but people are tired

herself goes brunette

of the Stanwyck-Taylor "just pals" attitude
the press agents spread around.
Give Tay
lor a good picture and let him put his teeth
in his part and he'll come along.
Clark Gable can hold his own on our
screen any time; he's the kind of a star that
delights a cashier, one who really pulls in
aClark
crowd,Gable.
and I mean every time. So I'll take
Miss Eleanor Ruble,
Columbus, Ohio.
THIRD PRIZE $5.00
THE AWFUL

TRUTH

An open letter to Asta!
Asta, you are slipping. Not in your cute
bright ways and not in the look in your tender wise eyes, but, Pooch, that figure!
Your close-ups are still the tops but when
in your last picture, "The Awful Truth," you
hid your face in your paws the side view was
appalling.
You or your master had better send an
SOS for Sylvia — or take this bit of free advice. Not so many dog biscuits, and try rolling many times a day. That would be right
up your alley. You can laugh, literally,
when you do and think of how many female
two-hundred pounders are doing this daily
to get a Hollywood figure.
You costarred with two of the finest comedians on the screen and, in ending, may I
add that never have I spent a more delightful evening as when I witnessed "The Awful
Truth." For good clean laughs I recommend
it to the Tired Old World. Where can one
(Continued on page 84)

dmf*
is Dorothy Lamour's pet hobby—
that's just one reason she likes LUX
SAVING PENNIES has always been
one of this young star's pet hobbies
— and she still thinks it's fun. But once
saving pennies was a grim necessity.

I can't bear to see them wear out,"
she explains.

"I couldn't always afford lots of
stockings and undies," she says, "so I
took the best possible care of them. I
washed them in Lux every night so they
would last longer. It saved me a lot!"
Of course, pennies don't worry her
now, but she still insists on having her
washables cared for the same way —
with Lux. "I get so fond of my things,

Every girl can share Miss Lamour's
simple secret. Smart washables will
wear longer with Lux care. Lux has no
harmful alkali to fade colors. And with
Lux there's no cake-soap rubbing to
injure fibers. Anything safe in water is
safe in Lux.
AT PARAMOUNT STUDIOS,
ified for washing everything
alone. "It not only saves on
cuts down
our replacement
Frank
Richardson,
wardrobe

Lux is specsafe in water
cleaning, but
costs,"
director. says

You'll be seeing her in important

"Dottie" is also heard on a nationwide radio program each
week. In her leisure (?) time this

Paramount pictures — don't mils
"Her Jungle Love."

Paramount star likes to relax — in
attractive Luxables.

Off the set, Dorothy Lamour
adores soft sweaters, freshly Luxed.

"Lux

has always saved me

a lot on

stockings," says Miss Lamour. "I hardly ever get runs!" Lux saves the elasticity of silk. Then it can stand sudden
strains better — isn't so apt to run.

Specified in leading Hollywood

Studios

'age

* INDICATES

BUCCANEER,

THE-Paramount

CHECKERS-20th
DAUGHTER
EVERY

Century-Fox

53
95

. . .

OF SHANGHAi-Paramount

53
53

DAY'S A HOLIDAY-Paramount

GIRL WAS

YOUNG,

HOLLYWOOD
I'LL TAKE

THE— GR

. .

HOTEL-Warners . . .

ROMANCE-Columbia

IN OLD CHICAGO-20th
LAOY

. . .

. .

Century-Fox

.

BEHAVE— Republic

53
52
95
53

MANNEQUIN-M-G-M

53

WISE GIRL-RKO-Radio

52

.....

YOU'RE A SWEETHEART-Universal

+ BARRIER, THE— Paramount
Rex Beach's story of men who went to Alaska during the gold
rush to escape sins committed in the States, and of the romances
which flourished in the wilderness, retains considerable interest in
this latest screening. Jean Parker is the supposed half-breed who
marries army lieutenant James Ellison. Leo Carrillo steals the show
as Polleon, the trapper.
(Jan.)
BEG, BORROW OR STEAL-M-G-M
A merry mix-up with Frank Morgan as the lovable scamp who
lives by his wits. He invites daughter Florence Rice to be married
in
liN French
that inhetocan't
buttons
for
money
to pay chateau,
the rent.then
Johndiscovers
Beal steps
take use
charge
of both
daughter and papa. George Givot, Herman Bing and Erik Rhodes
aid in the hilarity.
(Feb.)

BLOSSOMS

PRESCRIPTION

,

OF THE

52
53

ROSALIE— M-G-M

ONE

5?

MAN-PROOF— M-G-M
FOR ROMANCE-Universal

WAS

BIG TOWN GIRL— 20th Century-Fox
A happy tale of an overzealous press agent, Alan Dinehart, who
makes a great radio star out of Claire Trevor, a small-town plugger.
Donald Woods, as Claire's beau, turns in a gratifying performance,
as do Miss Trevor and Dinehart. A cosy little picture you'll like.
(Feb.)

91

OVE AND HISSES— 20th Century-Fox .

PICTURE

52
95

•k ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN-20th Century-Fox
A pointed satire on the present administration, this is a rollicking well-staged, and very funny piece if you have a sense of humor.
Failing asleep, Eddie Cantor dreams of ancient Bagdad, which is in
dreadful shape. He suggests to Sultan Roland Young a few New
Dealish measures which might be taken. Thereupon the film becomes a frantic and magnificently impossible hash. You'll like
Tony Martin, Raymond Scott's band, June Lang and all the songs.
(Jan.)
ATLANTIC FLIGHT-Monogram
Outside of the fact that this allows Young America a good look at
Captain Dick Merrill, famed crack pilot, this dull story has little to
offer. Paula Stone is giddily inept as the heiress-aviatrix who uses
Dick's
save job.
the life
of Weldon Heyburn. Captain Merrill
himself ability
does a toswell
(Dec.)
* AWFUL TRUTH, THE— Columbia
The happy combination of Irene Dunne and Cary Grant, plus a
delightfully gay and romantic story, make this one of the best
pictures this year. Married, very much in love, but stubborn, they
find divorce rearing its ugly head, but finally solve their domestic
relations in a merry, mad and very modern way. Irene and Grant
are delicious, Ralph Bellamy and the supporting cast equally
splendid.
A command performance.
(Dec.)

ON BROADWAY— Paramount

will be
no bouquets
was nipped
in There
the bud.
Edward
Arnold for
is a" Blossoms."
likeable rogueThewhoplotkeeps
within
the law only to find the heiress he was promoting is a phony, too.
Weber and Fields are well presented; Shirley Ross sings well; Bill
Frawley gets all the laughs.
(Feb.)

BEST

OF THE

MONTH

WHEN

REVIEWED

BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE-Paramount
John Howard, Scotland Yard detective who always gets his man,
here finds himself tangled with international crooks who steal a box
of high explosives — of all things. John Barrymore's banter lifts the
gloom.
Louise Campbell is again Howard's sweetheart.
(Jan.)
CHARLIE CHAN AT MONTE CARLO-20th Century-Fox
The smoothness of Warner Oland as Charlie, the laughable
blunders of son Keye Luke, and the tip-top comedy of Harold
Huber contribute to make this tale of high finance and murder a
"best"
Chan story.
of
mystery.
(Jan.) Virginia Field and Kay Linaker are the maids
•k CONQUEST-M-G-M
History, pageantry and romance brought to unparalleled heights
of beauty by the peerless acting of Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer
in one of the loveliest of love stories — that of Napoleon and Marie
Walewska, the patriotic Polish countess who bore him a son. The
production, photography and direction are of the finest, the huge
cast including Dame May Whitty, Henry Stephenson, Reginald
Owen and Maria Ouspenskaya is exceptionally brilliant. It cost
$3,000,000 and it's worth it. (Jan.)
• DAMSEL IN DISTRESS, A-RKO-Radio
Aided by those zanies, George Burns and Gracie Allen,
Astaire overcomes a top-heavy plot about a titled heiress
Fontaine) who falls for a London dancer, and turns on his
rhythmic the
gymnastics
to enchant
enlivens
entire piece.
(Feb.) you. George Gershwin's last

Fred
(Joan
finest
score

BORROWING TROUBLE— 20th Century-Fox
The familiar Jones family's homely tribulations this time involve
the adoption of a wayward boy who is promptly suspected of rob
bing the Jones drugstore. This is like sugar-candv hearts with
mottoes on them.
(Jan.)

DANGER-LOVE AT WCRK-20th Century-Fox
In this outlandish story, the mad, modern type of comedy so
popular at the moment comes a cropper. Jack Haley is a lawyer
who tries to get a deed signed by a screwball family. Mary Boland
is good,tion.Edward
Everett
Ann Sothern
There is little
excuseHorton
for theandaction.
(Jan.) worthy of men-

BOY OF THE STREETS— Monogram
Parents will approve the moral lesson in this little tidbit, and
children will love the exciting action provided entirely by youngsters. Maureen O'Connor (a newcomer) sings nicely; Jackie
Cooper is splendid; and Guy Usher and Marjorie Main turn in fine
performances as the parents.
(Feb.)

DANGEROUSLY YOURS-20th Century-Fox
Among the current rash of jewel-thief pix this had better be
ignored. A huge diamond is stolen, and Cesar Romero, the most
obvious suspect, finds romance with Phyllis Brooks. Jane Darwell
moves ponderously throughout, and Alan Dinehart is a heavy
heavy.
(Dec.)

• BREAKFAST FOR TWO— RKO-Radio
Barbara Stanwyck, leaving her tears behind her, emerges as a
smartly dressed, gay and dominant Texan who works wonders with
playboy
Marshall's
life, home
and Meek
Wall isStreet
business.
Eric BloreHerbert
plays assistant
to Cupid,
Donald
a justice
of the

• DOUBLE WEDDING-M-G-M
The famous Myrna Loy-Bill Powell combination in a stew of
romance and boisterous comedy. Bill plays a roustabout adventurer living in a trailer. When he lights out for Hollywood with
Florence Rice and John Beal in tow, the staid Miss Loy upsets the
applecart.
Better go, but don't expect perfection.
(Dec.)

it.
(Dec.)
peace,
and Glenda Farrell is a gold-digging show girl. You'll like
BRIDE FOR HENRY. A— Monogram
A lively comedy with a novel triangle idea, this has Anne Nagel
marrying Warren Hull to spite Henry Mollison who forgot to show
up at the altar. Then Mollison joins Anne and Warren on their
honeymoon.
It's light and frothy.
(Dec.)
BRIDE WORE RED, THE-M-G-M
In a Viennese version of the Cinderella tale, Joan Crawford imp rsonates a cabaret girl chosen by an impish count to pose as a
lady at a fashionable hotel. Here she comes upon a passionate
post man, Franchot Tone, and a dizzy playboy, Robert Young. Miss
Crawford is both gracious and compelling, but the weary plot
defeats all. (Dec.)

DR.George
SYN-GB
Arliss here plays the role of a parson by day, a pirate by
night. When the revenue officers interrupt his peaceful smuggling,
murder enlivens the proceedings. Margaret Lockwood and John
Loder bill and coo. The supporting cast is splendid.
(Jan.)
if EBB TIDE— Paramount
Robert Louis Stevenson's powerful adventure story of human
derelicts in the South Seas is filmed in Technicolor with masterly
direction and a notably fine cast including Britain's Oscar Homolka
(he played Frances
Paul Kruger
in "Rhodes,
The Diamond
Ray
Milland,
Farmer,
Barry Fitzgerald
and Master").
Lloyd Nolanto
miss
this.
(Dec.)
Story, production and acting are outstanding. You can't afford
(Continued on page 98)

THE KID COMES BACK

The laughing,
larruping hero of

"Kid Galahad"!

Speeding

to stardom

faster than any other screen

hero in years! Here's the daring, dashing new
thrill in boy friends, with the devil in his eyes, a
wallop in his mitt and heaven in his arms! Winning
millions of hearts in every role he plays! See him
now— more
romance

exciting than

ever— in the

of a fightin' fool who

Shooting

another

knew

how to love!

love punch

to your heart in "The

tingling

straight

Kid Comes

Back"!
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Would you like exotic
high cheekbones? A
narrow jaw? A smaller
nose? Or perhaps larger
eyes? The text and these
diagrams will
aid you

CARoiyrf ^Aa/ wyck
PROP.

As simple as ABC

is that vague and
back, so your nose looks much narrowe
You're working with three shades of found;
tion now: the color that matches your skii
a shade four shades darker than that, an
one that's four shades lighter — so you ca
see what extreme care you have to take nc

mysterious art of corrective make-up
when

explained

by

movie

experts

If
TO HAVE A NEW FACE—
HOW
g
self
n
kin
've
at your
loo
bee
you
mournfully in the mirror and wishing
to heaven there were something you could
do to disguise the fact that your nose is too
long, or your cheekbones too low, you can
perk up and take heart because there is
something you can do about it. Of course,
it isn't any too easy, and it takes a lot of time,
but it's worth all the trouble if you really
want to look alluring.

You've undoubtedly been hearing a lot
about "corrective" make-up and about the
vague and mysterious art of "shading" to
minimize your defects and emphasize your
good points. Robert Stephanoff is the makeup expert at Samuel Goldwyn Studios — he's
the man who makes Sigrid Gurie so completely lovely in "The Adventures of Marco
Polo." He says any woman can look attractive if she blends carefully dark and light
make-up to highlight her good points and
cover up the bad ones.
You see, the whole idea is that the eye is
caught by light and skips over darkness. The
whole process is based on an optical illusion.
It works on the same theory that a woman
dressed in black will look thinner than one
dressed in white.
So, you start with a good oily or cream
foundation, because it's easier to blend for
a shaded effect than a liquid or a powder
foundation. This foundation must be the
usual color you use (the same shade as your
skin) and your powder must be the same
color as the foundation.
First, you apply the foundation evenly all
over your face. Then, if your nose is too
prominent, you take a foundation cream that
is four shades darker than the one you have

"Shading"
gave
Sigrid
this intriguing long-eyed

Gurie
effect

on your face — made by the same manufacturer, of course, so it will be of equal consistency— and blend it down the top of your
nose, leaving the sides of your nose and the
rest of your face covered with your usual
shade of foundation. This will make your
nose seem less large, because the darker
make-up makes it sink back. If there is no
sharp line of separation between the dark
and
light foundation the effect won't be
obvious.
That's where the trick lies and why it requires so much care — the cream must be so
carefully blended that you don't see a dark
streak — you don't see anything at all, as a
matter of fact, except a very much more
attractive person.
/\FTER you've blended the foundations so
the edges melt into each other, you pat your
usual shade of powder on very carefully, so
that you don't streak the foundation, and
then go over it lightly with a powder brush.
If your nose is flat and too broad, you do
just exactly the opposite from what you do
when it's too prominent. You darken along
the sides of your nose, and on the top you
apply a streak of the foundation that is four
shades lighter than the foundation that's on
the rest of your face. This brings out the
top of your nose and makes the sides sink

to look like a striped Indian. It's a lot c
fun, though, practicing until you get it jus
right.
If you'd like to shorten your nose, Mi
Stephanoff tells you to put the darker foun
dation on the tip and just under it, and the:
blend it out carefully.
If you get to be very expert at this sort c
make-up, you can even straighten a crook&
nose. Put the darker foundation on the out
side of the crook, and if you highlight th
inside of the crook with the lighter founda
tion, your nose will look practically straight
If you've been wondering how Dietricl
gets that lovely exotic high-cheekbonei
look, here's how it's done. You highligh
your cheekbones with the lighter founda
tion and then shadow underneath them witl
the darker foundation. Put the dark founda
tion on in a triangle and your cheekbone:
will look positively Oriental. The diagram:
on
page show
just exactly how it':
done.this Study
them you
carefully.
If you're using rouge and you want to ge
the same high-cheekboned effect, use ;
lighter rouge across the top of your cheek,
and a darker rouge underneath. But be sun
they're both blended together and seem t(
darken gradually underneath.
If you have hollow cheeks that you wan'
to fill out, you bring out the hollows bj
using the lighter foundation on them.
W HEN Mr. Stephanoff is making up '<
girl with a narrow jaw, he simply puts the
lighter foundation on the sides of her jaw
and uses a darker make-up on her chin, tc
make her jaw look fuller and more curved
If you have a square jaw and want to make
it look narrower, you do just the opposite
(Continued on page 92)
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CHOOSE

ailing all voles! Calling all votes! Here is your last chance
select the winner ot PHOTOPLAY'S

Gold Medal!

1937

cast your vote yet for the
HAVE you ure
of 1937? If your ballot
Best Pict
isn't in, send it at once, or you're golg to miss the band wagon! The votes are
ouring in like an avalanche. • There are sevral films running neck and neck in the race
b win Photoplay's Gold Medal. Your vote
|iay swing the balance in favor of your pet
icture! Mail it today. The polls close posiLvely on March first.
Moving pictures are admittedly this generation's most popular hobby. They are someling within the reach of almost every pockItbook. Each year pictures grow bigger and
letter. Those overworked words "colossal"
bd "stupendous" really do apply honestly
p many of the year 1937 's pictures. It is fifing that some honor should go to the picture
I'hich, in the minds of our hundreds of thouands of readers, has given them the most
:leasure during the past year.
! If you will glance at the list of previous
dinners of this award, you will see why we
ire so enthusiastically willing to allow you to
>e the judge in this momentous decision. We
(now you will choose a picture worthy to be
(dded to Photoplay's Honor Roll of Gold
dedalists of which we are so proud.
A year is a long time — you perhaps cannot
emember each and every picture you went
p see. To jog your memory, we list here outtanding pictures of 1937. Space does not
ermit us to list every fine picture, and we
;/ish to repeat what we said last month — any
ricture produced during 1937 may be voted
pon. Vote for your favorite! (Note: Due
b the fact that "The Adventures of Marco
i'olo" was not generally released during 1937
s planned, we herewith disqualify this picare from the voting. We ask anyone who
oted for this picture to send in another vote
or a different picture.)
Fill out the ballot at the right, or just write
our choice for the Best Picture of 1937 on a
iece of paper and send it to the Gold Medal
ditor, Photoplay, 122 East 42nd Street, New

fork, N. Y. ' It is as simple as that! No rules
|r regulations. Just vote. Remember, after
larch first it will be too late.

OUTSTANDING
PICTURES

Baba
Goes
to
way
Town
Angel
Awful Truth, The
Barrier, The

GOLD
MEDAL
WINNERS
1920
"HUMORESQUE"
1921
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
1922
"ROBIN1923HOOD"
'THE COVERED WAGON'
1924
"ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
1925
"THE BIG1926PARADE"
"BEAU GESTE"
1927
"7TH 1928
HEAVEN"
"FOUR1929SONS"
"DISRAELI"
1930
"ALL QUIET ON THE

OF

1937
AH

PREVIOUS

OF

Black Legion
Blossoms on BroadCall It a Day
Camille
Captains

Make Way
for To
morrow
Marked Woman
Maytime
Merry - Go - Round of
1938
Night Must Fall
Nothing Sacred
One In A Million
100 Men and a Girl
Parnell
Perfect Specimen

Coura-

Conguest
Damsel in Distress
Daygeous
atEnd
the Races, A
Dead
Easy Living
Ebb Tide
Firefly, The
Fire Over England
Good Earth, The
Head Over Heels in
Love
Heidi
High, Wide and
Handsome
History Is Made at
Night
Hurricane, The
I Met Him in Paris
I'll Take Romance
It's Love I'm After
Kid Galahad
King and the Chorus
Girl, The
Knight Without Ar
Last
mor Gangster, The
Last of Mrs. Chey
Lifeney,
of Emile
Zola
The
Lost Horizon

Love Is News

Plough and the
Stars, The
Prince and the PauPrisoner of Zenda
perr The
Quality
Street
Road
Back,
The
Rosalie
Second Honeymoon
Stella Dallas
Stage Door
Star is Born, A
Souls at Sea
Shall We Dance
Swing
Low High, Swing
Stand-in
They Won't Forget
Topper
Tovarich
Three Smart Girls
Victoria the Great
Vogues of 1938
Wake Up And Live
Wee Willie Winkie
Wife, Doctor And
Nurse
Woman Chases
Man

WESTERN1931 FRONT"
"CIMARRON"
1932
"SMILIN' 1933
THROUGH"
'TITTLE WOMEN"
1934
"THE BARRETTS OF
1935
WIMPOLE STREET"
"NAUGHTY 1936
MARIETTA"
"SAN FRANCISCO"
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GOLD MEDAL EDITOR,
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
CHANIN BUILDING. 122 EAST 42nd STREET.
NEW YORK CITY
In my opinion the picture named below is the
best motion picture production released in 1937
NAME OF PICTURE
NAME

ADDRESS
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JEAN HERSHOLT
ETHEL MERMAN
CESAR ROMERO
BILLY GILBERT
RAYMOND
SCOTT QUINTET
WALLY VERNON • LEAH RAY
Directed by Roy Del Ruth
Associate Producer David Hempstead
Original Screen Play by Milton Sperling
and Boris Ingster

SONGS!

SONGS!

SONGS!

"Hot and Happy","A Gypsy Told Me"
"You Are The Music To The Words In
My Heart", "Yonny And His Oompah"
by Sam Pokrass and Jack Yellen

It comes to you, of course, from DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

and his 20th Century-Fox hit creators!

!

CLOSE UPS AND

LONG

SHOTS
BY RUTH

idea
SPENCER TRACY took an editorial
k
right smac away from me . . . though
he didn't know it . . . for I had intended to write about the need for Hollywood stars to look outside themselves ... to
itry to better the world through some other
-medium in addition to their gift of amusement . . . and then as you can see if you will
■turn to page 30 this issue . . . Spence came
jalong and expressed exactly the same idea
!in much more dramatic form than I can. . . .
The thought hit me recently one evening
jwhen I sat talking with one of the world's
imost famous stars ... a charming person
of great talent ... he was going through
heartbreak . . . death had touched him recently and also the threat of ill health . . .
he felt completely hopeless that evening
. beyond help . . . his work meant something to him . . . his fame pleased him . . .
yet his life in the future seemed valueless,
of no account. . . .
I left the star feeling very sad for him . . .
for his grief was sincere . . . and all night

WATERBURY
long, because he is my friend. I kept puzzling
as to the cure for his melancholia ... by
morning I recalled the oldest rule in the
world . . . help others. . . .
It seemed too routine to say that . . . but
it started me thinking about what Hollywood
and its famous people could do if they lent
the glamour of their names to the important
causes being fought for in this troubled world
of today . . . think what it would mean if
Hollywood male stars would back the Big
Brother movement . . . that drive to help
underprivileged boys to become good citizens . . . conceive what it could mean if the
girl stars would back the drives against child
labor ... or men and women unite behind
a man like J. Edgar Hoover in his noble
campaign for crime prevention. . . .
I do not mean writing checks . . . after a
point, when you are in the thousands-a-week
class, earning money and spending it mean
little . . . but to lend their moral support
... to speak occasionally on these subjects
... to really enter into them. . . .

Hollywood stars could be the greatest
moral force in the world . . . the average
person is so lonely and so brave ... by the
very color of their personalities the stars,
plus their good works, could change society
. . . for they have the gift of persuasion and
the lure of charm . . . they could be the
greatest preachers for good the world has
ever known . . . and they could save their
own souls ... or if they are afraid of that
word ... at least their own happiness . . .
in the process. . . .
i TJRELY Personal Reactions . . . with
everybody picking lists of things right and
wrong with the cinema I might as well stick
my neck out ... I nominate for the Academy awards of 1938 Garbo for her performance in "Camille'' and Boyer for his Napoleon in "Conquest" ... I expect a howl
from the Muni fans who will point out to me
the greatness of his performance in "Emile
Zola" . . . but I'll beat them to that ... I
concede the Muni greatness in "Zola" ... I

She has changed

so little — the Garbo

(left)Garbo
of Dumas'
famous
"Camille"
and
the
above.
Yet ten
long years
have elapsed between the taking of these
two pictures; and Hollywood still neglects its duty
to
the
great
Greta

301
th

think it is the second finest male performance
of 1937 but never, to my mind, in the class
with Boyer's "Napoleon" ... it just so happens that for several months I lived next
door to Boyer though I never got to know
him . . . but my garden overlooked his and
I could see him prowling about or driving
off to the studio daily ... so that after a
bit I got to know his gestures and the tones
of his voice as well as you know those of an
old friend ... but that man in "Conquest"
I had never seen before . . . that man was
one of the Titans of the world ... so deeply
did Boyer identify himself with the character
of one of life's dictators that you understood
his every mood and thought ... to me that
is the test of great acting . . . that ability
to make you forget the personality of the
actor and realize only the soul of the character portrayed. . . .
With a bow to his magnificent technique I
never have felt that with Muni ... to me he
is always Muni first ... the thoughtful . . .
the conscientious ... the artistic . . . but
still Muni as Pasteur . . . Muni as Wang
. . . Muni as Zola . . . for my money Boyer
was Napoleon. . . .
Now Garbo like Muni is always Garbo
as some one . . . Garbo as Mata Hari . . .
Garbo as Anna Christie . . . Garbo as Camille . . . yet she brings one gift unique to
her to every characterization . . . that is a
spiritual essence ... no other actress can
project into love as she does ... all her
greatest roles have been portraits of women
in love and . . . while in every one of them
she has been the great Garbo . . . each of
those portraits of a woman's reaction to love
has been different. . . .
On the preceding page you will see her as
she was ten years ago and as she was at the
beginning of last year as "Camille" and you
will note how remarkably little she changed
... yet at the time of the first portrait she
was playing her passionate love drama both
on and off screen with John Gilbert ... as
different a characterization as can be conceived from the silly little Camille who lived
like a fool until a love so great came to her
that she was glad to die of it. . . .
I am aware that today in the purely commercial sense Garbo is no longer "big boxoffice" at least in America ... yet I do feel
that the Academy owes not only her but the
profession of screen acting the highest honor
it can bestow to her whom for some
strange reason it has so long neglected
. . . fine as they are there surely is no comparison between the work of Bette Davis and
Luise Rainer, to name the two most recent
recipients of the Academy honor, and the
work that Garbo has contributed to this industry . . . long before movie acting generally was regarded as anything save good
craftsmanship she entered and raised it to
the plane of art . . . the Academy has a
duty to her to reward her before possibly it
is too late. . . .

VERY highbrow note: I cannot understand
why the important music critics of this country do not review pictures to comment upon
their important creation of modern music
. . . witnessing C. B. DeMille's stirring adventure film of "The Buccaneer"
was very
aware of how subtly the score ofI that
production was contributing
to the desired
12

moods of the scenes . . . later, I learned it
ends s.
. . .. .she'll
come back and let us \l \
friend
.
has been composed by George Antheil, one
of the most provocative of living composers
riAVE you heard the good news
. . . in my own simple way I figure the music
critics would give more to their public if
Tyrone Power's being cast as "Ferson ,
they at least occasionally wrote about vital
young lover, to Shearer's Marie Anto»ett
music like this rather than plugging along
... it seems perfect casting to me -. . f0
in the conventional path wearily comment- , the actor in that role has to be very 4un
yet utterly persuasive . . . enough jr
ing for the thousandth time on somebody's
woman to lose her head and her crowrpve
performance of "Aida". .
... I'm always baffled as to why Ty Jem
GRADUALLY, peace is settling over Hollysuch a baby on the screen ... in re; lif
th<
he
is an extremely mature young man tljugl
wood ... of
the
important*
stand-outs
Jimmy Cagney is going back to Warners'
his years are only twenty-five . . . stragel
the opposite is true of Robert
after nearly two and a half years' absence
.
actually he seems very young Taylo;
and Frank Capra has already returned to
yet o
screen most secure and worldly .
Columbia . . . only Jean Arthur remains on
strike ... or had you forgotten her?
"Ferson" however it will be utterly
rij t i
have
Ty seem at once so young and so clrm
it wouldn't be surprising if you had
since despite her gay performances not a
ing. . . .
word about Jean has appeared in print since
If it ever gets set that Gable will, i felly
play Rhett Butler he says that he will fake
she walked out on Columbia ... I don't
know who is right or who is wrong in that
himself up just like the drawing of hi],
contract quarrel ... but I miss Jean ...
that was run in the October
I
Photolav
feel it is too bad that she refuses to see the
• ■ • nice
compliment
that . . . Scileti
press and explain her actions ... I have
O'Hara is still nowhere to be found dwnever yet seen a star defy the press and reever . . . when I read that story that L
main supreme . . . Garbo, of course, is the
might sign up one of the White House rid
conspicuous example of the star who grants
as "Mammy" I realized there was still
ope
only the scantest interviews ... yet she
. . . with that magnificent publicity :nv
actually co-operates with the press
letting
they've got at Selznick's they'll prolbt
sufficient information about herselfby get
out
settle
the Duchess of Windsor . . th's
finishedon versio
... by always posing formally for sufficient
n might not be exactly ha*
photographs . . . also she has the virtue of
we'd like to expect of "Gone With the Wid
but think what a box-office setup that culd
having originated the "no interview" attitude ... the girls who have copied her in
make . . . "Clark Gable Loves the Due ess
this have flopped at it . . . Dietrich tried
of Windsor" . . . man alive would thclibe
it
something . . . I hereby off er this great La
. . . and she's no longer under contract
absolutely
Ann
Harding
free to David
tried it . . . and she's not
Selznick . I
being cast in pictures any more
mean
I
will
if he guarantees me the firstJean
Arthur is trying it now . . . and look wher
terview with Clark after
e
with the Duchess. . . . his first day's \fc
she is ... we hope this is how the story

pirate, who took time out from his pirateering

gallant with the ladies . . . beloved by
ry belle in all of New Orleans . . . feared

and his romancing to help Andrew Jackson win

hose rats of the Seven Seas ... his bold,

the Battle of New

Orleans and save America

buccaneers . . .Jean Lafitte . . . the gayest

from the British . . . Fredric March reaches new

who ever sailed beneath the Skull and

heights of screen adventure. As the little Dutch
girl whose love forced the dashing pirate

kss-bones lives again in the grandest

to strike

torical romance ever to swing across

beautiful new Paramount star dis-

screen . . . Cecil B. DeMille's
]ning adventure-epic...
IE BUCCANEER."
thrilling

role

dashing gentleman

his flag . . . Franciska Gaal,

covery, makes a fitting teammate for that gentleman

In
of

pirate Capt. Jean Lafitte.
j

e%

Adolph Zukor presents

a Cecil B. DeMille
PRODUCTION

0m

FREDRIC MARCH

"THE BUCCANEER
with Franciska Gaal

««

Akim Tamiroff • Margot Grahame
Walter Brennan
Ian Keith • Anthony Quinn
Douglass Dumbrille • Beulah Bondi
Robert Barrat
• Hugh Sothern
Louise Campbell • Evelyn Keyes

Directed by Cecil B. DeMille
Screen Play byEdwin JustusMayer.HaroId Lamb
and C. Gardner Sullivan • Based on an Adaptation by Jeanie Macpherson of "Lafitte the
Pirate" by Lyle Saxon • A Paramount Picture
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Silver Fox. Designers love this fur for its immense chic; you'll adore it for its
flattery and youthful loveliness. All FEDERAL
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pure black background . . . the skins are large, light and supple . .
theirs is a more lasting beauty. Look for the FEDERAL
an ear and stamped on the leather side. FEDERAL
stores from coast to coast.
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Don, whose antics— plus his acting>rdinarily, a me
of one, but ingen
and means, even then, o

have established a home-town legend

BY HOWARD

SHARPE

IFyou are in your late twenties and spent
any part of your childhood in Kenosha,
Wisconsin, you can say, "I knew him
when." For of course you knew Dominic
Felix Ameche.
Everybody did.
He was, and is, a legend in that town.
If your father's store window was ever
broken, and you got punished for the crime,
it was little heller Dominic whose licking
you took. He was the sturdy, grinning
urchin with the shock of black hair and the
lustrous, innocent brown eyes who came over
to play and made a cave out of the autumn
leaves in your back yard and ran when his
corn-silk cigarette set them on fire, endangering the community.
And if you ever tried to get even with him
you remember that, too. You'll carry the
marks of his vengeance to your dying day.
Dominic Felix Ameche was born at the
very beginning of 1908's summer, to the
sound of rejoicing; for the Ameches were
Italian and he was the first son. Blissful in
the ignorance of what was to come, the
family gave thanks to God that afternoon
and spaghetti to the neighbors as soon as
Barbara Hertel Ameche was well enough to
go into the kitchen.
Poppa Felix closed the

saloon early and got there in time for the
christening.
Young Dom walked at seven and a half
months. He would: of all the eight Ameche
children — four boys and four girls — he was
the chosen one, the one with the most vitality
and the most agile mind and the most inventive ability. He was the only one who ever
kicked Poppa in the seat of the pants.
Thereafter, Dom respected his father. The
others he could handle, even when he was
too young to reason; there was an intuitive
thing in the way he smiled and pointed at
the new puppy when his mother ran in to
investigate crashing noises, in the way he
feigned being asleep in a chair far removed
from the wreckage of a once-proud lamp.
Momma, increasingly appalled at this young
devil she had brought into the world, was
wont usually to believe, to cuff the puppy.
It was easier than punishing the kid, who had
pugnacious views on discipline and strength
to justify them.

a<
ways

As the early years went by, and more
spaghetti was served to congratulating neighbors, the puppy (now grown too old for believable prankishness) relinquished his martyrdom to Dom's new brothers and sisters.
One, Louie, a passive and often miserable
child, accepted the brunt of it.
"Louie did it," was the simple phrase, the
standard acquittal formula, for large or small
offense. It never occurred to Louie to protest, and, if it did, he put the thought away
quickly.
/\T public grade school — the dullest period
in any man's life— one incident is representative. It happened when the district nurse
visited Dom's classroom to inspect the children's heads, a sanitary measure. Toward
the noon hour the plump, white-starched
woman grew tired, desired her lunch; and
shifted to the easier method of asking the
pupils point-blank if anything had been in
their hair. Those who admitted to possession of guests were sent to the cloakroom.
At the question, Don (for the benefit of
records and the convenience of Yankee classmates his diminutive was now spelled with
an "n") held up his hand — he thought they
were giving oranges away in the cloakroom
as consolation.
If he did things of this sort it was because
of a healthy lust to have his share of things,

'-

For twenty years Don called this house
in Kenosha, Wisconsin, "home." Since
his debut on the screen he has bought
a home for his parents in California

no matter how he got them. If he pretended
to be deaf for three whole weeks during his
third-grade year in order to get into the defective-children class it was because of an
abounding curiosity — an impatience with all
that was regular and ordained and approved
by smug teachers and unimaginative parents.
And if he brought home report cards on
which was written the urgent message:

The pride of Kenosha's Franklin school.
Wouldn't you know that, even at the
age of ten, Don (center) would be
tellin' the other kids what to do! He
captained the Junior Basketball Team

"Work: Excellent. Attention: Lax. Deportment: Dreadful!" It was because he had an
eager intelligence that made short work of
study and then, restless, found other means
of occupation.
If he was a problem of the first order, the
recurring horned vision in the dreams of his
teachers and the sole origin of Momma's
nervous headaches, it was because he had
more zest for life than other children, more
impulsive fearlessness, more inherent taste
for all and everything that was the corollary
of excitement.
I HIS was well, but, after all, his parents
were only of flesh and blood. Exhausted,
they sent him away to a private parochial
seminary — St. Berchman's in Marion, Iowa
— as soon as the administration would take
him. He was eleven, and he started a tomato
fight with his brother on the afternoon of his
leave-taking. Momma didn't even protest,
despite his ruined clothes and the gory walls
of the dining room. She merely went to bed
after his departure and stayed there, listening to the blessed silence, for days.
The sisters at St. Berchman's were strict
and Don, during the next two years, found
his ingenuity taxed. This was a challenge.
He did what a fellow could. In the company
of two classmates named Mark Tobin and
Gabriel Vanden Dorpe, he made "French
beds" in the dorm so that no one could sleep;
he took up smoking as a habit, since even
the possession of a cigarette meant, if discovered, expulsion; he made murals of the
walls.
It was he who started the tradition of betting desserts on the outcome of world series
games, with odds on ice cream. It was his
agile brain that conceived the notion of transmuting the lead of punishment into gold.
For misdemeanors, St. Berchman students
are assigned "numbers": 2 and 2 are
3's 7, and 4's 11 — add 100, and on
Don, in spare study hours, copied out
of these with a trick pen set-up that
16

4, and
paper.
reams
wrote

Always a precocious tyke, Don,
at the age of four, knew what
he wanted and how to get it

five at a time, and sold the result to his
friends for sundry properties. It is significant that at the end of his first year he was
the richest boy in school.
At the end of his second year, he suddenly
assumed an arrogant air and went about assuredly, breaking rules with only the most
sketchy efforts at concealment. Outraged,
the sisters gathered in conference to vote his
expulsion, only to discover that they
couldn't. Don had the medal for dramatics
and elocution; he was the lead in the school
play and the mainstay of the orchestra; he
was in the diploma class and the medal class
in every honor group St. Berchman's possessed. Ifthey fired him they couldn't have
any Commencement.
So, after graduation, he went to Dubuque,
where he was enrolled at Columbia Private
High School and College, and where two
things happened: he was introduced by a
well-meaning priest, Father Sheehy, to a
young, fresh-faced, exuberant girl named
Honore Pandergast; and — in all good faith —
he decided on a career. By hurried exchange of letters with his father he learned
that the Ameches thought it would be nice
if there would be a lawyer in the family, and,

Don't be taken in by those innocent
brown eyes and that angelic look
on eight-year-old Don. He was a
devil, as his teachers and playmates
(and his parents, too) will tell you

Affair

The Ameches with five of an eventual brood of eight. Standing,
left to right, Don, Betty, and Louis. Sitting, left to right, James;
Dominic,
the father;
Bert;
and
Mrs.
Ameche,
the
mother

nee he could think of nothing better to sugsst, Don agreed. It was 1922; in that period,
rith post-War prosperity well on its way,
hat you trained for was unimportant,
ou'd be rich anyway.
IE fell in love. It is possible at fourteen,
ometimes first love is a far deeper passion
-surely more dramatic, more painful, more
astatic — than any later emotion. Chemally, psychologically, it is possible.
Young Honore — Nora to the crowd of
aungsters who made the genial Pander*sts' living room their stamping ground —
ent to a girls' school in town and had, even
ien, a chic beyond her years or time,
mong the gilded children of the Twenties,
le gleamed of iridium; in an age without
ste, she was without vulgarity; in the benning day of the harum-scarum flapper,
le was smart, poised.
You understand — she was not prodigious,
le was not dopey, she was the antithesis of
dead weight at parties.
It was only that
le did things better than her contemporaes — and Don's precocious mind appreciated
lis. He wooed her ardently, with her help.
was she, after all, who stopped by the gate
Columbia of afternoons and waited until
could appear and escort her to the nearest
e-cream shop. It was she who paid for her
vn sodas, since he had invariably spent his
lowance on the day of its arrival.
This,
ith a daily exchange of devotion via rural
ee delivery, sufficed for the first year.
The difference between fourteen and sevlteen is the difference between boy and
an. Through the long months of the next
ree years Don and Nora "went steady,"
ew up together, learned together the meang of love. They went to tea dansants on
iturday afternoons, jiggling up and down
1 "Freshie" and doing the open collegiate to
Jo, No, Nora"
and "Sometime."
The
larleston happened to America and along

the white walls of the Pandergast living
room a row of handprints made a pattern,
where the Bunch had practiced.
Once the boy and the girl quarreled, bitterly. Don was captain of the basketball
team, and a football star, and on a certain
Friday Columbia sent him off to attend a National Catholic Athletic Meet. He had a date
with Nora for that evening, and no time to
explain beforehand why he couldn't keep it.
Nora, waiting dressed within an inch of
her life on the front porch, ate off three applications ofbright scarlet lipstick and then
rang another boy who had made no secret
of the fact that he would like to be Don's
rival.
V INCE was a little surprised, but gallant.
Yes, he was very glad to hear from her,
Babe. Yes, he'd be willing — yea, eager — to
take her dancing that evening. But what
about the boy friend? What about that big
husky dope she ran around with?
"He ditched a date," Nora explained.
"Nuts to the big boy tonight, huh?"
"Yeah," said Vince doubtfully. "Nuts."
The first thing Don heard upon his return
was of her infidelity. He sent her a letter.
Among other formal things it stated that he
was wondering whether or not he still adored
her quite so much as he used to. "It isn't
just that you are a two-timing femme," it
said, "but my care for you is fading."
The outrageous sentence was not silly to
Nora at the time. On the contrary, she wept
stormily for two days. Time, and a turn of
circumstances, made her understand the
hilarity of it later.
Often, just before she rolls over to go to
sleep, she pokes the man beside her and says,
"Don?
How's your care for me?
Fading?"
Her husband is inured to this by now.
Usually, if he is very sleepy, he merely
snorts. Sometimes he makes answer, in detail.

I HE story of Don Ameche is more than
merely
a history of twenty-nine years in a
man's -life.
He is, personified, a generation — a period.
It is necessary that you understand this, if
you are to understand him. His heyday was
only yesterday, his prime of maturity now.
If he had been born six years later he would
have been one of 1938's modern young; sunburned and wise beyond wisdom, yet with a
clear-cut cynicism and a determined interest
in world affairs and vocations and health and
the coming revolution.
He would have hit manhood first in the
early years of a depression, which would
have been good for him. He would have
spent his high school and college years to advantage, because that is smart to do since
the world has crashed. He would have gotten drunk occasionally, but only occasionally
and on good liquor. And he would have
turned out to be a good lawyer, with an evergrowing clientele and a respectable, not a
breath-taking, income.
But you see he was eighteen — the beginning— in 1926, when nothing mattered. He
was ten, old enough to cry and laugh with
his elders when the Armistice was signed.
The first phrase his adolescent mind caught
and held was "Return to Normalcy." The
satirical value of that was lost on him and on
a generation which had faith in nothing and
patience with nothing and tolerance for
everything. In a chaos essentially poison to
youth, one thing remained, dormant but
potentially magnificent, to help him survive
at last; the fact that he kept his faith.
It was a varied faith, first in God and his
Church, next in himself and in laughter and
in the almighty omniscience of his luck.
None of these things failed him, ever.
He was eighteen, then, and one part of his
life — that part in which he possessed no personal identity — was over, and a new part
(Continued on page 94)
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Here's the redheaded

girl who has

learned a new way of having fun — a
formula

that

takes

life for a ride

BY DOUGLAS PORTMANN
IFyou were invited to a Hollywood party
and got a chocolate ice-cream soda instead
of champagne and were asked to pass a
scissors around the living room from person
to person instead of being allowed to watch
a bevy of nearly nude chorus girls do iniquitous dances, would you write the folks next

day and tell them: "Having Wonderful
Time"? That's the sort of treatment Ginger
Rogers' guests get when they go to her
house. And there hasn't been anyone yet
who had to be dragged there with a rope.
They love it. They send post cards to the
folks back home, too.
"Wonderful," they repeat, underscoring
the word. "X marks spot where yours truly
got to be It, playing tag."
I bet it was Ginger who made the catch.
She's the one who's having the time — after
all these years, and at long last. Here's the
story of a redheaded gal who has found the
formula for making a shindig out of life;
who, having spent a good piece of her youth
working like a fool for a career and being
married not only to a man but to a profession, has shaken herself loose and created
for herself a freedom that means happiness.
The Ginger Rogers I talked to the other

afternoon had an impudent shrug for lov
an amused smile for other people's opinion
She's blowing a not-so-figurative tin whist
at everything, including herself, these day
She's wise. Somewhere in the discard
her memory is a man named Lew Ayres,
whom she is still legally married. With hi:
is an era in her life, shadowed by stud!
drudgery and colored by the throes of h
growing-up process, which she is forgettii
as fast as she can. She won't even ta.
about it, nor of him. She hasn't the enerj
to
ful waste.
time. She's too busy, having a wonde
This new recipe for her personal confer
ment has its component parts. It's easi
analyzed.
Take five or six of the most attractive nn1
in Hollywood, one at a time. Sprink
Friendship-Without-Passion powder ov
each.
Put in a Contract, calling for t.

salary you want and the privilege of making
two pictures a year with Fred Astaire, besides several comedies that star you alone.
Add one house, built to order, and equipped
with tennis court, studio, swimming pool,
soda fountain. Season smartly with a hobby,
like charcoal drawing, several vacations, a
fishing rod and a very satisfactory fan mail
report. Stir gently and take a bath in the
result.

"It was no accident." She reached for a
cigarette. "I've been working up to this for

I LOOKED Ginger up in her dressing room
last week to ask her about it. I was frankly

Having decided to make of her existence
— " pattern, Ginger set intelliaa long
fine, time
evolved
trap."
gently about learning a way of doing things —
all things — so that they would be fun instead
of routine. She took the activities, emotions,
necessities of which her life was composed
and examined each, individually; one by one,
she
ness. made them work for her ultimate happi-

curious: she hadn't been out in public for
about
months; there
hadn'tattached
been any
seriousthree
or believable
romance
to
her name; and yet her friends insisted that
she was a new person, the happiest one in
America, practically.
"I am," she said, when I told her this. She
looked it, too.
"Well," I said, "if you know how you did

There was love, most important of all
things, to consider first. She decided against
it. For a while, at least. If, as one day it
must, love came along and sat down and
despite all her efforts refused to go away,
then she would accept it and do her darnedest, this time, to make a glorious, lasting
(Continued on page 72)

Why, you'll yell with delight until they
hear you above the noise in China.

day Singer has an impudent shrug for love,
merry tin whistle to blow at years gone by

it I'd like to know the details. So would at
least a billion other people in the world.
What you seem to have is a better mouse-

FORBIDDEN

GREAT LOVES OF

Beginning a series of hidden chapters that can now
be told. The first is a strangely beautiful tale of a
woman

who held off Death by the bright shield of her

laughter and her tender love — "Sweet

a few people knew about her
ONLY
love story.
She was not, of course, the kind
of woman you thought about as the heroine
of a great romance. The millions of fans
who crowded the theaters to see her on the
screen came to her for laughter and there
is a strange tendency on the part of human
beings to separate love and laughter.
Yet that laughter which she shared with
them for so many years came to them in a
roundabout way, because it was her great
gift to him in those days after the War when
it seemed that he would never laugh again.
He had left so much of himself in the
Argonne.
She couldn't bear that, for laughter was
the very breath of life to him. Their love
had been born of laughter — and so she used
everything that was in her to make him
laugh just once more — and once more — for
in each day's laughter they cheated death.
And to her amazement, the world began to
laugh, too, never dreaming of that twisted
figure in the wheel chair that was her real
audience.
And she became a movie star.
That hidden chapter in her life was the
very essence of her whole personality, for
it is a fact that real comedy comes only from
the tender, understanding heart, and that it
grows best when it has been watered with
tears and rooted deep in the soil of compassion and humility and penitence and warmed
by the sun of faith.
All these things came to her because she
loved much.
The last person, probably, whom you
would cast for the star in a tale of grande
passion, yet it seems to me in many ways that
hers is the greatest of the untold love stories
of Hollywood.

|T can be told now, for she is far beyond
the reach of human misunderstanding, and
wherever she has gone that love must have
been waiting for her, laid up among the
treasures that are incorruptible. Without it,
we couldn't know her completely or remember her as she really was. We have only a
half-portrait of her. While she was with us,
she had a strange fear that some people might
misunderstand the glory of that love, might
think it a cheap thing; and that she could not
bear. I always thought that her soul was so
white that one crimson spot showed on it too
plainly in her eyes, whereas most of us are
pretty well speckled with spiritual mistakes
20
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and they are not so noticeable.
Even in Hollywood, only a few of her close
friends knew and remembered.
I saw her look at one of Hollywood's most
famous glamour girls one time, and that look
has stayed with me always.
The girl was beautiful and young and in
torment. "I can't bear it," she said. "I can't
stand it. When I think of losing him, I think
I shall
"My die."
dear," the older woman said quietly,
"when we have to bear things, we are given
the strength to bear them."
The girl almost screamed. "You can't understand. You don't know what it is to be in
love, to love a man so much you'd die for him
or die without him, to lie awake nights and
suffer as I'm suffering."
The woman's face then looked as I think
Beethoven must have looked when, deaf to
every sound in the world, he listened within
himself to the greatest music of the ages. She
was, I knew, listening to a great hymn of
love out of a distant past, a love that had
never faltered in all the years of loneliness.
But the glamour girl didn't know. She saw
only a woman growing old alone, a woman
who had never married, never had a child,
never had a lover or a sweetheart, an old
maid who could only make people laugh.
They didn't guess, and she was always
afraid to speak.
When the glare of the Hollywood spotlight
fell upon her, she was desperately afraid.
The theater had never been the center of
such merciless publicity. A thousand stories
were hidden behind the curtains that
dropped every night at the end of the performances. Besides, she'd never been very
important in the theater.
Hollywood always frightened her a little,
though she never let anyone know it; she put
on a grand act for Hollywood. She loved it,
but it was always a far country to her; it
was never home. She was tied to it only by
the love she felt for everything living and
by the great channel it gave her to keep on
making the world laugh as she had promised
him she would.
But I have always wondered how she kept
that good, hot temper of hers from flaring
when some of the young things gave her that
"You don't know how it feels to be in love" —
remembering the man she had loved and

served and kept alive, to whom she had sacrificed everything, even that great desire for
a child which always beat under her breast.
I NEVER met the man she loved. But someone who knew them both well made him
seem very real to me, and sometimes she did
herself, with just a word or two.
When she first met him, he was a slim,
wild young fellow with that endearing charm
which comes with a real love of life. He
had very bright blue eyes that were always
twinkling, when they weren't actually laughing. He must have been one of those really
gay people. The monotony of everyday existence was difficult for him, but no emergency was too big and he had been as exhis money. travagant with his emotions as he was with
"Only," this friend told me, "his emotional
capacity was bottomless and his bank account wasn't. He was usually broke, but he
was one of those rare people who didn't need
money
to have
a good time."
He had
run through
a small fortune after
he left college and eventually found his way
into the theater, first in the box office, I
think; then, as assistant manager and stage
manager. She always believed that if the
War hadn't come along his gift would inevitably have carried him to the top. It may
be that she was right, for gifts he certainly
had.
She was in the show of the theater where
he worked. Not a star, of course. Her
genius for comedy was still dormant and she
was never beautiful. A tall, lanky, awkward'
girl, with an expressive face and a grand
sense of characterization. She was a perfect
foil for the comedians — she played opposite
most of the great ones and I always thought
she must have absorbed their tricks and
technique without knowing that she did so.
There were a dozen girls in the show who
made eyes at the brown-skinned, blue-eyed
young assistant manager. But he never did
more than kid with them, dance with them,
and go on his way.
But from the first it was different with
her, and that seemed strange to most of the
other girls; for she certainly was the last one
they'd have picked for anyone so gay and
so fastidious.
Perhaps it was just that he was the first
of the millions who came to love her for her
warmth and sweetness, the first who saw
through to the real woman. From the very
first, she made him laugh. It puzzled her a
little, but it was tender laughter. She
learned to watch for that light that came into
his eyes when he saw her. He was her first
real audience, the first person who recognized in her that quality of all encompassing
(Continued on page 86)
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The crowds came to laugh, to chef
to applaud
her, never dreaming
that silent figure in the wings, ar
why

he

watched
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Words

versus

from the wise Freddie suffice to solve a

way?" He addressed an invisible someone.
"I'm going to sue this outfit for willful muti-

dilemma familiar to Hollywood; to show, too, why

Western
Marchlation of ahasgood
an Middle
affable way
with accent."
him. The
ease that you feel in him on the screen you
feel in his presence. He melts stiffness by
assuming its nonexistence. In a spirit combined of nonchalance and good will, he takes
over the conversational reins and moves off
at a pleasant canter. You have only to sit
quiet and enjoy the ride.
"What'll it be?" he inquired. "Sense or

he has attained such success as actor and husband

BY

BARBARA

HAYES

IF you live in New York or the Middle
West, you may have had the pleasure before this reaches your eyes of having seen
Fredric March and Florence Eldridge, his
wife, in the frills and laces of Sir Richard and
Lady Steele. For they've done this winter
what years ago the fates prevented them
from doing — they've appeared opposite each
other in a play.
And so, even though the run of the play
was short, they've made a dream of theirs
come true.
Some time after young Frederic Bickel decided that he'd rather be a poor actor than
a rich banker, he had the good fortune to
meet John Cromwell, then a theatrical procast a play called "Tarnish."
to his
ducer, trying of
own, Cromwell engaged
On a hunch
the unknown Bickel as his juvenile lead.
It was Cromwell, too, who changed his
name.
"Bickel's no name for an actor. What was
,9
your mother's maiden name?
Marcher?
Let's see — we want something simple. Edward Marcher — John Marcher — John March
sounds better. How does it strike you?"
"Cockeyed. I can take the March — in a
way it belongs to me. But I balk at Johnny.
I've been Freddie too long."
"Fredric March, juvenile. Not so bad.
Now if I can only get the ingenue I want — "
"Who is she?"
"I'll let you know when I've signed her."
Since he didn't sign her, Freddie never
knew who she was till he and the new Florence March were on their honeymoon. One
day he spoke of Cromwell and the play,
"Tarnish." Florence said, "He offered me
the ingenue in that, and I wasn't free to take
it."
"So it was you," marveled Freddie. "What
of time — "
waste
a
Through the years the Cromwells and
Marches have remained close friends. When
the Marches started hunting for a play, it
was understood that Cromwell would direct
it. He came in to Freddie one afternoon with
a script.

"I think this is it."

IT was a comedy drama of the early eighteenth century, written by Horace Jackson.
Freddie took it home and read it to Florence.
As the last line fell from his lips, she rose
and proffered her hand. "That's it."
When I went to see Freddie on the set, I
found him back in the Nineteenth Century, looking simply elegant in the tight
trousers, tails and burnished boots of the
22
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French pirate, Lafitte. He was playing the
fade-out scene for De Mille's "The Buccaneer." Sideburns, a swarthy make-up and
a swagger little carat-shaped moustache gave
him an alien look. Under his dark brows,
he stared somberly out to the sea that was
now his only home and would be his grave.
The scene ended, he brought his somber
gaze and French accent down off the ship.
"What you wan-n-nt?" he demanded,
twanging his nasals. "You wan-n-t story?
Come to dressing room, I geeve you story,
I geeve you — say, what in blazes is this, any-

nonsense?
Rye bread or toast — ?"
"Stage or screen?"
"Both," he returned promptly, "and thanks
for the chance to go on record. I've heard a
lot of chatter spilled on both sides, and here's
my spoonful. Strictly personal, remember.
One man's opinion, for what it's worth.
"Screen. Stage." He held up both forefingers, then crooked the right. "Screen
speaking. What's the stage good for? Does
it give you more money, more comfort, more
security? Why play to thousands when you
could be playing to millions? If you're in a
flop picture, you still get paid. If you're in a
flop play, your notices won't pay the grocer."
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"I didn't cut any figure in the theater when
I came to Hollywood. I was still in the
struggling phase. For all I know, I might
have stayed there. Or gone back to the
bank. Luckily for me, it can't be proved
either way. I was lured to the movies because of the money in it. Why shouldn't I
say so? Nine out of ten — make it nine and
three quarters — are lured for the same reason.
"On the other hand (put this to my credit)
[ didn't sneer at the movies. I didn't take
their money with one fist and sock 'em in the
jaw with the other. I thought they were putting on plenty of trash. Well, doesn't the
stage? I also thought that the trend was
away from trash. I saw them doing things I
thought it would be exciting to go in and do
with them. I thought, for anything as new
Every man has his loves —
and Fredric March proves
no exception to the rule.
An even five serve to
keep this star busy — and
happy. Three of them —
Penny, wife Florence and
Tony (top) ... go where
he goes; the fourth awaited him in N. Y. A fifth
is typified by an offstage
shot of the Marches (left)
and by a scene from "The
Buccaneer" (above) with
newcomer Franciska Gaal

He crooked the left forefinger. "Stage
speaking. The screen's an industry, the stage
is an art. They roll you up in a can and send
you out like so much spinach. They muffle
you, they gag you, they type you, they regiment you, they make you a puppet dancing
to a director's tune. They give you five years
and dump you into the dustbin. They — shal]
I go on or do you get the general idea?"
He dropped his fingers. "Freddie March
speaking — out of the fullness of his experience and the folly of not knowing how to
keep his mouth shut. And I think if I tell you
exactly what happened to me, I can give you
a clearer notion of what I'm driving at.

in the field as they were, they hadn't much to
apologize for.
"Certainly they owe me nothing in the way
of apology. They gave me money and comfort and security and a chance to act in some
fine pictures. When I started, my name
meant little in the entertainment world.
Whatever it means now, I owe to the screen.
I'm not sticking my finger in my mouth, and
denying I had anything to do with it myself.
I did my best. But the movies gave me the
chance to do that best.
"I was grateful. I was shocked when certain business advisers wanted me to ask for
an adjustment after(Continued
'Dr. Jekyll
and Mr.
on page
82)
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Carole Lomb

Lana Turner

N
for it is then that a bad disposition, like murder, will out.
No star can escape the keen perceptions of
the people who must please her, and she has
no way of exercising jurisdiction over their
private opinions, some of which can't be
printed.
/ OU hear a lot about the temperamental
proclivities of Hollywood actresses, and no
one can deny that Hollywood does nourish
a few nasty-tempered Pickle Pusses at its
celluloid bosom. Certainly no one can deny
that there are a few picture personalities
who can, and do, create a static atmosphere
wherever they happen to be present.
With some, as with Katharine Hepburn,
it's an act. With others, as with Constance
Bennett, it's simply the result of a highly
volatile disposition.
Miss Bennett is one of the positive-plus
It was Constance who started me out on
the wrong foot about movie stars. That was
girls.
six years ago, just a few weeks after I landed
my
job as a "legger" for a now defunct
tradefirst
paper.

Do you know which girls pictured opposite are members of the "Clam
Club"?
Who's called "nice guy"?
"Sphinx"?
"Fairy Godmother"?

More than 300 Hollywood commentators

can and do tell you

how the Hollywood girls rate as stars — but there's just one sure
way of finding out how the Glamour

BY JEANNETTE

Girls stack up as regulars

MEEHAN

YOU have only to lean over your back
fence some morning to learn what Mrs.
Smith's Aunt Ellen has heard about
Anastasia Eyelashes.
You have only to keep your ear cocked
while being prettied-up in your beauty parlor to learn what the President of the Ladies'
Aid told her manicurist about That Certain
Leading Man.
You have only to consult statistics to learn
which of the Hollywood girls are most persistently courted by Beau Box Office.
There are three hundred odd Hollywood
commentators to tell you that all the boys are
rushing Lana Turner; that Madeleine Carroll is the most beautiful girl in town; that
Percy Profile and Patsy Pout have pf-t-t-t.
Everybody knows, or can easily find out,
in just what measure of repute (ill or otherwise) the various Hollywood girls are held
by columnists, exhibitors and Walla Wallians. But little consideration has been given
to the stars' Hollywood reputations. By that,
I do not mean those reputations which involve top billing, polo playing, or the size of
the weekly stipend — but their reputations as
mere people.

One of my initial assignments was to cover
Miss Bennett's marriage to her Marquis.
There wrere about fifteen press representatives who went to the home of George Fitzmaurice that afternoon, the day of Connie's
wedding, and every one of them was more
important than I. I was just a cub reporter
who, for fifteen dollars a week, had a job to
do. I took it pretty doggone seriously.
None of us that day had asked to be wined
at Connie's wedding supper, or even to view
the ceremony, but we did want a peek at
the bride's ensemble and perhaps a chance
to ask a question or two.
I suppose a gal has a right to run her own
wedding, but I think Connie would have won
fifteen loyal friends right then and there, if
only she hadn't kept us outside, warming the
curbstone for three hours with nothing but
a November chill for company.
/\S it was, the newspaper accounts describing how Connie became the Marquise le
Bailly de la Falaise de la Coudraye were
none too kindly.

Just how do the Glamour Girls stack up
along the latter line? Well, there's one sure
way of finding out.
Don't ask their press agents. Don't ask
their bosses. Don't ask the people who bathe
in their swimming pools and share their
caviar. And, for heaven's sake, don't ask
the people who have bet on their horses.
If you really want to find out how a movie
queen ticks, ask the people who work with
her.
Ask the bit player who once muffed his
line right smack in the middle of her best
"take." Ask the fitter who has (literally)
stuck pins in her during a two-hour fitting
stretch. Ask the unit man in the publicity
department who must persuade her to pose
with her arms around the lion's neck during
"Be Kind to Animals" week. Ask the makeup man who must work on the lady star at
the blue (and breakfastless) hour of 7 A.M.
when the lady's tongue is apt to be as sour
as her stomach.
Ask their directors, their photographers
and the lowest salaried laborers on their sets.
Ask the people who are around all during
the tedium of a twelve-hour working day,

One reporter, unable to contain himself
longer, went into print with these words:
" — reporters who, by means of colorful word
pictures, had built Connie into the dream
idol of romance-hungry working girls, suddenly became anathema to her. For three
hours they could not get within a mile of
Connie, and when they did manage to exchange words with her she treated them to a
verbal sleight-of-hand exhibition that would
putSince
Houdini
to shame."
then,
Hollywood correspondents
have often discussed Connie among themselves, and I, for one, have always wondered
why she adopted such exaggerated indifference to less important people whose jobs,
nevertheless, were as important to them as
hers was to her. You see, I can't help remembering some of the truly great artists —
George Arliss, Marie Dressier, Madame
Schumann-Heink — who somehow always
found time to see me even though I was only
a punk kid whose editorial opinions no one
cared about or needed.
No doubt
Clam Club.

you've heard of Hollywood's
Garbo is President, Katharine
(Continued on page 74)
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It's the strangest situation in Hollywood— this happy

marriage.

May-December

Here's the truth behind it

"HE truth of it, if the truth were
known," said John Barrymore,
"is
rather nice."
This most colorful one of the Royal Family
of actors was discussing his fourth wife and
what she has done for him. He wouldn't
have to discuss Elaine, himself, love, or any
other given topic, to hold your interest. He
is no longer young, but he could keep a debutante absorbed in an exposition of the more
complicated movements of a rotary engine.
He could spellbind a gangster with a running
commentary on the pros and contras of the
Baconian theory. He could probably keep
an eel from wriggling for as long as he chose
to exercise his gift of tongues. He can make
words pirouette and turn handsprings and
jump through hoops. He can pierce human
follies, including his own, with the thrust of
a phrase full of glee and free of malice.
He is master of all forms of humor, from
•the Rabelaisian on up or down to the most
gently ironic. The sallies he tosses overboard would suffice to make half a dozen
reputations for wit. For, no matter what
has happened, he is still John Barrymore and
it is a pleasure to hear him talk.
Now, by request, he was talking about
Elaine and himself. For theirs has been a
more startling and stormy romance than ever
a scenario writer dreamed of — and one
which now has worked out into a true love
story.
"If it amuses people in Dubuque to think
that you jump off roofs and bounce back up
again, let them be amused, bless their hearts;
26

A girl of twenty married a man of fiftyfour. Contrary to all expectations,
that marriage is a
Elaine Barrie dared
Barrymore wife had
John,
himself, tells

it's got nothing to do with you," John Barrymore said. "If they tell each other that you
wear your hair down to your nose because
you're really a potato some farmer forgot to
dig up, well then, you're contributing to folk
fantasy, which makes you a public benefactor and a poet to boot, and does you in yourself no appreciable harm.
"The moment you're a public figure, you
belong in a sense to the public. If they choose
to translate you into a hero or a scarecrow,
that's their privilege and what difference can
it possibly make to you? Publicity depends
on the transmitter. If Nick Carter interviewed Mussolini, he'd make a whale of a
good dime novel out of the interview. William James would make a psychological
study, Winchell a nifty. Mussolini remains
what he is.
"So far as I'm concerned, I blame no one
for what he thinks. I've been a reasonable
figure of absurdity for a number of yearsPunchinello
today, Melpomene
tomorrow,

success — because
to do something no
ever done before.
you
the
facts

Benedict forever. My — romance, shall we
call it — " his brows rose in an arch at once
saturnine and benign; then, with a formal
inclination of the head, "romance, with your
cherished permission, remains what it is.
And the truth of it, if the truth were known,
He went as far back to the beginnings of
is rather nice — "
this colorful Twentieth-Century romance as
any great story teller ever needs go.
LYING

ill in a New

York hospital, John

Barrymore flipped open one of a dozen letters that had come in the morning mail. That
letter was from a girl at Hunter College, asking whether she might interview him for the
school paper. "She was going to be a newspaper woman," he observed parenthetically,
"till she met me. Then she became newsNormally, he'd have tossed the letter to
the floor.paper copy."
Why he didn't this time, he can't
(Continued on page 81)

HE GETS AWAY WITH MURDER
rhat Lombard

he gravy

girl, who

and none

has

all of

of the grief —

ios she earned those rare privileges?

IY JANET

BENTLEY

N Hollywood they say that Carole Lombard gets away with murder — that's what
they say.
They say it because they think an actress
hould stick to acting, and they cite the cases
f Gloria Swanson and Ruth Chatterton who
arned the hard way, learned that even girls
rith divine histrionic talents aren't fitted to
un the show behind the camera as well as
i front of it. "They" also point to Holly/ood's extra ranks which are replete with
roof that artists often have extraordinarily
ad business heads.
Of course, an actress' attitude toward her
areer goes through a perfectly natural metalorphosis as she graduates from the leg-art
lass and works her way up to the top spot
n the credit sheets. During her years as an
mbryonic celestial she was a thing of joy to
he studio. She did as she was told. She
/as the studio Pandora when the publicity
epartment was in a pinch. Ah, yes, she was
n awfully good girl back in those days when
he had little to do but look well in a drafty
athing costume.
But now — now Crosby croons her love
Ongs and Gable treats her tenderly; and
he's a big star who makes a lot of money;
nd — well — isn't it about time she spoke up
i meetin' and set out to have a few things
er own way?
It's at this point that most Hollywood producers take to their crying chairs. It's their
ontention — their most definite opinion, in
act — that actors are creative, and therefore
re persons of highly combustible disposiions who should be pampered as little as
ossible.
When Jimmy Cagney decided he was makag too many pictures a year at Warner
brothers, the studio went to court to squelch
uch an alarming display of independence.
Varners lost on a technicality and Jimmy
/on his freedom — but Warners' was the
loral victory because the redheaded actor
3 definitely not the box-office draw he used
o be.
Girls like Joan Crawford and Claudette
'olbert deserve every credit for their pro-

There's not a producer in Hollywood who wouldn't jump at the
chance to put this dynamic young
blonde under contract— at her
own price.

What's the answer?

fessional records, but it's an interesting fact
that in each of their cases the only pictures
they made that fared really poorly at the box
office recently were stories they both fought
for. In Joan's case it was "Rain"; in Claudette's it was "Maid of Salem."
NATURALLY,

both producer and star

have their just arguments (and I ain't takin'
sides!) . However, people can say what they
like about "buttonhole-makers" when they
refer to movie producers, but no executive
is deliberately out to ruin his own product.
After all, the Thalbergs and the Goldwyns
were already guiding influences in a milliondollar industry, with their fingers firmly on
the public pulse, when the Joan Crawfords
were still winning beauty contests. And
these same producers feel that the less control a star is given over her own career, the
happier the whole movie family will be.
This policy has provoked
many
a producer-actor battle. It's one of the things that

lends excitement to the Hollywood scene.
But, while the betting is usually even, the
producers seem to have an edge on the victor's side — judging from the cases of Bette
Davis, Myrna Loy, Ann Dvorak, Constance
Bennett and Mr. Cagney.
Then — along comes Carole Lombard who
demands a lot of almost unheard-of privileges— and gets them! Not only that, but
she got them with a minimum of unpleasantness. There were no suits or sulks on either
side. Not a sour grape was thrown.
Well, when that happened the- Hollywood
gang simply had to say something about it,
and so they said — "the gal gets away with
Indeed?
Facts, you know, are sometimes like
murder."
horses
— they look entirely different when
viewed from two different directions!
And so it is with the facts about Carole.
Consider
her particular state of stardom
(Coyitiniied on page 88)

The father said, "He's In no fit shape to get into anyone's car." Said the mother, "He's only a little sick."

-.HOLLYW
BY SHERWOOD

ANDERSON

Said the boy—

on the back; boasts of the number of tons
of coal he has dug out of the earth during
the week; even, perhaps, on his staggering
way homeward, with one or two other miners, he joins in a song, or speaks a little tenderly of his wife.
"The old girl will give me hell again when
I get home, but things are tough on her, too.
I'm going to blow her and the kids out to the
movies,
that's what
to do."
The movies
are a I'm
kind going
of drunkenness
for
her and the kids, too.
I HERE are all these strange people, out of
this strange other world, so close there, as
you sit in the small-town movie theater. If
you let yourself go you can imagine yourself
up there on the screen with them. You go
into such houses as, in the real life you seem
destined to go on living, you know you will
never enter.
. You are in the house of a millionaire and
a butler enters. You see people eating rich

Through a strange and arresting story, a great
novelist gives you, the film audience of the
present, his idea for the movies of the future

ILUSTRATION
CHARLES

D.

BY

MITCHELL

A MAN living as I do, most of the
^^L year in a small town, visiting neighf \ boring towns, picking up an occaional country man in his car, talking with
im, talking to town men and women, trying to get sense of the feel for life in these
people . . . such a one can't help thinking
more and more about the movies.
They do seem to offer such a wide sweepng opportunity.
For what?
It comes back to a question of what these
Deople, for that matter, all American people
vant.
On the surface of life there can be no quesion of the profound effect the movies already have. A man sees it on the bathing
)each of a little mountain lake in the mounains near my farm. There you see young
;irls from farms, from near-by towns, strivng heroically to imitate, in movement, in

pose, in a way of walking, some movie queen.
I have an idea that our women are more effected than our men. It may be that the
modern mechanical development of life has
freed women more than men. There is a
certain dullness and sameness to small-town
life. There is the temptation to live in this
dream world, always being fed by the
movies.
Any man who writes is always looking at
people, thinking about them, trying even to
think with them. For us storytellers, people
are our materials. A man tries constantly
to lose himself in others.
What do these others want?
Perhaps, after all, we want only escape
from self.
I HERE is a good deal to be said for romance.
We more serious storymakers are always
trying to arrive at a thing we call "truth
to live." It is mighty elusive. Not many
of us can escape the grind of existence. The
coal miner who spends five or six days out
of every week buried away in a dirty hole
down under the ground, and who comes
home to a shack in a company-owned coalmining town, crying children on the floor, a
tired and overworked wife — such a man goes
off, on a Saturday night, with two or three
comrades, to get drunk.
There is his break in an admittedly dreary
existence. Your drunken miner feels suddenly brave and big. He slaps his comrades

foods,
the insides of rich people's
houses see
are how
furnished.
You hear these faraway people, now
brought close. They are talking. You are
at Saratoga, at the races, you are in strange
foreign cities, on an ocean liner going to
Europe, in an African village, in a Western
gold-mining town. You see kings ride
through cities, hear their voices speaking.
Up and down the earth you go, in and out
of cities, in and out of houses. You fly
through the air, walk in strange streets.
You are there in the little movie theater
with the farmers, who all day have been cutcorn, or
plowing who
for next
year's
The ting
little
merchant
is about
to wheat.
fail in
business, who owes a note at the bank he
can't pay, is there with his wife and daughter. His daughter is tall and handsome. She
has arranged her hair after a style copied
from some movie queen. The man who
cleans the town streets has come with his
tired-looking wife. She has been ill for a
long time but is trying heroically to carry
on, to do her own housework, keep her little
rented house neat and clean for her man.
These and dozens, even hundreds, of others
you have come to know rather well, all
crowded into the little theater. A book to
read tonight would cost a dollar, two dollars,
three dollars. We can go to our little movie
theater for twenty-five cents.
It's good anyway to get away from the
house and among people.
However, there is something. There is always present a kind of stinging regret.
Why is it that presently, when we go out
of the theater, there is this letdown. So
many of these lives, pictured here on the
screen, stay so far away. They stay forever
in this queer dream world we try so hard
to draw close to and can't.
Couldn't something be done to make more
real our own lives?
/\ YOUNG man is sitting near me in the
movie theater. ' He is a young fellow of
twenty-two. He has a rather strong, serious
face. He is sitting with his father and mother
and with a younger sister, a girl of fourteen.
It happens, you see, that I know this family. The father, a . tall thin man with big
gnarled hands, has come to the theater in his
overalls. They have, however, been freshly
washed and he has had a shave.
(Continued on page 93)
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FACES FORTY
To a question

many

that has bothered

of us, this brilliant actor gives

an amazing

and inspirational answer

BY GLADYS

HALL

SOME thirty years ago, in one of the large
apartment buildings on Prospect Avenue in Milwaukee, a pair of distraught
parents faced one another. The mother said,
between tears and nervous laughter, "He's
run away again." The father answered, "I
have developed all of the abilities of a master
sleuth since he came into the world. But I'll
track him down, never fear."
And he did. He tracked the small, sturdy
boy down to the South Side, found him playing Cops and Robbers in an alley behind a
saloon, with two youngsters known by the
tasty names of "Mousie" and "Ratty," sons
of a saloon keeper.
So the small boy was returned to his
mother, there to be gathered to her heart and
wept over. The small boy wept, too, with
the quick rich sympathy for another's pain
which was his even then. But even as he
wept he knew that he would always want to
run away, all of his life.
A few years later this same boy, now in his
teens, sat, one night, at the family dinner
table, trying to muster up the courage to
tell his parents that he wanted to join the
marines; that he meant to lie about his age,
if necessary, for love of his country. The
restive youth sat at the table, clearing his
throat loudly and repeatedly; but when the
folks would look at him with their warm
affectionate eyes, he'd ask them to pass the
potatoes!
He did, a few days later, try to join the
marines; told the truth about his age and was
rejected.
Next, he tried to join the United

States Navy; meant to lie about his age but
when faced with it found that he couldn't;
told the truth again — and was accepted.
Then he had to tell the folks. He walked
around the block fifteen times and chewed
seven packages of gum before he could muster up the courage. Then he barged home
and his mother wept and his father patted
him on the back with a big hand that shook
and two days later he was off for the naval
training station at Norfolk, Virginia. He
fought the war at Norfolk, looking eastward
to the sea. A cruise in a whaling ship was
as near as he got to France.
The rest is, for the most part, recorded
Tracy history.
For the little boy was Spence, of course.
And Spence, today, is the same little boy.
WHICH all leads up to what Spence told
me recently across the teacups in the M-G-M
commissary. (Spence has become a habitual
tea drinker.)
He said, "I'm thirty-seven now. I'm facing
forty. I'm beginning to take stock of myself.
I'm trying to make a map of where I've been
and where I'm going.
"I'm trying to appraise myself, find out
what I am, what are my assets and what my
liabilities. I'm trying to make a list of what
I've accomplished in, say, the past five years.
And another list of what I'd like to accomplish in the next five or fifty.
"First, I take a look in the mirror and know
that anything can happen! I must be the
Miracle Man, no foolin'! For I take a look
— and what do I see? I see a guy who's getting away with murder!
"I don't look like an actor, not even to
myself. I don't look like any actor I've ever
seen. I'm just a plain-looking mug who
might be driving a truck if things ran according to magazine covers.
"Next, I try to figure my outstanding characteristic. Isit brains? Nope. Is it fire, the
kind that sweeps everyone and everything
along in front of it? Nope. And then I eliminate most of the qualities that make a man
a little important and I come to nerve.
"That's the answer. That's what
got
the most of — nerve. For it takes the I've
helluva

lot of nerve, when you come to think of it,
to be competing in the same medium with
these Gables and Taylors and all.
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things I've done that have meant the most
to me. First, there was my move to M-G-M.
That opened doors to me, gave me the chance
to make
'San
Francisco'
and
'Captains
Courageous'
and was
'Fury.'
"Then there
knowing Will Rogers.
You can't have had Bill for a friend and not
be more of a man than ever you were before.
There was the birth of my daughter and
there is the progress my son Johnny has
made, in school and in every way. And there
L having one farm all paid for. These are
the things that have meant the most to me in
the past five years.
"And now I'll kind of check myself over,
figure out a bit what are my virtues and
vices, faults, good points, habits, and so on
. . . well, I'm not extravagant, I'll say that.
I have my polo ponies, but they are my only
luxury. I don't have a yacht. I haven't got
a 'little place' down at Palm Springs or Malibu. We've only got the house we live in,
all bought and paid for. I haven't any hobbies or 'collecting' bees in my bonnet. I
don't belong to ritzy clubs. I don't gamble.
I don't even play cards, can't sit still long
I don't give a damn about clothes.
enough.
"I'm not temperamental. I'm not fussy
about details. I always put my 'o.k.' on stills
— if I bother to look at them. I do have definite convictions. When I feel a conviction

working on me I'll fight for it, being Irish.
But what I fight for has got to concern me
deeply. I only fight when I have to, not just,
for the hell of it.
"I've got one big virtue, just one — punctuality. I'm the On-Time Guy all the time. In
fact, I'm the best set-opener-upper in this
business. Whenever I have an appointment
of any kind I'm always there, chewing my
fingernails, twenty minutes ahead of the
other fellow.
"I think I'm a pretty good businessman but
I haven't any consuming ambition to possess
a lot of money. I'm one of those who believes that you can only sleep in one bed at
a time, ride one horse, eat one meal, wear
one suit of clothes.
"I'm too trusting.
I always believe the
best of people and often get fooled.
I like
people, like to have people around me.
I'm
not self-confident, iar from it. I never start
(Continued on page 91)

Left: Spencer (with his mother) in his
costume of the priest in "San Francisco." Itwas this role that confirmed a secret theory of his and
changed

his

"after

forty"

plans

SHE WALKS
The

IN

lovely words of Byron's poem

fit Del Rio like a glove.

Take a hint

from her and walk in beauty, too

BY

M ITZI

w

CUMM

IN GS

E spun the lovely words of Byron's
poem over in our mind:

"She walks in beauty, like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies;
And all that's best of dark and bright
Meet in her aspect and her eyes;"
We knew the one woman who was like the
poem. We wanted to ask that one woman
the one question that has always bothered
us: how does a great beauty judge other
women?
"Is your opinion," we asked, "predicated
upon an exquisite complexion? Lovely
hair? A smartly gowned, fine figure? Delicate hands? Interesting eyes? A sense of
humor?
Or what?"
And the one woman who is like the poem,
the magnificent Mrs. Gibbons, whose other
name is Dolores Del Rio, answered us quickly, emphatically, "I judge by one thing . . .
she must be soignee!"
We flipped back the mental pages of our
French-English dictionary and remembered
that soignee meant not only dressed according to style, but also, no room for criticism
in any form ... a woman who was as she
should be, in all qualifications.
"It takes much work. It takes constant
self-discipline. It takes schedule." She saw
the predatory look in our eyes, and went on,
"And since you ask me, I shall tell you what
I, myself, do."
Impressed, we grasped our pencil firmly,
listened carefully, made notes meticulously,
and wrote the following. It's the how, the
when, the why of being soignee — Del Rio
version.
I IRST of all, regardless of her own qualifications, Dolores Del Rio has a husband who is
a thoroughly artistic, distinguished and handsome gentleman. For several years Cedric
Gibbons has been the art director of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, and is responsible for the
fine, tasteful backgrounds of their pictures.
The home he has created for Mrs. Gibbons,
in the modern style, is a perfect setting for
her, and he likes to see her each evening
when she comes down either to dine with
him, or ready to accompany him to some
glorified Hollywood party, in that setting.
He also likes to see her, not when she is
dressing, not when she is debating what gown
to wear, not when she is powdering her sun(Continued on page 78)
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ON THIS AND THE FOLLOWING
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AT ITS PICTORIAL

PAGES

YOU HOLLYWOOD
DEST

Lana Turner (far left) cuts a mighty cute figure while Mrs. Tom
Brown (upper left) shows Billie Dove and Tom it's all in the legs;
and Kay Francis (lower left) Shags with Ray Bolger. Even
a busy executive and his wife, the Jack Warners (above left),
Truck. Singled out to "Rise and Shine," Claire Trevor shines
with her eyes shut when Jimmy Ritz improvises. But the surprise of them all is Marlene Dietrich (above) with Hal Roach

Once

stardom

waned

for this

veteran but after "In Old Arizona" itwas brighter than ever

A gangster role in a stage play
won him a film contract but they
said

he'd

never

make

They're as well known

a

star

Ernest Carlton Brimmer is his
real name. A saga of the early
West won him greatest acclaim

His superb interpretation of
life of a famous scientist m<
him

last year's

"finest

act

to you as your

next door neighbor — but do you recognize them here?

Gary Cooper, in his latest picture, has the support
of a fine character actor. Do you recognize him?

Check up on page 92

He frightened little children in this m
up but the Academy statuette was
just reward for what fine performar

Director Lloyd Bacon and Robert Montgomery
are amused at what this star has done for art

tish by birth, Hollywood has
ought him his greatest success,
s's in England now making films

He first starred in Western films
but proved he was as versatile in
the salon as in the saddle

She came to films from musicals,
they cast her in drama, now they
discover she's a fine comedienne

Usually a portrayer of suave
roles, who breathed life into
what Victor
Hugo
character?

"»•

little old lady isn't Whistler's
™er — she's America's No. I box-ofaristocrat and a world
favorite

You haven't seen her on the screen for more
than a year — but Hollywood's first lady
of sophisticated
roles
is returning
soon

Teddy Roosevelt came to life again when whatthe-heck actor played this role with Babs Stanwyck

Slant-eyed Orientals — one famous for gangster
roles, the other for beauty.
Recognize them?

Her father named her Myrna after a flagstop on a hick railroad; she picked up the
Loy on a detour through vamp roles. But hej
fans made

her 1937's Queen

of the M

F.
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Straight from Hollywood!
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Highlights in the Warner

Bros. Technicolor film, "Robin Hood/'
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Photographs

follow the pages torn from an actual shooting script
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Robin (Errol Flynn) entertains his
prisoners, Lady Marian (Olivia de
Havilland), Sir Guy (Basil Rathbone),
Sheriff (Melville
Cooper)
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SHOOTING from the outlaw' e anrte,
as the Friar
carries Robin.
Thie time Robin is enjoying
whacking Friar Tuck across the butt with the himself,
flat of
hie sword, and treating him like a captious steed.
But in midstream the friar gives a mighty heave and
Robin goes flying over hip head into the stream.
He manages to retain his sword but when he does,
thigh deep in water, Friar Tuck is waiting for him,
sword in hand.
Without
further r>ords they cross
blades.

TWO

SHOT

RUBIN AND

FRIAR TUCK

The die logue waxes hot, the fight hotter, as
Robin and Little
John (Alan Hale) battle with staffs in the middle
of the bridqe.
Rob.n ends in the creek but Little John joins
his outlaw band.
Below: Little John catches merry Friar
Tuck (Eugene Pallette)
pulling a fast.e as King Richard (Ian Hunter
) looks on in
amusement. Lower Left: Robin and
Friar Tuck in hectic
battle to see wh.ch will carry the other ashore.
Neither wins
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UED. SHOT

THE GROUP

As Marian approaches them.

She is nervous but determined

ilARIAN:
I "ant to help himt
WILL SCARLKT:
How did you find us here?
MARIAN:
Never mind that nowl
Oh, please —
don't stand there staring!
Tell me
what I can do|

Friar Tuck looks at her long and earnestly.
There are
tears in her eyes.
He turns to the others.
FRIAR TUCK:
She' 8 speaking truth.
(to liarian)
Have you thought of anything?
MARIAN:

OBINHOOD

( they cluster
around her)

Above: Robin has just won an archery tournament
that has placed him in the hands of his enemies, the
Normans. Sir Guy and Prince John (Claude Rains)
now order his arrest. Robin is captured after a terrific sword fight between Prince John's men and the
outlaw band. Below: Marian, ward of King
Richard and Robin's lady fair, risks her life to escape
from Nottingham Castle and joins Robin's band at an
inn near the outskirts of Sherwood forest. Here she
seeks aid in a desperate plan to help Robin Hood

GLAMOUR BOY
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Scion of the Hollywood that has made him both
famous and afraid of fame, this young Nebraskan is now the victorious "Yank at Oxford."
Still young enough to like polo shirts, victrolas

Possessor of the husky voice of Sunday-night
radio repute — Dorothy Lamour. After her
one year of screen work, American wives

and new ties, he's adored by many girls, adores
only one. Earnestly anxious to be a good actor,

(and husbands) think she's glamorous; producers know she's box-office. On the set,
she
roles
intelligently
IITI handles
B»
1» her
I
llll IT
II
_•
1 (witness
1--LI-,

he's also inordinately proud of the grain business in his own home town, for, should acting
fail, he wants to be Robert Taylor, businessman

the wife business likewise, with young orchestra leader Herbie Kay as beneficiary!
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a Broadway

tonic

Pavlowa
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show — "Fine and Dandy'

improvising

ballets
The "World's Greatest Feminine Tap Dancer" saw the
light of day 24 years ago in Springfield, Mass . . . her
friends call her Ding . . . long-legged and awkward, she
went to dancing school not to become a dancer but
to overcome shyness ... a new world opened to her
... at 12 Gus Edwards discovered her doing acrobatic
routines on the sands of Atlantic City . . . signed her
for a kid revue . . . same season danced in a night club
revue at $75 per week . . . following two summers found
her dancing at an exclusive club in Atlantic City . . .
was honor student throughout school but decided on
Broadway rather than college . . . tap dancing lessons
from Jack Donohue put her in line for a job with Ben
Bernie at his club Intime . . . when engagement ended
tramped

streets for months

before landing role in

"Follow Thru." . . . "Fine and Dandy," Ziegfeld's "Hot
Cha," "The Varieties" followed . . . "George White's
Scandals" took her to Hollywood . . . she created no
excitement and was again doing four-a-day on Broadway when M-G-M signed her for "Broadway Melody
of 1936" ... is five feet six and a half inches tall . . .
weighs one twenty pounds . . . her eyes are blue and
her hair reddish brown ... no time for marriage now

BLUEBEARD'S

EIGHTH

WIFE

J

Background:

the opening

scenes

of

Paramount's new Continental comedy,
with stars Gary Cooper and Claudette
Colbert. Setting: a department store
in Nice. Situation: the problem all has
to do with the purchase of a pair of
pyjamas. Gary wants to buy only the
tops! Claudette, a complete stranger
and French, enters and offers to buy
just the trousers! That, as you can
imagine, leads to things! Perhaps the
most versatile actor in the whole production isone you'll never see on the
screen — Director Lubitsch himself, who
tries on pyjamas and makes love to
Claudette (all for art) with a technique
that merits an Academy
award

■~~>~*»mMm ■

Celebrants at the Ruben-Bruce
wedding reception: (back row)
Countess di Frasso, Kay Francis,
the Jack Warners. Front row: Mrs.
Bert Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Ruben,
Mr. Taylor. Left: a major film
problem is mastered by Selznick ingenuity— this card is given in eloquent silence to studio
callers

love and the pursuit of fun —

hat's the formula

for this month*:

eadline news of the gay Gold Coast

held there. Mr. Ruben carried his bride out
of the house instead of over the threshold.
The bride, need we add, never looked
lovelier.

IIDDLE AISLE TIDBITS

VIRGINIA BRUCE calls her new groom
ack— which proves that habit is strong,
ack Gilbert was her first husband. J.
which may account for the Jack) Walter
uben is her second.
A first marriage has taught her practicality, Virginia claims. Instead of a monrous diamond engagement ring, Virginia
iked for a family town car and got it.
Together, they bought a cozy Beverly
ills home and had the wedding ceremony

THE LAUGH

OF THE MONTH

IT was all caused by those two hundred
monkeys that escaped from the zoo scene
in Bing Crosby's new picture, "Doctor
Rhythm." Overnight the monkeys made a
wholesale exodus from the studio lot, leaving the entire town of Hollywood alive with
capering animals.
Workmen in a near-by factory practically
swooned when the place was suddenly alive

with jibbering monkeys. A hysterical neighbor lady even summoned the local police to
remove one from under her bed.
A reward of two dollars each brought back
a few of the monkeys, but somewhere in
Hollywood thirty-eight monkeys have decided to go native.
SURPRISE

FOR SPENCER

W HEN Spencer Tracy returned home from
the preview of "Mannequin," in which he
shared honors with Joan Crawford, he
found a registered letter containing a new
M-G-M contract which boosted his salary an
even thousand dollars a week.
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BIG APPLE— DIETRICH

STYLE

» HE gaiety of Marlene Dietrich since her
return from Europe has all Hollywood wondering, especially since Marlene's screen
future seems slightly problematic, what with
her Paramount contract at an end. However, Marlene doesn't seem at all depressed
— she has become the greatest exponent of
the "Susy Q" this town possesses.
The other day at a very sedate party given
by Dolores Del Rio, Marlene began to dance
and, before the evening was over, she had
Errol Flynn, Lili Damita, Cedric Gibbons
and Dolores deep in the midst of the hottest
Big Apple imaginable.
BITS FROM

THE HOLLYWOOD

FRONT

LINE

VvHEN it came time for Carole Lombard
to treat the "Food For Scandal" cast and
crew, Carole proved again that she's Hollywood's most original thinker-upper. Instead
of the usual case of coca cola or ice-cream
cones, Carole had one hundred pounds of
bananas delivered to the set. . . .
Joe E. Brown had the most unusual accident of the month. While driving through
Malibu, a buck deer ran smack into Joe E.'s
car, plunging a hoof through the radiator. "I
must have had my mouth open and the thing
was trying to hole in," Joe E. explains. . . .
50

It was an extra special big day for the Joe E. Browns, for
their son, Donald, celebrated
his twenty-first birthday

Whoops, we're off to the races. Carole
Lombard and Clark Gable have taken up
sulky racing. To see the two tearing through
the highways and byways in a little sulky
behind a monstrous horse, is — well, you
name it. . . .
After being starred at Columbia for two
years Richard Dix has been re-signed by
RKO where he was a star for seven years
and where he made a notable hit in "Cimar on.". ..
Walt Disney has entered the educational
field. He has just completed a child's primer,
which has been accepted for use by the N. Y.
public school system. So now Mickey Mouse
will teach first-grade children their lessons.
The text book will sell for forty cents. . . .

A VICKI LESTER

NEVER

FAILS

I HESE young movie players do get around
In April Walter Wanger brought ten New
York artist's models to Hollywood foi
"Vogues of 1938." Dorothy Day was one o!
them. Her picture was seen and Miss Day
was signed by Mervyn LeRoy, Warner producer who changed her name to Vicki Lestei
(Janet Gaynor's screen name in "A Star is
Born") .
After she had appeared in "The Great
Garrick" and "Food for Scandal," LeRoy
agreed to release Vicki from her contract so
she could be assured a featured contract with
Pan Berman at RKO. RKO thinks Vicki is
a future Carole Lombard.

Two of Hollywood's most ardent
members of the spectator-sports
circle, Gilbert Roland and Constance Bennett, follow the race

BIGGEST

HEART

THROB

OF THE

STARS

I HERE is something about Hollywood stars
and new houses that goes a point beyond
understanding.
Trips to Europe, town cars, leading roles
and all the trappings usually leave them in
a more or less normal frame of mind. But
let stars build a house and then watch the
reaction! A strange new gleam comes into
their eyes, a spring creeps into their step, a
gosh-what-a-swell-world attitude radiates in
all directions. Even when they declare the
building is driving them crazy, you know
they really love every minute of it.
For instance, there's Ray Milland and the
new house he's building. Ray was so downright goofy over that house, that on the night
he came home from a three weeks' location
trip, he couldn't wait for daylight and insisted upon a bit of night prowling right then
and there.
Armed with a flashlight, Ray and his wife
were thrilling to the odor of new plaster on
the top floor when footsteps were suddenly
heard below. Dousing his light, Ray motioned Mrs. Milland to be quiet. Slowly and
stealthily, the steps came closer and closer
until a harsh voice close at hand cried, "Put
'em up, buddy. I've got you." A ray from
the flashlight caught the reflection from a
gleaming revolver as Ray demanded to
know what was going on. Of course, it
turned out to be a policeman who had seen
Ray's light in the darkness of the house.
/\ND then, there's Kay Francis who just
built her new home out in Gopher Gulch.
Kay simply haunted the place, urging workmen to hurry, and even tugging at a few
bricks and boards herself. And when it
came to moving, Kay insisted on doing most
of that herself, piling her car full of belongings and following the vans every trip.
There was a time when Bob Montgomery's
friends thought of calling the home builder
to one side and telling him the worst — that,
frankly, they had stood all the house-building stories they could possibly stomach and
if he didn't soon switch from the wonders
of bathroom fixtures to the problems of the
Guild, they might do something drastic.
But George Raft was the worst. Since he
had never owned a home of his own, you
can well imagine his hysteria over his new
house. The trouble was George interfered
so much with the carpenter's work by insisting on everyone's knocking off every hour
for a coca cola bust, the Union or something
threatened to picket Raft by wearing huge
signs reading:
George Raft is unfair to his own house.
As we said, we don't know what it is that
gets them about a new house going up. But
it certainly gets them.

(Cont'd on page 67)

George Jessel explains the mysteries ofpari-mutuel betting to his
mother and Edward G. Arnold.
Mrs. Jessel, Sr. is well known to
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• ROSALIE— M-G-M
\ETRO spent about $2,000,000 on this and it ought
to be something pretty special. That it turns
out to be just a good show in fancy dress may be
the result of too many expectations, or it may be
that mixing a West Point football story with a
mythical kingdom romance was not such a great
idea. It curdles, at times. Still, for your money you
get the greatest set ever constructed anywhere, a
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WISE GIRL— RKO-Radio
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generous helping of Nelson Eddy's voice singing
good Cole Porter tunes, plenty of Eleanor Powell's
incomparable dancing, lots of Frank Morgan's funny
hesitating speech, and a lot of other things too
numerous to list here. Ilona Massey, attractive newcomer, sings beautifully. Ray Bolger is Eddy's pal.
"Rosalie" and "In the Still of the Night" are hummable tunes.

/~*RISP, vital Miriam Hopkins gives you what the
^— papers call another "sterling performance" in
this picture. She's aided by a fine story, Leigh
Jason's memorable direction and a cast that seems
to enjoy what it's doing. Two children, played by
Marianna Strelby and Betty Philson, are orphaned,
and struggling artist Ray Milland adopts them.
Whereupon, their grandfather and a young aunt —
portrayed electrically by Miss Hopkins — set out to
get the kids back. It's a hold-your-hats-boys situation, ripe with comedy. Milland, always likeable,
apparently was meant by providence for this role.
More than ever, Henry Stephenson is substantial
and distinguished; the children, twelve and ten respectively, are good actresses. Catch this as soon
as possible.

it MANNEQUIN— M-G-M

it THE GIRL WAS YOUNG— GB

* LOVE AND HISSES— 20th Century-Fox

A GAIN Joan Crawford is magnificently the shop
' * girl who, by intelligence, beauty and ambition,
rises from the slums to happiness and wealth. This
time she gets out of the button factory by marrying

/^""\NE always expects a deft handling of suspense,
^-^ sane dialogue, and expert delineation of character in Director Alfred Hitchcock's pictures, and
this one is no disappointment. The story plot itself,
however, unless you believe that faith moves mountains, is apt to seem built on coincidence, and certainly English police methods are too leisurely to an
American accustomed to hearing our police sirens.

ENCOURAGED by the fine success of their first
"— feudal screen comedy, Walter Winchell and Ben
Bernie return with even greater gusto to another
smart battle of wits and half-wits and music and
gags. The result is outstanding and, incidentally,
surprising; for, displaying a birdlike singing voice
and an entirely new personality, Simone Simon
shoplifts top honors while Ben and Walter are
fighting it out in the background.
Bernie asks Winchell to give a boost to Simone,
a foreign singing star. Winchell claims she is a
fraud in his radio and newspaper chatter, so Bernie
engages Georges Renavent to dream up a dramatic
story in which Simone is his daughter who deserts
society for show business. Winchell falls for it.

Alan Curtis, who's new to the screen but not to life,
apparently; he has definite vitality. When he shows
himself at last as the rotter he is, Joan goes nobly
into a gown shop to model clothes by Adrian. At
last she marries good, kind, rather dull Spencer
Tracy who grew in the gutter himself and made his
pile with bare fists. Trouble comes with a strike

Nova Pilbeam is the constable's daughter; Derrick De Marney, a young man accused of murder.
The clue is a belt from his coat found around the

and Curtis' attempt at blackmail — but Joan holds
up her chin, hitches her girdle, and sails in to prove
that the good always survive.
Joan is stunning; Tracy gives staunch support.

dead woman's neck. Nova believes in his innocence,
and attempts to help him escape.
The entire cast is exceptional. You will like this
British picture.

A
of the

Re vi ew
New
Pictures

When he finds that he has raved about Bernie's
protegee he arranges a typically theatrical coup
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Buccaneer, The

Love and Hisses

In Old Chicago

Mannequin
Rosalie

Man-Proof
Girl Was Young, The
Hollywood Hotel
You're a Sweetheart
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Wise Girl
I'll Take Romance
Bad Man of Brimstone

and fixes everything, including Simone's romance
with Dick Baldwin. Much hilarity goes on as the
story is unfolded, the new Gordon-Revel tunes are
a delight and the picture doesn't run one single foot
longer than minimum requirements. Director Sidney Lanfield's cutting is the plot's salvation.
• Those who were roundly cussing and discussing
Simone are now shouting her praises; the diminutive French actress finished under the wire as just
about the biggest surprise of the year with her exceptional singing voice. Smart showmanship, clever
production, and the unfailing Zanuck formula contribute to make this exceptional entertainment.
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Franciska Gaal in "The Buccaneer"

Hugh Sothern in "The Buccaneer"

Alice Brady in "In Old Chicago"
Tyrone Power in "In Old Chicago"

Simone Simon in "Love and Hisses"

• HOLLYWOOD
Myrna Loy in "Man-Proof"
Rosalind Russell in "Man-Proof"

Joan Crawford in "Mannequin"
Spencer Tracy in "Mannequin"

Miriam Hopkins in "Wise Girl"
Ray Milland in "Wise Girl"

HOTEL— Warners

THIS is a potpourri of music and buffoonery put
' over with abundant but not too brilliant enthusiasm by Dick Powell, the Lane sisters — Rosemary
and Lola — Louella Parsons with her radio clan, including Frances Langford, and a large cast.
In the course of the one-syllable plot of smalltown youth making good in Hollywood, Dick Powell
performs in his popular shy-boy manner. He also
sings some tuneful airs to pretty Rosemary who, as
Cinderella girl doubling for glamour queen Lola,
warbles engagingly back at him.
Louella Parsons offers a natural bit of acting in
her movie debut, but Lola over-farces the pampered star role. Happiest contributions are Benny
Goodman and his swing band, and Raymond Paige's
arrangement of "Black Eyes." It's all noisy fun.

PRESCRIPTION

FOR

ROMANCE— Universal

A

• IN OLD CHICAGO— 20th Century-Fox
<RS. O'LEARY'S temperamental cow, immortal' ized since the great Chicago fire of 1871, is
d's gift to Darryl Zanuck, for the producer, in
ng the famous lantern-kicking legend, has
neved a vivid picture of that city's early days.
"Jot only the cow, but the whole O'Leary tribe is
en fictional prominence in this absorbing screen
itory. Widow Molly O'Leary (Alice Brady), aring in bustling young Chicago with her three
is, makes a living as a washerwoman, while her
Qdren, inheriting fighting Irish qualities, soon
"ve their names on the city records. The eldest
1, Jack (Don Ameche) , eventually becomes
lyor, backed by his brother Dion (Tyrone Power),
horoughly unscrupulous politician. Their careers
ng them in contact with many colorful charers of that lusty period, among them dance-hall
1 Belle Fawcett (Alice Faye) ; and also bring
• brothers into violent conflict with each other.
st as their disagreements reach a climax, the
;'s catastrophe takes place.
Uice Brady gives a magnificent portrayal of a
Uve strong-minded woman; next in line for acting
!iors is Tyrone Power. The picture has power in
i strength of its many character portrayals set
jiinst the sweep of a larger scene. But the specie of the fire, terrifying as it is, falls a bit short
[the stupendous effects expected. Director Henry
jig and the large cast have acquitted themselves
nirably in this not-to-be-missed film.

SLOW-MOVING story of romance on the run.
Henry Hunter, embezzler, deserts his sweetheart, Dorothea Kent, and flees to Wendy Barrie, a
young doctor in Budapest. Believing him innocent,
Wendy shields Hunter from detective Robert Kent,
with the help of Mischa Auer. Things happen when
Miss Kent appears on the scene. But guess who
falls in love with whom?

DAUGHTER
ANNA

You're right.

OF SHANGHAI— Paramount

MAY WONG enlists in the U. S. government's campaign to capture leaders in a smuggling ring along the Pacific Coast and contributes
considerably to an otherwise tame picture. Miss
Wong deserves better than this picture offers. Snarling Charlie Bickford, J. Carrol Naish and barrelchested Larry (Buster) Crabbe have outstanding
supporting roles. Just another movie.

• MAN-PROOF— M-G-M
IT isn't so much that Myrna Loy is just never cast
in a bad picture; the point is she makes any cinema
that stars her a fine piece of entertainment. Without her efforts this would be a long, utterly dull
conversation piece. The story premise is very simple: Myrna, a young, emotionally unevolved girl, is
in iove with man-about-town Walter Pidgeon. Rich
Rosalind Russell steals and marries him. Myrna
sets frankly out to get him back — with astonishing
results; Franchot Tone lurks here and there, waiting
cagily. With Miss Loy's superb interpretation of
character, the film becomes a good psychological
study interspersed with high comedy that nudges,
rather than smacks, your humor sense. One scene
in which Myrna gets tight on champagne is, or will
be, picture history.

EVERY

DAY'S A HOLIDAY— Paramount

THEY'LL all be holidays for Mae pretty soon, if this
little number is any indication. Since film sex
has gone subtle she's left with little to do except
walk, which isn't enough. Paramount produced this
lavishly, but the story of a female crook who dabbles
in turn-of-the-century politics drags like the West
inflection. Edmund Lowe and Lloyd Nolan, with
Charlie Winninger, try hard to entertain.

CHECKERS— 20th Century-Fox
JANE WITHERS clicks again in this story of a
^ race horse that endangers the romance of Stuart
Erwin and Una Merkel. Together Jane and Erwin
own the horse and, while the two are traveling from
track to track, Una responds to the wooing of Andrew Tombes. To top it off, the horse breaks a leg
and Stuart has miseries until Miss Fix-it Withers
steps in.
(Continued on page 95)
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— and find that scene stealing, cobweb making and toiling stars are all
a part of a Hollywood working day

BY JAMES REID
," Nelson Eddy made
y Marietta
IN
nce singing at the head of
his"Naught
first appeara
a company of Louisiana foot soldiers, slogging through a swamp. It was an effective
"entrance." So effective that M-G-M repeated it in "Rose Marie." Only this time
Nelson was riding — at the head of a platoon
of Northwest Mounted Police. That was
even more effective.
Now, for the third time — in "Girl of the
Golden West"
(in which he again costars

THE

with Jeanette MacDonald) — he enters at the
forefront of a horde of he-men, all singing.
Out on the vast back lot at M-G-M, he is riding a horse down "a mountain road." On
his left is Leo Carrillo; on his right, Leonard
Penn. Behind them string a band of bandits, all on horseback. Nelson, tricked out
for the occasion in sombrero and chaps, is
the bandit Ramirez.
The camera, mounted on a truck, and centered on Nelson, precedes the bandits down
the road. But it also catches Carrillo, whose
singing is done with that happy-go-lucky, attention-attracting, scene-stealing Carrillo
smile. That is all right with Director Robert Z. ("Pop") Leonard. The nearness of
Carrillo makes Nelson "give" all the more.
However, something unscheduled happens
on the first "take." (Something visually
does.) Carrillo's mount, despite Leo's frantic efforts to keep him under control, starts
rearing, cavorting and prancing. This will
never do. Director Leonard calls for a retake.
"A fine thing!" says Nelson, feigning outraged innocence. "I give my all, and what
happens? Carrillo's even got his horse
trained to steal scenes!"

"Their Majesties," Myrna Loy and Clark Gable, get plenty of razzing from another star and champ scene-stealer in "Test Pilot"

STUDIOS
Leo is embarrassed by the left-hanc
compliment. This is a trait common to m
scene-stealers. Consider Spencer Tracy,
example.
Tracy is playing an airplane mechanic
"Test Pilot." Clark Gable has the title n
with Myrna Loy as his wife. The se
Clark Gable and Myrna Loy who were vo
King and Queen of the movies in a rec
newspaper poll.
Spencer has no reverence for their i
regal stature. He harries them. He h

tiously hails each of them as "Your Majes
But, on the other hand, he has no revere
for Spencer Tracy.
He does a praiseworthy scene with CI
and Director Victor Fleming praises thi
"Yeah," says Spencer, "Power and Ta. :
couldn't have done better." Or he do<;
notable bit of solo acting, and Fleming k

so. Spencer says, "It smelled like ham
me." Some of his own comments on s<|
of his best performances are unprintable
We see him steal a scene as he prob
never did before. By accident.
The set is the small kitchen of the cl :
apartment
that Clark and Myrna,
ru
married, have just rented.
Spencer, as
C
interested bachelor-buddy, is inspecting if
place. He opens this cupboard, takes a Ik
slams it shut, opens another.

In the middle of the "take," unwaryii
slams a door on one of his own fingers, it
does what any man would do under thejfc
cumstances.
He yowls in pained surpe
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scene. And between scenes he groans constantly about his fifty-eight pages of dialogue.
"Do you know how tired I am?" he demands. "I feel like a nerve that's fallen out
of a tooth and is just walking around. I
came out here to lose weight. And, so far,
I've gained five and a half pounds. I tell you,
there's
justice."
In theno script,
Alice Faye inherits a boat.
Everybody troops down to the water front to
see if it won't do for a showboat. It eventually will, but when they first glimpse the
ship, it is a tired wreck, filled with cobwebs.
Action on the set is now at a standstill,
while a "special effects" expert artfully
sprays cobwebs over the scenery. Allen,
lazily watching him, says, "There is the
meanest man in Hollywood. He even keeps
the spiders out of work. He can turn out
more cobwebs in an hour than eight thousand spiders
in a year."
Allen
still could
is shaking
his head about this
incredible business of movie-making as we
move on, to the set of "The Baroness and the
I HIS is the picture that brings Annabella,
the French star, to the American screen.
Butler."
Opposite her is William Powell. She asked
for him as her costar after meeting" him in
Paris on his recent trip abroad. It was carefully explained to her that he was under contract to another studio. She still couldn't
see why the costardom couldn't be arranged.
It was arranged. Annabella is that persuasive, even in person. (P. S. She is blonde
with lively brown eyes.)
Powell looks rested after his long vacation

Reteamed

with Nelson Eddy, Jeane+te

"The Girl of the Golden West"

;e remembers only in the nick of time that
lady is present. With an effort, he keeps
s thoughts mute.
Fleming wants no retake. He likes the unheduled realism.
So. will you.
EAR by, another big M-G-M picture is
arting. This is "Madelon," a tale of life and
ve along the water front of Marseilles. The
le role was intended originally for Luise
liner, but Luise is now seriously ill. In the
le, instead, is Maureen O'Sullivan — just
ck from England where she played with
)bert Taylor in "A Yank at Oxford."
Maureen is bright-eyed about her break.
it she isn't exactly unhappy to have it hapn in Hollywood.
She tells us why: "Over
sre, making a picture, you're pretty much
your own. You have to do most of your
v>rrying, yourself. Here, you have at least
1 1 people to help you worry. That's Hollyviod. And I like it."
'■We see a scene about which everyone worrs in advance. Maureen's sweetheart,
J Ties Stewart, is about to sail away on a
s p that will be gone three years. She is to
flnt on the pier. His father, Wallace Beery,
ia ;o pick her up and carry her to a house a

MacDonald

is

in David Belasco's epic

hundred and fifty feet away.
Is Wally equal to the assignment? Has the
gunshot wound in his leg, received during
his last picture, healed sufficiently? He
says it has.
The scene begins. Maureen faints. Wally
picks her up, starts toward the house. He
shows not a sign of a limp. Everybody relaxes— except Wally. He has to carry Maureen up the street again, for a retake. Before the scene is finally on film, he has carried her three times.

trip. But you can't be around him without
sensing that he still is low-spirited. He says,
"From now on, I'm going to do only two pictures a year. That's enough, if the two are
good. If I rush through five a year, only one
of the five may be good. This way, people
can expect more by seeing me less. Also,
there is such a thing as trying to do too much.
I've seen it happen: people overworking,
wrecking their health, even dying." .
Though he still may be playing comedy, he
is not forgetting Jean Harlow.
Again, as in "My Man Godfrey," he is a
butler. The setting, however, is Budapest —
where the People's Party elects him to the
same Parliament in which his baron-employer (Henry Stephenson) serves. We see
the
whichhis the
knowscene
how in
to lace
own baron,
shoes, who
begs doesn't
Bill to
reconsider, while the baron's daughter (Annabella)replies
upbraids Bill
Bill blithely
that for
he being
expectsa "traitor."
life to go

"If I'd known they would do the scene that
many times, I'd have asked 'em to get me a
wheelbarrow," he grumps. Not that Wally
is intimating that the scene has cost him
painful effort. Far from it. All that he is
intimating is that he hates to have to work.

on as before, when the parliament isn't in
session.
Before the scene begins, Bill, standing
close to Stephenson, absent-mindedly plucks
lint off Stephenson's coat. He is so used to
being a butler now that he even buttles between scenes.
Next, at Warners, we see Carole Lombard,
the ex-Mrs. Powell, making a comedy about

OVER at 20th Century-Fox, on the set of
"Sally, Irene and Mary," is another star who
perpetually tries to persuade the world that
he has an antipathy for work. His name is
Fred Allen.
In this backstage musical comedy, he tops
a cast that includes Alice Faye, Tony Martin,
Joan Davis, Marjorie Weaver and Jimmy
Durante.
Allen appears in practically every

a butler and a queen — a movie queen. It's
Fertentatively
nand
Gravettitled
is the"Food
butler.for Scandal."
They are doing one of those scenes that
everyone present, including the players, enjoys. Carole, living up to the popular idea
of feminine glamour in a decollete gown, is
having a tete-a-tete dinner with Ralph Bellamy in a cosy alcove of her luxurious apartment. Gravet, togged out in a wig and a

resenting the angry populace, being held in
check by other extras in the chain-mail uniforms of medieval soldiers. At one side
stands a silken pavilion, housing nobles who
have come to watch the sport of seeing Robin
Hood hanged — Robin Hood being played by
Errol Flynn, who has Olivia de Havilland for
his Maid Marian.
Two cameras are filming the scene, from
different angles. Sun reflectors have to be
set for each of them. Then, because of the
size of the set, Director Michael Curtiz has
to do his directing via a loud-speaker. Between his accent and the echoing acoustics
the extras have their troubles, finding out
what they are supposed to do, and when, and
where.
The extras, after standing around and being pushed around for an hour, aren't up tc
being excited when Robin Hood is finally
trundled into the square in a two-wheelec
cart. Curtiz calls for a retake, meanwhilt
delegating an assistant director to bawl thenout in plain English. The second take i<
better. The third is perfect. But by tha
time the business manager, incredulouslj
feeling the top of his head, fails to find i
single hair to tear.
URIVING on to Columbia, we find Franci:
Lederer, back from his honeymoon, involved

"My Man Godfrey" is back again buttling in the inimitable
Powell fashion in "The Baroness and the Butler." But Bill
issues an
ultimatum that won't
please his legion of fans

gold-braided uniform, knee-length, that
makes him look like one of the King's footmen, is serving the meal, assisted by Marie
Wilson and Allen Jenkins.
Bellamy has romance on his mind. But
every time he attempts to get it off, he says
no more than two or three words when one
of the trio of servants enters, interrupting
his thoughts. First one, then another appears, until his frustration mounts to the explosion point.
The tough thing about doing comedy is,
according to Carole: "selling yourself on the
idea that what, you're doing is funny. Usually, that's no cinch. The only time it comes
easy is when you're doing a scene that would
be funny, no matter who played it."
W E look in on Stage 22, to see what Bette
Davis is doing, in the curls and crinolines of

in a melodramatic fantasy titled "The Lomi;
Wolf." It's about a jewel thief, a good fellov|
withal, who comes to the aid of a desperatJ
princess (Frances Drake) . His bride, Marge
was originally penciled in for a role in thi
picture, but is not present.
The reason i
amusing,
if unromantic.
She is wearin;

isn't changing her make-up until make-up
expert Perc Westmore (already sent for)
arrives, to referee the argument.
They still are waiting for Westmore, and
the business manager is shredding his hair
over the production delay, as we head for
the Warner back lot and the set of "The
Adventures of Robin Hood." Here, another
business manager is rendering himself bald
over production delay. The picture is in
Technicolor and, because of lighting problems, they can work only five hours a day.
And today there are nine hundred people on
the set, and it takes an hour to line them up

braces
on her
teeth, which she doesn't wan
to remove
till April.
We find Frances Drake making sonn
"transition" scenes with some minor players
getting in and out of a hotel elevator. Led
erer is sitting on the side lines, gingerl;
smoking a cigarette. It seems that the scrip
calls for him to smoke throughout the pic!
ture. Being a non-smoker in real life, this :
a real chore for him. He reeled in a scene thi
morning. So now, between scenes, he's build
ing up his resistance.
A girl near us comments
on France
Drake's "beautiful figure," very noticeabl
in a low-cut satin evening gown.
Lederei
(Continued on page 81

"take."
one is
forThis
a vast set — a market square in
Twelfth Century England. In the center of
the square towers a primitive gallows. All
about the square are extras in tatters, rep-

nearly a century ago, in "Jezebel." Bette, it
seems, is coming up to a death scene.
She and Director William Wyler are having an argument. A friendly verbal bout but
— still a bout. Willie isn't satisfied with
Bette's make-up for the scene. She "isn't
pale enough"; she "doesn't look tired
enough." Bette is arguing that she has done
death scenes before, has always worn this

A Y

kind of make-up, and has "always looked
realistic."
Neither can convince the other. Finally,
Bette says, "Willie, don't tell me you won't
listen to reason! Don't tell me I'll have to go
temperamental on you!" She flounces off to
her portable dressing room, as if she's going
temperamental here and now.
Wyler, with a gleam in his eye, stalks after
her. He takes off her door the white board
with the name "Bette Davis," turns it over,
prints something on it, then hangs it back up.
The sign now reads: "Simone Simon."
Bette flings open the door to see what he
is doing, and unwillingly laughs.
But she
56

BY

GWENN

Katharine

Hepburn

WALTERS
wears

this colorful Howard

Greer ensemble in "Bringing Up Baby." The black
frock, striped in red and white, has long, tight
sleeves and a tiny upstanding collar. The beige
double-breasted Cabby

coat has a straight front, a

flaring back, huge buttons and exaggerated revers
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Silver-bullion embroidery, studded with tiny
cut steel beads, lends a glittering note to
the sheer black woolen dressmaker suit
Adrian designed for Joan Crawford to wear
in "Mannequin." Draped sleeves and a
snugly fitted waist are new features of the
short jacket which reveals a velvet vest.
The skirt is pencil-slim, short and has side
slits. Adrian repeats the suit fabric and
embroidery motif in the envelope bag and,
as final accent to the costume, adds a large,
shallow-crowned
hat of untrimmed
felt

o trims this black jersey
hich Rosemary Lane,
pearing in Warners'
>od Hotel," wears so
|ly. A wide belt joins
nered skirt to a tailuse. A concealed front
:losing, double breast
and a tiny back collar
iguing details. Rosejrban is draped of the
brie. Note the interut of her suede shoes

olograph by Elmer Fryer

White stripes the fabric of the topcoat
and jacket of Dolores Del Rio's threepiece woolen suit designed by Irene of
Bullock's Wilshire. The full-length topcoat is single-breasted with triple button closing to match the styling of
the jacket. The skirt has two front
gores that release fluid fulness. Irene,
the designer, stressed the coloring
of the fabric stripe in neck scarf and
gloves. Dolores is appearing in 20th
Century - Fox's

"Shanghai

Photograph by Frank Powolny

Deadline"

Una Merkel, M-G-M

player, adds zest to

her spring wardrobe with this two-piece
frock of brown, tan and burnt-orange plaid.
The jacket, collarless, with button closing,
patch pockets and studded belt, shares detail interest with a skirt which achieves distinction bymeans of minute godets. A
pheasant quill pierces Una's brown felt hat
61
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Marjorie Weaver, appearing in "Sally, Irene and
Mary" with Alice Faye, suggests light felt hats to
give new life and verve to dark street or sport
costumes. Navy suede bows and matching suede
band add chic to her Byron sport hat "Allure,"
(above). Note that this felt flaunts a cleverly
rolled back brim and an effectively draped crown

A casual grosgrain ribbon bow is perched right at
the front of this smart felt model, aptly called
"Town Talk" (upper left). It's one of those youthful,
gay off-the-face models created by Byron. Worn
decidedly back on the head in the season's newest
manner, here is a hat to top off tailored or casual
costumes of the North or South. Marjorie Weaver
of Hollywood gives you a preview of this model

A gay red bug (center) coquettishly perches on the
edge of the grosgrain ribbon trim of "Town Chatter," aRoxford model. Here is a felt with the spirit
of 1938 caught in its soft-rolling off-the-face brim
and cleverly molded crown. Marjorie gives you an
idea of the charming possibilities of this charming
hat. Smart enough to cause "Town Chatter" indeed

Look towhim
the lower
left for
Roxford's
smart
of fashion
in felt.
That"Caprice,"
rolled backa
brim has infinite flattering possibilities — the crown
is one of the new crushed-top types that gives a
smart high-low effect. Suede in contrasting color
forms a tailored trim — the final accent is a
gleaming metal buckle. Marjorie Weaver shows
you what a wise choice for spring this model is
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Hollywood Fashions shown on these
two pages are available to you at
any of the department
and

Dark dresses with touches of white
are indispensable in a spring wardrobe. Phyllis Brooks, appearing in 20th
Century-Fox's "City Girl," wears a
black crepe frock (above), tailored for
town wear, with a bias skirt and fitted
blouse, a stand-up collar and cuffs
of embroidered
crisp white
pique

The bolero frock is still the chic costume for afternoon wear and this one
of black crepe (above center)
trasted bya striped blouse in
of deep rose and dusty pink.
is holding
the smartly
cut

is conshades
Phyllis
jacket

Another dark dress which Phyllis wears
with touches of white (directly above)
is also for dressy occasions. Styled
with hip. yoke and circular skirt, it is
of navy sheer with cuffs and yoke of
lace and embroidered batiste. The
smart new sailor hat, white gloves and
blue bag
provide
the proper
dash

Phyllis' sport frock (right) Is of lightweight beige woolen printed with a
brown geometric motif. The highnecked, short-sleeved blouse is joined
to the skirt of sunburst pleating with
a belt of the softest brown
calfskin

shops

listed

on

page

stores
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Atop her suit skirt of deep ||
green, Eleanor Powell alterrvs
matching tailored jacket wi
gay Tyrolean
in a design
and green on
its ascot ties

sweater coat. r-iHi
of red, yellowjol
a white backg
snugly at the

Her green brushed velour
banded with a silk cord o
trasting color.
Costarring
Nelson
Eddy,
Eleanor is a\
ing in M-G-M's

musical "Re

or repose this ensemble
woolen, worn by Anita
aims top fashion honors,
frock has crescent breast
hat close with brown butnatch those that line the
ening. The topcoat of
b yarn plaid has a tuxedo
lynx. Anita's "beanie,"
d shoes are beige and her
dskin handbag comples narrow belt of her frock.
i" is Anita's

latest

film

Look what the "Snow

White"

dwarfs

have done to milady's headgear

Adaptations of the caps worn
by the dwarfs: "Doc," modeled
by Ann Miller, is of pale blue
antelope and styled with rolled
brim and flat, peaked
crown

"Dopey," another of Ann's
selections, is made of violet felt
(the same gay shade of an
Easter egg) and is typically
fairy-tale with its amusing
crumpled crown and rolled brim

Here's "Sneezy," a black antelope
chosen by Lucille Ball. In the hand
it's perfectly flat; when worn, it
fits snugly around the head with
a slight double peak in the crown

"Happy, "worn by Anne Shirley, is of larkspur blue felt.
The cocky brim is pleated in
the front, and the gnomelike crown is extended to form
— of all things — a chin strap

Photographs

By

Ernest

Bachrach

There are several ways
wear "Sneezy." Here Luc
has knotted the tails in ba
Above left, she pulled the
over her shoulders. But sonr;
times she knots them on ti

Cal York's Gossip
, (Continued from page 51)
:H!P OFF THE

YOUNG

BLOCK

AT young fourteen-year-old
of Bill Powell's is plenty
art. The other night, Bill in;d the boy out to dinner in
|le, told him to pick his restaunt — anyone in town. Powell,
lior immediately selected the
ijicadero.
}$ut, in the car, driving to the fajs night spot, the lad suddenly
nged his mind.
You see, the
knew that at such a popular
:e his dad would be meeting so
ly of his friends that he would
e little chance to talk to him.
/as an important evening, too,
landing much talk, Junior fig■jd. He has just been made ediiof his exclusive military school
isr, and he had a small matter
printing-press gift to pry out
Dad." So the boy settled on a
ill, inexpensive restaurant off
i beaten path where Bill could
i t none of his friends.
ENNA— HOLD

THAT

LINE

IS'S carrying the weight of the
ire Hollywood studio on her
) tig shoulders, still she can't get
it oig-head. That's Deanna Durjt for you. The other night, after
eking late at the studio, she
ned a Los Angeles playhouse
i ee if she could get tickets to
•t a legitimate show. Only if she
c Id pick up the tickets ten minFashion hint to farmers
presented by Betty and
Jackie Coogan at the Big
Apple party at the Troc

John Boles, Bob Montgomery, those party-giving
Frank Chapmans, and Ernst
Lubitsch do some vocalising

Pere Dick is getting plenty
of fun out of it, however,
which might have been his
idea, anyway.
WHAT THE BIG TEN ARE
DOING

Shirley Temple: the little
girl with the golden curls
is slowly, but definitely,
turning into a brunette.
Shirley's hair is taking on
a much deeper shade of
brown — and so it will remain. Mrs. Temple, who
has never permitted any
kind of dye to be used on
June Lang, whose divorce from Vic Orsatti becomes final in
Shirley's hair, feels that
the summer, bestows her smiles these days on A. C. Blu menthal
the child's fans would
much rather see her with
out-and-out brown hair
utes before curtain time, the voice on the
than to know she was having it dyed simply
other end of the line informed her.
for pictures.
"But why didn't you tell them who you
Clark Gable: having the time of his life
were?" a friend asked her, when she hung
working in "Test Pilot," and flying with
Spencer Tracy, even if the studio did have to
up the receiver dejectedly. "They would
take out additional insurance on the picture
have held them for you."
because of it. Clark, who had the chicken
Deanna frowned. "Oh, yeah? They would
probablv have said, 'and who does she think
pox when he was a kid, had lots of fun scaring g.f. Carole Lombard when she was exposed to it by a publicity man. Told her it
IT SOUNDS SUSPICIOUS
was a lot worse than most adults supposed.
she is?'"
Robert Taylor: unlike most Hollywood acIT will be a long time before Joan Blondell
tors who go to London for pictures, Bob
forgets that trip she and Dick Powell took
brought back no English-made suits with him
to the Cleveland auto show. Dick, when he
— just a topcoat.
was there, secretly bought their little threeBing Crosby: Bing's the busiest man in town
year-old son a miniature auto, equipped with
these days. Spending as much time as he
can at Santa Anita track, to watch over his
a one-cylinder motor. It was delivered the
string of racing runners who, this year, are
other day. Of course, Dick expected the little one to hop right in and drive off. But,
really earning prize money for him. With
his
radio work, pictures, and that new heir
despite the lad's enthusiasm for doing just
in the Crosby household, Bing more than
that, Mamma Blondell thinks it's far too danhas his hands full.
(Continued on page 70)
gerous atoy for a baby of such tender years.
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You'll know yourself,

your friends

and family better if you read this

unusual series on

DEANNA

DURBIN:

These hands show an exceptionally well-balanced person.
Why?
Because the three parts of the fingers are in even proportion

BY

MATILDA

I HE thumb also should be divided into three
parts: the upper, which denotes will power
and determination; the middle portion, indicating logic and reason; the lower Mount of
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analysis

but don't ever try to force him to do anything. His motto is live and let live, and the
person who wants his companionship had
better abide by this. He can see both sides
of any question and he makes every effort
to be fair in his judgment and in his dealings
with others.
HEART LINE: — if you will use your magnifying glass, you will discover chains and irregularities inClark's heart line. This means
he is attracted to many. However, the lines
of affection on the outer side of his hands
tell that he gives his love and affection to few.

U. TROTTER

over and let's
yours hands
turnfinger
ASEyour
PLE
from the inside. To
study
make it easier, divide your fingers into
three parts: the upper part, or the part with
nail on the back, indicates your mental ability; the middle portion shows your business
or money-making ability; the lower denotes
your physical propensities, your fondness for
food, drink, pleasure and luxury.
Note the lines running across your fingers
and whether all three parts of each finger
are of about the same length. If they are,
you are exceptionally well balanced. You
should be wise, practical, intelligent and prudent, and you stand an excellent chance of
succeeding in whatever you undertake.
If your fingers are not well balanced in
their division, compare the three parts and
see which one predominates. The predominating one rules you. If it is the upper, you
are intellectual, interested in the things of
the mind. If the middle rules, business and
acquisition of money concern you chiefly;
and if the lower part is very thick, you are
a physical person, and care mostly for the
sensual pleasures of life. Note the even proportion of these three sections on the hands
of Deanna Durbin. Deanna is exceptionally
well balanced.
If the lower section of your finger rules
and your palm is red, you will be completely
dominated by your physical desires and
appetites. If the upper part rules and your
hand is dead white, you will be so intellectual that you will not trouble to eat
enough or take the proper exercise, the
result being that you will not have enough
vitality to accomplish very much.

hand

Venus, the fleshy part between the thumb
and wrist denoting love, sympathy, passion
and grace.
The upper part of your thumb should be
a little shorter than the middle part, otherwise you are domineering, stubborn and
unreasonable. However, if the upper part is
very much shorter than the middle section,
you are inclined to be vacillating, weakwilled and, while you always know the right
thing to do, you seldom have sufficient will
power to make yourself do it.
Large thumbs stand for strength of character, force, practicality, generosity, determination in the face of all obstacles, and
independence in thought and action. Notice
Clark Gable's thumbs the next time you see
him in the movies. Or study the picture of
his hands on the next page. Much strength of
character and determination are disclosed
by those thumbs of his. Other points of
interest shown by the famous Gable hands
are listed below. Read all the points carefully; then check your own hands against the
characteristics of his and make your own
deductions. It will prove an interesting and
informative game.
FLEXIBLE HANDS:— this shows that Mr. Gable
likes most people; but, whether he likes them
or not, he can adapt himself to them.
FINGERS: — spatulate, showing his love for outdoors and country life, sports of all kinds
and fondness for animals. He is original and
demands originality in others. Even though
he is somewhat conventional in his own
ideas, people who are narrow-minded and
stuffy bore and irritate him.
THUMB: — shows stubbornness and determination in the upper part; in the second part,
logic. This means that Clark may be coaxed;

HEAD LINE: — there is much more slope to the
head line in Clark Gable's left hand than in
his right. This tells you that Clark is much
more practical now than when he was
younger; that he is less possessive and also
that he no longer allows his imagination to
run away with him.
WIDE PALM: — this increases his restlessness,
love of adventure and travel. He would
have made a splendid officer either in the
army or navy, and he also could have been
a great explorer, had he chosen to follow
that line of work.
(_JN a woman, a large thumb tells you that
she will marry only the man who can support her. She is practical in the extreme. No
gigolo need waste his time knocking on her
door, for she will have none of him.
Small thumbs are romantic. Their owners see and desire sentiment and beauty in
all things. The woman with a small thumb
marries for love. Can her husband or lover
support her? What cares she, so long as she
has love. In fact, supporting him would be
the least of her worries, just so long as he
remembers the small services of love so dear
to the heart of the romantic.
In judging the size and quality of a thumb,
be sure to notice how it is set onto the side
of the hand. The nearer the thumb is to the
wrist the lower it is set.
Low-set thumbs indicate generosity, freedom in speech and action, and determination.
Medium-set thumbs denote well-balanced
views, even temper, fairness and logic in all
things (if the logic is not overbalanced by
a too-heavy upper part) .
High-set thumbs are not very adaptable,
and the higher the setting the lower will be
(Continued on page 89)
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ANE

WITHERS:

ane's palms are an excelsnt example of the finened network that occurs
i some palms. Jane is so
npressionable that she
orders upon
the psychic

\

CLARK

GABLE:

The Gable

thumbs

are the keynote of the

star's make-up. They show much strength of
character and determination. Surprisingly
enough, his spatulate fingers show that he
is somewhat
conventional
in all his ideas

i
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PARKER:

These are the hands of a person who has won
her way through her own efforts and abilities.
Her conic fingertips show you that she is of
a romantic make-up, has the power of quick perception, as well
as
the
gift
of
intuition

*

m

ful help to the studio. She was consulting authority on studio hospital scenes
and it was she who taught Clark Gable
to die convincingly in "Parnell." Clark's
her special pet, she admits without coyness, which makes her one of legion at
least; and proves something for Clark.
No man is a hero to the woman who
swabs his throat during a flu epidemic.
She really does have some fine stories
to tell, this brisk person with the nice
smile and the amused eyes. If you ask
her, she'll describe Frank Morgan's reactions on that day when he woke, desperately ill, to hear Peggy calling an
undertaker. That was because the
studio ambulances are handled through
a Culver City funeral parlor — a fact
Frank didn't know.
For turnabout value: Peggy was ill
herself, once. She lay on a cot waiting
to be taken away for an appendectomy,
opened her eyes because of a noise in
the room, and saw John Barrymore
standing beside her. He was wearing a
magnificent blue military coat, but no
Mrs. Sam Goldwyn, Bill Haines and Kay Francis go into a huddle
— but they aren't discussing pictures. Kay's getting some free
advice on decorating that new house of hers (see page 51)

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood
(Continued jrorn page 67)
William Powell: Bill is feeling his old
self again. On loan out to 20th 'CenturyFox for the lead opposite Annabella in
"The Baroness and the Butler," he has
all of his new friends on the lot raving
about his friendliness and grand sense
of humor.

Jane Withers: they are calling little
Jane "Hollywood's gift to B pictures,"
since her award as sixth in the'1 "Big
Ten Box-office Champions of 1937." It's
the first time a movie star, making
strictly B pictures, eyer made the "First
Ten." She leaves in late February on
another tour of personal appearances,
and will visit in her old home town,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers:

will

be hard at work again in "Carefree,"
their reunion picture, by the time you
read this.

trousers. "To scare me, I guess," she
mused, remembering.
Then there was the time Ethel Barrymore, bothered with an eye infection,
refused treatment from the specialist
Peggy called in because his name was
Dr. Blind . . . and the afternoon when
Luise Rainer, as the silent wife in "The
Good Earth," got stung by a bee and
added a scream to the script. Peggy was
rushed all the way to location, but didn't
mind; Luise is a lovable patient. . . .

Studio Nurse

w.

TOR

HEN we heard, last week, that a
woman named Peggy Coleman was retiring, we drove hurriedly over to her
house to talk with her for a little while.
She has always been, to us, an intensely
important person. Head studio nurse
out at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for thirteen years, we felt that perhaps now, in
retrospect, she might have some fascinating things to tell us. You see, during
her long service every important star at
that studio has, at some time or other,
come to her for comfort, and, while being bandaged or painted with iodine,
has poured out his troubles to her.
Aside from her ministrations to ailing
stars, Miss Colman has been a wonder-

glamour girls who diet too strenuously and have nervous collapses on
the set, Miss Coleman offers this antidote: ahypodermic needle and a good
lecture.
She once made the headlines by calling Max Baer a crybaby. "Men suffer
so at the slightest thing, anyway," she
remarked when we talked with her.
Garbo, Miss Coleman assured us, gets
the stomach-ache. We were just about
to ask the remedy when our hostess
said, dreamily, "I've worked on all her
pictures, and I'm terribly fond of her.
She's a very dainty person — and her
feet aren't big! One day, during the
filming of her second picture one of the
fourteen horses that were drawing her
carriage fell and was dragged along by

the others. It was a very spectacula

W"Yes?"
,

we prodded, anxiously.
"I had a terrible time fixing that horsi
accident."
up," said Miss Coleman.

What— A Script Tease, Too?
ISE ones in both New York ant
Hollywood thought Gypsy Rose Hovicl
was just fooling when she said she wa:
deserting the strip-stage permanently
for the flickers. But they had her wrong
She is buying a home in Beverly Hill:
and will commute between there anc
Manhattan to visit new hubby Rober
Mizzy. Despite all that talk abou
Gypsy's screen career being none tot
secure, the studio has discovered tha
she is really a rare gal. A "comedienneheavy," they call her. It's a type extremely difficult to find. She's tall
graceful enough to be a typical clothe;
horse, yet comic enough to take custarc
pies dignity.
square on the chin without losing
her

An Editorial Eye-Opener on Movies
*T last, in "We Make the Movies,'
edited by Nancy Naumburg, those unseen toilers who make the movie wheel;
go round have a chance to speak theii
piece, and a vastly entertaining and eyeopening piece it is. Herein, producer
screen writer, casting director and other
fellow experts who work together on a
film, from its start to its finish, describe
their respective jobs, thus rounding out
a most authentic picture of the industry,
For the serious student of the film.
here is good sound advice on how to
prepare screen material; realistic accounts of the problems to be faced in
readying a picture for its release, with
practical hints as to how to solve them.
For the interested movie -goer, the book
is a fascinating series of answers to the
"How did they ever film that?" question.
Though each chapter tells of countless hours of day and night grind while
a picture is in production, and of gray
hairs and headaches acquired in the
process, the final impression is one of
an enthusiastic labor of love not to be

A-

equalled by followers of any other career in the world. Which explains, perhaps, why this book is so important.

Sonja Henie: getting in the "First

Ten" was a real thrill to the unspoiled
little Norwegian skating star, since it
made her the first player to ever achieve
this distinction with only a year's work
on the screen to her credit. Following
her tour of principal cities with her
Hollywood skating troupe, she will immediately start another picture, since
her new contract at 20th Century-Fox
calls for three pictures to be completed
during this year.

Gary Cooper: the same shy, "there's
nothing new about me" guy. Home and
the new baby are more attractive to him
now than ever before.
Myrna Loy: after holding out for considerable time, Myrna this month signed
her new contract with Metro, calling for
a terrific raise in salary. Besides having
a picnic working in "Test Pilot" with
Gable and Tracy, Myrna has her hands
full thinking up gags to top those of
William Powell.

Keeping Up With the Jones

J

UST before the precious Jones baby
arrived, Allan went around town deep
in thought. He wanted to buy a very
special present for it, but couldn't figure
out what it should be. Irene was more
than a little shocked with his decision.
He took home a new-born colt that
night. It will grow right up with the
youngster.
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It's practically the charge of the light brigade when Phil Regan and his famous brood ride up hil
and down dale in cinema city. They are (left to right) Joseph, Marilyn, Phil, Sr., Joan and Phil, Jr.
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"I depend on
ACTIVE lather to
guard against
COSMETIC SKIN

n

COSMETIC SKIN — dullness, tiny
blemishes, enlarged pores — comes
when pores are choked. Lux Toilet
Soap's ACTIVE lather guards against
this because it removes dust, dirt, stale
cosmetics thoroughly.
"I use rouge and powder, of course,"
says Joan Bennett. "But I always use
Lux Toilet Soap!" And Louise Piatt
tells you: "I use this nice soap because
I think soft, smooth skin is very imto charm!"
Don't portanttake
chances! Protect your
skin, keep it lovely by using this gentle soap before you renew make-up —
ALWAYS before you go to bed.

Win the
admiration,
romance, every
girl longs for

9 out of 10 Hollywood

Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

//

Ginger's "Having
Wonderful Time
(Continued from page 19)
bounty of it. But until then — a stopsign to Cupid.
Love would be a nuisance, upsetting
her careful plans, troubling her sleep,
making her nervous and discontented.
To the procession of hopeful, freshly
groomed swains who came bearing gifts
and invitations, Ginger made honest answer. Ithink you are nice, I like the
way your hair curls, it is fun to dance
with you, I can't imagine anything nicer
than wearing your orchids or eating the
food you buy.
But if it's love you want, I'm sorry.
Forget romance, and I will go with you,
and we will have a wonderful time together.
In the last year, five men have liked
her enough, if not to keep from falling
in love with her, at least to respect her
ban on sentiment. Jimmy Stewart, gay
and young and ineffably a smart bachelor-about-town, squired her for a time.
You saw them everywhere: dashing
through the rain from theater exits in
slacks; in white tie and decolletage at
the Troc — usually laughing, sometimes
in solemn conversation about who invented buttons or technique on a roller
coaster. When she was busy he ran
about with Virginia Bruce. Neither girl
was a rival of the other.
When Jimmy became ill and went
away for a long rest, a young socialite
named Alfred Vanderbilt came to town,
and during a short period he and Ginger
had fun together. They gave a rollerskating party that almost every important star in Hollywood went to — so that
next day most of the people in every
studio came to work limping. And the
papers said, in effect, "Oh you Vanderbilt and Rogers . . ."
But before very long he'd gone back
to New York and Cary Grant had rung

star, she loses her respective identity
with the public. She's half a star, sharing her glory with another personality
just as vital.
In her own right, Ginger is a good
comedienne. The answer, then, was to
make she
pictures
"Stagealone.
Door,"Two
in
which
stood like
or danced
pictures with Fred a year would balance
neatly with the other schedule.
There was learning what to do about
vacations. She's had four in the last
three years and they've all been hectic,
nerve-racking, much more tiring than
her regular work at the studio.
The first of these she needed fearfully.
She'd been slaving for two and a half
years without a rest. They offered her
a week in New York ("A whole week,"
they said) and she went happily.
New York tore her to pieces. For
seven days and four of the nights it
mobbed her, it came for interviews, it
asked her to pose for stills, it besieged
her to autograph little books. Finally,
in desperation, she put on the dark wig
she had used for her last picture and
took a cab up to Harlem. In the noisiest
club there no one recognized her; she
was with Florence Lake and several
celebrants asked for Florence's signature, but they ignored Ginger. She
stayed until four o'clock in the morning.

A

LITTLE later, Texas asked her to
come to their Centennial celebration so
they could make her the admiral of their

navy and she went; but it wasn't much
fun. After all, she was still a movie star
on parade.
She got three shopping days in New
York again and that was just plain work.
When the studio allowed her another
three

days

before

she

started

"Stage

run like crazy back to the cottage, to
spend the dreary day playing backgammon before a fire.
Two afternoons were clear. On the
first, Ginger caught one small fish,
which that evening tasted rather like
broiled carpet but which she ate determinedly. On the second she saw an
Indian in full regalia and with an Oxford accent. He was so pretty she decided to make a charcoal sketch of him
and he posed willingly for an hour, until
it started to rain again. Then he withdrew into his blanket.
Ginger wasn't finished. "Tomorrow,
at the same time," she told him. But
the next day there was a storm, and for
six days thereafter. And the seventh
day was the Sabbath, and Ginger came
home to Hollywood.
From now on she'll spend her vacations in bed, where at least you can't
get rained on. And Ginger will make
her whole life one long vacation, anyhow, since she has learned to enjoy her
work at the studio.

THE

final — and I rather think the most

important — thing necessary to her having wonderful time, all the time, was
the house which she built last year.
Since its completion she has made it
the center of her life; it's the reason
why you never see her at any of the
night spots in Hollywood.
"Why," she asked of me, "should I go
out and spend some man's good money
for something I've got at home? If I
liked to drink it would be different, but
as it is I just sit and get bored in a
cabaret while everyone else gets tight.
My own food is better than what you
find in night clubs. And I don't give a
hoot about the publicity."

he's robust and indefatigable on the
dance floor or in sports and his sense of

like, but usually you're too busy concocting messes out of five kinds of ice
cream and bananas and cherries and
nuts to ask for a Scotch and soda.
Behind the house proper there's a
pool and tennis courts, and above these,
on the summit, is a little studio with
living quarters where Ginger does her
charcoal work and looks at Catalina,

and things. And there were fourtee
persons playing the game. It took al
most ten minutes to extricate then
opened the dooi:
when Andy finally
and another hour to replace all the dis
locations.

sixty miles off, on clear days. She's
good with those little charcoal sticks. I

"So it's fun," said Ginger to me, put(

I SPENT a Sunday at that beach house
Cary and Randy Scott share together,
and Ginger, due to show up at eleven,
wandered vaguely in at two in the afternoon. She'd been to church, she said.
Cary called her "Goldy," with justification: the new Ginger somehow glitters
with that vibrant sheen. They clattered
off in her car a little later, to look at

supplanted Riskin. "Supplanted" is the
wrong word; because, since all these
men were only her friends in the beginning, they remain her friends. But,
then, the publicity department has to
have something to wire to the press
syndicates, hasn't it?
There was the business of love, then;
and there was her career. Ginger fixed
that by going in and having a little chat
with her bosses at RKO. She's a shrewd
showwoman — she knows that one of the
most important reasons why she is in
the big box-office Ten is her entente
with the graceful Astaire; they are
listed as a team. Still, if she makes
nothing but dancing pictures as his co-
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VJINGER, for that matter, is the m
game.
game -conscious hostess in Holly wo

quotation or a trite phrase like "It ne\
rains but it pours" on a slip of pap
The teams get together in the playroo
then, and exchange slips. With a tw
minute time limit, you have to get
and act out the quotation given you
that your own team can guess what it
— and it's all pantomime. For instann
for the "rain" phrase you indicate s
words on your fingers, shake your he
for "never," stand huddled under :
imaginary umbrella, tilt a pitcher f
"pours." Later in the evening, you c;
get around to famous events in histoi
like Cleopatra and Anthony on the Ni j
When a Rogers party plays Murdcj
with all the lights out, you can he.
them in Westwood Village, fifteen mil
away.
I often have.
They like to do another dignifo
thing, too, which is a take-off on hidt
and-seek. One person hides and the*
everybody starts searching. Those wr
find him must just stay quietly wit
him, wherever he is, until at last or
poor goat is left wandering around th
house, all alone.
The last time they did this Andy Dei
vine was last, but not exactly the goa
you see Ginger, who was It, had chose
to hide in a small closet full of mop

the usual Hollywood neurosis just isn't,
that's all; and he likes to laugh better
than almost anything else in the world.

*

ate it, in Ginger's bedroom, lightec y
candles and flashlights, off borrc d
cardtables, because the bedroom was e
only room in the house that had 1 n
plastered. Caterers shuffled biy
around in the sawdust, stumbling i»r
bits and levels and saws and other .
pedimenta left by the carpenters. W n
that Rogers girl has an enthusiasm e
admits of no half measures.
The friends who crowd her h(e
are friends she has known for ye;.
Ordinarily, a star plays politics as e
rises in box-office, making intimate f
those who can help her. Well, Girr
makes new friends occasionally— t
only because she likes their looks. i\
the old ones stay on.
Ben Alexander, Florence Lake (Gger's closest confidante), cousin Phjs
Fraser, Courtney Ryley Cooper, Luc:
Ball, Margaret Sullavan, Andy Dev .
Betty Furness and Johnny Green— ,t
there's no space to list all of them. Th
come to Chez Rogers to play games ; I I
have a wonderful time.
No one e i
gets tight; they get sick, sometin,
from eating too many glutinous cone
tions at the fountain, but not tigh
there's no time. Everybody's always
busy trying to beat someone else a

Her favorite is a thing she calls "Qi
tations"; you divide up into two teai
and separate; then each person write:

Ginger's doorbell, bringing candy and
flowers. They made a marvelous team:

real estate — Cary'd heard of a hilltop for
sale at some outrageous bargain.
The watching columnists had wonderful time with this, too. "Ca-ry luhvs
Gin-ger!" they said through their typewriters— albeit through their hats. Because, in a few weeks, it was Robert
Riskin, the scenarist, who sat next to
Ginger at previews and brought her to
parties.
Just now they say Lee Bowman has

Ginger and her mother moved to
the place before it was finished, h
only a bed for furniture. Last \V
Year's Eve, just after she had tin
possession, Mervyn LeRoy and Jear ;e
MacDonald and a lot of her friends n
up a progressive dinner, and invited r.
But, of course, she was the one who A
to furnish the entree. The whole p y

"Having Wonderful Time" may be the name of the film but Ginger and Peggy Conklin don't seem any too happy in this scene
Door," Ginger tried a new approach.
She got in her car and drove, alone, to
a place near Santa Barbara. She won't
tell where it is, because she might want
to use it again. There she sat all day
in the sun, reading; she went to bed
early, got up late. This was getting
somewhere, at last.
After "Stage Door," providence took a
hand and saw that she was offered a
four weeks' vacation. The girl was almost hysterical. She packed golf bags,
tennis rackets, play shorts, swimming
suits and a cousin and went off to Banff,
near Lake Louise in Alberta, Canada,
for a month of sports. So it rained
every day she was there. Each morning, at sunup, she and her cousin Phyllis
Fraser would charge hopefully out of
their cottage, laden with paraphernalia;
usually, just as they reached the lake,
the rain would start — and they would

The house is on top of a mountain,
where it belongs; the main building has
two bedrooms, a living room, a dining
room, a solarium, and a gigantic playroom with everything a playroom
should have and a soda fountain instead
of a bar. You can have a drink if you

saw some self-portraits she'd finished,
and a head of Katharine Cornell, and
she'd managed more than a resemblance
in all of them.

ting her feet up on a table. "I've Igc|
things settled for myself at last— n
free, I'm not in love— I've got everythin;
that I want— I'm having a wonderfu
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P7ia£ makes one woman's
kin so smooth — i;itoZ
joking? Another's dull
nd dry^ even rough?
)DAY, we know of one important
kin beauty. We have learned that
lin aids in keeping skin beautiful.
int "skin-vitamin" about which
ing more and more every day!

(above) Mrs. Goelet at
an informal musicale.

factor in
a certain
The imwe are

(lower left)
In theArt,
Museum
of Modern
looking at the famous
"Bird in Flight."
Mrs. Goelet's home is in New
York, where her appreciation ofmusic and art is well
known to her friends.

Aids skin more directly
four years ago, doctors found that this vitawhen applied right on the skin, helps it more
tly! In cases of wounds and burns, it actually
d skin quicker and better!

for the morning freshening-up, and
during the day whenever you make
up. Leave some on overnight and
whenever you have a chance. Pat
it in especially where there are little
rough places or where your skin
seems to be dull and lifeless.

nd's found a way to put this "skin-vitamin"
Pond's Cold Cream. They tested it — during
; than three years! In animal tests, skin that
been rough and dry because of "skin-vitadeficiency in the diet became smooth and

Same jars, same labels, same price

i^iwd.
Oaclen i/oelet
'Pond's Cold Cream

Blonde, petite, with a delicate fair skin

ilh the 'skin-vitamin' has done

wonders for my

skin

Now every jar of Pond's Cold
Cream you buy contains this new
cream with "skin-vitamin" in it.
You will find it in the same jars,with
the same labels, at the same price.

Now it's never rough or dry — seems to keep smoother and fresher looking always.''

supple again when Pond's Cold Cream containing "skin -vitamin" was applied daily. And this
improvement took place in only 3 weeks!
Women

report benefits

Today, women who are using Pond's Cream
— the new Pond's Cold Cream with "skin-vitamin" in it — say that it does make skin smoother;
that it makes texture finer; that it gives a livelier,
more glowing look!
Just use this new cream yourself! In a few weeks
see if your skin is not smoother, brighter looking!
Use it just as before — for your nightly cleansing,
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ardent
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Their Hollywood Reputations
(Continued jrom page 25)
Hepburn isyVice President in charge of
Dignified Silence. Margaret Sullavan
belongs and Marlene Dietrich is eligible
for membership.
All are expert camera-dodgers. Getting an appointment for an interview
with any one of them is like gaining
an audience with The Presence. And
the people who work at their studios
complain that the ladies are all vastly
unco-operative when it conies to matters involving publicity, portrait sittings, and the conditions under which
they are willing to work.
It's only an exclusive few who call
these girls by their first names and
there's very little genial informality on
their sets. I was very amused, for instance, by the electrician who told me
that the ambition of his life was to catch
Marlene Dietrich in a crap game.
Simone Simon is a perfect example
of a girl who has learned that the marketable value of temperament or temper
is questionable.
At first, Simone's erratic conduct was
a defense mechanism. During her early
days in Hollywood she understood very
little English. We can appreciate, then,
why the questions of Hollywood reporters often confused her. She was terribly afraid of saying the wrong thing,
and it was because of this phobia that
she made her mistake. Instead of admitting her dilemma and seeking experienced advice, Simone would "dumb
it up" and say nothing at all. Reporters found her a deadly emulator of the

Every girl knows that bright lips tempt. But
some girls forget that rough lips repel.
So choose your lipstick for two reasons...
its sweet, warm color... and its protection
jrom Lipstick Parching.
Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick is enriched with
"Theobroma," a special softening ingredient
that protects the soft, thin skin of your lips
. . . encourages a moist, lustrous look. In 5
thrilling shades, Coty "Sub-Deb" is just 50tf.
'"'Air-Spun" Rouge is new! Blended by air
. J. its texture is so mellow-smooth, it seems
related to your own skin ! 50(!.

Sphinx.
Simone also made another mistake.
She carried her silence and her reluctance to co-operate into her professional
association with studio executives. She
would be late on the set, make appointments and not keep them. When she
was disciplined, she pouted.
Today, Simone recognizes her mistakes and is trying to change the opinions of those people at the studio who
still regard her in the light of a cantankerous colt.

O. F

course, there are two sides to
every story. At least, these girls have
the satisfaction of knowing they're getting along all right in spite of the opinions that emanate from the ranks.
Too, we must remember that very
few, if any of us, can claim to be little
winged darlings when it comes to dispositions. We're too chemical. Our
whatchamacallits are too susceptible to
flattery, fame and fortune.
It follows logically, then, that no one
in Hollywood is a Perfect Angel — and
aren't we glad? Perfect Angels make
such dull copy.
However, talk to the majority of peowho work
with
the stars
and a you'll
hear plethat,
on the
whole,
they are
very
normal, a very sane, and a very generous race of people.
Everyone, naturally, has his or her
especial favorite, and it's too bad there
isn't space to give every lady her proper
due.

SVB-MB IIPSTICK

50f
Eight precious drops of "Theobroma" go into every "SubDeb". Thai's how Coly guards against lipstick parching.

You'll hear, for instance, that Joan
Crawford comes darn near being the
most gracious star in pictures. There
isn't a member of her working crew for
whom she hasn't, at some time or other,
done something especially thoughtful.
For example, there was the laborer
who fell from a scaffold and broke his
leg during production on one of Joan's
latest pictures. Because of certain circumstances surrounding the accident,
the man discovered that studio compensation covered the resultant doctor
bills for 'only one week.
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Joan discovered it too, and for five
additional weeks, while the ailing man's
bone mended, she paid the bills.
You'll hear that Carole Lombard is a
fairy godmother to newcomers — ask
Margaret Tallichet, or Dorothy Lamour,
or Fred MacMurray, any one of whom
will tell you that Carole is responsible
for more than one rung in his or her
ladder to success.
You'll hear that Ginger Rogers is the
darling of the news photographers, because Ginger is just the opposite of
those exasperating glamour queens who
get all gussied up to go someplace
where they know perfectly well they'll
find photographers — and then pretend
they don't want their pictures taken.
The scribblers are all fond of Shirley
Temple, too, because she's not the
spoiled moppet you'd expect, but a
really good child who minds her mother.
They admire Myrna Loy because she's
a girl who has found "her man" and
doesn't care who knows it. The man,
of course, is her husband, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
They all cheer for Sigrid Gurie because she's the only movie girl imported
from Norway who will admit that she
falls flat on her face every time she puts
on a pair of skis.

B

UT, in all the acquired evidence, the
names of two girls occurred with increasing persistence. One, suh, is that
cute blonde comedienne from Kentucky, Una Merkel.
A studio-employed chauffeur told me
that Una was one of the few out of the
many movie girls he has piloted about
town who always talks to him as though
he were Somebody — who always finds
time to inquire about his wife and kids.
It was during production on "Saratoga" that one of the prop boys learned
that Una's father was suffering from influenza. Unknown to Una, during his
lunch hour, he took time to drive home
'for a prescription that had once helped
him fight the same bug. He wanted
Mr. Merkel to have it.
"I didn't mind the trouble," the boy
said to Una later. "You're such a nice
guy that I kinda figured your Old Man
must
nice guy,
too." nice, Una is
Whenbe ita comes
to being
like that elephant we hear so much
about — she never forgets. And when
you speak of the very normal size of
her headgear, Una will answer like this:
"Any time those of us who enjoy success feel our heads beginning to swell,
we can speedily cure the malady by remembering what we once were, and by
remembering that we can go back to
being what we once were just twice as
fast as we came up."
HE other name I heard sung in praise
so often was that of a girl who is deserving of particular credit because
she's one of the ten biggest box-office
attractions in Hollywood, and when

T

you're one of the ten biggest box-office
attractions
pictures you don't
have to be in
nicemotion
to anybody!
The name is Claudette Colbert, and,
according to the people who work with
her, she has no peer in sportsmanship.
Of all the things I heard about her
as I talked with fitters, hairdressers,
prop boys and scores of other artists
and technicians, the words of one assistant director struck me as being particularly trenchant.
"Good-humored? Generous? Yes,"
he repeated, "but Claudette's is a rarer
type of sportsmanship — the homely,
garden
variety that isn't patronizing.

When

she does something nice she L

it go at that. There's none of this hoi
ing out her hands for mental kisses su
as is the habit with some movie star
Miss Colbert, apparently, does
think of herself as a star, or as a terril
important person. The day I talked
her she had just returned to her dre;
ing room from the set of her currt
picture,
"Bluebeard's
Eighth
Wife."e\
saw in Claudette
few of
the usual
dences of brilliant and lucrative succe
She sat on her feet in an overstuff
chair. She unfastened the first butto
of How
her high
"for comfort."
is it collar
that Claudette
has avoid
that "certain swagger" that too oft
accompanies a Hollywood succes
Isn't she ever tempted to change the t
of her nose?
"Oh no," laughed she, by way of a.
swer, "you don't know my family. ,j
long as they're around me I don't sta;
a chance of losing balance. My mothi
my husband and my brother are n
best friends, but, believe me, they'
also my severest critics."
ESIDES that, however, Miss Colbe
must maintain some rare state of mil
to have such an army of faithful roo
ers. In just what light might she coi
sider her enviable position.
Without the slightest hesitation si

B

said, "Why, I'm a working girl."
So that's the answer!
When she is walking on or off a s
she never thinks about glory or glan
our. She's merely a hard-working pe:
son who earns her salary, just like tl
fitter, or the grip, or the hairdresse
"After all," she explained, "I net
every person on the set just as muc
if not more, than they need me. Na
urally, we're all out to give our be;
and our best depends on mutual c<
operation. They work for me and
Therefor you
have it. Claudette spur;
work
them."
the velvet carpet and purple robes. C
the set, she's one of the gang, and that
why the studio boys and girls wou
do or die for her.
Other people like her, too: her bosse
her fellow stars, and Hollywood's coi
respondents.
Hollywood writers aren't very awt
by movie folks. Stars are just part i
their reportorial jobs, but the press gar
will vote for Claudette any day, becau:
she doesn't go in for any hanky-pank
If she doesn't want to talk, at lea
she'll tell you so, and won't keep a fe
low cooling his heels and his temper fc
a ten-day period of indecision.
And if she says she'll talk, she mear
it
literally. There will be no coy evs
sions.
We, here in Hollywood, know th;
movie stars have to think a lot abov
themselves, and for that reason w
wonder if they'd ever be satisfied £
anything but movie stars.
Claudette is the only one who hf
ever given us what sounds like a reall
frank answer. She has the courage t
admit that the future years frighten he
"I'm a sissy," she said wistfull;
"After ten years as an actress I, toi
often wonder if I'd ever be completel
happy in any profession that require
less consideration of my own functio

In fact, Claudette is so pleasantl
down-to-earth as an interviewee th:
once her words are in print, the write
is apt to stare at them and wonder
weren't a part of some agreeabl
they
in it."
or if the whole interview wasn
dream—
just one big typographical error!

Francine

The smartness of sophistication and the simplicity of
youth... the dignity of distinctive design and the gaiety
of glamorous color... the symmetry of perfect proportion
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It's time to talk of trousseau
and bridal gowns and brides.

Ho

are some

of the smartest wedd

proposals

ever made

in Hollywc\

The topcoat of this wedding costume \
serve with equal chic to ensemble sevtl
other frocks. Let's pretend your coat is d )
blue. Alternate it with frocks of dusty r< ,
steel grey, green and a gay print or t .
You'll have several complete outfits — each
individual as the other (in fact, it's bre£taking what smartness you can achieve i
any wardrobe with one well-chosen coat ; I
set of accessories plus varied frocks) .
A trousseau should include at least (j
jacket frock. Miss Wakeling suggests ond
navy sheer woolen with a matching fc]
length box jacket of Chinese influence it
boasts loose sleeves, a tiny upstanding col
and a trim look about the shoulders. El
the frock, short-sleeved and slim, with a t
waist and bosomy blouse in red, and wl
one of those smart navy straw sailors ma
by Byron with a tiny veil tied around |
edge of the brim.
Then from this one smart frock make si
eral by adding a half-dozen extra little jai
ets. Say a brief bolero of tweed, or e
broidered fabric; one of suede in color w
matching gloves; a bust-length jacket of f
or one of brushed angora; and, later on in 1
season, have some of printed linen — and c
of white pique.

Tony Martin admires Mrs. Tony Martin (Alice Faye) as final touches
are added to the tulle wedding dress worn in "Sally, Irene and Mary"

BY

GWENN

WALTERS

DOES a thrill run up your back when
you attend a wedding? I hope so, for
you will be better able to understand
my mood as I commence this letter. I have
just come from Twentieth Century-Fox Studios where I watched Alice Faye take marriage vows in "Sally, Irene and Mary." I'm
brimful of romance and dying to chatter
about brides and trousseaus, for I think
there's no greater fun in all the world than
helping a bride-to-be plan and select her
lovely clothes.
As I was leaving the studio I ran into
Gwen Wakeling who designed Alice's exquisite wedding gown and from her I gathered trousseau notes galore.
Miss Wakeling's first suggestion for the
spring bride was that her clothes be gay —
even her wedding gown! For instance, an
ice-blue tulle gown printed with miniature
bouquets of spring flowers and styled with
a bouffant skirt, a tiny waist, a shirred bodice
and piquant sleeves — the veil of ice-blue
tulle, short, and held to the head with a

cluster of flowers to match those printed on
her gown.
Miss Wakeling also urges the bride who is
to be married in a going-away costume to
skip the conventional and plan something
really exciting — an outfit that will be sentimentally packed away in a trunk and saved
forever for its beauty as well as its memories.
In this year of color Miss Wakeling suggests pastel chiffon tweeds for a going-away
ensemble. A frock of slate blue, golden yellow, leaf green or pink beige, simple in cut —
straight-line — trimmed only with a novel
choker necklace or clip with duplicate bracelet; plus a topcoat of matching color in
deeper hue, unfurred (or if furred, preferably with lynx) ; a hat of felt the shade of
the frock with contrast trim to match shoes
and bag. Choose the latter in navy blue for
green, pink beige or blue, and rust for yellow. Altar-bound, this type of costume is
surprisingly flattering; it is smart as punch
for honeymoon travel and practical wear.

I COULD go on forever about clothes |
the spring bride, but I must get on with 1 1
month's news of Hollywood fashions.
"The Joy of Loving" stars Irene Dun
Edward Stevenson has done a magnifies
job of dressing her for this picture. In fa
on the set the other day Miss Dunne look
lovelier than I have ever seen her. She v
wearing a purple pansy chiffon wool dn
cut with a high neckline, long sleeves anc
slim skirt which boasted slight front fullne
The waistline was girdled with a crush b
of the dress fabric, and a large cluster of g(
grapes highlighted the right side of the nee
line and matched a wide bracelet. Jose
of Hollywood created this exciting jewel:
Kalloch of Columbia is busy creating
wardrobe for Joan Blondell to wear
"There's Always a Woman." The outstar
ing frock of the collection to date is a bole
ensemble of navy cashmere. The frock
straight-line with crescent-shaped skirt poo
ets embroidered in white angora to mat1
those that finish the circular corners of t
bolero and trim the closing detail of the se
fabric belt.
On the Warner Brothers lot Carole Loi
bard is stunningly gowned by Travis Bant
as she films her next gay comedy with F<
nand Gravet.
Don't miss seeing her.
That's all for now. Next month, I'll wri
about resort and cruise clothes — giving y
grand advance hints of summer clothes.

The Star of Warner Bros.'
"Jezebeu\. .Bette Davis...
Accents Her Beauty
with this

New Make -Up
A,

.LL HOLLYWOOD

has discovered, as you will

discover, that color is beauty's secret of attraction. To emphasize this
attraction, Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius, created Color Harmony Make-Up... harmonized shades of powder, rouge and lipstick. ..to
bring out the individual beauty of blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead. Originated for the stars, the luxury of this new kind of make-up is
now available to you at nominal prices. Note coupon for special make-up test.

Powder...

Rouge...

Lipstick...

You'll note the difference
the very first time you make

Rouge must be in color
harmony to give a lifelike
touch of color to the cheeks.
When you first apply Max
Factor's Rouge in your color

you may be sure you can

up with Amazingly
Max Factor'sfineFace
Powder.
in
texture, your skin will appear smoother. The color
wi 11 bemoreflattering. Hours
laterbeautiful
your make-up
be
. . . $ i .00.will still
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givein lip
make-up soa
severe
Hollywood,

depend upon Max Factor's
delible
and moisture-proof
Lipstick,
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super-in...two
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see
how
much shade,
more you'll
attractive
you
will
be..
creamy-smooth,
it blends easily... 50?.

lip make-up looking lovely
for hours and hours... $1. 00.
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(Continued jrom page 32)
gold perfect face, but when face and
hair and gown are part of her — when
she descends the stairs to the drawing
room a perfectly groomed, perfectly
beautiful woman. He waits for this moment. So does she. And because of
that she never discusses her make-up,
hair or clothes problems with him. She
shows him only the finished product —
on her. He approves, almost invariably,
because Mrs. Gibbons possesses unerring taste. She dresses herself dramatically and interestingly as one should
who "walks in beauty like the night."
But, if the rare disapproval of Mr.
Gibbons is bent on a certain gown or
suit or chapeau, Mrs. Gibbons discards
it . . . forever. She might have loved
the little number, but if her husband
doesn't, it loses meaning for her. She
not only thinks his judgment is second
to none in all this wide world, she also
thinks no man living is so handsome.
She is never without his picture in her
bag, and on her dressing table.
Outside her very large, all-silver bedroom, which overlooks a garden heavily
fragrant with the scent of more than
sixty-five mystery-gardenia bushes, and
the violet-blue slumberous Pacific beyond, is a long balcony extending
around two sides of the room. Until
this past year she sunbathed there
daily. Now, she uses instead, a large,
six foot deep, whitewashed cement pit
dug into her back yard. Lying there, on
the gleaming, cream-colored sand which
she imports by the truckload thrice
yearly from the famed Monterey beach,
she avoids the breezes from the sea, and
gains tions
the fromadvantage
the sun's reflecboth the of
whitewashed
sides
of the pit and the sand.
Dolores uses no oils, no creams. She
exposes her body to the sun during the
hottest weather, sometimes as long as
four hours daily, yet she has never
burned or dried her skin! But this, she
hastens to add, is because of her heritage. And no one, unless he is descended, as she is, from the ancient
Toltecs of Mexico who worshipped the
sun and took it constantly, should try
to emulate her. Sun bathing, incidentally, is Miss Del Rio's one ritual. She
considers it Nature's great cure for
nerves, and she cannot stress its value
too strongly.

BEAUTIFUL ... in the new,
slim mode. Satisfying in
COMFORT . . . each link
expands to suit the slightest
flexing of the wrist . . . with
concealed springs of noncorrosive metal. And for
greatest "on-and-off" convenience .. . equipped with
the patented Hadley adjustable center clasp.

Jeweler has the
YOUR
Maybrook, and other
popular Hadley Watch Bracelets, for men and women, as
illustrated in our folder "Smart
Wrists." Write for your copy
todayl
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But you, she points out, and you and
you, should take it easy. Expose in the
morning, use oil. Regulate your increasing amount of sun daily. And don't
think just because you haven't Toltecs
back of you that you can start the line
going.

It won't work.

E said sun bathing is Miss
W,
one ritual. That's a mistake.

Del Rio's
There is
another. Diet. Just after her marriage
to Mr. Gibbons, some years ago, she took
to her bed for many long months with
a serious ailment. Two things happened
to her during that enforced hospitalization: Mr. Gibbons designed and built the
lovely modern house which, the first
time she saw it (and that was only when
she was able to leave her bed) , forever
weaned her away from her beloved
Mexican architecture. The second thing
that happened was that in an effort to
keep well thereafter she took up seriously the study of diet.
Her breakfast, for example, is composed of several different kinds of fruit,
because each one has its individual food
value. She prefers, incidentally, cooked
fruit to raw. She has toast, an egg and
coffee, also. And only one cup of coffee
a day. The rest of the time# it's milk.
She says milk isn't fattening, keeps your

teeth strong, your bones healthy, and
makes your flesh firm and smooth.
"Drink milk, milk, then more milk,"
she stressed to us; then added, "and for
strong, long nails, eat either one egg
every day, or a dish that contains one.
Also, eat desserts made of fruit."
"Do you drink?" we asked.
"Hard liquor, never!"
"Wine?"
"Occasionally, yes." She added quickly, "But much water! Eight full glasses
every
"How single
aboutday."
candy?"
"That has energizing value. Every so
often a piece is very good for you."
For lunch she has three vegetables.
If you don't know the vitamin content
of vegetables, simply vary the color
scheme and you'll get it that way. With
the vegetables, she has a green salad
and milk.
Dinner calls for some sort of hot
broth, fruit salad, chicken or meat (only
once a day, notice) and again, milk.
She never eats between meals. These
menus are sufficiently typical. If you
want them technical, it's eighty-five
percent calcium, protein and alkaline
content, and fifteen percent starch. She
works her menus out each morning with
her cook. You can work out your own
menus, too, and if you begin to tumble
by the highway, remember the Del Rio
chassis. If you haven't got it, get it.
If you get it, keep it. By all means!
Food dispensed with, we next turn to
sleep. Here again schedule is predominant. Eight hours nightly. Miss Del
Rio quotes the late Arthur Brisbane,
who said that it takes two weeks of
regular sleep to overcome the shock of
the nervous system resulting from one
night's incomplete rest. % Therefore, the
star's bedtime hour is regulated according to her morning rising. Betwixt the
two, eight hours must elapse with her
head nestled on her big, fluffy pillow.
She sees to it that it does.
And if you mention daytime relaxing
she leaps into the subject with a vigor
that displays her respect for it. "Be
lazy," she pleads. "Let go." Then, indignantly, she will tell you that if
women were more sensible, they would
cease going to beauty shops for facials,
and would, instead, lie down quietly in
the peace of their bedroom for the same
length of time, and arise more beautiful
in face, and more peaceful in spirit.

PEACE

of spirit is one of her great possessions. She works for it and treasures it carefully. She has two antidotes for the lack of that quality: if she
is bored, she discusses with other people
their private problems. It takes her
mind off herself. It serves as a contrast.
It reminds her to check her temper, of
which she detests losing control. Her
other antidote for spiritual peace is a
spiritual life.
Dolores spends many tranquil hours
in her bedroom. Her bed is large, low
and silver. Over in a corner of the
room, comfortably close, is its duplicate
in miniature, on which sleeps Bonnie
of Bligh, her champion bull terrier.
There is even a duplicate, though not
of real fur, of the mistress's bed cover.
Possibly it is Bonnie's impressive number of blue ribbons which gives her this
privilege; certainly it is not accorded to
Michael, Dolores' other dog, but then
Michael does not possess Bonnie's dignity (nor quite her record) .
The rest of the bedroom is silver, too.
It is of wide, spacious proportions, uncluttered, with a gleaming kind of softness about it. When the sun shines

brightly, a mirror on the wall, hi
with gold instead of the usual s
glows radiantly like burnished co
providing a spectacular and lovely

u]
»
r
e

Beyond is Dolores' smart, all-] I
bathroom, and beyond that, her d ;.
ing room, with its windows curt;|1(j
in floor-length white silk fringe. ir.
the floor is an oversized leopard
The dramatic quality of these i
two rooms is in contrast to the si!
silence of her bedroom, but all j
are perfect for Del Rio. They coulc
long only to Del Rio, and she is h
in them.
|N her dressing room is an impre
cabinet filled with perfumes. Then
over two hundred bottles, most of
gilts from friends. There is a noti«
variety of scents, for Del Rio does
limit herself to any one scent,
rather, prefers to suit her perfumf
her frequently changing moods
When she bathes she usually di
pine-scented salts into her tub. V
sir 11
she is ready to dress she uses a ma
ing scent in bath powder, and a sin!
perfume. She is a fiend on mats4.
odors. "Use them all the same, or l
at all!" she tells you. "If each is
ferent, they will fight."
She doesn't ever take a shower
cause she doesn't own one. She 1
baths. She doesn't go in for salt gl
or ice rubs, (and never on the fa
or friction mitts, or anything like t
She doesn't have massages very ol
either, unless she's particularly we
And if you've read somewhere that
uses strained honey on her face, tl
a base canard. The luscious quality
coloring of her skin are due wholly
solely to the sun baths, careful eat
no drinking, sufficient exercise an
contented soul.
As for her method of cleaning,
amazingly
simple.
She applies
cream, until she's sure her skin is d
nitely clean. No astringents, no mil
oils, no night creams, no anything!
make up she uses dark powder, with
foundation whatsoever; mascara on
eyes; no rouge on the cheeks.
On
lips she uses both lip rouge, (app)
first, with a brush)
and lipstick.
She whipped the lipstick out while
were talking and writing notes, and
a brisk second, without a mirror,
pushed
it expertly
cious, curving
lips. around those 1
"No mirror?" we gasped.
shookwhere
her head.
"I ni
no Naively
mirror. she
I know
my mouth
And she slipped the lipstick back i:
her bag, continued from where she 1
left off in the saga of being soign
while we gulped in surprise.
JHE has a vast, fairy-tale garden
which white flowers predominate. S
raises the great mystery-gardenias, 1
favorite posy, with great success;
them herself when she has the time, a
places them lovingly in many wi
bowls of crystal, copper and silv
whence their deeply exotic fragrar
drifts throughout the entire house. H
dreams are probably fashioned from t
snow-velvet loveliness that is alwa
beside her bed.
Beyond the garden, overhung wi
flowering trees, is the distant sea. (
the other side of the house is her swir
ming pool; near by, her champion tern
courts which Vines declares to be tl
finest in all California. Del Rio is n
a ranking player, although she plays
nice enough
game; on
but page
Mr. Gibbons
(Continued
80)
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NO DATES IN MARY'S BOOK
NO SONG IN MARY'S HEART

(Continued
a tennis fiend, ergo, none but the best
will do! Our heroine swims very well
(and how she looks in her suits!) but
is deliberately moderate about the time
and energy she gives to sports.
However, walking is her pet diversion.
She seems to average two miles a day
when she isn't busy at the studio, and
chooses, for her exercise, the lovely
rustic roads of Santa Monica Canyon.
Bonnie and Michael frisk happily alongside, and their mistress strides ahead,
breathing
head
high. deeply, with chest out and
If, in her house, she wants a book
from the library, or must discuss affairs
with her cook, she walks to get the

She says she "doesn't perspire"
in winter — yet underarm odor
spoils all her charm!
She's a popular girl, Mary— in summertime! For she wouldn't dream of letting underarm odor spoil a summer
romance! She knoivs that she perspires
then because she sees it.
Too bad she neglects underarm precautions as soon as cold weather comes!
It's so easy to think you "don't perspire" in winter— to foolishly trust a
bath alone to keep you sweet.
Wise girls use Mum! They Know
that even when there is no underarm
moisture, odor is there. A penetrating

IT TAKES MORE

THAN

odor that clings to heavy woolens, to tight, close-fitting
sleeves. An odor that can be

prevented before it starts— if
you follow up your bath with Mum!

MUM IS QUICK. Just half a minute to use!
Apply
even fabrics!
after you're dressed. Mum
will notit harm
MUM IS SAFE. Mum does not stop healthful perspiration, never irritates the skin.
It's actually soothing even after underarm
shaving!
MUM IS SURE. Mum's protection lasts all
day. No worries about hot rooms or warm
clothes. Mum makes unpleasantness impossible. Use Mum every day. . .you'll be a
girl men like all year 'round.

A BATH — IT TAKES MUM

TO H£QSELF-

ITS MARVELOUS
TO DANCE EVERY DANCE
AND KNOW THAT MUM
STILL KEEPS YOU

,

SWEET!

Mum

For this use, toe...

Thousands of women use
Mum for SANITARY
NAPKINS because Mum
is gentle, SURE. Don't
risk embarrassment. Always use Mum!
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TAKES THE ODOR

OUT OF PERSPIRATION

book, or see the cook. She doesn't send
for either. In this way, making the
dozens of little odd trips about the
house, she consciously gets in more
walking. And walking, my ladies, keeps
hips svelte.
She wears great chunky hunks of
jewelry made of all sorts of stones,
semiprecious and precious. A clip, for
instance, that she likes, is a great, unevenly shaped piece of onyx with an
aquamarine and two large rubies flung
roughly up in one corner. Her husband,
incidentally, designs all her jewelry,
which she has executed either here in
Hollywood or in New York.
His designing of her jewelry started
quite by accident. She was very bored
with all of her lovely, but conventional
things, and was hopelessly considering
having them redone, knowing full well
what they would look like, when Mr.
Gibbons, seeing her despair, drew up
some quick sketches for her. Delighted
with their originality, the star took both
husband and sketches to a jeweler, got
the spouse's valuable advice on choice
of stones and execution, and found herself the possessor of some unbelievably
lovely jewelry. Her husband was
amused by the success of his debut as
a designer, and even more so when the
jeweler himself, in excited tones,
pleaded with Mr. Gibbons to name his
own price and come to him as an exclusive designer of jewels!
Note: Mr. Gibbons is still with
M-G-M.

A,

LONG with unusual jewelry, Del
Rio wears unusual clothes. Dramatic
clothes. She hates anything that is indefinite. She works out most of her
own designs with Irene, now in Bullock's Wilshire. Long before that clever
young lady married Mr. Gibbons'
younger brother, she did a great many
of the star's clothes, and now, related
or not, she still flings up her hands and
tears her hair at the ofttime seemingly
outrageous ideas that our Latin lady
presents. They discuss them, argue
about them, and frequently Irene flatly
refuses to carry them out, in which case,
concessions are made. Invariably, when
they are finished, Del Rio, surprisingly
enough, has another gown or suit that
carries on her reputation of being an
originally and smartly dressed woman.
Neatness characterizes the Del Rio
wardrobe. Every time Dolores takes off
a dress it is thoroughly brushed before
it is hung back in the closet. She is
quite practical, too. For the amount of
money she has, and the position she
holds, she has fewer clothes than most
stars.
Her favorite colors are all the shades
of red; in fact, any warm color is immediately taken to her heart. She loves
black and white combined, but has no
decided color restrictions, except that
she prefers definite colors with vivid
tones to them, as she should, since they
complement her own lush beauty of
honey-gold skin and flashing eyes.
She adores weighty materials, crisp
ones, rough ones, nubbly ones. For night
she prefers stiff taffetas, metallic bro-

from page 78)
cades, and silky fringe — all spects la,
materials . . . although sometimes le.
pending upon her mood, she dres: j,
floaty chiffons. Rich furs, of whic £1
owns quantities, she idolizes; and J
she bundles herself up in them^
looks more exciting than ever.
She buys nothing, or orders no™
except for special events, wiJ
thought. Everything is the resu 0i
months of careful planning. Indeei j®
deplores and wonders about the wJ
who buy quickly, for it isn't logic t»
her that one can rush out and
around desperately for a little coat ;g
with one's new print. She has ^B
things all ready. She consults the
ion magazines, and co-ordinates
with her own desires and ideas, b
them, usually to Irene, and then
both go to work. The process us
takes three fittings, but the advanta
having a sister-in-law in the desij
business here takes on a rosy huetails, colors, new ideas, and mat
can be discussed at lunches, dinne
while the two husbands are busily
ing tennis with each other.

S

AY, for instance, that Connie Bei>tt
or Countess di Frasso is going to 13
a big party.
Del Rio will decide be
wants something entirely new and s v

ning to wear.
She'll tell Irene to sb
up a number that is devilishly s;A
and unusual, tell her, perhaps, to tfl
the marvelous shoulder treatment 0 « |
last grey chiffon. Irene will incorp< te I
this suggestion, add her own and el
Rio's further ideas, and turn out scfl
thing spectacular.
And then, (anc :'s|
happened
before)
Mrs. Gibbons I
look a bit apologetic, but her liquid s
will twinkle, and she'll say, "Irer I
will not feel like this dramatically Dutiful gown Saturday night. I will \it
to have on something gay and chiles
and naive ... I feel that way for purday night."
And Irene will mais
if possible; or, there is Magnin's wit
you can't go wrong ... or, the nl
might change again; but anyway, yi.U
have a Del Rio at that party who 11
make you gasp with envy.
Once she told Irene she wante a
gown of silver mesh — the kind of sf
they use for belts and fancy colli.
Irene, with trembling, doubting h«L
designed something extremely sim:,
turned it over to a silversmith, who t
to work welding together yards i
yards of the glittering, heavy m.i
This took many days, but when I
dress came out of the man's shop it s
so stunning, so unusual, and so delously beautiful that it startled the e lashes off every woman who saw •
Unfortunately, the actress put her it
through the hem at a big party, I
blithely she trotted it back to the
versmith, and again it was welded
gether, just as good as new!
When she wears her things a seal
she packs them all (except the vA
special favorites) into a trunk and shit to Mexico. There an aunt distribu
the clothes to nieces, friends, and net
ladies. Everything is in beautiful cc
dition . . . clean, pressed, and prac
cally as good as new. For when Dolo
was very little her mother taught 1
to
be weren't
very careful
becai'
they
meantof her
for clothes
her enjoym<
alone, but were to be given later
other little girls, and must therefore 1
ways be in perfect condition.
So, today, she still sees that her lov
ly clothes continue to give service a
enjoyment to others, because her ent
life is based on the premise: "Give a
want
be soignee?
ye So,
shallyoureceive."
throughout
theseto several
pages Hey;
have many pointers, Del Rio versi<
Emulate her, and perhaps you, too, c
"Walk in beauty like the night."

The Miracle at the John Barrymores
(Continued from page 26)
■ou. "Ask fate, ask Winchell."
; he was bored, maybe he was
In any case, Elaine Jacobs was
ified by a telephone call that eve"This is John Barrymore. Are
le young woman who wrote me a
' All right. I'll see you at the
al tomorrow afternoon."
ne Jacobs arrived — a dark hand*irl with a poise beyond her years,
ise not of experience but of fearss.
ly doher.
you want to interview me?"
:ed
;ause when I was twelve or thir[ fell in love with you."
socked that eyebrow.
"Very inng. What was I playing?"
ingali."
lung back his head and whooped,
0 wouldn't? His amusement left
iperturbed. "Best gag that's ever
pulled on me," he moaned at
, wiping the tears from his eyes,
bearded, greasy old so-and-so — "
the truth just the same," she ashim tranquilly. "When you said
ebrew prayer and died, you broke
art — "
afternoon flew, an afternoon gay
olor and sparkle in a week of gray
Barrymore asked Elaine Jacobs
le to dinner the following evening
ler mother. He found that Mrs.
i, as well as Elaine, talked his
tge.
m he left the hospital he went to
iem, and Elaine showed him a
iook full of pictures of himself in
roles, including that of Svengali.
It himself drawn to her — to her
', yes; but more than that, to her
young honesty, to her larged humor, to a spirit and zest that
ed his own. He found himself,
, falling in love with her.
h here is conjecture. One can
guess that if Barrymore and
is Costello had been happy in
narriage, Elaine, while she might
jot her interview, would certainly
walked out of the hospital and
nore's life. Inwardly, at any rate,
nd and wife must already have
to the parting of the ways. Bar•e's sole and deep concern with
ispect of the affair is that onus
1 attach to no shoulders but his
ave been sincere in my affections,
e meant well. But accomplishin my case often falls short, alas,
sntion. I have many faults and,
;, a modest quality or two. By a
ar contradiction, the faults are the
aggravated, the qualities are the
diminished by daily association,
jsult — " eloquently he spread his
modern attitude toward divorce

't make for headlines. Better a
te ended than prolonged. It was
• the stormy course of their love
urned both Barrymore and Elaine
newspaper copy. Their partings
'eunions, their statements to the
their Ariel-Caliban messages to
other. The newspapers, if they
heir minds to it, could turn the
story of Paolo and Francesca into
e-day mockery. And I, for one,
a inquire what's wrong with Ariel
-aliban? Think back to your own
acies, and consider how much sil>rour popsies and mopsies would
sounded, if ever the reporters had
ilasphemous hands upon them.
i point lies not in the Barrymores'
s' tiffs and reconciliations, but in

the fact that, despite misunderstandings,
these two diverse people have clung to
each other, are happy in each other.
Like all the world, Hollywood laughed
at them. Well, Hollywood, which now
knows them better than the rest of the
world, has stopped laughing. It has
seen John steered from a sea of emotional upheaval into a haven of peace.
It has seen John the mercurial turn
into John the steady. It has seen him
content to spend his evenings playing
(of all things!) parcheesi with his wife
and mother-in-law, laughing up his
sleeve as he watches Elaine's discreet
maneuvres to throw the play first to
one, then the other, unmasking her at
length, "You moved this piece to help
your mother, now you've got to move
that one to help me," chortling over her
discomfiture, and asking no gayer evening's diversion.
It has seen John (who once worked
when he chose and, when he didn't, told
studios they knew what they could do)
give his best to picture after picture at
Paramount, climaxing the whole with
his superb performance in "True Confes ion." Ithas seen his tormented eyes
grow clear, his haggard face smooth.
And who but Elaine can have wrought
the change? Why shouldn't Hollywood
take off its hat to her?
Rumor has it that another woman was
in part responsible for his assignment
to "True Confession." Ever since Carole
Lombard came into her own as the lead
opposite Barrymore in "20th Century,"
she's been chanting his praises. Again
and again she has said: "He taught me
more in six weeks than I'd learned in
six years before knowing him."
As for Barrymore, his eyes soften at
mention of Carole's name. "Hecht and
MacArthur wrote that play," he told
me. "Gene Fowler had a hand in the
screen version. When they got me, the
whole fellowship resolved itself into a
portrayal of the real nut. Then along
came Carole like a simoom from the
desert and found her destined niche.
We people were all bitten by the same
tsetse fly at birth. I never met Gene
Fowler's mother or Carole's; they never
met mine. But I think if those three
ladies could have seen the thing together, you'd have found them in the
powder room later in joyous collapse on
each other's shoulders."
Don't ask Carole whether Barrymore
was cast in her picture because she insisted on having him. She'll turn into
a small tornado. "Go fly a kite," she'll
tell you. "I had nothing to do with it.
Neither did anyone else but Barrymore.
When a studio's lucky enough to fiave
the services of the finest actor in Hollywood and a part that yells for him to
play it, whom would you expect them
to put into it— Mickey Mouse? They
don't need me to teach them their business. If they did, my name'd be Zukor
and I'd wear pants."
Be that as it may, the rumor persists.
And whether or not she's concealing the
facts, Carole made no secret of her joy
when Barrymore appeared on the set
for work. She all but beat drums and
clashed cymbals. Like a doting mother,
beaming with pride and pleasure, she
brought up members of the crew and
cast to be introduced. Never what one
would call a phlegmatic person, her
spirits that day seemed to touch an alltime high.

B ARRYMORE,

given his fattest part
at Paramount, proceeded to furnish
triumphant proof of the fact that he
still belongs to the theater s royal fam-
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at drug, department, ten-cent stores
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SOAP

" 'Don't be ab-suhd.
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ily in more than name. When the picture was previewed, he was offered a
long-term contract. He asked Elaine
what she thought.
"Are you comfortable there? Do you
like the people? Well then, why not

" 'The very idea!' " From blase I .
nette
he on
slipped
into simpering bio ,
"'I'm
our way
now to our V,

"Living with me," said her husband,
"is a little like living with one of Sir
Henry Morgan's buccaneers. When you
put the long pants on them, they're
likely to chafe a bit. When you give
them advice, they look at the other side
and it becomes intensely attractive,
merely by virtue of its being the other
side.

nest in the woods. Oh, just twenty- 0
rooms with a sunken bahth or twodon't put that in the paper — all ot
Hollywood stars have sunken bah '

by a college professor with the attributes of Elaine. She was born wise.
She was also born, thank the propitious
stars, with a sense of humor."
Looking back to the turbulent phase

<S^^ ^TS^ FACE POWDER
with SKIN AFFINITY*
the microscope prove it to you

Photomicrographs mode wirh the
assistance of Dr. Clarence P Harris,
Consulting Chemist of New York City.

....the first to COMBINE
features of BOTH
light face powders

the best

One of the largest sell
ing $1.00 face powders
ly
nlarge particl
e and shape.

Note compoi

Tj^ACE POWDER
that is attracted to
A your skin ... a face powder with Skin
Affinity . It's a completely new texture . . .
Each particle of powder is from two to

Evening in Paris Face
Powderw,lhSl,nAr?,„,l,
Particles exceedingly
shape.
small; more uniform in
moother

Never before in one face
poivder. . . this combination of
beauty advantages

three times smaller than those in many
other popular powders; much more uniform in size and shape.

I. Exquisitely smooth, translucent
...because of fineness and evenness (see
photomicrographs above).

It means a combination of beauty advantages never before obtainable in one

2. Looks superbly natural. ..because
of evenness and clarity.
3. Refines, softens features. ..because itdoes not reflect light.

face powder! For the first time, you can
get (1) the exquisitely natural-looking,
smooth, clear, fresh-colored finish of an
exceedingly fine texture ... Plus (2) ex-

5. Maintains loveliness longer. . .
Clings better, resists effects of skin secretions.
6. Beautifies BOTH
skins

of beauty flaws . . .These last are qualities usually possessed only by heavier
face powders!

dry and oily

7. Clearest, most flattering shades
KEYED

SCENTS. Evening in Paris Per-

fume, the "fragrance of romance" scents
all the exquisite Evening in Paris Preparations. Use it with your Evening in Paris

Colors, too, are the clearest, most glow-

preparations to avoid "clashing odeurs".
Evening in Paris Perfume, 55c to $10.00.

new high-lights in your eyes and lips.
Try it yourself . . . and see the difference! You'll be amazed; delighted! Ask
for Evening in Paris Face Powder at any
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you're lying, and hunt for dreadful
things behind it. If you tell the truth,
there it is, like it or not, but at least
there's nothing worse to hunt for.'
"That gave me to think. I was once
a member of your lo-athsome profession
He

caused his eyebrows

to bristle

severely at me. "And I knew the traditional ways of divas with the newspaper boys — their strange subtleties and
myself."
divagations.
" 'Are you going to marry So-and-

"A

/\S between that and Elaine's dh .
ness, there is no choice. Reporters 1 f
a living to make and a job to do i
you're
known

square
them,
I've n \
them to with
fail to
be square
So?'
you. If you're a jackass and give t
nothing, why, in the name of God, v
they get back
to their typewri
shouldn't they give their imaginat .
rein are
and so
write
what theythat
please?
tors
constituted
they y '..
pay you for a sheet of blank papei
"This is the truth. We fell in i|
There was this and that misunderst; ing, due to this and that unfortue
circumstance. Now we're togel :.
I'm happy. I have every reason to 1 e
Elaine is. I'll do my best to keep r

so. You see, I've learned direct
from her. I was born devious,
knows instinctively what it took e
years to discover." He flashed a sue i
grin. "That's why we're contempt
He hesitated a moment, then ac'i
quietly, "I've learned other things f i
her, too — a great deal of fun and re •
ation and reality and peace."
With the directness he's learned i
the charm that's his own, John Barmore had said his say. Having ht.i
him, you'd know that his reticence I
ries." by no desire to place hirr I
prompted
on the side of the angels. He sees h self more objectively, gibes at hirr f
more readily and good-humoredly t i
most of us. If he lacks some of
stodgier bourgeois qualities, he is j)
free of the meaner bourgeois fat;.
Smugness, hypocrisy, cant are consp; •
make-up.
ous by their refreshing absence from 5
It's the law of life that some oft
must grow apart. Change hurts, i
time heals the hurts. Barrymorto
back in the profession where he ■
longs. The girl who became newsps"
copy because she loved him is now >
wife. We drew plenty of vicari;
thrills from their storm-tossed voy:
The least we can do to preserve I
balance,
they're safely ho.
is
to wishnow
themthatwell.

YwCuQ

March Versus Stage
(Continued from page 23)
Hyde.' Now don't make me out any
noble so?'
spurner of cash. I appreciate
money and what it can do for you as
well as the next, and I was just as eager
to get my due. But here I was earning
more thousands than I'd ever hoped to
earn hundreds, and I was supposed to
go in and ask for more thousands. I
couldn't do it with a straight face. So
I didn't do it.
/\LL right. When my five-year contract was up, I wanted to free-lance.
For several reasons. Primarily, because
it would give me more freedom as to

drug or department store. Generous,
enlarged box, costs only $1.10.

T^/^rfUtUj

asking why
of hereverways,
she'd ask why — she's for-

Next day she's in Reno.

4. Covers the skin better... Subdues
the appearance of beauty flaws.

treme lasting power and superior ability
to cover skin and subdue the appearance

ing . . . not only richly flattering to your
skin, but also so vivid that they kindle

of their marriage, what was it that'
caused all the excitement? A girl loved
a man and said so. That amazed the
Hollywood natives. It also amazed the
man John Barrymore for a while.
"When we got on a train," John said
"the representatives of the press would
come up and ask questions.
I was alays in a sweat.
You must understand
at through all these vicissitudes, I had
come a little — ah — gun shy, I believe,
the word.
I was always wondering
hat the devil Elaine would find to say
xt. Gradually, through our associan, it was borne in on me that I was
orrying about nothing.
Whatever she
und to say, she said it with a sweet
plicity and that directness
which
sarms.
She was so damned direct that
flabbergasted people.
"When at first I attempted to correct
what I mistakenly considered the error

" 'Why?' she'd say. 'It's the truth.'
" 'You can't always tell the truth.'
" 'Better than a lie. People know

super- fine, superand heavier types

the best of friends.'
Meah-ly, JL
quisite Asfor ifmarria
you.
that ge.
weren'
t the
Anywa
y, prime
she 1 ,
him to the altar that very evening.
" 'Are you going to divorce So

stay
where that
you're
happy?" she refused
Beyond
suggestion,
to influence him.

"Elaine doesn't give advice. If she
fulfills the functions of a college professor, she's at least unobtrusive about
it. Myself, I can conceive of no pleasanter lot than to be guided unawares

THE NEW

We are mea

DOURJOIS

choice of story material. Because you're
grateful to the movies is no reason, to
my mind, for ignoring the fact that they
have their weaknesses — even as you and

I. Mine's coca cola," he observed pari
thetically. "What's yours?
"A player under contract to a stuf
is an investment, a piece of prope
I thought the studios sometimes fai
to handle
these investments
wis"
failed to build them up, realize all tr
possibilities. You go into a big pict
like 'Jekyll and Hyde,'
then yoi
shunted into some minor affair that i|
people see.
By so much, your va
depreciates.
It's one step forward ij
two back.
I know it's not always
studio's fault. They don't have enoi
big pictures.
Stories are their cry
need and always will be. Luckily
me, I didn'tOnly
have myto own.
solve the stud
problems.
"I

also

thought

I was

making

for the public,
account, too
morale. Peothey see you
— and I can't
person or out
often — in them.
You can keep more
I blame
yourself by earning less, and with
time you save you can rest or travel,
What I did
rhat was how I argued.
to sign another two-year contract,
ause they made me an offer that I
iy pictures— too many
many for the bank
iy for my health and
get sick of you when

It
ply couldn't afford to turn down.
going to mean complete security
That
my wife and the two children.
worth another two years, I decided,
n I'd free-lance.
:hat time I stuck to it. I felt like
•actice golf ball, with every comer
ng a whack, but I stuck to it. If
're in style, offers pour in from all
s. They call your agent. Your
it says, 'He wants to free-lance.'
y say, 'Boloney! Let me talk to him.
call his bluff.' Your agent says,
s made up his mind.'
They
say,
unmake it for him.' They say,
,k at Tom and Dick and Harry. Try
)ok at 'em. You can't even find 'em.
il Because they free-lanced.'
Anally they write you letters — in the
-ldliest spirit. 'I'm telling you this
At the
your own good, Freddie.
of a year, if you persist in your
:se, you'll be earning half your pressalary.
At the end of two years,
II be washed up. Keep this letter,
It'll save us
it away in your safe.
l the pain of a personal I-told-you' He shook his shoulders.
"That's
shuddering," he explained.
Vhat did you do at the end of the
years?"
e grinned. "Like a noble fellow, I
ained from gloating and tore the
is up.
I'ree-lancing wasn't the worst of it,
lgh. That was bad enough.
But if
dared hint that you'd like to go
s to the theater for a while, you
nped yourself screwy.
Dne of our best actresses was rersing for a fine play on Broadway,
y wanted her here. Her agent said,
an't get her.
She's rehearsing.'
'Rehearsing for what?'
A Broadway production.'
'Nonsense!
She doesn't want to do
lay.'
'It seems she does.
She's been rersing for three weeks.'
'Well, what's the cost of the rehearsI'll pay her.
Get her out here
:k.'
'Listen,' said the agent. 'I'll talk
v and plain. It's not a question of
; or pay or money. She wants — to
-a play. See? She wants to do it.'
'I don't believe it,' said the producer.
3o the agent hung up.
[ don't think that could happen to. The industry's growing up. In all
artments — including publicity, savyour presence. I remember when
Ae stars were told to keep their
es and husbands in the dark — it was
posed to enhance their romantic ap1 or some such poppycock.

ried herself. I phoned her. 'If you and
Mr. So-and-so-were divorcing, would
you go to Reno or Paris — or Timbuc"She sputtered for a moment, and
then she caught on. 'O.K., Freddie,'
shetoo?'
said, T had it coming.'
"Well, that couldn't happen today,
either. And yet when you talk about
going back to the stage, there's still this
business of curling the lip and giving
you the wink — let's call it a half curl
and a quarter wink — since it's not quite
so incredulous as it used to be."
He turned to me abruptly. "Do you
like string beans? My mistake. But
suppose you did like string beans. That
wouldn't make it a crime to like cauliflower, too. I happen to like both. Each
has its points.
"Having played
play to thousands
or tens. Having
want to go out in

to millions, I want to
again, or to hundreds,
gone out in a can, I
the flesh, get the feel

of the 'theater, that sense of audience
reaction. I've got no picture commitments at the moment, we've found a
play, and I'm free to go. That's all there
is to it. Simple as that.
"Another thing. Mrs. March has it
coming to her. When we came to
Hollywood, she was an established
actress, far better known than I was.
She gave all that up. I'm not painting
her as a lily-white martyr, or saying
she made a terrific sacrifice. She
wanted a home and she wanted the
children, and out here she could have
them. Just the same, once the theater's
in your blood, it's there to stay. Now
I'm no lily-white martyr, either. Get
this straight. If Mrs. March weren't involved, the stage would still have a pull
for me. With her in the same boat, the
pull's that much stronger.
"Don't think we have no misgivings.
We're bound to have. In fact, if you
want the truth, we're both scared to
death. But that's part of the game. If
you knew in advance what was going
to happen, you'd miss half the excitement. It wouldn't be the theater, it
would be a rest cure. Which is all
right, if that's what you're looking for.
Only we're not.
"We think we have a good play. If
the public doesn't — " He shrugged. "If
they pan the daylights out of us, we can
take it.

SO

At least, we'll have tried."

Mrs. March went on ahead with
the children, while her husband finished
"The Buccaneer." Tony and Penny had
been to New York before, and were
wildly excited at the prospect of returning. So was their cocker spaniel,
Coco.
The day I saw them, Coco had come
in to help with the packing. A dozen
times little Penelope had to fish him
out of a trunk drawer where he'd settled himself in token of his readiness
to depart.
Far away in New York, they drew, for
Daddy's edification, pictures of all they
see and do — with captions dictated to
their mother.

^ND I'll never forget the time
?n a writer came and asked me in

"This is Penny and Tony playing in
Central Park." "This is Penny and
Tony waiting for the snow to fall but

seriousness, 'If you and Mrs. March
■e getting a divorce, would you go
leno or Paris?' I give you my word,
ood there with my jaws open and

it didn't fall yet. When will it?" "This
is Penny and Tony in the elevator train.
They have leashes in the ceiling to hold

Idn't snap 'em shut again.
;'It's for a symposium,' she said.
i asking half a dozen players the
'ie question. Purely theoretical, you
lerstand. They're all happily mar1- It's
just to give our readers an
'

theAndpeople."
at the end of every letter: "When
are you coming, Daddy?"
He was practically on his way the day
I saw him — to Florence and Penny and
Tony, three of his loves.
From the stage, his fourth love, he
was to know personal satisfaction, even
though the play proved too steep for
Broadway.

j—

By that time I'd got my breath back,
/e've never
lent the matter
any
ught.
We're never going to. Give
i ir readers that idea, will you?'
Not long after, this writer was mar-

But, regardless, in Hollywood ready
to welcome him on his return, waits his
fifth love, the screen.

Camera! Powerful, 2000- watt lights are thrown
on the star's face and teeth. Teeth must sparkle,
naturally. That is why the choice of the right
dentifrice is so important in Hollywood. Many of
the most famous stars use CALOX Tooth Powder.

Many Hollywood

Dentists use

Calox in their practice. Dentists
realize that Calox is a safe tooth
powder made according to latest scientific findings in the dental field.

WHY HOLLYWOOD "O.K.'S" CALOX
1. Gives "High-Luster" Polish. Five scientifically approved cleansing and polishing ingredients get to work! Teeth start to sparkle!

2. Calox is Double Safe Because it is...
Double Sifted through 100-mesh screens.
It cannot contain any grit or pumice.
ownReleases
purifyingOxygen.
agent.
3.
Oxygen is Nature's

4. Made With

Prescription

Care

by

McKesson & Robbins, who have supplied
fine drugs to physicians since 1833.

CALOX-A

McKESSON

PRODUCT
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Boos and Bouquets

JVow t/us new Cream

(Continued from page 4)

^SKIN-VITAMIN"
does more Jor your s£in
f/um erer&efore

equal Irene Dunne, whose loveliness is
of the kind rarely found in Hollywood
or elsewhere. Freshness that radiates
that grand SOH (Sense of Humor)
which is much better than the much advertised SA.
As a foil, Cary Grant is perfect. May
we see many pictures with the three of
you together.

Eleanor Allan,
Buffalo, N. Y.

$1.00 PRIZE

WEE

Bouquets by all means — give them to
Jane Withers. She's my favorite of all
the child stars, and, according to her
box-office rating, I think the general
public likes her, too.
She is the Tom Sawyer of yesterday,
modernized and dressed in skirts today;
but at heart there's not really a great
difference between the two of these lovable, laughable naughty children. They
both represent the all-around 100%
American child, the kind of healthy animal you love to see, the children who,
despite all their misadventures, turn out
to be fine citizens.
To me, Jane Withers is the most human of all the child stars. She acts the
way all kids would if they dared —
just the way you and I wanted to act
when we were her age. She calls back
a happy childhood to adults, and creates
an exciting one for children. More
power to her, and more fun for her fans.
Mrs. Raymond J. Ross,
Bridgeport, Conn.

A
NOW IT
NOURISHES,
TOO...
my skin looks
richer," says Miss
Geraldine Spreckels
of the famous California family: "I have always praieed Pond's Vanishing Cream. It
smooths skin so wonderfully after exposure. Now it is grand to know that it is doing more
for your skin all the time you have it on. It certainly keeps my skin in perfect condition."

quite remarkable
SOMETHING
has come to women for their
beauty care. Something unheard of
only a few years ago!
The "skin-vitamin" is now in a
beauty cream!
Four years ago doctors barely suspected that a certain vitamin was a
special aid to the skin. They applied
this vitamin to wounds and burns.
And found it actually healed them
quicker!

Remember, this is not the "sunshine"
vitamin. Not the orange-juice vitamin.
But the vitamin that especially aids skin
health — the precious "skin-vitamin"!

Same jars, same labels, same price
This new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Vanishing
Cream is in the same jars, with the same
labels, at the same price. Use it for the
same purposes as ever. And at night, after
cleansing, apply a little more of it than
you do for powder base. Women who are
using it that wav simply adore it!

This is the amazing "skin-vitamin"
which
Cream. is now in Pond's Vanishing
Pond's Vanishing Cream was always
great for smoothing your skin for powder,
and for overnight use, too. Now the use of
Pond's "skin-vitamin" Vanishing Cream
actually nourishes your skin.
The regular use of this cream will make
your skin look fresher, clearer.
TEST

Htfjfe*
IT

IN

9

TREATMENTS

Pond's. Dept. 15- VP, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of Pond's "skin-vitamin"
Vanishing Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with samples of 2 other Pond's "skinvitamin" Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10(f to
cover postage and packing.
Nam.

Street

—

Cily_
Copyright, 1937. Ponds Extract Company
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WE SECOND

THE MOTION

I'd like to nominate a new

$1.00 PRIZE

BOYER. TAKE THE COUNT

WITTY WITHERS

$1.00 PRIZE

men of pictures are real flesh-and-t j
people from whose life stories one c J
gain real inspiration and couragf \
know now that movies and criticisn jj
movies should be part of my educ; I
for living and even discovered mat J
for my two-minute weekly church 1 1
Thank you, Photoplay.
Mrs. Clare Smith
Jackson, Michigv

star for

Hollywood. His name wasn't mentioned
in the major credit lines, but certainly
one of the greatest performances in all
time should be credited to the special
effects man who staged the superb sequence in Sam
Goldwyn's
"Hurricane."
With his
guidance
has come
one of the
most spectacular storms in cinema history. He has blended all known terror
and suspense into an unforgettable
quarter-hour cinema masterpiece.
Surely the masterful skill and showmanship of the special effects man who
made this scene prove his right to a
E. Fame.
Ward,
place in moviedom's HallI. of
Long Island City, N. Y.
All credit to "special effects" man
James Basevi for his twenty-minute
"blow," which not only stunned the inhabitants ofthe South Sea Islands in
the "Hurricane," but awed audiences
everywhere. Mr. Basevi has also made
earthquakes — as in "San Francisco" ; loplagues
as in
Nice cust
work
if—you
can "The
get it!Good Earth."

Hats off to Charles Boyer in "(I
quest" on three counts: first, bee »
of his sharply etched characterizatii >|
Napoleon. It is as though he had ste d
out of the very pages of history tc I
live the romantic and dramatic I
ments of "the little emperor." N|
leon's wild fantastic dreams of brir ig
Europe under one government, his {
cocksure confidence in himself, amis
charm — all are here in Boyer's for i]
portrayal.
Second, because through him C'h
Garbo becomes a radiant, vivid wo n
As Marie Walewska, whose bui I
hope is to save the Emperor from I
litical destruction and to find sec I
and happiness in their flaming love, I
Garbo becomes spirited and intens I
is as though Boyer challenged htk
awaken and find the Garbo who I
thrilled to John Gilbert.
Third, because Charles Boyer I
ceeded in doing what no actor is is
supposed to do: steal the show J
Garbo!
Salema Parkhurst
Seattle, Wa:
$1.00 AND
PRIZE
RAPS
SCALLIONS
A couple of Boos and a bouquof
scallions to the makers of "The Ban.
Here was a splendid opportunity
make a thrilling screen drama of a i
cinating story, but it turned out to a
series of close-ups of Jean Parker d
James Ellison reciting endless dialce
Rex Beach's stirring tale of the d
rush days of Alaska was filmed it
twenty years ago. It was a grips
screen play with a fight sequence at
topped all screen bouts for a good my
years. There was a fight that w|a
In the present version, Leo Carlo
finishes off the villain much too e£ v
and
fight.most of the scrap is out of sigbf
the spectator. Then, when one is U
in the mood of the play of the a
Northwest, Jean Parker bursts into &
while washing dishes by a str<
something about "Moonlit Parac
and spoils the illusion. Carrillo I
s^ngs. I don't think Beach though)!
that. to
In the
the story
old days,
film produ.'-5
stuck
Tin Pan Alley
alone.and left the boj)i

$1.00 PRIZE

THANK

Harry Bailey,
Los Angeles, Cal

YOU. MRS. SMITH!

I came to deride — I stayed to admire.
My opinion of movie magazines was as a
rose in a mud puddle — there might be a
trifle worth reading in them but it
wasn't worth all the mud one had to
wade through to get there. When I
brought home your January Photoplay
my husband looked at me in astonishment. Iexplained I admired the photography (said nothing about having
seen an article on style and beauty) and
had decided to satiate my curiosity regarding the audacity of anyone's charging twenty-five cents for comments on
the Hollywood factory and its workers.
After finishing Photoplay I realized
the part movies play in America's culture, and understood for the first time
that the beautiful women and handsome

The first time "The
Barrier"
filmed was in 1917. Rex Beach prodii
it himself with Mabel Julienne Scoi
Necia, Mitchell Lewis as Poleon, jo
Victor Sutherland as Lieut. Burrell
1926, it was filmed again by M-(
with Marceline Day, Mario Carillo <■
Norman Kerry in the above orde )
roles. Lionel Barrymore was the '
lainy Stark Bennett in the 1926 ven1
As "talkies" had not arrived then, ru rally both the above were silent '
tures.

$1.00 PRIZE
A BACHELOR

SPEAKS

You ladies may
Taylor, Flynn and

coo and sigh < r
Gable.
You g<s

ive about your Crawfordg, Garbos
ietrichs. But this young bachelor
ror none of them,
all the twinkling and glimmering
of Hollywood into a gigantic
jag and then let me dive in to
the two who have softly crept inheart and stolen it in the artificial
theater.
of the motion-picture
time I'll come to the surface
lg in my hand the wiggly package
dng the two little he-men, Billy
jbby Mauch!
^ears we have waited the arrival
)y actor who could portray roles
3 who love and admire Boyville's
ants could appreciate. At last,
in pulled in, and out have popped
uch lads, full of fun and mischief,
mgry hearts of several thousand
dly cold and emotionless bachre leaping and pounding with joy.
r I appoint myself official represe of the world's bachelors and
Billy and Bobby a mighty pat on
ck. (Slap!)
live the Mauch Twins and may
row up to be real pipe-smoking
nspoiled and unpampered, just as
i give as to take. When I'm in
ss where I soon hope to be, I
all on them in person.
E.

("The Minnesota
Blizzard")
Davidson,
Kettle River, Minnesota.

PRIZE
MY POINT OF VIEW
I born and brought up in the
and with an aviator for a father,
tried to stay away from all war
s and avoid all aviation films,
the ships were so old you could
ather Time knocking in the enr they were so new that even
ky had never heard of them.
, on Armistice Day I declared a
with my dislike for these films
mt to see "The Road Back." It
own at a time when other counre engaged in strife. It was one
most touching movies that I shall
i>pe to see. The characters might
ved in any country following any
le confusion, the turmoil, the upuld have been the same,
acting was near perfection, the
r brilliant, the dialogue showed
1 colors the feelings of these men
id lost "the road back." The phoiy was splendid. Altogether, it
i stirring drama of men who cried
' peace and truth and look in vain
esumption of their old life.
v the movie in a post theater with
lience composed almost entirely
iers. I can pay no higher tribute
3 say that these defenders of our
left the theater subdued
and
Helen Dodd,
Iitchel Field, Hempstead, N. Y.

PRIZE
MS AND SLAMS
"e is nothing so dismaying as carnitations of previous successes.
, we have been so surfeited with
mitations that we almost feel like

getting up in our seats and screaming.
Advertisements in newspapers read
"It's another 'Thin Man' " or "Another
'It Happened One Night.' "
Comedy can be overdone, and if the
producers think they are putting a
feather in their caps by offering their
best stars in the weak and ridiculously
silly slapstick-comedy pictures they are
turning out so fast, they're as crazy as
the "screwy" plots of the stories.
Metro's latest comedy opus, "Double
Wedding," is the biggest insult anyone
could proffer to the supreme talents of
the versatile and skillful stars, Myrna
Loy and Bill Powell. It was a cruel

Make a ^653/ start
and swing over to a FRESH cigarette

blow to their vast audience. It's up to
Metro to get busy and rectify this mistake by giving those two stars a spiffy,
modern and smartly intelligent comedy
as soon as they can get around to it.
It's about time someone put an end to
this whole goofy, zany slapstick idea.
After all, we don't want to go back to
the old Keystone days.
William L. McCauley,
Springfield, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE
GLAMOUR— JUST GLAMOUR
Thank you for proving what I have
for so long endeavored to prove. In a
recent issue you published two contrasting photographs of Marlene Dietrich, the first showing her as a plain
German girl, the other showing her as
the "glamour queen" of Hollywood.
I'm sorry, but I disagree with you. The
only beauty I see in the second picture
is painted on; the same effect can be
achieved by anyone, with a mask. That
is all Miss Dietrich's face is — a mask.
There is no emotion or real beauty.
But the other picture. To me, the
first picture shows real beauty, humanity, warmth and character. What is
glamour without character? Her face
plainly shows the determination, sensibility and courage that put her where
she is today. In other words, why is it
bad taste to show your good qualities?
Margy Davis,
San Francisco, Calif.

Fresh Start made a Fresh Star
Salesgirl in a department store, Joy Hodges
made a fresh start. Landed in the movies!
Starred in "Merry-Go-Round of 1938"!
Now charms Broadway in "I'd Rather I5e
Right"! Joy's fresh start made a new star
who brought fresh joy to millions.

$1.00 PRIZE
AUDIBLE

AND

ADMIRABLE

In the twenties there was Rudolph
Valentino in "The Sheik," John Gilbert
in "His Hour" and Ronald Colman in
"The Night of Love" — all breathless romantics, all heirs to the glamorous traditions of the finest swashbuckler of
them all — Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.
But Valentino has ridden into his last
sunset, and Gilbert has lived and died,
finding failure after success as cold and
barren as the Russian steppes across
which he pursued his heroine. Only
Colman remains to come back in "The
Prisoner of Zenda" after a series of
Bulldog Drummonds and Sydney Cartons to remind us that romance and adventure are still the most pleasing ingredients of a cinema play.
As I see it, his performance is the
resumption of a tradition.
In his Rudolf Rassendyll all the great swashbucklers of the silent era are audible.
Shirley Dowd,
New York, N. Y.

a lot in life if
'LLstaymiss
YOUyou
in the rut of old
habits and never risk a FRESH
start. Take your cigarette, for
instance. If your present brand
is often dry or soggy, don't stay
"spliced" to that stale number
just because you're used to it.
Make a fresh start by swingingover to FRESH, Double-Mellow
Old Golds . . . the cigarette that's
tops in tobacco quality . . . brought
to you in the pink of smoking con-

dition byOld Gold's weather-tight ,
double Cellophane package.
That extra jacket of Cellophane
brings youwith
Old all
Gold's
tobaccos
their prize
rich, crop
full
flavor intact. Those two gate
crashers, dampness and dryness,
can never muscle in on that
double-sealed, climate-proof O.G.
package.
It's never too late for better
smoking! Make a FRESH start
with those always FRESH
Double-Mellow Old Golds.

Copyright, 1938, by P. Lorillard Co., Inc.

ma DAMP FOOLS

s«

OEWBALLS

by birth

(and preference) — all the world's a stooge
for those merry zanies — the RITZ BROTHERS.
Read their hilarious story in —

APRIL PHOTOPLAY

Outer Cellophane Jacket
Opens from the Bottom,
Sealing the Top

TUNE

at the Top,
The Inner Jacket Opens

Sealing the Bottom
IN on Old Gold's Holly wood Sereeuscoops. every Tues. and Tliurs. night. Columbia Network, Coast-to-Coast
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Forbidden Great Loves of Hollywood
(Continued from page 20)
laughter at life, that grand vitality, that
bigness of personality which the screen
later captured. She always seemed to
me to fit the screen as though it had
been tailored for her. The theater was
never big enough, somehow.
|N the beginning, neither of them recognized what was happening to them.
She had never had a real love affair.
She usually just went along because she
was such good fun on a party. Her
popularity was great, but it was impersonal. Everybody loved her, but no
man was in love with her. And her
heart was hungry for love, understood
love, visioned its great and extravagant
beauty and its heights and depths so
much better than the hearts of some of
easily.
the
girls who won it or its imitations so

\

Dreskin

by

C A M

FACIAL CLEANSING

P A N A

PADS

and DRESSING
NEW. ..and Oh! So Useful!
• Now you can have a quick "facial" — a
stimulating cleansing of your skin, wherever
you are and whenever you want it. . . .These
new dreskin coolies, scientifically treated
with Campana's famous skin freshener, give
you dreskin's deeper cleansing in compactsize pads— as easy to use as your powder puff*.
And even more important to your charm !. . .
No chance for dust and grime to settle when
you have Coolies ready for use anywhere and
anytime. No need to worry about caked powder with a Coolie "facial," the perfect base
for between-time powdering. . . . And best of
all, you know dreskin coolies are good forvour

FOR PURSE

TABLE

a matching refill humidor jar for your dressing
table. Ask to see them now at your favorite
drug or department store. But please remember,

|T was, I suppose, a commonplace little
only Coolies — by Campana — are made with story but, if you will stop to think, you
genuine dreskin. Always ask for them by will realize that stories grow commonplace because they happen so often to
name. 25^ compacts — 6ot and $1 .00 jars.
real men and women.
He was married.
I do not know, of course, a great deal
about that early marriage. But it had
been, from his point of view, very unhappy. He had been very young when
he married; there had been children;
and then, as she knew, a long parting
before he had come to her. He told
her little about that marriage except
that he hadn't lived with his wife for

skin! They're scientifically treated with
a cleanser noted for its purity as well /
as its effectiveness — a cleanser that's if
been a favorite with smart women for more than five years.
. . .There's a smart Coolie
compact for your purse and

Special Introductory Offer
Large Jar Pads
Compact

Dreskin CO 0 LI ES-by
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$1.00
25

The Makers

They drifted, without much thought,
into a constant companionship. He said
once to a friend of hers that she was
the only woman he had ever known who
was "all there." He missed nothing in
his close friendship with her. Even
then, I am sure, there was a quality of
grandeur about her which perhaps grew
in scale as she grew older. And of one
thing concerning him we may be sure.
It was in him to love the highest when
he saw it and that is something rarer in
men than we sometimes realize.
If he had known, in those months,
that he was falling in love with her, he
would have told her sooner the secret
that had to come out at last. That, at
least, is what she always believed. Perhaps, quite literally, he forgot. He was
a forgetful young man, easily carried
along upon the pleasant stream of life,
enjoying and grasping the moment. Or
it may be that, in what he regarded as
a friendship with this woman who made
him laugh, who was so fine a comrade,
there was nothing that made it necessary for him to reopen old wounds and
drag out the dead past.
When he did tell her, it was too late
for either of them. Whichever way they
moved then, heartbreak stared them in
the face.

U25
of Italian Balm and Dreskin

She was by nature a giver. A ^
ritan. She gave bounteously, wi^U
hands; she couldn't deny love an^oij
fort and peace to anyone. Yet siM
been brought up in a rigid mors cod
To live without him seemed imp;jy
like choosing a living death, ijjj
the long, long years ahead witho ev
hearing his voice, feeling the tcibj
his hand, seeing his blue eyes ljfl
at the sight of her was like aski y
to stand and cut out her heart.
That's the way she loved — th<<J
way she could love — with all of j/M
To live with him meant i\M
against her own code and cnll
meant giving up forever the cidJ
she longed for, the wifehood hi
motherhood that she had been til
for.
I don't think she had any km
really. It simply wasn't possible :}■
to give him up, to send him an-i
grey loneliness and anguish. Heuai
ruled her, then and always,
could have borne it for herse ■
couldn't have borne it for him.
I HEN came the War.
Of course he went, among

th fin

Born adventurer, he couldn't st£ on
So she gave him to his country c th
great wave of song and beating id
that we called patriotism.

And got him back after a lon< ea-|
What was left of him.
Sometimes you wonder how ion
endure daily heartbreak. You team
own heart break and you put iba
together and go on, and time hw
somehow.
But to break it anew every de am
to carry your head high and keepoJ
eyes bright is to me so great a thir thai
I believe it stands at the very top ha
man courage.

The sight of him in that wheel nai
was something that broke her het thi
first time — and went on breaking I
ery day for years. The sight oha
fumbling with his left hand bciial
there was only an empty sleeve H
his right hand had been, was f res :ob
ment each time her eyes rested ujiit

The spent,
pain that
him torhia
an'la
him
wavesshattered
of pain that
over and over again, was alive i;bfl
breast night and day.

But most of all, she could not be tin
white, set stillness of his face. HiiyB
were gray and stern now, and thcne
made by laughter, lines she had ;ved
and kissed so often, were ovenjred
with deep lines of pain.
She wanted, of course, to takciin
into her arms, hold him againsha

But he admitted from the very beginyears. ning that there was no possibility of a
divorce. His wife, he said, did not believe in divorce and would fight against
it under any .circumstance.

breast, and weep over him all the.-an
that filled her being. He was monio*
than the man she loved. He waihei
helpless child, dependent upon hi; fa
everything — for care and food no
above all, for the miraculous upstanding of his moods and painsha1
alone could carry him through thisew
strange life.

T HE

Oh, she must have wanted to w&.fa
him.

news, coming so soon after the
glory of discovering that at last she had
found love and a great love, must have
been a crescendo of despair. For she
was, above all things, the sort of woman
who wanted marriage and children. A
mother woman, as Hollywood knew; for
she mothered everyone that came within her reach for years.
They faced all the facts together.
They were, you see, two very real,
very human, very alive people. And I
think they were both honest with themselves and with each other.

But she did not. She was a :®
woman. So, instead, she brought to
at a price I think no one will ever Jaw
the great gift of laughter.

She had to bring laughter ba t(
him.
If she had wept over him, he v*
she said, have died at once. Pit; ^
tears would have drowned foreve"1'
spark of spirit in the man, the I
ery
that tried
dauntlessly
ovei;ni<
the wreck
of his
body that towas
rv
twisted thing in a wheel chair.

; had always been able to make
laugh. Could she do it again?
[NK the day he laughed aloud for
irst time, forgetting his pain and
lelplessness, must have been the
moment of her life, though she
0 know many great moments when
e world paid her homage.
i, at long last, upon the crest of
arrow, she came into her own. If
ould make him laugh, she could
the world laugh, too.
sat in the wings of the theater in
heel chair, the unseen guest at evsrformance she gave.
■ fame leaped upward, Audiences
sd her, they loved her, they
ed her with affection and with
lever-failing laughter.
she wasn't playing to her au;s, though she loved them. It was
t white-faced figure in the wheel
whose ears were still deafened a
by the roar of the guns — you. see,
why so much of her stage comedy
pantomime. He could still see.
was why she invented pantomime
vas the cleverest thing Broadway
ver seen.
sed to wonder often what those
ing, shrieking, cheering audiences
1 have thought if they had known
the man
in the wheel
chair,
i that she gave him a last kiss and
just before she stepped in front
! footlights, known that she went
;o him and pushed his wheel chair
• dressing room herself when the
n went down.
:ver a woman clowned with a
ing heart she did it in those days,
worked harder than she had ever
id, and she nursed him herself day
ight. There were those operations
became
nightmares
to so many

wounded men, desperate efforts to put
back together the boys we'd sent to
France. Hope was a rare visitor. She
never left him. When he woke in the
night screaming with nightmare memories, she was beside him.
They clung to each other, fighting off
the inevitable end, holding each moment
as something rare and precious. They
talked as two people, I think, rarely
talk. So close they were.

'round the corner

T HEY

knew it couldn't be for long. It
was as though she held off Death itself
with the bright shield of her laughter.
As long as she could make him laugh,
love and life would help her.
When, and only when she had closed
his eyes and knew they would not open
again, did she take him at last in her
arms and weep for him the tears that
had distilled under her laughter.
One more thing she had to bear for
him. The woman who had a legal right
to all that was left of him came to take '
him away. But the woman who had
loved him and cared for him watched
that with her head up, proudly. I think
she was sure, by that time, that, having
loved much and served well, she had
been forgiven. And no one could ever
take him from her. He lived in her
heart as, somewhere, she lived in his.
She went on for many years, then,
continuing to give that rich laughter to
the world. But I have told you the
story now, so that you may know how
great a woman she really was, and how
infinitely she believed in the goodness
of God, and how love had been the
greatest thing in her life, had given to
that laughter something so fine and tender that it won the heart of the whole
world. I hope somewhere there is a
heaven where they have found again
their love and their laughter.

tchfor the Next in This Series of Great Love Stories, RevealHitherto Hidden Chapters in the Lives of Famous Stars

We

Cover the Studios
(Continued jrom page 56 )

is a philosopher, is amused.

He

toward us to say: "Look closely
mees. She does have a beautiful
. But do you know why?
Beher figure is normal,' perfectly
rtioned. You go to a race track
very horse you see is beautifully
Or you go hunting and every
ant you shoot is like every other,
ley're all beautiful. In all the aniingdom, only humans vary so from
atural shape of their species that
ormal figure is the unusual one,
eautiful one. The one that earns
:g Hollywood dollars."
king that Thought for Today in
cental scrapbook, we head for
-Radio, where Irene ("The Awful
i") Dunne is doing another
ltly comedy, "The Joy of Loving."
is about a glamorous star, envied
illions, who isn't getting any fun
f life, but doesn't know it, until
las Fairbanks, Jr., happens along
;ives her ideas.
i reason why she isn't getting any
'Ut of life is: her clinging family,
as Alice Brady for a scatterbrained
2r,Guy Kibbee for a pompous faLucille Ball for a jealous, but
) sister, Frank Milan for a brotherw who is a demon amateur athlete,
five-year-old twins named Dotsy
3etsy for double-trouble nieces.
ither Irene nor Doug is working
'■ But the family is present, asled around a breakfast table set up
stone terrace — for a scene that
s their characters none too gently,
musingly. For the onlookers on the
the focus of attention is Lucille,

garbed in a startling blue-feather
breakfast coat, playing mother to twins.
This is her biggest role to date. It may
take her far.
Between "takes," someone
this is the first time she
mother on the screen. And
cille has an answer that may
Hollywood history. Her
"Yes. And it didn't hurt a

asks her if
has been a
the flip Lugo down in
answer is:
bit."

/\ROUND the corner at Paramount, we
come upon a bedroom set. This is
for "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," co-starring Claudette Colbert and Gary
Cooper. Only Claudette is in sight. In
silken white negligee, she is sitting on a
luxurious-looking bed, talking with a
publicity man. Stretched out on the bed,
lies Director Ernst Lubitsch.
No one ever saw the dynamic Lubitsch
relaxed before. This is a scoop. The
electricians finish lighting the scene.
Lubitsch wakes up, starts his usual pacing back and forth behind the camera,
chewing an unlighted cigar, telling
Claudette how he envisions the scene.
Claudette, dabbing powder on a shiny
spot, nods and goes to work.
This "take" is silent, in pantomime.
Claudette turns away from a window,
the camera focused on her face, and
registers, first, indecision — then brighteyed determination. Lubitsch watches
closely. "Fine!" he says. "Let's take another," he suggests. Two "takes" later,
he still is saying "Fine," yet suggesting
a retake.
"What does he say when he's satisfied?" we ask.

The answer is: " 'Okay.' "

TO BE LUCKY IN LOVE, says this famous star,
you must look your very loveliest. There's
danger in misfit makeup ... odds and ends
of unrelated cosmetics that can't possibly look
well together — or on you!
ARE YOU SURE your makeup matches? Are
\<>u Mile it matches you? You are, when you
wear Marvelous, the new matched makeup.
For the face powder, rouge, and lipstick— the
eye makeup, too — are in complete color harmony. It's makeup that matches you . . . for
it's keyed to your personality color, the color
that never changes, the color of your eyes!
ARTISTS, fashion experts, beauty editors — and
thousands of girls who wear it — agree this
eye-matched makeup flatters all your features
— your skin, your hair, your type! Stage and

screen stars, lovely women everywhere, find
Marvelous new
Eye-Matched
immediate
beauty. Makeup brings them
THE PRICE IS LOW . . . and you needn't wait
to buy a complete set. Start now . . . buy that
lipstick you need. ..or rouge. . . or face powder
in Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup . . . only
55c each (Canada 65c). For your type any
drug or department store will recommend . . .
111.11,

If your

eyes are:

BROWN

toear Dresden type
. . . wear Parisian type

HAZEL

.... wear Continental type

GRAY

.... icear Patrician type

TONIGHT . . . why not be a heart stirrer —
try this matched makeup that matches you!
COPYRIGHT

1030.

BY

RICHARD

HUDNUT

LIPSTICK POWDER ROUGE

•y""

MARVELOUS EYE-MATCHED MAKEUP ^?«W.
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She Gets Away With Murder

Try my way to

make HIS
easy chair

(Continued from page 27)
from one angle, and it does seem as
though she might have a few of the
boys buffaloed.
Let's begin back in 1934 when the
monetary compensation provided
Carole's Paramount contract was
ready a four-figured affair. One fine
fall day, shortly before that contract
was to expire, Carole approached her
bosses and informed them that she
wouldn't sign another contract unless
they tripled her salary.
Well — they laughed at her. But the
determined actress stood by her thunderbolt. She thought she was worth
that much to them. They could think it
over.
They had cause to think. When they
discovered Carole was serious they
stopped laughing. They countered with
offers of considerably less sums. They
pleaded and cajoled, and one or two of
her bosses were guilty of a few histrionics of their own — but Carole got
her salary tripled.

T WO

years later, we hit another high
spot in her career: a spot at which we
find her at odds with her producer over
what was then her current picture. For
obvious reasons, both the picture and
the producer had best remain unnamed.
The picture had been two weeks in
production when the producer decided
it was all a terrible mistake, and that
he'd
match. best scrap the whole

shootin'

Carole differed. She went straight to
the producer's office and said so. Pardon
her, but if they'd just make these few
changes — why — the story would be as
good as any they had on the lot.
In the end, Carole's suggestions were
put into effect and the picture was completed, which amounted to historic leniency on the part of a motion-picture
producer. The success of that picture
surpassed everyone's wildest dreams — -

LIGHT

CONDITION

u/ittt.

Jfiwanc/3j$/lfol G-E MAZDA LAMPS

A few Carole's.
months later, the same situation
except
occurred in reverse. Paramount assigned the blonde explosive to a picture,
and this time it was Carole who wanted
it scrapped. She refused to put on a
single false eyelash unless the studio
would assign her a gag writer (of her
own choice) to go over the script scene
by scene. Such adamant behavior does
not usually enhance one's desirability in
the eyes of producers — but again Carole's demands were granted.

P

EOPLE also refer, quite colorfully
Carole's last contract with Paramoi
On the strength of that agreement, 1
Lombard functioned more importer
in the guidance of her own career fl
any other contract-star in Hollywc
with the possible exception of Gai
Again she asked to have her sal
tripled, and it was. She named
number of pictures she would mak
year. She had the privilege of mak
her own deal for one vehicle outside
studio every twelve months — and u
ally most producers would cut off tl
noses rather than grant that requ
laparticularly
to stars like Carole
whom they could have demanded $21
000 gn a loan-out deal.
Besides those items, Carole exerci
a ruler's control over almost ev
phase of her productions. She chose
own stories and sent scripts back to
rewritten.
She chose her own directors ;
okayed her own supporting casts, i
named her own cinema photograp
and her own "still" man. Whether
worked on or off the Paramount
Paramount's Travis Banton designed i
picture wardrobes. No one could ask!j
to work after six o'clock in the even
and she refused to begin a picture, ;
picture, unless the script was comple
before the starting date. Not a sin
"still" picture of her could leave
studio until it had passed through 1
hands. She made no fashion sittin
Her attitude toward publicity was m
strict, and while several Hollywood c<.
respondents had a few things to s
about it, no authority at the studio qui
tioned it. She refused interviews rij
and left, and she expressly instruci
the studio publicity department to fori
about her.
When that contract expired in Mar<
1937, Carole did not sign another. Ni
she has
only a "gentlemen's
agreemei
with
Paramount
to deliver her
servk
for two pictures a year, and with Da\
Selznick for one picture a year — if tb
offer the right stories.
Today, then, Carole is her own fi
agent; virtually, an artistic dictator w
doesn't have to make a picture for an
body unless all matters are arranged
suit her. So it's no wonder, really, tb
people are gasping.
But consider that other angle.
If Carole lacked anything between t

IT'S simple to do. And
you can begin to light condition at surprisingly little cost.
Put a new G-E bulb in your
three-light I. E. S. Better Sight
Lamp... 100-200-300-watts
only 65#. Then watch the man
in your family relax as he reads.
See that your I. E. S. bridge and
table lamps have a 100-watt
G-E bulb... 20^. Brighten up
your kitchen with a 150- watt
bulb for only 25^. And for
general use, 60-watt G-E Bulbs,
or smaller . . . only 15#.

Buy the new and brighter
1938 G-E bulbs where you
see this emblem displayed.

GENERAL

($§ ELECTRIC

MAZDA

LAMPS

"Fooey, I'll stick +0 ice cream," said young Bill Powell when his
more sophisticated father lured him into trying Crepes Suzette

people could well accuse her of
ing all the gravy and none of the
f. But the boisterous blonde from
ana, the girl with the million horse er personality is, in truth, a very
aordinary person, and that puts a
face on the facts,
irole Lombard has the hardest busihead of any actress in Hollywood,
, oh boy, how that girl works in refor what she gets!
5 one could possibly accuse Carole
king a tyrant's advantage of her imance. She's among the first on her
in the morning.
No director has
had to send a bus boy looking for
when she's wanted.
Le doesn't work after six o'clock — no.
if the overhead is piling up, or if
; member of the cast has only one
; scene before finishing the picture,
star will be the first to suggest that
work beyond her time limit. Carole
that six o'clock deadline only bee her vitality suffers if she works
er than nine hours a day — as whose
Idn't? And no one on her sets
cs harder than she.
> one can justly accuse the fair;d lady of being a troublemaker,
jr. If she has any squawking to do
loes it before her picture starts, and,
i doing, she never makes it tough on
underlings. She never quibbles,
goes to the place where it will do
most good — straight to the front
*JCE her picture is in front of the
sra, nothing short of the plague will
ce her to hold up production. It
be told now — that when Carole was
f on location at Arrowhead for
le Confession," she suffered terrirom the altitude as a result of those
mous scenes in that ice-cold mounlake.
She finished the sequence
:r a doctor's care, and it's characterof Carole that she asked the studio
to make any heroics out of it.
e okays her supporting casts — yes.
no actress gives the people who
c with her a better break. Hollyi's supporting players cheer lustily
ti they're signed for a Lombard pic— they know Carole won't muscle in
heir best lines.
) actress has ever been more generto her leading man than Carole was
'red MacMurray in "Swing High,
lg Low." As the star of that picture,
i Lombard allowed Fred the hog's
e of scenes — and you know how
i that happens.
:fore it went into production, she
the script of the same picture back
le scenario department, not to have

her own part ballooned, but to have two
pages of dialogue added to Dorothy
Lamour's role.
Smart girl that she is, Carole knows
that her picture will be better if her
supporting
cast appears to its best advantage.

% (MwUmd-mi

OTHER TIME'

Another point in Carole's favor is this.
People hereabouts often forget that no
one has any right to accuse an actress
of getting away with murder unless her
bosses do — and Miss Lombard's bosses
don't accuse her of anything of the sort.
Producers respect her because she is
the only actress in Hollywood who looks
at the business of making motion pictures from a producer's point of view.
For instance, "True Confession" received a wonderful public reception, but
when I asked Carole to name the thing
about it that pleased her most, she
beamed and said, "Why, we brought the
picture in under its budget."
You see, Carole isn't interested in
making "prestige pictures," or being featured in press columns. She's interested
only in enhancing her own value to
producers by making consistently good
pictures that will make consistently
good money.
That she has done. Today, there isn't
a major executive in Hollywood who, if
he had the chance, wouldn't put Carole
under contract at her own price.
So, no matter what she gets away with
— she can't be wrong.

THE

day I talked to Carole she was

ensconced in one of Warner's rococo
suites, waiting for a call to the set of
her latest picture, which she is making
with Fernand Gravet. It was rather
difficult to keep on our tracks, what
with all the visitors and telephone calls
that kept butting in between commas,
but you'd have enjoyed it just the same.
There's always fun when Carole, and
her
loyal friend and buffer, "Fieldsie,"
are around.
However, if you are looking for a foolproof formula for success, take a tip
from this dynamic young person who is
considered Hollywood's foremost commedienne:
"It's important to be cooperative," said
Carole. "I've never fought unless I
honestly believed I was right, and that
the thing I was fighting for was really
Then she smiled —
important."
"You know," she observed, "the reason that more people don't get morethings they feel they deserve is because
they're afraid to ask for them."
So, all told, it appears that the only
thing Carole Lombard really gets away
with — is being Carole Lombard.

In the Palm of Your Hand
(Continued from page 68)
grade of intelligence of the person
se hands you are analyzing,
normal-sized thumb with a medium
ng will reach to the middle of the
:r part of your first finger.
supple thumb,
one which
bends
cward easily, belongs to the person
is extravagant, emotional, brilliant,
atile, a person who can adapt himto any situation and to any cornion.
lis thumb needs square tips to guide
its owner is to make the most of his
liance.
stiff thumb is one set high, close
le hand, refusing to budge even unpressure. It belongs to the person
I is economical, practical and stingy.
>w that you can't change him and
't waste your breath and strength,
ow we come to the study of each
arate finger.

Your first finger is known as Jupiter;
the second, or middle finger, Saturn;
the third, Apollo; and the fourth or
little finger, Mercury.
To be normal in length, Jupiter should
reach to the middle of the upper part of
Saturn. Saturn, the balance wheel,
should dominate your entire hand.
Apollo should reach the middle of the
upper part of Saturn. Mercury should
reach to the beginning of the upper part
of Apollo. Any divergence from these
lengths adds to the strength of one finger and takes away from the strength
of another. For this reason be sure to
discover if one finger actually is long, or
merely seems so because of the unusual
shortness of the one with which you are
comparing it.
Also, notice very carefully if the finger
which appears to be shorter only seems
so because it is set lower on your palm.

TODAY, more and more women who once let the calendar dictate many of their
activities have discovered how needless it is to live in dated dread of severe
periodic functional pain.
You should be one of them, enjoying this new freedom. If you are not, get
Midol before another month rolls around. For, unless you have some organic disorder demanding a physician's or surgeon's attention, Midol in all probability can
help you "carry on" in comfort.
Most women who try Midol find it permits them to go through the days of
menstruation physically and mentally carefree. Midol is offered for this sole purpose— easing the unnatural pain of a natural process. It acts quickly. In all but
unusual instances it brings definite relief. Many women declare they have no pain
at all — or even discomfort — since they learned to rely on Midol.
Get Midol, and "be yourself. Instead of favoring
yourself, saving yourself, let Midol take care of
the pain. Two tablets should see you through
your worst day. Drugstores have Midol on the
counter in convenient purse-size tins.
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WHICH COLOR WILL BE
YOUR LUCKY STAR?

If it is set low on your palm it takes
away some of the qualities of that particular finger. If all your fingers are set
evenly on your palm, it means that you
possess some of the qualities of each finger, and that you are well balanced and
versatile and will stand a very good
chance of accomplishing your dreams.
A good
example
a woman's
well
balanced
as toof shape,
lengthhand,
and
proportion of fingers, and markings, is
that of Cecilia Parker's, illustrated on
the opening pages of this article, with
the analysis of my findings below. Her
hands show independence and determination. They are the hands of one who
has won her way on her own.
FINGERS: — please note that the two
middle fingers of Cecilia's hands are
held closer together than the other fingers. This tells you that Cecilia is
broad-minded, agreeable to a certain
extent; but that she feels the conventions must be respected and that the
future must be faced.
FINGERTIPS:— conic. This tells you of
romance, quick perception, intuition and
gaiety.
THUMB: — small with conic tip. The up-

■y

per part of Cecilia's thumb shows determination to the point of stubbornness if
pushed; but the lower part indicates a
person who will both listen and yield to
reason. She is very romantic and the
man who woos and wins her must appeal to that side of her nature. However, once married to him, she will stick
through all sorts of adversity. Love
means more to her than money. Cecilia's hands also offer a good example
of the low- set thumb.
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See how one of these tenfiJEthrilling :•<new
ff
face powder colors will win you new
radiance, new compliments, new luck!
Doesn't
it make
happy— that
to getinterthat
second look
fromyouothers
ested glance which says, "You look
stunning!"?
But maybe you haven't heard a compliment on your skin in a month. Be
honest with yourself— have you? If not
—did you ever wonder why?
But don't be too quick to blame
yourself— when maybe it's not you, but
your face powder that's at fault. For
you know that the wrong powder color
can actually hide your best points instead of bringing them out and giving
you a lift.
"Why, my face powder isn't like
that," you say. But how do you know
it isn't? For there's only one way to
find out. See with your own eyes the
electrifying change that comes over
your skin when you apply a lifelike,
friendly, flattering color.
Where is this transforming color?
It's in one of the ten glorifying new
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. But

r~"

you don't have to buy these colors to
find which one may be your lucky star.
For I will send you all ten, free and
postpaid, because I'm so anxious to
help you help yourself.

Let me help you find your co/or
When my gift arrives — try on every
shade. Try each one carefully. Then
STOP at the one and only color which
whispers, "I am yours. See what I do
for you. Look how I make your eyes
shine. And how dreamy soft I leave
your skin!" You'll see how the color
seems
withina part
. . .ofit's
so
natural, toso spring
lifelike,from
so much
you.

Have you a lucky penny?
Here's how a penny postcard will bring
you luck. It will bring you FREE and
postpaid all ten shades of Lady Esther
Face Powder, and a generous tube of
Lady Esther Four Purpose Face Cream.
Mail the coupon today.

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther, 7118 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
(40)
I want to find my "lucky" shade of face powder. Please send me your 10 new shades
free and postpaid, also a tube of your Four Purpose Face Cream.

i

Name
Address .
City

L_.

90

-State(If you live in Canada, write Latly Esther, Toronto, Onl.)

LINES'. — if you will study the lines of
Miss Parker's right hand with a magnifying glass, you will discover the wide
separation of the head line and heart
line. This shows a person who is independent in thought and action.
HEART LINE:— this line goes toward the
first finger. This shows idealism; a person who is inclined to put those she
loves on a pedestal.
HEAD

LINE:— slopes slightly. Some imagination, but an imagination under

perfect control.
LINE OF AP0LL0:-Cecilia
talent line.

has a good

IT IS very important to decide which
finger or fingers predominate on a hand.
The characteristics of your first finger,
Jupiter, are ambition, leadership, religion, akeen sense of honor, vanity, justice, early marriage, fondness for rich
food and drink.
If Jupiter reaches beyond the middle
of the upper part of its companion finger, Saturn, you possess these characteristics to a marked degree, and should
be successful in politics, church work,
writing, club work or as an army or
naval officer. You are a born leader and
organizer and people instinctively turn
to you for guidance. If the rest of your
hand is good, you can not fail to make
your mark in the world.
If the upper part of Jupiter predominates, you are idealistic, and will prefer
religion, or writing about leaders and
politicians and great battles.
The middle part predominating will
cause you to lead in the business world,
or to enter some form of politics where
you can and will make plenty of money.
The lower part predominating may

'"I

cause you to spend so much time in eating and drinking and the pursuit of
sensual pleasures that you will have little strength or ambition left with which
to carve out a career.
Saturn, your middle finger, is, or
should be, the longest finger on your
hand. If it is not, there is something
out of balance in your make-up.
The characteristics of Saturn are prudence, wisdom, sobriety, gloom, super-

stition, love of mysticism, caution, c .
icism, skepticism, love of the outd s
and a decided preference for solitud
As you can see for yourself, we ]
need some of these qualities for so J
balance. However, if Saturn is e; .
cially long, you possess these charac .
istics in the extreme and you will ,
most successful as a chemist, an ei .
neer, a mathematician, a doctor, oi i
anything having to do with the occul
In investments you should stick)
real estate. You do not care for soci
nor will you make any effort to inc
venience yourself for others. You c ,
little for art, but you love music; p
ticularly music that is sad. Often
make good composers of this type
music. As writers you excel in 1
tory; scientific works, mystery sto
and works dealing with the occult.
You seldom marry young and, if i
do, your husband or wife will proba
have a hard time because you pre
solitude to companionship and beca
you are inclined to be moody, opinic
ated and morbid. You doubt and si
at everything and you are very sus
cious.
If you are a true Saturnian, you
tall and lean and have skin with a y
lowish tinge to it. You don't in the le
mind having all the above character
tics, so I don't have to worry about h;
ing wounded your feelings or vanity
I HE finger of Apollo is the finger
talent. Its leading characteristics ;
musical ability, acting, dancing, creat
powers, brilliance, gaiety, vivacity, ke
intuition and a desire for fame and i
the companionship of celebrated peop
If this finger is the same length
Jupiter you are indeed fortunate, for
means that you will probably succeed
your desires arid ambitions. If Apo
is longer than Jupiter, you will excel
the arts. An Apollo as long as its ting
mate, Saturn, makes you a born gambl
and*"rtot always a wise one. You w
take any risks in an attempt to car
out some ambition. If Apollo is long
than Saturn you have no control ov
your gambling instincts.
If the finger of Apollo dominates yo'
other fingers, you will be successful
an actor, a writer, singer, dancer
artist. If you have a single strong ve
tical line directly under the finger
Apollo you are a genius and will hai
both fame and fortune.
Mr. Alexandi;
Woollcott has this talent line. Wher
ever you see such a line you will kno
that its possessor is unusually gifted i
some manner.
If he is not already h
mous it will be interesting for you 1
study the rest of his hand to discover fc
yourself where and why he failed.
If you are a true Apollonian you ca
adapt yourself to everyone and ever
place. You love to be the center of th
stage. Yru love luxury, ease, beaut
and harmonious surroundings; als
pleasant companionship.
You are extravagant and, while yoi
are a good friend and a delightful lovei
you are not always a faithful lover. Yoi
can talk well on almost any subject; ii
fact you can fool the public into thinking you know a good deal more thai
you do. You have a quick and a ho
temper, but you can not hold spite, ever
though you may wish to on occasion
You have an excellent opinion of yourself and see no reason why other people should find this annoying. Yoi
early and often, unless you were
marry
fortunate in your first selection.

If the upper part of Apollo predomiwriter or
you will succeed as an artist
nates, poet.
The second predominating will make
you outstanding in business organizasing and commerce. tion, artistic merchandi

The

third

part

predominating

will

& you to love display, to love show
-color both in people and in your
A and also, I might add, in your peri appearance. You will make a
> publicity man or woman, a suciil promoter of flashy enterprises,
h writer of blatant advertising.
RCURY is your little finger, and
•ally, should reach to the line which
ses the upper part of Apollo from
middle part. If Mercury is longer
; this, you are a Mercurian. If
ier than this, you are lacking in
i' of the Mercurian's characteristics.
J a Mercurian you are quick meniand physically and know how to
ijeverything to your own advantage.
1 are tactful, shrewd, persuasive,
iful and agile. You love to study,
fve into new subjects, and find new
| of doing things. You are a great
jnt of human nature. You know
ly how to play upon the suscepti\s of your less astute acquaintances,
more clever a person is the more
?njoy your victory over him.
rcurians make fine doctors, diagbians, lawyers, mathematicians,
nen or saleswomen, orators, busiken and women, actors, teachers,
itaries and social workers. You are
,clever as occult scientists. You
money and you get it, for you are
leverest business person of the four
and it is not difficult for you to
it the Jupiterians, Saturnians and
onians. The person ruled by Meris a great imitator; also you may
ne an actor. You are restless and
of travel. You marry early and
?ond of your mate, loyal to and
1 of him or her. You are a devoted
it. You are high-strung,
sre are some very bad Mercurians.
; have long crooked little fingers,
:ed other fingers, shifty eyes, yel-

low skin and nails like claws or bird's
talons. They make excellent robbers,
pickpockets, shyster lawyers, quack
doctors and confidence men. They also
excel in clairvoyance and fortune telling, preying upon the trust and confidence of honest but unhappy persons.
Watch out for them, and don't let them
get you in their clutches. They have a
low order of intelligence and a high order of shrewdness, craftiness and roguery. Their love of money, and ease
in obtaining it by dishonest methods,
has caused many tragedies. Again let
me warn you to beware of this type!
If the upper part of the finger of Mercury is longer than the second and third
parts, you are very eloquent and will
make money as a salesman, orator,
actoi mimic, writer, advertising man.
When the middle part predominates,
you make splendid doctors, lawyers or
scientists. With the third part predominating, you will succeed in any business.
Before closing this branch of the study
of the hana; iet me call your attention
to the hand tl: it has fine lines running
over the whols surface of the palm in a
fine network Look at the picture of
Jane Withers palms shown you on the
opening pages. Study those palms under a microscope. Here is as good an
example as you will ever find of this
network of lines condition, and it indicates a person so impressionable as to
be psychic. These are the palms of a
genius and Jane Withers is only at the
beginning of a remarkable career.

A THRILLING

NEW

FABRIC IN "LOVELIES'
BY MUNSINGWEAR

One who understands the mysterious
markings of palms (notice that the lines
are different in every hand) can readily
foresee his own and other people's futures. In April PHOTOPLAY, Miss
Trotter will explain how easily you can
learn to read palms.

Spencer Tracy Faces Forty
(Continued from page 31)
ture without a good bout of stage
t. I haven't got a very good dision, as I am apt to be moody. But
y by myself when I'm feeling low.
can't live by schedule because it
> monotonous. I eat and sleep when
like eating and sleeping, not when
:lock says so. I don't sleep very
I get up at 5: 30 or 6 o'clock every
dng. I have an electric percolator
;ady to perk on my bedside table,
g it in when I wake up and have
p, or several cups of coffee as an
jpener. I do my reading, then, in
?arly mornings.
Or I go out and
around the farm and clean out
wimming pool or something.
re don't like big parties, Louise and
d never have 'em. We have a few
ds in for dinner now and then —
/ic Flemings, Joe Mankiewicz, the
k Borzages. A lot of evenings we
|et in the car and cruise around the
try, going nowhere, stopping when
eel like it to look at the moon or
ave a hot dog at some roadside
1. I still like to browse around in
:ely neighborhoods, talking to men
would feel more at home with
sbeestes than with actors . . .
) there it is and here I am," laughed
icer.
he first forty years of a man's life,
average man's life (and I'm the ave man, you bet), are all a matter
loneering, of laying the groundwork
your job, of making your family
re against misfortune if anything
ild happen to you. Once that's done,
time to look around. That's what
doing now.
And this is what I've

discovered. It's time I did something
for my fellow man.
"What I mean is, we've gone through
the period of establishing ourselves,
Louise and I. We've got the farm all
paid for and I can rest easy about the
family if anything should bump me off.
I've made my mistakes and Louise has
forgiven them. Now I'd like to do some
good
with satthethere,
talent
I've the
got."
Spence
across
table from
me, slumped back in his chair, fiddling
with his spoon, running his hand
through his rumpled hair, trying to look
unconcerned, trying to sound casual and
offhand, even kidding about what he
was saying; but failing to convince that
he wasn't nervous because the light in
his eyes betrayed his heart to me.
Spencer talked on, looking fixedly at
his teacup. He reminded me of a stalwart kid who takes the Scout Oath with
his eyes fixed indignantly on the ceiling, the while his heart flames.
Spence said, "I want to spend my next
forty years helping folks. Yeah, a
Crusader, if you want to put it that way.
Why not?
"I've been reading de Kruif's articles
in the national magazines, articles cru-

• These new 1938 "Lovelies"

by Munsingwear are fashioned of a remarkable new fabric . . . shimmering

pin-striped Cordura Rayon. Cordura looks luxuriously gossamer and is
decidedly long-wearing. It wears and washes and comes up smiling. There
sading against the social diseases. That's
the kind of thing I mean. That helps. are panties, bandeaux, briefs, slips and sleeping and lounging garments
Well, why shouldn't an actor help, too, . . . and every one beautifully made of this smart new fabric. To get

use his medium to wake up people to
the miseries and ignorances around

Why shouldn't I use the popularity I've earned or had manufactured
for me, whichever way you look at it,
for something better than putting on a
buck and wing or doing a parlor, bedroom and bath farce?

them, simply ask for "Munsingwear" at the Munsingwear store near you.

them?

"People will listen to us — the Gables

MUNSING

wimr
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HOW YOU, TOO, CAN HAVE
A BEAUTIFUL BODY

and Munis and the rest of us because
we have captured their interest and
imagination. We should use that interest, not only for ourselves, but to do
good, us.
the kind of good that will live
after
"Not that I underestimate the value
of entertainment. It's necessary. It's
medicine in a way. But we actors
could do even more than that if we used
the appeal our popularity as entertainers has gained
for us."
I said,
"Just how
would you go about

New, simple principle brings
out the loveliness that is in
every feminine

"Well, I'd like to get a sponsor for,
say, four radio talks at a time, talks on
health and peace and cancer research,
the parole system, juvenile delinquency,
whatever I might feel to be the most
crying need in the world at the time I

figure.
•

No strenuous

exercises.

could make the broadcasts. I'-' like to
make such
series of mov;.
tall, an..ii"'.'.
.".;?
money
for awhatever
_ was
trying to help.
"I'd like to give talks that wou.d blast
the listeners
it?" into alertness and into
action, into such awareness that they

No apparatus.
No dieting.
No drugs.
Eat what you like.

could never say again 'I didn't know.'
I'd like to rouse them into doing something about the evils and sufferings we
all avoid because it's more comfortable
for us to keep our eyes and ears shut.
"Then, from now on and insofar as
it is within my power, I'm only going

Do what you please.

Think for a moment. Almost everything you do —
eating, dressing, bathing, cooking, playing bridge,
driving, typing, etc., etc. — bends the body forward.
No wonder the figure becomes so unlovely and so
out of balance. And when, after a long spell of leaning forward at some task, you experience a pain in
the back, what do you do to relieve it? You bend
back. In that simple experience you have the proof,
of the correctness of the principle of ERECTITUDE.

Every feminine figure is inherently lovely. But in
many women this beauty is often asleep. ERECTITUDE, the amazing new and natural key to loveliness of body, awakens your sleeping beauty.

it with poise and "aliveness."
ERECTITUDE explodes the old exercise theories
of standing up stiff and straight and of bending to
the
ERECTITUDE
"reaches
the strong.
stars."
The earth.
old-fashioned
exercises
made forone
ERECTITUDE makes you lovely.

How7 Here is the secret— ERECTITUDE
lengthens the line between waist and chin — that
part of the body that so invariably and so quickly
sags and bulges in the wrong places. ERECTITUDE is a scientifically planned series of graceful
postures and gentle movements which s-t-r-e-t-c-h
the body up and back, so that the abdomen is made
flat and firm, the hips and waist tapered, the bosom
ifted. The whole body acquires a new balance — the

12 Things ERECTITUDE
Will Do For You

6.
7.
8i
9«
10.
11>
12.

But ERECTITUDE is not just standing up
straight or bending backwards. It is a dynamic
posture that revitalizes the whole figure and suffuses

Lilyan Malmstead, discoverer of ERECTITUDE,
is one of the foremost lecturers and writers on
Beauty and Health in America today. Graduate of
the famed Sargent School of Physical Education,
she has worked under the direction of the renowned
Dr. Lorenzo of Vienna and has lectured before leading educational institutions of America, England
and France. Miss Malmstead is living testimony to
the success of her own teaching. Her figure used to
be unattractively hefty. Today her proportions are
those of a modern Venus. Her figure is perfect in its
dimensions and her body radiates dynamic poise
and vivacity.
Miss Malmstead's famous system of ERECTITUDE is Thousands
the result
15 years'
ence.
haveof paid
her topstudy
pricesandto experiattend
her private classes. Now the system which has
beautified so many has been placed in a book.

Re-fashion your figure.
Flatten your diaphragm.
Flatten your stomach.
I .if t your bosom.
Correctly proportion your
body, whether you arc overweight or underweight.
Reduce without dieting.
Impart bodily poise and charm.
Give you grace of movement.
Suffuse your body with vitality
and "aliveness."
Make you more admired.
Give you a vivacious personality.
Improve your health.

With clear descriptions, easy-to-follow instructions
and complete illustrations (posed by Miss Malmstead) the entire system of ERECTITUDE is
transferred to the printed page so that you, too,
may have a beautiful body. And the price of this
book is only $1.50.
Remember, no strenuous exercises, no dieting,
nothing to do except adopt a few simple postures
and movements for 6 minutes a day — just before
you retire at night. And you do not have to spend
even that much time for long. In 2 weeks you will
note a marked impro%'ement in your figure. Soon
you will achieve the poise and balance of ERECTITUDE naturally, and no more practice will be
necessary.

AWAKEN
SLEEPING

YOUR
BEAUTY

By LILYAN MALMSTEAD
SEND

of us who just don't bother. Lool 1
ahead, I hope that the part of the ps [
Thelp;
may I play
'Boystown'
may thebe pas >I
have ingreat
hopes for
am Clark
to play
in 'Northwest
Gable
wigwagged Passage'
to his fe). ,
"Test Pilot" from across the commiss
Victor Fleming raised beckoning e .
brows as he passed our table.
Spence shrugged himself to his 1
He said, "Now that I'm facing fort I
just want to help the other fellow sc
that's all. Those of us who have 1 1
lucky enough to reach that age toy
with our health and jobs and fam I
have got to help the other guy \|
didn't.
Anyhow, that's what I th
That is my ideal, at middle age."

balance that Nature intended — a balance so perfect
tnat you are not conscious of your own weight.

What does your mirror say? Are yon satisfied with your figure? Does it sag, or bulge in
the wrong places? Are you overweight or
underweight? Do you gel tired early?
You irant to correct these faults or protect
yourself against them. You want to he attractive. You ur/ut admiration. You want a
lovely figure — a body radiant with bewitching
beauty. And what you want you can have.
YOU CAN HAVE A BEAUTIFUL
BODY.

1"
2.
3.
4.
5.

to give those character portrayals ' 3
which I can do some good.
"I believe that my part as the pi (
in 'San Francisco' did the kind of § j
I'm talking about. My fan mail ne
than trebled after that picture was .
leased. And it was those letters t
confirmed my belief that an actor ca; 5
more than an entertainer. I think |
'Captains Courageous' did good alsc I
think 'Fury' did some good . . . a .
thing that shows up the cruelties 1 1
inflict upon their fellow men does g
whether it be the cruelty of grown- s
to kids or the cruelty of the mob to 3
trapped wretch or the cruelty of t) 3

THE COUPON

NOW!

Photoplay's Own

Beauty Shop

(Continued from page 8)

To make a receding chin look firmer,
you highlight the chin with the lighter
foundation.
Mr. Stephanoff says that the difference
between white and dark is what makes
your eyes appear large or small. So, to
bring out deep-set eyes or make them
look larger, you frame your eyes with
a dark pencil to make the whites stand
out. Of course, you have to blend out
this dark line so that you hardly see it,
otherwise you look terrifically made up.
If your eyes are too prominent, use
shadow all around them. You can use
blue shadow on the top lids, or whatever shade you usually use, but use a
brown shadow underneath your eyes.
To make your eyes seem longer, you
blend the line out at the sides. The corners of your eyes are naturally darker,
so you can extend them with a brown
pencil (never black) — and make a triangle at the outside corners of your
eyes. Then you highlight them with a
touch of the lighter make-up. That's
how Mr. Stephanoff got that lovely
long-eyed effect on Sigrid Gurie.

WHO

Carrying out this same theory of ■
ing dark make-up to minimize your •
fects, Mr. Stephanoff says that if 1
have a large mouth and want to mak
look smaller, use a dark lip rouge . I
apply it very thinly on your own nati.l
lips. To enlarge a small mouth, usj
very bright lip rouge applied witl
brush just over the ridge of your lip
Hollows or dark shadows under \
eyes are annoying and can make ;J
look dissipated and tired even thoi
you've been going to bed at 8: 00 o'cl
every night for a week. Drinking lot
water is very good for the shado
Furthermore, to make them less noti
able you can use a lighter foundatior
the hollows and shadows under the e)
I think you'll find all the trouble vi
worthwhile when you see yourself lo<
ing-■clopc.
like a new and more lovely per:
than you ever did before.
// yon wish personal advice on yo\\
beauty problems, write directly to Carol},
Van Wyck, Photoplay magazine, 7751 5V
set Boulevard, Hollywood, Cat. Be certw
to enclose a STAMPED self-addressed c.

ARE THEY?

Here are the answers to the "check
your memory" test on pages 36 and 37
Top row, leff to right:
Warner Baxter in "Those Who Dance"
Clark Gable in "Strange Interlude"
Richard Dix in "Cimarron"
Paul Muni in "The World Changes"
Leslie Howard in "The Scarlet Pimpernel"
Gary Cooper in "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer"
Irene Dunne in "Cimarron"
Fredrie March in "Les Miserables"
Middle row, left to right:
Fredrie March in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"

E. P. DUTTON, & CO., Inc.
300 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please send me a copy of the book "Awaken Your Sleeping Beauty," by Lilyan Malmstead, price $1.50.
I'll pay postman.
□ (Cost plus postage)
tage encl
(Pos
free)
.
osed
ey
Mon
□
Name
STE*>.
til*** *A
DUTTON
& 1»CO., Inc.
300 Fourth Ave., NEW YORK, N. Y.

E. P.
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Address

Shirley Temple in "Curly Top"
Norma Shearer in "His Secretary"
Claudette Colbert in "Four Frightened People"

%

Bottom row, left to right:
H. B. Warner in "The Adventures of Marco Polo"
Marion Davies in "Ever Since Eve"
Sidney Blackmer in "This Is My Affair"
Edward G. Robinson and Loretta Young in "The Hatchet Man"

Listen, Hollywood !

WO REMARKABLE

(Continued from page 29)
s for the mother, who today washed
ironed the overalls for her husband,
the young sister, a pretty, dark•ed girl with blue-black hair and
ivn eyes who will be tall like the
er— they have been crying,
here has been a tragedy in their
se. It came about in this way: the
the serious-looking young man of
nty-two, you see sitting there been the mother and sister, both of
>m occasionally turn to glance at
. . . they are afraid . . . they are
ng to understand him.
happens that this particular little
ily is rather up against it. The
er owns a farm at the edge of town
, until a few years ago, he was fairly
;perous. He had his farm paid for.
jwned an automobile. He was plan; to send his son, who had just
luated from the town high school,
ollege.
le young fellow, whose name -is Bud,
always been a hard-working, rather
dus one. He did well in high school;
act, graduated at the head of his
5 was ambitious, wanting to go up
up, wanting to be a mechanical
ineer.
ut hard luck came along. The
her you see 'Hi-- .ere was taken
ienly ill and tm..c was an operation.
3st a good deal of money,
len there was a crop failure and
ase got into the farmer's cattle.
ley saved for the boy's start in
went for the operation and
er had got into debt,
e thinks he can pull through

The
colthe
but,

lo so, he needs the young fellow's
>. Only a few days ago he spoke of
me. I had picked him up in my car.
hate to ask the boy to put his own
is aside for the time, for a few years,
I must. I need him at home now."
here was that talk with the father a
k ago, on the road from town, and
i, only last night, when I was reling from town in my car, there was
ething else,
here was a little group, the farmer
his wife, each at an arm of the
ng man, now sitting with his mother
sister in the movie house; but then
young man was very drunk.
e had been told that his plans for
lg off to college would have to be
;n up.
e had been asked by the father to
r on at home, perhaps for two or
;e years, working with his father on
farm.
You know, Bud, I haven't any money
it now to hire help."
Yes, Dad."
[ can't pay you any wages."
It will be all right, Dad."
he young fellow had made no pro; to his father. He had worked with
i all day in the field and in the eveg had gone off to town alone. He
I been very silent during the evening
al. He had simply wanted to adjust
lself.
Where
are you going, Bud?"
his
ther had asked, and, "Oh, nowhere,"
had replied.
Ie had thought it meant just that.

//

THE SEAMY

"I am going nowhere."
He is only twenty-two. At twentytwo life seems already half gone.
"It is the end of me, of all my hopes,"
the young man was thinking.
He did something he had never done.
He went off alone to town and went to
a town bootlegger. He got helplessly
drunk and was picked up, dead drunk,
in a street, by the town marshal; and
the marshal, knowing his father, had
phoned out, not to the father, but to a
neighbor.
So the father, with the wife and
daughter, had set off to town. The son
had been put into the town jail, but
there had been no real arrest. He was
turned over to his father and mother
and when I had seen them in the road
they were escorting him home.
He was very drunk. He babbled. "You
don't understand," he kept saying.
Seeing them in the road, I had stopped
my car. There was the mother and the
sister, crying. The father is a church
man and a prohibitionist. He fears his
son may become a drunkard.
In the road, I stopped my car and
offered to take the family to its home,
an offer the father refused.
"He is in no fit shape to get in anyone's car," he said.
He said this after the mother had
told me an innocent lie, trying to protect her son — "He's only a little sick."
The young man's legs would barely
hold him up. He kept shaking his head
and muttering words, trying to make
them understand some hing — that it was
only an outbreak, a .' ldden unaccountable thing; that it meant nothing; tl"_?.t
he was ready now to face the fact tha
all his plans, his dreams, had gone awry.
There would have been this drunken
attempt to explain and then, later, when
they got him home, his father and
mother steering him along the country
road in the darkness, the sister in the
road behind crying; later, on the young
fellow's part, silence.
The father and
worked together all
There was a tense
the house when they
work. The sister and
the young man in a

"Come on. Let's all go to the movies."
At least, here, they are all, for a time,
carried away from the strange baffling
time of misunderstanding.

BUT

a man wonders. There is a hunger.
He comes out of the movie theater
wondering.
Why can't these simple tragedies,
comedies, these stories out of our everyday lives come more into the movies?
It is such a vast field. The possibilities stagger. I came out of the movie
theater wondering.
Would it work?
Could these simple, real stories out
of everyday lives be told in this new
strange far-reaching medium?
Or do they want only the dream?
Do they want only the escape into the
dream?

BY

//

ERROL

Here's a wonderful new way to help it! You
know how milk of magnesia acts to relieve
an internal condition of excess gastric acidity.
Just so these unique Milk of Magnesia creams
act on the external excess fatty acid accumulations on the skin, and help to overcome
blei-iishes and to make your skin lovelier.

son would have
day in silence.
strange silence in
came in from their
mother looking at
new, strange way.

"But why did he do that?"
"Will he keep on doing it?"
The tenseness finally broken by the
father.

SIDE

Does your skin seem C^cu£ /

FLYNN

Our Young Man About Hollywood rips open Glamour Town to
show
you dreamed
the shocking
side of Hollywood you've never read about,
nor even
existed

. ... In April PHOTOPLAY

remarkable power of Milk of
THE
Magnesia to benefit the skin has long
been known to many skin specialists.
They know that the very properties
which make Milk of Magnesia a valuable
internal aid in an excess acid condition of
the stomach, also give it a unique power
to neutralize the external excess acid accumulations, thus helping to overcome

scaly roughness, try the beauty-giving
action of this cream. It helps to preserve
firmness, smoothness, suppleness, and
gives a new kind of aid in protecting
against the mixture of dirt and natural
oils which furnishes a fertile soil for
bacteria.

the unsightly faults of an "acid skin."
Now for the first time, this beauty-

cream prepares the skin — smoothing
away roughness and overcoming oiliness
— it takes make - up more evenly and
holds it for hours without touching up.

giving ingredient is successfully incorporated in two remarkable new-type
creams developed by the Phillips Company, original makers of the famous Milk
of Magnesia.
PHILLIPS' Milk of Magnesia TEXTURE CREAM.
If your skin seems "acid," if it looks old
and "thick," if it has lost its fresh, firm
tone and has developed such flaws as enlarged pores, oily shine, blackheads,

Holds make-up longer. Because the Milk
of Magnesia in this delightful greaseless

PHILLIPS' Milk of Magnesia CLEANSING
CREAM. You've never seen a cleansing
cream like this! The Milk of Magnesia
not only loosens and absorbs surface dirt
and make-up, but penetrates the pores and
neutralizes the excess fatty acid accumulations. Acleansing with this cream leaves
your skin soft, smooth and really clean!

PHILLIPS Sy& CREAMS
2 SIZES

TEXTURE

CREAM— CLEANSING

CREAM
30*660*

Happy Hellion

(Continued from -page 17)
begun. It started in a summer when
crooners sang through loud-speakers
ambiguously, first of blue skies and then
of muddy waters; when, in the brandnew Paramount Theater in Manhattan,
Gilda Gray was repopularizing the hula;
when the world was learning that a
Peace Treaty is written, after all, on the
kind of paper that tears; when Marquette University was developing an
unprecedented kind of headache.
It had it in common with universities
all over the nation, and it had to do with
drinking by students of juniper juice

HATTIE

highly
cohol. flavored — in a bathtub — with alDon, newly an undergraduate at the
university, found (and accepted without astonishment) a newly organized
form of young society in which you
could go to school three hours each
week and roust around the rest without
any thunderbolts coming down.

CARNEGIE

recommends :

WINDSOR

• SAVOY

• ASCOT

. . . smart nail enamel shades

E lived in a room with four other
boys, and remembers now that the room
had an open fireplace where you could
toss empty beer bottles. The place, in
his memory, is drawn in terms of
sketchy sensations: waking up in the
morning with a tongue of blotting
paper; breaking down, that first time,
and having a cigarette before breakfast;
law books grey under a fine coat of
ashes and dust, ringed where glasses
had been.
There were other things. There was
the first girl he had, and the second, and
the third.
He stuck with one at a time, then.
It was simpler. They were of a type,
usually — coeds with shingled caps of
peroxide hair, like blown chrysanthemums, or with hair dyed and cut like
Clara Bow's. They wore cloche hats,
when they wore any, and four-inch
heels, and they made collections of cigarette cases, sometimes of men's flasks,
and they said things like "So's your Old
Man," and "Whoopee."

H:

Windsor

with pastels or beige costumes —'Savoy' with blues

and browns —'Ascot' with greys and black '— hattie
carnegie, internationally famous stylist speaking.
That s real fashion authority. And

as for wear

longer.
nails stay well-groomed
our
/—
T hat s another reason why busy women
1 // m
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time.
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cent comprehensive paper on that h
tory, and afternoons long after sundo
in the library.
The nights were different. A c
haze of glamour suffused them. Ti
the cluttered room took on disguis
shadows and glowed in the firelic
Then the girls put on sequins, or mole
satin, or cascades of organdy and
hard polish of their make-up softei
to loveliness, and hints of perfu
drifted lazily about them in all they c
In the night you walked up a gra
path to a country club, caught the ta
talizing shreds of music, heard the sh
shff of feet sliding over corn meal,
you played poker with the guys ur
dawn, averaging forty a week for 1
year and living royally without ei
having the job your folks thought yj
had.
You did these things because one d
because people were doing it.

D

ON heard the pounding at the dc
three times in his heavy sleep before
opened one eye and sat up. The s\
streaking through cracks in the shai
promised heat for the day; summer h
come early. He got up, stood waiti
expertly for a moment until his he
returned to his shoulders, and then we
to the door.
He accepted the telegram, noddf
dropped it unopened on the table a
went back to bed. It was, after all, or
At o'clock.
twelve, after his shower, he r
eight
membered and opened it. "Mother ai
father in accident," it said. "Mother ni
expected to live come at once."
He didn't even leave a note for t!
fellows. On the train his mind worb
frantically, clouded with self-analys
for the first time. Once he said alou
"Why,
dirty
— !" later, when wo:
By theyou
time,
a month
came saying Mother would live aft
all; that she might not be paralyze
that perhaps plastic surgery might ev(

cSets off the Figure
Beautifully.
Individually Cellophaned
. . .Displayed in
"TisfrU-Knit" Cabinets
by Smartest Fashion
Shops Everywhere.
Tish-U'Knits'Are Priced
Slightly Higta
West of the
Rockies

Spring

heralds

a

new

and

fashion ensemble from Hollywood worn
byBETTE

theThe
evening,
and lasting
until blctc '•'get
c to
few times
he managed
class. The cool, appraising r^ance of the
profs. Torts, and their uses— I'm sorry,
Sir, I seem to be unprepared. Riding

of Nearest Shop, Please Write

OLYMPIC MIW.3GSLN.YC-
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to

DAVIS

Look for the full-page fashion picture of the
lovely star presented in natural color
IN
APRIL
PHOTOPLAY

These were the two worlds Don lived
in.
The one beginning at noon, when he
awoke, and lasting until dinner; and
the one beginning with the first snort of

For Name

stunning

for cooling hours in Micky's vociferous
little car. Football. Two letters from
Nora: the first reminiscent, filled with
poignant nostalgia and loneliness; the
second crisply informative and objectively friendly. Autumn, and the days
pleasurably sad with remembered summer, with the bright leaves, sharp with
the promise of snow. Winter, and your
breath riding in front of you, and I am
sorry, Father, but if you'll be a good guy
and let me cram I think I can do a de-

restore the left side of her face, Do
was already working with a road ganj
H? hadn't had a drink since the morn
ing that telegram came.
But it was almost fall again before h
could stand, bronzed by the sun ani
clean-cut after months of sobriety, be
fore his mirror and keep his eyes fron
shifting. The hard physical labor, pre
eluding thought, had worked its phys
ical reformation;
his own integrity hai
done
the rest.
He believed that sincerely.
Fraught with excitement and proddec
by an indefatigable luck, Don Aviechcspectacular life carried him to Neu
York and the stage, got him a job witi
the radio, brought him new romanct
and the revival of an old love, and marriage. In the next installment come fulfillment, and Hollywood.

The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 53)
YOU'RE A SWEETHEART— Universal

puts her
steamer.

American

(Franciska Gaal) who promptly falls in
love with her rescuer. The Americans

.ROADWAY stage show in the
•taking is the background of this
but fortunately the exploitation
> show provides the most imporjlements of the plot. Fortunately,
Mice Faye and George Murphy
the leads and prove such personand talented young players that
re splendidly entertained through-

But that's only half of the story. Miss
Moore sings "She'll Be Comin' Raound
the Mountain," along with "Manon,"
"Traviata," and other arias. Stuart
Erwin is very funny. Miss Moore has
vocal and physical allure. Douglas is a
polished businessman lover. Discriminating film and music lovers will like
this.

refuse Lafitte's help, but despite the
slaughter of his men he refuses to sell
out to the British. At the risk of his
life he goes to interview Andrew Jackson, who accepts his offer, and the battle of New Orleans is fought and won —
by the Americans.
The interview with Jackson is a high-

•phy really comes into his own as
cer and singer in this film, and
gh and Adamson have provided
Faye with hit tunes which she
as only she can. Ken Murray and
d, of radio fame, lend strong supis do also Charlie Winninger and
Devine. Without its stars, this
have been just another musical;
ith the cast and the fine artistic
ting given it the picture lives up
name.
It's a nifty!

• THE BUCCANEER— Paramount

I'LL TAKE

ROMANCE— Columbia

[APS the best-constructed picture
2 Grace Moore's remarkable "One
of Love" is this new romantic film,
Dpera salad, starring the golden[ diva, ably assisted by Melvyn
as. Guided by her aunt, Helen
jy, Grace tries to get out of a
is Aires contract to appear in
The South American impresario
to New York to plead with her
nally chooses to make love to the
ramental star. As a romantic
ide, Melvyn kidnaps
Grace
and

VV/ITH

aboard

a

South

a stirring story woven

from

v the fabric of our country's history,
a cast of exceptional attainments, lavish
production and some incredibly beautiful photography, C. B. De Mille once
again proves his magic in the art of picturing action on the screen. From the
opening sequence with the burning and
gutting of the White House at Washington, to the climax in the heroic battle
of New Orleans, it is stunning drama,
and nothing Mr. De Mille has directed
since 1913 can touch it.
The plot revolves around Jean Lafitte
(Fredric March), a swashbuckling pirate who controls the swamps and
waterways around New Orleans during
the War of 1812. The British success in
America depends on the capture of New
Orleans. They set out to buy Lafitte with
the connivance of traitorous Senator
Crawford (Ian Keith). Meanwhile, Lafitte's ruffians have mutinied and burnt
an American vessel on which the sister
of the girl he loves is aboard. Only one
person
is saved, a little Dutch
girl

light of the picture and Hugh Sothern's
characterization of "Old Hickory" one
of the finest in the history of the
screen. In fact, there are so many
splendid performances it is hard to
know where to begin to give credit,
but mention must be made of Franciska
Gaal — Paramount's little Hungarian import whose debut is auspicious. She can
act and looks like apple blossoms besides; March puts over a fine job; Margot Grahame does well in a sympathetic role; Walter Brennan as Jackson's
orderly is a standout, as is Akim Tamiroff as Lafitte's side kick. Our plaudits
go to Mr. De Mille himself, however, for
one of the most impressive screen documents toward entertainment and patriotic education ever presented.
LADY

COMEWHERE

happens, you won't care much; but
Sally does a nice job of comedy and
Marcia Mae Jones is really very funny.
*

BAD MAN

OF BRIMSTONE— M-G-M.

UTAH'S
beautiful
scenery
background
for this
equallyforms
ruggeda
drama of the early Western bad man.
Wally Beery hasn't been so good since
"Viva Villa," and Dennis O'Keefe, as the
son who never recognized his father in
the killer, probably will give Gary
Cooper a modicum of competition in the
future. As part of the young marshal's
job of bringing order to the frontier
boom town, Dennis has to prosecute the
judge — father of the girl he loves.
There is a predominance of gun play,
hard riding and tense drammer, but the
story has light as well as shade, laughter as well as tears. Not a single poor
performance
WalterGuy
Ruben's
direction.mars
Virginia J.
Bruce,
Kibbee,
Lewis Stone and Bruce Cabot all turn
in
goodstar
acting
accounts,
is the
of the
piece. but Mr. O'Keefe

The appearance of a review in
these columns rather than on the

BEHAVE— Republic

between the newsreel

^ and the main feature, this will flicker
on and you will watch Sally Eilers, as a
solemn teacher, getting into awful
trouble — and romance — because of her
sister. This one, already married to
Joseph Schildkraut, gets tight and weds
rich Neil Hamilton.
No matter what

opening pages of The Shadow
Stage does not imply lack of
merit in the picture reviewed.
Frequently it indicates merely
that the picture has been reviewed too late to be placed on
the opening pages of reviews.
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Box
BUY KLEENEX
IN THE

it Saves as it Serves— one double tissue at a time

rybody's using Kleenex Disposable
s for handkerchiefs during colds; to
e face creams and cosmetics; to dust
)lish; for kitchen use; for the baby; and
intless other uses.
ing colds, Kleenex soothes tender noses
; money as it reduces handkerchief
ig. These disposable tissues tend to
*erms, thus check the spread of colds

through the family. Use each tissue once —
then destroy, germs and all.
Buy Kleenex in the Serv-a-Tissue box today and end tissue waste and mess. Only
Kleenex has it . . . box of 200 sheets now 2
for 25c. It's the handy size for every room
and for your car!

KLEENEX

DISPOSABLE

TISSUES

VTrade Mark Reg. U. S. Patent Office)
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MASSACHUSETTS

Feminine
hyg i € ne

PHOTOPLAY'S RETAIL
STORE DIRECTORY

Magrice
Touraine

Gordon
Glove

Corp

Mme.
Imperial
Shop
Fillion
Katherine C. Mack

North,:
p jjj
.'.'"ffl
MICHIGAN

Rosenthal- Bin nirnsfn

THIS TAG IDENTIFIES
AN ORIGINAL PHOTOPLAY HOLLYWOOD
FASHION. LOOK FOR IT

PHOTOPLAY
k FASHION

.

~
MINNESOTA

M.

C.

Albenberg

-.

Newman's

.j .™
MISSISSIPPI

Marks- Rothenberg

PHOTOPLAY fashions on pages
62 and 63 of the Fashion Section
in this issue are available to
readers at these stores.

L.

Co

Suzanne's

Even though youthfully firm, heavierthan-average hreasts are especially
susceptible to premature "breaking
down." "Alio" was created to safeguard these heavier bosoms and to
give them the well-uplifted, well separated contours demanded by current fashions. In bandeau style or
with three- or six -inch bands for
diaphragm control — $1.00 to $3.50.

Birmingham
Mobile
Montgomery

Phoenix
Tucson

Shop

smart
"divid
ing line"
busts of
average
propor-to
tions. Made in various
lengths — $1.00 to $3.50.
Send for free Foundation
Style Booklet P: Maiden
Form Brassiere Co., Inc.,
New York, N.Y.

ARKANSAS
Boston
Store
The
Famous

Fort Smith
Little
Rock

CALIFORNIA
Malcolm
Rubaloff's

Brock

Co

SOLD

Bakersfield
Hollywood

odors— without danger of an "overdose" or "burn."
Millions of women now use
Norforms— convenient little suppositories, powerfully antiseptic, yet
soothing. Norforms melt at internal
body temperature and spread a protective film over delicate, internal
membranes — an antiseptic film that
remains in effective contact for hours.

CONNECTICUT

ISIkA

Weil's
Lynch
Shop
M.
Moltasch
& Sons
Freedman's.
Inc
Suzanne
Keller

Meriden
Norwalk
Stamford
. Waterbury
Bristol

DISTRICT
Woodward

&

OF

COLUMBIA

Lothrop

Washington

FLORIDA
Kitty
Pope
Blocker's,
Inc
Bon
Marche
The
Vogue

Daytona

Beach
Ocala
Pensacola
Tallahassee

>

Circles

Augusta
Columbus
Macon
Savannah
Statesboi o

Marcey's

Oak

Newman's

USED

EVERY

YEAR -Send

for the

The

New

Utica

Des

new Norforms booklet, "Feminine Hygiene
Made Easy." Or buy a box of Norforms at
your druggist's today. 12 in a package, complete with leaflet of instructions.The Norwich
Pharmacal Company, Norwich, New York;
Toronto, Canada; makers oj Unguentine.

ONCs-ovtn.S"

Anderson
Indianapolis
Michigan City
South
Bend

Kramer

Moines

. Pittsburgh

KENTUCKY
The
Parsons- Faulkner
Stella
Schneider
Boston
Store
Wolfson's

Co.

•.

Ft.

Ashland
Thomas
H azard
Paducali

LOUISIANA
New
Palais
Royal
Rnye's
Ready to Wear

.Lake Charles
. . . .Shreveport

ElkES

GRAY
HAIRS!

Park

Waukcgan

Freund's
Hill man's
Russel
H.
Ellsworth's

SI

Goodbye

Chicago

Marcey's

S

new sensational beauty aid and see
how quickly nail lines will command
admiring attention.
Send 50e for NAILINER and complete simple directions (Canada 75c.)
The NAILINER Co., P.O. Box 522, Rochester, N.Y.

ILLINOIS

IOWA

MILLIONS

shows way to I
/
end them

No matter whether your hair is beginning
to gray — or is entirely gray, you can bring
youthful color to every faded strand. The
color will be natural looking. It will match
Test\
the original shade, whetherFR
black,
EE brown,
(
auburn, blonde. Just comb a water-white
liquid through hair and gray goes. Leaves
hair soft and lustrous — takes
curl or wave. Nothing to rub
or wash off. This way SAFE.

Test

it FREE~Wesend

complete Test Package. Apply to
single lock snipped from hair. See
results first. No risk. Just mail
coupon.

—MARY

T.GOLDMAN-

2466 Goldman BIdg., St. Taul, Minn.

NORFORMS

Pit. Oft.

Slender red lines on finger and
toe-nails quickly, easily applied
with the NAILINER.
Use this

Moscow

A distinctive and exclusive feature of
Norforms is their concentrated content

are non-irri-

U.S.

STORES

SHE

GEORGIA
Goldberg's
Kiralfy's
Mayson's
The
Marjen
Shop
E. C. Oliver Co

Davids

kills germs, yet Norforms
tating— actually soothing.

LEADING
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IDAHO

of Parabydrecin—a. powerful and positive antiseptic developed by Norwich,
makers of Unguentine. Parahydrecin

ALL

Denver

Ihink OF it! Effective feminine hygiene without apparatus —
without embarrassing antiseptic
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Ed
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to Physicians as "Vagiforms"
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Kalet's
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Weldon
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Lee
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E. Hazel
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Fashion
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Jones
Polly
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Paris Corset Shop
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Lee's Dress
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Its smart "up-and-off" the face
lines are pre-viewed in this pho-
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Shop

tograph ofMarjorie Weaver of
20th Century-Fox currently play-
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Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home
Salaries of Mi-n and Women in the fascinating pro-
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fession of Swedish Massage run as hijch as $40 to
$70 per week but many prefer to open their own offices. aLarge incomes from Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums
s and private patients come to those who
qualify through
our training. Reducing
ne offers rich rewards for specialists,
/rite for Anatomy Charts, sample It1 - ion
and booklet-They'reFRKE.
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the Beauty of the Screen Stars
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You have always wanted to be beautiful . . . attractive
. . . glamorous. Now you can be! For the very same
methods which the famous stars of the screen and stage
use to acquire and maintain their beauty are now revealed
by .Sylvia of Hollywood in her new book No More Alibis.
Madame Sylvia is the personal beauty adviser to Hollywood's most brilliant stars. It is she who guards and
preservesspiring
thebeauties.
exquisite
charms
of the screen's
It is site
who transforms
ordinaryawe-inlooking women into dreams of loveliness.
And now Sylvia has just put all her beauty secrets between the covets of a book. In No More Alibis you will
find every ounce of knowledge, every whit of observation
and all the good sound advice that Sylvia has gleaned
over a period of thirty-five years of making the human
body ideally beautiful.
There is no other book like No More Alibis — for there
could be none. In this one volume Sylvia tells you exactly how you can be as lovely as the stars of Ilolhw
1
— if not lovelier! No matter how old you are, or how
fat or how thin you are, Sylvia will tell you how you can
mold your body into beautiful proportions.
This book gives you the very same information for
which tiie screen stars of Hollywood have paid fabulous
stuns. Yet the price for this marvelous book is only $1.00
a copy. If you are unable to get this book at your ioeal
department or book store mail your order to —
MACFADDEN
Dept. P-3.

BOOK

205 E. 42nd
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ray of light. It will keep that lovely softness
under lights that would otherwise make your
face shine like an apple.
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■Don't buy any powder until you have made
this test. The makers of Luxor light-proof
powder will send you a box free, for your own
demonstration. Make up as usual, in any light;
but finish with this new powder. Then stand
at a glaring window; under strong electric
light; in cross-lights. See if you can find any
light this remarkable powder does not soften !
We especially invite women who think they
have a "shiny skin" to make this test.
THIS is what happens

Wewoka

with make-up
that
reflects every ray of

Anderson

light.

CAROLINA

Co
SOUTH

An Important Discovery

Jefferson
City
St. Louis

Co

■
Eloise

old problem of "shine". Your complexion is
not constantly being light-struck, by day or by
night. Those unbecoming highlights of cheekbones, chin, and nose are all subdued!

Any shade of light-proof powder will do more
for your appearance than the most carefully
selected shade of powder that picks up every

MISSOURI
The Purple Shop
Scruggs.
Vandervoort

JUawt-p/Urt>A Powder!

• You can now get ponder that is light-proof
Luxor face powder modifies the light rays that
powder particles ordinarily reflect. It solves the
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\-u tin- li.in I" i ni.im-nllv, s.ilelv. I'llwiU'ly at home, following simpk' (inactions
with proper care. The Mahler Method positively prevents the hair from growing
again. The delightful relief will bring happiness, freedom of mind and greater success. Backed by 35 years of successful use
all over the world. Also used by professionals. Send 6c in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet. "How
to Remove
Superbus
Hair
Forever."
J. Mahler
Co., Dept. 57C, Providence, R. I.
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favorite fishing haunt is threatened by t **,
trial engineering of Kent Taylor. The dar. H
fun,
eh? (Jan.)
the salmon
are saved, the lovers are haDD c™

Brief Reviews

LANCER SPY— 20th Century-Fox

(Continued from page 6)

If you'like espionage thrillers, you won't v,.,
here. George Sanders (remember him as t -,
some World
villain in
of London"?) all
the
War"Lloyds
by impersonating
a t

EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS-Warners
Beverly Roberts plays a movie star on the skids
in this tiresome pseudo-expose of the Hollywood
publicity racket. Patric Knowles is the rundown
nobleman whom she first marries, later deserts for
her rejuvenated career. You'll see "Expensive
Husbands" at the expense of a good evening. {Dec.)

Prussian
officer inforBerlin.
Dolores
Ri( t"?
her
Fatherland
hopeless
love. DelExce
Jf!
fine cast. (Dec.)

• Edward
LAST GANGSTER,
THE-M-G-M
G. Robinson returns once mor

5
role that made him famous in this magr B
effective but somewhat brutal picture. R -,
from Europe with his bride, he discover
muscling in, kills them, goes to prison, i j
forced to disgorge his hoarded gold to save
and son. Rose Stradner, the new Viennea
is exceptional; the cast, including Jimmy <
Douglas Scott and Lionel Stander, extrem- -.

• 52ND STREET-Wanger-United Artists
This entertainment.
musical saga of Scattered
America's throughout
Montmartre theis
good
story
of
an
old
New
York
family's
rise
and fall when
their street becomes overrun with speak-easies,
are
specialty numbers galore. The fine cast includes
Ian Hunter, ZaSu Pitts, Leo Carrillo, Maria Shelton
and Kenny Baker.
(Dec.)

HURT
HERE
TAKE

THE

SYRUP

THAT

CLINGS TO
COUGH ZONE
Your child's cough (due to a cold) should
be treated right where the cough is lodged...
in the cough zone. Smith Brothers Cough
Syrup is a thick, heavy syrup. It clings to the
cough zone. There it does three things: (1)
soothes, (2) throws a protective film over
the irritated area, (3) helps to loosen
phlegm. The big 6 oz. bottle costs only 60$.

FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY-RKO-Radio

(Jan.)

Add the rowdy comedy of Jack Oakie to the delightful singing of John Boles and you have entertainment plus. Oakie is a fight promoter who
guides his charge from a broken romance into a
duel, then on to afresh love. Margot Grahame and
are thefarce.
objects(Dec.)
of Mr. Boles' affections.
AIdagayLupino
and lively

• LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE-20th I

FIRST LADY-Warners
Replete with the gay situations and dialogue
that characterized the stage play, this satire on
Washington intrigue should amuse you. Kay
Francis, multigowned as usual, does a brilliant
job as the ambitious wife of politician Preston
Foster, and over
Verree
honors as Kay's
adversary
the Teasdale
teacups. takes
(Nov.)

GIRL WITH IDEAS, A-Universal

You'll enjoy this smart little story of a v H
boy, James Dunn, and a working girl, V nti
Bourne, who share the same basement roor ift.
out ever seeing one another. When they eve ail)

Wendy Barrie wins a newspaper away from
Walter Pidgeon by way of a libel suit and the help
of
Kent news
Taylor.
Suchbutantics
can'tprovide
happen many
in a
well-run
office,
the trio

Let Olive Tablets help safeguard
your welfare and pep. 15ff, 30^ and
60^ at all druggists.

meet, the fireworks begin.

'/* Price

laughs, so who cares? George Barbier as Wendy's
pa is a riot. (Jan.)

Goldwyn-

Set against the colorful background of the
Eighteenth Century, this centers around the personality of England's greatest actor, David
Garrick, played by Brian Aherne. The plot involves the efforts of the actors of the Comedie
Francaise to make a fool of David by hiring an inn,
manning it with their troupe. Olivia De Havilland,
(Dec.)
as
Garrick's lady love, is completely devastating.

• HEIDI— 20th Century-Fox
From my own shop In Hollywood'

CARICATURE

ASH

TRAY

A hand colored figure of
Eddie Cantor himself in an
amusing, characteristic
pose on a large California
Pottery ash tray bearing a
copy of his own autograph.
Stands 7 inches high. A
unique movieland gift.

LIVING ON LOVE

stimulate the liver's secretion of bile
without the discomfort of drastic or
irritating drugs.

I

■
Save

|f

^^

Easy Terms

(Kg

A favorite of old and young is this tender little
story of an orphan who bring? a new hope into the
life of a bitter recluse, and health and happiness to
a crippled child. Shirley Temple, more grown-up,
still retains her warmth and sweetness; Jean
Hersholt, Mady Christians, Mary Nash and Marcia
Mae Jones are excellent support. The best Temple
picture to date. (Jan.)

HIGH FLYERS-RKO-Radio
Wheeler and Woolsey's farewell performance as a
movie team is one of their gayest pictures. The boys
set
a seaplane"
thieves Lupe
and
theiroffmadin antics
in the toaircapture
furnish jewel
the laughs.

day

Only 10c a Day ■*»
V, Mfg.'s Origl. Price on all

It's fun.

(Jan.)

LOOK OUT FOR L0VE-GB
Tullio Carminati's many admirers will w ,E
him back as the hero of this complicatt ul
whereby Anna (Queen Victoria) Neagle rises
street singer to world-renowned dancer t ue
Tullio's sacrificial efforts. Robert Dougk s
brazen and handsome villain. There are'.ni
swellish singable songs.
(Feb.)

over up-to-date ofhce models.
standard

SEND

NO MONEY

LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO-20th Century-I

s,.„..,i,..i,al savins on all late models,
completely reniusli.-.llik,. new. FULLY
GUARANTEED.
<■■■■ 1 ,,t:,l,,a
ihows all makes in His
full 1colors.
Send p
card for luwest prices.
Brand Now FEATHERWEIGHT— Latest Model Portable
up-to-date
streamline
features — now
offered at .im.i/iu.. BARGAINSSPECIAL
PORTABLE
""
l„w price
Fully Guiranteed— 10 day trial— only 10c a day.
Full detaUa sent freel
Free course in typing included.
231
W. 362.
Monroe
St.
Cmcago

International TypewriterlExch., leji.1

• GREAT GARRICK, THE-Warners

SYRUP

A smart and wisecracking co
art for art's sake and scoffs
Bob
Montgomery
marrying
heiress
5
Russell.
Fame
and a scheming
Helen
almost ruin his marriage, but Bob Bench
faithful but boozy friend, finally rights matt ■
the performances are superior.
(Jan.)

it,
assist
Nature.This
Use laxative
Dr. Edwards'
Olive
Tablets.
is extremely mild. And Olive Tablets are
marvelously effective because they

Herewith Joe E. Brown in a "you chase me and
I'll chase you" comedy with all the usual Brown
antics. Joe is a reporter sent to cover the story of
a Kansas-born princess (Helen Mack) who is about
to be assassinated. Poor Joe is scooped at every
turn.
Brown fans will adore every reel. (Dec.)

This incredibly beautiful musical has a dizzy
story of Hollywood's original "no" girl (Andrea
Leeds) and the producer whom nobody "noes"
(Adolphe Menjou). The "Follies" are glorified by
Balanchine's lovely American ballet, Metropolitan
Helen Jepson's soprano, Phil Baker's wit, Charlie
McCarthy's deadly sallies, the Ritz Brothers'
clowning,
andmusic
Kennyof George
Baker's and
tuneful
tuning and Ella
the Logan
poignant
Ira
Gershwin — the whole wrapped in Technicolor. A
$2, 000,000 picture you'll never forget.
(Feb.)

COUGH

RN-M-G-M L
:omedy
• LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN-I
it filthy which
lucre, ilb
I

Truly, proper elimination is allimportant to your well-be.ing. So if
more than one day goes by without

FIT FOR A KING-RKO-Radio

• GOLDWYN FOLLIES, THE-Sam
United Artists

SMITH BROS.

Spouting energy and madness from eve
the Fox
Ritz Brothers literally bludgeon y
laughter in this Ail-American football musi
around a washed-up coach, Fred Stone, an
Indian who saves Stone's reputation for "
Lombardy." Joan Davis does a Martrui
Gloria Stuart pairs with newcomer Dick
for romance.
(Dec.)

People with "go" are always the
most popular. Yet the secret of
abounding energy is often merely a
matter of keeping regular. For tiredness, headaches, sleeplessness, loss
of appetite, mental depression can
all be caused by constipation.

10-

He
SaidMarry!
He'd
Never

Our litte Japanese detective, Peter Lorre, ;to
look out for everyone including himself i hi.
hokum tale of high treason, murder and the m^ps
of newsreel men in Siam. Rochelle Hudson, l!en
Kent and Chick Chandler are around. (Jan

• NoMADAME
X-M-G-M
matter how
many times you have seejik
famous tear-jerker you will weep again at th w
version. Gladys George is simply brilliant I
misunderstood wife who becomes a dislfc
slattern. John Beal as her son and Warren \\ in
as her coldly moral husband are both excepiaL
(Dec.)
MANHATTAN

jSKtk
~'.
|W|FI

Then he met this girl. She
"Fascinating
had
read
the Womanhood,"
secrets
of

MERRY-GO-ROUND

When a gangster buys a recording compan'id
'""J^MB
shows how anj woman can
is tornforbetween
his passionandfor exciting
jazz and things
his mo'r'i
love
opera, amusing
s Id
^ jM
attract men
by using the
happen — and do. Leo Carrillo, Tamara Geva'lil
^^^B simple laws of man's psyRegan, Ann Dvorak and four big-name bandsilo
town in rollicking rhythm. A-l sauce for IB
^i r"£H
andman
human
public
%3il cnoi°gy
Any other
wouldnature.
have
ich
wh
'"' Ikl been equally nehelpless
in
her
ok
bo
w
glooms.
(Feb.)
a daringYou, too, can have
f. : SraJ
hands.
\
| this hook; you, too, can enKm*
joy
the
worship
and
admiration of men, and be the radiant bride of the man
of your choice. Send only 10c for the booklet,
"Secrets
of Fascinating Womanhood." Mailed in
plain
wrapper,
PSYCHOLOGY

PRESS, Dept. 4-C, St. Louis, Mo.

Velez
whole sings
family. several
(Feb.)peppy songs. It's fun for the

• HITTING A NEW HIGH-RKO-Radio
Lily Pons lifts this none too brilliant comedy to a
high level of entertainment. As a cabaret singer
with operatic ambitions she coaxes E. E. Horton
into
she'sa
bird girl
fromcostumes,
Africa. This
allowsthinking
Miss Pons
to wear
exotic
sing setup
both
swing songs and classical arias with delicious
results. John Howard is her heart trouble. Jack
Oakie is around for laughs.
(Feb.)

Just send SI bill or money
order lor either item or S2
lor both. Pay postage when
package arrives .from 8c
to 26c depending on where
you live.
IBolh items in one package
lot same postage as one.)

Cei«U^_

v^ecw-Jto-y- t?L.

SUNSET
8749
HOLLYWOOD.
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CIGARETTE BASKET
Colorful California Pottery,
hand painted old fashioned
flower design . . . one side
for cigarettes, the other for
ashes . . . may be used for
candy, relishes, matches,
etc. Imprinted autograph
on bottom.

ANTIQUES
BLVD.
CALIF.
ART OBJECTS

• HURRICANE, THE-Sam
Artists

Goldwyn-United

With a wind machine for a star and the Pacific
for a set, Director John Ford has concocted a stunning picture of adventure and love among the
natives of the South Seas. Newcomer Jon Hall
shows ability as well as most of his excellent
anatomy; Dorothy Lamour is beautiful as his
Island princess; the. star-studded cast includes
Raymond Massey, Mary Astor and C. Aubrey
Smith. The hurricane is awe-inspiring. You
mustn't miss it. (Jan.)

LADY FIGHTS BACK, THE-Universal
The natural scenic beauty here far surpasses the
story of a girl (Irene Hervey) who fights when her

- e-

AlERCOUZED Wax
Mercolized Wax will make your skin smoother,
clearer, younger-looking. This lovely cream sloughs
off the outer layer of skin with all its superficial
blemishes, in tiny invisible particles. Then you see
the underskin revealed in all its fresh, clear loveliness. Bring out this hidden beauty and keep your
skin young-looking with Mercolized Wax.

Use Saxolite Astringent Daily

A DELIGHTFULLY
refreshing
astringent lo■'*-tion. Tingling, antiseptic, helpful. Dissolve
Saxolite in one-half pint witch
hazel.

Choose Phelactine Depilatory

For removing unwanted hair qukkly. Easy touse.
At drug and department stores everywhere.

HelenMelvyn
Gahagan
of the stage)
The
Douglases
(she's
attend
the Tauber
concert

*

MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938-Universa!
Composed of much unoriginal hokum, a few good
tunes, a nice clean romance and a variety of mad
horseplay, this emerges as good entertainment. The
story concerns a group of vaudeville troupers who
take on the task of bringing up an orphan. Bert
Lahr, Jimmy Savo, Mischa Auer, Louise Fazenda,
Alice Brady, Billy House, John King, and Joy
Hodges outdo themselves to make you laugh. (Jan).

MURDER

IN GREENWICH

VILLAGE-Columbia

With a quip on his lips and determination in his
heart, Dick Arlen, artist photographer, leaps into a
murder mystery to shield Fay Wray. They fight,
make up, and solve everything.
Stupid.
(Jan.)
MUSIC

FOR MADAME-RKO-Radio

Nino Martini's famous voice counteracts the
weakness of this wandering story about a singer
accused of stealing a pearl necklace. Alan Mowbray's satirical take-off of a noted symphonic conductor isamusing; Joan Fontaine is pretty and the
Hollywood
the music. Bowl
(Dec.)scenes are impressive. You'll like

• NAVY BLUE AND GOLD-M-G-M
Credit for this fine football picture backgrounded
at Annapolis is due primarily to the fine performances of Robert Young, Jimmy Stewart and Tom
Brown. Coming from very different environments,
the boys finally adjust themselves to life and to
each other. Billie Burke, Florence Rice and Lionel
Barrymore each contribute splendidly.
(Jan.)
NON-STOP

NEW

YORK-GB

There's one thing this picture has plenty of — and
that's suspense.
Lee is tothea murder.
English
chorine
wanted in Blonde
America Anna
as witness
She manages by a clever ruse to outwit gangsters
who seek to detain her, hops a transatlantic plane,
makes life miserable for John Loder, Scotland Yard
bloodhound. Desmond Tester is perfect as the inquisitive child prodigy.
(Dec.)
Smart "up -turn" brim model
in Felt, photographed on
Marjorie

Weaver

Century-Fox

now

of 20th
playing in

"Sally, Irene and Mary".

BYRON
fH AVENUE

HATS
• NEW

NOTHING SACRED-Selznick-United Artists
Aided by color, a Ben Hecht script and the deft
direction of Bill Wyler, Carole Lombard and
Freddie March have turned in a comedy drama
that beats the best results of the nitwit schools, so
far. The story revolves around a reporter who is in
the doghouse with his editor, and his schemes to get
out of same by developing the season's biggest
front-page
news out
of a girl ostensibly
at death's
door.
Satirical,
sophisticated
and screwy,
it is
among the ranking laugh films of all time.
(Feb.)
OVER

YORK

'OMEN
WHO CAN SEW
ite me today for amazing opportunity

earn extra money without canvassing.
RFORP, Dept.C-178, Cincinnati, Ohio

DELIGHTFUL

*

LIVING

THE GOAL-Warners

Here is an antique yarn built around a college
hero, William Hopper, who is called upon to decide
between June Travis and his alma mater. He manto have his
cakethings
and eatup itgenerally.
too. Johnnie
Davis'
scat ages
singing
livens
(Jan.)
• PERFECT SPECIMEN, THE-Warners
Errol Flynn takes this high-voltage comedy in
his stride, portraying tile heir to $30,000,000 who
has been shut away from the world, educated by
his tyrant grandmother (May Robson) to be "the
perfect
of his teaches
class. Joan
Blondellto lures
him
out specimen"
of his cocoon,
him really
live.
Dick Foran, Edward E. Horton, Allen Jenkins and
Beverly Roberts all contribute. Fast, furious and
funny.
(Dec.)

'n
York, enjoy
quarersNew
. . . delicious
food distinctive
. . . Continental
itmosphere . . . and the diplomatic
lervice of 500 trained employees.
Home of: RESTAURANT de la PAIX;
CAFEdelaPAIX;
Around the World Bar;
RUMPELMAYER'S
SINGLE from 3.50... DOUBLE from 5.00

PORTIA ON TRIAL— Republic
An engrossing modern courtroom story based on
a mother-love angle, but not too maudlin about it.
Frieda Inescort is splendid as the criminal lawyer
who successfully defends the killer of her ex-husband, wins back her own son by her brilliance and
courage. Walter Abel and Ruth Donnelly are outstanding support. Worthwhile.
(Jan.)

SUITES from 8.00

QUICK MONEY-RKO-Radio
For those who like homespun movies woven with
sincere and familiar threads this story will be entertaining. Fred Stone and Berton Churchill battle
for acting honors; the former defending small-town
rights against a chiseling big-time promoter. A
number of clever youngsters are in support. (Feb.)

ST.MCRITZ
On-the-Park
50 Central Park So., New York

•

Personal Direction : S. Gregory Taylor

ck of your ugly
olescent Pimples?
it millions of tiny, living plants
p keep poisons out of your blood
suffering the curse of youth — a
ly skin. Get at the root of your
ile, unclean blood.
ween the ages of 13 and 25, you are at a
of life when important glands are devel. Your system is upset. Poisons may
»e your blood stream and bubble out on
skm in ugly pimples. You may need to
3e and purify your blood.
; Fleischmann's Yeast help remove imes the natural way. Millions of tiny,
>, living yeast plants will help keep poisons
the blood and help to heal your brokenkin. Many people get amazing results
days or less. Neglect may ruin your skin
le. So start eating Fleischmann's Yeast
ce. Buy some tomorrow !
„^^_^_^__

Copyright, 1938. Standard Branda Incorporated

SECOND HONEYMOON— 20th Century-Fox
Charming, amusing, utterly romantic, this again
teams Tyrone (what a man!) Power and Loretta
Young in a modern story of what the moon will do
over Miami to an ex-husband meeting his ex-wife
who has since remarried. Stu Erwin and Marjorie
Weaver form a hilarious secondary team. Watch
Weaver's star risel (Jan.)
SHE LOVED A FIREMAN-Warners
There are a lot of thrills in this inside story of a
modern fire company. Smart-aleck Dick Foran
saves the life of Robert Armstrong, is brought off
his
high horseandbyeducational.
Armstrong's sister,
Interesting
(Jan.) Ann Sheridan.

reproduction and the symphonic score are truly disworlds.
(Feb.)tinguished. We know you wouldn't miss it for

KEEP SLIM
and

• STAGE DOOR
RKO-Radio
The hullabaloo of a theatrical boardinghouse is
the background of this great story of young
actresses who battle Broadway for minor fame and
a scant living. Ginger Rogers gives an excellent
account of herself in a dramatic role; Katharine
Hepburn does fine work, Andrea Leeds almost
steals the show, and Adolphe Menjou as the
philandering producer is highly amusing. Director
LaCava deserves orchids for a brilliant picture.
Don't miss it. (Nov.)
•

beautiful!
>ritesizet

STAND-IN- Wanger-United Artists

C. B. (Leslie
Kelland's
swell who
storyinvades
of a narrow-minded
banker
Howard)
Hollywood to
save a studio from financial ruin. Joan Blondell is
extra special as the former baby star who teaches
Howard that all figures do not have mathematical
connotations, and Maria Shelton as the glamour
gal he compromises does grand work. Warning:
don't believe
wood. (Dec.) all this picture tells you about Holly-

GIRDLES
and

PANTIES

STORM IN A TEACUP-Korda-United Artists
This is an extremely funny, oftentimes hilarious
piece about the deflation in ego of a pompous
Scotch politician brought about by a young newsman in love
with theSara
Scot's
daughter.
son,
Vivien Leigh,
Algood,
in fact Rex
the Harrientire
cast, is perfection. Do go and see it. (Feb.)
• SUBMARINE D-1-Warners
An accurate revelation of the dramatic thrills of
the navy's undersea service, plus an elaborate production, plus theandsplendid
Wayne Morris
George acting
Brent ofandPattheO'Brien,
whole
Pacific fleet, add up to the best Navy picture on
record. The masculine contingent will eat it up.
(Feb.)
THANK YOU, MR. MOTO-20th Century-Fox
This twisted tale of intrigue in an Oriental locale
fails to daunt the imperturbable Moto, who, aided
by Thomas Beck, tracks down stolen Chinese
scrolls, finishes off Sidney Blackmer in fine style.
Pauline Frederick as a Chinese princess stands out.
(Feb..)
THIS WAY PLEASE-Paramount
A nicely scored and mildly entertaining musical,
this permits Betty Grable, a theater usherette, to
fall in love with crooner Buddy Rogers, usurp his
place as stage attraction number one. Mary
Livingstone smart-cracks, Ned Sparks dead-pans,
and Fibber McGee and Molly (of radio) add their
bit of fun. (Dec.)
THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY— M-G-M
Three youngsters with entirely different viewpoints experiences
meet in a jockey's
boardinghouse
later
find their
fit them
for the yearsandahead.
Mickey Rooney steals the show that was intended
to introduce Ronald Sinclair, a newcomer. Judy
Garland and Sophie Tucker take care of the femi(Feb.)nine interest and the music. One of the better B's.
THRILL

SHORT

£)»
REGULAR

■Jt You may

*')
TJ^'1"

Ik

not tip the scales

at very much, but hips and tummies have a way of expanding
unless you keep them "under
control." Fortuna garments of
two-way stretch "Lastex" mould
your silhouette into slim, beautiful lines, and hold your curves
in tow! "Ivory" tested for washability. Sizes small, medium and
lar andinlong.
large,
3 lengths, short, reguMODEL

ILLUSTRATED

J-

Other styles
up to $5. Also
Fortuna 8100
Foundations and Brassieres.
At leading
stores.
WOLFE & LANG, Inc.
NEW YORK CITY

OF A LIFETIME-Paramount

A pathetically thin story of a pair of hoofers
trying to marry off the dumb-dora of their act, this
hotchpotch begins nowhere and ends there. The
Yacht Club Boys, Eleanore Whitney, Johnny
Downs
and Ben Blue are all scrambled together in
this. (Jan.)
• TOVARICH-Warners
Brilliantly devised, from the famous play, brilliantly played by Charles Boyer and Claudette
Colbert, this depicts an incident in the lives of two
titled Russians living in Paris after the Revolution.
They hire out as butler and cook to a wild family,
each member of which proceeds to fall variously in
love with the new domestics. The suavest sort of
drama combined with the new padded-cell variety
of comedy makes this the best laugh bet of the
month.
(Feb.)
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• TRUE CONFESSION-Paramount
Enormously amusing because of the way it is
played, but rather antisocial in theme, this depicts
the misadventures of a congenital liar, Carole
Lombard, who confesses to a murder she did not
commit in order to give her struggling young lawyer
husband (Fred MacMurray) some publicity. John
Barrymore
roles.
(Jan.)and Una Merkel are grand in secondary
ir WELLS FARGO-Paramount
Magnificently staged against a panoramic background of American history — the growth of communications inthe wild and early West — this is a
human
story
of a young
marriedof couple's
for
happiness against
the dangers
a growingbattle
nation.
Joel
and Frances
Dee couldn't
have been
more McCrea
superlatively
cast. Bob
Burns, Porter
Hall
and a large cast of superior actors support. For
sheer adventure, definitely a hit. (Feb.)

SH! THE OCTUPUSJ-Warners
Screwball detectives Allen Jenkins and Hugh
Herbert escort you through rapid and chill adventure in their search for the mysterious head of a spy
combine. Most of the action is in a deserted lighthouse full of monsters, but the persistent comedy
saves you from heart failure. Marsha Hunt and
John Eldredge are around — just for instance. (Feb.)

WITHOUT

* SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS
— Disney-RKO-Radio
Walt Disney at long last brings his million-dollar
fantasy to the screen, and his loving labor of three
years is not lost. Mingling real characters (Snow
While, The Prince and the Witch Queen) with delightful dwarfs and animals, he succeeds as marvelously in giving you great entertainment as he
did with Mickey Mouse or Donald Duck. The color

YOU'RE ONLY YOUNG 0NCE-M-G-M
There is something in these homely little dramas
dealing with simple human emotions. Here you
have father Lewis Stone, mother Fay Holden, son
Mickey Rooney and daughter Cecilia Parker setting
off for a vacation at Catalina. Laughs and tears
abound.
Mickey, as usual, walks off with acting
honors.
(Feb.)

PLAY

PIANO
BY EAR
Swing-Jazz-Classical. If you
can hum or whistle a tune
You Can Learn To Play Piano
BY EAR IN 90 DAYS.
Without puzzling notes!°tfcTng
WithGUARANTEED

WARNING-Warners

This chilling murder mystery is laid in an island
army post. Boris Karloff is suspected, of course,
but it falls to Marie Wilson in her best dumb-cluck
manner to solve the crime.
(Jan.)

tedious scales I New and original
system does away with years of
work. MAKE
ME PROVE
IT.

FIRST LESSON FREE
Send your name and address and I will send you my
first lesson absolutely free and without obligation. Give
it a real test— See for yourself. Write me today.
Dave Suttle,

Director,

230 East Ohio St.

Dept.

12
Chicago,

III.
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Throat jfci tickle
isn't funny when
it comes from a cold.
But try ^S^ one
d£^ package of

BEECH-NUT

COUGH
BLACK

Are Ill-fitting Shoes
Undermining Your Health?

" BUCCANEER, THE"— Paramount.— Screen
play by Edwin Justus Mayer, Harold Lamb and C.
Gardner Sullivan. Based on an adaptation by
Jeanie
"Lafitte
the Pirate"Theby Cast:
Lyle
Saxon.Macpherson
Directed byon Cecil
B. DeMille.
Jean Lafitte, Fredric March; Grelchen, Franciska
Gaal; Dominique, Alcim Tamiroff; Annette, Margot
Grahame; Ezra Peavey, Walter Brennan; Beluche,
Anthony Quinn; Crawford, Ian Keith; Governor
Claiborne, Douglas Dumbrille; Gramby, Fred
Kohler, Sr.; Captain Brown, Robert Barratt;
Andrew Jackson, Hugh Sothern; Mouse, John
Rogers; Tarsus, Hans Steinke; Collector of Port,
Stanley Andrews; Aunt Charlotte, Beulah Bondi;
Dolly Madison, Spring Byington; Admiral Cockburn, Montagu Love.

DROPS

OR

MENTHOL

and get the quick
relief that ^^ their
soothing ingredients
can give you.
High School Course
at Home

Casts of Current
Pictures

Many Finish in 2 Years

as rapidly as yoar time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resilt school work — prepares for entrance in college. Staruiapl H .S.
:ta supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects already
Tipleted.
Single subjects if <f"*ired. Free Bulletin on request.

una

'American School. Dpt. H343, Drexel at 58th, Chicago

7he Best Remedy
is Made at Home
VOU can now make at home
-1- a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following
this simple recipe: To half pint
of water add one ounce bay
rum, a small box of Barbo
Compound and one -four*
ounce of glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself at
very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained. Barbo imparts
color to streaked, faded or gray hair, makes it soft
and glossy and takes years off your 'ooks. It will
not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does
not rub off. Do not be handicapped by gray hair
when it is so easy to get rid of it in your own home.

JFfT

SUFFERERS
FROM
(SCALY

SKIN

TROUBLE)

DCRmOIL

TEST

"CHECKERS"— 20th Century-Fox.— Screen
play by Lynn Root and Frank Fenton, Robert
Chapin and Karen De Wolf. Based on an original
story by Lynn Root and Frank Fenton. Directed
by H. Bruce Humberstone. The Cast: Checkers,
Jane Withers; Edgar Connell, Stuart Erwin; Mamie
Appleby, Una Merkel; Jimmy Somers, Marvin
Stephens; Tobias Williams, Andrew Torabes; Sarah
Williams, June Carlson; Dr. Smith, Minor Watson;
Mr. Green, John Harrington; Zeb, Spencer Charters;
Daniel Snodgrass, Francis Ford.

Corns, bunions, callouses are the uncomfortable
outward signs of badly-fitting shoes. But the real
danger of improper footwear is more far reaching
and serious. Permanent ill health, diminished
physical and mental power, loss of beauty, premature old age, pessimism and general failure in
life are .often traceable to this source. If you are
wondering just what is wrong with you, get Bernarr
Macfadden's searching study, Foot Troubles. This
book will not only be a revelation to you but it
will also go a long way toward helping you back to
the normal "good health that is your birthright.
Use the coupon below and order your copy TODAY.
Macfadden Book Company, Inc., Dept. P3
205 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
Entirely at your risk, and with the understanding
that I may return the book for full refund at the
end of 5 days, please send me a copy of Bernarr
Macfadden's Foot Troubles. Upon receipt, I will
pay the postman $2, plus postal charges.

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

Canadian

"DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI" — Paramount.— Screen play by Gladys Unger and Garnett
Weston. Based on a story by Garnett Weston.
Directed by Robert Florey. The Cast: Lan Ying
Lin, Anna May Wong; Kim Lee, Philip Ahn; Otto
Harlman, Charles Bickford; Andrew Steele, Larry
Crabbe; Mrs. Mary Hunt, Cecil Cunningham;
Frank Barden, J. Carrol Naish; Olga Derey, Evelyn
Brent; Harry Morgan, Anthony Quinn; James
Lang, John Patterson; Captain Gulner, Fred Kohler;
Jake Kelly, Frank Sully; Quan Lin, Ching Wah
Lee; Ah Fong, Maurice Liu; Yung Woo, Michael
Wu; Sam Blike, Ernest Whitman; Lil, Mae Busch.

"GIRL WAS YOUNG, THE"— GB.— Screen
play by Charles Bennett, Edwin Greenwood and
Anthony Armstrong. Based on a novel by Josephine
Tey. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. The Cast:
Erica Burgoyne, Nova Pilbeam; Robert Tisdall,
Derrick De Marney; Col. Burgoyne, Percy Marmont; Old Will, Edward Rigby; Guy, George
Curzon; Christine Day, Pamela Carme; Detective
Grant, John Longden; Detective Miller, George
Merritt; Solicitor, J. H. Roberts; Sergeant, H. F.
Maltby; Policeman, John Millar; Lorry Driver,
Jerry Verno.

and Foreign Orders, Cash in Advance

TYPEWRITER BARGAINS
SAVE ONE-HALF— 10c
A DAY! j
odels reconditioned,

remakes. Recent
standard n Free
Look shorthand
and operate
like
and tyyfinished.
Full v guaranteed!
new! ALSO PORTABLES.
Easy terms
773 Pruitt Bldg.,

SLEEP
BEAUTIFUL

$10,

AND GROW

Lack of sleep or poor QUALITY
of sleep robs you of beauty and
health.
Science fordiscovers,
nontoxic treatment
effective a sleep.
Money b a c k guarantee. Write
The Somnulator Co., 150 East
53 St., IM. Y. C.

GENEROUS
• trial size

FREE

CLEANSING
PATELS
y dejjiu/r
''Refreshing as a
i

Woodland
Pool I"
A searching
cleanser, yet mild
and harmless; A
tingling astringent to gently
close the pores;
A soothing lotion
which leaves the

skin neither sticky nor greasy, but velvety
smooth, ready for a fresh make-up.

Where

is daintiness without cleanliness?

Quick to use —

"I'LL TAKE ROMANCE" — Columbia. —
Story by Stephen Morehouse Avery. Screen play
by George Oppenheimer and Jane Murfin. Directed
by Edward H. Griffith. The Cast: Elsa Terry,
Grace Moore; James Guthrie, Melvyn Douglas;
Madame Delta, Helen Westley; Pancho Brcnvn,
Stuart Erwin; Margot, Margaret Hamilton;
William Kane, Walter Kingsford; Rudi, Richard
Carle; Monsieur Ginard, Ferdinand Gottschalk;
Pamela, Esther Muir; Pinkerlon, Frank Forest;
Johan, Walter Stahl; Juan, Barry Norton; Senor
Montez, Lucio Villegas; Bondini, Gennaro Curci;
Henri. Marek Windheim.

A trifle in your purse.

At the better stores 'Round
the World,
or
a full purse size compact for 25c postpaid.

DE MU1R LABORATORIES
140 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.
Quality

"HOLLYWOOD HOTEL"— Warners.— Screen
play by Jerry Wald, Maurice Leo and Richard
Macauley. Original story by Jerry Wald and
Maurice Leo. Directed by Busby Berkeley. The
Cast: Ronnir Bowers, Dick Powell; Mona Marshall,
Lola Lane; Fuzzy, Ted Healy; Georgia, Johnnie
Davis; Alexander Dupre, Alan Mowbray; Alice,
Frances Langford; Ken Niles, Ken Niles; Bernie
Walton, Allyn Joslyn; Callaghan, Edgar Kennedy;
Dress Designer, Curt Bois; Cameraman, Eddie
Acuff; Mrs. Marshall, Sarah Edwards; Asst.
Director Drew, Wally Maher; Cleo, Libby Taylor;
Bramwell, Paul Irving; Virginia, Rosemary Lane;
Chester Marshall, Hugh Herbert; Jonesy, Glenda
Farrell; Louella Parsons, Louella Parsons; Dot
Marshall, Mabel Todd; Jerry Cooper, Jerry Cooper;
Duane Thompson, Duane Thompson; B. L. Faulkin,
Grant Mitchell; The Russian, Fritz Feld; Perc
Weslmore, Perc Westmore; Colored Man, Clinton
Rosemond; Director Kelton, William Davidson;
Seamstress, Georgia Cooper; Waiter, Joe Romantini; and Raymond Page and his Orchestra, Benny
Goodman and his Orchestra.

Without

Compromise'

"IN OLD CHICAGO"— 20th Century-Fox —
Screen play by Lamar Trotti and Sonya Levien.
Based on a story by Niven Busch. The Cast: Dion
O'Leary, Tyrone Power; Belle Fawcelt, Alice Faye;
Jack
Molly O'Leary,
Alice
Brady;O'Leary,
Pickle Don
Bixby,Ameche;
Andy Devine;
Gil Warren,
W.

100

F. HALL

"LOVE AND HISSES"— 20th Centur
— Screen play by Curtis Kenyon and Art i
From a story by Art Arthur. Music and ly
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel. Direct
Sidney Lanfield. The Cast: Waller Winchell
self; Ben Bernie, Himself; Yvette Guerin, i
Simon; "Sugar" Boles, Bert Lahr; Joan.
Davis; Steve Nelson, Dick Baldwin; Peters.
Themselves; Specialty, Ruth Terry; M
Douglas Fowley; Sidney Hoffman, Chick Chi!
Irving Skolsky, Charles Williams; Count 1
Raoul Guerin, Georges Renavent; Spec\
Chilton & Thomas and the Brewster Twin'
nouncers, Rush Hughes and Gary Breckner
in Music Store, Hal K. Dawson; Oscar, C
Judels; Producer, Harry Stubbs; Gangster,
Battier.

" MANNEQUIN "-M-G-M.— Story by
erine Brush. Screen play by Lawrence H
Directed by Frank Borzage. The Cast:
Cassidy, Joan Crawford; John L. Hem
Spencer Tracy; Eddie Miller, Alan Curtis;
Ralph Morgan; Beryl,
Phillips;
"Pa" CiR
Oscar
Mrs. Mary
Cassidy,
Elizabeth
Clifford,O'Shea;
Leo Gorcey.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why

continue to suffer? Do something to secure quick relief. Write
today for New Booklet— "THE LIEPB
METHOD
OF HOME
It tells about
VaricoseTREATMENT."
Veins. Varicose
Ulcers. Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever Leg,
Eczema. Liepe Method works while you
walk. by
More
than 40 years of success.
Praised and endorsed
thousands.

"MAN-PROOF"— M-G-M.— From stor
Fanny Heaslip Lea. Screen play by Vincent
rence, Waldemar Young and George Oppenh
Directed by Richard Thorpe. The Cast:
Swift, Myrna Loy; Jimmy Kilmarlin, Frs
Tone; Elizabeth Kent, Rosalind Russell;
Wythe, Walter Pidgeon; Florence, Rita Jol
Meg Swift, Nana Bryant; Jane, Ruth Hussey
Leonard Penn; Tommy Gaunt, John ty
Announcer,
Dan Toby.
Minister, William
Stack; Gus, Oscar O'Shea;

LIEPE METHODS. 3284 N. Green Bay Ave..
Dept.34-C. Milwaukee, Wis.

JEST'S f/
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of
Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly,
embarrassing
scaly
SEND FOR
skin
disease
Psoriasis.
Apply
non-s t a i n i n g
Derrfioil.
Thousands
do.
Grateful
user s. often
after years
of suffering,
report
the
scales
h a v e
gone, the red patches gradually disappeared and they
the
thrill is ofbacked
a clearby skin
again. "^^^^^^^^^~ ■ ""
Dermoil
a positive
agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money
is refunded without question. Generous trial bottle sent
FREE to those who send in their Druggist's name and address. Make our famous "One spot Test" yourself. Write
today for your test bottle. Results may surprise vou.
Don't delay. Sold by Walgreen Drug stores. Lake Laboratories. Box 6, Northwestern Station, Dept. P-IO,
Detroit,
Mich.

"LADY
BEHAVE" — Republic. —Ci
story by Joseph Krumgold.
Screen play by
Krumgold and Olive Cooper.
Directed by
Corrigan. The Cast: Paula Kenaall, Sally
Stephens Cormack, Neil Hamilton; Michael AJoseph
Schildkraut;
Burton
Williams,
Mitchell; Clarice, Patricia Farr; Patricia,
Mae Jones; Hank, George Ernest; Butch, \
Hymer;
Alfred, Robert Greig; Howell, (
Richman;
Inn Keeper, Spencer Charters;
Mary Gordon.

(We pay postage on all catsh orders)

CITY

"EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY"— Paramount.
— Screen play by Mae West. Directed by A.
Edward
The West;
Cast:Captain
PeachesMcCarey,
O'Dav,
Mae West;Sutherland.
Mile. Fifi, Mae
Edmund Lowe; Graves, Charles Butterworth; Van
Reighle Van Pelton Van Doon, Charles Winninger,
"Nifty" Baily, Walter Catlett; "Honest" John
Quade, Lloyd Nolan; Band Leader, Louis Armstrong; George Rector, Himself; Fritz Kraufmeyer,
Herman Bing; "Trigger" Mike, Roger Imhof;
Cabby, Chester Conklin; Danny the Dip, Lucien
Prival; Assistant Police Commissioner, Adrian
Morris; Henchman, Francis McDonald; Henchman,
John Indrisano.

Brian Donlevy; Ann Colby, Phyllis Brool g,; I
O'Leary,
Tom
Brown;
General
Phil Sl,<\
Grelchen,
June Storey;
Milch,
PaulBerton
Hurst; Ch5 '■■*'
Sidney Blackmer;
Senator
Colby,
Singer, Tyler Brooke; Patrick O'Leary, J. A
Hughes; Dion O'Leary (as a bov). Gene ReBob O'Leary (as a boy), Bobs Watson; JackL
(as a boy), Billy Watson; Hallie, Madame Sul
Beavers, Spencer Charters; Body Guard,
Hatton; Carrie Donahue, Thelma Manning
Lou, Ruth Gillette; Drunk, Eddie CollitSI
King, Scotty
Hooking
Agent,Mattraw;
CharlesStuttering
Lane; Clerk,
Lawyer,Joe'(I
Hummel Wilson; Judge, Frank Dae; Fire C\
sioner, Harry Stubbs; Ship's Captain, Joel
Driver,
Francis
Ford;
Police Officers,
Murphy, vonWade
Boteler;Russell
Men Hicks.
in Jack's |
Gustav
Seyffertitz,

"PF.ESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE"
versal. — Original story by John Reinhard
Robert Neville. Screen play by James Mullt
Robert Shannon and A. R. Perkins. Direct
Sylvan Simon. The Cast: Doctor Valeric II
Wendy Barrie; "Sieve" Macy, Kent Taylor; &
Mischa Auer; Lola Carroll, Dorothea
"Smitly," Frank Jenks; Kenneth Barton, 1
Hunter; Doctor Paul Azarny, Gregory Gaye.
Goddard, Samuel S. Hinds; Sergeant Toberay
Roach; Joseph, Frank Reicher; Train Com
Christian Rub; Carney, Ted Osborne.

WHERE £niit,L
PRICES PREVAIL

BILTMORE
DOWNTOWN

• LOS

HOTEL
ANGELES,

CALIF.

WAKE YOUR
UP
Without Calomel —
And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the

LIVER
BILE

Morning Rarin ' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your Gas
food'doesn't
It just decays
in the
bowels.
bloats updigest.
your stomach.
You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause. It takes those good, old Carter's Little
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowingless,
freelygentle,
and yet
makeamazing
you feel in"upmaking
and up."bileHarmflow
freely. For a free sample of Carter's Little Liver
Pills, also free book entitled "The Interesting
Story of What Makes You Feel Good," address
Carter's, 23 Park Place, N. Y. C. Or ask your
druggist for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 25^.
Stubbornly refuse anything else, © 193a, c. p. inc.
PRINTING

CO.

"ROSALIE"— M-G-M.— Based on a pla
William Anthony McGuire and Guy Bi
Screen play written and produced by W
Anthony McGuire. Words and music by
Porter. Directed by W. S. Van Dyke. The
Dick Thorpe, Neison Eddy; Rosalie, El
Powell; King, Frank Morgan; Queen, Edna
Oliver; Bill Delroy, Ray Bolger; Brenda,
Massey; Oloff, Billy Gilbert; Chancellor, ReJ
Owen; Prince Paul, Tom Rutherford; Q
Banner, Clay Clement; Mary Callahan, V
Grey; General Maroff, George Zucco; Mr. Call
Oscar O'Shea; Joseph, Jerry Colonna; Miss I
Janet Beecher.

"WISE GIRL"— RKO-Radio— Story by
Scott and Charles Norman.
Adapted by
Scott. Directed by Leigh Jason. The Cast
Fletcher,
Hopkins;
Milland; Miriam
Karl, Walter
Abel;John
Mr. O'Halloran,
Fletcher, I
Stephenson;
Dermont
O'Neil,
Craig
Guinn
Williams;
Joan,
Betty Alec Philson;
Marianna Strelby; Mrs. Bell-Rivington, Mai
Dumont; George, Jean de Briac; Prince Mil
Ivan Lebedeff; Prince Ivan, Rafael Storm; J
Leopold,
and
Tom Gregory
Kennedy, Gaye; Detectives, Richard

"YOU'RE A SWEETHEART"— UniverS;
Original story by Maxwell Shane and Bill The
Screen play by Monte Brice and Charles Gra:
Directed by David Butler. The Cast: Betty Bn
Alice Faye; Hal Adams,
George Murphy;;
King,
Ken
Murray;
Oswald, Oswald; rv
Frances Hunt; Harry, Frank Jenks; Dajsy
Andy Devine; Edwards, William Gargan; 1 esDavid Oliver; Cherokee Charlie, Charles Winn
Jeeters, Donald Meek; The Harpist, Casper
don; Edna
and the
Novelle Brothers, the Five Play
and
Sedgwick.

. . . for your afternoons and evenings,

. . . for "letting yourself go" in the native
manner . . . this six-color doeskin sandal
with "sun toes" and high thin strap. Also
in all-over white doeskin.

"On the set" for Spring
of new styles in PARIS
.. .styles with the chic of
Hollywood! Beautiful

a sparkling "apron" sandal of patent
leather, "peppered" with perforations...
gay in copper calf... crisp in white kid.

you will see a galaxy
FASHION SHOES
Paris, the glamour of
in line... in material

...in blending of color ... a "preview" that
will win your delighted admiration! See
PARIS FASHION SHOES in their latest
"fashion releases!" Write for style booklet and
name of dealer in your city ...Dept. P-l.
$

3^4

WOHL

SHOE

COMPANY

• SAINT

LOUIS

.strap
. . forstep-in
your tailored
things,
this "X"
of burnished
copper
calf,
with pin punchings. Also in Parisian
blue calf or white kid.

Her Throat Insured

For850,000.

DOLORES DEL RIO* tells why it's good
business for her to smoke Luckies . . .
"That $50,000 insurance is a studio precaution against
my holding up a picture," says Miss Del Rio. "So I take
no chances on an irritated throat. No matter how much
I use my voice in acting, I always find Luckies gentle."
They will be gentle on your throat, too. Here's why:
Luckies' exclusive "Toasting" process expels certain
harsh irritants found in all tobacco. This makes
Luckies' fine tobaccos even finer
a light smoke.
Sworn records show that among independent tobacco
experts — men who know tobacco and its qualities —
Luckies have twice as many exclusive smokers as all
other cigarettes combined. This is the impartial judgment of experts not connected with any manufacturer.
WITH

MEN

WHO

KNOW

IT'S LUCKIES

TOBACCO

BEST

— 2 TO 1

*DOLORES
STARRING

DEL RIO

IN THE 20th CENTURY-FOX

PICTURE, "SHANGHAI

DEADLINE"

WHY SONJA HEME WONT
Romantic Truth about Gary Cooper

MARRY
By Adela Rogers St. Johns

She walks
in Glamour
Wherever things are going on you'll find all eyes on
her, all women following her lead. For she is one of
those who make the fashion.
Why does she choose Humming
Why has she made Humming

Bird Hosiery ?

Bird Davencrepes the

High Fashion hosiery of America?
Simply because in this one brand she finds the
three things her uncanny style-sense demands of
hosiery: Color with life and depth; the comfort and
fit of high-twist construction; the sheerness-pluswear of Invisible Extra Silk guarding every thread.
Just as she does, you'll find that
Davencrepes are worth shopping for.

ZJnvenxMjm.
BY

fjumm!riq Bird
GUARDED

GET
CHALLENGING

BY

INVISIBLE

THIS
•

AUTHENTIC

EXTRA

SILK

BOOK
•

INFORMATIVE

SHERA AMES has written a book for every woman to whom style
is important,
who wants
to dress well on a conservative
budget.
McClelland Barclay has illustrated it, and written the foreword.
Available from your Humming

Bird dealer or from us at ten cents a copy.

Davenport Hosiery Mills,
Chattanooga, Tennessee
I enclose 10c for a copy of Shera Ames' book "How to STAY in STYLE.

Oiu HIGH TASHION HOSI

C lAf- ^'£

. everything but an agreeable breath-

■PASS

"*£;.*.>'•

most important

i/u'rcg- of all. No wonder she gets nowhere. After all, there's
nothing that cools a friendship or kills a romance so quickly
as halitosis (bad breath). And remember: everybody has it
at some time or other, without being aware of it. You,
yourself, may be guilty at this very moment. Why risk offending needlessly? All you need to sweeten your breath is
Listerine Antiseptic. It's the delightful, quick-acting, trustworthy deodorant. Rinse the mouth with Listerine Antiseptic morning and night and between times, before social
or business engagements at which you wish to appear at
your best. Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
LET
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BREATH
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^ CARRILLO ^^EBSEN
Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD • A ROBERT Z. LEONARD Production
Produced by WILLIAM ANTHONY McGUIRE • An M-G-M Picture
Based on the play by David Belasco
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IH HOLLYWOOD

MOVIE
STUD/OS

BOOS AND BOUQU
FIRST

EH

)

PRIZE— $25.00

THE WINNER!

BETTY

GRABLE

featured in the Paramount picture

"COLLEGE

ning and the
mor
SATU
pusAY
uzz" with "What
camRD
is "ab
movie are you going to see?"
Monday morning and the query is
repeated, but in the past tense.
I know, because for three years I
was a coed at a Chinese university,
the only foreign coed in a school of
six hundred Chinese men and women. And for three years each week
end was issued in and out with the

w

same question.
Chinese students

SWING"

...MEANS

REST

FOR fyfS.TOOf
Keep your eyes clear and serene, on windy
or sunny days, the way Hollywood stars
do! Wherever you go — to the tennis
matches, golf links or polo fields, on streets
or busy movie lots — you'll see dark lens sun
goggles worn to rest and protect the eyes.
Take a beauty tip from these glamorous
stars . . . rest and protect your eyes from
harsh sunlight or wind with SOLAREX
dark lens goggles. SOLAREX lenses are
darker, yet do not distort natural colors;
scientifically treated to keep out harmful
infra-red rays. They end squinting and eyestrain due to harsh light; keep out the dirt.
They're flattering, too, with any costume.
And when you buy — insist on SOLAREX,
the country's beauty goggles!
SOLAREX
dark lens sun goggles
are sold by better drug stores everywhere. Look for the Good Housekeeping Guaranty - YOU R pledge
of satisfaction. Prices range from
50c to $2.50. Frames available in
many styles and colors. Most styles
include a case and polishing cloth
FREE. Made by Bachmann Bros.,
Inc., Philadelphia — Est. 1833.

are

the most

movie-conscious group of young
people I have ever come across. But
it is not their own Chinese idols that
so hold their interest. Not the pretty
and talented Butterfly Wu, the
Queen of the Chinese movies, but
Jeanette MacDonald, Ginger Rogers
and Joan Crawford.
Many's the time I have sat on the
bank of the Whangpoo — junks with
their crazy-quilt sails passing by,
and a Chinese moon over the yellow
waters — and listened to a slickhaired almond-eyed youth croon
"Carry Me Back to the Lone Prairie" in the best Bing Crosby manner, accompanying himself on a uke,
his long thin fingers rhythmically
plucking the strings.
Many's the time I have gone to a
dance with an aspiring young doctor
or engineer who, nevertheless, would
be Fred Astaire. If my appearance
pleased them, they'd pay me the
highest tribute, "But you look like
Jeanette MacDonald tonight — so
beautiful. I shall teach you a new
step tonight, if you will let me. I
saw

it in 'Follow the Fleet.' Just

follow
me."Temple reigns like a little
Shirley
deity. Her pictures grace the walls
of both the men's and women's
dorms. Her popularity became gi-

HOLLY WOO^S-NE\^

to handS^that
• Star-tested and proved!— the NAIL-PRO

WAY

star

method can help

your btittlest, tenderest nails grow long enough to -make a
Mandarin green-eyed with envy Apply same as (and looks
like) nail polish. Quickly hardens to a glassy surface,
smoothes over roughness. NAIL-PRO beautifies, strengthens,
protects — in business, typing, sports, or everyday housework. Choice of 3 shades: henna, duchess (light), sunset (medium), Spanish rose, and darlingly formal black. Set, including
protective, lustrous colorcoat, sparkling outercoat — only $2
postpaid. Order by marl till your dealer displays NAIL-PRO
(Dealers — write for profit data).

Depf. P.

gantic after "Stowaway," in which
she spoke a few words of Chinese.
That was six months ago. The
University has been bombed and
shelled. Some of the buildings have
been razed to the ground. Others
have been looted and pillaged. The
beautiful grounds have been turned
into dugouts. These laughing, singing, dancing students have been scattered: some have been killed, some
have fled from China, some have
joined up as soldiers or nurses. They
have witnessed horror and ghastliness. They are no longer carefree
and happy. They have changed.
And, yet in this one respect —
The other day I received a letter
from a Chinese friend. A bloodcurdling letter so vivid in its description
of the poverty, the disease, the
misery all around. But the P. S.
was

typical — "What

good

pictures

have you seen lately?"
Esther Brick,
McMinnville,

Oregon.

NEWCOMER

OF THE MONTH

In a peasant's frock and wooden
shoes she found American triumph,
debuting as Gretchen of "The Buccaneer"— Hungarian Franciska Gaal

r hotopl ay awards the following prizes
for the best letters received each month:
$25 first prize, $10 second, $5 third,
and $1 for every other letter published.
Photoplay reserves the right to use the
letters submitted in whole or in part.
Contributions will not be returned. Contributors are warned that if letters are
copied or adapted from previously published material, which constitutes plagiarism, they will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law. Letters submitted to this magazine should not be submitted to any other publication. Address: Boos & Bouquets, Photoplay,
122 East 42nd St., New York City.

SECOND

PRIZE— $10.00

WE HEARTILY

AGREE

BEST
OF

Grown-ups as well as children remember this beloved old tale, and,
thanks to Walt Disney, the film story
clings closely to the original. The
gruesome element was eliminated as
much as possible, for the Princess
Snow White did not have to suffer

THE

MONTH

Scene stealer supreme: Hugh jtn-

ern, whose depiction of "Old jekory" was an epic performam in
an

Walt Disney's version of the
charming fairy tale, "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs," was the finest present anybody in the world
could
have given the children of
America.

PERFORMANCE

epic

picture,

"The

Buccal

quite so much at the hands c
wicked stepmother. Which wa
and good, as my three small d
ters are very imaginative and
quite a few tears over the Q"
one dastardly deed — and tha
when she persuaded Snow Wh
bite the poisoned apple.
The ending makes the little
cess a much nicer girl by not
so cruel to the wicked Queen.
(Continued on page 94)
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Half angel, nan sirer
all woman! The screen's
greatest actress comes
to you in the hit picture
of her career ... as the
most exciting heroine
who ever lived and
loved in Dixie!

Selzn kk International presents
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From the Play by Owen Davis, Sr.
Music by Max Steiner
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FIRST PRIZ
THE WINNER^ AL| BABA G(JES T0 T0WN— 20th Century-Fox

DAUGHTER

A pointed satire on the present administration, this is a rollickof humor,
a sense which
you haveBagdad,
piece ofif ancient
funny
and very
we"-staged,
asleep, Eddie
Cantor
dreams
is in
SA TTJRTng•ailing
Campu'readful shape.
He suggests to Sultan Roland Young a few New
Dealish measures which might be taken.
Thereupon the film bemOVie ;omes a frantic and magnificently impossible hash.
You'll like
m<^ony Martin, Raymond Scott's band, June Lang and all the songs.
Mondav
reoeated
foi

Anna leaders
May Wong
enlists
in the U.
S. Government's
capture
in the
smuggling
racket
on the Pacificcampaign
coast, andto
contributes considerably to a tame picture. Snarling Charles
Bickford, J. Carrol Naish and barrel-chested Larry Crabbe have
outstanding roles. Just another movie. (March)

WasI

BETTY

the son a who
DenniswillO'Keefe,
Villa"in and
since "Viva
S°°drecognized
the OIllv" foi°lever
his father
the killer,
give Garyas Cooper
run
six hundrecfor his money some day. Virginia Bruce, Guy Kibbee, Lewis Stone
A
t to
r tnd Bruce Cabot are superior. Good.
(March)
en. And

GRABLE

featured in the Paramount picture

"COLLEGE

SWING"

...MEANS

REST

FOR IYIS.TOO!
Keep your eyes clear and serene, on windy
or sunny days, the way Hollywood stars
do! Wherever you go — to the tennis
matches, golf links or polo fields, on streets
or busy movie lots — you'll see dark lens sun
goggles worn to rest and protect the eyes.
Take a beauty tip from these glamorous
stars . . . rest and protect your eyes from
harsh sunlight or wind with SOLAREX
dark lens goggles. SOLAREX lenses are
darker, yet do not distort natural colors;
scientifically treated to keep out harmful
infra-red rays. They end squinting and eyestrain due to harsh light; keep out the dirt.
They're flattering, too, with any costume.
And when you buy — insist on SOLAREX,
the country's beauty goggles!
SOLAREX dark lens sun goggles
are sold by betterdrug stores everywhere. Look for the Good Housekeeping Guaranty YOUR pledge
of satisfaction. Prices range from
50c to $2.50. Frames available in
many styles and colors. Most styles
include a case and polishing cloth
FREE. Made by Bachmann Bros.,
Inc., Philadelphia — Est. 1833.
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G-M
BRIMST0N
it* Utah's
forms E-M"
the background
for this equally
MAN 0F scenery
BAD beautiful
know
a COeCl ugged tale of the early Western bad man. Wally Beery hasn't been

end was iss* BARRIER, THE— Paramounl
the gold
to Alaska
wentStates,
of men who
storycommitted
^exto Beach's
escape sins
in the
and ofduring
the romances
auestic ush
same .
Chinese
i'bich flourished in the wilderness, retains considerable interest in
.lis latest screening.
Jean Parker is the supposed half-breed who
movie-COnSC!arries army lieutenant James Ellison. Leo Carrillo steals the show

(Jan.)
people I hav<! P°lleo"- tne trapper.
it is not theiiEG, BORROW OR STEAL— M-G-M
SO hold their A merry mix-up with Frank Morgan as the lovable scamp who
j , i , ves by his wits. He invites daughter Florence Rice to be married
anu taiente, i)js French chateau, then discovers that he can't use buttons for
of both
takeandcharge
steps in to
Beal Herman
JohnGivot,
tne rentpay papa.
Queen of tr100^
aughtert0 and
George
Bing
Erik Rhodes
Jeanette
Maid in the hilarity.
(Feb.)
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• Star-tested and proved!— the NAIL-PRO method can help
your brittlest, tenderest nails srow long enough to make a
Mandarin green-eyed with envy. Apply same as (and looks
like) nail polish. Quickly hardens to a glassy surface,
smoothes over roughness. NAIL-PRO

beautifies, strengthens,

protects — in business, typing, sports, or everyday housework. Choice of 3 shades: henna, duchess (light), sunset (medium), Spanish rose, and darlingly formal black. Set, including
protective, lustrous colorcoat, spaikling outercoat — only $2
postpaid. Order by mail till your dealer displays NAIL-PRO
(Dealers— write for profit data).
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ON BROADWAY— Paramount

no bouquets
plotkeeps
was nipped
in the bud. be
Edward
Arnold for
is a"Blossoms."
likeable rogueThewho
within
the law only to find the heiress he was promoting is a phony, too.
Weber and Fields are well presented; Shirley Ross sings well; Bill
Frawley gets all the laughs.
(Feb.)
BORROWING

DR. SYN-GB
George Arliss here plays the role of a parson by day, a pirate by
night. When the revenue officers interrupt his peaceful smuggling,
murder enlivens the proceedings. Margaret Lockwood and John
Loder bill and coo. The supporting cast is splendid.
(Jan.)
EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY-Paramount
They'll
holidays
if thiscrook
little who
number
is any
indication. Thisall
is abelavish
storyforof Mae
a female
dabbles
in politics
at the end of the century. Edmund Lowe, Charles Butterworth,
Lloyd Nolan and Charles Winninger try hard but the picture drags
like the West inflection. (March)
* GIRL WAS YOUNG, THE— GB
One always expects a deft handling of suspense, sane dialogue
and
expert
in Director
Hitchcock's
pictures
and delineation
this one is of
no character
disappointment.
NovaAlfred
Pilbeam,
sweetly
grown
up,
is
the
constable's
daughter;
Derrick
De
Marney,
the man
suspected of murder with whom she falls in love. You will like
this.
(March)
GIRL WITH IDEAS, A— Universal
Wendy Barrie wins a newspaper away from Walter Pidgeon by
way of a libel suit and the help of Kent Taylor. Such antics can't
happen in a well-run news office, but the trio provide many laughs,
so who cares? George Barbier as Wendy's pa is a riot. (Jan.)
*

any
A happy tale of an overzealous press agent, Alan Dinehart, who
bank
of thenakes a great radio star out of Claire Trevor, a small-town plugger.
,
Donald Woods, as Claire's beau, turns in a gratifying performance.
their
crazy as do Miss Trevor and Dinehart.
A cosy little picture you'll like

and a Chine "^
waters— an BLOSSOMS
haired
air There will
"Carry Me

TROUBLE— 20th Century-Fox

The familiar Jones family's homely tribulations this time involve
the adoption of a wayward boy who is promptly suspected of rob
bing the Jones drugstore. This is like sugar-candy hearts with
mottoes on them.
\Jan.)
BOY OF THE STREETS-Monogram
Parents will approve the moral lesson in this little tidbit, and
children will love the exciting action provided entirely by youngsters. Maureen O'Connor (a newcomer) sings nicely; Jackie
Cooper is splendid; and Guy Usher and Marjorie Main turn in fine
performances as the parents.
(Feb.)

GOLDWYN FOLLIES, THE— Sam Goldwyn-United Artists
This incredibly beautiful musical has a dizzy story of Hollywood's
original "no" girl (Andrea Leeds) and the producer whom nobody
'noes" (Adolphe Menjou). The "Follies" are glorified by Balanchine's lovely American ballet, Metropolitan Helen Jepson's
soprano, Phil Baker's wit, Charlie McCarthy^ deadly sallies, the
Ritz Brothers' clowning, Ella Logan and Kenny Baker's tuneful
tuning and the poignant music of George and Ira Gershwin — the
whole
forget. wrapped
(Feb.) in Technicolor. A 82,000,000 picture you'll never
* HEIDI— 20th Century-Fox
A favorite of old and young is this tender little story of an orphan
who brings a new hope into the life of a bitter recluse, and health
and happiness to a crippled child. Shirley Temple, more grown-up,
still retains her warmth and sweetness; Jean Hersholt, Mady
Christians, Mary Nash and Marcia Mae Jones are excellent support. The best Temple picture to date. (Jan.)
HIGH FLYERS-RKO-Radio
Wheeler and Woolsey's farewell performance as a movie
one of their gayest pictures. The boys set off in a seaplane
ture jewel thieves and their mad antics in the air furnish the
(Feb.) Velez sings several peppy songs. It's fun for the whole
Lupe
(Continued on page 97)

* BUCCANEER, THE-Paramount
With a stirring story woven from American history, an exceptional cast, lavish production and some incredible photography,
C. B. De Mille has achieved a masterpiece. The plot revolves
around
pirate
Jean Lafitte's
and Freddie
patrioticMarch,
efforts Franciska
on behalf
of the U.
S. during
the War love
ot life
1812.
Gaal (Paramount's new little Hungarian star), and notably Hugh
Sothern thing.
as Andrew
Jackson are knockouts. Don't miss this for any(March)
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE-Paramount
John Howard, Scotland Yard detective who always gets his man,
here finds himself tangled with international crooks who steal a box
of high explosives — of all things. John Barrymore's banter lifts the
gloom.
Louise Campbell is again Howard's sweetheart.
(Jan.)
CHARLIE CHAN AT MONTE CARLO— 20th Century-Fox
The smoothness of Warner Oland as Charlie, the laughable
blunders of son Keye Luke, and the tip-top comedy of Harold
Huber contribute to make this tale of high finance and murder a
"best" Chan story. Virginia Field and Kay Linaker are the maids
of mystery.
(Jan.)
CHECKERS-20th Century-Fox
Jane Withers clicks again in this story of a race
dangers the romance between Una Merkel and
When the horse breaks a leg, and LIna listens to the
of the town banker, Miss Fix-It Withers steps in and
(March)

OF SHANGHAI-Paramount

horse that enStuart Erwin.
blandishments
does her stuff.

PICTURES

SHADOW

ACTION

* DAMSEL IN DISTRESS, A-RKO-Radio
Aided by those zanies, George Burns and Gracie Allen,
Astaire overcomes a top-heavy plot about a titled heiress
Fontaine) who falls for a London dancer, and turns on his
rhythmic the
gymnastics
to enchant
enlivens
entire piece.
(Feb.) you. George Gershwin's last

Fred
(Joan
finest
score

DANGEF— LOVE AT WORK-20th Century-Fox
In this tutlandish story, the mad, modern type of comedy so
popular at the moment comes a cropper. Jack Haley is a lawyer
who tries to get a deed signed by a screwball family. Mary Boland
is good, Edward Everett Horton and Ann Sothern worthy of mention. There is little excuse for the action.
(Jan.)

ISSUE

FOR SLANDER— Korda-United Artists

ADVENTURES

OF

MARCO

Goldwyn-United Artists
ADVENTURES
OF TOM
United Artists
ARSENE
BLACK

POLO,
.

SAWYER,

DOLL, THE-Universal
OF HEART-20th
OF LADY

DOUBLE

H

THE-Selznick.
.

.

Century-Fox

X. THE-Korda-United

DANGER-RKO-Radio

EVERYBODY

.

Ai
.

SING-M-G-M

IS WHERE

HAPPY

.

THE-Sam

.

LUPIN RETURNS-M-G-M

DIVORCE

GOLD

II

STAGE
THIS

CHANGE
* History,
CONQUEST—
pageantryM-G-M
and romance brought to unparalleled heights
of beauty by the peerless acting of Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer
in one of the loveliest of love stories — that of Napoleon and Marie
Walewska, the patriotic Polish countess who bore him a son. The
production, photography and direction are of the finest, the huge
cast including Dame May Whitty, Henry Stephenson, Reginald
Owen and Maria Ouspenskaya is exceptionally brilliant. It cost
$3,000,000 and it's worth it. (Jan.)
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YOU FIND IT-Warners

LANDING— 20th Century-Fox

INTERNATIONAL

"

SETTLEMENT-20th

Century-Fox

LOVE IS A HEADACHE— M-G-M
MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME
PARADISE
PENR0D

FOR THREE-M-G-M
AND

HIS TWIN

BROTHER-Wam

SPY RING, THE-Universal

.

.

SWING

.

.

.

.

YANK

team is
to caplaughs.
family.

YOUR

LADY-Warners

AT OXFORD,

A-M-G-M

DARLING

HENRY

FONDA

OF DIXIE! . . . "Meanest

• GEORGE

RICHARD
CROMWELL
Screen Play by Clements Ripley,
Abem Finltel and John Huston

BRENT
•

HENRY

A WILLIAM

when

she's loviir most!"

• Margaret Lindsay • Donald Crisp • Fay Bainter
O'NEILL

WYLER

•

SPRING

BYINGTON

PRODUCTION

• JOHN
LITEL
From the Play by Owen Davis, Sr.
Music by Max Steiner
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VOULEZ
VOVS?
Will you? You will! You'll go for
Po-Go Rouge in a big way, as
smart French women do — for Po*
Go's three remarkable qualities.
Its unusual, exclusive shade, Brique . . .
styled in Paris and found flatteringly perfect by millions of women of all types.
lis texture . . . soft, easy to blend as powder, yet amazingly long-lasting. That's because it's hand-made in France. Its price
only 55c over here, including import duty.

prop.

You haven't faced the world at your best
until you've used Po-Go Rouge, Brique.
Nearly all good toiletry counters have it . ..
or you can get it direct from the importers.
Just send 55c (stamps will do) to Guy T.
Gibson, Inc., 565 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
The perfect shade, BRIQUE

— only in

legAre tugyou
S— you
cious?
at your
LEGDo
ELY
LOVcons
skirts when you get into a car
because you're afraid your escort
will see that your stockings are off
shade or your calves too prosperous?

0 WO ROUGE

Wouldn't you like to be able to cross
ng that they're
without feeli
your legsctive
enough to be displayed
not attra
y?
ousl
so obvi

CopyriKht. 1H38
G. T. G. Inc.

HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW

Stay at the hotel of famous stage and
screen stars., .where good food. ..and
sensible prices meet.
Home of: Restaurant de la Pais;
Cafe de la Pais;
Around the World Bar;
Rumpelmayer's

SINGLE from 3.50... DOUBLE
SUITES from 8.00

Legs, universally, are the cynosure
of all eyes — especially masculine eyes
— and, after all, the main reason we
all make up our faces and try to look
our most attractive is to win masculine approval. And legs may be the
lowest, but definitely not the least
part of us to consider.
First of all, let's consider hosiery to
natter your legs and camouflage their

Jayne Regan knows a
new leg trick. It has to
do with those dark
stripes up the back of
her smart
stockings

defects. We can't minimize
the importance of correct
hosiery, both to set off a
costume and to emphasize
good-looking legs. Willys
of Hollywood is hosiery
stylist to the stars, so I went to him
to find out what the Hollywood stars
are wearing. He's been creating hosiery for the screen for fifteen years,
and he knows more about the stars'
legs than any other one man in Hollywood. Don't forget that the camera

from 5.00

ST.fVICF!lT2

Lynn Bari knows

On-the-Park
50 Central Park So., New York
Personal direction: S. Gregory Taylor

may

TOBY

WING

Featured Star

DO YOURSELF A GOOD TURN . .TURN TO

Solo

CURLERS

The quick, convenient way
to make the flattering curls
you admire. No heat . . no
lotions . no skill necessary.
Just a few minutes and
few Solo Curlers.

EACH
SOLD AT NOTION

COUNTERS

EVERYWHERE

some

valuable do's and don'ts
pertaining ,to hosiery
shades which you, too,

When Marjorie Weaver goes out
of an evening, tiny seed-peari
clocks on her hose add that certain something to her ensemble

learn

right

now

at widens the figure also widens
e legs; so art must be used to make
em look beautiful, just as make-up
used on the face.
Willys created the new ombre hose
r Dietrich to wear for sport,
ley're very dark brown in back and
;n are shaded to a lighter color in
int. Dietrich doesn't need to wear
y special type of hosiery to imjve her legs, but, if yours are too
ivy, stockings like these make
ar legs appear thinner.
Willys says that clock hose give a
nderizing effect to the leg, espelly if the clock is only on the outs of the leg, and not on the inside
veil. Marjorie Weaver wears tiny
d-pearl clocks up the sides of her
e for evening, giving a definitely
Tiorizing effect to her evening enible.
•ark stripes up the back of your
:kings make
your legs appear
*er and thinner, and Jayne Regan
several pairs of this type,
ccording to the opinions of those
) beautify the stars, the perfect
means a slender ankle, measurabout eight inches around, a calf
• and a half inches wider and a
h seven inches wider than the
Although they are of different
*hts and heights, Alice Faye,
inor Powell and Ginger Rogers
; these ideal leg measurements —
t-inch ankle, twelve and a half
calf, and nineteen and a half
thigh.
All three of these girls
■cise continually and carry them2s correctly and gracefully.

Fortunately, you, too, can have
legs of these measurements, as it is
really very easy to reduce legs and
thighs. Here are some exercises recommended by Willys and used to
great benefit by many of the stars
who have found it necessary to slim
their legs. When you start these exercises, do them only a few times at
first, then gradually work up to the
point where you can do them twenty
times without straining. I warn you
that you'll be stiff and sore the first
few times you do them.
TOR the first exercise, you sit down
on the floor with your arm stiff and
the palm flat down on the floor
slightly in back of you and at your
side. Have your left leg extended,
with the right one bent and your
right foot flat on the floor. Raise
your body, and with the left leg
straight, kick directly up and back
toward your left shoulder. To do
this, you've raised your body so that
your weight rests on your hands and
your right foot. After you've done it
five times, you reserve position and
repeat with the right leg.
Walking like a duck is splendid to
reduce bulging thighs. You sit in a
squatting position with your arms
folded across your chest. Then, remaining in this position, you start
walking. Be sure, however, to put
your heels down first. You can start
with ten steps, and then work up to
twenty steps.
Here's a strenuous exercise that
you'll have to practice often before

your muscles will be strengthened
enough to do it correctly; but the
practice is going to help you break
down the fatty tissues. Stand with
your heels together, and your arms
extended straight up over your head,
with your back straight. Then squat
down on your right leg, keeping your
left leg forward and off the floor.
The hard part of this is to get down
to the floor without lowering your
left leg and bending forward. The
idea is to keep the body straight
while you're lowering yourself. Try
it five times and then repeat with the
right leg off the floor. You'll practically feel your legs thinning themselves with this one.
Of course, if your legs are too muscular already and that's what's making them too large, the only thing
you can do to reduce them is give
up exercise entirely. Massaging them
with a reducing cream is also helpful in breaking down the muscular
tissu Willys
also
recommends
weai :g ankle straps around the
house to reduce thick ankles.

IT'S extremely difficult to put weight
on thin legs. All you can really do is
develop the muscles in your calves to
fill them out. The bicycling exercise
is marvelous for this. Joan Fontaine, whose problem is keeping her
weight up, bicycles to develop her
legs. However, you must remember
that this exercise must be done slowly to develop the muscles. If you
want to reduce your legs, bicycle
rapidly and you'll break down the

tissues. That's an important thing to
remember in all exercise— to reduce,
you do it rapidly; to build up and develop, you do it slowly.
You must always take care that the
surface of your legs is perfectly
groomed. There are several good
preparations on the market to remove superfluous hair, and these
should be used regularly so that
there is no unsightly fuzz to mar the
appearance of your legs. If you have
goose pimples or if your legs are
rough-skinned, scrub them hard
with a brush and soap when you take
your bath to rub off those little
scales, and dry your legs carefully.
If the skin on your legs has become
dry or glazed by the winter weather,
rub some of your hand lotion or the
foundation cream you use on your
face into them before you go to bed
at night to soften and refine the skin.
After all, it won't be long now before
you'll be displaying your legs on the
beaches, and you'll
look their best then. want them to
Be proud of your legs! Wear
hosiery that compliments them,
exercise to get them in the right
proportions, and give them the same
careful care that you give your face
and hands.
If you wish personal advice on
your beauty problems, write directly
to Carolyn Van Wyck, Photoplay
magazine, 7751 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, Cal. Be certain to enenvelope.
close a STAMPED self-addressed
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Save elasticity . .
it's the secret of S.A?

king Appeal —
spoiled by
'ant runs,
*, twisty seams

wrinkles

A run — and at the most embarrassing moment! What
a pity ... of course "he" notices that you've lost S. A.
You needn't have those constant runs, ugly wrinkl
es
or snaky seams. Just use Lux.
Lux saves elasticity, so threads give instead of breaking easily into runs. Stockings fit better, too.
Cake -soap rubbing and soaps with harmful alkali
weaken elasticity. Lux has no harmful alkali— protec
ts
S. A. Use the economical big box for stockings!

saves stocking elasticity

yjViW
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Pandemonium

plus Publicity equah

any star's party — for the papers. 77)»s
is what really occurs at such attain
BY KAY CAMPBELL
and ROSAMOND

MARIOTTI

ballyhoc
wheatfindfrom
ATINGd, theyou'll
SEPAR
i
in Hollywoo
thatthechandelie
swinging at a Hollywood party is as outof-date as the three-minute kiss. If, by anj
chance, you believe all you read (cinematic
publicity), mad Hollywood does most of it;
entertaining in public, in the raucous, swinging
singing swirl of the gay niteries, in the starpowdered splendor of the Troc, and always
wrapped in cellophane. And, if you believe al
you hear, the parties given at home by the
make-believe celebrities are attended by no less
pandemonium and publicity.
As a matter of fact, Hollywood parties toda>
are startlingly like the most luxurious parties
anywhere else. Today, entertaining in the film
colony begins or ends at home, where everything is so quiet you can hear an option drop
and where no gate crashers are welcome.
The fact that the film colony takes its party throwing seriously is indicated by the statistic:
which show that Hollywood spends several million dollars yearly on that form of entertainment. Contrary to what the studio publicists
would have you believe in their tall tales of tali
drinks, little variety
women and
great
songs,
there":
considerable
in the
types
of parties
given. There are arty affairs for the artistically
inclined; wrestling match excursions with an.
after-the-wrestling's-over supper for the mentally muscle-bound; swimming and tennis gatherings for the athletically ambitious; and bridge,
or roller-skating parties for the sit-downers.
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TAKE one type of party, for example — Loretta
Young's way of entertaining. Her partiesfamous in Hollywood — are an outgrowth of Loretta's youthful love for games, and her grand
enthusiasm that makes any entertainment she
gives a success.
Most any night in the week, you can find her
and her companions (Frank Borzage and his
wife, Tay and Helga Moray Garnett, the Dave
Butlers) playing that favorite game of Loretta's
—"Hide the Thimble in Joplin." Here's the way
it gees: one member of the group leaves the
iroom while the others hide some object. Then,
when each player is armed with a spoon, and
ja glass upon which to ring the spoon, the ab'sent one is called in and told to search for the
missing link. As he progresses from place to
place and from object to object, the hiders tap
swiftly when he's hot, slower when he's getting
cold, and cease tapping entirely when he's off
the track, so that, in reality, he is guided almost
eerily in his search by the tattoo upon the
glasses.
This might go on for hours — and then, Loretta, as the perfect hostess, provides her guests
with a more specific type of entertainment —
good food. This is one of her favorite dishes:
LORETTA
Vz
1
1
3
8
V2

YOUNG'S

CHESS

PIE

cup butter
cup chopped raisins
cup sugar
eggs
tablespoons sugar
teaspoon vanilla

Make individual pie shells. Cream butter
and gradually add sugar. Add chopped raisins,
1 whole egg and 2 egg yolks. Fill shells threefourths full and cover with meringue made of
2 stiffly beaten egg whites, sugar and vanilla.
Brown meringue slightly in oven and, while
browning, stir mixture into pie once or twice.
As a matter of fact, just as the Chess Pie is
identified with youthful, vivacious Loretta, so
are the Marx brothers identified, so far as food
goes, with nuts!
But Chico, who loves bridge

plays it during every spare moment between takes on the set, dares to be different.
So he invites friends in for a hand of bridge
and dinner practically every night, and servesnot nuts, but pot roast and potato pancakes.
POTATO
3
1
1
3

PANCAKES

A LA MARX

cups flour
cup mashed potatoes, cold or hot
teaspoon salt
teaspoons
baking powder
eggs

3 cups sweet milk
1 tablespoon melted butter
Sift together flour, salt and baking powder
Beat eggs and add to milk. Add tablespoon of
melted butter and mashed potatoes. Mix all
into a smooth batter as thick as will run in a
stream from the lips of a pitcher. Bake on a
well-greased, hot griddle until light brown.
I HE oft-expressed Hollywood invitation,
"We're having some friends in for dinner, we'd
love to have you come in later," appalls Gloria
Stuart, who believes in "going whole hog or
none," and so she either invites people in for
dinner or does not invite them at all.
Gloria, a stickler for correctness, is also a
push-over for antiques. Her dining room is
filled with Regency furniture, old silver candelabra and centerpieces, and a variety of rare old
porcelains. Her chairs are rosewood, and the
sideboard is of bright red mahogany. The table
is of mahogany, and, set with rose and crystal
glassware and Wedgewood Patrician dishes
(white with godroon edge and lavender and
rose flowers in the center) , it reflects Gloria's
unerring good taste. Her food specialty, a Panama fiesta dish, is really something to write
home about and something that will delight your
dinner guests.

GLORIA STUART'S FIESTA DISH
Take orange preserved in ginger, place over
it one boned squab. Broil slightly, wrap in soft
bread-crumb dressing (your favorite poultry
dressing). Put this inside a boned chicken,
broil 20 seconds. Wrap in dressing and place
inside a boned duck. Broil, roll duck in breadcrumb dressing and place inside a boned turkey.
Place under broiler several minutes.
Bake in oven for two and one-half hours,
basting frequently with orange juice to which
has been added one glass of melted raspberry
jelly. Slow oven, 300 degrees to 350 degrees F.
Serve fowl with avocado paste prepared as
follows: avocados beaten with one-half chopped
onion to each avocado; one-half teaspoon of
salt to each half avocado. Serve on toaste'l
tortillas.
I HOUGH living in Hollywood, neither Bette
Davis nor her husband Ham Nelson have ever
been of it. Most stars earning her salary are
content with a house which costs no less than
several hundred per month to rent. But Bette
lives in her little sixty-per-month house by the
side of Franklin Avenue and likes it.
Here, on an Early American table (brought
from her home in Dennis on Cape Cod) covered
with a checkered tablecloth, Bette places bright
colored dishes and a big green glazed bo'wl full
of beans, ginger bread, whipped cream, and
apple-sauce.
EETTE
GINGER
1 egDAVIS'
g

BREAD

V2 cup sugar
Vi cup molasses
*4 cup melted shortening

1V4 cups flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon ginger
Mix and add V2 cup boiling water. Bake in
greased tin 30-45 minutes at 350 degrees F.
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yie's so perfectly proper . .
She's so properly furious . . .

YOU'LL BE SO DELIGHTED
PERFECTLY DELIGHTFUL

. . THEY'RE
TOGETHER!

What do you think happens? . . .
when a butler with un-butler-like
ambitions serves a lady who thinks
he isn't entitled to. . .ambitions!

WILLIAM

POWELL
ANNABELLA

Bill at his debonair best . . .
and the girl whose breathtaking beauty and dramatic
fire you merely glimpsed in
"Wings of the Morning' .'. .
now, in her first Americanmade picture, the most glamorously exciting personality
ever to grace the screen!

m

ql 'Baroness
««6& Sutler
A 20th Century -lox Picture with

HELEN WESTLEY • HENRY STEPHENSON
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT • NIGEL BRUCE
J. EDWARD
BROMBERG
• LYNN BARI
Directed by Walter Lang
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith • Screen Play
by Sam Hcllman, Lamar Trotti and Kathryn Scola
Based
on a play by Ladislaus
Bns-Fekete

Jhe year's gayest and brightest romantic -comedy sensation!

Darryl

F. Zanuck In Charge of Production

LOSE

UPS

A N D

LONG
>HOTS
f RUTH

WATERBURY

T least a thousand times I have heard
^

it told . . . that you have "to do the
right things" ... to succeed in Holly)d . . . these "right things" consist in
ing a big house with an attached swimig pool where you give gigantic parties
. being seen almost nightly at the Troca0 . . . not being married but getting
rself insinuated about in the press with
manner of romantic implications . . . al/s being seen with the right crowd . . .
spending furiously. . . .
sat the other night in New York's MadiSquare Garden and watched Sonja Henie
ting before a crowd that had paid some
,000 for the privilege . . . and it was a
/ilege ... of seeing her. . . .
'he little Henie was a lyric sight . . . she
ealed herself simultaneously as a showi and an artist . . . contrasted on one
gram "Babes in Toyland" (with herself
the doll most wanted under anybody's
nstmas tree) and Liszt's "Liebestraum"
ich she did for the highbrows with magcently underplayed simplicity . . . her
ming face . . . when her mesmeric whirls
the ice were finished . . . was wreathed
'ays in a flirtatious smile . . . but while
ng through those spins and dives . . .
se glidings and leaps so perfectly timed
t they seemed casual . . . her face, if you
tched it carefully, was tense and almost
;uished . . . every moment she was givher best . . . every gesture was thought
exactly and rehearsed into perfection
. it was only when she was in repose that
chose to make it seem sheer fun. . , .
1 were all delirious with enthusiasm, as
11 we should have been . . . but after it
s over I thought of Jack Dunn and the
Uywood legend. . . .
Vlaybe by this time you don't even rember Jack Dunn . . . but he came to
Uywood as Sonja Henie's skating partner
. I never saw him on the ice so I don't
ow how good he was . . . but I'll wager

Something more than mere luck has opened Hollywood's gates to Toni Noviska

he was very good indeed ... he had to be,
first of all, to be Sonja's partner . . . and
anyhow if men are athletes at all they are
usually very keen ones . . . well, he came
along with Sonja and just about the time she
signed with Twentieth Century-Fox he
signed with Universal. . . .
It could just as well have been the other
way around, probably . . . neither Henie
nor Dunn knew Hollywood . . . you can't
be sure what the amount of those initial contracts were for either . . . but Henie got the
break of being with Zanuck and Dunn had
the tough luck to hit Universal when it was
going through a period of violent reorganization. .. .

Sonja was put in a picture called "Thin
Ice" and a star was born . . . Jack Dunn
didn't get into anything . . . but he did do
the "right things" . . . every one of them. . . .
That boy was always everywhere ... he
paid court to this beauty and that . . . his
name was in all the papers ... he was
charming and debonair and people liked him
and he spent money . . . for months . . .
and months after that. . . .
So what happened ... so nothing happened ... he was good-looking and obviously talented . . . but the company that
had him under contract was in a state of
reorganization at that time . . . and now,
even though he is under contract to Para-

... I liked the "Yank" very much inde
and I think you will find it a pleasanter tb
average evening's fun . . . still and for j
that somebody should have whispered
Metro that Bob just isn't the type that but
up the track meets . . . the Taylor chest
displayed in great detail with much dark h
in full evidence and it is no exaggeration
say that Mr. Taylor breasts the tape throu^
out . . . but judging by his running form
seems small wonder that the Oxfordians
the film were no end puzzled by his winni
... it is going to seem pretty miraculous
you, too . . . unless Metro is trying to conv
the idea that Bob is a centaur . . . I do ho
that soon Bob is permitted to be that youi
unspoiled, slightly bewildered lad he is
real life. . . .
S(j
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thanks . . . the "Follies" are over-iced, t
. . . the Water Ballet is beautiful . . . t;
Ritz Brothers
are funny . . . Charlie M

H
mount, no one on the outside seems to know
much about what he is doing, or where he
keeps himself ... in fact, I wonder if you
remember his name at all. . . .

GREGORY LA CAVA is not only one of
the top-flight directors but he is also a good
writer . . . and an extraordinary psychologist . . . and a very wise gent indeed . . .
while all the furor was going on about young

ANOTHER legend that gets in my hair is
the belief that producers are always picking,
right up off Hollywood Boulevard, some little
toots who can act rings around the established stars . . . who only has to face a camera to make it quake with joy ... I get
about ten fiction stories a week written
around that plot . . . and everybody knows
that roughly nine hundred girls a year turn
up in the movie village believing they have
only to be seen to be worth five thousand dollars a week to any producer. . . .
Alongside here somewhere you will see a
picture of Toni Noviska, who is what is
known as a new discovery . . . Cinderella
stuff again ... an unknown girl about to be
elevated to the heights ... if she makes
good, that is. . . .
This is how "Cindrrella" she is . . . more
than six months ago I sat in a projection room
at the Selznick studios and saw a test that
Miss Noviska had made in London . . . two
tests, rather . . . one made two years ago,
one about eight months ago . . . the time
lapse was to show how far she had advanced
in her study of English and diction. . . .

Andrea Leeds' performance in "Stage Door"
Greg didn't say much ... he admires the
girl and admits her distinctive ability . . .
but finally he spoke up because after all these
years in Hollywood he is still a little amazed
by how the profession that should know
every trick still can be taken in by the qualities of a magnificently constructed scene . . .
fooled into attributing the moving quality of
the scene to the acting rather than the writing in it. . . .
Greg said ". . . that girl is a great natural
actress as long as you do one thing for her
. . . put her in scenes so highly dramatic that
her own repression seems like a form of un-

Of course, if she hadn't advanced they
wouldn't have been showing that second test
at all . . . but she had . . . and she plainly
knew more about acting too . . . they told
me at Selznick's that her entire life for the
two years had been one long routine of
study. . . .
Nor is that all . . . Miss Noviska has been
dancing ever since she was seven . . . she
has been a ballet headliner since she was ten
. . . and she's still what's called a newcomer
and she still has got to make good ... it
gives you a rough idea what the chances are
for a girl who has merely dreamed into her
mirror and lands in Hollywood with a heartful of hope and two dollars. . . ,
14

SPEAKING of "The Goldwyn Follies" .
I want to thank the hundreds of you w
have written in to agree with me in my fei
ing that there is too much icing on the cake
big pictures these days ... I believe I ha
replied to everyone of you personally but
case I missed any of you here are pub

." as I watched Miss Leeds
I recalledderacting. .. this
playing a perfectly straight role in "The
Goldwyn Follies" . . . she was charming but
she wasn't that girl in "Stage Door" . . .
which only goes to prove how desperately a
newcomer at acting is dependent upon the
right script and the right director. . . .
Actors need this type of help, too . . .
Robert Taylor after that devastating "pretty
boy" publicity has been put in "A Yank at
Oxford" ... in which he is so athletic as
practically to slay you . . . the picture, an
important one since it marks the first real
merger of American and British production
interests, is swell entertainment ... it is far
and away the best photographed and the best
lighted of any picture we have seen come out
of England in months . . . and I also want to
go on record as being distinctly pro-Taylor

Robert Taylor, in his latest role of
"A Yank at Oxford," is an example
of the editor's theory that all actors,
even the best, require a very special
kind of help along the way to fame

Carthy is riotous . . . but there's simply t
much of everything . . . too much ballet .
too many fine actors . . . too much opera. .
My own hunch is that part of the reas<
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" is tur
ing out to be one of the most successf
pictures ever made is due to its simpli
ity . . . purity is the word for Mr. Disrw
and his artists . . . you remember
blessed are the pure in heart . . . only t!
pure in heart could have created this maste
piece ... to my mind "Snow White and tl
Seven .Dwarfs"
is the greatest picture evi
made.
. .
Our Monthly "Gone With The Wind" D
partment . . . whispers now have it that tl
most likely Scarlett O'Hara is that new 201
Century-Fox discovery, Arleen Whelan (s(
her picture on page 41) ... Selznick wan
her, but so far Zanuck won't give . . . judi
ing
exclusively,
I'd sa
she by
is her
muchphotograph
more Scarlett
than Paulett
Goddard, next most rumored candidate fc
the role. . . .

\t

He thought he knew how to tame a Frau,
But Gary's in the Doghouse now . . .
YOU BET . . tyaOtlk

Adolph Zukor presents

CLAUDETTE COLBERT • GARY COOPER
"BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE'
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON • DAVID NIVEN • ELIZABETH PATTERSON • HERMAN BING
Screen Play by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder • Based on the Play by Alfred Savoir • English Play Adaptation by Charlton Andrews
Produced and Directed by

ERNST LUBITSCH

A Paramount

Picture

I ASKED

THE

ADVI

OF A STYLIST
. . . and bought Federal Fo

"You see I wanted a fur for spring that wjM
be more than smart. I wanted it to maki M
pretty, as well as fashionable; and I'll at'iit
I wanted it to have masculine appeal, o!
'Get FEDERAL

Fox,' I was told ... and I id

it everything I wanted."
FEDERAL Foxes . . . richly silvered . . . 1 ]e
and luxuriously furred . . . combine those '•>
important must-haves — chic and becom.'ness . . . and, on the practical side, tl

IEDERAI

offer lasting loveliness. Featured by be*
stores everywhere, they are easily recogn:"

HAMBURG

* WISCONSIN

by the FEDERAL

name, clipped to an I

and stamped on the leather side of the p
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NNAH!
n falls on one of Hollywood's greatest "hidden" dramas: the Dietrichilry. Garbo got here first, but when Dietrich came along five years later
i the avowed intention of taking Greta's crown.

Their genuine rivalry

imour sweepstakes was never so much as inferred by the Swedish Sphinx,
ne! Legs, jewels, furs, flirtations in the arc lights — she gave all. But
win. Where is she going now on those lovely gams of hers? Nobody
id what does Garbo, as aloof in her art and her moods as the snow-clad
native land, think about it all? Nobody, now or ever, will know that, either
DRAWING

BY

VINCENTINI

No

other word quite describes the Kin

Hollywood;
this

one

no other story has reveo/e
the

romantic

truth

about

01

ill

BY ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS
ha
ai

ten
Gary Cooper,
I first
WHEN
beaten more
cowpu
youngthan
a weatherwas knew
ago, he
entirely surrounded by silence. Without a ]
in his pocket. And, I think, the worst actor the worl
ever known.
e l
Today he is the most poised and successful young m 1 fl
my acquaintance, a motion-picture star with a beautiful i
a wife who besides being beautiful has her name in the I
Register, a baby daughter and a comfortable fortune
also a very fine actor.
of those
changes and the ten-yeai'fjap
he Inis spite
still the
same incredible
Gary Cooper.
When you come right down to it, ten years isn't veryjon
to bring about such wonders.
There may be more fascinating pastimes than to watc Cl.i
th
unfolding process of a personality like Gary Cooper, at

haven't yet discovered them. In Hollywood, I've walie
ten-year periods sweep over a good many people with jlm
amazing results, good and bad. None of them has give' m
the chuckle of sheer satisfaction that the career of tor
Cooper has.
For Gary walked his silent way alone, amid many pi ill:
and came out completely his own man in the end.
There was, too. a tendency in the beginning to misuiier
stand Gary's silence, his contemplative philosophy of life an
his slightly ironical sense of humor. People thought rryb
he was a little stupid and wouldn't go far or last long, he
underestimated the tall, silent lad from the wide open sr.ee:
The confusion confounding the wise guys when they cdid
with Mr. Cooper's few but well-chosen words is part oth
chuckle I always get out of him.

IN bygone days at Paramount, there were three very y n
men fighting their way to screen success. We called er
the three musketeers — Buddy Rogers, Dick Arlen and ar
Cooper. The odds were longest on Cooper. It was p-itt
generally supposed that he was the silent partner whi i
came to clashes with authorities or demands for biggenn
better things. I learned differently. Gary was the ban
of the outfit. The three never made a move, together or 3p
arately, until Gary's final decision was in.
I remember one day looking out the window to b«'ol
Rogers and Arlen and Cooper with their heads togeiei
standing by the fountain in the middle of the studio ga;er
Rogers and Arlen were talking a mile a minute while C'T>
as usual, was listening. When he spoke at last, I noticed ha
he didn't say more than ten words. Rogers and Arlen list ie
— stared at him— thought a moment — nodded — and the 1re

In the poised and successful young
man of today are certain qualities
which also belonged to a shy awkward cowpuncher of ten years ago

There is a tradition in my family that no
matter what anybody asks me about men stars
on the screen my answer will always be Gary
Cooper. If there is a debate about the family
dinner table as to who is the best actor, the
best-looking man, the most attractive personality, mytosons
say, "Oh,
don't
bother
ask and
Mom.daughter
She always
says Gary
That is carrying it a bit far, but I readily
admit that no other screen star affords me the
sure satisfaction and affectionate amusement
Cooper."
that Mr. Cooper inspires.
I am not able to get any extra heartbeats out
of Robert Taylor's type of male beauty because
he always looks to me as though he ought to
be behind a counter in a white coat saying,
"What'll it be?" Tyrone Power gives the impression that he admires himself so happily
that any admiration from me would be superfluous, but Gary Cooper looks the way I think
a man should look. And whether he is playing
the picturesque Marco Polo, the humorous and
tragic Mr. Deeds, the lover of "Farewell to
Arms" or the dashing Bengal Lancer, he is always real and heart-warming.
I have never seen him give a bad performance and since I witnessed some of the throes
of agony which it took to make Mr. Gary Cooper
an actor — I wrote his first serious screen role
— I appreciate what it means better than anyone can who didn't live through that harrowing experience.
Mr. COOPER'S private life has also been
eminently satisfactory; in this again, his silence
has paid heavy dividends. That boy has been
in spots where any word would have been the
wrong word and one word would have been

: them marched across the garden and into the
ead man's office.
No star in films has been smarter about hanling himself than Gary, and the pyramids are
:athers blown by the wind compared to Mr.
ooper when he makes up his mind. Tall, shy
nd twinkling, he says little, but, when the
noke and the shouting die away, there he is,
1 exactly the same spot, still shy and still
winkling but immovable.
Nobody railroads him into too many pictures,
r bad stories or parts that aren't suited to him.
You know, there is a good deal of Mr. Deeds
1 Gary Cooper, himself. When the news first
ame through that Gary was going to play
lr. Deeds, I ran into Bud Kelland — professionlly known as Clarence Budington Kelland and
le distinguished author of "Mr. Deeds Goes to
'own" — at a dinner party in our Long Island
eighborhood. Mr. Kelland, after one brief and
~iumphant encounter with Mr. Samuel Goldryn, has remained somewhat aloof from motion
ictures, so I
uired, "What
ow?" I knew
Jr. Deeds was

wasn't surprised when he inabout this Gary Cooper, anywhat he meant because I knew
rather a favorite character of

lr. Kelland's and I said, "Don't worry. You
ee, Gary is Mr. Deeds."
I suppose what I really meant by that was
hat, given a similar set of circumstances, Gary
"ooper would do and say and refuse to say
xactly the same things Mr. Deeds did. Mr.
deed's silence in that courtroom would have
ieen Gary's own method of meeting injustice,
n the end, he would have fought with the same
lUmor and philosophy and viewpoint.

In his single days three feminine bundles of
dynamite — Clara Bow (far right), Lupe Velez
(right), Dorothy di Frasso (top) — made dents
on his personality,
but not on his heart

Gary was the elusive bachelor until
he met Veronica Balfe who fitted into
his

old-fashioned

dream

of

marriage

one too many. Sometimes I think he's the only
person I've ever known who doesn't talk too
much, including me.
Having
survived
some
of the most highpowered and dangerous romances any young
man ever met face to face, he, in time, selected
(Continued on page 72)

WHO'S

N HOLLYWOOD
SOCIETY
BY CORNELIUS VANDERBILT, IR

Here's your one real chance to check
up on the authentic social rating of

your

own

particular

star

favorites

world has suddenly
all overnt the
ETY cogniza
SOCI
of the fact that there
become
-is such a thing as society in cinemaland.
Rude though the awakening may have been, it
was brought about, more than anything else, by
the arrest of John Montague, Hollywood's mystery golf champion who was acquitted fairly
recently of taking part in a seven-year-old
stick-up in an eastern state.
Overnight, social sets began asking themselves just how come that "anyone" was "taken
up" in Hollywood.
And yet, except for the social sets south of
the imaginary
Mason and Dixon line, where

few bow to money (probably because few havH
it), society almost everywhere is chosen exactlF
as it is in southern California's charm spot.
Maybe cash is more of a dictator in Holly
wood than it is in New York; if so, it's becaus
it's old-fashioned to be a king, in 1938, in movie
land. Yet, ridiculous as some people feel it i
to talk of such a thing as society in picture:
sets exist nevertheless, and there are many peo
pie who take them seriously.
Certainly there is more wealth per squar
foot in the Hollywood social area than in an;
other city in the nation, with the possible ex
ception of Grosse Point, Michigan; Palm Beach

The nam« of the people in this circle will surprise you immensely, for you've read and heard otherwise.
How the members entertain themselves will surprise you just as much. Above: Loretta Young, Mary Pickford, Grace Moore, Myrna Loy, Mrs. Lachman

*

IAL SET NO. 3— THE INTELLECTUALS
l.ou t>y ^noinw <^na|JMii
n entertains such people as Albert Einstein (left).
The tacts of what they really do, and why they do it, will make you wonder at them.
Above:
James Hilton, Paulette Goddard,
Frances
Marion,
H. G. Wells, Anita
Loos

H I

'lorida; or Newport, Rhode Island. Last year's
tudio pay roll was in excess of $110,000,000.
WO decades or so ago it was a well-known
act that there was only one clique that matered in the city of tinsel and kliegs; and every me who was anyone belonged to that group.
£nown as the Pickfair set, it was led by Doug
nd Mary, and given an intellectual strain by
Charlie Chaplin. It was the set that entertained
he Albert Einsteins, and refused to mix with
he "common" stars, no matter how many hunreds of thousands of dollars the latter might
lake per picture. But the years have made a
ifference, a vast difference in the modus operndi of Hollywood's social merry-go-round.
Today Charlie Chaplin still gives the most exlusive, and the smallest parties for the really
iig shots of science, literature and the arts. Six
ir eight is the limit of his guests and they are
11 hand-picked— H. G. Wells, Aldous Huxley,
ohn Masefield, Emil Ludwig, Mrs. Pat Camplell, Frank Shields. His is a real salon, but
mall, without ostentation and show-off. He
lever offers formal entertainment, never shows
novies, seldom goes out.
The Edward G. Robinsons are his closest
ivals. The Robinsons also entertain many fanous people. Robinson himself is cultured, the
lossessor of a great musical library and a fine
ollection of modern French masters. He reads
ind speaks many languages and is far and away
he best representative of the cultural enterainer of cinemaland.

SOCIAL SET
This is the set which, for certain reasons, wouid make a mark on any community.
Here's <
Mrs. Fred Perry, the Gary Coopers, and Frank Shields at the West Side Tennis Club

Mrs. Harry Lachman, Director Lachman's
vife, is generally regarded as one of movieand's most brilliant hostesses. She is Chinese
md very beautiful. She lived on the Continent
nany years. Every "lion" who comes to Hollywood she entertains in some new and amazingly
nteresting fashion. Her dinners are Chinese
md American, the guests usually number
learly two hundred, and once they come they
isually stay until dawn. She is one of the few
Hollywood hostesses who is fully equipped with
ler own service — plates, silver and napery — to
accommodate all her guests.
If you question the motion-picture colony
(Continued on page 82)
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Explaining a mechanical mirm
more fascinating in its unfolM
than
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First, only drawings — then, a marvelous new invention gave life
to the heroine
and
villainess
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Y KIRTLEY BASKETTE
rWENTY-FIVE years ago in Kansas City,
Missouri, a small boy sat enchanted in a
theater and watched a fantastic little play,
hen he left, his head whirled with the magic
id romance of what he thought was surely the
ost wonderful story in the world.
That is how "Snow White and the Seven
warfs" really began. Because that was the
ime of the fantastic little play the boy saw.
tid the name of the boy was Walt Disney.
For a score and more years, far back in his
*ain those same visions whirled and survived,
le impression never vanished, though the boy
"ew up. And as he grew to be one of the
•eatest artists in the world, the insistent mem"ies of childhood rapture demanded to be
anslated into his particular art. They grew
ito a dream. ■
Three and a half years ago, Walt Disney
arted to make his dream come true. In those

three and a half years he spent $1,500,000 to
bring "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" to
the screen in exquisite color symphony. He
employed 569 people who worked all day and
frequently all night to finish it. He spent $70,000 developing a brand new camera to give it
depth. He concocted 1500 different paints to
give it unmatched color, and used enough to
paint twenty-two five-room bungalows. He
threw away four times the drawings he made
and the film he shot. He made over 2,000,000
separate paintings that, placed end to end, would
reach from New York to Pittsburgh. He used
pencils that, stacked point to point, would tower
above Mount Everest.
He tested hundreds of people for faceless
voices on the screen. He maintained a studio
menagerie so that he might study animals within reach of pencil and paper. He spent months
searching for new sound effects. He developed
brand new techniques in music, drawing, animation and color photography.
And all this work, this experimentation, for
one hour and twenty minutes on the screen.

The story of the making of "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" can be told now. The film is
finished, and it is delighting the world. It has
pried open an impressive crack in the door that
leads to the screen's ultimate promise. It was
worth the time, the work, the worry, the courage, the tedious experimentation, the money.
And the risk.
For at first Walt Disney received scant encouragement from his seasoned helpers when he
casually introduced the idea of making "Snow
White." It was a new departure for animated
cartoons. It had human beings that had to be
convincing. It was feature-length, and two
reels was the limit for screen animations. It
had death in it. It had horrifying scenes that
might frighten children. Its expense was appalling. If it flopped, Disney's career might
well be wrecked.
But in the wonderful way Walt Disney has of
transmitting enthusiasm to his co-workers he
"sold" the idea around his own studio.
That
was

all that

was

necessary.
Whenon page
Disney's
(Continued
68)
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WHY

SONJA

Many

answer

HEN

men have courted her; yet he

has

always

been,

"I won'.

marry . . . even if I fall in love/y Why.

/ONI MARRY
DOUGLAS

PORTMANN

'OR the first time in three years Shirley
Temple has a dangerous box-office rival.
Strangely enough, the star who menaces
First Child's number one position on the
ten list is a girl labeled affectionately by
se who know her as "Shirley Temple Grown
onja Henie, a few weeks ago, curvetted onto
ice rink of New York's Madison Square
•den to such capacity crowds the managejt had to offer matinees; in the same week
newest picture, "Happy Landing," made
,000 for a theater in the same town,
iut, significantly, in one thing Sonja Henie
ered from other actresses who have, recently
in past years, taken America by unwilling
; and pulled it en masse to the ticket office,
onja was not in love. Newspaper columns
Id carry no coy suggestion of her intimate
and headline it romance. No boxes of oris, tagged with a man's name, filled her
ssing room. She was not engaged, nor
lored engaged.
In a word, she was hard
y-

•nly a lew months ago, it had been different,
in you could not speak alone with Sonja for
minutes but that Tyrone Power must open
door and come in and leave you feeling
erfluous for the rest of the interview.
Then
little blonde skater could not go on an
ibition tour of any length without talking
y to Tyrone via long distance. Sometimes
even followed her.
ipenly he wanted marriage. When, last
nmn, their exciting entente became less exag to them and they stopped seeing each
er, he promptly discovered Janet Gaynor
fell in love all over again. There was
dly time to draw a long breath in between,
/hereupon Hollywood sat back and waited
latiently to see what Sonja would do. When
did nothing, when she simply went on makoutrageously successful pictures, and more
aey, and skating tours that drew unpreented crowds, and more money, and ballet
dbitions that knocked blase thousands into
aisles, and more money — without bothering
all in love again — the public at last was condned to draw gloomy conclusion. There was
other choice.
'yrone must have brought their romance to
lose before Sonja was ready. Sonja must
I be carrying a flaming torch for the slim
k boy with the irresistible eyes. She must
burying her unhappiness in work . . .
>ut last summer, while the Power-Henie
•some was still the most secure romance in
'n, Sonja told me point blank that she
ldn't consider losing her head over anyone
a long time because she had set aside five
irs for devoted application to her work.
And
;w weeks ago, on the set, she said to me:
Even if I fall in love, I won't marry anyone
two years.
I'm not interested in marriage.
interested in skating.
At the end of that
le I'll still be young enough so that I won't
/e to worry.
I'll still be young enough for
nance. And I'll have my career established."
was cold on that set. The entire floor was
and, between takes, some half hundred exs, dressed in summer evening clothes, hurdly put on furs and went stamping about,

fulfilled. And Sonja cannot do things by half
measures.
But when the men who have courted her — ■
and they have been many — have ventured the
suggestion of marriage, then the goal of great
success she early set herself has loomed
brighter; and its brightness has always outshone
the glowing lure of home and family and attentive husband.

blowing frost and rubbing their hands to keep
warm. Cesar Romero, in white tie and tails and
an overcoat, stood grumbling over the blister
he had worn on his thumb by the repeated use
of a band leader's baton.
C'nly Sonja, in silk tights and the briefest possible costume, looked comfortable. She glowed
with health.
She radiated personal warmth.
I put my blue nose out between the lapels of
my coat, forced my teeth to stop chattering, and
said, "I saw you at the Troc last night with
"Mm," Sonja agreed. "Did you see my new
dress?
Cesar." Did you like the sleeves made out of
ermine tails?"
"With Cesar," I repeated pointedly.
"Yes. He is a nice dancer — " Then she turned
those shrewd, ice-blue eyes on me and grinned.
"Don't be silly. That's no romance. I haven't
the time.
I never have had, really."
I nodded, remembering.
NEVER, in all her twenty-four unbelievable
years, has there been any choice for Sonja
between love and career. Not since that first
day, when, precocious even at eleven, she stood
on the frozen fjord at Oslo and heard the multitude applaud her, has she hesitated when a
romantic interest has threatened to interfere
with her vocation as a skater.
There is no implication that she has turned
her head from love always. So vital a personality, so warm a human needs must have a
share of romance or find her life only partly

Sonja — the world's greatest skater, a fine
actress, a superb showman, and the girl
who has startled Hollywood out of a two
years'

growth

by

her

firm

ultimatum

This has been because Sonja Henie, intrinsically, was born one of the great woman of her
generation. In Hollywood that would sound
like a press department build-up but I say it
sincerely. She is, after all, the world's greatest
skater: she is a fine actress; she is a superb
business woman; she is among the five shrewdest
(Continued on page 84)
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The tear-compelling story of a Poor
Little City Boy who, by movie magic,
was made into a country Tom Sawyer

BY

IDA

ZEITLIN

THERE was a knock at the classroom door.
Tom Kelly, door monitor, jumped up to
answer it. At this point the curly-headed
tad didn't have the slightest inkling that he was
shortly to become the hero of the most heartwarming of all Hollywood's amazing stories.
The usual door-opening procedure was for
Tommy to stand there, like a kind of honor
guard, until the visitors were ready to leave.
Then he'd close the door after them and go
back to his seat. It made a nice little break in
the day's routine.
On this fateful clay the visitors were two men,
accompanied by the assistant pastor of St. Raymond's School in the Bronx, New York. One
of the men eyed Tommy with interest, whispering something to his companion. The other
turned round to look. Tommy, friendly by nature, smiled at them — a smile that started in
his deepset blue eyes and spread gently over
his small freckled face. It was a smile that
both warmed and caught at the heart.
He had never been consciously wistful. His
greatest cross lay in his being too small to play
anything but, substitute outfielder on the baseball team. At twelve he was old enough to
realize that money wasn't plentiful at home.
In fact, he and his parents and his three older
brothers and his little sister June never omitted
from their prayers a special plea that his father,
working for the W.P.A., might find a better job.
But his parents stood between him and any
hurtful awareness of economic strain. He had
to run errands and help his mother with the
dishes. So did most of the other kids. He had
enough to eat, a roof to shelter him, an atmosphere of faith and affection to go home to, and
he had the hope of growing taller. His horizon
was serene.
Yet there was a quality of spirit in his smile
that had arrested the visitors' attention. Merry
eyes in a sensitive face. A dreamy forehead
under rumpled brown curls.
They spoke to the teacher, and the teacher
bade Tom sit down. They inspected the other
boys, but their glances kept going back to him.
Presently the assistant pastor called him.
"These gentlemen want to know some things
about you, Tom. How tall are you, how old
are you, and how much do you weigh?"
"I don't know any of them except my age.
But I can run down and ask the nurse."
"Do that, and then come to the priests' house.
We'll meet you there."
Arriving panting at the priests' house with
the desired information, Tom was given a
chance to recover his breath, then handed a
large tome, open at a certain page. "Read that
aloud, please."
Tom scanned the page, cocked his head like
a contemplative sparrow, opened his mouth,
closed it and looked up. "It's too big for me,
26
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sir. I'll have to read it by syllables."
"Read it any way you like," smiled one of
the strangers.

ee.

fr
Intent on his task, Tommy didn't catch the
\oO*
glance exchanged between the visitors, nor the
signal one of them gave the priest. "That's
enough,
son.
Come
here."
The priest
put an
arm around Tommy.
"These gentlemen are from the Selznick International Company that makes moving pictures.
They've been hunting nine months for a boy
to play Tom Sawyer. They'd like to try you
out. It may not come to anything, you know.
They've tried out hundreds of boys without
finding the right one. But I want you to ask
your father to come and see me tonight. Will
"Yes,
Father," said Tom. Then he smiled
do that?"
you
shyly at the scouts.
"Thanks just the same."
I HE movies meant less to the Kellys than they
do to the average American family. They had
neither the money nor the hankering to attend
them. In all her married life, Tom's mother
had seen but three pictures.
Tom's father is a hardheaded Irishman. Believing firmly in the miracles of God, he has a
less profound faith in the promises of men. No
one was unduly elated when Tom brought his
news home. As a matter of courtesy, Michael
Kelly went to see the priest, who convinced
him that these men were not itinerant photog-

i

.Sot*

raphers, trying to bimboozle the family ■
paying five dollars for a picture of their yolg
hopeful. "They're legitimate representative i
a fine company, Michael. I think you'd be:r
^
oAn
appointment was made. Tom was ta n
to the New York offices of David O. Selzn<.
them."
see read
He
a scene from the script, he was coac d

for a week, then given a test. "You'll hear fin
us," his father was
1 told.
tot*
"And that's the last we'll hear from the "
Michael Kelly assured his wife that night.
"Maybe so," said Nora.
"They've tested hundreds and talked o
twenty-five thousand. Tommy's got nothg
one o' those lads hasn't got."
"They'll have to be taking one o' them," si
Nora. "Whoever it is, that's who it was me t
WEEKS passed without word. Whatever slil
ruffle the experience had caused on the surf 8
of the
Kellys' lives died away. They diet
to be."
jump when the phone rang. There wasn't if
phone to ring. They didn't wait feverishly :
the postman's arrival each morning. It was'
meant to be Tommy, and that was that.
With the fatalism of childhood, the boy tc
his cue from his parents.
He was unaware
the potentialities that had grazed and app;
ently passed him by. The movies as such 1
(Continued on page <

How he creates this amazing apparition,
whose nearest rival is a hemlock individual
named Charlie McCarthy, is, I think, immensely
interesting.

r SARA HAMILTON
"0 my notion, the greatest piece of hankypanky
of this modern
age is the great
American hoax entitled George Burns and
icie Allen.
Along with the historical war
-se of Troy and its conniving Greek entrails,
Burns and Allen episode should go down
history as direct proof that all of the people
ist on being fooled all of the time,
^.nd do George and Gracie fool 'em!
trough
constant repetition and persistent
:>rt on George and Gracie's part, the public
pretty thoroughly convinced, by now, that
acie is the prize dimwit of all time.
Not
y on, but off screen, off radio, off stage, off
/Lhing; a zaney whose every remark, no mathow profound, is the immediate signal for
nplete hysteria and a general
going-toces all the way round.
3ut that misrepresentation of fact isn't
augh, it seems. The two must add to the condon by switching their roles in real life. For
i most amazing twist to this bit of Burns and
len chicanery is the fact that in real life
orge Burns is really Gracie Allen. Without
^ little blue hat. And Gracie is George
irns. Without the purple suspenders.
Gocr^e, once away from the public's eye and
r, becomes almost as funny as Gracie pre-

tends to be. Jack Benny and Mrs. Benny once
remarked that with no exception George Burns
is the funniest white man on the face of the
globe. That his side remarks and killing quips
far surpass anything Gracie ever says before a
mike.
On the other hand, Gracie Allen Burns has
never been heard to crack so much as half a
joke in a score of years. She knows no quips,
no flippancies, no wisecracks. No such trademarks as "Well, anyhoo" or that short, clipped
"Thank u" or "I'll bet you tell that to all the
girls"
once passes her lips. Away from
radio orever
screen.
URACIE ALLEN is just two other people to
Mrs. Burns. And one of them is certainly her
husband.
The lifework of George Burns, a keen, matter-of-fact businessman, is the creating of that
optical and auditory illusion known the world
over as "Gracie Allen." While some men are
concerned with the building of bridges, some
with construction of roads or buildings, George
Burns is interested solely in building a slightly
off-center scatterbrain who speaks through the
mouth of the reserved, intelligent and charming woman — his wife, Gracie Allen Burns.

In Burns' employ are three assistants, all specialists and capable technicians in the building
of a looney phony. On Tuesday of each week,
George and his assistants gather in a fifth-floor
room of a Vine Street hotel to talk over the
business of next week's Gracie. Or the
film's Gracie, as the case may be.
George, his brother Bill and gagmen
Medbury and Harvey Helm, all good men
true, settle down to the problem at hand,
of making Mrs. Burns crazy.

next
John
and
that

"Well," says George, "what shall next week's
Gracie talk about?" And the ball is mentally
tossed from George to Bill and Bill to John,
gathering polish as it goes.
Since George is the author and parent of
Gracie (having conceived her back in old
vaudeville days) he knows, more than any living human, just what she would do or say
under certain given circumstances and just how
her unreasoning powers work. All of which
makes the problem a less complicated one.
Only trying to top each week's Gracie is problem enough, heavens knows — and one that
George and his gang can have.
If you were to ask George Burns how he
knows just what Gracie would say or do under
(Continued on page 90)
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DRAWINGS

Our Young Man

About Hollywood

rips open Glamour
a

Hollywood

BY ERROL

never

Town to picture
seen

before

FLYNN

that the only things one ever
WHY readsis it
about this town are the prop
stories — the stories of glitter and
glamour and money and fine gestures and
beautiful people?
I've been here two years and some months
now and I'm frank to admit that for a long
time I was bemused into thinking the same
thing.
One never sees headless bodies lying in

GODWIN

Errol Flynn — adventurer, realist

the streets nor does one smell the stench of
disease or abject poverty. Of course, there are
poor people here as well as everywhere else,
but not in the same sense; they don't eat offal
as they do in China, nor live in actual sewers.
After a while, thanks to the Chambers of Commerce and the Best Feet Forward Boys, one
begins to believe that Hollywood is as much of
an ideal spot as the illusions created here.
Did you ever get bored with perfection?
Did you ever go to a party as a child and see
a lovely, prissy little girl who was so darned
perfect you yearned to smack her in the face
and smear mud on her frock? If you've never
felt that primeval surge within you, please
don't read any more of this . . . because, after
two years of scintillating perfection, I got bored
stiff, one evening recently, and decided to go
backstage and see if the town of Hollywood,
itself, wasn't just a huge stage setting, behind
the perfection of which might lurk the denizens
of darkness.
I HAD two companions during the evening.
One, Captain Steed, then in charge of the Homicide Squad of the Los Angeles Police Department, I'll never forget. With the looks and
attitude of living of a Y.M.C.A. boys' counselor,
smooth, gentle and calm, he holds a job that is
one of the most dangerous in the city. He has
the well-earned reputation of being able to
break down the most confirmed killers.
My other companion was a gentleman named
Pat. Pat drives an ambulance and spends eight
hours a day in a welter of gore. In his spare
time he paints lovely water-color landscapes.

The laugh of the evening was when
narrow-minded (or perhaps just sleepy)
neighbors didn't approve of this
actor's
impersonation
of a faun
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BY FRANK

The three of us had dinner in what pas:s i
Chinatown in Los Angeles. Why they all
Chinatown is a mystery. The young One
there speak far better English than most-ssi
tant directors and at least two millionainpr

ducers I've met; and, as a general rule, th fo
they serve, if presented piping hot to aiia
darin in Shanghai, would be consider 1 ;
excellent example of the American table hoi
Just as we had reached the coffee anciig
rette stage, a telephone call came throujl
Chinese had been stabbed at a near-by acres
no details.
We threw a bill on the table and ran if tl
car. The driver got the call over therad
so the motor was on and we were undc-iw
before the door slammed.
Black little alleys flashed by with frigf 2ne
disembodied faces peering out. Brillianxei
signs flashed ads of Chinese-American wr.tape
mostly enjoyed by Filipinos.*
We rounded a corner on screaming tirli ai
saw a freight train bearing down on u vvi
loud clanging and whistling. Now a Chrrol
is a substantial car, but I doubt if its mol.av.
booster would advise you to tangle one ith
freight train. After all, bulk is still bulk
I'm not just 'clear as to what happenecnes
but we squeezed by in a fine flurry of tirei
and locomotive blasts. I looked at mycon
panions. They were smoking calmly ar| dii
cussing the forthcoming World Series.
A moment later and we pulled up irjfroi
of a narrow doorway before which m.ed
crowd of Chinese, Japanese, Filipino an
negroes, to say nothing of a few miscellieoi
types, all trying to maul and shriek ast
harried patrolman.
Upstairs lay a twisted little body.
ASu
sian, he seemed to be; too nattily dressedroor
heavy
with scent, crowded
with still:: fro!
dozens of films. Everything was quite net ar
orderly, but his head wasn't where it be ngc"

ind the glitter of Hollywood our distinguished writer-actor found horror, poverty and thrills

was about three feet away from the rest of
i, looking quite surprised.
V fat lady who'd forced her way up with us,
ked, gagged, fainted dead away. Somebody
ved her out into the hall so the ambulance
n could get in, but there wasn't anything
y could do just then. Mr. Kong was quite
unct.
le had been some sort of a local picture
:nt who had had the bad taste to collect foils in advance. When the jobs failed to matelize, one of his clients had become annoyed
I called on him with a snickersnee.
)n the way back to headquarters, I learned
it that is one of the favorite local rackets.
'Tot calling on agents with snickersnees, but
ng a phony agent. The whole town is ridd with them, despite the sincere efforts of
: Hays Office and the Better Business Bureau.
viously a cheap form of chiseling, you'd be
'prised at how much of a toll the racket excts annually from gullible would-be actors
i actresses.
T the seamy side of life in Hollywood is not
lited to agents, though that is quite a field in
elf. As a matter of fact, the incident I've
;t described was merely a prelude to the evelg's real events.
From downtown Los Angeles we wandered
t toward the mountains of Hollywood and
verly Hills, just jogging along, listening to
ho calls and waiting for something to happen
a district near us.
I came to the conclusion right then that a
liceman's life is one long series of prowlers

and drunks — and most of them imaginary. As
far as the prowlers are concerned, the story of
the old maid and the burglar is as good an
illustration as any. A lot of these nervous
ladies apparently just want someone to talk to
because the prowlers usually evaporate without
leaving a single corporeal sign.
The men were telling me the inside story of
one of the most amusing of Hollywood's extortion cases. A certain prominent producer —
forgive me for not mentioning names, but some
day I may have to work for him — received,
with his soft-boiled eggs of a morning, a pointed
note from an amateur extortionist and crank.
He was demanding ten thousand dollars on pain
of kidnaping the producer's wife, but was obviously a novice in that he signed his name
and address to the note. The producer was no
whit ruffled. Instead, he called in his secretary
and dictated a polite reply to the effect that he
didn't have the ten thousand, but was very
much interested in the extortionist's proposition. That ended that.
I HE radio suddenly shrilled into action. A
disturbance in a swank apartment house near
one of the major studios. Investigate. That
was all . . .
The lurch of the car nearly snapped my head
off. Behind red lights and sirens we wailed
down the Boulevard, through stop signals and
past frightened pedestrians.
The manager of the apartments met us on the
sidewalk, literally wringing his hands and bleating, "No publicity, gentlemen, please! No publicity!"

To which the Sergeant replied, brushing him
aside, "What do you think we are — advance
agents
for a circus?"
The negro
elevator operator was much more
helpful. "The lady in 4-B, she done it ag'in,
gempmun, on'y this time she sho got the misThe erieslady
in 4-B was a pathetic sight. She
for true!"
was, we learned later, nineteen, the daughter
of a substantial Midwestern family, who had
married against her family's wishes. When her
shiftless husband disappeared, she had too much
pride to go back home, tried to crack into pictures with more looks than ability. When we
got to her flat, she was lying across her bed,
practically nude, and retching horribly. Attempted poisoning went on the books while Pat,
the ambulance man, was using the Lafarge on
her, pumping from her tortured stomach the
patent antiseptic she had used.
On the dresser was a polite little note from
Central Casting informing her that it was impossible to register any more extra talent and
that, since there were fifteen thousand already
enrolled ahead of her, she would have to wait
her turn.
The pathos of such cases is not so great here
as elsewhere. It is not that Hollywood is hardhearted, but, after all, I suppose there is a lot
more of suicide in Movietown than in the average community.
Unlike most cities, according to police records, women suicides predominate in Hollywood. Blasted careers and unscrupulous men
who use a girl's ambition
for theiron own
(Continued
page ends
81)
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DON
AMECH
BY

HOWARD

SHARPE

yeai
twenty-ni
merely
isnemore
of Don ofAmeche
storya history
THE
a man's life. He is, personified, a gen
tion — a period.
Born Dominic Felix Ameche the very be
ning of 1908's summer in Kenosha,
a first son, he soon turned into the Wiscoi
Amec
problem child and was shipped off, for s
keeping, to St. Berchman's in Marion, Iowa
From there, at high school age, he ent<
Columbia Private High School and Colleg
Dubuque where two things of importance 1.
pened to him — he was introduced, by Fa'
Sheehy, to Honore Pandergast, and — in all g
faith — he decided on a career. He would
come a lawyer.
Marquette University saw him next. Th
he acquitted himself brilliantly — but not in b
lore. The spin of fun was still far more imp
tant than work to the young blade Don.
came to his senses, he tells us, when his mot
approached death through an accident. B,
home for the summer, chastened of spirit, I
promised himself (and sincerely meant it) t
he would do better. . . .
Now

continue his story:

I HE speedometer
needle wavered
at six
eight and stopped there.
Don Ameche he;l
the motor fighting; he put his arm out and t
the wind fling it back, felt the vibration lb
neath him that meant going fast.

"This all the soup she's got?" he shouted
Mark Tobin swerved the roadster into a s:|
road and pulled it up screeching in gravel, ujj
der a group of sycamores.
The August aftcj
Don went to Washington

to school

because he thought he could "get
some work done." What happened
there gave him, first, happiness;
then, an intense hatred of college
and
all that
it represented
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noon was nearly gone but heat lay in the fields
and brightened the dust in the roads. Inside
the little cottage the room was still and cool,
with the blinds pulled; the boys sat down at a
little table and waited for the man in the white
apron to come over.
"Two Scotches," Mark said.
Don looked up. "Beer.
I'm on the
"Again?" Mark laughed. "Bring two
I'll drink the other one if he doesn't."
said to Don, "You made your plans for

wagon."
anyway.
Later he
the win-

"I think I'll go to Georgetown and get serious
about
law," Don told him. "In Washington
ter yet?"
maybe I can get some work done."
"In D. C?" Mark said. "They make good
juleps down there. But I never heard of anyone overworking . . . Oh, well. This's to
Georgetown. Come on. Irrigate with something worthy of our national capital."
said
Donfinally.
eyed the glass of Scotch. "Just one," he
At midnight they got into the roadster and
started back. Don, slumped on his spine, saw
vaguely that the blurred sky was still light, felt
the air cooler on his face. "Mmm," he said happily. The speedometer needle was around to
the right but he couldn't focus on it, to tell
whether it said seventy or more. "The new
twenty-eight models," he yelled. "Get one of
those when they come out. Then you can do
He thought: I'm tight. Well. Two months is
a good try, anyway.
ITbetter."
was a brilliant winter, and mad, with the
world moving always to a faster pace and
Washington setting it. In the White House a
lean soft-spoken man sat smugly watching the
stock market go up and remarked that he approved of sex, when asked; so, essentially, did
the students at Georgetown, along with gin and
a dance called the Varsity Drag and a tune that

It's a grave expose of today's youth — this

story of the years when, without counting re-

sults, Don took life and love where he found it

asked plaintively, "Why must you be mean to
me?" and wide-skirted trousers and the new
Whiteman arrangements and — particularly — a
young newcomer to their ranks named Don
Ameche.
They loved him. He had shoulders that
ploughed successfully through the toughest
backfields, so that at football games his name
was roared joyously, repeatedly by the stands.
He had a grin that said, when he met you, "This
is the happiest day of my life," and that was
usually true. He danced well, wore his correct
clothes well; he had, above all, the Right Attitude about things — a credo of unabashed forthright cynicism, of recklessness, of sensual awareness to the present which was without thought,
attuned immoderately to laughter.
Mark had been right in his implication.
Washington was no town for work or study.
The embassies snapped brief cases and put
away the sealing wax at four; everyone had
either money or a good job and unlimited
credit; there were poker and bridge to be played
(Prohibition had impoverished Papa Felix, the
saloon-keeper, and Don needed spending
money); there were the races at Pimlico, attended as a business proposition, and the multiple attractions of Bowie and Laurel which
palled only with the dawn.
In the spring Don had a chat with the dean,
learned with astonishment that he had found
time to attend only twelve classes during the
school year, and, on advisement, resigned before
IpP1" they could flunk him. His friends saw him off
for three days and nights; but by the time the
train reached Milwaukee he was well enough to
swagger through the station and shout down
Felix's loud, Italian disapproval.
That night after dinner his mother came into
his room and sat on the bed beside him.
"Dominic," she said softly, touching his arm
(Continued on page 78)
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Veterans of the Ritz ribs: Mrs. Harry Ritz (far left),
Miss Abril and Al's wife (she has borne up ten years)
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1
A.

THREE

DAMP

A

FOOLS

Screwballs by birth (and preference)

"Don't let 'em fool you, lady. They're all

screened and unscreened antics lies in

— ad the world's a stooge for those

The other two turned and glared at him.
"Whaddaya
mean, they're all Harry? The lady
Harry."
wants information, not cracks. Pfui on you,

tain by
organization.
On budgets.
the screenOffthey'
ited
time, plots and
th<
they function unhampered. Their inh
are few, their fancy never runs dry.
no thwarted intellectuals, seeking rel
comedy as an art form. Screwballs b
and preference, they place respoi
squarely on the shoulders of their
"Maxie, the life of the party."

merry

zanies — the Ritz Brothers

BY JENNIFER

WRIGHT

THREE heads rose above the surface of a
Venetian canal, turned left, turned right.
A whale hove into sight.
Three thumbs
hailed him. "Fishie! Yoohoo!"
The canal, part of the decor for "The Goldwyn Follies," belonged to Sam Goldwyn. The
heads belonged to the Ritz Brothers. The whale
belonged to no recognizable species, though his
ferocious grin, his lunatic leer, and the fact that
he lived in a canal suggested a hereditary resemblance tothe three he was approaching. He
halted, took them aboard and pushed off beyond
the camera's eye.
A few minutes later three dripping gondoliers
passed in Indian file across the set to their
dressing rooms. No. 1 jerked a thumb at No. 2.
"I'm Jimmy." No. 2 poked a finger into his own
ribs. "He's Al." No. 3 flapped a derisive arm.
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"Pfui on yourself.
I was Al yesterday."
"You were Al yesterday? Then I didn't have
my breakfast yet."
"Whadda you care?
It's raining anyhow."
"So why didn't I wear my rubbers, dope?
Look, your tongue is wet."
HereAl!"
the wardrobe man interposed. "You're
all a little
damp, boys. Better get your things
They broke into a trot. "Three — damp —
fools," one of them bellowed. The others picked
it up. "Three — damp — fools — " "Oi, how they
run — " "Weh's mir, vee zay layfen — "
Three doors slammed shut. One popped open
again. "We'll be back in a moment with previews of the new pictures. The first picture of
off."
the year is — Darryl Zanuck — bing, bing, bing,
Another head came through: "A five-Crosby
bing, bing—"
"With six matzoth balls. And make it
"Until then, this is Jimmy Ritz, saying yoohoo
picture — "
snappy."
"And I dew mean yoohoo."
This' constitutes a normal introduction to the
Ritzes.
The chief difference
between
their
to you — "

WHY the strain should have found exp
in just these three, skipping their
George and their sister Gertrude, is one i
mysteries that doesn't matter. Three is i
you beam or groan, depending on fl
you're an executive of Twentieth Centu
or the current victim of their pleasantrk
To keep the record straight, Harry's t
in the middle, Al the taller, Jimmy the :
endman. Al's two years older, Harry tW(
younger than Jimmy. Al has been marr
ten years to Annette Nelson, once his d
partner. "Sometimes I have nightmare
says. "I dream I'm married to a Ritz b
Then"You
I wake
and find
couldup knock
her it's
overtrue."
with a fei
says Al. "Only she just washed it,
can't do a thuh-hing with it."
Two years ago Harry fell in love with
of a girl on a poster. She was Charlotte
field. She is now Charlotte Ritz, and

ai
tt
(
b

(Continued on pa
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PAGES
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PHOTOPLAY

HOLLYWOOD

ITS PICTORIAL

BEST

A "behind the scenes" glimpse —
while one camera, only a few feet
•from Fernand Gravet and Carole
Lombard, shoots a close-up of thj
stars, another catches producer!
director Mervyn Le Roy looking
on

AT

the

scene ^**+f*a:p p rova \**

You've seen them all — they're the mainstays of the glamour girls pictured at either side. Some
have won glory to the tintinnabulation of hot swing music, others are purely decorative. If the curve
is familiar but you can't quite

match

it with the girl, turn to page 78 for the correct answer

Cary Grant — debs' ot
dinner date at a nigh 'A'
love's song
on a ten s*

Horses,
lovely

hunting,

racy fl

ladies — Clark

«»

.♦)J
Quiet humor, very American

J>

in Bond Street clothes — Gary Cooper

Here they are — our choice of Hollywood's best-looking men, modern youth
and suave sophisticate — and heaven
help

College boy in top hat, exponent
of unspoiled charm in a sophisticated setting — Robert
Taylor

us if we

haven't picked right!

The gentleman in the coonskin cap en
ing so heavily right at the heroim
idol Edmund Lowe in "Roads of Destii

ft"'

♦ \ I '

1 m\\vA
m lv\) •

,$■■■•■/■

^ i
«

/ '>-

"Green Grow the Lilacs," flourishing on
Broadway twelve years ago, had everything
from a nice homey touch to these two famous film stars of today — Franchot Tone
and Helen Westley, above. Left: who's
feeling whose pulse in "Siclc-A-Bed," Mary
Boland or her pining patient? Right:
"Burlesque" made theater audiences
aware of an ex-chorine, Barbara Stanwyck

Above: you won't believe it, but this is a
picture of the Grand Old Lady in one of her
lighter moments — May Robson as the wife
of this coy "Messenger Boy" in the play of
the same name. Upper right: the pretty
little girl whom John Drew is holding so
gingerly upon his knees is "Queen Victoria"
in person, Helen Hayes. Lower right:
equipped for "Have a Heart," bowler,
watch chain and all— it's E. G. Robinson

ACKWARD
/'// famous today, these notables
ice played, believe it or nof,
PHOTOGRAPHS FROM
CULVER SERVICE

if sort of legitimate "drayma"

GIRLS

OF

THE

GOLDEN
QUEST
Hollywood is the mecco of o million
Cinderella:.

Here

are

three

wise

girls whose stars led the right way

nd her manicuring in a
hop. Starmaker Zanuck
er. Now, Arlean Whedebuts in "Kidnapped"
Ou.

**©],

SO,

irrieux (left), famous
ess, came to American
st in "Mayerling."
Now
contract to Universal

9/V V ^.

To J. R. Cicchetti of Watertown, Mass., goes our first
prize for this picture of the
late Jean Harlow and Robert

When Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels sailed
with their young daughter, Barbara Bebe,
back in June, 1936, Helen Bradley of
Flushing, L I., was on hand to snap them.
Ben and Bebe were expected home for
Christmas but their South Africa tour was
so successful, they decided to linger on

Taylor, taken when they came
East last winter en route to
the President's Birthday Ball

Nadya

Pashkovsky of New

rl

City
was for
delighted
thusiasm
tennis that
took henheo

the Hollywood tournaments st
September, for she was l:y
enough to snap Claire Trx
there and win a prize be<s

For the list of this month's prize winners and further information abjt
this extraordinary new Photoplay

contest, please turn to page 1

Romance! Mickey "Don Juan" Roone*
got caught when Audrey Frost o\
Huntington Park, California, saw hin
escorting Judy Garland to the cornei
drugstore for a big ice-cream sod*
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Sonja Henie climbed the rail
and smiled sweetly for Anton
Lonek, Jr. when he turned his
camera on her. It was her first
trip home since her success here

VA*4

CoN

Hollywood's greatest baseball fan,
Joe E. Brown, turns on the famous
smile for Mrs. Floyd Hoskinson of
Chicago. Joe was in the Windy City
managing the South Side boys' team

Madeline Nueske haunts the docks
of New York to add to her camera
collection of Hollywood Stars.
This day she was lucky enough to
see Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr., arrive

oe

I READERS SNAP THEIR FAVORITE STARS
len McClendon

of

que used ingenuity
lis picture. When
Rudolph Valentino,
t trip to New York,
> pose, she snapped
ding behind a friend

And about the best-dressed man
on the screen, Mrs. McClendon
says,
"This provesstars
thatat even
most immaculate
times our
let
down their back hair and become
one of us, for it is none other than
our impeccable Adolphe Menjou"

Another of Madeline Nueske's
prize-winning pictures is this of
Robert Taylor taken on the S.S.
Berengaria when he sailed for
England to appear in "A Yank
at Oxford." It was a hot day and
Bob shed his coat and mopped

Happy honeymooners, they were,
when Vincent E. Haley of Houston,
Texas, snapped Joan Blondell and
Dick Powell aboard the S.S. Santa
Paula. Had she foreseen the ten
days before her in New York, Joan
mightn't
have
smiled
so sweetly

OUPER

tOTH UNSPOILED

In Hollywood where miss and mister order from the same tailor, similarities are more than suit-deep.
Witness those two naturals — Bing
Crosby and Glenda Farrell. In his
days of rhythm-making with Paul
Whiteman, in her years behind the
footlights, they learned instinctively
you can't fool all the people all
the time with professional faking.
Now, after more than seven years
in Make-Believe Town, they're stilf
staunch members of the Be Yourself School; and their popularity
graphs

remain

high

and

steady

m

In retirement — Don Ameche
odd moment in the Troc.

snapped in an o<
Privacy, where I

msmWX
m

Disdain, as registered

by one

Lee Tracy,

who views a rr<

BIDS"

OF

ays romance — with the Gaynor-Power

THE

team on top

Hollywood custom — eating at a drive-in and they all
star to extra. Here's Anne Shirley, much aware of the
unaware of the camera, all involved with a hamburger
Set-up shot: "Water coming up" to
Bob Montgomery, who combines
i n t and
refereeing

MONTH

.* *i
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Here's that girl-child again! Seems as though we
can't let a month go by without breaking down and
slipping in a picture of her — she's that consistently
irresistible. This time she forsakes the kitchen to romp
with the very doggy Rowdy and Corky; and, while
three may be a crowd in a wheelbarrow, yet it's gay
company,
too, when
fun-loving
Miss T's involved

^s

:.

This is the team

O

and executive Harry Cohn, is evidently just plain

I*

tensive and magnificent, with suits and over*
% tailors;
coats designed by the world's foremost
and
she
adores
making
several
changes
a
day.
«*
2. She has never set foot inside her own dining room. All her meals are served her in bed,
or on the sun porch where she reclines on a
fancy swing made complete with mattress,
sheets, pillows and blankets.
loc/as only Hollywood can be is this
3. On the other hand, her kitchen is her favorite room, for that is where her shiny latest
model ice box is to be found. She sits by it by
onth's news of the people who make
the hour, admiring its size, its many lights and
ice trays. She pecks at this tidbit and that;
shrieks with glee at the revolving glass boxes
3 the world's most famous town
of hors d'oeuvres; and vastly disrupts kitchen
routine and confuses the cook by indulging her
new passion for emptying and refilling ice trays.
4. Her negro chauffeur-butler, in her employ
Home W th Garbo
eight years, is her devoted slave. Fanatically
anxious to fulfill her every bidding to the letter,
IETA GARBO went home to Sweden to
he mumbles an order — even such a simple one
iend the winter with her mother, so while she
as, "A glass of lemonade, please" — over and over
to himself until it is successfully carried out.
as away Photoplay's mice worked instead of
5. She recently bought a trailer which she
ayed, culling these tidbits about her and her
often drives herself. Here she listens to her
)use in Brentwood:
music, reads her books, often cooks, and sees
1. Her interest in clothes is not so casual, after
America first.
1! Her wardrobe of sport things is both ex-

that keeps the

columnists' typewriters busily tapping. Meanwhile, Janet Gaynor
and Tyrone Power go on having
all of the fun — all of the time.
Left: Phyllis Brooks, sandwiched
in between handsome Gary Grant
tired

of

it all

6. On the set, abhorring the call boy bawling
* Garbo, please!", she is brought running by
"Miss
*
the honk of an old automobile horn.
'Stokie' Gets the Breaks
He WAS just plain Stokie to the Walt Disney crew. And to Stokowski, they were Walt
and
Bill and conductor
Jiggers andclaims
Skinny.
What's was
more,
the famous
he never
so
happy in all his life as when he was arranging
and conducting the music for Disney's new cartoon, "The Sorcerer's Apprentice."
Because of certain labor rules, the actual
recording could not begin until one minute after
midnight on a Monday morning. Until 3:30
A.M. the musicians and leader worked on the
recording and then joined in a jam session that
thousands would have paid any sum to hear.
On the day following when Stokowski was
scheduled to leave, Walt Disney went to Stokie
with a request. Would he pose with Mickey
Mouse for billboards.
"You mean I should have my profile taken
beside Mickey Mouse for all the billboards?"
Stokowski gasped. "You mean I can really pose
49

with Mickey?
Surely, I'll stay as long as
takes. It is the biggest honor of my life."
AndMickey.
Stokie stayed one week longer to pos
with

Mrs. Thin Man— Listen In!
WlLLIAM POWELL is back in form agaii
plaguing Myrna Loy, his screen wife, with a
sorts of pranks. But once in a while someor
gets even with Bill, as witness what happene
when the actor treked to San Francisco for
short location trip.
The day before he left, Bill sent on his doub
and stand-in, Doc Dearborne, with a studio put
licity agent. Once there, Doc and the publich
rascal decided to frame Bill, so Doc, with h
hat pulled well down, registered as Powell. K
one doubted it and the hotel manager was mo.
effusive in his greetings.
But, the following day, Bill himself arrive
and registered. The surprised clerk immec
iately summoned the manager who stared ;
Powell in frank suspicion.
"Sorry," he said, "but there seems to be
slight error. Mr. Powell himself registered hei
with a friend whom I know well."
And just when the affair had reached the cop
calling stage, Doc and his friend put in an ap
pearance and saved the day.
Powell wouldn't speak to either of them fc
two days. And then only to beg that neithe
of them would ever tell Myrna.
What Next, Mariene?
PARAMOUNT has decided to pay Dietrich th
sum of $250,000 rather than make another pic
ture with the star. It's reported that they claii
Mariene is bad news at the box office and mone
is lost, rather than earned, on her pictures.
Hitting a new high in Hollywood parties was this
fete at the Joseph Schenck home when movietown
came to congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Darryl Zanuck
on their wedding anniversary. The Zanucks, as you
see, had their own way of congratulating each
other (above). Their mood was infectious: Norma
Shearer (wearing the only hat at the party) posed
for this close-up with Mrs. Fairbanks while Doug,
Sr. and Doug, Jr. (Norma's escort) beamed. Basil
Rathbone and Dietrich (below) held hands to show
their sympathy
with the entire proceeding

Hollywood is divided, like all Gaul, into three
irts on the Dietrich question.
First, there is that group that claim our Nell
isn't been done right by; that the star of "Mor:co" and "The Blue Angel" has been badly
indled, badly advised and badly directed; that
le good picture, with an understanding direcr, would bring back the glamorous actress that
ice was.
Another set frankly claims that Dietrich, while
i utterly beautiful woman, never was an acass and, without Joseph von Sternberg to
tide her, proved that fact not once but several
Ties.

The third group claims Marlene brought about
■r own demise with ridiculous publicity such
men's trousers, fervent friendships with vajus swains and strange interviews.
At any rate, Hollywood agrees on one thing,
ith the passing of la Dietrich, if she really
aves us, goes the most beautiful woman Holly Dod has known since the days of lovely Barira La Marr.

they had quite a frisky little set-to over a
Charlie McCarthy doll. Joan bought one for

"Baby," she'll cry, running out the kindergarten door into the waiting arms of her aunt. "Oh

herself and "Joanie pants" wanted it. "You're
getting one for your birthday," Joan told her.
"This one is for me and I want to keep it because Ilove it."
Well, it went on far into the night, that argument, with Joan sticking to her guns and Charlie McCarthy. Only "Joanie pants" didn't have
to wait for her birthday. She got one exactly
like big Joan's the very next day.
Little Joan calls her auntie Joan, "Baby," too.
Has it fixed in her mind, somehow, that the
name Joan just naturally calls for the pet name
"Baby."

baby,
baby, baby."
The teachers
think it's mighty queer goings-on
all the way around. "Baby" doesn't care. Neither does "Joanie pants."
The day we went a-visiting out to Big Baby's
house she took us up to see Little Baby's room.
"This is her room," Joan said, and her eyes
caressed every toy and object in it. The forward Mickey Mouse in his corner and the ridiculously monstrous Teddy bear in his corner.
But it's the little kitchen sink with all its cooking
pans that both big and little Joan love best.
Every afternoon, we (Continued on page 93)

an Crawford— Her Column
.iIMMER and trimmer than ever, Joan Crawrd returned from her New York vacation
ippy about three things:
1. It actually snowed, just once, as a faresll serenade to the actress whom New York
ok to its jittery old heart.
2. She found her legion of fans had remained
ithful during a year of bad and indifferent picres.
3. She lost weight. "Look," she said, guiding
ir hand to her elegant hip bones, "just like
mnie Bennett."
She has plans — grand, exciting new plans. She's
dng on the stage; and no lass from the sticks
uld be more goose-pimplier about it. "In
dy, I'm signing a new contract which gives me
k months on the stage and six months in picres. And, what's more, I'm doing this just
r me. I want to please me and play any and
'ery old kind of character I want to. And I
m't even ask for stardom or my name in lights,
lat's how much in earnest I am."
Oh yes, about this "adopting-a-baby" rumor.
ist to hear that something in Joan's voice as
ie talks of her little four-year-old niece, Joan,
see the something in her eyes as she speaks of
?r, reveals a heart already full to overflowing
ith love for one baby.
"Joanie pants" or "Baby," Joan calls her and
?ts a terrific bang over the fact they're so much
ike and have so many characteristics in comon. They both want what they want when
ley want it, Joan says. And the nearest they
/er came to a downright falling-out was when
HOTOGRAPHS
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Mr. and Mrs. Warner, Louella Parsons, Dr. Martin and
the Harry Browns are at the
eft. Ceilings of gardenias
and silver leaves; cockatoos;
and a bridal bouquet that
filled one side of the hall
made this "the most brilliant
party

Hollywood

has

seen"

THE

*

LOVE IS A HEADACHE— M-G-M

*

IN a season filled with Broadway plots, this modest
production contains a distinctive something and,
thanks to Gladys George, will hold you fascinated
from credits to kiss.
As an actress suffering from too many flop plays,
she participates in a series of wild publicity stunts.
Adoption of Mickey Rooney and Virginia Weidler
as a sympathy campaign is the final straw that
causes an admiring critic, Franchot Tone, to lambast
her good and proper. He learns later that he is
mistaken. Dick Thorpe's direction and the dialogue
are smart; instead of seeing an artificially wrinkled,
pathetic old lady, movie audiences now behold a
glamorous Gladys George in popular entertainment.
Tone is excellent as are also the late Ted Healy.
Mickey Rooney and Virginia Weidler.

EVERYBODY

NATIONAL

GUIDE

TO

MOTION

PICTU

SING— M-G-M

f IVE pictures like this a month would mean less
Hollywood headaches and more universal joy. It's
speedy and senseless and funny and bright with
music; the cast is happily chosen; production is
The mad family idea is used, with Billie Burke
good.
as mother, Reginald Owen as playwright father,
Judy Garland and Lynne Carver as sisters, Fanny
Brice — hit of the show — as maid and nice Allan
Jones as the chef who loves Lynne. Jones puts on
a musical and Judy, egged on by Henry Armetta,
runs away to appear in it. Thus you get a number
of squabble scenes that are riots and an abundance

A
of the

Review
New
Pictures

of song. Apropos of our Editor Ruth Waterbury's
recent comment: herewith a cheap film breathlessly done, and a hit.

-*.«..,

• GOLD

IS WHERE

YOU FIND IT— Warners

* THE DIVORCE

it NO WING that through Technicolor historical
drama and the rare beauties of their surroundings were faithfully reproduced, a competent cast,
headed by George Brent, Olivia de Havilland and
Claude Rains, has created from this story an enlightening and intriguing hour of cinema.
It is based on the battle between farmers enjoying successful crops in the lowlands of California
and the placer miners whose muddy water washes
out their lands, ruining fertile acres. Morals and
fortunes go, too.
First acting medals go to Claude Rains, Miss de
Havilland (who looks more beautiful in color than
ever before) and young Tim Holt. Russell Simpson is superb in support.
Gripping drama.

THE

BEST

brought against the wrong woman — which "action"
seems to be the only motion in the film. It's all very
much ado about nothing, and aside from Ralph
Richardson's side-splitting characterization of a rakish and drunken British nobleman, the story's
comedy possibilities are weakly overacted by both
Miss Oberon and Laurence Olivier. Binnie Barnes
is alluring and the cast exceptionally good.

The Adventures

of Tom Sawyer

The Adventures

of Marco

The Divorce of Lady X
Gold Is Where
Everybody
52

IT would have been a far far better thing for one's
enjoyment of Merle Oberon's new picture if they
had allowed one to gaze on Miss Oberon's lusciousness (augmented by Technicolor) and the enticements of English hunting scenes unencumbered by
any story at all.
The plot of this opus concerns a divorce action

PICTURES

Polo

Sing

You Find It

OF LADY X— Korda-U.A.

OF

THE

MONTH

A Yank at Oxford
Action for Slander
Happy Landing
Paradise for Three
Love Is a Headache

• A YANK

AT OXFORD— M-G-M

I HOSE of you who may have thought Rober
Taylor so far has evaded the cutting-room floo
merely because of his personal graces, must, aftei:
seeing this, reverse your opinion. Taylor, evolvec
off screen from school boy to adult, here plays ;
school boy detachedly: wherefore his portraya
constitutes acting — and it's a fine, living characterization. "A Yank at Oxford" is also important be-;
cause it is the first merging of Hollywood anc;
British film interests with internationally appealing
pictures as goal.
Against these significant properties, the piece':
story seems secondary in consideration. It has, a'
least, a decided originality. Taylor is cast as the;
American son of a small-town editor, magnificently
played by Lionel Barrymore; the boy is an excellent athlete and student, the pride of his father
When he wins a scholarship to Oxford the family
goes in debt to send him abroad. Thenceforth the
plot is lost in the genuine Old English surroundings
which are more interesting anyway. Bob wins anc
loses Maureen O'Sullivan; protects her brother; almost misses the big boat race, and in the interin
takes a beating from his classmates.
There is included in this a plentiful amount oil
mutual back-slapping and harya-pal business whiel
at times pains the discriminating. Taylor, however
is less the dandy and more the male — without being;
insufferable
about
it. toJack
Conway's
stands
with fine
credits
the entire
cast. directior

SAVES
EST PERFORMANCES

OF THE

YOUR

PICTURE

TIME

AND

MONEY

MONTH

- Cooper in "The Adventures of Marco Polo"
J Gurie in "The Adventures of Marco Polo"
Hale in "The Adventures

of Marco

Polo"

Robert Taylor in "A Yank at Oxford"

i

onel Barrymore in "A Yank at Oxford"
*

Fanny Brice in "Everybody Sing"
Billie Burke in "Everybody Sing"
Judy Garland in "Everybody Sing"

Kelly in "The Adventures

of Tom

Sawyer"

Gillis in "The Adventures

of Tom

Sawyer"

k HAPPY

LANDING— 20th Century-Fox

R three pictures the amazing little blonde
m Norway named Sonja Henie has placed
If in the box-office Big Ten. When you see
|ier latest film, you will understand why. Into
[rryl Zanuck has poured from an overflowing
the prime essentials of good cinema: spectacle,
pee, fine music, breathless beauty, the essence
ftertainment. The whole is geared to post- limit
j:re are faults, of course. The thread of story,
; like thin library paste to hold together the
[pie production numbers, hardly justifies itself.
k beginning, woman-crazy Cesar Romero, band
[r, flies with his manager, Don Ameche, to
• as a publicity stunt. A storm grounds them
lirway, where Cesar dallies with a young girl
|ss the time until he can leave. The deluded
'Sonja, follows him to New York where she
'= her mistake: Cesar is running about with
lent Ethel Merman. Ameche takes Sonja, manner to stardom as a skater, falls in love with
Himself — and then general misunderstanding
jses the whole setup.
Ilet on ice, first presented here, is a rhythmic
|of dreamlike beauty that has no parallel. Inl?rsed lavishly are comedy sketches by Billy
rt and El Brendel, hot swing by Raymond
I, numbers by Miss Merman and Leah Ray,
Hogging by the Condos Brothers, but Sonja
1 is the picture's happiest asset.

PARADISE

FOR

THREE— M-G-M

ALTHOUGH similar to "I Met Him in Paris," this
is sufficiently original and hilarious to stand
alone as one of the better pictures. Frank Morgan
and Robert Young are the principal fun-makers
but Edna Mae Oliver, Mary Astor, Herman Bing
and Henry Hull contribute generously.
Morgan, a wealthy investor, wants to spend a
vacation as a simple man. He goes to an Alpine
retreat as one of two winners of a contest he has
sponsored. Edna Mae Oliver tips off the hotel
which mistakenly picks Robert Young as the millionaire. When Mary Astor, an adventuress, learns
Morgan's real identity, she sets her cap for him and
surprises follow when Morgan's daughter, Florence
Rice, arrives.
The direction is as smart as the dialog.

• THE ADVENTURES OF MARCO
Goldwyn-United Artists

POLO—

AGAINST

some of the most beautiful backgrounds given any picture in years, and tempered with rare good humor, Samuel Goldwyn
makes his first presentation of Gary Cooper. Without Cooper this super-epic would be impressive entertainment; with him the adventure of a romantic
stalwart who opened new trade routes from Europe
to Asia and became one of history's most glamorous
personalities becomes extraordinary filmfare. As
Polo, Cooper brings to a role that might have been
bloodless a warmth that is most engaging.
When Polo comes to ancient China from Venice
he incurs the enmity of Ahmed, favored of Kublai
Khan's advisors. In teaching a princess (Sigrid
Gurie) how to kiss, he finds unexpected thrills,
romance and intrigue. After Ahmed's men attack
his caravan, Polo strikes up a friendship with
Kaidu (Alan Hale), a robust chieftain and the much
henpecked husband of Nazama. Since Nazama finds
Polo entertaining, Kaidu agrees to be his friend.
A bit perplexed, but a scholarly soul, Polo follows
instructions. His efforts to evade the pursuing
Nazama and to rescue the Princess from Ahmed
give Polo much to do in the final reels. The outcome
is exciting and frequently extremely funny.
Sigrid Gurie, as China-doll-like as Lillian Gish,
proves worthy of her energetic sponsorship. Rare
beauty is hers and her naturalness should win
many future opportunities. Alan Hale's scenes are
outstanding.
Fascinating entertainment.

.
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* ACTION FOR SLANDER— Korda- United Artists
THIS is the most felicitous opportunity Clive
Brook has received since returning to English pictures several years ago. With a good, if typical
high drawing room drama, a better production and
a superfine cast to assist, Brook's restrained manner
and clipped speech registers sympathetically.
There are two splendid scenes from the standpoint of suspense. The first one is a poker party
at a country house where Clive is accused of cheating at cards; the second is a courtroom where he
attempts to clear himself of the charge. Having
fallen in love with another man's wife, he finds that
one who plays with matches should expect to get
burnt. The presiding judge at the trial (Morton
Selten) is deliciously Dickensonian, and Ann Todd
and Margaretta Scott take care of the sex appeal.

* THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER—
Selznick-United Artists
DROVING
again that sympathetic
guidance
and
the proper vehicle can make new stars overnight
even in the blase Hollywood of today, David O.
Selznick has really made screen history in this masterful visualization of Mark Twain's most beloved
story. Three years ago Dr. Selznick gave us Freddie Bartholomew. Now he gives us Tommy Kelly
and Ann Gillis, two refreshing and untheatrical
mites.
The action of this natural color drama takes place
in a Mississippi valley village in 1845. But all youngsters of today possess the same adventurous hearts;
it is this spirit that makes the film so good.
With Huckleberry Finn, Tom and Joe Harper
leave home to play pirates on a river islet. They
find more than dream characters on the island and
with popping eyes they go on a treasure hunt that
makes townsfolk think they have been drowned.
The story is too well known to need repeating but
the hairraising experiences of the children bring
love into the weary hearts of Tom and Becky — a
love that brings richness to the conclusion.
Few seasoned veterans have ever approached the
dramatic heights of Ann Gillis' scenes in the stalactite cave and Master Kelly's talent is really remarkable. May Robson as Aunt Polly, Walter
Brennan as Muff Potter, Mickey Rentschler, Marcia
Mae Jones, Jackie Moran and David Holt lend
much to the genuine enjoyment of this all-family
play.
(Continued on page 96)

"This one's nuts," says Melvyn Douglas, speaking politely of "There's
Always a Woman," when he gets his hair pulled by Joan Blondell

THE
// s good for many

STUDIOS

a chuckle — this

monthly report by the man who sees
all, knows all — and tells everything

BY JACK WADE
JANE WITHERS sat in the sun and grinned
up at us. Jane was feeling swell. Her
bowling team had beat the daylights out of
Shirley Temple's the night before, her new
batch of tropical fish had just multiplied itself
into a lot more, the bangles on her gypsy costume were clinking, and her new motor scooter
was hitting on all two.

"Come on in," said Jane to us.
a cinch."
An auspicious
way
to start
54

"This scene's
our

monthly

studio set prowl, we think, towed by Jane inside the Twentieth Century-Fox stage to see
the "Little Gypsy" set.
Sometimes our illusions of a movie star's lot
fade badly after invading the joints where they
really work. Most of them frown, look worried
and tired, even a little bilious in grease paint,
like being a star wasn't so much fun, after all.
Not so joyous Janie. The whole thing's a big
never-ending binge to her.
She hops into her new dressing-room trailer,
with a built-in schoolroom, dressing table, refrigerator and all modern improvements. (Her
producer, Sol Wurtzel, came across with it for
Christmas.) And so, while Mrs. Withers, one
of our favorite movie mamas, gives us the dope
on "Little Gypsy," Jane, herself, pounces on an
unwilling white cat.

"This is 'Snow White'," she announces. "That
is since the Disney picture," says Mrs. Withers.
"Yep," agrees Jane, "he used to be 'Snow Ball'."
"Little Gypsy," says Mrs. Withers, "looks like
one of Jane's best pictures."
It's full of music and dancing, with Jane doing
her share— try and stop her. Then, too, it has
the longest shooting schedule of any Withers'
picture yet. Jane's leap into sixth place in the
box-office poll did it. From now on Jane gets
thirty days— not in jail— but on the set.
"Little Gypsy" will probably win no Academy

Award, but it has plenty of sinister complic
tions and a swell gypsy caravan chase at t
end. Oh yes, it also has Rochelle Hudson.
Something scoots past. A minute later som;

one cries, "Okay, print it!" and Jane is baj
with us, not even breathing hard. One-Ta
Withers! Mrs. W. smiles proudly. She ai
Jane leave Hollywood on a personal tour aft
"Little Gypsy."
Jane is all set to wow 'em.
"Just let her out on the stage," says Mi
Withers, "and she'll put on a show. I nev
worry. If she runs out of something to si)

or say she'll think up an impersonation."
"Look," demands an imperative voice behii
us. Jane stands in the door of the trailer wi
a lah-de-day expression. Around her neck coi
"Snow White," a reluctant scratching fur piec
The tableau is familiar.
" 'Stage Door'," says Jane. "How'm I doin"
We shake off the daze of the Withers' pei
sonality in the California sun and trot over f<
a peek at "Kidnaped." Twentieth Century-Fox
stages always awe us. They look like museun
or great halls of learning — on the outside. Ir
side, though, they're like all the rest; a cop i
the door, overalled guys with huge gloves rur
ning around on catwalks overhead; grips wit
hammers swinging at their sides; a directc
sprawling in a chair; a cameraman squintin
through his finder; sometimes a few stars.

Warner Baxter stars in "Kidnaped," with
L. Stevreddie Bartholomew. It's the old R. and
this
ison thriller, slightly reconditioned,
Zanuck
shooting.
they're
version
the second
irew out the first one. It's a swashbuckler for
Earner, in line with his most fortunate roles,
omeday, of course, Warner is going to swash
little too vigorously and buckle his pins from
nder him. But right now he's a proud Scot
ho won't swear allegiance to the British crown,
|id from there on it's practically all cops and
>bbers, with Freddie mixing in the chase. We
atch a scene in a tavern with Warner, Ralph
prbes, John Carradine and Moroni Olsen. A
og in his throat balls up the scene a couple
' times for Warner, but it's finally in the can
ong with much sword clanking. Freddie isn't
•ound today. But when he shows up, it'll be
s first picture in a year, what with the court
ittles and stuff.
While Freddie's been fighting, Warner says
:'s been fishing — for five solid months — off the
>ast of Mexico, which, you'd think, would take
ire of a flock of Fridays. His new boat, the
■Var-Wynne" (Warner's name and his wife's)
as just been slipped into the harbor and
hen you see him fighting the British with a
ang-bang, he'll probably be trying it out on
le poor barracuda.
-G-M, "Muggum," as we local yokels say,
ikes the roving reporter rap next. We're sur■ised to see Maureen O'Sullivan, her peaches
id cream
complexion
smothered
in grease
lint, parked on the "Madelon" set, with Wally
eery and Frank Morgan. Maureen explains:
he got back from England and "A Yank at
xford" on Saturday night, they sent her the
;ript of "Madelon" Sunday, she went to work
[onday. "And," she wails, "I haven't even had
|me to look at my new house!" They hamlered it together while she was away.
John Beal is tending bar in the Marseilles
aloon set for "Madelon." That's a surprise.
immy Stewart was supposed to be there,
/e'll have to look into this. Around a bar table
rank Morgan, Wally, looking, as usual, like a
obo just out of a railroad jungle, and Etienne
lirardot, our favorite elderly screwball, play
ards under the expert supervision of James
/hale.
Everybody seems perky and happy and an
bliging "grip" explains why. All last week, he
aveals, the set smelled like a sardine cannery
-or worse. Three thousand fish in various
tages of freshness cluttered up the stage and
ae air was something to long remember. Espeially along toward the last of the week when
ven the formaldehyde didn't work. Everybody
ow was gloating in the fresh air.
Wally Beery informs us that after this picture
e's earned a sizeable vacation which he'll spend
lobe girdling with his wife and Carol Ann.
le's going to fly everywhere possible and if he
oesn't break his neck, he'll make another set
f movies when he gets back. Then his nurse
'valks up and says how about a look at that
3g. Wally Beery with a nurse on the set! Yes,
adies and gents, it's true. That old gunshot
rom "Bad Man of Brimstone" still has Wally
imping around.
I E ran into Gene Raymond in our very next
top at dear old Paramount. He's stalking
round the set of "Stolen Heaven," mumbling
!>ver his lines, so we leave him alone. As usual,
jene's under a slouch hat of strange contour.
Something ought to be done about Gene Raymond's hats. Write your Congressman. "Stolen
leaven" (they might have dreamed up a less
shopworn title) is all about a gang of jewel
hieves in Paris, which isn't too new an idea,
'ither. But there's plenty of excitement and
lark doings.
In the set lull, we plunk down beside a girl
n a white wig, who is poring over a French

book. Beside her sits a teacher, getting in a
few licks of education. It's Olympe Bradna,
the seventeen-year-old Continental sweetie
who clicked so quickly with George Raft in
"Souls at Sea." We decide we will take Olympe
with cream, no sugar necessary.
First there's that name. Yes, admits Olympe,
it's really "O-lamp," if you give it the works
in French. But she holds small hopes of any
success with that over here. Already they call
her "Wimpy" on the set. "Or maybe it's
'Impy,' " smiles O-lamp.
She wears a large hunk of adhesive tape on
her ankle. From riding a bike that bit her.
"But what really hurts," complains Wimpy in
very precise English, "are my wrists. They've
been slapping handcuffs on me all moa-ning!"
Olympe is one of those nice, well brought up

French girls whose parents watch her like a
hawk. No dates, no parties, no Hollywood
night clubbing. It's a great idea if it works,
but Wimpy has the cutest wink with her right
eye when she smiles.
Indefinite set inactivity finally forces us over
to the set of "You and Me," where the first day
of George Raft's new picture is under way. It's
a dance hall set with a bunch of bored extras
pretending they're having the time of their
lives. "You and Me" relates the struggle of
two ex-convicts, boy and girl, to go straight
after parole. There's plenty of sympathy,
and you can count on this — there'll always be
plenty of sympathy for George in his parts from
now on. He thinks it builds his box-office.
Sylvia Sidney is the girl in the case. But on
the set we catch no one but extras and one be-

You've probably been wondering what film would bring young Freddie
Bartholomew back to the screen.
It's "Kidnaped," Zanuck version

"You can't get away fro
Jr.'s charm. He has it i
doses," says the author
Dunne seems totally u
of said charm in thi
from the film titled — p<
ically,

wildered-looking blonde girl. She's Cheryl
Walker, Queen of the Tournament of Roses in
Pasadena this New Year's, taking a crack at
pictures. We track George Raft down in his
dressing room, the one that used to be Gary
Cooper's. Mack Gray, the killer, hovers around
as usual. George says he doesn't know much
about this picture yet, but his new house is being painted and he'll move in next month. He
says it's a relief to get back to work — and a saving, too. When he's idle, he haunts Santa Anita,
and the bangtails have been very unkind to his
judgment and pocketbook as well. The horses
are a sucker racket, says George, and we leave,
with a lesson.

COLUMBIA

calls on the way over to RKO, and
the siren song is "There's Always a Woman."
In this case, there are three women — Joan Blondell, Mary Astor and Frances Drake— and one
male, Melvyn Douglas. Before we go any further, be warned that it's another of those insane
fun orgies, in which all the principals suspect
each other and sleuth around with embarrassing
results. The plot thickens as we watch in a
glittering night club set. Ermines and minks
clutter up the place, and Mary Astor's goldcloth evening number makes you dive for your
sun glasses. Joan Blondell, in a coiffure that
suggests a dish mop with a ringlet wave, rolls
her big eyes around the room. "Now pout,"
says Director Al Hall. Joan pouts. "Simone
Blondell," whispers an extra; it gets a big laugh.
Joan says she wore the fancy headrig once before at Warners. For two days. "And there
were two days of retakes," she adds with a grin.
Joan's pretty happy about the whole picture,
though. Also that hubby Dick Powell has
adopted her son, Norman.
We tackle Melvyn Douglas at the phony bar.
He's sipping a coca cola pensively. "This," announces Melvyn, "is the craziest picture I've
been on yet. 'I Met Him in Paris'? ListenThis one's nuts."
that at least made sense.
"Well," adds Director Hall, "aren't we all?
Let's shoot it while we feel that way."
At RKO, we discover why Jimmy Stewart
isn't on the "Madelon" set at M-G-M. He's
over here, and here's why. Away last spring,
"Vivacious Lady" started to shoot with Jimmy
in the cast. After ten days, Jimmy got sick as a
pup and they carted him off to the hospital.
But instead of replacing James, RKO called off
the picture until now. Which we tag as a
pretty swell tribute to the Stewart.

Ginger Rogers, star of the picture, says she
feels like a million Coolidge dollars in spite of
the fact that she got only ten days' rest between
this picture and "Having Wonderful Time."
Next she'll do "Carefree" for that old RogersAstaire combine. Fred's been having himself
a whirl in New York and Florida while Ginger
relaxed making a couple of pictures. A week
riding in the hills at Ojai fixes her up, says Ginger, but she would like a trip after "Carefree."

Joy

of

grins. He's looking more like his dad ev
day, though handsomer. He says he'll be h
in Hollywood a year or so anyway this trip, £
he wishes he had his cabin boat that's over
the Thames. You can't get away from Dou
charm, he has it in large doses.
Director Tay Garnett, smiling as alwa
passes by and we learn why he always swir
a cane. He picked up a piece of lath once a
carried it around on an old picture that turn
out to be a hit. Now he gets a new cane w;
every picture that rings the bell. This one cai

WE can't pull ourselves past "The Joy of Loving" set without a look at an old weakness,
Irene Dunne, the Kentucky Duse. It's a courtroom set this day, and the judge is catching up
on Variety while a formidable cop reads his
Photoplay.
Irene and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., scramble
up and down a corridor while the camera and
crew "dolly" madly before them. It's the hottest day in Hollywood in twenty-six years, over
eighty, but, when the take's over, Irene, panting,
goes out in the fur benny and sits in the sun!
Doug, Jr., comes over to say hello. The scene,
he explains, is where Irene has him pinched for
mashing and then paroled in her care.
Doug

from
We "Stand-In
find out."why Irene wears a smile, t(
She's having a lot of fun with her daughtJ
Mary Frances Griffin, these days. In the midc
of an outdoor publicity picture sitting the oth
day, Irene burst out with the chuckles. Th
asked her why and she pointed to the blimp th
hangs over Los Angeles like a huge silver cig£
"The last time I saw that," she explained, "I w
with Mary Frances. She said . . . 'Look— ii
Over at Warner
Brothers,
"Golddiggers
Paris" looks like an excuse for one of tho:
the Bump!'"
(Continued on page 91
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Bette Davis, currently appearing in "Jezebel," wears
a casual tri-color spring ensemble of suede designed for her by Voris. The two-piece, shortsleeved frock belted with grey snakeskin is jacketed in grey, and Bette's hat of the same hue is
banded in gold to match her smart hand-sewn gloves

Photographed exclusively for Photoplay — charming
Claudette Colbert demonstrates two smart moods in costuming. Pink oleander blossoms pattern her brown swim suit (left)
of a satin lastex created by Mabs Barnes of Hollywood. The
suit features a front skirt, accented bustline and a halter
strap. You can wear it now for indoor swimming. Claudette
wears

these

two

costumes

in

"Bluebeard's

Eighth

Wife"

For the date when you wish to be most naive, Travis Banton
designed this exquisite handmade afternoon frock. Of white
chiffon over crepe, the collar, cuffs and edges of the front
pleats (which are stitched to the knee) are trimmed with fine
"Val" lace; the off-the-face rolled-brim panama is of pale
blue. If you don't plan an Easter vacation at a resort,
why not copy this frock in a dark sheer for spring wear?
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CHANGE
0 F
PACE

he mood

in "Bluebeard's

Vife" called for sophisticainton designed this black
icing frock (left) for Claud/risp shoulder bows of tulle
gle streamers (to fall front
:k) form a frame for the
tatiousface. The silhouette
im by a slip of black taffeta,
3 bouffant skirt of the gown
I made even gayer with a
jlle hip tunic highlighted
lar discs of gleaming silver

fay in your spring warda flourish of bright plaid.
lirley, currently appearing
demned Women," steps
bright sunshine, wearing a
emble in Easter colors. The
ool skirt and crepe scarf
affodil yellow.
This same
ibines with grass green and
own to check a dressmaker
which is belted in brown
Anne's pancake, off-theret is lacquered brown straw

A
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Brown grosgrain ribbon binds
the back collar and pocket
flaps of this casual coat (right)
worn by Olivia de Havilland,
appearing in "The Adventures of Robin Hood." Kneelength, the plaid coat of
beige, brown and natural
conceals a crepe shirtmaker
frock. A wide band of stitching and a brown suede chin
strap distinguish her hat.
(Above) Olivia takes Toodles
for a walk in a smart print
ensemble. The coat of Persian-blue woolen is lined and
banded with the fabric of a
frock printed in black, red
and white on a background
of this new
Persian blue
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i Durbin,
charming
young
star
of
"Mad
About
' sets the style for what the
3ssed "teens" will wear this
But she isn't playing faBoth plaid and plain will
jded in her wardrobe.
Her
sat (below), plaided in white,
reen and brown, is doubleid with high wide revers and
d skirt.
A heavy
brown
belt accents
the fitted
e.
Deanna's
navy
coat
also double-breasted with
vers, is an ideal topcoat for
her school or dressy frocks

PHOTOPLAY'

The Byron "Taffrail" (upper left),
worn by Florence George, Paramount's new singing find of "College Swing," brings to spring an
important and imported new rustic
straw in a smart lattice effect. Of
the trim sailor trend, with an indimushroomed
brim,throughout
"Taffrail"
sets avidual
fashion
pace
spring
and
summer
countrysides

Above, Florence gives you an idea
of the smart possibilities that the
Roxford "Dolphin" holds for you!
The unusual flare and curve of its
brim, smartly remindful of the dolphin's grace, is the clever reason
for this Roxford model's name. The
crown is in the newest manner.
Here's a hat to give the final touch
to your spring suits — one that's
definitely suited to your spectator sports costumes,
too
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Florence chooses, too, the bold
nonchalance
of the Byron Breton
"Bucca-of
neer." This short-backed
fine felt borrows the sweep-back
brim of a fisherman's hat, then adds
the sophistication of a grosgrain
ribbon binding all around the brim
edge and follows through with brief
grosgrain streamers. A youthful
model in delightful color contrasts

The charms of "Sailorman" by
Roxford are revealed by Florence
George. Of imported latticebraid straw with the new rough
and rustic look, this model follows
the sailor trend in its own clever
way. The turned-down bumper
brim is flattering; the grosgrain
binding and the color contrast
make this a sparkling "Sailorman"
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Three-piece suits in pastel woolens are favorites for
Easter wear. Rochelle Hudson, appearing in the

sing the growning fashion imtance of stripes, Rochelle steps
in a striped swagger coat
Jve) of imported Tawna Mist
ed, with the new squared-off
jlders and a gay boutonniere.
ctive in gray or tan stripes

"Little Gypsy," starts spring in a handsome threepiece suit of imported Leeds lacy monotone tweed.
The smart zipped-up jacket and Tuxedo coat are
trimmed with Trapunto work. In colors good enough
to eat; crushed strawberry, peach, aqua, gray,
toast, shrimp, tea rose, dawn blue, navy and royal

WHERE

TO

BUY

The smart advance

mar Tweed in bold checks
:es Rochelle's box coat defie I y eye-catching. Paint-box
>rs with contrasting velveteen
ars and cuffs set off her brute charm. In black, gray and red;
brown, gold and white checks

THEM

PHOTOPLAY

Hollywood Fashions shown on these
two pages are available to you at
any

of the department

and

shops

listed

on

stores

page

100
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BY MATILDA U. TROTT

ROBERT

TAYLOR:

The example of the unusually
wide palm, showing his love
of adventure, his restlessness,
his absolute need of travel.
Conic finger tips make this
star a most romantic lover
both on and off the screen

one of our series, we are third
readyand
to i
at last, in this, the
NOW,
up the lines of your hands. In n
ing lines be sure to consult both hands
remember that your left hand shows what cl
acteristics you possessed at birth and your <
tiny at that time, while your right hand sh
how you have developed these same charac
istics and how you have improved or ma;
your destiny.
The important and main lines on the h
are: 1. Life. 2. Heart. 3. Head. 4. Fate (
of Saturn).
5. Lines of affection or marriag
Your life line begins at the side of your h
under your first finger, Jupiter; curves tov
the center of your palm and usually ends so:
where near your wrist. If this line runs c
to your thumb, forming a narrow, rather
Mount of Venus, you are a cold person.
care little for the opposite sex and as a c
sequence have little attraction for them. IV
riage does not appeal to you. You prefer s
tude to companionship.
However, if your life line curves well
into your palm you are ardent, generous
sympathetic.
You attract and are attractec
the opposite sex and you will marry early
If your life line is deep-cut, and pink in cc
you are vital and healthy, and your self-co
dence and good health will assist you in attj

ing your ambitions.
A thin, pale life line belongs to a person i &
lacks physical endurance. He is appreheme
of the future and of his own ability to facet.
Broad shallow life lines belong to persons vk
very little physical endurance.
When your life line starts as a strong, ck - 1
cut line but fades, it shows a decrease of vita y I
and health.
It may fade for a time and 1 1 I
(Continued on page ) 1
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With women,

Romance

comes first . . . that's why I
always advise: Guard against
COSMETIC SKIN this easy way
J-IOVELY SKIN wins romance—
and holds it," says this charming
young star. "So don't risk Cosmetic
Skin. You can guard against it easily
as I do — by removing cosmetics thoroughly with Lux Toilet Soap."
Choked pores cause dullness, tiny
blemishes, enlarged pores — unattractive Cosmetic Skin. Use cosmetics all
you like, but before you put on fresh
make-up during the day, ALWAYS
before you go to bed at night, protect
RKO-RADIO'S

PRODUCTION

'Condemned

Women'

your skin with Lux Toilet Soap's
ACTIVE lather. It keeps skin
smooth, soft, attractive.

't let unattractive
tic Skin spoil your
Screen stars use such
le, easy care to keep
100th — gentle
>ilet Soap.
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Yi
• They fake the screen
stars' tip — win romance —
and hold it— with skin
that's lovely to look at,

• And clever girls everywhere guard
against Cosmetic Skin Hollywood's
way — by removing cosmetics thoroughly with this ACTIVE lather.

soft to touch. Why don't
you protect your skin with
this gentle soap?
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The Amazing Inside Story(Continued
of How
They Made "Snow White"
jrom page 23)
studio gets an idea on the brain it never
escapes until it's done. Roughs, layouts, snatches of tunes, bits of business,
gags and ideas for effects soon showed
up on tablecloths, backs of envelopes,
telephone pads and old magazine covers. And "Snow White" was in work,
although two years were to pass before
ever a foot of film was exposed.
Disney planned to follow the Grimm
fairy tale closely, leaving out only some
of the more gory Teutonisms. The
rights were in the public domain but a
play existed. He boug'.t it for protection but used nothing in it. He didn't
want anything to constrict the imagination of his studio staff and himself.
DECIDING on the characters was the
first and one of the hardest things. How
they should look, talk, react, what their
personalities should be, their colorings,
their mannerisms and peculiarities.
Every character in the picture was
changed about and recreated a dozen or
more times — so often, in fact, that the
: taff became so sick of the seven dwarfs,
that they were going around advising
that the amount of time the dwarfs consumed in the picture be cut down at
every possible point.
Dopey, for instance, started life as a
broad, grotesque clown with a wide
mouth, big eyes and an imbecilic expression. He was also old, like the rest

trained, but pleasing. She had to speak
and sing both. Deanna Durbin, before
she became famous, was tested — and
turned down. Her voice, oddly enough,
was too fine, too mature.
Finally an unknown girl, Adriana
Caselotti, whose father is a well-known
Hollywood singing teacher, became
Snow White's voice.
The next toughest character to cast
was, oddly enough, one who spoke only
four lines — the Prince. He was the last
one cast, too. Because he was a pretty
beautiful young man he had to be balanced by a robust voice. Robert Stockwell, an established radio and screen
actor, finally got the nod. The Queen
and the witch she changed to were the
same person, Lucille La Verne, the famous stage actress. The magic mirror
was Moroni Olsen, and you've seen him
a lot in the movies. The dwarfs were
mostly old time comedians. Billy Gilbert, of course, was Sneezy — you probably recognized his old act. Eddie Collins, a burlesque comedian, came out
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at Disney's, he didn't click. So they
made him boyish and appealing. They
gave him a small mouth, innocent blue
eyes and wind-wing ears. They put
oversize hand-me-downs on him. And,
of course, he stole the picture.
Grumpy was irritatingly tough and
nasty at first. He had to be sweetened
like
was
was
Walt

Disney decided that wouldn't do; deaf
people might take offense. But a

things. Disney's next features, "Pinocchio" and "Bambi," will of necessity
have
acters.to cast new voices to fit new charCasting voices was tough enough but
really a cinch compared to casting
sound effects. "Snow White" was
jammed with delightful sounds. All
had to ring exactly true, which doesn't
mean realism.
Throughout the whole

//

squishes, and sepulchral tones wen
ditioned before just the right one
kled the fastidious ears of Walt D:
and his lieutenants.
Do you remember that awful sq
in the stillness when the dwarfs
open their front door? It baffled
sound department for days. Their 1
ers of "squeaks" (Disney's have a
ular library of sounds, listed
classified) yielded nothing. One i
a sound man's wife asked him to
open a jammed dresser drawer at h
He yanked and— there was the sqi.
He wasted no time; he hauled
dresser down to the studio— and t
exactly what you heard in the pic
Maybe you remember more clc
the squishes when Grumpy, in his
sternation after being kissed by S
White, tracks out of the mud in w
he has fallen. They filled a tub fu
the real ooze for that and a man gc
and slithered around in his bare
They wanted that to be the goods,
when Grumpy played the organ for
swing session with Snow White and
little men, a real organ was dec;

How would a dwarf's oi
too real. Bottles
sound?
half filled with w
and blown into solved it at long
They had to be kept in an even t<
perature, too. If the room got cole
warm, they changed tone and key.
For the hollow wishing-well
quence, which, by the way, was om
the last scenes filmed, though it c;
at the first of the picture, the ec
were recorded, played through
speaker into an empty room and t
re-recorded. All that to get the r
effect. When the magic mirror sp( ,
his eerie voice actually traveled thrci
a long tube, then shattered againsa
marble slab on which lay the micl-

If you know anything at all aba
the movies, photographic or drawn, ji
know
the principle
is illusion,
j
"Snow White," for the first time H
man
beings
were
protagonists.
N
animals, elves, dwarfs and such cr<
tures can still remain unbelievable wh
humanized.
But humans have to i
pear human, act and move that w
because
human
beings
are watch;
themselves.
And here is a funny thir
humans
are immeasurably
harder
animate.
Their movements are too sL
and deliberate.
Animals move swift
nervously.
Disney tried in a thousa

He's still around the lot, by the way.
Right now he carries a sign, "Traffic
Department," meant to be a sharp dig
at the studio messenger service.
WHEN a pretty accurate idea of each
character formed in the minds of Walt
Disney and his staff, casting started.
Casting an animated cartoon is always
exasperating, because real personality
in a voice is rare stuff, indeed. But in
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in screen animations, naturally, are important, but stand no
chance whatever of capitalizing on their
breaks, when the picture is a feature.
Donald Duck's voice, discovered first on
the radio, has a steady job, and Madame
Cluck, the operatic hen, and, of course,
Walt Disney, who is Mickey's mouthpiece. But, in spite of the terrific success of "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," the voices, ironically enough,
will find their work no break for better

picture, everybody had to keep
mood and the fantasy of the pictu
mind. Thousands of rings, squ

WaLT DISNEY thinks perhaps 5
phone.
greatest achievement of his first feat j
cartoon was that it made people cryi
places. No animated picture has e r
done this before. It would not h:
been possible if Disney could not h:
caught reality where he wanted it. j
realized this long ago. It spurred rl
to develop
technique
. an entirely new animat i

sneezer can't be very tragic. Snow
White turned up too young; they had
to re-do her with enough years to make
love convincing. And the wicked Queen
— experiments on her lovely cruel
mouth and eyes alone represent drawings enough to paper a house.
All the animal actors moved bodily
right into the studio, in cages, pens and
corrals. Artists carried birds into their
offices and studied them. Raccoons
strolled around in the sun while their
pictures were taken and their movements sketched. Pigeons, deer and rabbits gave up the secrets of their private
lives and idiosyncrasies. Even the poor
turtle, who took it on the shell all
through the picture, ambled between
busy ink pots for his portrait sitting.

"Snow White" just the right amount of
everything had to be uncovered. It
was a job extending over a year.
Radio stations were canvassed, voice
schools culled, advertisements printed,
and hundreds of girls auditioned before
Snow White was found. She was the
toughest problem of the lot because she
had to be sweet but still unreal.
Un-

IOICE3

PREMIERE of
"IN OLD CHICAGO

of the dwarfs. In the "sweatboxes," as
projection-room conferences are known

up. Doc's hands waved around
Hugh Herbert's too much. He
stealing all the scenes. Sneezy
originally Deefy, a deaf dwarf.

from Los Angeles Main Street shows to
dwarfs.
suggest some funny walks for the

ways
iron out
"jitters"
Queen, to Snow
White,the the
Prince,of tt
Witch and the Huntsman.
The Que
especially was a headache.
She had
be regally beautiful, with confined t
graceful movements.
The variation
the sharpness
of a her
pencil's
point, hoi
ever,
would make
wiggle!
To compensate
for the faults
couldn't correct, Walt Disney develop
Alice Faye had had her turn. Also
Marjorie Weaver, all smiles, accompanied by her mother (right)

totally new reality effects for "Snc
White."
One important one was depi
Most animations are flat; that is, th>
on pageBut70)in "Snc
have but(Continued
two dimensions.

Granddaughter of the late C. OLIVER ISELIN
"I am delighted with the new Pond's Cold Cream. Now that we
can have the benefits of the 'skin-vitamin' in Pond's Cold Cream,
I wonder how women were ever satisfied to use cleansing creams
that did not also nourish!"
(left) Mrs. Richardson greeting friends after the opera, (belov
Entertaining in the white drawingroom of her New York apartment.

cw kind of cream is bringing more direct

Use Pond's new "skin-vitamin" Cold Cream in

» women's skin. It is bringing to their aid
amin which helps the body to build new

your regular way — to cleanse at night and to
freshen up for make-up in the morning and during the day. Leave some on overnight and whenever you get a chance. Remember, this new kind
of cream now nourishes your skin.

;sue — the important "skin-vitamin."
lin recent years doctors have learned that one
vitamins has a special relation to skin health,
there is not enough of this "skin-vitamin" in
it, the skin may suffer, become undernourrough, dry, old looking!

Same jars, same labels, same price . . . Now every jar
of Pond's Cold Cream you buy contains this new cream
with "skin-vitamin" in it. You will find it in the same
jars, with the same labels, at the same price.

Essential to skin health . . .
tested this "skin-vitamin" in Pond's Creams
more than 3 years. In animal tests, the skin
: rough, old looking when the diet was lacking
in-vitamin." But when Pond's Cold Cream
ling "skin-vitamin" was applied daily, it bemooth and supple again — "in only 3 weeks!
women everywhere are enjoying the benefits

d's new "skin-vitamin" Cold Cream. They are
ng that pores are looking finer, that skin is
ier; best of all, that the use of this cream
livelier, more glowing look to their skin!

TEST

IT IN

9 TREATMENTS

Pond's, Dept. 15-CR, Clinton. Conn. Rush special lube
of Pond's "skin-vitamin" Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
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Tune in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond's Program,
Tuesdays, 8:00 P.M., E.S.T., N. B. C. Blue Network
Copyright, 1938, Pond's Extract Company
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FAMOUS STAR...
NOW IN THE COLUMBIA

PICTURE

"NO TIME TO MARRY"

His smart wardrobe
at Columbia Studios is
Mothproofed with LARVEX
YOUR clothes are just as important to you.
So, spray with Larvex as movie stars do
and forget your moth worries.
Moths starve to death on Larvex-sprayed
fabrics. That's why a thorough spraying with
Larvex is the safeguard advised by scientists
and used in famous movie studios.
Larvex is odorless, stainless and one spraying mothproofs for a whole year. The new
Larvex continuous sprayer makes it easier to
apply. An extra-easy way is to use your vacuum
cleaner sprayer.
Larvex is economical, too. One suit of clothes
costs less than 17c to mothproof when
Larvex is bought by the gallon.

ttnkfoz Tfaa seat
RUGS

WHICH

MOTHPROOFED

HAVE

BEEN

WITH

LARVEX
EXERCISE

AND

LIKE IT!

Ruddy cheeks . . . sparkling eyes . . . muscles hard and
firm ... a new zest for life . . . all yours if you follow the
simple, easy instructions of Bernarr Macfadden in his new
book. Exercise And Like It. It makes exercising a game
with a prize no money can buy — dynamic health! Order
your copy today. At your booksellers or direct from the
publishers. SI postpaid.
Macladden Book Co., Inc., Depl. P. 4., 205 East 42nd Street. New York. N. V.

White," in thirty per cent of the scenes,
you see back "into" the picture. You
see the characters pass behind objects
and through them. Clouds, steam, wind
and rain dim them. Distant hills actually seem distant. All that was no accident. The multiplane camera did it.
The Disney studio developed the
multiplane camera at a cost of $70,000,
and countless tedious months of experimentation. Briefly, it divided the picture up into a series of planes. These
were placed on transparent glass plates
and lined up in order, one back of the
other, then photographed. For instance,
in say, the scene where Snow White
and the animals go through the woods.
On one glass plate in back would be
the far sky and hills. On the next the
middle ground. Then Snoio White and
the animals. And, in the foreground,
the big dark trees. The camera, shooting
through this row of plates — transparent
except where the images and scenery
were painted, and each one smaller
from front to back, with the front images moving faster — gave a perfect illusion of depth. Some scenes used as
many as six planes.
HALT DISNEY cast his animators
like an ordinary studio casts actors.
Some of his artists were better on animals, others on human beings, still others on effects. For "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" he established a new
department of twenty-five men who did
nothing but work on rain, wind, lightning, sun flashes, boiling soup and such.
Color itself was even animated.
You must have been struck by the
radiance of the diamonds, rubies and
emeralds in the dwarfs' mine. Or the
blinding flash on the Huntsman's knife
as he was about to slay Snow White,
the very real wetness of the pouring
rain, the fog, the unearthly sheen of
the poisoned apple.
The bright highlights finally were
achieved by special paints and an "air
brush" which is actually a miniature
paint spray gun. It leaves no definite
edges, and therefore an effect of brilliance. The shiny apple and its creation is the supreme example of Disney's
triumphs in this direction. Color was
so animated in this scene that it actually showed the poison boiling into the
color-changing fruit in the cauldron!
Most of the paints used in the picture
were opaque, pastel paints. But to gain
just the right effects Disney's laboratory developed paints that looked like
satin (the Queen's collar), paints that
were as velvet as velvet itself (the

change (mere child's play in ordinary
animation) but how she felt as she
changed! Every trick and effect developed for "Snow White" went into this
scene. Whirling backgrounds, wind,
highlights, animated color, glare, bubbles, and color mood. It is the real
masterpiece of "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs" from a technical standpoint, and it represents the labor of
But if the intricacies of advanced
animation
make your brain whirl —
years.
consider what the musicians had to
worry about. The background music
for "Snow White" will probably not
draw as many "Ohs and ahs" — but it
had fect
plenty
on you. to do with the general efI HE whole picture, in fact, whether
you know it or not, was one big rhythm.
It was actually broken down into musical beats and accents. Wherever there
was an accented action, there was an
accented beat. Furthermore, each bar
of music was fitted to each incident on
the scene. If a tear fell, the music had
to sound like a tear falling.
Each dwarf had his own little musical
figuration worked into the music when
he took the center of the attention. A
little syncopated construction that went
off-beat and etched Dopey or Doc or
Grumpy on your consciousness, in collaboration with the camera. Maybe you
thought you were catching Dopey out
of the corner of your eye when the
gong lit on his head and he ankled off
the scene in that unforgettable Chinese
burlesque. But the camera was moved
down on that, unnoticed by you, and
so was the music.
nLL the songs were written three years
ago. They weren't composed with an
eye to commercial release, although
orchestras everywhere are now arranging and playing them. They were built
for the picture, and each one had to
carry along the action and plot. Twenty-five complete songs were written.
Most of them were thrown away. Those
that remained, of course, speak for
themselves.
Walt Disney's studio worked so
closely together in making "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs" that it is impossible for any one person to take
bows for any one part of the pictureeven Walt himself. In fact, he would
be the first to rebel at the number of

credits given him

in this article. ;

That change
is because
of the toconstant
would
the "he's"
"we's." .
operation of hundreds of workers .
essary to make a masterpiece of ■
type. Everybody in his studio h; a
hand in the picture. Everybody .
bitzed freely, criticised, offered sug .
tions. His writers were also an
animators, lyrists. His animators \5
actors, directors, and gag men. His .
sicians were scenarists as well. ,j
vice versa.
When Dopey played the drums ir> «
dwarf hut hijinks, he played them .
cause a fly was after him. A writer j
to think up that routine, an artist il .
trate it, an animator make it mov j
musician score it, and sound i j
record the taps. And somebody ha>
say whether it turned out all ri
That's where Walt Disney came in
He held the "sweatboxes" that rr|>
the decisions after every
scene f
rough layout to finished film. He 1
the
responsibilities.
He
guided
work.
A lot more than just ex;
mental shots and drawings went
the wastebasket.
Two long compli
sequences, one where the dwarfs h
a soup concert and another where t
build a bed to give to Snow Wf
were
reluctantly snipped out to
running
time.
One
night, 2,000 It
went at one whack.
Disney had to ■
der it, and it hurt him a lot more 1 1
it did you.
But to this mild-mannered, pleas,
unassuming thirty-six-year-old fel
who still buys his suits ready-m
and is "Walt" to the errand boys at
studio, "Snow White and the Se
Dwarfs" is only the beginning of scr
animation's promise. Already ]
working on a hundred new ideas ;
refinements for his next features,
nocchio" and "Bambi." A critic
after the preview in a local newspa
saying he should stick to his anirr
didn't make him mad, but it made 1
resolve to iron out the "jitters" in
people next time. Even if he has
draw them six feet high and red
them down.
Right after that same preview a li
kid snagged his arm and asked for
autograph. As Walt Disney scribb
it out, the kid said, "Well, Walt, I gu
you're
— huh?" And not 1
Walt made
Disneynowgrinned.
cause he considered himself "ma<
long ago.

But because he still didn'i

Queen's robe), linen-effect paints
(Snow White's skirt), and homespun
(the dwarf's jerkins) . They developed
paints that wouldn't crack and chip,
streak or bleed, that wouldn't fade
quickly, that would cling to celluloid
indefinitely. For some of the paintings
had to be held for months. They mixed
transparent paints (the bubble effects)
and shiny, iridescent paints.
Shadows gave Disney's artists the
greatest trouble of anything. The picture was full of shadows. Shadows
from the candles of the dwarfs, from
the lanterns, from the sun. Each had
to be plotted realistically, not only as to
perspective and form but also as to actual direction. The shadow of the
Huntsman, for example, when he bent
over Snou> White had to be charted as
of three o'clock in the afternoon. Not
one person in a thousand could tell
where it should be — but if it were off
they'd know! Special superimposed
drawings by Disney's shadow gang
alone would stack up as high as a house.
The hardest sequence in the whole
film, however, was where the wicked
Queen changes into the Witch. Walt
Disney insisted on not just showing her
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Thousands of preliminary sketches were drawn and
redrawn — a few to survive, most to be discarded
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. lipstick in harmonized shades to accent the natural
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The perfect color harIt's so important to
Here is the lipstick that
mony shades of Max Factor's Face
have the right shade of rouge to give
Hollywood knows will withstand
Powder actually enliven the beauty
naturalness to your make-up. That
every test. Try it once. ..and you will
of your skin. Soft and fine in texis why Max Factor created lifelike neveruseanyother. Moisture-proof,
ture, it imparts a clinging satincolors for blonde.brunette.brown- super-indelible. ..the color remains
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(Continued jrom page 19)
his own mate and married her with his
usual quiet determination. His selection couldn't have been wiser. Veronica
Balfe (Mrs. Gary Cooper) has beauty,
brains and breeding — a combination
hard to beat.
And I sometimes think that it takes
a terrific amount of good sense and
character to marry the right woman in
Hollywood.

FOR
THE NEW
"POINTED

ROUNDNESS"
Smart moderns are denunduK subtle
"pointed roundness" ot hoSo'm. With
customary Maiden rorrujfenius, "Chansonette" attains this lovelier new silhouette, in all possible beauty. This exquisite new brassiere also gives beautiful
uplift and definite separation between
the breasts. Made in various lovely
fabrics — $1.00 and $1.50.
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Gary hasn't, for some reason, been
billed as a great lover — for which I'm
sure he is profoundly grateful. But
when you stop to consider that he was
the object of the affections of the three
most hectic and overpowering bundles
of feminine dynamite Hollywood has
ever known and that he came through
it all unscathed, you have the measure
of the man. I refer, of course, to Clara
Bow, Lupe Velez and Dorothy, Countess
di Frasso. At that, I am leaving out
another high-powered siren, Evelyn
Brent. At one time or another, Gary
Cooper was supposed to be about to
marry all these ladies — and if you will
think for a moment, you will see what a
hurricane of emotional experience must
have been his. I don't think Valentino,
Gable or Taylor ever came anywhere
near that record.
It wouldn't be just to say that Gary
was the pursued in all these cases. But
I think we may go so far as to say he
was selected — or elected — if you prefer.
But he is a great guy for a graceful exit.
When Gary first crashed upon the
feminine consciousness of Hollywood
some ten years ago, the ladies found
him elusive. Nobody knew him; he
went nowhere. A famous screen star,
a friend of mine who had never failed
to get her man, wanted to meet him.
So she said to me, "You know Gary
Cooper, don't you? For goodness sake
have him for dinner or something."
I asked him and, somewhat to my
surprise, he came. (We got along very
well because I could ride a horse before
I could walk, too. If you ever meet
Mr. Cooper you can count upon it that
the one sure way to turn his silence
into a conversation piece is horses —
with big-game hunting running a close
second.) Well, anyway, he came to dinner and the glamour girl turned on the
works. Halfway through the evening
she remarked prettily that she had let
her car go home and would Mr. Cooper
drive her? Mr. Cooper said he would.
But when the time came, Gary was
mysteriously missing. Next day the
star and I both got flowers to cover his
retreat — with a little note explaining
that his car wasn't very trustworthy and
he was afraid it might break down on
the way. Knowing Gary better now, I
suspect a bit of humor in that fear of a
breakdown.
DUT

Sallow complexions and pimplyskins are often not a matter for cosmetics. For most skin blemishes are
aggravated by constipation.
Constipation can be a serious
handicap. It can cause mental dullness, early fatigue, headaches, sleeplessness, loss of appetite.
Keep regular. If more than a day
goes by, use Dr. Edwards' Olive
Tablets. This famous laxative is the
choice of millions. It does not shock
the intestinal system. And it stimulates the secretion of bile without the
discomfort of drastic o r irritating drugs.
Get Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets at
your druggist, 15^, 30(i and 60^.
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the lines of retreat weren't always open.
When I am told that today Gary
Cooper, on the Paramount lot, is being
directed by the supercritical Ernst Lubitsch and doing a highly satisfactory
job of comedy in "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife," I get practically hysterical because it reminds me of a picture made
by Mr. Cooper on that same lot eleven
years ago, a picture entitled "Children

Weissmuller have become historic.
Lloyd — the man who gave us "Cavalcade," "Mutiny on the Bounty" and
"Wells Fargo" — he would probably be
singing
on the Range" to a herd
of cattle "Home
right now.
There may conceivably have been
worse actors than Gary Cooper was
when, after a bit in a Western, he was
cast by Paramount opposite Clara Bow,
then
the it.
height
of her
powers;as
but I at
doubt
He was
cast"It"
because,
usual, Hollywood was going through a
shortage of leading men and he had
looked like a possibility in "The Winning of Barbara Worth," where, incidentally, there were plenty of horses
and lots of space.
DUT when he got on the set in a real
part, he turned out to be — not a bad
actor,
just not
actor at heall.would
It wasn't
a question
as toan whether
give
a good performance or a bad one. It
was a question as to whether he would
give a performance at all. He became
actually paralyzed with self- consciousness and froze up so tight it took hours
to thaw him back to movement. He
didn't know what to do with his hands
or his feet. He was about as comfortable in his elegant new clothes as a man
in a hair shirt. And a look of perspiring, blushing, unbearable agony came
over his face when the tenderer scenes
were even mentioned.
On top of that, the redheaded Bow
gal, who was a born actress and never
had to worry, fell in love with him the
second day out on the production — and
having Clara Bow fall in love with you
was something that took all an ablebodied man's time. I remember once
she decided to root for the U. S. C. football team and they never won another
game all season. (I hope Clara will
forgive this slight excursion into her
past, now that she is a happy wife and
mother. She knows I think she's tops
as a person and that I think one of the
screen's great losses was when somebody discovered her sex appeal and so
capitalized on it that we never realized
she was one of the great dramatic actresses of all times.)
It was nip and tuck in those days
about Gary. Odd to think now how
close he came to having his whole
career called off half a dozen times.
The powers-that-be stormed and yelled
to take him out of the picture, but
Frank was
Lloydsure
set Gary
his jaw
"No."
Frank
hadand
all said,
the things
he has since proved he had. A less sympathetic, patient and hard-working director would have acknowledged defeat
and Gary would have done what he
threatened to do daily — go home.
I sometimes wonder if we appreciate
the enormous improvement in a star
like Gary Cooper over the eleven years
since he entered pictures. Mr. Cooper
got it the hard way. That's why it's so
sure now. It's built upon the rock of
work, character, integrity and real effort
and thought. Gary has learned a great
deal about life. It's been forced upon
him. Many men, with less sense of
humor, strength and proportion, have
cracked up under his experiences and
never come back. Gary cracked once —
but he came back.

of For,
Divorce."
believe me, there were plenty of

I HERE

times when it didn't look as though he'd
be in that picture long. Plenty of times

and Lupe Velez were "that way" about
each other. All I can say is that when
Lupe is that way or any way about
anyone or anything she is more that

during the shooting of "Children of Divorce," the career of one Mr. Gary
Cooper almost ended. In fact, I hope
Mr. Cooper realizes that but for a
motion-picture
director named
Frank

was a time when Gary Cooper

way thanVolcanic
any other
I've Lupe.
ever
known.
is thewoman
word for
Her
domestic
relations
with
Johnny

Johnny
is a long-distance
Oly
swimmer.
Gary was only a cov
Also, he consumes his own smoke
One thing about Lupe that is m
in reports of her wild doings is tha
is one of the funniest women who
lived. She keeps you in a gale of la
ter from morning until night.
Not discounting her feminine a;
— which is almost too obvious — I
it was this gift for the amusing v
kept Gary from exiting sooner,
amused him more than anyone he 1
I used to watch them when they
at Malibu visiting me or some
friend and Gary was doubled i
silent laughter most of the time,
he wasn't, he went to sleep on the
and Lupe sat and admired him, wi]
impatiently for him to wake up.
explosions tickled him.
But in the end she wore him
He consumed, in Lupe's case, so
of his own smoke that between tha
overwork — his ambition had awal
and when it came to acting, Garj
to work hard — he had a breakdo^
always thought of it rather as a <a
mental and spiritual indigestion,
much Hollywood taken in too
doses. It hits different men in difl
ways — and in those days the doses
rawer than they are now. In C
case it brought about a collapse of
plete inertia.
HE went to Europe — the idea bei
get as far away from Hollywood
could.
A very wise exit; in fat
absolutely essential one.
In Europe he met Dorothy di P
And he learned about women fron
The Countess di Frasso hasn'
made a motion picture. But she
well known in Hollywood and by
interested in Hollywood as most s
stars.
called
dictatorShe
andis the
ElsaHollywood's
Maxwell
film capital. To be asked to her p
is the social ambition of Holly
screen stars. She is the intimate
of the great names of filmdom.
Her influence
in the life of U
Cooper
was potent
and decisivJl

his
manycareer.
ways, it was the turning pell '
The ladies from whom Gary a
learned about life, up until this a
had taught him a good deal emotinil
but not much socially or intellect 11;
He had seen a good deal of life :l
raw, a lot of it under the hotm
lights of Hollywood, but very lit i
it dressed up in its best.
Dorothy di Frasso showed him ;W
world. She was rich, well-born, r ve
in the most exclusive circles in Eo(
and America. She, herself, was br ai
and altogether fascinating. Whe sk
found Gary Cooper, alone and sicH
homesick, in Rome, she took him U
famous villa, saved his life first, on!
doors to him afterwards.
He had ridden horses on the n|
since, practically, the day of his d
Now he rode with the Italian calfl
the most dashing horsemen in E )?
He had hunted bear in the Roc*
in Africa.
now
he learned about big-game h'tifl '
He met, for the first time, an I
civilization, European men and wMl
and saw the way those people live' ,1
talked to them and it broadened hi>J
smoothed off the rough corners. It fll
something to his personality, w|D*
in the least changing him. He ke »
sense of (Continued
humor and his
sense 74)
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HOW MANY GOOD NIGHT KISSES
DOES A GOOD WIFE MISS?

tion and came back to Hollywood a
great deal surer of himself and of what
he wanted.
Soon after his return, Dorothy di
Frasso paid her first visit to Hollywood
as Mary Pickford's guest and fell in love
with the place and stayed there. She
and Gary were inseparable friends and
that is a privilege for which any young
man may well be grateful. She taught
him a great deal about living; she
stimulated his interest in things outside
pictures and sports; she taught him to
use his fine mind for culture as well as
for his profession and his business. It,
gave his personality the richness and
polish
it needed,
I don'twithout
think he'd
be where
he isandtoday
the
influence of that romantic friendship.
Then he met Veronica Balfe and fell
in love all by himself for the first time.
He ceased, as it were, to be a spectator
in his own love dramas and became a
vital part of them.
The first time I ever saw Veronica
Balfe was in the commissary on the
RKO lot where I was working at the
time. She was making a picture under
the screen name of Sandra Shaw, playsmallimpression
part, and I'd
heard of
her. ing aMy
was never
of something
so lovely and fresh and clean-cut that
I wanted to know right away who she
was. I was told that her real name was
Veronica Balfe, that her family was
socially prominent and very ritzy, that
she was a Park Avenue debutante who
was trying her hand at pictures.
I HERE has always been something —
it's a little difficult to explain — but
something that is the very height of
romance and beauty in the love and
marriage
of Gary Cooper and Veronica
Balfe.

Often a wife who

thinks

A bath can only take care of
odor

she's dainty lets underarm
spoil her charm!
Her husband

loves her, of course.

And she'd be so happy— except for
one little thing. Often there's a feeling
in her heart that he neglects her. She
does so miss the good night kisses
every good wife wants!
How shocked she would be to know
it's her own fault! Yet any woman
should realize it takes more than a bath
to keep underarms fresh and sweet.
When a woman is wise about daintiness, she uses Mum every day, and
after every bath. For Mum prevents
perspiration odor before that odor starts.

JUST HALF A MINUTE— AND

odor that is past. Mum
vents odor to come!

pre-

You'll find so many things to
like about Mum!. .. quick — because
in half a minute it protects you all day.
harmless— because you can use it even
after you've dressed. Mum won't injure fabrics! ...SAFE— because it does
not stop healthful perspiration. Use
Mum after underarm shaving, and notice its soothing touch! . . . SURE — because Mum's
the busiest
day!protection lasts through
No woman

who prizes happiness

wants to risk underarm odor. To protect daintiness — to feel sure you're
always safe, use Mum !

YOU'RE

PROTECTED

ALL

DAY-

Here was a young man who had been
violently loved by a number of dynamic,
brilliant, and very famous women. He
was very young when he first came to
Hollywood and, like other young men,
he had had his experiences and they
had been in the nth degree of drama
and excitement and sex. He had probably had a swell time — who wouldn't?
But he had never gone overboard — he
had, it seemed, been waiting for something, for someone. He'd never made
any moves himself nor lost himself, in
spite of the glamour of girls about whom
many men had gone quite mad.
Then, suddenly, he met a girl — a
young girl, inexperienced, idealistic. He
made his own decision right then and
there and married her just as quickly
as he could. Just as quickly as she
would.
It was always Gary's idea, I know.
to marry a wife who wasn't professional. And Veronica Balfe's days as
Sandra Shaw were limited. Her desire
to try movies hadn't ever been very
serious. She was perfectly willing to
follow Gary's desires and be just — Mrs.
Gary Cooper. It is, by the way, a fulltime job to be the wife of a busy and
popular screen star, particularly if he
has old-fashioned ideas about home,
home life, marriage and children, which
Gary has and always has had.
I HERE isn't anything more revealing
about the Gary Cooper of today than
his attitude toward his new daughter,
Maria Veronica Balfe Cooper, who

For Sanitary Napkin

No worries — no embarrassment—when you use
Mum this way, too!
Thousands of women
have found Mum gentle,
safe, and SURE.
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hasn't yet had her first birthday. He's
absolutely crazy about the baby. His
reactions to his first child are perfectly
normal — he thinks she's a miracle baby;
he tiptoes to work in the morning for
fear of disturbing her; he has helped
to bathe her and dripped perspiration
in the process. Feeding time, bathing
time, and all those things have become
the pivot around
which
the Cooper

household revolves, exactly as thej
done in your household and min
But Gary, in his usual fashior
instantly perceived the crucial po
the whole experience. He wan
baby. He'd like more — like a
Fatherhood has been a thrill. Ai
he says, it has changed his who!
It must change anyone's life; buts
people realize it immediately.
"Before the baby came," he
quietly,
seemed
hard along,
to believ
somebody"it was
coming
w<
right into the picture where there 1
been anybody before. Pretty soon
would be somebody else in our
from
knowyoung
where."
MoreI didn't
than that,
Mr. Coopi
ideas (he always has ideas; becau
talks so little, he has a lot more
to think than most of us) about t
ing up a girl child in these times.
"That youngster," said Gary Ci
"is not going to have just dresse
dolls. Maria's going to be an all-ai
girl. She's going to see life from
angle. She's going to have ath
an education, friends and solitud
Now I give you my word that
not think there is another man
in Hollywood who would have incj
that word solitude. I doubt extri
if there is anybody in Hollywooi
sides Gary Cooper who remembers
is such a word or what it means,
it is still part of Gary Cooper'
blood, part of the real man. He
— wants — at times must have — sol
And it has always seemed to me
next to tolerance and courage, so
and a love of solitude were the
important things a man

could ha'

I HE first thing any child should
is
Gary.
shedemocracy,"
should findcontinued
out about
the 'g
rule. That should come as a firs
pression." (Can't you just hear
say it.) "The youngster should
she isn't elected to be a big sho
that other people are human b
too. I know spoiled brats who by
dent of birth have been born
money.
If the
parents haven't
careful those
youngsters
have an
that they've been personally respoi
for their good fortune. I've k
youngsters like that — they don
places. A youngster has to knov
only how to get along with people «
how
along without
So, toongetvacations,
Maria them."
Cooper
go back to the ranches that her f
knew in his boyhood — and she's 1
to see nature — to see fields and sti
and mountains — and to love their
All that's extremely importan
Maria Cooper. But it's also impc
as an indication of how, underneatl
eleven years since he started in H
wood, have left the essential
Cooper unchanged. Hollywood chi
almost everyone; enormous su
changes everyone; flattery and p
applause changes them — sometime
the better, sometimes for the M
Hollywood has improved Gary. I
doesn't seem to me that the clear,
ural strength, the man within
Cooper, have altered a bit.
And I have just found out, in wi
this story, why he's my favorite s(
star. My first great love was "The
ginian" — that classic American nov
Owen Wister which every Ame
boy and girl and man and W<
should read. I read it at about ell
I think, and conceived a great lov
its hero. In some way, I find, •
Cooper is identified, in my mind, a
personification of the way I im
that tall, dark, humorous, shy
courageous son of the great days o
West.

Well, doggone it, he is — real
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Schiaparelli Double Mint
dress ties scarf as apron.

and Doubly Lovely with
refreshing Double Mint gum
Easy to do . . .just read below

henever you enjoy healthful, delicious
Double Mint gum, the gentle natural
chewing exercise stimulates sleepy face muscles, relaxes
tense lines and brightens your teeth. This all helps to

Take apron off dress and
use as handy platochek.

keep your face young and attractive, your smile more
winning. And now, presented here is this youthfully lovely
new scarf dress just created for you in Paris by the great
Schiaparelli and made available by Double Mint gum in a
Simplicity pattern. In this way Double Mint gum helps you
look as smart, streamlined and charming as Hollywood's
beautiful star, Anita Louise, left, of famed Warner Bros.'
Pictures, who is modeling this dress... So you see how
simple and easy it is to keep young and doubly lovely
with Double Mint gum. Enjoy it daily. Begin today.

When

in need of a bag,

knot scarf- apron thusly.
Millions of women

daily buy this popular double-

lasting mint -flavored gum. Beauty specialists everywhere recommend it. It is non-fattening, aids digestion
and sweetens your breath . . . Daily chew Double Mint gum
to keep young and lovely. Buy several packages today.
Picture yourself in this new
SCHIAPARELLI

Double Mint gum scarf dress from

Paris, modeled for you in Hollywood by the
ever doubly lovely star, ANITA

LOUISE

of Warner Bros., whose next picture is "THE SISTERS."
Made available to you by Double Mint gum in
SIMPLICITY

Pattern 2740. At nearly all good Department,

Dry Goods or Variety stores you can buy this pattern. Or, write
Double Mint Dress Pattern Dept., 419 Fourth Ave., New York City.

More Double duty! This
is a Double Mint dress.
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Spring's in the air, and with it are
e'

^

Loretta Young goes patriotic in the red, white and navy plaid
of her Easter chapeau. In lacquered straw, it has a mushroom
brim, and a shallow crown banded with navy grosgrain ribbon

exciting whispers from Hollywood of

new

BY

styles

for the

GWENN

Easter

parade

WALTERS

ed for an Easter
always yearn
HAVE
t with
bonneyou
flowers and ribbons and
wisps of veiling? Well, this is your year
of realization, for Hollywood dictates that such
chapeaux will top the fashion parade on Easter
morning!
Millinery styles are more captivating than
ever before, and are in such variety that your
"dream hat" is surely included among them.
The sailor, always a spring favorite, appears
this season with shallow crown and narrow
brim. It is gloriously trimmed with clusters or
crown bands of posies and bits of velvet ribbon,
or its brim is edged with veiling tied in back
with a fairylike bow. All modifications of the
beret, styled in fabric or straw, are veiled with
new importance. The toque (with or without
front brim) and pillbox serve as color or contrast backgrounds for floral trims of violets,
carnations or roses which peek from beneath
gossamer veils. The sailor is usually dark with
colorful trim, the beret is newest in pastel hue
darkly veiled, while the toque and pillbox have
76

plucked their exquisite colorings from the tints
of Easter flowers.
Irene Dunne's Easter hat is of horizon-blue
straw and was designed for her by Edward
Stevenson who created her wardrobe for 'The
Joy of Loving." A pancake beret, it juts out
over the right eye and is tied around the brim
edge with a fine mesh black veil spotted occasionally with matching chenille dots.
Stevenson also designed an Easter hat for
Joan Fontaine who is appearing in "Certified."
To set off her blonde beauty, he styled a navy
straw sailor with a front cluster of pink carnations and an under-brim of matching straw.
AFTER Stevenson had showed me these two
lovely hats we fell into a discussion of trends.
The first news is that we are going to veer
away from the pencil silhouette. Skirts, which
will remain about the same in length, will have
gored or pleated fullness. Blouses will have
high necklines with neatly squared shoulders
and plain sleeves.
Stevenson sponsors the short, collarless, boxy
coat with extended, neatly padded shoulders.
Suits are his hobby. He likes dressmaker suit
costumes styled in two or three color combinations, and always in two contrasting fabrics.
For the basic costumes around which to build
a spring wardrobe, Stevenson first suggested a
coat — a fitted one of deep sand-colored woolen,
collarless, with broad shoulders and slight hemline flare. This coat could be used to top either
plain dark frocks left from winter, or a brandnew print of a colorful, but small motif.

If two coats can be included in your hx'A
plan the other one in bright red, Kelly i enl

gourd yellow or dusty pink. This coat s'jH
be boxy, broad-shouldered, and of wrist-klki
with three-quarter sleeves.
As a second frock, Stevenson advises a vy
sheer
in whitewoolen
pique. with matching short bolero e<i

NOW I must hurry on to tell you of intel
ing clothes in forthcoming productions.
Irene of Bullocks Wilshire is creating to
wardrobe for Ginger Rogers to wear in "W

She Lady."
has done a contrast woolen suit for h in
cious
the spring mood.
It has a beige skirt, a iff
and rust plaid jacket with zipper closing
flap pockets. The Chesterfield topcoat (desi
to be placed casually over the shoulders am
worn with arms in the sleeves) is of the j
fabric with rust crepe lining to match the
stripe and cashmere sweater.
To continue the "suit story," Royer, on|*
Twentieth Century-Fox lot, is busy costu!'?
Simone Simon for "Josette." Her suit is of I
flannel. The slim skirt has a front panel I
has a slit beneath. The wrist-length, box s1
covers a short-sleeved vest of white pique w"
matches wide coat revers that are quilte
grey thread in a daisy motif (and then pufft
that the flowers stand out in relief).
Next month I'll write about the plannin1'
wardrobes for your summer vacation.
I'll close now with best wishes for a hf
Easter holiday — and a smart Easter parade!

Styling Jolene Shoes in Hollywood
Wins Approval of Movie

Colony

^ell-dressed women owe you a debt of gratitude,"
ds Andrea Leeds, lending her voice to the many
igratulations which praise the initiative of Jolene,
nous fashion observer of the film capital.
iginal footwear models worn by the glamorous
rs themselves furnish Jolene with the inspiration
shoes bearing her name. Right in Hollywood she
etches the new details, the important trends, and
res you Jolene Shoes
)llywood styling.

with

that

magic

touch —

ow Jolene Brings You "Movie-Styled
Shoes at a Price You Can Well Afford
iptivate your own audience by wearing Jolene Shoes
Jat have the magic touch of Hollywood. Glorify your
et — give them flattering charm and win for yourif the admiration demanded by the movie stars. Best
(all, you can now do this at a reasonable price — $3
$4. See the new Jolene styles today. For name of
\

^(TfLpJZSl

jarest dealer, write direct to Jolene's Hollywood
}udio, Suite A, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Jolene Fashion Footwear, styled in Hollywood,
is distributed nationally by Tober-Saijer Shoe
. Company, 1204 Washington Avenue, St. Louts.
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quietly. And then she was silent.
He got up abruptly and went to the
window, turning his face from her.
"Please," he begged. "You don't understand—. I maybe I'm a fool. Maybe I'm
too young
know but
any you
better.
don't
know
what toI want
must Irealize
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I've got to work it out by myself."
"I've faith in you."
His fingers tightened on the window
sill. "That's the trouble. I don't de-
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Disciple," a show the Wisconsin Players
were
"Nuts,"
Don said.
But producing.
he went. The
detective
story he
was reading was stupid and there was a
brisk, head-clearing wind outside. In
the empty theater he sat amused, listening to the roommate go earnestly
through the motions of the part, recite
the lines solemnly with overemphasis.
Wrong, he thought; all wrong. I could
do better than that.
Later the director, his hand still on

"You'll
serve it." work this summer?"
"Yes. Anything. But I'm fed up with

the crestfallen roommate's shoulder, said
to Don, "Want to try? That's why you

Barbara opened the door, and then
school."again. "Things will come out for
turned

came
isn't Don
it?" said; he shoved
"Welldown,
— okay,"
his outrageous hat insufferably further

you," she nodded, smiling. "It's because
you're growing up now and that is always hard. You — haven't forgotten the

over one eye, took the script. "What
can I lose?" Cocky with his twenty
years he ran through the role casually,
lazily, without effort.
"You didn't try," his friend said afterward, accusingly.

Church,
He saidDom?"
nothing, although when she
had gone he knelt by the window for
a measureless while, with his eyes
closed. But this time, in his prayer, he
made no promises.
IN July, he quit his job as a messenger
boy for the Simmons spring factory. It
paid little and somehow the minor duties intrusted to him made him careless,
impatient; they were, basically, beneath
the dignity of his vital intelligence. The
Nash Company put him on their assembly line and that was better — -the relentless demands of moving belts, the
harsh tintinnabulation of the high cavernous shop that sounded always in his
ears, the endless repetition of four precise movements left him neither the
time nor the ability for thought, so that
mentally he was husk dry. Emotionally, more than ever, he was mercurial.
By the time autumn came in he had
forgotten why, three months ago, he had
felt spiritually unwashed, why he had
hated with so intense a hatred the idea

The director came up. "You sensed
that character perfectly. It's a conceited, bullying, what-the-hell kind of
character and no one else has been able
to do it. Can you come to rehearsal
Conceited, bullying, what-the-hell —
tomorrow?"
"No," Don told him shortly. "First-year
students aren't allowed to do extracurricular things like this."
"It's the
lead. And it pays. Think it

"Sure," the roommate said excitedly.
"We'll
get you a dispensation or someover, kid."
thing. You were terrific."
I HE next years caught Dominic Felix
Ameche up and carried him bumping
along, lifting him to heights, lowering
him suddenly with sick elevator
swoops, raining on him, nevertheless,
their store of brightest glamour and
their heartiest laughter and their highest exaltation. Luck rode lightly on his
shoulders.
Luck maneuvered the second lead of

'vLL the charm that makes Loretta Young

such a glamorous star is in these Fascinating
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gift of money had dwindled to ar rj
firm ten dollar bill.
They did not drink tea. It w^
murmuring, dimly lit room witl,c
orchestra camouflaged by potted fig
with smart people in groups sip »
creamed and pink potions from lac?;
cups: a guarded room, a discreet r!n
"I am working," said the friend m
Marquette over his fourth Bacardi $
a play that is going to flop unless il ts
a new butler. Wors' butler ever ss in
m' life. Stinks— and he's got a big ! j
of "How
every much
scene,does
too."the part pay?" n
asked.
"Sixty bucks."
"You got a new butler." Don dro »j
the ten dollar bill on the table. "(«
on,Astake
over there."
theymewaited
for their taxi a n J
boy came up. "Extra, Mister!" the |
screeched
hoarsely.
"Alia bout
Don reached out and then shrujij
stock market!"
grinning. "Sorry," he said. "I ha fl
1930 . . . Standing crushed, brei^
less,
blinking
got the
nickel." in the swaying hum
herd filling Times Square, deafi
with the hysterical noise of New Y 1
Eve Don thought: 7 am twenty «
this year, and my life is upon me, I
I have lost my hat. No, I won't go I
your dopey show on the road, I carl
better than that here in town — Proi >l
ers' offices, and For the love of Hei n
boy don't you know there's a dep •>•
sion? and No and Sorry and Next Wi
and "Dom, dear, Poppa has tried so id
but things aren't so good with us. He i ■ried about the law too long. Here isleji
dollars that I saved. It's the best I
do." How much to wire five bucks
to Milwaukee? And if I eat two aj
and a can of beans and then go f
walk and then take in that dime sh
will last the day . . . The winter ^

of college and all it represented. Wisconsin University, unaccountably, reing, and You WhothatAre
~~~~^~~~~~~
if heAll-Merc
plied to his query
would t
that it would accept
agent's
please letter,
— andsa
him. He went there,
sider a role in (
still a little puzzled
at the break, in Sepc a g o , at $15
week.
. .
tember; because he
And .Chicago
knew no one, he
TO WHOM
DO THEY BELONG?
worked soberly for
THERE was a lin
Here are the answers to the picture
three weeks, until the
blue grease
p
student body exspread found on pages 34 and 35:
under
his
thumb
and as he sat, pi
citedly discovered
7 — Shirley Temple
him. That was inI— Jessie Matthews
antly
tired,
in
evitable but unfor2 — Eleanor Powell
8— Betty Grable
dressing
room
hi
the P. A. D.'s,
9 — Ginger Rogers
3 — Carole Lombard
a law tunate:
fraternity,
10 — Alice Faye
stage Don dug ai
matically with a
A— Marlene Dietrich
pledged
himmoved
forthfile and let his n
with and he
to
I I— Mary Pickford
5 — Dorothy Lamour
the house. After all,
fall
backwa
12 — Joan Crawford
6 — Joan Blondell
through
the
ye I
he had to live someHe remembered I
where, and the
P. A. D.'s had a playing at Columbia, i
room in the basement.
the longof uninvold
months
living, &
another show into an auto accident on
Honore — blonde and assured, waiting
Things were different this year,
Thanksgiving day, just when Don
though. In his mind was the subtle unthe porch in the lazy hot twilight— i
derstanding, unworded but implanted,
needed the part; luck — and the comfootball practice, and the first drink '
bined effect of carousing months which
that before the term was out Something
of somebody's flask he ever had, t
eventually caught up with him —
Was Going to Happen — something that
Nora's low voice saying one night: n
brought
an
attack
of
shingles
just
at
would shape a destiny for him, someall the books I read, you're the he
exam time so he could with clear conthing that would coat with significance
Unconsciously he had begun to wh:3
science
turn
in
his
resignation
and
grin
the past years and explain the present
"Blue Skies," and now, just outside c
weakly into his hospital pillow; luck
and make concrete the future. This was
door, a whistle in harmony with ;
made Troutman, the director, offer him
his faith. He didn't know what it would
caught up the air and carried it on
be, nor when, nor how, but somehow it
— "all of them gone, Nothing but Is
good
money
to stay
through
halcyon
summer
and onlater
invite1929's
him
would happen.
When it did, in midwinter, he was
on a trip to New York City, with hilHe had wrenched open the door in I
arious stop-offs in Canada. Luck, indeironically unaware. He almost let it
the next second and was holding ^'
fatigable, brought an old schoolmate
slip past; he almost pleaded another enin his arms, shouting wildly.
"W<
to sit at Don's table in a Fifty -second
gagement when his roommate, one
she gasped, when he had let her '•
Street
tearoom
this
November
afternoon
afternoon, suggested they go downtown
"Was that a flattering welcome!"
(Continued on page 80)
of 1929, just when Troutman's generous
Devil's
"The
in
part
a
for
out
try
and
skies — "
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pushed her hat back onto her head and
gestured at the two men standing behind her. "Father Sheehy and I ran into
Mark, here, as we were coming up the
stairs. You remember."
"Oh, golly," Don said.
Later, over the table of a little inn
on the shore road, Father Sheehy said
carefully, "That is not a very good play
you're with, that 'Illegal Practice,' Dom-

"It's what I've been smelling lately
"Whew!"
in Dubuque," Nora said.
Don laughed. "Relax. It'll have rotinic."
ted away to nothing by next week.
We're closing then, anyway. Dance,
He tangoed her across the floor and
out onto a terrace above the lake.
Nora?" better
"You're
looking than ever, you
dog," Nora told him, bending forward
for a light. "Been in love lots?"
"Lots." He took her shoulders and
held her off, surveying her critically.
"But I haven't forgotten — you're a magnificent person, Nora." He drew her to
him. "And exciting."
After a moment she laughed, softly.
"This is absurd."
He was enormously aware of her. He
said, solemnly, "I told you that I'd been
in love often. But there's a different
thing . . . I've only loved one girl,
She didn't answer.
ever." teristically,
Charac

"SMART GIRL-youknowl
can't hang on to a grouch
when you tempt me with
Beeman's. Now there's
real flavor — fresh, lusty
flavor that wakes up your
taste! Smooth on your
tongue yet chockful of
fresh pep.
Of course it's this ingenious airtight package that
keeps Beeman's so extra
fresh and flavorsome. I
say — we ought to keep
Beeman's on hand all
the time!"

Beeman's
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h e w a s

broke when "Illegal Practice" folded
finally. Poppa Felix dug into shallow
pockets for fare to New York, where
for the next months Don lived on the
agents' invitations to dinner and watched
the slow, incredible erosion of Broadway as an entertainment nucleus. Texas
Guinan, triumphantly acquitted in a
Manhattan courtroom, conceived the
idea of doing a parody of her trial as
part of a floor show and for a time
Don— playing the District Attorney —
was in the money again. The act was
set to tempo, and it was amusing until
one evening, during the finale, when the
boys got too rough and somebody hit
a lady patron in the eye with an artificial snowball. The lady, digging borax
out of her face, threatened suit and this
made Texas quite angry. So she cancelled the act and Don's contract.
He protested only as matter of form.
It was fair. He had really thrown that
snowball a little too hard.
New York would have held him,
though— by its bigness, its unbounded
vitality, its danger and excitement and
glamour— if the innumerable debts he
had collected while working hadn't suddenly caught up with him. Tailors,
florists, bootleggers: all were unreasonable. Thirty-one dollars for that top
hat, used the first night anyway as a
champagne bucket ... the robbers.
Well, he had no choice. Besides, he
couldn't miss his sister's wedding, could
he?

destiny.
life, that unsure, for the moment, of his
Fortunately,
On the drive
chain-smoking
board. Mark
have been a

the jobs were all taken.
back Don sat gloomily,
and staring at the dashsaid at last: "You would
fool to do that. What

"I don't know." They rode in silence
for a while. Then Don began to chuckle,
a throaty sound that became suddenly a
mighty burst of laughter. "I am a fool,"
he said delightedly, "because I forgot.
now?"
I don't
have to go out hunting for something to happen. It will happen to me!"
When he got home he went directly to
the post office and found there what he
had expected: a letter telling him he
was in the big time again, if he wanted
to be. A girl named Bernadine Flynn,
with whom he had played professionally
in Wisconsin and companionably in New
York, had written it, saying that she was
in Chicago now fooling with radio, and
that there was a sustaining broadcast
spot empty, and that if she remembered
his voice at all . . . she remembered
other things too, she said.
DY fall, the Great Northern Railway
had prepared its Empire Builders' radio
program and Don had been cast as the
lead. It paid only $60 a week but there
were local airings to fill in for extra
checks. By the following spring — of
1931 — he had taken over the First
Nighter series, at real money.
It had been a good season, ripe with
sensation and experience. He had been
variously in love, once with a brighteyed young blues singer and once,
briefly, with a glamorous lady whose
hair was defiantly brass-colored. There
had been plenty of time for play: for
nights spent in white tie and tails dancing at the Blackstone, the Palmer House,
the Edgewater Beach Club— for nights
that lasted until it was necessary to
dash, still starched and top-hatted, to
the studio for any early broadcast that

opened coyly, "Good morning
body! Get up get up get up!"

every-

gently against the sandbox,
brought him to with water froir
venient pail. "We'll get you to
pital, kid," Mark soothed. "Ju
"No." Don got unsteadily to '.
"If you want to be a pal— will y
me to Marion?
To— St. Berch
Mark nodded.
"I understand
At St. Berchman's Don said
sisters, "Would you mind if I jus
here for two or three
days?
bother anyone, but I want to ;
now."
little time in the chapel. I want
tie some things with myself . . ."
When the following Thursday
good-by to the soft-voiced sis
was, in a measure, at peace ono
He went to a doctor, heard witf
ference that he had a curious .
and was on the verge of a fatal c
took a sleeping pill and slept th
twice around. Then he went t
cago, heard from another doctor
did not have the curious ailmei
the tooth that was bothering him
and was at the peak of health in t
four hours.

But nineteen months later he v,
unobtrusively on the wagon. H
off then, rather gloriously, when 1
son was born.

Wi

ITH his luck, it had to hapr.,4
course. It was inevitable that (
a First Nighter rehearsal one e'l
shortly after his return from St. 12,
man's, a friend named Terry YoreJ
call and ask Don to double-date v id
"old friend." It was inevitable
Don would accept, and that tl J
friend would be Honore, lovelie:M
always, gay with the joke shtfl
played on him. With his luck, it2
have been no other way.
They went dancing that night, a a
next week end Don wired her tl M
and Mark would come to see La
Saturday. They arrived Sunday el
noon, the Pontiac being what iia
but she wasn't angry. "I would ivj
waited," she told Don, her eyesM
quent, "until the last trump—"
There were other week ends-iil
two months later, Don came thuiit!
at her door at five o'clock in the ruing. She came downstairs in her ( sing robe, fingers to lips, and let hi in;
at the curb the Pontiac fumed and irk
slept patiently in the rumble att
"What in the name of Heaven . . . ifl
began, but he silenced her compet ■ly-,
"We're going to get married," hm
her.

She smoothed her hair with her h I
"Now?
At this hour?"
He was fumbling with an
pocket; finally he held out someasj
that glittered with fire in the half-, it
"See?" he said. "I got it this— ye t- 1

"Coming to be best man," he wired.
When
the
answer
read
simply,
"Grand," he telephoned at once, indignantly and collect.
"Hey!" he said. "What about my

ticket?"it was discovered, had done
plane
His sister,
well. Don, bored and chafing with inaction, spent a few weeks cultivating
his new brother-in-law and the brother-in-law's estimable cellar; then he
looked up Mark Tobin and they drove
together to Chicago in Mark's vintage
Pontiac. Don had heard that a big oil
company was offering willing young
men positions in South America at
pretty good salaries— if the heat didn't
prove too much, or the mosquitoesHe was that bewildered with his own

But one summer Sunday fore
went out to play golf with M
the eighth hole he bent over to
ball — and kept right on going, cc

day morning, and thought you'd w; it
Nora sat sliding the magnificent I
right away."
taire back and forth on her finger, i <ing.
"That
guy," she I
mured.
"He'sAmeche
such a fool.
I w
why I love him so much?"
"A fool," Don agreed. "But I t E
that somehow, with Honore close b. s
might eventually amount to someth
Encouraged by the splendid Nora.
Ameche — product of the Jazz ■
Just another proof that gentlemen
should prefer blondes — Virginia Davis
who will give Ginger Rogers some
very real competition in Ginger's
newest
picture — "Vivacious
Lady"

member the
of the
"lost generation"—'
covered
meaning
of existenct
Hollywood. His faith in himself ji '
fied, happy in marriage, he reached
highest pinnacle Hollywood had to o
Concluding in May Photoplay.

The Seamy Side of Hollywood

I'm teaching girls
A LOVEUER WAY

(Continued from page 29)
to be the primary motives for such
dies.
I next hour was rather dullish as
; action went. We drove over to
trown Derby on Vine Street and
L badly needed steaming cup of
I coffee. The driver remained in
ar waiting for calls that seemed
i to come.
earned, to my amazement, that
Iwood is the locale of more atjed extortion cases per annum than
bther city in the United States,
^particular brand of criminal
) to feel that we who have attained
jlicum of success on the screen are
kl-born suckers; that all they have
jis say, "Boo! The bogeyman'll get
' you don't watch out!" and we'll
iiately part with large quantities
• hard-earned funds,
tunately, a man by the name of
y Mathews started a squad in the
3t Attorney's office some years ago
1 as the Special Investigation DeSo far, they have a perfect record
| successful cases at the time Ma1 took up other duties.
: men were praising Mae West and
■ Gable for their courage in fightach cases out, regardless of the
lity, when the driver raced in for
■nettling hot out in Beverly Hills —
•oting.
Local men are on it— do
■ant to cover it?"
' did — emphatically!
] never known that Sunset Boulefcould unroll so fast. At times we
Chitting eighty and eighty -five —
| past the Clover Club, the Troc,
tee, the Cock and Bull. I had an
if: desire to giggle as I caught a
riof a huge sign down near the
I path— NEW GUIDE TO MOVIE
S' HOMES. I don't know why it
o amusing just then, except that,
:>ments of the sort, one is rarely
nl and, too, perhaps I did have a
r;uide to some famous home right
■j-a guide at eighty m.p.h.
'I cut south off Sunset onto one of
j/ankest residential streets in Bevffills. Vast mansions on both sides,
ii in royal palms; two houses I
^lized as belonging to friends of
I' I wondered what one hostess
gossiping about as we drove past,
) she'd say if she knew what was
fning a few yards from the scene.
fen I saw the house before which
jnbulance and police car already
i I nearly fainted. I'd been there
lless times for dinner. The young
ie couple who lived there were
Bpersonal friends of both Lili's and
ij He was a young director with a
^future, she a successful actress,
irinted across the lawn in a nightr I might have saved myself the
i|le. When we got in the house we
ri:d that my friends had leased it
[jioved out into San Fernando Valfx weeks before, when I had been
a on a Mexican fishing trip.
I man who had leased it was a
iner and race-track follower. He
I'-ome home and found his night1'iostess wife doing a bit of private
1 clubbing with a song-and-dance
J t. The gambler decided he had
;;done wrong, took a couple of pot
I at the fleeing couple and apparI missed them. He then took a
) it the petrified Filipino butler. He
sd all three and then, either be* he had been betrayed or was
I iated at being such a bad marks$ he tried one on himself.

I must say that he was extraordinarily inept at handling firearms, for all
he succeeded in doing, after a total of
four shots, was to give himself a slight
wound in the fleshy part of his shoulder,
just to starboard of his armpit. The
way the man moaned and groaned when
they carried him out to the ambulance,
you'd thought he'd been through the
three days at Vimy Ridge.

TO AVOID OFFENDING!

I HE next call was unusual, even for
Hollywood. A certain well-known character actor whose morals are no better
than they absolutely have to be had
called on a few girls living in a lovely
house up in the hills. There were a
couple of other male guests and one
thing had led to another and everybody
had had a lot of drinks and laughs. The
character actor decided that he should
give his impersonation of a faun. Apparently he had. Pretty soon they all
had started being fauns, frolicking all
over the house with veils and bacchanal
wreaths and a gay disregard for the
furniture, vases and windows.
Unable to contain themselves within
four walls, they had started their Spring
Dance on the lawn around the gold-fish
pond. Maybe the neighbors were narrow-minded or maybe they just wanted
to sleep — in any event, they had put in
a call.
It is presumable that the giddy young
people had heard the wailing approach
of the siren and, suddenly sobered,
had made a mad dash for the house,
because the only person we found was
a disheveled actor in an extraordinary miscellany of clothes pounding on
the front door with anguished fists.
"Lemme in!" he wailed. "Lemme in!
I'll be good!
Honest, I'll be good. . ."
He looked around and saw me through
the haze, grinned foolishly and turned
back to the door. "C'mon! Open up!
Y' don't have to hide any more — it ain't
the cops, after all — it's just Errol
I wasn't much flattered because all
that
answered him was the silence of
Flynn!"
the tombs. The sergeant tried his hand
— or his stentorian voice, rather — but to
no avail. Just then the driver came
around the house to report that its back
door opened on another street and that
the birds had flown. If those particular
birds want the rest of their wearing apparel they may have same by applying
to headquarters downtown.
I HE last call I made that night was the
last one I ever want to make in Hollywood.
It came from the manager of a cheap
hotel. He was worried. The door of
one of the hotel rooms was locked from
the inside and no one had seen the
woman who occupied the room for four
days. Being wise to the law, he called
the police to open the door. I, unfortunately, was along.
As we opened the door we saw, in the
light from the hall, two fiery little eyes
staring, unblinkingly, from under the
dressing table.
We switched on the lights. The room
was neat; poor but decent. The girl —
middle-aged, really, but it is hard even
now to realize it— was lying, face down,
on the bed, watched over by her beloved
pet dog.
When I went closer, I was shocked to
see that this woman was an actress you
have known and loved for many, many
years — as have I.
From now on, I'll let the seamy side
take care of itself. Boys and girls, give
me glitter, even if it bores me!
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in Hollywood

itself, you will hear frequent praise of
Frances Goldwyn (Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn) as a hostess. She is one of the
few women in Hollywood whose sole
ambition seems to be to be her husband's wife and a perfect social background for him. Although she was an
actress before she married, she immediately retired from the screen and
started building up the Goldwyn establishment. Her dinners are small, but
quite perfect. She never gives large
parties, but invitations to her small
gatherings are sought and regarded as a
real accolade.
Jesse Lasky is another of the few producers who does entertaining; and Mervyn Le Roy still another. Both men are
sensitive artists. As for their wives —
Mrs. Lasky is a painter; Doris Warner
Le Roy a sculptress. Each couple usually gives one or two large receptions
during the winter, and a series of small,
informal dinners.
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Society

(Continued jrom page 21)

JlMMIE and Lucille Gleason, on the
other hand, give the big garden parties
which are the most fun of all the outdoor Hollywood gatherings. They entertain chiefly for the Character People,
though sometimes for a close friend of
theirs who happens to be a star.
Ernst Lubitsch was, for years, the
center of the foreign film colony, but
since his marriage he hasn't been doing
so much entertaining as prior to it. The
Basil Rathbones have taken his place
and are rapidly becoming the most
-sumptuous party givers within the gates.
Mary Pickford still does some entertaining; but nowhere nearly so much as
she used to do when Doug was at the
wheel. Incidentially, Pickfair, that rambling Beverly Hills estate, has been
renamed by the rude rabble Dug-out,
and even Bud-in! Buddy doesn't care
much for crowds, probably because he's
seen too many of them out front on the
dance floor.
Leader of the writer intelligentsia of
Hollywood is undoubtedly Frances
Marion, novelist and scenarist. Her parties usually center around music, and
some of the finest playing and singing
in the world is heard by the lucky
guests who are invited to her beautiful
Adrian-decorated home. She it was
who introduced James Hilton, the novelist, to the colony. She gives frequent
al fresco luncheons in her spacious garden for all types of distinguished visitors from noblemen to playwrights.
She, too, travels with a small group, but
that group is truly distinguished.
From time to time the Countess di
Frasso gives a blowout, bang-up party
for some friend from the East. For it,
she handpicks her own movie preferences, and her invitation, usually given
by telephone, is like a command performance for a certain movie group.
Very few of the younger married set
in pictures do entertaining on a large
scale any more. The Irving Berlins
and the Fred Astaires are the exceptions. And to be invited to either house
is a treat long worth remembering.
NOWADAYS

in Hollywood,

as

in

many
eastern cities,
it's considered
more fashionable
by certain
sets to do
their entertaining in public places, instead of at home. And so there has
grown up on the West Coast a large and
very powerful social clique, which, for
want of a better name, I might as well
call the Cafe Set. Some of the more
conservative people in pictureland call
them "The Exhibitionists"; but I don't
think that that is quite fair, for though,

decidedly, there may be exhibitio s
among them, it would be crue c
classify everyone who likes dining I
dancing out as an exhibitionist. Sj
this Cafe Set is the largest set in ].
lywood today, I'll enumerate them f :
Marlene Dietrich
June Travers
Connie Bennett
Joan Marsh
Loretta Marsh
Young
Katharine Hepburn Marian
Lili Damita
Mary
BarbaraRogers
Pepper
Betty Furness
Rochelle Hudson
Anita Louise
Patricia Ellis
June
Lang Carroll Tallulah Bankhe
Madeleine
Glenda Farrell
Gracie
Allen
Virginia Graham
Constance Collie
Margaret Sullavan Paulette Goddan
Gloria Swanson
Luli
Deste
Martha
Raye
Louella Parsons
Carole Lombard
Eleanor Holm
Paula Stone
Patricia Ziegfeld
Jeanette
Donald MacAnn Sothern
Virginia Bruce
Merle Oberon
Adele Wild
Adolph Zukor
Cesar Romero
George Burns
Walter Wanger
Winnie Sheehan
Jay Paley
Joe Schenck «
Eddie Sutherland
Lloyd Pantages
Gene
Gene Fowler
Markey
Eddie Cantor
Edmund Lowe
Richard Arlen
Randolph Scott
The Johnny
Henry Fondas
Weissmullers
The Al Jolsons
The Jack Oakies
The Hal Roaches

Ginger Rogers
Marion Davies
W. C. Fields
Josef von Sternb
Will
Cecil Hays
B. De Mille
Louis B. Mayer
Dudley Murphy
Edmund

Gouldin

George Raft
Walter Winchell
Ed Sullivan
Douglass
gomery MontSidney Lanfield
Gene Towne
Robert
George Young
Jessel
Bill Robinson
The Bert Wheeler
The Marx Brothel
The John Barrymores

The Jimmy Fidlei
Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

UDDLY enough the second larg
set, numerically speaking, is the st;
at-homes. Many, many movieland
are home people who rarely or neentertain, except for a few perso
friends. Into this category then con
the following list of people. Some
the names may surprise you, becai
you have read and heard otherwise:
Bette Davis
Sophie Tucker
Dorothy Lamour
Janet Gaynor
Claudette Colbert
Greta Garbo
MyrnaFrancis
Loy
Kay
Sylvia Sidney
Eleanor Powell
Olivia de Havilland
Grace Moore
Sari Maritza
Billie Burke
Mae West
Tilly Losch
John Roche
Abe Lyman
Alan Dinehart
Gregory
Sol LesserRatoff
Marshall Neilan
David Niven
Leon Errol
Wesley
Ruggles
Lyle
DonaldTalbot
Crisp
The Joe E. Browns
The Fredric
Marches
The Jack Coogans

Mary Boland
Irene Dunne
Mary Astor
Mary Carlisle
Sally Eilers
Una Merkel
ZaSu Pitts
Miriam Hopkins
Norma Shearer
Maureen
O'Sulliv
Sonja Henie
Olympe Bradna
Lynn Carver
Andrea
Leeds
Joan Blondell
Joan Bennett
George Brent
Joel McCrea
Dick Powell
Gilbert Roland
Spencer Young
Tracy
Roland
Frank Morgan
John Boles
Fred Stone
George
Arliss
William Haines
The Edward
Tay Gametes
TheArnolds
The Ozzie Nelsons

: tto Krugers
iJe Penners

[c: people will exclaim when they
lilae West's name here. And yet
qite true; for Mae seldom goes out
iijlic, except to the fights on Friday
itand to church on Sunday.
n'Maritza, who is Mrs. Sam Katz,
t; wife of the vice-president of
r<Goldwyn-Mayer in private life,
ii psychology at the University of
tlirn California. That and her garii keep her busy. Claudette Col, e wife of one of America's greats'geons, leads as ideal a life at
eias any one could wish to live,
ei'unne is interested in politics and
[ bvernment, but her home, too,
•sfirst. Mary Astor, still sensitive
[that diary episode, is crowd-shy.
iti Haines and John Roche have
■S interests that take up what
tey have away from the studio.
aHenie
practices her steps long
Durs; and David Niven's love for
;ei keeps him away from the bright

fothere are the Hollywood Intela. Among them you will find:
Gail Patrick
Mary Pickford
Frank Scully
James Cagney
Donald Ogden
Stewart
Konrad Bercovici
sf'apra
Tyrone Power
PHy
Edward Everett
rMontHorton
rxy
c Lederer
Lionel Barrymore
John Stahl
nLord
i Odets
William Wyler
Walt Disney
•Franklin
llColman
Kenneth MacGowan
Frances Marion
( awf ord
li.andi
jjainer
cbt Tone
lani
hrsholt

tjshe wrote "Why Not Try God,"
Der?) she has one of America's
i\ financial minds.
u Crawford is exceedingly well
fd seriously interested in chamrsic as well; her husband, Fran1'ne, is a strong supporter of the
i; Loyalist cause. Both have dokoney for an ambulance for Loyi ain.
art Montgomery is head of the
iovement in pictures; and Jean
it and Frank Capra have vast
is on social problems.
uis Lederer is an advocate of
lieace as is Elissa Landi. Luise
::and Clifford Odets are deeply
ad in the international situation.
I'Colman burns the midnight oil
>urs reading. Jim Tully and
spagney need no further introI They too belong to the PurL Intelligentsia.
f tunately, much of the adverse
jion of Hollywood in the outside
L'comes from the scrapes into
i;ome of its queer people somejet themselves.
Yet in every

GREAT

nND then there is another group who
gives any community a good name.
That set in Hollywood is the athletic
one, into which there are a great number of subheads to divide its principals. For instance, there are the golflovers, the tennis-hounds, the polo-ers,
the hunters, the swimmers, the fliers,
and the crowd that spends all their spare
time at the Santa Anita and Inglewood
tracks. Into this grouping come some
of those already included in other sets:
Helen Vinson
Wendy Barry

Zeppo Marx
Sally Eilers
Bette Davis
Alice Faye
Eleanor Holm
Harriet Hilliard
Betty Grable
Barbara Pepper

Dolores Del
Rio^~
Paulette
GoddardMrs. Gary Cooper
Lupe Velez'^
Barbara
Stanwyck
Charlie Farrell
Hal Roach
Walt Disney Robert Mont- .
gomery
Walter Wanger
Errol Flynn
Big Boy Williams
Darryl Zanuck
Clark Gable
Robert Taylor
Gary Cooper
Johnny Weissmuller
Paul Lukas
Bob Riskin
Joe E. Brown
Bing Crosby

I Pickford is one of the most inet women in the country. Beeing an ardent believer in re-

(BIDDEN

branch of society throughout civilization there has always been a handful of
rotters, who have never actually represented the highest type in any community; but by whose misdemeanors
that place has too often been judged.
Sad though it seems to be, that type is
the one which usually crashes the newspapers today. This has been particularly true in Hollywood.

The Rupert Hughes
The Nunnally
Johnsons

Myron Selznick
Wally Beery
Spencer Tracy
Clarence Brown
Bill Le Baron
Jack Cummings
Howard Hughes
Harry Cohn
Buddy Lighton
Leland Hayward
Jack Holt
Frank Borzage
Will Rogers, Jr.
Frank Shields
Fredric March
Ralph Bellamy
Laurel and Hardy

IIO list of any locality would be complete without giving its best-dressed
people. Hollywood is no different from
New York, or any other city in that respect; and there are always women who
would like to be classed with Mona Williams and Jean Nash, and men with
William Rhinelander Stewart. Thus, in
Hollywood, you have the following on
whom all tongues wait:
Loretta Young
Kay Francis
Claudette Colbert
Norma Shearer
Sylvia Ashley
Joan Crawford
Gladys Swarthout
Mrs. Jack Warner
Walt Disney
Howard Hughes
Bruce Cabot
Jack Benny
David Manners
George Arliss
Mary Rogers
William

Deanna Durbin
Carole Lombard
Billie Burke
Helen Vinson
Mrs. Gary Cooper
Dolores Del Rio
Joan Bennett
Fredric March
Edmund Lowe
Herbert Marshall
Adolphe Menjou
Douglas Fairbanks
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr.
Charlie Chaplin
Powell

Certainly Hollywood takes itself and
its society as seriously as any other big
city, and why shouldn't it?

LOVES

of. (hitii&ito. ountoid

love

OF HOLLYWOOD
6tohLe&

DY ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS
This author reveals, as no person has ever done
before, hidden chapters in the lives of famous stars

next month in PHOTOPLAY

"CHEW

Always

worth stopping for

WITH A

PURPOSE"

The use of chewing gum gives your mouth, teeth and
gums beneficial exercise. Beech-Nut Oralgene is specially
made
for thisandpurpose.
It's firmer, "chewier". ..helps keep
teeth clean
flesh looking.
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Why Sonja
Henie
Won't
Marry
(Continued
from page
25)
showwomen in the entertainment business; and she is beautiful into the bar-

saw her win once again the title sh
never relinquished. But he might
known.

Had she been destined for a throne
she would have made history. She is
making
show history this minute.
gain.
And if you will remember, none of
the great women of any period have had
much patience with love when it represented adrag on their headlong flight
to glory. It had its place. But when
the crucial decision was necessary, there
was always a kind of magnificent brumade. tality about the way that decision was

Even then she had decided to coi
America, to surprise Hollywood c
two
growth and a ridic
amountyears
of money.

"HEN Sonja first won the Olympic
championship for her skating, Selma
and Wilhelm Henie, her parents, suggested that she pause and be a simple
girl for a time.
"This is the highest honor you can
achieve," they argued. "Now you must
think of love — of finding a husband and

shown here, is a misty
spring shade to wear
with the new Baroque
pastels

and

tweeds.

CONCORD
a new violet-cast muted
shade is striking with

toSVWZ

this spring's glamour
colors and deep tones.

This spring marks a marvelous advance

in fashion

technique — because it presents finger-nails tinted
delicately or vividly by La Cross — in costume
colors — shades to harmonize
smart new fashion tone!

perfectly with each

La Cross costume polishes are not only the finest,
longest lasting! They are actually so easy to apply
you can change them yourself between manicures
as quickly and easily as you change your gown.
They go on like a dream over Stazon, the new
La Cross polish base, which insures you quick, professionally smooth applications with higher luster.
And La Cross new Glycerated Polish Remover

REDDY
a shocking cerise, is
most exotic with your
spring blues and black.

TRY

THESE

Marvelous La Cross nonsticky Hard Lotion,
Hand Cream, Nail
Groom, Glycerated
Cuticle Remover, Cuticle Oil (each 50c) and
world -famed Manicure
Implements. At all
finer shops. La Cross,
Newark,
New Jersey.

creating
family."
She hada two
answers ready, although
none was necessary. The first was that
an Olympic championship was not the
highest honor, but only a step to honors that would come later. The second
— and this was merely courteous — was
that she didn't know how to be merely
a woman. She had spent her life as a
candidate for spotlights; what could she
know about the art of coquetry, of artful wiles, of feminine hanky-panky?
"Later," was her ultimatum.
The temptation to swerve from the
road of boundless ambition has often
been strong. Twice she has come near
forgetting her splendid destiny.
Once she met a man, whom she won't
name, of good family and good fortune
and many graces, in London. He did
things with glamour, appealing to the
innate sense of showmanship Sonja possesses in such abundance. In addition,
he looked like a Jon Whitcomb illustration. He wanted to marry her.
"But I want to marry you, not the
champion skater and exhibitionist

named Sonja Henie," he told her. "You
must
takewords
your .choice."
Fatal
. . She promised him
an answer on the day of the Olympic
games: he had said if she accepted him
she mustn't enter even this final competition. From the stands, where he sat
waiting, he heard at last her name roaring from loudspeakers, saw her small
graceful figure appear at the rink edge
and pose there, smiling welcome to the
cheering crowds.
He watched her flash across the ice,

She didn't quite anticipate Tj
But she accepted him in stride,
probably fell a little in love with ,.,
after the whole thing had started s»
bly, coldly, as a casual and nece3
part of publicity routine. Wher J«
situation threatened to develop injjj
tance, she dealt with it simply. Fd
nately both, at the time, were rea< fa

say
■ Butgood-by
.
she gave
up, apparently wi i&
regret, the young man who was-rj
is today — the most sought after bac 9
since Jack Gilbert.
The silliest thing being said ;■
Sonja Henie is that she is unhappy ei
the way that romance terminated 3t
long as it ended in friendship, ail
did, she must regard it with ext r*
composure. And if she is lonely, s J
lonely by choice.

OO far as men are concerned, there ra
of necessity, difficulties that Sonja ist
surmount in her selection. She is, er
all, richer, more successful — and le
possesses a better head on her shoa ri
— than the majority of Holly^d
males. Not a single actor can hi
her box-office draw.
Thus the man who would storm lija's heart so successfully that she wld
renounce her chosen stand in favcof
marriage must do so completely orn
basis of intelligence, charm and I
sonality. There are few Hollywood tu
who could do that.
"Charm in a man," she told me isi

based on vitality but — so far as I'm ijf
cerned — it doesn't have to be enti y<
physical. It's very hard for me to ;■*
plain in English . . . but there shA
be a vitality of spirit and mentality d<
a certain powerful drive from in:J
"The man I marry would have t< ie
interested in other people — generojj
and tolerantly interested. And d<
have to be willing to give and rec|«.
gracefully, and to be instructed n

Sonja is inherently a reformeia
leader; she would want to teach jfl
husband . . .
"He'd
have
charm
for men
."i
things."
women alike," she went on, frownins
she edited her ideas into simple E-?
lish.
"He'd have native energy, v.e

can

be used as frequently as you wish, for it will not
dry nails — helps keep your cuticle soft.
Ask your manicurist to apply one of these new
shades today. And

take home

several to keep

your finger-tips in fashion with your new costumes.
50c each bottle, at finer shops and stores.

creihe
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SMART

nnu
TO

POLISH
YOUR

FINGER-TIPS

Chic Mrs. Tone and Annabella, 20th Century's new little Frenchle, attheClo\
Club. The gentleman nosing into the picture is Jean Murat, Annabella's husba

Hits, human tolerance, pride in
sf and his appearance and his fit:. If we went skiing he should ski
,,nd not get a headache from the
5>ered.
'fre's fight in the man who would
-ft me," Sonja said, "persistence —
sibbornness — and idealism." She
gt for a moment. Then, unexs y, she added:
r technique of making love is a
k of knowing what is funny and
1 3 romantic."
aighed. "That's marvelous. Well,
d want him to beat you?"
tijaw squared. "He might try.
g|; that old-country idea that men
sjvays rule the world and, that no
eiwhat they say, a woman will ali jant a man to rule — her own man,
if\r. I don't think I could be happy
;8riage unless I could always rely
husband."
c want something out of Olymri shrugged.

"Then I'll stick to

ast, by the time she's ready to
nd get married, she'll be one of
i|est women in the show business.
;h she insists money
isn't the
msideration.
eHenies

are,

and

always

have

been, a wealthy family. A millionaire
fur business has supported them as a
clan through the generations; they are
bespoke furriers to the Court of Saint
James and to the Royal Family of Norway. Sonja, through personal appearances and her arrangement with Twentieth Century-Fox, has added to that
fortune considerably.
The report spread from the beginning,
and is still rampant, that she is moneycrazy. She was being mildly unhappy
about that when I talked with her.
"My manager told me," she added,
"that all this income tax red tape was
appalling — that because of being Norwegian Icouldn't get out of America to
go abroad unless I kept an accounting
of every penny I made and spent.
That's why every week I'd trot up to the
paymaster's window and scream, 'How
much this time? How much do I get?'
And then, of course," she added, "I did
ask for quite a lot when I signed my
contract. There was no sense in not

uOtih
IMPORTANT
TWICE AS

being a good businesswoman."
Today the little blonde prodigy finds
herself content on most scores. She is
so incredibly busy all the time there
would be little room for romance if it
came.
When it inevitably does, she will
make room — for love. Not for marriage
for some time to come.

Dreskin
(Continued from page 66)
trong again. This indicates a
cvitality or some health difficulty
period in your life,
a} the ages in your life line as fol: :enter of hand — age thirty-six.
rist — age seventy.
Figure about
qarter of an inch for each ten
s|nd you will find that you are
Accurate in gauging ages.
If is a complete analysis of the
ji the palms of Joan Crawford's
& Study these lines under a miide and check, for practice, your
cpns against the comments

Above.
ISOF JOAN CRAWFORD:-her

men-

fin-

|.rl inward. This tells us that
Cawford can keep her own counrr that she can also keep the sef others. She is friendly and
os to all, but few really get close
a
w. — conic. This shows quick perol and a romantic nature. The
Hfwith the conic thumb will sac! fiything for the man she loves.
Til marry
for love, never
for
e mg first part of Miss Crawford's
il (the part with the nail on the
)|;hows determination and force.
Cn be led, but I would not advise
lito attempt to dominate her. It
Icjie a waste of energy and time.
Bjiecond part of the thumb tells
la she is logical, can see the other
M; point of view and will listen to
rt!y.

lejbird part (the Mount of Venus)
| and full. This tells you that
rawford is affectionate, demon, must give and receive love and
anding to be happy; that she is
letic, fond of music and dancing
endowed with a natural grace
sense of rhythm. The lower
the Mount of Venus tells of love,
ic] grace and sympathy, so be sure
the width of this part.
INE AND LIFE LINE:-joined at
inning. This tells you that as a
i, oan Crawford was under rather
:t iscipline. It was not until she
C| er that she acted independently.

HEART LINEl— shows a person who
likes the opposite sex and is attracted
to them.
HEAD LINE:— in the left hand the head
line slopes downward, showing a vivid
imagination and a possessive nature. In
the right, the head line is straighter.
This tells us that Joan's imagination is
now more practical and that she is less
possessive in love.

FACIAL CLEANSING

HEALTH defects in your life line are
shown by chains, islands, dots, crossbars, and stars.

FOR PURSE

TABLE

a black and green "humidor" jar for your dressing
table. ..It's a new thrill to enjoy dreskin's deeper
cleansing wherever you are — in the midst of shopping,
after a restaurant dinner, or before leaving a movie. . .
Coolies are the first compact-size facial pads to give
you a cleanser which women everywhere have found
sate for every type of skin — and the only pads treated
with genuine dreskin. Feel their refreshing invigoration. Use them any time and anywhere — and always
before powdering. Insist on dreskin Coolies by

aggravated your health to such an extent as to cause illnesses. The depth
and color of these lines will tell you
how serious the illnesses have been.

Campana — at drug and department stores no-iv.

Very deep, clear-cut lines — a serious
illness; red lines — a severe illness, probably fever or some form of inflammation.

DOTS: — are not often found on your life
line but, when they do appear, they
mean an accident or sudden illness
which will disrupt your life for a time.
BREAKS: — suggest some sort of menace
to your health and may mean an accident or an illness. If your hand shows
every indication of good health with
the exception of a break in your life
line, the break probably means that you
have been, or can expect to be in some
sort of accident at that time.
When you see any or all of these
health defects, look for a square or box

DRESSING

• New — and what a welcome they' re getting! . . . Soft,
water-thin pads scientifically treated with DRESKIN —
in a smart green and ivory compact tor your purse and

CHAINS'. — a marking like the joined
links of a chain that shows delicacy
and a lack of vitality. In childhood,
these chains usually mean nothing more
than the ordinary run of childish diseases. If, however, these chains continue, they indicate poor health during
whatever period of your life they cover.
CROSSBARS: — cutting across your life
line tell of nervous worries which have

ISLANDS: — show delicacy which begins
with the beginning of the island and
terminates with the conclusion of the
island. A series of islands means a series of illnesses at whatever age these
same islands appear on your hand or
hands.

AND

PADS
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GO
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....
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enclosing them. This square or box
means that, no matter what may befall
you or how serious it may seem at the
time, the square or box will take you
through the danger period.

They can do

FOR YOUR SKIN

PHIUIPS
-

JQ,

accuse
fheu contain

fryMAONESIA
c

« OF

oeaufy-q/V/nq

ILK of
MAGNESIA!

If your skin
seems
Don't be discouraged — here's help for you! Remember how
Milk of Magnesia helps an internal excess acid condition of
the stomach. Just so these Milk of Magnesia Creams act on
the external excess fatty acid accumulations on the skin, thus
helping to overcome unsightly faults and to beautify the skin.

TV/TILK of Magnesia has long been
-*-"-*■ known to many skin specialists for
its beneficial action on the skin. A way
has now been perfected to hold this
ingredient on the skin long enough to
be truly effective — in two remarkable
new- type face creams developed by
the Phillips Company, original makers
of the famous Milk of Magnesia.
PHILLIPS' Milk of Magnesia

TEXTURE

CREAM

The very look and feel of this lovely
greaseless cream give promise of what it
will do for your skin! Just as Milk of Magnesia helps an internal condition of excess
gastric acidity, so, in this cream, it acts
on the external excess fatty acid accumulations on the skin. If your skin seems
"acid," if it has lost its fresh tone and
soft, smooth texture; if it has developed
such blemishes as enlarged pores, oily
shine, blackheads, and scaly roughness,

try this unique cream. See how it works
to beautify your skin!
A New -Type Foundation. Here's a delightful new experience for you! Phillips'
Texture Cream preserves that freshlypowdered look for hours because the Milk

CREAM

If your heart line begins directly under your middle finger, Saturn, physical
attraction means more to you than real
love, and you are apt to love a person
only so long as he can attract and hold
you physically.
If your heart line goes from one side
of your hand to the other, you are completely ruled by your heart. In this
event you will suffer from jealousy and,
while you let those whom you love
walk all over you, you make them very
unhappy because of your unreasonable
jealousy.
The best type of heart line is clearcut, pink, and unbroken. This indicates good health, deep affections and
fidelity in love and friendship.
I OUR

head line indicates your mentality. Without a good head line you
stand little chance of accomplishing
much in this world.
The head line usually begins at the
side of your hand, is joined to and runs
along your life line for a short distance
then, branching out for itself, slopes out
into the center of your palm, pointing
downward or going across your hand.
When your head line is separated from
your life line at the very beginning, it
shows great self-reliance, courage, originality and individuality. If it begins
under the finger of Jupiter, you are
destined to be a great leader. If it
goes clear across your hand you are
practical, unsentimental and ruled by
your head. If it slopes downward toward your wrist you have a keen imagination and creative powers.
A fork on the end of your head line
means that you are both practical and
imaginative. This is an excellent combination on a good hand, because it
gives you imagination with which to
vision things and practicality with
which to bring your visions into being.

lOUR line of fate, or Saturn, begins
at the base of your hand and runs upward in the direction of your middle
finger,
Saturn. Read the ages on this
of Magnesia prepares the skin properly —
softening, smoothing away roughness, line from your wrist up and figure that
and overcoming oiliness so that it takes when your Fate line crosses your head
line you will be about thirty. When it
make-up evenly and holds it longer.
crosses your heart line you will be
PHILLIPS'Milkof Magnesia CLEANSING CREAM about forty-five. You will find this
Try this Milk of Magnesia Cleansing reading fairly accurate for the average
Cream just once and it will be your cleans- hand.
Your Fate line gives you a good idea
ing cream always! The milk of magnesia
gives it a remarkable ability to cleanse as to what sort of financial success or
because it not only loosens and absorbs difficulties you may expect during the
the surface dirt and make-up but pene- course of your life. If this line is clear,
and straight, and deeply cut, and goes
trates the pores, neutralizing the excess
fatty acid accumulations as it cleanses. straight up your hand to the finger of
Saturn, you may expect amazing wealth
Liquefies instantly and wipes off easily. and success. If it grows thin and unLeaves your skin really clean, and so soft
certain during the course of its progress you will probably suffer reverses
and supple!
^o^as.
of some sort during the periods when
the line fades or is defective.
If you have no Fate line, do not let
it worry you. Many persons are born
without one. In this case, examine the
rest of your hand. The qualities given
you by a good life, heart, and head line,
combined with a good thumb, will make
up for the lack of a Fate line.

PHILLIPS^tcREiiMS
TEXTURE

I OUR heart line begins under your
first finger, Jupiter, goes across your
palm and ends at the side of your hand.
If it begins directly under Jupiter, you
are an idealist. Love means everything
to you. Whomever you love you will
put on a pedestal and worship.
If your heart line begins between
your first and second finger you are less
sentimental. You are capable of a
deep andsonable
lasting
about it. love, but you are rea-

CLEANS/NG

CREAM

30*&60*

Islands on your Fate line
financial troubles at the time thi

■

ing appears. A sister line runnii
beside your line of Fate, or t i
tomary square or box, will cause
avoid this trouble, or at least su
Crossbars on your Fate line z «
by some as obstacles to the y
However, if, after the crossbars, 1
line does not grow thin, or sh
other defects, I read such 1
changes or advancement in bu
and, in most cases, time has pro1
reading to be correct.
If, following the crossbars, tl
appear to be defective, read the
obstacles or changes which it Wi
inadvisable to make.
I HE lines of affection or marri;
at the extreme outer side of you
between your little finger and 1
of your heart line. They denot
riages, engagements and love w
They begin at the outside and ]
wardfinger.
toward your palm under yijJ
tie

It is impossible to tell whethe M
lines mean marriage or a serioiH
affair, but they do tell the streiM
your affections and love. If yo 3
four strong clear-cut lines at tl si
of your hand you may as well ^
cile yourself to the fact that yc fl
be head over heels in love at lea fgj
times in your life.
If no lines of affection show i •«
hands, you do not care much il
opposite sex, and, while youB
marry, it will be for convenie:ij
companionship rather than for iM
The deepest line of affection 4
the love affair which made, owj
make, the deepest impression oiflj
either through happiness or un
ness. Two lines of equal strengi.
length indicate two loves of pi
depth. If these lines are beside ad
other you probably have been, iM
will be in love with two persons 1
same time. If you have a great an)
lines of affection and a heart limrfl

many branches shooting out fn't
you are flirtatious and inconstant
you are attracted by every nevif
and type you meet.
An island appearing on the end I
marriage line indicates unhappin;;l
cross, obstacles in the way of 1<1;I
star, a love
famous
person.affair or marriage v'lt
You may be interested to knovto
the palms of Robert Taylor (pit red
on page 66) indicate that he isDth
affectionate and sympathetic. A mplete
young asman's
shows report
other on
datathisequally
exciU A

FINGERS I — rather short with si ill
knuckles. This means he is imp ive
and intuitive. He is rather imp£-nt
is quick-witted and dislikes to 1'ier
with details. Give him a big j'to
handle and he will put it through i a
hurry, but don't irritate him by an?
him to fuss around with a lot of *
some details.
FINGER TIPS:— first

and

fourth

jsh

tips are conic. This makes him romantic lover both on and off scjft
gives him intuition and quick pe ption, makes him quick-witted anc>
ables him to visualize whatever pa he
is given to play. The other two fi' »
are spatulate, giving him the spat fc
qualities — activity, originality, lovjw
adventure and love of sport.
WIDE PALM: — he has an unusually -e
palm.
This tells you once more o
love ofneed
adventure,
restlessness
and •
tual
of travel
and const;
changing surroundings.
MOUNT OF VENUS:-this is an unusi
well-developed
Mount
of Venus.
shows love of music and dancing. c
a nature
whichsympathetic.
is affectionate, pass "
ate
and very

Three Damp Fools
(Continued jrom page 32)
:.-ely. Jimmy's engagement to Ruth
Vd, the actress, has
been
anied. They may be married before
(eaches print.
| have to grab your facts as you
this three-ring circus. The wiser
I, if it's facts you want, is to get
jfrom outside. Not that the boys
It to make things harder for you.
ie contrary, they're amiability
ply. But they can't resist the bug
[bitten them.
me
' on, boys, she wants to take
at kind of language is that, she
to take down?
For this I sent
i college, where life begins?"
me
a favor.
Stop
plugging
t's goods in Goldwyn's shop."
ntime Jimmy has scrambled into
r.

"Take me down, lady.
How
look?
Shall I fold my nose or
lang easy — ?"
lging's too good for it. Blow!" Al
; a handkerchief at him and butts
ff the chair at the same time,
me, lady. I'm the family Venus.
re from the Daisy Chain Gang,
of '35—"
y plumps into his lap — "Who'll
rty-six?"
rRUSIVELY on the sidelines
small man, grinning from ear to
'ill he catches someone watching
rhen, like an abashed child, he
is face straight. But not for long,
ance at his sons, and back steals
in. What they're doing hardly
5. They have only to heave into
3 make Papa Ritz smile. Having
•ated some particularly outrapiece of nonsense, one of them

! him: "Funny, Pop?" Pop com■ his lips. "Tickle me and I'll
; he says severely, his shoulders
{ shaking with silent chuckles,
rikes an attitude: "A doc-taire."
iy follows suit: "A law-yaire."
y steps into line: "A jen-jineer."
turns to you with the necessary
ition. "It means I wanted they
study. They wanted the stage."
ugs.
"I was sorry.
Now I am
3dy struck when the mother of
nly died two years ago. Outside
ne, her chief interest lay in charge boys continue to support the
;s she was interested in. Since
ath, Papa Ritz spends most of
e with them. He was stricken
serious illness during the filming
e Begins in College." Frantic
nxiety, the boys had a private
stalled between their set and the
1. When they weren't before the
s, they were at the phone,
ily recovered,
though
still atby a nurse, Papa resumed his
n the sidelines. One day he apwithout the nurse. His sons de1 on him en masse. "Where's
?" he wanted to know. "I don't
urses. She bothered me. She
ie feel sick. I am not sick. Wil^nough."
ir is the negro chauffeur and
n him and Pop there exists a
understanding. At Pop's signal,
appears with a thermos bottle of
k and a couple of crackers. Othhe minds his own business.
;ing their father's prejudices, the
)n't fuss over him, either. But
Jl easier when he's around. They
look at him.

e he inherited from his sons the
f Ritz, Pop was Max Joachim, a
aufacturer in Brooklyn.
He and

his wife had emigrated from Austria
shortly after their marriage. The boys
were born in Newark, but spent most
of their boyhood in Brooklyn.
Out of sheer exuberance, having
donned his first pair of long pants, Al
started jigging on a street corner one
day. People tossed him pennies. Jingling them thoughtfully in his pocket on
the way home, an idea began to germinate. Ifhe could get pennies for dancing,
why not dollars— the same kind of dollars his father earned, selling hats. Selling hats was a pain in the neck, dancing
was a pleasure.
He entered amateur contests, and
walked off with five and ten dollar
prizes. In between he worked at this
and that, but his heart wasn't in it.
Jimmy followed in his footsteps. If
anything, he was still more limberlegged than his brother. Harry was still
at school, majoring in basketball and
being kept in. One night he stole a pair
of Al's pants and won first prize in a
dancing contest.
IT was then that Al's idea, born several
years earlier on a street corner, burst
into full bloom.

"You
want
to go
"No." to say yes.) "
(Dare

back

to

school?

They summoned Jimmy. "We're
brothers. Why should we swipe pants
from each other and chicken-feed
prizes? We'll combine, we'll put on an
act, maybe we'll make a hundred a

"A hundred apiece?" breathed Harry.
week."
"Shah! Make faces. I'll do the busiThey built up their routine out of the
horseplay
that was second nature to
ness."
them, and their skill in dancing. Then
Al had a stroke of inspiration. The
collegiate craze was sweeping the country. He togged himself and his brothers out in the wide pants, short jackets
and red bow ties popularized by the
cartoons of Harold Teen. Thus accoutered, they sought out Ben Wise, theatrical agent, and did their stuff.
"Amateurish," said Wise, "but funny
in spots. What's the name?"
"Joachim."
"Is that a name or a sneeze?"
Ever sensitive to a hint, Al lost no
time in colloquy. An electric signboard
outside flashed on the words Ritz
Laundry. "Suppose we're the Ritz
Even a maroon could say it."
Brothers.
"He means a marine," Harry apologized.
"Wise guy! A marine is smart. He
won the war."
"Did I say he lost it?"
"All right, so he'll find it again."
"Don't change the subject. A maroon
you eat. How can it say Ritz?"
• "I get the general idea," said Wise.
"I'll let you hear from me."
The upshot was their first engagement at Fox's Folly Theater in Brooklyn. As they affect you now, so they
affected that first audience. Of the New
York producers who went scooting
across the bridge, Earl Carroll got to
them first and signed them for featured parts in "Florida Girl."
Triumphs in revue, vaudeville and
night clubs finally swept them into a
four weeks' engagement at the Clover
Club in Hollywood. On such occasions
they specialize in the intimate touch.
Swooping down on a pretty lady who
sat with her husband, they whirled her
round the floor in their own conception
of an Apache dance. Startled though
she was and all but hysterical with

laughter, she performed the part thrust
upon her with good humor and grace.
Ceremoniously they escorted her back
to her table and bowed to her husband.
"Your lady should be in the movies."
"I return the compliment," said the
gentleman, who was Darryl Zanuck. A
few days later the boys were under contract to Twentieth Century-Fox.
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llOW, as at the beginning, their com-
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edy is their own. "We eat Welsh rabbits for supper every night," Harry explains. "The stenographers take down
what
they cockeyed,"
say, and it goes
script."
"You're
Jimmyin the
points
out.
"Stenographers don't go in scripts."
"In scripts," says Al, "everything
"Oh, you mean

tsimmis. Why

didn't

Actually the conferences from which
their dizzy
masterpieces spring are a
you say so?"
free-for-all. The boys supply the insanity. Sid Kuller and Ray Golden organize it. Sam Pokrass sets it to music.
The goes."
first two are writers, the third a
tunesmith, and all three are spiritually
akin to the Ritzes. To safeguard the
more sensitive nervous systems on the
lot, they've been given a working bungalow in a far-off corner — which is still
not far enough, when the wind's in their
favor.
No one is safe from them. They can
no more help pulling gags than a camel
can help having humps. Other butts
for their jokes lacking, they'll even go
so far as to victimize themselves. Thus
Jimmy has been known to phone his
cook to prepare a dinner for twelve,
after which he will drive cheerfully
down to Palm Springs for the week end.
Sidney Lanfield was trying to shoot a
love scene with Alice Faye and Michael
Whalen for "Sing, Baby, Sing." Every
time Alice's lips approached Michael's,
she'd sputter, giggle and ruin the take.
At length he grew impatient.
"I can't help it," wailed Alice, "and I
hate tattletales. But how can you kiss
a man with those three up there coachFrom the catwalk above the brothers
peered innocently down. "What are you
you?"there?" Lanfield demanded.
doingingup
Nothing loath, they showed him. Jimmy's lips, pursed to a snout, approached
Harry's. Harry writhed and massaged
his face in an ecstasy of passion. Arms
outstretched, Al murmured blessings
over them.
L nfield turned to Charlie Hall, his
assistant, who weighs two hundred and

tenScuffles
pounds. on "Get
down."
the them
catwalk,
smo'
protests, silence. Presently Hal*
peared, sheepish and in his unde \f
His topshirt had been used to biiL
wrists behind his back. At his &
paced
oner's the
Song.Ritz boys, intoning the j
Adolphe Menjou knows them c U
He went through "Sing, Baby, g
with them. He swore he was on J
their tricks and so help him if the; fe
got another rise out of him.
Crossing the set on his first d j
"The Goldwyn Follies," he came :
and Jimmy deep in argument.
"Go ahead," Jimmy flung out. 4
him what he thinks.
I dare you,
Al fixed him with so baleful a I
that Menjou halted automat t
"What's the matter?"
"What do you think?"
Harry's head popped over Me tf
shoulder.
"I think so," he cooed.
Incongruous as it may seen
boys worry.
They
take nothirj
granted.
The credits chalked up
past belong
the past.
afraid
of theto next
picture.They're
They a
as fiercely over their hundredth re
as they did over their first.
Because of their professional hui
it's easier to make them believe
news than good.
Once Lou Irwin, their managei
a few scores to pay off with thenentered their bungalow one afte
with a long face. "Zanuck just sa
rushes, boys. They smell. He
you're
They through."
swallowed it whole. It
occurred to them to question or pi
Still more curious, it never occun
them that Irwin was turning the t
casting them in the roles of the ril
ribbed. Yet even in dejection the;
true to form. A long sad silence
broken by Harry, who rose abr
and galloped to the door.
"Where you going?"
"To buy up Twentieth and
When I left, they were serenad
fish, but they stopped long enou;
wave friendly adieux.
Zanuck."
"Best regards to the boss."
"She's getting a bargain — three ft
"For crazy people, she should pa;
price of one."
"And a little bonus for Pop."
Marvelous ideas the boys have,
may they rave.
double."

(Continued from "page 26)
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never captured his imagination. If it
had been a question of big league baseball now, his nights would have been
sleepless and his days a torment of excitement. As it was, he returned contentedly to the classroom and the bench
of the school's junior team.
What the Kellys didn't know was that
these seemingly non-eventful weeks
were crowded with events which were
to
significant
to them. There,
Tommy's
testprove
was sent
to Hollywood.
in a
darkened projection room where he had
watched tests of hundreds of other aspirants to the role of Tom Sawyer, David
O. Selznick watched this one. Stubborn
in his determination to find the right
boy, as he had found in Freddie Bartholomew the right boy for "David Copperfield," he had twice postponed the
picture rather than content himself with
a secondbest.
On the screen flashed the image of a
freckled, tousle-headed youngster.
He

was playing a scene with Huck .*
His gestures were natural, his S{*
free of self-consciousness. He griiW 1
and his grin warmed you. He tu]B
grave, and his gravity made you s*
He stirred all the emotions norri
felt for an eager, high-hearted rip
small boy of twelve, with a face a!
you'd call sweet behind his back.

reel, Selznicl
end ofwasthe ended.
Withhis the
that
search
He \*'I'
"Co\!~
of New
director
GeorgewhoCukor,
field,"
happened
to be in
'I
A
telegram
for
Michael
Kelly
at the little Bronx flat. Would hear:W«
Tommy down to see Mr. Cukor?
Michael wasn't in. He was man1?
with the Catholic War Veterans ill
St. Patrick's Day parade. So Mrs. 1 1
took Tom down. The upshot of thl
terview was a message from Cuki I
Selznick. "I have seen the boy. Ye"
made no mistake. Bring him to H"
wood at once."

APART from their ownership of an
inexpensive car, the Kellys still live
much as they did in New York. Those
who scent honey from afar have come

RUNG in Hollywood, Tom was
ce in school, coached in diction,
chd in the dog-fashion crawl of
ivst boyhood, tested, photographed
1 hen in charge of a nurse whose
Js to see that some of his hollows
relied.
'he'd been in Hollywood for about
> pnths when, following his prac■ i1 calling for the boy at school,
:hi 1 was told one afternoon that the
■ Id been summoned an hour eark the studio.
I iscovered his offspring balanced
h'top of a banister, ready for de■itpurrounded by cameramen. From
.sthce the position looked somewhat
caous.
In the manner of parents

buzzing round them. "Tommy's an important person now, with a position to
maintain. You ought to buy a house.
You ought to put up a front."
Michael Kelly sets his lips and sends
them packing. He works on the Selznick lot as a studio policeman, for he
never had the slightest intention of letting Tommy support him. Their flat in
Culver City is a modest one. Tom still
runs errands and helps his mother with
the dishes. Mrs. Kelly still does the
household work by herself.
"But gee, I guess if we had a hundred
million dollars, Mom'd still do it herself," crows Tom. "Like when I go
down to clean the car, she looks out the
window, and next minute there she
comes with a rag in her hand. And you
couldn't make a bed to suit her, not if
you was the king of Ireland. Next minute she musses it all up again. 'What's
the matter with it, Mom?' I'll ask her.
'It's all right,' she'll say, 'only not just
the way I like it.' I guess if we had a
hundred million servants, none of 'em
could make a bed to suit Mom, could

■\i>rld over, Michael's alarm found
t 1 irritation. "Come down out o'
t,'pe bawled.
iVbops, Dad," yelled Tommy, "I've
t|; part."
\\ what good'll the part do ye, if
al on your crown?"
iJn't. They're holding me."
u'only when his son was on terra
ladid the significance of what he
pard break
Michael's
rihand
in hand,on they
raced tomind,
the
office.
g ph
8»| composed the wire. He isn't a
rt,enthusiast for nothing. "It was a
dfight, Mom, but we won."

Dad?"how it is," Kelly Senior ex"Here's
they,
plained. "This thing was handed to us
on a gold platter, not even a silver one.

[Jjan't get Tommy steamed up over
lga movie actor. "I did what they
lie, that's all," he says, absorbed
h experiment of stretching his finis far as he can without cracking
huckles.

With Tom's opportunity, the whole family feels it's an answer to prayer and we
don't hesitate to say so. But we're still
in a trance. We're not makin' plans.
We're still worried, will Tom be the success they hope. When that comes to

b-emains singlehearted in his purllo grow tall enough to play big
U baseball. Meantime one dazglream has been fulfilled. He owns
Hcle, presented by Mr. Taurog.

light'll be time enough to rejoice in it.
"As for Tom bein' important, he's the
same importance he always had, no
more, no less. It just happened that,

Ire's the key," he says, his eyes
>ung it as a man's might caress the

thanks to his forebears, he's got the kind
of face they think Tom Sawyer might 've

Life's Little Close-ups; Can Your Complexion

had."

WHEN
No

SHIRLEY

TEMPLE

FALLS

IN

single feature published in PHOTOPLAY

LOVE!
has

caused more comment than Vincentini's famous
study of Clark Gable as Rhett Butler. Next month,
in PHOTOPLAY,

this fine artist brings you his impres-

sion of Shirley as she will appear
the ring from the man

when she accepts

she will marry.

|e adores. "I used to ride on some
\e other kids' bikes, but I never
iht of having one all to myself.
VTr. Taurog promised. Gen'ally,
(ever anybody promises me somef. I very seldom believe it, but when
i'aurog promised, I believed it.
I one morning, I was in bed and the
rang. I was lying in bed, just try.o pass the time away, I wasn't
ting of anything
in partickeler.
the minute the bell rang, I thought
could this be, it was only five min:o seven or something like that, and
away it came to my mind the bike
d be here. So I jumped up and
ed, and what do you think it was?
oike. Y'oughta see it, it's a honey,
i'.gin, and it's got a speedometer on
j'hey took a picture of it. It looks
Lie dirty in the picture, but I keep
;an.
I took it three miles in an
that day, didn't I, Dad—?"
n' what did you do first when your
«r reminded you?" hinted Dad.
mmy blushed.
"Wrote a letter to
raurog — I was thanking him all the
inside, though," he explained eary. "It was just being so excited that
•got for a minute about writing it
i on paper."

Don't miss it!

"Sure," agrees the cheerful Tom. "I
might be a flop, anyway. Then I could
go in for baseball, couldn't I, Dad?"
I HE knock at the door Tom answered
almost a year ago is variously regarded.
To David O. Selznick, it was the winning move in a long, laborious, systematic campaign. To the world at large, it
was magic that opened on wonderland.
To the Kellys, it was the hand of providence. Or so they hope. They're still
not rushing forward to embrace fortune.
Their way is to stand back warily and
wait to see what her next move will be.
If half the advance reports can be
credited, her next move will be to give
Selznick a new star in a new hit picture,
to be added to his uninterrupted list
of hit pictures. To Michael and Nora
Kelly she will give surcease from the
strain of pinching and pulling to make
ends meet; to the two older boys a
chance to fit themselves for congenial
work; to Jack, four years at college; to
June, a dancing, instead of a plodding
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girlhood.
As for Tom, eyes lifted to the glory
of Joe di Maggio, ball player, she leaves
him unimpressed with the importance
of being Sawyer.
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By the Grace of Georgie
(Continued from page 27)
any given circumstances he would give
you this answer — "instinct." To be honest, in reality, it's only an exaggerated,
upside-down form of just what George,
himself, would do or say. For George
is just that funny, while Gracie is logical enough to know that George knows
his Gracie far, far better than she does.
People, in droves everywhere, are
constantly amazed to discover that Gracie has no part whatsoever in writing
her dialogue. The day before she appears before a microphone, or a camera,
her lines are placed in her hands for the
first time. She reads just what's on the
paper — and out comes Gracie Allen.
UEORGE has
co-workers, on
And he stands
For instance,

the final say over his
every line and situation.
or falls by his decisions.
his gagmen insisted on

calling Grade's new home-grown play
for her broadcast, "Grade's Follies of
1938." George held out for "Miss Gracie
Goes to Town" and stuck to it. "But
it's the kind of title Gracie would like,"
George insisted, and that was that.
The framework used by Mr. Burns in
the construction of his character is based
on that age-old but ever-new theory of
sense in nonsense. Lewis Carroll in his
"Alice" exemplifies best this type of
bewilderment when the March Hare attempts to correct the faulty watch of the
Mad Hatter by advising the use of butter.
"I told you butter wouldn't suit the
works," the Mad Hatter complains.
"It was the best butter," the March
Hare meekly explains — ■ and that logical

reply leaves the Mad Hatter with that
vague empty feeling of something being

stance, there are those overly sensitive
souls who chose to be wounded to the

wrong
catch. somewhere

but what. That's the

quick by Grade's most innocent prattle.

So it is with Gracie. Her strange unreasoning has a glimmer of sense to it.
Just enough to make it all the more
confusing all the way round.
"George," she'll say, "what hangs from
the ceiling and beats a bass drum?"
George will gaze at her in undisguised

"So," they write, "you think a broken
leg is funny. You say your brother

disgust. "What hangs from the ceiling
and beats a bass drum?" he'll snort.
"Don't tell me, don't tell me," Gracie
comes back, "let me guess.
Is it— "
"Gracie," George begins, "this is your
riddle, not mine, and I'd say the answer

(heaven be merciful to Grade's wellworn brother) has a broken leg and I'm
supposed to laugh. Well, if you were
ley.
suffering as I— " And on and on goes
the tirade against Grade's mythical
brother and his equally mythical broken
Or they'll write "We just sat down to
dinner as you came on with your talk
about spiders. None of us could eat a

tomers, recognizing Gracie, pre ij
closer. Clerks from the near-by r;W(
pantie counter departed their p;je
posts for a better look. In two mir »
the place was in a mild uproar. 'rJ
you going to crack in Georgie's sjl
Gracie?" a customer cried, while %
others nearly died with laughter. )(J,
Mrs. Burns slowly fought her
through the fracas, rolling pin-less, i
"If you think the rolling pin may ] i&
suggested a comical angle in their mlj
and therefore created the laughs," (^
cie explained, "you should see me tig
buy a yard of baby ribbon, or a p:;J
age of safety pins, or a spool of thre ."
I HERE was the incident that took pj
in a Hollywood shop, for insta I
Thinking to please Sandra, her tl
daughter, with a new hair ribbon, («
cie stepped up and asked for two y.jj
of two and one-half inch blue ribbo e
be tied in a bow. The clerk stare j
moment and immediately lost all c .
trol. Her convulsive heavings broi I
over the floorwalker. The clerk, wh< j
this time was almost gone, could ( j

outAt ofthat,
step."
he may be right. At least the

All this criticism is carefully read and
digested and never again do Burns and
Allen refer to an offensive topic if they
can help it. Even at the heartbreaking
sacrifice of many a good laugh.
If,
for one instant, you think the pubbite."
lic realizes or maybe wants to realize
that in private life Gracie is far from
the riotous Gracie of screen or radio, let
me disillusion you for once and all.
Gracie, herself, recounted to me the following incidents that prove this point.
In New York, her cook asked Mrs.
Burns to please order a new rolling pin.
Instead of telephoning, Gracie, who had
other shopping to do, dropped into
Macy's basement for the pin.
"I want a rolling pin, please," Gracie
said to the clerk who looked up with a
quick jerk of a blonde head.
A sudden peal of wild laughter

reaction of a certain portion of Grade's
public leads one to believe so. For in-

brought that entire section of Mr. Macy's
basement into focused attention.
Cus-

Gracie,
how's
your
pa's new
st
jacket?" and roar at their own joke

is 'oh nuts.' "
"That's right, Georgie Porgie. That's
the answer."
"Gracie, you mean to tell me the answer to what hangs from the ceiling and
beats a bass drum is 'oh nuts?' "
"Well, it must be, Georgie Porgie.
Everyone always gives that same anWHICH leaves you and me and Burns
swer."there with the Mad Hatter, trying
back
to figure out what's wrong with this
picture and why. For when you come
right down to it, in that answer, the
girl's got something.
You can't deny it.
"It's my opinion," Mr. Burns explained
to me, "that three-fourths of the time,
Gracie is right. It's we who are actually

point and sputter — something al
"Gracie Allen — two — two and one- .
inch — blue bow — she kills me."
She killed the floorwalker too. Nej
in all their lives, they both decla I
had they had such a laugh.
It happens every day and is no i|
diversion
in the life of Gracie A
Burns.
Newsboys on the street shout,

.
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stage or its people in her own home or in

,nin at social gatherings rush over
'ude, 'JMy dear, I was saying only
ni'rning to my daughter that if
I law another Gracie Allen, she's
'o should hear some of her dumb

anyone else's.
If George said tomorrow — "We're
through forever," — not a ripple of anguish at losing the world's spotlight
would find so much as a shadow in her

:sJ

d'hey beam at the compliments,
tilhed on both sides, they have
arsented to a patient and underirj young woman whose mind at
r&f moment may be lingering in a
landed back garden with two
rho look up at Gracie and say:

heart. She'd merely put on her ultrasmart hat and go shopping.
Shopping! What a word that is to
Gracie. Shopping! Ah me, there's the
sport of sports and the joy of joys. But
wait. Even in that, Gracie Allen displays that
paradoxical
something
hard to
believe
in a woman
who that's
has
made gobs of money but who somehow
has never become conscious of it. All
the joys of simple living, planning,
dreaming are still hers. Boredom in
possessing has escaped her, leaving her
free to thrill to a new frock, a new clip,
even a pair of simple black slippers.
As a preliminary to a shopping spree,
if one can call her mild adventures in

la, I love you."
:1 he people in the world (and I
tjhis for emphasis)
that Gracie
Jirns isn't, it's Gracie Allen. And
njsingle iota of the world's Gracie
irjat any time, carried over to the
jOeorge Burns and the mother of
tjo children.
'is give you, just for the comparifjour own conception of the real
ejUlen, the true and unvarnished
■e>f this amazing woman who daily
jiijkly creates entertainment for
it of people the world over. Periwill convey to us more clearly
oierful job done by George Burns
i reation of his slap-happy, caremracter, who has absolutely no
o pattern or form in the real
Allen to go by.
>j is a quality about Gracie that
an pulls at the very heartstrings,
[(fashioned, simple, unbelievably
illv something of which the world
s 10 thing.
e years and years of stage work
deville tours, screen and radio,
< is the most completely untheilwoman in existence. There is
■ this theater-in-the-blood busi\th Gracie.
She never discusses

purchasing a spree, she'll first saunter
slowly and methodically before the
shop's windows. Noting this article and
that. Comparing prices. This may consume the greater part of the day and
the actual purchasing may be reserved
for another time. But once having decided and having purchased, her emotions are divided equally into two divisions: (a) joy; (b) panic.
The joy over a new clip, when there
are so many, many clips in the world,
is something to warm the heart and revive decaying enthusiasm in just things.
The panic that inevitably follows the
joy is one of the strangest of all quirks
in the make-up of this amazing woman.
A quick rush of feet along a hotel
hallway, and Bill Burns knows that
Gracie is on her way to that famous
hotel conference room where Bill, the
Burns' business manager, has his office.

YOU A LITTLE
IN YOUR HOME?
PRIZE

WINNERS

Here is the list of prize winners who
rOO — (first prize)

J. R. Cicchetti,

JOC— (three pictures)
j00 — (two
pictures)
Ni Mex.

took the pictures on pages 42-43.

19 Channing

Madeline Nueske,
1521
Mrs.
Helen
McClendon,

Road, Watertown,

Mass.

East 96th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
I 10 Cornell
St., Albuquerque

!00— (one
00— (one

picture)
picture)

Helen
Bradley, 4123
171 St., Flushing, L. I., N. Y.
Nadya Pashkovsky, 560 W. 144th St., New York, N. Y.

00 — (one
j00 — (one
Calif.

picture)
picture)

Curtess
Frances

,00— (one
i.00 — (one

picture)
picture)

Audrey
Frost, 2308 Walter
St., Huntington
Park, Calif.
Helen Coyne, 4130 77 St., Jackson Heights, L. I., N. Y.

!.00— (one
.00 — (one
.00 — (one

picture)
picture)
picture)

Anton Lonek, Jr., I l'/2 West 84th St., New York, N. Y.
Mrs.
Floyd
Hoskinson,
1621
N. Kildare Ave.,
Chicago,
Vincent
E. Haley,
Box 2451,
Houston,
Texas.

Callahan,
L. Keene,

l4'/2
227

East Third
St., Frederick,
South
Benton
Way,
Los

Md.
Angeles,

III.

Did you ever photograph
a movie star?
In Hollywood?
Or out of Hollyi wood?
Did you ever grab-shot any movie event that made a good picture?
PHOTOPLAY
j of the month
telling where

will buy those pictures of yours.
We'll pay $5.00 for the best
and $1.00 each for any other we publish.
Please send letter
and when the picture was taken.
Send them in addressed to
RUTH
WATERBURY,
122 East 42nd
Street,

Editor, Photoplay,
New York,
N. Y.

ILL OUT THIS FORM AND SEND IT (OR AN
/ITH EACH PHOTOGRAPH SUBMITTED
I hereby submit this photograph

of

changed to Marvelous Makeup because
it brings them immediate new beauty.

gether... or on you. You'll look younger,
lovelier when you wear Marvelous

THE PRICE IS LOW... and you needn't wait
to buy a complete set. Buy that lipstick
you need ... or rouge, or face powder
... in Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup . . .
only 55<£ each (Canada 65^). Your drug
or department store recommends this
makeup, advises:

Makeup. ..for it's makeup that matches
. . . powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow
and mascara, in color harmonized sets.
And it's makeup that matches you . . .
for it's keyed to your own personality
color, the color that never changes, the
color of your eyes.

/ BLUE

EXACT

COPY)

BEAUTY EDITORS, fashion experts, artists
and colorists agree this eye-matched
makeup is right with your skin tones,
your hair, your type. Stage and screen
stars, lovely women
everywhere, have

eyes are

TONIGHT... for that man who

1938,

BY

RICHARD

HUDNUT

ED MAKEUP ij/^aWjvU^
_^

IGNED

matters...

try this new and alluring matched makeup that matches you!
COPYRIGHT

MARVELOUS

uiear Patrician type

\\ HAZEL.
BROWN ...
. . . tcear
tcear Continental
Parisian typetype

(describe briefly)

Mi

Mail

coupon

NOW

for

Marvelous

*§*~jj fJ
Makeup, keyed loyour eyes! See how
that
. . and be
matches
you.
j fl/y\*
**
much matches
lovelier . you'll
with makeup
Richard Hudnut, Dept. M,
693 Filth Avenue, New York City

vDDRESS
Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian

tcear Dresden type

If your J GRAY

> PHOTOPLAY,
for whatever
price the editors decide it is worth, and
I permit
id authorize
Macfadden
Publications,
Inc., to publish
said photograph
in one
more of its magazines
at any time, if acceptable.
I warrant that I have the
gal right so to submit it.

(if sender is under 21

IGNED

ADDRESS

AVOID MISFIT MAKEUP . . . unrelated cosmetics that cannot possibly look well to-

'

years of age):

I enclose 10 cents to help cover mailing costs. Send my
P4-38
Tryout Kit of Marvelous Makeup. . .harmonizing powder,
rouge and lipstick for my type, as checked below:
/ My eyes are
Name
D Blue

□ Brown

Addresa

D Gray

Q Hazel

City

State_
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They spend Fortunes to find

FRESH FACES

"Look Bill," she'll say, "Nat (her own
name for George) is going to be furious
when the bill comes in this month. I
bought a new dress, Bullock's Wilshire.
Bill, I'm scared to death."
"How much is it?" Bill asks.
"Seventy-nine dollars and eighty-five
cents," comes the reply with a cross between a sigh and a groan. Bill turns to
the window and looks down Vine street

near-by stomach an elbow .
practically winded the stomach

eyes.
SeVENTY-NINE dollars and eightyfive cents in the life of a woman who

to around."
the screen
youIn tocontrast
shove me
Gracie who attempts anything
vate life Gracie is pretty firr

George nodded in approval, "it will be a
matter of forty-eight bath towels that
George himself sent out, for Gracie to
see before purchasing. Even then she'll
worry over the bill. What Nat might
The thing that adds piquancy to this
incident told me by these two men is
the fact that never in his entire life as
Grade's husband has George once complained of a bill. Never once. But
fixed in that mind of Gracie's is the Victorian idea it's the man who pays and
payssay."
and the least she can do is worry
about it.
It's Mr. Burns' contention that this
one characteristic alone cites the vast
difference between the two Gracies.
"My Gracie (and he refers to his own
imaginary Gracie, naturally) worries
over nothing," he explained. "Her
father may be, and almost always is
serving time in one of our better institutions, her brother just two jumps
ahead of solitary confinement and herself in a fine pickle and so what? It
never touches her. Never fazes her.
So certainly the matter of a few dozen

T^RESHNESS! It's the very life
-*- of Hollywood! Money's no
object in the hunt for fresh plays
and players. When a star goes
stale, his light goes out!
But when a cigarette goes stale,
it should never be lit at all! For
every drag you take on a stale
cigarette is a drag on you. Freshness isthe life of cigarette quality,
too. Old Gold spends a fortune
annually to put an extra jacket of

Cellophane on its every package.
You pay nothing extra for it . . .
but it brings you a world of extra
enjoyment. The full rich flavor
of fresh-cut, long-aged tobaccos;
prize crop tobaccos at their best.

ioned girl," George beams, "ai
of those rare women who is
conscious."
And I thought I
a murmured "God bless her he;
finished speaking.
She's little. And has an idea
pie are out pretty much to siI
around.
On purpose, too.
Once in a shop elevator in H
with Mrs. Benny, Gracie let it

at the glitter and pomp of a show-off
town and one corner of his lip curls up
in a strange little smile that seems so
out of place with the moisture in his

earns, every year, a man-sized fortune.
"Maybe," Bill Burns told me while

O.G.spends Fortunes to give you
FRESH &GARETTES

"Gracie even sings like an

bath towels or a new dress wouldn't
mean a single thing ki her life."
The reserved quiet charm of Mrs.
Burns in her own home and her love and
understanding of her two children are
wonderful to see. Her fine appreciation
of humor is exemplified by the rich, full
interpretation she gives to the reading
of her lines. Conveying to all listeners
the message that no one gets more enjoyment out of Gracie than just Mrs.
Burns herself.
She has never attained that I'm-astar-so-give-me-service attitude. She
never demands or expects more than
any ordinary woman in the ordinary
walks of life expects or demands. She
is a devoted wife and mother, an intelligent, well-read woman with a well-informed mind.

for five full minutes. "The
snorted, "that will teach a big

vinced she can't do anything,
came time for the minuet dance
lege Holiday," George approai
subject tactfully.
"I can't do it. I can't do it,"
began
while George shushed hi
"I'm not
worried about your d
George moaned. "Can Ben Bl
that's
me down."
Once what
the has
attention
was tak
herself and focused, as she supr.
Ben Blue who could dance a
with a potato bug, she was al ■,
The same with her marveloi]
ing with Fred
in "De t,
Distress."
Once Astaire
Fred pretende
George's dancing he was worr:l
and not hers, her fears were
Again in direct contrast Jo J
awareness of George's screen ai
insults, which roll off Gracie li
terballs, she is quick to resent flr
tentional insult in real life.
A masher on Broadway once I
lash of Gracie's rebuke. Gracii 1
very idea — you-you big clout-y»
sembling not a little yesterday's ■
of "How dare you, sir?" as delival
Gracie. The masher may still be J
in the same spot for all Gracie «|
She is chic and smart in her 4
And this year she was voted by t Q
versify of Southern California 1
the brainiest women of the yeaill
contention
being on
she'd
have to b«
to
build success
lunacy.

But,atyou
they didn't
kno' 1(1
there
the see,
University
that Grac
\J
has little or nothing to do w
actual establishment of that sc
Gracie. That a man named
George Burns, deserves that wr
laurel for giving to the public a (
ful dumb Dora. One who furn
weary world with endless che
countless laughs. While the real
at that exact moment of cheermay be thinking to herself, "0.
wait till he sees next month's I

Buy your Old Golds where you
will ... in damp climates or dry.
They're as good where they're
sold as where they're made . . .
and that's as good as a cigarette
can be made!

The Inner
Jacket
at the
Top Opens
Sealing the Bottom

TUNE
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IN on Old Gold's Hollywood Screenscoops every Tues. and Thurs. night, Columbia Network, Coast-to-Coast

Two cute copycats are Ronnie and Sandra — the younger
members of the Burns and Allen family, and two important
reasons why George and Gracie are a pair of homebodies

w4 ^v-'%

Cal York's(Continued
Gossip
of Hollywood
jrom page 51)
:d, "Joanie pants" makes tea for
!an. "What are you cooking now?"
asked her one afternoon. "I'm
ig you a little cake," the busy cook
"It should be good, Baby. I'm
ig it out of soap powder and salt."
iked
youJoan.
ever think of adopting her?"

he thought. You see, poor Ginger is so
head-over-heels in work, what with finishing "Vivacious Lady," and redoing
a portion of "Having Wonderful Time,"
that it's impossible for the studio to get
Fred back into the harness for a while.

: eyes grew wide and serious. "Oh,
(dn't do that," she said, "she beto her mother."

ice in next year's report, what with
breaking all attendance records in every
city where she has held her skating exhibitions.

ating Tyrone

Gary Cooper: Gary and his wife pulled
a surprise on Hollywood when they
packed their trunks secretly, kissed their
offspring good-by, and started off on
an extended vacation rest and secondhoneymoon trip which will probably
land them in Italy.
Myrna Loy: working on the first picture
of her new contract with Metro, Myrna
Loy was being whisked to a San Diego
location of "Test Pilot" in a studio car
when another car, darting out of a crossroad, caused Myrna's driver to swerve
from the road and all but wreck the
machine in which she was riding. The
incident was hushed up, but Miss Loy
and her studio realized how narrowly
the famous star had escaped serious in-

NE POWER may be at M-G-M,
•ing opposite Norma Shearer in
; Antoinette," but don't believe
noment that Tyrone has forgotten
ime lot, Twentieth Century-Fox.
the two studios recently engaged
inter-studio basketball game,
Powers bet plenty on the boys
is Westwood lot. One of the most
ig bets he lost in this contest was
ector Woody Van Dyke, who bet
offee for the cast and crew for
maining time of the picture. So,
day, Tyrone shells out for thirty
3 of coffee. And what makes it
ore heartbreaking, confides Tyis the fact that M-G-M is spona coffee show on the airlanes each
where they must get their coffee
hing.

n Doings
/ Temple: despite all the rumors
sports to the contrary,
Shirley
e will not make a picture with
onne Quints.
Her next picture,
Miss Broadway," will be in the
by the time you read this.
Gable: after balking for eighteen
Clark finally went
into "Test
and is having more fun making
icture than any he has done in
Four different location trips to
nding airports were just pleasure
to Gable.
He spent hours with
*ular pilots, mechanics and aeroers. His g.f. (Carol Lombard) is
a three months vacation from
■een and spending plenty of time
Gable sets.
: Taylor: if Bob makes all the
:s his studio has scheduled for
their respective order, he will be
siest actor in town.
"Three Cornwill no doubt be under way soon,
roved his mettle as a true friend
ady fair, Barbara Stanwyck, dur- recent court battling, even offertake the witness stand in her be'rosby: this has been a very lucky
for the crooning star. His fourth
as born, and those nags in his
Anita stable continue to romp
in the prize money to swell the
coffer.
n Powell: the travel bug has bit11 again and he talks of a forth; trip to Mexico and South Amerince Powell has not, as yet, come
is with his studio, he is footloose
ontract free. So his talked-of
rings to far-off lands may become
■s soon.
Withers:
this
little box-office
has a new hideaway mountain
it Lake Arrowhead where she will
I most of her time between picf.n the future.
lAstaire and Ginger Rogers: the
Ig wizard arrived back in Holly<;;his month, following his Eastern
i' m, all set to begin work in the
I led Astaire-Rogers film. But
is having a longer vacation than

Sonja Henie: the little skater's incometax figures are really going to cut some

jury.

Cheap at 55
WE'VE heard of ambitious fans, but
we'll have to doff our chapeau to a
young Boston girl named Parsons who
succeeded in getting Deanna Durbin on
the long-distance telephone and talking
$55 worth to her.
Hearing Deanna would soon make a
radio appearance in New York, the
young girl asked her to try to get down
to Boston to be her house guest. And
the strange part about it is that Deanna
was so impressed at her young fan's sincerity that she has asked her parents
if they can't get down to Boston for a
day to look up Miss Mildred Parsons.

Bits and Bitters
I HE latest prank played by Carole
Lombard on Clark Gable concerns the
monstrous sheep dog Clark gave her as
a gift. While Clark was in San Diego
on location, Carole had a dog house
built for her pet and proudly led Gable
out to see it when he returned. One
look, and Clark almost swooned, for
at the windows of the dog house were
cream-colored Venetian blinds with organdie drapes. A dotted-swiss draped
dressing table set with dainty bottles
of flea powder and dog brushes stood
in one corner. Taffeta cushions were
scattered about while the dog, tied up
with pink bows, reclined on a blue rug.
Speechless for one whole minute, Clark
at last let out a howl of laughter. Now
the gagged-up dog house has gone to
the neighbor's children for a playhouse.
Mr. Sheep Dog is sleeping — under
Carole's house.
Bette Davis' father-in-law, visiting
Bette and Ham in Hollywood, thinks
(out loud) that Bette is the finest actress in pictures, but Bette (gorgeoussense-of-humor Davis) says he keeps
looking at Olivia de Havilland while
he's saying it.
Bette denies she's having a baby.
June Lang, her mama and A. C. Blumenthal spend many a Saturday night
riding the beach merry-go-rounds.
Imagine going around and around and
around with A. C. Blumenthal and
mama on a merry-go-round.
add up to you?

Does it

*J/ie Tooanfedd de la ^J'a/aUe
says: "I've always felt I couldn't do without
Pond's Vanishing Cream before powder and overnight. Now, it's simply magical. In 3 weeks it has
made my skin seem finer, livelier!"

TODAY something new is possible
in beauty creams! A thing not
dreamed of only a few years ago!
One of the vitamins has been found
to be a special aid to the skin. This
vitamin is now known to heal wounds
and ugly burns — quicker! It even
prevents infections in wounds!
And this "skin-vitamin" you are
now getting in Ponds Vanishing
Cream.
You have always used Pond's Vanishing Cream for melting away skin
flakiness and making skin smooth for

how much better your skin looks —
clearer, fresher!
In Pond's Vanishing Cream, this precious "skin-vitamin" is now carried right
to the skin. It actually nourishes the skin!
Improves its texture. This is not the "sunshine" vitamin. Not the orange-juice vitamin. It is the vitamin that especially helps
to maintain skin heatitv.
Same

c fH aaA
Pond's, *
Dept.

Name_
City__

£0>* fOKfl
^|l/ ^
M V

Labels . . same

Price

Get a jar Cream
of Pond's
new "skin-vitamin"
Vanishing
tomorrow.
You will find
it in the same jars, with the same labels, at
the same price. Women who have tried it
say they're "just crazy" about it.

powder. Now this famous cream
brings added benefits.
Keep on using it as you always
have. After a few weeks, just see £^^J\

— ^fJP
Jp

Jars . . same

^Yb

test it ,n 9 treatments

15-VR, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of Pond's new "skinR samples of 2 other
vitamin" Vanishing Cream, enough for 9 treatments,
■pOWD£with
Pond's "skin-vitamin"
5Lim<
different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I
Pnrlnflp
10^
tn cover
rrwrnr
t .. > - Creams
1
....I and
enclose
10$!
to
postage
and
packing.
_Street_ GHNESS
ROU
_State_

HOLDS

«o*»%fHES

Copyright, 1038, Pond's Extract Company
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Boos and Bouquets
(Continued from page 4)
Long live Walt Disney, so that he may
produce more of these delightful fairy
tales that are so thoroughly enjoyed by
the old and the young.
Lucille Brubaker,
Huntington Park, California.

bert's vegetables, the supernoisines
the Dupont family, the numbskull gi
of guests at a Dujjont dinner — al
these are false notes.
Just one n|
not-too-dull pictureMarian
— too bad!
E. Smith,
Paris, Franc

THIRD PRIZE— $5.00
WELL,

LIVE

AND

LEARN

A toast to Kirtley Baskette, whose recent article in Photoplay has made me
Gene Autry conscious. After reading
his story I suddenly realized that it had
been a long time since I attended a
weekly Western with my ten-cent six
shooter on my hip. And, taking it from
thing.
Mr. Baskette, I'd been missing someI noticed that a Gene Autry picture
was being shown in town. Here was a
chance to see, hear and pass judgment
on the much-acclaimed cowboy. I
sneaked into the theater felling very
ancient and sheepish among an army of
youngsters. Through two entire shows
I sat entranced in the midst of whistling
cowboy enthusiasts, watching and falling under the spell of the tall blond
Texan. Well, he was good, he could
sing, and he certainly did register.
Result, one more Gene Autry fan — ■
which equals one sleepless night composing a request for a photograph.
Thanks for the tip, Kirtley Baskette;

QUAKER

Gene Autry certainly has "got someHelen Howard,

STOCKINGS

thing there."

Wilmington, Del.

The glamorous "something" that
says YOUTH is a feature of every

S1.00 PRIZES

Quaker stocking. Their sheer trans-

COMRADES!

parency moulds your legs in highlights and shadows — making them
sleeker, younger, more
flattering contours,
ankles!

exciting —
slenderizing

Yet Quaker stockings are noted
for the way they wear and wash. 79c

MORE

SOLIDARITY!

"Tovarich" was shown for us on shipboard (the Normandie) yesterday, and
I'm mad enough to chew nails! They
take a play, light, charming and entertaining in itself, and make it into just
another routine movie. They squeeze
out all the gay flavor until there's nothing left but slapstick of the "My Man
Godfrey" and its twin schools.
The rowdies stealing Claudette Col-

After seeing that scatterbrained,
larious but still dignified "Tovaricl]
had to sit down and let off a little st<
Before
now,
I always
though.
Charles Boyer as "just another Freij!
man," but I have to say now he's svJ
elegant!
As a butler he's perfect
as a Romeo he's romance personi
Charles
Boyer
and Claudette Coli
together
make
this one of the
amusing comedies on record.
Vivian
Sioux Schneider
City, Iov

$1.00 PRIZE
OUR CONGRATULATIONS
The picture "Navy Blue and G|
may not receive the Academy Avi
it may not even receive honorable r ■
tion by the critics, but it will af
live in the memory of a bachelor 4
down in Tennessee.
I entered the t i
ter that memorable evening, tired, I
gruntled
and
blue.
Immediatel I
found myself, a nobody who had nf
witnessed a big football game, right

the 45 yard line, pulling with my allNavy,
for
Jimmie
Stewart,
RcJ
Young and Tom Brown.
In my I
excitement I beat my hands and chc #
my nails, absolutely unconscious of M
one in the theater.
Suddenly, someone from somewa
touched my arm and I looked intcia
warmest eyes, just another ex*
lonely soul. Together we shareda
picture once again.
The wedding will be in March, d|
let
cast scheme
of that pici'a
thatmetheassure
entirethecolor
wilW
"Navy Blue and Gold."
Francis Billis :
Nashville, Tei

to $ 1 .65 at good stores everywhere.

QUAKER

HOSIERY

COMPANY,

r/^GRAYHAIR
Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small
box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of
glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little cost.
Apply to the hair twice a week until
the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked,
faded or gray hair, makes it
soft and glossy and takes years
off your looks. It will not
color the sculp, ia not sticky or
greasy and dues not rub off.
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330 FIFTH

rarcnr

AVENUE,

N. Y.

When you — women or men — follow the
harmless
DEXTROSE
FOOD
METHOD.
A remarkable, quick and safe way to get rid of
reducible fat. No starvation diet. You can eat
plentifully of tasty foods asoutlined in Method.
FoodChart tells you what to avoid. Nostrenuous
exercise. Just a dally walk. Contains no drugs
of any kind— tastes like candy. Best of
all you can keep your welghtdown.Amaz- *■
lng weight reductions reported In short time.
Mrs. P. B. of Eldorado. 111. writea: "I feel [ike
a new personl I lost 43 pounds, thanks to the
Dextrose Method. I feel better and have a better
complexion. too. " Mrs. L. K.. Portlands >re. says:
"'Dextrose Method has done wonders for me. I
lost 40 pounds and haven't felt so well in yeara."

FREE TRIAL OFFER

SEND NO MONEY! Write today for FREE
OFFER and make liberal 7 Days Guaranteed
Test. Prove you can have charming, graceful
body— learn why DEXTROSE K( )( >n Method
ba8 been hulled us miracle in reducible fat reduction. Don' t walt-wrlte today for FREE OFFER.
JACQUELINE WHITE
854 N. Clark Street, Dept, c-17, Chicago, Illinois

Come the day of television, and you will only have to turn a dial to se1 s
well as hear the prime favorites of the world — Jeanette MacDonald '
Nelson Eddy come into your living room.
Can you bear waiting a few ye •

sed without any special fanfare
ihoo, M-G-M's "Navy Blue and
urned out to be one oj the surctures of the year, combining as
dramatic story of the "middies' "
y life authentically b a c k ■d at Annapolis, and the glories
\me football. Commander Harlaslip, U.S.N, retired, personally
;ed the conduct of the principals,
d the uniforms and insignia.
t was supplemented by many
All- Americans, including "Cotirburton" who quarterbacked,
nd Pat Flaherty, formerly a star
le professional Giants. The pic; previewed by the Naval Board,
upposed to represent the most
picture of Annapolis ever pre>n the screen.

RIZE

quite

right in

y's "Close Ups and Long Shots"
s pointed out that producers are
; too much money on their reures.
roducers have been feeding us
chocolates that we would more
!come a few old-fashioned pepsticks. You remind me of ext parents who overindulge their
with expensive toys — toys acwith delight, but soon disreor the joys of a kitchen pie pan
ardener's watering pot.
•oducer, we your public should
-ded as your children. Don"t
eve us when we tell you that
jcted but simple pictures would
;ciated by us as much as the
amorous affairs which you have
ut so profusely during the past
Pat Cassidy,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.

RIZE
*S A

ARE YOU THE TYPE THAT'S

Vital, Manitoba, Canada.

$1.00 PRIZE
WELCOME,

Ave?

JM

"WELLS FARGO"

I saw "Wells Fargo" and think it is a
greater picture than either "The Covered Wagon" or "Cimarron."
I feel that those not fortunate enough
to have seen this great colorful story of
the early American West have truly
missed seeing one of the most glorious
and thrilling periods in the country's
history depicted upon the screen.

3AND TIMES YES!
Waterbury was

event, the greatect in the history of the
community.
I hope and trust that Deanna will always retain that simplicity which endears her to the hearts of those of us
living in this cold northern climate, and
that she will never forget that she is one
of us.
Gail Hall,
St.

SONG

harm and unsophistication of
as never more exemplified than
Oeanna Durbin's visit to her
ther in Canada at the completer picture, "One Hundred Men

rr;

ay" lives in the village of St.
/e miles from Winnipeg, and
insisted she would sleep with
in the five-room cottage on
red road within a stone's throw
tiinese market gardens,
ayal Suite of Winnipeg's finest
s reserved for Canada's greatt, but, scorning the luxury of
latial hotel, Deanna drove
to her grandmother's humble
ad slept there overnight, to the
1 astonishment of the common
he village who still talk of this

We

"Wells Fargo" not only pays high tribute to the gallant courage of the pioneer
men and women who connected California with the East, but tells a dramatic,
vivid story of the growth of the Wect
from sprawling settlenaent trading posts
to the magnificent cities that the whole
civilized world has come to envy and
admire.
Being a soldier, I can fully appreciate the big part that the motionpicture industry is playing in making
our great country the standout that it is.
H. J. Merry,
Headquarters Battery, 6th C.A.
Fort Winfield Scott, California.

$1.00 PRIZE
WE CALL IT A CHUCKLE
What's in a laugh? Plenty if you ask
me — and Irene Dunne. If you saw
"Theodora Goes Wild" and "The Awful
Truth," you probably think as I do, that
it was not Irene Dunne who stole both
pictures, it was her laugh! Such a
charming, poignant, outstanding laugh,
expressing everything that a laugh
should express — joy, happiness, mischief, comedy — everything! That laugh
(or was it a giggle?) carried me away Let one of these lO new face powder colors
with Irene Dunne in both pictures and
made me feel as natural toward her as if bring out the dancing light in your eyes —
I had been acting out the roles myself. breathe new life, new radiance into your skin !
Let's have more of Irene Dunne — and
that laugh!
Ruth Routhier,
How often have you admired the girl almost the same in the box, may fail you
horribly when you put it on.
Orlando, Florida.
Miss Dunne's many admirers will soon
have another chance to hear her mirth

when her new picture, "The Joy of
unlimited— I know,
Loving," is released. Those funny peo- happen. Why not
ple, Alice Brady, Guy Kibbee and Eric
Blore will be around, too, in case Irene yourself? Why not
should feel downhearted. The moral of new poise, a more
"Joy of Loving" is that Love is more
important than money. That's really an
idea if you stop to think!

Cover the Studios
(Continued from page 56)

I comebacks Rudy Vallee inHollywood. One of these days,
and
this time, Rudy's
make maybe
one stick.
3 not a blush in a bushel where
hooting some process stuff for
re Such Fools." (Oh yeah?
lave to change that title!) As
inside, a familiar scene looms,
cilia Lane sitting on Wayne
lap. They sit there and gaze
s flickering and flashing on the
sn — that is, when they aren't
it each other. A train hurtles
! track.

who can "put
herself
on every
occasion
. . . win
moreacross"
than her
share
of dates and attention? In every group
there seems to be one whose luck is

because I've seen it
be that lucky type
win new confidence,
radiant personality ?
But to do all this, and more, you must
find your one and only lucky color.
That's why I want you to try all ten of
my glorifying new face powder shades
. . . so you will find the one that can
"do things" for you.
For one certain color can breathe new
life, new mystery into your skin . . . give
it flattering freshness . . . make it vibrant, alive ! Another color that looks

Find your one and only color!
I want you to see with your own eyes
how your lucky color can bring out
your best points — help bring you your
full measure of success. That's why I
offer to send you all ten of Lady Esther's
flattering face powder shades free and
postpaid. They are my gift to you.
When they arrive, be sure to try all
ten colors. The very one you might
think least flattering may be the only
color that can unveil the dancing light
in your hair and eyes . . . the one shade
that can make your heart sing with
happiness.
I hope you will
send
me theThat's
couponwhynow.
(41)

"Here it comes," says Wayne. "This
is the shot. Now I'm in the auto parked
across the tracks — "
"Let's rehearse your lines," cuts in
Busby Berkeley. "You yell, 'Wait a
minute — will you marry me?' — got it?"
"Sure," says Wayne. He looks at
Priscilla perched on his knee. "Wait a
minute," he shouts, "will you marry
"Yes!" yells Priscilla.
"Hey," protests Berkeley, "that's not
in me?"
the script."
"I know it," replies Priscilla Lane,
" — but give a girl a break, won't you?"

(You can paste tin's on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther, 7118 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
I want to find my "lucky" shade of face powder. Please send me your 10 new shades
free and postpaid, also a tube of your Four Purpose Face Cream.
Name
Address.
City

._*

State

{If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto. Ont.)

I_.

._l
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(Continued from page 53)

INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT—
20th Century-Fox

<?

OHANGHAI, during the air raids, is
the breath-taking backdrop for speedy
action and sinister intrigue in this tale
of smuggled arms. George Sanders,
gentleman of fortune, finds himself the
target of spies who are after the ammunition. It's Dolores Del Rio, lovely cafe
singer,
who
finally saves
life
and foils the villains.
Dick Sanders'
Baldwin and
June Lang furnish a romance, too.

«-"*"

THE SPY RING— Universal

Longer nails — streamlined nails are the fashion. So
Revlon offers PROLON, a new arid different preparation
which tends to prevent nails from splitting and cracking
at the ends. PROLON is a white creamy liquid, dries
quickly, is easily applied. Only one coat is needed to
provide a hard smooth base for your Revlon nail enamel
and a real protection for your nails.
Ask your manicurist about prolon.
Available wherever Revlon is sold.

125 WEST

FORTY-FIFTH

NEW
151

SPARKS

STREET

YORK

• OTTAWA,

© 1938

STREET

CITY
CANADA

WlLLIAM HALL is the army hero of
this spy story, and the melodrama which
encircles him is at least fast and gripping. Having invented a new machine
gun, Hall discovers that his poloplaying rivals are enemy spies; so he
ingeniously creates a method by which
the polo results lead him to the leader
of the ring. Jane Wyman aids Hall and
Leon Ames and Ben Alexander are
tossed an occasional scene. There is a
timely entente with current headlines
in the subplot.
MY

OLD

KENTUCKY

HOME— Monogram

I HE sole reason for seeing this view
of happenings south of the Mason
Dixon is to hear the Hall Johnson Choir
of famed negro singers, who manage to
hold your ear when your eyelids droop.
Larry Blair (Grant Richards) has
been sponsoring a young singer, who,
forthwith on his announcing his marriage to Lisbeth Calvert (Evelyn Venable), tries to poison herself. She succeeds in only blinding Larry. Matriarchal Granny Blair puts on a centennial to celebrate the founding of
Blair's Molasses Company. Much
ning around; everybody sacrifices
self on the altar of love; and
what — Larry recovers his sight.
lasses from start to finish.

CHANGE

\^r

runhimguess
Mo-

OF HEART— 20th Century-Fox

please the kids and amuse tht|
In this one Bobby Mauch is ■
mented by his twin, Billy, in a I
over two dogs. As usual the nil
hood gang, organized as young I
get involved with real gangsters!
sentimental and fairly preposte J
adjusted to the small-town au<J

DOUBLE

DANGER— RKO-Ra

ANOTHER
fascinating
crook,
as The Gentleman, takes his
baffle everyone in sight.
Pres
ter plays The Gentleman wi>
charm while Whitney Bourne
most attractive accomplice.
S<
Hinds as the police commissic
Donald Meek, as a jeweler, are
ter's trail.
But Foster is so
nice nobody wants him caught
thing for the morals of the yo|
tck, tck.

ARSENE

LUPIN RETURNS— Ml

I HE polish of Melvyn Dough
role of the famous French
overcomes an antiquated story
ing jewels. Douglas, as Arser
a reformed thief, finds himse
into the limelight when the er
his lady love Virginia Bruce
With the aid of American i
Warren William, Douglas provi,
nocence.

It's light, average cii

SWING

HERE,

YOUR

at least,

LADY— Warr

is a

picture i

idea,
if it disappoints
sical. even
Humphrey
Bogart brin;a'l
pion wrestler Nat Pendleton t
country and matches him will
Fazenda,
Amazon
blacksmitl
characterization of a sub-moro |
nificent; there are a lot of lau;
good hillbilly music, and a
Apple" sequence.

LOVE here finds a novel way to take
the conceit out of a misguided young
executive with a swelled head; the result is but mildly entertaining. Gloria
Stuart is the girl who uses cupid as
Bergen employs McCarthy; Michael
Whalen is the one who profits by the
experiment. Jane Darwell and Lyle
Talbot plod along. Two-bit material.
THE

BLACK

DOLL— Universal

MYSTERY and lowdown comedy
abound in this the latest of the Crime
Club series. It deals with the attempts
of C. Henry Gordon to conceal a murder he committed years before. When
Black Doll mysteriously appears

The

It's amazing the way they fit, these Opera Star Pumps. They're
so snug and trim, yet never bite the instep. Smart, too. The
better stores carry them in colors to go with any ensemble
...

in your size . . . and in two foot-flattering heel heights.

GREGORY

&

READ

COMPANY,

IYNN,

in his home, Gordon is suddenly exterminated. Nan Grey, as the daughter of Gordon's victim, has been directed to a superior performance.
Donald Woods, playing the sleuth who
captures the criminal, seems lackadaisical. Edgar Kennedy is simply hysterical.

MASSACHUSETTS
PENROD

AND HIS TWIN BROTHER— Warners
Clark

AGAIN Penrod, the classic
small
boy, comes
ambling
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American
along
to

Gable

and

his

Lombard) were among
present
at the Ted

g.f.&

the rr|
Heal)"

Brief Reviews
(Continued from page 6)
-MG A NEW HIGH-RKO-Radio
Is lifts this none too brilliant comedy to a
<of entertainment. As a cabaret singer
etic ambitions she coaxes E. E. Horton
she's toa wear
bird girl
fromcostumes,
Africa. This
IfigPons
exotic
sing setup
both
<»s and classical arias with delicious
Thn Howard is her heart trouble.
Jack
jund for laughs.
(Feb.)
'WOOD

HOTEL— Warners

J potpourri of music and buffoonery put
libundunt, but not too brilliant enthusick Powell, the Lane Sisters, Lola and
Louella Parsons and her radio clan, inliinces Langford. The happiest contribui Bennie Goodman's swing band, and
(Paige's arrangement of "Black Eyes."
{March)
I CANE, THE — Sam Goldwyn-United
its
vind machine for a star and the Pacific
irector John Ford has concocted a stun-e of adventure and love among the
the South Seas. Newcomer Jon Hall
ity as well as most of his excellent
Dorothy Lamour is beautiful as his
lcess; the star-studded cast includes
Massey, Mary Astor and C. Aubrey
he hurricane is awe-inspiring. You
ss it. {Jan.)
4KE ROMANCE-Columbia
loore's new romantic film with opera
erherbest
since "One
Love."
domineering
aunt,Night
Helen ofWestley,
monkey business to get out of a conin love instead with impresario Melvyn
Miss Moore sings both popular and
irs with vocal and physical appeal.
D CHICAGO— 20th Century-Fox
nd of Mrs.
is God'sa gift
to
nuck
who O'Leary's
has here cow
achieved
vivid
Chicago's early days before the famous
wholesons
fighting
of O'Learys,
ice The
Brady,
Don clan
Ameche,
Tyrone
Tom Brown, live, love and learn in the
any colorful figures. The holocaust itself
iking, and the huge cast, including Alice
Andy Devine, superlative. Save your
i go. {March)

LAST

LADY BEHAVE-Republic
Somewhere between the newsreel and the main
feature you will watch Sally Eilers getting into
awful trouble — and romance — because of her sister.
This one, already married to Joseph Schildkraut,
gets tight, marries Neil Hamilton. Sally does a good
comedy job and Marcia Mae Jones is really very
funny. (March)
LADY FIGHTS BACK, THE-Universal
The natural scenic beauty here far surpasses the
story of a girl (Irene Hervey) who fights when her
favorite fishing haunt is threatened by the industrial engineering of Kent Taylor. The dam is built,
the salmon are saved, the lovers are happy. Some
fun, eh? (Jan.)
* LAST GANGSTER, THE-M-G-M
Edward G. Robinson returns once more to the
role that made him famous in this magnificently
effective but somewhat brutal picture. Returning
from Europe with his bride, he discovers rivals
muscling in, kills them, goes to prison, is finally
forced to disgorge his hoarded gold to save his wife
and son. Rose Stradner, the new Viennese actress,
is exceptional; the cast, including Jimmy Stewart,
Douglas Scott and Lionel Stander, extremely able.
(Jan.)

• LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN-M-G-M

A smart and wisecracking comedy which idealizes
art for art's sake and scoffs at filthy lucre, this has
Bob Montgomery marrying heiress Rosalind
Russell. Fame and a scheming Helen Vinson
almost ruin his marriage, but Bob Benchley, his
faithful but boozy friend, finally rights matters. All
the performances are superior.
(Jan.)
LIVING ON LOVE
You'll
enjoyDunn,
this smart
story girl,
of a Whitney
working
boy,
James
and a little
working
Bourne, who share the same basement room without ever seeing one another. When they eventually
meet, the fireworks begin.
It's fun. (Jan.)
LOOK

OUT FOR LOVE— GB

manyof admirers
will welcome
himTullio
backCarminati's
as the hero
this complicated
tale
whereby Anna (Queen Victoria) Neagle rises from a
street singer to world-renowned dancer through
Tullio's
sacrificial
efforts.
Robert
Douglas
is a
brazen and
handsome
villain.
There
are some
swellish singable songs.
(Feb.)
(Continued on page 98)

MINUTE

Slight Case of Murder—
Warners
?HING SACRED" started the
and amazing cycle of pictures
lich a kind of morbid humor is
;zed from the tragedy of death.
; Confession" followed. This
nt picture, an outrageously
farce of gangsters, is by far
riost successful. Adapted from
;age play, it creates almost conlaughter; as a reflection on the
rn trend of American wit the
:st hilarity comes with murder.
; story concerns the plight of
ird G. Robinson and his lowbut big-hearted wife, Ruth
elly, in their efforts to go reable with the coming of Repeal.
try fails, naturally, because esil vulgarity keeps popping out.
3 is mortgage trouble in Robinbrewery, and romantic trouble
; house, when his daughter, Jane
n, gets engaged to a state
ier. — Sensational sub-plots, too
ved to recite here, stumble over
other. Willard Parker, newr, is nice as the trooper; Bobby
an, Allen Jenkins and others
ort. The whole thing is colossal
*, beautifully executed, mad and
dng and (most important) sutely funny.
Best performances:
Edward G. Robinson
Ruth Donnelly

REVIEWS
•

Of Human

INVESTED

Hearts — M-G-M

with legitimate emotion

by Bradbury Foote's excellent writing and Clarence Brown's direction,
this gentle and sincere picture is
serious cinema at its best. It tells
of a minister and his family who
come to a pioneer town; the son is
unhappy because of their poor circumstances and the discipline of his
father. Despite the wife's efforts to
keep peace, the boy runs away to
be a surgeon. He succeeds because
of his family's endless sacrifices, but
heartlessly forgets these benefits until President Lincoln, as recorded in
the famous story, lectures him into
repentance.
Easily the finest performance in
what amounts to an orgy of great
portrayals is that of the mother, by
Beulah Bondi; Walter Huston manages to be sympathetic as the relentlessly moral preacher. Young Gene
Reynolds plays the boy rebel with
memorable finesse. You will see
again the incomparable technique
that makes Jimmy Stewart one of
Hollywood's finest actors; Guy Kibbee, Sterling Holloway and Gene
Lockhart assist ably. The little romantic interest extant is supplied by
Ann Rutherford. You will miss
much
Hearts."

if you

miss

"Of

Human

Are Ill-fitting Shoes
Undermining Your Health?
Corns, bunions, callouses are the
uncomfortable outward signs of
badly-fitting' shoes. But the real
danger of improper footwear is
more far reaching and serious. Permanent ill health, diminished physical and mental power, loss of
beauty, premature old age, pessimism and general failure in life are
often traceable to this source. If
you are wondering just what is
wrong with you, get Bernarr Macfadden's searching study, Foot
Troubles. This book will not only
be a revelation to you but it Avill
also go a long way toward helping
you back to the normal good health
that is your birthright. Use the
coupon below and order your copy
TODAY.
Macfadden
Book Company,
205 East 42nd Street, New

Inc., Dept. P4
York, N. Y.

Entirely at your risk, and with the understanding
that I may return the book for full refund at the
end of 5 days, please send me a copy of Bernarr
Macfadden's Foot Troubles. Upon receipt, I will
pay the postman $2, plus postal charges.
(We pay postage on all cash orders)
NAME
ADDRESS

VL.

}F&

LOOK

at

your

eyes

• Today's fashions demand that
the eyes play a big part in feminine make-up. An off-the-face hat,
a mysterious veil must set off sparkling, well-groomed eyes!
Kurlash in a few seconds curls
your lashes in a sweeping curve
— makes them appear naturally
longer and darker, makes eyes
seem larger and more glamourous! Only $1 at all good stores.
Send your name, address and
coloring to Jane Heath, Kurlash
consultant, Department A-4, and
receive free a complete personal
color chart and a booklet on eye
make-up.
THE KURLASH COMPANY, Inc.
Rochester, New York, U. S. A.
The Kurlash Company of Canada,
at Toronto, 3.

Best performances:

Beulah Bondi
Gene

James Stewart

Reynolds

CITY
Canadian

STATE
and

Foreign

Orders,

Cash

in

Advance

Copyright 1938, The Kurlash Co., Inc.
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SHE LOVED A FIREMAN-Warners

LOOK OUT. MR. MOTO— 20th Century-Fox

Lustrous Color for

FADED
HAIR

\
(Test Bo
Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair. Gray goes — streaks disappear. Color
wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy — takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for
Free Test.

! Color of your hair?.

$25-535 a WEEK

Yon can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands of graduates. 3 9th yr.
One graduate has chaise of 10-bed hospital. Another saved $4 00 while learning. Equipment included. Men and women 18 to 60. High
School not required.
Easy tuition payments. Write now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 294,
100 East Ohio Street. Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name_
.
-Age_
-State.
City

TO

BE

WAY

GLAMOROUS

Enrich your personality with a glamorous individual fragrance that symbolizes YOU and you
alone. Maque discovers your personality by interpreting your answers to his Confidential
Questionnaire, and creates for your exclusive use
a special individual perfume that emphasizes
the charm of your personality. Your formula is
never duplicated for anyone else in the world —
it is yours exclusively. A new and utterly different way of assuring complete individuality in
your perfume. Send today for Free Confidential
Questionnaire which will enable Maque to create
a perfume blended only for you. Write your
name and address in the margin and return this
ad TODAY to
Studio Maque, Dept. P-48
45 Christopher St., N. Y. C.

SUFFERERS
FROM
(SCALY

SKIN

TROUBLE)

DGRmOIL

TEST

ove
it yourself
no matr how
long
you
have
uffered or what you have
ned.
Beautiful
book
on
Psoriasis
and
Dermoil
'ith amazing,
true photographic proof of results also FREE.

"Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly, Vi**SEND
FOR
embarrassing scaly \ ^ -ft"o\l
skin disease Psoriasis. XVS"* ,
Apply
non-s
tain'
Dermoil.
Thousands
do.
Grateful users, often
'TRIAL SIZE
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually disappeared and thev enjoyed
the thrill of a clear skin again.
Dermoil is backed by a positive
agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money
is refunded without question. Generous trial bottle sent
FREE to those who send in their Druggist's name and address. Make our famous "One Spot Test" yourself. Write
today for your test bottle. Results may surprise you.
Don't delay.
Walgreen Drug
Stores.Dept.
Lake PiLaboratories,Sold
Box 6, byNorthwestern
Station,
11,
Detroit,
Mich.

GENEROUS

WAKE UP
YOUR
Without
Calomel —
- "«m^B«i«fc
And
You'll
Jump La I YER
Out of Bed in the
Eft 1 I E
■"* ■ mm m
Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movementdoesn't getat thecause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
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A DIFFERENCE

Without the delicious humor of Myrna Loy this
would be a dull conversation piece about a young
emotionally uninvolved girl in love with a young
rake (Walter Pidgeon). When he marries Rosalind
Russell, Myrna sets out to get him back — with
astonishing results. Franchot Tone lurks in the
background.
A lulu because of Loy. (March)

Again Joan Crawford is magnificently the shop
girl, who, by beauty and brains overcomes a hideous
environment and an unfortunate marriage to blackmailer Alan Curtis, to emerge chin high to happiness
with Spencer Tracy. Joan looks stunning, does
some nice singing; Tracy is staunch support.
(March)

WHEN NEW LOTION
CLEARS EYES

TIRED,
dull
eyesE-U
. . . veined
P and red ruin
MAK
IN
eyeEYE
make-up. Now, a great new advance in
eye lotions clears up dull, veined look due to

m»^'

fatigue, exposure, etc. In seconds eyes look
thrillingly brighter, whiter, and therefore larger !
Use Eye-Gene before eye make-up
for sparkling new eye beauty! Two drops soothe and refreshtired, irritated eyes wonderfully ! No other
eye lotion like Eye-Gene! Purse size at any 5
and 10c store. Economy size at all drugstores.

Gum
r V
Obtain trim,
slenderGarments
ankles at once.
t^T*
Rubber
V^"

y

Relieves
and
they swelling,
fit like avaricose
glove. veins
Bust Reducers
S2.2S
14 inch Special
Ankle Reducers
$3.00
pr.
i
14 in. Stockings. .$6.75 pr. 6;
Send
ankle
and
calf
P
measures.
^
Uplift Brassier.
/ Girdle
(laced up . .$3.2S
back)
$4.50 ,
Abdominal Reducers for
men and women. $3. 50
Send measures. Pay by

^" /

check Write
or money
order — no
cash.
for literature.
Dr. Jeanne P. H. Walter
389
Fifth Ave., N. Y.

DrScholli

S/XINI EX

FOR ROMANCE-Universal

SECOND HONEYMOON-20th

Century-Fox

Charming, amusing, utterly romantic, this again
teams Tyrone (what a man!) Power and Loretta
Young in a modern story of what the moon will do
over Miami to an ex-husband meeting his ex-wife
who has since remarried. Stu Erwin and Marjorie
Weaver form a hilarious secondary team. Watch
Weaver's star rise! (Jan.)

SH! THE OCTUPUSI-Warners
Screwball detectives Allen Jenkins and Hugh
Herbert escort you through rapid and chill adventure in their search for the mysterious head of a spy
combine. Most of the action is in a deserted lighthouse full of monsters, but the persistent comedy
saves you from heart failure. Marsha Hunt and
John Eldredge are around — just for instance. (Feb.)

'

MARRIAGE HYGIENE

An engrossing modern courtroom story based on
a mother-love angle, but not too maudlin about it.
Frieda Inescort is splendid as the criminal lawyer
who successfully defends the killer of her ex-husband, wins back her own son by her brilliance and
courage. Walter Abel and Ruth Donnelly are outstanding support. Worthwhile.
(Jan.)

Metro spent almost $2,000,000 on this and it
ought to be pretty special. You get Nelson Eddy
singing Cole Porter songs, Eleanor Powell's dancing
and Frank Morgan's funny speech. If the garbled
story of a West Pointer in love with a princess
doesn'tably will.
throw
you gofor anyway.
a loop, the(March)
colossal sets probBetter

^Concealed

DllNIUN

Don't suffer from painful bunions or enlarged joints.
quick,
safe relief,
Dr. invisibly.
Scboll's Bunion
—Fora soft
rubber
shield, get
worn
Takes Reducer
off shoe
pressure; bides bulge; preserves shape of shoe. 50y.
For FREE FOOT BOOKLET bv Dr. Scholl. write
Dr. SchoU's, Inc., Chicago.
/%^

REDUCER

• ROSALIE-M-G-M

Pauline Frederick as a Chinese princess sta'n
(Feb.)

THOROUGHBREDS

DON'T CRY-M-G

Three youngsters with entirely differenj
pointstheir
meetexperiences
in a jockey's
boardinghouse
find
fit them
for the yeanailj
Mickey Rooney steals the show that was ill
to introduce Ronald Sinclair, a newcomer)
Garland and Sophie Tucker take care of tlj
nine interest and the music. One of the bell
(Feb.)

THRILL OF A LIFETIME-Paramount

BUNION

For those who like homespun movies woven with
sincere and familiar threads this story will be entertaining. Fred Stone and Berton Churchill battle
for acting honors; the former defending small-town
rights against a chiseling big-time promoter. A
number of clever youngsters are in support. (Feb.)

D-1-Warners

An accurate revelation of the dramatic t
the navy's undersea service, plus an elabor
duction, plus the splendid acting of Pat (
Wayne Morris and George Brent, and th
Pacific fleet, add up to the best Navy pic
record. The masculine contingent will ea

This twisted tale of intrigue in an Orient;
fails to daunt the imperturbable Moio, wh<
by Thomas Beck, tracks down stolen i
scrolls, finishes off Sidney Blackmer in firlj

Here is an antique yarn built around a college
hero, William Hopper, who is called upon to decide
between June Travis and his alma mater. He manto have his
cake things
and eatup itgenerally.
too. Johnnie
Davis'
scat ages
singing
livens
(Jan.)

QUICK MONEY-RKO-Radio

* SUBMARINE

Do go and see it. (F*

DR.
WALTER'S
.^"iv
Quick Reducing

OVER THE GOAL-Warners

A slow-moving story of romance on the run.
Henry Hunter, embezzler, deserts his sweetheart,
flees to Wendy Barrie, a young doctor in Budapest,
for protection from Detective Robert Kent, out to
get his man. Guess who falls in love with whom?
You're right. (March)

cast, is perfection.

(Feb.)

• NOTHING SACRED-Selznick-United Artists

PRESCRIPTION

IN A TEACUP-Korda-United I \

This is an extremely funny, oftentimes !
piece about the deflation in ego of a p
Scotch politician brought about by a your
man
in love Leigh,
with theSara
Scot's
daughter.
son, Vivien
Algood,
in fact Rethl

THANK YOU, MR. MOTO-20th Centur

Credit for this fine football picture backgrounded
at Annapolis is due primarily to the fine performances of Robert Young, Jimmy Stewart and Tom
Brown. Coming from very different environments,
the boys finally adjust themselves to life and to
each other. Billie Burke, Florence Rice and Lionel
Barrymore each contribute splendidly.
(Jan.)

• PORTIA ON TRIAL— Republic

STORM

EYE-GENE

• NAVY BLUE AND GOLD-M-G-M

Aided by color, a Ben Hecht script and the deft
direction of Bill Wyler, Carole Lombard and
Freddie March have turned in a comedy drama
that beats the best results of the nitwit schools, so
far. The story revolves around a reporter who is in
the doghouse with his editor, and his schemes to get
out of same by developing the season's biggest
front-page
news out
of a girl ostensibly
at death's
door. Satirical,
sophisticated
and screwy,
it is
among the ranking laugh films of all time.
(Feb.)

Walt Disney at long last brings his millic '
fantasy to the screen, and his loving labor
years is not lost. Mingling real character;
While, The Prince and the Witch Queen) J
lightful dwarfs and animals, he succeeds
velously
givingMouse
you or
great
entertainmei1
did with in
Mickey
Donald
Duck. T
reproduction and the sympiionic score are t
worlds.
(Feb.)
tinguished. We know you wouldn't mi'

— Re-

• MANNEQUIN-M-G-M

.State.

NEW

MERRY-GO-ROUND

ic MAN-PROOF-M-G-M

I

A

* SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN D
— Disney-RKO-Radio

When a gangster buys a recording company and
is tornpublic
his passionandfor exciting
jazz and things
his mother's
love
forbetween
opera, amusing
should
happen — and do. Leo Carrillo, Tamara Geva, Phil
Regan, Ann Dvorak and four big-name bands go to
town in rollicking rhythm. A-l sauce for your
glooms.
(Feb.)

r— 2422
MARY
i
GoldmanT.GOLDMAN—
Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

MAKE

■k LOVE AND HISSES-20th Century-Fox

MANHATTAN

FREE
TEST~We
send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first
this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.

I City

There are a lot of thrills in this inside st I
modern fire company. Smart-aleck Did
saves the life of Robert Armstrong, is bro
his
high horseandbyeducational.
Armstrong's sister,
Interesting
(Jan.) Ann S |

Walter Winchell and Ben Bernie return with
gusto to another battle of wits and half-wits and
music and gags, built around a foreign star, Simone
Simon, whose abilities each take credits for. Much
hilarity goes on; the new Gordon and Revel tunes
are a delight; and Simone Simon shoplifts the
picture with her exceptional singing. Elegant.
(March)

FREEttJle

J Name
I Street

Our litte Japanese detective, Peter Lorre, has to
look out for everyone including himself in this
hokum tale of high treason, murder and the mishaps
of newsreel men in Siam. Rochelle Hudson, Robert
Kent and Chick Chandler are around.
(Jan.)

FREE
Travel Size SANEX
Send 10c to cover
postage
to
SANEXaridCo.,packing
Dept.
A-12, Minneapolis,
Minn.

The ing
twomodern
greatmarried
problems
confrontwomen
need
not trouble you. There is a more
positive, easy, safe, convenient
way of enjoying married happiness.
For Intimate Personal Cleanliness
to aid nature
in checking
inflammation, use SANEX
HYGIENIC
DOOt'HE POWDER. Mild, gentle, deodorizing, yet most effective. 4'/i oz. box 50c.
For More Easy Marriage Hyoiene
wives use dependable SANIFOKMS.
Dainty, stainless,
less. Convenient.
Harmless. odorBox
of
12 individually
FORMS
only $1. wrapped SANIYou can obtain SANEX DOUCHE
POWDER and SANIPORMS from
good
drug and department
stores.

TIRED OF LOATHSOME
SCHOOL-AGE PIMPLES?
Let millions of tiny, living plants help
keep blood free of skin irritants
Thousands of young people have said
good-by to the curse of youth — a pimply
skin. They know what happens between
the ages of 13 and 25, the time of life
when important glands develop. Your
system is upset. Poisons may pollute your
blood stream and bubble out on your skin
in ugly pimples. Then you need to cleanse
and purify your blood.
Let Fleischmann's Yeast help remove these
impurities the natural way. Millions of tiny,
active, living yeast plants will help keep poisons from the blood and help to heal your
broken-out skin. Many report amazing results in 30 days or less. Start eating Fleischmann's Yeast now. Buy some tomorrow!
Copyright, 1938, Standard Brands Incorporated

A pathetically thin story of a pair of
trying to marry off the dumb Dora of their ;
hotchpotch begins nowhere and ends then?
Yacht Club Boys, Eleanore Whitney,
k
this.
Downs (Jan.)
and Ben Blue are all scrambled togf'ri-

* TOVARICH-Warners

Brilliantly devised from the famous pla
liantly played by Charles Boyer and CI
Colbert, this depicts an incident in the lives
titled Russians living in Paris after the Revi
They hire out as butler and cook to a wild
each member of which proceeds to fall vark
love with the new domestics. The suavest
drama combined with the new padded-cell
of
comedy(Feb.)
makes this the best laugh bet
month.

• TRUE CONFESSION-Paramount
Enormously amusing because of the wa
played, but rather antisocial in theme, this
the misadventures of a congenital liar,
Lombard, who confesses to a murder she <
commit in order to give her struggling young
husband (Fred MacMurray) some publicity.
Barrymore and Una Merkel are grand in sec
roles. (Jan.)

* WELLS FARGO-Paramount
Magnificently staged against a panoramii tfc
ground of American history — the growth oi*
munications in the wild and early West — tlfl
human
of a young
marriedof couple's
happinessstory
against
the dangers
a growingbail*
i»
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee couldn't hav i
more superlatively cast. Bob Burns, Ports;*!
and
large cast definitely
of superiora hit.
actors(Feb.)
support'f
sheer a adventure,

* WISE GIRL-RKO-Radio

Crisp Miriam Hopkins gives an electric pel
ance here — aided by a fine story, Leigh jte
direction and a cast that immensely enjoys*
Two orphaned children are adopted by strUH
artist Ray Milland. Miriam resents his interf""
— and how. Milland was born for his rol»
Henry
Stephenson
and the children are del I
Catch this
quick. (March)

WITHOUT

WARNING— Warners

This chilling murder mystery is laid in an W
army post. Boris Karloff is suspected, of c*
but
it tails
to Marie
her best dumb»
manner
to solve
the Wilson
crime. in(Jan.)

* YOU'RE A SWEETHEART-Universal
A Broadway
show and
in the
making is
the '^I
ground
of this story
fortunately
provid
most important elements in the plot. C*|
Murphy really comes into his own as a danci I
singer, and Alice Faye also sings song hitsaishe can.
Ken It's
Murray
and (March)
Oswald of radior"
lend
support.
a nifty.

YOU'RE ONLY YOUNG

0NCE-M-G-M

There is something in these homely little d
dealing with simple human emotions. Her ^
have father Lewis Stone,' mother Fay Holde I
Mickey Rooney and daughter Cecilia Parker s ■
off
for a (Feb.)
vacation at Catalina. Laughs and,,
honors.
abound. Mickey, as usual, walks off with;

uf
Casts of Current
Pictures

DO NOT MISS

THE LIFE STORY
OF TOBY WING

^TION FOR SLANDER" — Korda-United
rijs — From
the novel by Mary
Borden.
d by Miles Malleson.
Directed by Tim
l. The Cast: Major George Daviol, Clive
Ann Davtot, Ann Todd; Josie Bradford,
etta Scott; Captain Bradford, Arthur MarCharles Cinderford, Ronald Squire; Lord
tttacl, Athole Stewart; Cowbil, Percy Mar\iSir Bernard Roper, Frank Cellier; Grant,
or Holies; The Dowager, Kate Cutler; Jenny,
di'tamp- Taylor; Judge Trotter, Morton Selten;
Cnlon Jessups, Francis Sullivan; Sir Eustace
\tighame, Felix Aylmer; Clerk of Court, Law:e4anray; Tandy, Gus McNaughton; Mary,
ig Withers;
Roper's Butler, Albert Whelan;
w,
Alan Jeayes.

d Huber; Chen Tsu, H. B. Warner; Chen Tsu's
, tugene Hoo; Chen Tsu's Daughter, Helen
mChen
Soo Lotus
Young; Liu;
ChenPersian
Tsu's
hj. Mrs.Tsu's
Ng; Wife,
Visahka,
tiador, Ferdinand Gottschalk; Nicolo Polo,
hKolker; Maffeo Polo, Hale Hamilton; Cham\i Robert Greig; Venetian Business Man,
Bile Bates; Venetian Business Man, Reginald
Be; Venetian Business Man, Theodore Von
■Aaidu Entertainer, Diane Toy; Kaidu Guard,
HKerua;
Kaidu
Maid, Greta Granstadt;
■ Offers, Harry Cording, Dick Rich, Joe
>i and Leo Fielding.
\ VENTURES OF TOM SAWYER, THE"
■nick-United Artists. — Original story,
ft"
wain.
Adapted
JohnTomWeaver.
lima
Taurog.
The by
Cast:
Sawyer, Directed
Tommy
^Huckleberry Finn, Jackie Moran; Aunt Polly,
■obson; Muff Potter, Walter Brennan; Injun
fetor Jory; The Sheriff, Victor Kilain; Mrs.
Br, Nana Bryant; Becky Thatcher, Ann Gillis;
ftr/jer, Mickey Rentschler; Amy Lawrence,
uie Collins; Judge Thatcher, Charles Richman;
D Douglas, Spring Byington; Mrs. Harper,
Bet Hamilton; kittle Jim, Philip Hurlic; Sid
B, David Holt; Ben Rogers, Georgie Billings;
■MiAer", Byron Armstrong; Mary Sawyer,
H Mae Jones.
NSENE LUPIN RETURNS"— M-G-M.—
Bind screen play by James K. McGuinness,
hi Emmett Rogers and George Harman Coxe.
Bin the character created by Maurice Leblanc.
■ d by George Fitzmaurice. The Cast: Rene
Hi, Melvyn Douglas; Lorraine de Grissac,
■a Bruce; Steve Emerson, Warren William;
Bif Grissac, John Halliday; Joe Doyle, Nat
d.on; Georges Bouchel, Monty Woolley; Alf,
El'live;
Police, Vladimir
George Zucco;
Duval,
klJoyd; Prefect
Ivan of
Pavloff,
Sokoloff;
Le

"HAPPY LANDING"— 20th Century-Fox —
Original screen play by Milton Sperling and Boris
Ingster. Directed by Roy Del Ruth. The Cast:
Trudy Ericksen, Sonja Henie; Jimmy Hall, Don
Ameche; Herr Ericksen, Jean Hersholt; Flo Kelly,
Ethel Merman; Duke Sargent, Cesar Romero;
Counter Man, Billy Gilbert; Raymond Scotl Quintet,
Themselves; Al Mahoney, Wally Vernon; Specialities, Leah Ray, Peters Sisters, Condos Brothers;
Yonnie, El Brendel; Gypsy, Marcelle Corday; Agent,
Joseph Crehan; Waiter, Eddie Conrad; Manager
Madison Square Garden, Ben Weldon.

Every movie fan will get a
thrill from reading the selftold life story of vivacious
and popular Toby Wing.

ft VENTURES OF MARCO POLO, THE"—
3ldwyn-United Artists. — Screen play by
E. Sherwood. From the story by N. A.
Directed by Archie Mayo. The Cast:
r<| Polo, Gary Cooper; Princess Kukachin,
ifcurie; Ahmed, Basil Rathbone; Binguccio,
e| Truex; Kaidu, Alan Hale; Kublai Khan,
r Barbier;
Nazama,
Barnes;
Nazama's
icLana
Turner;
Bayan,Binnie
Stanley
Fields;
Tociai,

"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME"— Monogram.— Original story and screen play by John T.
Neville. Directed by Lambert Hillyer. The Cast:
Lisbeth Calvert, Evelyn Venable; Larry Blair, Grant
Richards; Granny Blair, Clara Blandick; Gail,
Bernadene Hayes; Mayor Hopkins, J. Farrell MacDonald; Callio, Mildred Gover; Lucy Belle, Margaret Marquis; Trent, Cornelius Keefe; Peggy Price,
Kitty McHugh; Babelle, Raquel Davido; Scipio,
Paul White; The Hall Johnson Choir, Themselves.

Titled

'GOOD GIRL IN

" INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT "—20th
Century-Fox. — Original story by Lynn Root and
Frank Fenton. Screen play by Lou Breslow and
John Patrick. Directed by Eugene Forde. The
Cast: Leonore Dixon, Dolores del Rio; Del Forbes,
George Sanders; Joyce Parker, June Lang; Wally
Burton, Dick Baldwin; Specially, Ruth Terry;
Murdock, John Carradine; Dr. Wong, Keye Luke;
Joseph Lang, Harold Huber; Monte Silvers, Leon
Ames; Maurice Zabello, Pedro de Cordoba.

HOLLYWOOD"

it appears complete in the
April issue of

Tiue

Romances
^

Get Your Copy Today

High School Course
at Home

t

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as yoor time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resident school work— prepares for entrance to college. Standard H.S.
texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects already
completed.
Single subjects if desired. Free Bulletin on request.

American School, Dpt.H-443, Drexel at 58th, Chicago
Rubber
Brush
Cleans
Suede,
Gabardine,
White
Buck,
etc!
No liquids, powders or cleansers
needed! Few quick strokes removes
dirt, dust, scuff marks like magic. Restores newness to nap. Harmless to
al. Won't snag hose.
noneyl Ideal too for purses,
_ i, etc. At shoe stores atid shoe
dep'ts. If dealer can't supply you,
' «nd 50c stamps or coin to;
1 Scott Foot Appliance Co., Omaha, Nebr.

■und, Ien Wulf; Monelle, Tully Marshall; F.
special Agent, Jonathan Hale.
LACK DOLL, THE" — Universal. —
S.1 story by William Edward Hayes. Screen
[|r Harold Buckley. Directed by Otis Garrett,
[kst: Nick Halsiead, Donald Woods; Nelson
|fc. Henry Gordon; Marion Rood, Nan Grey;
ifilliam Lundigan; Mrs. Laura Leland, Doris
V Mallison, Addison Richards; Rosila, Inez
ue; Esleban, Fred Malatesta; Dr. Giddings,
IB Herbert; Sheriff Renick, Edgar Kennedy;
, d Saylor; Coroner, Arthur Hoyt.

R Vz Price
I I*
Easy Terms^
Only 10c a Day
Barestandard
over J4up-to-date
Mfg.'e OrieL
on
all
office Price
models.

pANGE
OF byHEART"
20th and
Centuryli-Screen play
Frances —Hyland
Albert
ipirected by James Tinling. The Cast: Carol
rhk, Gloria Stuart; Anthony Murdock, Michael
fcli; Phillip Reeves, Lyle Talbot; Jimmy Milli,L'lmar Watson; Airs. Thompson, Jane Darwell.
UVORCE OF LADY X"— Korda-United
Ms. — Adaptation by Lajos Biro; scenario and
cjie by Ian Dalrymple and Arthur Wimperis.
;;d by Tim Whelan. The Cast: Leslie, Merle
ah; Logan, Laurence Olivier; Lady Mere,
ri Barnes; Lord Mere, Ralph Richardson; Lord
I. Morton Selten; Slade, J. H. Roberts;
jp-s,
(wghton.Gertrude Musgrove; Waiter, Gus
RUBLE DANGER "-RKO- Radio.— Screen
By Arthur T. Horman and J. Robert Bren.
ra story by Arthur T. Horman. Directed by
zanders. The Cast: Bob Crane, Preston
t; Carolyn Morgan, Whitney Bourne; Gordon
Jy, Donald Meek; Comm. Theron, Samuel S.
It Taylor, Paul Guilfoyle; Fenlriss, Cecil
1,'ay; Babs, June Johnson; .Roy West, Arthur
iMrs. Theron, Edythe Elliott; Gardener, Alec
i Dr. Billiard, Harry Hayden.
[ERYBODY SING" — M-G-M. — Original
"land screen play by Florence Ryerson and
jjAllan Woolf. Directed by Edwin L. Marin.
!(ast: Ricky Saboni, Allan Jones; Judy Bellaire,
Karland; Olga Chekaloff, Fanny Brice; Hillary
we, Reginald Owen; Diana Bellaire, Billie
I Jerrold Hope, Reginald Gardner; Sylvia
me, Lynne Carver; Hillary's Secretary, Helen
\\John Fleming, Monty Woolley; Boris, Adia
zitzoff; Signor V itlorino, Henry Armetta;
icne Le Brouchelte, Michelette Burani; Miss
i, Mary Forbes.
'!)OLS FOR SCANDAL" — Warners, -j<(' play by Herb and Joe Fields. Directed by
:i'n LeRoy. The Cast: Kay, Carole Lombard;
I Fernand Gravet; Phillip Chester, Ralph
Iiy; Dewey Gilson, Allen Jenkins; Lady Paula
u.'lon, Isabel Jeans; Myrtle, Marie Wilson; Jill,
ija Ralston; Sylvia Potter-Porter, Heather
yner; Hilary Potter-Porter, Fernand GottI ; Mrs. Bullitt, Ara Gerald; Mr. Bullitt, Leland
fon; Bruce Devon, John Sutton; Papa JoliI Jacques Lory; Agnes, Tola Nesmith; Mme.
me, Michellette Burani; Specialty Number,
i .eGon and Les Hite and his Orchestra.
pLD
IS WHERE
YOU
FIND
IT"—
Vers. — Screen play by Warren Duff and
'I t Buckner. From the Cosmopolitan serial
I by Clements Ripley. Photographed in
liicolor. Directed by Michael Curtiz. The
I Jared Whitney, George Brent; Serena Ferris,

SEND

NO

MONEY

Seneationnl saving on all late models co__.
plete-lv reliniehed like new. FULLV GUAR.
ANTEED.I'ik Free Catalog showeall makes in
full colore. Send poetrcard for lowest prices.

SPECIAL

PORTABLE

BARGAINS

—

Brand New FEATHERWEIGHT— LateBt Model Portable— up-to-data
Btreamline features — now offered ut amazine low price. Fully Guaranteed— 10 day
trial — only
10c a day. Full details Bent freel

Free course In typing Included.

International Typewriter Exch., £"

n___- u
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SYLVIA OF HOLLYWOOD

Now Reveals How You Can Acquire
the Beauty of the Screen Stars
You have always wanted to be beautiful
attractive . . . glamorous. Now you
be ! For the very same methods which
famous stars of the screen and stage
to acquire and maintain their beauty
now revealed by Sylvia of Hollywood in
book, No More

MACFADDEN

Alibis.

BOOK

Dept. P-4
ALL

SIGHT
DOCTOR.

SEND
RIGHT

HIM
OVER

...
can
the
use
are
her

Send $1.00 to—

COMPANY,

206 E. 42nd St.

INC.

New York, N. Y.

Open Your
OwnOffice

Salaries of men and women in the fascinating profession of Swedish Massage run as
high as $40 to $70 per week but many prefer to open their own ofhees. Large incomes
from doctors, hospitals, sanitariums, clubs
and private patients come to those who qualify through our
training. Reducing alone offers large rewards for specialists.
This interesting BIG PAY profession was for years available only to the few and its secrets were guarded jealously.
This same instruction is now available to you at a fraction
of its former cost.

Learn

in 90

days

at home

You need not leave your present work until you b<
an expert, for our home study method of inatrueti
now available. Use spare time at home to mast
profession which has made thousands of dollars for
Bmbitious men and women. Write for FREE Anato
my Charts, Sample Lesson Sheets and Illustration
of Massage Technique. No obligation.

THE College of Swedish Massage

Dept. 467.

1601

Warren Boulevard. Chicago

. ^Successor to National College of Massauel

MSNIOVE
G/RLS/

Olivia de Havilland; Colonel Ferris, Claude Rains;
Ralph Ferris, John Litel; Rosanne, Margaret
Lindsay; Slag Minion, Barton MacLane; Harrison
McCooey, Sidney Toler; Joshua, Willie Best; Enoch,
George Hayes; Dr. Parsons, Harry Davenport;
Senator Hearst, Moroni Olsen; Grogan, Robert
Homans; Molly Fealherstone, Marcia Ralston;
Lance Ferris,
Tim Holt;
Judge, MacKenzie,
Henry O'Neill;
Mr.
Crouch,
Robert
McWade;
Russell
Simpson; Senator Walsh, Clarence Kolb; Nixon,
Granville Bates; Deputy, Eddy Chandler.

"LOVE IS A HEADACHE"— M-G-M.— Screen
play by Marion Parsonnet. Harry Ruskin and
William R. Lipman. Based on a story by Lou
Heifitz and Herbert Klein. Directed by Richard
Thorpe. The Cast: Carlolta Lee, Gladys George;
Peter Lawrence, Franchot Tone; Jimmy Slatlery,
Ted Healy; "Mike," Mickey Rooney; Joe Cannon,
Frank Jenks;
Reggie
Odell, Jessie
Ralph Ralph;
Morgan;
"Jake,"
Virginia
Weidler;
Sheriff,
Mary,
Fay
Holden; Hotchkiss, Barnett Parker; Mr. Hillier,
Julius Tannen.
"OF HUMAN HEARTS"— M-G-M.— Screen
play by Bradbury Foote. From the story " Benefits
Forgot" by Honore Morrow. Directed by Clarence
Brown. The Cast: Ethan Wilkins, Walter Huston;
Jason Wilkins, James Stewart; Mary Wilkins,
Beulah Bondi; George Ames, Guy Kibbee; Dr.
Charles Shingle, Charles Coburn; President Lincoln,
John Carradine; Annie Hawks, Ann Rutherford;
Jim Meaker, Charley Grapewin; Sister Clark, Leona
Roberts; Quid, Gene Lockhart; Elder Massey, Clem
Bevans; Rufus Inchpin, Arthur Aylesworth; Jason
Wilkins (child). Gene Reynolds; Annie Hawks
(child), Leatrice Joy Gilbert; Chauncey Ames, Sterling Holloway; Chauncey Ames (child), Charles
Peck; Dr. Lupus Crumm, Robert McWade; Captain
Griggs, Minor Watson.
"PARADISE FOR THREE" — M-G-M. —
Screen play by George Oppenheimer and Harry
Ruskin. From a book by Erich Kastner. Directed
by Edward N. Buzzell. The Cast: Rudolph Tobler,
Frank Morgan; Fritz Hagedorn, Robert Young;
Mrs. Mallebre, Mary Astor; Mrs. Kunkel, Edna
May Oliver; Hilde Tobler, Florence Rice; Johann
Kesselhul, Reginald Owen; Sepp, Henry Hull; Mr.
Poller, Herman Bing; Mr. Bold, Sig Rumann;
William Reichenbach, Walter Kingsford.

IF men
you will
are take
happyyouandplaces.
peppy If and
fun,
you full
are oflively,
they will invite you to dances and parties.
BUT, if you are cross and lifeless and always
tired out, men won't be interested in you. Men
don't like "quiet" girls. Men go to parties to
enjoyof themselves.
They want girls along who are
full
pep.
For three generations one woman has told
another how to go "smiling through" with Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It helps
Nature tone up the system, thus lessening the
discomforts from the functional disorders which
women must endure in the three ordeals of life:
I. Turning from girlhood to womanhood. 2. Preparing for motherhood. 3. Approaching "middle
Make a note NOW to get a bottle of famous
Pinkham's Compound TODAY from your druggist. Enjoy life as Nature intended.

VEGETABLE

COMPOUND

age."

,<#<>&

"PENROD AND HIS TWIN BROTHER" —
Warners. — Screen play by William Jacobs and
Hugh Cummings. Based on the Penrod stories by
Booth Tarkington. Directed by William McGann.
The Cast: Penrod, Billy Mauch; Danny, Bobby
Mauch; Mr. Schofield, Frank Craven; Mrs, Schofield. Spring Byington; Mr. Bills, Charles Halton;
Rodney Bills, Jackie Morrow; Chuck, Bennie Bartlett; Satn, John Pirrone; Kraemer, Charley Foy;
Johnson, Jay Adler; Captain, Eddie Collins; Sheriff,
Cliff Soubier; Officer McCarthy, Eddie Chandler;
Piggy, Billy Wolfstone; Joe, Ernie Wechbaugh;
Members of Penrod' s Gang, Donald Hulbert, Jerry
Tucker and Jack Cunningham; Mrs. Bills, Claudia
Coleman;
\'ernun,
Philip
Hurlic;Shorty,
Delia, Charles
Bernice
Pilot; Donald,
Billy
Lechner;
Jordan; Blackie, Max Wagner; Clark, Fred Lawrence; Chief Flynn, Robert Homans; Officer Clancy,
Jack Mower; Slals, Jerry Madden.

.,0°
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vV*
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"SPY RING, THE"— Universal.— Story and
screen play by Frank Van Wyck Mason. Directed
by Joseph H. Lewis. The Cast: Capt. Todd Hayden,
William Hall; Elaine Burdette, Jane Wyman; Jean
Bruce, Jane Carlton; Frank Denton, Leon Ames;
Don Mayhew, Ben Alexander; Timothy O'Reilly,
Don Barclay; Col. Burdette, Robert Warwick;
Charley, Paul Sutton; Tex Randolph, Jack Mulhall;
Col. Bcnuen, Egon Brecher; Capt. Scott, Philip Trent;
Paul Douglas, Roy Mason.
"SWING YOUR LADY"— Warners.— Original story by Kenyon Nicholson and Charles Robinson. Screen play by Joseph Schrank and Maurice
Lee. Directed by Ray Enright. The Cast: Ed,
Humphrey Bogart; Sadie, Louise Fazenda; Popeye,
Frank McHugh; Shiner, Allen Jenkins; Waldo,
Leon Weaver; Joe, Nat Pendleton; Ollie Davis,
Frank Weaver; Noah, Daniel Boone Savage; Mrs.
Davis, Elvira Weaver; Rufe, Tommy Bupp; Mabel,
Sue Moore; Hotel Proprietor, Olin Howard; Len,
Sunny Bupp; Cookie, Penny Singleton; Specialty
Number by Sammy White; Maltie, Joan Howard;
Smith, Hugh O'Connell; Jack Miller, Ronald
Reagan.
"YANK AT OXFORD, A"— M-G-M.— Screen
play by Malcolm Stuart Boylan, Walter Ferris and
George Oppenheimer. Original story by Leon
Gordon, Sidney Gilliat and Michael Hogan. Based
on an idea by John Monk Saunders. Directed by
Jack Conway. The Cast: Lee Sheridan, Robert
Taylor; Dan Sheridan, Lionel Barrymore; Molly
Beaumont,
Elsa Craddock,
Vivien
Leigh;Maureen
Dean of O'Sullivan;
Cardinal, Edmund
Gwenn;
Paul Beaumont, Griffith Jones; Dean Snodgrass, C.
V. France; Scatters, Edward Rigby; Cecil Davidson,
Esq., Morton Selten; Ben Dallon, Claude Gillingwater; Cephas, Tully Marshall; Dean Williams,
Walter Kingsford; Waverlree, Robert Coote;
Ramsey, Peter Croft; Tom Craddock, Noel Howlett;
Captain Waverlree, Edmund Breon.

USE

MERCOMZED

WAX

This simple, all-in-one cleansing, softening,
lubricating cream sloughs off the discolored,
blemished surface skin in tiny, invisible particles. Your underskin is then revealed clear,
smooth and beautiful. Bring out the hidden
beauty of YOUR skin with Mercolized Wax.
Try Saxolite Astringent

A DELIGHTFULLY
refreshing astringent lotion.
Tingling, antiseptic, helpful. Dissolve Saxolite
in one-half pint witch hazel. Use this lotion daily.

Choose Phelactine Depilatory

For removing superfluous hair quickly. Easy to use.
At drug and department stores everywhere.

PHOTOPLAY'S

RETAIL

STORE

D I R..E C T O Rf

PHOTOPLAY fashions on pages 64 and 65 of the Fashion
Section in this issue are available to readers at these stores.
THIS TAG IDENTIFIES
AN ORIGINAL PHOTOPLAY HOLLYWOOD
FASHION. LOOK FOR IT

ROXFORD
Odum,

Bowers

Marqueen

WASHINGTON,
Bros.,
Inc
FLORIDA
Yowell Drew Co
The
Fashion
Shop
Rubinstein
Louis'
Ladies'
Ready to Wear
Rutland
Bros.
Dept. Store

NEW
Birmingham
Mobile
Montgomery
Tuscaloosa

El Dorado
Little Rock
Bakersfield
Berkeley
Fresno
Fullerton
Hollywood
Long
Beach
Los Angeles
Oakland
Pacific
Grove
Pasadena
Sacramento
San
Bernardino
San
Diego
San
Francisco
Santa Barbara
Ventura
Denver
Denver
Pueblo
D.

C.
D.

C.

Daytona Beach
Gainesville
Miami Beach
Orlando
St. Petersburg

GEORGIA
Co
ILLINOIS

Marshall
Field & Co
Hechts
Seidel
Apparel
Hecht's
0. T. Johnson Co
Chicago Store
Rose
Marie Shop
Hecht's
Rose Frock
Lester's
Morton's Apparel
Hecht's
Hecht's
Wendlands
McCabe
Dry Good Co

Store

Atlanta
Cedartown
Macon
Chicago
Decatur
East St. Louis
Freeport
Galesbunj
Kankakee
La Grange
La Salle
Malone
Mattoon
Mt. Vernon
Ottawa
Peoria
Pontiac
Rock Island

I nc

Silver's Specialty Shop
Dotty
Lee Shop
(Joseph's)
IOWA
M. J. Frankel Co
Roshek
Bros.
Co
Ellerbrook
New
York
Fashion
Shop

Crawfordsville
Gary
Indianapolis
Lafayette
Marion
Mishawaka
Richmond
Shelbyville
So. Bend
Terre Haute
Vincennes
Cedar

Rapids
Dubuque
Spencer
Waterloo

KENTUCKY
Purcells

Lexington
LOUISIANA

Selber Bros

Shreveport
MAINE

B. Peck & Co
Smi ley's

MARYLAND
Rosenbaum
Bros
Henrickson's
R. E. Powel & Co
MASSACHUSETTS
I.J. Fox
H udson
Apparel
Rayfields
Winchester Spec. Shop
The
Vogue
Shop
Bon
Marche
Dry Good Co
Goodard
Bros
Louis
Fashion
Shop
Empire Clo. Co.. Inc
Forbes &. Wallace
Sol & S. Marcus
MICHIGAN
J. L. H udson Co
Ernst
Kern
Co
Ferris Bros
Chas.
Trankla
Fred
Mahoney's
Ferris
Bros
Louis Persitz
Wm.
D. Hardy Co
Ballentine,
D. G.. Co
Ferris Bros
MINNESOTA
Maurices.
Inc
Sapero Bros
Powers Dry Good Co
Husch Bros

Lewiston
Portland
Cumberland
Frederick
Salisbury
Boston
Boston
Framingham
Gardner
Leominster
Lowell
Lynn
Milford
Salem
Springfield
Worcester

Grand

Detroit
Detroit
Flint
Rapids

Kalamazoo
Lansing
Marquette
Muskegon
Port Huron
Saginaw
Duluih
Hibbing
Minneapolis
St. Paul

MISSISSIPPI
United

Ladies'

Shop

Jackson
MISSOURI

Louis Hecht
Peltason's
Richards
Stix-Bacr &

Fuller Co
MONTANA

A. A. Braten
Symons
Dry Good
Paris Store

Cape Girardeau
Jefferson City
Joplin
St. Louis
Bozeman
Butte
Great
Falls

Co
NEBRASKA

Famous
Merc.
Herzbergs,
Inc

Co

Lincoln
Omaha

JERSEY

Fishman's,
Inc
L. Bamberger
& Co
P. J. Young Dry Good Co
Quackenbush
Co
Lillian
Charm
NEW

NORTH
J. G.

Harrison

Lucas

Co

Elizabeth
Newark
Brunswick
Paterson
Trenton

New
YORK

Hills McLeans
& Haskins
J. N. Adam & Co
Sideys
Logans
Karch
Hoffmans Smart Shop
Tuttle- Rockwell Co
Holley's
The Abrahamson-Bigelow
Co
Strand
Shop
Williams
Bros. Co
P. H. Pender & Son
John Schoonmacher & Sons
Mack
Freedman
Nathan Frank & Sons
Bradners, Inc
M. J. McDonald
Co
The Wallace Co
Rosalyn Spec. Shoppes
The Addis Go
R. Weinberg
Doyle- Knower
Frank A. Empsell & Co
Rockivell Bros. Co

Binghamton
Buffalo
Dunkirk
Elmira
Geneva
Glens Falls
Hornell
Ithaca
Jamestown
Little Falls
Lockport
Mechanicsville
Newburgh
Niagara Falls
Ogdensburg
Olean
Oswego
Schenectady
Sidney
Syracuse
Troy
Utica
Watertown
Wellsville

CAROLINA
Mt. Airy

NORTH

DAKOTA
Bismarck

OHIO

M. O'Neil Co
C. C. Crawford Co
Preis,
Inc
Davis & Co
Stark, D. G., Co
Alms & Doepke Co
The May Co
Fashion Co
Donenfeld's
Simon's
H. 0. Ahrlnius & Co
R. B. Maxwell
Co
Uhler-Phillips Co
John Ross
The Dowds-Rudin Co
Lippy's
The Ed. Wren Co
Lacey's
The A. E. Starr Co

INDIANA
Golden
Rule
Store
Broadway Style STiop.
Rinkes Cloak House
Ad 11 s
Rozelle Shop
Ladies Shop
Palais Royal
Mary Lu Shop
Robertson
Bros.
Co

Laconia
Littleton
Manchester
Nashua

Peyton
Brown

Akron
Alliance
Ashland
Cambridge
Canton
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dayton
Findlay
Fostoria
Mansfield
Marion
Middletown
Mt. Vernon
Niles
Springfield
Wilmington
Zanesville

OKLAHOMA

Co
Dunkin

VIRGINIA
Quality
Shop
W. C. Weaver &. Son
Jos. Ney & Sons Co
Kann's, Inc
WASHINGTON
Geo.
W.
Wolff Co
Bremer's
Dept.
Store
Rumbaugh's
M. M. Morris
Julius I. Kirschberg
Frederick & Nelson
Fisher Co
Wenatchee
Dept.
Store
Barnes
Woadin
& Co
WEST
VIRGINIA
N. Rahall
Wm.
P. Gottlieb
Marijolis Bros
Watts-Sartor- Lear Co
Kurz nan's
Geo.
Katz & Son
Beryl Shop
Geo. R. Taylor Co
WISCONSIN
Gloudeman
& Gage Co
A. H. Booth & Co
Richard's,
Inc
Hagens
I. Segal
E. R. Barron Co
Berk Apparel
Shop
Sol Friedstein & Sons
McCain
Johnson Co
Chaimson
Bros
Ed. Schuster & Co
Roy
Lovelace
McCoys
Deot. Store
Heilmans Dept. Store
WYOMING

City
Tulsa

Shop

Albany
Corvallis
Eugene
Klamath
Falls
Medford
Portland
The Dalles

PENNSYLVANIA
Hess Bros
Brett's,
Inc
H. B. Sigal & Sons
Yampolski
Bros
Globe Fashion Shop
Bowman &. Co
J. S. Miller
Lietzinger
Bros.
Dept
Bon
Ton
G. C. Davidson
(, mil in, in Bros
Trask. Prescott & Richardson Co
The Fashion
La
Rose
Shop
Feller & Co
New York Sample Shop
Molly Ann Shop
Watt & Shand. Inc
J. C. Bright Co
Danks & Co
Cox's
Gimbel
Bros
Frank &. Seder
Skelly's
Cleland Simpson
Co
Phil Fahr
S. C. Work & Sons
Mosteller's
Fowler-Dick &. Walker
RHODE
ISLAND
The Outlet Co
SO. DAKOTA

Allentown
Altoona
Bethlehem
Bradford
Carbondale
Carlisle
Charlerol
Clearfield
Coatesville
Connellsville
Easton
Erie
Franklin
Greensburg
Harrisburg
Hazelton
Indiana
Lancaster
Lansford
Lewistown
McKeesport
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Pottsville
Scranton
Sunbury
Washington
West Chester
Wilkes-Barre
Providence

Chase's Store
Pickets
J. Goldsmith

Lead
TENNESSEE
Sons

White &
Kirk
Goodfriends
Worths
A. Harris
W.
J. Strippling
McBrides
Sakowitz
Frost's
Fashion
Bazaar

&

Co
TEXAS

HOLLYWOOD

Amarlllo
Austin
Beaumont
Dallas
Ft. Worth
Galveston
Houston
San Antonio
Waco

Co

UTAH
Allen's
Ladies Store
Christensen's
Christensen's,
Inc
Boston Store
Auerbach
Nadine
Shop

Salt
Salt
VERMONT

The Fashion Shop, Inc
Abernathy-Clarkson- Wright
Flint's
Wolk's Style Shop
Berry-Ball,
Inc

Logan
Provo
Richfield
Lake City
Lake City
Ogdrn

Barre
Burlington
Newport
Rutland
St. Johnsbury

Appleton
Beloit
Green Bay
Janesville
Kenosha
La Crosse
Manitowoc
Marinette
Marshfield
Rice Lake
Milwaukee
Monroe
Waukesha
Wisconsin
Rapids

MODES— 1938

ARIZONA
Exclusive
Milly
Gertude
Rubin
Shop
The
May
Hastings
O'Connor

The

Los

Store

ILLINOIS

Wieboldt's Stores Inc
Wieboldt's Stores Inc
Wieboldt's Stores,
Inc
Wieboldt's Stores,
Inc
Dawson's
The James

Black

IOWA
Goods Co
KANSAS

Dry

Dry

LOUISIANA
Co
MINNESOTA

Goods

Blum

Baer &

MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI

Fuller Co
NEW
NORTH

The

Hub,

Inc

Duluth
Hibbing
Greenville
St.

DAKOTA
OHIO

The May Company
Ferris Millinery
Goods

Shreveport

Louis

Hackensack
Trenton

Rose Shop

Dry

Fort Dodge
Waterloo

JERSEY

Tanney
Mill'y
J. B. Wilson
Co

Durnil

Chicago
Chicago
Evanston
Oak Park

Emporia
Hutchinson
Wichita

Steele's
Sapero's Style Shop
&

Thomasville

(63rd & Green)
(Lincoln & School)

Poole's
Wiley's
Rorabaugh-Buck
Hearne

Miami

GEORGIA

Levy's

Stix,

Angeles
Oakland
Francisco

Moffatt Co
San
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Haberdasher FLORIDA
Washington

Mark

Nelms

Douglas
Tucson

CALIFORNIA

Co

Fargo
Cleveland
Youngstown

OKLAHOMA
Company
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA

Brett's
Patsy- Anne Shop
Bowman
& Co

Muskogee
Marshfield
Altoona
Easton
Harrisburg

SOUTH
Chattanooga
Memphis

Beckley
Bluefield
Charleston
Clarksburg
Huntington
Martinsburg
Welch
Wheeling

Casper
Cheyenne
Laramie

OREGON
Sternberg's
Ladies
The Paris
Washburne's
Adrienne's
Adrienne's
Meier &. Frank
The Paris

Aberdeen
Bremerton
Everett
Olympia
Port Angeles
Seattle
Tacoma
Wenatchee
Yakima

PHOTOPLAY HOLLYWOOD
HAT FASHIONS

Raleigh
Oklahoma

Covington
Front Royal
Harrisonburg
Roanoke

Kassis Dry Good Co
Kassis Dry Good Co
Kassis Dry Good Co

BYRON

CAROLINA

Gallant Belk Co
Cabaniss Co

Anderson
Columbia
TENNESSEE

Kate
Rice Hat Shop
Anderson Bros. & Foster
B. Lowenstein
Co
Cain Sloan
Ethel Greer Shop
TEXAS
Kitty
Kerrigan's
Bfttis
&. Sturges Mill'y
Albert M. Fisher Co
Powder
Puff
Women's
Shop
Mrs.
Kate Smalley
Battelstein's
Bando
Dress Shop
Parisian
Hat Shop
The Vogue
Pearson's Specialty Shop
VIRGINIA
Belk
Leggett Co
WASHINGTON
Bon
Marche
WEST
Grayce

Shop

Fn it,

COLORADO

,

CONNECTICUT

CLUB STYLES

HAMPSHIRE

NEW
Phoenix

Landsburgh

Davison-Paxon
Co
E. D. Berry
The
Union
Dry
Goods

R. Wein
MacLeod's
Dept.
T. P.iriseau
The Smart Shop

Blyl ii.
San

Sage-Allen

H, ,rt

Hecht

Mm ill II'-

ALABAMA
L. Pizltz Dry Good Co
L. Hammel
Dry Good Co
Fashion
Shop
Pizitz
Merc.
Co
ARIZONA
Diamond
Dry
Good
Co
ARKANSAS
J. F. Sample
Co
Gus Blass Co
CALIFORNIA
Malcolm
Brock
Co
J. H. Hink Sl Son,
Inc
Cooper's
Dept.
Store
Mme.
Lingo's Smart Shoppe
Byer's
Walkers
Bullocks
Gold mans
Holman's
Dept.
Store
Norman
R. Hertel
Weinstock.
Lubin & Co
The
Harris
Co
Wallen's
Livingston
Bros.,
Inc
Jack Rose
Jack
Rose
COLORADO
Neusteters
Neusteter's
Walmsley- Loupe,
Inc

lj

Birml „

CALIFORNIA

House
Shop

Dorothy's

FASHION

&. White
ARKANSAS

Applebaum

The White

The

PHOTOPLAY'S

FASHIONS—

ALABAMA

Jack

Whenever you go shopping consult this list of reliable stores, offering faithful
copies of PHOTOPLAY HOLLYWOOD FASHIONS and NATIONALLY KNOWN
MERCHANDISE, such as advertised in this issue of PHOTOPLAY. If this list
does not include a store in your city, write MODERN MERCHANDISING
BUREAU, 67 West 44th St., New York City. Send the name of your leading
department store or dress shop.
When you shop, please mention
PHOTOPLAY.

HOLLYWOOD

Chattanooga
Columbia
Memphis
Nashville
Union City
Amarillo
Ballinger
Big Spring
Childress
Corsicana
Houston
.....Jacksonville
Paris
San Antonio
Tyler
Danville
Seattle

Millinery
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Company
FLORIDA

„

Lillian Kilpatrick
Goodwyn
Mitchell
The Sport Shop
Clio Henry,
Inc
Thelma's

Panan. jt>
St. Pets «!
Si 9
j.
Winter

GEORGIA

A.
C. Cobb
Burden
SmithCo &

Ced „„

Co

Florence's.
Inc
Marnez Shop
C. C. Varnedoe
Bee

St; ■
Wash,,

&

Co

Mm
Sa\ a
Vj

INDIANA
ILLINOIS

Dee Shop

Hollywood
Shops
Gross Style
Shop
Kaufman's
Emporium
Morton's Apparel Shop

New
In
Cei |»
Chan
Jacks
Mt. \

IOWA

The Tilden Store
The Judy Shop
Fishgall's

KANSAS

law:
Siou:

Boyer's
Claire's
Beulah
Kile
Wiegner's
Harry Endlich

KENTUCKY

Indepei «
Junctioi tj
Nee hi
:■
1 ki

The

LOUISIANA

Smart

Shop

Rosenfield,
D. G
Cinderella Shop
Muller Company
Nancy
Hat Shop
Chernowski's
Owen
M oore Co
Emory
Brown
Sol

Marcus

Wine a
Baton
Jei «
Lake C a
Shre «t

MAINE

Al|
Poi
Wat

MASSACHUSETTS

Co

Wop
MICHIGAN

Goadyear's

Ann

MINNESOTA

O'Brien's

i

Bit

Stevenson's Store
Stevenson's Store

Ma
Roc

Sapero's Style
Shop
Stevenson's
Store

Vi
W

MISSISSIPPI

The Smart Shop
Natchez
Dept.
Store

MISSOURI

Brook
Nl

Doyle's
Scruggs, Vandervoort

&MONTANA
Barney

Cape Gira
St.

Jane
Drake Shop
The Hat Shop
The

NEW

NEW

Leavitt Co

Lu Netto Shop
Flint
&. Kent
The
Cornish
Shop
Kayle Hat Shoppe. Inc
Hirshey Milly
W. P. Herbert Co
NORTH
J. B. Ivey Co
Eloise Shop
Rose Shop
Stevenson's
Rose Shop
Ellison's

Bi
Miles

HAMPSHIRE
YORK

Mane
A
B
E
Frt
Olf

CAROLINA

NORTH

Cha
Morgai

DAKOTA

Bisrl
I|

Store

Grand

OHIO

Halle Bros
Halle
Bros.
Mabley
&. Carew
Gail
Gassman
Shop
The Hub
OKLAHOMA
Moore's

Joske Bros
The Lad ies' Store
Frost's Ready to Wear
VERMONT
Russell's Milly
Abernathy, Clarkson,
The Grey Shoppe
Ames
Geo.

Brownley
T. Home

Graham

We

PENNSYLVANIA

Vanity
Fair
Hat
Shop
McClung-Conrad
Hat
Shop
Natharf's.
Inc
The
Hat Shop
Gimbel Bros
Polly
Jane Shop
Capitol Hat Shoppe
SOUTH
CAROLINA
G. H. Bailes Co
SOUTH
DAKOTA
Marie
0. Simmons
Geyer man's
Barron
Bros
Cohen's Hat Shop
Baron
Bros
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
Phil A. Halle Co
Morgan
Verhine
Ernest
Grissom's
Benham's Shop
Emporium
Milly
Lichtenstein's
Max
Berman's
Dept.
Store
Dreyf uss Co
Sanger Bros.
Yarbrough
Millinery
La Mode Shop
Helen
Swank
Shop
La Mode
Dress Shop

Bethl,
B
Chamber!
Ellwood
Philade
Som
Washii
An*
Abel
H
Mit
P
Rapid
Meir
Union
Ab
B
CI
CI
Coh
0
P
Greer
Ki
Long
Mt. Plea

Corpus
Corpus

San An'
Stephen
Sulphur Spi
S^eetu
Burlin
St. Johns

VIRGINIA

No
Roa

Co WASHINGTON

Milly

The Model
Stevenson's Store
Helen V. Butzler
Schmidt's

Wright

TaC I

WISCONSIN

WYOMING

I|

Cll
CleviB
CincllSI
Fi
Steubei

Beaver
Eau C '
Fond du
Wai

VIRGINIA
Charleston

The

Stuart

Shop
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REASON

EOR

VITA

BLOOM

Raw silk is protected by a natural protein substance that
gives the thread its amazing strength and vitality. I bis vital
element is removed from the silk in the making of hosiery.
Hosiery manufacturers have tried to overcome this for years.

process
ites hosiery that
WHAT

VITA

BLOOM

IS

Now Vita-Bloom, a new secret method (patents pending), an
extra manufacturing process used only by Phoenix, restores
this life-giving protein. Vita -Bloom definitely improves
Phoenix Hosiery.

»8, Phoenix Hosiery Co.
FASHION TIP: The new Phoenix 3-thread Vita-Bloom
losiery looks as sheer as fine evening hose, yet wears like the heavier street weights you ve probably been wearing.
I here is no extra cost for Vita-Bloom.
Look for this label on every pair of genuine Phoenix Vita-Bloom Hosiery

wnlte 4^t<te a^ifOT^t<ce£^Uz PHOENIX

glsH*^ ■'■■' ;H

SHIRLEY

TEMPLE

IE REVEALING

TRUETHE STORY
OF MYRNA LOY by DIXIE WILLSON
SAGA OF A BELOVED REDHEAD

cku Tur cAPic-inMPAP

'Fashions change, but lovely
legs are perennially attractive
and everlastingly important
Davencrepes
by Humming
Bird are America's /
High Fashion hosiery, because they make legs more
beautiful.
They have exceptional sheerness yet give long wear
because of Invisible Extra Silk guarding every
thread. In the rich Davencrepe shades for Spring,
with the flexibility and superb fit of Davencrepe
high-twist, they appeal to women
clothes and how to wear them.

who

r^
AMAZING

know

I

UavencruefteL*1 fjummfiiq Bird
GUARDED

Davenport Hosiery Mills
Chattanooga, Tenn.
I enclose 10c for my copy of

J

~tkc

BOOK

Authentic from cover to cover, Shera Ames and McClellan
Barclay
li you how to dress more smartly on your presen
tfet tkshow
budget. Get your copy while you still can from your Hummin;
Bird dealer or send the coupon and 10c to us.

That is why such women, the real fashion
leaders of America, will go out of their way,
if need be, to buy these stockings.
WEAR

NEW

HIGH

FASHION
BY

INVISIBLE

HOSIERY
EXTRA

SILK

"How
Name.
City.
Address.

to STAY

in STYLE.'

TOOTH POWDER J^Xf^|

L|QUID «

T00TH PASTE

Listerine Tooth Paste is
powder in modern,
convenient, economical form
NOW! try this dental cream which cleans your teeth
like powder . . . because it actually is powder in the
form of a creamy paste . . . the modern, convenient,
economical form which is easy to put on the brush.
Thus it does away with spilling down the drain as well
as the mess on hands.
To give your teeth new brightness and glistening
beauty, use Listerine Tooth Paste at least once a day.
Note the prompt effects of the extra-active ingredients. And remember, they are absolutely safe even
for a baby's enamel. There is no pumice, no grit, no
soap, no harmful abrasives.
MAXIE

l Good Housekeeping J

Regular size tube- 25?

TO LISTERINE TOOTH

WISE

Besides, you'll like that refreshing, full-bodied
flavor which makes your mouth feel so good every
morning. Get a tube today at any drug counter. The
regular size is 25j£. But your best buy is the big doublesize tube, which contains more than a quarter ol a
pound of tooth paste, for only 40^.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

but he has no -wisdom teeth,
even though 26 of his 42 teeth
are molars. Of the 32 adult
teeth in humans, 12 are molars.
The tooth farthest hack on each
side of both jaws is the third
molar, or wisdom toolh. Save
these teeth if you possibly can.
Give them extraya care
by
uy brushurusuing thoroughly wit h Lis terine
Tooth Paste,

More than y/\ POUND of tooth paste
in the double size tube -40^

CHANGE

LOOKS

A

m

^^^^^0

PASTE

OH, I COULDN'T, I
COULDN'T.
IT'S SO
HUMILIATING.
I
NEVER WANT TO SEE

fg^J

HIM AGAIN.

-

You need a true breath deodorant tokeep from offending
UT LUCY

I'SN'T NEED
T TELL PEG.
\t SMALL
I0Y WHO
VERHEARD
*R CONVERSION DOES
FOR HER

YOU
PECCr'S LONESOME, PEGGY'S MAD
SHE'S LOST THE BESTESTBEAU SHE HAD
JUST BECAUSE HEP BPEATH IS BAD

^

Wm

CAN IT BE TRUE THAT MY
BREATH IS BAD? THERE IS
A SAYING "IF YOU WANT THE

NASTY
BOY/

'

TRUTH. GO TO A CHILD."

T/5 TRUE, PEG.
THAT'S WHAT
CAME BETWEEN
YOU AND FRANK.
IF YOU'LL USE

LISTER/NE

COME BACK.
KNOW
HE
SAID HE'LL
SO.

If you want others to lij<e you, never
take chances on your breath offending.
Get into the habit of using Listerine
Antiseptic every morning and every
night, and between times before social
engagements. It leaves the mouth and
the breath fresh, sweet, and agreeable.
The insidious thing about halitosis (unpleasant breath) is that you yourself
never know when you have it — and even
your best friend won't tell you . . . the
subject is so delicate. Most cases are the
result of fermentation of tiny food particles in the mouth. Listerine Antiseptic
quickly halts fermentation and then
overcomes the odors that fermentation
causes. Lambert Pharmacal Company,
St.JLouis, Mo.

For Halitosis (bad breath) use Listerine

They're yours, in a heart- walloping
\
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The King and Queen

of the Screen,

Clark and

with the star

Myrna,

of 'Captains Courageous', bring
you love and adventure that will

r^'

set your nerves a-tingling in
M-G-M's thrill-a-minute romance!
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Laughter too ... as Clark makes Spencer

SIORI

act as Myrna's stand-in! Spencer's willing
but not able ... if you get what we mean.
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Court etiquette ignored, Queen Norma
THE WINNER!

FIRST PRIZE— $25.00

I HAVE just returned from that supposedly
glorious and glamorous town called Hollywood.
Before I went to Hollywood I thought (as
probably everybody thinks) that those who lived
in Hollywood and were connected with the
movies lived the "life of Reilly." Easy and fastliving. All play and no work.
How differently I learned.
Most people think of the stars only, when one
mentions Hollywood. It rarely occurs to them
that there are other people who play in pictures.
The people who act as a background. The extras.
I lived with three boys who possessed an
abundance of talent plus good looks. They were
working as extras, hoping and praying for that
break that would get them into the charmed
circle of stardom.
For six months I watched their struggle. A
story filled with sufferance, pathos and heartaches.
Let me describe an everyday occurrence:
In the morning one of the boys would dial the
Central Casting Office for work. All extras had
to call Central to obtain work. Garfield 3711.
Imagine ten thousand extras calling in practically every day with only eight operators to
take the calls. Busy signal after busy signal
would buzz through the earphone. Without a
letup he would dial the number for what
seemed like hours without getting a direct line.
Maybe he would
be lucky and get an an-

Shearer and Director Van Dyke relax on

M-G-M's

"Marie Antoinette" set

swer. Then, "Central" would come to his ear.
"John Doe," he would answer, giving his name.
A few seconds later he would get the reply, most

the Taylor profile or the Gable Ummphy-,
ummph, but along with Tyrone Power (of
course) and Thomas Beck, he hits the top.

likely "Try again." And so every ten minutes
he would sit at the phone and dial and dial until
Central closed for the day.
No work. No meals. No meals meant a couple
of tighter notches in the belt and a prayer for
work the next day. I could write a book on how
they washed their own clothes, cleaned their
apartments, cooked what food they could get and
avoided the apartment manager on rent day.

On second thought, perhaps it's just as well!
that they leave him alone, because they (the

I asked them if they weren't tired of the struggle, and if they didn't want to go home.
Their replies were no. I looked at their faces.
Each one had a courageous tilt to his head, a
wistful smile and shining eyes that spoke more
eloquently than words, "I'll get a break one of
these
Yes,days."
I have found that stars do not always
shine in Hollywood. There are clouds there, too.
Success and fame do not come easily. The path
is strewn with bitter grief and hard strife.
Only the stars shine and twinkle and are remembered.
Bob Abel,
Philadelphia, Penna.
SECOND
VERY

PRIZE— $10.00

SANG-FROID

INDEED

Speaking of the men stars for a minute, (and
why not?) what about Cary Grant? — I mean
why doesn't someone write a story or give us
a little information on him? He may not have

writers) might make him into a mystery manor maybe into a disappointed lover, and that
would be just a little too much for me to bear.
Can't the reporters ease up on the camouflage?
For instance, about Grant. Is his personality
as delightfully breezy and sang-froid as "Topper" and "The Awful Truth" reveal? How did'
he get started in the movies? And yes, I will ad-,
mit, we'd like to know whether he's single, married or how many times he's been divorced. We!
don't care what his favorite color is, or that the
unhappy glint in his eye has been there since,
his childhood sweetheart turned him down.
Please! More concise, definite knowledge of the
stars such as "Roundup of Youth" in the January Photoplay.
Miss Gene Waltman,
Butler, Penna.
On Page 22 Reader Waltman can find out all'
the latest dope (and more) on that gay, gallant,
glib and good-looking Grant, no camouflage at
all, and nary a line about unhappy glints in his>
brown eyes. Concise — that's what we are!
P. S.—We think you'll like "Roundup of Characters," too. It's by Sara Hamilton, who wrote
"Roundup of Youth." It's on page 20. You see.
it pays to write and tell us what stories you
like in Photoplay!
(Continued on page 74)
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I

"Vivacious

Lady"

Gin-

ger Rogers proves her
monicker, while costar
Jimmy

Stewart registers his approval

sters. Maureen O'Connor (a newcomer) sings nicely; Jac
Cooper is splendid; and Guy Usher and Marjorie Main turn in I
performances as the parents.
(Feb.)
■k BUCCANEER, THE-Paramount
With a stirring story woven from American history, an exc
tional cast, lavish production and some dazzling photograp
C. B. De Mille has achieved a masterpiece. The plot revol
around pirate Jean Lafitte's love life and patriotic efforts on ber
of the U. S. during the War of 1812. Freddie March, Franci:
Gaal (Paramount's new little Hungarian star), and notably Hi
Sothern (March)
as Andrew Jackson are knockouts. Don't miss this for ai
thing.
CHANGE OF HEART-20th Century-Fox
Love here finds a novel way to take the conceit out of a misguk
executive; the result is mildly entertaining. Gloria Stuart is the
who uses Cupid as Bergen uses McCarthy; Michael Whalen is
one who profits by the experiment. Two-bit material. (April)

PICTURES

REVIEWED

SHADOW

CHECKERS-20th Century-Fox
Jane Withers clicks again in this story of a race
dangers the romance between Una Merkel and
When the horse breaks a leg, and Una listens to the
of the town banker, Miss Fix-It Withers steps in and
(March)

IN

STAGE

THIS

ISSUE
Page

BARONESS AND THE BUTLER, THE20th Century-Fox
BELOVED BRAT, THE-Warners
BIG BROADCAST

48
92

OF 1938, THE-Paramount

. 48

BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE— Paramount
. 49
BRINGING UP BABY-RKO-Radio
....
49
HAWAII CALLS-PRINCIPAL-RKO-Radio
HER JUNGLE

.

. 92

LOVE-Paramount

92

JEZEBEL— Warners

49

JURY'S SECRET, THE-Universal
LOVE, HONOR AND BEHAVE-Warners
MAD ABOUT MUSIC-Universal
MERRILY WE LIVE-Hal Roach-M-G-M
PENITENTIARY-Columbia
RADIO CITY REVELS-RKO-Radio

.

.

.

.

92
. 92
48
. 48
92

...

92

RANGERS ROUNDUP, THE-Stan Laurel Prod. 92
REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM-20th Century-Fox
48
ROMANCE IN THE DARK-Paramount
.49
SALLY, IRENE AND MARY-20th
START CHEERING-Columbia
TELEPHONE
• ACTION

FOR SLANDER-Korda-United

Artists

WALKING
Fox

Century-Fox

OPERATOR-Monogram

DOWN

BROADWAY-20th

Century-

49
92
92
92

This is Clive Brook's best picture in years. Playing an English
army
falls tries
in loveto with
a brother
wife,Fine
is accused
being aman,
card heshark,
vindicate
himselfofficer's
in court.
directionof
allows exceptional suspense and a superlative cast assists. Buy
British and go. (April)
• ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO, THE-Goldwyn-United
Artists
The travels and romantic mishaps of the Venetian stalwart who
opened the trade routes from Europe to Asia in the 13th Century.
Gary Cooper is ably supported by Sigrid Gurie (a newcomer), Basil
Rathbone, Alan Hale, Binnie Barnes and others. Humor and excitement in settings of incredible beauty. Distinguished.
(April)
• ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER, THE-Selznick-United
Artists
Two little stars, Tommy Kelly and Ann Gillis, once more prove
David Selznick (discoverer of Freddie Bartholomew) a genius in
choosing
newin talent.
Twain's
classic reproduced
of Mississippiin
village life
1845 is Mark
faithfully
and loved
beautifully
Technicolor, and Muff Poller (Walter Brennan), Aunt Polly (May
Robson), and Huckleberry Finn (Jackie Moran), are all here. Need
we say more? (April)
ARSENE LUPIN RETURNS— M-G-M
The polish of Melvyn Douglas as the renowned French Raffles
overcomes
of this antiquated
story of missing
With the aidtheoflackluster
Warren William,
Douglas convinces
the gem"jools."
of his
heart, Virginia Bruce, that he is innocent of stealing her baubles.
Average. (April)
•k BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE-M-G-M
Utah's beautiful scenery forms the background for this equally
rugged tale of the early Western bad man. Wally Beery hasn't been
so
goodrecognized
since "Viva
Villa"in and
DenniswillO'Keefe,
the son a who
never
his father
the killer,
give Garyas Cooper
run
for his money some day. Virginia Bruce, Guy Kibbee, Lewis Stone
and Bruce Cabot are superior. Good.
(March)

BEG, BORROW OR STEAL-M-G-M
A merry mix-up with Frank Morgan as the lovable scamp who
lives by his wits. He invites daughter Florence Rice to be married
in his French chateau, then discovers that he can't use buttons for
money to pay the rent. John Beal steps in to take charge of both
daughter and papa George Givot, Herman Bing and Erik Rhodes
aid in the hilarity.
(Feb.)
BIG TOWN GIRL— 20th Century-Fox
A happy tale of an overzealous press agent, Alan Dinehart, who
makes a great radio star out of Claire Trevor, a small-town plugger.
Donald Woods, as Claire's beau, turns in a gratifying performance,
as
do Miss Trevor and Dinehart. A cosy little picture you'll like.
(Feb.)
BLACK DOLL, THE-Universal
Mystery and lowdown comedy abound in this, the latest of the
Crime Club series. It deals with the attempt of C. Henry Gordon to
conceal a murder and his own extermination by The Doll. Nan
Grey is lyrical, Donald Woods is lackadaisical, Edgar Kennedy is
simply hysterical. (April)
BLOSSOMS

ON BROADWAY— Paramount

will be
no bouquets
was nipped
in There
the bud.
Edward
Arnold for
is a" Blossoms."
likeable rogueThewhoplotkeeps
within
the law only to find the heiress he was promoting is a phony, too.
Weber and Fields are well presented; Shirley Ross sings well; Bill
Frawley gets all the laughs.
(Feb.)
BOY OF THE STREETS-Monogram
Parents will approve the moral lesson in this little tidbit, and
children will love the exciting action provided entirely by young-

horse that
Stuart Era
blandishme
does her sti

* History,
CONQUEST—
pageantryM-G-M
and romance brought to unparalleled heig
of beauty by the peerless acting of Greta Garbo and Charles Bo;
in one of the loveliest of love stories — that of Napoleon and Ma
Walewska, the patriotic Polish countess who bore him a son. 1
production, photography and direction are of the finest, the hi
cast including Dame May Whitty, Henry Stephenson, Regin:
Owen and Maria Ouspenskaya is exceptionally brilliant. It o
$3,000,000 and it's worth it. (Jan.)
• DAMSEL IN DISTRESS, A-RKO-Radio
Aided by those zanies, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Fi.
Astaire overcomes a top-heavy plot about a titled heiress (Jc
Fontaine) who falls for a London dancer, and turns on his fin]
rhythmic the
gymnastics
to enchant
enlivens
entire piece.
(Feb.) you. George Gershwin's last scij
DAUGHTER

OF SHANGHAI-Paramount

Anna leaders
May Wong
enlists
in the U.
S. Government's
capture
in the
smuggling
racket
on the Pacificcampaign
coast, a
contributes considerably to a tame picture. Snarling Char
Bickford, J. Carrol Naish and barrel-chested Larry Crabbe ha
outstanding roles. Just another movie. (March)
• DIVORCE OF LADY X, THE-Korda-United Artists
Merle Oberon's lusciousness, the enticements of the Engl
countryside in Technicolor, and a side-splitting characterization
a drunken nobleman by Ralph Richardson, are well worth y<
admission. The silly story involving mistaken identity will be
you, but pay no attention and go anyway.
(April)
DOUBLE DANGER-RKO-Radio
This might be labeled "On the Trail of the Missing Prest
Foster," for it is he, in the guise of a gentleman crook, who kes
policemen late for their chicken stew. Whitney Bourne is an
tractive accomplice. Vapid. (April)
* More
EVERYBODY
SING-M-G-M
pictures like
this and the recession would be over! I
funny, bright with music, the cast happily chosen, the product:
good. It concerns a mad family with Billie Burke (mother), Regin;
Owen (father), Judy Garland (daughter), Fanny Brice (maid) a
Allan Jones (chef). Their antics will delight you. (April)
EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY-Paramount
They'll all be holidays for Mae if this little number is any indii
tion. This is a lavish story of a female crook who dabbles in polit
at the end of the century. Edmund Lowe, Charles Butterwori
Lloyd Nolan and Charles Winninger try hard but the picture drs
like the West inflection. (March)
•k GIRL WAS YOUNG, THE— GB
One always expects a deft handling of suspense, sane dialog
and expert delineation of character in Director Alfred Hitchcoc
pictures and this one is no disappointment. Nova Pilbeam, swee'
grown-up, is the constable's daughter; Derrick De Marney, the m
suspected of murder with whom she falls in love. You will like tl
(March)
• GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT-Warners
Based on the battle between farmers and miners in the lowlan
of California's Sacramento Valley, this is rugged, gripping dran
its scenic beauties enhanced by Technicolor. George Brent, OH'
de Havilland and Claude Rains are extremely competent in th
respective roles. Highly recommended.
(April)
•k G0LDWYN FOLLIES, THE— Sam Goldwyn-United Artists
This incredibly beautiful musical has a dizzy story of Hollywoo:
original "no" girl (Andrea Leeds) and the producer whom nobo
"noes" (Adolphe Menjou). The "Follies" are glorified by B
anchine's lovely American ballet, Metropolitan Helen Jepso
soprano, Phil Baker's wit, Charlie McCarthy's deadly sallies, t
Ritz Brothers' clowning, Ella Logan and Kenny Baker's tune
tuning and the poignant music of George and Ira Gershwin — t
whole
forget. wrapped
(Feb.) in Technicolor. A 82,000,000 picture you'll ne'
*

HAPPY LANDING— 20th Century-Fox
Here are prime requisites for good cinema — spectacle, fine mui
comedy and, first and last, Sonja Henie on ice. The thin st(
concerns Cesar Romero's dalliance with a little Norwegian who,
course, manages to become A-l skater of the world under D
Ameche's tutelage. Hot swing by Raymond Scott; Ethel Merma
voice; a ballet on ice — swell I (April)
,
(Continuea on page 89)
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A Mervyn LeRoy Production
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The demure young miss at the leit came
to Hollywood very set In her ways. Then
she met up with studio make-up experts.

some of the beauty secrets back of

They didn't change the famous Simone
Simon personality, but they did help to
produce
the alluring creature
above

Hollywood*s

their

imported

distinctive

lovelies

Continental charm

doubt
FANCIES— There's no
N The
EIG
FOR
about
it.
girls from the Continent have
a very definite glamour and charm all their
own. And after seeing Annabella in "The Baroness and the Butler" I decided to find out what
she's got that we haven't got, and to see if I
couldn't acquire some good tips on beauty from
her. Annabella's creed is naturalness in makeup both on and off the screen. She is pai'ticularly insistent on this rule in eye make-up, and also
says that a slightly crooked mouth, for example,
should be left that way and not be changed, because it adds individuality to one's face.
Annabella's eyebrows aren't even. The line of
one brow varies quite a lot from the other, but
she insists that it be left unchanged, and accents
her brows along their natural lines. The two
varying lines give her a definite individuality
and charm. She applies her eyebrow pencil
along both brows, just as they are naturally
arched, but she draws the pencil rather heavily
in the center of the brow in a fine line and
shades it in with a tiny brush. To make her
lashes appear longer and more silky, she brushes
them with a special oil, then applies her mascara after she has removed the oil with tissues.
It does away with the harsh look mascara gives

and nervousness and irritation destroy charm
and poise.
In the morning, after rinsing her face, Delia
adds lemon juice to the water to bleach her skin
slightly and keep it smooth and white. Her arms
and shoulders are as soft as her face, and she
told me that starch is one of her favorite beauty
agents. She uses it in the bath because she finds
that it's a grand water softener and, in addition,
leaves a velvety film on her body that keeps her
skin smooth and soft.
Starch makes a very effective beauty mask,
too, because its stimulating action encourages
the blood stream to throw off waste matter. If
your skin is normal, you mix the starch with
cold cream and milk; if it's oily, you mix it with
egg white and milk to tighten your pores; if
your skin is dry you stir it up with buttermilk.
Apply it to your face after your skin is thoroughly clean and then relax for fifteen minutes
to give it time to stimulate your skin and encourage the circulation. Then you rinse it off

the eyes when it isn't applied properly.
Annabella follows the same naturalness in the
way she does her hair by parting it in the middle and brushing it in soft loose waves off her
face to give a charming and youthful appearance.

with tepid
and you'll find your skin is
much
softer water
and smoother.
Simone Simon, before she came to Hollywood,
had definitely made up her mind that she
wouldn't be made over in any way at all, that
she liked herself the way she was. But when she
found out that the make-up experts at the studio
sought only to enhance her personality instead
of changing it, she finally allowed them to rearrange her hair. She did away with the schoolgirl coiffure of hair brushed off the forehead and

UELLA LIND, the Continental singing star, has
very few beauty secrets, but they are amazingly
effective ones. Delia says that charm is more
important than beauty because perfect features
without a charming personality lack appeal.
This star insists upon plenty of sleep and rest,
for a tired girl is a nervous, easily irritated girl,

pushed behind the ears, and now she's wearing
soft, deep waves and loose curls that frame her
face. Simone has deep blue-grey eyes, and the
make-up experts suggested that a subtle lightening of the color of her hair would add allure
to her eyes. Now her hair glints with a coppery
gold that decidedly enhances her piquant charm.
She has allowed her brows to grow in more

Danielle Darrieux looks lazy here, but
actually she's energy personified when
it comes to obeying rules for beauty

heavily because a too-thin line takes characte
away from the face, and she wears a touch o
soft eye shadow on her lids to bring out th<
color of her eyes and make them appear deeper
ANOTHER

foreign beauty is Danielle Darrieux

who has one of the loveliest skins you've eve:
seen. Danielle supplements her regular nightl;
cleansing with cream by using olive oil abou.
once a week to clean her face. Every two week
she scrubs her face with a soft brush and soajj
and water to reach down deep in her pores:
She treatment
feels that her
skin doesn't neev
this
any particular
more frequently.
Her luscious figure is kept supple and grace!
ful by calisthenics, such as touching the floo:
with the palms of the hands and keeping th
knees stiff. She can also touch the back of he
head with her toes, which, I can tell you in ad,
vance, takes loads of practice. Even if you cah:
ever quite accomplish this achievement, th
practicing does wonders for your whole body

finger into cold cream and then into

lielle's brows
are arched
in
ii natural line and her lipstick
los the contour of her lips beshe, too, feels that by emphathe natural in make-up inof going in for exotic effects
iSult is more pleasing. She acher eyes by drawing a fine
ose to the lashes of her upper
a 1 carrying it out and up a trifle
od the outside corner of her

the cream rouge, and you'll find that
the color blends more easily into
your skin.
POWDER TRICK— I was terribly
surprised the other day when one of
the make-up men told me that many
women unnecessarily add to their
apparent age by not applying powder properly.
Of

course, I immediately demanded to know what he meant.
He said that he had seen so many
women unconsciously wrinkle up
their faces just before they begin
wielding the powder puff. That

;'ivevy effective, and you might
iwhen you want to look espe1; glamorous.
EUONIZING MAKE-UP— Helen
si is one of the smartest and
jt alluring women in pictures.
> ;cret of her perfectly groomed
e'ance is that she firmly bee that one's rouge and lipstick
p blend with the color of the
■ le you are wearing. She has
l; different shades of rouge and
t c that she uses with her vary(stumes, and she believes that
r woman, to be truly smart,
jl harmonize her make-up with
jothes.
^internationally famous makeEthority says, "A woman may
any color if her make-up comrints her clothes. So many
In destroy the illusion of loveli;|>y wearing the wrong maquilijind cosmetics should be careyichosen to blend with your
>jte ensembles."
rtif you have always loved grey,
(ample, but have been con-

means that the powder can't get into
the little wrinkles and crevices
around the eyes and mouth that are
formed when you frown, and when
the face is relaxed those lines have
received no powder at all so that
they stand out with unfortunate embeauty. phasis and thus destroy all vestige of

The velvety smoothness of Delia Lind's skin testifies to the effectiveness of the Viennese singer's
beauty secrets.
Its texture can easily be yours, too

vinced that it makes your skin look
sallow, you can dash right out and
buy yourself a grey dress in the full
assurance that if you use the right
make-up, grey can be exceedingly
becoming to you.
Miss Vinson applies her make-up
with little make-up brushes. She
has one brush to blend her powder

smoothly and another smaller brush
to apply her rouge so that it goes on
evenly and not in streaks. Incidentally, ifyou would like to use cream
rouge but have never been quite
able to apply it smoothly, Marie Wilson has a trick that might help you.
Here it is: Use a cream powder
foundation first. Dip the tip of your

You mUst relax your face when
you powder and keep the surface of
the skin flat. After you have applied your powder liberally all over
your face, press the powder lightly
into the area around your eyes and
mouth. Draw the skin away from
your eyes with two fingers as you
powder, to be sure it gets into every
faint crevice.
Then, of course, you use your little powder brush all over your face
in order to dust off superfluous powder and assure a smooth, evenly
covered surface.

Most proposals happen in the

Be especially careful
about daintiness NOW
Romance

is in the air now! So be careful to

avoid the fault that kills romance . . . perspiration odor from underthings.

The above chart is based on a recent survey
among a representative group of young women.
However, romance may come at any season to
the girl who is truly charming.

removes

Everybody perspires, especially in warm
weather. Underthings absorb the odor . . . but
we needn't offend.
AVOID OFFENDING: Lux lingerie (including
girdles) after every wearing. Lux whisks away
every trace of perspiration odor. Keeps colors
new looking, too! Avoid soaps with harmful
alkali and cake-soap rubbing.
Lux has no harmful alkali.
Safe in water, safe in Lux.
Buy the economical big box.

odor — keeps

colors lovely
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Producers had an odd idea
about Wally Beery; they
changed their minds after seeing him in "Bad Man of Brimstone." On the other hand,
a Photoplay reader wrote an
unusual letter about foreign
stars like Luise Rainer; the
answer, in this editorial, wi
probably make him change
his mind
on the subject!

BY RUTH WATER6URY

is very-a
nicea thing
loveget
E I to
lettes r itfrom
AUSant
BECpleas
thoughtful reader like Lloyd C.
Armour of Chicago, Illinois, for instance
. . . Mr. Armour writes:
". . . During the past year Hollywood
has imported and exploited a great
number of foreign stars. The amount
of money expended for this plan is, to
put it mildly, terrific. Give me one
good reason why these very clever producers should go traipsing all over
Europe "discovering" these unknown
foreign stars . . . There are plenty of
talented American actresses struggling
for a place on the stage and screen and
starving
Okay,
not only
sons. . .

ROLAND YOUNG
JACK WHITING
BARRY MAC KAY
Directed by SONNIE HALE • Music & Lyrics by
ARTHUR JOHNSTON and MAURICE SIGLER

^Troduction

to death to do it, too."
Mr. Armour . . . I'll give you
one reason, but five good rea.

(1) It doesn't seem to be easy to find
those talented American actors and actresses and that is because there aren't
many definite places to look for them.
. . . Broadway is constantly raided . . .
we haven't vaudeville or stock companies any more . . . the colleges and
little theaters have been pretty well
combed out without yielding much . . .
and we have a habit of overlooking our
own "discoveries" anyhow . . . after all,
Martha Raye was "discovered" . . . and
Dorothy Lamour . . . and Marjorie
Weaver . . . and Tyrone Power . . .
and Bob Hope . . . and John Trent . . .
and Wayne Morris ... to mention just
a few of the last season or so. . . .
(2) The main reason in back of hunting for foreign stars, however, is eco-

nomic ... if a foreign star can click
with the American public, the profits
on the picture abroad will be doubled
. . . Garbo is a perfect example . . . her
pictures no longer earn very much here
but the foreign take on them is enormous. . . .
(3) The foreign star, though unknown
to us, is usually a highly trained performer .. . for example Franciska Gaal
came to the screen after long training
at Budapest under the greatest masters
of stagecraft . . . Luise Rainer had
worked many seasons tutored by Max
Reinhardt . . . Ilona Massey, under the
jawbreaking name of Hajmassy, was the
sensation of the Viennese operatic stage
... in other words these "unknowns"
have served their acting apprenticeship. . . .
(4) Nevertheless, the foreign idea of
money is still modest . . . stars they
may be of the European stage, but most
of them will grab the first salary Hollywood offers . . . believe it or not, but
the majority start at one hundred and
fifty dollars a week . . . contrast that
on your balance sheet against Miss MacDonald's approximate five thousand
weekly . . . the imports gamble, you
see, on themselves as much as the producer gambles on them. . . .
The gamble doesn't always win . . .
Anna Sten, as you point out in your
letter, was an awful flop . . . Annabella,
brought over for "The Baroness and
the Butler," will probably be looking up
sailing schedules any day now . . .
Luise Rainer, for all her great ability,

doesn't progress much ... I ill
however, that Franciska Gaal wil e
hit . . . Simone is doing all rig! . .
and
there is
the miraculotlit
tie Henie.
. . always
.
(5) And the big reason . . . pruc
ers like to go to Europe anyhow.
•
FAVORITE

Moments

Recently Oil

Movie-goer . . . John Boles and in
Barrymore looking very highbrovan1
playing
while C'dy
Swarthout ticktacktoe
sings the Berceuse
on
"Jocelyn" in "Romance in the .i»
. . . every scene of Tommy Kelly &
enchanting "Adventures of Tom vs
yer" . . . Walter Brennan in the im
film giving a magnificently totfl

performance right on the heels i ">
amusing Mr. Peavey last month infl*
Buccaneer . . . Bob Hope dueting'il
Shirley Ross in "Thanks for the M
ory" in "The Big Broadcast of ?38

. . . and if you'll listen closely .u'
notice what a naughty song that : a
moments . . . Gary Cooper te£ >n
Sigrid Gurie, lucky girl, how t(H
and making a very finished job I

too, in "The Adventures of Marco >1°
. . . Beulah Bondi breaking your*

as the mother in "Of Human H ts
and Charles Coburn, distinguished ag'
actor,
equallytherein
distingUj-1
debut making
as the andoctor
. .1
of grandinler<
charmingly
prima
donnachildlike
Kirsten face
Flagstad
Big Broadcast of 1938" . . . with al
like that you'd never expect her t(fl
like
a larger
Sonja
Henie . . m(

Ruth Waterbury, by Lazlo Willinger
Dressier . . . recently Wally was supposed to be all washed up . . . they put
him in "Bad Man of Brimstone" and it
is wowing the crowds all over the country ... so what does that add up to
... is any actor any bigger than the
part he is in . . . or can a star be made,
with proper handling, from anyone . . .
a girl ice skater or a man tap dancer
or an animated cartoon or a ventriloquist's dummy . . . personally, I do not
wonder that stars have the jazzy nerves I
and unstable temperaments many of
them possess . . . imagine never knowing where your next rival is coming
from . . . incidentally Metro dropping
Bruce Cabot off the contract list lets
out the final remaining "second Gable"
in the business with the original one
still doing nicely, thank you. . . .
Our Favorite Actor of the Month . . .
Alan Mowbray . . . we met him at a
tea ... he told five stories ... all
funny . . . two of them racy . . . and
not one about himself. . . .

reason

why

you

should

see

d Is Where You Find It": Tim,
of Jack
Holt, who
carries on
family tradition of good
looks,
acting,
good
horsemanship
looks like a larger
. . and Shirley looks
lgel . . . and angels
ell, you get the idea
id truly all do look

Shirley Temlike a grownlook like . . .
. . . they honalike. . . .

fGS An Editor Thinks About

(on

f>oss' time, that is) ... now that
•ice Joy Gilbert has made her den movies, will Susan Ann Gilbert
ir behind . . . and will the future
aps see those two . . . one so dark
the other so fair ... as rival
the second generation, gradually
ing up in pictures, I select young
Holt in "Gold Is Where You Find
is one of the most promising . . .
looking and a very tidy actor, too
if Jane Withers keeps right on as
s, gaining in box-office popularity,
she even surpass Shirley Temple
and if she does what will TwenCentury-Fox do then, poor things
I wish somebody would define ex' what a star is, anyhow . . . for
iple, not so long ago his studio was
ig Wallace Beery was box-office
>n . . . they moaned that Wally
dn't drag the cash customers in
e . . . hadn't been able to do a
g since the loss of his costar, Marie

/
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DON'T get the illusion that all the letters I get are pleasant . . . comes the
following
from
Publisher
Alfred
A.
Knopf's office:
"Dear Miss Waterbury:
Since you make your living editing a
movie fan magazine, you probably won't
like Horace McCoy's new novel, 'I
Should Have Stayed Home,' which we
are issuing ... It knocks the phony
gilt off Hollywood and shows the pure
tin underneath, and does it very effectively .. . You may not like this book,
but it ought to interest you anyway.
Perhaps it will interest some of your
readers too — if any of them are sufficiently tough-minded to stand a little
truth along with the pap."
As it turns out, it is an exciting novel
. . . for Horace McCoy knows how to
write . . . and I did enjoy it . . . but if
telling the story of a stupid boy who
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didn't have brains enough to make a
living anywhere, and of two girls who
fail, one committing suicide and the
other marrying a farmer, is knocking
the phony gilt off Hollywood and showing the tin underneath, I'll eat it. . . .
I will never understand why that
which is dreary and tragic and defeatist
is regarded as being more "true" than
the things which are colorful and amusing and successful . . . each is in the
world, not, unfortunately, in equal parts,
but each exists and because Hollywood
is composed of those individuals who
have wrested from life the high rewards is the reason the world continues
to worship it, since it gives hope to their
dreams and color to their days . . .
that's Photoplay's story . . . and it will
always stick to it. . . .
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I CALL

IT MY

'TWO-TIMING

FUR'

because I'll wear it now over jormals.
and later with Autumn

street jrocks'1

For smart, young women, who "go places
and do things" — glamorous FEDERAL Fox!
Beautifully silvered . . . luxuriously furred
... it tops spring's evening dresses with
soft, flattering loveliness; it makes dashing
successes of fall's street frocks. It follows
the calendar — a social triumph and a practical asset, too . . . for these fine skins are
selected for lasting beauty.
You can be sure of your silver fox, in
better stores everywhere, by the FEDERAL
name clipped to an ear and stamped on the
leather side of the pelt.

JEDERAL
HAMBURG
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I following pages, Kirtley Baskette brings Photoplay readers an unusual word

V\

; if the Shirley Temple of today— a little girl who has suddenly grown up. On
\ 8— a glimpse into the future, the moment when Shirley Temple becomes en-

BY

f isualized in picture form by artist Vincentini, in verse by the popular novelist

FAITH

DRAWING

> t story writer, Faith Baldwin— both well-known contributors to this magazine

BALDWIN
B

Y

This is the dream which shall come true
The rose which shall unfold;
The world made young so gay and new,
The

rainbow's

gift of gold;
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The rising star, the fount unsealed
The magic love time makes;
Bright secret, not to be revealed
Until her heart awakes.

V
Pfvafely

!

The proof?
some

Tucked-up curls — and

observations

on Beaus

and

Bows by the pert young lady herself

BY KIRTLEY BASK E TT E
THE other day, a little girl with eager eyes
stood before a mirror on a Hollywood motion-picture set. The image that bounced
back showed, instead of the shako of curls that
usually crowned her golden top, a coiffure —
parted, pulled back and tied.
Shirley Temple of Sunnybrook Farm put her
firm little hand behind her neck and stroked it
thoughtfully. Then, she showed her new front
row of second teeth in a wide white grin.
"It feels funny," said Shirley, "no hair back
there." And added, "I like it."
14

The little group of set people watching her
smiled back, because Shirley was thrilled and
x<
they were happy. But a few turned away,
dm«**
cleared their throats suspiciously, and sighed
ever so faintly. They knew they were watching
the most beloved babyhood since the world
began pass, dimpling bravely, into memory.
They knew Shirley Temple's chubby little
legs had stepped finally into the bright new land
of Little Girlhood. They heard the soft, friendly
summons of Father Time and they saw the
happy answer on Shirley's face. And they knew
that something was gone and something new arrived. The baby had grown up.
Shirley Temple will be nine this month.
Standing on the bathroom scales she weighs
seventy-one; she measures fifty-one inches from
toes to top. Her body is firm, taking form; her
muscles are rounding, and her face lengthening.
She can ride a saddle horse and drive a cart.
She can play the piano, dance ballet and speak
conversational French. She writes her own letters and reads her own books.
She keeps up

with the daily newspapers, scribbles daily in s
diary and runs her own parties.' She's stepped
out to two big Hollywood premieres this season
and had her say about the special evening frock
for both.
And she has a steady beau.
Yes, Shirley Temple is growing up.
She entered the Fifth Grade this February
She knows her geography, English, history and
current events. She can spiel out the multiplication table all the way, can add, subtract and
divide. Frances Klamt, her teacher, calls hei
"bright." The last Intelligence Quotient she had
scored 155, dangerously close to genius.
The world, seeing Shirley every few months
takes the added inches and proportionate pound;
for granted. Every mail pouring into Hollywooc
still brings baby presents for Shirley. But th«
personality that has grown along with them escapes unnoticed.
The Shirley Temple of today is not just a cute
dimpled, darling child. She is a person — and i
pretty swell one at that.

|]S other day I dropped into Shirley's bungaon the Twentieth Century-Fox lot. Shirley
vfe expecting company — a crowd of Swiss dor sties and their children. The only time they
Kild come was on Thursday, maid's day off.
ks the hour set for their arrival neared, Mrs.
fnple was called away. Before she left she
id, "Now these are your guests, Shirley. I'll
i|/e to leave for a while and they may get here
^en I'm gone. You'll have to entertain them."
i^hey came right after that — a mob of bashful,
)lazzled kids and their grinning parents. Shirt took charge with the poise and presence of
liadult. She seated them, led the conversation,
)iiught in toys and objects of interest, moved
i ong the crowd with complete assurance, was
urming, gracious and in complete command of
I situation. Not with a precocious cockiness;
I I smooth responsibility.
ifou might call that a number of things — manfs, poise, tact, a social consciousness. Whatser it is, Shirley has grown into it with a natu■; grace that befits the crown princess of the
ijeen.
%>t long ago, at Shirley's own urging, Mrs.
Imple took her to the Los Angeles Orthopedic
j>spital where lie hundreds of little crippled
As, doomed to long days of bedfastness or
:mpering braces. Once inside, Shirley broke
ray from her mother's side. Alone, she passed
lm bed to bed, chatting with the little widened inmates. There was no cute, coy, kid-star
iiff to it. The fact that scores of pain-polished
ps focused wonderingly on her seemed only to
press Shirley — not delight her. She was lost
her deep interest in what she saw.
For
leks afterwards, worries for the crippled kids
jessed on her mind.
This last Christmas, the first thing she asked
do was to go over to the Assistance League
d help put up baskets. This despite the fact
at this Christmas, for the first time, Shirley
ide out her own gift list, did her own shopping,
apped her own presents.
Her consideration for others is a natural delopment of a part of her make-up revealed
len she was much younger. She has always
en sensitive, to the point of anxiety, over other
ople's feelings. You've probably heard the
>ry of the guest who spilled some water into
r lap one day at luncheon with the Temples,
lirley, only a tot, quickly sensed the embarssment. "That's all right," she declared. "I
st spilled some peas on my dress, too."
A more grown-up version took place the other
y. A woman, calling on the Temples, brought
lirley a popular toy. She was thanked effuVely and made to feel her gift was the one

The new Miss T's coworkers (as,
for instance, Gloria Stuart,
above left) see her as a grand
little trouper; her pals know her
as the tough skipper of the Shirley eral
Temple
Police
her their
sevswains
see Force;
her as
glamour girl ideal. But that's not
what matters. It's how Mrs. Temple sees her own darling daughter— and that is a revelation!

thing in life Shirley wanted most. She left very
happy and entirely ignorant of the fact that
Shirley already had five toys exactly like the
one she had brought.

So it was natural that the Shirley Temple Police
should sprout and flourish.
They started when a cameraman gave her a
Junior G-Man badge, probably lifted from his
own kid. Then Allan Dwan, the director, had

oHIRLEY extends her growing sense of responsibility to all around her. She doesn't mind reminding others of what she considers their responsibilities, too. There's the Shirley Temple
Police Force, for example. Shirley has passed
somewhat out of the doll stage. Now everything
is organization. She belongs to all the kid clubs
on the juvenile air programs — the Lone Rangers,
the Little Orphan Annies, and so on. She writes
in for the badges and buttons and secret codes.

one made inscribed with "Shirley Temple Police." Now every member of Shirley's picture
company and plenty more people around the lot
are duly sworn in and be-badged.
Shirley's the chief, of course, and a tough skipper. The force flourishes on a system of fivecent fines, collectible when Shirley catches a
15
member without his badge, which she does with
a fervent zeal. Bigger fish pay bigger fines. Bill
Robinson was fined ten (Continued on page 70)
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BY DIXIE WILLSON

a hLoy,
is the story of Myrn
from dirit
her ,rt
is deman
d whic
worl
for a of
, ries
HEREmemo
the
Montana ranch w«
she was born, until your memories of her a.<i*
lovely star of "The Great Ziegfeld," "The 'M
Man,"-Pro
"Toof"Mary— With Love," "Libeled." La',"
"Man
. . . and now "Test Pilot
The girl from Dead Man's Gulch. For $
indeed, was what they called the straggling J"
between two mountains, when, in the day'
'49, men were men and a rough hilarious Li"
them made a gold camp, which became a t>n
which became the city of Helena, "Dead 1V1S
Gulch" emerging as just plain "Main Stree
Some twenty years after that first passioiO'
gold, there came a wagon train across the d I
prairies of Nebraska and Kansas; with
Welshman named Thomas Williams, and their'
who was his wife, Williams coming west tfl
At six months (top), ruler of the
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family ranch in Crow Creek Valey; at six years (middle), the
freckled-nose belle of Helena.
Below: a family portrait of the
"W 3": the Williams, Delia,

open range
of lonely miles which he had bo n'
from
the government.
Upon it he and Ann built a cabin, put irft
chards, wheat and timothy, Ann as gay |•"

Beginning
THE SAGA OF A BELOVED REDHEAD
ring morning,
as sunny
as the chipmunks
attering at her from the newly turned soil.
r eyes were the blue-green of a summer lake,
r nose impertinently tilted and generously
rinkled with freckles, her hair, a coronet of
ndy auburn braids. From dawn till sundown
ross wide new fields, tracked her heavy shoes,
clanking of harness and plow, and a
eadow lark's occasional trill; no other sounds
break an endless stillness. But Ann Williams
as so lovely to look at, that all the valley
Bard about it!
Meanwhile, down through the lake country
ime another wagon train, bringing the less
urdy, less "pioneer" Johnsons. An artist was
)hnson, a painter and woodcarver, his girl
ife a lassie from Scotland, little used to hardlip, but eager for adventure. In the frontier
>wn of Radersburg, Mr. Johnson saw opportuity to work profitably at the cabinet maker's
•ade, so here they settled . . . and here, some
lirty years later, their daughter Delia, returnig from Chicago with a Ziegfeld diploma in
msic, and about to embark on a concert career,
jll in love instead, and married young Dave
Williams, the son of Thomas and Ann.
Amid a shower of good wishes, kisses and rice,
ride and groom set out for Crow Creek Valley,
nd the new five hundred acre ranch which was
a be their home. And here, on a still August
norning, was born the little girl whose name of
Myrna" was given her by her proud young
)ad, a name he had seen on a railroad flag stop
nd had thought too pretty to forget.
Granddaughter of Ann Williams, eyes the
>lue-green of a summer lake, hair red, small
lose tilted. And four years later when, with
ler own memories, our story actually begins,
hat small nose belonging to little Miss Myrna

Williams, bore as many freckles as a lively pattern of peppered calico!
H ER first memory, then, the endless acres of
her father's wheat fields! She remembers
watching with peculiar fascination, the rhythm,
the beauty, as the scarcely perceptible wind
caught it, rolled it, rippled it, like a tide. Then
one day came an overwhelming desire to be
part of it, to feel the silken touch of it!
She slipped through the lane gate, went gaily
on past the barns and cattle tanks, across the
near pasture, under its fence, and ran joyously
into the tall grain, realizing only very much too
late, that she couldn't find her way out, that no
one could hear her if she called, that no one
knew where she had gone, that when day was
over, night would come, and there would still
be no way out!
She beat blindly through the suffocating
wheat heads, calling, crying, but hearing in reply, only the shrill caw of crows mocking her,
pursuing her! And night did come! It was almost midnight before frightened searchers
thought to look in the wheat field. She remembers vividly still, the desperation of those hours,
her hands, legs and feet scratched and bleeding,
her face streaked with dirt, swollen with tears!
(Continued on page 86)

Right: the ambitious author, director and producer of neighborhood
plays: Myrna at the age of ten,
when she made her stage debut as
the
witch with
of "Theher Sleeping
Above:
brother Beauty."
David
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THE GABLE-LOMBARD

BY EDWARD DOHERTY
pictures have done much to
MOTION
prove the truth of all the old saws concerning love and lovers. Over and
over again they have convinced the world that
true love never runs smooth, that love laughs
at locksmiths, and that all the world loves a
lover.
But sometimes the screen stars who bring to
attention the verity of these adages must wonder about them — after their work in the studio
is done, after the paint has been removed from
their faces and the costumes have been laid
away for the night, after the lights have gone
out on the sound stages, after the players have
come to grips again with actualities.
All the world loves a lover?
Yes, perhaps all the world loves Clark Gable,
the suave and fascinating hero of the screen.
And, no doubt, it loves Carole Lombard, the
impish, kinetic, funny darling.
That is, it loves them as it sees them in roles
produced for them by some Hollywood writer.
Of the real Carole Lombard, and the real Clark
Gable, the world knows little.
And love laughs at locksmiths?
Many times, undoubtedly. And yet — how
will love unlock the situation in which Clark
Gable and Carole Lombard have become imprisoned?
Here is a typical moving-picture situation.
It has been used over and over again. You have
seen it developed hundreds of times. You have
seen the problem solved in hundreds of different
ways.
But this is a situation in real life — a beautiful
blonde girl, witty and winsome and wise, in love
with a debonair actor who has been married a
number of years and whose wife is unwilling to
divorce him.
What will happen? How will the characters
react? How will the story end?
Will the wife step gracefully aside, someday,
and allow her husband to marry the younger
woman? Will she wait in patience, knowing
that time oft withers infatuation, or feeling that
even true love must give way to duty?
Or will the girl, tired of waiting, give the man
up?
Will there be tragedy? Or will the last reel
of the drama be played to the chimes of wedding bells?

This isn't a springtime love affair; but it has
poignancy and beauty for all that. Here are two
people in the full splendid summer of their lives,
with the sun of fame and fortune shining
brightly on them — and autumn coming on apace.
And here is the wife, the charming, cultured,
sophisticated Mrs. Rhea Gable, watching the
two with what emotions no one knows.
What will the autumn bring her? Restored
serenity, or gray despair? Loneliness, or

HOLLYWOOD, dealer in love stories of all
kinds, is eager to rush into print with the details
of synthetic romances among the motion-picture stars.
Strangely enough, it is equally zealous to keep
real romances from the knowledge of the press.
It may be that Hollywood feels something of
awe, encountering the real thing, the romance
it can neither buy nor sell, the love story that is
written by Life.
At any rate, Hollywood has been chary of letting news of the romance between Clark Gable
and Carole Lombard seep into print. It has,
grudgingly, admitted that Mr. and Mrs. Gable
have separated, and that Clark has often escorted Miss Lombard here and there. But that
is all.
It has given no hint of the heartaches that
must exist deep below the surface of the story,
the anguish, the yearning, the bitterness, and
the tears.

But isn't it a major tragedy when marriage
deteriorates into mere friendship — a glimpse of
each other now and then; a little smile at meeting; a handshake or a pat on the back for old
times' sake; a civil "How are you," uttered in
the same voice that once thrilled with "Oh, my
dear, my dear!"; a calm look in the eyes that
once reflected only ecstasy in the presence of
the other?
Marriage, made out of love and brightness
and joy and singing hope, stifling in misunderstandings, struggling in incompatibilities,
yawned and died; and was not greatly mourned.
But it' must have left a scar. It must have
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Perhaps if Carole and Clark had met in the
peace?
springtime of their lives they would have been
merely infatuated with each other. But it is not
so now. They have experienced too much of
life to trifle with anything so enduring as real
love. They have suffered too much, learned too
much, to take love lightly.
They have a lot in common, these two stars.
They both enjoy informality. They like to be
themselves. They welcome anything simple and
natural which will give them fun. They like
getting into old clothes and going to some outof-the-way place. Also they like dressing up
now and then and visiting some public spot.
You may see them at an amusement park,
laughing like a couple of kids at nothing at all,
trying to be as inconspicuous as possible. You
may run across them eating in some obscure
little hole in the wall, enjoying the music of a
four-piece Mexican orchestra. You might see
them at Carole's home, playing bridge with
friends. You might see them at the arena on
fight nights, yelling with gusto "Sock him in the
kish-kish, Abie; he can't take it there!"
DOTH
fairs.

L

he died. Accidentally, cleaning his gun, he shot
himself.
The death of Russ Columbo made Carole
Lombard, Hollywood says, in its cocksure way,
When she returned to the screen, after the long
absence that followed his death, she was a better actress than she had ever been. She was!
actually a comedienne! Her comedy was of the) II
highest type, that sort whose roots are planteo
in the deep, rich soil of sorrow.
Suffering
and solitude had mellowed
anc
softened her, shaped her character, enlarged ||
her understanding and her sympathy.
They put her in "20th Century," and gave hei
free rein for her talents. And even those critic;
who had said she was little more than a gorgeous clothes horse and a mildly funny foil foi
bigger stars now admitted she was one of th«;
outstanding personalities of the screen.
ULARK GABLE was ripened through tragedj
of another kind, the tragedy of futility and dis-

appointment.
Life, that now denies him little, was monj |l
than niggardly to him in his youth. It gave hirr
hard work in various parts of the country. L
made him a timekeeper, a lumberjack, a laborei
in the oil fields of Oklahoma, an actor of sorts
playing unsuitable roles in one-night stand;
with theatrical companies that never got anywhere.
He came to Hollywood when he was young
and got little but rebuffs, an extra part once ir
a while, a day's pay, a door slammed in his face
Nobody in the film capital cared if he lived 01
died.
He married a woman much older than him
self, a woman who helped him immeasurably
along the rocky road to stardom.
She spenl
hours teaching him, and he spent hours train(Continued on page 77j

have been unfortunate in their love af-

Carole thought that life and all its problems
had been solved for her when she first met William Powell. She was twenty-two, and, though
he was sixteen years older, there was a gay
spirited youthfulness about him that appealed to
her intensely, that promised her eternal happiness. There was a lightness, a breeziness, an
impish joyousness in him, a tenderness no
words could adequately describe.
And yet their marriage ended in divorce.
Carole obtained the decree on the grounds of
incompatibility. Powell put no obstacle in her
way. He is still her friend. She is still his
friend.

leftAnd
a lasting
doubta —second
"Is loveromance
like that?"
there was
that ended
not less tragically.
Carole had begun to think better of love. She
had met Russ Columbo, the handsome young
man with the golden voice. She had become
his greatest fan, and then his worshiper.
And

On one side, Clark's wife, the charming Rhea, who watches this situation with what emotions no one knows

FORY HAVE A HAPPY ENDINGS

the other, Carole and Clark,
admired, as sophisticated screen
hero and heroine, by all the world
— for all the world loves a lover.
Yet of these two people as they
On

really

are

the

world

knows

little
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Dignified is the word for C. Aubrey Smith in his screen roles ("Hurricane," for example), but in real life his wife has another name for him

CHARACTERS
Not a star in the carload — but facts

aplenty (famous

and

funny) about

those modest marvels, the bit players

BY SARA HAMILTON
a delightful
exists in Hollywood
THERE
group of people known as character actors.
"Only some of us are completely characterless," one wag grins.
"Oh, completely."
Although the names of these chosen few seldom gleam from theater marquees in letters two
miles, or even inches high, they do shine — and
definitely — in the hearts of movie fans everywhere. "Oh look," thousands of fans may be
saying at this very minute, "Funnyface Mowbray is playing tonight. Let's go see his picture." Undoubtedly Miss Big Name would melt
if she knew. Or does she suspect, one wonders.
Minus the trappings and deliriums of stardom, these performers become something like
kinfolk to their fans. They are as cozily familiar as the neighbor next door. And like good
20

neighbors they have made a place for themselves in our hearts that couldn't be filled by
anyone else. So, Photoplay has decided, like
the Walrus, that the time has come to talk of
many things. Of many things about our old
friends, the character actors.
Of course, we can't tell you all about them.
That would take books and books. But we can
give you some facts about them that we hope
modestly will bring you into closer understanding with these friends who have brought you so
much downright enjoyment.
And so, dear reader, we give you . . .
Helen Broderick:
"It's the figure, not the face, that counts in
this world of mice and men.
"So far, my movie dialogue has seemed to me
to be just so much verbal dysentery.
"I'd pay seventy-five dollars for a lamp shade,
maybe. But the woman who pays over ten dollars for a hat is a nitwit."
Quoting, if you please, from Hollywood's
paradoxical comic — Miss Helen Broderick, who
clowned so beautifully in "She's Got Everything." A paradox is Helen, because, of all the
things in the world Helen never wanted to be,
it was an actress. And of all the things she still
doesn't want to be — it's an actress.
"If I thought I'd ever turn out to be one of
those old has-been stars with grease paint up
their noses so far they sniffle like Bernhardt instead of breathe, I'd end it all now.
May I turn

into a caterpillar if ever I begin dragging out
ancient press notices or telling about the time I
stopped the show in Cincinnati.
"From a fate such as that, dear heaven deBack in New Jersey some years ago, Helen,
just fourteen
years of age, decided to run away
liver me."
from home because her mother, a comic opera
star, was forever talking stage.
But the catch was that the only people Helen
knew were theatrical people, and to them the
young vagabond had to turn for help. So they
promptly landed Helen, who ran away to get
away from it, on the stage. In the chorus. On
the stage.
And was she awful.
Just terrible.
Of course, Broadway didn't think so many
years later, when Helen spoke almost the identical lines in exactly that same devastating tone
of voice — but that's another story.
Once in a while, they'd throw her a line to
say — like throwing a fish to a seal — and she'd
think, "Well, here I go." But the next day she'd
pop out from the chorus to say her line of "Oh
well, bridegrooms are always nervous," only
to have the stage director leap back like a
wounded mountain lion and moan, "My gawd,
they'd
take her line away from her. And
whoAndsaid
that?"
such a good line, too, she felt.
Things grew more and more terrible only a
little time later. Helen was made understudy
to Ina Claire in the play, "Jumping Jupiter,"
which sounds all right and was all right until
one night — and this is really awful — Ina couldn't

Herman

Bing has made an asset out of an accent, a hobby

out of a habit, more laughs for "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife"

Do-nuts and coffee on the "Merrily We
Live" set made Alan Mowbray forsake
his long-standing "no contract" policy

the lead and Helen gallumped on and tried
ingenuish, fluttering butterflyishly about
i la Claire, tripping lightly o'er the stage
a bay mare with the bewildered leading
in dazed pursuit.
zed, because at this point the audience was
rolling in the aisles. That's all. Just rollWhen Helen began her song, "Cuddle Near
.11 Day Long," it was the end. People, nice
e, had to be led from the place in spasms,
the manager promptly sent Helen out on
oad as the permanent lead, and overnight
ping Jupiter" became, instead of a romanusical, a sidesplitting comedy.
lien married the leading man who groped
stfully after her on that first awful night,
still married to him. True, tried and hapth her new husband, she then formed a
and went into vaudeville. Bad vaudeville
st. Then a little better. Then to the cirvhere people didn't actually throw things
/ould have loved to.
i^n big time, and suddenly Broadway dised, in that voice that once cried from the
is, "Oh well, bridegrooms are always nervthe panic of the year.
fty Million Frenchmen" couldn't be wrong
with Helen as its leading comic.
For
ity-two months she caroused in that laugh
'Stand Up And Cheer," and then migrated
ivies — which she tolerates a shade less than
loes the stage.
She's constantly awaiting
(ay her bankbook says so much, and then
' to the farm for Helen.
hat people can't understand," she says, "is
[I'm still the same person I was before
iway and success.
They seem to think
is reason for people becoming artificial and
jig on a new front or a new personality.
n just me.
Exactly the same as I always
t in the valley, she and her husband live

Edward

Everett Horton took

up college dramatics, Helen
Broderick did a pinch-hit for
Ina Claire, Eric Blore met
Bart Marshall — three innocent events which eventupet

ally made them Hollywood's
rib-ticklers supreme

on a one-acre
Helen. "What's
all about?" she
December right

ranch — a heaven on earth to
this song, 'Roses in December,'
keeps asking. "I have roses in
out in my back yard.

"Working in Hollywood may not be an actor's
idea of heaven, but the guy who says he
wouldn't rather live here — aside from the work
— is
Herplain
lacknuts."
of any trace of the theatrical in her
make-up and her genuine honest humanness
enslave all who come to know her. The tone
in her voice when she speaks of Broderick, her
son, is something that causes people to gulp
three times in rapid succession.

"I feel I never want to try anything else on
Broadway again. I may not prove worthy to
be Broderick's mother. My performance after
his marvelous work in 'Of Mice and Men' may
shame him. It may be shoddy or half-baked.
"When I read his notices the day after his
show opened I thought to myself, 'This is it.
This is what you've always wanted to achieve.
Not success for yourself — you know, old girl,
you haven't cared that much about it — but success through him. And now you've achieved it,
Broderick.
Through your boy.' "
One other thing — the "hey you lady" of the
(Continued on page 78)
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History repeats itself — but in the modern
manner.

Read the awful truth about Cary

BY VIRGINIA T. LANE
Topic of the Hour in
the
HE'SHolly
wood — Cary Grant.
The
changes the last twelve months
have made in that man!
It was only a little over a year ago
that I sat in on a press conference and
heard the "Awful Truth'" about Cary.
"Look at this," said the Dean of
Hollywood Reporters, thumbing a pile
of statistics. "Grant is slacking off at the
box office like a stock market report.

track was ruined anyway what w.
everybody roaring with laughter .

Looks as if he's just one more leading
— " you see, was the way Cary had
man
That,
been pigeonholed: Leading Man, formula A. For nearly four years he had
been stuck with what is known techni-

over the set. That line of Cary's had i
been in the script — but you can 1
your Easter bonnet they kept it in.
Later, in his stage dressing roc,
which Katy had carefully inscrik
"Grant's Tomb," he slithered thatsi|
feet-two of his into an armchair and i
marked, "The next part I do will
serious." Casually, just like that, as:
he'd never built up fame and fortu
as king of the screwballs.
"But that's the secret," he continu
"You've got to keep turning. You.1;
got to show 'em you're versatile in it
business or you're licked. You kn<*
that time I saddled my burro and wCi

cally as "straight-up-and-down" roles;
the lackluster variety without any
ummph. They thought they had him all
neatly labeled. They didn't know Cary!
"The worm turns. So does the earth.
The trouble is we don't turn with it!"
said Cary to me one day when we happened to be talking. He said it lightly
enough but he didn't look that way. He
looked tense and strained and unhappy.
He was going out to the desert for a
vacation. Not Palm Springs but farther
out, out where a bunch of grizzled old
prospectors gathered and told tales that
could take his mind off Hollywood.

out on the desert, I discovered qu'i
a number of things out there. I said
myself, 'Cary, my boy, what are you !
edgy about? Relax. Relax, but ke'i
your
hands on
I'm doing.
AndtheI'mreins.'
going That's
to getwl.ti
from under these screwy roles befc

I don't know what happened out there
on the desert. All I know is that when
Cary came back he'd left that British
reserve of his buried in the cold, cold
sands. And that worried look with it.
You began to hear amazing things: that
he refused to sign a second long-term
contract with the studio, for instance.
Folks shook their head and said,
"Zany!" It's a terrific gamble to freelance. Only a few top-flight stars dare
to do it, and Cary wasn't top-flight then.
"Oh well, I can always go back to
doing my act on stilts," he'd grin at inquiring friends. "You're speaking to a
new man.
A free agent from now on."
The next report concerning Cary was
that he had walked, into the lead opposite Grace
Moore. That was the start. Since then, — well,
you've heard how Grant took Richmond? It
was nothing compared to the way Grant took
Hollywood: in "The Toast of New York"; as the
irresistibly mad young man of "Topper"; in
"The Awful Truth." He's still taking the town
today — by way of Columbia's "Holiday." Producers are singeing each other's hair trying to
get him. What that man can do with a screwedup eyebrow and a line of snappy dialogue!
I found him on stage eleven over at RKO.
On the floor with eight mechanical spiders.
"Listen — " I began hurriedly.
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they go out from under me." Yes, Ca
is 2a„y-like a fox.

There's just one thing you could say about
the Cary Grant who won the siege of filmtown — and it took Mae West to say it!

"Sh," said Cary. "I'm racing 'em."
Katharine Hepburn came to peer over his
shoulder. "Baby" was interested too — a little
too interested. After all "Baby" may be the
sweet thing Katy swears he is, but he's just a
spotted leopard to me.
They were going to do a scene in jail — all
three of them. Apparently that's part of the
technique of "Bringing Up Baby." "My goodnesh," said a drunk staggering in, with the help
of the law, to keep them company, "How did you
"Influence," said Cary hollowly.
here?"roared the director, because the sound
get"Cut!"

OFF-THE-SCREEN Hollywood kno
Cary pretty much as a carefree you
man-about-town.
But it's never hea
this story on him. Not so long ago Ca
invested in a slinky, fabulous-looki
Cord car of special make. He likes fo
driving. He could skim a hundred
that boat and it was the pride of his li
Suddenly he turned it in and boughi
car of standard price, a car that is e
actly like two million other cars. "I £
tired of it," he explained.
"Too da
much chromium and stuff." And let it go at th:
But here is the real story which Randy Sec
his pal who has shared a house with him i
years, told me. Cary sold the car because eve
time he drew up for a stop sign he could see t
expressions on the people standing at the cui
Hungry,
expressions.
wasn't
read theirenvious
thoughts.
My family Itcould
livehard
a ye
on what he paid for that . . . the food and clot
ing it would buy . . . And Cary remembered
the times he had stood on street corners, t
broke to buy a jitney hamburger, and watch
expensive cars sweep past. Without more del
(Continued on page 9

THE KID
»EAKS HIS MIND
ABOUT

CARRIAGE
,,1oyfce my ideas are a little old-

ihioned," says Wayne Morris. But
think he's got something here

KENT BAILEY
|^^ET married?" exploded Wayne Morris.
^ "Not me! Why, I've never even thought
& J about it!"
'.flumped
out my pocketful
of newspaper
ioings on the table right next to Warner
thers' very best Green Room luncheon sugtions. "Well, a lot of other people have," I
Rinded him.
"Have a look."
Id Galahad fingered the bunch of newsprint
I the famous Morris grin spread from ear to
like an ivory necklace. There it all was:
'jang Love Blossoms On Movie Set" — "Wayne
ijris and Priscilla Lane Engaged" — "Kid
nhad to Wed" — with screamers and stream from the press. Full stories about the roil tic young film couple and how they grew,
lures, too.
ayne picked up one in his huge paws. He
i)k his head and a lock of corn silk popped
ijn over one eye. It was a shot of the Kid
:self gazing with soulful eyes at pretty little
:cilla Lane. He picked up another; it showed
: slipping a ring on her finger, the fatal finc a n explain these," offered Wayne.
iley're a cinch. Stills from our pictures. You
w we got married in both of 'em."
lat sounded reasonable. The romance of
rne Morris with Lola Lane's cute little baby
'.'.r, Priscilla, had sparked and flamed, as ev'me knew, on the set of "Love, Honor and
fave." They got married — in the scenario —
lie. Then the same thing in "Men Are Such
i,Is."

kit if it's a phony," I protested, "why didn't
j give out a denial? I don't see any stories
i: correcting a regrettable error."
ayne frowned a little and the corners of his
uth dropped.
"Aw," he said, "what's the use
I-hat? If you squawk it just stretches it out.
j best thing to do is forget about it.
;3esides, it's not entirely phony.
I mean,

What

about this "Young Love Blossoms on the Set" romance between Galahad and Priscilla Lane? "I can explain that," says Wayne

well, the fact is, you know — uh — I'm pretty
crazy about Priscilla," he finally got it out.
"She's a swell girl — but we're not going to get
married. There's your denial for you. Now if
"
the truth
want what
you"That's
I'm —here for," I said.
Wayne Morris sighed and gulped a bracer of
coffee.
He's a good-looking young giant, this Morris

kid, I thought idly, as Wayne fortified himself
with a mouthful of fodder. Knows his way
around, too. He's caught on to Hollywood
quicker than any youngster I've seen for a long
time. He was still raw after "Kid Galahad,"
but he'd snapped onto his big chance like a bull
terrier and now the town is his. In a few short
months, too, if you believe the gossip columns,
(Continued on page 75)
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T'S ROMANCE

Kay — Hollywood

AGAIN

phenomenon —

won't talk about herself; so one of

BY ELSA MAXWELL
her staunchest friend's, the famous
E /so, does some fast talking for her
title is genuine and he actually works for his
living. He is building planes, and he is making
money. He is marrying Kay not because she
made over two hundred thousand dollars last

ITdoes not surprise me at all that Kay Francis
should have met Baron Raven Eric Barnekow at the Beverly Hills home of that redpepper-and-dynamite friend of mine, the one
and only Countess Di Frasso. It has always
been my contention that Dorothy Di Frasso
moved from Rome to California for the purpose
of replacing the Hollywood telephone book with
the Almanach de Gotha . . .
All joking aside, Baron Raven Eric Barnekow
is not "that" type of a foreign nobleman.
His
24

year, thus gaining the title of Warner Brothers'
highest paid employee, but because he loves her.
Who told me so? Dorothy Di Frasso, of course,
than whom there is no shrewder person on
earth.
The baron is forty-six. A stolid German, he
cares nothing about night clubs and a great deal
about his home life. He is exactly what Kay
Francis needs. Not too young. Not too old.
But old enough to know what should not be
done.

FO

Both he and Kay are to be congratulat
Kay — because she tried four times before e
deserves real happiness this time. He — becai
he is marrying a veritable Hollywood pheno,
enon.
I call Kay Francis a veritable Hollywc
phenomenon not because she is every bit
beautiful off the screen as she is on; not becai;
being a real lady, she does not have to be tau:MJ
how to play one; not because she manages 3
remain one of the highest paid performersSi
a community where almost everybody ma s
one hundred thousand dollars a year for at leit
a couple of weeks; not because her ankles e
slim and her fan mail fat; not because her wa robe is extensive and her taste in clothes pfect; not because she feels equally at ease in j&
cafeteria on the Warner Brothers lot and at e
Colony Restaurant in New York; not beca'e
she counts some of the choicest inhabitants >i
the Social Register and Burke's Peerage amg
her intimate friends; not because . . .
OUT what's the use? I could go on and on r ing about Kay, whereas the secret of her may*
described in a single sentence. She is a \f*
itable Hollywood phenomenon because nefi

She's every bit as beautiful
off screen as on; she's one of
the highest paid performers
in
Hollywood;
she's equally
home
in a cafeteria
and ata
smart restaurant. But that's
not why the Baron is lucky.
The author gives that one
reason
in a single sentence

t for a split second, does she kid herself into
lieving that she is the world's greatest star,
id this, my friends, is rare indeed, in that part
California where egos grow faster than
anges and taller than palms,
[n all my years of friendship with Kay I have
ver heard her say, or even hint, that her emjyers should begin their day by thanking the
[mighty for having created Kay Francis. To
e contrary, it is my distinct impression that
e herself starts her day by thanking the Alighty for having created the motion-picture
dustry. Not that she worships the screen or
madly in love with her work. Far from it.
iles and miles from it. She would just as soon
ake straw hats or spring mattresses instead of
ctures but it so happens that there is more
oney for her in pictures.
Money? Is that all she cares about in Hollysod? It is. Exactly all . . .
Other stars may — and some actually do — care
lot about their parts, their publicity, their fan
ail, their gorgeous castles, their producers,
ading men and boy friends; Kay cares only
»out money. Were she to stop making it toorrow she would be aboard an eastbound
ain the day after.
Although
imminently
successful
in Holly ood, Kay never "went Hollywood."
She lives
a modest house which no guide would bother
show to a thrill-seeking tourist. She does
)t throw spectacular parties. She drives an
expensive car. She loathes display. She is
)t a gambler. (She gave me a very severe
cture once when I tried to raise the stakes in
friendly game of poker. "I won't play," she
id. "I work for my money and I would hate
i lose it just as much as I would hate to take
mrs.")
ORN of an excellent family and educated in
i exclusive private school, Kay had to go to
ork while still a very young girl. She became
;cretary to Juliana Cutting, that very indusious lady who discovered that while marriages

might be made in heaven coming-out parties
succeed — or flop— on earth. That Kay would
not stay long with Miss Cutting was obvious to
everyone. That one of those "eligible" young
men would prefer Juliana's beautiful secretary
to her homely clients was likewise foreordained.
It is in no ways surprising that she should
have become engaged to Allan A. Ryan, Jr., the
heir to the millions of old Thomas Fortune.
Take a look at the pictures of Allan's first wife
— the present Mrs. William Rhinelander Stewart, and of his second wife, Eleanor Barry Ryan
— and you will realize that a man with Allan's
keen eye for beauty was bound to spot Kay in
the darkness of Juliana's office. What kept Kay
from becoming the first Mrs. Allan Ryan, Jr.,
I'll never know. I do know, however, that they
are still friends and that Kay often goes out of
her way to help and advise her former fiance.
Some people thought it rather strange that
he should have taken Kay to the Cotton Club
in New York on the very eve of his marriage
to Eleanor Barry but I wasn't even mildly surprised. Knowing both as I do, I understood
that Allan simply had to talk it over with Kay.
She did marry into Society, however. Her
second husband was William Gaston, an extremely handsome young man who later on was
to marry the tragic Rosamond Pinchot. As
marriages go, it was a brilliant match. Good
looks and social position on both sides, plenty
of beauty on Kay's side, enough of money on
Gaston's side. Why didn't it last? Well, perhaps because there is such a thing as too brilliant a match.
Kay's third marriage lasted even less time
than the second one. She married an actor this
time, a grave mistake which no actress should
commit but almost every one does. Not unlike
Ryan and Gaston, Kenneth MacKenna possessed
good looks. Not unlike Ryan and Gaston, Kenneth MacKenna loved to listen to Kay's advice.
And again not unlike Ryan and Gaston, Kenneth MacKenna walked out of Kay's life while
they were still friends.

I know nothing about Kay's fourth husband.
She must have thought she loved him, otherwise she would not have married him. When
she divorced him, everybody said: "She'll never
marry again." I wondered ... I had to, because just then I thought she was displaying
more than a casual interest in our mutual friend
Maurice Chevalier.
A few years passed. One summer I invited
Kay to come and play with me on the French
Riviera, where Maurice invariably spends his
summers. She came and she had the opportunity of observing Maurice on his home grounds.
She saw a different man from the one she used
to know in Hollywood. There was nothing of
a matinee idol or a romantic lover about the
thrifty shrewd monsieur who presided at the
dinner table, over the gathering of his numerous relatives — men, women and children who
seemed to care very little about glamour but
a great deal about another helping of roasted
spring lamb. That was that. Back to America
went Kay, carrying with her the memory of a
deliciously cooked meal.
TREMENDOUSLY popular among her friends
— most of them New Yorkers and people of
social standing — Kay is not exactly a goddess
in the estimation of autograph collectors, sob
sisters and candid camera fiends. Peculiar?
Not at all. Her friends adore her because of her
loyalty to them. While the others . . . well,
they cannot understand and refuse to believe
that a star can actually insist on being left to
herself
the moment she concludes a day's work
at the studio.
And this is exactly what Kay insists on. Her
argument runs as follows: there is no fundamental difference between a motion-picture
actress and, let us say, a seamstress. Both get
paid for the work they are doing, according to
their ability and the law of supply and demand.
So why expect a motion-picture actress to do
what a seamstress wouldn't dream of doing —
continue working after hours? Were Kay an
exhibitionist or a publicity hound, she would
probably enjoy being bothered by reporters and
columnists who want to know what she thinks
of Life, Love and Sex. But she is not an exhibitionist. Neither is she a publicity hound. She
confesses readily and frankly that she has been
able to maintain her position in the industry
for so long mainly because she never attempted
to reach "the very top" or become "the Greatest
Star in the World."
This sounds paradoxical but it isn't. You can
count on the fingers of your right hand those
who were able to reach "the very top" and remain there for more than five or six years; but
(Continued on page 11)
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FORBIDDEN

GREAT

LOVEl

BY ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS
I
I write this untold love story of Hollywood, I hope that among those who
read it will be one particular woman
and that she alone will recognize it. Her married life has been haunted by ghosts — ghosts of
her husband's old love affair, of the girl he once
adored. But they are ghosts of a girl who never
really existed and of a love affair that never
really happened, as you will see. If she could
see that, the little sadness which has cast a
shadow from the past over her happiness might
fade away, for all women know that shadows
from the past are not pleasant house guests.
AS

This is a story that could have happened only
in Hollywood because the girl was a movie star.
Being a movie star was more important to her
than anything else in the world.
In those days, not so very long ago, beauty,
alone, was enough to make a movie star and this
girl — we'll call her Rosalie because I don't remember a movie star named Rosalie — had a
dazzling radiance of beauty. The poet who
wrote, "There is a garden in her face," might
have visioned her. Young and fair was Rosalie

and on the screen there was something luminous
and shining about her that stirred pure romance
in the hearts of those who saw her smile.
IERY often, men and women are different from
their faces, and then strange things come to
pass. Sometimes a man with a funny face has
the delicacy of an artist — a woman with the face
of a wanton has a mother heart — the big, burly
guy with the bulldog jaw is flooded with gentle
friendliness, and honest blue eyes are the windows of a mean and chiseling soul. These
things are manifestly unfair and drama results.
Rosalie looked like an angel. She was the
embodiment of every man's first sweetheart as
he conceived her in his own innocence and long-

"Evil Goddess,"
lie, whom all men

strange

tragedy.

compound

ing. Her lashes made shadows on her cheel
and there were two small dimples in the left
hand corner of her mouth and her hair grew i!
ringlets at the back of her slim neck.
Nothing there to let you know that Rosal;
was clever beyond most women, and shrewd j'
a pawnbroker, and ruthlessly determined.
She was Hollywood's "good girl." Devoted IV
her mother.
Never had the slightest breath <<
scandal touched her name.
She had never eve1*
married.
There
wasn't the smallest smudg
upon the white robes of her reputation.
That was because Rosalie was very smart inl
deed.
She looked into her mirror a great man
times every day and recognized
to an eve!
greater degree than her producer or her pres
agent just what sort of a girl the public expecte
to go with that angelic face.
So that was th
kind of a girl she was — -most of the time. Whe
she
wasn't,
walked
softly.she was discreet and careful anj

the story of Rosaworshiped, is a

of passion

Every character has a mainspring, I supposi
The mainspring of Rosalie's was ambition.
greed — she was enormously generous — the
of Lady Bountiful became her and she was
mous for her charities.
Her disposition

and
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lwise famous. "I've never seen Rosalie cross
tout of temper," her friends said, in awed
::es. "She never says an unkind word about
rbody. She's really an angel."
he fact of the matter was that she never said
■thing unkind about people because she
In't sufficiently interested to think that much
:ut them, nor sufficiently aware of their exis•;e to regard them as important,
jhe was a small queen in her own world —
Sired by her mother and aunts and several
jsins who served as ladies in waiting.
She
the center of her own universe and she was
ijier shy and modest about it, really, but she
jjpted it as naturally as we accept the fact
i; the earth is round. Her disposition was
tet when she got her own way.
She always
?hen she was under twenty, Rosalie achieved
ambition to become a movie star and from
e on her ambition was to keep on being a
jer and bigger movie star — idolized, worked, spotlighted, and revered.
[en played an important part in Rosalie's life.
lit of them were worshipers.
Their favorite
Sometimes
."
for her often was "goddess
Iie
came down from her pedestal to play among
mortals but she did it cleverly, discreetly,
with perfect finesse. Very few people knew
ut it. She realized that her success at this
e she was playing depended upon picking

your men carefully — and she was a careful
girl. Besides, she had an amazing ability to
awaken the maternal in other women. Her
women friends were legion and loyal and
they formed a bodyguard which, when necessary, made her practically invisible. Occasionally they took a fall for her, but they
didn't mind in the slightest because a little
fall didn't hurt them but it would be fatal
to Rosalie.
I HEN, at almost the same time, Rosalie met
two men and fell in love. And she fell in
love with the wrong man. For the first time
in her life she lost her head and forgot that
the fall from a pedestal is as far as from the
top of the Empire State Building and that
pure white robes soil easiest.
She fell in love with the wrong man but
she became engaged to the right one.
It came about in this fashion: there was
Mac Simons.
And there was Barry Hayes.
You would remember both men well if I
gave you their real names. Qf course, you
would remember a great deal more about
Mac if you happened to be air-minded. Mac
was a pilot for one of the big pioneer air
lines whose name is now familiar to all the
world.
He was a great flyer . . . and handsome
(Continued on page 81)
Barry spoke furiously, "There
doesn't seem to be any way out."
"Yes,"
said Rosalie,
"there
is."

Mac met Rosalie at a tea on
one of his flights West. When
he saw her he knew immediately
that, as far as he was concerned,
she was the only girl for him
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PHOTOPLAY'S GOLD MEDAL WINNER
/ /

CAPTAINS

COURAGEOUS''

are proudly sure that the applause
y's
which torial
swept
over Phot
office when
the opla
last vote edifor
URE
THE BEST PICT
OF 1937 was counted will
be echoed by our thousands of readers when we
announce that our annual award for distinguished merit has been won by "Captains
Courageous."
In a year of notable films, this tender, dramatic tale of a spoiled boy's regeneration by a
sagacious, two-fisted, highhearted Portuguese
fisherman stands supreme. It is practically a
perfect picture, and, as you know, has been on
WE

every critic's list of the ten best pictures of the
year.
Photoplay's Gold Medal is always presented
to the studio which produced the winning picture, so this year it will go to Metro-GoldwynMayer. Our publisher himself, Mr. Bernarr
Macfadden, has graciously consented to make
the presentation. He will fly out to Hollywood
in his own plane to speak at the ceremonies on
Thursday Evening, April 14th over M-G-M's
"Good News of 1938" radio program sponsored
by Maxwell House Coffee. Some of the most
brilliant names in the motion-picture business
will be heard on this hour-long program over
the Red network of NBC. During the broadcast, Mr. Macfadden, reversing the usual editorial procedure, will be interviewed by
Freddie Bartholomew, one of the stars of "Captains Courageous." A scene from the picture
will also be acted over the air. We are sure
that not one of our readers will want to miss

PREVIOUS
GOLD

MEDAL

WINNERS
1920 HUMORESQUE
1921 TOL'ABLE DAVID
1922 ROBIN HOOD
1923 THE COVERED WAGON
1924 ABRAHAM LINCOLN
1925 THE BIG PARADE
1926 BEAU GESTE
1927 7TH HEAVEN
1928 FOUR SONS
1929 DISRAELI
1930 ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN FRONT
1931 CIMARRON
1932 SMILIN' THROUGH
1933 LITTLE WOMEN
1934 BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET
1935 NAUGHTY MARIETTA
1936 SAN FRANCISCO

When "Captains Courageous"
was reviewed in Photoplay last
June, we said, "For a great
emotional experience and
sheer entertainment, see this."
We are proud our judgment
was so right. Spencer Tracy
and Freddie Bartholomew have
another treat in store for you
on the night of April 14th.
Be sure to turn on your radio!

such an outstandingly
interesting event,
tune in on your radio Thursday evening, Aj
14th at nine p.m., Eastern Standard time.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer are to be congra
lated for their courage in contemplating such
expensive production (it cost well over
$1,000,000) ; for the outstanding direction of
veteran, Victor Fleming; for the masterly n
rine sequences of James Havens (whose cam
crew went East to Gloucester, bought a tv
masted schooner and sailed her back throi
the Panama Canal, to screen the amazing r
between the rival vessels) ; for the exceptio
photography of Hal Rosson. Credit must also
given to the trio of well-known writers v
scripted the film, John Lee Mahin, Marc Ci
nelly and Dale Van Every, and to the spec
musical score of Franz Waxman.
First and foremost, of course, when you th
of "Captains Courageous," you remember
superb acting of Freddie Bartholomew, Spen
Tracy and the large cast, but, whether you '
interested in boats or humans, you applau<
the technical perfection of both. It was a d:
cult picture and took well over a year to nu
The scene you recall which showed the schoo
going over and over in the trough of the
until it seemed as though her masts wo
surely carry her under was not faked; it
photographed in a raging storm off Cape Si
Lucas. Most of the other scenes were shot n
Catalina. The second boat, the Jennie Cushr
of the film, was really the Mariner, which
been rebuilt as a racing yacht by John Bar
more and holds the speed record from Honol
to the mainland.
You know Rudyard Kipling's simple stc
the imperious and detestable brat, toppling f]
the rail of a palatial liner, is picked up by nsf
men off the Grand Banks in the cold N<
Atlantic. The crew of the good ship W
Here, assisted by the dignity of labor and
majesty of the sea, give the boy the spirit
man.
To Spencer Tracy as Manuel, the fighter
fish, the fisher for souls, powerful in his s
plicity, lovable, brave
and tragic, go 1
honors.
You know, of course, that for his m
nificent acting in this role, he received
Award of the Motion Picture Arts and Scie1
for "the best performance of 1937."
As
Freddie Bartholomew — no youngster could h
been more appealing.
The poignancy of
scene in which he sees his gallant friend, M
uel, crushed to death in the sea by a fal
mast, will remain a brilliant bit of screen dn
for all time.
The rest of the cast must be mentio
warmly for their rare performances; Lie
Barrymore as the wise old Captain Disko; IV
vyn Douglas
fat!
John
Carradine asas Freddie's
saturnine bewildered
hong Jack; Mic
Rooney as Dan, the cabin boy, all brought ¥
ling's well-known characters to vivid life.
We wish to thank all our readers for t
overwhelming interest in this year's vol
Many other fine pictures ran "Captains Coi
geous" a good race. "Maytime," "Lost H
zon," "A Star is Born," "Stella Dallas," "S
at Sea," "100 Men and a Girl," "Stage Door
all had their devoted champions.
We are very happy indeed to add "Capt
Courageous," a thrilling, majestic and m.
orable screen play, to the list of Photopl.
Gold Medal Winners!
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An expose of ummph by that comedienne par excellence, Joan Blondell, with Melvyn Douglas as a nonchalant bystander. From "There's Always a Woman,"
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our pictorial check-up on these
items the king of columnists printed
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...IN WALTZ TIME
But there are those who care tor the old tempo
more. To them, then, is dedicated this scene from
"Fools for Scandal," an interpretation by Carole
Lombard
and Fernand Gravet of love in reverie

T H E

A

brief but burning history

of that great movie symbol —
the

'time-honored

"clinch"

Influence (Lillian
of war hysteria
(1918). '
heroine
Gish) abandon;
freely to hero Bobby Harron ano

Came the boudoir era, exemplified
by Conrad Nagel and Aileen
Pringle (right) and Garbo and Gilbert (below). The horizontal
method, plus roses and demon
liquor, made kiss history; sent the
fans' temperature up; produced
the "stand
up" edict of today

legitimate love, pure and simple, with benefit of wedring (wide).
James
Murray
and
Eleanor
Boardman

And, in those two poses (top right and far
right), we have "reel" romance — in more
ways than one. John Barrymore and Dolores
Costello were married three days after this
enthusiastic take; as for Gable and Lombard
— well, that's been going on for years now

Today — the standard caress
left), as approved by every
usband and wife in America:
Mr. "Thin Man" kisses his wife,
and married love triumphs.
Yes, 'tis true the kiss has
changed in style — or has it!

the can." Victor Moore, having ..
Pi
thing,"
slides gently into the arms of Morpheus

at Palm Springs

NAPPING
Left: the dynamic Mr. James Cagney
stealing forty winks. The strain of being
back in the harness again for "Boy Meets
Girl"
seems
to be getting
him down

It's the hour, not the company — but definitely —
that has Merle Oberon laid out horizontally on the
sands. For the hour is "time out" between "Over
the Moon"
takes; the company
is Photoplay

I Sleepy
Time
Gal,
<hy Lamour,
who,
i;j off, cools off, too,
rthe torrid romance
Her Jungle Love"

Ha Mae Jones (first
H), completely worn
r the tremendous adtes of Selznick's "Tom
|r," just gives

up

I reverie: that villain
1 e "Tovarich"
set,
i lathbone (top right),
manages to besmooth
he's

sound

asleep

ully unconscious of
« two busy bees, DirWHawks and Katharine
urn, Cary Grant ims each shining hour
■ spare time on the
hing
Up Baby"
set
Hrhe joys of slumber

•^vl
1 This was

Harry

Lillis

Crosby ("Bingo" to his
pals) at 16. Misled by
his serious expression, his
parents sent him to Gonzaga College, where . . .

3 About the same time, little Dixie
ex-chorus girl, came West to put
some hot songs for Fox Movietone

. . . instead
Whiteman,

of absorbing

law,

he

organized

a

band;

met

Paul

who took him to Hollywood as a "rhythm boy" (above)

V,o Pub

a\ ^e

V,o^s

W!P-3» ^ .

. . . and presto, in 1930, Dixie
Lee became the wife of Bing
Crosby, Paramount songster.
In due time, of course . . •

TRUE

HOLLYWOOD

LOVE

STORY

I

f

A
u Gary Evan Crosby, who responded to his adoring parents' devo^;xhibiting a tendency to cry every time he heard his father sing

KllJF

7

With increase of salary (by 1934, Bing was a star), came increase of
family — twins this time, and, believe me, did Bing start to figure!

BH Hk.lt «!T '

mM
i %sfS • IF

instigated the Crosby housblem. This ranch was elected
best site to stake a claim

in 1937 (just for the cami's sake), a famous family in
Dawned 1938 and a four-star
dition, Howard Lindsay, arAnd thus ends the saga of
osbys — long may they reign!

"Mr.

and

ff is passe?

Mrs/
Well,

ik here, you cynics!

CTURES
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DEANNA

DURBIN

A Jenny Lind on roller skates, this self-contained young lady
has startled Hollywood by her rare combination of genius and
normalcy. Born a Canadian, she first entered public life at
the age of one, when she was named the loudest crying baby
at Winnipeg's state fair; fifteen years later, the same vocal
powers brought her world-wide fame. A non-committal person,
she foregoes giggles and glamour, small talk and temperament

VIRGINIA

B i

Champion title holder of filmtown is Virginia Bruc<l
among the prettiest women, the happiest wives, tl
mothers. This all came about quite naturally — by rep
her beauty; her recent marriage to J. Walter Run
competent upbringing of five-year-old Susan. A s|
naive person, she has accepted with ease her success'
First Hundred Years"; her trio of titles with comparat >t>
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For each son and daughter, there is a fond
parent in the row of stars below.

Try

matching them up, then check on page 81

If,
«*

4t
I

Gadt&i,

«
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BONNETS

She's versatile — is song-and-dance
girl Penny Singleton (right), for she
writes nursery rhymes (and gets them
published, too!); a New Dealer, for she
calls Jim Farley uncle; persistent,
for she's spent eight years earning
the title of "newcomer." Her next
picture?

"Men

Are

Such

Fools"

Another

smart girl in another smart

bonnet is Columbia's Joan Perry.
Born to be a "lady" in Pensacola,
Florida, she soon showed herself a
woman with a mind of her own; embarked upon a career as a photographer's model, which course led her
straight to Hollywood. Known as the
Flashlighter's Starlet, since she photographs so perfectly, she takes her film
work seriously, is never late upon the
set. In short, the title of her new film,
"Start Cheering," rings true for her
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In the public eye, yes, but
Bob and Barbara have eyes
for no one but each other
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70od to the last word is the keyhole
account of the latest prattle and

<ranks of Sunset Strip's gay society
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High above on a constructed platform a small,
middle-aged man stood and looked down on the
scene. A cameraman standing by glanced at
the little man several times.
"Some kid, eh?" he said.
Just then Deanna raised misty blue eyes to
the man on the platform above and gently
waved him a kiss. The cameraman looked
startled.
"Hey, was that for me or you?" he
asked.
"I think," the man said quietly, "it was for
me. You see, I'm her father."
The cameraman opened and shut his mouth

Sehold — the Bridegroom
lENE RAYMOND has changed his personality.
lis golden hair has now become a dark brown.
-lis waves have given way to straight hair. His
:ocky walk has become a businesslike stride.
Jeanette MacDonald (Mrs. Raymond) de:lares it's only for picture purposes, but friends
irge the actor to make the change a permanent
me.
It does that certain something to Gene.

Mistaken Identity of a Kiss

n THOUSAND fans crowded the forecourt of
Grauman's Chinese Theater to watch Deanna
Durbin place her footsteps in the cement blocks
of the forecourt along with the footprints of
Hollywood's greatest.
"I predict Deanna will be the greatest singing
star the screen has known," showman Sid Grauman broadcasted during the ceremony.

twice. "Well, I'm darned," he observed. "That's
the first movie star I ever knew that had a
father around. Gee, I guess the old place is
changing on me."
Use Your Own Judgment

JOAN CRAWFORD will divorce Franchot
Tone.
Gossip sheets flung the familiar old story to
the breezes again this month with rumors and
"I-told-you-sos" going the rounds.
A friend, wishing to verify the item but without offense, phoned Joan the morning the item
appeared in print.
"What are you doing?" he began, trying to
appear very casual.
"Oh, I'm squeezing icing on a birthday cake,"
Joan laughed. "Icing bags always fascinate
"Is it somebody's birthday?" the friend asked.
"Yes, it's Butch (Cesar) Romero's.
Franchot
me."

and I are giving him a birthday dinner. Come
on over and help us lick the icing pan. The
cook always leaves some over."
"Well," said the friend, afterwards, "there
goes your divorce story up in smoke."
But Hollywood
is still
hard to
member how Joan
denied
herconvince.
intentions"Re-to
divorce Doug, Jr.? There couldn't be all this
smoke without some fire."
And thus the latest Hollywood divorce rumor
stands.

Over Went Mickey

IAW, yaw, Mickey Rooney fainted, Mickey
Rooney
It's the fainted."
taunt of the Hollywood kids these days
and the worst of it is, it's true. Hard-boiled
Mickey in a ladylike swoon is hard to imagine
but wait, maybe you'd have fainted, too.
It seems Mickey loaned two dollars from his
weekly allowance to a friend to bet at Santa
Anita. That two dollars just won $673. The
news was too much.
Over went Mickey.

Concerning John Gilbert's Daughter

VIRGINIA BRUCE and her new hubby, J.
Walter Ruben, have reached an important decision concerning the future of Virginia's little
daughter by the late John Gilbert. The child
45
will not, come what may, be adopted by Ruben
as his legal charge and heir. Miss Bruce wants
the child to retain the name of Gilbert, and

Romance

in the making: on her first

date, Deanna Durbin
Sawyer" with Jackie
already learned that
big item
in wooing

attends "Tom
Moran, who's
a corsage is a
a fair lady

since John, her father, left a trust fund sufficient to care for the child's future needs, neither
Virginia nor Ruben considers it fair to the girl
to allow Virginia's recent marriage to raise conflicting legal problems over the child's heritage.
The New Norma Shearer

the set with several extras and since then |
has become a daily event, with the extras vyi™
for the chance to become Norma's partner.
"Nothing will ever down Norma in this life
a noted actress who had stolen onto the se
remarked. "We thought her a pretty swell per
son back in the old days before Irving Thai
berg's death. But here she is, rising above .
blow that would have shattered most of us
blow dealt not only at her private life but als
her professional one — and look at her.
"More womanly, more beautiful, more kindl

than ever."
Smooth Shylocks
LUCKY

I HEY speak of her in Hollywood as the "new
Norma Shearer" and explain that by "new"
they mean the actress who has become more
woman than actress, even in the midst of a
busy motion-picture set.
Undoubtedly, one needs only to look at Norma
today to see how her deep sorrow has softened
and molded her anew. Her beauty has never
been so pronounced. She glows with an inner
radiance that shines from her eyes.
On the

break, we calls it, when the extras o;
the "Joy of Living" set had to clamor for th
autographs of Irene Dunne and Douglas Fair
banks, Jr. for a scene before the camera. Afte
the day's work, the extras took the hurriedl
scribbled autographs, given during the seem
and sold them to fans for a neat twenty-fiv
cents apiece.
Was there rejoicing among the extra rank!
that night! And a joyful gathering togethe
at the near-by beanery!

The High Hat "Kid"
WAYNE MORRIS is one Hollywood actor wh
doesn't have to worry about getting too man
"dress suit" roles. He looks— but terrible— i
a high hat and tails. Just the same, Wayne ha
been elevated to stardom in the new star ratin

of his studio. He will have to wear "tails," to<
but they will be on his coonskin hat. The titl
role in "Kit Carson," his first starring venture
will demand it.

Ho-hum, Here's One on Muni
DY the time you read this, Paul Muni will b
returning to Hollywood to plan new screen con
quests. But, as we go to press, we can't hel
chuckling at the latest reports of the vacation
ing actor.
Right now, he's on his way to Monte Carl(
When he arrives in that famous spot, we lear
that he has a "system" up his sleeve with whic
he hopes to dent, if not cripple outright, th
famous gaming bank of that resort. Ho-huir
we've heard that one before! Better forge
such pastimes, Paul Muni, and return to you
much easier routine of earning Academy award
in the movies.
Uxtra— All About Scarlett

t°Votxe
set, she has an ever-ready smile for Director
Van Dyke's ready quips. Between takes she'll
rush over to greet Clark Gable or some other
friend who comes a-visiting to the "Marie Antoinette" set.
It's no trouble between scenes to display her
elaborately beautiful costumes to visiting
writers.
But the graciousness of Shearer is personified
most of all in that daily checker game. Just
how it began even Norma isn't sure, but one
day she found herself at a checker board on

Romance

enduring: four years of mar-

riage find the Fred Astaires still "that way"
about each other — but definitely — and still
one
of the more
stunning
twosomes
46

nE hope that by the time you read this yoi
will know more about the casting plans fo
"Gone With The Wind" than Hollywood does a.
However, the latest moves seem to indicat
present.
that Fredric March is a sure bet for "Rhett
with Katharine Hepburn nominated as the luck;
"Scarlett." But then, of course, Clark Gabl
and Paulette Goddard are also rumored "in th
running"— STILL!
A Man— and His Dog
WE'VE always respected Humphrey Bogart'
artistry in portraying the cynical, tough-gu;
roles he takes on the screen. But don't le
them fool you. Bogart is one of the most sen
sitive souls in Hollywood. For example, hi
champion sealyham dog died the other daj
and Humphrey hot only hung a small blacl
crepe on his front door in honor of the anima
but had him buried in an all-steel vault in hi
back yard.

Ernst Lubitsch
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usinessman Bartholomew
Sk.

REDDIE BARTHOLOMEW has gone into
usiness. His family troubles, aired and reired in court, seem to be at an end with the
ourt's ultimatum that Freddie need no longer
upport his family in England.
With that load off his chest, Freddie is now
fee to devote himself to his new printing busiess. With a printing press installed in his
ome, the actor is now open to orders. Orders
|or calling or business cards are being solicited
rnong his friends and at the studio at a fixed
irice of five cents a dozen. Of course, when
aistakes happen, as they did when Spencer
Tracy's calling cards came out with the Tracy
ipside down, there is a marked reduction. The
ob lot went to Tracy at exactly half price.
, Neighborhood kids are given a drastic reducion on handbills announcing all sports events.
"It's all very thrilling," Freddie says. "I hope
to be able to print notices for Mickey Rooney's
>rchestra openings.
As soon as he gets any."
NSight Club Cut-Uppery
I HEY sat across the room at the Trocadero
grill; Joan Crawford in her new coal scuttle
bonnet and Bill Fields with his spectacles
perched atop his petunia-colored nose.
Joan gazed and gazed and then, hastily scribbling a note (a mash note from Joan Crawford,
remember), sent it over to the fascinating Mr.
Fields.
"Dear Mr. Fields," it read, "I must tell you
how much I enjoy your work on the screen and
thank you for the pleasure your work has given
me. Joan".
Much peering through spectacles by Bill —
and then, rising gallantly, the comedian executed as neat a bow from the waist as any
Romeo and, with a wafted kiss to "My little
potato bug," he sat down again.
(Continued on page 68)

Another trio spends an evening at the
Victor Hugo — Claire Owen, John Howard
and the blonde beauty from Budapest,
llona Massey, of whom

you'll read on p. 10
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• THE BIG BROADCAST

OF 1938-Paramount

UFFERING a wide diversity of entertainment, this
elaborate vaudeville serves to bring back W. C.
Fields to the screen after a two years' absence. It
also introduces Bob Hope, whose sentimental heart
throb, "Thanks for the Memory," sung with Shirley
Ross is, next to Fields' sidesplitting golf routine, a
highlight of the film.
Presented for the first time on any screen is the
grand opera star, Kirsten Flagstad, who wins tremendous applause for her incomparable singing of
Brunhild's Battle Cry from "The Valkyrie." Tito
Guizar makes a hit with his Spanish ballads and
Shep Fields' music deserves bouquets. There is little plot: two ships set out to race across the Atlantic. Among the passengers are Dorothy Lamour,
Leif Erikson, Martha Raye and Ben Blue.

*

w HEN

REBECCA

OF SUNNYBROOK
20th Century-Fox

THE

BEST

with almost too much finesse. She's the daughter
of Hungary's Prime Minister (Henry Stephenson) ,
and Powell's his butler, who also has political aspirations. When Powell is elected to Parliament,
Annabella does her best to hate him. He has been
working for a place in the world because he loves

grace of his uniform is Alan Mowbray.

OF

THE

MONTH
Jezebel

The Baroness and the Butler

Farm

Merrily We

Live

Sally, Irene and Mary

The Big Broadcast of 1938
Radio City Revels
48

WE LIVE-Hal Roach— M-G-M

llOW that Hollywood has discovered there are "My
Man Godfrey" type of families in existence, it feels
it has an inexhaustable source for comedy. This
punch-drunk farce is in line with the others, with
the people in it a little crazier and a little richer.
But a "mad family" by any other name . . .
Billie Burke is the mother. She must be so tired
of those lines by now. This time she likes to give
tramps a break, and Brian Aherne comes along.
Connie Bennett plays the predatory daughter, probably knowing (wanna bet?) that he is a famous
novelist. Bonita Granville, younger sister, fights
her stereotyped role to the bitter end. Butler by

Mad About Music
of Sunnybrook

P IC T U R

A
of the

Re vi ew
New
Pictu res

Go if you're sure you're "cultivated."

Bluebeard's Eighth Wife

Rebecca

MOTION

her; she's married, though, to Joseph Schildkraut,
who wants to use Bill's new power to get into the
cabinet. Out of a maze of political satire and implications emerges just a hint of warmth at the end.

PICTURES

Bringing Up Baby

TO

DILL POWELL'S first production since his long
vacation won't appeal to many people, but those
who do like it— the "cultivated" audience — will
think it magnificent.
Foreign and attractive Annabella handles her role

• MERRILY

Shirley's songs and dances will enchant you.

GUIDE

* THE BARONESS AND THE BUTLER£0th Century-Fox

FARM—

Shirley Temple's studio dressed her up in
costumes, gave her dramatic parts to play, spent
huge sums on production — you, the public, were disappointed. You wanted Shirley unencumbered by
histrionics, simply dancing and singing. In her latest picture you get just that. Shirley is brought by
her stepfather to try out for a radio broadcast,
makes a hit, but leaves before Randy Scott, advertising manager, can sign her. The stepfather takes
her to Sunnybrook Farm and dumps her on Helen
Westley, an aunt with prejudices against show business. Complications are contributed by Gloria
Stuart, romantic foil for Scott.

NATIONAL

Romance

in the Dark

You'll laugh.

* MAD ABOUT MUSIC-Universal
UNIVERSAL at this point is unfurling banners in'
the wind and showering its back lot with confetti,1
because again Deanna Durbin, that wonder adolescent, has sung and romped her way to a greater
height. With her voice retaining its same fine standard, she evinces in this picture a sensitive understanding of character and a clearer finesse in
portrayal. Under Norman Taurog's sympathetic,
inspired direction the well-conceived story unfolds
as a warm and tenderly appealing picture.
Deanna is presented as the daughter of a Hollywood star, played ably by Gail Patrick. In order to
appear young and glamorous, Miss Patrick keeps the
youngster hidden in a Switzerland school. Deanna s.
own father is dead; she grows desperately lonely ;
for parental love and finally invents an imaginary
father, a brave, daring, big-game hunter who in-,
trigues the imagination of her schoolmates. When
at last it's necessary for Deanna to produce him
or suffer embarrassment, she chooses the handsomest visitor to the Swiss village, Herbert Marshall.
Gallanty he steps into the spirit of the thing, playing the father with great charm and sly humor.
Important, too, is the work of Jackie Moran as
Deanna's bashful beau. Arthur Treacher, as usual,
is a suppressed cynic as Marshall's secretary. Other
noteworthy performances are offered by William
Frawley, Marcia Mae Jones, Helen Parrish and
Christian Rub. Deanna sings only light and catchy
tunes with very happy results.

SAVES
BEST PERFORMANCES

Deanna

OF THE

Durbin in "Mad

About

YOUR

PICTURE

TIME

AND

MONEY

MONTH

Music"

Claudette Colbert in "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife'
VV. C. Fields in "The

Big Broadcast of

1938'

<irsten Flagstad in "The Big Broadcast of 1938'
MARy

Katharine Hepburn in "Bringing Up Baby"
Cary Grant in "Bringing Up Baby"
Bette Davis in "Jezebel"
Henry Fonda in "Jezebel"
George Brent in "Jezebel"
William Powell in "The Baroness And The Butler"

Shirley Temple in "Rebecca

of Sunnybrook

Farm"
Gladys Swarthout in "Romance
John Barrymore in "Romance

* BRINGING

in the Dark'
in the Dark"

UP BABY-RKO-Radio

I HEY say Kate Hepburn is essentially a hoyden at
(heart and if that is true then she is more nearly
fitted to this role than to whimpering dramatics.
The critics who deplore roistering comedy will
brand "Bringing Up Baby" as without finesse; and
jit is magnificently that. But it is so funny, from
first to last reel, that you will ache with laughter —
,and the end is justification of the means.
The original story has been expanded in so many
directions that it would be futile to attempt an acIcurate description. Hepburn is cast as a young
heiress in love with love, and out after a man; Cary
Grant, shy collector of bones for a museum, ambles
across her path and thenceforth is lost, despite his
engagement to another. "Baby" is a lovable and
quite silly leopard sent to Kate's aunt, who is eccentric and rich and wants to give away one million
dollars. You can carry the plot on from there yourself, since almost any guess would fit. "Baby" es, capes, and a zoo and the police step in, and, when
you've gotten up out of the aisles, things have
straightened themselves out somehow.
May Robson is explosive and perpetually exasperated as the aunt; Charlie Ruggles plays a biggame hunter who gets mixed up in the proceedings;
Walter Catlett and Fritz Feld contribute. Cary's
being confused and shy about things is highly appealing and Hepburn casts an almost friendly glow.
The real star of the piece is the leopard but Asta
of "Thin Man" fame grabs the spotlight, too.

* SALLY, IRENE AND MARY-20th

Century-Fox

WHEN too many reproductions are made from the
same die, that die eventually must wear thin, and
the output loses its fine edge of brilliance. That
has happened to this latest musical, cast from the
Zanuck mold, which almost, but not quite, misses
fire. You will laugh at Fred Allen's crisp wit; you
will like Alice Fay's singing, Joan Davis' awkward
gesticulations and Tony Martin's mustache. The indefinable sense of disappointment you will feel can
be attributed to the diluted story. Alice, Joan and
Marjorie Weaver are poor singers with ambitions
and with Allen as agent. Rich Louise Hovick likes
Tony, rich Gregory Ratoff likes Alice, and they
angel a show. Jimmy Durante noses back into view
as the man who fixes the happy ending. "I Could
Use a Dream" and "Who Stole the Jam" are fun

* JEZEBEL— Warners
I HE Jezebel of the Holy Writ, coveting her neighbors' vineyard, and doing evil in the sight of God, is
here translated in the person of a southern belle by
Bette Davis. It is her best performance in one of
the year's finest pictures.
With carte blanche and the services of a superb
cast, Director William Wyler has molded an active,
brilliant, often shocking story which implies much
it does not say. Passion softened by a Louisiana
accent blares muted from the screen. Miss Davis'
consuming love for Henry Fonda, who subscribes
to Northern views, survives quarrels and his marriage to Margaret Lindsay — all to culminate finally
in breath-taking sacrifice. Bette is a gentlewoman
with slattern instincts. She bedevils Fonda until he
goes away and by the time she is ready to apologize,
he has married. In her brutal attempt to get him
back, she engenders a quarrel between Fonda's
young brother and George Brent, a fighting gentleman. One is killed. The yellow fever epidemic of
1853 takes over the situation here, catching Fonda
and offering Jezebel her chance for self-sacrifice.
With dignity and finesse induced by their excellent
roles, Spring Byington, Richard Cromwell and Janet
Shaw contribute glittering performances. Miss
Lindsay has greater warmth, Fonda and Brent both
realize every iota of appeal and emotion in their
characterizations. To Miss Davis must go predominant applause for the piece's greatness.

* ROMANCE

IN THE DARK-Paramount

I HIS happy combination of music, comedy and romance is singer Gladys Swarthout's best picture so
far, but the mimeographed plot and leisured pace
keep it from being any kind of a masterpiece.
Adapted from the Continental play, "The Yellow
Nightingale," it is a gay sophisticated farce with
definite emphasis on the musical side.
Gladys, a young voice student, becomes a maid
in opera star John Boles' household to attract his
attention. He, at that point, is interested in a
coquettish countess, Claire Dodd, whom John Barrymore is surreptitiously trying to woo away from
Boles. Barrymore, as the amorous, witty impresario
gives the role his usual enthusiasm; Boles and
Gladys sing several solos and three duets together
superbly.
There is an abundance of light music

* BLUEBEARD'S

EIGHTH WIFE— Paramount

I HIS is pure fun. It contains no preachments;
points no moral. Its tempo is reckless and so are
many of its gags from the censorship viewpoint.
Most important, this story theme is completely original and offers Claudette Colbert and the ineffable
Gary Cooper in a comedy of no manners — hapless
in misunderstanding of each other, enormously human. Gary is an American multimillionaire who,
vacationing on the Riviera, meets Claudette. She's
the daughter of E. E. Horton, penniless French marquis. The entire photoplay's tone is established at
once when Gary tries to buy only pajama uppers at
a store and Miss Colbert offers to purchase the bottoms. Love blooms as loud as the garment's stripes
and she agrees to marry him only to discover he's
had seven wives before. So she demands guarantee
of an enormous settlement in case of a divorce. But,
after the ceremony, she refuses him her favors.
Remainder of the film portrays Gary's frantic attempts to win his own wife and Claudette's resistance made amusingly pathetic by the fact that she
really loves him.
Able coplayers are David Niven, devoted to
Claudette and made the goat of her endeavors;
Fritz Feld and Horton, whose usual lack of restraint
Director Lubitsch has carefully corrected. Miss Colbert, lavishly gowned, has been photographed with
superlative skill. Celluloid sex at its best.
(Continued on page 92)
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Official and uncensored — this news
of movies in the making by the man

who can pass the"NoVisitors" signs

H

ELLO," smiled Marie Antoinette, Queen
of the French, "you're looking well.
Have some cinnamon toast."
Strange, we ponder. Always thought Marie

Antoinette cracked, "Let 'em eat cake" at the
drop of a hat. But here we get cinnamon toast!
Thought she was whirling about in Heaven
minus her head, too. But here she's bobbing
as beautifully a bedecked topknot (see page 4)
as we've seen this season.
What do we say now — "Your Majesty is most
kind?" Or—
Then we snap out of it.
We're not doing a Berkeley Square back into
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the French Revolution times at all. We're just
making our monthly kibitz around the Hollywood movie sets. This is M-G-M, this is the
set of "Marie Antoinette," and this is Norma
Shearer. No queen, though, you can bet, ever
looked half so beautiful as Norma. She takes
our breath away.
We catch her (she has parked her white satin
gown — all fifty-two pounds of it — on a tiny
stool) sipping tea and nibbling the cinnamon
toast — her favorite dish. Norma has to rest while
she can because they've been doing the big
minuet scene all day in the Versailles palaceset and when you trip around with steel hoops
hanging
from your shoulders you know you've
had a workout.
The rest ends in a few seconds. Woody Van
Dyke, who can direct for us any day, sits high
above the brilliant-hued mass of marquises (or
is it marquix) , dues, and comtes swinging it in
the Louis Seize manner. He grins wickedly and
makes wisecracks into the mike hanging beside
his gray jaw.
Then a harsh loud-speakered "playback"
grates out music and they do the Bourbon Big
Apple. Norma's partner is Joseph Schildkraut,
so pretty in lace and powder that we hardly

recognize him. At the start he tangles in
Norma's ostrich-feather skirt. "Hey," yells Van
Dyke, "keep your big feet out of the queen's
Anita Louise trips next to Norma. She's
dress,
Joe!"but she's not in the same league with
beautiful,
Shearer. What we didn't know before, until
Norma tells us, is that when Anita was a baby,
and she was a young girl, they used to pose
together for advertising stills in New York.
The dance is over and Woody Van Dyke
swears softly. "Why didn't I have a dam' camera
on that?" It was perfect. Woody stands on no
dignity. To him
"Baby," in spite of
of M-G-M's largest
she minds. Norma

Norma is often "Kid" or
the fact that she's now one
single stockholders. Not that
has what Winchell calls a

"sensayuma."
Making "Marie Antoinette" is a real dream
come true to Norma Shearer. Five years ago
she yearned to do it. Irving Thalberg laid the
enormous groundwork of the picture before he
died. $500,000 went into preparations before a
crank was turned.
Norma admits she's terribly happy to be back
on the screen. It's her life now, as it has been
for a long time.
The babies are growing up,

too. "The boy's seven — seven!" she remarks incredulously. Years go fast in Hollywood. But
Norma Shearer is still its loveliest lady. We
leave, impatient to see the whole lavish "Marie
Antoinette" when it's finished — and Norma
Shearer's long-awaited return to a world that
has missed her.
A LOOK-IN on "Beautiful Bob" comes next.
But when you say that these days, Brother, put
a grin on your pan. The process of de-beautifying Robert is well under way and nobody is
happier than the Taylor, our idea of a regular
Jo, and no fooling.
The picture is "Three Comrades," another
Erich Maria Remarque story of post-war Germany. Bob, Franchot Tone and Bob Young
are the three ex-German doughboys who try
to rehabilitate themselves after the war.
Something like "The Road Back," but not so
grim. Bob falls for Margaret Sullavan, a rather
sick little "Camille." When we bust into the
scene Bob Young and Franchot are trying to
make Robert look halfway decent in a borrowed
full-dress suit for his first date with Margaret.
It's pretty hopeless, as the darn thing keeps falling apart. But it's funny, and that's the idea
Director Frank Borzage wants in the scene.
This is the only fancy suit Bob wears in the
film. And it's all for a laugh. The most expensive suit in his wardrobe cost M-G-M twenty

bucks. The Taylor wardrobe used to set them
back — but plenty.
To show you that Bob approves of the regular-guy switch in his screen stuff, listen to this.
They gave him a pair of dungarees, wardrobe
ones, to wear for a scene. They looked too nice
and clean to Bob. Unknown to anyone, he
sneaked down to the studio transportation department and swapped them with a greaseball
there for a pair so covered with mechanical corruption that they were about to fall to pieces.
He also acquired a grimy skull cap. You'll see
them in the picture.
Bob tells us he's living on his ranch now and
loving it. He has a bunch of nags galloping all
around the valley and says the feeling of country squire-ism is tops. Nice neighbors he has,
too. Barbara Stanwyck lives down the road.
Bob's hair is still long and so is Bob Young's.
We notice, though, that Franchot sports a pigbristle haircut.
How come, we ask. Well, it seems all the
boys decided to get their locks snippered in the
best approved Junker manner and were lined
up in the studio barber shop for the operation.
Just when Franchot stepped down all shorn
and the barber yelped, "Next!" to Bob Taylor,
a frantic call came from Producer Mankiewicz
saying, "For gossakes, boys, stop it!"
It was too late for Tone, of course — but
you'll never know how close you came to see-

ing Bob Taylor

with

a kraut-head

hair-do.

"JUDGE HARDY'S CHILDREN" is right next
door so we pop in for a look. It's one of those
"series" pictures, like "The Jones Family." Serials are pretty far gone, but the series idea is
just starting. Lewis Stone's the "jedge," a
kindly, right-doing old man who has his problems with the young folks.
The years bounce off Lewis Stone like baseballs off a backstop, but still he chuckles to us
about the oldish characters he's played. "First
I was a misunderstood husband," he says, "then
they made me a sort of graying Silk-hat Harry,
then came the colonels and elderly-thoughadventurous fellows. But now — " he points to
the script with a grin, " — I'm just an old man!"
He's still one of our favorite actors.
Cecilia Parker handles the young girl part in
this one, and the irrepressible Mickey Rooney
is the boy. We're about to leave for greener
fields when the door flies open and in Mickey
busts. He's followed by a black boy with a
slightly dazed look. "Who in the world is that?"
we murmer. The answer floors us. "It's
Mickey's valet!" His gentleman's gentleman.
Can you take it? We can't, so we stumble out
as Mickey croaks, "Hey Sylvester, my makeIt's just a hop over the low hills to Twentieth
Century-Fox, and the minute we hear Shirley
Temple is shooting we hit for the set like a bee
to theup kit!"
gum. "Little Miss Broadway" it's called,
and it's really a sort of cross between "Curly
Top," one of Shirley's best movies, and "Little
Miss isMarker,"
she
today. the one that started her to what
The "Broadway" part of this picture takes
part mostly in a theatrical boardinghouse where
meanie officials are always jerking Shirley away
to an orphans' home.
songs.

Sure she sings — six

Next, get a load of "Kentucky Moonshine"
— and three guesses who carry on on this set.
You're right— the Ritz Brothers! The Ritz'
trailer (parked outside) reaches almost from
Westwood to Beverly Hills and has everything
but a pipe organ. Over the door is lettered,
"Through these portals pass the most beautiful
boys in the world."
Honest!
Al Ritz hops down and we struggle to keep
our sanity while we learn about the picture.
It's a radio story, about a bunch of entertainers
who get all mixed up in a hillbilly feud.
They're in a mountain shack today — the crummiest-looking set you can possibly imagine.
Prop cobwebs and trash are all over the place
and
everything is about to fall down in one
big heap.
Then the Ritzes romp in. "My," squeaks Al
in falsetto, "it's dirty in here." The rest of them
look shocked and grab brooms and things. Before we know it they're doing a Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs and whistling while they
work. It's so funny that between our hysterical
tears we see the whole crew having them, too.
"That's in the picture," yells the director. And
it is. We've just watched a Ritz Brothers inspiration.
We dodged Slapsie-Maxie Rosenbloom, the
box-fighter, last month, but he catches up with
us now. He's in the picture and very worried.
He asks a pal, "What's this thing they're gonna
make over at Selznick's — something about the
'Wind'? Somebody," confides Slapsie-Maxie,
"calls me up and wants me to be a Confederate
Soldier — is that a good part?"
"Don't take it," advises the pal. "Hold out for

It all looks like fun and frolic in
"Tropic Holiday," with Senator Bob
Burns in mad pursuit, as usual, of
Whattagal Martha Raye — but
some rough-playing Mexican animals had Martha
plenty worried

For the sake of amusing the boys "Over there" back in '17, a few strings are pulled backstage, to the stern
disapproval of corpulent Corporal Eddie Collins. A scene from 20th Century-Fox's "Alexander's Ragtime Band"

'Rhett Butler'." But Maxie looks like he might
swing his haymaker.

"Alexander's ragtime band" (what a

title!) is Darryl Zanuck's bid for musical fame
and shekels this year. The TCF lot, right now,
is busy like the beaver, getting pictures finished
because Zanuck wants a vacation this spring.

Maybe he'll go to India after more big game.
Meanwhile, "Alexander's Ragtime Band" is his
pet picture.
It's really a sort of cavalcade of Irving Berlin's unforgettable tunes. Thirty of them in all.
But it's not his life. The story's an original
about three San Francisco entertainers who hit
Broadway during the pre-war, war, and postwar days. The three — well, three guesses. Don
Ameche, Tyrone Power and Alice Faye. Henry

even
canaries.
Not to mention
'Peache
"The girl?" we want to know.
"The mule," corrects Dick.
"Peaches" is a trained mule who's been cha
ing Dick and nipping him in the seat of t

songs, "We're On Our Way To France." Irving,
himself, came on the set and watched it silently.
When it was over he was told, "That number for
your song cost just $100,000."
"And when I wrote it," said Irving Berlin, "I
was making twenty-five a week!"
What we wonder — does it thrill him now more
than it did then.
Or vice versa?

pants. Only, objects Dick, Peaches doesn't i
ways stick to the pants.
The company's just in from location on t
Warner ranch, and Pat O'Brien, Dick Foran a'
everybody concerned thank their lucky sta.
Because today it's raining puppies and puss
cats. Dick worries about his boat anchor

HURRYING on to Warner Brothers-First National, we run into another thrill of a slightly
different nature when we talk to Dick Powell
on the "Cowboy From Brooklyn" set. This is a
dude ranch story, a semi-musical, that puts
Richard in a ki-yippee mood, much against his

down at San Pedro. It's the pride of his L
at this moment and maybe the storm will hurt
What pleases Dick most about the boat,
confesses, is the telephone that lets him ta
to land.
"Imagine," he wonders, "picking up
(Continued on page 8

will, all for a gal, Priscilla Lane. "So far," confides Dick to us, "all I've been doing is running
from animals.
Owls, calves, rabbits, coyotes —

King, who did "In Old Chicago," directs, too, so
it's practically Old Home Week.
The scene's at "Dirty Eddie's" in San Francisco, abig bar-cafe in the Bay City. The joint
is full of sailors, molls, sports and demimondaines. Somehow the movies can create a scene
like this with more reality — to watch in the flesh
— than anything else.
Alice strolls in, flamboyant but beautiful in

PHOTOPLAY

a flouncy be-boaed get-up. You don't see her
beautiful pins in it, we notice wistfully. It's
a shame. There ought to be a law that Alice
Faye must dress always in tights. They talk
about Dietrich's gams — but have you ever noticed La Faye's?
If you haven't, you're blind.
Ty Power enters next, grinning from ear to
ear, as usual. He hops in and out of the inevitable dressing trailer and says making "Marie
Antoinette" with Shearer was swell (the rushes
prove he's a sensation, by the way) but it's nice
to get back home. Except, says Ty, for one
thing. They've been making him learn to finger
a violin realistically (he plays the fiddle in the
pic) and his fingers are stiff as a head waiter's
shirt.
We hear from him about a little episode that
took place a day or so before. They were doing
the lavish number that presents one of Berlin's
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New jade green strikingly contrasts Loretta Young's afternoon frock of wood-violet
sheer woolen created for her to wear in "Four Men And a Prayer." Two scarves
(one of the dress fabric, the other of crepe) pull through two front loops that are
cut in one with the bias blouse which has semi-dolman sleeves. The skirt has four
gores and the belt is of violet suede. Four rectangular motifs fashioned of violet
and green cording trim the front of the dressmaker coat (shown on the chair) that
is lined with green crepe and has a zipper closing.
PORTRAIT

IN

COLOR

BY

Loretta's hat is green suede

GEORGE

HURRELL

Imaginative costumes for beach or pool give added
zest to the informal mood of summer! Here, Bette
Davis, Warner Brothers star of "Jezebel," wears a
three-piece pajama suit of Roman-striped crepe.
The peasant coat (below) with gathered blouse and
skirt and corselet waistline is in unique contrast to
the plainly tailored slacks and halter (left) beneath

colly IVelbourne Photography

the opposite page, Bette wears
finitely "ultra" peasant play dress,
oiquant hood that springs from the
line of the white silk linen blouse is
fully lined with the picturesque
of the voluminous skirt — white car>ns splashed on a field of Chinese
A wide red leather belt finishes
vaistline, and matches Bette's corkI clogs — a play shoe that will give
season's
huarache
competition!

MURMUR

OF SU/V/
^

Scenes of the coming Frisco 1 1
tion "in print," i.e., in this lJi(
worn by Fay Wray whom yoi;8(
in "The Jury's Secret." The <g|
is beige; the belt, luggag
\u
with green

lacings. Below ^

white. hedgerow dress is a "!icr
frock, perfect with a stripe »
die, a gay bolero, a boxy [<.

pliotogrw

A front blouse of Kelly-green suede gives dash to
Simone Simon's white woolen frock designed by
To give further
in "Josette."
wear blouse
her to the
Royer for detail,
is closed with a white
contrast
motif
zipper; slit pockets are defined by a cordstyles
a
fashioned of the white woolen which also
tiny underlay collar and sections of the belt.
The bias skirt, so smartly short, has four gores
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FASHION
"Mayqueen" (left) is a straw bonnet of devastating
youthfulness. Worn by Lucille Ball, who appears in
"The Joy of Living," this rustic straw model by Roxford is certainly one of the summer's best ideas!
Brim and crown combine to give a carefree, nonchalant effect; a grosgrain band is gaily decorated in
a new manner by geometric bits of colored wood

Remember

the becoming Cloche?

Anne Shirley, of

"Law of the Underworld," models the Byron "Good
Company" (middle left), a wearable, tailored felt
that
revives
clochelittle
lines.
Company"
one of
thosetheclever
hats"Good
that look
well withis
every costume. You'll like the youthful contrasting
color suede band that completes this Byron model

"Fanfare" by Roxford (left, bottom) goes on smart
parade! It's a felt of sophisticated line, debonair
detail. A corded trim at the side accents its dashing lines. Lucille Ball gives you an idea of its smart
possibilities. Most clever young women will include
a Roxford like this in their spring wardrobes —
and wear
the hat right into summer
for sports

Anne Shirley makes a fetching picture in "Sunny"
(below), a Byron hat of imported straw. The rustic
character of this straw is a sophisticated vogue this
season. Glance at the photograph a second time
and you'll see that "Sunny" boasts brim and crown
lines easy to look at and easy to wear. A colorful band lends
an all-important
color
contrast
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New coats for a new season, worn by Martha Raye of "College
Swing." The fitted, six-button Kenmar model (far left) has a
patent-leather belt, trapunto trimming at the neck. You wil

•c

love the chic and comfort of Martha's "easy to wear" boxy
swagger coat (near left) in beige Kenmar Tweed with Chevron
pattern and full-length melon sleeves. Top, left, is a collarless swagger of crushed strawberry nubby-weave Kenmar Tweed
with a Roman-striped chiffon scarf tucked into the neckline
and held in place by a leather hook and eye a la Schiaparelli.
The princess coat of navy Kenmar Tweed (top, right) has
padded shoulders,
notched lapels and antique silver buttons

WHERE

TO

BUY

THEM

\G IDENTIFIES
ilNAL PHOTOPLAY
WOOD

FASHION

The smart advance

PHOTOPLAY

Hollywood Fashions shown on these

)OK FOR IT
two pages are available to you at
any

of the

and

shops

department

listed

on

pages

stores
90-91
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Give your tailored suit a new "front" with orv
of these charming blouses worn by Mary Car
lisle, Bing Crosby's leading lady in "Docto
Rhythm."

I (far left, bottom): this one is o

white batiste with insets of "Val" lace on th
collar, jabot and cuff bands.

2 (top, left): als>

of batiste with trim of "Val" lace, this daint
blouse boasts a tucked yoke and collar, am
puff sleeves. 3 (left, center): linen in brigh
blue is neatly tailored with accent of whit
stitching on the front panel, collar and sleeves
Photography — William Walling

4 (top, center): linen again — this time in browr
but also trimmed with white stitching. Th'
frilly jabot gives a touch of femininity,
(bottom, center): this sheer blouse is of par
adise-blue georgette with pin-tucked yoke
stitched collar and crystal buttons. 6 (top
right): the perennial white crepe sport blouse
Pearl studs and rows of stitching on the fron
panel, cuffs, collar and pocket are trim deta

clc" your wardrobe to be sure
!:ludes a jacket like this one
|ned by Edward Stevenson for
f Fontaine, RKO star, to wear
Raid's Night Out." Of navy
swhite woolen, with single|n closing and four bias patch
{jts, it is "tops" for a navy skirt
ian combines it here, or for
jf white to greet the summer

/ haovraph In
Fred llri.druUon

THE DARING
LIFE STORY

01

DON
AMECHE
This is the only way it could end—

this story of the boy with so man;

wrong ideas, and just one right gii

gast, the first and only girl he'd really loved, h
was broke — dead broke.
Now continue kis story:

I DON'T care if we are broke," Don said furi
ously, "you gotta have a wedding
present
He steered Nora through the frozen slush of tb
Chicago gutters and across icy sidewalks to
furrier's window.
"There," he said.
"Pick
Later, in front of his hotel, Nora stood shivei
ing by the curb and waited while he reache
into the old cotipe and pulled out packages, an
nouncing each. "Girdle," he said, reaching tb
box back to her. "Toothbrush, chocolates — "
"My
new
coat," Nora
insisted, "please,
don't care if you did just buy it for me. I'i
going
toexplored,
put it on. muttering.
I'm freezing."
Donout."
Then he backe
out and faced her. "It isn't here. Didn't yo
"You're
a lousy actor," she said. "Hurr
bring
it along?"

Don's movie debut in "Sins of Man" was profitable in one way, unprofitable in another

BY HOWARD SHARPE
is more than
story of Don Ameche
THE
merely a history of twenty-nine years in a
man's life. He is, personified, a generation
— a period.
Born Dominic Felix Ameche the very beginning of 1908's summer in Kenosha, Wisconsin,
a first son, he soon turned into the Ameches'
problem child and was shipped off, for safekeeping, to St. Berchman's in Marion, Iowa.
From there, at high-school age, he entered
Columbia Private High School and College at
Dubuque where two things of importance happened to him — he was introduced, by Father
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Sheehy, to Honore Pandergast, and — in all good
faith — he decided on a career. He would become a lawyer.
Marquette University saw him next; followed
in quick succession by Georgetown and Madison.
It was at Madison that he got his first taste
of the theater when he ran away with a role in
a show the "Wisconsin Players" were producing.
The next year caught Dominic Felix Ameche
up — and luck rode lightly on his shoulders.
New York — Chicago — experiences, hilarious and
otherwise. By another fall, Radio had heard
of Don and he was cast as lead in the Empire
Builders' radio program. By spring, he was in
the money — and, needless to say, being Don, had
spent it. When he took time off to slip a magnificent solitaire on the hand of Honore Pander-

It's"I'm
cold."not acting." They stood facing eac
other, suddenly wordless.
"Maybe," Don said slowly, at last, "when w
both went back to get the purse you left on tb
That afternoon
the phone in his suite ran'
counter
. ."
and Don .answered
it. After a moment he hur
up, crammed on his hat, commanded: "Wa
here till I come back!" to Nora and went clat
tering out. When he returned, an hour late
he tossed the coat on a sofa and sat wearil.
down by the window.
"That was the thief who phoned," he told he
"He said to come to the Central Hospital lobb
and bring $250 with me."
"You
"I
got didn't!"
it for $150," he admitted.
She made despairing motions. "But Do
honey — every penny we own in the work
Why
He
take
said

didn't you call the police or something'
faced her, his eyes troubled.
"I couldn
any chances," he said simply.
"This gu
if I made trouble I could have the co;
(Continued on page 64

qinty Girls Win 0

*^%:

DAINTINESS IS A
CHARM THAT
ALWAYS WINS. NO
SMART GIRL
NEGLECTS
IT

STAR OF THE
PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION

A LUX TOILET SOAP
BEAUTY BATH IS
THE BEST WAY I
KNOW TO INSURE
DAINTINESS

<

''Her Jungle Love"

R

ollywood's beauty bath
makes you sure of daintiness.
Lux Toilet Soap's ACTIVE lather
carries away from the pores stale,
perspiration, every trace of dust
and dirt. Other lovely screen stars
such as Bette Davis , Irene Dunne ,
Joan Blondell tell you that they
use Lux Toilet Soap as a bath
soap, too, because it leaves skin

Active lather
makes you sure
-leaves skin
really sweet
-delicately
fragrant/

smooth and fragrant. You'll love
this way of insuring daintiness !
You'll love Lux Toilet Soap's
delicate, clinging fragrance, too.

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use

Lux Toilet Soap
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back for nothing, but he'd get it again.

W •

When she was through crying Nora wiped t
tears
from it."
her cheeks and the lipstick sme;
you inside
from his mouth, and told him, laughing a lit!
"But now you can't pay for the thing anywi
"I'll pay for it."
How
silly."
When
he looked up, her eyes had fou
humor once more. "This," she said, "is t
auspicious beginning to the wedded life of 1
I HEY were married in June of 1932, with
Ameches."possible pomp. Their personalit
greatest
demanded it. Both were big people, emotic
ally, and in their attitudes. Wherefore the
gan must roar a louder triumph, the chin
must be as vast as any Dubuque possess'
there must be more flowers and more peo;
and more incense and more solemnity than a
other wedding had ever had. Perhaps, af
the long hurried years of careless reckoni:
Don and Nora could in this manner show evei
body that they meant now what they were ss
ing with a rather terrible sincerity.
Since Don had been alternately affluent a
beggared throughout his life with fine disregj
of national business conditions, he was unaw;
that a Depression had happened to Amer
until he went out to find an apartment,
la
one he wanted, small but beautifully furnish!
could be had for only $75 a month and he el
gaged it forthwith; as a result of the vari(l
contracts he had signed with almost every rail
company in Chicago, his income was set at $<■
a week, which was wealth.
Nora had aires i
given up her job as a special nurse.
Their honeymoon
was an evening's
dri
along the Lake Shore.
He was too busy to I
away but they said consolingly to each otl •
that in a few months, somehow, they woil

manage a trip to Bermuda.
"Where the :i
is blue and warm for swimming," they said
Tonight it was raining, a ceaseless murmur l
the canvas car top as they sat parked at a
edge of the road.
"Just for a minute," Don began, "I'm go l
to be serious.
You have to know about m '
Nora squirmed comfortably against his sho I
der.
"I came into this with my eyes open. I
(Continued on page )j

And here are the Ameches

as they add

up today: top, sons Ronnie and Donnie,
who succumbed to the candid camera
for the first time to pose together in
this picture, exclusive to Photoplay;
Don, with top hat and grin, exclusive
to him; Honore, who made this
rollicking
last instalment
possible
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^'KEEPS MY SKIN FINER . . . Pond's new Cold Cream with
the
skin-vtfamm' in it is so much better for my skin.
It keeps
my skin finer and softer in spite of all my sports."
Joan Belmont, now Mrs. Ellsworth N. Bailey

"SMOOTHS

OUT TIRED LINES .

Cold Cream gives my skin ;

. Pond's new 'skin-vitamin'
livelier, more glowing look

— smooths out tired lines."The Countess de la Falaise

"SKIN YOUNGER . . . The new Pond's Cold Cream with
'skin-vitamin' has made my skin smoother and younger,
the colour fresher — within just a few weeks."
Lady Margaret Douglas-Home
SJVONDERFUL TO HAVE such a grand
hing cream and cleansing cream
. Pond's new Cold Cream does
h more for my skin."
Mrs. A. J. Drexel, III

loday— more and more
women are using this
new cream with

"Skin-Vitamin"

first announcement of Pond's "skinamin" Cold Cream brought almost ime response. Hundreds of women tried the
;am.

steadily your demand has increased for
w cream that brings to women such imt new aid to skin beauty,
years, leading doctors have known how
kin-vitamin" heals skin faster when apo wounds or burns. And how skin may
)ugh and subject to infections when there
:nough "skin-vitamin" in the diet!
i we tested it in Pond's Creams! In animal
kin that had been rough and dry because
in-vitamin"
deficiency in diet became
i and supple again — in only 3 weeks!
and more women are using this cream. It nourwell as cleanses skin.
; in your regular way for cleansing and before
>. Pat it in. Leave some on overnight and wheni nave a chance. Soon you, too, will be agreeing
use of the new "skin-vitamin" cream does bring
skin something active and essential to its health
it a livelier, more glowing look!

ime jars, same labels, same price
ery jar of Pond's Cold Cream you buy contains
' cream with "skin-vitamin" in it. You will find
same jars, with the same labels, at the same price.

TEST
"SKIN

RESPONDED

AT

ONCE

. . . Pond's

IS

such a grand cleansing cream! Now, I'm so
glad it nourishes, too. My skin responded
at once."

Mrs. C. Henry Mellon, Jr.

IT

IN

9

TREATMENTS

Pond's, Dept. 15-CS, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of Pond's
"skin-vitamin" Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with samples
of 2 other Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and 5 different shades of
Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10^ to cover postage and packing.

f

Name

.

Streets
-State-

Tune In on "THOSE

WE

LOVE," Pond's Program, Mondays,

City

8:30 P. M., N. Y. Time, N.B.C.

SEND

CopyrtKht, 1938, Pond's Extract Company
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NOTHING

COULD

BE EASIER

Norforms are ready for use.
There's nothing to mix, nothing to measure. You don't have
to worry about an "overdose"
or "burn." No apparatus is
needed to apply Norforms.
They are the dainty, modern,
easy way to feminine hygiene.

Ihink

back

"bo^

to the awkward

old ways of feminine hygiene. Contrast
them with the new way, the convenient, simple Norform way. These easyto-use suppositories have revolutionized feminine hygiene for millions of
women.
Norforms melt at internal body
temperature, releasing an effective yet
non-irritating antiseptic film that remains in prolonged soothing contact.
This antiseptic— anh ydro-para-bydroxy -mercuri -meta-cresol — called
Parahydrecin for short— is found in no
other product for feminine hygiene.
Parahydrecin is the reason why Norforms are positively antiseptic and
non-irritating.

MILLIONS

USED

EVERY YEAR.

Send for the

new Norforms booklet, "Feminine Hygiene Made
Easy." Or, buy a box of Norforms at your
druggist's today. 12 in a package, complete with
leaflet of instructions. The Norwich Pharmacal
Company, Norwich, New York; Toronto,
Canada; makers oj Ungiientiiit.

NORFORMS
© n. p. c. 1938
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Known to Physicians as "Vagiforms"
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I'VE just returned from a week end
at Palm Springs — California's desert
resort you've read so much about.
I went
there purposely
to see the
clothes that the stars were wearing so
I might relay advance hints for summer
trends to you.
I stopped at Del Tahquitz, a charming hotel, "Indian pueblo" style. The
first thing I did upon my arrival was
to slip into a swim suit and head for
the pool, so I'll tell you first about the
bathing togs the stars were wearing.
OATIN lastex and wool suits were
equally in favor. I saw them both in
nearly every color of the rainbow.
Many of the suits were patterned — the
design printed on the lastex, woven into
the wools. These patterns included sea,
floral, leaf and geometric motifs. All of
the models, one-piece or with front
skirts, placed emphasis on the cut of
the bustline (watch that detail when
purchasing your swim suits).
This year's swim suits were invari-

f
t
f
t
V
nv

ably accompanied by robes, all long,
mostly styled of prints, and many designed with a "peasantry" feeling. The
tailored robe of white pique was also
evident. Ginger Rogers wore one of the
latter with a royal blue monogram on
the sleeve and a matching front zipper
closing that repeated in color the satin
lastex suit beneath.
Most unusual of all tops for swim
suits was the Bodju — a deceiving and
amusing little garment created by Irene
Bury of Los Angeles — that, if you
please, serves as a public dressing room
when you want to slip in and out of
your swim suit. Ask to see a Bodju at

favorite
you won't hesitate
ayour
minute
aboutshop
its —purchase.
LAZING in a comfy chair in the patio,
I spotted a costume sure to be seen
around this summer season — the play
dress, full length and extremely flattering (note the one worn by Bette Davis
on page 54). Include in your vacation
"musts" one of these "sunshine gowns"

which are as gay and
any evening garb.

picturesque I

Walking along the village street,
saw slacks in great abundance. Sfc?
tt
costumes *efrequently
were worn wi
ensemble coats (such as the one we
ao<- 55) . Katie Hf
by Bette Davis on page
burn, vacationing between scenes I
"Holiday," was striking in yellow Ce
Lona slacks with a blouse of Rome
striped silk jersey and a short na
woolen jacket.
As the final fillip to your beach c<
tume, watch your shoes. Clogs (1
those worn by Bette Davis on pages
and 55) are the rage. Also ever so po
ular are the almost heelless, soft-s
variety of shoe such as those creal
by Joyce which I described in a rec<
issue of Photoplay. All play shoes ;
in vivid hues, and all are in two or rm
colors.

BASIC" white dresses of innumeral
fabrics styled
as foil
(Continued
on for
pagenovel
85) acct
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SAMUEL

GOLDWYNS

PRODUCTION

"The Goldwyn Follies"

*****
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AVE your powder,rouge and lipstick in color harmony
to accent the natural beauty of your type, then you'll have the real
secret of make-up," is the advice of Hollywood's famous screen stars.
Whether you are blonde or brunette, brownette or redhead, there is
a particular color harmony make-up for you, created by Max Factor,
Hollywood's make-up genius. It consists of harmonized shades of
powder, rouge and lipstick that will actually do wonders in making
you look more attractive, more beautiful.
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So discover this make-up secret of the stars today. ..share the luxury
of color harmony make-up now available at nominal prices. Note
coupon for special make-up test.

M 4- 1

ll ii

j

y V'ax I actor * troll ijwood
•
• MAX FACTOR, Max Factor's Make-Up Studio, Hollywood
J* also
ScndPurse-SiieBoxofPowdcrandRnugeSamplerinmycolorharmonyshade;
Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades. I enclose ten cents fot postage and
• handling Also send me my Color Harmony Make-Up Chart and 48 page
£.'"?,„„' '.'...□ Hale'
• Illustrated Instruction Book.'Ti. ■ Niui Art of Sucitly AUir-Up"
FREE
„uddv
D Brow'
I
1.5-43 SaS
ftejkicST
I NAME
Wtecwed

J \lcwl Max Factor's INVISIBLE Make-Up Founda- ; street
tion keeps your make-up smooth and lovely from morning till night. J.V****

(Continued jrom page 41)

Fashion and Lola Lane
WHEN pretty Lola Lane informed her
studio that she wanted time off to travel
to New York to purchase clothes to uphold her reputation as "one of Hollywood's ten best-dressed young women,"
she started a minor Hollywood war.
West Coast stylists heard of her request
and rushed materials and patterns to
her, hoping she would select her new
wardrobe from exclusive California
shops. Lola was discreet, but firm. So
it looks as if New York will still get its
share of honors from the stars.

ing to her fans from the observation
platform at numerous stops. In the
larger cities, if the local exhibitors insist, Shirley will leave her train and appear in an auditorium or theater. But
the treat will be on the Temples — or the
exhibitors.
CLARK

GABLE:

hunting with a cam-

era is going to furnish the only "shooting" Clark will do on his forthcoming
vacation in Mexico. The last time he
went to Mexico, he took an English riding horse that shied at every cactus
plant. This time, he's taking a roughriding western pony, trained in the ways
of sun and sand. Upon his return, Clark
will
into "Idiot's Delight," with
NormagoShearer.

More Doggy Gossip
Ann SOTHERN is still trying to figure
out whether her champion dog is really
ill, or not. A while back, when the
canine began to droop his head and
utter strange noises about the house,
Ann bundled him off to the nearest dog
doctor. The man sent him right back,
declaring that there was nothing wrong.
Ann wasn't satisfied, and sent the
dog to another doctor who gave her the
same report. In desperation, Ann called
in the best canine specialist in Hollywood who gave her the following report: "X-rays and thorough examinations prove your pet organically sound.
His trouble must be mental."

Freddie's Credo
IF you've missed Fred Astaire on the
radio since his initial trial with the
Every girl knows
some girls forget
So choose your
its sweet, warm

that bright lips tempt. But
that rough lips repel.
lipstick for two reasons...
color... and its protection

jrom Lipstick Parching.
Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick is enriched with
"Theobroma," a special softening ingredient
that protects the soft, thin skin of your lips
...encourages a moist, lustrous look. In 5
thrilling shades, Coty "Sub-Deb" is just 50^.
"/4ir-SpHit" Rouge is new! Blended by air
...its texture is so mellow-smooth, it seems
related to your own skin! SO*/!'.

ether
waves, rest
thatcompanies
it hasn't
been because
the assured
big radio
haven't been trying to get Fred back
on the air. Last week, for example,
Fred turned down a big contract calling
for $6500 per week to him, if he would
only go back to his job of entertaining
people on the radio. But Fred turned
it down because he wanted to concen-

ROBERT TAYLOR: despite Bob's
heavy studio duties in "Three Comrades" and his weekly radio work, the
Stanwyck-Taylor romance is hitting a
new high. The lad is simply in love!
If their wedding beats this in print, or
follows
shortly
didn't warn
you! after — don't say we
BING

CROSBY: the crooning horseman will be moving his stable of thoroughbreds from Santa Anita to Hollywood's new track at Inglewood for the
June meeting. And he vigorously denies that he will part with his Delmar
track, despite those rumors. So, it continues to be horses, horses — plus pictures and radio for this busy star.
MYRNA LOY: that long hoped-for
honeymoon of Myrna and Arthur Hornblow, Jr., will soon come true. They're
leaving for an extended European vacation soon. Nothing but the worst kind
of a war can stop it, they vow. Meanwhile, Myrna is the envy of every Metro
star. Her redecorated dressing room
boasts the grandest combination radiophonograph built ... a present from
the above-mentioned hubby.

WILLIAM POWELL:
since Bill's ne:|
picture, another Selznick teaming will
Carole
Lombard
entitled
"America I
Beauty," won't get under way for sorrl
months to come, Bill will no doubt 11
on his South American jaunt by no\|
He is scheduled for another "Thin Marl
film at his old studio (M-G-M), desprj
the fact that he has not, as yet, attache!
his name to a contract there.
JANE WITHERS: much has been wriil
ten about the struggle this little stcl
had in getting into pictures. It has beel
mighty interesting reading, too!
Peif
haps that's just the reason Jane's studil
has decided she will do a "small-girll
conquers-Hollywood"
picture
on th
screen, as her next.
FRED ASTAIRE AND GINGER ROG\
ERS:
as we go to press Fred is swing]
ing a determined foot in perfecting thl
difficult dance routines you will see if
his forthcoming film with Ginger Rogl
ers. Poor Ginger will be needing a reel
vacation, following this picture
Shi
has, for months, been considered Holly I
wood's busiest actress, what with he|
work in "Vivacious Lady" and "Havin|
SON J A HENTime."
IE:
following
the mosl
Wonderful
successful personal appearance tour an;
Hollywood star ever had, the little skat
ing champion is back in Hollywood 1i
iron
sing. out details for her next picture
"Winter Garden," in which she will no
only skate, but play a bit of tennis am
GARY COOPER: back in Holly woot
after his foreign wanderings. Th<
Coopers were more than easy to keej
track of during that trip — since they arc
such doting parents. They phoned twics
a week, distance notwithstanding, tc
check the growth and disposition oi
their precious four-months-old daughter in Hollywood.

trate on the dance rehearsing he's doing for the next Astaire-Ginger Rogers
film.
That's loyalty to the movies.

Paging S. S. Van Dine
ULARK

GABLE

has a mystery all Hol-

lywood is trying to solve. He's secretly
grooming a lanky young cowboy for a
movie career, but that's all Clark will
admit,
to add
thatbiggest
he's certain theexcept
fellow will
be the
star
in town within two years. We do know,
however, that Gable met his "Gary
Cooper-ish" young friend while on a
recent hunting trip to Montana, and
that the lucky individual is being quartered at the Gable ranch until Clark is
prepared to present him to the world.

m-DBiipmcK
50?
Eight precious drops of "Theobroma" go into every "SubDeb".That's how Coty guards against lipstick parching.
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What the Big Ten Are Doing
SHIRLEY TEMPLE: if you've always
wanted to see America's box-office
champion in person, you may soon have
your wish. Shirley is contemplating a
personal appearance tour following
"Little Miss Broadway." Oh, no! It
won't be the usual type of tour, since
Shirley's parents have decided that
Shirley will never make personal appearances for money. Instead, she will
trt.vel across the country by train, wav-

This is not a still from "I Met Him in Paris." That is a real Swiss Alp, and that
is really Claudette Colbert in Davos with her skiing instructor, proving that CC
can take it in her stride. Remember the story in February Photoplay on Claudette's "second honeymoon?" We always prove our stories — well, nearly always
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SAYS

FEATURED
CENTURY-FOX

IN THE

NEW

PICTURE

TWENTIETH
"RASCALS"

One simple test will tell you more about this new
Kroehler furniture than 10,000 words. Just sit down
on it. You'll think the new Kroehler Sturdi-flex seat
has been tailored to your measure, it is so comfortable.
But that isn't all. New Kroehler 5-Star Construction eliminates all construction materials that wear
out easily. You get more durability than ever before,
without extra cost. Visit your Kroehler dealer today.
Try the new Sturdi-flex seat. See the glorious new
styles and coverings — all at pleasing low prices.
Watch newspapers for your dealer's announcements.

•
•
•
•
•

Kroehler Suite No. 8586, illustrated. A superbly styled 18th century
group with richly carved hardwood frames. Can be had in colorful brocatelle, damask, or velvet coverings. Go see it at your Kroehler dealer's.

Kroehler 5-Star Construction includes
SCIENTIFICALLY CONSTRUCTED HARDWOOD FRAMES
NONCOLLAPSIBLE SPRING-FILLED SEAT CUSHIONS
ONLY CLEAN, SANITARY FILLINGS
NONSAGGING STEEL WEB SEAT UNDERCONSTRUCTION
KROEHLER QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP

KROEHLER
for Living Rooms,

WORLD'S

LARGEST

FURNITURE

Bedrooms,

and Dining Rooms

M A N U F A CT U R E R • 0 P E R AT I N G

Look under the

TEN

LARGE

FACTORIES

cushions for this
guide to quality
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A Goddess

Grows

Up

(Continued jrom page 15)
dollars a week, just sort of because. The
money, usually doubled by Mrs. Temple,
goes to the Milk Fund or some charity.

any one else in history, including

DUT the growing Miss Temple is not a
pack of frowns by any means. In fact,
one of the symptoms of her development
as an individual is an amazingly subtle
sense of humor. Most kids are content
to indulge in very obvious jokes and
humdru
keener. m humor. Shirley's wit is

Shirley's room is now her respj
patra.
bility. She dusts it and keeps it i [j.
old lady."
der, puts away her dresses and ■».
things so properly that, after yet' of
use, they look as good as when the jr.
rived. When she fools around iJhe
kitchen, which she loves to do, SI ey
has taken to donning a trim aprot nd
headpiece of spotless sheen, wh m
she's just shelling peas (a favorite il.
inary pastime) or patting out her n
meatcake.
Old-maid predictions, however, il(

Next to black Bill Robinson, perhaps
the most devoted slave of Shirley's
around the lot is Harry Revel, the musical half of that great song hit combine,
Gordon and Revel. The other day
Shirley and Harry were visiting in her
bungalow when a publicity man came in.
He had an assignment to get the favorite
songs of the Twentieth Century-Fox
asked.
stars. "What's yours, Shirley?" he
Shirley's eyes sparkled. " 'Come And
Get Your Happiness'," she answered.
Then she laughed and looked at Harry
Revel. He laughed. It was evidently a
joke, but the publicity man didn't get
it. He copied down the title and left.
Not until he wrote his copy did the payoff dawn.

The song was one written by Sam
Pokrass, a rival of Harry Revel's. Shirley had been teasing Harry— but with
I a subtle, adult tickler.
Shirley is showing more and more
perception and unerring sense of values,
but actually her swelling consciousness
includes very little of herself as a star,
a universal personality or a famous
child. She has come in point-to-point
contact with fame — but even now all it
means to her is that a lot of people like
her, which, of course, is swell. A comprehension ofthe tremendous thing as
a whole is utterly lacking.

DAINTY
IN

A

CLEANSING

COMPACT-

FOR

PADS
YOUR

PURSE

• Now you can face humid spring and summer temperatures
with a light heart, dreskin Coolies let you enjoy a clean,
cool
face— anywhere, any time. They're as easy to use as
a powder
puff— and twice as important to your appearance. . .
Coolies
are soft discs of cloth (2 inches in diameter)— scientifically
treated with dreskin, Campana's famous liquid Skin Cleanser
which has won the nation-wide acclaim of women— and the
unqualified Approval of Good Housekeeping!.. .Coolies come
in a smart-looking, green-and-ivory compact for your
purse.
And in black-and-green humidor jars for your dressing
table.
The 25-cent compact gives you a week's supply— the
jar
lasts the average woman more than two months. Usedollar
Coolies
in the midst of shopping— at the office— between dances— and
always before powdering. One Coolie pad removes stale makeup—enlivens your skin with a cool, pleasant invigoration. And
acts as a perfect base for face powder. Special Introductory
Package now available at drug and department stores —
S1.Z5 value for 98^! Remember — you owe your skin the
caution of asking for dreskin Coolies by name. Only
Coolies
give you dreskin — the safe cleanser for any type of skin.
Dreskin COOLIES -by The Makers of Italian Balm and
Dreskin

At the Hollywood premiere of "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," two little
girl friends shared the big event with
Shirley. Side by side,, they sat and
passed judgment by clapping and laughter. Shirley has a hearty laugh, easily
distinguishable in a crowd. But what
tickled Shirley often left her girl friends
cold, nor did they clap and laugh being.
cause Shirley did. The kids were relaxed. There was no suspicion of toady-

Her penchant for directness without
any frills is spreading to every fibre of
her developing character. Shirley is
not emotional, or hysterical. She has
met death. While Shirley was in Palm
Springs a while ago, "Chingie," her very
favorite Peke, got run over. On
the way
home, Mrs. Temple told Shirley the
news. Shirley listened soberly, then
turned and looked out the window of
the car in silence. She never said a
word the rest of the way home. That
night only she cried in bed, alone.
It has also bred an elementary taste.
Clothes don't concern Shirley greatly as
yet, although her new outfit for the
"Wee Willie Winkie" premiere was a
terrific thrill. But she has expressed
herself stoutly against fancy jewelry
and dresses with ruffles and bows.
Uniforms, on the other hand, intrigue
her. The Scotch kiltie get-up for "Wee
Willie Winkie" was so enchanting that
even after the company was dismissed,
Shirley begged her mother to stay on
the set so she could "drill" in it. She
had to wear it home at night.

OHIRLEY'S prim neaLiess at home
leads Mrs. Temple to predict spinstership possibilities for the little girl who
than
sweethearts
has more
doubtless
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"She is," admits Mrs. Temple, "a§

prett thoroughly before Shirley': 0.
manticy recor
d to date. For a nine-; r.
old girl, she has done all right witl «
men. Her first real "date" took ,«
last i.
summer on board the boa to
Hawai

A trembling young swain approa >d
Shirley on the deck. "Canltakey<l
the movie tonight?" he squeaked.
"Sure," smiled Shirley. That's h< jd
was.
Shirley showed up lugging pillovl
sit on so she could see. The siI
pridefully stretched his neck in ml
manner minus support
s.

Charlie Chaplin's son, Sidney, i:rf
course, a veteran swain, dating 1b
Palm Springs vacations of a coupl if
years ago. But the head man at pre it
is Robert, last name Tilden. Robers
fourteen and a polo player. He Is
close by and has the inside track on 5
rivals. Robert came across last Chi mas with a gold locket with a place r
his picture (later, he hopes) and Shi) >
retaliated with a brass horse pajjweight which she, herself, picked \.
Some people already have them man!
far
whenoff.they grow up. But that's a lii

I HERE will be much more growing 1".
learning and perceiving before Shh '
Temple develops into a real, grown)
young lady. Shirley is no longer a ba ,
but she'll be a little girl for quite a si I

She still hates to wash her neck s\
ears; she still loves to play "make 1
lieve"; she's very likely to do a f
things she's been told not to. In she
the girl Shirley is nice but normal. S
can
yet. be good, and she can also be b;
when she's
Only artful
it. now, she's a lit
about bad
more
The "Snow White" premiere, a I
event for Shirley, came just befc
Christmas. With gift problems and ho
day responsibilities whirling in her he?
along with preparations for the evenir
Mrs. Temple faced a busy day. So si
told Shirley, "Now I can't bother wi
you today. Run along and take care
yourself. And don't, for heaven's sak
muss yourself up. If you do, you car
go to the premiere tonight."
Well, Shirley sort of forgot. She n
through a rosebush and ripped an ugl
pattern of red scratches on her whi
legs. But that evening Mrs. Tempi
dressing her, noticed nothing. Nor di
the crowd at the premiere. And Shii
ley's innocent face kept her secret.
Two days later her mother took he
downtown. On the street she happene
to look down. She gasped. A criss
cross of red welts covered Shirley's leg:
Shirley bit her lip. "I guess it jus
wore off," she confessed.
She had hidden her sin. Shirley Tern
pie wasn't going to miss that premier
— not while her mother had some flesh
colored powder in the house.
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It's Romance Again for Kay Francis

I'M GOING

(Continued from page 25)

juld take a great many fingers on
d;at many hands to count those wise
nd who
were
never
publicized
as
;0s Gift to America and who are still
ia[ng from one to two thousand dolira week in Hollywood.
Sort is the life of the very best but
mis the life of the second best. . . .
} y Francis does not say it in so
words
but she believes
in it
y. She refuses to be photographed
ght clubs and restaurants, not be; she hates the photographers but
equse she does not want to get in the
ic's hair.
She refuses to be interred and air her views on everything
r the sun, not because she wants
ake it more difficult for the interers but because she is trying to
nil up her bank account.
Some day
1 that bank account of hers reaches
hi ever mark she is shooting at, she
ilmake her exit. And she will leave
ie;tudio with a smile when it would
jj'illing still to pay her four figures
vek.
not easy to write about one's dear
d but I hope I have managed to
any bias out of this thumbnail
;h of Kay Francis. You who watch
eion the screen playing those dan3Jus sirens and fatal women may not
>aze that there is nothing sirenish or
irerous about this delightful woman.
U-groomed, beautifully but disrd'tly
dressed,
shealldoes
look like
tictress,
least of
like not
a Hollywood
a) when she walks into a restaurant
lilew York or sits on the beach in
dice. You would easily take her for
jung society matron when encountffe her in a shop or at a concert.
h does not raise her voice or wear a
He collection of bracelets. She does
o!go for crazy hats or exotic coiffures.
h does not hire a liveried chauffeur,
redoes not attach three hundred doliii worth of white orchids to her
nlder. She does not travel in a priaf car or especially chartered plane.
i;hort — she does none of the things

which a "Great Star"' is supposed to do
and so many of them do.
What I like most about her is her
gorgeous sense of humor. Once — it happened in Hollywood — she rescued me
from a real disaster. I was giving a
party, my first party in Hollywood.
Everybody who is anybody in the industry was there, meaning that the
poorest guest present was getting fifteen hundred dollars a week. The
Goldwyns, the Selznicks, the Louis B.
Mayers, the Leslie Howards, the Gary
Coopers, the Fredric Marches, etc., etc.
Considering the people present and the
amount of preparations, the party
should have been a howling success.

TO A DANCE!
THAT'S WHY
I'M BATHINGWITH FRAGRANT
CASHMERE BOUQUET
SOAP...
IT'SWAY
THE
LOVELIER
TO AVOID

It wasn't. By midnight it became clear
to me that I had a flop on my hands.
What can I do? What can I do? I
wondered.
I tried everything. To no avail. Just
then Kay arrived. She took in the situation at a glance.

•^
OFFENDING.1

"Elsa," she said, "your party is a dismal failure. . . ."
"Don't I know it," I sighed. "Don't
I know it . . . but whose fault is it?"
"Yours, of course," answered Kay.
"You forgot to invite the photograph"The photographers . . . you must be
crazy . . . imagine these people being
bothered
by photographers after havers."
ing spent a whole day in front of the
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camera!"
"You'd be surprised," said Kay. "Call
up Hyman Fink immediately and plead
with him to come right away. That's
what those people came to your party
for. To be photographed by Hyman

OF BODY ODOR

Fink and see their faces in tomorrow's
newspapers. The 'Among Those Present' stuff. . . ."
Hyman Fink — God bless him — got out
of bed and arrived half an hour later.
Thirty-five minutes later things began
looking up. By one in the morning
everybody was beaming and laughing.
At 2 A. M., I discovered that I had
given the greatest party of my career.
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You'll want fo use this pure, creamywhite soap for both face and bath.

ideleine Carroll's experience in the California
od was more exciting than her new picture,
ie Adventuress," could ever be. Isolated by
dslides for four days in her Malibu beach
jse with no telephone, gas or lights, she
ally struggled with her neighbor, Director
iorge Marshall, through mud and water for
ee miles to meet
a studio
rescue
party

Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so
gentle and caressing. Yet it removes
dirt and cosmetics so thoroughly,
leaving your skin clearer, softer . . .
more radiant and alluring!

NOW

ONLY

at drug, department, ten-cent stores
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THEY BEGGED FOR INTRODUCTIONS
BUT NOBODY TOOK HER HOME

Happy Hellion

(Continued from page 64)
know what I'm in for — and I'm glad.
You're my kind of people."
He said, "From the usual standpoint,
I'll probably make the worst husband
a girl ever had. I've never been a responsible guy. Things will happen and
I'll have no answer when you ask why
they happened. If there's any need for
economy I'll save on bread and butter
to buy poker chips. We may get rich
and we may have to live in hovels — I
don't know. Only understand this.
I'll always love you. And I'll be honShe

raised her half-smiling, very

shining eyes to his. "You dope," she
murmured fiercely, "do you think I'd
have
other way?"
His you
arm any
tightened
gratefully around
her.
AMERICA celebrated the first moments of 1933 with a kind of desperate
est."
gaiety, born of the knowledge that nothing was safe and all was lost and that
the world, if it had not already ended,
was at least on its way. Don and Nora
celebrated riotously, but because they
were happy and this was a beginning
of many things.
In late January, Nora discovered suddenly that she would have a baby, and
simultaneously that motherhood would
be an effort for her. Being Nora, she
took this in stride. She couldn't make
a successful job of eating, even of
drinking a glass of water; but she could
be fed intravenously at the hospital,
with hollow glass needles. What was
science for, anyway?

Girls whose popularity
lasts never let underarm
rob them of charm!

o

"Just the girl that I've been waiting for! "
men thought when they first saw Marion.

to keep them always fresh! Redor

member, you can't be safe from
embarrassing underarm odor unless you make offense impossible.

They'd cluster around for introductions,

To be sure you're sweet always use Mum
—every day and after every bath.
MUM IS QUICK! A dab under each arm

but
they'd rarely dance more than one
dance.

takes only half a minute— protects all day
or all evening long.

For though Marion carefully bathed
and dressed, she neglected one simple

MUM

precaution— and trusted her bath alone to
keep her safe from underarm odor.
Fatal error! For underarms always
perspire, and underarm odor robs a girl
of charm! No bath can prevent this
odor! Underarms

need Mum's

AFTER-BATH

sure care

FRESHNESS

IS SAFE! Even after underarm shaving, Mum actually soothes the skin. And
you can apply Mum even after dressing. It
never harms fabrics.
MUM IS SURE! Mum does not stop healthful perspiration, but it does stop all odor!
With Mum, you'll never risk offending
those you want for friends.

SOON

FADES

WITHOUT

MUM

There was no need to worry Don
about it, she felt — he was working from
eight in the morning until midnight,
as it was, catching his fun breathlessly
in the early hours and snatching sleep
in cabs as they carted him around the
Loop from studio to studio.
Since he was still on the wagon, this
pace must be sustained by sheer nervous energy; and he needed her help.
This was not sacrificial on her part.
But it was their first year together and
her viewpoint was simple: there will
never be another year like this. Nothing on earth must spoil it. Nothing.

"Thousands of women use
Mum for SANITARY
NAPKINS because Mum
is gentle, SURE. Play
safe — always use Mum
this way, too.
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again!"
tensely,
pressure
hearing I

physician's strained voice saying:
that's the way it is get her over hi
as soon as you can.
I can't save t
baby.
I'll try to save her. But hurr
Late that afternoon, as he sat restii
eyes closed, in the hospital lobby, Nor
mother came trotting wildly in, her 1
askew, her hair in tendrils. Some o
had wired her and she had taken
train from Dubuque.
"Tell me," she whispered, shaki
him. "Tell me the worst."
"You don't have to whisper," he sa
"Everything's all right. Nora's fine a
we've a little son. Only Mary has a
"Thank God," croaked Mrs. Pande
gast. "I mean, oh God. And I'm wh
pering
because I must. I've got bro:
pendicitis."
I HE next two years were, for tl
Ameches, a discovery period. If th<
had thought at first that adjustment
marriage
would come with patien>
chitis."
and time, they found now that i;
amount of time or patience could evi,
make their marriage anything but t
perpetual riot; so they stopped try in
Once they had decided this, an almo
tangible aura of good humor settk
over the fourteen-room barn.
There were the two years, then, syr(
thesized of separate incidents and sma
memorable occurrences. These are ir
delible in Don's mind; the first fan lei
ters from women listeners, offering (
marry him; the oil burner that ex;
ploded religiously in icy weather, spray,
ing grease over assembled radio official
invited for dinner; the colored coupl,
leaving because of the fourteen room
and anyway because they were goin.
crazy in this loony asylum; and July
and
the long
Bermuda
. . . delayed honeymoon t!
In the fall Don's fan mail increaseo
and so did his salary. They bought sil
ver foxes that year, and a new car, an<,
raised the ante at the inevitable poke
parties, and went to the Derby B\
Churchill Downs, where Don lost con-,
race.
sistently until Uncle Les ran the las

fourteen rooms. "Well," he told Nora
complacently, "it'll be a change, any-

windows, grinning like a farmer, to re-,
port that he had made all their ex-,
penses and ten dollars; Nora saic

They had imported Mary, Nora's sister, to help with the moving; but five
minutes after the van drivers had
dropped their trunks in the living room
and departed, the child looked suddenly
sick
and crumpled into the nearest
way."
chair. "It was that tour of the town

breathlessly she was glad he'd won, be-,
cause she'd just discovered she was going to increase the population again
And in December of 1935 she did, by
one male infant at seven pounds.
But before that another thing

Don took me on last night," she explained miserably. "We were up all

shape the course of his life beyond reason, came about.
Bored at last with their house, they
had taken a cottage at Wooster Lake,
where Don did the cooking and, in

clutched his head

with both

hands. "I'm not worth a darn, either,"
he admitted. "Nora, just let's everynight."
But she was staring hard at Mary.
finally.body go to bed."
"I'm going to call a doctor," she said

embarrassment!

outA ofmoment
it. Calllater
that Don
doctor
sat
knuckles
white with the
their hold on the telephone,

IN October they decided to move. Don
spent a frantic afternoon searching, at
last impatiently pointed to an address
on the real estate man's list of rentals,
wrote a check, signed a lease, and went
dashing off to the rehearsal he was late
for. He woke the next morning to find
that he had taken a house miles from
the center of town, and that it had

Don

Avoid

trunk must be opened, this clo
scrubbed ... In the midst of the lat
task she paused, a listening express
on her face. Then stood up and wi
over to the sofa.
"Don," she said urgently. "Don, sr

Mary had acute appendicitis. When
the ambulance had taken her away
Nora threw a comforter over her snoring husband and set to work.
This

Don came hiking back from the paj

destined to distort his future and re-:

spare time, acted as salesman for the
place to prospective buyers. For this
service the rent was halved, a godsend
since the Ameche budget was taut
again; and he was shrewd. Solemnly
he offered all comers $50 if they could
find the bathroom— and because this
was an alcove hidden behind a wall;
panel, no one ever bought the cottage.

1 here was always the danger that
ra'might suddenly emerge through
Ell and spoil everything.

manded, "but anyway leave tonight."
An exultant note crept into his voice.
"The Ameches are moving to Califor-

vis after one of these narrow ese. as the visitor went muttering
Wo his car, that Don pulled Nora
tr sofa beside him and began, for
!st time since their marriage, to
: his career and the future of it.
eilways waited for things to hapi me," he told her, "and always
pj.ave. Until now. For two years

Sonia . .she
." filled her teeth with wax,
gathered up two baby beds and half a
can opener, for some forgotten reason,
and the children, and left that evening.
And in two days and three nights she
came into the Promised Land with her
household intact, if meager; and that
land was abundant with milk and honey
and contracts. Ameche housed his
flock in a Colonial Beverly Hills house
and fed them and clothed them, and
there — after offering up thanksgiving —
they were content.

rhing's been coasting — and I can't
eihat. Radio has its limitations. I
Ho get into the big time."
iejeyes questioned his. "I thought —
■ Hollywood," he said in answer.
hj nodded. "But you don't know
up. You've
dig inthings
out and
j | go your
cbn
faith
love, in life, in
riuck. What'll you do?"
Fi!t go and ask for a test, I suppose."
slrugged. "It's September — getting
I How'd you like a little trip to
ifrnia?"
cji shook her head. "Thanks. But
,']|do better alone."
eivas off, characteristically, within
lur, leaving the cottage in a sham; rom packing and Nora standing
n among the debris; but around
louth were lines from grinning
: ;r eyes were proud, for him.
[ro-Goldwyn-Mayer had heard of
i iecause of radio, made the test,
n;ed in courteous refusal; but bes e left Hollywood an agent named
lb Frank looked him up . . . and,
Dj:ember, Frank flew East, stopping
J Chicago to pick up Don. "In
vlYork," Frank said, "we'll make
H>r — for Twentieth-Century Fox
; me. And its going to be good!"
; /as. Don called Nora from his
npttan hotel, and when he turned
rthe phone to face Frank his face
:i mingled laughter and triumph.
iffalways has to be best," he said
tl! "I told her I'd just signed a
fact to be a movie actor and do
iknow what she topped it with?
: aid she'd just presented me with
iter son."
"ink snorted. "You don't need an
1" he said. "All you need is a rabS|OOt."

■rest of his life, until now, is in
rjpect a legible, clearly remembered
iil only because it is so close; surely
r;has been no time for sensations or
■is to record themselves deeply in
emory, no chance for analysis or
dht or even for detached inspection
h reactions. Later, when HollyI is past, the years of 1936 and '37
liis first part of 1938 will be remote
iunreal, because of the blinding
I at which they were living — but
mithe pattern is bright, interwoven
tl fragmentary sensations, with imsmlities made, by the magic of this
age Town, to seem plausible, con!1

rare was coming West alone, in
I March after the second baby was
rj—because that baby was ill and
1 must stay; and a suite in a HollyI hotel, because you never knew
it these things, and the first feel of
I -up again after so many years, and
epening scenes on the set with disking cameras whirring, and the
Sis, and Mr. Ameche, we have deal you warrant a double role in this
ii plenty of plugging; and the end of
Sh; and Long Distance, get me Chiut I can't come now," Nora lisped
im across two thousand miles of
p. "I've got one tooth out and holes
:teen others, on account of inlays.
I got to be back at the dentist's in
i an hour, and it's a two weeks' job."
et temporary fillings," Don com-

atrndt.. in Love \
"SPRING

AGAIN... AND IM

BLUE AGAIN... SUE , WHY
DONT MEN LIKE ME ?"

There was "Sins of Man," announcing Don's debut, which, if it did little
for the studio coffers, at least did much
for Don. "Ramona" followed it, and
that was better: people went to see it,
remarked the dark, appealing man who
played the Indian, heard his voice on
the "First Nighter" program which had
conveniently moved to Hollywood for
his sake, and began writing letters and
more letters, until, in 1937, his fan mail
was rivaling Shirley Temple's, and
Darryl Zanuck had given him a new
contract, and the die of his exciting
future was irretrievably cast.
I HE late sun, streaming past the
breakers to touch the beach, was warm;
it was February of 1938, California's
dead-of-winter, but the Ameches were
still tourists enough to believe the advertisements — wherefore they were
alone, and the shore was empty. Don
put one arm over his eyes to shut out
the glare and murmured lazily to the
sky, " 'Old Chicago' and 'Happy Landing' are cleaning up. I think Alexander's Ragtime Band' will be box-office,
too. Things've turned out all right,
haven't they?"
Nora pushed herself to her elbows
and looked down at him. "I'm going to
call you the Spirit of '29," she proclaimed. "There's something flamboyantly prosperous about you." Then she
chuckled. "Can this be degenerating
into an analytical discussion?"
He said, "You're happy, aren't you."
It was a statement.
"You know that."
"I've changed a little, I think," Don
added after a time. "Being twenty-nine
has done it. I've got a sort of yen to
build our house on that hilltop we
own, and get the kids into school, and —
well, stop batting around so much.
Maybe after I get settled you won't have
to keep holding yourself ready for anything to happen after six o'clock in the
afternoon. After all, the Jazz Age is
over. These are serious times, and we
should respond by being responsible
citizens."
"You're absolutely right," Nora said
gravely.
"Tonight," he told her, getting up in
a final sort of way, "I'm going to read
a good book. Life has hit me in the
face, and I am developing Judgment."
They walked slowly up the beach to
their car.
At four o'clock the next morning
Nora woke because the lights had gone
suddenly on, saw Don standing beside
the bed completely dressed; a familiar
glint was in his eye. "Come on," he
said. "It's a beautiful night. We can
be in Palm Springs for sunrise — and
there's going to be a big shindig at the
Racquet Club tomorrow evening."
"But — responsible citizens — " Nora
muttered wildly, "judgment — serious
times . . ."
"What are you talking about?" Don
stared at her, puzzled.
She jumped out of bed then, laughing happily. "All right," she said. "But
you almost had me scared for a while
this afternoon!"

MADELEINE

CARROLL

starring in the Walter W anger-United Artists picture "The
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NOW YOU CAN BE SURE your skin, your hair,
your eyes look their loveliest, because you're
following Nature's color plan for you! Stage
and screen stars, beauty editors, fashion ex-

perts endorse Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup. Thousands of women who have tried it
agree it's the way to immediate new beauty.
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Boos and Bouquets
(Continued from page 4)
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LET THEM COME

THIRD PRIZE— $5.00

numberless glamour girls who wj

O. K. VANDERBILT

give their best mink to be seen -k
him. In his several years in Hollywl
Bob's name has been linked roma.

Bouquets to a magazine that, regardless of the unpleasant comments and
criticism it is subjected to, will publish
articles such as Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Jr., writes. Considering that a very
large percent of the people depend almost entirely on what they read for
their knowledge of Hollywood and its
stars, it is only fair that they should
have more plain unvarnished truth and
less hooey. I sincerely believe you could
pick men and women from the streets
at random and, after a publicity man
did his stuff, their biographies would be
just as colorful and romantic as the
most exciting stars of today.
There has been quite a lot written by
Mr. Vanderbilt about Hollywood manners. As the stars are gathered from
every walk of life, it stands to reason
that a lot of them may not be tops in

cally with the name of only two g:;
Irene Hervey, and, currently, Barla
Stanwyck. And be it noted that nei r
of these ladies is famous or notor s
for glamour and ummph, but rathei j
refinement and character. Wou! |

culture — but what of it? It's nothing
to be ashamed of and surely nothing to

Made thrilling by acute action, (
bellished with the arcanum of ac

get mad about.
I am not one of your Fifth Avenue
Four Hundred but one of the millions
you see each day going about his work,
and, as there are not many of us who
are able to visit Hollywood and see for
ourselves what they do and what they

and imbued with strength, "In Old C
cago" becomes an unforgettable scr
event, and sets a high mark for fut
films to shoot at.
The scenes of the burning city |

don't do, please continue to give us the
same good reading and a lot more writing from the pen of Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.
Wallace Reid Whatley,
Birmingham, Ala.

$1.00 PRIZE
REMEMBER THE NINETEENTH
AMENDMENT
In the picture "Rosalie," two thirds
of Eleanor Powell's tap dances were
completely spoiled for me, because, in
two of her three dance numbers, she
appeared attired in trousers.
Now, any woman in masculine clothing is most "un"-charming to me. And,
to have a feminine-looking woman like
Eleanor Powell follow this disgusting
fad, spoils her good dancing for me.
In the picture previous to "Rosalie,"
Eleanor danced every one of her numbers dressed in men's clothing. So I am
still hopeful that the studio will see to it

DO

you still let pain take precedence to pleasure certain days each month? Do you

still let the calendar regulate your life — giving up enjoyment and giving in to suffering
which you think is unavoidable?
If you do, you should know that doctors have discovered severe or prolonged periodic
functional pain is not natural to most women.

And

discovered it is not necessary. For unless there is some

that thousands of women

have

organic disorder demanding a

physician's or surgeon's attention, Midol helps most women

who try it.

that Eleanor's next picture will show
her as she really is — a truly feminine
woman as well as a truly great dancer.
Elizabeth J. Moore,
Asheville, N. C.

$1.00 PRIZE
TWO

MINKS. WE THINK

I have a great deal of wholesome and
hearty respect for Robert Taylor — said
admiration arising, conversely, from the
fact that he is definitely not the Great
Lover his publicity department would

Why not give Midol a chance to help you — to render those dreaded days of
have us believe. At least, he doesn't
menstruation as carefree as any other? Midol is offered for this sole purpose. It acts work at it outside of office hours.
In a town whose inhabitants are noted
quickly. In all but unusual instances it brings relief. Many women declare they have
for their penchant for changing partners
no pain at all, or even discomfort, since they learned to rely on Midol.
with their moods, Bob has shown an
amazing constancy and stability, despite

that
bespeak something for Bob's V
character?
Anent all this tommyrot regarding?
inadvisability of his marrying — lit
Bob: long after you're married, a fa I
and even a grandfather, I'll still hi
line before a box office waiting to ]
your pictures, on account of I til
you're a swell fella!
Mrs.
H. McClendon,
Albuquerque,
N. I]!

$1.00 PRIZE
"IN OLD CHICAGO"

accompanying terror, tragedy and si
den death are so realistic and comp
ing that one actually forgot the sn'
ness of his comfortable theater &
Most impressive is the fact that 1
Alices step out of their usual in:
roles and emerge as superlative sti
whose acting is ample prediction t
their screen careers have really just
gun. Alice Brady did not merely pi
tray a role, she created a characte
Mrs. O'Leary — a feat seldom acco
plished by a film actress. Alice Faye
Belle, the glamorous dance-hall g
proves she not only has trained to
and a tantalizing voice, but the talc
and vitality — the very soul of an actn
Mrs. Niles Egglestat,
Milford, N. Y

$1.00 PRIZE
WELCOME

TO WEAVER

With the coming of spring, new sere
personalities burst forth with all t
freshness of the season. In this dr
matic array of seasonal fiourishme
allow me to raise my voice in praise f
certain animated "twig snapping." Tl
Marjorie Weaver is certainly a "sna
ping twig." Never have I seen a rar
bit of exhilarated acting on the sere'
than that executed by Miss Weaver
"Second Honeymoon."
Into an atmosphere too heavi
charged with sophistication (thanks
Tyrone Power and Loretta Young
came this charming, simple, living po
trayal from Marjorie Weaver, thus gi'
ing perfect balance to a scene othe
wise lacking in naturalness. I am n
ferring, of course, to the dinner party
which scene Miss Weaver made hi,
vivacious appearance. My complimen
to a good actress.
Harold S. Etter,
Shippensburg, Pa.

NEXT

When the calendar says "quiet", let Midol help
you "carry on". Instead of favoring yourself, let
Midol take care of the pain. A few Midol tablets
should see you comfortably through your worst day.
Drugstores have Midol on the counter in convenient
purse-size tins.
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A NEW
YOUR

DRUGGIST'S

DAY

FOR

BILL

POWELL

BY
RUTH
WATERBURY
The author of this story knows William Powell well. She presents
the actor in a new light — the changed code of a changed man

The Kid Speaks About Marriage
T

(Continued jrom page 23)

I alahad has turned into a Don
nj His name has been linked with
rjyoung picture girl on the loose.
aca hunch it wasn't all on the up
11. He just isn't the type. But I
i iat in the back of my head and
lited my ears.
[ -pn't get married," began Wayne,
case I can't. I haven't the money.
a\n't the security. I don't know
jril'U have it, either. Maybe in
itwe years."
CY Morris Five-Year Plan," I inter3d "That right?"
W said Wayne. "That's wrong. I
tlnake plans. Where would I be
ijjif I'd had plans — and had folic them? I wouldn't be here eatluch in this studio, that's a cinch,
iij I certainly never had the movifmy plans. So — no plans. But
jai this. I'd bet a tall stack of chips
n still free, white and single five
rom now. That's almost in the
Is Look —
'it," Wayne stacked some sugar
sion the table cloth for emphasis,
CB this business I'm in. Acting,
a uncertain as the weather. How
how I'll really click solidly as an
r I might be just a flash in the
: I might be a three or five-picture
I (id then fade out like a light. I
ili't be the first one in Hollywood."
!•' I admitted.
bright," warmed up Wayne, "when
lit through in pictures, you're usu(irough. How do I know that I
i'|be wondering where my next
1[ coming from in a year or two?
as a doctor, or lawyer, or busirm, it might be different. I could
iDn reasonably sure progress. But
4 — they're fickle.
W said Wayne, adding some more
ijcubes,
"I the
figure
have to
have
A stake in
bankI'd before
I could
lihink about marriage. Twenty or
tjthousand dollars — maybe a little
J Something to bank on in case
(bptions miss the boat.
:on't
ere
I the
I on

make much money now. I
are plenty of young fellows
world who cash a lot bigger
Saturday night than I do.

ad a great break, and I'm not
jig. But I'm not getting rich, either.
pt a long-term contract with Ballses along the line. But I figure
b some time before I'm really in
lips — enough to get married and
i married.
And
that's
another

*[?TE
knocked
stacklittle
of
i cubes
with adown
flick the
of his
\. He'd been smiling a little, off
fn, with that absolutely inimitable
(-canyon grin that pulls his eyes
{t shut. Now he ironed his face
jraight.
'\ybe I'm a little old-fashioned," he
''but I've got my ideas about mars' and they aren't what you'd call
wood ideas, either. I mean, when
married I want it to be for keeps;
'narriage, one girl — see? I want
it right, I want about fifteen kids,"
e wrinkled his face again, "well, a
anyway; and a home and all the
[ that goes with the real thing.
: I'm too sentimental?"
look my head,
lon't either," agreed Wayne.
"But
chance have I got for that now?
wenty-three. Priscilla's nineteen.
! both in Hollywood — both in pic— both just starting. We wouldn't
time to work at being married.
e both got careers on our minds.

FRESHNESS!

"Things might be different if we were
both established, if we had some foundation in this business. It isn't," Wayne
hastened to add, "that I think either one
of us is too young to get married. Although," he compromised, "there are a
lot of things I'd like to do before I really
settled down. I want to go to Europe,
around the world. Not paying my way,
but working in the boat crew. That,"
said Wayne, "is the only way to have

.that's what the world wants
in Movie Stars.. and Cigarettes

anyI said
fun."he couldn't do that now.
The Morris lower lip jutted out.
"Why not? I went to Australia that
I said, "But you're famous now."
"Nuts!" replied Wayne Morris. "But
way."
as I was saying — I believe in young
marriages. I believe in having kids early,
so they can grow up with you and pal
around while you're still young. My
father was much older than I was and
I think it's harder for kids and their
dads to have fun together when they're
too far apart in years."
One of his best pals, Wayne said,
Johnny Davis, a young contract player
at Warners', is married and very happy.
Wayne hangs around at Johnny's house
a lot with his other constant sidekick,
Bill Parker. Bill has a term ticket at
Warners', too. All three of them keep
up on their golf, tennis, bowling and
stuff together. At night, they go into
frequent poker huddles at the home of
Johnny and his wife. It's always dangerous stuff for bachelors to come in
close contact with married bliss.
"But," Wayne hastened to point out,
"Johnny and his wife knew each other
almost all their lives before they got
married. Johnny went with her eight
years and spent four of them trying to
get her to say, 'Yes.' People who get
married ought to know each other for
a long time."
WAYNE MORRIS

Her freshness wins fresh honors
A favorite of the London stage, Ida
Lupino's freshness caught the eye of a
Paramount talent scout. Then Hollywood and stardom in "The Gay Desperado," "Anything Goes," "Artists and
Models," "One Rainy Afternoon,"
"Fight for Your Lady. "And the freshness
of this young star wins fresh applause 1

and Priscilla Lane

haven't known each other too long. They
met first on the lot at Warner Brothers
when Priscilla was making '"Varsity
Show." Later, Warners cast Wayne and
Priscilla together in "Love, Honor and
Behave." Wayne was assigned the delicate task of mopping up the floor with
Priscilla. The scenario called for him
to paste her around, sock her with a
book, spank her with a steak and generally maul and maltreat her in one of
those roughhouse boy-tames-naughtygirl sequences currently faddish on the
screen.
Wayne did. He's built like an ox,
you know, and sweeping tiny little Priscilla around the set was a left-handed
cinch. The next thing he knew he had
tumbled for her like a load of coal.
And vice versa. Which just goes to
show that love laughs at a lot of things
besides locksmiths. Rough stuff, for instance.
It was a swell romantic setup— the
kind Hollywood likes best — a set romance, blooming right underneath arc
lights and booms and mikes, powder
and grease paint.
They held hands between scenes and
whispered in the corners of the sound
stage. They tagged off together daily
for lunch and sat toying with food in
the commissary and gazing moonstruck

going stale is the most
feard ofnightm
The
are that keeps
dreade
half of Hollywood

awake.

For the

brightest star becomes a falling star
. . . once freshness fades.
That's equally true of cigarettes.
Staleness often makes a "has been"
of a cigarette that ought to be in the
prime of stardom. Staleness can transform the mildest tobacco into a harsh
irritant. It can rob a good cigarette
of all flavor and fragrance.
That's why we run no risks with
our delightful young star . . . Old Gold.
Every pack of Double-Mellow
Old Golds carries its own freshness

TUNE

right with it . . . doubly sealed-in by
two jackets of stale-proof Cellophane.
At the peak of freshness, wherever
and whenever

you smoke

it, every

Old Gold gives a perfect performance in the role of America's most
appealing cigarette. The price of one
pack admits you to this year's biggest smoking hit . . . the "Old Gold
Freshies of '38".

OcitgOarGetofo
tes

IN on Old Gold's Hollywood

Screenscoops, every Tuesday and Thursday night,
Columbia Network, Coast-to-Coast

into each other's eyes. They drove off
the lot together, took motor trips on
holidays and bought penny postcards
for the cast.
They showed up some nights at the
Trocadero and at the Beverly-Wilshire.
They had cocktails at the Hollywood
Knickerbocker.
They teamed up at the
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Warner Club party. Wayne had it bad,
and still has, for that matter.
This past Christmas he was fretting
about what to give Priscilla. Somebody suggested a set of records.
"Oh, no," vetoed Wayne, "and have
other guys sitting around playing 'em?
Nothing doing!"
IT took Hollywood gossips a long time
to comprehend that something was
really going on there, because — well —
Wayne,
afterup"Kid
Galahad," had
worked right
himself
a reputation
for
playing the field. The list of stars he'd
been beauing around reached from Burbank to Culver City and back again by
way of Westwood Hills and Hollywood.
Nobody took the boy seriously.
Every day you seemed to read about
a new cutie basking in the warmth of
his seemingly wandering affections. Not
that you could blame Wayne. Why
shouldn't a big, handsome, wide-awake
young twenty-three-year old have his
share of fun in the flower garden of
beautiful buds that is Hollywood when
the gates are swung open?
However —
"Are you sure," I ventured cautiously
in this vein, "that one reason you won't
get married isn't that you treasure
your freedom with the — uh — ladies, I
Wayne Morris narrowed his eyelids
and that piano-key grin split his wide
face with crafty pleasure.
"I've been waiting for that one," he
mean — " "What ladies? I'm a Lothario,
cracked.
you say — all right, go ahead and break
myI romances
instance — "
mentioned down.
EleanorForPowell.
"We

went to the Troc once," confessed Wayne. "It was the first time
I'd ever been there. It was Eleanor's
birthday. We had two or three more
dates.
Never any romance.
Next?"
I mentioned Lana Turner, Nan Grey,
about.
Jane Bryan and some others I'd read
"Me, too," said Wayne. "I read about
Alice Faye and me, and, of course, I
never took her out in my life. She was

QUAKER

engaged; she's married now. I read
about Jane Bryan right after 'Kid Galahad.' Same thing. I even read where
I was rushing Leah Ray around — and
I've never met her yet! That leaves
Lana Turner and Nan Grey. Well, I
went with Lana a long time ago, and

STOCKINGS

I've just met Nan a couple of times.
re?" your
I said.
So "Whe
— there's
ladies' man for you — "

Perhaps you don't believe stockings can be "thrill-

"You see," said Wayne, "it's not me —
it's just Hollywood. I'm probably the
most unspectacular guy in the world.
I live with my folks, save my dough.
I hardly ever go around to the night
spots. I go over to the Elks Club every
once in a while for a game with the

ing". Picture a sheer silk texture that hugs and
flatters leg contour, slenderizes ankles, gives that
young, sleek, exciting effect. Wouldn't you call
that thrilling? Well, it's the effect you can get in
Quaker stockings. Try them. 79c to $1.65 at good
stores everywhere.

QUAKER

HOSIERY

COMPANY,

330 FIFTH AVENUE,
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AT HOME

VOU can now make at home a
■*■ better gray hair remedy than
you can buy, by following this
simple recipe : To half pintof
water add one ounce bay rum,
\ a small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce
of glycerine. Any druggist
can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little
cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired
is obtained. Barbo imparts color to streaked,
or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
years off your looks. It will not color the
is not sticky or greasy and does not rub off.

KEEPING
By

BERNARR

boys — yeah, I'm an Elk. But most of
the time I'm playing cards with some
of my pals. In the daytime, whether
I'm working or not, I'm usually hanging around the lot here, nosing around.
I want to be a director some day. Why,
I've only been here about a year, but I
bet a guy who's been here ten years
five bucks that I knew more people on

NEW

YORK

FIT

You will find this book the most useful
and the most helpful of any in your library
— valuable beyond words because of the information and facts it contains. It is indeed
a great household guide to health. A handbook which tells you what and how to do
in fighting disease and ill health. And the
vital, essential health information is not
for you alone, but for every member of your
family as well.
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anything else he'd done.
"This Casanova stuff may

be great

publicity," decided Wayne Morris, "but
it's strictly the bunk, if you want the
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the lot than he did — and I won it!"
He seemed prouder of that than of

PAID
Inc.
York City

right then," I said, "how about
real"Allticket."
this romance? Are you sure it isn't all
just publicity, too?"
I HERE have been plenty of rumors
around that Wayne Morris and Priscilla
Lane are that way for benefit of the
press, their pictures and dear old Warner Brothers. Wayne, some say, really
has never forgotten Lana Turner and
Priscilla's heart is supposed to beat far,

far away in the East.
I reminded hi
of all this.
Wayne looked like he might tear tl
tablecloth, and possibly me, too, in
confetti. "Hey!" he yelped. "What
this? Do I look like the kind of a g\
who'd spend his nights, noon hours ar
free afternoons with a girl just so tl
studio might make a few extra buck;
Do you think Priscilla would put t
with a mugg like me unless she like:
me a little — for a few cracks in tl
I said it had been done before.
"Sure," agreed Wayne, "but it's bee
found out, too. But try and show thj
one up! I haven't been out with any
body but Priscilla since we started g<
ing together. Neither has she. Lookmaybe
the gossip columns got a few e)
papers?"
tra lines out of this business becaui
we happened to hit it off first, on tl
set. But that hasn't got anything to c
with it, never did and never will." H
big, wide face was as sober as a judge'
"The whole thing is like this," sai
Wayne. "I like Priscilla a lot; she's tl
first girl I've ever cared for that muc
I think she likes me, too. We're bot
young, we've been thrown together
lot and we like it. But, just as I tol
you, that's all there can be to it nov
for a lot of reasons, and you don't kno;
I KNEW one, though, that he hadn
them all."
mentioned. Priscilla's folks are dea
set against any sort of marriage — wit
Wayne Morris or anyone else, rig!
now.
In fact, they won't hear of it.
They're crazy about Wayne. The
like him because he's clean and whole
some and young and grand compan
for Priscilla. They like him becaus:
he's no night-club hound, because hj
doesn't drink, because he doesn't keei
Priscilla out late, because he likes t
spend most of his time with her out cl
doors. In short, he's the tailor-mad,
boy friend for a girl who's just startinj
a tough career and wants eagerly tj
make a name for herself. All the Lanj
girls have spent long years preparing
for their show world breaks. Nov,
they've got to make them count.
"I hope we can go on like this for .,
long time," said Wayne, a little wistj
fully, and with as honest a face as IVu
ever seen. "But I'm not kidding my
self. I know what happens to thesi
drawn-out affairs when you can't d<;
anything about it. The odds are alj
against them.
"Maybe this is just a kind of younj'
love anyway," he conceded. "Maybe i
isn't the real thing, even if it does seen:
like it now to me. A few months certainly ought to tell. Priscilla and t
aren't making any more pictures together. She went right into 'Cowboy
From Brooklyn' the day 'Men Are Such,
Fools' finished up. It looks like J'U
start 'The Sucker' in a few days and;
after that they've got 'Kit Carson' lined;
up for me. There's no part for Pris-,
cilia intime
either
of those, and they'll take
some
to make.
"If," sighed Wayne, "absence on the
lot makes the heart grow fonder, then
I'll know about it pretty soon, won't I?
"If it means out of sight, out of mind.
I guess I'll catch on quick, too. All Ii
can say is that right now I'm still ring-;
ing that doorbell of nights and, believe
me,Whereupon
I still like
it!" Morris cracked his
Wayne
face wide open again and eased up out
of his chair. "Of course," he said, over
his shoulder, "that's just how J feel
about it. I can't speak for Priscilla.
Maybe you'd better double-check with
So I did.
She said as far as she was concerned
she thought
thing there. Wayne

really had some-

Can the Gable-Lombard Love Story Have
a Happy Ending?
(Continued jrom page 18)
ljhimself to be perfect in one role, in
n| scene.
id he really love this woman, Jo;j ine Dillon, Hollywood asks, and did
ureally love him? Was there more
i^rnal than wifely feeling in her?
dark was twenty-two when he mare her. He was twenty-nine when
I obtained her divorce. Mrs. Gable
a in Los Angeles then. Clark was in
e York. He had arrived in that city
jtr a long tour of the south. He was
ieing in "Machinal," and he had met
h|j Langham, a wealthy divorcee from
eltucky, whose brother was in the
is; of the play.
Sarce had Josephine divorced him
b Clark married Rhea Langham.
il Josephine, Rhea was much older
£ her husband. They came west on
£, honeymoon. Clark was playing a
B in "The Last Mile." Hollywood
W him a little more recognition on
isecond visit. M-G-M gave him a
ftn test. Eventually he appeared
it Norma Shearer in "A Free Soul."
Irs. Gable, who loves society, entered lavishly, did all in her power to
impany her husband into the hectic
Hof Hollywood, and to keep pace
I him as he walked through the
ft of the light that plays on movie
U. Hollywood has a way of lionizg';he star, and ignoring his family —
fcially if the family does not "bell" Yet Mrs. Gable attained the "inb'circle" in her own right,
lid, for a time, all seemed as merry
; wedding bell.
LRK

and Carole met in 1932 when

I were selected to play in "No Man
ier Own."
l'th were married then; and apparbr happily married. There wasn't
itfaintest suspicion of any romantic
itihment between the two, though
it clowned together continually,
"ley were just having a lot of fun
igther, and everybody who watched
iti had fun with them. Either Clark
r Carole always had some new gag,
De new joke to spring. Where either
B there was bound to be spontaneity,
llhter, honest enjoyment.
:Jwas not until Jock Whitney's "gag
By," on Feb. 7, 1936, that Carole and
Irk took any serious interest in each
II r.

!>well had become just a friend by
u time. Columbo was dead. JosephliDillon was gone into obscurity. And
ta Gable had left her husband and
o: to New York.
!,ie had left him once before, it was
K, but later had come back to Hollyred. Everything had been well again
)]Ja time in the home of the Gables.
J then everything was wrong again.
Ik and his wife had definitely seprjed. There had been some attempts
) ffect a property settlement, it was
M, but the terms of the settlement
'is in dispute.
le Whitney party was held at noon,
r the guests were requested to ape' in formal evening clothes. Carole
£ herself carried into the Whitney
eience on a stretcher.
ie guests rushed to her, horrort ken, thinking she had been injured
lid found her laughing at them.
ie gag appealed to Gable. It atr ted him to Carole more than any».g else had done. And, somehow,
-: Ae felt the attraction as much as
uiid.
ie following
week, on St. Valen-

tine's Day, she sent him the queerest
valentine any man ever received.
It was nothing but a Model T Ford,
dug up from a prehistoric burying
ground, or enticed from a museum — a
battered, shattered, tattered, and bespattered wreck of an auto.
It was horribly ancient, and terribly
vulgar, and exquisitely unattractive. It
had rheumatism in all its joints. It exhibited every symptom of St. Vitus'
dance when it was in motion. Its glass
was cracked, its fenders bent and
gnarled and warped and torn and
twisted into fantastic shapes. Its upholstery was mouldy and shredded. It
had been patched and repatched, and
the naked springs stuck through it here
and there. Its paint had flaked off in
places.
It was the most disreputable car in
all the modern world. But it was covered with painted hearts, and so it was
a valentine, unique and precious.
Much thought had gone into it, much
bright laughter, and a great deal of
tenderness.
And Gable loved it.
He drove it over to Carole's home,
and insisted on taking her out immediately for a ride. Carole consented
gladly, and the two went bumping,
galumphing, limping, jerking, wheezing,
and blowing out great clouds of odorous
vapors, down the principal thoroughfares of Hollywood to the immaculate
Trocadero.
I HAT'S a long time ago — two years and
more — a very long time for lovers to
wait. Thus far, time has held no threat
to their romance. But, if the years pile
up, and the hope of their marrying
pales, may not their ardor and their
passion languish and die?
Love never dies, says another old
saw.
Many a super-epic in the films has
preached
the the
sermon
love's
eternity;
and one of
first of
love
stories
ever
written deals with the timelessness of
a man's affections. This is the story of
Jacob who worked seven years for Laban, on the promise of winning his
daughter Rachel. When the years were
done Laban made a wedding feast. But
the bride was not Rachel; she was Leah,
Rachel's elder sister. Leah the tendereyed, the cross-eyed. Jacob worked another week of years for the girl he
loved.
Will Carole and Clark wait seven
years if they must? And another seven
thereafter if circumstances so compel
them?
Who can say?
Love never dies?
Stories in every newspaper every day
indicate that love dies many deaths.
Carole's love for William Powell died.
Clark's love for Josephine died. His
love for Rhea is dying, if, it be not dead.
This story has never been written before. It isn't fully written now. Time
is writing it. Time will furnish its climax and its end. It may be one of the
deepest tragedies, one of the most
poignant romances of Hollywood. The

ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

fans can only watch and wait, "with
malice toward none; with charity for
all" the principal characters.
How will the drama end? Will one
of the lovers forsake the other? Will
they both, someday, regard the cold
ashes of their love, and sigh a little? Or
will they wait patiently, chins up, brave
smiles painted on their faces, never flagging in their romance?
True love never runs smooth?
Perhaps it never does.
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says Hattie Carnegie

(Continued from page 21)
show world believes in faithfulness in
marriage, honesty in relationship between husband and wife. She abides by
her beliefs.
Her favorite expression at all times is,
"Well, I'm on the Lord's side."
Arthur Treacher:

4

The old bromide of when is a butler
not a butler can be answered in only
one way — when he's Arthur Treacher
("Pip" Treacher to his friends).
Actually he began in movies playing
a gentleman. But the six-foot-four
Englishman in full evening regalia
promptly bumped his head on the overmicrophone
read
his lines hanging
for the
goose and
egg couldn't
on his brow.

Spring! New Clothes! New harmonizing nail enamel
shades by Revlon. "'Lancer' for blues— 'Tartar' with
greys," advises Hattie Carnegie, internationally famous
stylist. That solves your nail enamel problem. And— there
are 19 other fashion-right Revlon shades— 21 in all. . . .
Smart busy women now demand
Revloii because it wears better. Lasts

So they demoted him to adenoidy, archnosed butlers. Which he doesn't mind
playing at all.
A bachelor, he lives in an Englishtype annex to a rabbit warren in the
country; plays a very tired game of tennis but simply goes to town on squash
which he plays with Buck, the colored
locker attendant at the Athletic Club.
The combination of Buck and Pip,
waist-deep in a game of squash, is just
one of those things, that's all.
After four years of service in the War,

gaveandwaybecame,
to thoseof old
boy's
.^longer. Saves time. Get Revlon today. he
urges
all choir
outrageous
To streamline your nails protect litem
against splitting with PKOLOiX
00^
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Sylvia
of Hollywood
Now

Reveals

How

You

Can

Acquire the Beauty of the
Screen Stars
You have always wanted to be
beautiful . . . attractive . . . glamorous. Now you can be ! For the very
same methods which the famous;
stars of the screen and stage use to
acquire and maintain their beauty
are now revealed by Sylvia of Hollywood in her best seller, No More
Alibis.
Madame

Sylvia is the personal

beauty adviser to Hollywood's most
brilliant stars. It is she who guards
and preserves the exquisite charms
smooth line from bust-tois just as important nowadays as is the
Auplifted
Maiden
"longbrassieres bosom.
mould your
figureForm's
perfectly
to
requirements. The style shown
here is "Intimo" which so cleverly emphasizes the natural
"dividing line" — SI. 50 to $2.50.
"Remold" corrects
"pendulous" breasts by
means of an uplifting
inner "shelf." As
shown, or with deep
band — $1.50 to $3.00.
Send for free Style
Booklet P: Maiden
Form Brassiere Co.,
Inc., New York, N. Y.

waist
wellline"
these
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things for Treacher, a chorus boy. But
the trouble was if he kicked straight up
he knocked over the props. If he kicked
out, the little blonde in the row ahead
landed flat on her face.
It was a dog's life really. So he became a stock player all over England
and then on to New York and the stage
— at long, in-between intervals. Tried
out once for radio, reading a love scene.
The sound man had to be carried from
his box screaming with hysterics.
Pip's feelings were hurt.
Tested out for movies, too, but the
director took one look and snarled,
"Where did you get that Adam's apple?"
Pip's feelings were crushed.
And for weeks he practically strangled himself trying to swallow his Big
Apple.
Landed in Hollywood and went into
a co-operative theater project where
everyone shared the profits, only there
were seldom any profits. All six feet
four of him seemed caved in at once.
It was a fine how-do-you-do, indeed,
until casting directors began noticing
him (as if they could miss him) and
business picked up.

He's considered Hollywood's A-l
gourmet. According to local restaurateurs, the lad knows how to order the
of the screen's awe-inspiring beauties. It is she who transforms ordiperfect dinner. But he's definitely
veal loaf and gravy. Especially
nary looking women into dreams of against
with gravy.
loveliness.

Had to sleep catty-corner in beds all
And now Sylvia has just put all
her beauty secrets between the his life until he built a house with beds
covers of a book. In No More Alibis long enough to lie in, with doors tall
enough to get through without stooping
you will find every ounce of knowl- and chairs high enough to sit in.
edge, every whit of observation and
Pip once complained to a friend at a
all the good sound advice that Sylvia
party that strange ladies were always
has gleaned over a period of thirtyfive years of making the human body loitering about, ". . . if you know what
I mean." It was explained that, because
ideally beautiful.
of his height, ladies in crowded rooms
This book gives you the very same would always say to their husbands,
information for which the screen
"Look — I'll meet you near Treacher."
stars of Hollywood have paid fabuHe and Shirley Temple are that way.
lous sums. Yet the price for this
(Remember them in "Curly Top?") She
marvelous book is only SI. 00 a copy. admires
every inch of him from the
If you are unable to get this book ground up. She comes to his knees.
at your local department or book
But she isn't his only admirer. Ask
store, mail your order to: Dept. P-5, the fans who saw him (or will see him
Macfadden Book Co., 205 E. 42nd
soon) in "Mad About Music."
Oh, certainly, practically everyone
St., New York City.

him.
says, "Well pip, pip," when they U,
C. Aubrey Smith:
High on a California hill, where ;
sky bounces off a mountain top into
sea, livesactors,
one C.of Aubrey
Hollywood's
beloved
Smith. b..
loved not only by friends who k,
him intimately, but by fans everywl
who look forward to glimpsing the ;
feet one of him holding his own o i
motion-picture
screen.
At sever I
four, he's young and vital and a!
And, to the envy of his less-feathel
friends, he has all his hair. Dowr
the last iron-gray strand. He leaves
toupee wearing to the youngsters
thirty. C. Aubrey (he of "Little L
Fauntleroy"
and more recently "
Hurricane" fame) sports his own.
On a clear day, Catalina can see
wide-striped blazer worn by the ai
as a morning coat. Catalina can e
spot itloud.
through
of fog.
that
Thea dash
trousers
are It's
ahvi;
tweed and his pipes are constantly
riving at that enviable state known;
ripe.
English as Yorkshire pudding,
house
his castle.
Only it'sby reall
dream iscome
true. Passing
a c
tain mountain spot on his daily tra\ ;
from M-G-M studios (where he i
lost in the two-year vastness of
Weissmuller "Tarzan" epic), he grew
love that mountain. To look forw;
each morning and each evening to s
ing it. To note how the sun dip]
over its humped crest or rose over c
peculiar edge that looked for all
world like Sitting Bull in profile.
So he bought it. And scooped off
top, scalping Sitting Bull for a fa
thee-well.
To his home he brought his w
three dogs, two canaries, two parakei
one alley cat — all in the best of hea
and pleased as Punch.
On a plateau above the house he b\
his cricket field. Most any day, a gro
of English friends may be seen whoc
ing it up on the Smiths' bit of green
Confidentially, his wife declares h
plain batty over sports. Whooping a
fandangoing around on the sidelin
"like a spoilt boy or like a plain ma
man," she says. "And as far as tl
goes," his wife says, "he's a luna
about animals too, especially dogs."
Birdhouses he's mad for. And buil
them all over creation. Even the bir
are dumbfounded at the sudden buil
ing
High up on a mountain t
like boom.
that.
In 1890, when young Smith decid
to leave his work on the London Sto
Exchange to try the stage, his fath
was outraged. "Think of your sister!
the old gentleman shouted, "how ou
raged they would feel to have the
brother
Tours an
withactor."
Ethel Terry brought hi
to America. In 1915, he made his fir
movie, ever
and, since.
off and on, has been makii
them
His eyebrows are thick and bushy lil
the shrubbery stubbornly clinging to h
mountain side. His voice, he thinks, I
his best asset. Like all actors he weai
suede shoes and a ring on his little fir
ger. Slightly deaf, he cups his rigl
hand gently over his ear.
His capacity for an overwhelming er
joyment of life and the living of it
his secret of perpetual youth.
He hi
one daughter, married to a British Nav
officer in the West Indies.
His eye

al- constant voyaging to her picture
S s desk.
C, yes, the C. is for Charles. With
■nil such a plain name, he felt Aubrey
tile more hottish. For an actor, he
y;;And along with the striped blazer,
trnk he's got something there.

ran Bing:
C>sby, a Barnum
and Bailey eleII, and Herman, the only Bings on
e jiovie horizon, are each unique in
i jwn way.
But somehow Herman
m slightly "uniquer" than the others.
let's the matter of accents for inn;. Herman has three.
L.jlis sauerkraut accent.
J. lis gefulte-fish accent.
His blum-budding accent with the
ewd touch.
\1 are in constant demand by the
)U'S that first brought Herman from
r any as assistant to Director Muru
i handling of English became the
kf the town. "Well, Bing asked the
Jmen for empty horses today," the
d would go. Or, "Bing assured
ote O'Brien not to worry. If he
med in a scene they'd asphyxiate
n
E1] team work between Bing and
liau also became food for meaty
■telling.
kJirnau would shout, "Bing, where

s jou?"

ling, here I am," Bing would ane thinking himself quite a card.
i| mother in. Germany didn't raise
rby to be a comic. An opera singer
kif, she hoped her son would sing
Uiacci" for dear life one day. Ina!< he gravitated to German movies.
4after Murnau's sudden death in
i^ica, he left the mechanical end for
domical end, rolling his "r's" and
ipig his "snoodle zoup" all over the
eii.
is proud as Punch of his harem,
luting of his mama, his daughter
e a senior in Hollywood High
aj>l, two sisters, two nieces, one cook
Ijine woman manager, all living in
! |ime house.
rj; wife, who died several years ago,
ifisses deeply. His one hobby, etylli;y, grew from his habit of torment [ lie king's English. While other stars
spff to Palm Springs or tennis
itties or night clubs, Bing is home
tljhis verbs tracing the rascals right
fi to their very roots. Actor Hertactually knows more verbs, their

customs, habits and ancestors, than a
casting director does actors.
Between pictures (his latest is "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife") he makes personal appearances, playing the piano,
singing his German songs and going to
town with his sauerkraut story telling.
At home he spends his time away from
the harem end of things — listening to
music or fondling a dictionary.
Potato pancakes and dumplings (the
dough not the blonde kind) he adores.
And Gott in himmel, wiener schnitzel —
iss dot someting?
Capitalizing on an impediment of
speech, he has turned a liability into
an asset. Exactly as he capitalizes by
his satirical exaggeration on the screen.
The ridiculous antics of pompous individuals who dramatize their job— the
big blustering bluffer, the little executive with the Napoleonic complex, the
dictator executive with the fearful soul,
the meek hero and the arrogant coward,

^iev*u l*w^xG^meD ihe, ytUcu

— all these are objects of Bing's curiosity, his scorn and his" amusement.
And, oh, yes — he's even less pretty
off the screen than on.

Alan Mowbray:
Butler, orchestra leader, opera singer,
magician, and plain ham actor — how are
you, Mr. Mowbray?
No matter the role played by Alan
Mowbray (including all of the above),
his friends always exclaim, "My dear,
how perfectly you were cast!"
Sophistication — an overused, miscast
word in Hollywood — fits him like a
glove. A soft suede glove with a platinum horseshoe tucked inside. His remarks are gems of wit, lined and interlined with barbed steel shafts that find
their mark in the most devastating and
deflating portions of the anatomy.
There, now, is Alan Mowbray.
An Englishman who is nuts over the
idea of becoming a papa to tw*o American children.
Married to an American, he has two
children, both born in California. A situation that intrigues the actor's English
fancy no end. He calls them P.M. and
A.M for short. Patricia is five. Alan,
Jr., or "Butch" Mowbray in polite circles, is three.
For four years and three months, Mr.
Mowbray shivered through the paroxysm of a world war and now, just think,
he says, "There's actually a powder puff
man in his life." Driving to the studio
he'll think, "Down there at the studio
there's a man with a powder puff wait-
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ing just for me — to powder my face.
What a world," and he'll lean out and
bow stiffly but pleasantly to men, women
and children on the march.
It was while he was acting his role
in George Bernard Shaw's "The Apple
Cart" that movies grabbed him. He began by playing George Washington with
a teddibly British twang and Valley
Forge viewpoint. He was slightly terrific.
After twenty-nine pictures (the current one being Hal Roach's "Merrily We
Live") , he's agreed, for the first time, to
sign a contract. And only, as he warned
Hal Roach, did he sign it because he
learned do-nuts and coffee were served
free on the Roach sets every day.
The do-nuts and coffee got him.
He reads widely and currently with a
purpose other than enjoyment. One day
he hopes to become a producer, either
of pictures or stage plays, and so must
know stories.
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He's a playwright of some success.
"Dinner is Served," his own play, was
produced on Broadway. He has just
completed another called "In the Spirit"
which he hopes to have produced.
Englishmen whose accents grow more
and more British the longer they remain
in America bore him terrifically. Always prefers amiability to confusion.
Figures life is too short for fussing.
Solidly educated, he's well informed.
And his one luxury is cigarettes costing
eight cents apiece.
"Have one?" he'll insist with a light
of satisfaction in his eye, while his very
own powder puff man lingering near
makes it a bit of an all right world for
Mr. Mowbray.
He's happy about the whole thing.

Eric Blore:
"He rambled, yes he rambled — he
rambled all around — in and out of the
Remember the old college tune with
freshmen in tiny caps hollering like
town."
mad?
Eric Blore says that song was written
about him. Eric says back in the beginning he wasn't so much an actor as
a rambler — not the rose variety. All
over every stick and stone in every way
station and hamlet in England, his native country, he rambled.
You should know what he did to
Australia, Eric says. Why, they even
played to the Bushmen; and once (of
course, Eric says this, remember, not
me) they even played to a bunch of
overcurious kangaroos.
Thekangaroos
play was died
"TheoffMerry
Makers."
The
like fleas,
Eric
says.
A brilliant mind, a funny face with a
funnier mouth that does a Susy Q. all
of its own, Eric is another comic gone
the way of all butlers.
His first great Hollywood success,
however, was as a waiter in "The Gay
His mind is quick and alert. His perDivorcee."
ceptions keen. His head slightly bald
on top. And positively anemic around
the edges. His remarks, witty, intelligent, are usually satirical.
His father, Harry Blore, was an honor
student at Trinity College, Dublin.
Eric father
wasn't. is today a member of the
His
Board of Education in London.
Eric isn't. Eric never will be.
But he is one of the finest comedians
in all Hollywood.
"America has never appreciated the
capabilities
critics cry. or artistry of Blore," English
But Eric doesn't cry. He thinks he is
doing all right. Thinks Hollywood a
divine place to live. Calls it "a man's
town." Claims he's Anglo-American by
absorption.
Eric absorbs like a sponge.

"Such a cozy unlonely feeling — having all my old friends around me here,"
he says. "Just think, I can telephone
Bart Marshall any time I want to. He's
right here. In the town with me. Before this I'd maybe see Bart fifteen minutes every four years between jumps at
Chicago.
"Hollywood is like an excursion boat
and all my friends are on it."
Blow the whistle, Captain. Here comes
Blore around the bend.
There's something about treacle pudding that gets him. And something
about Black Velvet, a combination of
stout and champagne, that also gets him.
Oh, definitely gets him.
English foods are still his favorite but
he's learned to enjoy hot dogs and has
discovered a secret concerning the overheated canines. They must be eaten
at the beach to be enjoyed. Away from
the salt air they lose their "ummph."
No sea air — no ummph in hot dogs.
He wears a cute bow tie and highwaisted pants that almost meet the bow
tie head on.
He's completely frustrated over the
fact no one ever gives him a birthday
present because his birthday comes on
December 23. His friends wait till
Christmas. It's done something to
Blore's soul — this putting off like that.
During his early struggles he decided
to become a singer. His first appearance
was in a tough English music hall. He
followed directly after Harry Lauder.
The audience encored Lauder all
through Eric's song and finally grew to
feel this interloper was somehow hindering Lauder's return to the stage.
Still Eric sang on, until one husky
leaned over the balcony and cried, "Are
you going to get out of there or shall
I have to come down and throw you
Eric took the hint.
About that time Herbert Marshall
came along in a review and gathered
up Eric. He's been hitting on high ever
since.
Has been married twice. Is the
amazed
papa of an eight-year-old boy,
Ericout?"
Blore, Jr.
He golfs. Reads Robert Benchley and
Charles Dickens. His favorite of all
actors is the late G. P. Huntley.
His latest picture is "The Joy of Liv-

Edward Everett Norton:
Squire of Belly-acres,
farmer extraordinary, scene
luxe, bachelor and how, are
of ing."
the titles bestowed by

gentleman
stealer de
just a few
Hollywood

upon the perspiring brow of one Edward Everett Horton.
Perspiring because Eddie is generally
in a first-class dither over one of his
several projects.
Either Eddie's cow is having a calf
just at dinner time, or one of his innumerable outhouses is burning its way
to the ground, or, worse yet, one of his
ranch buildings is reaching a state of
completion. Each proving a major catastrophe all its own. Especially the one
about the completed building.
You see, Horton has a theory about
that ranch of his. A theory that pretty
well characterizes the man himself.
He began with an acre and a house
that has expanded (and how, is beyond
him) into sixteen acres with sixteen
buildings. A building for every acre.
And now he feels if he stops building
some dire thing will descend upon him..
He figures the constant building gives
employment to the twenty men whom
he can't bear to throw into sudden unemployment. Heaven wouldn't forgive
him, Eddie feels. Besides, the financial
outlay (with no help from the government) isso terrific it keeps him working
fifty-two weeks of the year, which is a

good thing all the way round. Ke;
him on the screen and working »
mad, at any rate.
When the barn received the last .
ishing touches, he was panicky for a J
an hour. And then he had an idea. I
merely turned the barn, hayloft and
into a little theater and began a !?
barn all over again.
You can't beat him. Except at tenb
Just six months ago he took up
game. He was wearing a suit of
flannels at the time, as sort of a red
ing means. Everything, Horton cla.
shrunk but him. The underwear,
tennis court, his partners — all, all
minished.
Eddie put on weight.

He has all the crotchety, set-in-] .
way characteristics of the bachelor, jj
has a fixed idea in his mind e\jj
writer in town at some time has wd
ten a cooking story about him.
"I didn't like that cooking story I
wrote about me," he greets each sci

accusingly. "I really can't boil an y
you know." (Business of dirty look.t
confuse)d writers who never in their Horton.
tire existence wrote a cooking storjj
He'll leave a writer stranded in e
middle of a sentence to take his p
before a camera without so much ;1
"pardon me." "Now quote me acl
rately," he'll scold. "Quote me acl
He's been four times to Europe rrl
ing pictures in England, and each 11
returns with crates of furniture I
require
rately." four new buildings as stor.l
He moves furniture around on off d|
Somewhere he picked up the idea I
erybody
than
any else's
he canhats
buy.look better on 1
It has him constantly eying o'l
men's hats. And brooding secretly. 1
Once in the swing of a gay, bante. f
conversation, he's tops, revealing a 1
sense of the ridiculous.
Secretly, he's always yearned to tl
Beau Brummell. A knock-out 1
wheels. But he never quite make: 6
Either his coat does nip-ups in the tl
or his vest button pops during a 11
scene.
Snobs are his favorite people. The e
so pathetic, he states.
He'll grab up a pair of hair brushe; n
the set between scenes and really gj
town. Brushing his plentiful heacif
hair with strong sweeping backwd
motions.
Florida water lets loose the ragarm it
in him. Horton refreshing himself vl
Florida water on the set is a sight >t
to be missed.
A graduate of Columbia Univer:',
he began play-acting in school theacals. And came on to California wle
the day.
he became the reigning matinee ido'f
He's never played on Broadway. Seral times he's almost done it and to
backed out. He'd rather be tops in I: lywood than flops in New York.
He wears reading glasses, and w;s
about the set talking his lines to him i
— which is confusing, in a way, to ••«
itors, who think Horton has sudde/
gone bats.
He's up on modern things. Well rd,
well informed, well versed. He's a tl
ter listener than a story teller only,e
adds, with that notorious twist of s
head, he gets off a good one now ■*
then.
He likes best of all his role vi
George Burns and Gracie Allen in tl r
new film, "College Swing," because1
this one, he really gets the girl.
He gets the itch, too.
But the girl's worth the torture feels.
It seems they gave all the comedis
in town toin "Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife'
Horton's
it, too!

Forbidden Great Loves of Hollywood
(Continued from page 27)
yay both men and women adlittle rugged, fine jaw, slashing
r-s, a slightly crooked
smile.
Ice a Greek god. Also, he was a
sian — a fighter who could come
hind — a leader — and clean as
cine.
i;t Rosalie at a tea in Pasadena
ie>f his flights West and it was all
afar as he was concerned. He'd
■ one in much for girls, although
writ in for him in a big way. He'd
p busy, too shy, and besides,
rride up his mind in his own way
iuntil the One Girl came along —
cii of a guy.
a he saw Rosalie, her face lumiali radiant, he knew that she had
diigned by heaven to symbolize a
I :arest dream and he went on his
i ) join the worshiping throngs.
|i he had any real hope — not that
Jived she could ever be his own,
i — but she was so beautiful and
gic that he knew he would love
Uhe rest of his life,
ee was very sweet to him and
dt to dine with him several times
U danced together here and there
a:ty scon it became well known
az Simons was in love with RoId that they were very good
Is
wof the newspapers mentioned it
I ice in a while and wondered if
Mt air idol and the darling of the
wouldn't make a romantic match.
as, after all, no small conquest
Hf Rosalie. His fan mail was alfibig as hers, although he never
csd it. They photographed maguv together. A couple of clean,
ijl young Americans.
in the meantime Rosalie had
Ml love with Barry Hayes. Notjen, knew that or even dreamed
a a thing.
yy difficult to put Barry on paknow that because it has always
cjficult for me to know just how
!t thought about him in my own
diets are part of Hollywood hisjv.s an actor. He drank not wisely

FAMOUS

but too much. When he drank, he
wanted to fight and his cafe brawls
made headlines too often for comfort.
He insulted the wrong people. He had
been in jail several times — once for
drunken driving, once for socking a policeman, once in a gambling raid. Twice,
his contracts had been called off because
he raised hell with the director, or forgot to show up for a week at a time,
or got into some scrape.
He had been married three times.
His first wife had divorced him with
considerable scandal. His second wife
had committed suicide when she found
he was unfaithful to her and had left
heartbreaking notes behind — heartbreaking because she had loved him
and believed in him, and he had made
her hate both love and life to the point
where she wanted to leave them forever. He was separated from his third
wife who refused to divorce him and
who haled him into court when he
forgot to pay his alimony, which was
often.
Trouble was his middle name. Publicity exploded around him. His name
gave producers heartache and heartburn. Moreover, he was always news
because he gave great performances on
the screen and nobody ever knew what
he would do next, so the newspapers
kept a close eye upon him at all times.
There you have the facts. They are
totally inadequate. They do not convey Barry's gaiety, his courage, his wit,
his personality, at all.
He wasn't, understand, a good bad
man. Not at all. He was, as people
said behind his back, a louse. Conceited, touchy, capable of any sort of
chiseling or double-crossing, a little
cruel; and he preferred a good lie to
the truth when it would serve as well.
But he had a touch of genius. He was
ruled off the track over and over again
and then called back because a part
came along that no one else could play
with exactly that Barry touch.
You got utterly furious with him, mad
enough to kill him, swore you'd never
speak to him again so long as you lived,
and then you met him and forgot all
about it in the interest and charm of his
presence.

SONS AND DAUGHTERS

Here are the answers to the picture
spread
found
on pages 42 and 43
I—
2—
3—
4—
5—
6—

Diana and Melinda, daughters of Joan Bennett
Rodion, son of Basil Rathbone
Tommy, son of Glenda Farrell
Tim, son of Jack Holt
Maria, daughter of Marlene Dietrich
Marylyn, daughter of Mary Astor

7 — -"Judy," daughter of Stuart Erwin
8 — Mavourneen, daughter of Pat O'Brien
9 — Gloria, and —
10 —
I I—
12 —
13 —
14 —

Peggy, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lloyd
Gail, daughter of Irene Hervey
Carol Ann, daughter of Wallace Beery
Norman, son of Joan Blondell
Rex, Jr., son of Ciara Bow

15 —
16 —
17 —
18 —
19 —

-"Penny," daughter of Fredric March
"Manny," son of E. G. Robinson
Peter, son of Connie Bennett
William, Jr., son of William Powell
Ronald, son of Leslie Howard

20 — "Ricky," son of Richard Arlen

Only one way to be SURE
of not offending . . . Make the
"Armhole Odor" Test Tonight
SET for a perfect
STAGE
THE
evening!
YourIS hair goes just right,
your dress is perfect, you're dancing with
the "catch" of the party. And then, before
it's over, you find yourself on the edge of
things — ignored, mortified!
Humiliating slights are inevitable when
that little hollow under your arm is neglected. Looks, clothes, sophisticated repartee are wasted on any man if you're
guilty
of the one social crime that can't
be
overlooked.
Just deodorizing that small but oh-soimportant area under your arm is not
enough. It must be dry as well as sweet.
That is, if you ever hope for romance to
go beyond that first ecstatic meeting.
Prove it for yourself

Perhaps you think this couldn't possibly applylous
to you.
You've yourself
always been
so meticuabout keeping
dainty.
If you
doubt it, make this simple test on the dress
you're wearing. When you take it off tonight,
smell the fabric under the armhole. Since you
are a fastidious person, you will probably be
scandalized at its musty "armhole odor"! Yet that stale "armhole odor" you've been so blissfully unaware of has been painfully apparent to others all along!
S/n^/e-action preparations
deodorize without stopping perspiration. Gradually, stale perspiration collects on your dress.
Its telltale odor is intensified
by the heat of your body. Its
ghost returns to haunt you
every time you wear that dress,

feminine

allure and wiles notwithstanding.

A minute or two and you're SURE

With cfoufo/e-action Liquid Odorono,
neither you nor your dress can be guilty
of "armhole odor" — because your underarm
is kept DRY.
Odorono simply closes the pores of that
tiny, closed-in underarm area, diverting the
perspiration to other parts of the body where
it can evaporate freely. In a few minutes it
dries and you know you are safe from "armhole odor," from embarrassing perspiration
stains and dresses smeared by grease.
Odorono comes in two strengths. Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) requires only two
applications a week. Instant Odorono (colorless) is for especially sensitive skin and for
quick use . . . daily or every other day.
Guard your charm and refinement — your
friendships — by avoiding unforgivable "armhole odor" from now on. Buy a bottle of
Liquid Odorono today and keep your underarm always dry. On sale at all toilet•goods
"Safe counters.
and effective— cuts down clothing damage,
when used
National Assn.according
of Dyers toanddirections,"
Cleaners, says
after The
making
intensive laboratory tests of Odorono Preparations.

But he had a really dreadful reputation and only the fact that he played
that kind of role on the screen made it
possible for him to continue in pictures.
He had been in a rather nasty little
scandal with a producer's wife and had
gone to Honolulu when the part in
Rosalie's picture came up. It was just
one of those parts that nobody but
Barry could play. So, again, the studio
called him back. But, right from the
beginning, it worried. Had it been a
mistake to put Barry Hayes in one of
Rosalie's pictures? He'd been drinking heavily in Honolulu and he had
money, and when he had money he
was hard to handle.
They worried plenty, as I will remember, but their worries never bent in
the direction of Rosalie, herself.

College
Girls Lead
the Way
in discovering

TAMP AX

It is natural that enlightened
college women should lead in
adopting Tampax, the new internal absorbent for monthly
sanitary protection. It means
new safety, comfort, assurance.
Learn about this medically-endorsed, revolutionary product—
and tell your friends!

• CURIOSITY

IS AROUSED

"I've heard about this
Tampax . . . It's so compact that a month's supply will go in your purse.
Wonder

how it works—"

THE TRUTH DAWNS
"Well, it's rather startling at first! . . . Perfected by a doctor. For
use internally! . . . You're
notawareof its presence."

• IT'S THE CIVILIZED WAY
"Why wasn't this invented years ago? Patented
applicator. No belts, no
pins, no pads, no odor . . .
You can ride, golf, dance,
bathe, swim . . ."

• ANY

WOMAN

CAN

USE IT

". . . and feel at ease in
any costume . . . 35tf a
month's supply . . . drug
stores and notion counters."

But this time Rosalie wasn't as discreet as usual and rumor began to permeate the studio. Her romance with
Barry began to be known among her
friends, in her own intimate circle and
it crept out and around Hollywood.
Slowly, at first, to be met with complete incredulity. Rosalie and Barry
Hayes? We laughed at the mere suggestion. Then little things happened
and we had to take it seriously. They
were seen here and there, they even
came to the Cocoanut Grove on Tuesday evening, and when you watched
them you couldn't help but see that
here was a girl hopelessly, madly in
love.
But all this took quite a while and
when the studio actually faced it, the
reverberations shook the very foundations. The powers-that-be were dazed
— horrified — and then panic-stricken.
Rosalie was, for once, beyond reason.
Her infatuation was complete and devastating. The world had ceased to exist. There was no one but Barry. She
was in the grip of her first honest, unwhat to do disciplined
about emotion
it. and she didn't know
BARRY, on his part, regarded the frantic executives with lifted eyebrows and
an ironic smile. He was, he said, very
much in love and that, for the moment,
was the important thing. He was enjoying itall hugely.
Now, there are some things that can
be managed. With careful handling
and proper publicity, many people have
been steered through the rapids of scandal, trouble, disaster. Public opinion —
always all-important — can be made to
see some things and understand them.
Often, the public forgives.
But there are other things, and people used to dealing with public opinion
recognize them instantly, which are simply impossible.
Linking Rosalie's name with Barry's
would destroy her instantly. She had
been too long an idol. She had represented too definitely all that was
sweet and pure and lovely. Even the
right marriage wouldn't do her any
good; a wrong one would be difficult;
but a scandal with a man like Barry
Hayes would simply spell the end of her
career.
The climax came out of the blue.
Barry's wife, who sat back, as usual,
watching his pay checks, got wind of
the thing. It was inevitable. I remember thinking it was strange that she
hadn't heard before. Perhaps she had
— and was giving them rope enough to
hang themselves. She threatened divorce— and she threatened to name Rosalie.
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Up to that time there hadn't been
anything in the newspapers. There
were two reasons for that. First, the
newspaper men were like the rest of
us — they had difficulty believing it and
so they were afraid to print it, even as
a rumor. If it wasn't true, it was so
libelous it sizzled.
Secondly, it was a

story the public would resent — and it
should be printed only when they were
absolutely sure it was news, not rumor.
If they printed it as rumor, and it wasn't
true, they'd look like fools. Moreover,
even if it were true but not news, Rosalie's fans would take them apart.
They'd never credit such a rumor.
So they watched and waited — they
were watching and waiting when the
threat
of divorce
from Barry's wife hit
the
studio
like a hurricane.
Rosalie paid her price, then. Her ambition hadn't been altered. But she
was so desperately in love that she had
forgotten all about it. If his wife, whose
existence she had also forgotten, divorced him they could be married.
Cruelly enough, it was Barry who explained itto her.
He let her see pretty quickly that if
the divorce ruined her career he
wouldn't be bothered with her. Also, it
would be the end for him this time for
sure. One more scandal, one of such
magnitude as this, would exile him from
Hollywood forever. Quite frankly he
told her he wasn't prepared for that.
"Why," she said, "did you let us get
He it,
shrugged.
into
then?" "Never thought my wife
would cut up like that," was his answer.
"She always swore she'd never divorce
me no matter what I did — she'd just sit
tight and wait for me to come back.
Now — we're in for it. It seems she
doesn't like you — and besides, she thinks
she can get a lot of money out of a
heartbalm suit or something."
nOSALIE broke down then. She wept
bitterly. Everything was being swept
away from her at once — her career, the
man she loved, her position.
It was then that she thought of Mac.
I told you that she was very clever.
And Mac still worshiped Rosalie. She
was still his ideal and his dream, and
he had not heard one word of the gossip about Barry. He wouldn't, probably, have believed it if he had.
"There doesn't seem to be any way
out," Barry said furiously.
"Yes, there is," Rosalie said.
Three days later, while the newspaper
men tried to break through and get the
story of Barry's impending divorce, Rosalie announced her engagement to Mac
Simons.
Of course it was the ideal romance.
And she did it magnificently. She
hadn't, she said, wanted to do it just at
that time. But Mac didn't want to wait.
They had, she said, been engaged for almost a year — but they had wanted to
keep it a secret. Now, so many people
knew about it anyway, she was afraid
it would leak out and she wanted to do
it properly, with dignity, with her family around her.
In the face of that, the ridiculous rumor about Barry Hayes died instantly.
Nobody, it seemed, had ever believed
it anyway. Probably just malice or
blackmail, or something. They'd never
thought it was true.
Barry's wife was a clever woman, too.
She knew when she was licked. If
she'd filed a divorce suit then she'd have
been tarred and feathered. Rosalie's
fans were in a rosy glow of romance
and they didn't want their illusions
shadowed in the smallest degree.
Now, all of it would have been all
right if Mac had known. I have always
thought that he would have gone
through for Rosalie exactly as he did
if she'd told him the truth. I'm sure
he would.
But Rosalie was clever — she knew
Mac couldn't act, couldn't lie, couldn't
deceive to save his life.
If the thing were to be convincing,
Mac, himself, had to believe it. His
radiant joy had to be out there for everyone to see.

Rosalie could act, and did, with ;r
heart torturing her, with her soul id
body yearning for Barry. She gave er
best performance as a young girl rely
in love. Mac was great, too. But is
emotion was on the level and I sup] se
Rosalie was right — it had to be.
I WISH this story had a happy end g
I wish I could say Rosalie had fa.>n
in love with Mac, and forgotten Ba y.
That's the way it should have been. U
life crossed me up. Rosalie went rht
on being mad, utterly mad, about Ba y.
who was worthless and cruel andic
good to anyone, and she somehow ;sented Mac, who adored her and sei 3d
her and had saved her career witlut
knowing it. If Barry had only lcM
Rosalie like that!
In time, she broke the engagermt
She did that well, too. A movie :ir

she said, shouldn't marry. Her life as
given to her career and to her pu c
She couldn't be the kind of a wil 3
man like Mac had a right to expect It
wasn't fair to him, nor to her work
"I shall never marry," she said, id
there were tears in her eyes and ie

dimples quivered. "I shall never may
until I am ready to retire from ie
screen and — people are so kind to e,

I can't do that yet."
It broke Mac's heart — in a way. it
he had never really thought it was t e.
It had always seemed like some widerful dream. Rosalie was too goodir
him; she was an angel, far above iy
mere mortal man. There were, you e.
a great many very intelligent pede
who felt that way about Rosalie. Ie
could, he said, keep his dream. Ie
couldn't ask her to give up everythg
for him, it wouldn't be fair.
Nobody ever knew about Barry ;cause Barry got tired of worshipirhe said it was a most uncomfortele

position.
Rosalie off,
wasn't,
when ofthepenr
n>elty had worn
his kind
at all. He really preferred his wife, vie
was an amusing devil and never a
him, or anybody else, put anything c;i
on her. So he went back to her. M
Rosalie went back to her career. Amif
as time went on, she appeared a 1 ile
hard and a little bitter and someti:2S
tortured and tormented with longing):
the only man who had ever stirred ;i
heart, the angelic face concealed it. \
But, you see, when Mac married, ie
told his wife all about Rosalie. Mil

wife was a fine girl, worth a mili>r
Rosalies. But Mac explained to ;i
that he would always love Rosalie, : s
different way, that she was an angel id
that he wasn't worthy of her, butie
had to be honest and explain thatie
could never love anyone in quite
same way because Rosalie was his id
And Mac's wife, who had seen !|
salie on the screen many times, agr
with him and has spent her married
believing that she wasn't good eno
for Mac, that it was too bad he couli

have married Rosalie instead. She's
ways felt, I suppose, it wasn't much
trying to live up to anything as wor.d
ful as Rosalie and she's done her 1
not to disturb Mac's ideal.
But maybe if she realizes that Mi
ideal was pretty thoroughly stuffed v
sawdust and that she's a million tir
better woman and a million times I
ter wife than Rosalie ever could h
been, it will convince her that she <n
beat Rosalie's time and make Mac f
get her — particularly since they ne
go to see her pictures any more aijway.
Neither does anybody else. P
pie on the screen today have to
real — have you noticed that?
Watch for the third in this jascinr
ing
series
he
stories.
The of
nextHollywood's
will appear secret
in an eajj
issue of Photoplay.

We

Cover the Studios
(Continued from page 52)

civer miles out at sea and saying,
; e me Hollywood 1251"!" That's the
(•ner studio number.
riscilla Lane
says it feels almost
a divorce, not working with Wayne
Jrris this picture. She knows, too, by
,', that when a gal works for Dear
I Warners, she works.
She started
one the day "Men Are Such Fools"
ed.
our way to Paramount, we take a
:k peek at RKO-Radio's "This Mar■;e Business," with Victor Moore,
ki Lester and Allan Lane. We find
tor stealing the whole scene as usual.
s time he's a marrying justice who
i himself thoroughly scandalized.
,'s only a routine close-up, though,
we crave excitement. So on to
amount and "Tropic Holiday," Ray
land, Dotty Lamour, Bob Burns and
attagal Martha Raye.
efore we know it, we're right in the
Idle of Old Mexico with sefioritas
i caballeros as thick as flies around a
:ry stable.
Dorothy
has swapped
sarong for a serape in this pleasant
li-musical tale of a Hollywood
;en writer who goes to Mexico huntstory material and finds Dotty,
ich is fair enough, we'd say. Ray
land, of course, is the writing gent,
'ou're going to see Bob Burns in this
i senator from Oklahoma, "the Inis' choice," which sounds like treato us, considering how much dough
)'s made kidding Arkansas. There's
)'s usual chase of Martha Raye,
ich is almost a Paramount picture
uirement by now. But Martha goes
a bull fighter.
'he day we see her she's worried.
1 a comedy scene, they're trying to
: her into fighting the bull. Martha
s, "They play too rough!"
,a Raye really doesn't look so well —
ttle thin and peaked in places. When
ask her if it's love, she says no —
t alkali, which doesn't make sense.
: explains that she's allergic to alkali,
i know, like some people are to
thers, or carrots,
fropic

Holiday,"

Paramount

hopes,

will be another "Waikiki Wedding,"
which made their biggest score at the
box office last semester. If they don't
ring the bell with it, they've got another ace in "Cocoanut Grove."
Before this one's over, they'll be
scaring the papier-mache monkeys half
to death with cameras down at Hollywood's famous dance spot. But the day
we take it, Fred MacMurray and Harriet Hilliard emote their big scene in
a trailer camp over some broiling frankfurters. It's pretty tender stuff and in
one shot La Hilliard is supposed to lean
off her perch and swoon delightfully
into Fred's brawny arms. Her line is,
"Darling!" Only she slips off for a
bump and yells, "Ouch!" Not so romantic.
All the works Paramount

can muster

is slated for "Cocoanut Grove." The
Yacht Club Boys, Ben Blue, and Rufe
Davis. Harry (Sweet Leilani) Owens,
the Hawaiian twanger guy, serves the
music with some special dreamy ditties
to make it lush and lovely.
Fred tells us his wife, the former
Lillian Lamont, who has been under
the weather entirely too long, is much,
much better. They've just been away
on a desert vacation to celebrate that
and her birthday. And what do you
think Fred gave his wife for a birthday present? A shotgun! He's teaching her to shoot skeet.
As for himself, he's been spending
his spare hours practicing up on the
clarinet. It used to be his racket but
he hasn't played one since "Champagne
Waltz" and he's lost his "lip," as we
musician fellers say.
They were supposed to do a clinch
scene today, Fred explains, but it's out
because he played the squeal-pipe so
long he cracked his lip right in two.
"So I can't kiss Harriet," he says.
Harriet herself steps up at this point,
her arms akimbo and her eyebrows
pinched.
"A fine thing!" she complains. "My
big romantic movie moment arrives and
the guy turns out to be just another
musician with a cracked lip! I'm going
back to my husband, Ozzie!"

You'll say "YES" when you find your lucky color
among my 10 thrilling new face powder shades!
See it bring you new radiance — breathe new life
into your skin!
Wouldn't you say this was Your Lucky Day if
you found a way to win extra compliments —
extra attention — extra admiration? A way that

powder colors. Because I am
special color is among them.

can bring out the sparkle in your hair — the
dancing light in your eyes?

I've helped many others, and 111 gladly help

The prize I'm talking about is the one flattering shade of face powder that can create a
new "you". . . your one and only "lucky" color.
For you know as well as I do that the wrong
powder color can actually hide your best points
instead of bringing them out and giving you
a lift.

sure that your

My gift to you

you, too. If you'll send me your name and address, I'll mail you all ten of the glorifying
new shades of Lady Esther Face Powder free
and postpaid.
When my gift arrives — try on every shade.
Try each one carefully. Then STOP at the one
and only color which whispers, "I am yours,
see what I do for you. Look how I make your
eyes shine. And how dreamy soft and radiant I

Perhaps you're saying — "This doesn't concern me. My powder color seems all right." But
are you sure? Are you certain you have found
the face powder color that is 100% right for you
—the one that is so true that it blends into your
skin — so natural that it seems as if the color
comes from within? The day you find that color
will indeed be a lucky day for you. That's why
I'm so anxious to have you try all 10 of my face

leave your skin!" See how the color seems so
natural, so lifelike, so much a part of you.
Have you a lucky penny?
Here's how a penny postcard will bring you
luck. It will bring you FREE and postpaid all
ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder, and a
generous tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose
Face Cream. Mail the coupon today.

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
(42)

Lady Esther, 7118 West 65th Street, Chicago, III.
I want to find m
free and postpaid, y "lucky" shade of face powder. Please send me
also a tube of your Four-Purpose Face Cream.

shades
new
10

ter Joan Bennett makes "The Texans," her next picture for Walter Wanger
II be "Personal History." Adding fuel to those romance rumors, here are the
ungest Bennett and her producer getting personal over martinis at the Troc

City.
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther,

Toronto,

Onl.)
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Juliette f^larglen

Long, graceful nails tliat do not split or break, made possible by Nail-O-Wax . . . tbe genuine stimulating wax
originated by Juliette Marglen.
.... protects nails while they grow
.... encourages

growth

of stronger, thicker nails

Juliette Marglen Wax-O-Namel, the special formula polisb
for Nail-O-Wax . . not transparent . . jewels for tbe fingertips,
as applied in tbe famous Juliette Marglen Salon in Hollywood.

MiL-o-wn
—JzEabmnt
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If your favorite shop Joes not as yet carry Nail-O-Wax. send $2.25 for introductory
set (Nail-O-Wax, Wax-O-Namel. Special Remover). Indicate the shade of polish you
now wear or prefer.
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Hollywood sent Katharine Hepbu

Address
JULIETTE

MARGLEN,

Beauty

Dept.

14,
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Sunset

Boulevard.,

Hollywood,

tinental "Miss Anonymous" her b .
screen chance. Left: Anton W.
brook
has a different
systel

Secrets Revealed

Sylvia of Hollywood has put all her beauty secrets between the
covers of a book. In No More Alibis you will find all of the
treatments and methods which have made her a power in
Hollywood. You will find out how to reduce fat from the hips,
abdomen, breasts, arms, legs and ankles. You will learn how
to acquire a firm lovely face, beautiful hands and feet and
myriads of other Hollywood beauty secrets. Only $1.00 postpaid.
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(in a can) to Germany as "Mary
Scotland." But Katharine's voi^
stayed home, thereby giving a Cc
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|ET'SAmerican
take a look
at thatJohn
well-known
citizen,
P. (for
l_ Preposterous) Public who has
been and still is bringing his dimes and
quarters to his favorite neighborhood
movie house, week in and week out,
ever so faithfully. What would he say if,
all of a sudden, producers began to engage actors and actresses he knows and
likes, and then endowed these images
with voices which in real life never have
and never could have belonged to the
actors and actresses?
Well,
doubthe John
Public
wouldn't
like
it. no
Would
let them
know
about
it, out there in Hollywood? You bet
your last couple of free passes that he
would. Yet, this situation is exactly
what European audiences all over the
Continent contend with year in and
year out. What is more — they like it!
And what is still more — they asked for

IN EYE MAKE-UP "BSBBB"

Jean Parker
featured in the
COLUMBIA

PICTURE, "PENITENTMRf-

A few minutes and a few Solo
Curlers are all you need to transform straggly, unattractive hair
into soft, loyely curls. No
lotions ... no heat ... no fuss.

SOLO RED TOP

Solo^U^

SOLD AT NOTION
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it! It all started with the advent of dialogue. Hollywood was very busy at that
time, what with former stars toppling
over like straw dummies and a whole
set of new troubles popping up right
there at Home. No wonder nobody in
Hollywood had the time to pay much
attention to the foreign field. Let Continental audiences take care of themselves was the slogan of the day.
'■PIRED, dull eyes . . . veined and red . . . ruin
Unhappily enough, they did so. As
-1 eye make-up. Now, a great new advance in
eye lotions clears up dull, veined look due to soon as they found out that their idols
fatigue, exposure, etc. In seconds eyes look of the silver screen had merely become
thrillingly brighter, whiter, and therefore larger !
Use Eye-Gene before eye make-up ... for spark- actors speaking in an alien tongue (said
ling new eye beauty ! Two drops soothe and re- to be English but incomprehensible,
fresh tired, irritated eyes wonderfully ! No other whatever its name), well, within a very
eye lotion like Eye-Gene! Purse size at any 5
and 10c store. Economy size at all drug stores. short time, French, German and Italian
producers were offering a brand-new
set of European stars, speaking the European public's own language and doing

COUNTERS

EVERYWHERE

EYE-GENE

their best to replace the fallen gc
Hollywood.
Rather unexpectedly, and, for F
wood, more than just fortunately, I
not work out. The European r| ■
liked the local lads and gals butt
still yearned for the more finished i
lywood product and its more glittil
dazzling stars. And as Holly wooca
still too busy to take care of her it
ful but neglected foreign public, u
distributors in Europe took thin J
their own hands and the "dubbing J»
dustry was born.
nT the beginning it was a ratheif)
ble child, but today dubbing, or then
stitution for the original dialogue (I
lish) of voices speaking another il
or local) tongue, is prescribed b}«
in three European countries.
The procedure is somewhat inv|j
but interesting. First, the originalM
sion, meaning the picture as ma i
America, is shown in one of the spW
ized houses in Paris or Berlin, >I
there still is a limited public of fell
picture fans. If the picture is sucM
ful and the critics do not pan it too M
it is ordered to be dubbed. Six to M
weeks later it is available for neigJn
hood
provincial
houses in it.'*l
form, and
the dubbed
version.
This is the process. The diaP
must be translated first and tran P
well. In the early days, this used *fl
a rather crude job but today it is
in a satisfactory manner by highhJM
cialized writers who are well pa W
their efforts. For not only do they*B
to include the action and wisec*!
contained in the original script-*!!
must also make their words coJ-ftt

tBhe lip movements of the players
t£ screen, a rather tedious business
jy language!
When a man in a
si up starts a word with an "m", for
t;ice, it better be an "m" in French
Crman, too, or the public will imdtely notice the slip-up and boo.
] refore, the dialogue is also consid; :>y the translator according to the
; in which the speakers appear.
spoken off stage naturally present
cally no difficulties.
A long shot
1 easy to handle but the dubbing
;s becomes harder and harder the
the player is brought to the audiSometimes there is no remedy
cut the close-up out altogether;
rer, a proud dubbing expert will
erything before he allows such an
»e. Generally, European dubbing
s have arrived at an almost unbele degree of perfect synchronizaf dialogue and lip movements.
>on as the dialogue is completed
arch for the right players to imlate the voices of the original ac1 the new language begins. To find
istitute for Shirley Temple more
ixty girls were tested in Germany
he end a girl of eight was chosen
laced under contract by Fox. She
o good that with her first picture,
Take a Bow," people came out of
leaters betting that the voice heel to the real Shirley and that she
perfect German!
— there is always a but— this girl,
i Richter by name, could not sing.
Shirley's singing another actress
to be employed — Trude Moos, a
y talented girl and a specialist for
voices, although Miss Moos is ac' twenty-one.
t as with Shirley, other American
have their constant dubbers. These
e are as carefully handled by the
distributing companies as are the
lal stars in Hollywood — even
if
respective salaries are far from
the same.
the early days of dubbing, which
iome four or five years ago, it was
ncommon to hear the same French
speak for Garbo, Crawford and
urn.
Since
then, however,
the

pow?!i

public has become more discerning and
such practices have had to cease.
Nowadays, the average stock company
needs about ten days of rehearsal for a
picture. Before they begin, the picture
is taken apart and divided into 100 to
130 "takes" of varying length. The average length of a take is about 100 feet.
It is continuously being run off: first in
the rehearsal hall and then in the studio.
The "actors" act the lines into microphones placed exactly as during the
original shooting.
After four or five days of "shooting"
the dubbed version is "in the can."
Final correction is left to the cutter, and
in dubbing the business of cutting is
often the most important job on hand.
It also takes a long time. All in all, it
takes about six weeks to have a dubbed
version ready for general consumption.
As yet, dubbing artists receive no fan
mail, but in some countries their names
appear on the programs and on the main
title alongside those of the original actors. There is also one lonely case on
record where dubbing led to another
career, considered more legitimate: Lisl
Huebl, a Viennese girl and a pupil of
Max Reinhardt's famous dramatic
school, obtained her first theatrical engagement after it became known that
she was the final choice for the German
dubbing of Katharine Hepburn's "Mary
of Scotland."
Funny situations arise when wellknown stars have to be dubbed into
their native tongue — many of them, Anton Walbrook for instance, prefer to do
this work themselves rather than have
somebody else speak for them.
An interesting situation will arise
when Walt Disney starts his search for
an international cast for the characters
in "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs."
It is planned to dub this picture into
more than a dozen languages, including
Swedish, Polish and Greek. But maybe
be we shouldn't call this work dubbing.
After all, we'll have to admit that
Mickey Mouse is the only star who is
shown "dubbed" even in America — for
there might have been mice who
chirped into a radio mike, but there are
still none to speak their own lines on
the screen.

Fashion Letter
(Continued from page 66)
were prevalent in the desert
>n picture. (See page 56.)
n Bennett accented a basic frock
tiite sharkskin with a sleeveless
) of turquoise suede with matchsit and bag (a handsome set creby Alma Duffil of Los Angeles,
l can also be worn as accessory
sheath dinner gown) .
leleine Carroll's "basic" frock was
eer white woolen with a handid sleeveless sweater of light
n brown angora.
nan-striped linen fashioned a
-sleeved bolero and girdle for Kay
is' frock of white silk linen.
I be fashion-wise if your summer
robe includes one of these "basic"
3 to which you can so smartly add
f a dozen accessory jackets and
to transform it into half a dozen
ent costumes.
HON of accessories reminds me
I have news from Hollywood to
about too, for I want to tell you
:hat I had with Gwenn Wakeling,
is designing Alice Faye's wardfor "Alexander's Ragtime Band."
;s Wakeling feels that "Alexander's
me Band," which stresses the prenfluence, will make a marked imion on 1938 accessory trends.

She predicts we will see an abundance of lapel watches, pumps that lace
and tie around the ankle, beaded bags
imitative of fine tapestries. So, watch
for these whimsies that make life more
amusing for the fashion-minded.
To complete the accessory picture, I
want to write you about an interview
I had with La Valle (creator of the
famous Fenton last) who recently visited Hollywood to talk with the stars
about their footwear.
La Valle predicts that the open heel
and toe are here to stay in every version
of footwear except the strictly tailored
walking shoe. His creations, which do
not include sports or play shoes, reveal
an individualized shoe for every costume.
Now a word about hats. I can't omit
last minute news from John Frederics,
who is in Hollywood to design hats for
Madeleine Carroll and Katie Hepburn.
Mr. Frederics' emphasis is on the importance ofnatural straws. He believes
in the revival of the turban and intriguingly creates them of printed silks,
with scarfs or bags to match. We'll
feature some of his outstanding chapeaux on the fashion pages in a future
issue.
That's all for now.
again next month.

Be with you

flidd <_, /(arfjaret JjJiM/e
"I always did love Pond's Vanishing Cream for powder base. But
now as nourishing cream, it is too perfect for words. Think of
having such a light, greaseless cream to use on your face at night !"

A CREAM that is powder base and
nourishing cream in one ! Why
that sounds positively revolutionary.
And the new Pond's Vanishing
Cream is a revelation to many women.
It is positively not a grease cream
... It positively does not come out
again in a "goo" ... It holds your powder faithfully . . . And — it contains
that blessed "skin-vitamin" which
nourishes the skin and improves its
texture. The vitamin which especially aids in keeping skin beautiful !
As Good a Powder Base as ever —
The new Pond's Vanishing Cream with
"skin-vitamin" in it is grand as ever for
melting a way lit tie roughnesses and smoothing your skin for powder. And is never drying! If you are one of those who "never
could use vanishing cream," you have a
new experience coming when yon try Pond's
new "skin-vitamin" Vanishing Cream.
Tune in on "THOSE

Use it for overnight after cleansing and
in the daytime under your powder. Now
Pond's Vanishing Cream with "skin-vitamin" is nourishing your skin while it is
holding your powder! Its use helps to
make skin finer and lovelier, fresher.
Same jars, same labels, same price
Now every jar of Pond's Vanishing Cream
you buy contains this new cream with
"skin-vitamin" in it. You will find it in
the same jars, with the same labels, at
the same price.
TEST IT IN
9 TREATMENTS

SCND TO*

,

Pond's. Dept. 15-VS, Clinton, Conn.
Rush special
of Pond's
"skin-vitamin"
Vanishing Cream,tube
enough
for 9 new
treatments,
with samples
of 2 other Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10^ to
cover postage and packing.
Name-

RBAMNSW C
m
Copyright, 19X8. Pond's Extract Comi
Mondays, 8:30 P.M., N.Y.Time, N.B.C.

Street-

WE LOVE," Pond's Program,
Citv—

(Continued from page 17)
Then the panic of joy when at last she
heard voices, knew that men and horses
were breaking through the wheat; knew
that it was her father . . . that at last he
heard her call!
And after another eternity she was
riding home in his arms, shadowy men
and horses ahead and behind, lantern
light fitfully streaking the dark, her
mother waiting at the lane gate . . .
The wheat fields never looked silken
or beautiful after that. And she felt just
a little triumphant when the great revolving knives of the reapers and binders reduced to shocks and stacks this
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siren sea! She felt a particular comradeship too, with the men who, having
felled the wheat, came up from the field
at noon and night to eat at the long
table in the ranch house kitchen.
She loved the horses, her mother remembers, the bay and sorrel aristocrats
of the corrals, particularly since she was
forbidden that territory. The gates between house and barns were kept carefully closed, but tirelessly, three-yearold Myrna watched from the back
porch, waiting her chance. And came
the day! The open gate! And blue hair
bow, blue pinafore, trotted down the
lane. Her father called her. She kept
right on going. He called again. She
trotted still a little faster. He strode out

WPP*
Each piece individually

of the house, reached up to a cottonwood tree, and provided himself with a
healthy switch! She had never been
punished, but evidently had somehow
absorbed the general idea, for now a
streak of blue gingham was on its way
back to the house and in at the back
door! Time, nothing flat!
"I can see her now," laughs handsome,
white-haired Mrs. Williams, "those little
feet of hers tearing for the door! I remember hoping that, for the sake of
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discipline, she didn't see her father's
face, nor hear the roars of laughter that
came up from the corral."
winter snow and wind swept
coldly about shivering doors and windows, Myrna remembers two gray kittens, Timothy and Alfalfa. Behind the
cook stove was a particularly pleasant
space which the three of them shared.
There she kept her slate, her picture
books, her small red chair, and here, for
one little girl and two gray kittens, life
was complete, and very satisfactory.

w HEN

Darling:
I have already written a book called No
More Alibis. It shows you how to make
yourself over physically. Now you have
another job ahead of you. You can take
off fifteen pounds of fat with comparative
ease. Can you get rid of fifteen pounds of
oversensitiveness, or a bump of self-consciousness? Can you build up charm as
you'd build up a thin body? Sure you can,
if you'll but read what Mama has to tell
you.
That Magic Touch
My new book Pull Yourself Together,
Baby! contains hundreds of simple ways to
develop glamour — that magic touch which
makes an ugly person charming ... a pretty
woman fascinating ... a beautiful girl
simply irresistible. Glamour is a combination of brains, character, charm, physical
attractiveness, manner and manners. It's
the answer to the question, "How can I be
popular?" It gets jobs, it wins friends, it
draws beaux like a magnet, it keeps husbands in love with you.
Yon Can Develop Glamour
And, darling, make no mistake about glamour . . . you can acquire it . . . you can develop it. If you wish to acquire self-assurance, poise and charm, get my new book —
read it from cover to cover and you'll have
all the secrets I've gleaned from studying
the most dynamic personalities of the stage
and screen.
Madame Sylvia
The price of Pull Yourself Together, Baby!
is only $1.00 postpaid. Dept. P-5, Macfadden Book Co., 205 E. 42nd St., New
York City.
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Then with the warm "Chinook" winds,
she and her Dad would go hunting. Encircling the Valley were the foothills,
rising to rugged mountains, dark patches
of scrub forest below, purple and steelblue shadows above. And in the foothills, growing close to the ground,
showing brightly through the snow,
grew kinnie-ka-nik, scarlet berries and
waxen leaves. So they would go hunting, little Myrna and her tall Dad, for
jack rabbits and kinnie-ka-nik.
She remembers the sharp, startling
spit of the gun, the bounding track of
the echo against the mountains, down
the canyons, her strange, half-frightened
consciousness of the little mound in her
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father's hunting sack which she knew to
be a dead rabbit.
Then they would fill 7ier hunting sack
with green leaves and red berries; and
what comfortable expectation, the trip
home at dusk, the ranch house in the
valley, lights in the windows, a thread
of curling chimney smoke, the first pale
stars. Later, safe in bed, she would
listen with new awareness, to the wail
of coyotes and wolves, knowing that
with their wild yellow eyes, they were
now following the footprints she and her
Dad had made in the snow!

With springtime came the unbelievi
able loveliness of the orchards. Wi
summer, the long, cool, shady, swee
smelling lanes between the trees. Thi
basketfuls of apples trundled to tl!
sheds to be graded and packed. Ai
through the miles of trees, from sprii
to fall, small Myrna, side by side wi
her Dad, would look seriously f.
oyster-shell or blight on the trees,
quick to discover it as if she were fil
instead of going-on-five.
Far out over the range wandered t
cattle and horses wearing the brand
the "W3" ("W" for Williams, "3" f.
David, Delia and Myrna), but in t
barns were the milk cows, and alwa
on the kitchen tables at night were shi
ing pans of milk, on those left from yei
terday the satin cream ready to be lift
in the skimmer.
And every night before bedtime, cat
the best hour of the day. In the kitcht,
perched
on a particular
high sto
Myrna
was
served
a particular bl .
china bowl full of milk and crisp crac ■
ers;
served this
withtheher one
mother's
compkt
attention,
hour of
eve J
day when the little girl and her bu
mother belonged to each other, this t
memory
Myrna
Loy
cherishes
m<i
of all.
After crackers and milk came goo
night to the kittens, the trip upstai
preparation for bed, prayers, the lig
blown out; then by previous arrang,
ment with Mother, the stair door wou,
be
left would
open, and
up from
parlor
come drifting
the gentle
harmoi,t'j
of piano and violin.
One of the ranch hands was a Germ;
count, a violinist. With a love of mus
a hatred of war, he had run away fro
conscription in the German army.
Mryna would listen to Grieg, Godai
Chopin, till the notes grew so faint s)
could no longer follow them.
But to a drowsy little girl the realiz
tion never came that sleep was steali)
over her: Instead there was always.
very certain feeling that the stairs we
growing higher and higher, the hall b
tween the stairs and her room growii,
longer and longer, the music by th.
conjury, taken farther and farther awa
Every morning, in nightie and ba
feet, she would run to look at the staii
perfectly convinced, that this time it hs
really happened!
In later years she heard the gre;(
Pablo Casals play the "Berceuse."
"I have a funny feeling about th.
music," she said to her mother. "I fe
as Her
though
I have
always
known
it." <
mother
smiled
a little,
thinking
a trundle bed, a sleepy little girl, ft
quiet lamplit parlor of a lonely farrr
house.
"Perhaps you have always known it
she said.
|N Myrna's sixth year it was decide
that the family should move into Helen
which was fifty miles away. CattiY
horses, Montana blue-joint hay woul
still be Dave Williams' business, fr
would still like his father before hin
accumulate land (at one time the
owned five thousand acres) , but for h
be the city.
wife and baby daughter, "home" woul
Here were
the little girl
lonely!
But without
closer to her

completely new thrills fc
from Crow Creek Valle;
knowing why, with lif
than ever before, she wa

She remembered sometimes the wid
look of the range, the open sky, the dis
tant road, but not until the summer sh
was nine, and went back, a barefoc

nb.' in overalls, red-gold hair blowr i the wind, a pony to ride, all the
He for her playground, not until
fitting on the rail fence of the corwtching the cowboys bring in wild
rse:from the range, did she begin to
owiow much a part of her this was.
c id inherited more
than beauty
n he Grandmother she had never
w the Grandmother who had not
edD see this small copy of herself.
I slena, however, a few blocks from
• iuse which
was
now
home
to
!, lived Grandmother Johnson,
icligave the city a particular value
=r 11. And time had provided three
erjnagnificent slices of life!
'hi first was a baby brother whose
■rjgurgle and smile and tiny finger
it! adored.
h^second was Mount Ascension hill
:hijwinter. In Helena are two pretty
id-|ized mountains, the town built
th' side of "Ascension," down which
jsl'is travel with such abandon, such
rri;d gaiety, such flying of red muf3,:>houts of laughter, jangling of
,-b|ls, flashing breathless fun, that
*| could imagine no higher heart

I

hiiiidn't know it then, but a certain
lfjpoy with a red stocking cap and
lOiemade toboggan, used to watch
ivacious little redhead and used
iften to consider offering her a
He didn't make the suggestion,
=r, until a trifle too late. In fact
til they were both guests at the
Ifjjrood wedding
of Miss Jeanette
nald.
Then
said the important
.Miry Cooper to the glamorous Miss
rr: Loy . . . "Wish I hadn't been so
mine bashful."
ai the third joy began to light those
rtiwhich now spell her name from
jeand to Zanzibar!
She was sent to
ucig school.
After a few weeks of
uj.ay mornings, she began to exhibit
fete talent! And then came the day
ef;he was taken by her grandmother
seher first play, a matinee of Maefefk's "Bluebird."
Grandmother had
eiher to countless recitals and cont^ Myrna
being allowed
to spend
TJweek end at her grandmother's
js but never had there been a play!
dfie occasion of "The Bluebird" was
ome thrill; not only the matinee but
e~ dress, pale blue china silk, infiniiril tucks and hemstitching,
huge
eiibbon bows for the red hair now
rain pig-tails.
And climax of clix a blue feather fan!
That little
i,irown up, remembers still the exJprustle and murmur
of Helena's
stelect audience, the darkened thealie curtain rising on the quaint
et scene of Mytil and Tytil.
And
•euddenly was a new world! Music,
o' dancing, full of a new meaning!
*ji never danced again, never again
kied to a morning or drifted into
ej at night, without
the definite
J£i of dancing on the stage. This day
h[ best-loved recollection of those
pi week ends.
Though every visit
h[' grandmother's was intriguing.
Vielegant setting of colored glass in
i !ont door made streaks of red and
fir and purple
across the stairs.
e< were tall carved beds. There was
m's cradle and a staring blue -eyed
ir doll named "Hepsie."
■d of course Grandmother was typ1. laughed Miss Loy, telling me about
I mean as far as the pantry was
rimed, cookie boxes and all that.
ei^as very domestic but with a great
a: f dignity, always a black silk dress
dacy white collars and cuffs, her
ii as delicate as egg shell, her bon1 rimmed with violets and pansies."
A'ittle smile gathered in Miss Loy's
e:as she remembered.
: erything about her," she said, "was
a' ring . . . really charming.

"At Grandmothers there was always
a big shiny apple for me at bedtime,"
she said, her voice so soft I had to listen
well to hear it, "and she'd tell me stories
about Scotland. She'd left her little
sister Mary there. A family named Kennedy had brought Grandmother to
America. When they went to Glasgow
again they wanted Mary. But the answer was . . . 'You took one of the
bairns and she never came back. You
can't take Mary!' "

M

YRNA LOY'S first grief was the death
of this grandmother of the quiet house
and the bright bonnets. She turned for
particular companionship, then, to her
Dad, finding him usually at his special
desk, with his special pipe, usually discussing with some rancher a plan for
experimental farming, irrigation, improvement ofthe soil, or preservation of
the grazing lands. Here at his desk
Myrna remembers him best, always
kind, understanding, ready to listen to
problems, always tolerant, helpful and
generous.
"He had a real talent for living," she
told me with affectionate pride. "And
he did it so well! Ours was such a gay
house, always good times, always guests
at our table, Dad a perfect host. As I
remember it, it seems like holiday festivities only that we had it all the time!
Tall cakes on high dishes, lots of puddings and roasts, my father making
everybody
to be
there."
But thereglad
were
quiet
times too, just
"family," Myrna's father at his desk, her
Mother with the mending basket in the
sunny dining-room window which was
a garden of potted flowers, her roly-poly
little brother tumbling on the floor.
WlTH the advent of "The Bluebird,"
Myrna began instigating and directing
neighborhood performances which she
also authored from her fairy books. Considering herself far from a beauty, she
modestly allotted herself only those
roles requiring the least looks, playing
therefore, in "The Sleeping Beauty," not
the heroine but the Witch of Act One,
the Prince of Act Two.
Her costume for the latter impersonation was a pair of black bloomers, her
mother's willow-plumed hat and silk
stockings, with, for a collar, the accordion-pleated paper lamp shade. But
upon her appearance in this entirely appropriate disguise, a relative in Row 1,
afforded himself a giggle! Myrna's response was instant, a one-line speech
delivered with a prompt closing of the
curtains.
"If that's how you feel about it," said
she, "there won't be any show!"

sHE

doesn't remember much about
school. She never could see much reason for it. Her memory of lessons and
teachers is only that she missed most of
the answers she was supposed to supShe found great joy in dreaming, little
plyin learning, and during her eleventh
year, heard with as keen triumph as she
ever recalls, the family decision that
during her father's next term in the
Legislature, school might be forgotten
while she, her mother and David Jr.,
traveled to La Jolla, California.
A village by the sea, rugged coast line,
barren rocks, tawny shore, restless tide.
Myrna's first acquaintance with the
great Pacific!
A strange new distance here, white
sails against the sky, gray gulls, the
scurrying sandpipers on the silk, wet
sand her only playmates, for there were
no children.
But here Myrna found a companion
whose friendship she immediately accepted as a smile of Providence. A fisherman, as rugged as the coast itself, a
"Dan

Peggotty"

of So'wester and oil-

emey
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skins, a gentleman whose name, so
Myrna reported to her mother, was
Cap'n Mr. Klein. He had built a house
on the rocks where the surf fairly beat
against his door. Two rooms. In one
he ate, lived and slept, the other was an
aquarium of everything he could bring
in from the sea; plants, eels, lobsters,
octopus. . .
"He was a great pal," Myrna Loy told
me. "Every night we went fishing when
the tide would go out. I can still feel
the swing and the swell of that little
boat, the sideways roll of it as the Cap'n
would pull in the nets. He was fishing

was sure of tomorrow's sunrise!

to make enough money," she said, "to
buy a new boat. And he did buy it. We
pushed it into the tide together, as new
as a shiny penny! It was very thrilling.
All day I used to wander around the
rocks and the quiet little pools, waiting

NOW, at thirteen, she wore a coronet
of braids like her Grandmother Ann.
There was an elusive, whimsical beauty
about her . . . something you could

for him. Then I'd go and hunt him up
in his house and always find him making me jewelry of polished shells. I left
that village with more rings and necklaces and bracelets than I have possessed
before or since!"
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IT was a tearful parting when Myrna,
eleven years old, bedecked with necklaces of shells, had said good-by to that
new dory, to the rocky shore, to her
good friend Cap'n Mr. Klein.
She wasn't however, on her way to
Helena, but to Los Angeles, where they
visited for several weeks, and during
which time, instead of school, she
studied dancing with Ruth St. Dennis.
And again with pronounced signs of talent. And this time so much of it that
when the family was once more together
at home, her father began to be disturbed about it! He had wanted her to
study dancing. He wanted her to have
everything. But his was an old-fashioned family. He was an old-fashioned
Dad. He had never dreamed of such a
thing as "professional ideas," or that in
a dress of pale chiffon, spring flowers in
her hair, little Myrna Williams should
be publicly presented, as had happened
last week, at a bazar! There had been
encore after encore. A flushed and radiant little girl had gone to bed that
night with a more vivid dream than
ever. And the next day her Dad had
come home from town, had hung his hat
on the hall post, had come into the sitting room behaving just as he did when
ley!
there was a big project afoot in the val-

"Mother," he had said seriously,
"everybody in town is talking about
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cesses, failures, try outs, opportunities.
She felt a kindred spirit in her mother.
Though she had not yet talked all this
over with her, she was sure of a champion here. But her ingenuity was completely stumped by the attitude of her
Dad. They had always been pals. No
misunderstanding had ever come between them. She couldn't bear that it
should. She didn't want to hurt him,
or displease him or disobey him, but
she was as sure that she was meant to
dance her way into the future, as she

"You mean . . . they liked her dancing?" Mrs. Williams had asked him.
Myrna!"
"Yes," he had nodded. "I don't know
what to do about it!"
"You can't do anything about it, David," Mrs. Williams had told him quietly.
"Myrna dances well. She loves to do it.
People are asking her to dance everywhere, and what would you do about

feel but couldn't quite define. She was
tall for thirteen, serious for thirteen,
talented for thirteen.
And one day she was invited to dance
at the yearly Elks' show, the theatrical
event of the season. So here again was
something to dream about. And it was
a dream filled with joy until a day which
brought the surprise and heartbreak
of her Dad's announcement that ... he
wouldn't be there!
"Have you heard what old Mr. Fliegelmann's going to do?" he said to
Myrna's mother, and as though he
wished he were not so personally concerned with the news. . . "Nobody in
town has ever done such a thing before!
Even though the show's on Saturday
night, he's going to close his department
store because Myrna's dancing . . . I'm
afraid she's headed for a career ... I
don't want any part of it. Saturday
night I ... I won't be in town."
And he wasn't. But his daughter
danced and stopped the show. She took
bow after bow. She received round
upon round of applause . . . and at the
finish discovered that a generous portion of it had come from the wings
where stood the comedian of the Broadway act which had been imported for
the evening.
Dressed to "work" in the next number
Mr. Eddie Stevens took a good look at
the breathless little girl just out of the
spotlight. He put his hand on her arm
and detained her.
"Kid, you're all right," he said warmly.
"With that pair a' feet you ought to
hit the big time! Look . . . why don't
you go back with me? I'll show you
where
they hide
the contracts!"
He winked
broadly.
He and three
partners did singing and step dancing.
He was easy to talk to . . . and interested. Very interested!
Another member of the act came out
of the dressing room.
"Nice little dancer they've got here,
Bootsy," said Eddie. "She could step
into a row a' Broadway ponies so fast
she wouldn't have time to unpack her

"She's my daughter! She's a Williams,"
her Dad had said. "Nobody in our family has ever done such a thing! I can't
understand it!"
"But in a trunk in the attic is a pink
satin dress," Myrna's mother had smiled,
"it onceit?"was made for a concert tour!
After all, David, she's my daughter

IN the wings everyone was crowding
around, waiting for little Myrna Wiltrunk!"liams, but still Eddie detained her. Her
number, by odd coincidence, had been
"The Bluebird." She wore brief bright
blue accordion pleats, gauzy feathered
wings, blue shoes, a tiny blue mask. On
the stage the show was going on, a line
of high-school girls in top hats and
checked minstrel suits, stepping breezily

OO Myrna kept on dancing, loving it
more and more, having only one dream,
to dance in the theater, never forgetting
too!"
that she was to be an actress, but certain
now that dancing would be the beginning.

along to the music of "Waitin' for the
Robert E. Lee," Eddie Stevens ready to
follow, a sunflower in his orange lapel.
He pulled on white kid gloves.
"Look," he said, "I mean it about you.
Why should anybody dance like this . . .

In dancing school she worked early
and late, learned everything anyone
could teach her. In the Public Library
she read all the theatrical information
she could find, absorbed all she could
about costumes, stage mechanics, suc-

in Montana. We've got a good act. Plenty booking. We're leaving town at 2:40
tonight after the show and Maudie's
blowing, to jump into Hollywood. The
other girl in the act is my wife. We can
take you East on Maudie's ticket. We've
got a week in Chicago at the Hippo-

drome and you can step into Mau
spot. I know you're just a kid . .
there's a couple of kid dancers
Omaha on the same bill . . . what's
names . . . Fred and Adele Astaire
and you can give 'm cards and sp;
If you want to go . . . see me al
He picked up the rhythm of the m
"Think it over," he said, and gr
vined out past the footlights.
LlTTLE Myrna Williams was t
home
train."in a bewilderment of emoi
Her mother was very proud of hei.
Dad's chair was conspicuously va
The telephone rang . . . rang ...
... to congratulate her ... to congi
late her mother and her dad.
In the gay little wings which
borne her so lightly to success, she

n

.
d
it

upstairs. . . .
Mr. Eddie Stevens! Chicago! The ,.
podrome!
Her dreaclose she Maudie's
had only spot!
to reach
out d

take it! A Broadway contract so lit''"
she wouldn't have time to unpack :t ,;
. . . but she wouldn't need a tr*
Just the
trunk!
— little suitcase in which she i
taken her Bluebird costume to the
ater. Tonight even the suitcase, ah J
kept in the storeroom, was here nj
to pack! And there was no use wai]
for her father to change his mind,
that he had gone away rather than e
her dance . . . she knew there wa o
use. . . Of course he would unders i
in the end. He always did. But .
David Jr. who had been allowei o
stay up, was getting sleepily into 1,
Mother latching the front door, cong
upstairs . . . putting out the hall ligh .
"Now hurry to bed, dear," she :1,
and stopped for a quick good-night s
and to unfasten the bright dress,
to go right to sleep.
Mother was i y
The "Bluebird" dropped her d s
around ofher
feet, then carefully pied
you."
proud
it up again. . . . Better take it . . . n be she'd need it ... in Chicago. 1
opened the suitcase, held the strap o
they wouldn't click on the floor,
wondered if Mr. Eddie Stevens wcji

be surprised to see her, or did he pect it. She'd wear her dark serge i
her Scotch cap. She'd take her br<
Sunday dress and her brown shoes ji
her Peter Thompson sailor.
With guarded movements she t
paper and pencil out of her desk I
the desk which bore Grandfather Jo •
son's carving of oak leaves.
"Dearest Mother," she wrote, "I'm I
ing away with the act that came hi
for the show. Don't worry. I'm tak ;
the $5.00 you gave me for my birthc .
It's all I'll need till I begin dancing i
Chicago
and New
York. . ."struck c
The
clock
downstairs
Outside on the corner the street lil
was out now.
Down the street, bl;:

aftc block, all the lights were out, e'l
the light in Mother's room . . .
Little Myrna Williams dropped I

Bluebird dress into the open suite;And from her closet quietly .1
quietly .. .. .. the
brought
Sunc'
brown
sailor out
suit .the
. . the
b

serge . . . and the little Scotch cap. i.
Does Eddie Stevens change Mj/i
Loy's career? Her strange heritage a
the real truth about her early days
Hollywood — and then she meets Rudo*
Valentino — all this Dixie Willson tells
the brilliant second instalment of Myi
Loy's
Don't story
miss —it. next month in Photopl

mmm

(Continued from page 6)
■ M FLYERS-RKO-Radio

• MANNEQUIN-M-G-M

Veeler and Woolsey's farewell performance as
tivie team is one of their gayest pictures. The
Keyset off in a seaplane to capture jewel thieves
ndieir mad antics in the air furnish the laughs.
.uijVelez sings several peppy songs. It's fun for
tiepole family.
(Feb.)

_ Again Joan Crawford is magnificently the shop
girl, who by beauty and brains overcomes a hideous
environment and an unfortunate marriage to blackmailer Alan Curtis, to emerge chin high to happiness
with Spencer Tracy. Joan looks stunning, does
some nice singing; Tracy is staunch support.
(March)

■ ITTING A NEW

• MAN-PROOF-M-G-M

HIGH-RKO-Radio

]}./ Pons lifts this none too brilliant comedy to a
igllevel of entertainment. As a cabaret singer
■it'operatic ambitions she coaxes E. E. Horton
it( linking
she's toa wear
bird girl
fromcostumes,
Africa. This
55
Miss Pons
exotic
sing setup
both
ivi! songs and classical arias with delicious
>eJs. John Howard is her heart trouble. Jack
lal is around for laughs.
(Feb.)

Without the delicious humor of Myrna Loy this
would be a dull conversation piece about a young
emotionally uninvolved girl in love with a young
rake (Walter Pidgeon). When he marries Rosalind
Russell, Myrna sets out to get him back — with
astonishing results. Franchot Tone lurks in the
background.
A lulu because of Loy. (March)

■ OLLYWOOD

MY OLD KENTUCKY

HOTEL-Warners

s is a potpourri of music and buffoonery put
velvith abundant, but not too brilliant enthusi■>y Dick Powell, the Lane Sisters, Lola and
.osnary, Louella Parsons and her radio clan, inuiig Frances Langford. The happiest contribuii are Bennie Goodman's swing band, and
.ajiond
lot
fun. Paige's
(March)arrangement of "Black Eyes."
URRICANE,
Artists

THE -Sam

Goldwyn-United

V.h a wind machine for a star and the Pacific
i ?et, Director John Ford has concocted a stuninjpicture of adventure and love among the
its of the South Seas. Newcomer Jon Hall
m ability as well as most of his excellent
Hmy; Dorothy Lamour is beautiful as his
fil princess; the star-studded cast includes
Kiond Massey, Mary Astor and C. Aubrey
my. The hurricane is awe-inspiring. You
■n't miss it. (Jan.)
I LL TAKE

ROMANCE-Columbia

lice Moore's new romantic film with opera
B is her best since "One Night of Love."
Ed by her domineering aunt, Helen Westley,
M- tries monkey business to get out of a confifalls in love instead with impresario Melvyn
•[las. Miss Moore sings both popular and
JUtic airs with vocal and physical appeal.
.1 h)
H

OLD CHICAGO-20th

Century-Fox

tfe legend
of Mrs.
is God'sa gift
to
bi'l
Zanuck
who O'Leary's
has here cow
achieved
vivid
ic|re of Chicago's early days before the famous
ref 1871.
wholesons
fighting
of O'Learys,
Ider
Alice The
Brady,
Don clan
Ameche,
Tyrone
'O'-r and Tom Brown, live, love and learn in the
riY of many colorful figures. The holocaust itself
; lath-taking, and the huge cast, including Alice
a;i and Andy Devine, superlative. Save your
eres and go. (March)
ONATIONAL SETTLEMENT - 20th Centy-Fox
Singhai, during the air raids, is the breathing backdrop for speedy action and sinister inip. George Sanders finds himself a pistol target
jrjjies; Dolores Del Rio finally foils the villains.
)i'i Baldwin and June Lang furnish the secondary
ranee. (April)
M BEHAVE-Republic
Smewhere between the newsreel and the main
rare you will watch Sally Eilers getting into
wl trouble— and romance— because of her sister.
rh one, already married to Joseph Schildkraut,
slight, marries Neil Hamilton. Sally does a good
oijdy job and Marcia Mae Jones is really very
Mf. (March)
.CK OUT FOR LOVE-GB

fc.OVE AND HISSES— 20th Century-Fox
alter Winchell and Ben Bernie return with
fub to another battle of wits and half-wits and
n|c and gags, built around a foreign star, Simone
si in, whose abilities each takes credits for. Much
li'ity goes on; the new Gordon and Revel tunes
ira delight; and Simone Simon shoplifts the
I ire with her exceptional singing.
Elegant.
■ rch)
A.OVE IS A HEADACHE-M-G-M
a longer forced to be an artificially wrinkled
£• a lovely Gladys George finally comes to light.
I ing an actress bitten by the publicity bug, her
w,ition of Mickey Rooney and Virginia Weidler
Meg her best friend (Franchot Tone) to become
Ik severest critic. The acting is superfine. (April)
MERRY-GO-ROUND

matriarch's Molasses
attempts from
to run
life of(April)
Evelyn
Venable.
startthetolove
finish.
• NOTHING

SACRED-Selznick-United

Artists

Aided by color, a Ben Hecht script and the deft
direction of Bill Wyler, Carole Lombard and
Freddie March have turned in a comedy drama
that beats the best results of the nitwit schools, so
far. The story revolves around a reporter who is in
the doghouse with his editor, and his schemes to get
out of same by developing the season's biggest
front-page
news out
of a girl ostensibly
at death's
door.
Satirical,
sophisticated
and screwy,
it is
among the ranking laugh films of all time.
(Feb.)

• OF HUMAN HEARTS-M-G-M

SPY RING, THE-Universal
William Hall is the army hero of this fast melodrama on how to catch an enemy spy with a polo
mallet. Jane Wyman aids Hall and Leon Ames and
Ben Alexander are tossed an occasional scene.
There is a timely entente with current headlines in
the subplot. (April)
STORM

IN A TEACUP-Korda-United

Artists

THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY-M-G-M
Three youngsters with entirely different viewpoints experiences
meet in a jockey's
boardinghouse
later
find their
fit them
for the yearsandahead.
Mickey Rooney steals the show that was intended
to introduce Ronald Sinclair, a newcomer. Judy
Garland and Sophie Tucker take care of the feminine interest and the music. One of the better B's.
(Feb.)

AND HIS TWIN BROTHER-Warners

PRESCRIPTION

FOR ROMANCE-Universal

A slow-moving story of romance on the run.
Henry Hunter, embezzler, deserts his sweetheart,
flees to Wendy Barrie, a young doctor in Budapest,
for protection from Detective Robert Kent, out to
get his man. Guess who falls in love with whom?
You're right. (March)
QUICK MONEY-RKO-Radio
For those who like homespun movies woven with
sincere and familiar threads, this story wil be entertaining. Fred Stone and Berton Churchill battle
for acting honors; the former defending small-town
rights against a chiseling big-time promoter. A
number of clever youngsters are in support. (Feb.)

- Re-

. ,'hen a gangster buys a recording company and
js! rnforbetween
his passionandfor exciting
jazz and things
his mother's
opera, amusing
should
n 3en— and do. Leo Carrillo, Tamara Geva, Phil
J* in, Ann Dvorak and four big-name bands go to
",i in rollicking rhythm. A-l sauce for your
El ms. (Feb.)

• ROSALIE-M-G-M
Metro spent almost $2,000,000 on this and it
ought to be pretty special. You get Nelson Eddy
singing Cole Porter songs, Eleanor Powell's dancing
and
funny inspeech.
If the
garbled
storyFrank
of a Morgan's
West Pointer
love with
a princess
doesn'tably will.
throw
you
for
a
loop,
the
colossal
sets
probBetter go anyway.
(March)

(Feb.)

• TOVARICH-Warners
Brilliantly devised from the famous play, brilliantly played by Charles Boyer ami Claudette
Colbert, this depicts an incident in the lives of two
titled Russians living in Paris after the Revolution.
They hire out as butler and cook to a wild family,
each member of which proceeds to fall variously in
love with the new domestics. The suavest sort of
drama combined with the new padded-cell variety
of comedy makes this the best laugh bet of the
month.
(Feb.)
• WELLS

FARGO-Paramount

Magnificently staged against a panoramic background of American history — the growth of communications inthe wild and early West — this is a
human
story
of a young
marriedof couple's
for
happiness against
the dangers
a growingbattle
nation.
Joel
and Frances
Dee couldn't
have been
more McCrea
superlatively
cast. Bob
Burns, Porter
Hall
and a large cast of superior actors support. For
sheer adventure, definitely a hit. (Feb.)

Screwball detectives Allen Jenkins and Hugh
Herbert escort you through rapid and chill adventure in their search for the mysterious head of a spy
combine. Most of the action is in a deserted lightj
house full of monsters, but the persistent comedy
saves you from heart failure. Marsha Hunt and
John Eldredge are around — just for instance. (Feb.)
• SLIGHT

CASE OF MURDER,

A-Warners

Belonging to the addlepated cycle of pictures
started by "Nothing Sacred," a morbid humor is
here squeezed from murder. The story concerns the
plight of a gangster (Edward G. Robinson) and his
low-brow wife (Ruth Donnelly) who try to go
straight after Repeal. They fail in a mad, shocking,
but outrageously funny way. (April)
•

Crisp Miriam Hopkins gives an electric performance here and
— aided
a fine
story, Leigh
direction
a castby that
immensely
enjoysJason's
itself.
Two orphaned children are adopted by struggling
artist Ray Milland. Miriam resents his interference
— and how. Milland was born for his role, and
Henry Stephenson and the children are delicious.
Catch this quick. (March)

• YANK AT OXFORD, A-M-G-M

SH! THE OCTUPUSS-Wamers]

SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN
— Disney-RKO-Radio

DWARFS

Walt Disney at long last brings his million-dollar
fantasy to the screen, and his loving labor of three
years is not lost. Mingling real characters (Snow
White, The Prince and the Witch Queen) with delightful dwarfs and animals, he succeeds as mar-

that has proved a sensation

w

A

A picture with an idea, even if it disappoints as a
musical. Nat Pendleton, as a moron wrestler
matched with Amazonian Louise Fazenda, will keep
you in stitches; there is some good hillbilly music
and you
a dandy
and
have "Big
fun. Apple"
(April) sequence. Add it up —

■k PARADISE FOR THREE-M-G-M

Again the classic American brat returns to
delight the children and amuse their elders. This
time, there are two of them, the Mauch Twins who
organize as young G-men, tangle with real gangsters. Preposterous and sentimental, but peanuts
for small-town audiences. (April)

improvement

SWING YOUR LADY-Warners ■

THANK YOU, MR. MOTO-20th Century-Fox
This twisted tale of intrigue in an Oriental locale
fails to daunt the imperturbable Moto, who, aided
by Thomas Beck, tracks down stolen Chinese
scrolls, finishes off Sidney Blackmer in fine style.
Pauline Frederick as a Chinese princess stands out.

PENROD

The make-up

• SUBMARINE D-1-Warners
An accurate revelation of the dramatic thrills of
the navy's undersea service, plus an elaborate production, plus theandsplendid
Wayne Morris
George acting
Brent ofandPattheO'Brien,
whole
Pacific fleet, add up to the best Navy picture on
record. The masculine contingent will eat it up.
(Feb.)

Beautifully directed by Clarence Brown, this
gentle, sincere'picture
is serious cinema
its story
best.
Against
a Civil War background,
it tellsat the
of the heroic sacrifices of a poverty-stricken
pioneer minister's
to subsidize
their son
who
becomes
a famous family
surgeon.
Beulah Bondi,
Walter
Huston, Jimmy Stewart, the whole cast deserve
enormous credit. Don't fail to see this. (April)

Frank Morgan, Mary Astor, Edna May Oliver,
Florence Rice and Robert Young are the funmakers in this hilarious tale of a wealthy old duck
with a roving eye who goes vacationing incognito in
the Alps. You'd better see this picture to find out
what happens then. The direction is as smart as
the dialogue. (April)

LIGHT-PROOF
FACE POWDER

This is an extremely funny, oftentimes hilarious
piece about the deflation in ego of a pompous
Scotch politician brought about by a young newsman in love
with theSara
Scot's
daughter.
son,
Vivien Leigh,
Algood,
in fact,Rex
the Harrientire
cast is perfection. Do go and see it. (Feb.)

• WISE GIRL-RKO-Radio

.illio Carminati's many admirers will welcome
lit back as the hero of this complicated tale
»l>by Anna (Queen Victoria) Neagle rises from a
ttit ^ singer to world-renowned dancer through
fuo's sacrificial efforts. Robert Douglas is a
ir.,:n and handsome villain. There are some
wiish singable songs.
(Feb.)

MANHATTAN
public

HOME-Monogram

The sole reason for seeing this setup south of the
Mason Dixon is the Hall Johnson Choir of colored
singers. There's
a to-do factory
over theandcentennial
of the
founding
of a molasses
a domineering

velously in giving you great entertainment as he
did with Mickey Mouse or Donald Duck. The color
reproduction and the symphonic score are truly disworlds.
(Feb.)tinguished. We know you wouldn't miss it for

In this picture made in England, Robert Taylor
emerges less the dandy, more the male. As the son
of a small-town editor (Lionel Barrymore — can he
act!) Taylor wins a scholarship, wins and loses
Maureen O'Sullivan, takes a beating from his classmates, generally does a fine job. Credits to the
entire cast. (April)
• YOU'RE

A SWEETHEART-Universal

A Broadway show in the making is the background of this story and fortunately provides the
most important elements in the plot. George
Murphy really comes into his awn as a dancer and
singer, and Alice Faye also sings song hits as only
she can. Ken Murray and Oswald of radio fame
lend support. It's a nifty. (March)
YOU'RE ONLY YOUNG ONCE-M-G-M
There is something in these homely little dramas
dealing with simple human emotions. Here you
have father Lewis Stone, mother Fay Holden, son
Mickey Rooney and daughter Cecilia Parker setting
off for a vacation at Catalina. Laughs and tears
abound. Mickey, as usual, walks off with acting
honors. (Feb.)

JlRY Luxor Powder. It's lightproof. If you use it your face
won't shine. Try it! We will send
you a box for a DIME.
• At parties, do you instinctively avoid certain lights that you can just feel are playing
havoc with your complexion? All that trouble
with fickle make-up will be overcome when
you finish with powder whose particles do
not glisten in every sttong light. . . . Many
women think they have a shiny skin, when the
shine is due entirely to their powder!
Seeing is believing
With a finishing touch of light-proof powder,
your complexion will not constantly be lightstruck. In any light. Day or night. Nor will
you have all that worry over shine when you
use this kind of powder.
You have doubtless bought a good many
boxes of powder on claims and promises, only
to find that you wasted the money. We will
send you a box of Luxor for just ten cents.
Or you can buy a large box anywhere without waiting, and have your money back if it
doesn't pass every test you can give it.
Test it in all lights, day and night-under all
conditions. See for yourself how much it improves your appearance— in any light. See the
lovely softness and absence of shine when
you use light-proof powder. See how such
powder subdues those high-lights of cheekbones and chin, and nose.
Just ask for Luxor light-proof powder anywhere. A large box is 55c at drug and department stores; 10c sizes at the five-and-ten
stores. ... Or if you prefer, clip and mail the
coupon below enclosing a silver dime.

**"N.

^4U*^

Chicago

/] ^^

LUXOR,

Ltd.

Send me trial box of Luxor light-proof powder,
postpaid. I enclose ten cents (silver dime).
□ Flesh
□ Rachel
□ Rose Rachel
□ Rachel No. 2
D Brunette
Name
7
5/. & No
P. 0

State
(This offer notgood in Canada)
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COLORADO
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NONSPI IS SAFE
Thanks to Nonspi, women with sensitive skin
can now enjoy full-strength underarm protection. Nonspi keeps underarms dry... immaculate. . 2to 5 days... yet is non-irritating when
properly applied.
Nonspi goes on more easily ...dries more
quickly... keeps clothes fresh and dainty! Sold
at all drug and department stores— 35^ and 60^.
MAIL

THIS

COUPON

TODAY!

The SAFE Deodorant
— Stops Perspiration
The Nonspi Company
113 West 18th St., New York City
Please send special trial bottle
of Nonspi. I enclose 10^ (stamps
or coin).

•****

EXERCISE
AND LIKE IT
ONCE again Bernarr Macfadden
leads the way. Now he offers
you men a new, simple method for
regaining youthful vigor ... a
definite plan for increasing your
personal efficiency. In his great,
new book, Exercise and Like It,
Bernarr Macfadden places at your
disposal a program which takes
you out of your depths of despair
and makes you vitally alive . . .
full of zest and enthusiasm. By
following his plan you soon become
a more attractive person ... a
happier person ... a healthier
person.
In Exercise and Like It Bernarr
Macfadden offers a new life for
countless thousands who have been
living half-powered lives. In this
great new book he shows you how
to reach out and pluck the greatest
rewards which life has to offer.
Make no mistake about this book —
it is not an exercise drill-book . . .
not
discourse
health.
It's
alivea .dry
. .its
every onpage
contains
priceless information — information
which will transform men into dynamos of e n e r g y — information
which will develop women into
lovely, sparkling, beautifully
formed creatures.
The price of this powerful, new
186-page book, containing over 50
illustrations, is but $1.00. If not
obtainable from your bookseller,
send one dollar to address below
and book will be sent to you postage
prepaid.
MACFADDEN
Dept.
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he traded the car in. The difference in
money he sent — anonymously — to a relief bureau.
At the moment, Cary and Randy
Scott are renting Constance Talmadge's
beach home in Santa Monica. A rambling place with a gym and Ping-pong
tables and the ocean literally pounding
in its front yard.
The life these two live down there is
as full of surprises as an English plum
pudding, for Cary follows no schedule,
knows no routine. If he's not tired, he
stays up all night. "Sure. Why not?
You have a lot more fun that way.
Sleep when you are tired. Twelve

WITH
ZIPASIDE

tax), "could you lend me four bucks?"
Among his pals Cary's known as "the
professor." Not, however, for any
academic reasons. It all dates back to
that time aboard the Arabic, when he
was crossing the Atlantic . . . when he
appeared at the costume ball as the
Absent-minded Professor. Things had
been a bit stifnsh on the ship and he decided to liven them up. His idea was to
go in full evening dress minus his shirt.
Then Cary got to thinking of a new
vaudeville skit . . .
When he entered the ballroom he saw
the eyebrows shoot up, the startled
glances. A chill premonition swept

hours, if you have to, the next night."
If he's not actually hungry, he won't
eat, regardless of the hour. Regular

over him. He looked down. It wasn't
his shirt he was minus. It was his pants!

mealtimes have no place on Cary's
calendar. "I suppose I got that way
from the old times when I didn't know
where my next meal was coming from,"
is the way he explains it, screwing up
that left eyebrow of his.
Naturally, it drives Mary a little wild.
She and Henry, both ebony-hued and
hefty, run the Grant-Scott household
and threaten to leave three times a
week and twice on Sundays. As a matter of fact, you couldn't bribe them
away. A scenario writer tried it once
because what Mary can do with beaten
biscuits and chicken is something to
dream about. But Mary only shrugged.
"Ah'd be thinkin' all the time of what

JUST the other evening, Cary showed

ah was missin'."
"Of course," Mary admits, "he's the
most forgettin'est man what is!"
Yesterday, for instance, he invited
twelve people to dinner. And did he
remember to tell Mary about it? He
did not.
Around eight, the guests, in formal attire, began to arrive. Cary was still at
the studio. When he arrived home he
found them milling about, eating all the
nuts and candy in the house — and Mary
on the point of apoplexy.
"What the heck," said Cary. "You
have to eat 365 days in the year. Where
you ' eat isn't so important as long as
you do." And he bustled the crowd
over to a restaurant. For once he had
his checkbook along.
uARY

never has cash with him. It's always in his other trousers. You know
that No. 1 Embarrassing Moment when
Young-Man-Out-On-a-Date dives into
his pants' pockets and pulls out — nothing. Mr. Grant has learned to meet that
situation with an amazing amount of
aplomb. It happens to him so often. As
a rule, he simply reaches for a cigarette
and signals the head waiter. But sometimes the signals won't work.
At that little Russian cafe, for example, where he went with Phyllis
Brooks a short time ago, the h.w. didn't
know him. He looked like Car-ie
Gr-rant, yes, but impostors, they are too
theek in Hollywood.
The man weighed 280 and he had the
fiercest black mustache in captivity.
Cary didn't argue long. He telephoned
Randy — but he wasn't home. He frantically dialed his stand-in, Mai Merrighue, only to find that he'd gone to the
fights.
"No more!" shouted the mustachioed
one. "You run up the telephone bill on
check."
the the
top"For
sake of the Volga boatman,
just one more call," pleaded Cary.
This time he got the prop man on his
picture. "Jim," said the strangely
humble voice of Mr. Grant (who has to
worry considerably
about his income

concealed
r o r 3 neat
zipper closure!
placket
smooth

up at the Countess di Frasso's swank
party in faultless Fifth Avenue tails, top
hat — and no tie. It's a gift.
Irresponsible young blade. Delightful but quite mad. Yes, indeed. That's
one view of Cary. But don't let it fool
you. He drives the shrewdest bargain
with the studios of any actor in Hollywood. As one producer put it, "Grant
won't sign anything longer than a two
or three-picture contract, but he gets
everything into that contract but the
kitchen stove. The man should be a
He has earned his own living since he
lawyer yet!"
was thirteen years old. He's learned,
through the hard way of hard knocks,
that life is too serious to take seriously.
It needs to be flavored with nonsense.
Cary stirs up his own brand.
He has no memory for important
things, but how he can remember details— details like sending flowers to his
secretary's mother on her birthday; collecting the funny papers each Sunday
to mail to a kid brother back in England (he hasn't forgotten that once in
all the time he's been in the United
States) ; planning a circus party for the
children of all the crew on his picture.
He worked out this circus party to the

Be the heroine

of "Gone

With

About three o'clock he got worried.
"Look Mai, I'll do my own standing-in.
You go to the circus and see that everything is all right."
But he just can't remember important
things . . .
The day before Mai was to take his
first screen test over at Universal, Cary
and Phyllis Brooks spent three hours
coaching him, going over lines, putting
him through the business. They're a
remarkable pair, Cary and Phil. She is
the Twentieth Century-Fox starlet, as
blond and tiny as Cary is dark and tall.
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Some say they'll marry. They say nothing. They don't have to. All you have
to do is look at their eyes when they're
together.
"He's the most sudden sort of person

.
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YOU CAN LEAHN TO

I've ever known," Phyllis told a friend.
"Maybe that's why I like him so well.
I'll never be sure of what he's going to
like
that remark of Mae West's
do next."
sayIt'sor she
after
had been talking to Cary.
"There's only one mistake a gal can
make about that man now," opined Mae.
"She can't take him for Grant-ed!"

a

ballet dancer's. 16 gores are
stitched down to fit smoothly over

last item with Mai, his stand-in. "I
can't get off, but could your wife dig up
a couple of friends to go along with her
andHe look
after
the kids?"
hired
a couple
of buses, figured
out a schedule for them. They had to
pick up youngsters all the way from
Highland Park to Southgate and he
wanted those kids deposited at the circus in time to take in every side show.

of every daytime

occasion in this new
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chubby, breathless and funny. The idi

The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 49)
THE

JURY'S SECRET— Universal

A COURTROOM trial furnishes the
basis for this mild little effort at providing drama plus entertainment.
There is little drama and less entertainment. When juror Kent Taylor refuses
to find a prisoner guilty in the face of
overwhelming evidence, Fay Wray, his
sweetheart, grows suspicious and uncovers some surprising facts. Nan Grey,
Samuel Hinds and Jane Darwell complete a fairly competent cast. Don't
break any blood vessels getting to this.
TELEPHONE

OPERATOR— Monogram

YOU'LL

find this a neat package of entertainment dealing with the inside
workings of a telephone exchange.
Judith Allen and Alice White are two
telephone operators who risk their lives
to remain at their posts when the dam
breaks. Grant Withers and Warren
Hymer, two linemen who are constantly
feuding, help out when disaster threatens. Not exciting, but it's adequate "B"
material.

Are Ill-fitting Shoes
Undermining Your Health?
Corns, bunions, callouses are the uncomfortable outward signs of badly-fitting
shoes. But the real danger of improper
footwear is more far reaching and serious. Permanent ill health, diminished
physical and mental power, loss of
beauty, premature old age, pessimism
and general failure in life are often
traceable to this source. If you are
wondering just what is wrong with you,
get Bernarr Macfadden 's searching
study, Foot Troubles. This book will
not only be a revelation to you but it
will also go a long way toward helping
you back to the normal good health that
is your birthright. Use the coupon below and order your copy TODAY.

as a new penny, this novel collegiate musical tells the story of a movie
star, Charles Starrett, who gives up
fame and wealth to attend a university.
His manager, Walter Connolly, and
stooge, Jimmy Durante, make every effort to lure Starrett back to the movies,
but without avail. When the other college lads, who resent the handsome actor, succeed in driving him away, it
takes Joan Perry, the dean's lovely
daughter, to bring him back. Hal LeRoy
dances, Gertrude Niesen sings.
WALKING DOWN BROADWAY—
20th Century-Fox

DUPLICATORS
TYPEWRITERS
ADDERS— FOLDERS
ADDRESSOGRAPHS
Write for Booklet and 10-Day Free Trial.
Terms as Small as 10c a Day!

PrulttCo.,904PruittBldg.,

Chicago
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Faded streaks — dull strands — grayness
— all vanish at the touch of this famous
clear, water-like liquid. Just comb it on and
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft — easy to curl or wave. Entirely SAFE. Millions know this time-tested
way. Get bottle from your druggist or department store on
money-back guarantee.
Test it FREE ~ Will you try
Mary T. Goldman's
snipped
from hair? onNosingle
risk lock
this
way. We send complete Free Test.
... Mail coupon.
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blame. Leah Ray sings "Goodbye, My
Heart," an added musical unhappiness.
THE

RANGERS

ANOTHER

This way
brings
even color

- MARY

DE advised not to believe a word of this
dismal pseudo-portrait of Broadway. It
pictures the careers of six chorines who
come to New York; two die miserably,
one goes to jail, one runs away with a
crook. When, at last, Claire Trevor survives and also gets Michael Whalen you
are too depressed to care. Loose scripting and very casual direction are to

State .

—

ROUNDUP— Stan Laurel
Productions

singing cowboy, a trouba-

dor of the plains, rides into the public's
eye in an unpretentious but clever little
Western. Fred Scott, the warbling cowhand, shares honors with Christine McIntyre, who looks lovely and sings delightfully. The threadbare plot, of good
men tracking down bad ones, with several blood and thunder battles thrown
in, is incidental to the music. Interesting that funny man Stan Laurel turns
producer in this one. Al St. John offers
several comical turns.
• RADIO CITY REVELS— RKO-Radio
HOLLYWOOD has put out another musical, and this is it. It has a lot of music
and some gags, and a good deal of dancing, and no story; but you will pay your
money, laugh a bit, hum the tunes afterward, and then forget the whole thing
within ten minutes. Kenny Baker
croons; Bob Burns makes noises on his
bazooka; Jack Oakie romps airily about,

HER JUNGLE

LOVE— Paramount

NAME
ADDRESS

From there on it's your money if yi
bet what will happen. Ray Millai

Macfadden Book Company, Inc., Dept. P5
205 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Entirely at your risk, and with the understanding that I may return the book for full refund at
the end of 5 days, please send me a copy of
Bernarr Macfadden's Foot Troubles. Upon recharges.ceipt. I will pay the postman $2, plus postal
(We pay postage on all cash orders)
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CHEERING— Columbia

DRIGHT

trouping gallantly. Ann Miller,
Kenny's girl friend, is nice and innoci
ous. There's really nothing new to sij
about noisy vacuum on celluloid

I HE jungle in Technicolor is Pan
mount's excuse for this latest meande
ing of Dorothy Lamour into the coir
adventure strip field. With regret, \
must add that only Technicolor can ],
adduced as a reason to see it.
There is small semblance of sense
the plot, the dialogue is unbelievab
gauche, the actors, one and all (wil
the exception of a trained ape), emba
rassed beyond words at their own a
tions. The story has to do with t\
aviators searching for a missing thi
who are wrecked on an uninhabited i
land in the Pacific. At least, they thii
it is uninhabited, but who should appe
but Dorothy Lamour, sarong and a

Canadian

START

is that there's a washed-out compos'
who steals songs from a hillbilly wl
makes them up while sleeping. Hel<
Broderick does her usual busines
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Remove
the
safely,
Remove
the hair
hair permanently,
Dermanent.lv.
safelv. mi.
vately at home, following simple directions
with proper care. The Mahler Method positively prevents the hair from growing
again. The delightful relief will bring happiness, freedom of mind and greater success. Backed by 45 years of successful use
all over the world. Also used by professionals. Send 6c in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D. J. Mahler
Co., Dept. 57E, Providence, R. I.

WAKE YOUR
UP
Without Calomel —
And
You'll
Jump
Out of Bed in the

LIVER
(
BILE

5&°

Morning Rarin'to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your Gas
food bloats
doesn'tupdigest.
It just decays
in the
bowels.
your stomach.
You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
" A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.

SHUNNED AT SCHOOL
BECAUSE OF PIMPLES?
Take steps to free your blood
of skin-defiling poisons
Stop
being the
uglyGethickies.
Don't
be shunned
and victim
laughedof at.
right to
the
root of the trouble. It may be poisons in
your
blood. the ages of 13 and 25, important
Between
glands are developing. These gland changes
often upset your system. At the same time,
waste poisons from the intestinal tract may
collect in the blood stream . . . bubble out on
your skin in disfiguring pimples.
You want to rid your blood of these skinirritating poisons. Thousands have succeeded
—a day.
just byTheeating
Fleischmann's
Yeast,plants
3 cakesin
millions
of tiny, living
each cake help you keep these poisons out of
your blood, give you clearer, smoother skin.
Many get splendid results in 30 days or
less. Don't waste time and run the risk of
permanently damaged skin. Start eating
Fleischmann's Yeast today!

teaches
her isEnglish,
and white
how 'to
ki,
and lo! she
really the
godde
of a fierce tribe of ghouls who worsh
alligators. The alligators don't get the
man, or woman — Ray gets Dorotfc
Lynne Overman is around for may
two laughs. The jungle is pretty
Technicolor and Miss Lamour sings t\
songs nicely.
HAWAII

CALLS— RKO-Radio

I HE reedy, sweet voice of small, b1
rapidly growing, Bobby Breen dom
nates this saccharine travelogue to til
Islands. He's a waif who smuggles hint
self into
Hawaii,
goes
native, ai;
thwarts the villains who want Officl
Warren Hull's naval plans. Ned Sparl,
sourpuss with heart of gold, is soro,,

times
amusing;
you will like "Dov'
title
Wheresong.
the Trade Winds Blow" and til I
PENITENTIARY— Columbia

ANOTHER somber drama of prison lilji
this, nevertheless, is a vivid commentaj j

on convict psychology.
When Distri' \
Attorney Walter Connolly sends Joli
Howard to prison and later, as warde
attempts to set the boy free, he discove<
Howard prefers to live by a new-foui
prison code. Jean Parker, as Connolly
daughter, and Robert Barrat are splei
did. Top trouping is done by Connoll
LOVE, HONOR

AND BEHAVE— Warners

WlTH the exception of Priscilla Lane
enthusiastic portrait of a modern your
girl out to make a man of her husban
this is uninspiring. Wayne Morris is til
youngster
to be and
a "good
about
life bytaught
his mother
who isspor
thi;
unprepared for the rigors of 1938's pro!
lems. Cheap production overbalance
several good performances, amor,
which Mona Barrie's is the most spirite
THE BELOVED

BRAT— Warners

A SADLY unconvincing story of ho
Bonita Granville is transformed from
spoiled, rebellious brat into a sweet an
normal child by the kindness of Dolon
Costello, reform school superintender
Natalie Moorhead and Donald Cri.'|
play Bonita's wealthy parents, who ail
too busy to give her any attention. Tl
picture is a yawn.

Burke. Screen play by Bruce Manning and Felix
Jackson. Directed by Norman Taurog. The Cast:
Gloria Harkinson, Deanna Durbin; Richard Todd,
Herbert Marshall; Tripps, Arthur Treacher; Gwen
Taylor, Gail Patrick; Dusty Rhodes, William
Frawley; Tommy, Jackie Moran; Felice, Helen
Parrish; Olga, Marcia Mae Jones; Pierre, Christian
Rub; Henry, Charles Peck; Annette Fusenot, Nana
Bryant; Louise Fusenot, Elizabeth Risdon; Patricia,
Joan Tree; Grauman, Sid Grauman; Hotel Manager,
Franklyn Pangborn; Conductor, Charles Judels.

Casts of Current
Pictures
_L
HRONESS AND THE BUTLER. THE"—
hCentury-Fox. — Play by Ladislaus-Buset Screen play by Sam Hellman, Lamar
ttand Kathryn Scola. Directed by Walter
g The Cast: Johann Porok, William Powell;
ois Katrina, Annabella; Countess Sandor,
51 Westley; Count Albert Sandor, Henry
>hison; Baron Georg Marissey, Joseph SchildiVZorda, J. Edward Bromberg; Klari, Lynn
Wunouncer, Maurice Cass; Count Dorno, Ivan
p|i; President, Alphonse Ethier; Secretary,
reDuBrey; Members of Parliament, Wilfred
a-Sidney Bracy, Frank Baker; Housekeeper,
ir Wesselhoeft; Radio Technician, George
tjCountess Olga, Margaret Irving.

B' BROADCAST OF 1938, THE"— ParaHJ— Screen play by Walter de Leon, Francis
tiand Ken Englund. Based on an adaptation
Icurd Lindsay and Russel Crouse of a story by
B:k Hazlitt Brennan. Directed by Mitchell
B The Cast: George T. Bellmcs, W. C. Fields;
HB«//o'.£'s, Martha Raye; Dorothy Wyndham,
Mr Lamour; Mike, Ben Blue; Buzz Fielding,
Bpe; c7t-o Fielding, Shirley Ross; Bob Hayes,
Tikson; Scoops McPhail, Lynne Overman;
bf'je/rfiHg,
Grace
Bradley;
W
Chauffeur,
Stanley
King;Turnkey,
Caddy, Rufe
Rex
n Caddy, Bernard Punsley; Caddy, Don
M Joan Fielding, Dorothy Howe; Specialties
Bten Flagstad, Tito Guizar and Shep Fields
■orchestra.
W;EBEARDS EIGHTH WIFE"— Param— Screen play by Charles Brackett and Billy
U Based on a play by Alfred Savoir. Directed
i .{ Lubitsch. The Cast: Nicole DcLoiselle,
jqte Colbert; Michael Brandon, Gary Cooper;
bl DeLoiselle, E. Everett Horton; Monsieur
itid, Herman
Bing; Albert DeRegnier, David
BsNGING UP BABY" — RKO- Radio. —
ieplay by Dudley Nichols and Hagar Wilde,
nil by Howard Hawks. The Cast: Susan,
6|ne Hepburn; David, Cary Grant; Major
lite, Charlie Ruggles; Mr. Gogarty, Barry
gjild; Aunt Elizabeth, May Robson; Slocum,
U Catlett; Dr. Digby, Fritz Feld; Mrs.
m Leona Roberts; Mr. Peabody, George
n Mrs. Digby, Tala Birell; Alice Swallow,
Jt Walker; Elmer, John Kelly; George, the dog,
B Baby, the leopard, "Nissa."
H\VAII CALLS"— Principal-RKO-Radio.
«iplav by Wanda Tuchock. Directed by
|JF. Cline. The Cast: Billy Coulter, Bobby
lnS/i"(H£S, Ned Sparks; Captain O'Hare, Irvin
ic|>; Commander Milburn, Warren Hull; Mrs.
M!, Gloria Holden; Doris Milburn, Juanita
?1 ; Hina, Mamo Clark; Pita, Pua Lani; Rayl/Paige, Raymond Paige; Harlow, Herbert
luor.; Mrs. Harlow, Dora Clement; Julius,
Slihn.
BR JUNGLE LOVE" — Paramount. —
fcblay by Joseph Moncure March, Lillie Haylid Eddie Walsh. Based on a story by Gerald
Mty and Kurt Siodmak. Directed by George
llbaud. The Cast: Tura, Dorothy Lamour;
lf.ay Milland; Jimmy, Lynne Overman;
151 J. Carrol Naish; Eleanor Martin, Dorothy
viRay Atkins, Archie Twitchell.
jiEBEL"— Warners.— Play by Owen Davis
j teen play by Clements Ripley and Abem
II Directed by William Wyler. The Cast:
fclieUe Davis; Preston Dillard, Henry Fonda;

T'/E,
HONOR
AND BEHAVE"—
Warners.
sen play
by Clements
Ripley and
Michel
'■o Robert Buckner and Lawrence Kimble.
9e. on a Saturday Evening Post story by
Bl Vincent Benet. Directed by Stanley
B£| The Cast: Ted Painter, Wayne Morris;
rh • Blake, Priscilla Lane; Jim Blake, John
el'ete Martin, Dick Foran; Lisa Blake, Mona
rr, Yale Tennis Coach, Donald Briggs; Count
B''i Gregory Gaye; Barbara (child), Audrey
Bd; Dan Painter, Thomas Mitchell; Sally
!,»' , Barbara O'Neill; Dr. MacConaghey, Minor
Bl; Nan Bowleigh, Margaret Irving; Ted
"'. Dickie Moore; Announcer, Crauford Kent.
'.': xD ABOUT
MUSIC " — Universal. —
''g .1 story by Frederick Kohner and Marcella

FOR BEING

<0VOl/s

"PENITENTIARY" — Columbia. — Story by
Martin Flavin. Screen play by Seton I. Miller and
Fred Niblo, Jr. Directed by John Brahm. The
Cast: Thomas Mathews, Walter Connolly; William
J or don, John Howard; Elizabeth Mathews, Jean
Parker; Captain Grady, Robert Barrat; Jack
Hawkins, Marc Lawrence; Finch, Arthur Hohl;
Tex, Dick Curtis; Runch, Paul Fix; Katie Mathews,
Marjorie Main; Stales Attorney, John Gallaudet;
Dr. Rinewulf, Edward Van Sloan; Blanche Williams.
Ann
Doran;
McNaulty,
Nettleford,
Charles
Halton.Richard Elliott; Leonard

Most women don't need beauty parlors. Your own doctor will tell you
that sallow complexions and pimply
skins are rarely matters for cosmetics.
Because most skin blemishes are
aggravated by constipation.
Dr. F. M. Edwards treated hundreds of women for constipation
and frequently noted remarkable improvements intheir appearance. He
used a purely vegetable compound
— Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. This
laxative is gentle, yet peculiarly
effective because /'/ increases the bile
flow without shocking the intestinal system. Try Dr. Ed wards' Olive Tablets.
At all druggists, 15^, 30$ and 60$.
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Easy Terms ®s

.Save over % on all
models. Aboportablt

SEND

NO
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All lute new.
models FULLY
completely
n fiin-ln-dlike
brand
GUARANTEED.
Big free catalog shows actual maobii
Free course In typing included

WHY

WEAR

GLASSES?

They are only eye crutches at best. And
today thousands
are throwing them away.
Try Bernarr Macfadden's eye course at
our risk. You need send no money. Just
write to address below. We will send back
C. O.

D. You

pay

postman

$3.00 plus a

■few cents postage. If you are not fully
satisfied after a five-day trial return the
book and we will refund your money.

MACFADDEN
Dept. P-5

BOOK
205 E. 42nd

"RADIO CITY REVELS" — RKO-Radio. —
Screen play by Matt Brooks, Eddie Davis, Anthony
Veiller and Mortimer Offner. Story by Matt
Brooks. Directed by Ben Stolon". The Cast: tester.
Bob Burns; Harry, Jack Oakie; Kenny, Kenny
Baker; Billie, Ann Miller; Plummer, Victor Moore;
Teddy, Milton Berle; Gertie, Helen Broderick;
Squenchy, Buster West; Jane, Jane Frohman; Lisa,
Meli^u Mason; Crane, Richard Lane; Delia,
Marilyn Vernon and Hal Kemp and his orchestra.
"REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK
FARM"—
20th Century-Fox.— Screen play by Karl Tunberg and Don Ettlinger. Suggested by the Kate
Douglas Wiggin story. Directed by Allan Dwan.
The Cast: Rebecca Winslead, Shirley Temple;
Anthony Kent, Randolph Scott; Orville Smithers,
Jack Haley; Gwenn Warren, Gloria Stuart; Lola Lee,
Phyllis Brooks; Aunt Miranda Wilkins, Helen
Westley; Homer Busby, Slim Summerville; Aloysius,
Bill Robinson; Raymond Scott Quintet, Themselves;
Purvis, Alan Dinehart; Dr. Hill, J. Edward Bromberg; Receptionist, Dixie Dunbar; Mug, Paul Hurst;
Henry Kipper, William Demarest; Melba, Ruth
Gillette; Cyrus Barlletl, Paul Harvey; Jake Singer,
Clarence Hummel Wilson; Radio Announcers, Sam
Hayes, Gary Breckner, Carroll Nye; Hamilton
Monlmarcy, Franklin Pangborn; Reverend Turner,
William Wagner; Mrs. Turner, Eily Malyon; Florabelle, Mary McCarty.

7
QUIVERING
nerves cranky
can make
haggard looking,
and you
hard old
to and
live
with — can keep you awake nights and rob you
of good health, good times and jobs.
Don't let yourself "go" like that. Start taking a good, reliable tonic, made especially for
tromen. And could you ask for any whose benefits have been better proved than the famous
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound?
Let the wholesome herbs and roots of
Pinkham's Compound help Nature tone up
your system, and thus calm shrieking nerves,
help lessen distress from female functional disorders and give you more strength.
For over 3 generations one woman has told
another how to go "smiling thru" with Pinkham's Compound. Why not let it HELP YOU?

VEGETABLE

CO.,
St., New

INC.
York

Eddie Conrad; 1'oh Hemisch, Curt Bois; Fritz, Fritz
Feld; Pianist, Ferdinand Gottschalk; Girl Singer,
Janet Elsie Clark; Girl Singer, Lois Verner; Professor
Jacobson, Torben Meyer; Doorman, Alexander
Schoenberg; Girl at Theater, Beth Hartman; Girl,
Sheila Darcy; Ballet Dancer, Elizabeth Hocker;
Maid, Ann Morgan; Dancers, Wanda Stevenson,
Jeanne Francis, Marguerite Franz, Loy Tilton,
Maxine Armour, Mary Manners, Flower Hugir,
Jacqueline Kopt, Nita James, Jeanette Bates, Florence Nelson, Marion March.
"SALLY, .IRENE AND MARY"— 20th Century-Fox.— Original story by Karl Tunberg and
Don Ettlinger. Suggested by the stage play by
Edward Dowling and Cyrus Wood. Directed by
William A. Seiter. The Cast: Sally Day, Alice Faye;
Tommy Reytiolds, Tony Martin; Jefferson Twitchell,
Jimmy Durante; Baron Zorka, Gregory Ratoff;
Irene Keene, Joan Davis; Mary Stevens, Marjorie
Weaver; Joyce Taylor, Louise Hovick; Oscar,
Barnett Parker; Gabriel Green, Fred Allen; Raymond Scott Quintet, Themselves; Specially, Brian
Sisters; Judge, Andrew Tombes; Captain, Eddie
Collins; Cafe Manager, Charles Wilson; Miss
Barkow, Mary Treen.

*5«f

"START CHEERING" — Columbia. — Story
by Corey Ford. Screen play by Eugene Solow,
Richard E. Wormser and Philip Rapp. Directed by
Albert S. Rogell. The Cast: Willie Gumbatz, Jimmy
Durante; Sam Lewis, Walter Connolly; Jean
Worthington, Joan Perry; Ted Crosley, Charles
Starrett; Professor Quiz, Dr. Craig E. Earle; Sarah,
Gertrude Niesen; Dean Worthington, Raymond
Walburn; The Three Stooges, Themselves; Biff

MERCOLIZEOF^CREAM
^ KEEPS YOp

COMPOUND

"ROMANCE IN THE DARK"— Paramount.
— Screen play by Frank Partos and Anne Morrison
Chapin. Based on the play "The Yellow Nightingale" by Herman Bahr. Directed by H. C.
Potter. The Cast: Ilona Boros, Gladys Swarthout;
Antol Kovach, John Boles; Jason, John Barrymore;
Countess Monica Foldessy, Claire Dodd; Barber,

Only 1'jc a Day

t'Cantrell, George Brent; Amy, Margaret
If; Aunt Belle, Fay Bainter; Ted, Richard
trail; General Bogardus, Henry O'Neill; Dr.
nione, Donald Crisp; Dick Allen, Gordon
Id Jean LaCour, John Litel; Mrs. Kendrick,
IH Byington;
Stephanie
Kendrick,
Margaret
III Molly Allen, Janet Shaw; Mrs. Pelion,
IT| Caine; Uncle Calo, Lou Payton; Mme.
it, Ann Codee; Gros Bat, Eddie Anderson;
B\ Stymie Beard; Zette, Theresa Harris; 1st
ikDireclor, Edward McWade; 2nd Bank
ea, Frederick Burton; Huger, Irving Pichel;
i.jred Lawrence; Errata, Dolores Hurlic;
W-us, Phillip Hurlic; Jenkins, John Harron.
'JRY'S SECRET, THE" — Universal. —
rjjy Lester Cole. Screen play by Lester Cole
I Jwman Levy. Directed by Edward Sloman.
skt: Russell, Kent Taylor; Linda, Fay Wray;
s.\heldon, Jane Darwell; Mary Norris, Nan
Sheldon, Larry Blake; Marrow, Fritz Leiber;
M Attorney, Leonard Mudie; Williams, Samuel
id Judge, Granville Bates; John, Halliwell
bf Butler, Edward Broadly; Page, William
vi >n.

YOU PAY

"MERRILY WE LIVE"— Hal Roach-M-G-M.
— Screen play by Eddie Moran and Jack Jevne.
Directed by Norman Z. McLeod. The Cast: Jerry
Kilbourne, Constance Bennett; Wade Rawlins,
Brian Aherne; Mrs. Emily Kilbourne, Billie Burke;
Grosvenor, Alan Mowbray; Rosa (Cook), Patsy
Kelly; Minerva Harlan, Ann Dvorak; Kane Kilbourne, Tom Brown; Marion Kilbourne, Bonita
Granville; Senator's Wife, Marjorie Rambeau;
Herbert Wheeler, Phillip Reed; Mr. Kilbourne, Clarence Kolb; Maid "Rosa," Marjorie Kane; Senator,
Paul Everton; George Washington Jones, Willie
Best.

BUWED
BRAT. THE" — Warners. —
eplay by Lawrence Kimble. From an original
jr|y Jean Negulesco. Directed by Arthur
inThe Cast: Helen Cosgrove, Dolores Costello;
!rj Bonita Granville; Mr. Morgan, Donald
mwilliams, Donald Briggs; Miss Brewster,
ilGleason; Mrs. Morgan, Natalie Moorhead;
b'|, Emmett
Vogan;Mrs.
Anna,
EllenBernice
Lowe; Pilot;
Miss
:k..
Mary Doyle;
White,
W , Meredith White; Sylvia, Priscilla Lyon;
ijtloria Fischer; Mrs. Jenkins, Lois Cheaney;
ttams, Paul Everton; Pinkie, Stymie Beard;
U Carmencita Johnson; Betty Mae, Patsy
Ujl; Jackie, Doris Brenn.

THE AWFUL PRICE

SKIN

Mercolized Wax Cream flakes off" the surface skin
in tiny, invisible particles. Reveals the clear, soft,
smooth, young looking underskin. This simple, allin-one cleansing, softening and beautifying cream
has been a favorite for over a quarter century with
lovely women the world over. Bring out the hidden
beauty of your skin with Mercolized Wax Cream.

Use Saxolite Astringent Daily

T^HIS tingling, antiseptic astringent is dellght•*■ fully refreshing and helpful. Dissolve Saxolite
in one-half pint witch hazel and apply.

Try Phelactine Depilatory
For quickly removing superfluous hair from face.
Sold at cosmetic counters everywhere.

Lovelier Blonde Hair

Gordon, Broderick Crawford; "Tarzan" Biddle, Hal
LeRoy; Blodgett, Ernest Truex; Mabel, Virginia
Dale; Shorty, Chaz. Chase; Announcer, Jimmy
Wallington; Fatso, Romo Vincent; Coach Burns,
Gene Morgan; Flo, Louise Stanley; Librarian,
Arthur Loft; Dr. Fosdick, Howard Hickman; Miss
Grimley, Minerva Urecal; Joe Green, Arthur Loft;
Nick Lukals, Himself; and Louis Prima and his
band and Johnny Green and his orchestra.
" TELEPHONE OPERATOR "—Monogram.—
Screen play by Scott Darling from an original by
John Krafft. Directed by Scott Pembroke. The
Cast: Helen, Judith Allen; Red, Grant Withers;
Shorty, Warren Hymer; Dollie, Alice White;
Sommers, Pat Flaherty; Sylvia, Greta Granstedt;
Heaver, William Haade; Ted, Ronnie Cosbey; Mrs.
Malloy, Dorothy Vaughn; Pal Campbell, Cornelius
Keefe.
"WALKING
DOWN
BROADWAY"— 20th
Century-Fox. — Screen play by Robert Chapin
and Karen De Wolf. Directed by Norman Foster.
The Cast: Joan Bradley, Claire Trevor; Yicki Stone,
Phyllis Brooks; Linda Martin, Leah Ray; Tiny
Bronson, Dixie Dunbar; Sandra De Voe, Lynn
Bari; Jerry Lane, Jayne Regan; Peter Claybourne,
Michael Whalen; Tom Douglas, Thomas Beck;
Dutch Wagner, Douglas Fowley; Jeff Hoffman,
Walter Woolf King; F. R. Randall, Jed Prouty; Bob
Randall, Robert Kellard; Sunny, Joan Carol; Frank
Griano, Leon Ames; Eddie, William Benedict; Mr.
Wentwhistle, Maurice Cass.

I NEW CINEMA CREAM METHOD
Everywhere blonde^ are more popular! You.
too, can have beautiful — lustrous — fluffy
blondehairthatwinsadmirabonrNSTANTLV;
"ZmS^"' ':'^0f I

Now in 5 to 15 minutes — ;it home — yuu cjn
lighten your hair to any flattering shade you
desire
with oneHAIR
application
of LECHLER'S
"569" INSTANT
LIGHTENER,
the New
Cinema Cream Method. Brightens hair

LECHLER'S.
applied as an antiseptic white immediately!
cream — easy Looks
to use natural!
— tightens
only hair
Alien; applied. Not a liquid bleach! Does not run to hair ends and so
C streak! And LECHLER'S does not affect your pei
it wave.
SENT POSTPAID IN PLAIN SEALED WRAPPER FOR $1

FREE

S^/*

Special Application
Brush New
•• 36-page
booklet: "The

LECHLER
Broadway

LABORATORIES
Dept W. L.v New York, N.Y.ibm

With each Order:

darkener —"Cinema
(regularly Si) FREE!

■■■560

Art of

• Hollywood's famous eyelash grower and
Long-Lash" in enameled case with mirror
Lightening Hair"

High School Course
at Home

I

93

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapfdly as yoor time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resident Bchool work— prepares for entrance to college. Standard H.S.
texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit forH. S. subjects already
completed.
Single subjects if desired. Free Bulletin on request.

American School, Dpt. H 543, Drexel at 58th, Chicago

OnlyPHGMKtakes
this £jcfoa step!

V^°0>\v h (patent
VS, H*1

secret W

a secret process* that restores life to silk
. . . gives you hosiery that is sheerer looking yet longer wearing— at no extra cost!

PATENTS

vftLOOM?oES0tcoW

^
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Copyright 1938. Phoenix Hosiery Co

FASHION
as sheer as
Featured by
write us for

YOU'RE

HINT: The new Phoenix 3-thread Vita-Bloom hosiery looks
fine evening hose, yet wears like the heavier street weights.
leading stores. If your favorite store does not handle Vita-Bloom,
name of nearest dealer. Phoenix Hosiery Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

SURE

OF YOURSELF

IN PHOENIX
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les up and you're under
e's real relief from tension in
eech-Nut Gum! Tests in a
verity shcv that chewing gum
faii^ue, improve alertness,
nry. Have a package handy

ikiBeech-Nut Gum with you in
. i.dds pleasure to every trip . . .
ieo your nerves when traffic is
. jeeps your throat moist and
. Jielps you stay awake and alert
trji and when driving at night.

i chewing gum gives your
ei and gums beneficial exercise.
ii)ralgene is specially made for
oi. It is firmer, "chewier"
ur mouth the
teeds.

Opening day- and everyday-

BEECHNUT GUM
is the password to pleasure
> S REFRESHING

| Peppermint Gum
Ht is the most pop> >f gum in America.
■I; Spearmint has a
'a're sure to enjoy.

3 KINDS

OF

BEECHIES

A package full of candy-coated individual pieces
of gum— in three flavors — Peppermint, Pepsin
and Spearmint— select the kind you like best.

"CHEW

WITH

A

PURPOSE"

Oralgene helps keep teeth clean and freshlooking ... is a real aid for mouth health.

With Independent Tobacco Experts.. I

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BES

ERE are the facts! Sworn records show that among inde=*0 pendent tobacco experts, Lucky Strike has twice as many ex)> JL elusive smokers as have all other cigarettes put together.
f$||p men are auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen. They deal
with all, but are not connected with any manufacturer. They know
tobacco from A to Z . . . and they smoke Luckies ... 2 to 1 !
Remember that every Lucky Strike gives you the throat protection of the exclusive process, "It's Toasted." This process removes
certain harsh irritants present in all tobacco, and makes Lucky Strike
a light smoke — easy on your throat.
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SUilOETTE

E TEST THAT WILLIAM

C6LIEIT

POWELL

DARED

FACE

Look
J\t's at her
From shining hair to shapely ankles — she's smart.
A man would say: "Isn't she good-looking?"
A woman: "How well she chooses clothes, and how
clever she is about her hosiery."
For styles may come and go — but trim ankles
remain always the fundamental of smartness.
Davencrepes by Humming

Bird have become

America's High Fashion Hosiery because women
who know this simple secret of dress, insist on
them, remain faithful to the stores that sell them.
Accenting smartly, slimming cleverly, Humming Birds are preferred for their lively color,
exceptional fit, and for the Invisible Extra silk
that makes them both sheer and durable.
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Ijumminq Bird

GUARDED

BY INVISIBLE

EXTRA

SILK

TREASURE
yOU'LL
BOOK
Because it teaches
the most
of your figure.
McClelland
Out!you toA make
J/W
Barclay and Shera Ames have written a book that every woman should
have who would dress well on a moderate budget. 10c per copy from
your Humming Bird dealer, or send the coupon to

DAVENPORT
Chattanooga,

HOSIERY MILLS
Tennessee

Enclosed please find 10c for my copy of "How
Name

?L HIGH

FASHION

HOSIERY

to STAY

in STYL

was averaging $45^ a Week as a Saleswoman . . .

yUwenty-six I had worked myself up to be the best saleswoman in an
ive women's shop. Two of the wealthiest women in town were my
customers and because of their patronage I was averaging $45 a week.
Sylvia, whom I disliked, approached my record.

2 A
nice
Ned
how

happy,
grand job, a good salary, a cute apartment and a
man interested in me — no wonder I was
and I were made for each other. Little did I dream
soon his attitude would change.

3 Ned got in the habit of phoning to break dates.
And if he did call he acted indifferent and left
very early. He wouldn't tell me what was wrong.
I was miserable. But worse still . . .

suspected dirty work
I-rived a few seconds late one morning to find my two best
islners practically buying out the store — and buying from
■! Why hadn't they waited for me? They greeted me
saintly, but greetings don't pay my expenses. I immediately
sjrted Sylvia of trickery, I lost my head and my temper and . . .

. . in the dressing room I hotly accused
her. In an instant we were in a disgraceful
hair-pulling match. But Sylvia got in the
last bitter word: "Any girl with a breath
like yours ought to lose her customers!"

mv ousmess
B
Bov men
Friend. . .
\innmg back
oacK my
anaJ mv
my Doy
AN EMPLOYMENT MANAGER SAYS
f

NO CUSTOMER WANTS TO DEAL WITH
A
SALESPERSON WHOSE BREATH
IS BAD.
KNOWINO UST£RW£tO BE THE OUTSTANDING
BREATH DEODORANT, WE SUGGEST ITS USE
TO ALL EMPLOYEES. NO GIRL ---NO MANIN CONTACT
WITH THE PUBLIC SHOULD
RUN THE RISK OF BAD BREATH

that was my trouble —
eath — the very thing I
iticized in other sales"ji. That night I started
Listerine — it's the best
e{" deodorant there is.

7 Next day I called up Mrs. W
and Mrs. J
;
apologized, and begged them to come back — to give
me another chance. And, bless their hearts, they came!
"We wanted to suggest Listerine Antiseptic for your
trouble," they said, "but it seemed so personal. You've
had your lesson. "

8 My next problem was Ned. No
wonder he had been indifferent. I
"came clean" to him also, and now
we're billing and cooing again —
thanks to Listerine Antiseptic. We'll
announce our engagement soon.

LISTERINE for HALITOSIS <m*-*>

♦

♦
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Out of the inferno of war came three men

and a

woman

— to live their lives, to strive for happiness, to seek love . . . The most heart-touching
romance of our time, brilliantly re-created upon
the screen, from the world-renowned novel by
the author of "All Quiet on the Western Front".

ROBERT

MARG-ARET

TAYLOR
SULLAVAN
FRANCHOT
ROBERT
TONE
VOUIIO
~ ^

with GUY
A FRANK

in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

KIBBEE- LIONEL
BORZAGE

Directed by FRANK

Vivid Drama

ATWILL-

of Today

HENRY

Production • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

BORZAGE

•

HULL
Picture

Produced by Joseph L. Mankiewicz

Screenplay by F. Scott Fitzgerald and Edward

E. Paramore
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• ACTION

REVIEWS

WAS ONE OF THE
WHEN
REVIEWED

FOR SLANDER-Korda-United

Artists

This is Clive Brook's best picture in years. Playing an English
army aman,
falls tries
in loveto with
a brother
officer's
wife,Fine
is accused
being
card heshark,
vindicate
himself
in court.
directionof
allows exceptional suspense and a superlative cast assists. Buy
British and go. {April)
• ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO. THE-Goldwyn-United
Artists
The travels and romantic mishaps of the Venetian stalwart who
opened the trade routes from Europe to Asia in the 13th Century.
Gary Cooper is ably supported by Sigrid Gurie (a newcomer), Basil
Rathbone, Alan Hale, Binnie Barnes and others. Humor and excitement in settings of incredible beauty. Distinguished.
(April)
• ADVENTURES
Artists

OF TOM

SAWYER,

*

THE-Selznick-United

Two little stars. Tommy Kelly and Ann Gillis, once more prove
David Selznick (discoverer of Freddie Bartholomew) a genius in
choosing
newin talent.
Twain's
classic reproduced
of Mississippiin
village life
1845 is Mark
faithfully
and loved
beautifully
Technicolor, and Muff Poller (Walter Brennan), Aunt Polly (May
Robson), and Huckleberry Finn (Jackie Moran), are all here. Need
we say more? (April)
ARSENE LUPIN RETURNS-M-G-M
The polish of Melvyn Douglas as the renowned French Raffles
overcomes
of this antiquated
story of missing
With
the aidtheoflackluster
Warren William,
Douglas convinces
the gem"jools."
of his
heart, Virginia Bruce, that he is innocent of stealing her baubles.
Average. (April)

4.

■k BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE-M-G-M
Utah's beautiful scenery forms the background for this equally
rugged tale of the early Western bad man. Wally Beery hasn't been
so good since "Viva Villa" and Dennis O'Keefe, as the son who
never recognized his father in the killer, will give Gary Cooper a run
for his money some day. Virginia Bruce, Guy Kibbee, Lewis Stone
and Bruce Cabot are superior. Good.
(March)
• BARONESS AND THE BUTLER, THE-20th Century-Fox
confusedto political
satire
built aroundHe a succeeds
domestic'sandattempts
getA elected
Parliament
in Hungary.
the havocto
it creates in his social relationships is amusingly outlined by Bill
Powell, Annabella, Henry Stephenson and Joseph Schildkraut. The
actors are much better than the story material. (May)
BELOVED BRAT, THE-Warners
A sadly unconvincing
of a the
spoiled,
rebellious
child's
formation into a cherub story
through
kindness
of a reform
superintendent. Bonita Granville, Dolores Costello, Natalie
head and Donald Crisp are in the cast, but the picture is a
(May)

m

transschool
Mooryawn.

m

m

•

BIG BROADCAST OF 1938, THE-Paramount
Offering a diversity of entertainment, this elaborate vaudeville
brings back W. C. Fields to the screen after a two years' absence.
Kirsten Flagstad, the famous Wagnerian, sings Brunnhilde's
"Battle
Spanish
MarthabutRaye
and
Ben Cry,"
Blue Tito
clown;Guizar
Bob warbles
Hope and
Shirleyballads,
Ross duet,
the
whole show belongs to Fields! (May)

Consult

BLACK DOLL, THE-Universal
Mystery and lowdown comedy abound in this, the latest of the
Crime Club series. It deals with the attempt.of C. Henry Gordon to
conceal a murder and his own extermination by The Doll. Nan
Grey is lyrical, Donald Woods is lackadaisical, Edgar Kennedy is
simply hysterical. (April)

Save

• BUCCANEER, THE-Paramounl
With a stirring story woven from American history, an exceptional cast, lavish production and some dazzling photography,
C. B. De Mille has achieved a masterpiece. The plot revolves
around
pirate
Jean Lafitte's
and Freddie
patrioticMarch,
efforts Franciska
on behalf
of the U.
S. during
the War love
of life
1812.
Gaal (Paramount's new little Hungarian star), and notably Hugh
Sothern thing.
as Andrew
Jackson are knockouts. Don't miss this for any(March)
CHANGE OF HEART-20th Century-Fox
Love here finds a novel way to take the conceit out of a misguided
executive; the result is mildly entertaining. Gloria Stuart is the gal
who uses Cupid as Bergen uses McCarthy; Michael Whalen is the
one who profits by the experiment. Two-bit material. (A pril)
CHECKERS-20th Century-Fox
Jane Withers clicks again in this story of a race
dangers the romance between Una Merkel and
When the horse breaks a leg, and Una listens to the
of the town banker, Miss Fix- It Withers steps in and
(March)
DAUGHTER

horse that enStuart Erwin
blandishments
does her stuff

OF SHANGHAI-Paramount

Anna May Wong enlists in the U. S. Government's campaign to
capture leaders in the smuggling racket on the Pacific coast, and
contributes considerably to a tame picture. Snarling Charles
Bickford, J. Carrol Naish and barrel-chested Larry Crabbe have
outstanding roles. Just another movie. (March)

mood, equipped with steer, ranch
regalia and yodel — all for the sake
of Warner Brothers' new semimusical,

"Cowboy

from

:<

DANGER-RKO-Radio

This might be labeled "On the Trail of the Missing Preston
Foster," for it is he, in the guise of a gentleman crook, who keeps
policemen late for their chicken stew. Whitney Bourne is an attractive accomplice. Vapid. (April)

• EVERYBODY SING-M-G-M
More pictures like this and the recession would be over! It's
funny, bright with music, the cast happily chosen, the production
good. It concerns a mad family with Billie Burke (mother), Reginald
Owen (father), Judy Garland (daughter), Fanny Brice (maid) and
Allan Jones (chef). Their antics will delight you. (April)
EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY-Paramount
They'll
holidays
if thiscrook
little who
number
is any
indication. Thisall
is abelavish
storyforof Mae
a female
dabbles
in politics
at the end of the century. Edmund Lowe, Charles Butterworth,
Lloyd Nolan and Charles Winninger try hard but the picture drags
like the West inflection. (March)
• GIRL WAS YOUNG, THE-GB
One always expects a deft handling of suspense, sane dialogue
and
expert
in Director
Hitchcock's
pictures
and delineation
this one is of
no character
disappointment.
NovaAlfred
Pilbeam,
sweetly
grown-up,
constable's
daughter;
Derrick
De You
Marney,
the man
suspected ofis the
murder
with whom
she falls
in love.
will like
this
(March)
(Continued on page 93)

Movie

PICTURES

SHADOW

Brooklyn"

• DIVORCE OF LADY X, THE-Korda-United Artists
Merle Oberon's lusciousness, the enticements of the English
countryside in Technicolor, and a side-splitting characterization of
a drunken nobleman by Ralph Richardson, are well worth your
admission. The silly story involving mistaken identity will bore
you, but pay no attention and go anyway.
(April)
DOUBLE

This

Shopping

Your Time, Money

Presenting Dick Powell in a kiyippee

• BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE-Paramount
Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper in a reckless, highly amusing
comedy of no manners, directed by Ernest Lubitsch with his usual
gay skill. Cooper, believe it or not, has had seven wives before he
meets the penniless daughter of a nobleman, who thereupon becomes the eighth and leads him a merry chase. David Niven and
E. E. Horton are able coplayers. Celluloid sex at its best. (May)
• BRINGING UP BABY-RKO-Radio
This chronicles the chase of a young heiress after a shy collector
of bones for a museum, and their problem in hiding a baby panther
on a Connecticut farm. Katie Hepburn and Gary Grant give their
respective roles their best; May Robson as the eccentric aunt,
Charley Ruggles as a big game hunter, and above all, the leopard
and
Asia (May)
of "Thin Man" fame, make this a magnificently funny
picture.
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OF ROBIN HOOD, THE-Warners

53

BATTLE OF BROADWAY, THE-20th
Century-Fox
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S PERIL-Paramount
CONDEMNED WOMEN-RKO-Radio

53
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FIRST HUNDRED YEARS, THE-M-G-M
FOOLS FOR SCANDAL-Warners
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JUDGE HARDY'S CHILDREN-M-G-M
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MAID'S NIGHT OUT-RKO-Radio
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MR. MOTO'S GAMBLE-20th Century-Fox
PENROD'S DOUBLE TROUBLE-Warners
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PORT OF SEVEN SEAS-M-G-M
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THREE COMRADES-M-G-M
TRIP TO PARIS, A-20th CeUury-Fox
WOMEN A1E LIKE THAT-War.iers

52
53
53

One of the Best Pictures
uou9tt see this near! .
A new-slant love-story made
to order for red-headed Ginger's blue fire, and wishful
Jimmie's come -and -get -me
charm! . . . It's a revelation
in rich romance and heartlined laughs! . . . Night-club
Ginger married to college
professor Jim! . . . What
blow to culture in that mossgrown college town, whe
she tries to adjust herself to1
patterned life in a world
where they use six-syllable
words to say good-night!
IT'S POSITIVELY
PRICELESS!
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the tantalizing new blue ballad, "I'll Be Reminded of You"
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OLIVIA De HAVILLAND -BAi
RATHBONE'CLAUDERA

PATRIC KNOWLES- EUGENE PALLII
ALAN HALE-MELVILLE COO

IAN
O'CONII
Directed HUNTER-UNA
by Michael Curtiz and William
Keiji

Original Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine ai i
I. Miller -Based Upon Ancient Robin Hood Legends* ui
Erich Wolfgang Korngold • A FIRST NATIONAL Ft!

V PAINTS
THEIR DASHING

DEEDS TO LIVE FOR THE AGES!

Loving, roistering, battling . . . blazing
their deeds of daring into the legends
of the world! History's most beloved
rogue and all his merry men come
fighting again for Richard, King of
the Lion's Heart! Gome galloping out
of their outlaws' forest to storm and
take forever the castle of romance!

The Adventures of

■> *

I 4\

M-G-Mfs way of Killing the Fatted Calf for Maggie Sullavan's return to films
was to assign her "Three Comrades,'1 i.e., the Messieurs Tone, Taylor and Young

BOOS

Imagine sanitary protection without a
pad, pin or belt! Imagine protection that
is absolutely certain, yet entirely invisible,
even with a bathing suit! Imagine protection so efficient that there is not the
slightest chance to give offense through
odor! Imagine the comfort of protection
with nothing to rub or irritate to cause
chafing, with no belt to bind.
Such is the sensational new freedom
offered by Wix, the
original internal protector. Wix is a scientifically designed roll
of absorbent cotton
that absorbs internally,
naturally.
Developed by two
physicians, successfully
used for more than eight
years by millions of
American women, Wix
is not an experiment.
Wix has successfully
met every demand put
to it by America's
fastidious
women. most
Ask
for Wix at department,
drug, 5c and 10c stores.

NOTE: If you have tried an imitation of Wix and
were not satisfied, do not become discouraged with
internal protection. Ask for Wix, the original product, manufactured under exclusive patents. Then
you will know the full comfort and convenience of
internal protection.
THE WIX COMPANY
Minneapolis, Minnesota

P68

For the enclosed 10c (stamps or coin} please
send me an introductory package of Wix.
Name
Address
City

State

AND

BOUQUETS
FIRST PRIZE $25.00
THE WINNER!
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GLAMisOU
office receipt drawers. It
also fills millions of hearts with ecstatic dreams.
So, must we stand idly by and
watch the glamour of the movies
murdered slowly and surely by
thoughtless columnists?
Photoplay has proved that the
truth can be told of the movies, and
yet that none of the glamour need
be sacrificed.
Newspaper columnists — many of
them, at least — seem to wish only to
disillusion their readers — giving
them inside and unnecessary dope
on how certain sound effects are
achieved by rubbing this against
that, or by the rattling of a lot of little whatsitis in a whoozit.
It's all right to state that Miss Soand-So is divorcing Mr. So-and-So.
In fact, to a certain type of performer, adivorce or a marital entanglement seems to lend only enchantment. But must we know that
Mr. So-and-So has a bad temper?
That Miss So-and-So likes liver and
onions? Or, that Mae West is really
a quiet home-loving girl? Or, that
Janet Gaynor loves to party, and
isn't at all like her screen self?
I grew up in the theater, and I
saw the theater killed right in front
of my frightened eyes. I saw the
public admitted
backstage,
where

SECOND
Photoplay awards the following prizes
for the best letters received each month:
$25 first prize, $10 second, $5 third,
and $1 for every other letter published.
Photoplay reserves the right to use the
letters submitted in whole or in part.
Contributions will not be returned. Contributors are warned that if letters are
copied or adapted from previously published material, which constitutes plagiarism, they will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law. Letters submitted to this magazine should not be submitted to any other publication. Address: Boos & Bouquets, Photoplay,
122 East 42nd St., New York City.

they learned that actors are just like
everyone else. That was fatal. I
saw popular plays depicting backstage life. I read books on it, saw
movies of it. And the theater died
— a slow, sure death.
I don't know anything about pictures— and let me say, I don't want
to know about 'em. Let me think
that thunder is thunder; that a frog
croaking is a frog croaking; that my
Western hero can really ride the
devil out of a horse; and that my
heroine is really that — a heroine.
Let Photoplay keep up its fine
work, printing the truth, but sparing
"too-ugly" details; and let the columnists remember what they did to
Broadway — and spare Hollywood.
The movies are capable of doing a
lot of good in this world — as long as
the public is allowed to take them
seriously — as long as the illusion
lasts.
Wes Cornell,
Chicago, 111.

PRIZE $10.00

SPENCER,
SENTIMENTAL,
AND SUCCESSFUL!

SAGACIO

There should be a relieved und
current of gratitude among
country's enormous group of
pretty" men. Spencer Tracy,
year's Academy Winner, has d
nitely glorified them all.
He's a rustic individual, sweet
sentimental. He's homely, tc
they wouldn't waste a foot of ce
loid on his profile alone becaus
isn't worth it. The close-up t
make of him isn't meant to b
pretty
show his 1
der eyespicture
that —areit'sso totransparent
can see his soul. You wouldn't w
him handsome — it would be like (
tume jewelry against the Kohin
diamond. He's rough-looking,
and a white tie and tails wouldn'
very becoming. As you watch
you
have
a feeling
he isn't
that's
Spencer
himself,
not actin
a ]
trayal.
As the millionaire from He
Street in "Mannequin" he was
that was necessary. If there hat
been a story, and if there ha<

been a girl, His
it really
mattered.
greatwouldn't
capacity h
sympathetic understanding
pletely envelops you.
We have had Spencer Tracy f
actor
before.
Now,
in reac
"Spencer Tracy Faces Forty," i
recent Photoplay, we have Sper?
Tracy, the man, and we love 1

csperately. A new movie hero has
cme into being.
Diane Sanders,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Ill in the hospital after an operan, Academy Winner Tracy heard
U presentation over the radio — his
ife received "Oscar" in his place.

supervise a letter to the boy's
mother, whom the young doctor had
neglected for two years!
Dorothy Osborn Brickner,
San Antonio, Texas.
$1.00 PRIZE
MAYTIME

IN BERLIN

May time in
" 'May time in
interest me!"
season spring,

JJ.00 PRIZE
ilTEXAS TAUNT

'Boos" and more "boos" to "Of
liman Hearts," starring Walter
Iiston and James Stewart. For a
nl tear jerker it made Eliza crossl< the ice seem almost a comedy
t comparison.
\11 the old stage props came painfly into view, one by one:
The drunken doctor with a heart
c gold.
The half-starved mother trudging
fcively through the snow to pawn
i.v wedding ring, so that her boy
my spend it on luxuries.
Walter Huston, an able and expennced actor, trying nobly to do
sjnething with a stereotyped part
o|the father, who, seemingly cruel,
hin reality only following the dicoes of his own conscience.
iBut, as hard as these are to swalw, the final insult comes when
[jicoln, in the midst of the crucial
tttle of the Civil War, calls an ace
srgeon, James Stewart, from an
understaffed field hospital to Washi^ton so that he can personally

Berlin! You will say,
Berlin?' That does not
But I do not mean the
or the month of May,

but your American film, "Maytime."
The picture has just come to our
capital. Ever since I can think I
have seen rows of people before the
ing.
cinema where "Maytime" is showPatiently they waited till it was
their turn. And when we came out
of the cinema, new rows stood already there. Some steps before us
there went a plain middle-aged man
with his wife — he was so full of enthusiasm that he said to the waiting
people: "Oh boy! I can say you go
and see this film — never have you
seen such a wonderful picture!"
And that is very seldom here — we
are so stiff and never speak to
strange persons.
Never will "Maytime" be forgotten, it was too beautiful — too charming. If one thinks of it one smiles
with a happy smile and yet one's
eyes are full of tears. Why? I do
not know.
ROSEMARIE

KLIEM,

Berlin, Germany.

consider America as the greatest
hope
one. for the future — maybe the only
Erich Reich,

$1.00 PRIZE
VIENNESE

SWAN

SONG

I am living in Vienna, Austria, famous city situated beautifully between green hills and the Danube
River. With about 2,000,000 inhabitants, Vienna was formerly the capital of the rich Austrian-Hungarian
monarchy; after the Great War, this
empire was divided into small countries, but Vienna has always remained the cultural center of these
nations.
With great admiration we realize
the immense progress the American
films have made since "The Singing
Fool," far surpassing the German
productions as well as the English.
Lots of Viennese have perfected
their English for better enjoying
your films. Although our taste is
regarded as the most subtle one, and
our criticisms the severest, we find
American pictures perfect.
It is not only because of the films
we are so fond of America. Within
a short time you have learned from
us everything that was worth learning, and have made the best out of
it by your own gifts; this goes for
your writers too, as Sinclair Lewis
and Maxwell Anderson are well
known to us. Therefore, I have
come to the conclusion — you Americans must not be proud of your
technique only, of your skyscrapers,
your Boulder Dam and your motors,
but also of your high culture and
civilization.
I, and lots of others,

Vienna, Austria.
Both the above letters were mailed
the day before Austria was "incorporated" into Germany. We think
they are interesting as showing that
ultimatums and war scares may
come and go, but romance, music
and the typically American comedy
antics of the delightful Miss Lombard still help the people of all countries to find for a few hours some
happiness too many of them have
missed. We feel that all Americans
should be truly proud of the motionpicture industry.
$1.00 PRIZE
ALL TAYLOR

AND A YARD

WIDE

You may think me a traitor or
something, but it seems to me it took
an English film to hit Robert Taylor
just right.
As "A Yank at Oxford" he is superb. His characterization of the
two-fisted American with a gift of
"gab" and his collegiate air in the
picture bring out his naturalness.
True enough is the fact that he had
an excellent cast supporting him, but
it was all Taylor and more.
More "Yankee" power to Taylor
and his pictures! King Maurice,
Trenton, N. J.
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[Stocking Appeal!

They couldn't help
noticing Betty's
great big RUN
R)OR BETTY! Just as she had
captured the two most attractive men
in the room, that awful run had to
couldn't help noticing how
pop. They
dowdy
it made her look . . . how it

uards S. A.

killed S.A.*
SAVE
ELASTICITY!
Why
not cut
down runs . . . guard S.A. . . . with
Lux? Lux saves the elasticity of stockings so the silk can stretch without
snapping so easily . . . then spring
back into shape. You cut down runs,
avoid wrinkles, wobbly seams, too.
Cake -soap rubbing and soaps
with harmful alkali weaken elasticity,
rob you of S. A. Lux has no harmful

LIGHT-PROOF
FACE POWDER!
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THIS is what
happenswhen
your make-up
reflects every
ray of light.

PROP.

SEE the differe nee with
light-proof
powder
modifies that
the
light rays.

Luxor powder is light-proof.
If you use it, your face will
not shine. Trial box sent
postpaid for a dime!
• At parties, do you instinctively avoid certain
lights that you can just feel are playing havoc
with your complexion? All that trouble with
fickle make-up will be overcome when you
finish with powder whose particles do not
glisten in every strong light.
Many women think they have a shiny skin,
when the shine is due entirely to their powder!
With a finishing touch of light-proof powder, your complexion will not constantly be
light-struck. In any light. Day or night. Nor
will you have to worry over shine.

Fair warning! Your summer figure is just around the corner,
so take some cues for a pre-season workout from Penny
Singleton and June Storey. June, above, banishes stenographer's hips, while

Seeing is believing
You have doubtless bought expensive boxes
of powder on claims and promises, only to
find that you wasted the money. You don't
run much risk with Luxor, because your first
box' will cost you only ten cents !
Test it in all lights, day and night-under
all conditions. See for yourself the lovely softness and absence of shine when you use lightproof powder. See how it subdues those
highlights of cheek-bones and chin, and nose.
J v*^?^
LUXOR,
Chicago

Ltd.,

*'H' 6-'!8 1

Send me a trial box of Luxor light-proof powder, postpaid. I enclose 10c (silvet dime).
D Flesh
□ Rachel
O Rose Rachel
U Rachel No. 2
□ Brunette
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Slate
(This offer not good in Canada)
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LOVELY
RSEisLFthe Atime
YOU
Dre*—
BUIL
of the
This
figu
year when we become uneasily
conscious of the fact that any minute
now we'll be called upon to display
our figures on the public beaches.
That's all very well if you've been
keeping up with your exercises all
winter and can simply step into a
bathing suit to reveal a slim, perfectly proportioned figure, with no
bulges around the waist or tummy.
But, unfortunately, too many of us
have been slumped over desks for
months, getting round-shouldered
and flat-chested. Or chasing around
to cocktail parties, drinking too
much and letting our hips and tummies go into a dreary sag.
Take a good look at yourself in a
full-length mirror. I know just how
you feel. That spare tire around the
waist isn't going to look any too good
in a bathing suit, and you've been
sitting around so much that you have

an advanced case of stenographer's
hips. Don't get discouraged, though,

Penny,

left, tackles

that

because in one month, by faithfully
following certain exercises, you can
restore your figure to its natural
symmetry and slimness.
Hollywood stars have the advantage over us, because they have to
keep fit all year round. We sort of
relax after the summer, and, first
thing
used towebe.know, we're not what we
So here we go, girls, getting ourselves afigure to be proud of in one
of the streamlined bathing suits for
the summer.
First of all, your figure is a direct
result of your posture. That's an
old, trite remark that you've all
heard before, but the reason it's
trite and why it's been so emphasized is because it's all too true.
When you allow your head to slump
forward and your shoulders to curve,
you throw your body all out of balance— your stomach protrudes, your
muscles become slack, and what is
coyly
sticks
out in called
back. your
So the"derriere"
first important

winter

slump

thing to do is analyze your posture
habits, get rid of the bad ones, and
cultivate a beautiful carriage, which
automatically throws your figure
back into its proper balance.
MADGE EVANS stands in a doorway with her arms down. Then she
raises them at the sides above her
head and stretches up to try to reach
the top of the doorway. She does
this fifteen times each morning, and
always makes a conscious effort to
hold herself very tall and to sit erect.
Besides keeping her posture always
correct, she finds that this exercise
builds and strengthens the abwaist slim.dominal muscles and keeps her
A splendid exercise to develop a
beautiful carriage is this one, which
the physical training department of
every studio uses with each new
actress to give her a graceful walk
and teach her to hold herself correctly. You stand in your stocking
(Continued on page 90)

A TIP ABOUT BATHING TO A
GIRL WITH A DATE TONIGHT

After your bath, don't fail to give
s sure care!
underarms Mum'
VrHAT a wonderful lift a bath gives
\r. to a girl who is going out in the
eng. It "does things" for your body
d;our spirit— it starts you off glorislifresh and alive.
£[: even the most perfect bath can't
otct you all evening long. Underarms
-tsjhave special care— that's why smart
rlj'ollow every bath with Mum! For
sycnow that just a hint of
tdiarm odor can spoil the best
earnings. They know that a
d inly takes care of past perir ion— but Mum keeps unrauis sweet through the hours
cue— makes unpleasant odor

ip' sible.
kny a girl who starts out
-si loses that freshness before
£ ening's over. If you want

simply, but surely, takes the odor out of
perspiration. Make Mum a daily habit—
the first thing every morning and after

ican Institute of Laundering as being
harmless to every kind of fabric.
MUM IS SAFE! Mum is actually

to avoid worry about underarm odor—
if you want to be a girl who gets a second
date and a third — remember, no bath
protects you like a bath plus Mum.
With Mum, you are always certain
that your charm is safe and lasting. You
never risk offending others, spoiling

every bath. You'll find Mum

soothing to the skin. You can use it immediately after shaving the underarms.
MUM IS SURE! Mum does not stop

your own good times.
Mum is a gentle, inviting cream that

even after you're dressed. Mum holds
the Textile Approval Seal of the Amer-

ONE

HALF

MINUTE

AND

things you like—
MUM IS QUICK!

has all the

Just half a minute

is all Mum takes— enough to smooth a
bit under each arm.
MUM

IS

HARMLESS

TO

FABRIC!

How convenient to be able to use Mum,

YOUR

CHARM

IS SAFE

perspiration— it simply banishes all odor,
all day or all evening long. Hours after
your bath, Mum will keep you as fresh
and sweet as when you started out. Underarm odor is one offense friends cannot forgive. Always use Mum.
ANOTHER IMPORTANT USE-Thousands of women use Mum for Sanitary Napkins because they know it's gentle, safe, sure.
Avoid worries and embarrassment, with Mum.

Mum
takes the odor
out of perspiration
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Jeepers Creepers! Wait 11
you see those Ritzes as
imitation nillbillies on a
rampage in the corn likker
country ! 1 Key ve cooked
up the con-sarndest mess
or fun since Grampaw
snot tke galluses off n that
revenooer! "Life Begins
In College was just a
warm-up for Public
Maniacs No/s 1, 2 and 3!

...and there s romance
in them thar hills I
Tony Martin as the smgin
radio talent scout ""discovers i
cute little Marjorie Weave'
in Coma, K.y. . . . and tneyv
been in a coma of love eve/,
since !

RITZ BROTHERS

KENTUCKY
MOONSHINE
A 20th Century-Fox Picture with

MARJORIE

TONY

MARTIN

WEAVER

Slim Summerville * John
Carradine • Wally Vernon
Berton Churchill

• Eddie Collins

Directed by David Butler
Pollack and Mitchell's
tunefullest, swingin est, best!
12

Associate Producer Kenneth MacgOwan • Screen Play by Art Arthur and
M. M. Musselman • Original story by M. M. Musselman and Jack Lait, Jr.
Additional Dialogue and Comedy Songs by Sid Kuller and Ray Golden
Darryl

F. Zanuck

in Charge of Production
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BY RUTH WATERBURY
HOW actors keep from going completely
wacky in deciding which roles are good
for their careers is beyond me . . .
take the case of Barbara Stanwyck and '"Condemned Women" for example . . . Barbara,
though under contract to two studios . . .
Twentieth Century-Fox and RKO . . . hadn't
worked a day or earned a dollar since last November until she signed for "Always Goodbye"
. . . that was because she had turned down all
the stories either studio had previously submitted to her . . . feeling that no pictures at all
would do her career less harm than a couple of
bad pictures. . . .
But among the stories submitted to her was
one called "Condemned Women" . . . this Barbara refused ... I can see how she might very
well have believed this was the wisest course
. . . being smart she was probably aware that
Columbia had an unimportant women-in-prison
picture in the make which would release just
before "Condemned Women" which would hurt
the earnings of her production . . . her role
as written was a pretty merciless one ... it
kept her in the confines of prison all the time
with no chance to wear attractive clothes or
look particularly appealing . . . the outlines of
the plot were drab ... at any rate Barbara refused it. . . .
RKO then turned the picture over to Sally
Eilers . . . Sally being less important than
Barbara they spent only a fraction of the cost
in making the picture that they would have
spent on a Stanwyck vehicle . . . Louis Hayward was engaged for the male lead where the
chances are if Barbara had been the star a bigger masculine "name" would have been put opposite her . . . the only thing that wasn't
"cheapened down" was the original story . . .
now that writer named William Shakespeare
said a long while ago that the play's the
thing and now this simple little production of
"Condemned Women" proves it . . . for along it
comes with no big investment, no big money,
no big names in it and turns out to be as sincere, as moving and as satisfactory a picture as
has been shown in months . . . Sally gives a
very stirring performance . . . one so intense
and colorful that it will do her career indefinite
good . . . that too goes for Anne Shirley and

Her Paramount career well under control,
Claudette Colbert vacations in the Tyrol
with her husband, Dr. Pressman (right
foreground);
hard sledding
on the homebutlotit's
forstill
Paramount
stars
Lamour and Milland in "Her Jungle Love"

Louis Hayward . . . and meanwhile Barbara
sat on her Marwyck Ranch and waited for a
good role to turn up . . . Meanwhile, the fate
that haunts all actors was dogging her . . . that
is the danger of staying away too long and
gradually see the personality procession pass
her. . . .
Of COURSE, Barbara is a star with the power
to choose her own stories . . . but think of the
plight of actors who are under straight contracts
and must take what they get and do the best
they can with it . . . consider Dorothy Lamour
and Ray Milland forced to wander around in
"Her Jungle Love" . . . one of Hollywood's most
fixed and silliest ideas is that the possession of
a good figure makes for a sultry personality
. . . the Lamour girl, in reality, is more demure
than Shirley Temple . . . she lives as quietly as
any suburban spinster . . . when her husband,
Herbie Kay, cannot be with her because of the
demands of their individual careers, the distinctly old-fashioned Dorothy sits at home
night after night all alone, her love being such
that she prefers this faithful loneliness to even
creating the possibility for jealousy in her husband's mind . . . but on the screen her producers have insisted that she stay always at the
boiling point ... as Tura in "Her Jungle Love"
she is made so untamed and torrid that you expect Ray Milland to die of second-degree burns

after kissing her . . . Ray looks so embarrassed
throughout ... he apparently is the orphan
actor at Paramount, just as Bob Young is
Metro's stepchild . . . neither of these two fine
actors seems appreciated on his own home lot
... as much as I admire Fred MacMurray,
which is very much indeed, I still feel Milland
has more personality and distinctly more sex
appeal ... so this is my very personal plea for
Paramount to give the guy a break. . . .
If HOLLYWOOD stars are going to keep on
having managers, agents, and what not, I think
they could well afford to have literary advisors,
too ... I mean that seriously . . . whatever
salary they paid such aides they could at least
deduct from their income taxes . . . and there
are lots of people on magazine staffs in this country who do know a story when they see one . . .
it is the stars who guess it right on stories who13
stay
up at
andHerbert
the ones
who don't
. .
Look
Marshall
. . . who
when sink.
you .see
him in "Mad About Music" . . . which, incidental y, ismy favorite picture of the last several months and you really will be cheating
yourself of much pleasure if you miss it . . .
you will respond all over again to his really
(Continued on page 91)

Again the finger of the law levels at Joe, accusing . ..
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Must they again pay the terrible price?

PARAMOUNT
PICTURE
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— an evening wrap now,
a street bolero in the fall"

For the time in your life when you want
to look your loveliest— FEDERAL Silver
Fox. Flattering past your fondest hopes!
Richly silvered . . . luxurious as a trousseau fur should be. A wrap with a happy
future, for it will be as glamorously smart
with your wool dresses, next fall, as it
is over your June dance frocks, now.
FEDERAL

Silver Foxes . . . lasting in love-

lines . . . are easily recognized by the
FEDERAL

name, clipped to an ear and

stamped on the leather side of each pelt.
Featured by better stores everywhere.

FEDERAL
HAMBURG
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awxng by Russell Patterson, associated in production with Paramount Studu

THE GAME

//

The famous artist, Russell Patterson, presents his version of a peppedup parlor pastime known, to some, as "Indications" or "Quotations"; to
most, as simply "The Game." The most popular of its many variations
requires two teams. The members of each team write down a single
slogan, phrase or title (such as "Gone with the Wind"). Each member
of the opposing team gets one of these slogans, and, in turn, must convey its meaning by pantomime to his teammates. The team that does
the fastest job of guessing its fellow members' slogans is the Winnah!
For beginners, two may act out the slogan together; for brighties, a
guessing time limit is imposed.
Reckless teams play for money. In any

INTO

BY TEMPLE BAILEY
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Herbert Marshall

Temple

Bailey

pr well over a decade, Temple Bailey has endeared herself to
illions by her heart-warming love stories. Now, (or Photoplay,
e have succeeded in persuading her to turn, after a long lapse,
J article writing— to give, for the first time, her impressions of
jollywood. More, perhaps, than any other writer of the modern
la, this famous romantic novelist is qualified to write about
■at city that is synonymous the world over with romance.

A SI write in my home in Washington, with
/ \ Hollywood three thousand miles away,
^"™\it
is anandexciting
experience
to weigh
le likenesses
the differences
of these
two
ost dramatized cities of these United States.
They are alike in this, it seems, that each
ins a great show, news goes out from each to
eagerly waiting public, the most popular
>mmentators are those who deal with politics
id with moving pictures, each city is a keen
val of the other in striving for spectacular efcts, each has its stars in the ascendant and on
le wane.
The differences are, however, significant.
rashington's show is social and political. It is
melting pot in which senators and representees, lobbyists and laborites, plutocrats and
"oletarians, diplomatists, department emoyees, "cave dwellers" with aristocratic inhitions and climbers with no inhibitions, all
eet and mingle and seethe and boil and proace a kind of elixir which makes it lovely to
ve in, with never a dull moment.
Washington is, however, limited in the scope
its appeal. Outside of the United States only
few of its great names are known, only a few
ces are familiar to the people of other counies, only a few of its national problems are inlligible to the European, the Asiatic, the
frican, or to the America south of us.
Hollywood, on the contrary, goes everywhere.
:om the cosmopolitan centers of the world to
e most remote outpost of civilization the faces
Gable and Garbo, of Boyer and Barrymore,
Crawford
and Hepburn,
and a thousand
hers are both familiar and beloved.
Hollyood steals the show from Washington because
sets the pace for glamour and enchantment
id that fairytale delight which is the relief of
is distracted sphere from the problems of its
•esent sordid complications. For Hollywood's
ow is essentially one of escape.
The people
the pictures are gay and romantic and amusg, and we fly to them from the commonplacess of our lives to dwell for a time in a beitching world of make-believe.
-IE Hollywood of today is known to me only
rough the eyes of others or from what I see
i the screen. My last visit to California was in
•17. I arrived in April of that year, at the very
oment of America's entrance into the Great
ar. The whole country was at fever-heat,
lose who had voted for Wilson because "he
id kept us out of war" were damning him beuse he had not, and those who had preached
rlier cooperation with the Allies were saying,
told you so," when the world waked to the
agedy of unpreparedness.
Hollywood, however, when we reached it —

In war days, Wally Reid
helped the author torget the tragic times

and by "we" I mean my
lovely mother and myself
— had matters other than
war on its mind. Hitherto
it had been a small and
somewhat smug suburb
and it had liked itself that
way. Then suddenly, unexpectedly, amazingly, a
new colony had moved in,
Miss Bailey's new idea for
a colony which wanted to
a taking film was inrent and buy houses and
spired by Mary
Pickford
was impatient when it
could not get them, a colony which was willing to
spend mints of money for
everything, a colony which
Nelson Eddy, as the eterwas spectacular and limenal Galahad, brings romance to feminine
hearts
lighted, a colony which
was press-agented and
publicity-conscious, a colony which spread its stage settings over the hills
and valleys, which built papier-mache cities
and towns against a background of sea and sky,
a colony which "shot" its scenes on the streets
or, with insouciance, on anyone's front lawn, a
colony which, in other words, was not in the
least concerned with the indignations and frustrations ofthe old inhabitants and which in the
end swept them away.
There was, of course, no other possible outcome. What Hollywood wanted, it got. It paid
good prices in rents and lands and houses, and
the former residents, having pocketed big
profits, sought other strongholds of exclusiveness in which to continue a lotus-eating existence amid other pepper trees and other eucalyptus.
Now, three thousand miles away, I look back
at it and know that the Hollywood of 1917 was
as water unto wine as compared to the glamorous city of 1938. For the moving pictures of
those days were set for the silent scene, and the
stars whose names shone bright are dimmed by
the light from later stars.
My mother and I went often at night to the
snug neighborhood theaters where those talented pioneers of pantomime — Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite Clark, Wally
Reid, Charles Ray, and all the rest — made us
forget the heaviness of our hearts. Our days
were busy ones. As members of the Navy
(Continued on page 88)

The Hollywood of
Charles Ray's heyday,
and which Miss Bailey
knows so well, was far
removed from the glamour
city
of 1938

Marguerite Clark, lovely star of
the silent screen, made it hard for
the author
to like talking films
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"You'll

suddenly

find

shtl

said Irene's mil
longs here,"
speaki
ng of Missy. The sta|
Dr. Griffin,
her husband,
reason to remember those \\

thoughtfully planned. And the stocks anc
bonds which have been placed in trust for hei
guarantee
her financial security all the days o:
her
life.

THEN there is the debit side of the ledger. II i
reared its ugly head only recently and Irene
would eliminate it if she could. And it is ir
the hope
doing thisstory.
that she has given Photoplay thisofexclusive

IRENE DUNNE adopted her little daughter
for two reasons.
First of all, Irene wanted a baby. She believed that having a baby, loving her, being
loved by her, watching her grow and develop
as an individual would prove one of the greatest
experiences life could offer.
Secondly, Irene felt that she and her husband,
Doctor Francis Griffin, had a considerable
amount to offer a child. But recently she has
had cause to wonder if she were wrong about
this, to wonder if the things a baby loses when
she is adopted by a motion-picture star aren't
greater than the things she gains.
The things little Mary Frances Griffin (called
Missy) has gained are wonderful and many.
Missy and her nurse have their own suite in the
Dunne-Griffin house which sits on the crest of
one of the exclusive Holmby Hills. The furni20

ture in this suite is built to scale. The sunny
rooms are lined with shelves stacked with the
picture books and the toys that are dear to a
child's heart. Outside, in the garden, there are
stretches of bright, sweet-smelling flowers and
an old gardener who has stories to tell about
the flowers he tends, some incredibly true,
others fanciful. In the center of the lawn,
around which the cars approaching the house
swish on a blue gravel driveway, there is a
huge oak tree. When the sun is high and there
is cause to be grateful for the deep shade this
old tree provides, Missy plays beneath it with
her dolls, her nurse, and a faithful Scottie dog.
To go on: every month or two, a renowned
pediatrician, wise about the hygienic care of
children, observes Missy to see that she is growing straight and strong. Even now, when she
is only two and a half, her education is being

It all began when Missy had been with Irene
for the year of trial which the law requires anc
the time had come to sign her final adoption
"We could have signed those papers in Loj
Angeles," Irene explains, "but I dreaded the
papers.
reporters and cameramen who would wait foi
us outside the Judge's chambers. In New York,
we were assured everything could be done
quickly and quietly, with the dignity which
had come to mean so much to the doctor and
So they came to New York . . . Irene and
Doctor Griffin and Missy and Missy's nurse and
Missy's favorite doll, Donnie — named after a
little
boy who lives down the road in Holmby
to me."
Hills, who is Missy's idol. They came to New
York in spite of the difficulties that attend a
trip across the continent with a baby wnen
you are a famous star and professional demands
are made upon you at every stop.

i
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UNNE'S DAUGHTER
False rumors

are dispelled, poignant facts

revealed, in this first authorized

report on

Missy, recent addition to Hollywood's baby set

BY
ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

The final adoption papers were drawn up and
jgned in privacy, as Irene had been assured
key would be. But immediately she and her
Usband returned to the hotel where they were
ppping, the storm broke. Cameramen and
•porters besieged the lobby. Irene saw no
he, made no statement. But sob sisters and
ilumnists printed sensational stories anyway,
[hey announced Irene had adopted a foundling.
;y their stories they proclaimed Missy a baby
ho had been deserted by unknown parents.
!"There are times, of course," says Irene,
vhen circumstances might force an unfortuite and desperate mother to leave her baby
1 a strange doorstep. But, generally speaking,
ose who cast off their babies are irresponsible
>ople, not people from whom you would be
•oud to have come.
"And I want to make it very clear that Mary
ranees Griffin was not a foundling.
I want
erase any blight which Missy might feel clung
her ancestry because the press, in a desire
i be sensational, reached beyond the truth.
"Perhaps
those sob sisters and columnists
infuse a foundling with an orphan," she went
itt, as if she sought to make excuses for those
ho had printed untruths about her baby.
IENE has no plan to keep the fact that Missy
adopted a secret.
["Immediately Missy is old enough to underhand," she explains, "I will tell her how she
me to live with us. But I want to put an end
'!all those untrue stories that have been pubbed; so they will not arise later on to cast
• iy shadow of doubt upon the true story I have
tell her.
"I would be glad to tell all I know about
■issy's parentage if I did not feel this might
';st all of us unhappiness later on.
And it
ould be sufficient to say that Missy is as bright
■ the I.Q. tests the doctors have given her
ove her to be because of the splendid heritage
je gets from her mother and her father.
Be; les, Doctor Griffin and I have met her grandrents. They are delightful and charming old
) ople.
i"It wouldn't make any difference to me —
w that I've come to know Missy and to love

her — what her background happened to be,"
Irene went on gently. "It's on her account that
I resent the improper stories that have been
published about her. And it's because of these
stories that I begin to wonder if it will cost
Missy more than it will gain her to have been
adopted by us.
"For the things the doctor and I can give
Missy will count for little if the unhappy publicity she is subjected to because I am her
mother causes her to have any doubts about
the people to whom she was born . . . and of
whom she has every right to be proud, as proud
as I hope she always will be of us, too."
WHEN Irene Dunne adopted " the little girl
with hair like corn silk and questioning blue
eyes and a sensitive little mouth, I think she
felt she was doing as much for the child, in a
way, as she was doing for Doctor Griffin and
herself. As I said in the beginning of this story,
they wanted a family. But they also felt they
had much to offer a child.
Now it is clear Irene feels Missy gives them
far more than they ever will be able to give
her in return. Which is another reason she
is as concerned as she is about the stories that
were published recently.
There is one incident which concerns Missy
and Irene Dunne's mother that Irene will never
forget. It happened only a short time after
Missy's arrival.
One Thursday, about ten days before Christmas, when Irene was in bed with influenza and
Missy's nurse was out, Irene's mother had
charge of Missy for the afternoon.
"She's one of the sweetest children I've ever
seen," Mrs. Dunne told Irene after Missy was
in bed. "I'm glad you have her. It's a little
difficult now for all of you. You're all strange.
But wait, you'll suddenly find she belongs here.
And then you'll be surprised that you ever
found life good enough without her."
It was later that same evening, following a
dinner party at her home, that Mrs. Dunne returned to Irene's house to see that she was all
right. She collapsed at the front door.
Hearing the commotion downstairs, Irene
pressed the alarm beside her bed.
And so

amazing is the private police system in those
Holmby Hills that there were officers taking
charge of everything a few minutes after Irene
had slipped into a dressing gown and gone
downstairs to discover what had happened.
Doctors were summoned at once. Everything
that could be done was done. But Irene's
mother never regained consciousness. She died
early the next morning.
And the first thing Irene remembers being
aware of, after they had told her that her
mother was gone, was Missy playmg under the
old oak tree, with her dolls, her nurse and the
faithful Scottie dog.
"Curious the way things happen sometimes,"
she says. "When I looked out of my bedroom
window and saw Missy there, I was very grateful. Her nurse spoke to her and she looked
up and waved at me and smiled. And a little
warmth stirred inside of me. Suddenly, just
as my mother had predicted the night before,
I knew she belonged. Somehow it was as if
one life had gone out and another had come
CHRISTMAS 1936, which came along only a
few
. ." later, would have been an ordeal for
in . days
Irene and Doctor Griffin if they had had only
themselves to think about. But with Missy
there, they made an effort, and some of the
peace of the season found its way into their
hearts.
Christmas 1937, just a month or two before
they came to New York with Missy to sign the
final papers of her adoption, was a gala day.
The Christmas tree was wondrously beautiful
to Irene and the doctor, too, because they saw
it through Missy's awed and starry eyes. And
no acclaim either of them ever has known in
their professions, no grand party they ever have
attended has thrilled them as much as Missy
did that day.
Tears in their eyes, feeling just a little foolish,
they watched her go up to her nursery, bring
her old dolls downstairs, and install them in the
new carriage and chairs she had found under
the tree with new dolls sitting in them.
"It was so sweetly loyal," Irene says.
(Continued on page 91)

WHAT'S

In this rare interview with the famed

but elusive Award winner, she answers

a question all Hollywood

BY SARA

is asking

HAMILTON

THEY speak of it in Hollywood as the
eclipse of Rainer.
"In heaven's name, what has happened to
Rainer?" Hollywood kept repeating between
its recessions and retrenchments. "Where is
she? What's happened to her? Is it true that
she'll never make another picture? Where is
she hiding and why?"
After Luise's appearance in "Big City," a picture greeted by the public with a strange mixture of wonder and bewilderment, the little actress suddenly dropped from the limelight. As
weeks rolled into months and still nothing was
heard of Rainer, who, in her two short years

HAPPENED

wood and went to work. All the little things
that came up and seemed so important to the
studio I pushed aside as not necessary. Looking over my stills and photographs, giving so
much time to publicity and interviews, seemed
small things beside my desire to give something
really warm and living and understanding to
"Gradually I began to see I was but a part
people.
of a huge business. So big, the individual became lost in the great mass of machinery. The
studio had me under contract and I must work
even if there was nothing suitable for me. All
this is not their fault, I see that now. They must
make pictures and I am here under contract.
What is there to do?
"But one day they decide I should be glamorous. 'Oh my god,' I cried, 'don't make me
glamorous.' There are so many lovely girls
here, so many, I tell them. Please just let me
act from the heart and pay no attention to the
outward. But after 'Good Earth' they were
afraid the public might think I am homely and
can play only such roles.
"So for 'The Emperor's Candlesticks' they
wanted me to be glamorous — which is something I can't be. It weighed me down more
than the character of O-Lan in 'Good Earth.'
I was unhappy. I thought of all the things
in my life I want to do. The world is so big —
not just here before a camera in Hollywood —
but so big a world and people waiting — I began
to feel that I must get away from Hollywood,
not to become terribly unhappy.

TO

"I felt as if cameramen on the set whispera
and looked at me, saying, 'She looks strangi
to me this morning.' I thought to myself witl
heavy heart, well, this is my face. I can't hel]
it if I'm not glamorous. What has that got t<
do with my role? And again I begged then
not to try to make me glamorous.
"Then
they gave me another story. I didn'
like
it much.
" 'No, no, I can't,' I said.

'Please let us do

right one.
Not one on just a chance.'
But, o
course, I did not understand the studio's vie\V'
point that pictures must be made
and oftei
cannot wait for the right story.
WHEN I saw my great plans going, I knew
not where, I lost all perspective. I grev
ill. My mental confusion made me ill physically. Iwould not talk. I could not sleep,
could not eat. I grew thinner and more ill'
All life seemed blank despair to me.
"Of course my studio could not understam
why I should not go on. 'Is she difficult?' the;
said, and I wasn't being difficult. I was suf
fering mentally, physically, spiritually becaus*
I felt my whole world had crashed aroum
me."No one knows this but I went away to a little
town outside of New York, a place my husbanc
found for me, and I stayed there many months
Dark, black months in which all sense of value:
was gone.
I tell you I was in despair.
"Gradually, as I regained some of my los
(Continued on page 85

in Hollywood had turned in two of the screen's
finest performances, it became almost an accepted fact that little Rainer had been just another luminary that had come and gone.
And then with unexpected suddenness something happened. Rainer appeared out of her
obscurity to become again the focus of all eyes
in Hollywood. For Rainer was about to make
screen history when the Academy Award was
given the actress the second time in her short
screen life for her performance in "Good Earth,"
Rainer's role in "The Great Ziegfeld" having
won her the first award.
"How could an actress that good be neglected
and almost forgotten?" Hollywood wondered,
and again took up the old question of, "What
happened to Rainer?" Why hadn't the studio
given the public more of this acclaimed star?
Why let her step into forgotten oblivion for
almost a year at a time?
IN one of her very rare interviews given a few
days after the Academy Banquet, Luise told us
exactly what had happened to her. Slender as a
reed, her dark eyes glowing with much life
within, Luise sat in the dressing room that had
once belonged to Jean Harlow and told us this
story.
"Three years ago I came into a new life. From
my native Vienna I came to America, a new
country, a new language and new work. I had
never made a motion picture. Never faced a
camera.
Always I had worked on the stage.
"Exactly as some people choose painting, some
writing to give what they have to others, I
chose acting as my form of expression. So,
after four years on the stage, I came to Holly -

HPT"
Hollywood wondered
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v.,

about her marriage to Clifford Odets.

mvmM
Luise herself explains it

Vx

/

In two years she won two Awards: in 1938, as O-Lan in "Good

Earth" . . .

in 1937, as Anna Held in "The Great Ziegfeld"
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HOLLYWOOD
Baby talk's out, big words are in; it's smart to be
brainy, it's dull to be dumb — since the day the movie
folk discovered the world outside their city limits

BY

RUTH

WAKE

v

But this is just the beginning! Lifelong
friendships are being formed and broken every
day over the Wagner Act, the Spanish War,
the C.I.O., Hitler and Mussolini.
It is no more possible for a Fascist approver:
and an anti-Fascist to be friends than for two;
stars who are candidates for the same role. To
call a man a Nazi is, in some circles, tantamount to calling him an unprintable name.
Hollywood's
political awareness is changing
even its vocabulary!

RANKIN

THUS Hollywood today!

A

NYTHING
can happen
now.
Hollywood has discovered the world!
Suddenly,
there are other people,

too.
Suddenly, overnight, Hollywood has become
politically and socially conscious. No, not
cocktail-party-social or buffet-supper-social;
these affairs still go on, of course, but mainly
as an excuse to get together and — believe it or
not — talk politics! The whole town, with one
great concerted gasp of astonishment, has discovered society, in the most aggregate sense of
the word, and is as thrilled over the discovery
as if she had invented it.
The world discovered Hollywood twenty
years ago, and, being a little late with her own
discovery, Hollywood is making up for lost
time. Now, when our village sets about reconstructing time lost, it is no halfhearted endeavor. Literally, we leap off the springboard.

To think, fo: instance, that we've actually seen
the day when a movie star would wear cotton
stockings — and brag about it! But you would
be amazed at the number of very smartly
dressed stars who are doing just that — buying
and wearing only the sheer lisle hose manufactured In this country.
"My legs," remarked a certain star, whose
what-she-mentioned are not exactly unknown
to the public, "are pinched black-and-blue. Oh,
from a purely academic interest, I assure you.
No one believes these stockings really are cotA silk evening gown, too, is positively dated.
If, perchance, you do see one, the wearer
hastens to explain she bought it "before the
ton." by their hose and clothes will you know
Thus,
one group of Hollywood's political-conscious —
the boycott sympathizers.
war."
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Last year you could accurately have described our town as an insular and self-centered place which regarded itself as the entire
area in the only spotlight; the locale on which
the eyes of all the world were focused.
But things have happened. A most radical
change has occurred to jolt this hamlet out or
a smug complacence. Somebody switched the
spotlight to shine on Washington, Detroit, Kansas City — on Spain, Russia, China, Germany,
Italy and Japan. So, within the space of six
months, the town of Hollywood has about-faced
and become the diametrical opposite of itself.
(Johnny, draw a diagram.)
Where once it was smart to be a snob, it is
now smarter to be conversant with labor problems. The hallmark of the new aristocracy is
a conversational acquaintance with the men
who are physically responsible for picture production; the carpenters, technicians, "juicers,'
Where
props.

once

the

"smartest"

girls were the

— and overnight, stars turn soap-box orators,

dumbest (and blondest), it is suddenly smart
ito be intellectual (and brunette). The star who
icannot give a comprehensive resume of Presijdent Roosevelt's Chicago speech, or discourse
knowingly on the siege of Teruel and the menace of Fascism; or who does not know the difference between the C. I. O. and the A. F. of L.,
|had just as well give over to her well-informed
rival.
The baby stare is out. The girls have discovered eyes are also to read with. (And all of
them know better than to end a sentence with
a preposition.)
Even the local beauty parlor, that last stand
against interference with the rampant feminine
personal pronoun "I," has become a political
:salon. In fact, the beauty shops are where you
.can hear some of the best debates in town.
The other day the girls were taking war to
pieces, and from one of our hitherto fluffy witted stars came the best solution so far advanced, i.e.: that armament factories all over
[the world be scrapped. There wouldn't be any
ammunition, so how could there be any war?
Everybody present swooned in a body when
;this same star, who has made an international
reputation, both personal and public, playing
frivolous and completely wing-dinged dames,
tossed this one at us: "I have just written our
congressman," she said, "and asked him for a
definitive statement concerning his attitude toward our foreign policy.
"Before I vote for him again, I want to know
.whether he will support the revision of the
Neutrality Act to impose
economic boycotts

Brentwood

drawing rooms become

against aggressor nations." Then she opened
her book — "Theory and Practice of Socialism"
— and began reading.
Well, you could have slapped us down with
a hairpin. Nobody ever even suspected she
knew all those words.
DESIDE

the undeclared Japanese boycott, Hollywood is not a bit backward in subscribing to
other boycotts, if convinced they are in a good
cause. A certain large Los Angeles department
store persisted in vast imports from Germany,
after Hitler declared his non-Aryan policy.
Leading Jewish producers, directors, and
actors quietly withdrew their patronage, to the
tune of many thousands of dollars. The shelves
of that store are stocked now principally with
American-made goods.
Not only does Hollywood argue and discuss
politics, war and international events — it is becoming also highly politically developed. It
has a conscience. Pictures such as "Zola" and
"They Won't Forget" have contributed to that
conscience. The world has become a very small
place, and it has dawned upon us that what
affects the people in China and Spain and the
boys in Scottsboro, affects every person in the

debating forums

conservative or liberal. There is not one person
remaining, from porter to producer, from
scrub-woman to star, who is a hold-over from
the days of political apathy when "politics bethe politicians."
Thelong totown
has become Cause-conscious in a
big way, and not to be the sponsor of at least
one Cause is just not to be, that's all.
They form leagues and guilds and do something about it.
There is the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League for
the Defense of American Democracy. It started
in June, 1936, with seven charter members:
Donald Ogden Stewart, Dorothy Parker, Mr.
and Mrs. Fredric March, Gloria Stuart, and two
others. The League now has a membership of
five thousand, in which are included hundreds
of other top-flight picture names.

world. That we are in very truth our brother's
keeper.

Any doubt of Hollywood's concern over
world affairs in general (and the League's antiNazi campaign in particular) would have been
amply dispelled by the League rally held out
here on January 30, 1938. The vast Shrine
Auditorium was jammed with 7500 people, and
hundreds were turned away. It seemed as if
every other face present was one familiar in
pictures, in spite of the fact that it was Sunday
night, the favorite night-club evening.
Dorothy Parker was chairman, to a rousing

I HE natives of Hollywood no longer are simply
Democrats or Republicans on election day, and
forget it the rest of the year. They are for the
open or closed shop; they are Nazi or antiNazi, Fascist or anti-Fascist, Rebel or Loyalist,

ovation. Speakers included John ("The Informer") Ford, Irving Pichel, and Jerry O'Connell, congressman from Montana. The demonstrations and applause and understanding from
that great audience could have come only from
(Continued on page 86)
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In Capri — at the end of a four months' trip

Hollywood

today — the

new

Bill

i

The

first story

to tell of the test

William Powell dared face — o test

that makes him today a changed man

man would have lost his courWEAK under
the blows that death and
age
disease have been raining on William
Powell in the last year.
A

Bill has survived, however, because he isn't a
weak man; because by temperament and will
and training over years he is a wily, successful
fighter who means to win.
Bill's cycle of ill health began early last spring
with that strange malady that the doctors could
not diagnose accurately, but which, for one horrible week, threatened Bill with blindness. That
danger safely passed, Bill currently is recovering from a serious operation, only now leaving
the hospital for an enforced vacation of a month
or two.
Death reached its climax for Bill when it took
Jean Harlow away from him last June and he
was barely able to face the knowledge of that
when the wife of one of his closest friends, and
therefore one of his closest friends, Mrs. Eddie
Mannix, was killed in an automobile accident.
Bill was, in fact, returning from a trip abroad,
where he had fled in his attempt to get over
Jean's passing, and just when he thought he had
the courage to return to Hollywood and take up
his work again, fate demanded that he get off
the train and go straight to Mrs. Mannix'
funeral.
Most recently, he had made plans for the vacation following this recent operation. He was
going to sail away for awhile with Austin
Parker, the writer, and Miriam Hopkins' exhusband. But while Bill was in the hospital,
Parker died, suddenly and unexpectedly.
Still, Bill has come out of the hospital. He's
still smiling, and he's probably going away now
with Ronnie Colman.
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Now that should give you the measure of Bill
Powell somewhat — let you know that he is the
type of man whom his friends follow wordlessly;
the type who does his duty, no matter how hard
it may be to accomplish; the kind of man who
can, when he must, put aside his private emotions until he has time to comprehend them.
Yet, as marked as these things are, in order to
understand him you have to know more, since
he is not only one of the most complex humans
under the bright golden sun of Hollywood, but
under the bright golden sun of the whole earth.
lO begin with, you have to know that he isn't,
really, an actor. Oh, I grant that he does know
his job magnificently, backward, forward, and
in the clinches. He can take the dopiest line
and make it sound like something George Bernard Shaw has written in his most inspired moments. But he would see to it that he could do
that, since it is exactly a part of his day's work.
Just as he would know the causes of labor turnover and the best type of mill operation if he
had happened to go into the steel business.
I'll grant you that when he dresses he has
about him the bright gloss that you usually associate with a well-bred Thespian, but, on the
other hand, he would never in his most abandoned moods have dressed as conspicuously as
did O. O. Mclntyre, the columnist. His rows of
perfectly tailored suits hung for yards in a closet
big enough to make a vain woman sick with
envy; his stately rows of shoes, all neatly treed,
and his chests upon chests of socks and shirts
and accessories still do not, I'll wager, surpass
in number the wardrobe sported by, let's say,
Herbert Bayard Swope, the publisher.
When he was a boy in Kansas City (he was
an only child), his parents decided they wanted
him to become a lawyer. Willie took a go at it
and it was there that he discovered the power
of his voice and the persuasion he could put
into the simplest language. He claims now that
he realized even then that he could never learn
all the dull intricacies of the law, but he saw,
instantly, what a satisfactory, easy thing it was
to stand up before people and influence them.
So he came to New York, on money borrowed
from a kindly aunt, went to the American
Academy of Dramatic Art, and in a really very
short time was duly launched on an acting
career.

Whereupon you can shout and say,"What do
you mean, not an actor? The man was a natural actor!" But I still say no, and for this reason. Do you know what was the first thing
Bill did after graduation? He bought a notebook in which to record his salary and made
himself a vow that no matter what happened
that salary, successively, must always go up.
No decision, you notice, about just when he
would charm the world with his Hamlet, followed by his Romeo; no decision about how to
make himself more devastating to the ladies
and his voice more mellifluous. Just a quiet,
calm decision about money. And he has kept
not only the notebook but the vow to this day.
His salary has always gone up — and currently,
a very rich man, when new contracts are
brought to him to sign he does not haggle over
roles, directors, leading women, but solemnly
he argues about the cash therein — and gets more
than ever before.
Bring him a script and you won't hear him
say, "That's a great scene for me in the last
reel, I'll take it." Instead he comes back with
remarks about the general plot, whether or not
the characters are real people and that there is
a grand role in it for Myrna. The limpid Loy
is far and away his favorite leading lady and
her being in the part opposite him will influence
him even on a script that he thinks is a little
weak. He sees Mr. Powell as part of the whole,
rather than the standard ham reaction that the
whole is there merely to glorify the star.
He is, you see, a businessman first, and knowing how to read a line to get the maximum of
laughs, knowing how to dress and how to
squeeze an effective double take into a scene
are all a part of mastering a business that enaries. thralls him because it pays such enormous salBut because he is a businessman and lays
business aside when he leaves the studio, his
private life is most important to him. He does
not and never will live in full view of the
Trocadero floor or always within reach of Hymie Fink's camera. He will make all the sensible concessions to publicity, but the private
life of William Powell, gentleman, is the goal toward which his eyes are directed. And in that
private life, Jean Harlow with her golden
beauty, her youth and her gift for sensitive
(Continued on page 78)

NEW

DAY FOR

FRED
MacMURRAY
A "Main Street" heritage has given
the boy from Beaver Dam happiness

for today, unique plans for tomorrow

BY HOWARD

SHARPE

ITis a clear, hot day in the early part of the
next decade: picture it. Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, acclaimed back in 1938 as the Typical
Small Town of America, lies like a Sinclair
Lewis word portrait among the Midwestern
hills; its Main Street lined with medium -priced
cars, its one modern high school comfortably
filled with healthy, intelligent youngsters, its
few industries working in direct conjunction
with the average of all the nation's other industries.
Here there is no more or no less unemployment than elsewhere. Here God is worshiped
with rather more than usual sincerity in the
simple churches. Here the Kiwanis and Lions
and Elks Clubs meet to further the ends of commerce and to swap smoking-room stories and to
slap backs. Here the hearty American citizen,
in essence, is born; fights his way through childhood; is educated and married and continues
the endless cycle of the Rooseveltian dream.
Or, if he must, leaves to do a bigger job in a
bigger place.
It is afternoon, and, from the service porch of
a smart Colonial house in the best district, a
boy emerges — he is of the age of Penrod, or of
Tom Sawyer. He hitches up his corduroys with
their baggy pockets, gets a fishing rod with sundry equipment from the garage, and sets off
down the street. He may or may not have a
fist-fight with a contemporary on his way to
the stream, but if he does he will win it, because
he is a big boy for his age.
He will catch some fish, too, for, in this boy's
family, success in things, big and small, is a
kind of heritage. And when he arrives home,
belatedly, with his fish and his black eye, there
will be nice news for him. News that will make
his brown eyes light with pleasure and his
dreams be troubled with excited anticipations
that night.
"Your pop," he will be told, "gets in tomorrow. All the way from Hollywood. He'll be
here six months,
to go hunting
with you."
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The problem that instigated these unusual plans is a problem that almost
every young Hollywood couple faces.
The MacMurrays are the first to admit
it, the first to speak openly of this subject thatother young married stars evade

ning.
waiting for Fred's inevitable small gifts, his
hourly phone calls — his impatient step at eveIt always came.
Young, vitally human, Fred forsook the
gaiety Hollywood offered him, overworked so
he could make his vacations longer to spend
with Lillian; spurned the beckoning night club,
abjured the luresome party.
And the next day, when Fred MacMurray
swings off his train, his famous eyes, too, will
hold a brighter gleam, his flashing grin — mirrored from so many screens — will be the wider
for his happiness.

*****

I HIS is Fred's dream. He dares now, at last, to
let the idea of the future roll uncensored
through his mind.
You know the story. He eloped with Lillian
Lamont in 1936, and almost immediately she
had appendicitis. Her recovery, slow and with
many relapses, took a long time; then, when she
was well enough to go out a little, she went with
Fred to location at Santa Cruz and he took her
fishing. This time her relapse was sullen, almost fatal. For months she was in a hospital,
and for further months she sat in bed at home,

I PUSHED myself up on my elbow and
across the wide pool at the MacMurray
I thought with envy of its owner, whose
had taken a definite stride forward with

looked
house.
career
his last

film,
"But"Cocoanut
why, whenGrove."
the children come, must you
take them out of this place?" I wondered aloud.
"The schools here are the best in the world.
The whole country's a summer resort for them
to play in — and anyway they'd have the advantage of being your kids in this town. I mean
they'd have an edge because their pappy was a
"You call that an advantage?" Fred asked
movie star.""I don't think it's any kind of an adseriously.
vantage to have to battle against the name of a
father who's been glamorized
all overon the
world.
(Continued
page
87)
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GREAT LOVES
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Hollywood's greatest lovers.
When it began he wasn't a great lover and
his name, which is one of the most famous
od
Hollywo
heard of. Ifhas
theever
end known,
had everhadn't
been even
knownbeenit
would have been on every front page in the
land, only a short time ago. But it wasn't
known, except to a few of us, and that is why
we shall call him Richard, which isn't hi?
name, and we'll call her Viola, because somehow that name seems to suit her dark-eyed
loveliness. They met, those two, at a cos
tume ball. She wore hoop skirts of shin
ing white satin upon which bloomed little
garlands of roses and there was a gar
land of roses in her soft hair that hung

1 1a

The third in a fascinating series: the story of a man

all women

adored — o charming Lothario, who, because he

learned to play the game
28

whom

of love too well, lost it in the end

The ocean murmured at their feet,
and, while he held her close, he
whispered to her all his bright
dreams
and
plans for the future

HOLLYWOOD
n ringlets against her slim young neck. He
A'as tall and dark and romantic in a glittering
niform. The ballroom was a miracle of stately
eauty and the music was achingly sweet and
che lights were soft and low.
She was just
seventeen and he was not quite twenty.
They were motion-picture extras.
1 They danced together because the director
old them to. "The girl in the white satin — yes,
/ou, with the roses — and the tall one with the
jlack hair. They'll make a good couple." But
lad it been a real ball and the choice their own,
hey would have danced together just the same.
am almost sure that they thought it was a real
jail, for they were very young and what with
he lights and the music and the wonderful set
t wasn't hard to pretend that he was really a
lashing young officer and she a Southern belle,
-ler voice, her soft Southern accent aided the
llusion, and he was a real actor, even then.
Extras in those days — and it is the same now
!—didn't make much money. Five dollars a day,
naybe seven-fifty. And, of course, they didn't
fvork every day. So, when the picture was over
lind the extras' brief day of glory faded, he
wouldn't ask her out to dine and dance, as he
vanted to do. Fortunately for him it was sura■nertime and he had an old tin lizzie and the
best things in life, such as the moon and the
ftars and the sands and the sea, were as free as
ihey'd ever been.
They used to put newspapers on the floor and
ihe seat of the car so she wouldn't get grease
>n her dress and then they'd drive down to the
>each and sit on the sand. The ocean murinured at their feet and they murmured to each
4her, telling the stories of their short and simple
■>asts. But, more important, he told her his
Ireams and plans for the future.
|Ie had wanted to be an actor from the time he
jpoke his first piece in school. His restless mind
lad absorbed books and plays and history and

iRAWINGS

BY

adela rogers stjohns

adventure and now that, so he said, the great
days of adventure were over in a workaday
world, the next best thing was to act them. He
was going to be a movie star. And not just
an ordinary movie star, either. A great actor.
He wanted to bring to life all the great characters from history's pages, from the classic
plays and stories — Napoleon, and bonny Prince
Charlie, and the Count of Monte Cristo, and our
own Alexander Hamilton.

the business details, the crowds of people — it
made her feel cold all over. She was really shy
and then, too, she was a little bit lazy. A nice,
comfortable kind of lazy. It just seemed to her
that being a movie star was an awful lot of
trouble.

"I shall do it, too," he told her, with his eager,
triumphant laugh. "You'll see. I know it's in

"I would make a very good wife," she thought
secretly. "That is much more what I am cut
out for. I'd be happier."
Oddly enough, she had arrived at the truth
about herself. She was particularly designed
by nature to be a wife. Her tradition was all
in favor of it. By some instinct, she understood men. She liked to please them and make
them comfortable. She was a loyal little thing
and there was a sturdy streak in her that was
quite willing to take the worse with the better.
Also, she could cook and sew and keep house,
because her mother had brought her up exactly
as her mother had brought her up. That still
happens in the South.

His ambition was like a flare, it lighted everything around him.
She didn't say much about her dreams. It
wasn't necessary to talk because he could fill up
me."with word pictures and she was content
hours
to listen. It is no wonder, when you stop to
think of it, that she was dazzled, entranced, lost
to everything but him, for he gave her then all
the warmth and vitality, and the joy of life and
vivid charm, the flashing black eyes and irresistible smiles that were later to make him the
idol of millions of women. Then, they were all
for her alone.
So she didn't say much. The truth was that
she didn't want to be a movie star. She hadn't,
actually, even wanted to be a movie extra. But
a girl must eat and people in her home town in
Kentucky had told her she was prettier than
most movie stars and maybe she was. But she
was a sensible little thing, too, and now that she
was actually in Hollywood she knew that just
being a very pretty girl wasn't nearly enough.
In her was none of that glorified spirit of makebelieve that animated his every breath. Acting
made her shy and self-conscious and awkward.
Besides, the whole thing frightened her out of
her wits. When she saw, at first hand, all the
things a movie star had to do — all the hard
work, the long hours of being photographed,
fitted, interviewed, the exercising, the dieting,

VINCENTINI

They danced together because
the director told them to, but,
if it had been a real ball,
they would have danced together
just
the
same

Of course, it was glamorous and wonderful
and exciting; but secretly she thought it would
be much nicer to be married to a movie star
than to be one.

I HEY fell in love, of course, at the ball. But
they kept it secret from each other, breathless
with wonder and fear. Then, one night, he
took her in his arms and kissed her and told
her that he loved her. He was a great lover
even then, though she was at once his leading
lady and his audience. He did it magnificently
because, in all sincerity, he always gave a scene
all the imagination he had, whether he was
playing it or living it. Perhaps he never played
a truer love scene than that, though in times
to come packed theaters sat breathless while he
made love to glamour girls and glittering beauties.
"We won't have very much just at first, my
darling," he told her, "but let's not wait.
And
(Continued on -page 74)

The circumstances that marked
her marriage to actor James
Crane and the birth of their son
might have upset an ordinary person— but not the invincible Brady
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Remembering the vivid legend of Bill Brady,
old-timers
understand
his daughter
Alice

^
^

BY DOROTHY SPENSLEY
^
\

Death trailed the happiness of this
brave woman. Like her father, she led
with her chin when it came to hard
luck, but always came back for more

FOR a woman, Alice Brady has more essential courage than many men. Being entirely feminine, she denies it, of course.
No man is going to rush to the rescue of a
courageous female. "She's like her dad," say
old-timers of show business. "He may have
led with his chin when it came to hard luck,
but he always came back for more. Why, I
remember when he was handling Jim Jeffries,
before he ever started producing Broadway
. . ."
plays
At this moment the flexible mouth of Miss
Brady makes an unmistakable moue.
Unmis-

takably, the last thing this versatile, vivid member of the Tribe Brady desires to listen to is a
rehash of Old Days. "It takes me right back to
New York and the fireplace at home and Father sitting around with a few old cronies, talking about the things that have gone before,"
she says. And even in this everyday conversation you feel the rhythmic swing of words
that is a distinguishing part of Brady's professional spell-casting.
"I have never been one to live in my yesterdays. Today is what counts, and tomorrow,"
she continued. "When people ask me for photographs made when I was a girl and just starting in the theater, I never have them. I don't
know where they have gone. It's the same way
with clippings. I know I shall never clutter up
book stalls with volumes of my memoirs, so
why bother about hoarding such things?
"Once a woman who was getting together
some sort of book asked me to write for her
what I wanted out of life. 'I have had the
heights, and I have known the depths,' I wrote.
'Now all I want is the peaceful in-between.'
That explains, perhaps, why I want to close
my ears and my eyes to people who talk about

valiant, haunted by tragedy, you get a glimpse
of greatness. She'd laugh at you if you suggested it, twisting her red lips out of shape in
a laugh that was half grimace, the depths of
her great dark eyes showing sorrow and the
humor that has saved her. "Courage?" she
would repeat. "I'm afraid these days. Afraid
of motoring. Afraid to return to the stage,
even in a role that I know as well as Lavinia
But these fears are trifling in the face of what
she has seen. Death has trailed her happiness.
Life
has brought moments when death might
Mannon."
have been welcome.
To begin with, Alice is the only daughter of
Broadway's famous William A. Brady whose
career as a theatrical producer is as fabulous
as any of the White Way's legends. He started
his fortune as a train butcher boy, selling candies, peanuts, fruit. Today, at seventy-five, he
is as basic a part of the vivid fabric of the
American theater as is the warp. He has built
theaters (the Playhouse; the 48th Street Theater); created stars; served, by order of the late
Woodrow Wilson, on federal commissions for
theatrical betterment; in the last decade, at an

the past. I am not disrespectful to my father's
old friends and acquaintances. Those days, and
their memories, are dead. They should stay

age when most men would retire from professions, he brought forth Elmer Rice's Pulitzer
Prize
"Street
Scene."
"Theplay
most
fantastic
stories circulate about

As for the "essential courage" of Brady, you
must get a mental image of her to understand
it . . . and her. When you see Alice Brady
asdead."
she really is, richly human, warmhearted,

Father," says his daughter. "One is that his
father kidnaped him from a Chinese nurse in
San Francisco, where he was born, and took
him to New York.
And that when my father

Alice Brady's mother, the petite Parisienne,
never lived to see her daughter in her present
glory. She died when Alice was three. Of
course, her death had its effect on Bill Brady's
little girl. But Bill was anxious to do right by
his Alice. He couldn't see her reared by an
endless procession of governesses, nurses,
nanas, that his wealth and position could sup-

was in his teens, my grandfather was killed in
a fall under the Bowery 'L' tracks, and that
my father supported himself as a steward in a
New York press club. They're utterly fantastic
[because my grandfather is quietly buried with
Grandmother in San Francisco.
I know, bejcause recently there was talk about bringing
them down here for reburial, and I said 'All
Iright, but why?
They are so peaceful up there
!where three generations of the Bradys have

When Alice was born the odor of the prize
ring (her father once managed Champions
James J. Corbett, James Jeffries) had given
way to the aura of the theater. Alice, slim,
dark, quick-motioned, was a miniature of her
French mother, who was Marie Rene, actress.
More than French, Marie Rene was from the
capital of France — Paris. Any Frenchman will
tell you that is the capital of the world. Every
gesture that Alice makes today, if you will
notice, is that of a French woman. Her rubyred nails (toe and finger), her dashing white
satin lounging pajamas, each trouser leg with
its own train, her scarlet chiffon handkerchiefs
that she twists endlessly in her fingers, show
the Parisienne. And show the Theater — which
she pronounces with full Gallic inflection.
"But I don't dress today," she says, with an
impatient flick of her hand. "I don't see any
point in dressing up in finery to go out to a
dump like So-and-So's Cafe. Do you? And
this neo-classic decoration they are adding to

lived.'"

some of the night clubs in Hollywood — !" She
shuddered. "Why? There was a time, of
course, when I'd go without lunches in order
to get a new hat, but no more. Clothes simply
no longer interest me. What does? Oh, dogs
and books and people and my home."

Alice Brady
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years after
Rene from
Brady's
death ply.
he Fourmarried
again.Marie
Married
the
stage, too, for by now the theater was traditional in the Brady family. Grace George was
the new Mrs. Brady. " 'Mom' tried to be a
mother to me, and she succeeded," says Alice.
By that time, of course, Alice's education was
being considered. It was decided to entrust
her to the care of the sisters at St. Elizabeth's
Convent at Madison, N. J. So there she went,
and became one of the few actresses who actually received her education inside the cloistered walls of a religious order. The studies
were the usual ones, to which she added singing. Already she had convinced herself that
she wanted to be an actress. Convincing Bill
Brady would be something else. Soon she
spoke Italian, Spanish, German, with the same
fluency that she spoke, and still speaks, French.
"I learned to speak French as a child," she ex"My biggest trouble when I was a child was
in learning to enunciate any language corplains.
rectly. had
I
a speech impediment," Alice continues. "Do you notice it much today? I
scarcely have any 'r's and no 's's. But it is
notThe
so noticeable
it?" with a speech imwonder of now,
it is isthat,
pediment, she chose the theater and the singing
stage as mediums of self-expression. But a
Greek named
(Continued on page 79)
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A view of the Villa Cimbrone — house and gardens— where the couple stayed for a month

At this side of the Villa's garden
is a sheer drop to the sea below
One

ca^era.

THE

CAMERA

TELLS THE

narrow road leads ud to their retreat

v*1

\o

STORY OF

THE

GARBOSTOKOWSKI
TRYST
From a private album come these views, exclusive to Photoplay, of the idyllic spot chosen by the famous pair for their
romantic rendezvous. Ravello, a little town perched high on
a mountainside overlooking the blue waters of Italy's Bay
of Salerno,
is the perfect
haven
for the world - weary
32

The cool, quiet dignity ofthe Villa's
cloister
is a stone
mark
of its ancient medieval
background
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OF GEORGE HURRELL SPEAKS
s a novelty Photoplay
Drtraits from the

brings you these pages

private files

of

this

of unpublished

distinguished

artist
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Internationally known as the glorifier of motion-picture
stars, George Hurrell is a brilliant pioneer in the modern
camera field. Born thirty-three years ago in Cincinnati,
he chose art as his career; specialized in photography,
which he considers "exciting." Migrating to California
in 1925, he organized a studio, and, equipped with fine
cameras, innumerable lights and his own genius, proceeded to establish the reputation that today sometimes
insures him as much
as $1000
for a single sitting

■^

— HURRELL ALWAYS GETS GLAMOUR

Technically, Hurrell's success is a result
of inspired use of lighting; specifically,
it is founded in his ability to create a
mood, and then, in one perfect moment,
to record it. To this artist, the preliminary of arousing enthusiasm in the subject isrequisite — a process that may involve, on his part, a song, a joke, even a
jig or two. The results — these dramatic
studies of individual types of glamour,
each alive with light and shadow

•• vi
£v

Barbara Stanwyck — the enchantment

of simplicity

Luise Rainer

Shirley Temple, above; Tyrone Power and Loretta Young, right

In these pictures, Hurrell has caught two distinct moods:
on the opposite page, emotional intensity; on this page,
serenity. The secret of Hurrell magic lies in the fact
that each picture is taken to musical accompaniment.
In the studio, a record plays constantly, its music varied
to the mood of the subject. Thus, perhaps, for this
portrayal of Shirley, a lullaby; for that of Rainer, a
waltz; for the portrait of Tyrone and Loretta, a tango

REPOSE

/

i'f
Dolores Del Rio — languorous
'

t'

fc

-challenging

Bette
Davis—

ebelling against the rigid rules
f "still" photography,
Hurrell
has
ombined
the warmth
of the
ainter's art with the cold preision of the cameraman's sic
bus, he has been successful in
ipturing in his portraits both
le fluid beauty of his glamourjs subjects and all the subtle
jances of their
personalities

Anna

May Wong — exotic

s; appears in "Dangerous

to Know")
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In 1925, the misses Myrna Loy (top) and Lucille LeSeuer (right),
supporting glamorous star Zasu Pitts in "Pretty Ladies," burst
upon a public, which, unfortunately, didn't notice them. The future Joan Crawford is the Japanese lady at the far right on the
stage; Myrna is draped over the left end of the bamboo bridge
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The tense look on the face of i
young bit player may be the result oi*
proximity to that gangster (see abo •
On the other hand, it may be his \<

■

M

In "Dancing Lady," way back
in 1933, a blond young man
was hired to appear in just
one scene in which he was to
sing to the heroine. He did
his job thoroughly, made a
hasty exit. His name, new to
the fans, was Nelson
Eddy

of making the most of his few see*
in "Don't Bet on Blondes," stanl

<.* *'

Claire Dodd. Presenting Errol Fl1
— who, one year later, was to sh •
to stardom
in "Captain
Bloc

rE R s

This young man haunted Central Casting until, in desperation, they got him a job. As a bit player in "The
Collegians" in 1929, the future King of the Movies
started the upward climb via the now-famous Gable
grin, which flashed, then, without benefit of make-up man
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today,

A small brunette took time off from a

i*1928 she was just a minor femiail for Bill Boyd in Pathe's
' ." It was all just "good, clean
!," though, and, despite the fact
r name was the last on the cast,
•mbard enjoyed her bit part im-

college career to act a bit in "Words
and Music," starring Lois Moran; liked
it so well she gave up mathematics for
the movies; was rewarded by marriage
to Joel McCrea, and a lead in Para-

ynamite for Paramount

mount's "Wells Fargo": it's Frances Dee

t, went to town as "A Flapper"
"The Love Parade" of 1929 excited the
critics because: I , it was All Talkie (!);
2, it boasted Jeanette MacDonald,
an "eye feast." They ignored the
other eye feast, cast simply as "Second
Lady in Waiting" — Virginia
Bruce
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Muky
William Waliiny
Gene Kornman

A smart suit designed by Bm
Nicely sun-kissed
hrc**is Anne Shirley of
Bo0
"Law of the Underworld" in this
one-piece suit designed by Allen A

Marjorie Weaver leaves the "Kentucky
Moonshine" set to pose "The Clipper"
a saucy swim suit designed by Jantzen

Frances Mercer, fresh from "Vivacious Lady
lounging to swimming when wearing this
designed by 8.V.D. Of grey wool, it has
plaited yarn rope halter strap that runs th
loops
on
the
bodice,
ties around
the
Schoenbaum

Marie Wilson, the girl in "Boy Meets
Girl" chooses a yellow suit with green
pine cones designed by Pacific Knitting

Maria

aneiton

player, hits the san
robin's-egg
blue
Lastex suit desi<

worn by Mary Carlisle of i
mount's "An Angel with Hi

Ed Estabrook

Barbara Read, forgetting the terrors of "The Crime of
Doctor Hallet," invests in summer charm insurance
with this suit of cotton matletex of navy leaves on
white
designed
by West
Coast
Manchester
Mills

voplay jumped the gun, and slim Hollywood starlets
tyeo* the spring air to bring you the first news of
and sand styles — and scanty is the word for them !

I

Unphotogenic Leland Hayward in a moment of apparent
boredom — but certainly not with wife Maggie Sullavan
While Hollywood beaux bite their
nails in despair, clown JoJo and his
midget claim the undivided attention
of Wendy
Barrie and Anita
Louise

That steady foursome — Bob Taylor, Franchot Tone, Joan
Crawford

and Babs Stanwyck — plus one "Ten Gallon" hat

- i^v

m

hat famous couple, the Franchot Tones, as they leave
kbarty — a charming bareback rider and her ringmaster!

Bob Abbott remains, as ever, smoothest man-about-town;
while Anita Louise, queen of Hollywood's younger set,
becomes, for the evening, a queen of tight-rope walkers

The circus coming to town is the surest sign of
summer, so the Frank Borzages, one jump ahead
of Barnum & Bailey's, usher in the Hollywood
season with a super-version of sawdust hi jinks
PHOTOGRAPHS
All the world loves a clown, but
there's more

Ii

to it in this combina-

tion, for the gypsy's dancing partner
is none other than husband Bob Young

BY

HYMAN

FINK

— that is, the redheaded

Mr. Cagney, Pm

Son of Warners, returns to his home |
s blonde Marie Wilson, does an ap<
d the success
of the forthcoming .

Sonja Heme's engaging bonnet; two
her no less engaging escort, English
actor Richard Greene, her new lead
ing man for "They Met In College'

£flSSIP
A lot goes on behind the scenes, but
not behind your back if you re a constant reader of our inimitable Mr. Y.

Young Love Has Itself a Time

WHEN Twentieth Century-Fox studios decided
Arleen Whelan and Richard Greene, both
promising newcomers, needed a bit of publicity,
they paired the two, sending them to night spots
to be seen and photographed.
Lo and behold, it took! The youngsters fell
madly in love.
And then, along came Sonja Henie back from
her tour and Richard, under contract to the
same studio, took to beauing Sonja at the same
night spots.
Fortunately Arleen understood and now
Sonja, Arleen and Richard are the best of
friends.
And so another Hollywood romance survives
the needs of publicity.

0*

Weddin9 Be» MaVbe3
j;OAN BENNETT and producer Walter Wanger. In the autumn.
Allan Lane and June Travis. When the June
moon shines brightest.
Martha Raye and Dr. Harold Wiggins. When
Martha is legally free.
Cary Grant and Phyllis Brooks. If, Hollywood says, the knot hasn't already been tied.
Joan Fontaine and Conrad Nagel. Unless the
lady again changes her mind.
Ken Murray and Shirley Ross. If they can
get away from Oswald.
Cecilia Parker and Dick Baldwin. Any minute now.
Wayne Morris and Priscilla Lane. Real estate shopping. So — soon or sooner.
Just Being Themselves

WHAT do married couples do when they make
public appearances in Hollywood?
Well, when Margaret Sullavan and Leland
Hayward dine out in public, hubby sits with a
newspaper before his face during the entire
meal. No, not a word passes between the two.
At least, not the night we spied the silent partners at the Gotham.

Joan Crawford dances between courses when
she dines out. If not with Franchot, then with
a friend. And, in general, has herself a time.
Arline Judge and Dan Topping do the Big
Apple from soup to coffee.
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee gaze at each
other, completely absorbed; occasionally hold
hands a moment, thus causing sighs of envy
to echo about the town for days on end.
Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow, dining
usually at Hungarian and French restaurants,
discuss each dish and how each particular
recipe could be improved upon at home.
A Date with Fame

DON AMECHE continues to be the most grateful and least blase actor in Hollywood.
When informed by publicity director Harry
Brand that he had been chosen to plant his hand
and footprints in the forecourt of Grauman's
Chinese Theater, along with other famous stars,
Don just stood and looked at Brand.
"What's the matter?" Brand asked.
The eyes of Don Ameche slowly filled with
unshed tears.
"It's just that I feel so honored I can't speak,"
Don said. "I can't believe all this is happening
to me, Harry.

I can't believe it."
49
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In Hollywood and Timbuktu, Saturday night is
date night. Above: the
Joe Penners go gala at
the Grove, Eskimo fashion, byrubbing noses . . .

PHOTOGRAPHY
HYMAN

BY
FINK

(
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. . . while the Bing Crosbys celebrate more formally at the Clover
Club: Dixie in a sophisticated
"little girl" round-neck dress. Bing
bows to fashion with a boutonniere,
still clings strongly
to his pipe

It's orchids, sequins and
satin on Saturday night
for Irene Dunne, espefor

when it's
the ciallygay
Turfa date
ball

And HenrV

'

. comWnJ
fte f

fondc
go grey-headed trying to keep
s » with
o* hethe way
d a 1up
things somehow get beyond them all of a
sudden.

1
Bachelor Life in Hollywood
CARY GRANT and Randy Scott live in the
same house but the boys may as well live as
far apart as the Poles for all they see of each
other. Either Randy is trotting off to Virginia
between pictures or Cary is off on location.
Finally, after two months had elapsed with
Cary just missing Scott by minutes or Scott
going out the front door as Grant came in the
back, the boys began leaving notes around.
"Dear Randy," wrote Mr. Grant. "Where the
hell is my razor strop? How have you been?
Where did those blue pajamas with the pink
dots come from? Is everything okay? Who
left that sardine sandwich in my dressing-gown
pocket?
What the hell smells up the den?"
50

From Mr. Scott to Mr. Grant: "Your razor
strop? I bought that strop. I thought you
dragged in those nightmare pajamas. The smell
must be from someone's last picture and I don't
mean mine.
Everything okay?"
Bob Burns Says:
lOLKS down in Arkansas jes naturally
wouldn't understand. No sir, my Grandpa
Snazzy would say I'd gone Hollywood or maybe
highfalutin' if he could see what happened to
my little log cabin.
"But that's not the case. You see, things here
in Hollywood jes kind of inflate through necessity. People here don't go big-headed.
They

dates

"Now take my little one-room log cabin ndthatdia
I built out in my back yard toes write in and
jes loaf around in. When we found folks wuz
messin' up our parlor with ashes and stuff we
built a little playroom onto the back of the
cabin for entertainin' and things. Jes like my
Aunt Foozey always made my Uncle Fudd do
his whittlin' in the woodshed 'sted of the
"Then, so many relatives from down in Van
parlor.
Buren come to see us, we had to build a few
bedrooms onto the playroom to take care of
fog.
them. Then the flood kind of got to messin'
around in the log cabin so we decided to build
an upstairs to it to keep out of the next high
"And that's how my little cabin grew into a
eight-room rustic lodge!
And derned if I can
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:i this case, it's the men who pay — but definitely — for David Selzick and Tyrone Power, dressed in their very best black and
'hite, are just foils for the glory that is Janet Gaynor's silver fox

lelp it. If my folks wanta make somethin' out
i>f it, that's up to them. It's jes the way things
jiappen here in Hollywood. So folks, if my
!iew rowboat suddenly grows into a yacht,
i'ou'U know how it is."

his ranch near Indio and remained there, out
of reach of studio and the world, for weeks.
By the way, since George's stand-out performance in "Jezebel," the muttered demands
for Brent to play Rhett Butler in you know
what are growing into a small-sized din.
What's your opinion of George in the role?

'roud Papas Department
VrlEN Claude Rains left Hollywood for his
Connecticut farm, his two-month-old daughter
raveled in fine style. On each piece of her

Gable's New Job

uggage was printed the name "Jennifer Rains."
i Henry Fonda, who has taken over 300 candid
camera shots of his baby daughter, is planning
li private showing of his collection. Five dollars thrown in, says Hank, to anyone who will
look at all 300 shots and exclaim rapturously
pver each one.
i Gary Cooper reveals his plans for baby Maria
Cooper: she must learn that each and every
ndividual has rights that must be respected;
'he must learn that life outdoors is vastly important toward building mind and body; she
must learn that spoiled and selfish people have
io place in the world today.

with two elephants on his hands. When Clark's
friend, Frank Whitbeck, inherited elephants
Sally and Queenie from a circus friend, he was
nonplussed for all of two minutes, wondering
where, oh where, to park the unwieldy pachyderms. And then he thought of friend Gable.
Sally and Queenie are most happy on the

Ve Ask, You

Answer

!|HERE are some in Hollywood who say George
'Jrent still cares. Terribly.
At any rate, when the announcement of
jarbo's intended marriage to Stokowski made
lewspaper headlines, George hied himself to

ULARK

GABLE

is the only California rancher

Gable ranch. Clark claims he's teaching them
to trumpet in swing time.
Shadows
MEMORY, as a rule, isn't long in Hollywood.
That's why, when we heard weird rumors of
Russ Columbo's new two-year contract, we
rushed out to investigate.
Hollywood still remembers the beloved singing star who bore that name. He was accidently killed on Labor Day Eve, 1934. At the
time, Russ Columbo's adoring Italian mother,
suffering from a heart ailment, was not informed of his tragic end.
Every week for four

long years John Columbo, Hollywood agent
and brother of the slain star, has written the
weekly letter read to his mother, supposedly
from Russ, who is doing so well in English
pictures. Doctors still fear that the true news
of her boy's end would climax her heart ailment with death. Every Thursday flowers have
arrived for her. A weekly reminder of her
idol's love, though he is far away.
But recently, the mother's yearning to see
her boy again became stronger than ever. The
family must write him not to let his work interfere with a visit, as quickly as his existing
contract ran out, she informed them. And
that is why news of Russ Columbo's new twoyear contract reached Hollywood just now.
A New Love For Tyronj
IHOSE flash-flash announcements regarding
the romantic intentions of Tyrone Power, so
numerous a short while ago, have toned down
considerably of late. But how can a chap training to become a champion cyclist and toy train
authority find much time for romance.
Yes, you've guessed it, Tyrone has gone
hobby-minded in a big way. His daytime
leisure is spent tearing along the roadways of
Bel-Air on a racing bicycle, paced by this instructor Hans Ohrt, ex-World Champion Amateur Cyclist.
And,train
at night,
his new
$150 toy
outfit, Tyrone
winding "engineers"
in and out
of practically every room in his house.
(Continued on page 12)
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I URSUANT of the new policy of keeping your own
Mr. Bob Taylor on the deglamorized side, Metro has
hustled him from the racing shell at Oxford to a
racing car in Germany. Here, with Margaret Sullavan, Franchot Tone, and Robert Young, Master
Taylor goes in for dramatics and tragedy.
This is the story of three youngsters who survived
the war and banded together as friends to face an
ugly future in a wasted country. In a repair shop
they construct a racing car. While driving, the
friends meet Margaret Sullavan, a wistful tubercular, and Bob falls in love. Sandwiched into this
romance, which is completed in sacrifice and grief,
is a compelling sociological theme. Miss Sullavan
does exceptional work. Tone, Taylor and Young
individually make the most of their opportunities.

THIS

NATIONAL

Olympe Bradna's picture. She fully justifies the
promise of her performance in "Souls At Sea." Gene
Raymond does well too, if a bit too consciously
gimlet-eyed,
and Lewis Stone has lost none of his
ability.
A band of American crooks in Europe pose as
musicians. When they rob one jewelry store too
many, the police get busy. They hide in the house
of a famous pianist whom the world has passed by,
and there the crooks find themselves pledged to put
on a public benefit for the old man. Go and hear all
your favorite melodies of Lizst, Mozart and Grieg
beautifully played.

IT'S not a good metaphor to call several reels of
film a straw but anyway this is the one that probably will break the back of that slapstick camel
Carole Lombard's been riding so long. Of all the
inane, pointless, labored comedies, this is it.
Carole plays an actress visiting Paris incognito;
she meets Fernand Gravet, penniless man about
town. He follows her to London, gets a job as chef
in her household, and a lot of talk — rather puerile
scandal led by Isabel Jeans — ensues. Ralph Bellamy
is the dull fiance who gets left in the fog, an ident-

BEST

The Adventures

PICTURES

ical repeat on his role in "The Awful Truth." An
honest criticism must insist that warmed-over film
material is essentially tasteless.

OF

of Robin Hood

Joy of Living
Test Pilot
Three Comrades

THE

MONTH
Stolen Heaven

There's Always a Woman
Port of Seven Seas
Girl of the Golden West

Life Dances On
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background. If that doesn't ring a bell, we hasten
to add that it is immensely entertaining. It is also

IT would be okay, in this rash of farces Hollywood's turning out, if the characters would just be
mad and let it go at that. But to say: "Now we
are going to do crazy things," and then, with a kind
of grim determination, do them . . . well, this is
amusing, well dressed, well written, and Doug Fairbanks, Jr. looks more like his father every day.

THE

MOTION

is a Continental crook drama with a musical

FOOLS FOR SCANDAL-Warners

comes along. He's a poet who owns a South Sea
Island. It's whimsical, that's what it is!

TO

HEAVEN-Paramount

* JOY OF LIVING-RKO-Radio

Jerome Kern's score is pleasing, and Director Tay
Garnett rushes everything through so that nothing
drags. This time Miss Irene Dunne is doing all
right as an actress (except for a family of leeches
who suck her bank balance) until young Doug

GUIDE

A Re vi ew
of the New Pictures

* TEST PILOT-M-G-M
I HE shrewd combination of rough, soft-eyed Spencer Tracy and rough, glint-eyed Clark Gable with
a story of dangerous thrills, makes this one of the
most entertaining pictures of the month. Aside
from the superb work of Gable, Tracy's flair for
sacrificial best-friend parts, and Myrna Loy's incomparable wife portrait, the story alone demands
your absorbed interest in every reel. It concerns
the most famous test pilot in the country, Gable, who
intersperses his brilliant stunts with periods in
which he gets roaring drunk. On a test flight across
country, he is forced down on a Kansas farm, meets
Myrna there, falls terrifically in love and takes her
back to Pittsburgh for the ceremony. Clark is fired
then, after a fight with Lionel Barrymore, his boss.
Thenceforth, it is a tale of Myrna's staunch love
battling against her nervous fear for her husband
and his failing. Climax comes when he is to test a
great bomber and Tracy, who is flying with him,
gives all for friendship, when disaster comes at last.
Production and process on this are so well done
that you will quake for the safety of your favorite
actors. A rousing performance is presented by
Barrymore; Gable could not be better cast. Tracy
here is not a traitor to the Academy Award he got
for "Captains Courageous," but the part again leaves
you feeling sorry for him. The shrieking whine of
plane motors will hum in your ears for a long time,
but don't miss this.

SAVES
BEST

PERFORMANCES
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rrol Flynn in "The Adventures

THE

YOUR

PICTURE

TIME

AND

MONEY
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of Robin Hood"

)laude Rains in "The Adventures of Robin Hood"
asil Rathbone in "The Adventures of Robin Hood"

mvu^wp

Clark Gable in "Test Pilot"
Spencer Tracy in "Test Pilot"
Myrna Loy in "Test Pilot"

• THERE'S ALWAYS A WOMAN-Columbia

WOMEN

ARE LIKE THAT-Warners

Joan Blondell in "There's Always a Woman"
Melvyn Douglas in "There's Always a Woman"

Wallace Beery in "Port of Seven Seas"
Frank Morgan in "Port of Seven Seas"

Jelson Eddy in "The Girl of the Golden West"
Jeanette MacDonald

in

"The Girl of the Golden West"

AGAIN Hollywood brazenly snatches an idea from
an earlier success. But, in this case, the resemblance stops at the original "Thin Man" theme of
having a married couple, casually in love, work out
the solution to a crime together. In this picture —
and it's surprisingly entertaining — Melvyn Douglas
is an unsuccessful private detective who goes back
to the D.A.'s office. Joan Blondell, his wife, takes
over the agency — and both are assigned to the same
case. Joan, however, has been hired by Mary Astor,
wife of the murdered man, and so works in an
opposite direction of Melvyn.
There are two fine assassinations, a lot of rather
naughty but screamingly funny slapstick scenes of
intimate married life, and a conclusion that is very
satisfactory.

A TRIP TO PARIS— 20th Century-Fox

• ADVENTURES

OF ROBIN HOOD-Warners

PNCE again out of the pages of romantic fiction
teps the inimitable Mr. Robin Hood, philosopherbandit, played this time— and as' never before — by
Jrrol Flynn. Losing none of the excitement which
characterized Douglas Fairbanks' version, this, in
iddition, is given glorious flamboyance by the use
)f Technicolor. It is an enthralling film pageant,
jfou will march beneath the banners of Richard
he Lionhearted; you will don the green doublet and
lose of the Sherwood Forest outlaws and join them
n their lusty play. You will joke with Friar Tuck
ind plot the downfall of kingdoms with Prince John
ind follow forest paths with winsome Maid Marian.
This will exhaust you slightly but happily. The
Iramatics in this are frankly melodramatics. Claude
lains as John has never been so sinister; Basil Rathjone is magnificently villainous as Sir Guy of Gislourne. The romance is of the old school, with
Crrol a real and mighty hero, and Olivia de
Savilland a story-book Princess in distress.
William Keighley and Michal Curtiz have taken
he earliest authentic tales of Robin Hood and directed a production that is at once faithful and
•ealistic. Ian Hunter as Richard, Patric Knowles as
Mill Scarlett, Alan Hale as Little John and a huge
supporting cast lend color.
This was a dangerous picture to make but it has
)een worth it. The universal appeal of reckless men
»nd their chivalry to fair ladies is here brought to
ife without the dull addition of social significances.

I HE Jones family take a trip to Paris, and all the
things that could happen to average Americans
abroad happen to them. First they are taken in by
Harold Huber, a phony Frenchman who nicks pa's
bankroll for plenty. Finally they are suspected in
a spy plot, but manage to talk their way out. Jed
Prouty as Pa Jones and Spring Byington as his
placid wife offer splendid characterizations.

ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE-Monogram
lOU'LL catch this someplace and you'll like it.
Movita, (remember her as Franchot Tone's native
love in "Mutiny on the Bounty?") is really lovely,
and John Carroll is excellent as the hero in a story
concerning the brigandage in Mexico one hundred
years ago. Antonio Moreno is not a very convincing
villain, but Lina Basquette, as a jealous dance-hall
girl, makes up for that.

r OOR Kay Francis really gets a dirty deal in this.
Kay, heavily emoting, tries to show you what women
are like
in love
want
to find
out. and business — but you don't ever
Miss Francis has a brain wave on the day of her
wedding to stuffy Ralph Forbes, elopes with Pat
O'Brien, a high-pressure advertising man. When
he discovers his father-in-law has embezzled the
firm's accounts, he covers papa's tracks, promptly
takes to drink.
Kay, trying to help her discouraged spouse, then
shows him that sex appeal can work wonders on a
customer, runs the business herself. When Pat returns from a world tour, Kay then decides that
Kinder, Kirche and Kiiche are okey-dokey. Would
you believe it?

• LIFE DANCES ON-A. F. E. Corp.
MEASURING up to Hollywood's best is this not-tobe-missed French film "Un Carnet de Bal" (with
English subtitles). Magnificently acted, the film
portrays the tragedy and melodrama, pathos and
humor encountered by Christine (Marie Bell) when,
widowed at thirty-five, she sets out to find the lost
loves of her youth. This is mature entertainment,
fascinating, shrewdly true to life.

BATTLE OF BROADWAY— 20th Century-Fox
A NEW team of gusty enemies, Victor McLaglen
and Brian Donlevy, take over where Quirt and
Flagg of yesterday's memory left off. The boys are
Legionnaires attending a convention in New York.
While there they decide to break up the romance
between their boss' son and a show girl, Louise
Hovick. The end is catastrophic, with the boys
emerging
triumphant.
(Continued
on page 92)
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WE
COVER
THE
STUDIOS
This month's set-seeing tour uncovers
a peck of pandemonium,

a gram of

gossip and o brand-new movie villain

BY

JACK

WADE

Meets Girl" on the studio call
said at"Boy
IT
Warner Brothers. But right away
sheet
we meet Jimmy Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Ralph
Bellamy and Marie Wilson. Also, a peck of
pandemonium and what resembles stark, staring insanity. If this cycle of nut-house movies
continues, we'll never, never again venture out
on these monthly set strolls without our strait
jacket.
Take this scene we watch: at first glance,
you'd think Jimmy Cagney's return to Warners'
was too much for a twisted brain. He's jumping from a chair to a desk top, slamming a huge
bearskin shako on and off his top and gibbering
like a zoo-zany ape. Every now and then, he
tosses a silver loving cup to Pat O'Brien who
executes a combination Off-To-Buffalo, Minnesota Shift and Big Apple, before he hands the
cup to Ralph Bellamy, who is floating around
vaguely looking like a reefer man. Throughout
the whole business, blonde Marie Wilson sits
on the sofa, weeping rivers of tears.
Silly stuff, this movie acting! But it's a living. . . .
Then Director Lloyd Bacon yells, "Cut," and
everybody relaxes — except Marie. She still sits
there, she still bawls.
"Sure it's a crazy scene," admits headman
Bacon, "but it's a crazy picture, too — about
Hollywood."
That ought to be explanation enough, but, in
case it isn't, "Boy Meets Girl" is the stage play
satire on the movie world that paralyzed Broadway for so long. It concerns a couple of high-

The Spanish War takes a turn for
the better — in Hollywood, at least,
where Wanger is filming "The
Adventuress," with Madeleine
Carroll as a lovely Mata Hari, and
Henry Fonda as the lad. willing to be
involved in her spy maneuverings

voltage screen writers, how they rip off scenario
inspirations and what havoc results. Hollywood
satires have done terrible nose dives at the box
office in the dear, dead past — but, of course,
they've never had the Cagney touch. We'll
have to wait and see. Meanwhile, why does
that funny Wilson girl sit there and weep?
Well, Marie blubbers bravely, she's either allergic to nonsense, or else it's a pure case of
nerves. "Although," she manages to grin, "Nick
Grinde says it's the shock of being in an A picture!" Marie is usually queen of the B's.
Even Ralph Bellamy laughs at that, and it
takes something to tickle Ralph's funny bone
right now. Old Man River took Ralph for a
terrible ride in the great Los Angeles flood.
His whole house vanished in the muddy torrent.
"All I saved was three suits of clothes and a
typewriter. But I was lucky at that," Ralph
grins. "I'm still here." Then he goes into an-

Don't be influenced by this picture: the future Baroness Barnekow
(Kay Francis) is really in love with
handsome George Brent — that is,
for her role in the new Warner
picture,
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"Secrets of An Actress"

ther screwball comedy scene, his personal
t'agedy shoved aside. We know now what they
lean by trouping.
_ fARNER BROTHERS is busy like the beaver,
Ire find, which is a relief, with most of the big
tudios playing possum this month.
We take a quick gander next at "Secrets of
in Actress" — and Kay Francis. Kay's in a
mite chiffon evening number, dripping with
iamonds. It's covered up with a linen smock,
s she sits and knits a pretty for — whom? Her
rand new fiance, Baron Raven Erik Barnekow?
tebbe. They got themselves engaged during
lis picture, you know.
But here's something perhaps you didn't
now. The man who introduced Kay and the
!aron was Delmer Daves, Kay's old sweetie,
le was leaving on a trip so he brought up his
-iend. "Now take care of Kay while I'm away,"
;zzee. The Baron did. Before she knew it,
^ay was saying, "Yes."
Incidentally, the romantic Raven holds a
ritish title, too, so Kay will be a Lady, to boot.
!ay, if you remember, is the same star who
aid if she ever got married again she hoped
omebody would tap her on the head with a
ammer!
Anybody got a hammer?
Right now, Kay looks miles away from mariage as she trips about the floor in one of those
lusic-less set waltzes with Ian Hunter, very
lanly and gorgeous in white tie and tails.
The plot of this film bobs about the life and
>ves of Kay, a tank-town actress who makes
ood on the Big Street, incorporating herself a
Bing Crosby and falling like a brick chimney
or handsome George Brent. Ian Hunter is the

long-suffering "To Mary With Love" silent worshipper. Ian tells us he'd like, just once, to get
the gal in the end, especially when she's as
lovely as Kay. But no — that's Brent's dish.
George strolls up to prove it, in patentleather pumps, tuxedo pants and a tweed sport
coat, which he'll doff when the camera twirls.
His body is in Hollywood, says George, but his
heart's in Old Mexico. He just got back from
an automobile tour through mahana land, and
now he wants to leave Hollywood and live down
there for keeps, raising beans and sleeping in
the sun. Honest! We ask him what he thinks
about his old girl friend, Garbo, and Stokowski
playing cozy, and George says it is indeed lovely
weather we're having if it wasn't for the floods.
Nice guy!
But so talkative!
W E bang into Garbo's other ex on the "Four's A
Crowd" set next door. Colored Hazel Washington used to maid for Garbo, until Rosalind Russell filched her. Now Roz is on loan to trade
romantic swats with Errol Flynn, so naturally
Hazel goes with the deal.
Before we see Rosalind we have to fight
through a stack of white orchids which set
somebody back plenty of trolley tokens. Guess
who. That's right — Jimmy Stewart. It's on
again. He sends them every day, and Roz
doesn't object. In fact, one look at the Russell's grinning smacker and you can tell all's
right with the world. It's because, she explains,
this is such a swell part. "It's no 'Lady Mary'
part," she says, "like they usually throw me."
A "Lady Mary" part, in the Russell language,
is a lah-de-dah, society girl part.
In "Four's A Crowd," Rosalind is a slam-bang

female newshawk, sparring with spoiled rich
man's daughter, Olivia de Havilland, to hook
Errol, a high-pressure publicity genius. Livvy
loses; Roz wins. We watch Errol high-presh
with a mob of movie reporters and his secretary, emoted by Joan Blondell's little sister,
Gloria. Looks like her twin, too. When Director Mike Curtiz yells for a cut, Errol pops
over to his chair and buries his handsome nose
in a stack of catalogues. They're all about the
care and feeding of ships, he explains, and he's
knee-deep in outfitting his new wave buster,
the "Sirocco." Right after this picture Errol
and Lili heave anchor for a six weeks' Caribbean
cruise with typical Flynn derring-do. He meant
to go before, but "Four's A Crowd" gave him
a break he'd been long awaiting: to wit, a
straight comedy part. Besides, this one's a
bonus picture for Errol. The pay check is considerably upped for crowding it in — and that's
an item, even to an Irishman.
Errol's only Warner rival for the year's high
movie scoring record is Olivia de Havilland,
who's under strict doctor's orders at this point,
because she's made so many movies without any
rest. Livvy can't go out anywhere at nights,
can't even eat in the studio lunch room with
the rest of the grown folks. She has to sip milk
in her dressing room. It's her nerves; they're
about to pop. So, after this one, she sails away
for a two months' vacation. She couldn't turn
down this part, though, she confesses to us, because for the first time in her life she's had such
a swell layout of clothes! What's a nervous
breakdown to a twenty-one-year-old girl teased
by a set of Orry-Kelly rags? Practically nothing at all.
fROM Warners' to Wanger's through washouts
is our next heroic hustle, just for a peek at the
super-lovely Madeleine Carroll. Even then we
almost miss, because for four days up in Malibu
Madeleine has nibbled her fingernails while the
muddy waters marooned her from her art.
Thank goodness that's all they did. With Dietrich apparently ducking out of pictures for a
spell, we couldn't stand to lose another real
beauty like marvelous Madeleine.
The epic the Lone Star Wanger is whipping
up at present is called "The Adventuress," but
chances are they'll think up a fancier title than
that before you get a crack at it. It's all about
Spain, plot and counterplot, Insurgents and
Loyalists, and — sh-h-h-h — spies! Madeleine's
one, and the fellow her Mata-Hari maneuverings involve is Henry Fonda. We stumble in
right as Madeleine spills a very dramatic plea
to an evil-looking general, and Henry Fonda
looks like the
his last hearty
They break
get some licks

unhappy lad who's about to eat
dinner.
up right away, though, and we
in while Lady Carroll combs out

her hair and pretties up a bit, if possible. "A
very fine thing," says she. "My husband and I
own a castle in Spain, but I have to come back to
Hollywood to get a look at the place!" It's all
true, too. Mr. Carroll — pardon, Capt. Philip
Astley— and Madeleine tried like Turks to spend
a day or two at their Spanish castle they bought
in a romantic moment. But too many firecrackers were going off around the spot, and
they had to compromise on a Mediterranean
cruise. "Maybe," maybed Madeleine cheerfully,
"by the time I make a few more pictures, they'll
be fighting somewhere else, like Tibet or TimFatherhood seems to fit Hank Fonda like an
acrobat's tights. He looks much in the pink
and says little daughter Jayne Seymour takes
tobuktu."
a camera like a kitten to milk. Already
Joe Penner, singlehanded conqueror of a whole bunch of
robbers in "So Chase Yourself"
Left: on the set of "Four's A
Crowd" — Errol Flynn and (under
the wastebasket) Patric Knowles

Hank's snapped three hundred Leica shots of
her, goo-ing, gurgling and making eyes at her
paw and maw. He rushed East and brought her
to Hollywood in a basket — the baby, not Hank's
wife — just before punching the clock at Wanger's. Now he's a family man and nuts about it,
(Continued on page 80)

WHEN
HOLLYWOOD
Here's the kind of private parties
filmtown's

bachelors

they invite whom

share some

give,

when

they please

special "at home''

to

fun

ROBERT TAYLOR'S entertaining used to begin
at his mother's home. But now that he has his
new ranch house, he's more apt to be found out
in the wide open spaces. Yet, when it comes to
serving meals, he still seems to feel that Mother's
cooking is good enough for his guests (and think
of the responsibility that takes off his shoulders),
so he takes them to his mother's home for fried
chicken and apple pie. Like most riding enthusiasts, Bob likes, whenever possible, to get
up a horseback-riding party to explore the Beverly Hills bridle path by moonlight. But, failing
that, he ushers his guests on to the exclusive
West Side Tennis Club.
ROBERT

TAYLOR'S APPLE PIE
PASTRY

Tyrone Power's way of entertaining his "gang" started a new party fad

BY KAY CAMPBELL

and ROSAMOND

E'S been a lot said about the bachelor
THER
contingent of Hollywood. On the screen,
they become the dream of feminine America; off the screen, in white tie and tails, they are
the gallant escorts of the glamour girls and excellent copy for the columnists.
For purposes of classification, the contingent
can be divided thus: the confirmed bachelor,
and (according to his fancy of the moment) the
benedict-to-be. But, engaged or unengaged, the
private lives of these bachelors are a subject of
speculation to everyone in Hollywood — and
elsewhere.
Here then, is the story of how this other side
lives — and entertains.
The younger bachelors' parties bluster from
bowling alley to roller-drome and back again to
swimming pools. They burlesque anything and
anybody and try to impress their elders with
their ability to star in inventiveness and wit.
Tyrone Power lives with his mother and infrequently has the "gang" (which usually means
Dixie Dunbar, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Eleanore
Whitney, Johnny Downs and a few others) over
for dinner and to spend the evening. But it was
while he was escorting Loretta Young to a party
at Sally Blane Foster's house that he had that
moment of inspiration which led to a run of
those amazing "Who-dunnit" parties.
56

MARIOTTI

Norman Foster, Dorothy Parker and Alan
Campbell were wondering how to end the respective mystery screenplays they were writing.
Foster, who directed "Death in Paradise Canyon," which he co-authored with Saul Elkins,
got his hero into a series of seemingly inexplicable predicaments and couldn't quite decide
who the villain should be. The Campbells confessed they were similarly stumped on their

4a/2 cups flour
1V2 cups shortening
4 teaspoons salt
cold water to moisten
Mix the flour, salt and shortening together;
the fat may be cut in with a knife. Add just
enough water to make the particles adhere toTurn on a lightly floured board, roll thin, hangether. dling as little as possible. This makes three
two-crust pies of ordinary size.
(Continued on page 86)

PHOTOPLAY

story, and a "Who-dunnit" conference ensued.
Now "Who-dunnit" is introduced wherever
Tyrone goes. He starts the story, each guest in
turn adds to it, and the last person called on has
to unravel the mystery, with the result that half
of cinemaland is writing mystery thrillers.
TYRONE

POWER'S

STUFFED

ARTICHOKES

Select large-sized artichokes. Cut off the
stem end and about an inch off the top, also remove the outer layer of leaves. Spread the
remaining leaves apart and fill with stuffing
made of bread crumbs, a little chopped parsley
and onion and grated cheese. Mix these ingredients together with butter and olive oil. If one
likes garlic, a little may be added. Bake artichokes in a pot with about half an inch of broth
or water until tender. A strip of bacon or slice
of tomato may be added to the top of each.

BY

WALTERS)

GWENN

Contrast tones of green and grey silk linen comj
bine to fashion this summer

sports costume designej

by Travis Banton for Claudette Colbert, star of thl
popular Paramount film, "Bluebeard's Eighth WifeJ
The box jacket, featuring flap pockets, novel reven
and self-covered buttons, has a "beanie" to match|
sweater of cashmefi
The skirt has a companion
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ack costumes find sophistication in new
ibric moods and dressmaker details.
;ft: a tri-color suede outfit created for
uan Bennett (whom
ount's "The Texans")
wood. The draped
ackets and stitched

you'll see in Paraby Voris of Hollyslacks, with front
creases, are grey;

ie blouse is navy; the "beanie" and
Ingle-breasted jacket (see insert) with
ittle girl" collar are rose. The three
plors are co-ordinated in the braided
kit that fastens with navy ties. Pearls
id a link bracelet lend a feminine note

kveater dresses are paramount in Hollywood's fashion foreground. Joan selects
;rs in navy and white. The cotton skirt
as a front panel of pleats. A red kidin belt with navy inset and gold trim
irds a hand-knitted cotton sweater,
fie linen hat is stitched in red and blue;
he cotton gloves are dotted with fabric
jowknots; the La Valle sandals, revealg heel and toe, are finely perforated,
pan's costume was selected at I. MagIn, Hollywood; her sandals (close-up beta) are from J. W. Robinson, Los Angeles

Suede is seen in Hollywood's
smartest street and sport ensembles. Left: cyclamen posies with
golden yarn centers and green
leaves spot the jumper blouse and
flowerpot bag of this two-piece
turquoise ensemble worn by Virginia Bruce of M-G-M's "The First
Hundred Years." The turquoise hat
has ties and crown band of cyclamen and rose grosgrain; the
wrist-length, hand-sewn gloves are
rose. Suspenders pull through
slits, button onto a six-gore skirt

At the right is a bolero frock of
golden yellow, worn by Maureen
O'Sullivan, who is now appearing
in "Port of Seven Seas." The short.leeved blouse with its tailored
collar tucks into a smart four-gore
kirt, and the two pieces are joined
by a gay cummerbund of royal
blue appliqued with posies in
shades of red, yellow and green
to repeat the floral motif of the
bolero. The "baby bonnet"
matches the frock. Voris created
the suede ensembles on these pages

PHOTOGRAPHY
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BY MUKY

Peasant fashions adaptable for wear in town and at the
beaches brighten up the summer mode. Inspiration traveled
from the costumes of far-off Hungar/ to style this peasant
jumper dress of navy and white silk linen worn so attractively by Margaret Lindsay, who is appearing currently in
"When Were You Born?" Large pearl buttons mark the closing of the piquant blouse, while a wide band of brilliant red,
yellow and green yarn embroidery defines the slim waistline
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Insert: an authentic Southern Mexican

costume

of Aztec derivation designed by

Edith Head for Dorothy Lamour to wear in Paramount's "Tropic Holiday." With
such costumes as inspiration, Miss Head has launched her American Indian peasant
trends for play, day and evening clothes. Below, Miss Lamour is wearing an
adaptation of this costume — a playtime frock created for her personal wardrobe by
Miss Head and photographed exclusively for Photoplay. Fashioned of coarse white
linen, the full pleated skirt is striped in red and black. The inset belt and square,
geometric neckline and front panel of the "camisa" (blouse) are appliqued with
stripes of the skirt fabric. Directly left is a sketch of a frock which was also inspired
by the early costumes of Southern Mexico. Stripes in the Mexican national colors
(red, green and white) style an inset girdle on a black linen one-piece frock. A
coarse white linen bolero and panama sombrero complete the enchanting mood

THE REVEALING TRUE STORY OF

YRNA

LOY..
THE
SAGA
BELOVED

By tact (and hot tea),
Mrs. Williams kept her
imaginative daughter
down to earth when . . .

OF

A

REDHEAD

. . . the screen's greatest
lover picked her for a film
part, had her made up as
the slinky siren seen above

^
\n<J

BY DIXIE

WILLSON

Creek Valley where
na's Crow
MontaMyrna
Williams was born, she
little
first remembers the acres of her father's wheat, his cattle and blue-blooded horses
roaming the range. Then, moving to the city of
Helena, growing into city advantages, she went
to dancing school, and much to the disturbance
of the stolid Williams family showed exceptional talent, such talent in fact, that there
d
but one answer: she was "born to
seeme
dance."
Her father, though a laughing genial jovial
OF

type, a great host, their home constantly gay
with parties and guests, could not accept the
thought of a daughter of his progressing toward
a professional career. Adoring her Dad, having always regarded him as her particular pal,
it was difficult for Myrna to feel that he did not
share and understand her one dream.
Her great thrill came with her chance to appear as the "premiere danseuse" in the Helena
Elks' show, the outstanding event of the season, and her heart was broken when her father
deliberately planned a week's business trip out
of town to avoid seeing her on the stage that
night.
But she danced, and was a sensational success,
so much of a success that afterward she was
approached by the manager of the Broadway
act imported for the show, who offered her the

chance to go East, leaving tonight, meeting his
troupe at the railroad station.
Myrna was only thirteen, but tall, serious,
lovely to look at, certainly unusually talented,
and this offer she felt to be her great opportunity. So her decision was to go . . . telling
her family afterward, of course.
At one a.m., still wearing the make-up of tonight's triumph, her mother sleeping, Myrna
waited in her own room until it should be time
to leave for the railroad station and the 2:40
train.
Now continue the story:

oHE remembers still the pounding of her heart
against the strange portentous stillness of midnight. She had shaded her light, had turned the

lock so she could see it. On her pillow she had
3ft the note for her mother. Her suitcase held
;er best brown dress, her sailor suit, the cosume in which she had danced tonight's perDrmance . . . and all her money, a little more
han eight dollars.
She had tucked her red braids under her
icotch Highland cap, had put on her blue serge
oat, though the late October night was warm,
nd the station near.
Never in her life had she been out alone at
ight . . . but what was there to be afraid of!
he glanced out of the window. How strangely
uiet and empty the street! How silent! With
little half-frightened ecstasy it came over her
hat the next time she would walk down this
treet she would know all about Chicago,
Jroadway . . . the thrill of flowers, success and
potlight . . . the mystery of dark stages "between shows," the gipsy life of trunks, railroad
irains, dressing rooms, stage doors! She had
sen the troupe's baggage marked "Eddie Stevns Co. Theater." Tomorrow on her own suitase would also be "Eddie Stevens Co. Theater"!
Half past one ... At two o'clock she would
o. But while she waited the minutes sounded
.ke blows of a sledge hammer! Why wasn't
here some other sound! How could there be
o much silence as encompassed this house tonight! Not a movement!- Not a breath!
Not

"Dream dreams . . . they do come
true," says Myrna and, we might
add, this is for her a theory already
proven. Consider, for instance,
the case of the black limousine . . .

even the rustle of a leaf outside her open window! . . . But now there was the echoing
sound, a block away, of a man's footsteps!
Would her footsteps sound like that . . . echoing, resounding, as though nothing were alive
anywhere but herself!
She drew on her tan school gloves . . . No
they'd be in the way. She took them off . . .
No she better wear them ... to carry the suitcase. She put them on again . . . And now the
footsteps were nearer . . . much nearer . . . and
suddenly she recognized the quick stride of her
father . . . turning up their own walk . . . coming up on the porch . . . his key in the door!
And the soft glow of the hall light below, flooding the stairs. Eerie shadows of spindles were
suddenly marching up the wall. . . .
He went into the library . . . Presently she
smelled his pipe smoke . . . But they hadn't expected him back tonight!
Why had he come?
"Myrna . . . are you still up, dear?"
her
Mother was saying sleepily. "Is that your father
(Continued on page 82)

Adolescent Myrna was torn between two ideals — a high-school halfback and
a career as a sculptress. The former she discussed with cousin Laura Bell Wilder
(left, below); the latter with brother David (boltom), now a prominent sculptor
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Summer

chic is charmingly represented in these dark sheers (woven
of Celanese yarn) worn by Joan
Perry, star of Columbia's "Start
Cheering." A duco petit-point
motif individualizes this frock of
sheer crepe with its white zipper
closing which matches the piping
on neck and sleeves. Patent belt
and

shoulder

corsage

of

pique

A synthetic yarn which has the
body of wool and the coolness of
THIS
AN

TAG

IDENTIFIES

ORIGINAL

HOLLYWOOD

PHOTOPLAY
FASHION

LOOK FOR IT

linen makes this "Tropical Sheer"
(top,
right)buttons
a "must"
summer.
The frock
downforthe
front,
has a pleated skirt that is cleverly
stitched to mould the hipline. A
patent belt, a gay shoulder carnation and a sleek open-crowned
turban
complete
this
ensemble

bb

FOR

LIST OF STORES

SCHAFER

Cotton

daisies set on coarse net

style
the jacket
Joan's
silk chiffon
frock.ofThe
skirt pure
has
front and back side panels of
knife pleats stitched from the
waist and released at the knee.
The blouse of the short-sleeved
frock has a V neckline piped in
white linen. The corsage is of patent and linen; the belt of patent

Summer magic is evident in the
costume shown at the right — a marquisette frock with a cool all-over
floral design which is applied
with narrowest tape. The underslip is of sheer crepe with a net
yoke. Joan has chosen her dress
in navy with the design in delimen's)

cate pink, the year's (and the
favorite
accessory
color

CARRYING THESE DRESSES SEE PAGES 94-95
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Colbert
LOVELY SKIN WINS
ROMANCE. SO WHY
TAKE CHANCES
WITH UNATTRACTIVE
COSMETIC SKIN

STAR OF THE
PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION

"Bluebeards

Eighth Wife"

■4

COSMETIC SKIN
DEVELOPS WHEN PORES
ARE CHOKED WITH
DUST, DIRT AND
STALE COSMETICS.

'S
ET SOAP
LUX TOIL
ACTIVE
LATHER
GUARDS
AGAINST THIS DANGER

ALWAYS
REMOVE COSMETICS
THOROUGHLY WITH

Lux toilet Soap.

IT'S THE SAFE, EASY
WAY TO KEEP SKIN
SOFT AND SMOOTH

9 out of 10
Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

PHOTOPLAY'S

The Roxford "Demure," a Leghorn
in natural color that goes well with
every costume, frames the charming face of Barbara Read, currently
appearing in "The Crime of Dr.
Hallet." That air of schoolgirl
simplicity, heightened by winsome
chin straps and tailored grosgrain
band, is the very soul of sophistication for this summer season of 1938
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"Pond's new 'skin-vitamin' Cold Cream is a great
advance — a really scientific beauty care. I'll never
be afraid of sports or travel drying my skin, with
this new cream to put the 'skin-vitamin' back into
It makes texture seem finer."
— Mrs. Henry Latrobe Roosevelt, Jr.

new cream that puts the necessary

rr it.

.

i-vitamin" right into skin! — The vitaic which especially helps to build new skin
i»e — which aids in keeping skin beautiful!
J ace Pond's new "skin -vitamin" Cold
.« m was announced, thousands of women
* tried it!

eMelpA, -ihin mote . . .
"I've always been a devoted user of Pond's. Now
that it has the 'skin-vitamin' in it, it helps my
skin more than ever. Keeps it bright and fresh
looking all through
the gayestVanderbilt
season." Webb
— Frederica
now Mrs. David S. Gamble, Jr.

1 this advertisement we are repeating the
ols of some of the first to try it — "A great
dunce" — "Keeps my skin better than
vc," — "Gives better color" — "Keeps my
ki finer and softer in spite of all my sports."
Exposure dries the "skin-vitamin"
out of skin . . .

'Qeti ihln n&ally clean . . .

"Pond's Cold Cream always gets my skin really
clean. Now it nourishes, too, and keeps my skin
so much softer." — Mrs. Victor du Pont, III

whenever you have a chance. Do this faithfully for 2 or 3 weeks. Some women reported
enthusiastically within that time!
Same jars, same labels, same price
Now

every jar of Pond's Cold Cream you
cream with "skinbuy contains
vitamin"
in it.this
You new
will find it in the same
jars, with the same labels, at the same price.
TEST

Suppose you try and see what putting the

^X)sure is constantly drying this "skinit nin" out of the skin. When there is not

active "skin-vitamin" directly into your skin
will do for it? In animal tests, skin that had

n< gh of this "skin-vitamin" in the diet, the
ki) may suffer — become undernourished,
oub and subject to infections.

been rough and dry because of "skin-vitamin" deficiency in the diet became smooth
and supple again — in only three weeks!

Tune in on "THOSE

Use the new Pond's Cold Cream in your
regular way for cleansing and before makeup. Pat it in. Leave some on overnight and

WE LOVE," Pond's Program,

Mondays,

8:30 P.M., N. Y. Time, N.B.C.

IT

IN

9

TREATMENTS

Pond's. Dcpt. IS-CT, Clinton, Conn. Rush special
tube of Pond's *rskin -vitamin" Cold Cream, enough

f

for
9 treatments,Creams
with samples
of 2 other
Pond's
"skin-vitamin"
and 5 different
shades
of
Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10«f to cover postage and packing.

NameStreets
City^

SEW

fOR
CRE^NE#
THE

_State
Copyright, 193S. Pond's Extract Company

Jane decides to "say it with
flowers" when she arrives at
the party all dressed up in her
newest afternoon frock of deep
blue crepe with myriads of tiny
white stars spotting the blouse
and collar. The sections of
Jane's hat are joined with
cords of the matching print
which fashions the banding, too

Jane Withers, like all little girls, has one
special school dress that's a delight to her
heart. Jane's favorite is this fine English
gingham in blue and white. Her jumper
frock, with flared skirt, has a blouse of
Irish linen with gingham trim on the collar
and cuffs. Helen Myron designed this
and

Jane's

party

frock

(above

right)

On a day off from 20th Century-Fox's "Rascals" we found
Jane in her yard, wearing this
dress of turquoise-blue silk
linen with hand stitching of
darker blue. A trim of white
silk braid edges the collar and
cuffs and forms a belt which
ends with three buttons at
each side of the front panel

FASHIONS
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70

LITTLE JANES
Photography by Frank Powolny

'Look at those snapshots . . .
dix,
doro
deciadviser
then famous
thy
de" says
on life and marriage
I

BELIEVE that practically every girl or
man has a chance, sometime during romance days, to make a happy marriage. Unhappy marriages simply show how many let
the right chance slip . . .
"Try this plan: When you meet someone
you like, see that you get plenty of snapshots.
This is a natural and easy thing to do — romance and snapshots go together like music
and moonlight . . .
"And be sure to save your snapshots.
Then, when you think your big moment has
arrived, spend an hour or two looking over
the snapshots of all the others. See what they

say to you. See if some of the faces and
don't awaken memories that make you
Perhaps you'll recognize the right
that has gone by temporarily, but

scenes
pause.
chance
can be

*
*
*
."
ed
in
rega
Whether you're expert or inexperienced — for
day-in and day-out picture making — use Kodak
Verichrome Film for surer results. Double-coated
by a special process — it takes care of reasonable
exposure errors — increases your ability to get
clear, satisfying pictures. Nothing else is "just
as good." And certainly there is nothing better.
Play safe. Use it always . . . Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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and has the grandest suntan in town
even if it did come from Florida. Script
for her next picture will be ready within

No Idol to His Father

Cal York's Own

THEODORE FLYNN, Professor of Biology, Queens University, Belfast, Ireland, is still amused at his son Errol's
choice of a career. Just before the star
left he received a letter from his father,

(Continued

Gossip

two weeks.
GARY COOPER: will probably be
back in Hollywood by the time you
read this. At present, he is in Long

from page 51)

Island, visiting his "in-laws" and recuperating from that minor operation he
underwent recently.
MYRNA LOY: was all set to take a
pleasant journey with hubby Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., to Mexico and South
America. But friend husband found

in answer to Errol's offer to send him
a few specimens of deep-sea life which
he hoped to collect during his six-week
cruise in the Caribbean aboard his new
ship "Sirocco." The letter, in part, read:
"Dear Errol:
"Thank you for your willingness to
collect deep-sea specimens for me. I
hope your adventure is pleasurable and
successful. I should like to caution you
to learn a little more about your present
choice of endeavors, if you are scientifically interested, especially as an ichthyologist.

himself so busy at Paramount (he's a
producer) that the trip had to be called
off. Myrna. whose last was "Test Pilot,"
is spending her intended vacation at
home — and enjoying it very much,
thank you.

"If you should run into one of the
medusae possessed of long extensile
marginal tentacles with stringing hairs,
however, please send it on. If you do,
I shall make it a point to see this new

George Brent — his column

picture of yours."
Errol swears he's going to do his best
to find that rare jellyfish, too.

the nephew

UEORGE BRENT, glimpsed in a Hollywood shop, admitted the silver belt buckle he was purchasing was a present for

Stokowski's "Isolde"
IN the maze of rumors and counterrumors about the Garbo-Stokowski episode, we think the most romantic angle
is this: years ago, before Stokowski had
even met Garbo. he wanted to do

He so admired George's silver buckle,
that the latter couldn't resist presenting
the lad with a similar buckle . . .
That trend of feeling that has a way
of sweeping through the Hollywood air,
carrying its message of favor or disfavor
for certain stars, has swung strongly in

Richard Wagner's "Tristan and Isolde"
for the screen. His dream, even then,
was to have Garbo for his Isolde.
But, you will say, Garbo can't sing.
It's true. But that didn't stop the
revolutionary Stokowski. He plans to
have
for thea great
arias. singer's voice dubbed

in

Wagner went to Italy to finish "Tristan." Is it too much to suppose that
Garbo and Stokowski went to Villa
Cimbrone (don't miss the pictures on
page 32) not only as companions, but
as two great artists, seeking to recapture Wagner's mood?
Garbo inevitably has new doors
opened to her by her romances. Maurice Stiller turned her from a peasant
girl into a seductive star; John Gilbert
opened the door to a happy, youthful
life. Stokowski represents an unfamiliar world to Garbo — music. If these
comments are true, and we believe they
are, it means Garbo will not retire from
the screen. Won't she be a divine
Isolde?
The Big Ten
SHIRLEY TEMPLE: is finishing "Little Miss Broadway" at this writing. Her
studio secured Irving Cummings, the
director of one of Shirley's biggest boxoffice hits, "Bright Eyes," to direct her
in this latest film. Despite rumors to
the contrary, Shirley must make one
more picture before she can start on her
vacation. The parents have decided
against Shirley's making any personal
appearances, but she will still visit the
"Quints." She will leave Hollywood in
June.
CLARK GABLE: back from a Mexican hunting trip, in which he reported
"no luck." He's now making preparations for his coming role of a newsreel
cameraman in "Too Hot To Handle," by
trailing veteran newsreel photographer
Sam Greenwald about on assignments.
ROBERT TAYLOR: spent the first
day of his vacation, after completing
"Three Comrades," sowing alfalfa on his
ranch. He had a nice New York trip all
planned, giving himself three weeks in
which to see the stage offerings and
"do" the town, but his studio said no.
It seems Bob's work as M.C. on the
M-G-M airshow has helped boost the
broadcast to such good rating that they
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of Mexico City's chief of

It all came about this way. During
police.
George's
recent visit to that city the
young Mexican attached himself to the
actor and followed him about faithfully.

Mr. Brent's direction lately — and with
you believe it? The two most talked-of stars in Hollywood

happy conclusions.
"There never was a man," a friend

never met until Joan Crawford visited Shirley on the set of "Little
Miss Broadway."
Mrs. Tone was so excited she forgot her slippers!

once said, in speaking of George, "who,
through no fault of his own, suffered

Would

IT was certainly

our lucky day — for no

sooner had we stepped on the "Little
Miss Broadway" set, to watch Shirley
Temple work, than in came Joan Crawford.
Said Joan: "When George Murphy
invited me over to meet Shirley, who
is my favorite star, I was so thrilled
and excited I was halfway here before
I discovered I was wearing mules instead of my slippers. I had to go back
home and change them.
"You know," she continued, after
watching Shirley and George Murphy
go through one intricate dance routine
after another, "my hands are really wet
from nervousness. That's just how I feel
about meeting
Shirley."
When Shirley's mother smiled at Joan
and said she thought Shirley was a bit
excited at her being there, Joan cried,
"She's excited? Why say, I'm even sick
we all roared together.
at And
my stomach."
Joan brought her favorite movie star
a large box of chocolates with a circus
tent top.
And when Shirley accidently

insist on his presence, even during his
vacation period.
BING CROSBY: has started his new
picture, "Sing You Singers," for Paramount. It is needless to say that between pictures, his weekly radio broadcast, and the growing Crosby sons, Bing
finds himself one of the busiest guys in
town.
But he loves it!
WILLIAM POWELL: while still in
the hospital, Bill is improving so rapidly that studios are brushing up on
their scripts to persuade him that his
next picture should be done for them.
His old studio, M-G-M, has another
"Thin Man" yarn waiting, and 20th
Century-Fox wants him back for another right away. Meanwhile, the convalescing Powell is just smiling and
enjoying the daily deluge of flowers
sent to him by his friends.
JANE WITHERS: the energetic little
Jane is mighty busy these days super-

tore her spangled dancing dress, it was
Joan herself who called for a needle
and thread to mend the frock.
After Shirley had taken her visitor
on a tour through her dressing roomschoolroom trailer, Joan sat down for
a bit of a chat.
She told us her reasons for not making a picture right away. "I feel I won't
be ready for a musical picture for another six months. And I refuse to make
any picture that may tear down

the

groundstay
I gained
in 'Mannequin.'
I'd
rather
off the screen
until the right
And then came a whispered invitastory tionis thatfound."
set old Cal up in fine style,
knowing a bid of this sort is a rare
thing, coming from Joan.
"Come over to the studio one day
this week at two o'clock," she whispered,
"and listen to me make a recording
with an orchestra. It will be sort of preview for you of my voice."
And if you think I'm not going —
well,Joan
feel was
my hands,
too. I'm as nervous
as
over Shirley.

vising the rebuilding of her cottage
playhouse and other buildings, damaged
by the California raindrops (flood to
you) . Script on her next picture will
be completed soon, and Jane will have
to forget the grand rest she's had, of
late, and that exciting personal appearance tour.
FRED AST AIRE AND
GINGER
ROGERS: reporting to work faithfully
each morning, now, to put the finishing
touches on those dance routines he has
worked up for his reunion film with
Ginger. Poor Ginger is still acting away
on additional scenes for that "difficultto-get-released" film entitled "Having
Wonderful
Time." back in Hollywood,
SONJA HENIE:
after her successful tour and Florida
vacation, the little blonde skating star
has the local swains in a turmoil, trying
to get a date with her. She's pounds
and pounds lighter than when she left,

such
unfavorable
as Brent."
Before
Hollywoodpublicity
had a chance
to get
to know George very well, he married
Ruth Chatterton. Ruth's failure to cooperate with the publicity departments,
her active aversion to cameramen
reaped a harvest of bitter reproach for
Brent, who found himself ignored by
the camera boys for many a blue moon.
niS romance with Garbo only widened
the breech between George and Hollywood, forincluded
naturallyGeorge.
Garbo's That
mania
for
seclusion
meant
that he repaired to his walled-in seclusion in the country and stayed there
alone rather than be asked ridiculous
questions concerning Miss Garbo.
His last flight into romance with Constance Worth and its deplorable aftermath just about crushed George. He
grew bitter and morose. But now, Hollywood is suddenly seeing beneath the
man as he really is. A charming young
fellow, intent on becoming a good
American citizen and furthering his
place on the screen. Just a fine chap
who like all of us, hopes to be understood and liked.
For himself.
Plenty of credit for this break in the
clouds for George Brent belongs to
Olivia de Havilland. Olivia has brought
to George, at a time when he needed
it most, real friendship.
Many a time when George sat alone
in the studio dining room, Olivia
bounced in and, with a pleasant grin,
plopped down beside the actor, ordered
her lunch and then proceeded to amuse
George with her sallies.
Through Olivia's staunch friendship
(with no thought of romance, remember), others have come to understand
and appreciate George Brent. And
George has reciprocated. When his
studio paged him to make the long
tedious trek to Weaverville for a picture premiere, he never hesitated a moment, although he had just that hour
driven in from his trip to Mexico.
Yes, Hollywood is rapidly becoming
pro Brent.

And it's about time!

Three
'A,
Paramount Stars
tell how to be
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.ny GIRL can be more attractive
if she will learn Hollywood's make-up secret," say famous
screen stars. "Most girls fail to make the most of their beauty
because they choose make-up which does not beautify their
own natural colorings.
Your

± O WD

ER... should be in a color

harmony shade to add new beauty to your skin.
You'll find a shade that is perfect for you in Max Factor's Powder
...and you'll marvel how it imparts a satin-smooth make-up that
really stays on for hours... One dollar.

"If you are a blonde, the colors of your make-up should
emphasize your own delicate colorings.
"If you are a brunette, your make-up should be in warmer
color tones to harmonize with your type."
This is the secret of color harmony make-up, created by
Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius. Powder, rouge
and lipstick are in harmonized shades to accent the beauty
of each type. You will be amazed how beautiful you will
look with your own color harmony make-up.
NOTE COUPON for
special make-up test.

am

I

BETTY GRABLE in Paramount^ "College Swing'

Your
I Our l\OU
XIOUGE...

should give a natural touch

■■HUSH
of color to your cheeks without being obvious There's
a color harmony shade for you in Max Factor's Rouge that will look
actually lifelike... and you'll be pleasantly surprised how creamy-smooth
it is, and how easily it blends... Fifty cents.

tempting color accent to your lips. You
will find just the color for your type in the

*fe Announcing!... Max Factor's Normalizing
Cleansing Cream... a perfectly balanced

cream that will "agree" tvitb your skin
whether it is dry, oily, or normal.

L

Your J_jIPSTICK
...should give an alluring,

MARY

CARLISLE in Paramount's

"Doctor Rhythm'

color harmony shades of Max Factor's Lipstick. Super-Indelible and moisture-proof
..it will keep your lips the same lovely color
through every lipstick test... One dollar.

Mail for POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK

/yiax lacior * ttoI/i1WOO
"COSMETICS

OF

THE

MAX FACTOR, Max Factor's Make-Up Studio, Hollywood:
Send Purse-Size Box of Pow der and Rouge Sampler in my color harmony shade;
also Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades. 1 enclose ten cents for postage and
handling Also send me my Color Harmony Make-Up Chart and 48-page
Illustrated Instruction Book/TAr New Art of Society Make-Up"
FREE
NAME
1-6-44
• STREET.
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GAJ1TI1ER

(Continued from page 29)
some day I'll bring you the moon and
the stars and all the lovely things in the

SWIM
SUITS

FLOATING

world for your very own. We'll be together now — and always and we'll love
only each other. You're so little and so
sweet and so perfect and I love you
more than anything in all the world."
And so, indeed, he did. Also, he
wasn't a bad dialogue writer; later on,
when he became famous, he always
twisted his dialogue around to suit himself and it always sounded better.
They were married and set up housekeeping and she did miracles with the
little money they had. They were quite
happy in their one room, and quite sure
of his great future. They used to sit up
in bed at night, with the bedclothes
spread out smooth, and draw plans of
the houses they'd build some day.
"We'll have the swimming pool right
here," he'd say and hug her and laugh
with a great, confident joy. She'd look
up at him with complete adoration, believing in him utterly. He would do all
the things he said he would. He would
be a movie star and build glorified
houses and have swimming pools.
She was right. He did. But she
wasn't with him.

BRA k

inner uplift . . to glamorize your
every lovely line ! It creates smarthip, slim-waist illusions by raising
surplus inches to accent your beautiful, high-pointed bust!
For true girdle and bust control . . FLOATING BRA,
exclusive with Gantner ! At smarter shops everywhere!

GANTNER
S. F.

&

MATTERN

CO., Dept.

Mdae. Mart, Chicago

PH

1410 Bdwy., N. Y.
DAMASK

DAISY, knit

Lastex-and-wool . . glamoroilsly flowered . . 86.95
MONKEY

PRINT,

■A

finest satin Lastex,
silk -filled . . $10

•V*

(i^rite for style book)

IT wasn't that he outgrew her exactly.
Nor that he stopped loving her — it was
pretty hard to stop loving Viola, for
she was a very dear small person.
He just fell in love with somebody
else. Violently, insanely, magnificently.
Boy-and-girl love, young wedded love,
became a pale and faded tintype out of
the past beside his first exciting passion
for a brilliant, experienced woman of
the world and the stage. He actually
looked on his marriage as something
that had happened to him in another
incarnation. He was swept off his feet,
away from her — far away.
"There isn't anything I can do about
it," he told her sadly.
After long nights of tears, shed silently into her pillow for fear of waking him, after days of trying to be
brave, she saw what he said was true.
Just at first she thought she ought to
fight for him, try to keep him. He was
her husband and he would get over
this infatuation, if she was wise and
patient. So she put on her best clothes,
which weren't much, and spent hours
curling her pretty brown hair, and fixed
all the things he liked best to eat.
It wasn't any use. Her heart was
broken, for she had learned to love him
better every day and she simply didn't
see how she could live without him.
Life would be so flat, so stale and unprofitable without Richard. Other men
would be so drab and commonplace and
dull beside him. All the sparkle and
thrill and excitement of love and life
would be gone, because how could she
bear another lover after Richard? And
she wasn't yet twenty and there were
so many long, gray years ahead to be
lived through.
Her heart hurt for him, too. This
other woman wouldn't be good for him.
She wouldn't take care of him. She'd
waste his time and his money.
But he explained that. "You see," he
told her, "I need something else now.
I need someone who understands life.
I need someone who inspires me.
"An actor can't be domestic; he can't
live a quiet home life; he shouldn't be
tied to one woman, ever. An actor has
to live — to know life — to have new experiences all the time. I want to live
dangerously."
He was very, very young, of course.
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In the end she gave him his way. Fame
and fortune were just beginning to
smile broadly upon him. His name was
becoming known. He had done one
leading role with sensational success.
Opportunities glittered all around him.
Of course, he had everything — dark
beauty of the most masculine type, acting ability far beyond the ordinary,
glamour and a certain picturesque,
spectacular quality that literally blazed
on the black and white screen. She
couldn't stand in his way when he
didn't want her any more.
IHE divorce shattered her. Nothing
could have made her believe that she
would ever be divorced. Divorce was
something that happened to other people in the newspapers. Her mind went
around and around in circles, back to
those nights on the moonlit beach
when they had vowed eternal love,
through the brief, glorious, exciting,
poverty-stricken two years of their
marriage, trying to discover where they
had missed the path. Marriage was
real; you couldn't just say, "That's the
But she found out that he could.
end of that."
Hollywood wasn't possible for her
after that. Hollywood had taken him
from her and there could never be another man. If they'd been just normal,
ordinary people she might have made
him happy, kept him. But then, she
had to admit, he wouldn't have been
Richard.
The train carried her away and the
wheels went over her heart at every
turn. The small Kentucky town swallowed her in oblivion. For a little
while people remembered that she had
once been married to Richard and
sometimes, as his name grew bright and
ever brighter, she was mentioned as his
first wife; sometimes her picture appeared in a life story about him. That
was all. Nobody cared what had become of her. Nobody ever stopped to
wonder what she must think of his
work, or if she ever went to see his
pictures, or how she felt if she did.
His spectacular career marched on
and she was completely forgotten, even
by The
him. woman

who had first come be-

tween them wasn't, it turned out, the
great love of his life, either. He discovered that before he married her.
He married again, a clean-cut, brilliant young writer of some fame and
then a young society beauty with millions, almost as spectacular as himself.
Then there was the much headlined
romance with the tiny, dark, tempestuous Italian singer. They did not marry
— she didn't believe in marriage — but it
was one of Hollywood's great love
stories, told in print and celluloid many
times.
They devoured each other with a sort
of passionate greed, and, when it was
over, he found himself sick to death of
love and of women. Yet he couldn't live
without women. The very essence of
self-dramatization that had taken him
to the heights of gaiety sent him to the
depths of despair. He tried to bring

twelve — the twelve, crowded, glorious,
tragic years of his great success.
Maybe it was the sound of the ocean
beside which they had first kissed,
Maybe it was the fireside that made
him lonely. A man should have a wife
to sit opposite him before his own fireside. A man needed a wife to share his
lonely nights, bring him his slippers;
listen to his tale of the day's work. A
man got tired of passionate love-making
and wild love affairs. A man needed a
In that tired moment, sated, empty, il
son.
it. all real to him, as everything in his
was
life had been real to him while he lived
So his thoughts came to Viola. His
wife.
After all, she was the only one o;
them who had really been his wife
To her he had pledged his first troth
made his first vows. They were the onl^
ones that were holy.
Odd how clearly he remembered her
suddenly, in the firelight. How little
she was, how gentle, how soft hei
Southern voice was to hear. His firsi
sweetheart. A man gave to his firsi
love the best that was in him. Part oi
himself that he could never give anyone else. He should never have divorced her, never let her go. He coulc
have had his fancies, but he should have
kept
wife. it, too.
He his
believed
How she had loved him! No othei
woman had ever loved him as she did
From her he had had loyalty and fidelity and honor and kindness. How she;
had looked up to him and believed in.
him and adored him. Why had he ever
let her him
go?theWhy
hadn't
builtlove?
up'
around
tradition
of ahegreat
How exquisite Viola would have beer
in the clothes he could have bought foi,
her, the jewels designed for her, soft
furs and laces. Richard's beautiful wife
— who loves him with idolatry. Mistress of his home — the perfect hostessmother of his handsome son. Never a
thought except for him — not like
career women who were always
centered even when they were in
She would be here now beside

these
selflove
him

murmuring in her soft voice, "My darling, is there anything I can do foi
She was still his wife, the only real
wife he'd ever had.
He would go and find her and bring
her back to his fireside and they would
live out the rest of their years together.
He was sure that she'd never married
again. It was impossible, loving him as
she had. And his heart began to beat
as he thought of the scene — what a
scene — when he appeared before her.
the wonder that would come over her.
To have him back after all these years,
you?"
now that he was a great star and the
idol of every woman in the country.
What a story it would be, this reunion
of boy-and-girl sweethearts, of the
great lover and his first wife.

IT was then, upon a stormy night In his
cottage by the sea, that he remembered
again Viola.

nE was right. She had not married
again. She still lived, he found, in the
same small town in Kentucky. He
wouldn't tell her of his coming. Hi
would be more dramatic to surprise her,|
The house was small and attractive,
on a side street under spreading old
trees. There was a little garden, well
kept, surrounded by a small, white
fence. Just, he thought, as he would
have liked it to be. He opened the gate

He hadn't, probably, thought of her
in five years.
He hadn't seen her in

and went
up the on
neatpage
walk
(Continued
76) and an

life
drink,
but ithow
didn't
worklevel
and again
he hadwith
never
learned
to
wait, to rest, to refill himself once more
from within.
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elderly colored woman opened the door.
The room, where he waited, was oldfashioned, but it looked poor and clean.
Standing there, very dashing, handsomer than he had ever been with the
little streaks of silver in his hair, he
thought of all the things he could do
for her, all he could give her and how
he would take her out of this mean
backwater of life and bring her once
more to the glitter and glory of his existence. He saw himself as Jupiter come
to visit a mortal and savored the emotion to the full. He had always liked
playing Jupiter.
The woman who came into the room
at last was small and rather plain. Her
smooth hair waved a little and she wore
it in a knot at the back of her neck.
Her dress was plain and dark and rather
shabby. For a moment he did not recognize her— he had been expecting
Viola as he had last seen her — and then
he saw that the eyes were the same,
only she looked older than she should.
She was years younger
than that, surely. He
felt younger. Maybe it
was because she wore
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Richard at all."
I HAT was all she said. He tried to
read her thoughts and fortunately could
not. The shock was written on her face.
She was thinking in agony — thinking
how had
he had
changed.
face
coarsened
so. The
The fine
flesh boy's
was
laid over it heavily, as though he had
been left too long in the sun and it had
melted. His mouth, she thought, his
mouth is cruel now, and sensual, and
self-indulgent. His eyes have ceased to
look upon dreams, they have looked
upon every kind of lust and they are
weary.
He is— he is condescending to

neither paint nor powder, only a little lipstick.
At sight of him she
went so "white it frightened him. And her
eyes were suddenly
alight, as they used to
be.
"Richard — " she said,
and made a little soft
moan.
He knew exactly
how to handle the
scene. No stupid preliminaries — no buildup. Right into it.
"Viola," he said,
"you're still my wife.
You always have been.
I was wrong — wrong to
let you go. I want you
back. Do you still love

"I've always
you," she said,
never leaving
A smile of
tion touched
me?"

was a stranger to her, her heart would
be broken again and again — in little
ways, in disillusion, in petty infidelities
— without dignity — with neglect. It was
all there written upon his face. He had
come to her in weariness, in a moment
of memory, trying to go back to that
which had once burned brightly between two young people beside a moonlit sea. But now he was a man, coarsened, a little pompous, bending down
to her — and she saw all the tragedy that
must be written for them in a patchedup building with worn, rotten timbers.
Even now, her heartache was almost
more than she could bear. She had
learned to be satisfied with peace and
with service. If she could bring him
peace, give him service . . . For a moment hope flared high in her, and she
was torn with a desire to go with him
and try to win the happiness that should
have been theirs.
But she knew that it wasn't possible.
He was not ready
for peace.
And and
he
would
hate her
hate himself for the
things he would do to
her again. Between
the girl and boy by the
sea and this dissipated
man and quiet middleaged woman lay the
long years
tion. If they ofhadseparalived
those years together
bound by ties of joys
and sorrows shared
watching each other
change day by day.
meeting problems, adjusting to life together
— it might have been
possible. Now they
could not reach each
other across the abyss
of the divided years.
She had spent hei
years in a quiet quest
for beauty — the sweei
satisfaction of impersonal things, of music

loved

her eyes
his face.
satisfachis lips.

Of course, he'd known
that. Women didn't fall
out of love with him.
Poor
thing.
been little
waiting
all She'd
these
years — not living, just
existing — waiting for
him.

Last year her screen test was the talk of the town. They
even suggested it receive a special Academy Award!
All proof that Hope Hampton hadn't forgotten her former
film days. This year she's getting down to the serious
business of starring in Universal's "Road to Reno." We
predict
it will start the town
talking
all over
again

He said, "I want you to come back
with me. I want to buy you beautiful
clothes — and lovely jewels — and a new
home. I want you to be my wife again
in Athestrange
eyes of look
the world.
I— " into her
had come
face. She was peering at him, like a
blind woman trying to see.
"Wait a minute, Richard," she said,
very low. "Wait — I— Richard, do you
love me? Do you really want me back
That look made him uncomfortable.
— are you — "
Her eyes were so clear and yet she
seemed to have trouble seeing him.
She had changed. Not just in looks.
But the old, unquestioning, worshipful
adoration wasn't there. She seemed to
be looking for something she didn't find.
"Of course I love you," he said, too
fervently. And knew in the very moment he said it that he did not.
Love her? Why, he didn't even know
her, this quiet, plain woman with the
wise, seeking eyes and the gentle mouth
held so firmly. But he wanted her — he
wanted his wife.
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It wasn't, he thought, possible that his
voice had sounded hollow.
She came across the room, then, and
stood very close to him, looking at him
carefully. Once she put up her hand
and touched his cheek. His arms went
about her, but she drew back. A mist
had veiled her eyes.
"But — " she said, "but you're not my

and poetry
and a garden and books
and
trees. He had spent
his years in living dan
gerously, in seekinj
sensation, at a fastei
and faster pace. She
couldn't have fallen ir
love with this man—
nor he with her. The
frail tie
of memories
wasn't
enough.
She wanted the old

me — he wants me because he is weary.
He isn't the man I loved. He is a
stranger to me — a movie star — spoiled

days back. Wanted tc
try to find again that lost horizon. Their
eyes met — and she knew it was lost forever and that to take this lesser thing

and sated by many women. He isn't
seeking me — he is seeking a new sensation— a new role.

was unworthy of the great love she still
bore the boy she had married. For his
' I can't,"
she said.
sake,
she couldn't
do this.

Aloud she said, "Richard, what would
I do? How could I be your wife again?
I have lived so long in quiet, in trying
to find my way — I couldn't live in the
spotlight and the glitter and the excitement. I don't know how. I'd fail —
It came to her like a blow. He hadn't
been able to be true to her even when
"
then — her,
and loved
he
even when they were
young and happy and clean and filled
with dreams. Now — he couldn't be true
to any woman. The habit of women
was upon him. There would always be
women — new women — for the breath of
incense they burned, for the renewal of
old sensation — for the attempt to recapture youth.
Her heartbreak had been clean. If
she went back now to that strange place
called Hollywood with this man who

When

he had

gone, she sat very:

quietly, weeping. But she had kept the
dear beauty of that boy, and of hei
great love, untarnished in the face oi;
temptation. She had resisted a thing!
from which only ugliness could have
come for both of them. And she knew;
too, had
that refused
he was him.
glad in the end thai
she
In that she was right. He was glad
Yet his heart ached, too, because ever
for him the clock would not turn back
His heart ached until he got to New
York— and met a blonde girl whe
danced like a dream and smiled at hin
with youthful adoration. No one evei
guessed that he married that blondf
girl because
in her eyes reminded him ofsomething
Viola.
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(Continued from
laughter was the lovely center.
For Bill, like most intelligent men,
has not been too happy. His first marriage was a failure, though characteristically he garnered two fine things
from it, his son, and the deep friendship of the woman who was his wife.
His second marriage was a failure,
too. That was his marriage to Carole
Lombard, and out of that, too, he
kept Carole's friendship, if not her
love. It is my own opinion that he has
never quite gotten over that latter loss.
Both those wives were simple, quite
naive girls when he married them.
Looking at the glittering Lombard of
today, it is hard to remember that when
she married Bill she was really just an
undeveloped girl, closely tied to her
mother's
apron strings. She was,
though.
But Jean was as experienced in disillusion as Bill. She had gone through
two disastrous alliances and a third
that ended in the sheer horror of Paul
Bern's suicide. She knew what it was
to have every man pursuing her and
all the women jealous of her. She had
had to fight for every bit of her career.
Yet with it all she was gentle and kind
and understanding. No personality
could have been more perfectly suited
to the basically romantic, superficially
jaded human being that is William
Powell.
They played with the idea of marriage. They were completely in love but
they were afraid. They saw no one
else and they spent long days lying
under the desert sun, or basking in the
gardens of Bill's beautiful estate, not
talking particularly, not entertaining
particularly, just content in the happy
realization that they were together.
In

page
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to Paris. They went to Budapest ai
visited the houses of Parliament the
because against that background we
to be laid some of the scenes for Bil
picture "The Baroness and the Butlei
They journeyed back to Paris again,
was a trip without plot or planning,
tour on which to try to forget the
joys which could no longer be remer
bered, due to the searing hurt of thin
ing of them.
Finally they got to Italy. Bill k>\
Italy, since the first trip he ever ma
abroad took him there in company w
his closest friend, Ronnie Colman. Th
were both much younger then and th
had a glorious time, prowling arou
in interludes mixed in almost eq'
parts between appreciation of antic
art and very lively, amusing girls. I
now there was only loneliness, as t
scented winds blew down off the h
and the gentle Italian landscape fac
into the twilights. Now there v
only the aching awareness that beat
unshared, is almost too poignant to
borne. Until one night through
chance remark of a fan of his, whom
overheard talking on an Italian stn
Bill found what he had to do to red
cover his own happiness.
It was a shabby little boy who \
talking. He didn't look too well no'
ished. He wasn't very clean. But
was explaining to his companion that
was — goody, goody (or whatever It
ians say when they are most exultagoing to the movies to see Willi
Powell, who always made him laugl
And William Powell in person, uni
served, the man who had been think
for four lonely months
about te;,
realized at last what he had to do.
He had within
him
the power 1

AND THEN THERE WERE THREE
Every woman of experience loves 'em — Hollywood's
famous three — Ronnie, Bill and Warner. Read new
and heart-warming anecdotes about this trio's
sturdy
friendship
next
month
in rilU I UiLAT

both their minds was the expectation
of getting married sometime. But they
drifted along, joyously, dodging the
stern reality of that final bond until
death entered.
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You can not explain the finality of
death to anyone who has not lived
through losing the person who is dearest to him and knowing, at long last,
that there is nothing to do but take it.
Reckoning from that point, you have
to change every value. If death is release for the person who has gone, it
is one of two things for the person who
is left: release into life or imprisonment
in grief for life. Those are the only
two ways you may take it; either the
strong way of growing or the weak way
of grieving.
Bill Powell has taken it the strong
way. I saw him a night or so after the
end of his European trip and with joy
I realized that. For he was much
thinner and his face was drawn but his
eyes were steady and the light in them
was much softer.
He had gone to Europe, accompanied
by his loyal friend, Al Kaufman. They
sailed on a slow, unfashionable Dutch
boat and landed one day at an unimportant Dutch town. They prowled around
after that as they liked. They went to
Amsterdam for a few days. They went

make other people laugh. He was sfering, but after all, his was simple sfering. He had lost the woman ;
loved, which was the most awful s
any man may ever know; yet it s
only a single loss. He did not have)
know the fear of hunger or of cold r
of loss of a job or a home, or the pi
of illness, or the muddled agony of t •
ing to live up to a task that is too hi
to do. Yet there were people who cc 1
lose their love and have all these ot r
trials, too, and the only hope for tl I
in all the world was laughter and !
William Powell, could, by the grac< I
God, bring them laughter.
So, with the faithful Al, he boari
a ship shortly after that. He knew i '
what he had to do. He did not lir r
long in New York. He wanted to t
back to the Coast, back to work.
Jean was
andcould
thereatwas
placing
her, gone
but he
leastno if'■
up his life again.
Life, however, did not mean to let 'n
off so lightly.
It was as though
sincerity
of his resolutions
were big'e
tested through these further trials. *
though his nerves are a little taut <•
his face a bit more haggard now, B
friends will tell you — and what a *
of friends the man

okay, now."

has — that "I s

(Continued jrom page 31)
iamosthenes with a pebble under his
ngue conquered the same affliction
t\d became a great orator. Was a
junky girl named Alice Brady to let
^Greek get ahead of her? The answer
"No." Winning the first battle against
Ids brought to Alice the truth of the
1|eater's rallying cry: "The show must
j on!"
'it took strategy to win her father to
1e idea of a career for his daughter.
ien it was only a half-victory. He
lidded his head toward a singing deit; shook it negatively when it came
tallowing her to act. But Alice, outIrdly like her mother, was inside,
jjain for grain, like her father.
I 1910 she sang in the chorus of "The
Ekado." In a way, she had not viored her father's ruling. It was singing,
lusically inclined, she might have berime a great singer, but — impatient,
Exious to do things — she decided that
jJice culture took too many years of
jkith. She abandoned singing and
i.'ide her dramatic debut. However,
tfe rhythm that was within her has
liver deserted her. It shows in the
ciiences of her voice as she reads her
les; in her superb timing. "I am
ci;adfully lazy," she says, but the
"rive" to do something artistic has al\jiys overcome her laziness. Overcomi'; laziness, impediments of speech, her
fher's disapproval, she became an actrss. It was meant that she should.
11, Jr., her half-brother — Grace
(Jorge and William Brady's son — apjjrently was not meant to be in the
teater.
i'l think my brother would have been
rppier if he had left the theater," she
t|ls. "He had the same laziness that I
|Hve, only to a much greater degree,
ad because we were all in the theater
II seemed to think that he should be,
t>. Despite his success — he produced
"ne Road to Rome' with Jane Cowl, the
.fist 'Little Show,' and other plays —
h was happiest when he was on his

tress. "My appendix became inflamed,
but nothing could be done about it then.
We were in the middle of a successful

Whatever you are wearing, you will find a new La

play, totoo,
'Driftwood,'
didn'tI
want
close
it because and
soon we
enough
would have to leave the stage for a
while. The only thing to do was to go
on with the play, and we did, but under
difficulties.

sory, smartly accenting your costume. So fine that
their color and luster resist even salt water and sun.

"My appendix gave me such trouble
that the doctors packed me in ice and
I was carried to the theater each day in
time for the performance and left the
ice-packs off-stage just in time to go
and read my lines. It went on for seven
days like that.
"On the final day I was so weak that
when I went to pick up a child in a
scene, I almost fell over, and Robert
Warwick, who was my leading man,
rushed off and came back with a stiff
drink of whiskey. I drained it on the
spot, and never knew afterward that I
had touched a drop. It had absolutely
no effect on me, and it should have, for
I was deathly afraid, as an actress, of
ever taking anything alcoholic before I

between manicures, for the new La Cross polish base,

went onto the stage."
Shortly after this her son and Actor
James Crane's was born prematurely
with the help and wizardry of modern
surgery. But, by that time, the romance with Dr. Frank Crane's son — one
that had come into being so wonderfully
in the early 1920's — had ended. In a
short time the marriage was dissolved.
Alice, slim, wan, weighing only eightynine pounds, was left with her son — and
the future. She turned feverishly to rewent on. hearsals for another play. The "show"
I OR anyone less philosophic than Alice,
her one jaunt into matrimony might
prove the entire state disillusioning.

fjm in Jersey, breeding horses and livi; in the outdoors."
nVhen Bill was burned to death in a

But not for Alice. "Of course, I'd
marry again!" she says, years later, with
a knowing laugh. "And I'd probably
marry the same kind of man again . . ."
Men of all types find Alice Brady
stimulating company and they seek her
out. She says she entertains in what she
calls "clumps'" — ■ cocktail parties for a
hundred guests.

tjgic accident three years ago, Alice
vks, of course, in the middle of film
pduction — and the show went on. To
r[r there came this consolation: that
alast his troubled soul and heart were
elsed. What does one do in the face
c such overwhelming events? That is

Not at all athletic ("My heavens,
no!" she shrieks) , nevertheless she
found herself dragging out of an evening to public Ping-pong parlors because a friend (male) doted on the
game. Accuse her of doing it to be
obliging and, because she adores the

fee first thought in anyone's mind,
"ou go on, of course . . ." says Brady.

man, she retorts: "No, not at all. I
found I really liked the game!"
Other times, Brady stays at home
reading, writes impressions in a scrapbook she has kept for years. She says
she will never return to the stage. Fear

,HE Balkan Princess" in 1911 took
Ice Brady onto the stage. If you will
Hher to look into Who's Who in the
leater you will find a column and a
rjlf, in fine print, devoted to the plays,
Cierettas, films, in which she has apfjared. All the Gilbert and Sullivan
jcferettas; plays like "Romance" which
sjj thinks is the finest play she ever
d, and her more recent, superb perf'mance of Lavinia Mannon in
Weill's "Mourning Becomes Electra."
J.r three years before the Armistice she
Is a silent film star. In 1933, films re-covered her, introduced her to
'Jkies." She found time to marry;
!ve a child. But always her restless
sr of destiny led her into the circle
' near-tragedy. She could not even
re herself over to motherhood with< t tragedy's blocking the way.
Seven weeks before the birth of her
l, who
is now
about
sixteen, her
< luffeur met his death driving an auto' ibile in which she was a passenger.
wasn't badly injured," says the ac-

SUmiHER EnSEIHBLE

that she may "blow up" and forget her
lines causes this decision. It resulted
from an early "talkie" that she made
with an actress who was headed for a
nervous breakdown. The girl was forever forgetting her lines and in awful
agony. "Before then, in all my years
of theater, it never occurred to me that
I could 'muff' a line," Brady says. "Now
I'm scared, afraid I'll do the same
Her long-term contract with Universal makes an early return to the stage
thing."
impossible . . . her next film will be
"Good-bye Broadway" with Charles
Winninger . . . but it does not seem at
all probable that a minor matter like
stage fright would keep a Brady, particularly an Alice Brady, heroically
self-disciplined as she has always been,
from returning to the theater. She will
decide, some day, that "the show must
go on!" And it will.
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Cover the Studios
(Continued from page 55 )

he swears.

His actions certainly prove it.

A QUICK dodge-in at RKO gets us a
load of Joe Penner very unhappy in a
trailer. The woe-is-me look is strictly
professional, though, because it's all a
part of a slapstick feature Joe's cooking
up with Lucille Ball, called "Go Chase
Yourself." The idea is that Joe, a small
town Simple Simon who lives in a trailer, gets mixed up with a bunch of
bank robbers and then, after as much
nonsense as you can stand, puts them
in the clink where they belong.
We watch a silent shot. That is, the
sound isn't hooked up, only the film.
The gangsters throw threats at Joe, and
he does a "takem." That's what the
camera catches — Joe's takem. It's mar! velous. Only when they stop shooting
Joe keeps it up. "I can't stop!" he yelps.
"You guys scare me too much. Somebody call a cop!" Instead they bean
him with a Venetian blind.
nT Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer we're greeted
by the sensational tidings that Leo the
Lion has sworn off B pictures. From
now on they'll be super-supers, or else.
But why? Does this mean the beginning of the end for double bills? While
we're wondering we sneak on the set of
"Yellow Jack," the lone new epic of
the month at the biggest studio in the
business.
The heavy of "Yellow Jack" is — of all
things — a mosquito! About time they
caught up with that little guy, if you
ask us. He gives the tropical citizen
fever, you see, and that's what
yellow
"Yellow Jack" discovers, with plenty of
dramatic chills besides the fever kind.
Bob Montgomery, Alan Curtis, Buddy
Ebsen and Andy Devine are rigged out
in khaki, as U. S. doughboys stationed
in Cuba.
Virginia Bruce is almost the only
woman in the picture. Stacked against
the rows of khaki tents and soldiers in
leggings and sweaty undershirts, her big
blue eyes and gold-silk hair make her
look like a delicate china doll. But
what she and Bob Montgomery get
worked up about are the fine points of
— polo! Virginia's learning to play horse
hockey now. Her new hubby, Jack Ruben, gave her a pony for her birthday,

■DON'T rush me, woman!
I'm in no party mood —
but I'll brighten up in a
hurry if you'll share that
package of Beeman's! You
know that flavor's a real
joy reviver. It's got a frisky
freshness, a tingly tang —
in short, it's great.
If you don't know, the
package is sealed airtight to
keep all that luscious freshness inside. I'll stop on
the way. We need a fresh

Beem
package."
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so, as she says, "I practically had to!"
UVER at Columbia whom should we
run smack into but Cagey Katie Hepburn, a surprise which rocks us back
on our run-over heels. Cary Grant's
there, too; that's not so amazing, but
Katharine in all her Hollywood years
and years has never before ventured
off the RKO lot. Then how come? The
answer, we discover, is in this part and
in this picture.
It's "Holiday," the delightful, idealistic
drama that shot Ann Hardng up there
some years ago. Remember Ann as
"Linda," the real -folks sister of the gal
who loved luxury more than her man?
Well, when Katie was just a gangling
stage-struck punk about ten years ago,
she understudied Hope Williams in the
part on Broadway. For a year and a
half Hope didn't even oblige with a
head cold, and Katie never got a crack
at it. Then she came to Hollywood, and
her successful test for the RKO contract was that very same part. She put
on s strenuous campaign for the job
when RKO made it into a picture, but
they said "Go 'way, little girl, and don't
bother us," then. So it's been her secret ambition for years, and when Columbia signed George

Cukor,

Katie's

favorite director, to do it La Hep was
a pushover to run up Gower street and
achieve a long-nursed ambish.
The day we kibitz, we find Katie
knitting a sweater like mad in her
chair. When the cut sounds out she
hops up and tries it on Cary, then on
two or three other handy males.
"Here," she yelps, "you're tall — try this
on. It's for a tall man." Now who
could that be? Well — all we know is
that the millionaire air-racer guy,
Howard Hughes, is a human skyscraper, and this doesn't look like those
romance cooling-off stories were on the
up and up.
Cary informs us the biggest thing in
his life right now is — can you take it?
— his bed! Yep. Seems down at Santa
Monica where he and Randy Scott still
hold bachelor hall, Cary started getting
cramps in his neck at night, so he
bought a new bed, or rather spent his
time and talent designing a specially
built haymow. It's in bird's-eye maple,
with copper trimmings. Has drawers in
it, a built-in radio, mirrors, telephone,
bookshelves and everything except a
polo field. Cary says it covers most
of Manchukuo and part of Hopei province and is the greatest boon to mankind ever invented. "In fact," sighs
Cary, "I wish I was there right now "

M

AYBE the Grant had something there
— but before we succumb to spring
fever too, we hustle off and on to
good old Paramount, where a car
awaits to whisk us thirty miles through
the San Fernando Valley to Indianola,
Texas. Hey — it doesn't make sense?
Well, relax, this is movietown, and the
Texas we make is right on the Paramount ranch, a few miles from Malibu
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dier's rags you ever saw. He explains.
"The Texans" sings cinematically of

the post-Civil War days when carpetbaggers and Damyank Reconstructionists made it tough on the local yokels.
Randy and his gang of ex-Rebs have
a running scrap with the invaders while
he makes Texas safe for cowhands,
cuties and cattle. The big sequence is
a 1500 mile longhorn drive from Texas
to Kansas, up the Chisholm Trail. It's
really to be a super-western, with lots
of scenery, action and virile, he-man
stuff.
We watch the first day of shooting,
which is really nothing of the sort.
That is, "The Texans" has already spent
four weeks down in the Lone Star State
filming local color and much of the
rough stuff. Randy drawls that they
really gave him a beating, had him
swim rivers, dodge prairie fires and
leapfrog
he he
couldn't
stand
up. longhorns
He is veryuntil
content,
says,
to be back in Hollywood, California,
away from the rattlesnakes that seemed
to seek his company at night in the
tents the company had to live in fifty
miles from the nearest choo-choo.
Randy sports tall rubber boots, like
almost everyone else in the cast. He
can use them in the muddy close-ups
and save his shoeshine, such as it is,
he grins. He never cared for mud pies,
says Randy, then as a nasty dig, "Dishthe dirt
now stomps
that's your
racket."
Just ingthen
a —horse
by, and
both
of us get it in the eye and all over the
front.
"And there," grins Randy, wiping
hunks of the good earth off his coat,
"is a nag that would make a fine columnist." We leave on that, reflecting
on the perils of a location trip and the
odd sense of humor these movie stars
possess.
I HERE'S just time for a quick sightsee at Mister Zanuck's movie metrop
olis, Twentieth Century-Fox's gorgeous
Westwood plant. We skip the epics—
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" and "Kid
naped," because we've seen 'em before
and told you all about them. And because— well — on the set of "Handle
With Care" there's June Lang.
There are two schools of thought in
Hollywood. One says June Lang is
beautiful
she's
beautiful but
and dumb.
not soAnother
dumb. says
Frankly,
the fact she's easy on the eyes is

Lake where they're filming that epic,
"The Texans."
In front of a shed dressing room sits
Joan Bennett, her hair done up in a
popcorn-ball net wrapper to keep out
bugs, wolves and other wild things. La
Bennett doesn't see us, even with her
glasses, so interested is she in a hunk
of
petit point she's
embroidering.
She's
in old-fashioned
rags,
and, as you know,
no one can handle a pair of pantalettes
like Joan. Her favorite tan cocker
spaniel crouches in the tall grass at her
feet, and a shiny limousine with a bored
chauffeur glistens near by. We let
Bennett tend to her tatting and pick on
Randy Scott grinning in the sun next
door. Randy is Cary Grant's roommate, but you'd never know it now.
We left Cary immaculate in soup and
fish, and here's Randy in the most
ripped and tattered Confederate
sol-

enough
us. Especially
since June's
lost
six for
pounds
running around
New
York with A. C. Blumenthal. She
shapes up as a baby doll right now in
a tan outfit, as she sits in a dining car
set with Dick Baldwin while reels and
reels of scenery flicker by to make you
swear
or
so. the train's tearing along at sixty
"Handle With Care" is strictly comedy, and June says they're trying to
make a comedienne of her in self-defense. The plot skitters around smallefforts town
to skullduggery
clear it allandup Dick
with Baldwin's
tricks he
learned at the Federal Bureau of In>
vestigation
in Washington.
a sort of school
amateur
G-Man, and He's
the
messes he mixes in! Well, you'll see.
Right now, Dick seems content to
play "feet" with June under the table
and out of camera reach. "Quit that,'
June yaps finally, "or I'll tell my mama
on you!" Whereupon we run out trying
not to ruin the scene with our chuckles
Wasn't it June's mama who had some— and thingdivorce?
to say about her quickie marriage
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(Continued from page 65)
come home? ... I suppose he'll want
something to eat . . . you should have
been asleep long ago . . . but put on
your robe, if you want to, and come
down . . . I'll fix some French toast and
cinnamon.
. ." of her bedroom shoes
The soft .scuff
passed Myrna's door. The little girl in
blue serge, Scotch cap, and tan gloves
held her breath, her eyes on the bulging, tightly strapped suitcase. But her
Mother didn't stop . . . didn't come back
. . . the downstairs clock struck two.
"It's you, is it, David?" Mother called
softly.
"Yes, Delia," he answered.
"But we didn't expect you," she said
. . . and went on into the library where

jH/ulLruj with £>ptu*Uj
CodtUsffU.
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charming star of I Met My Love J gain
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time. 'Spose if she's bound to dance,
I'll have to change my mind some way
or Eddie
'nother."
Stevens! Chicago! Broadway!
Only twenty little minutes left! She'd
have to run all the way now, to get to
the station in time . . . and now Dad
and Mother were down there fixing the
cozy kitchen table for French toast and
cinnamon . . . Dad had gone away so
as not to see her dance . . . but just the
same, to hear about it he had come
home three days too soon! And Mother
wouldn't remember to tell him how
they had written in special music. She
might even forget to tell him how the
man from New York had made eyelash beads over a candle flame . . . oh,
but Dad could see the eyelash beads!
He could still see how she looked in her
make-up!
She was still wearing it!
She hurriedly pulled off the gloves,
the Scotch cap, squirmed out of the blue
serge, unlaced her stocky brown
brogues . . . and reached for her eiderdown robe and her bedroom slippers. . .
oCHOOL on Monday morning was
pleasant and exciting: everyone talking

1. LONGER WEAR -lasts for days
and days without peeling, chipping
or fading! Meets the demand for a
slightly heavier polish that really
clings to the nails.

3.BRILLIANT

Myrna heard their voices, her Mother's
even tone, then her Dad's chuckling
laughter.
"She stopped the show?" he was saying. "Well, I don't know what to think!
I never heard the beat! I don't like it.
I wish she didn't want to do it . . . but
I wish I'd been here to see her. That's
why I came back. Tried to make it in

CONGO

GLAZO
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about the show, about Myrna's dancing,
how Eddie Stevens had told everybody
she could dance on Broadway if she
wanted to! It was thrilling to hear the
girls repeating it with an awed sort of
envy, a strange feeling, too (though no
one knew this part of the story), that
but for so little a margin she would
this moment be on her way there!
Perhaps some of the teachers thought
little Myrna Williams had more adulation than was good for her; or resented
the glamour of Saturday's "Bluebird,"
but whatever the impulse Monday afternoon's math exam was scarcely under way, when Myrna Williams was
openly accused of cheating, of copying
her answer from the desk across the
aisle!
Myrna had never displayed any of the
proverbial redhead's temper. On the
contrary, she was more than ordinarily
docile and patient. But here was an accusation so remote from reason that it
unleashed in the usually quiet, almost
shy little girl a capacity for decision
which surprised even Myrna herself.
She looked up from her paper, a tense
schoolroom waiting — then the redheaded Bluebird put down her pencil,
slid her school books out of her desk,
quietly expressed regret that such an

easy solution to getting the right answers had never occurred to her . . .
with which she walked the length of the
hushed schoolroom, out of the door . . .
and home!
And thus ended, finished, and closed
Myrna's days in Helena's school, for,
though her Dad hadn't been able to understand her passion for dancing, here
was a thing he did understand, a spirit
of which he was proud, a daughter in
whom he gloried! And when she went
to school again, said her Dad, she could
be very sure it wouldn't be this one!
But she needn't worry about school just
now, he added . . . not for a month or
so . . . not until after Christmas.
"Then I think you and your Mother
and David," he said, "will be in Cali-

I HEY were in the library, just the two
fornia."
of them. Just Myrna and her Dad, a
wood fire smouldering on the hearth,
the embers whispering. Can you see
them? The quiet library, the quiet
house, tall cases of legal and agricultural books and records, the heavy oldfashioned desk, the worn, comfortable
chairs, the slim little girl sitting on the
floor on a buffalo-skin rug, her feet
tucked under her, her blue eyes watching her father's face, as she sensed that
something was not quite usual. Her
Dad had always treated her as though
she were a boy, had always regarded
her as able to consider difficulties and
fair ways to meet them . . . and now
she knew there was something more
serious to be talked about today than
her return to school.
It was the last day of October, 1918.
A time, David Williams told his daughter, when there was a need in France
for men who could think and plan and
fight. And David Williams was going
to war! He was reasonably sure, he
said, that he'd come back, and probably
very soon, but he wanted to feel that
there would be a good soldier at home
as well as in France, wanted to feel that
he was leaving someone here who would
be the head of the family for Mother
who had not been well since the birth
of David, Junior, now a wiry rascal of
five.
"I'm leaving you to take care of
things," said David Williams. "Maybe
it won't be long. Maybe it will. But
your Dad's going to depend on you!"
With this slim little girl, resting his
surety that there would be someone to
carry on! He told her about courage;
how to keep it. He told her about his
land, what he wished to have done with
it; leaving in these little hands responsibility he somehow knew he could place
there. And how right he was! How
faithfully the little girl who listened
was to fulfill the charge!
But she wasn't to see her father go to
War . . . and it was his courage which
was first to be called upon. For within
a week after that day in the library
David Williams' little redheaded girl —
was dying, the doctor said, lying quietly
in the little room in which she had
waited to run away to Broadway, a victim of that dread, mysterious influenza.
Conscious moments came and went.
They couldn't break the fever. They
packed her in ice, guarded her with all
the care that money could buy. Of it
all she remembers only one thing . . .
waking to find her Dad always beside
her, his eyes on her face, his smile quick
to answer hers, his steady hand closing
around her fingers. . . .
Before she was completely well, he

was a flu victim. They moved her awai
In her
aunt's
after about.
a few day*
she
could
walkhouse,
aimlessly
An
one day she went upstairs to the half
empty storeroom, cobwebs across use
less windows, old trunks pushed unde
the rafters, old trunks in which wer
Grandmother Johnson's scrapbook
Myrna sat on the floor turning the pagf
with their little pasted samples of bor
net strings, and wedding dresses, presse
flowers and letters decorated wit
scrawled birds and church spires. An
suddenly a strange frightened feelin
came over her! Something she couldn
explain, yet couldn't escape! She trie
to move, tried to get up and leave th
place, but some untoward sense of heir
lessness possessed her . . . helplessnes
fear . . . and distress!
Then downtairs she heard the tek
phone ring. And she knew why it w;
ringing!
She knew it was ringing
tell them her father was dead.
"I knew it many minutes before th.
telephone rang," she told me. "I run
never quite been able to understand
. . . but, of course, the explanation
just that between people who are clo;
to each other there is a strange rel;
That night came news that the w;
tionship. . . ."
was over, that the Armistice had be<
signed. And so the stark grief
Myrna, her Mother, her bewildered litt
brother, had as its background tl
raucous shouting of celebration . . . tl
sirens, the bells, the ruffle of drums, tl
flare of torchlight! In that maudl
madness David Williams was laid to re
in the shadow of the Rockies.
"But the day he had talked about g<
ing to France," Myrna told me, with
quiet smile, "was really when he sa
'Good-by' to me. That day . . . w

AND,legacy."
for the little girl with a legac
my
carefree life was at an end. Thou;
there was every reason to suppose li
would take up a new pattern and i
quietly along, Myrna knew she nev
again could be unmindful of the d;
when
Dad's
She
over.

Dave
going
and
Her

Williams had said . . . "Yo
to depend on you."
her Mother talked thin
father had told them bo

that if he didn't come back from Franc
he wanted everything he owned tradi
for a home for them in California. !
this was done. And the spring of 19
found them in a sunny bungalow
Culver City, small David in kinderga
ten, Myrna in the Los Angeles We
Lake School for girls, and continuing
famous "Denishawn."
But her mother's health was now
matter of particular concern, as W
also small David's, both of them havi;
had their siege of "flu" along wi
Myrna and her father, and, though
hadn't seemed serious for them at t
time, months went by and still t
little boy and his mother needed speci
and expensive care. There would
money enough for a while, but Myr
knew the state of the family fortur
knew just about how long it would la
realized, now, how much more mon;
might be needed than . . . just enouf
"We have a responsibility," she s£
to her mother one day. "I shouldn't
to West Lake. I'm going to Venice Hi
School, and instead of studying danci
maybe I can find a place to teach it
She was fifteen. She entered Ven
High School. And, with a very diffen
idea about beginning "profession:
dancing
than had raced through 1

u'd when she had so nearly blazed the
r; to Broadway, she called modestly
the Culver City "School of Expresc" to offer her services as a teacher,
jj she was hired for thirty dollars a
k th, the hours working in nicely with
e high-school schedule. And now,
eing her mother with home and
i; id became her greatest joy, the
,e of them very cozy and happy in
i< little house where Mrs. Williams
[V gradually stronger,
.id Culver City provided a new
ofessional" interest for Myrna, for
e was the glamorous, important
Vtro-Goldwyn- Mayer" picture stuii Passing the Culver City street-car
ion she would "ogle" the waiting
aengers, hoping she might see a picD actor. And now and then she did,
ja star but a bit player or an extra,
n even this was exciting enough.
lugh her resolve and ambition was
i the Broadway stage, the picture
lios were a lure all their own, and
hiever possible she would linger belli all good taste and reason around
k studio gates watching for a man
i a camel's hair coat, sure that any
:i|leman thus garbed was a director!
'■nice High School, however, kept
jlpretty well occupied; two interests
I articular, first a class in sculpture,
I second ... a football halfback.
snow she was in love. Desperately,
;Uy in love with a husky, magnificent
i jack! She knew exactly where to
? in every corridor to see him pass.
H personally, suffered the pain of
By lost score on the field, then talked
i er with him for hours afterward, at
Be, in the bungalow parlor . . . but
II by herself, and only pretending,
I as when she saw him in every
i ik of moonlight. For the halfback
;;r knew! Breezing along through
icoall seasons, class parties, beach
i iecues, through quiet hours in the
iv hall when he was so close to her
n could hear the scratch of his pen,

ina Williams' heart was his shadow
Uj.and he didn't even remotely sus.!; a denouement, I wish he might
nv nolo, but Myrna Loy still declines
i confess." And so here we can only
J1 as a thrill for every halfback of
eice High, between the years of 1921
n 1923, the assurance that ... it may
■ been you!
lit in the sculpturing class she left
ore actual record, for during her
u.or year a statue was created, a
fsize group representing an athlete,
udent and the Spirit of Aspiration,
I na chosen as the model for the third
gre. On the school campus the statue
I stands, weathering the sun and
a of Venice Boulevard, Culver City,
'cfornia, and bringing back to the
1 na Loy whose sleek car often passes
Vnemories of a skylight classroom,
i cool dank smell of clay, her smock
lsantly smudged and dirty . . . her
e/t aflutter with thoughts of a footI halfback.
it as months went along there were
I e serious things to consider than
Her statues or halfbacks, for the Wilis is bank account had grown appreidy less, until Myrna and her mother,
o ing the situation squarely in the
a , realized that things had passed the
Hit where Myrna's thirty dollars a
B th could suffice. Then, while they
v< i trying to decide how or where to
p n planning differently, there ap>< 'ed in a daily newspaper a call for
E :ers forGrauman's Hollywood Egyp!• Theater, so Myrna made herself a
v hat, trimmed it with a real camellia
0 went the ten miles into Hollywood.
hen Eddie Stevens had offered her
3 adway for the taking, it had meant
M ' fascination and adventure.
But
II it was something else. This time

she cared so desperately, wanted this to
happen so terribly, that waiting her turn
to dance she closed her eyes and prayed
for that job.
And the next one of those stupendous
Hollywood premieres saw Myrna Williams' debut as a really professional
artist, for she was one of the sixteen
girls in the dance creation which pro-

PORE-POCKED

logued the picture, "The Ten Commandments."
Here, then, was an end to high school,
and the beginning of a salary of forty
dollars a week instead of thirty a month.
And once more it was dancing which
absorbed all her time and interest as
she began working many extra hours
on the deserted stage between shows,
perfecting old steps, creating new ones,
sometimes with music, the organist rehearsing too, but more often all alone,
the wings dim and ghostly, a single
stand light back in the cavern of the
empty theater.
"ITH

these days had come a new ambition to excel; faithfulness to art, no
doubt, and appreciation of a salary
check . . . but also she was in love
again, the object of her new affection
being a young man appearing nightly
in the prologue. But this, no doubt,
would have been another love affair of
which no one but Myrna ever knew,
had not he suggested one day that she
join him for luncheon, this quiet intense
little girl who seemed so often to be
where he happened to be.
And this was the beginning of an association which taught her the cruel .
lesson that castles in the air, brought
down to earth, may be but ordinary
dwellings, after all. For his method of
drinking coffee was decidedly more
eager than refined, his idea of a good
time was a perpetual Coney Island, and

Watch

Largest Pores on Your Body
—A Stern Test of Your

soon,
andwork
quite
Myrna's
overtime
on painlessly,
the Egyptian
stage
was inspired by art and art only.
Her mother listened, understood, encouraged or sympathized, and lovingly
waited up every night for the little girl
who was the family breadwinner now.
And they loved this midnight hour over
coffee and apple cake ... a memory
of Crow Creek Valley, the ranch house
kitchen, and crackers and milk for a
sleepy four year old.
The second dance routine at the

Cleansing Methods
Gorgeous figure— lovely face— but the whole effect ruined
by Pore-Pocked Nose! All because she carelessly permitted
those large nose pores to fill up with dirt and waste matter
and become coarse and unsightly!
You must keep these pores C-L-E-A-N! Not merely surface clean. You need that deep under-layer cleansing that
penetrates the mouths of your pores and lifts out hidden
dirt that may have accumulated for months. It is this dirt
that causes trouble. It becomes embedded and grimy —
may breed tiny skin infections or result in blackheads,
bumps and coarse, rough skin!
Lady Esther Face Cream penetrates this under-layer dirt.
It breaks up the embedded packs in the mouths of your
pores and makes them easily removable. Just look at your

Egyptian was for "The Thief of Bagdad," an Oriental make-up for which
Myrna, much to her surprise, proved a
peculiarly proper subject. And then
came a piece of thrilling news. A studio
job! The Oriental dance number was to
be photographed for a "film."
And so, in the dancing chorus of "The
Wanderer," Myrna Loy did her first
day's work in pictures, fascinated by
the strange ponderous mechanism, the
high block-long stages with their silent
dust-covered sets, but fascinated most
of all by the peculiar color of the people
in the artificial lights which then were
necessary; purple lips, green faces, all
of it too amazing, too fantastic to dismiss from her mind.
Again ... a new world! And a spell
which quickly gripped her. After that,
during a year's engagement at the
Egyptian, there were several other of
those thrilling days as a picture extra,
with also the thrill of extra money. But
more than that, with each picture pay
check, she would arrive home in a
whirlwind of excitement to tell of compliments she had received from someone who had noticed her as one of the
"supers."
"You won't be dancing long," they'd
say.
"You're going to be in pictures!"
But with the opportunities, the checks,
the compliments, Mother assumed the
increasingly difficult role of keeping a
balance here.

the Pores on Your Nose!

cloth when you wipe Lady Esther Cream away. You'll be
astounded at the amount of dirt that was hidden away!
In just a short time your skin is glowingly clean and
smooth— alive with vibrant freshness and beauty.
Make

this Free Jest

Let me prove, at my expense, that Lady Esther Cream will
cleanse and soften your skin better than any method you
have ever used. Just mail the coupon below and I'll send
you a generous sample of Lady Esther Face Cream, free
and postpaid. I'll also send all ten shades of Lady Esther
Face Powder. Mail the coupon now.

Sethis on a penny postcard)

Please send me your B^jfJ^,

f^g

FREE and postpa.d.

Name also ten shades of race
Cream;
Address

City

T . r,,her
----0 ; live in Canada, u,ri* Lady E>

Toronto, On t. )

__State
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"That's fine, dear," she would say.
"Mother's so proud of you. But just
never mind.

Take it easy. Don't plan

tooFor
far Myrna
ahead!"now was beginning really
to dream ... to hope. Almost to arrive at "determination," though not
quite, since for her there was no comknew it. promise with determination and she
So she didn't quite dare dream her
name into lights. She didn't quite dare
begin . to
but.
. . plan for real fame and fortune,
"What did you dream?" I asked her,
the day we talked about it between
scenes on the set of "Test Pilot."
"For anybody who wanted as many
things as I did," she told me, "I don't
know why I pick out this one to remember, but I used to imagine myself in a
long, black, shiny limousine, swathed in
furs, warm and comfortable, driving off
into the night. I had forgotten all about
that," she said, "until a few weeks ago
when, for the first time in all the later
years which have afforded me a car, I
found myself owning a long, black, shiny
limousine . . . and wearing furs one
chilly night last January . . . and driving away from the studio home. Then I
remembered and wished I could tell
everybody who dreams dreams that

Yours for the Aslciixrf
witli MAYBELLINE
Eye Beauty Aids

they do come true."
UNE day at the Egyptian, a photographer named Henry Waxman came to
select three girls to photograph. He
chose a blonde, a brunette . . . and
Myrna Williams; made a dozen studies
in blonde, a dozen in brunette . . . but,
with the redhead, he lost track of plates,
time and plan, and, when she went back
next day to see the results, she found
herself lost in a crystal maze of faces
of herself. And with it the breath-taking news that, at the personal request of
Mr. Rudolph Valentino, she was to report at United Artists' Studio for a test!
The Miss Williams who burst into the
Culver City bungalow an hour later was
ready that instant to begin life all over,
riding straight to heaven on a rocket!
Ready to give up her job at the Egyptian! Ready to move her mother and
brother into a palace built of crystal and
furnished in jade!
Discovered by Rudolph Valentino!

Her mother set out hot tea, toasted
crumpet
Myrna's
favorite
and sat s,
down to hear very
the story ... jam
and
to remind Valentino's discovery that
many things might happen before glory
in hand.
were
"Mr.actually
Valentino
might change hi'
mind," her mother reminded her. "Mr
But n Valent
not
mistak
mightinobe did
Waxma
en."change hi;
mind. Mr. Waxman was not mistaken
Two days later, in the United Artists
Studio, Myrna was dressed in a glitter-

of Valenti
no's
She ing
wasgown made
up in
his own
own choosing
dressins
room by the lovely Natacha Rambova
and on the set where he was makini
"Cobra," she was introduced to the mai
who was on the topmost pinnacle o
stardom . . . yet so gracious, so charm
ing to this unimportant little dancer.
"He treated me like the Queen o
England," she told me. "I was shakini
from head to foot with the fright am
the thrill and the suspense of it. I don'
know how I ever lived through tha
The test was simple. As a silke:
siren, she was to walk into a drawin
room, take a book from the table an.
read, her face assuming expressions c
interest, surprise, amusement. . . .
They told her that in two days sh
could see the result. . . .
So two days later she and Mr. Wax
man went together to the studio.
day!"didn't see Miss Rambova, no
They
Mr. Valentino. But they saw the tes
of Miss Myrna Williams . . . who crie
herself to sleep that night and for man
nights thereafter, for the young lad
who entered the drawing room, via th
screen, took a book, "registered" inter'
est, surprise, amusement . . . was defi
nitely, completely, and unmistakabl
... a washout!
Myrna Loy's heartbreaking struggl
to win a place in Hollywood will bra
a catch to your throat; the dramatic de
tails of her love and elopement wi
quicken your pulse; the description c
her lovely home i?i Hidden Valley, an
the famous star's dreams for her futun
will bring her close to you — in the ab
sorbing final instalment of a belove
redhead's

life story

by

Dixie

Willsoi

X.ALE, dull, scraggly lashes simply- ruin every chance to possess that
"loveliness complete" which we all aim for in our make-up.
• What can you do to make your lashes, brows and eyes just as
beautiful as the rest of your make-up? Try this delightful, easy method:
• First — form graceful eyebrows with Maybelline Eyebrow
Pencil. Next — touch a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow to your upper lids,
blending it lightly outward toward your temples, concentrating it near
the lash line. Third — and most enchanting of all — darken your lashes
with your Maybelline Mascara, beginning lightly at the inner corners of
your eyes, and deepening the mascara at the outer corners. Maybelline
is harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting.
• Now glance into your mirror! You'll be delighted with the
pleasing charm and added beauty which Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids
give you.
• Nightly
sensitive skin area
crowsfeet and eye
good taste — insist

— smooth a bit of Maybelline Eye Cream into the
around eyes — to guard against those persistent little
wrinkles. It helps marvelously. For eye make-up in
on Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.

Maybelline Solid form Mascara in gold metal vanity. 75c. Refills 35c. Maybelline Creamform Mascara in dainty zipper case, 75c. Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. I All in Black,
Brown. Blue. Maybelline Eye Shadow, in Blue, Blue-gray. Brown, Green. Violet. Maybelline Special Eye Cream.
Purse sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids at all 10c stores.

Top-flight comedians take their time about making pictures, especially whe
they produce their own as do Chaplin and Harold Lloyd. After a scree
absence of two years, Photoplay welcomes Lloyd back to pictures — glasse
grin and all!
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"Professor Beware" is a typically screwy Harold Lloydish yar

What's Happened

to Rainer?

(Continued from page 22)
\;ight — I grew very thin — I began to
i.derstand things better and when I
one back to Hollywood, the studio was
1st kind and one day we came togther and they asked me what it was
1 wanted.
'I told them, two things. What I
\inted from them and what I wanted
tgive them.
:'First, I had to have the chains broken
a I would feel freer. So my old contact was broken and they gave me a
i'w one. You are the first to know.
"I work for my studio only six months
eery year from April to October. Then
1'eturn to the stage for six months to
S); in plays. I am happy, for it gives me
fcek something I needed — my freedom.
'Then I told them what I wanted to
gre. I wanted to be a girl up there on
jtj? screen, not a glamour girl, but a
pi of the people, one of the audience
\th the same problems as they, just as
liely perhaps or just as gay, just as
I man so they down there can sit forAjird in their seats as they watch me
Id say, 'There, that's me. Now let's
si; how she solves that problem for that
i'my problem, too.'
i'Now since my new contract is signed
ad I am gaining weight (I have put on
efven pounds) I see now that all the
lie things I once thought inconsequent'l are important.

WHO'S

GOING

just herself to the strange and bewildering town in which she found herself. At first her loneliness took her
within herself. She took long drives
alone, and once found herself in Mexico
unable to recross the Mexican border
until the studio phoned the officials it
was all right.
With her accent they were convinced
Luise was a spy.
She gave up her small home and took
a home in Brentwood near the mountains where she could take walks. It
was during this time that she met Clifford Odets. Standing before a simple
white bed sheet, on which she herself
had pinned garlands of flowers from her
garden, she married Odets in her own
home.
Today, with hopes restored, Luise
lives in a small, unpretentious apartment in Westwood. Her husband, when
he can be in Hollywood, shares the
simple apartment.
Apple pie for breakfast and music,
good music, are her strongest likes — except, of course, children.
She'll attend every child's party into
which she can possibly worm her way,
and is one of those rarest of rare people
who can enter into the mind and understanding of a child.
"Herself a combination of child and
woman,
it's easy to understand,"
a

WITH

WHOM?

Here are the answers to the picture
spread found on pages 42 and 43

2& 10
3& 5
4& 7
5 & 8
6 & 14
7 & 11
8& 12

9&
I0&
11 &
12 &
13 &

I4&

6
4
3
9
2
13

Janet Gaynor and Tyrone Power
Gloria Youngblood and Rudy Vallee
Barbara Stanwyck and Bob Taylor
Phyllis Brooks and Cary Grant
Constance Bennett and Gilbert Roland
Lee Russell and Herbert Marshall
Carole Lombard and Clark Gable
Priscilla Lane and Wayne Morris
Marlene Dietrich and Doug Fairbanks, Jr.
Joan Fontaine and Conrad Nagel
Deanna Durbin and Jackie Moran
Katharine Hepburn and Howard Hughes
Andrea Leeds and Jack Dunn
Benita Hume and Ronald Colman

'About interviews? I tell you I am
'(idecided. I cannot handle myself. I
:,y things in such a way they are misiiioted. I spill over. Then that is bad.
, len I think, no, I won't talk any more
id so columnists and writers fling back
I me 'High Hat'— 'Snob'— 'Difficult.'
'jie day I met a reporter who once
•rote of me 'High Hat' and I ask her
'by. You don't know me or how I feel
I think. Why do you say 'High Hat'
I your column?

t'

" 'Well, you are too hard to get to,'
e replied, so I judge you are high
"So there is that problem, too, to work
it."

E spoke of her marriage to the brilnt young author, Clifford Odets.
"We are much alike.
We both like
I be alone in our work.
But outside
work we are so happy to be together.
;"It is a good thing we understand
;ch other so well."
JA friend who knows Miss Rainer well
lims Luise made every effort to ad-

friend said of Luise, and went on to
tell of a school play her own child had
taken part in.

w HEN

Luise heard of the play she instantly demanded to be taken. An important dinner date was broken so Luise
could sit spellbound in a school auditorium and hungrily drink in the children as they spoke their lines.
Her extreme sensitiveness to those
around her is best illustrated by a little
incident that took place the night Luise
won her second Academy Award.
"Aren't you thrilled?" someone asked
her.

"I can only think how much work
lies ahead," Luise said, "and how much
more responsibility I have.
"Besides," and her eyes suddenly
twinkled, "I can't be too happy about
it. Over there in the corner sits a
woman whose face tells me so plainly,
'Tell me, why did they give it to that
Did I say her sense of values as well
as her sense of humor is restored?
one?' "

Always worth stopping for.

"CHEW WITH A PURPOSE"
The use of chewing gum gives your mouth, teeth and
gums beneficial exercise. Beech-Nut Oralgene is specially
made for this purpose. It's firmer, "chewier" . . . helps
keep teeth clean and fresh-looking.

When

Hollywood Entertains
(Continued jrotn

FILLING
Wash, pare and slice thinly tart, easily
cooked apples. Cover a pie tin with
pastry, arrange the slices of apples in
the tin and sprinkle liberally with
sugar, either brown or white. Dot with
butter. A little cinnamon may be
sprinkled over the top if one wishes.
Cover with pastry and bake.
DRINKS

on

the house

at Michael

Whalen's shake forth what he calls a
one-two-three cocktail, a simple, easyto-make and quite inexpensive drink
that everyone seems to like. It's composed of one portion maple syrup to two
portions of lemon juice and three portions of gin. Try that in your own
shaker, sometime!

MICHAEL

WHALEN'S

LAMB

CURRY

Wipe and cut meat from • forequarter
of mutton in one- inch pieces. There
should be three cupfuls. Put in kettle,
cover with cold water and bring quickly
to the boiling point; drain in colander
and pour over one quart of cold water.
Return meat to kettle, cover with one
quart boiling water; add three onions
cut in slices, one-half teaspoon peppercorns and a sprig each of thyme and
parsley. Simmer until the meat is tender; remove meat; strain liquor; and
thicken with one-fourth cup each of
butter and flour cooked together. To
the flour add one-half teaspoonful curry
powder; one-half teaspoon salt and oneeighth teaspoon pepper. Add meat to
gravy.
Reheat and serve with rice.

\
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UEORGE RAFT'S new home is one of
the most popular bachelor hangouts in
town. At the Raft house, bridge and
blackjack are the favorite means of diversion; steak smothered in onions and
mashed potatoes topped with Pasta Margherita, the favorite dishes.

GEORGE

RAFT'S PASTA MARGHERITA

84 tablespoons
potato flour
eggs
8 tablespoons granulated sugar
juice of one lemon
# Like magic! Jantzen's marvelous
new Wisp-o-weight suits of pure wool and Lastex
yarn smooth and soften unruly curves, slim-line
your figure. Just the ideal ratio of two-way stretch

thinking and politically alert people.
The Motion Picture Artists Committee with Dashiell ("Thin Man") Hammett, chairman, Sylvia Sidney, vicechairman, etc., brought Ernest Heming-

a wisp of weight with pounds of figure control. Try
on a smart Jantzen Lastex Wisp-o-weight of luxurious wool with Lastex yarn knitted in by an
exclusive Jantzen process. Feel the difference! See
ELINOR

DAVENPORT

20th Century-Fox Player

the "Coquette"
—wearing
a smartly
continental
half-skirt suit with contrasting revers. Wisp-oweight of pure wool and
Lastex yarn. . . . $7.95
Other Jantzen creations
$4.95 to $12.95

Won

City
•n's fj

Men's rj

way and "The Spanish Earth" to Hollywood. As a result, they were able to
send to Loyalist Spain eighteen individually contributed ambulances, and a
huge supply of medical necessities. The
multitude that thronged to get in the
Auditorium on the evening Hemingway
spoke, and the picture, "The Spanish
Earth" was shown, was a thrilling revelation of Hollywood's new worldmindedness.
The Committee membership includes
Bette Davis, Luise Rainer, Henry Fonda,
Mrs. Ben Hecht, Melvyn Douglas, Edward Arnold, Walter Huston and others
to comprise a hundred and fifty names.
The Committee is now actively aiding
war-torn China, with Anna May Wong
as one of the leading workers.

Name

THE snub to Vittorio ("War Is Sport")
Mussolini was one of Hollywood's most
outspoken demonstrations of awareness
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Beat the egg yolks with sugar until
lemon color. Add flour and lemon juice
and work the mixture for about half an
hour. Add thickly beaten egg whites,
mixing until smooth. Pour into a mould
which has been buttered and sprinkled
with powdered sugar. Place in a medium oven until golden brown. Remove
and let cool in the mould. Serve with
powdered sugar and a few drops of
vanilla.
FlLMDON'S

tallest

man,

Arthur

Treacher, has little use for screenland's
snobbish undressed and it's only the
home folk, like Eddie Horton, Spring
Byington, Marjorie Gateson and her
fiance, Kerry Conway, who get a chance
to sample his favorite Philippine Stew.
Treacher was a Geehran musical star
in London and has a repertoire of songs
that would make Noel Coward and
Dwight Fiske fly to cover. Among the
most popular of these is "Reckless Reggie." He'll also oblige his guests with
a tap dance, and, unless you move fast
enough to prevent him, he'll bring forth
his egg trick. It works four times out
of five, but the fifth . . . well, it's a
good thing his rug can stand soap and
water!

ARTHUR

TREACHER'S
STEW

PHILIPPINE

2 lbs. cubed beef
2 cubed carrots
4 cubed turnips
1 egg plant
1 bay leaf
V2 cup green peas
4 cubed small onions
2 pinches of pepper, paprika, salt,
cayenne
2 drops
garlic powder
Brown beef with butter. Put into iron
pot half filled with water. Cook until
boiled, then put raw chopped or cubed
vegetables in, cook very slowly until
tender.
Add spices; mix well; cook a few more
minutes. Mix the natural gravy with
flour, according to taste for a thick or
thin gravy. Serve with mashed potatoes.

Up

( Co?i£i?iwed jrom "page 25)

figure-control of your
sleekest fitting girdle. They are amazingly light,
exceptionally soft, remarkably rapid-drying. Truly

JANTZEN KNITTING MILLS. Dept. 181, Portland, Oregon.
Send me style folder in color featuring new 1438 models.

56)

Hollywood Wakes

achieves the comfortable

the difference on you! Jantzen Knitting Mills,
Portland, Oregon; Vancouver, Canada.

page

in world affairs. In "The Hollywood
Reporter," the Motion Picture Artists
Committee voiced a most vigorous and
resounding protest to the reception of
Vittorio Mussolini. It did not take Vittorio long to leave town.
Hollywood was represented at the
President's birthday ball in Washington
by six adults — Mr. and Mrs. Fredric
March, Eleanor Powell, Janet Gaynor,
Joe E. Brown and Louise Fazenda.
These six were the most popular persons in town when they got back. Because they were entertained at the
White House? Not entirely. Largely
because they had the latest inside news
from Washington! One actor, Leo Carrillo, has already declared himself as
candidate for Governor of California.
It
wouldn't
all surprising to see
others
followbehisat lead.
Before long it will be election time
again, and all the politicians will be
climbing on the band wagon. But
Hollywood — -little old waked-up, outspoken Hollywood — says that what this
country needs is a band wagon that will
climb on the politicians!

New

A. remarkable
new treatment for

Day for Fred MacMurray
(Continued from page 27)

"My son, in Hollywood, would have to
latch his personality against the perjnality that's been built for me by
Decial stories and the right makeup and
allyhoo. Because, in this town, everyhe is picture-conscious to an enormous
egree, especially the kids.
"But in Beaver Dam — I know they've
ot theaters there too . . . but I would
ave established myself as one of the
rdinary citizens, you see. I'd be the
ime old MacMurray back where he bemged, instead of a star, giving out with
•mperament and glamour. I'm not the
'pe, you know that."
, I sat up. "You're not going to tell me
|iat in a year or two you're going to
uit pictures and leave Hollywood?" I
rinned. "I've heard it said that gag is a
ind of psychic compensation, a defense
repared early so if the star doesn't last
;e's got some sour grapes all ready for
;ating."
Fred snorted. "Leave this place? This
buse, and all this stuff? — " he gestured
Veepingly at California. "And — " pointjig in the general direction of Melrose
venue and Paramount — "all that
bugh? Not till I have to. I'll stick
ntil they toss me out. Besides, I love
Hollywood and so does Lillian. There
re lousy things about it but you don't
lave to go out of your way to find them.
"But I still say it's no place to raise a
iimily. And I don't see any reason why
shouldn't keep up a place in Beaver
»am, too, spend half of my time there,
;t my sons and daughters, if and when
have them, have the advantages of a
,ormal early life. I owe them that."
"This insistence on Beaver Dam," I in:rrupted. "Why?"
"Well, any small town would be the
lame. I chose that one because it's
'here I grew up, and I'd like to be there
gain, and because I want the MacMur;ay tribe to have at least the same
hances I had."
"They couldn't have them here, in
tollywood?"
"No," he said positively.
HE first point Fred brought up, as he
xplained his reasons, was the everresent terror of kidnapping that walks
[ways with the stars who have children.
There can be no thought, with these
ttle boys and girls, sons and daughters
if famous mothers and fathers, of runing off with other kids to build a fort
1 a vacant lot or to tramp alone through
lie hills, playing Robin Hood. Playtime
leans an electric train with every gadtet in the world, to run in solitude or in
le company of a polite visitor. Playime means a safe pony to ride through
lanicured grounds. Their folks don't
are take chances.
When these selfsame children are
lder and go on to high school or college, they have become so accustomed
b money, Fred MacMurray believes,
hat they spend it with small regard for
'Is worth. They have cars of their own,
bey have carelessly expensive clothes;
nd all these things create a circle of
badies whose companionship is unesirable.
Above all, these young men and
./omen have grown up among people
/ho are sophisticated beyond any years
nd beyond the American standard. At
ixteen or seventeen, amorality is danerous; and these particular adolescents
ecessarily follow a trend of thought and
ieals that sets them apart.
To sum it up, Fred sees Hollywood as
town in which one industry — that of
laking motion
pictures — ic- foremost

and supreme. In an average city, the
young student preparing for life has a
choice of the world's vocations or professions to pick from. Here, one forgets
there is any other business but the motion-picture business. Those youngsters
have seen the glamorous, exciting life
their parents lead; have watched tremendous and comparatively easy — although any actor will deny that — money
roll in. What else to do than to follow
the same paths to glory?
And so, one wonders what the current
crop of Hollywood's young will be like
when they've reached maturity.
Will they be happy, and will they put
their advantages to constructive use,
and will they have lived all of their lives
to the fullest extent, which is any human being's birthright? Fred believes
they won't. He believes that so thoroughly that he won't take the chance
with his sons and daughters.
"I had a good childhood," he told me,
"and a normal, unassisted adolescence.
The things that happened to me I
wouldn't give up for anything you could
offer. They're part of living, part of
what I've turned out to be."
IJURING the next hour, lying beside his
pool with a pleased remembering look
on his face, he gave me, in detached
fragments, a portrait of that childhood,
of those experiences which he counts so
valuable.
There were the early years, and the
house he lived in: a middle-aged, middle-class kind of a house, with a livedin look, unadorned by the presence of
servants. There was the gun his uncle
gave him, and the fishing outfit, and
there were the long unguarded hours
spent hunting in the woods.
There was his first day in school — his
mother simply drove him over and left
him there — and the two little girls, each
his age and each in need of a beau, who
clutched him (one at each arm) and
pulled in grim silence until his shoulders made snapping noises.
There was the untrammelled freedom
of the little town for his kingdom; and if
he started a fight or broke a window or
let the air out of the tires of Beaver
Dam's few automobiles, these were his
problems if he was caught. He could
work them out on his own, and did.
Later, there was growing up and the
high school years; there was being on all
the teams, since he reached his height
of six feet two early, and the enormous
anticipation when the basketball bunch
was sent to Madison for an interscholastic meet; and there were the parties, and
the town girls, and working twenty
hours a day in a factory canning peas in
order to buy a saxophone, and burning
prohibition gin, handmade in preserve
jars, and the small triumphs resultant
from ingenuity and hard work. . . .
EMERGENT from this training is the
Fred MacMurray Hollywood knows —
and is amazed at — today. He is the
prime example of the normal, mentally
healthy, unaffected young man whom
Hollywood has been powerless to
change.
Still a little shy, still astounded at his
great luck, he enjoys immensely what
success and money have brought him.
Things that, to other stars, are cause for
temperament and hair-pulling, are, seen
through Fred's normal eyes, a set of
nuisances to be attended to as personal
problems and then forgotten. He does
not do spectacular things because they
are spectacular, he scorns loud coats
and

scarfs, simply because

he

doesn't

H
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sfc(A troublesome condition caused by excess fatty acid accumulations on
the skin.) Here's a remarkable new kind of help, unlike anything you've
ever had before! You know how Milk of Magnesia, taken internally, relieves excess gastric acidity. Just so these remarkable new-type Milk of
Magnesia Creams act externally on the excess fatty acid accumulations
on the skin, thus helping to overcome unsightly faults.
THE use of Milk of Magnesia on the
skin is a practice long followed by
many dermatologists. But until now they
have had to use it only in hard-to-apply
facial packs.
Now you can have this ingredient in a
delightful form which holds it on the skin
long enough to be truly effective — in
these two new -type face creams by
Phillips, original makers of the famous
Milk of Magnesia.

its fresh tone and firm texture, if it looks
old and "thick," use this remarkable
new cream. See how it smooths, freshens,
and helps to overcome blemishes!
You'll love Phillips' Texture Cream as
a powder base, too. It preserves that
freshly-powdered look for hours because
the Milk of Magnesia prepares the skin
in a unique way — softening, smoothing,
overcoming oiliness, so that it takes
make-up evenly and holds it closely.
PHIUIPS'Milkof Magnesia CLEANSING

PHILLIPS' Milk of Magnesia

TEXTURE

CREAM

The very properties which make Milk of
Magnesia such a valuable aid in relieving
excess acidity in the stomach, also make
it uniquely effective in neutralizing the
external excess acid accumulations on the
skin which may be associated with such
blemishes as enlarged pores, oily shine,
blackheads, scaly roughness.
If your skin seems "acid," if it has lost

PHILLIPS
TEXTURE

CREAM

You've never seen a cleansing cream like
this — the Milk of Magnesia gives it an
ability to cleanse with a remarkable
effectiveness. It not only loosens and
absorbs the surface dirt and make-up,
but penetrates the pores and neutralizes
the excess fatty acid accumulations as it
cleanses. Use Phillips' Cleansing Cream
just once — and it will be your cleansing
cream always!

'30*60*

CREAMS

CREAM— CLEANS/NG

CREAM

They give you

FRESH Faces

like them; he does what is asked of him
without argument because that is his job
and they are paying him well for it.
He has found his girl and married her
and he has seen her through the misfortune of her illness without complaint
and he is content. Lillian is beautiful,
smart, poised, and essentially his counterpart when it comes to normalcy.
Their children, when they come, will
start with these congenital qualities and,
so help him, Fred is going to see that
Hollywood has no chance to ruin them.
Shrewdly he has invested his money,
living well but not extravagantly. In
two years, he will be secure financially;
but, even without that, he could face the
future unafraid. Unlike other young actors who complain stardom leaves too
little for later life, Fred is able to shrug
casually at the idea ofiosing his popularity and thus his job. He is a good
musician; he could start an orchestra.

He could sell automobiles. He could
start a small business. He could even
dig the best ditch in America if that
were necessary. It is fine, he and Lillian
feel, to have all this money now. If
sometime, they are poor — well, they will
live as well as they can.
When the children come the MacMurrays will provide for them the advantages of both Hollywood and Beaver
Dam, and the disadvantages of neither.
At least, in another generation, the
youngsters
Fred "Dad"
will
have couragewho
and call
ambition;
never having been pampered, they will meet life
and its exigencies without fear; they will
know the value of money; they will have
reveled in all the important, American
experiences necessary to the making of
a normal and happy citizen.
Perhaps, with this heritage, they may
manage to become as fine and as intrinsically worthy as their father.

Escape Into Enchantment
(Continued jrom "page 19)

They Keep Your Favorites Fresh!
^Mio keeps your favorite movie
star looking so FKKSH? Why,
it's those
They give
the screen,
freshness

geniuses of make-up!
you fresh faces on
as Old Gold gives you
in cigarettes.

Old Gold gives you

FRESH Cigarettes
Hours of weary waiting "on
the lot". Dust and dirt. The
heat of Kleig lights. Yet a screen
star .. .to retain her charm and appeal. . . must be utterly fresh the instant she steps before the camera.
Cigarettes face that freshness
problem, too. They travel a long
way before they reach your lips;
and they are beset by many enemies along the way. Such as
dryness, dampness, dust. Yet a
cigarette ... to retain its charm
and appeal . . . must be utterly fresh
the instant you put a match to it.

Hollywood spends a fortune to
guard the freshness of its stars.
"We spend a fortune to guard the
freshness of our star . . . DoubleMellow Old Gold.
We put an extra jacket of costly
moisture-proof Cellophane around
every Old Gold package. Thus,
doul >le wrapped and double sealed,
Old Gold's mellow prize crop tobaccos are protected from staleness, in any weather, anywhere.
Every Old Gold reaches you exactly as we make it . . . and thai 's
as fine as a cigarette can be made.

League, we knitted sweaters and socks
for our men at home and abroad, we
made surgical dressings for the Red
Cross, planned our menus to fit in with
the Government's demand for food conservation, and were so much in earnest
that it was hard, even as we tried to
capture for a time the magic of the
screen, to separate ourselves from the
tragic happenings overseas. But, except for our fear for the men who
fought, there was no flaw in the perfect
paradise of that golden southern country. We loved it all — the mountains rising out of the Pacific and purple in the
setting sun; the old missions with their
bells and brown-frocked brothers; the
small and happy
homes.
I O the generation which has grown up
with sound pictures I can convey no
understanding of the charm of the silent
screen. There was a freedom of movement which was sacrificed later when
plays were brought from Broadway and
dialogue and set scenes took the place of
the pantomime and the wide sweep of
the out-of-doors. In those old films
wind and wave and sky and mountains
helped thrillingly with the action, and
it is heartening to find directors today
using in "Mutiny on the Bounty," "The
Hurricane," and "Captains Courageous"
the dramatic climaxes which Nature
provides.
We preferred the pantomime to which
we were accustomed and which had
been developed by the actors of that
time into exquisite art, and it has been
to me a matter of wonderment that no
great talking play has been built around
some expert in pantomime, such as Mary
Pickford. For years I have had it in
mind to write the synopsis of such a
play. I may do it yet if my editors and
ever tire ofof"young
the mechanics
talkingromance."
pictures
myAspublic
improved, our prejudices
quered and we heard with
trained voices of those who
the screen not only grace of

Copyright, 1938, by P. LorillardCo., Inc.

were condelight the
brought to
gesture but

perfection of speech — the voice of
Norma Shearer who speaks with a loveliness that matches her looks; Leslie
Howard and Herbert Marshall with their
intriguing Oxford accent; the golden
voice of Garbo — how it tugged at my

at theJacket
Top, Opens
The Inner
Sealing the Bottom
TUNE

IN 'in (lid Gold's Hollywood Screenscoops, every Tues. and Thurs. nii:ht, Columbia Network, Coast-to-Coast

heart the other day in "Conquest," with
the voice of Charles Boyer matching it.
And the voice of John Barrymore in
"Maytime." His control of it. Its depth.
Its richness.
Then came the great singers — Tibbett,
Eddy,
Jeanette
MacDonald,
Grace

Moore, Lily Pons, and a dozen others—
and those light-hearted crooners — Dick
Powell and Bing Crosby.
IN charm and entertainment Hollywood
on the screen sets the pace for the rest
of the world, but off the screen, what
does it do to us?
For without question we are copycats
when it comes to our reactions to the
pattern set by our favorite stars. In
matters of diet, dress, manners and marriage, the ideas and ideals of the picture
people have been imposed upon us. Less
bread is consumed, fewer potatoes sold,
countless sweet shops are closed, because our school girls, our debutantes,
our saleswomen go through a slimming
process that they may approach the attenuation of their favorites on the
screen. If later they learn that the saltless vegetable diet which took pounds
from Garbo is said to have brought on a
touch of anemia, that Luise Rainer is
suffering from a lack of vitamins, that
Joan Crawford's bones now refuse to be
covered because for so long she denied
herself the proper amount of food, they
refuse to credit it, and continue to consume clam broth and green salad, tomato juice and Melba toast, until they
reach the danger point of attenuation.
It would be interesting to know the
final effect of over-dieting on the matrimonial status of Hollwood stars. Can a
woman longing desperately for food
achieve normal poise and self-control?
Plumpness and good nature have always
seemed synonymous, and it may be that
the masculine surrender to the charms
of Shirley Temple is based on the effect
she gives of warm human happiness. It
is her plumpness, perhaps, which makes
her the beloved of every male who dares
express his unsophisticated delight. One
hears much in these days of the sufferings of the "underprivileged," and we
pour out our money in taxes and gifts
that they may be fed. while in the meantime Hollywood and its imitators starve
themselves and no one rushes to the
rescue!
In matters of dress the tale is less
tragic. Hollywood both on and off the
screen has set the pace for simplicity.
There are, of course, mink coats and ermine ones, emeralds and pearls, diamonds and star sapphires, silver foxes and
sables, silks and satins, chiffons and
tulle, but against these extravagances
are the little frocks in which Janet Gaynor and Kay Francis and Myrna Loy
and Claudette Colbert and other favor- :
ites look their loveliest. The simple
frocks may have cost a pretty penny, but

th./ can be copied cheaply. And these
;aie stars have made fashionable good
rnming and correct posture, and while
ita Miss Main Street or busy Mrs.
Stiographer may not run up bills at
jeity shops, they do a bit of anxious
io creaming at night and take their
lay dozen in the morning with satisaory results.
[ matters of etiquette, Hollywood has
lea a rather good job. The stars of the
;c:en are, as a rule, at ease in speech
in gesture, and little Jimmy with an
rrriority complex who doesn't know
vlt to say when introduced, and little
a; who is self-conscious about table
n.-ners, rind patterns which they may
Bw. Jimmy learns to rise when
/( len enter the room, and Jane arrives
t n understanding with herself about
p>ns and forks. There are, inevitably,
0 e things presented which would
Be Emily Post curl up and die, but
ij;ions of young folks whose parents
r pathetically unable to teach them
At they want to learn watch eagerly
x suggestions and adopt them.
■iere is, of course, much that might
e;riticized in the social setup, yet why
e:arping about anything when as an
uior I know the pitfalls? My fan mail
rgs to me a healthy percentage of
1 kbats to balance the bouquets. When
Echanted Ground" was being seized in "Cosmopolitan," one of my
Biers wrote to Mr. Hearst to ask why
'eiple Bailey on one and the same
i-it had a new moon and an old one. 1
nte back that I knew "more about roupce than astronomy?" but the real
e|on was that in rewriting I had foroen to change my time! There was,
I that other classic example when I
yid mat the ferry mentioned in my
j:to-the-minute "Fair as the Moon,"
a; not run from Washington to Alexnria for thirty years!
nd now we come at last to my own
r/ince — Romance. As a writer of love
tyes, I know what my readers want,
n! what they want in books they want
rhe screen. Love must be treated seit sly, constancy glorified, and the
tcly end with happiness ahead. This
eiand for an ideal passion which tran:ids time and space goes deeper than
».ere sentimental urge. It is fundautal, and that is the secret of the
cularity of screen plays such as
IViytime" and "Smilin' Through" and
Cnquest." Even in "The Thin Man"
r were gripped by the knowledge that,
i er all the lightness, Myrna Loy recgized William Powell as "her man,"
i Powell knew her for "his woman."
il in "Tovarich" the grande passion
the married pair gave integrity to the
]'•

r off the screen in Hollywood, what
i;:e Romance?
fell, try if you are a writer to give
(,r heroine more than two husbands,
Vour hero more than two wives, and
Ej what your readers will do to you.
ly want John and Mary to adore each
ler in the beginning and to adore each
t!;r until the end. And though we may
•end our favorite stars and, alas, too
in, copy them, we wish they might be
erent and thus hold us more strongly
our ideals. And, since we are on the
iject, we might stop and speculate on
t future of that great actor John
i rymore if, instead of marrying four
> es, he had been wedded only to his
And we might speculate, too, on
lather the appeal of Nelson Eddy to
rything feminine from sixteen to
) y does not lie in the fact that we see
dim young Galahad still on his quest,
I I young knight still in pursuit of his
ly. And just here may I tell the story
1 ny own lovely mother who, viewing
jiytime" immediately after the ani incement of the marriage of Jeanette

MacDonald, said, "Oh, she can't marry
anyone but Nelson Eddy!" To her lateVictorian mind the illusion of a deathless romance of the two great stars was
perfect, and she still suffers from a sense
of shock.
Yet the question comes, can any of the
stars be judged by the standards of normal living? They dwell, as it were, in
glass houses with everybody looking on
at everything they do. Yet they aspire
to normal living. They buy houses and
hope to make them into homes, they
adopt babies and hope to satisfy the maternal and paternal urge, they cook and
plan menus and hope for domestic happiness. And, having done these things,
they assure themselves that what they
have is the real thing, and that divorce is a goblin that won't "git" them.
Then, suddenly, unexpectedly, tragically, they find themselves, like the
Lady of Shalott, caught in a web of entangling threads of adulation, fulsome
fan mail, sophisticated contacts, close association with some overpowering personality, and before they know it another romance is shattered, as I have
said, tragically, for in every separation
someone is hurt and heartbreaks are
hidden.

Feminine
H Y g i e n €

jV

feas-

THERE'S a last question which Hollywood can answer better than I. Does it
set the pace in imposing certain films
upon us, or do we set the pace in demanding what we want?
It seems to me that the thing breaks
even. Hollywood does at times impose
on us things we do not want, and then
again its authors, its directors and producers startle us with something as stupendous as "Good Earth," or as enchanting as "Snow White," or as compelling as "Emile Zola," and we acclaim
their genius and wonder how we dare
carp or criticize.
Yet I will confess to certain frustrations. Iwant to see Basil Rathbone as
the sinister schoolmaster, Bradley Headstone, in Dickens' "Our Mutual Friend,"
or that other story of Dickens, "Little
Dorrit," with Janet Gaynor as Little
Dorrit and Lionel Barrymore as Father
of the Marshalsea, with that amazing
scene at the end where old Dorrit loses
his mind and believes himself back in
his debtor's prison. I should like to have
someone write a play about Lucifer and
put John Barrymore in it, or a dramatized version for him of the old opera
"Fra Diavolo" with someone else singing
the songs. I should like to see Charles
Boyer as David Remon, the astronomer,
in that gripping play, "The Masqueraders," by Henry Arthur Jones. I should
like too, to see more plays with trium-

NOTHING

COULD

BE

EASIER!

Norforms are small, convenient, antiseptic
suppositories completely ready for use. They
require no awkward apparatus for application. They leave no lingering antiseptic
smell around the room or about your person. They are dainty and feminine, soothing
and deodorizing. Many women use them for
this deodorizing effect alone.

EVERY DAY, more and more women are adopting
Norforms as the most modern, convenient and
satisfactory form of feminine hygiene.

phant endings, and by "triumphant" I
do not mean happy endings. The best
example of a triumphant ending is in

Norforms are easy-to-use antiseptic suppositories
that melt at internal body temperature, and spread a

the death of Sidney Carton in "The Tale
of Two Cities" — "It is a far, far better
thing 1 do than I have ever done." Another is in the separation of the lovers in
"The Prisoner of Zenda." In both of
these climaxes we are made aware of
the fineness of human nature and its
courage, and we go away thrilled to
have our faith in constancy confirmed
when there is in the world so much of
insincerity and cowardice.
And now, coming to the end, if I who
am three thousand miles away have
seemed to pick flaws in Hollywood, it is
because I want to see it perfect. Perhaps Iask too much. There is no other
place like it, not even this Washington
of mine where we have a show of our
own! But this show is one of fact and
not of illusion. Or am I wrong? Perhaps it is Hollywood which is real!
And whether real or not, we crown it
with the laurels of undying gratitude
for all that it means to heavy-hearted
men and women in a wild and workaday world.

protective, soothing film over delicate internal membranes—an antiseptic film that remains in effective
contact for hours.
A distinctive and exclusive feature of Norforms
is their concentrated content of Parahydrecin—a powerful and positive antiseptic developed by Norwich,
makers of Unguentine. Parahydrecin kills germs, yet
Norforms

are non-irritating— actually soothing. There

is no danger of an "overdose" or "burn."

MILLIONS

USED

EVERY

YEAR

Send for the new Norforms booklet, "Feminine Hygiene Made Easy." Or,
buy a box of Norforms at your druggist s today. 12 in a package, complete with leaflet of instructions. The Norwich Pharmacal Company,
Norwich, New York; Toronto, Canada; makers of Unguentine.
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feet with your back to the wall. Your
head, shoulders, lower back and heels
should all touch the wall. Now, with
two books on your head, you extend
your arms out at the sides, and walk
across the room and back to the same
wall. When you can keep two books
on your head without their slipping off,
try it with three. By the time you can
balance three with the greatest of ease,

bW

m •<

you've learned how to balance your
weight and you've got your muscles in
their correct alignment.

Hattie Catnepe, t»

saves ^e'^S!
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If you've been bending over a desk
all day, typing like mad or making
out profit and loss sheets, you'll probably find that you're round-shouldered
or have a case of hollow shoulders and
a slightly scrawny neck. Penny Singleton has a splendid exercise that fills
out the hollows and helps to keep your
shoulders back. She stands erect, bracing her arms behind her, clasping her
elbows. Then she pulls on her shoulders, back and neck as hard as she can,
tilting her head back as far as it will
go. When you see her in "Boy Meets
Girl," notice her lovely shoulders.
Another fine way to develop your
chest and shoulders is to work with a
yardstick. You stand erect, clasping it
with both hands, holding it horizontally
against your shoulders, pulling them
back. Slowly raise your arms over your
head and bring the stick down again
until it is across the back of your shoulders. Your shoulders should be well

For spirt n*^
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back, and if you do it correctly you'll
feel your breast muscles pulling.
The waist and hips have a terrific
tendency to spread all over the place
as soon as you begin to neglect them,
so here are some excellent exercises to
reduce them. June Storey does this one
faithfully very morning to keep her figure slim and graceful. You sit on the
floor with your legs stretched out in
front of you, a little apart. Raise both
arms at your sides to shoulder level.
Swing your body across and down until
your left hand touches your right foot.
Then sit up again, reverse the procedure, and touch your left foot with your
right hand. Don't move your arms, but
twist your body until your hand touches
your foot. It's quite difficult, but the
superfluous fat will practically melt
away while you work at it. Ten times
a morning is enough at first, but then
work up to twenty.
Penny Singleton's favorite method to
keep her waist and hips slim is none too
easy, either, for the girl who has let

Genuine

Panama
FIRST— USE NEW LOTION
TO MAKE EYES

br Vic,/, cwd
With a downward swoop to the hrim
— a pixie-like peak to the crown! A
hat as becoming to you as it is to
Barbara Read, lovely Universal
player pictured here — currently appearing in"The Crime of Dr. Hallel".

$595

ROXFORD
FIFTH

AVENUE

HATS
• NEW

YORK

At Leading Stores Everywhere
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Beauty Shop

(Continued from page 10)

CLEAR, WHITE,
6 LARGER LOOKING!
"T^vON'T forget the most important step
\~J in eye make-up . . . clear, white eyes,"
says Genevieve Tobin, popular film star.
Dull, tired eyes can ruin the effect of the
most careful eye make-up. That's why thousands begin eye make-up with two drops of
Eye-Gene, an eye specialist's formula. It
makes eyes that were reddened, veined,
dulled by late hours, reading, fatigue, exposure, so clear and sparkling white . . . and
therefore larger looking] Try Eye -Gene.
Double eye beauty! Purse size at all 5 and
10c stores. Economy size at all drug stores.

EYE-GENE

herself go. But it's wonderful to bring
yourself right back again. You lie flat
on the floor with your arms raised above
your head. Lift your body from the
waist, keeping your arms stretched high
and your legs flat on the floor. Then
swing your arms down and in back of
you, and make a determined effort to
touch your knees with your chin.
If your tummy's gotten flabby, the
sitting twist exercise should by all
means be included in your daily workout. Sit down on the floor with your

legs stretched out in front of you. L
your hands behind your head, with y ■
elbows pointed straight out to the sii
and swing your body to the left anc \
the right.
Pull your body over to
left as far as you can, straining ev
muscle to do so, and then to the rii
pulling
like work
mad. up Start
with fift'
times, then
to thirty.
Remember, though, you can't do tl
exercises slowly and lazily and exj
results. You've got to do them rapi
and put your heart and soul into il
well as your muscles. In other wo
give them everything you've got. ;
you'll be so proud of your new fig
that you'll take good care of it ft
now on.
Phyllis Brooks has an excellent \
of keeping her hips slim and her turn
flat. She takes a whole deck of ca
stands in the middle of her room, a
with a sweep of her arm, throws
whole deck in the air. Bending
body from the waist, keeping her kn
stiff, she picks up a card and sta
erect again. By the time she's pic:
up every card, she's bent her body ;
exercised her muscles fifty-two tin
and she keeps her figure in perfect sh
by just this exercise.
Maureen O'Sullivan calls her fav
ite workout the all-in-one exercise
cause it strengthens the stomach m
cles, reduces the waist and hips, anc
guaranteed to fill out those hollows
the neck. She feels that deep brea
ing is the secret behind all beauty ;
health, so this exercise incorporates t
too. Here's how it's done: Throw b
arms out at the sides level with
shoulders, take a d-e-e-p breath, be
the knees and go down to the grou
Then turn to the right and the left i
come up again. Hold your bre;
through the whole process, but don't
it in slow motion or you'll strangle
death.
Going in for sports will help k<
your figure in trim, too, and almost
the Hollywood stars have their favi
ites. Alice Faye bowls to keep her w;
slim, June Lang rides a bicycle ev<
day, and Joan Crawford walks a rr
each morning. Dancing, too, is spleni
for you, so make your boy friend U
movies.
you to a night club instead of to 1
If you do these exercises faithfu
every morning, not even letting one d
slip by, you'll find that your figi
faults will be all gone — you'll be as si
and graceful as any Hollywood si
whose fortune depends upon her k
and figure; and you'll be the envy
the other girls on the beach this sui

If you've gained weight all over j/c
body and would like a reducing diet
have an excellent one that I'll be gl
to send you upon request. Write
Carolyn Van Wyck, Photoplay Mag
zine, 7751 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywot
California. Be sure to enclose
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Seeing Hollywood and the Movies
with ELEANOR ROOSEVEL
— is the unusual treat PHOTOPLAY

offers its readers next

month! You'll be surprised — and the stars will, too — to
learn just what America's First Lady and her famous White
House family think about pictures and picture personalities

Next Month: A Great Movie Feature by ELEANOR ROOSEVEI

The True and Tender Story of Irene Dunne's
Daughter
(Continued from page 21)
JT isn't only the joy Irene and Doctor
Giriffin have with Missy that makes Irene
grateful; it's the way their life has
changed because she is there and theirs.
I "When you have a child you remain
nt home more," Irene says. "And although you thought your roots went
ieep before you, you find them now
striking deeper and deeper. Now that
we have Missy I can see how people
;,vith a family are less likely to be carried away by worldly things."
j Dozens of times Irene and Doctor
jriffin have crossed the continent between California and New York. But
!his last time, because Missy was with

them, they saw everything through new
eyes, her eyes. The pink mountains in
Arizona with the sun on them . . . the
Mississippi, which Missy learned to pronounce with the greatest of ease . . .
And, in New York, they discovered
Central Park all over again . . . the zoo
with the giraffe which is the most wonderful of animals, because Missy thinks
so . . . the pigeons that eat the peanuts
from her little white gloved hands. . . .
"Missy has given us so much," Irene
says, "that we'd like to give her a great
deal, too. And how can we do this, if
pride in herself."

(Continued from page 13)

bver again when I saw "The Adventures
bf Marco Polo" . . . there is a very expensive picture loaded with excellent
jictors, but they are all cast so terrifically to the types they always play that
\/ou know just how each scene has to
':ome out the moment it starts. . . .
J What I would do, in my pipe-dream
pasting, is to spot every actor in roles
i/ery different from those he has ever
blayed . . . just to fool the audience . . .
i^hich isn't a nutty idea at all . . . rejnember how we loved the change from
William Powell, the demon lover, to
[William Powell, the Thin Man husband{letective . . . and Myrna Loy from
shose silly vamps to the lovely human
laeing she is . . . and Carole Lombard
vnoving from straight romantic leads to
liigh comedy . . . and Gable as a hero
irather than a heavy . . . you see, I've
ceally got something there. . . .
1 LETTER

fn-Vimmm

above everything else, we don't give her

Close Ups and Long Shots
ngratiating personality ... it is such a
l-elief to see him being gay and smiling
ifter that long line of gloomy, betrayed
lusbands he has suffered with. . . .
1 One of my favorite pipe dreams is of
jjeing allowed to be casting director of
fi big studio for a day and mixing all
the casting up ... I had this dream all

Now-with the active
it NOURISHES Skin,too

her stardom she is equally determined
to develop another and personal life for
herself. . . .
Scrawled on the back of the photograph in her mad handwriting the message says: "We are really having a divine time, if aching from head to foot
can be called divine ... in these fairytale villages in perpetual Christmas
mood . . . it's incredible . . . we were
on our way to St. Christoph in a sleigh
to have lunch out in the sun when a
local photographer leapt out (a Tyrolean Fink) . . . we've canceled going to
Egypt because the snow has got us bad
. . . when the ski bug bites you it's
fatal" . . . the handsome gentleman in
the right foreground, Dr. Pressman,
Claudette's husband, told me about one
of their ski adventures ... he had gone
out early in the morning to negotiate a
difficult ski slide . . . which he did . . .
and, stopping at the foot of the long hill
to catch his breath, he noticed a tiny
figure silhouetted at the top against the
sky ... he watched her descend, making a marvelous job of it ... he thought
he'd tell Claudette about this graceful
girl . . . and then when she slid alongside it was Claudette herself . . . that's
the kind of fun those two have. . . .

from a Peoria theater owner

;ent to "The Hollywood Reporter," filmliom's trade paper, pleads for Hollywood
to drop its "broad A" accent and get
pack to simple stories . . . which is
l^vhat I have been crying for all
iilong. . . .

LISTENING

i This gentleman writes: "The characters in pictures are just simply getting
po fine . . . and if the actors and
actresses will only return to the talking
bf good, common, everyday American
(English, instead of that British dialect
jthey are all attempting to speak, we will
sell more tickets. . . ."

sing "Ave Maria" on the screen and
tried to work it into "San Francisco"
. . . the only trouble there was that
Woody Van Dyke was the director and
Woody likes things to move very rapidly . . . anyway, Jeanette did a recording of the song ... "I think it had better be a little faster, kid," said Woody
listening to the playback . . . they did

I HAT sleighful of people you see on
:;he first page features left center Miss
Claudette Colbert having herself a time
|>n a skiing vacation in the Italian Alps
', . . I know of no one in all Holly'wood who balances her private life and
;ier career quite so gracefully as Claudette .. . there is no slightest detail in
her pictures that does not concern her
! . . story, clothes, direction, leading
nen . . . she attacks the problem from
ill sides in the hope of getting constantly better pictures . . . she is the
only star I've ever known who, when
;he asks you about a performance, really
.wants to know ... is not simply giving
you a set-up for a compliment to herself . . . but as serious as she is about

tSl4lidd

to Jeanette MacDonald

*'Pond's new 'skin-vitamin* Vanishing Cream is good news for any girl
who goes in for sports as J do. A powder base that's not greasy and not
drying and that actually nourishes skin is almost too good to be true."

sing Gounod's exquisite "Ave Maria" in
"The Girl of the Golden West" reminded
me once more of one of our favorite
Hollywood yarns which Jeanette told
me herself . . . she has long wanted to

it again ... "I think it is a little bit
slow," said Mr. Van Dyke . . . they
re-recorded, faster, then re-recorded,
still faster . . . then once more ... by
this time Jeanette was practically
swinging it . . . "I think it still drags,"
said Woody ... it ended by Jeanette

Joamilla ^yiteraan

GLORIOUS days in the out-of-doors!
— Are you wondering what you
can do for that flaky skin?
This year you are doubly fortunate!
Pond's Vanishing Cream, always so
grand for flaky skin, is now a nourishing cream, too. It contains the active
"skin-vitamin" which especially helps
your body to build new tissue and aids
in keeping skin beautiful.
Now Pond's Vanishing Cream not only
melts tiny roughnesses off and holds your
powder. It is also nourishing your skin all
the time you have it on! Helping to make
it finer and lovelier, fresher!

singing "The Palms" which came out in
about the tempo for "Minnie the
Does not come oat in a "goo"
Moocher" . . . but Jeanette felt that
new Pond's "skin-vitamin" Vanishing
didn't matter so much as "The Palms" This
is a much more secular song than the Cream is never drying! ... It holds your
powder smooth and fresh ... It simply does
"Ave Maria" . . . the pace on "The
Girl" is so slow, however, that Mr. Gou- not come out on your skin in a "goo"!
nod's aria seems positively bustling in it
If you have ever said, "I just can't use
. . . nothing has moved as slowly as this vanishing cream," then you certainly want
film since the last pair of oxen crossed to try this new Pond's Vanishing Cream. It's
the Great Divide. . . .
Tune in on "THOSE

a triumph of modern science — a true nourishing cream — yet nothing greasy or heavy
about it. Pond's Vanishing Cream is light
and delicate in texture!
Put it on always before you powder. Again
after coming in from outdoors. And of course
for overnight after cleansing.
Same

jars, same labels, same

price

Now every jar of Pond's Vanishing Cream
you
buy contains
this will
new find
creamit in
with
vitamin"
in it. You
the "skinsame
jars, with the same labels, at the same price.
TEST IT IN
TREATMENTS

***

Pond's, Dept.

15-VT, Clinton, Conn.

Rush special tube of Pond's new "skin-vitamin" Vanishing Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with samples of
2 other Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and 5 different
shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10^ to cover
postage and packing.
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The Shadow

Stage

(Continued from page 53)
SAILING ALONG-GB
HIS is not Jessie Matthews' best picture. Something slipped! Not Jessie's
dancing, which was as graceful as ever;
not Roland Young's sly wit, which he
puts over with such a deprecating grin;
not Jack Whiting's singing, which was
the highlight of the picture. The whole
trouble is that the principals worked
too hard, and emerged as wooden characters in an English Horatio Alger story
of a tough little barge girl who becomes
the hit of London, and never, never
lets down her poorer pals of other days.
The tunes are delightful, but we still
wish that someone like Travis Banton
or Adrian could design some glad rags
for Jessie's cuteness.
BULLDOG

DRUMMOND'S

PERIL-Paramount

HIS time it's diamonds that lead to
murder and subsequently to Bulldog
Drummond's adventures. Interrupted
at his wedding, John Howard, as
Drummond, dashes off on the trial of
sinister Porter Hall, inventor. Louise
Campbell plays Drummond's fiancee,
John Barrymore is the unco-operative
Inspector, and Reginald Denny is Howard's man Friday. The cast have played
their parts so often that they're perfect
in their roles. It's excellent melodrama.

terest in the plight of women convicts
who need help rather than punishment.
Sally Eilers is the outstanding prisoner,
Louis Hayward the forward-thinking
psychiatrist who falls in love with her.
A new slant on a social problem.
PENROD'S DOUBLE TROUBLE-Warners
UIVE

Junior his dime and send him

off to Saturday matinee with clear conscience, ifthis film is playing. It's the
Mauch Twins again, with Warners' idea
of Penrod; the basic story of boys playing G-men and surprising everybody by
capturing the bandit is here twisted so
that the kids rescue their own leader.
Gene and Kathleen Lockhart are Penrod's new parents.
GOODBYE

BROADWAY-Universal

EVERYBODY is very nice and performs
excellently, but this slow, tired story of
a pair of outmoded vaudevillians who
buy a small-town hotel just doesn't get
anywhere. Alice Brady and Charles
Winninger are bright spots in a desert
of dullness. Tom Brown and Dorothea
Kent supply the romance. Tommy
Riggs, of radio fame, entertains with
his Betty Lou imitations. Jed Prouty
goes villainous.
MAID'S NIGHT OUT-RKO-Radio

ISLAND IN THE SKY-20th Century-Fox

GET RID OF HAIR
Feminine
loveliness
radiant, proud,
enticing
every woman's right
that
every man cherishes... but impossible if
there is even a single superfluous hair.
Men abhor hair on women
always
more noticeable to them than it is to you
...so why not eradicate this offender with
ZIP Epilator
easily, instantaneously
...ITS OFF because IT'S OUT!
ZIP destroys hair on the face, arms, legs and
body by gently eliminating it both above
and below the skin
prevents re-growth
of prickly stubble
and it is delightfully
fragrant. Be hair-free, care-free. Face the
summer with smart confidence
by
making your skin unblemished, silkensoft, alluring... with ZIP!
Now
for a limited time
with
every package of ZIP Epilator you receive alarge four ounce (quarter pint !)
bottle of BOUQUET JORDEAU, an
exquisitely refreshing fragrance
both for the price of one.

NIGHT club atop a skyscraper is the
locale for this murder mystery. Michael
Whalen, prosecuting attorney, and
Gloria Stuart, his fiancee, do the detecting with much dashing about, earnestness, and charm. Robert Kellard is the
wrongly accused youth; Paul Kelly, his
convict father. It's an amusing story,
exciting,cellent
and entertainment.
so well done that it's ex-

ITS an unpretentious little story, but
amusingly done. You'll enjoy Allan
Lane as the millionaire's son who drives
a milk truck, and Joan Fontaine as the
society girl who he thinks is a servant.
Complications to their romance are
caused by Hedda Hopper, Joan's financially embarrassed mother, and William
Brisbane, the rich fiance. There's a fight
in a night club, a police chase, and the
whole thing is really very funny.
THE FIRST HUNDRED

YEARS-M-G-M

MR. MOTO'S GAMBLE-20th Century-Fox
PlNCH-HITTING for Charlie Chan,
genial Mr. Moto — Peter Lorre, as ever
was — turns his talents to solving a murder that occurs in a prize-fight ring.
Into the fray enter crook fight managers, high-powered gamblers and expert double-crossers, but, with the aid
of Keye Luke, Mr. Chan's eager son,
Moto manages to solve the mystery.
Dick Baldwin and Lynn Bari furnish the
romance, and Maxie Rosenbloom the
comedy.

I HIS frothy little domestic comedy revolves around a quarrel over the question of their respective careers between
happily married Robert Montgomery and
Virginia Bruce. Their attempts to bluff
each other into surrender result in alimony to Montgomery, blundering interference by Warren William, Virginia's
partner, and by Alan Dinehart, attorney. Binnie Barnes makes a play for
Bob.
too. It's all very gay and adroitly
handled.

• THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN
M-G-M
Metro - gold w yn - mayer

WESTofficials

remarked to this reviewer that "The Girl
of the Golden West" was, they hoped,
the last of that studio's cycle of unfortunate pictures; Irving Thalberg's
loss, they explained, was still being felt.
Although the above judgment of this
film is true — it doesn't jell nor is it up
to the other Jeanette MacDonald-Nelson Eddy song fests — you nevertheless
should see it for its magnificent beauty.
Done in Technicolor, it presents California's best scenery at its best.
The loosely linked story, held together
by the fine singing of both stars, is a
fantasy in which Mr. Eddy is a kind of
Wild-West Robin Hood and Miss MacDonald a saloon owner. She meets the
bandit as she is journeying from her
hill home to Monterey, he falls in love,
pretends to be in the Governor's party,
and follows her. Later he traces her
to her home, learns about the saloon,
has a fight with Sheriff Walter Pidgeon
— who also yearns for gorgeous Jeanette
— and is wounded. Then comes the
famous scene from the David Belasco
play in which our heroine, knowing at
last the identity of her lover, gambles
for his life — and cheats.
Costumes apropos of the period — a
lusty era of padres and Indians and
gold fever — lend great glamour to the
production. Buddy Ebsen, H. B. Warner, Bill Cody, Jr., and others are neatly
fitted into the cast. Music includes
"Shadows on the Moon," "The Wind and
the Trees," "Who Are We To Say?" and
"Mariachi," all by the Romberg-Kahn
team.
• PORT OF SEVEN SEAS-M-G-M
UUT of the bedlam of slapstick, there
occasionally
emerges a picture so apclassify.
pealing, so honest it is difficult to
Such a picture is "Port of Seven
Seas"; a misleading title for this story
of unwedded love. Maureen O'Sullivan,
daughter of a French grocer has a child
by John Beal, a selfish young man who
leaves his sweetheart to roam the seven
seas. Frank Morgan marries Maureen
and, in the security of his love, she.
finds peace. The lover returns and attempts to win Maureen back. It is then
that Wallace Beery, father of Beal, turns
against his own son. Beery is outstanding in his simple crudity; the surprise,
however, is Frank Morgan, who forgets
his stammering stupidities to lend dignity and charm to his role of protector.

If your dealer can't supply you, send $ 1 .00
for this exceptional, limited offer.
Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Salon

Also, for those who use the Cream
ZiF* Depilatory Cream
A delightfully perfumed cream for removing unwanted hair. Three sizes.
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JUDGE HARDY'S CKILDREN-M-G-M
IHESE successful sequel pictures — "the
continued adventures of So-and-So's
family" — so carefully follow a designated
formula it is hard to comment on them
from any fresh viewpoint. We can only
record, with a small sigh, that here is
Judge Hardy again, this time in Washington with spies in the offing. Cecilia
Parker plays the daughter, Lewis Stone
the Judge, and Mickey Rooney is still
one of Hollywood's finest actors as
Hardy's son.
CONDEMNED

WOMEN-RKO-Radio

Surprisingly good is this newest in
the new bunch of prison stories. Grim
and pretty dreary, there's sustaining in-
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For seventeen years on the screen Warner Baxter has been able to make feminine hearts flutter. At Santa Anita, he obviously holds more interest for pretty
Virginia Walker than the horses. Watch this young player's star rise! Her amusing headgear suggests that all Spanish influence these days is not confined to war

(Continued

*30LD IS WHERE

YOU FIND IT— Warners

ased on the battle between farmers and miners
in'lie lowlands of California's Sacramento Valley,
tl; is rugged, gripping drama, its scenic beauties
eranced by Technicolor. George Brent, Olivia
dilavilland and Claude Rains are extremely comn, nt in their respective roles. Highly recommlded. (April)

^SOLDWYN FOLLIES, THE— Sam GoldwynUnited Artists
his incredibly beautiful musical has a dizzy
I s of Hollywood's original "no" girl (Andrea
Lis) and the producer whom nobody "noes"
Blphe Menjou). The "Follies" are glorified by
Bmcliine's lovely American ballet, Metropolitan
H''n Jepson's soprano, Phil Baker's wit, Charlie
y'jrthy's deadly sallies, the Ritz Brothers'
I ning, Ella Logan and Kenny Baker's tuneful
tung and the poignant music of George and Ira
Eh win — the whole wrapped in Technicolor. A
$;00,00n picture vou'll never forget.
(Feb.)

HAPPY

LANDING— 20th Century-Fox

ere are prime requisites for good cinema —
Btacle, fine music, comedy and, first and last,
Ha Henie on ice. The thin story concerns Cesar
Rhero's daillance with a little Norwegian who, of
;r,se, manages to become A-l skater of the world
Ull;r Don Ameche's tutelage. Hot swing by RayBitd Scott; Ethel Merman's voice; a ballet on ice
-fell! (April)

from

page

4)

ic LOVE AND

HISSES— 20th Century-Fox

LOVE, HONOR

AND

Walter Winchell and Ben Bernie return with
gusto to another battle of wits and half-wits and
music and gags, built around a foreign star, Simone
Simon, whose abilities each takes credit for. Much
hilarity goes on; the new Gordon and Revel tunes
are a delight; and Simone Simon shoplifts the
picture with her exceptional singing. Elegant.
(March)

BEHAVE-Warners

With the exception of Priscilla Lane's enthusiastic portrait of a modern wife's attempts to make
a man of her hubby and untie the usual motherin-law knots, this picture is uninspiring. Wayne
Morris is the mistaken young spouse, Mona Barrie
gives a superior performance.
(May)

• LOVE IS A HEADACHE— M-G-M
No longer forced to be an artificially wrinkled
hag, a lovely Gladys George finally comes to light.
Playing an actress bitten by the publicity bug, her
adoption of Mickey Rooney and Virginia Weidler
causes her best friend (Franchot Tone) to become
her severest critic. The acting is superfine.
{April)

• MAD

ABOUT

MUSIC— Universal

Don't think it is mere repetition when we say
that Durbin child has done it again — because she
has! Her lilting voice carries a tender story of a
neglected adolescent placed in a Swiss school by a
selfish actress mother. Deanna breaks the cocoon
with the friendly help of Herbert Marshall, and the
entire cast including Gail Patrick, Arthur Treacher,
Marcia(May)
Mae Jones and Bill Frawley is splendid.
Fly.

HWAII CALLS— RKO-Radio
;he reedy, sweet voice of small Bobby
Breen
I inates this saccharine travelogue to the Islands.
: Francisco wharf waif, Bobbie stows away,
x it - his police pursuers and aids Warren Hull in
fcfig a navy spy plot. Sourpuss Ned Sparks is
Betimes amusing and you will like "Down Where
tHTrade Winds Blow."
(May)

hH JUNGLE

LOVE— Paramount

OLLYWOOD

HOTEL— Warners

his is a potpourri of music and buffoonery put
m with abundant, but not too brilliant enthusiI by Dick Powell, the Lane Sisters, Lola and
R.emary, Louella Parsons and her radio clan, in:1 ing Frances Langford. The happiest contributes are Bennie Goodman's swing band, and
R mond Paige's arrangement of " Black Eyes."
Nfey fun. (March)

I'LL TAKE

ROMANCE— Columbia

race Moore's new romantic film with opera
Id is Iter best since "One Night of Love."
Gded by her domineering aunt, Helen Westley,
Gee tries monkey business to get out of a contt t, falls in love instead with impresario Melvyn
Liglas. Miss Moore sings both popular and
Iratic airs with vocal and physical appeal.
(/frch)

ilN OLD CHICAGO— 20th Century-Fox
of Mrs.
is God'sa gift
to
I ihe
ryllegend
Zanuck
who O'Leary's
has here cow
achieved
vivid
p!ure of Chicago's early days before the famous
■of 1871. The whole fighting clan of O'Learys,
ither Alice Brady, sons Don Ameche, Tyrone
P.-er and Tom Brown, live, love and learn in the
rrist of many colorful figures. The holocaust itself
i;[reath-taking, and the huge cast, including Alice
Fie and Andy Devine, superlative. Save your
pnies and go. (March)

I! ERNATIONAL
jry-Fox

SETTLEMENT

Again Joan Crawford is magnificently the shop
girl, who by beauty and brains overcomes a hideous
environment and an unfortunate marriage to blackmailer Alan Curtis, to emerge chin high to happiness
with Spencer Tracy. Joan looks stunning, does
some nice singing; Tracy is staunch support.
(March)

ir MAN-PROOF-M-G-M

jlligators. apes and aviators adventure around in
tl! latest meandering of Dorothy Lamour into the
I ic strip field. The aviators are Ray Milland and
Line Overman, the ape belongs to Dorothy, whom
! find in a jungle isle in the Pacific. The alliBrs have fun trying to eat everything in sight.
Dirt say we didn't warn you.
(May)

'H

ir MANNEQUIN— M-G-M

— 20th Cen-

Without the delicious humor of Myrna Loy this
would be a dull conversation piece about a young
emotionally uninvolved girl in love with a young
rake (Walter Pidgeon). When he marries Rosalind
Russell, Myrna sets out to get him back — with
astonishing results. Franchot Tone lurks in the
background.
A lulu because of Loy.
(March)

ir MERRILY

WE

LIVE— Hal Roach-M-G-M

Another of those mad hatter tea parties the
studios have been throwing us these days — this is
one of the funnier ones. It has to do with a rich
giddy mother (Billie Burke) who likes to befriend
tramps, daughter (Connie Bennett) who likes
tramping too, Brian Aherne who plays hobo for a
day, and Alan Mowbray, the buttlingest butler
ever. Better go. (May)

MY OLD KENTUCKY

ir OF HUMAN

TORONTO

LONDON

ir PARADISE

Again the classic American brat returns to
delight the children and amuse their elders. This
time, there are two of them, the Mauch Twins who
organize as young G-men, tangle with real gangsters. Preposterous and sentimental, but peanuts
for small-town audiences.
(April)

AND HIS TWIN BROTHER— Warners

FOR ROMANCE— Universal

A slow-moving story of romance on the run.
Henry Hunter, embezzler, deserts his sweetheart,
flees to Wendy Barrie, a young doctor in Budapest,
for .protection from Detective Robert Kent, out to
get his man. Guess who falls in love with whom?
You're right. (March)

CITY REVELS-RKO-Radio

Hollywood has put out another musical and this
is it. There is a lot of good music, some nice dancing
and no story. Kenny Baker croons, Bob Burns
bazookas, Jack Oakie romps airily about, and
there's a to-do about an Ozark hillbilly who composes songs in his sleep. Jane Froman and other
ether favorites do their stuff.
(May)

the

AMSTERDAM

HAVANA

7\

FOR THREE— M-G-M

Bette Davis' best performance — in one of the
ht pictures of the year. Beating the gun on
lone With the Wind," Director William Wyler
I moulded a brilliant, shocking story of a Louisia flirt's consuming passion for one of her
■them kinsmen. The yellow fever epidemic of
113 is absorbing background. Miss Davis, Henry
Ijida, George Brent and Richard Cromwell cont.nite glittering performances.
(May)

RANGERS
duction

BUDAPEST

SEE TRIAL
BELOW

NEW

TWIST

ROUNDUP,

THE— Stan Laurel Pro-

Another singing troubador of the plains rides into
public eye in this unpretentious but clever
(Continued on page 96)

sible, departrespon
and years,
nurses,
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PENITENTIARY— Columbia

ir RADIO

2.50 4.50 15.

HEARTS-M-G-M

Frank Morgan, Mary Astor, Edna May Oliver,
Florence Rice and Robert Young are the funmakers in this hilarious tale of a wealthy old duck
with a roving eye who goes vacationing incognito in
the Alps. You'd better see this picture to find out
what happens then. The direction is as smart as
the dialogue.
(April)

PRESCRIPTION

/a

emey

BE THE WEIGHT
YOU WISH

Beautifully directed by Clarence Brown, this
gentle, sincere picture is serious cinema at its best.
Against a Civil War background, it tells the story
of the heroic sacrifices of a poverty-stricken
pioneer minister's family to subsidize their son who
becomes a famous surgeon. Beulah Bondi, Walter
Huston, Jimmy Stewart, the whole cast deserve
enormous credit. Don't fail to see this. (April)

PENROD

kimewhere between the newsreel and the main
iture you will watch Sally Eilers getting into
Iful trouble— and romance— because of her sister.
[is one, already married to Joseph Schildkraut,
i s tight, marries Neil Hamilton. Sally does a good
'nedy job and Marcia Mae Jones is really very
ny. (March)

PARIS

singers. There's
a to-do factory
over theandcentennial
of the
founding
of a molasses
a domineering
matriarch's
attempts
to
run
the
love
life
of
Evelyn
Venable.
Molasses from start to finish.
(April)

-JJEZEBEL— Warners

DY BEHAVE— Republic

YORK

HOME-Monogram

Here is a vivid commentary on convict psychology, though you might find it a bit on the somber
side. When District Attorney Walter Connolly
sends John Howard to jail and later attempts to
help him out, he finds Howard prefers to live by a
new found prison code. Jean Parker is the love
interest.
(May)

probably for
gathered,
a courtroom
furi Is
irs you've
the background
this mild
effort. When
I ir Kent Taylor refuses to find a prisoner guilty
i the face of overwhelming evidence, Fay Wray
f;S busy, uncovers some monkey business. Nan
<-y, Samuel Hind~ and Jane Darwell complete the
1 1. Don't break any blood vessels getting to this.
1 ay)

NEW

H I P \ I I

The sole reason for seeing this setup south of the
Mason Dixon is the Hall Johnson Choir of colored

•hanghai, during the air raids, is the breathing backdrop for speedy action and sinister int|ue. George Sanders finds himself a pistol target
■spies; Dolores Del Rio finally foils the villains.
Ik Baldwin and June Lang furnish the secondary
riiance. (April)

vRY'S SECRET, THE— Universal

/■;, H I C II 4 R l>

high in energy, but low in fatforming calories. Taken once
or twice a day in place of a

Here's

an

innovation

to change

whole outlook on that matter of "tweezing." An eyebrow
tweezer with scissor-handles! Ingeniously curved to let you see
what you're doing! Twissors,
made by Kurlash, costs only 25
your

cents. ... So why
fashioned kind!

use

the old-

what shades of eye makeup are becoming to you — how to
apply them skilfully! Send your
name, address and coloring to
Learn

Jane Heath, Dept. 6-A; receive —
free — a personal color-chart and
full instructions in eye makeup!
THE

KURLASH COMPANY,
Rochester, New York
3
Toronto,
Canada:

Inc.

weight-building meal. Satisfies hunger and contains more
vital energy than a fattening
dinner . . . and because it
makes no fat, weight just
naturally goes down, and the
figure becomes a symphony
of lovely curvesin firm, sound,
fatless flesh! 30 days supply, SI
ent stores.
departm
at leading
. Guaran
teed /!
e counters
Toiletri
to contain NO DRUGS — NO /
Economical
LAXATIVES.
too! It actually costs much
less than the meal it replaces. ,;
Fits figures to fashion.

fi— >••"

Hollywood
STARDOM'S
D I E T A D E
FOR ONE
WEEK'S TRIAL
HOLLYWOOD SENDDIET
CORP..
445 N. LaSalle St., Dept. 22, Chicago, 111.
□ 25c enclosed.
SendDietade
a one with
week instructions
package of postStardom's Hollywood
paid in plain wrapper. Also free booklet on figure
control.
$1 enclosed.
Send 30 days' supply postpaid.
(Xante
-ill/ ....
...

□

.4 ddress .
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Now

Charming Young Star
Featured in Columbia Pictures
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fashions on page & 66 and 68 of the Fasliion Section in this issue
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Her Lovely Clothes
at Columbia Studios are
Mothproofed with LARVEX
YOUR clothes are just as important to you.
So, spray with Larvex as movie stars do
and forget your moth worries.
Moths starve to death .on Larvex-sp rayed
fabrics. That's why a thorough spraying with
Larvex is the safeguard advised by scientists
and used in famous movie studios.
Larvex is odorless, stainless and one spraying mothproofs for a whole year. The new
Larvex continuous sprayer makes it easier to
apply. An extra-easy way is to use your vacuum
cleaner sprayer.
Larvex is economical, too. One suit of clothes
costs less than 17c to mothproof when
Larvex is bought by the gallon.

IT APPEARS

^ave* LARVEX

ON

CLOTHES,

BLANKETS, FURNITURE AND
RUGS WHICH
MOTHPROOFED

HAVE BEEN
WITH

LARVEX

nnn;n;Ml;l:Wll
/
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the hair
hair permanently,
safely, priRemove vately atthe
permanently-,
home, following:
simple saleiv,
directions
with proper care. The Mahler Method positively
prevents
the
hair
from
growing1
again. The delightful relief will bring
hapi tness, freedom of mind and greater success. Backed by 45 years of successful use
all over the world. Also used by professionals. Send 6c in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet. "How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D. J. Mahler
Co., Dept. 57F, Providence, R. I.

Boulder
Canon
City
Colorado
Springs
16th
St.. Denver
Fort Collins
Greeley
Pueblo
Tnn.dad

110

Bridgeport
Hartford
Menden
New
London
St., Norwich
Stamford
Winsted

Main

DELAWARE
Kennard

Pyle

Wilmington
DISTRICT

Mrs.

Florence

Forrest

OF

COLUMBIA

Klein.. 121

"B"

FLORIDA

Napi A. Akras
Dreka's
Dept. Store
M. Flossie
Hill
Purcells
L. A. Cherry
Rheinauer's
Sam's
Style
Shop
J. S. Miller
jLinden's
Ernest Ma'as, Inc

St.,

Washington

Daytona

Beach
De Land
Fort Meyers
Jacksonv.lle
Miami
Beach
Ocala
Pensacola
St. Petersburg
Tallahassee
Tampa

GEORGIA

Michael
Bros
J. B. White
Co
Turners
Shoppe
Kiralfy & Co.
Smith
Roberts
Co
H. S. Wooding
The Friedlander
Corp
J.
Kuttner
Cohen
Bros

Athens
Augusta
Bainbritfge
Columbus
Griffin
La Grange
Moultrte
Rome
West
Point

IDAHO
Brookover's
Brattons
David's
Fargo
Wilson
Vogue

Boise
Lewiston
Moscow
Pocatello
Twin Falls

Wells

Fellner
Ratheim
Carson
Pirie Scott
W. H. Roland
W.
H. Carpenter
Fashion
Shop
Field's
Myron's
G. B. Blakely
Morton's
Apoarel
Shoo
Wm.
Y. Gilmore & Son
Kleh
Owens.
Inc
W. H. Roland
Sam
Arsht

ILLINOIS

Belleville
Chicago
Bloom. ngton
Champaign
Danville
Decatur
Harnsburg
La Salle
Mt. Vernon
Oak Park
West

Rockford
. Peor
Springfield
Frankfort

INDIANA
Morton
Roth
A. E. Leiter
Salm
Bros
S. M. G. Operating
H . Gordon
& Sons
The
Mode
Loeb & Hene
Alice
Phillips
Shoppe
Ball

Anderson
Connersville
Evansville
Fort Wayne
Gary
Kendallville
Lafayette
Marion
. Peru
ceton

Stores.
D. G. ' CO.
IOWA

Klein's
The
Killian
Co.. .
The
Bee Hive
Norman
Cassidy
La Parisian
Sullivan
& Auwerda
The Merkel
Co
Davidson
Bros. Co.

Burlington
Cedar
Rapids
Davenport
Des Moines
Dubuque
Keokuk
Mason
City
Sioux
City
KANSAS

Frohlich
Style Shop
Stiefel Store Co
Nightingale's
Stewart
D. G. Co
Lewin's
Fashion
Shop

Pittsburg
Saima
Topeka
Wellington
Wichita
KENTUCKY

Lyda
Ellis
H. G. Lewis
The
Vogue
Levy's

.Ashland
Lexington
Louisville
Madisonville
Owensboro

Co
&. Co

LOUISIANA

Wellans
Parisian
Shop
La Parisienne.
Inc
New Palais Royal
Barham
& Richards
The
Hub
(J. Weill)
Hearne
D. G. Co

Alexandria
Crowley
Lafayette
Lake Charles
Marksville
New
Iberia
Shreveport

MAINE
Chernowsky's
B. Peck Co
Smiley's

Augusta
Lewistown
Portland
MASSACHUSETTS

bo- (Suudilif ■zSmh -dJWERCOLIZEMREAM
Make your skin young looking. Flake off the stale,
surface skin. Reveal the clear, beautiful underskin
by using Mercolized Wax Cream regularly. Give
your skin the combined benefits of cleansing, clearing, softening, smoothing and beautifying in every
application of this single cream. Mercolized Wax
Cream brings out the hidden beauty of the skin.

Use Saxolite Astringent Daily

'T'HIS tingling, antiseptic astringent is delight■*■ fully refreshing and helpful. Dissolve Saxolite
in one-half pint witch hazel and apply.

Try Phelaetine Depilatory

For quickly removing superfluous hair from face.
Sold at cosmetic counters everywhere.
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Chandlers
Edith
Goodell
Peck's
New
York
Specialty
Griffins
Cherry
& Webb
Bon Marche
Goddard
Bros
Hardwick,
Inc
Cherry
& Co..
Inc
McCraw
& Tatro
McCallums
England
Bros
Evelyn Jenny
...
Baxtons
Richardson

Shops

MARYLAND
Style

Shop

Boston
Cambridge
Fa"
River
Haverhill
Holyoke
Lawrence
Lowel I
Lynn
Maiden
New
Bedford
No.
Adams
Northampton
Pittsfield
Wollaston
Baltimore
Cambridge

MICHIGAN
Elizabeth
Dillon
L. W.
Robinson
Demeryv| & Co
The
Vogue
Paul Steketee
&
Jeanne's
Shoooe
O'Donnell,
Inc
Fred Mahoney

Ann
Battle

Co
Sons

Spn

Lahey's.
Inc
D. M. Christian
Co
Rosenthal
Blumrosen
J. B. Sperry
Co
The Grace
Shop

Co

- .

Arbor
Creek
Detroit
Flint
Grand
Rapids
Holland
Ironwood
Kalamazoo
. Lan
Muskegon
Owosso
Ponfac
Port Huron
St. Joseph

MINNESOTA
Stevenson's
...
M. C. Albenberg

Albert

Lea
Duluth

Brookhaven
Clarksdale
Columbus
Greenwood
Jackson
Laurel
Meridian
Tupelo

MISSOURI

Bartel's Merc. Co. . .
John Taylor D. G. C<
Huff & Davidson . . .
Tansil Grantages - .
Mr.
R. M. Johnston .
A. J. Einbender
T. W. Garland.
Inc
C. W. Flower
D. G.
Heer
Stores
Foster's

City
CapeKansas
Girardeau

2102

S.

10th

Co

Kirksville
LaMoberly
Plata
St.. St.St. Charles
Joseph
St. Louis
Sedaha
Springfield
Warrensburg

MONTANA
The
Gregory
Shoo
Riddles
Sullivan's
Inc.
F. A.
Buttrey
Fligelmans
N. Y. D.

COLORADO
Albert
Kahn.
Inc
The
Duff-Moyle
Co
Hat & Dress Studio
Mortons
Julians
J. V. Smith
& Son
Crews
Beggs
Co
H. Moses
& Son

MISSISSIPPI

G. Co
NEW JERSEY

Hamburger's
Morris's
Casper
Cheren
Meyer
Bros
Rosenbaum
Bros
Lillian
Charm
A. Hoithausen
.... Alice
Kind

Billings
Bozeman
Great
Falls
Havre
Helena
Atlantic
City
Newark
Passaic
Paterson
Plainfield
Trenton
Union
City
Westfield

NEW
YORK
The
Fashion
Shop
Albany
Holzheimer
& Shaul
Amsterdam
Jer-Mays
30-44
Steinway
Ave., Astoria,
L. I.
Hills. McLean
& Haskins
Binghamton
'
Irette Shop
94S
Flatbush
Ave., Brooklyn
;
J. N. Adam Co
Buffalo
Ann Callan
Chatham
Stemen's
Cortland
Hazel
Murphy
.
Elmira
Modern
Dress
Shop
Endicott
Bernstein's. . . .136-39
Roosevelt
Ave.,
Flushing.
L. I.
L & C Coat. Suit & Dress Co
Hornell
Rothschild
Bros
Ithaca
The
Bon Ton
165th
St.. Jamaica,
L. I.
La Mode
Jamestown
Hall's Fashion
Lockport
John
Schoonmaker's
Newburgh
The
Kinter Co
Olean
Lynch
Robertson
Penn
Yan
Helen
Wright
Poughkeepsie
J. E. Thompson
Co
Rochester
Phil.
G. Horowitz
Schenectady
La Chalfonte
Syracuse
Wm.
H. Frear Co
Troy
Linen
Shop
Utica
Pauline
Davis
Dress
Shop
•
74 Mamaroneck
Ave.,
White
Plains
NORTH
Riff's
Dept.
Store
M. V. Moore
& Co
B. A. Sellars
& Sons
Brook's
Ellis Stone & Co
Fleishman's
Big Store
Neil Joseph
-Ellis Stone
Co
Brook's
Dave
Ostreicher
Mrs.
Hayes
Shop
Ramsay
Bowles
Co
W. S. Clark & Sons.
The
Julia
Anchor
Stores
Sgutt's

Store

for

CAROLINA

NORTH
DAKOTA
Women OHIO

The M. O'Neill
Co
C. C Crawford
Melvin
Goldstein
Harry
E. Rosenberg
W. M. Norvell's
Stearns
Roberts
Cloak
& Suit
Go den s
B. Fienberg
D. M. Ogilvie
Simon's
C. P. Wiseman
Co
R. T. Gregg
& Co
Golstein
Sons
Inc
Golden
Russell
Co
Goldstein
Sons.
Inc
J. S. Ringwalt
John
J. Carroll
Marting
Bros
R. S. McCulloch ....
The Wm.
S. Frankel
Co
Cooper
Kline
Co
Laceys
Bechtel's
G. M. McKelvey
Co
H. Weber & Son

Albemarle
Asheville
Burlington
Charlotte
Durham
Fayetteville
Goldsboro
. Greensboro
Raleigh
Salisbury
Southern
Pines
Statesville
Tarboro
Wilmington
Winston
Salem
Minot
Akron
All lance
Ashtabula
Cambridge
Chillicothe
Cleveland
Columbus
Coshocton
Dover
E. Liverpool
Findlay
Lancaster
Lima
Lorain
Mansfield
Marietta
Mt.
Vernon
Newark
Portsmouth
Salem
Sandusky
Steubenville
Wilmington
Wooster
YoungstOwn
Zanesville

OKLAHOMA

Henry
Baum
Dixie
Store
(Levine
& Miller)
Lowenhaupt
Levine & Miller
Goldberg.
Joseph
Calhour.
Dry Goods Co
Stewart
Lucky
Frohlich's
Style Shop
Mammoth
Dept. Store

Ardmore
Duncan
Enid
Lawton
McAlester
Muskogee
- Okmulgee
Ponca
City
Shawnee

OREGON
Milady's
Chas.
F.

Shop
Berg

Salem
Portland

Co

PENNSYLVANIA
H. Leh & Co
Simmonds
Cabot
Shop
Berkman's
F. P. Pursel
Rose
E. Kreinson
Eleanore
Marshall
J. M. Jaffee
Weinberg
Bros
Wm.
Brady
Grollman
Bros
Belmont Shop
Brien
Smith
& Royer
Feller's
P. Deisioth's
Sons
Robbins
Shop
M. Grimison
Brody
Bros
Penn
Traffic Co
Ladies
Bazaar
Kutzmans
Florence
Wise
Strauss
Hirshberg
Co
Silverman's
Edwards
Bros.,
Inc
Boyd
Shop
1734 Chestnut
McCreery
& Co
Croll
& Keck
Blum
Bros
Maude Jane Shop
Sharon
Store
Ohrbach-3enkaim
Stores
Polly Jane
Shop.
Fehr's
Kaufman
Dept. Store
Mayer's
Fashion
Shop
Russell
L. Shepler
Fowler,
Dick & Walker
Brozman's
RHODE
ISLAND
Jean's.
Inc
Avedon's
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Gallant
Belk
Furchgotts
Meyers
Arnold
Co
Carpenters
August
W. Smith

Allentown
Altoona
Ardmore
Beaver
Falls
Bloomsburg
Bradford
Brockway
Butler
Chester
Clearfield
Easton
Erie
Greensburg
Harrisburg
Hazelton
Homestead
Huntingdon
Indiana
Johnstown
Lewistown
McKeesport
Mt. Carmel
New
Castle
New
Kensington
Oil City
St.. Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Reading
Scranton
Shamokin
Sharon
Shenandoah
Somerset
Sunbury
Uniontown
Upper
Darby
Vandergriff
Wilkes
Barre
Williamsport
Providence
Woonsocket
Anderson
Florence
Greenville
Newberry
Spartanburg

GLORIFy

yOUR

PURE EGYPTIAN

EyES

MASCARA

• Express your heart's desires — more eloquently than your lips dare — with eyes made
large and mysterious by AZIZA — famous,
hand-made, pure Egyptian Mascara. 5 glamorous colors. Will not smudge or run. Waterproof. Non-irritating. Curls, darkens, beautifies
lashes. Romanticizes color, depth, and expression of eyes. Imported. SI. 50 at leading shops,

**' t^lML

CpcriAl

For a limited time only

50c TRIAL SIZE

To introduce AZIZA we now offer a special trial size,
with eyelash Chatain
brush for(Chestnut),
50c. Specifyor shade:.BIack,Blne'
Blue-Black,
Brown— and send
50c in stamps or coin. AZIZA — 9 E. 38 ST., N. Y. C

HAIR KILLED FOREVE
KILLED PERMANENTLY
From face or body without harm
k to skin, tions.byOur electrolysis
following easy
direc-is
device
used to
by kill
physicians
and isor jruarani refunded.
teed
hair forever
Your
electric
:. Only SI. 95 coi
CAN FIELD

ELECTROLYSIS
i or c.o.n.CO

aara

1 1-B 2675
Broad*■
plus
postage.

Jhe Best Remedy
/s Made at Home
"VOTJ can now make at home
•*- a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following
this simple recipe: To half pint
of water add one ounce bay
rum, a small box of Barbo
Compound and one - fourth
ounce of glycerine. Any draggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself at
very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained. Barbo imparts
color to streaked, faded or gray hair, makes it soft
and glossy and takes years off your 'ooks. It will
not color the scalp, is not sticky or gTeasy and does
not rub off. Do not be handicapped by gray hair
when it is so easy to get rid of it in your own home.

WAKE YOUR
UP
Without Calomel —
And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the

LIVER
B"-E

Morning
Go out two pounds of liquid
The liverRarin'
should topour
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your Gas
food bloats
doesn'tup digest.
It just decays
in the
bowels.
your stomach.
You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It
thosetwogood,
old Carter's
Little Liver
to takes
get these
pounds
of bile flowing
freely Pills
and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.

BEAUTY SECRETS
REVEALED
Sylvia of Hollywood has put all
her beauty secrets between the
covers of a book. In No More
Alibis you will find all of the treatments and methods which have
made her a power in Hollywood.
You will find out how to reduce fat
from the hips, abdomen, breasts,
arms, legs and ankles. You will
learn how to acquire a firm lovely
face, beautiful hands and feet and
myriads of other Hollywood beauty
secrets.
Only SI. 00 postpaid.

Macfadden

Book Co., Inc.

TENNESSEE
Pickett's
Anderson
Bros. &
Style Shop
Nathan's
Fuller & Hillman

0 .-

Foster

Chattanooga
Columbus
Dyersberg
Jackson
Kingsport

Dept. P6
205 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Dni hi

&

VarneM

Knoxville
Murfreesboro
Nashville

Co

,le.eves/Ae tsfcivcvite" /

Campbells
Ma
Co.
,
E. M. Scarborough
White
House
Dry Goods
Garner Alvis Co
The
Smart
Shop
M. Lichtenstein
& Son
Monnig's
Brasher & Jones
Reeds
Wolfersteins,
Inc
The
Vogue
Ladies
Supply
Co
Arthur Caddel
Hemphill
Wells
Carl's
Jorinke's
Cawthons
Georgianna
Shoppc

Co

3222

Abilene
Amarillo
Austin
Beaumont
. Brownwood
Bryan
Corpus
Christi
Fort Worth
Harlinger
Henderson
Main St., Houston
Kerrville
McAllen
Paris
San Angelo
Sun Antonio
Victoria
Waco
Wichita
Falls

UTAH

Shirley
Mac Shop
Wolfer's
Coat & Suit
2. C. M. I

31

Main,

Logan
Ogden
Lake City

Salt

ROXFORD

H. S.

Barre
Burlington
VIRGINIA

Pauline
Shop
Jos. Ney & Sons Co
La Vogue Shoppe
A. Berson
S, H. Heironimus
Ballard
& Smith

Chase
City
Harrisonburg
Newport
News
Portsmouth
Roanoke
Suffolk

WASHINGTON
Mallahan's
C. C. Chaffee
MacDougall
Southwick
Lumberman's
Merc.
Co
Spokane
Dry Goods Co
Frank
M. Skinner Co.
A. M. Jensen
Co
Barnes
Woodin
Co

leaa
iJcwicitc
BY
Genuine

BYRON

Panama — off to a "head

start" for Summer. Wear it saucy
Breton-fashion — just as it's shown
in this photograph of Dorothea
Kent, who enacts the ingenue role in
Universal's "Goodbye,

Broadway".

Bellingham
Everett
Seattle
. Shelton
Spokane
Tacoma
Walla
Walla
Yakima

WEST
VIRGINIA
Coyle
& Richardson
Watts
Sartor
& Lear
J. M. Hartley & Son Co
Anderson
McComb
Co
Goldstein
Sons,
Inc
The Vogue
Nobby's
WISCONSIN
Stevenson's
Nan
Sommers.
Inc
Cinderella
Shop
E. F. Bretz
Benj.
Rosenberg
& C0....HOI
Mitchell
Frank
Stein & Co
Hill Bros
Stack
& Co
FOREIGN

Curtis,
Ltd
P. Guisti & Co
Maison
Doree .

Charleston
Clarksburg
Fairmont
Huntington
Parkersburg
Welch
Williamson
. . Eau Claire
. - .Green
Bay
Madison
Milwaukee
St.. Milwaukee
Oshkosh
Sheboygan
Superior

Honolulu,
T. H.
San Juan, Porto Rico
Mexico City, D. F.

White

BYRON
FIFTH

AVENUE

HATS
• NEW

YORK

At Smart Sliops Everywhere

PHOTOPLAY HOLLYWOOD
HAT FASHIONS
HOLLYWOOD

MODES—

1938

ARIZONA
Rubin

Shop

Tucson
ARKANSAS

Eugenie

I. Frank

Little Rock
CALIFORNIA

The May
Hastings
O'Connor

Co

Los

Moflatt

Co

San

Angeles
Oakland
Francisco

INDIANA
Helman's

New Albany
IOWA

Dawson's
The James
Hearne

Co

Fort Dodge
Waterloo

LOUISIANA
Goods Co
MINNESOTA

Shreveport

Black

Dry

Dry

Goods

Steele's

Duluth

Nelms &

MISSISSIPPI

Blum

MISSOURI
Stix, Baer &. Fuller Co
J. B.

Wilson

Neitnercutt

NEW

JERSEY

NEW
Shop

MEXICO

Co
Dress

NORTH

Rose Shop

Greenville
St.

Louis

Trenton
Hobbs

DAKOTA

Fargo

OHIO

A

VISIT to the Copley-Plaza
means the hest in gracious
living. The luxury of fine appointments. Adistinguished setting. Service that is as efficient
as it is unobtrusive. If you wish
to know Boston at its hest, come
to the Copley-Plaza. You will
appreciate the traditions of good
living which mark the background to which you are accustomed.
Spacious rooms, charmingly
from S4.00

furnished,

The May Company
Ferris Millinery
Durnil
The

Dry
Hub,

Director

Muskogee
Marshfleld

PENNSYLVANIA
Brett's
Patsy-Anne Shop
Leinbach
Gallant Belk
Cabaniss Co

Co

Altoona
Easton
Lancaster
SOUTH

CAROLINA

TENNESSEE
Kate Rice Hat Shop
Anderson Bros. & Foster
B. Lowenstein Co
Cain Sloan

Anderson
Columbia
Chattanooga
Columbia
Memphis
Nashville

TEXAS
Kitty Kerrigan's
Bettis
Sc Sturges Mill'y
Albert M. Fisher Co
Lichtenstein Sons
Mrs. Kate Smalley
Battelstein's
Parisian Hat Shop
The Vogue

Amarillo
Ballinger
Big Spring
Corpus Christi
Corsicana
Houston
Paris
San Antonio

The Fashion Bazaar

COPLEY-PLAZA
Boston

Arthur L. Race, Managing

Cleveland
Youngstown

OKLAHOMA
Goods Company
OREGON
Inc

Sage- Allen
Dorothy's
Millinery

Belk Leggett
Rice's
Bon

Marche

Co

Danville
Norfolk
WASHINGTON
WEST

Grayce Shop

Francisco
Hartford
Stamford

Braunstein's
The

Wilmington

DISTRICT
Hecht Company

OF

COLUMBIA

A Woman"

Washington
FLORIDA

Nordell's
The Smart Shop
Goodwyn
Mitchell
The Sport Shop
A. C. Cobb Co
Florence's, Inc
Marnez Shop
C. C. Varnedoe

GEORGIA

Wolf

&. Co

INDIANA

&. Dessauer

Miami
Panama City
St. Petersburg
Sarasota
Cedartown
Marietta
Savannah
Valdosta
Fort Wayne

ILLINOIS
H ollywood Shops
Emporium
. .
S. A. Barker Co
The Tilden
Fishgall's

IOWA

Store
KANSAS

Wiley's
Ackei man's
Kimball's
Wiegner's
Allen W. Hinkel Co.

Benton
Jacksonville
Springfield
Ames
Sioux City
Hutchinson
Lawrence
Newton
Salina
Wichita

KENTUCKY
Simond's
The Smart Shop

Louisville
Winchester
LOUISIANA

Rosenfield. D. G
Nancy H at Shop

MAINE

Chernowski's
Owen Moore Co

Baton Rouge
Shreveport
Augusta
Portland

Emory Brown

Waterville
MARYLAND

Fleisher's

MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA

Stevenson's Store
Stevenson's Store
Stevenson's Store

Hagerstown
Ann

Arbor

Mankato
Rochester
Winona
MISSISSIPPI

Natchez

Dept.

Store

Doyle's
Scruggs,

Vandervoort & Carney

Natchez
Cape Girardeau
St. Louis

NEBRASKA

Nebraska Clo. Co

NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK

Tanney Milly

Lu Nette Shop
Fowler, Dick & Walker
Flint & Kent
The Cornish Shop
Kayle Hat Shoppe, Inc
Hirshey Milly
Boeckel Shop
NORTH
J. B. Ivey Co
Eloise Shop
NORTH
Rose Shop
Stevenson's Store
Rose Shop

Omaha
Hackensack
Auburn
Binghamton
Buffalo
Elmira
Freeport
Oneonta
Poughkeepsie

CAROLINA

Charlotte
Morgantown

RESJ YOUR EYES!
Clear eyes mean lovely eyes
Don't let your eyes get tired
exposure to the sun, wind
light. You can never look
when your eyes are red or

from overor glaring
your best
squinting.

Take this simple precaution: wear
SOLAREX dark lens goggles whenever
you face the wind or harsh light. Their
darker lenses are scientifically treated to
shut out 94% of the sun's harmful
infra-red rays, without distorting natural colors. They're soothing to your
eyes, flattering with any costume —
the smart beauty habit that so many
Hollywood stars have adopted. Ask
for them by name : SOLAREX
country's beauty goggles.
SOLAREX

— the

dark lens goggles are

sold by better drug stores everywhere.
Frames available in many styles and
colors, priced from 50c to $2.50. Case
and polishing cloth free with most
modeh. Made by bac.hmann Bros,
inc., Philadelphia, established 1833.

DAKOTA
Bismarck
Fargo
Grand Forks
OHIO

Halle Bros
Halle Bros
Mabley &. Carew
Gail Gassman
Shoo
Shoppe..'.
J.Irene
W. Hat
Brown
Store
The Hub

Canton
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Findlay
Lima
Piqua
Steubenville

OKLAHOMA
Moore's
The

Wewoka
OREGON

Paris

PENNSYLVANIA
Vanity Fair Hat Shop
Weinberg's
Nathan's, Inc
The Hat Shop
Bowman &. Co
Gimbel
Bros
Capitol Hat Shoppe
G. H. Bailes Co
Holtwanger's
Barron Bros
Collen's Hat
Barron Bros

SOUTH
SOUTH

DAKOTA

TENNESSEE

Phil A. Halle Co
Morgan Verhine

TEXAS

Ernest Grissom's
Sanger Bros
La Mode Shop
La Mode Dress Shop
Joske Bros
Abernathy, Clarkson,
The Grey Shoppe
Ames Brownley
Geo. T. Home Co
Graham

CAROLINA

Shop

Milly

VERMONT
Wright
VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON
WEST

Stevenson's Store
Helen V. Butzler
Schmidt's

Charleston

The Stuart Shop
Grayce Allen

The

Dalles

Bethlehem
Chester
Chambersburg
Ellwood City
Harrisburg
Philadelphia
Washington
Anderson
Columbia
Mitchell
Pierre
City

Rapid

Here is how to help keep skinirritating poisons from your blood

Abilene
Dallas
Kilgore
Mt. Pleasant
San Antonio

Don't let repulsive-looking hickies rob you
of charm . . . ruin your chances for friendship
and affection . . . spoil your good times. Find
out what the trouble may be, and take steps
to correct it.

Burlington
St. Johnsbury
Norfolk
Roanoke
Tacoma
Beckley
Charleston

WISCONSIN
WYOMING

ROMANCE WRECKED
BY UGLY PIMPLES?

Memphis
Union City

VIRGINIA

Mary V. Conway
Diamond

Seattle

VIRGINIA

featured
in theys
"The
re's Alwa
Columbia picture

DELAWARE

Waco

VIRGINIA

Illustrated folder on request

The

San

MARY ASTOR

CONNECTICUT

MISSOURI

BYRON
Gertude

LUXURY WITHOUT
EXTRAVAGANCE

Helena

CALIFORNIA

House

Goodyear's

$595

lovely
Birmingham

ARKANSAS

Cooper

VERMONT
The Fashion
Shop
W. G. Reynolds Co

FASHIONS— 1938

ALABAMA
Bowers & White

Odum,

The

HOLLYWOOD

Eau Claire
Fond du Lac
Wausau
Casper
Sheridan

During the years of adolescence, from 13 to
25, important glands are developing. These
gland changes upset your system.
At the same time intestinal waste poisons
are often deposited in the blood stream, and
may irritate the sensitive skin of your face
and shoulders. Pimples break out.
Fortunately, there is a way to help keep these
skin-irritating poisons out of your blood. Eat
Fleischmann's Yeast, 3 cakes a day. The millions
of tiny, living plants in each cake of this fresh
food help to remove the wastes the natural way
and clear the skin of pimples. Thousands of young
people get results in 30 days or less. Act now.
Get Fleischmann's Yeast and eat it faithfully.
See how your skin clears up.
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Brief Reviews

Casts of Current
Pictures

(Continued from page 93)
Western. Fred Scott, the warbling cowhand, shares
honors with pretty Christine Mclntyre. Several
good blood and thunder battles interrupt the music
at
times and Al St. Tohns offers a few comical turns.
(May)

• REBECCA OF SUNNYBR00K FARM— 20th
Century-Fox

Women with

forget
you minute
ever read
the original
"Rebecca"
andJust
enjoy
every
of the
tantalizing
Temple
in the songs and dances with which she enlivens this
story of radio broadcasting methods. Randy Scott
and Gloria Stuart are a mild romance and Helen
Westley is the sardonic owner of Sunnybrook.
Shirley at
is either.
delightful
and Bill Robinson can't be
sneezed
(May)

SENSITIVE
SKIN

welcome NONSPI
Thousands of women with sensitive skin are
now usinji' a full-strength deodorant. For
Nonspi is non-irritating. Medical authority
has pronounced this full-strength deodorant
entirely safe when properly applied.
Now Nonspi goes on more easily, dries
more quickly. ..and all underarm odor and
moisture vanish, for 2 to 5 days! Sold at
all drug and department stores— 35^ and 60^.
Slightly higher in Canada.
MAIL THIS COUPON

SAFE

TODAY!

Deodorant

— Stops Perspiration
The Nonspi Company
113 West 18th St., New York City
Please send special trial bottle
of Nonspi. I enclose 10(1 (stamps
or coin).

• ROMANCE IN THE DARK— Paramount
A sophisticated farce with definite emphasis on
the musical
side,Playing
this is aGladys
best
picture
to date.
maid inSwarthout's
opera star John

Metro spent almost $2,000,000 on this and it
ought to be pretty special. You get Nelson Eddy
singing Cole Porter songs, Eleanor Powell's dancing
and
funnyinspeech.
If the
garbled
storyFrank
of a Morgan's
West Pointer
love with
a princess
doesn'tably will.
throw
you
for
a
loop,
the
colossal
sets
probBetter go anyway.
(March)
• SALLY, IRENE AND

MARY-20th

Century-

Fox
Another
musical from the Zanuck mold. The
slim story revolves around the ambitions of three
chorines. You will love Alice Faye's singing, Joan
Davis' awkwardness and Marjorie Weaver's charm.
You will laugh at Fred Allen's wit, Gregory Ratoff 's
accent, Louise Hovick's vamping and Jimmy
Durante's nosing. The songs are fun, too. (May)
• SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER, A-Warners
Belonging to the addlepated cycle of pictures
started
by "Nothing
Sacred,"
morbid
humor theis
here squeezed
from murder.
The a story
concerns
plight of a gangster (Edward G. Robinson) and his
low-brow wife (Ruth Donnelly) who try to go
straight after Repeal. They fail in a mad, shocking,
but outrageously witty way. (April)

like
it. (May)
Gertrude
Niesen sinas some swellish songs. You'll
SWING YOUR LADY— Warners
A picture with an idea, even if it disappoints as a
musical. Nat Pendleton, as a moron wrestler
matched with Amazonian Louise Fazenda, will keep
you in stitches; there is some good hillbilly music
and
Big Apple"
and ayoudandy
have " laughs
galore. sequence.
(April) Add it up —

BRIQUE?
Paris tosses us Po-Go,

its favorite

TELEPHONE OPERATOR— Monogram
You'll find this a neat package of entertainment
dealing with the inside doings of a metropolitan
exchange. Judith Allen and Alice White are the two
"hello" girls who risk their lives when the dam
breaks. Linesmen Warren Hymer and Grant
Withers give Cupid something to work on. Adequate B material. (May)

rouge- in Brique, its favorite shade.
And you'll toss your hat in the air
when you try it!
Po-Go's so unusual! Has a remarkable,
feathery texture, for it's handmade in
France. Goes on as evenly as powder, then
stays put for hours. And its exclusive
Brique shade is the most exciting, most
flattering you've ever tried. Perfect for
blondes! Perfect for brunettes! Perfect for
brick-tops! In fact, Brique tops them all!
Toss down only 55c at your favorite
toiletry counter, for Po-Go Rouge, Brique
shade. Or send 55c (stamps will do) to Guy
T. Gibson, Inc., 565 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
The perfect

shade, BRIQUE

— only in

OUOilOWGE

Conyrlffht, 1938
G. T. G. Inc.
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SPORT
Why

SANDALS

not enjoy their smart originality this summer,

*J
$3.75

they're only

per pair

Delivered Immediately Neatly
Boxed and Postpaid

■k ROSALIE— M-G-M

START CHEERING— Columbia
Bright as a new penny, this novel collegiate
musical tells the story of a movie hero who gives up
fame to attend a university. His manager, Walter
Connolly, tight
and toJoan
lovely
daughter,
lure Perry,
him backtheto dean's
the spotlight.

tossed that

distinctive handwoven

Boles' home, together they concoct a scheme to win
the attention of maestro John Barrymore. Boles
and Gladys sing several solos and three duets together in superb style. (May)

SPY RING, THE— Universal
William Hall is the army hero of this fast melodrama on how to catch an enemy spy with a polo
mallet. Jane Wyman aids Hall and Leon Ames and
Ben Alexander are tossed an occasional scene.
There is a timely entente with current headlines in
the subplot. (April)

Who

TtoHUARACHES

They're the latest thing in sports
sandals and already a favorite in
Hollywood. Woven of soft white
leather on special lasts to fit the
American foot. They are light and
cool, ideal for sports, hiking or
just loafing thru the lazy summer
days.
For convenience

in order-

ing use the coupon below.
IIO Don Gaspar, Santa Fe, N.M.

Please send
Outline
Name_

pairs white Huaraches.

of foot enclosed, size

Address

OLD SANTA
MEXICO
SHOP
fi — NEW MEXICO
HOLLYWOOD

"ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, THE"Warners. — Original screen play by Norman Reilly
Raine and Sexton I. Miller. Based upon ancient
Robin Hood Legends. Directed by Michael Cuptiz
and William Keighley. The Cast: Robin Hood
Errol Flynn; Maid Marian, Olivia de Havilland;
Sir Guy of Gisbourne, Basil Rathbone; King Richard,
the Lionhearted, Ian Hunter; Lillle John, Alan Hale1
Will Scarlett, Patric Knowles; Prince John, ClaudeRains; Friar Tuck, Eugene Pallette; High Sheriff o/
Nottingham,
Melville
Cooper;
Bess, Love;
Una O'Connor;
Bishop
of Black
Canon,
Montagu
Sir Rali,
Robert Noble; Sir Geoffrey, Robert Warwick; Sir
Ivor, Lester Matthews; Captain of Archers, Howard
Hill; Much, Herbert Mundin; Sir Essex, Leonard
Willey; Sir Mortimer, Kenneth Hunter; Sir Bald,
win, Colin Kenny; Dickon Malbele, Harry Cording'
Proprietor of Kent Road Tavern, Ivan Simpson.
"BATTLE OF BROADWAY, THE" — 20th
Century-Fox. — Screen play by Lou Breslow and
John Patrick. Original story by Norman Houston.
Directed by George Marshall. The Cast: Big Ben
Wheeler, Victor McLaglen; Chesty Webb, Brian
Donlevy; Linda Lee, Louise Hovick; Homer C.
Bundy, Raymond Walburn; Marjorie Clark, Lynn
Bari; Mrs. Rogers, Jane Darwell; Jack Bundy,
Robert Kellard; Turkey, Sammy Cohen; Opal
Updyke, Esther Muir; Svenson, Eddie Holden;
Agatha, Hattie McDaniel; Professor Halligan, Paul
Irving; Pinky McCann, Frank Moran; Juigt
Hulchins, Andrew Tombes.
"BULLDOG
DRUMMOND'S
PERIL"
Paramount.
— Screen
play by Stuart
Palmer.—
Based on "The Third Round," by H. C. (Sapper)
McNeile. Directed by James Hogan. The Cast:
Colonel Nielson, John Barrymore; Capt. Hugh
"Bulldog" Drummond, John Howard; Phyllis
Clavering, Louise Campbell; Algy Longwotth,
Reginald Denny; Given Longworlh, Nydia Westman;
Professor Bernard Goodman, Halliwell Hobbes;
Tenny, E. E. dive; Anthony Greer, Michael Brooke;
Aunt Blanche, Elizabeth Patterson; Sir Raymond
Hall.
Blantyre, Mathew Boulton: Dr. Botulian, Porter
"CONDEMNED WOMEN"— RKO-Radio.Story and screen play by Lionel Houser. Directed
by Lew Landers. The Cast: Linda Wilson, Sally
Eilers; Phillip Duncan, Louis Hayward; Millie
Anson, Anne Shirley; Matron Glover, Esther Dale;
Big Annie, Lee Patrick; Kate, Leona Roberts;
Warden Miller, George Irving; David, Richard
Bond; Sarah, Netta Packer; Cora, Rita LaRoy.
"FIRST
HUNDRED
YEARS,
—
M-G-M.
— Screen
play by Melville
Baker. THE"
Original
story by Norman Krasna. Directed by Richard
Thorpe. The Cast: David Conway, Robert Montgomery; Lynn Conway, Virginia Bruce; Harry
Borden, Warren William; Claudia Weston, Binnie
Barnes; Samuel Z. Walker, Alan Dinehart; Cncle
Dawson, Harry Davenport; Midge, Nydia West-

PREVIEW

Stay at the hotel of famous stage and
screen stars. . .where good food. ..and
sensible prices meet.
Home of: the SKY GARDENS
RESTAURANT & CAFE de la PAIX;
Around the World Bar;
RUMPLEMAYER'S

SINGLE from 3.50 ... DOUBLE
SUITES from 8.00

from 5.00

ST.MOFtriX
On-the-Park
50 Central Park So., New York
Personal Direction :S. Gregory Taylor

Do WHAT
MILLIONS
OF
SMART WOMEN ARE DOING

WALKING DOWN BROADWAY— 20th CenturyFox
Be advised not to believe a word of this dismal
pseudo-portrait of Broadway. It pictures the
careers of six chorus girls, several of whom get
liquidated in the vortex! Claire Trevor survives to
claim Michael Whalen, but who cares? (May)

• WISE GIRL— RKO-Radio
Crisp Miriam Hopkins gives an electric performance here and
— aided
a fine
story, Leigh
direction
a castby that
immensely
enjoys Jason's
itself.
Two orphaned children are adopted by struggling
artist Ray Milland. Miriam resents his interference
— and how. Milland was born for his role, and
Henry Stephenson and the children are delicious.
Catch this quick. (March)

• YANK AT OXFORD, A-M-G-M

In this picture made in England, Robert Taylor
emerges less the dandy, more the male. As the son
of a small-town editor (Lionel Barrymore — can he
act!) Taylor wins a scholarship, wins and loses
Maureen O'Sullivan, takes a beating from his classmates, generally does a fine job. Credits to the
entire cast. (April)
• YOU'RE A SWEETHEART— Universal
A Broadway show in the making is the background of this story and fortunately provides the
most important elements in the plot. George
Murphy really comes into his own as a dancer and
singer, and Alice Faye also sings song hits as only
she can. Ken Murray and Oswald of radio fame
lend support. It's a nifty. (March)

If it's hair beauty you're
after, try Solo Curlers.
They're lighter, stronger,
easier-to-use. Beauty experts recommend ther
Buy a few today.

MARIAN
MARSH
Schulberg-Par&mount
Pictures Player

The life of a glamour

girl is definitely

not all sugar and spice. No sooner
had Merle Oberon stepped off the
boat

from

England

trip cross-country
SOLD AT NOTION

COUNTERS

EVERYWHERE

and

made

to Hollywood,

the
than

the
cameras
of to
Sam
Goldwyn's
"Graustark"
began
grind,
and the
pretty star was

back

at work

again.

I man; Chester Blascomb, E. E. Clive; Karl, Torben
Meyer; Martha, Bodil Rosing; Wilkins, Irving
Bacon.
"FOOLS FOR SCANDAL" — Warners. —
Screen play by Herbert Fields and Joseph Fields.
From
the play,
"Return
by Casey.
Nancy
Hamilton,
James
Shute Engagement,"
and Rosemary
.Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. The Cast: Kay
[Winters, Carole Lombard; Rene, Fernand Gravet;
Phillip Chester, Ralph Bellamy; Dewey Gilson,
,Allen Jenkins; Lady Paula Malverton, Isabel Jeans;
\jill, Marcia Ralston; Lady Poller-Porter, Heather
[Thatcher; Bessie, Temple Piggott; Myrtle, Marie
iWilson; Agnes, Tola Nesmith; Papa Joli-Coeur,
■Jacques Lory; Mme. Brioche, Michellette Burani;
[Specialty, Jeni LeGon; and Les Hite and his
i orchestra.
; "GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST, THE"—
i M-G-M. — Screen play by Isabel Dawn and Boyce
iDeGavv. Based on the play by David Belasco.
[Music by Sigmund Romberg. Directed by Robert
iZ. Leonard.
The Cast: Mary Robbins, Jeanette
MacDonald;
Ramerez, Nelson Eddy; Lieutenant
Johnson, Nelson Eddy; Jack Ranee, Walter
jPidgeon; Mosquito, Leo Carrillo; Alabama, Buddy
lEbsen; Pedro, Leonard Penn; Nina Martinez,
[Priscilla Lawson, Sonora Slim, Bob Murphy;
.Trinidad Joe, Olin Howland;
Minstrel Joe, Cliff
Edwards; Nick, Billy Bevan; The Professor, Brandon Tynan; Father Sienna, H. B. Warner; Governor,
Monty Woolley.
"GOODBYE BROADWAY" — Universal. —
[Screen play by Ray Chanslor and Dorian Otvos.
jOriginal story by James Gleason. Directed by Ray
iMcCarey. The Cast: Pat M alloy, Charles Winninger; Molly M alloy, Alice Brady; Chuck, Tom
(Brown; Tommy, Tommy Riggs; Jeanne, Dorothea
;Kent; Harry, Frank Jenks; Mr. Higgins, Jed
.Prouty; Oglethorpe, Donald Meek; Jughead, Willie
I Best; Lancaster, Del Henderson; Cromwell, Jack
Daley; Merriweather, Rollo Lloyd; Calderway,
Julius Tannen; Freddie, Charles Sullivan; Elmer,
(Steve Strelich; Mrs. Peltengale, Virginia Howell.

Why have

GRAY HAIR?
)\
FREE
(Test Bottle

j "JUDGE HARDY'S CHILDREN"— M-G-M.
j— Screen play by Kay Van Riper. Based on characters created by Aurania Rouverol. Directed bv
George B. Seitz. The Cast: Judge James Hardy,
Lewis Stone; Andrew Hardy, Mickey Rooney;
Marian Hardy, Cecilia Parker; Mrs. Hardy, Fay
Holden; Aunt Milly, Betty Ross Clark; Polly
Benedict, Ann Rutherford; Wayne Trenton, Robert
Whitney; Suzanne Cortot, Jacqueline Laurent;
Margaret Lee, Ruth Hussey; John Lee, Jonathan
Hale; Miss Budge, Janet Beecher; Steve Prentiss,
Leonard Penn; Radio Announcer, Boyd Crawford.
"LIFE DANCES ON" (UN CARNET DE
BAD — A. F. E. Corporation. — Written and
directed by Julien Duvivier. The Cast: Christine,
Marie Bell; Madame Audie {the Mother), Francoise
Rosay; Jo (Night Club Owner), Louis Jouvet; Alain
IRegnault (Priest), Harry Baur; Eric Irvin (A/pine
Guide), Pierre-Richard Willm; Francois Palusset
(\layor), Raimu; Dr. Thierry, Blahchar; Pierre
Fabien (Hairdresser), Fernandel; Jacques (Young
Boy), Robert Lynen.
"MAID'S NIGHT OUT" — RKO- Radio.—
Screen play by Bert Granet. Directed by Ben
Holmes. The Cast: Sheila Harrison, Joan Fontaine;
Bill Norman, Allan Lane; Popolopolis, Billy Gilbert;
Geoffrey, Cecil Kellaway; Mrs. Harrison, Hedda
Hopper; Wally Martin, Wm. Brisbane; Adele,
Vicki Lester; Mary, Hilda Vaughn; Rufus Norman,
George Irving; Mac, Frank M. Thomas; Mischa,
Solly Ward; Hogan, Eddie Gribbon.
1 "MR. MOTO'S GAMBLE"— 20th CenturyiFox. — Original screen play by Charles Belden and
Jerry Cady. Based on the character "Mr. Moto"
created by John P. Marquand. Directed by James
jTinling. The Cast: .Me. Moto, Peter Lorre; Lee
\Chan, Keye Luke; Bill Steele, Dick Baldwin; Penny
Kendall, Lynn Bari; Nick Crowder, Douglas Fowley;
Linda Benton, Jayne Regan; Lieutenant Riggs,
Harold Huber; Wellington, Maxie Rosenbloom;
Philip Benton, John Hamilton; Connors, George E.
Stone; Clipper McCoy, Bernard Nedell; Gabby
Marden, Charles Williams; Biff Moran, Ward
Bond; McGuire, Cliff Clark; Sammy, Edward
jMarr; Joey, Lon Chaney, Jr.; Frankie Stanton, Russ
Clark; District Attorney, Pierre Watkins; Editor,
Charles D. Brown.
: "PENROD'S DOUBLE TROUBLE" —
Warners. — Based on the book by Booth Tarking|l.on.
StoryDirected
by Ernest
Scenario The
by Crane
Wilbur.
by Booth.
Lewis Seiler.
Cast:
\Penrod, Billy Mauch; Mrs. Schofield, Kathleen
bockhart; Danny, Bobby Mauch; Mr. Schofield,
iGene Lockhart; Tex, Dick Purcell; Mr. Bills,
■Charles Halton; Vermin, Phillip Hurlic; Donald,
Billy Lechner; Monk, Sunny Bupp; Chuck, Donald
Hulburt; Professor, Hugh O'Connell; Delia,
'Bernice Pilot; Sam, John Perrone; Piggie, Billy
, »Volf stone ; Rodney, Jackie Morrow; Jerry, Jerry
Tucker; Jack, Jack Cunningham.
i "PORT OF SEVEN SEAS"— M-G-M.— Screen
'play
by Preston
the play
"Fanny"
,by Marcel
Pagnol.Sturges.
DirectedFrom
by James
Whale.
The
'Cast: Cesar, Wallace Beery; Panisse, Frank
• Morgan; Madelon, Maureen O'Sullivan; Marius,
John Beal; Honorine, Jessie Ralph; Claudine, Cora
'Witherspoon; Bruneau, Etienne Girardot; Captain
' Escartefigue, E. Allyn Warren.

"SAILING ALONG"— GB.— Based on an
original story by Selwyn Jepson. Directed by
Sonnie Hale. The Cast: Kay Martin, Jessie
Matthews; Gulliver, Roland Young; Dick Randall,
Jack Whiting; Sieve Barnes, Barry Mackay; Windy,
Noel Madison; Sylvester, Alistair Sim; Victoria
Gulliver, Athene Seyler; Skipper Barnes, Frank
Pettingell; Stephanie Randall, Margaret Vyner;
Jill, Peggy Novak;
Butler, William Dewhurst.

Have young - looking
hair instead of gray.
This way SAFE. Test it
Free — no risk — no expense. Complete Test
Package proves results.
Comb colorless liquid through hair. Gray
vanishes. Lustrous color comes — black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Won't rub off on clothing. Leaves hair soft.
Get full-sized bottle from druggist. Money
back guarantee. Or we'll send Free Test.
Snip off a lock of hair. Try
Make this test nrst on this. Prove results.
F__
__
Millions have sent for this
IK. I<i K
test. Mail
coupon for FREE
TEST
PACKAGE.

,- — MARY

"STOLEN HEAVEN"— Paramount.— Screen
play by Eve Greene and Frederick Jackson. Based
on a story by Andrew L. Stone. Directed by Andrew
Stone. The Cast: Carl, Gene Raymond; Steffi,
Olympe Bradna; Rita, Glenda Farrell; Langauer,
Lewis Stone; Von, Porter Hall; Bako, Joseph
Sawyer; Lubert, Ferdinand Gottschalk; Klingman, Douglas Dumbrille; Wenzel, Bert Roach;
Leischen, Esther Dale; Gottlieb, Rolfe Sedan;
Policeman, Ferdinand Schumann-Heink; Sergeant
Lerner, Hooper Atchley.

T. GOLDMAN — ,

2418 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Name

|

I

Street

j

City

State

I

Color of your hair?

' "ISLAND IN THE SKY"— 20th Century|Fox. — Screen play by Frances Hyland and Albert
(Ray. Original story by Jerry Cady. Directed by
'Herbert I. Leeds. The Cast: Julie Hayes, Gloria
,Stuart; Michael Fraser, Michael Whalen; Peter
.Vincent, Robert Kellard; Doyle, Paul Kelly; Lucy
'Rhodes, June Storey; Happy, Paul Hurst; Marly
\Butler, Leon Ames; Walter Rhodes, Willard Robertison; Trompas, George Humbert; Mrs. O'Shea,
Aggie Herring; Inspector Whitehead, Charles D.
IBrown.
i "JOY OF LIVING"— RKO- Radio.— Based on
Ian original story by Dorothy and Herbert Fields.
(Screen play by Gene Towne, Graham Baker and
Allan Scott. Directed by Tay Garnett. The Cast:
\Maggie, Irene Dunne; Dan, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Minerva, Alice Brady; Dennis, Guy Kibbee;
'.Harrison, Jean Dixon; Potter, Eric Blore; Salina,
Lucille Ball; Mike, Warren Hymer; Cafe Owner,
[Billy Gilbert; Bert Pine, Frank Milan; Dotsy Pine,
iDorothy Steiner; Betsy Pine, Estelle Steiner;
Marie, Phyllis Kennedy; Orchestra Leader, Frankilin Pangborn; Mac, James Burke; Oswego, John
.Qualen; Magistrate, Spencer Charters.

"ROSE OF THE RIO GRANDE"— Monogram.— Screen play by Ralph Bettinson. Original
story by Johnston McCulley. Directed by William
Nigh. The Cast: Rosila, Movita; El Goto, John
Carroll; Lugo, Antonio Moreno; Don Jose, Don
Alvarado; Anita, Lina Basquette; Pedro, George
Cleveland; Sebastian, Duncan Renaldo; Castro,
Gino Corrado; Luis, Martin Gerralga; Maria, Rose
Turich.

I
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FREE
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ADDERS

Lew Than Halt
Original Cost
GUARANTEE!

BLDG..

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

%

Salaries of Men find Women in the fust mating profession of Swedish Massage run aa high as $40 to
$70 per week but many prefer to open their own offircM. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, sanijttt. tariume and private patients come to those who
jy
^^|i_w
qualify
through
our training.
Reducing
JaL
ij^^^fe
lone offers rich rewards for specialists.
kkV.- ■■-■"* :--:^| "Wn'r
fi.r FREE.
Arvitoruy <JI,;irt- and buukh-tTHE
College of
Swedish
Massage
1601 Warren Blvd., Dept. A67, Chicago
(Successor to National College of Massage)

'

i,\3
KEEPING
By

BERNARR

FIT

MACFADDEN

Tou will find this book the most useful and the
most helpful
of any of
in the
your information
library — valuable
beyond words because
and facts
it contains. It is indeed a great household guide
to health. A handbook which tells you what and
how to do in fighting disease and ill health. And
the vital, essential health information is not for
youwell.
alone, but for every member of your family
as
Cloth Bound
$2.00— POSTAGE
PAID
Macfadden Book Company, Inc.
Dept. P-6, 205 E. 42 St.
New York City

REMOVE

"TEST PILOT"— M-G-M.— Screen play by
Vincent Lawrence and Waldemar Young. Original
story by Frank Wead. Directed by Victor Fleming. The Cast: Jim, Clark Gable; Ann, Myrna
Loy; Gunner, Spencer Tracy; Drake, Lionel Barrymore; General Ross, Samuel S. Hinds; Landlady,
Marjorie Main; Joe, Ted Pearson; Mrs. Benson,
Gloria Holden; Benson, Louis Jean Heydt; Sarah,
Virginia Grey; Mable, Priscilla Lawson; Mrs.
Barton, Claudia Coleman; Mr. Barton, Arthur
Aylesworth.
"THERE'S ALWAYS A WOMAN"— Columbia.— Screen play by Gladys Lehman. Story by
Wilson Collison. Directed by Alexander Hall. The
Cast: Sally Reardon, Joan Blondell; William
Reardon, Melvyn Douglas; Lola Fraser, Mary
Astor; Anne Calhoun, Frances Drake; Nick Shane,
Jerome Cowan; Jerry Marlowe, Robert Paige;
District Attorney, Thurston Hall; Mr. Ketterling,
Pierre Watkin; Grigson, Walter Kingsford; Falter
Fraser, Lester Matthews.
"THREE COMRADES" — M-G-M. — Screen
play by F. Scott Fitzgerald and Edward E. Paramore. From the book by Erich Maria Remarque.
Directed by Frank Borzage. The Cast: Erich
Lohkamp, Robert Taylor; Patricia Hollmann, Margaret Sullavan; Otto Kosler, Franchot Tone;
Gottfried Lenz, Robert Young; Alfons, Guy Kibbee;
Breuer, Lionel Atwill; Dr. Becker, Henry Hull;
Woolley.
Local Doctor, Charley Grapewin; Dr. Jaffe, Monty
"TRIP TO PARIS, A"— 20th Century-Fox.—
Original screen play by Robert Ellis and Helen
Logan. Based on characters created by Katharine
Kavanaugh. Directed by Mai St. Clair. The Cast:
John Jones, Jed Prouty; Bonnie Thompson, Shirley
Deane; Mrs. John Jones, Spring Byington; Herbert
Thompson, Russell Gleason; Jack Jones, Ken
Howell; Roger Jones, George Ernest; Lucy Jones,
June Carlson; Granny Jones, Florence Roberts;
Bobby Jones, Billy Mahan; Tommy McGuire, Marvin Stephens; Marguerite Varloff, Joan Valerie;
Willie Jones, Harold Huber; Countess Varloff,
Nedda Harrigan; Emile, Leonid Kinskey; Hotel
Manager, Armand Kaliz; Duroche, Clay Clement.
"WOMEN ARE LIKE THAT"— Warners.—
Screen play by Horace Jackson, from the Saturday
Evening Post story by Albert H. Z. Carr. Directed
by Stanley Logan. The Cast: Claire Landin, Kay
Francis; Avery Flickner, Herbert Rawlinson; Howard Jones, Gordon Oliver; Mainwaring, Melville
Cooper; Bill
O'Brien;
King,
Thurston
Hall;Landin,
Martin Pat
Brush,
Ralph Claudius
Forbes; Charles
Bradin, John Eldredge; Mrs. Conroy, Phyllis Claire;
Mr. Snell, Grant Mitchell; Mrs. Amelia Brush,
Georgia Caine; Mrs. Snell, Sarah Edwards; Halliwell, Edward Broadley; Larraby, Wm. Hopper;
Miss Perkins, Loia Cheaney; Miss Douglas, Josephine Whittell; Maude, Bernice Pilot; Miss Hall, Joyce
Compton; Frazier, Harry C. Bradley.

H Al R without
razor, liquid QC
paste or powder hVC
Baby Touch Hair Remover is the
new, amazing way to remove hair
froTi arms, legs and face — quickly
and safely. Used like a powder
puff. Odorless, painless, better
than a razor. Baby Touch gives
the skin that soft, white appearance of youth and beauty.
Satisfaction guaranteed. At drug and department stares
or send 25c for one or $1.00 for five of the Baby Touch
Pads. Baby Touch Mittens (Two sides) 35c each, 3 for
$1.00.
Will last about 3 months.
BABY
TOUCH
HAIR
REMOVER
CO.
2324 Olive Street
St. Louis, Mo.

FEET HURT
TIRE, ACHE OR BURN?
After a hard day, when your
are almost "killing" you, Dr.
Scholl's Foot Balm will quickly
put
an end how
to such
suffering.
You'll
be amazed
it rests
and refreshes
tired, aching, burning, sensitive feet
caused by exertion and fat
soothes minor skin irritation
lieves muscular
soreness. S
everywhere. Family-size jar, 3
—also 10^ size.
Scholl'
FREEFor Dr.
FOOT
BOOK, write
Chicago,
#;
Dr.
Schorl's,

DrScholls

FOOT
BALM

Young love grabs its chance at last!
Bonita Granville, heretofore always a
brat on the screen, goes soft — and
over Jackie Cooper, too. Both these
starlets appear as the romance in
Warners' new picture "White Banners"

7)cyritr

LET THIS
HAPPE N

IN YOUR
HOME

IT wake
certainly
is disappointing
to
up with
a headache or an
upset stomach, and find thereareno
Alka-Seltzer Tablets in the house.
This often means having to start
theday feelingmiserable, when, had
Alka-Seltzer Tablets been available,
you could just drop one in a glass
of water and quickly have a sparkling glass
of Alka-Seltzer
that would
relieve
your
trouble promptly.
Alka-Seltzer gives relief in TWO
ways — its analgesic properties
promptly
relieve
the best
painalkalizers
and because it is one
of the
known, it also corrects the excess
acid condition so often associated
with common ailments. Sold by all
druggists in 30c and 60c packages.

BE
DC WISE-ALKALIZE
VKI0C HLr\MLIZ.C WITH
¥Vlin

c=K~

Alka-Seltzer^ 4
KEEP YOUR BABY HEALTHY
"How setto vou
Raiseon the
By Bernarr Macfadden.
Will
the Baby."
risht track!
How to feed, clothe, bathe, and exercise your little one.
Send $2.00 for a copy to
Dept.

P. 6,
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MACFADDEN
BOOK
CO.,
E. 42nd
St.

InC.

New

York

City

THE

REASON

FOR

VITA BLOOM

Raw

silk is protected by a natural -protein substance that gives trie thread its amazing strength
ana vitality. This vital element is removed from
the silk in the making ol hosiery. Hosiery manufacturers have tried to overcome this for vears.

Exclusive

PHOtNTX
process
creates hosiery that
with

WHAT

VITA

BLOOM

IS

Now Vita-Bloom, a new secret method (patents
pending), an extra manufacturing process used
only by Phoenix, restores this life-giving protein.
Vita- Bloom definitely improves Phoenix Hosiery.

WHAT

VITA

BLOOM

DOES

You can see the new depth and "bloom of color.
You can feel the smooth, soft, even texture. You can
prove the longer life, the snag-and-wear-resistant
quality by trying the new Phoenix Vita-Bloom.

PHOENIX
Copyright

1938, Plioenix Hosiery Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

FASHION HINT: The new Phoenix 5-thread Vita-Bloom hosiery looks as sheer as fine evening hose,
yet wears like the heavier street weights. There is no extra cost for Vita-Bloom. Featured by leading stores. If your
favorite store does not handle Vita-Bloom, write us lor name ol nearest dealer. Look for this label on every pair.

HOSIERY
WITH

CUSTOM

FIT TOP

PHOENIX

tycnlte j^tJie op i/iniA^eZfr i*z PHOENIX

yourself
you're
iurelitof'
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u)itA a iSmaJittu^ Stuieci Jlviii_ cM?atcA
With quality, style and dependability
never before available at these prices
Years of earnest endeavor are fittingly climaxed by a gift of
an Alvin Watch from you.
Recognized by leading style authorities as America's most
beautifully designed watch, Alvin sets a new standard of
modern smartness.
The outstanding dependability of Alvin is the logical result
of nearly a century of fine watchmaking. Genuine ruby jewels,
magnetic-resisting hair springs, precision craftsmanship, and
many other fine points of construction combine to make a
watch of extremely high value at very moderate price.
Carefully examine the new featured models illustrated. You
are certain to find one that exactly suits your purpose at the
price you want to pay.
There is an authorized Alvin dealer near you. Go to him
today and ask to see the complete line of new Alvins. Write
to us if you do not know his name.
PARISIAN—

17 jewels
$29.75

^R 1IAKMOR

17 jewels, 1 iK solid

for a lifetime of
MOREPLEASU&

. . better taste
. . refreshing mildness

Copyright 1938, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

